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REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.

DEP AR'l'MENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

1Vash,ington, D. O., Jcinuary 1, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith my third annual report,
· the same being for the year ending June 30, 1891.
GENERAL ST.,\..TISTICS.*

The total number of pupils in schools of all grades, public and private, at any time in the year is given (p. 40) at 14,G69,0G9, the same
being 23.09 per cent of the population, not quite one in four of all persons. In this number, however, the statistician has not included evening schools, nor art, industrial, business schools, nox schools for defective classes or for Indians, in all some 300,000 pupils, swelling the total
to ne~rly 15,000,000 pupils.
Upon examination of the comparative statistics of enrollment in the
common schools the increase over the previous year is shown to be
268,865. The increase over the previous year was for1890 over 1889 ............... ." ........• '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1889 over 1888 ........••.... _._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1888 over 1887.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1887 over 1886... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1886 over 1885. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

304-, 936
209, 660
225, 180
220, 484
266, 436

A study of statistics shows progressing waves and returning eddies
from year to year. When a long wave of industrial prosperity 'passes
over the country the enrollment in the private schools shows a gain as
compared with the public schools~ Parents desire not so much a caste
education as to gratify their peculiar notions as to course of study,
hygienic conditions, quality of discipline, or hours of school attendance, and length of school term. The private school attracts by its
special features in these respects. But when the wave of industrial
prosperity subsides and a returning eddy sets in tne private schools
suffer most and the public ·schools gain relatively. It may be expected,
therefore, that the increase of enrollment in the public schools will not ·
be uniform.
* See Chapter 1, pp. 1-41!, prepared by Mr. F. E. Uptou.
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GRADE OF PUPILS.

Of these 15,000,000 pupils it appears that 96·4 per cent were receiving
elementary instruction such as is given in primary and grammar schools
in the first eight years of the school life of the child. Under secondary
instruction there were 2·6 per cent and under higher instruction only 1
per cent. Secondary instruction technically includes the work from
the ninth to the twelfth year of the course of study, and higher e<.lucation all beyond that. · According to this exhibit an average town in
the United States with 1,000 pupils in school should have 964 in the
elementary schools, 26 in the high school, 10 in the college or professional school.
LENGTH OF SCHOOL YEAR,

For the present year the nmuber of clays schools were kept averaged
135·7, the same being an increase of nearly a day and a half over the
year previous. The comparative table shows the length of school year
to have been forDays.

1886 .. ___ •... __ . _.. - _.... - - - . . - - - - ... - ..... - • - - . - ... - . - - .
1887 .. ___ . _... _- . _. ___ - .. - - - - ... - .... - - - ... - .... - - - - - - . 1888 . __ . _... ____ . _- - - .. __ .... ____ .. ____ .. _. __ ... - - - . _.. .
1889 ...... - _- .. - - - c, _. - - - ••• - - - - • - ••••• - • - •• - - - - •••••••••
1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . .
_1891 ................. __ ...... - ...... - . - ....•......... - . -

130 ·4
131 ·3
132 ·3
133 ·7
13<1 ·3
135 ·7

Tllis increase in length of session keeps pace with the growth of cities.
Nearly all cities and large villages hold a session of from 180 to 200
days, while schools in rural districts contiuue in session from 70 to 150
days.
At the same time there has been a reaction in the thickly-settled communities of the l\'.Iiddle and Northeastern sections against the too long
annual essions which at first prevailed and in favor of longer vacation and shorter daily session, . The necessity of preserving the
child' elasticity is more clearly perceived. Too much strain on the
growing child has the effect of arresting his development at a lower
tadium of development. The city gamin, perhaps an orphan left to
hift for him elf at a tender age, has developed a precociously worldwi ·e and cunning cast of intellect. BL1t he has well-nigh stopped growing in the direction of cience and art, literature, and humane culture.
He i · not ·o lik lyto help ociety as to burden it later on with hi: ubRisten iu a pauper a ·ylum or c jail. It is beginning to be seen that
·o ·i ty lo: . by hortening the period of childhood and youth, even for
th al- of th . h 1. Th ta ks of the chool mu t not be so seyere
a to v ·re me th C'hikl pow r of reaction, for tbi, will preYent hiR
<: ntinual CY ·lopm nt.
'r at perfe ·tion on a lower plane does not
c unt U<T, iu. t lo .- of capacity to reach a higher d gree of developm nt.
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DAILY .AT'fENDANCE IN SCHOOL.

The item enrollm,ent in school includes all pupils entered on the school
registers during the-year, no matter how short their period of attendance. The pub1ic scl10ols keep a careful record from day to day of the
number present and the number absent of those belonging to school.
The tot.al number of days' attendance of pupils the past year as reported
to tlle Bureau of Education was 1,129,955,876 days, which being
divided by 135·7, the average number of days the schools were kept,
give~ 8,329,234 as the number of pupils in school the entire average
annual session. This also shows that the average number of days
atteuc1ed by the 13,000,000 enrolled in the public schoolR was only 87.
In my last re11ort (1889-'90, p. XIV) I showed the average amount of
schooling received by the entire population, based on the statistics of
that year, to be 4·3 years of 200 days each. This is enough to take the
pupil over a little J?.10re than one-half the course of study in the elementary Rchool. Four States, Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut, and
Ohio, give more than six years (of 200 days each) of schooling to each
inhabitant, but tlie sections having fewest cities and most rural population are giving on an average only two and one-half years of actual
schooliug to the entire population. This shows that we are far from
the danger of overeducating our people. It also gives additional
interest to the statistics above quoted, showing the slowly increasing
length of the annual session the schools are k_e pt.
SCHOOL TE.A.CHER.S.

The total m1111ber of teachers iu the public (or common) schools is
reported at 3GS,rnl, one-third of these (33·1 per cent) beiug males. To
tliis should be added the munber in private schools-some 60,000 in all
-to :fincl the aggregate of teachers, ·which is nearly 425,00.0.
SCHOOL EXPENSES .

The total expenditure for public schools during the year is reported
at $14G,S00,163. This was $17.67 for each pupil attending 135·7 days,
aud $2.31 per capita. of the whole population. Of the income for
schools, nearly 70 per cent comes from local taxes, and 19 per cent from.
State taxes. If the expenditure for private schools is added, estimating it at $28,000,000, the total expenditure for education aggregates
$175,000,000.

The amount expended on the common schools has risen from $1.56
per capita of the whole population in 1879-80 to $2.24 in 1889-90 and
to $2.31 in 1891. This indicates an attempt to secure a longer school
term, increa8cd attendance, better scbool11ouses, and better-paid teachers. The amount expended per capita Las risen in these eleven years
49 per cent; the attendance has increased from 19·7 to 20·3 per cent of
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tl1e population; the average monthly wages of m-ale teachers has
reached $44.SD, of female teachers, $36.65. It is noticeable that the
increase in expenditures per inhabitant for schools is greatest in the
Soutbern States.
, PRIV ..A.'l'E SCHOOLS.

The percentage of the whole enrollment attending private schools is
9·8 for elementary grades (first eight years of schooling); 39·8 for secondary pupils; and 69·7 for pupils under higher instruction; 11·2 per

/

cent for all grades. In a former report I have -taken the grouncl that
the private school serves a very useful function, both in providing a
field for experiment along new lines of educational methods and in
providing a safeguard against a too niggardly policy in the management of the public schools. If good wages are not paid for good
teachers they may withdraw and establish private schools. In this
they serve a very useful function, and the proportion of chiidren in
such schools is not quite so large as it wm become when the wealth
of the average citizen becomes greater. But the number of secondary
pupils in priva~e schools is rapidly decreasing by reason of the establishment of high schools in cities and villages.
LAWS REL.A.TING TO SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.

The specialist on State systems of schools has presented (pp. 35-37)
an exhibit showing the laws relating to school attendance in the 28
States having compulsory laws. rrhe prevailing feature in these laws
is to require pupils from 8 to 14 years to attend school from 12 to 16
weeks each year, imposing a fine of not more than $25 on parents or
guardians for first offense, and a higher fine, and in rare cases imprisonment, for each subsequent offense; some States provide special
truant officers; many provide reform schools for truants; employment
is forbidden for young children during tbe b0urs of school sessions2 State pre cribing for children nuder 10 years; 4 under 12 years; 4
under 13 years; these and some other States prohibiting employment
except when the prescribed schooliu~ has been given.
EDUC.A.TIO~ IN NEW ZEALAND.

In Chapter II (pp. 4o-94) I have presented a paper of Sir Robert
•'tout, JL c . )1, G., formerly mini ter of education and premier of the
c I ny, giving an admirable ket ·h of education in New Zealand, both
fit. fr e, compul ory, ecufar education and it private and parochial
u ·ati n. Ther i no more interesting chapter in the history of
du a i n than tha whi h treats of education in the British colonies
t r roun th woTl . The English feature of local self-governm nt in wl1i hi om bin
·entralization for the control of what relates
th - w lfar of all a local admini tration that ees to v.hat conrn. uJ • h
I ial )r in e, appear, uncl r a variety of forms
iff tin in lift' r n · l nie , and in an the, e olonie differing fro~
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the system in the United States. There appear certain decided
advantages in the manner in _which centralization is cori1l>~ned with
local control in the management of education in the .British colonies.
EDUCATION IN FRANCE •

.A.n attempt has been made by the specialist to give in half a dozen
pages a brief statement of the system of education in France (Chapter
III). The longer expositions printed in the pr-evious reports gave fuller
details but were less symmetrical. It is intended to report each year
a brief statement, giving the outlines of the French system, in order
that the items of current history may have their proper setting and be
seen in their significance as regards the whole. An interesting sketch
of the progress of elementary education since Guizot's law of 1833 is
translated and summarized from the monograph on the population of
France by the distinguished statistican, E. Levasseur. The continuation of the elementary schools in the direction taken by u~ in
what is called the "English high school" is in France effected by
"higher primary schools" (ecoles pr·imaires siiperieures). A discussion
follows ·o f the general features of these schools, their increase
(more than :fifty, with an enrollment of 41.,018 pupils; in 1891),
their programme of studies, their :fina11ees. The regular classical schools (Lycees), corresponding to our _preparatory schools,
and such high schools as are modeled on the Boston Latin School,
cover in their course of study half of the work of our elementary
schools, all of the work of our public high schools, and as much of the
work of our colleges as is included in the freshman and sophomore
years. Foreign visitors (especially .American visitors) who look in
upon the work of the French Lycees are very much surprised at the
amount of work successfully accomplished by the pupils. High authority estimates the average French boy of 1G at the Lycee to be two years
in advance of the American boy of the same age in our preparatory
school. This is one of the topics that challenges careful investigation,·
and it deserves to have a commission appointed to investigate it. 1:n
comparing t.he work of the different systems it needs not to be said
tlrnt what is wanted js a rounded estimate of progress, includin.g all
aspects of growth. The effect of too much strain in any one direction ,
will appear as arrested development, hindering advance in higher
branches of study later on in the course. It is in this matter vf arrest
. of development, produced by too much emphasis on inernory studies or
mechanical drill work in the elementary and secondary courses of study,
that we have most to learn; in fact, the directors of education in all
nations have most to learn in this field. International comparative
statistics, commissions sent out to investigate the systems of other
nations, are, therefore, of especial value just now. The present year of
the Columbian Exposition* is noteworthy for the number of commissions appointed by European governments to report on the educati~n
·X- 1893.
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of the United States. A new epoch in school statistics is herewith
inaugurated.
_
It will be noticed with interest (pp. 116- 120) that the French are
having the same difficulties that we encounter in readjusting the requirements of the degree of bachelor of arts in the presence of what are
called modern , studies, namely, science, history, modern literature, etc.
EDUCATION IN GRE.A..'l.' IlRITA.IN AND !REL.A.ND.

After a brief view of the educational systems of England and ScotJand, intended, like that given of France in Chapter III, to furnish an
explanation of the current history for the year, there follows (Chapter
v ) a special study of the provision made for secondary and technical
instruction in -Great Britfan, and in Chapter VI a sketch of education
in Ireland. It is too early, as yet, to study the effect of the Jaw of
1891 remitting fees of pupils in all schools aided by the Government
grants and thus establishing, for the first tjme in the history of Great
Britain, a free-school system. In my annual report for 1889-'!}0 (in the
letter of transmittal) I have discussed, at some length, the peculiari'ties of English proc€dure in the matter of distributing financial aid.
All existing institutions are assumed to have the first right for help,
and accmdingly they receive it, coupled, of course, with conditions
such as Government inspection and standards of scholarship and
attendance. With the passage of the law of 1891 all §chools receiving
tbe fee grant from the Government were required to remit tuition fees.
At this point tlrn -private and endowed schools commenced to draw
away from the common standard toward which Government inspection
has been leading, Hereafter we may expect to see a rapid increase of
free public schools ("board schools") and a corresponding decrease of
private schools. These stood in the ratio of 62 per cent of pupils in
11rivate , chools and 38 per cent iu "board schools." It is likely that
this ratio will be reversed . But even then Great Britain will llave
three times as large a percentage of enrollment in :private schools as
the United State: (38 against 12), ·while it has, up to 1891, had firn
time: the American quota i'n private schools.
In la. t year report was presented a detailed account of education in
Scotland, as the previous year of thatinEngland. Asketchoftlrnsystem
of education in Ireland is given in the present report (pp. 151-1G4).
It i. a record of remarkable -progre .. s-from an enrollment of 18 in 1,000
of the population in 183:-' to 17Gin 1,000 in 1890. The annual expenditure
tor clucation...in Ir ]and, a .. late as 1883, ·was estimated (in our mouey)
at ~LO 500 but in 1 90 l1acl ri.-en to $4.,729,082, or almost exactly $1
r ·a ita £ r the population . Tlle annual enrollment of pupils was
v ·r 1 000,
for 1 00, a. the "average" enrollment is put at 828,520.
Inf, ·t it ·wa 1 0° - 10... 1· 2.., per cent of the population. An excellent
t-;y. t m of . upeiTi:io1 i.' in operation, and good salaries are paid to·
t < ·h r . Thi , witll , pr portion of th population in chool as large
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as that in the United States or in Germany, ought to work great
changes in the pro·ductive industry and social welfare of the people.
INDUS':rRIAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCA'l'ION IN CEN'.I.'RAL EUROPE.

In Chapter vn is given a sketch of the provisions for industri al education in Austria, Switzerland, and Germany. The "continuatron
school" of Germany is notlikethe "higher primary school" of France, an
equivalent for our,~ Engliskbigh school,J'butsomethingthatcorrosponds
to the evenillg high school in Boston aud some otbBr cities of America.
It i-; reported that Prussia has 1,131 of these continuation schools
witll 93,029 pupils; Bavaria 242, with 29,472 pupils; Saxony 28, with
7,912 pupils; Wii.rtemberg, 13,649 pupils, 71 out of every 100 apprBntices attending sti.ch schools; Austria 323, with 65,041 pupils. These
schools are held either in the evenings or on Sundays.
EDUCA'.I.'ION IN RUSSIA.

In Chapter vrn (pp. 195-262) is offered the first sketch of the system
of education in Russia, The table of expenditure shows the sum of
$12,708,1G5 appropriated by the General Government. Besides tllis ,
there were contributions from the Church and from local governments.
The total emollment of pupils is Bet at 2,472,627. Of these, 1,94.4-,057
were boys and 527,520 girls.
With the growth of urban pormlation in Russia schools increase
and the enrollment of pupils gains on the population. Hitherto an
enormous rural population, widely scattered in small village communities and using primitive methods of agriculture, has stood in the way
of the extension of education to all the people. With city life comes
division of labo:i;:, enhanced skill in the various industries, the employment of machinery, the increa,se of productive power on the part of the
citizen, and the demand for schools for all tlie children of the people.
After the Crimean war the Government, upon the initiative of the Oz.ar,
took the effective step towards encouraging urban civilization by importing skilled labor from western Europe. This has more thau doubled,
per cupita, the wealth-producing power of the Russian people in the
course of twenty-five years. While the farming populations, as a whole,
do not produce annually on an average over 6 cents a day for each man,
"'Oman, and child, the city populations have increased the national production to 14 cents per day (for each inhabitant).
EDUCATION IN JAPAN.

The efforts of Japan to take up into itself the industrial and scientific achievements of European nations furnish one of the most remarkable phenomena of modern history. The results are even more astonishing. In 1890 a population of 41,000,000 people supported 7,730 Government schools with an attendance of 3,059,052 pupils. This movement dates from 1869, but it has, during the last tw.enty years, taken
such root that it can no longer be regarded as a mere experiment.
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EDUCATION IN IT.A.LY,

.A valuable contribution to the report on education in Italy is furnished by Professor Oldrini in Chapter x. It gives numerous details not
-accessible at the time the former statement was prepared for the annual
report of 1888-'89 (see pp. 182-195 of that report). At the request of
ProfessorOldrini, Signor LuigiBodio, the eminent Italian statistician, on
a visit -to this conn try, promised to furnish more recent data than
those given in this chapter, when such data had been obtained. The
promise was faithfnlly kept. Owing, however, to the fact that Prof.
Oldrini's article was already in type and the plates cast before Signor
Bodio returned to Italy, I have not been able to make such use of his
article in this re.port as I wished. I have given in a note at the end of
this letter (pp. XVIII), an abstract of the data furnished, which may be
read in connection with Chapter x. The entire article of Prof. Bodio
will be given in the next annual report.
EDUCATION IN KORE.A.; THE SANDWICH ISLANDS,

Corea, like Japan, is a nation which originally borrowed its letters
from China. The reaction against its traditional culture is not so great
as that of Japan. It has, however, adopted a phonetic alphabet after
the anailogy of the Pha:mician used· by Europeans.
The former Commissioner of Education of this Bureau, Gen. John
Eaton, has written a sketch of education in Hawaii. The number of
pupils enrolled in the schools is 10,712 out of a population of 89,990.
This good showing is due to the English-speaking part of the people,
which is and has been largely a missionary influence. It is interesting
to note that more than one-half of the pupils are of Hawaiian _descent
and that nearly one...third of the teachers are of the same race.
CO::\IP .A.R.A.'fIVE S'l'.A.TISTICS OF EDUCATION IN THE WORLD .

.A table given on pp. 3G0-372 brings together in a convenient form
for comparison the following items of education: (a) number of pupils
below tlle grade of the university; (b) ratio of these to the entire population; (c) number in elementary schools; (d) number in secondary
, chools; (e) nuru ber in higher institutions; number in special schools;
mun ber of teachers; expenditures. .!!.,or convenience of comparison the
percentages are given in each case. These statistics are given for
twenty- even countries of Europe; ten countries of South America;
four ountrie of Central America; four countries of North America;
. v u Briti h coloni in .Au trala ia; two in Africa; two in Asia.
LEGAL ED

.A.TION .

1

.t
th r ue t of a ommittee of the .Am rican Bar Association an
inquiry w . u d rt~ k n y this Bureau into the condition of legal eduti 11 in m ri a ur
, an l oth r part of the world. The results
f tbi. inquiry are nt in 1 in bapt r xrn to XVI (pp. 376 to 578).
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The first pa1·t gives the statistics for the United States (Chap. xrn);
the second part for Europe (Chap. XIV); the third part (Chap. xv) for
Canada, Australia, Spanish America, Japan, and China; the fourth
part gives the bibliography of the subject (Chap. XVI).
COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE .A.ND THE ~IBCH.A.NIC ARTS.
A detailed description of the origin, history, and present condition of
the colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts is found in Chapter
xvn of this report and in the tables on pp. 1442-1446. The paper was
prepared by a professor connected with the Maryland College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts:
THE KINDERGARTENS OF EOROPE .A.ND .A.MERICA1.

In Chapter XIX is to be found an elaborate paper on the history and
status of public kindergartens in several European countries. Thjs
paper and its appendixes of statistics should be considered in connection with the detailed tables on pp. 1156-1103, containing the results
of a special inquiry sent out at the close of the year to all kindergartens that could be heard of. The report gives 2,000 kindergartens
and upwards of 65,000 pupils in the United States. But there were
1,100 more known to exist, which did not reply to the circular of inquiry. It is safe to estimate the entire number of pupils in kindergartens at 100,000.
The usual statistical information is given in this report, and papers .
of interest on the higher education (xxn), professional instruction (xxnr), education in Alaska (xxv), class intervals in the public schools
(xxvn). Besides there is a remarkable study of the history of education in southwest Virginia, by Rev. A.. D. Mayo, and a report on the ~
physical and mental condition of 50,000 children seen in 106 schools of
London, by Dr. Franci_s Warner, an eminep.t English specialist.
In conclusion, I desire to take this opportunity to acknowledge the
valuable services and willing cooperation of the corps of clerks in this
office, and to recognize in particular the assistance given me by the chief
clerk, Mr. J. W. Holcombe, and by the chiefs of division: Col. Weston
Flint, of the division of statistics; Mrs. H. F. Hovey, of the division
of correspondence; Mr. Henderson Presnell, of the library; Mr. F. E.
Upton, head of the editing committee; Dr. L. R. Klemm, Misses A.. T.
Smith and Frances G. French, of the division of foreign exchange; and
by Mr. Wellford Addis, specialist in professional schools, Mr. J. C.
Boykin, specialist in city systems, and Dr. Arthur Macdonald, specialist in education as related to crime.
W. T. HARRIS,
Commissioner.
Hon. J. W. NOBLE,
Secretary of Interior.
ED
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EDUCATION· IN ITALY.
[Supplem entary to Chapter X.]

Signor Luigi Bodio, the distinguished director of the statistical bureau in Italy,
has courteously furnished, at the request of Prof. Alex. Oldrini, information on
Italian education additional to that by Prof. Oldrini given in Part I of this Report.
In regard to the illiteracy in the IQ.ngdom, he states the percentage per 100 inhabitants to be as follows:

I

Of 6 ,ears \Of 20 :rears
All ages. and ::i:bo,e. and aboYe.

Census.
1861 (a) ... .. ...•..•...••..••••.••••.•.••••••••.••.•••••••..•..•.......
1871 .......•....•.•••.•••.•••••••••..•••••••.••.• ,.·..••.••••••.••.••..
1881 ..•...••..•••.•••.•••..••..•.••• _••••••.•.•,.••.•.... ••·••· •.•••• • ••

78. 06
72. 96
67. 26

73. 50
68.64
63. 45

74.68
68. 77
61.94

' a Rome and Venice not facluded.

The decrease in illiteracy in Italy is also demonstrated by the increasing number
of married men an<l women wlfo sign the marriage contract, and by the reduced
number of illiterates among the young recruits twenty years of age. The increased
number of married men and women who sign the marriage contract is shown by the
following .figures, illiteracy being more noticeable in the s~nthern provinces than in
the central and northern provinces; more conspicuous in the rural districts and the
smaller com11:1-unes than in the larger towns.
Prvportion of illiteracy

iJ

1891 arnong those contracting marriage.

NORTHERN ITALY.

Per cent.

Illiterate men and women at time of marriage:
In all communes(*) .......... _--· ....... ____ . _____ .... ____ .... _.... - - .. 28.39
In cbi.efJ?roviucial communes only .... ·-_--· .. _,. -· ... _.... _,_... ·-.·- __ .. 17.84
Jn Turin ..... ·___ ................... _...... ·-···-_ ....... _. __ .. ·-_ ...... . 5:28
In I!.iilau ............ _..... _.... _................. _ .. ___ . _.... __ ..... __ .. 6.4.0
Cl~NTRAL ITALY.

Illiterate men and women at time of marriage:
In all communes (") ......................... _... _..... ____ ... ___ .. _. _..
In chief provincial communes only····-···-· .. ·---··-·-··-·· ............
In :F lorence ............ : ..................... ___ ........ _ . _........ __ ...
In Rome ......••••....... _......... _.................... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

55. 46
28. 93
14. 84
18. 24

SOUTHERN ITALY.

Illiterate men and women at time of marriage:
In all communes (") .............................................. ......
In chief provincia.l communes only ......................................
In Naples ...................... : ........................................
In Catanzaro ............................................. _.... _........

71. 49
45. 86
36. 08
71. 4.9

Perrentage of i1liletcdes arnong young men twenty years of age recruited for the army.

BornIn 18.:Sl • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 52. 78
ln 1 60 ...•..................• ••···· ........•....••.................••.• 4-7 97
In 1 70 .......................................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41: 10
A re nlt of the Orffanization of army schools, which aro a. fcaturo of the ItnJian
• s ·. t m f clu · tion, i that illiter cy amon_g soldiers is greatly decreased. ,vhile
~he P re· •nti rro of illitcrat among tho o recruits who were horn in 1870 was, as
JU
at d, 41.10, th t of olcli r . cnt home after th ir term of military service was
only 21.95.

* In Jud chief provincial comm uncs.
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INFANT SCHOOLS (ASILI - IN1''L~TILI) AND KINDERGARTENS • .

The greater portion of the infant schools of Italy are established according to
regulations of the Italian educator Ferrante Aporti (1791-1858), or according to
the methods of Aporti and Froebe! combined. In these schools children acquire the
first rudiments of an elementary education. The Government gives annual subsidies
towards establishing infant schools, or aids those already existing. Many are selfgoverning and have their own funds. There were 1,178 such in 1892. Still others
are supported by charitable institutions, chari_table associations, and private iudividnals.
1883.

1872.

Infant schools and kindergartens.

1802.

1,706
1,379
Public ... _....•..•..... ............... ...•............ , .......................... .
236,430
Pupils .....•••.••..•............•........... ·........................ ·····•···· 191,017
642
362
Private ......................................••...................................
27,941 .I= 55,694
Pupils ................................... , ......................... · I=·=··=·=·=--=·=··=1-===='

Total ~~~ll~ .~~~.~~~~~:~::

:: ::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::: :::: :: :::

1,090
130,806

1,741
218,958

2,348
292,124

There are in Italy at the present time few kindergartens conducted exclusively
according to Froebel's methods. In 1892 they numbered 400.
POPULAR PRIMARY EDUCATION,

Primary instruction was first made compulsory in 1859 by a law which required
the attendance at school of children between 6 and 12 years of age, and enjoined
upon the communes the support of a number of boys and girls' schools proportionate to the number of pupils of age to attend such schools. This law could
not be enforced on account of the difficulties attendant upon forming a constitution
in a kingdom composed of provinces that had been separated for many centuries,
and had different developments in civilization and education. A new law, enacted
in 1877, made school attendance obligatory between 6 and 9 years of age, and
required the communes lo establish a sufficient number of schools for the school
population, and to obtain a sufficient number of teachers to carry on the schools.
On this basis the law has by degrees been enforced in all communes of Italy, viz,
8,254 on December 31, 1892. The number of pupils (vide p. 322) in· public and private elementary day schools has increased from year to year since 1861. In that
year the pupils numbered 1,008,674; in 1871 there were 1,722,947; in 1881 there were
1,976,135; in 1892 there were 2,453,939. If we include night schools and Sunday
schools, a total of 2,678,240 in school is obtained. The sta~istics presented by Signor
Boclio are as follows :
Elernentary education [vide p. 324].

Pub¥~a~~!r:~~~~~~::: :: : : :: :: : : : : :: :::::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :
Pupils ......................... ............. . ................ .
Pri T!!ct~;'l~~.o.~1:8.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Pupils ....................................................... .
Nigt~a~t~~l~::::: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : :: ::::::::::::::::: ::: : : ::: : : :

1t1~~~i~: :: :: :::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::: ::::: :::::::::
Sun~:f~
Tear.hers .................................................... .
Pupils ...................................................... ..

1
'

1871-'72.

1881-'82.

33,556
34,309
1,545,790
8,157
9,114
177,157
9,809
11,548
375,047
4,743
5. 020
154,585

41,423
42,067
1,850,619
5,797
6,088
125,516
6,295
6,295
248,012
3,805
3,295
122,207

1891-'92.
49,217
50,819
2,266,503
8,395
8. 9:J7
187,346
4,241
4,254
a147, 607
2. R90
2,890
b76, 694

To~al J1t1mber of elementary day scl10ols in 1801-'92 was 57,612. Total elementary dny pupils in
1891-IJ2 were 2,453,939; in 187J-'72, 1,722.947; increase, 730,092; total nmulJPr of elementary day
pupils in 1801-'92 was 2,453,939; ni ght pupils, 147,607; Sunday pupils, 70,60.Je. Total, 2,678,240.
aAlmost all boys.

b Only onc -fifLh boys.

1
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NORMAL SCHOOLS,

These are established for the preparation of teachers of the elementary grades.
The normals are divided into inferior and superior, the former giving a certificate to
teach in the lower division of t,he elementary grades, the latter, a certificate which
permits its holder to teach in any'of the elementary schools.
Statistics of Normal Schools.
Schools.
Years.
Total.
- - - - - - - - - - - ! - --

1891-'92 .. ..... . ......•.•. ..•...
1881-·82 ....................... .
1871-'72 .......... ... ....... .•..

Infe·
rior.

Snpe·
rior.

Pupils.

For
men.

For
women .

Men.

Women. Total.

- ~ - - - - ____ ,_ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ ,___

H9
36 - 113
24
125 , 2, 135
121 . . •.. . .. . . . .. .• . . . . .. .. . . .. ..•••.• 1,383
115 . . . .• . .. . .• .. •.. . .. .. . . . . . . . ••.... 1,631

15,898
7,482
4,499

18,029
8,865
6,130

Superior normal training for men is given in the scientific and literary faculties of
the universities. For women there are also higher grade institutions in Rome and
Floreuce, where graduates of normal schools can obtain a still more complete course
of instruction, such as may be required by those women who desire to become
instructresses in normal schools, or in schools above the elementary grade. Such
schools for women were established in 1882, and in 1883-'84 there were 105 pupils
registered; in 1890-'91 these numbered 181. The cour~e of study covers Italian languages and literature, history, geography, French, English, and German languages
and literature·; mathematics, physics and chemistry, logic, and psychology; also
hygiene and drawing.
·
SECONDARY INST~UCTION,

As regards secondary schools Signor Bodio states that the pupils in 1872 numbered
23,798; there was an increase to 87,000 in 1882, and to 113,974 in 1891. In the "licei"
thei:e were 71,751 in 1891; in technical schools and institutes, 42,223. Of 56,737 graduates from the "ginnasi" only 15,014 attended the "licei," the balance •(41,723) commencecl their career with a preparation of classical studies only. This gives about
73 per cent who do not contirrne a higher grade of education in the "licei" or other
special schools. Tabulated statistics are as follows:
1871-'72.

1881-'82.

Clabsical instruction.
Ginnnsi:
Public: ..... ..................................................
a 104
Pupils....................................................
8,267
Private .... .............................................................. .
Pupils ........ ................................. .. ........ ..... ... .. .. .
Licei:

1890-'91.

332
24,874
396
17,937

350
36,482
383
20,255

::?~i~~: : : : : : : :::: ::: ::: ::::::::::::::::: : :::::::......~~:~;.

Pupils ............ ........ ............ .. ................... .......... .

131
8,178
198
4,212

143
10,360
167
4, !i54

a 183
12, 0!2

1. 057
55,201

l, 0!3
71,751

310
20,823
103
3, 023

329
31,159
68
1,969

66
6, 024
10
367

68
7, 568

Technical inatruction.

:.I\l\!t?if<//'.//'.>\/\//\i
I:: ::'.~f
························!}' f
l' Up i·····
························
•••••
••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••• ••••••••• ••••••
a. Gov ·rnm<:ntal only.

/849
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l
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1881-'82.

1890-'91.

Technical instruction-Continued.

Institutes of the Merchant Marine:

::1~;:~ :: ::: ::::: : : : :::: ::;: : : : ):::}a2dl

23
655
2
718 ,
6
1- - - - -:- - - - -;· 155
5141
Total i~~f~s- ::: : : : : :: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : ::::::
31,798
11,756

f

!====!=====;==

Grand total f Sch~ols. · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ··· · · · ·· · · ·
{Pupils ......................................•

338
23,798

1. 571
86, 99_9

I

20
1,289
1
6
491
42,223
1,534
113,974

a Governmental only .
./
/

EDUCATION OF WOMEN,

As to the education of women (vide p. 328), it is stated that girls receive a higher
grade of instruction than that of the :five elementary classes in so-called "educatories," conservatories, and colleges. A small proportion of these institutions may
be classed as superior or complementary schools, and are annexed to the colleges for
girls which are supervised by the government. Some are supported by provinces and
communes, but the larger number are maintained by private corporations or associa.tions. The oldest and most thoroughly established are those maintained by the
municipalities of Milan, Turin, Asti, Genoa, Venice, Padua, and among those established at a later date are those of B.ologna, Florence, and Rome.
The programme and course of study vary in these different institutions. Women are
admitted to both classical and technical schools, the technical schools being the most
frequented by them. In 1891 there were sections for women in 141 of the technical
schools, and 1,498 women attended. There are also teclmical schools for women exclusively. ·women are admitted to university privileges, and are most frequently to
be found in attendance upon the faculties of natural sciences, and medicine and surgery. Among the women who frequent the institutes of a higher grade than secondary schools it is stated that the majority attend special courses of study, but do not
endeavor to obtain academic degrees .
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

The Italian Government justly recognizes the fact that agricultural, industrial,
and commercial pursuits tend toward the prosperity of the people. Signor Bodio
presents this phase of education as follows:
Elementary instruction in agriculture is given in the practical schools of agriculture which were opened in those sections of Italy where the agrarian economy
required such sp~cial study. These schools are supported by the Government,
provinces, and communes, by corporations or by private individuals. To be admitted to such schools requires the student to have :finished the lower elementary course,
or to have passed a similar examination. The instruction is both theoretical and
practical; the latter includes work by the students in all forms of husbandry and
agricultural operations, the endeavor being to suit the instruction to the locality.
Special agricultural schools aim to give instruction in regard to the production of
wjnes, oil, and cheese, the cultivation of vines, and fruits. The :practical and special
schools are governmental schools, and there are agricultural sections in other governmental schools. The elements of agricultural science are taught in certain normal schools for both men and women. In 1890-'91 such instruction was given in 20
normals for men, and 11 for women. T4e number of pupils to date who have passed
an examination in this branch js 694.
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In 555 elementary schools of the higher gracle in 1890-'91 the elements of agriculture were taugh_t. Lectures under governmental ::mspi_9es are given throughout the
rural districts of Italy by eminent authOTities on the djseases of plants and Yegetables. The highc-st grade of instruction in agriculture is given in the superior schools
of agriculture in Milan and Portici, and in t_h e agricultural school annexed to the
· University of Pisa. To be admitted to this class of schools the student must possess the "licenza licea-lo," or h~ve gra,duated from the course of agriculture and surveying in the technical institutes. Graduation from the superior schools of agriculture entitles one to the certificate of doctor in agrarian science and prepares the
graduate to be a teacher of agricl;ltnral science. Agricultural experiment st ations
( Stazioni agrarie), for the promotion of m?re scientific methods, with laboratories
for study and experiments, have been established by the Government in some districts. There are also special academieA or societies of agriculture for the promotion
of scientific and practical agricultural studies. These are founcl in Rome, Floren ce,
Turin, Pesaro, Palermo, and Milan. Education in this line is also aided by n ational
and local agricultural conv~ntions and exhibitions.
INDUSTRIAL, PROFESSIONAL, .A..,D COMl\IBRCIAL EDUCATION.

Industrial training is given in the Schools of Arts and Trades (Scuole di arte e
mestieri) and in the schools of art as applied to industry (Scuole di arte applicata
all ' ind us tria), the aim of these schools being to train skilled wor km.en for factories
and workshops. · The students obtain scientific training as applied to industries
and trades. The superior or higher grade schools of art, as applied to industry
( Scuole superiori di arte applicata all' industria) endeavor to cultivate the artistic
or resthetic side of the workingmen. The government, provinces, municipalities,
ch.ambers of commerce, a:iid local corporations unite in the maintenauce of these
schools.- Admission is granted to students who have :finished the elementary course
or have passed a similar examination to that given at the close of this course.
The schools of mines, under similar maintenance, give practical education in
mining; the students are taken to the mines and sulphur mines to see the actual
workings. Admission is grante~ to graduates of the higher elementary course, or to
those who pass an equivalent examination.
Industria,l schools for women train for special trades, or in sewing, embroidery,
flower-making, etc. ·
The highest grade of inclustrial, professional, or commercial training is found in
the following institutes mainfained by the government, provinces, and communes.
The Industrial Museum in Turin, which has large laboratories and collections of
patterns and instruments, and a commercial museum, aims to train stuuents for the
chemical and mechanical industries, for experiments in physics, and applied electricity, and to train teachers for the technical institutes and higher industrial
schools.
The Superior Naval School in Genoa aims to perfect the instruction given h1 the
mercantile marine institutes and to train naval engineers and machinists and captains of the naval service. Tea ·hers for the institutes of the merchant· marine are
also trained here.
The uperior School of Commerce in Venice is notably a business high school,
aiming to prepare graduates from the technical institutes for commercial pursuits
and banking. As a means of promoting trade with the Eastern countries there is a
cour e in the Aral)ian, Turkish, and Japanese languages. This school also prepares
t ach r for th omm rcial cour · in the t chnical institutes and trains young men
f r h con nlar service. The higller commercial schools of Bari and Genoa have a
similar aim and a imilar curriculum of study.
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e~!tt~t ~cholas- Schools: Students.
ment.
ti.c year.
-----------------------1---- ---- ---- ---Industrial, professional, and commercial.

57
75

1889-90
1889-90
1889-90
1889-90
1889-90
1890-91
1890-91
1890-91
1890-91
1890-91

19
15
1
1
1
1
1

Total ........•.•............................. : ............................ .

177

Sc11ools of arts ...............• , ................ -- · · -· · · · · · · · --· · · · · · · ·
Schools of arts applied to industries .................................. .
Superior schools of arts as applied to inclustries ...................... .

rE3~~tf;tiii~rr:t~\!~:~::::
:~: :: :::::: ::: :::: :: ::: :::~ :::::1862
:::::
Industrial museum in Turin.................................
Superior N aYal t,chool in Genoa.... .........................
Suporior School of Commerce in Bari........................
Superior School of Courmeree in Genoa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Superior School of Commerce in Venice.....................

1870
1886
1884
1868

6

8,054 .
7,752
888
1,483
5,050
98
143
71
44

113
23,696

SUPERIOR AND SPECIAL STUDIES.

Higher education is given in the universities and in some superior institutes. The
universities prepare young men, who ar~ graduates from secondary schools, for
tl10se professions for which special studies are required, as by such study the
intellectual life of the nation is enhanced. In the superior institutee special
uranchcs are taught and application is made of mathematical sciences.
The universities of Italy are 21 in number, 17 supported by the Government, the
4 others free universities-that is, .supported by their own funds or by provincial
and communal authorities. The 17 universities also receive provfncial or communal
aid in the establishing of laboratories and annexed S_?.hools., and in collecting scientific apparatus. Some of the superior-or higher-institutes also receive aid from
similar sources and for similar purposes. Eleven of the supeTior institutes aro maintained by tho Government and are under governmental supervision.
Of the governmental universities Bologna, Catania, Genoa, Messina, Nap1es,
Padua, Palermo, Pavia, Pisa, Rome, and Turin have all four faculties, namely,
law, medicine and surgery, physical and mathematical sciences, literature and
·philosophy. Cagliari, Modena, and Parma lack the faculty of philosophy. Sassari
and Siena have the faculties of law and medicine; Macerata that of law. Among
the free (libere) universities Ferrara has three faculties, but like Parma and Mo<l.ena
lacks the faculty of philosophy and liter.ature. Camerino 1 and Perugfa have the
legal, medical, and surgical faculties. Urbino has faculties of law and science.
Schools of pharmacy and obstetrics are annexed to all universities.
The University of Pisa has a superi.or scuool of agriculture annexed to it; the universities of Padua, Palermo, Pavia, and Pisa have each a school of applied engineering annexed to the faculty of science. The schools annexed to the universities of
Pisa and Pavia have only the first year of the course of study.
There are scientific museums, laboratories and clinics for medical training attached
to the uni versitics and to the annexed schools where requisite. Observatories 2 belong
eitlier to the universities, or are entirely independent of them, as in Milan, Naples,
Home, Florence, Venice: and Forli.
There are schools of applied engineering in Bologna, Rome, Naples, and Turin. The
superior technical institute of Milan is a school for applied mathematics and serves
as a llighcr school for the preparation of teachers of ph,ysics, chemistry and natural
sciences in institutes for secondary education.
The Institute for the Perfecting of Higher Studies in Florence possesses clinical
schools, botanic specimens, laboratories and scientific museums. It has courses in
literature, physics, and natural sciences, medicine and surgery, pharmacy and obstetrics. The stndent8 in literature, physics, and natural sciences are usually preparing
to be teachers in secondary scllools.
1

Camerino fonnc1eu in 1727; a typographical error on p. 333 making tho elate 1427.
There are Hll meteorological stations either connected with the <ibsrn-atoTies, independent of
them, annexed to practical schC'ols of agriculture, or conneciod with harbor ancl sl1ipping interests.
2
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_The Scientific and Literary Academy of Milan, which has an annexed course in
foreign languages, has courses in philosophy and literature. The Superior Normal
in Pisa ptepares teachers for secondary institutes in its courses in philosophy, literature, mathematics and natural sciences. The Superior Institute for the Study of
Social Sciences1 founded · and endowed in Florence by Senator Carlo Alfieri di
Sostegno, aims to promote economic and political studies, to prepare young men
for political life, and for the diplomatic a,nd consular service.
The course of study in the various faculties differs s_omewhat in length. The
faculty of law has a four years' course, and the degree of doctor of law is conferred.
A t~o years' course leads to a diploma of solicitor or notary. Attendance at the
bar for two years and a special practical examination are required of those who
desire to exercise the legal profession as attorney-at-law or solicitor. The curriculum of the faculty of literature and philosophy is of four years, and graduation
therefrom entitles to the degree of doctor in literature and philosophy. After completion of a two years' course the student may obtain a certificate enabling him to
teach literature in the three lower classes of the ((ginnasi," and in the technical
schools. The faculty of mathematics, physics and natural sciences has a four years'
course, -the s udies of the first two years admitting to the schools of applied
e~gineering. A cpmpletion of the entire course entitles the graduate to one of the
four degrees, viz: Doctor of mathematics, of physics, of chemistry, of natural
sciences. Students of these three faculties, if they have attended the annexed
school, are qualified to receive a certificate as teacher in the secondary schools. A
si;__ years' course is found in the faculty of medicine, and its completi~n leads to the
degree of doctor in medicine and surgery, which permits the free practice of the
me~ical profession. On' completion of the fourth year of study the students are
expected to regularly attend the clinics.
The schools of pharmacy after four year-S of study give an apothecary's diploma,
which is required before becoming a pharmacist; one of these years must be
passed in a drug store. Another year of study entitles one to the degree of doctor
in chemistry and pharmacy. The course of study i:µ the veterinary schools annexed·
to the universities1 is of four years, and graduation therefrom entitles to the degree
of veterinary surgeon and the practice of the profession.
In the schools for obstetrics annexed to the universities the two years' course of
instruction is both theoretical and practicll(l. The practical course requires one
year; the theoretical two years of study. On completion of the course a certificate,
enabling one to p:ractice as a mid wife, 2 is accorded.
The length of the courses in the superior institutes varies according to the studies
to be pursued, Admission to the school of applied engineering requires a two years'
course in the faculty of mathematics in a university and the passing of a required
exa.mination. Completion of the three years' course in the engineering school, if
the examination is passed, entitles to the degree of civil or industrial engineer or
architect, with permission to practice the chosen profession. During the course
practical experiments am} excursions to the most important industrial or mechanical
establi hments or to some public works are of great advantage to the students. The
superior institute for the i;erfecting of higher studies, in Florence, has courses of
study imilar to the faculties of literature and philosophy, mathematical and
natnral ci nee , medicine, and surgery, and confers corresponding academical
d greeA. The academy of sci nee and literature in Milan has a curriculum similar
to that of a university faculty in liter a.ture and philosophy. Completion of tlie four
year our
ntitle to the doctor's degree.
The in tr~ction in the universities and the superior in titutes is given by prof·· ors appomted after a. competiti n among persons who have obtainetl the clerrree
0
of uni\· ·r ity doctor in the corresponding sci uco or d partmeut or after duo
1
2

A. imilarco r. oi founll in the veterinary schools of Milan, Naple!!, nncl Turin.
The sch ola c:,nnected with tho mat mity ho;ipital in :llilnn, Tonra, aud enice ac ord tl1e same

c·rLifi<::lt

.
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examination. But jf a man is ce]ebratecl through his publications, discoveries
or scholarship in the special branches which he desires to teach, such a person
aay be appointed by the Government without the competition. There are three
kincls of professors: Tlie ordinary, th.e extraordinary, and the "professori incaricati." These last mentioned professors sometimes gravitate into the extraordinary professorships and then again become ordinary professors. The ordinary
professors are sometimes required to give other instruction than that which comes
into their especial line. There are also private teachers (liberi docenti) who deliver
lectures on special subjects appertaining to higher culture. They are also allowed
to instruct in the regular university course, and they may have the same legal rights
as other professors, if the course of ins_truction is equally extensive. Governmental
rec0gnition of them is obtained after an examination indicating their scientific
cxperjence. University students pay a registration fee, annual tuition fees, fees for
graduation, and for the diploma required by each faculty or each special course of
study.
There are fees in . the superior institutes in accorclance with special laws. The
fees in the free universities are determined by the authorities, which have a controlling action in the administration of their affairs.
ACADEMIES OF SCIENCE AND LITERATURE,

The following information, courteously furriishecl by Signor Bodio, serves to complete th13 presentation made by Professor Oldrini:
Among the principal academies which aim to promote original studies and research ,
in history and science, and among which are some receiving annual subsidies from
the Government, may be named-the Royal Academy of the Lincei, in Rome; the
Royal Lombard Institute of Science and Literature, in Milan; the Royal Institute of
Science, Literature, and Art, in Venice; the Royal Academy of Sciences, in Turin; the
Royal Society of Sciences, in Rome; the Pontomiana Academy and Royal Society, in
Naples; the Royal Academy of tho "Studio di Bologna/
The "Lincei"in Rome dates from 1603 and was founded byl?rederic Cesi, a friend
of Galileo Galilei. Some of the noteworthy scientific discoveries of the seventeenth
ccntnry, originating in experimental methods in physics and natural sciences, emanated from this a-cademy. The Academy of the Crusca, created in 1587, -has as special aim the study of the Italian language and the formation of a dictionary of that
language. Committees and lo<!al societies (''Deputazioni di Storia Patria" and
"Societa di Storia Patria") aim to promote historical research, to collect and publish ancient documents bearing upon the political life, customs, and traditions of
each part of the country. An Italian Historical Institute, founded in 1883 in Rome,
is composed of men named by these committees and societies, or by the Government.
The Italian Historical Institute, the committees 1 and societies for the study of the
history of the fatherland, receive annually subsidies from the State. Among the
various scientific associations for the promotion of special branches of knowledge,
are the medical z academies, the societies of natural 3 science, the anthropological•
societies, the paleontological fi society, societies of engineers and architects, 6 societies
for economic 7 and social studies. Lately established in Rome is an Italian geograph1
There are '' committees for the study of the history of the fatherland," in the subdhisions of Piedmont and Lombardy, in Turin; for the Marches, in Ancona; for Umbria and Tuscany, in Florence;
for Parma and Piacenza, in Parma; for the Romagna, in Bologna. There are '' societies for the study
of the history of the fatherland" in Genoa, Naples, Rome, Palermo, Venice, Milan, Como, and Mirandola.
2
In Turin, Naples, Rome, Milan, and Palermo.
a In Florence.
4
Societies of alitbropology, ethnography and comparative psychology in Florence; society of an tbropo1ogy in Rome.
6 In Rome.
6
In Rome, Milan, Turin , Naples, and other cities.
7
The .A.cac1cmy of tbe Georgofili, in Florence; the associations for economic science, in Naples,
Palermo, etc.
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ical society which has more th~n 1,000 members, -and tlfore are minor associations
in Naples, Plorence, and Milan for the promoting of commercial explorations and
the opening of new fields for Italian indnBtry-and trade.
FINE ARTS AND .MUSIC.

The Government supports 15 institutions for instruction in :fine arts (architecture,
painting, ancl sculpture). These "accademie e scuole di belle arti"-some of them
very ancient, others more modern-are maintained and administered by the State.
' Being recognized as corporate bodies they may receive legacies, and have their own
incomes. - Additional to these governmental institutions are other autonomous institutions.
·
Instruction-in the fine arts is given also in some academies of science and literature t and_in academies of _a,rt. 2
The Bologna Institute of Fine Arts was established September 1, 1803; the Carrara
Academy, September 26, 1769, the Florence Institute in 1350; Lucca Institute, March
5, 1850; the Schools of Fine Arts, in Massa, in 1835, established as. an Institute in 1851;
-the Milan Academy, on January 22,.1776; th~Modcnainstitute of Fine Arts was opened
as a school of fine arts on January 3, 1786; on September 18, 1790, it had developed into
the Atestina Academy- of Fine Arts; the Naples Institute, established in 1822; that
of Palermo, on November 20, 1879; that of Parma, on December 2, 1757 ; the School
of Drawing for W orkingm.en in Reggio-Emilia, in 1803; the Institute of Fine Arts in
Rome, on January, 1874; the Abertina Academy, in Turin, in 1652, remodeled in 1833;
the Institute of Pine Arts ofVeniee, in 1808, and called at that date the Academy
of Fine Arts; the Institute of Fine Arts of the Marches, in Urbino, remodeled under
its present title on January 6, 1861. The statistics of these ~stitutions of fine arts in
1890-91 were: Teachers, 177; students, 3,729.
There are five institutes for instruction iri music which receive governmental
subsidies. There.are also a few institutes and schools established by private citizens, such as the Musical Institute of Pesaro (founded by Rossini), and that of
Rome. The total statistics for 1890-91 were; Teachers, 160; women students, 305;
men, 575; grand total, 870 ( vide p. 336).
MUSEUMS, ANTIQUITIES, AND NATIONAL MONUMENTS.

The regulations which govern the conservation o~ antiquities and national monuments are referred to by Signor Bodio as follows:· In order to preserve the many
treasures that Italy possesses there are many muBeums and galleries of sculpture and
painting under governmental charge; the commune~, corporations, and some private
individuals possess similar collections. The Government ma,intains, and l1as general
su-pervision of the ancient ruins, edifices, monuments, etc., which appertain to the
hi tory of art, or of the nation; the provinces and communes care for other monuments which are not of a national character. Each subdivision and district ofltaly
has its committees (commissariati per l' antichita e belle arti) appointed by the
Government, its governmental inspectors, and local boards ( commissioni conservatrici per l' antichita e belle arti) appointed in part by the Government and in part
by -provincial and communal authority. The duties of these boards and inspectors
ar to supervise and maintain antiquities, monument , and galleries.
LlBilA.RlE •

Th r~ aro numero
libr rics in Italy, many of which are important factors in
adv_au ·mg cult1uo on account of the valuable ollections of books and manuscripts
• vlnch they vo:se. .
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'l'he libraries belong either to the Government, the provinces, the communes, or
they may be adjuncts of charitable institutions, institutes of science and literature,
associations, or schools. .Among the governmental libraries are the "Biblioteche
autonomc," those annexed to universities, to special schools, or to institutions of
science and art. The "Biblioteche autonome" arc self-governing, so-called national
libraries, which receive copies of all books published in Italy. The Vict_or Emanuel Library, in Rome, and the National Library in Florence., are the most important.
Then there are other governmental libraries which bear the title _ goyernmental
only; some of these are anp.exed to the universities. The Government annually
endows such libraries and gives extra subsidies if required.
The provincial and communal libraries are maintained from provincial and communal funds, although many of them haYe special funds and donations, as have
some governmental libraries, the income of which is added to their annual endowment.
In order to increase the means of educating the people, libraries have been established, of late years, by societies for the promotion of education. Circulating libraries,
also, aid in instructing the people. The latest statistics of libraries in Italy are as
follo-ws, although not entirely complete:
Governmental . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Annexed to universities.-....................................... _............
·Belonging to other higher educational institutes.............................
Provincial and communal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Annexed to institutes for primary and secondary education.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Annexed to higher military organizations ............................ : . . . . . .
.Annexed to governmental archives and offices .............. _................
Libraries of academies, observatories, scientific institutions .......... _. . . . . .
Established by private societies, Societies of Friends of Education, circulating
libraries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Belonging to seminaries and archbishoprics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .
Belonging to hospitals, church organizations, and charitable associations....

29
15
9
419
311
46
48
182
542
179
28

Total .................. -- ............................................. 1,818
Private individuals also possess libraries, with interesting collections'of docnments
and manuscripts, which are open to the general public under certain regulations.
In 1890-91, in 132 of the most important libraries, the number of books read was ·
1,067,4.62; the readers, 943,903.
l' UBLICA'l'IONS AND THE PTIESS.

The publications appertaining to science and literature printed in Italy in 1892
were more than 10,000. Divided according to subject-matter, they may be enumerated as follows: Instruction and education, 365; school books, 745; philology, history, and literature, 325; philosophy and theology, 79; modern literature, 1,167;
jurisprudence, 330; politico-social sciences, 436; physics, mathematics, and natural
sciences, 356; medicine, 705; engineering, railroads, 14-9; agriculture, industry, and
commerce, 1,059; history and geography, 557; contemporary biography, 448; fine
arts, 153; army and navy, 137; bibliography, 71; religion, 816; encyclopredias, 4; academy reports, 23; parliamentary acts, 558; by-laws and and finance, 927; new political newspapers, 332; musical publications, 140. Total, 10,182. Modern Italian language, 9,444; Latjn language, 212; balance (modern languages), 526.
·
The number of journals, magazines, and reviews in the year 1871 was 765; in the
year 1891 it amounted to 1,779. The grouping is as follows: Political, 512; newspapers, 62; jurisprudence, political economy, social sciences, 307; agriculture, industry,
commerce, and finance, 184; literature, science, history, archreolog_y, bibliography,
148; educational and didactic, 76; physics, mathematics, industrial technology, 32;

-..
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medicine, anthropology, and natural history, 119; geograpl!ty and travels, 11; musical 'and dramatic, 30;. fine arts, 11; military, 15; religion, 120; fashion, humoristic,
Sunday periodicals, 130; railroads, 22.
GE~ERAL, PROVINCIAL, AND MUNICIPAL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION.

Although the communes and provinces participate in the expenditure for education, yet the supervision and dire9tion of educational institutions is vested in the
State. The State, or Government, endeavors to extend education by means of schools
and by encouraging the establishment of all such institutions as are useful to the
intellectual life of the people, such as academies of science and literature, libraries,
museums, institutes of fine arts, and musical conservatories. The preservation of
national monuments serves towards this end also. The ministry of public instruction is in general charge of education; its attributes are determined bylaw of 1859,
with mo(lifi.cations and laws of later date. The minister of public instruction is
assist,ed by a superior council of education'( consiglio superiore clella pubblica istruzione ), to which, in accOTdance with fixecl laws, all matters of educa,tion.al legislation
or administration must be submitted by the minister. He in turn may question the
council in regard to all subjects appertaining to his department of public affairs.
The minister of p}l.blic inst.ruction exercises his authority througl1out the provinces
by n;ieans of a body of school superintendents (provveditore agli stndi), one for
each province. They h ave general supervision of elementary and moral instruction,
of secondu.ry and classical instruction., and the technical schools.
The direct inspection of elementary schools is in trusted to the school inspectors
(one for each district), who are under the direction of the superintendent, or provveditore. For the elementary schools there is also another local official, a "delegato
scolastico," who is appointed by the Government, and who has in each commune, or
grOllpS of comrlmnes, the supervision of elementary schools, especially as regar ds
the extending of educational facilities, the moral and physical education of the
children, and the a-pl)li.cation of t4e law of compulsory educa}ion. This scholastic
de-puty is au aid of the school inspectors, ancl his duties are gratuitously performed.
'l'he technical institutes and the iustitutes of the merchant marin e are under the
direct charge of the minister of public instruction. Each of these institutes has a
director (preside), -who is in charge of the scholastic affairs and discipline. To aid
in the administration of these institutes there is a council of supervision (giunta di
vigilanza), composed of members named by the state, province, and commune
where the institute is situated. The universities are governed by rectors and academical councils, yet are under the supreme control of the ministry of public
instruction . The other institutes, which are dependent upon the Government, such
as academics, libraries, museums, etc., have their own administrative officers, who
are assisted by committees of members appointed by local corporations and by the
Gove.rnment.
Many of the higher special or professional schools are not in affiliation with the
ruinistry of public instruction, but with that of agriculture, industry, and commerce. As an adjunct to this ministry, to aid in extending agricultural and industrial education, there are two councils-the one for agricultural development, the
other for indu trial or professional training. The various professional schools are
direct1y governed by conncils or committees, appo inted partly by the Government,
partly by provinces and communes, as all assist in defravinCT
n the expenses.
v

MAL:TE.'AYCE OF A.'D E."PE~DlTUilE

I

FOR EDUCATIO~AL IXSTITUTIONS.

The ex~cnditurc for education ar borne partly by the Government, in part !Jy
th province and commnn .
haritable organizations contri!Jute towards educational xpen .· it;h r by dir ct maint nanc f lementary or econdary schools or
by · i auc to 11<1 n s · otb r l al org:rniza ions parti ipato in the expenses for
cial cltool pn po. •s. The maint nance of lementary s ·hools i, entirely as. urned
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by the communes, but if the necessary funds are lacking, aid is given in the shape
of governmental subsidies, so that the compulsory-education act may be enforced.
Elementary teachers receive pensions from funds annually set aside for that purpose
by the Government. In accordance with special laws the Gov~rnment maintains
colleges for women for both elementary and complementary instruction.
'The Government supports the uormal schools as far as the director's salary, free
tuition, an<l. cost of scientific material is concerned. The provinces and communes
defray the building expenses and the purchase of the apparatus. The ''licei" are
maintained by the Government as regards professors' salaries and expenditures for
scientific material; the remaining expenses are met by the communes. The "gin
nasi" are maintained by the communes; in some provinces, in accorclanc_!3 with
special laws, they are supported by the Government. 'l'he cost of maintaining the technical schools is defrayed by the communes, the
Government, however, paying half of the professors' salaries. The technical institutes
aml those of the merchant marine are maintained by the joint contributions of
GoYernment, provinces, and communes, the Government bearing about half the costs.
The schools of agriculture and the industrial trade and professional schools are supported by united contril;mtions from the communes and boards of trade of the towns
where they arc situated; the Government adds its q110ta by establishing and in part
maintaining them. The maintenance of the universities and superior institutes
depends almost entirely upon the Government, but, in accordance with special regulations, the provinces, communes, an<l boards of trade unite with the Government
in means of improvement of such institutions. The Government, provinces, and communes bear tbe expenses of maintaining and adding to the collection of antiquities, of maintaining galleries, museums, monuments, and of increasing the academies
and institutes of fine arts, libraries, etc. Assistance is also given in the focm of
prizes, bursaries, and other aid to students desiring to pursue a course of study and
otherwise unable to do so.
E:iprnclilul'es fo1' edncation.
STATE.

Lire.

General expcmlitures of the central administration . ................... .
General expenditures of the local aclministrntion ............... _... _. _.
Universities and other higher institutions. _____ ···-·· ...... ···--···-·-·
nstitntes, scientific and literary organizations .................. _..... .
Antiquities and fine arts-ancient art, 2,547,941; modern art, 1,683,696.
Classical education ............... __ ............................. __ . __ .
Instruction in agriculture .......... _.... _. _.... __ ........... __ . ___ . ___ _
Commercial, industrial, and professional ... _........... _.. : .. __ ....... .
Normal and elementary education .... ··--·· ............ ···-·····--· ... .
Various expenses ....... _.......... _._ ................................. .
CO:'IL'\fUNES (BUDGET

1,936,273
1,120,800
10,350,173
1,644,551
4,231,637
7,263,036
1,952,456
7,923,041
7,444,064
83,100

1889).

General expenditurns for education and improvement .... _..... _.. __ .... 4,596,325
Common and normal schools .................. _......... _____ ... ___ .. _. 58,455,248
Classical and technical education ................ _...... _... ________ . _. 7,247,245
Agricultural, commercial, industrial, and professional schools ...... _.. . 1,686,489
Various expenses ............... _..................... __ . __ .... __ .....•
861,050
PROVI:NCES (BUDGET

1889).

General expenditures for education and jmprovement ......... _........ .
Elementary and normal schools .. _................. _... __ .. __ ... ____ . _.
Classical and technical schools ............... _. . ....... ___ . __ •. ___ ... .
.Agricultural and professional schools_ .......................... _...... .

2,387,624
797,373
2,317,245
651,179
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Total annual expenditures by the GoYernment and local authorities may be reckoned as amounting to 122,948,809 lirn, or $23,729,200.
The expenditures for school purposes by charitable organizations as presented in
the statistics of such organizations for 1880, the latest given, amounted to 5,429,476
lire, or $1,047,888. In addition to the aid given by corporations and boards of
tr:1de, there are workingmen's associations, which participate more especially in
the industrial sid~ of elementary instruction. From these sources, as is stated
by Signor Bodio, about 615,000 lire, or $118,695, was expended in 1890-91.

I

PART To
CHAPTER I.
ST.ATr8TIOS

9F

STATE OOM:l\ION SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 1

NOTE.-This chapter relates to public day schools of elementary and scconr1ary grade (primary,
grammar, arnl high schools).

SUl\11\URY.

The following statement is made up from returns for 1800-91, with the
exception of a part which is derived from 1889-90. The numbers here
given are therefore subject to future correction. · The percentages, however, will not be appreciably altered.
GENERAL STATISTICS.

Popnlntion of the United States (estimated) ........................•
Numller of pernons 5 to 18 years of age (estimatecl) .................. .
P-0r cent of the pop.ubtion .........•......................... : .. .

G3, !321, 1!)6
18,799, 864
29.61

Numll er of pupils enrolled in the common schools ................... .
Increase ........................................••..... _.. _. __ ..
Pere en tago of increase ....•.................. : ...•..... _....... .
Enrolled per 100 persons 5 to 18 years of ago .................... .

12,966,061
342,994
2.72
68.95

Average claily attendance ..........•................ .................
Increnso ....................................................... .
Percentage of increase ......................................... .
Ratio to enrollment (per cent) .................................. .

8,329,234
201,240
2.48
6°i, 2 -

.Aggregate number of days' attendance ..................... : . ....... 1, 129, 955, 876
.A. verage nnmber of days the schools were kept . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
135. 7
Increase, in days.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. o
.A.verage numllcr of days attended by each pupil enrolled... ..........
87·. 1
Number of public schoolhouses ........... : ... . ..................... .
Increase .................................. _. __ . _. ____ .. _. __ ..•.•

226,88.J.
3, 856

1 Classification by race, as far as po.Jsible, is giv.cn in Chapter XXV, "E<l.nc..i tion
of the Colored Raco."
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Number of teachers:
Jl,,Ialcs .................. -· - .... - . - ... --- . ::. - - -.. - - -. - - - .. - - - - - -- - 1rcmales ···- ··::..· ................................ ···--- --·-·· ...•

124,44.9
244,342

Total ........................................ - . - ..-:: ..... - .... .
Percentage of ,ma,le teachers . .'............. - - ... - . -...... - - - . - . - - - .. .

368, 791
33.7

Average monthly wages of teachers :
~1ales ...... ~ ... :: . ........ -.... -·; .. - -.... - - . - . -- . - - - - - - · ·. - - - · · Increa§e ..................................... - ...... - . - ... - ... - Females ............................................. - ... - .. - - - Increase ............. - - - .......... - - - - - - -- . - . - . -.... - - - - - - - · - - · •

=====
$-14.89
. 21

$3G.G5
. 42

FlNA~CES.

Revenue:
From pcrmancm.t funds .................... ---- ............... -···

~:?m ~:::; :::;:_:::: ~ ~ ~:: ~::: ~:: ~:: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~::: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: :::~

From other sources ...••.................. : . .......... - - . - - - - - - Total: ...... ·- :· ................. ..C:-: •... :: ..•• ••••••••.•••.•••••
Increase of State taxes ......................................... .
Increrrse of local taxes .............-.................... .- .. : ....•

Percentage of revenue de1·ivetl from.
.
Permanent funds ........................ ~ ..................... .
State taxes .......... .......................................... .
Local taxes .................... _............................... .
• Other sources ...... ~- .......................................... .
Ex}}Cnclitme:
For sites, buildings, furniture, libraries and apparatus .......... .
For salaries of teachers and superjntendents ........... .' ....... .
For other expenses ............................................. .

$8,296,3-17
27,631,657
100,358,635
11,628,6.13
147,915,282

=====

$2,393,088
4,227,519

=====

Per cent.

5.6
18.7
67.8
6.9
$25,851,261
93,791,630
25,157,272

'fotal ........................................................ . $146, 800, 163
Increase .................................... _. __ . ___ . __ . _. ___ .. ___ ..
$7,393,377
Percentage of increase ................ __ ........ _.... __ ..... _.. _... .
5.30
Expeu<.hture per capita of popula.tion .............
$2.31
Expended per pupil in attendance .... .. ................ -:-. _......... .
$17.62
Cost of education per pupil per month:
For salaries only ............................................ _..•
$1. 70
For a.11 purposes .......... ; ....................................•
$2.60
0

•••••••••••••••••

Rmnarks iipon the tables.

The following tables l_)resent in detail the common school statistics of
t1ie different States, mainly for the school year 18!)0-91. Several States
failed to supply thi. office with figures in season for publication in the
pr · nt report. The tota1s given for the United States and its sev0ral
gcogr< hical divi ions are therefore subject to future correction.
It i frequently the ca e in the tables of the printed reports of State
n1 rint n<lent th tone or mor countie have been excluded through
t11 ir no having made any report to the State superintendent. This
complete omi.-sion i equivalent to giving such cou tie zero in footing
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up the totals, and explains in. many cases the great falling off in school
attendance, expenditure, etc., that appears to have suddenly taken place
in this or that State.
Whenever practicable the figures for these missing counties have been.
supplied by the bureau, usirig the latest returns available or some reliable estimate .. This gives totals for the State, which, though not exact,
are considerably nearer the truth than if the missing counties were
given O.
Ca.re has been taken to make the tables as corr~ct and useful as possible, though some imperfections have resnlted from delayed returns .
.Attemion has been paill to tabulating; only perccntage-s and percapitas
which are of value in estimating the relative educational condition of
different localities, omitting those which are misleading, as well as
those which possess no special significance. The observations made
upon this subject and upon statistical methods generally are c_ommended to the attention of those inteyested in such matters; the design
has been to make some contribution toward the accurate and uniform
compilation of school statistics.
'rABLE

1.-Total pop1tlation, school population1 ancl adult 1nale popitlation.
School population.

State or Territory.

1
United States ---··-··-·
Nortl1 Atlantic Division ... __ ..
SoutI1 Atlantic Division ... __ .
South Central Division .. _. - - .
North Central Di vision .... __ .
Western Division-·····-·····
North Atlantic Division:
Maine·······------------·
New Hampshire. _________
Vermont ... _______________
.Massachusetts. __ - - .. -. _..
Rhode Islan<l . ___________ .
Connecticut. ___ _.·- •... _.
New York ________________
New J rsey _____ - .. _.....
Pennsylvania ... _________ .
South A.tlan1ic Division:
Delaware ______ .···-·-· ___
Mary laud._. ___ ,_._ ...•...
District
Columbia._
....
Vir-ginia of
______
____________
West Virgi11ia .. .... ______
North Carolina ·--------··
Sou h Carolina. .. __ . _. __ ..
i1ir~~:::::::::::::::::::
South Central Division:

?fAlabama
i~!~~:la..::_:..::__::..::_:. :_:.....
::::

ri~~!~:~~~~:::::::::::::::
Texas _____ .. - ... - _.. ___ --

Estiroate<l
Estimated
total popula- nnmberof
tion, 1891.
cl1ildren 5 to
18 years of
age, 1891.
2

3

Estimated
nnmber of
Per cent the school popula- adult
males
tion was of the total popu- (21 years
lation inand orer),
1870.

4

1880.

1890.a

ii

6

---

1891.

,,

..

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

63,521,196

18, 71l9, 864

31. 27

30.-04

29. 61

17,191, 053

17,653,483
8,973, 04-0
11,104,996
22,627,357
3,162,314

4,483,098
3,053,273
3,857,715
6,037,067
768,711

28. 30
33. 02
33. 92
32.40
25.57

26. 87
32. 24
33.13
30. 63
25.13

25. 39
34. 04
34. 76
29. 33
2.4. 33

5,127,860
2,042,671
2,535, 690
6,276,825
1,208,006

059, 800
379,600
2,275,200
350,200
757, 150
6, (J!/0, 300
bl, 444,933
5,367,000

162,300
81,600
8), 180
520,800
85,380
178,200
1,496,600
b376, 238
1,498,300

28. 01
24. 75
27.18
25. 51
25. 66
25. 86
28. 09
29.01
3tl. 55

25. 71
22.80
25. 96
23.,98
2-!. 64
24. 97
26. 32
27. 98
29. 43

24.60
22. 29
24. 65
22. 87.
24.38
23.54
24.57
26. 04
27. 92

20(1, 900
119,100
100,730
675,800
101,400
227,400
1,796,800
b413, 530
1,492,200

bl68, 493
1,053,800
2-!4, 000
1,678,000
779,200
1, 6:37, 900
1,168,000
bl, 837,353
400,300

b47, 491
308,500
61,940
578,200
202,000
579,000
433,800
b652, 342
135,000

31. 84
31. 30
27. 01
32. 39
34.13
33. 60
33.15
34.42
34.03

29.11
29. 89
26. 87
32.43
33. 37
32. 30
33. 21
33.17
32. 82

28. 1!J
29. 28
25.38
34.16
33. 62
35. 35
37.14
35. 50
33. 23

b47, 559
273,700
68,320
383,800
185,300
346,900
239,100
b398, 122
99,870

1,900,300
1,803,900
bl, 513,017
1,306,600
1,138,200
2,314,800
bl, 128, 1711

618,200
617,400
bfi40, 226
479,400
387,500
812,400
b402, 589

34. 41
34.13
34.40
33. 70
31.11
34. 80
34.16

33.14
33.44
33. 37
34.12
31. 93
32. 60
33.15

32. 76
3il 22
35. 70
36.69
34.04
35.10
35. 68
30.18

457,700
410,800
b324, 822
274,600
255,000
554,900
b257, 868

:;20, 300

-

Arkansas .. _.. __ .. _... __ ..
Oklahoma. ................................................ ................
.............
a'.Ihe estimates of the total and_the_schoo~ population for 1891 are made on the basis of the percentages of 1890, as no new determmat10ns of these quantities will be mada until 1900
blri 1890 (U.S. Census).
·
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TABLE

1.-Total populatwn, school popitlation, and adult male popiilation-Continucd.
,.

-

School population.

-

-

/'

,StatP or Territory.

-

Estimated
Estimated
total popula- number of
tiOJ!, 1891.
children 5 to
18 years of.
age, 1891.

1

2

'

1
~ ···---·.-. •• -.-.-. -----.: :·.-.

Ariz,ma ·····-···~·-·-····
Utah ·····--·---·--···-··Nevada.--•·--··--···-'-··.
ldn.ho . ...... --·· --·· ..... -

~~~~~\~::>~::::::::::::::
California .. _... _.. __ ... _.

4

-

1880.

1890.a

:i

6

Percent. Per cent. Percent.

i~~{f.;~;:::::: ::: ;.:: ::: :: :~ b2,3,697,000
192,404
3,880. GOO
llJlnois ·········--··-:._ ..
2,133, 600
tf\~~~t!l
1,727,000
J,,U:unesota ... __ .. - - - -: . __ .

~yi;~:1~~-:
:::: ::~::::: :::
New Mexico' ._ ........ _...

1870.

3

No1~11 Central Division:

Iovra. _. _... _.. __ ... _...• _.
}.1iss01.1l'i ....... ·-- _.. ·- _..
North Dakota ·----·-·---·
Sonth Dakota. __ .. __ .. ___ .
Neuraslrn ... _... __ .. __ . _. .
Kansas ............... ___ .
W ester,n Division:
Montana.--·--·-----·-----

Estimated
number of
Per cent the ;chool popula- adultmalcij
- tion was of the total popu·
(21 years
lation in·and o,<:Jr),

b), 301,826
1, 9;14, OvO
2,736,500
bJS2, 719
b328, 808
1,106,300
1,406,600

-

149,300
67,420
bn2, ms
157,500
b5\l, 620
221,000
b-15, 7Gl
b84, 385
421,200
335,800
bl, 208,130

1,048,900
b647, 606
1,096,701}
5\J2, 400
516,200
b376, 678
58'.l, 500
851,300
b49, 881
b9G, 302
333,200
444, 400
26,960
14,420
b90, 703
4-1, 200
b15, 153
71,720 blO, 009
b22, 839
95,590
90, 5J.O
b286, 577

31. 74
33. 75
32. 24
30. 28
33. 57
32.45
·33. 06
33. 57

t

23. 74-28. 07
29.83
10. 20
9. 39
22. 47
_31. 90
16. 78
35. 05
12.56
. 11. 30
26. 96
32. 34
24.48

-

29. 75
:n.37
30. 6a
28. 37
30. 85
30,43
31. 40
32. 35

-

24.34
29. 88
31. 73

}

17.10
18. 06
18. 72
29.85
19. 59
33. 39
18. 22
22. 98
27.10
28. 63
25. 03

1891.

,,

28. 37
29. 54
28. 26
27. 77
29.88
28. 03
30.17
31.11
27. 30
2\). 2!)
30.12
31.50

1,023,300
b505, OGG
1,087,900
620,100
472. 800
b37G, 03G
526,400
72'.l, 800
b55, 959
b9G, 765
315,000
377,700

18. 06
21. 33
22. 00
28. 07
25. 42
32.45
21. 87
27. 07
22. 69
26. 96
23. 72

73, 87
30,100
bl6J, 92 0
46, O'.l 0
b23,GO 6
57, 00 0
b20, 05 l
Z.,31, 40 0
177, 100
llfl, 60 0
b462, 28 9

The estimates of the total and the school population for 1891 are made on the basis of the percentages of; 1890, as no new determinations of these quantiti'es will be made until 1900.
b In 18()0 (U.S. Census).
a,

POPULA..'l'ION A.ND SCHOOL POPUL.A.'l'ION.

Although the census of 1890 has gathered the material for determining the uumber of children of each year of age in the sevetal States,
the results have not been published at the elate of preparation of this
report.
A preliminary census bulletin bas been issued, however, giving for
each State the number of persons 5 to ;18 years of age in 1890; this age
lias been considered by the Census Office for several decades pn,st as
tlic " chool age," and has been, therefore, adopted in this report as
fumis1Jing the only enumeration of children th~t is uniform in all tbe
States as regards the ages included, and extending from 1870 to the
present time.
'rhe number of per ons of each individual year of age was not pub,., li. heel in the cen, us repoTts until J,.880.
The figur i:; in column 3 of the 11receding table are based on those of
th · 11. n · bulletin ref rred to, but have 1.,een reduced in most cases to
th <lat 1 01, a: hav al 'O been tbose of the total population in column 2.
Th tJta.l popul. tion of th
nited State::; for the year under consicl ration (1 n -nl for most of the States) is found to b:1ve been
63,;jJl,1 u.

STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEMS.

5

Of this number, 18,799,864 were between 5 aud 18 years of .age.
Since all these were of a suitable age for attending the common schools
(elementary or secondary), and since in point of fact nearly all the
common-school attendance was drawn from them, they may be called
tho " school population."
The pTOportion of the school population to the total populatjon has
undergone a marked change during the past twenty years, as may be
seen from an examination of columns 4, 5, and 6 of the table. In 1870
the school population of the United States formed 31.27 per cent of the
total; in 1880, 30.04 per cent, aud in 1890, 29.61 per cent.
There has been going on, then, a constant decrease in the number o~
children as compared with the total population.
This decrease has mainly occurred in the north and west; in the
North Atlantic and North Central States the decrease in the proportion
of children has been about 3 per cent since 1870 (from 28.30 to 25.39 in
the former and from 32.40 to 29.33 in the latter).
In the Southern States, as a whole, on the contrary, the proportion
of children, always large when compared with the North (now about ·
one-third larger), has undergone some increase since 1880, so that now
it is larger tl:i.an in 1870.
The proportion of children in individual States exhibits marked contrnstt,, even when the States are contiguous. New York is the most
populous State in the Union, but Pennsylvania has the fargest number
of cliildren between 5 and 18 (1,498,300). In the former State,the proe latter, 27.92 per
portion of school population is 24.57 per cent, in
cent. This circumstance may throw some light on the fact that the
reported average attendance of -pupils in Pennsylvania has for many
years considerably exceeded that of New York.
In South Carolina 37 persons out of every 100 are children of school
age; at the other extreme stands Montana, with only 18 otlt of 100, or
less than one half the number in South Carolina.
Tbe relation between the school population and the number (')f adults
(column 7) in the different States is yet more marked. Taking the same
two States, South Carolina and Montana., for instance, there are found
in the former 433,800 school children to 239,100 male adults; in the latter, 2G,960 school children to 73,870 male adults.
Tlles-e facts are of importance in comparing the status of the schools
of different localities, though they have not received from educational
writers the attention they merit. Some of the considerations they give
rise to are pointed out in the following pages, especially in treating-of
school revenue (or support) on page 24.
The school population cla,ssified by age.

As has been already remarked, the age tables of the Eleventh Census have not yet been published. Using the percentages _of 1880, tlle
1mmber of children of each year of age in the school population of 1891
may be approximately stated as follows:

6
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Age of the school populatio11, 1891.
rer cent Per cent I
of the
of the
number
school
al popof childrc.n. po:pula- tot
ulation.
tign.

Estimated-

.A.go.

From 5 to 6 .....
6 to 7 .... ,
7 to 8 .....
8 to 9 .....
9 to 10 ....
10 to 11 ....
11 to 12 . . ..
12 to 13 ....
13 to 14 ..•.

1,694,208
1,715, G29
1,599,007
1,616, 089
1,460,748
1,600, 089
1,318,546
1,538,510
1, 3-38, 776

9.01
9.13
8.51
8.6{)
7.77
8. 51
7.01
8.18
7.12

-

2.67
2. 70
2. 52
2. 55
2.30
2.52
2.08
2.42
2.11

Age .

From 14 to 15 .. •
15 to 16 ...
16 to 17 ...
17tol8 ...

E s timat ed
number of
children.

P er cent
of the
s chool
p o_pulat10n.

1, 335,750
1, 1G5, 878
1,232. 380
1,184,254

7. 11
6. 20
6. 55
6. 30

I Per

cent
\ of the
!total pop•
I ulation.

100. 00
Total ....•. 18,799,864
·From 6 t o 10 .... 6,391, 473 - -- .... . . . 10 to 14. ... 5, 795,921 .. ... - . ......
14 to. 18 .•• _ 4, 1!18, 262 . ........ .. .... . .

--

---

I

2.10
1. 84
1. 94
1. 86

29. 61
10. 07
9. 13
7. 74

~

This table hais the defect of -t he originalcensus table (of 1880) upon
which -it is based. The tendency of parents or other p er sons who give
information to census enumerators is, through ignorance or negligence,
to give children's ages roughly or" by guesswork, in even numbers rather
than odd, and especially in round numbers. H~nce we fl.net more children of 6 years of age than either 5 or 7, and so with 8,10, 12, etc., the
number oflO years of age being particularly large.1
The summaries of the number of children from 6 to 10, 10 to 14, and
14 to 18 years, in-the foregoing table, give approximately t he number
of children of ·age suitable for p'r imary, grammar, and secondary instruction, respectively.
1 This defect is so magnified in. the ages of older p.eople in the census of 1880, that
188,752 are ghren as - years old, 4.27,937 as 60> an..d 148,731 as 61.

TABLE

2.-Sclwol enrollment and its relation to the nnrnbe1· of children 5 to 18 years of age.

.

1870-71 TO 1890-91.

Whole number of children enrolled on the school regis- Gain or loss tlrn last year Number of' pupils enrolled for overy 100
ters, excluding duplicates.
reported.
children 5 to 18 years of age.
State or Territory.

l.

I
I

1870-71.

I

1879-80.

I

1889-90.

I

1890-91.

2

I

3

I

4

I

:;

Absolute
increa-se or
decrease.

I

6

Percent of
increase or 1870-71.
decrease.

,.

1879-80.

1889-90.

1890-91.

9

1.0

l.l.

Ul

s

---- ---- ---- ---UNITED STAT!l!S .........••........•••.•..•.

7,561,582

9,867,505

12,722,581

12,966,061

I. .. h342,994

North Atlantic Division ...••................
South Atlantic Division .....................
South Central Division .........•••..........
North Central Division ...........•..........
Western Division ...............•...........

2,743,344
603,619
767,839
3,300,660
146,120

2,930,345
.I, ~2, 8~!
1, ... 71, 010
4,033,828
288, 54'6

3,112,622
1,785,486
2,293,579
5,015,217
515,677

3,138,064
1,815,724
2,409,153
5,047,083
556,037

I ... a,32,073
I. .. aG8,480
I. .. al48,6'.l5
I. .. a,39,560
I. .. a,54, 256

b152, 600
71, !)57
d65, 384
~73, 661
b34, 000
113,588
1,028,110
169,430
824,614

149,827
64,341
75,238
, 306, 777
40,604
119,694
1,031,593
304,961
937,310

139,676
59,813
e65, 608
371,492
52,774
126,505
1,042,160
234,072
1,020,522

141,433.
60,195
b e64,, ~so
376,986
51,482
128,905
.1, 05-!, 0-!4
/234,072
1,026,667

I. ..
I ...
D ..

20,058
115,683
15,157
131,088
76,999
bll5, 000
06, 056
49,578
14,000

27,823
162,431
26,439
220,736
142,850
252,612
134,072
236,533
39,315

31,434
18-!, 251
86,906
342,269
193,064
322,533
201,260
381,298
92,472

/31,434
189,214
38,386
342,720
198,376
330,719
209,559
h381, 207
94,019

Per cent.
l. ... 2. 72

I. ... 1.03
I. ... 3, 92

I. ... 6. 57
I. ... . 79
I. ... 10. 81

61.45

65. 50

68. 61

68.95

77.95
30. 51
34.17
76.87
54. 77

75.17
50. 74
46.43
75.84
04.96

70.44
59. 22
60.14
76.46
70.01

70.00
59.47
62.44
76. 05
72. 33

87. 35
!)1. 31

89. 80
81. 32
87. 21
71. 76
59. 59
76. 97
77.10
04. 77
74.37

85.88
71. 28

87.12
71.15

North Atlantic Division:
1i1aine .......................................

~=~:~~~~-~~~-~

-~::: :: :::::: :::::::::: :: ::::

Massachusetts .....•....•... -... -........•. -Rhode Island ...•......•..........•...•••.•..
Connecticut .•.••••....•...........•.........
New York ....•..•.•.................•.......
:::nt;r.::Ki~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
South Atlantic Division:
.
Delaware ....... • .•.•.....••.•.•••••...•.....
Maryland ...............•......•...•••.•.... District of Columbia ....•..........•.••......

~~tti~#Ii~ii:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :
South Carolina .......•...•...........•....•..

i~~ft::::::::::::::::::: :: :.::::::: :: :: :.:::: :

a Aggregate increase for one year, not tho increase ovQr 1889-90, which will
not be ·known until the reports for 1890-91 &re all in.
b Estimated.
c Number of ~upils attending two weeks or 1:p.ore.
d Includes OD' y pupils of legal school age (5 to 20).

'

/

I. ..

D ..

I. ..
I. ..
I •••
I •••

D ..

I. ..
I. ..
I. ..
I. ..
I •••
1. ..

L ..

I. ..

1,757
382
1,328
5,494
1,292
2,400
11,884
6,631
6,145
g559
4,963
1,480
451
5,312
8,186
8,299
38, 8@1
1,547

I. ...
I. ...
D ...
I. ...
D ...

I. ...
I. ...
I. ...
I ....

1. 26
. 64
2.02
1. 48
2.45
1.90
1.14
2. 92
.60

D --~ 1. 75
I.--· 2. 69
I. ... 4. 01
I . •• • .13
I. ... 2. 75
I. ... 2. 54
I. ... 4.12
I. ... 11.33
I. ... 1. 67

.................
72. 34
59. 24
80.83
82, 98
63. 20
76,35
50.04
46. 70
41. 60
32.34
49.47
31. 23
27.28
11.81) ,

21. 21

65. 20
58.13
55.40
45. 00
69. 21
55.87
40.56
46. 24
44.46

..............
---·-----72.46
72. 56

1-3

~

t,.:J
0

0

Is:
Is:

0

z
m
0
P::
0

~

62. 06
72. 03
70. 71
62. 21
09.53

60. 30
72.33
70.43
/62. 21
68.52

66.19
60. 37
63.10
60. 51
75. 27
56.39
47.08
58. 46
71.10

/66.19
61. 33
61. 97
59.80
75. 71
57.12
48.31
h58. 46
69.65

rn

I

-1

m

~
Ul

1-3
trj

~

eincludes only pupils of legal sc],10ol age (5 to 18),

/In 1~80-90.
g Average yearly decrease for two years.
'hrn 1890.
, ··.1.

1,'

00
'l'ADLg

2/-School

611

rollnient and its relation to the number of chiTdren 5 to 18 ylars of age-Contin'ned

Wholo number of children enrolle~ on the school regis' ters, excluding dllplieates.
Stafo or •rerritory.

l '

I

I

1870-'i'l.

~

~I

a178,457
b140, 000
141,312
ll'i, 000
57, U:39
6,l, ii04
69,927
719,372
450,037
672,787

{
W't>!>I Pl'll DiYlSiOll;

21)2, 466
2G3. 285
113,983
341,038
330,070
1,000
23,265
89,777
b450
1,657
4,357
bl, :;20
Hi, 902
3,106
906
b5, 000
21,000
91,332

a Highest number enrolled.

I

1879-80.

I

3

I
a276, 000
3iJO, 217
179, 4.90
2:16, 654
7'i, 6-1-2
b220, 000
81,972

1889-90.

1

,

"
399,660
447, 950
301,615
334,158
121), 253
466,872
223,071

Absolute
,increase or
<lecrease.

Per cent of
increase or
decrease.

:,

6

7

729,499.
511,283
701,041
362,556
299,457
180,248
426,057
482,986
13,
92,549
231,434

797,439
512,955
778,310
427,032
351,723
280,960
493,267
620,314
35,543
78,043
· 240,300
399,322

d754, 869
, c512, 9M
799,058
446,024
359,257
c280, 960
503, 755
639,720
c35, 543
c'i8, 043
. 247,320
380,570

4,270
2,907
22,119
4,755
4,212
24,,!26
9,04.5
5,834
14,780
37,533
158,765

16,980
7,052
65,490
18,315
7,989
37, 279
7,387
14,311
55,964
63, 25-!
221,756

19,051
8,728
cG5, 490
22,599
c7, 989
46,794
c7, 387
cl4, 311
69, 610

ns}

b Estimated.

-

I
426,487
483,337
c301, 615
327,855
130,709
516,079
c223, 071

72. 3:!2

c2:!1 , 73G

·

Guin or loss fhe last year \ Number of pupils enrolle<l for every 100
reported.
·
children 5 -i;o 18 years of age. ·

1890-91.

I

:>

'

26,827
35,387
-31, 41,1
6,303
10,456
49,207
1,640

I. ... 6. 71
I: ... 7. 90
L ••. 11.62
D ..• 1.89
I. ... 8.69
I. .. ~10.54
I. ... · . 74

D •• 42,570
D .• 10, 192
l. .. 20, 739
I. .. ' IS, 092
7,534
I ...
7,146
I ...
I. .. 10,488
I. .. 10,415
·r. .. 1,497
I. .. 9,243
7,020
I. ..
D .. 9,752

D ... 5'.34
D ... 1. 95
I. ... 2.66
I. ... 4. 45
I. ... 2.14
I. ... 2.61
I. ... 2.13
I. ... 3.13
L ••. , 4. 40
L .•. 13. 43
I. ... 2.92
D .•• 2.44

2,071
1,676
G, 377
4,384
703
9,515

I. ... 12. 20
L ••. 23. 77
L ... 19. 70
L ••. 24. 07
I. ... 9. 65
I. ... 25. 52
D ... 8.'.!9
L . .. 12. 88
L ... 24. 38
I. ... 14.. :l4
I. . . . 2. 71

I. ..
I. ..
I. ..
D I..

L ..

I. ..
I ...

I ...

I. ..

r--

L ••
I. ..
D ..
I ...

L..

I. ..

L..

c In lRS!l-90.

668

],6:13
13, G1fi
!l, 008
5, 851

I
I

1870-71.

S ·

1879-80.

188'}..90.

· •o

9

I

18Jl<l~91.

U.

- - - - ---- - - - -

.. ··si' oo ·
40. 36
40. 60
24. 78
21. 00
40. 29

{

j

58. 21
42.60
61. 29
25.87
42.40
30. 81

65.64
74. 06
55. 83
70. 62
31. 58
59. 50
55.4.1

68. 99
78. 29
c55. 83
68. 38
33. 73
63. 52
c55. 41
d71. 97
c79. 21
72.86
75. 29
69.60
c74. 59
86.33
75.15
'c71. 20
c81. 04
I 74. 23
87. 66
70. 67
60. 55
c72. 20
51.13
c52. 72
65. 25
c78. 80
c62. 66
72. 82
79. 88
c77. 38

84, 04
78, 64
81.01
79. 66
73. 92 .
75. !l2
84.44
56. 03
89. 26
58. 79
74.22

76, 69
82.39
74. 61 ,
78. 08
73. 78
75. 87
88.'52
68.85
41.6!1}
68.48
73. 23

76. 54
79 21
71.97
73.44
69. 77
74. 59
85. 51
74, 48
,71, 26
81. 04
75. 86
88. 56

70. 24
45. 84
42. 28
4.42

63. 77
77.44
60. 82
18. 82
53.16
50. 61
79. 78
77. 85
72. 36
75. 02
73.37

71.14
54. 46
72. 20
42. 26
52. 72
55. 26
73.80
62. 66
70. 58
74. 78
77. 38

lzj

t:t

q
a

~

8H

0

z
~
lzj

1-cJ
0

~

-8
'""4

00

CD

0
I

~

'""4

............
53. 36
53. 97
40. 06
69. 00
67. 73
.63. 63

d Incomplete reports.
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ENROLLl\IENT.

Whole wurnbcr of pupils (enrollment).-As will be seen by the forego111g
taule (column 5), therewerein 1890-91 (or according to the latest information obtainable) 12,96G,061 different ·pupils enrolled in the common
schools of the United States; a gain in one year of &l:2,994, or 2. 72 per
cent. 1
This enrollment was 20.41 per cent of the population, as against 17.82
per cent in 1870, 19.67 per cent in 1880, and 20.27 per cent iu 1890.
The 1mblic school enrollment, therefore, has continued without intermission since 1870 to gain upon the population.
The proper test of school attendance.-It has been shown in previous
reports, however, that the public school enrollment in certain of the
Northern States bas not increased as rapidly as the population, but
attention was called to the circumstance that the enrolln1ent might
nevertheless have increased as fast as the school population, which is
obYiously the proper quantity to make comparison with, since the ratio
of the school population to the total population is continually shifting,
aml it is from the school population alone that the public school pupils
are drawn. What proportion of the children of school age attend
school is manifestly the proper test of the extent of school atten<.lai1ce,
not what proportion of children, infants, and adults; the two latter
classes not supplying any school attendants at alJ. This becomes more
apJJareut when it is borne in mind that the proportion of adults to children of school age is five times as great in some States as in others
(see Table 9, column 8), thus vitiating all inter-State comparisons of
emollment based upon total population by introducing an irrelevant
factor of uncertain effect.
This may be illustrated by a somewhat analogous •example from anotl1er field of statistical inquiry: If it is desired to ascertain the number
of bushels of wheat raised ·per acre in a given State, the total product
of wlwat in bushels is divided by the number of acres planted to wheat,
not by the total acreage of the State. The proportion of laud not
planted to wheat is very different in different States.
·
Proportfon of school population enrolled.-The proportion of the
school population, then, enrolled in the public schools at various epoclls
is given in columns 8, 9, 10, and 11 of the preceding table. The age
basis (5-18) is uniform for all the 'States.
From this it will be seen that in most of the Northern States east of
the l\fississippi River the proportion of the children of school age enrolled in the schools has decreased since 1870. This decrease is especially notable in New Hampshire, and is large in Connecticut,New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Illinois. There has also been a consi<leral>le
decrease in l\fichjgan and Illinois, and a slight decrease in Maine, New
J erscy, and Minnesota,.
1
The smallness of tho gain in tho North Central divisiop. (0.79 per cent) is clue principally to imperfect reports from Ohio and Indiana.
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The only States in t_he group in question that s)low au increase since
1870 are l\f assachusetts, Rhode Island, and Indiana, and in these foe
increase is slight.
::
In th_e Southern States the 1,roportion of the school populatjon wlrn
are enrolled in schoof is ccmsiclerahly less tban in the Northern (colmnns 8-11 ).1 T~ division which shows best in this res1)cct is tlle.
North Central, which 1!.as more than 76 per cent of its population 5
to 18 years of age enrolled in school.
Kansas has the largest percentage of its school populatkm enrolled
in school (87.66), then comes Maine (87.12), Iowa (8G.33), and Soutll
Dakota (81.04).
The two States, ~iz., Massachusetts and Connecticut, which have
r>e1·haps made the most persistent ancl systematic efforts to enforce
compu:lsory attendance, nmd in which the conditions regarding density
of :pop.ulation seem espBcially to favor such efforts, re_J)ort only about 72
por cent of their population 5 to 18 enrolled. This rises only slightly
above the av_erage for the Unit!1d States (about 69), and is less than
that of Tennessee (-78.29),
West Virginia (75.71).
At the othe-r enq. of the ljne- come Louisiana, with only about onethird (33.73 per cent), and South Cniro1ina, with less than one-half (48.31
per cent), of their population 5 to 18 years enroHect in school.
Why the enrollment has fallen o.-ff in New· York.-State Sui)erintendent
Dntper, of New York, in-attempting to account for the falling off in the
proportion of the sc-hool l)Opulation enrolled in school in that State
said irr his last re-port:
·

or

TI1e most read_y suggestion which will be offered in expbnation is the orgn.nizatiou of church or parochial se-ho-0ls. This exp:lanation seems inadequate. It will
unc1oubted1y exJ:>lain somewhat, but not fa11y. I -am, of course, farnilrnr with the
extent to which the 0 reat Roman Catholic Church and some other denominations o1
Christiaus have felt impelled to ·organize schools under their own auspices. But it
can hardly be sa.i(l that the growth of these church schoo1s has been sufficiently regula.-r anrl uniform for forty years to account;for the uniform falling off in the attendance upon the- public schools during that time. Moreo-ver, it must be saiu that nondenominati.onal private· schools were much moro common and much more gencraJly
attended in former years than now. While, therefore, it is unuoubtedly true that
the organization of church schools will account in some degree for the comparative
falling off in the attendance upon the public schools, still it is but a partial expfanation of the fact.
Another partial explanation mn.y be found in the fact that records are more comr>lcte1y and correct1y kept anu sfatistics aro more accurate than formerly. It is
rithin the knowledge of an connected with the schools that very SJ:lecia1 attention
ha: 1,ceu given thi.,; su ject in recent years, with a view to more extended and re1iaule information upon which to base euucational actiou. Figures are the result of
inv ti;;ation rather than of . e ·ti mates much more general1y than in former ye:us,
:mil the fa t m. y 1,fac he 1ater yea in an n.p11arent disadvantage when compared
ith lrn e, rli r n . . This, howe ·er, is no a,1equate explanation of tho unfortunate
f,
to hi ·h th
timtion of th, tate i caJlc<1.
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There is no full e:x:plauation. The fact can not be expfained away. The statement
that the attendance upon the public schools does not keep pace with the growth in
population is true. It may be said with equal truth that the attendance u1)on public
and private schools combined is not as great relatively as it was in former years.
The reasons why this is so will appear to ~ll who will inquire.
As cities increase in popnlation, the indifferent, unfortunate, dissolute, vicious,
:mcl criminal classes increase, not, normally and naturally, but <tmt of proportion to
the increase in population. One thousand persons living in the country will not
have in their number as many persons who mnst be cared for, directed, and regnlated
in the interest ofthe common safety as 1,000 persons living in a crowded city. This
fact bas vital relations to attendance upon the schools. Yet we have done little or
nothing in the way ofprovic1ing against it.
Again, there has been mnch legisla.tion in recent years for the purpose of preventing the employment of chilclren in factories and elsewhere. ·what is of more consequence, the State has provitled the machinery for vigorously enforcing this legislation: Public officers, in the pay of the State, have travcrsetl. its territory through
nll its length anu breadth, driving children out of employment. The employers of
labor have been required to report the names and ages of their employes, and have
been tllreatenecl with severe penalties for employing children below 13 ye::trs of age.
I agree with the wisdom of this policy, providing measures equally vjgorous are
taken for making these children go to school. If children are not to go to school
they had better be at work. But while we have b~en drivjng children out of the
shops, we have done nothing to compel them to go to school. ·

•
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TABLE 3.-Average attendance ancl it_s relati9n to enrollment.
1870-71 TO 1890-91.
Average ;umber of pupils daily
attem1i11g scbool.

Gain or loss the last .A:ver:ige
year reported.
nnmbllJ:
of 1n1pils
attcn<ling

State or Tonitory.
1870-71.

187-9-80.

1889-90.

1890-91.

Absolute
increase
or decrease.

Per cent Ila ly for
of increase each JOO
enrollecl
or deduring
crease.

tbe year.

- - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - ---------1-----1------1-----1---4

l.

§

6

Per cent.

U_rnTED STA.TES .•... 4,545,317 6,144,143 8,153,635 8,329,234
1

I. ... 201, 240

_r_._.._2_._48_

0_4._2

____
1

North Atlantic Divi06. 0
sion _................. 1, 627, 208 1, 824, 487 2, 036, 459 2, 071, 680 I.. . . 29, 235 I. . . 1. 43
South Atlantic Division ____ ............ _. 368, 111
7i6, 708 1, 126, 683 1, 125, 514 I..__ 8, 388 I... o. 75
02. O
Soui1t Central Divi~ion.. 585,632
902,767 1,467,649 1,522,908 I ........ 66, 719 I..... 4. 58
63. 2
North Central Division.il, 911,720 2,451, 167 3,188,732 3,256 065 I._ .. 70,726 I... 2. 22 ]
Gel-. G
\Vestern Division ... _.. \i•==1=0=2=,6=4.=6=l==1=8=8=,1-='2=4=1==3=3=4=,1=1=2=1==3=5=3=;0=6=7==!==!=.·=·=·=2=0=
·,=1=,2=J,=I=-=·=·=8=.0=1=;===6=3=
.5
North .A.1.lanLic Division:·
72.9
Maine ..... , ........ . 100,392
103,115
98,364
103,062 I. ... 4, 6\l8 , r. .. 4. 78
60.0
48,966
New Hampshire ... .
48,150
41,526 / 42, 096 I ....
570 I. .. 1. 37
a70.
7
. 90
Vermont .......... . a44, 100
48,606
45,887
a412 D ..
a45, 475 D ...
J\fa:<sachusetts .... .
llhmle I~land .•.•..
Couucc icut ....... .

201, 750
22,485
62,683
493, 6-!8
Sf., 812
567,188

NcwYork ......... .
New Jersey ....... .
Pcnnsyln111ia ..... .
South .Atlantic Divi.
- sion:
Delaware .......... . a12, 700
Marylarnl ......... .
56,435
10,261
Dist. of Colnm bia ..
Virg1ni[t .......... .
77,402
\Vest. Virginia ..... . ' 51,336
North Carolina .... . a,73,000
S_ontb _Carolina .... . a-H,700
,

~ri{1~

~

1
: . ~:: ·.:::::::

South Central Division:

178,000
208,528
117,978
150,761
a54, 800
a132, OCO
a5-1, 700

245, 4.09 I. ... 19,670
387,818 I. ... 14,270
182,467 bl82,467 I. ... 10,366
207,704
197,580 D ... 10, 12-1
87,536
91,820 I .... 4,284
d291r041 d319, 100 I. ... 27,159
al48, 714 abl48, 714 I. ... al, 00-i

120,866
a89, 000
107, U66
·;.,-tis~i~si.1>pi ....... .
90,000
Loui,,iana ...••..•.. a-10, 500
Te~:as ............. . aH,000
.A r1rnusas ...... _... . a46, GOO

North <:cnlral Di,-ision:
Ohio................
Inc1iana . . . . . . . . . . . .
11linois . . . . . . . • . . . . .

432,452
295,071
341, 686
iichi!.',;an .....•..•.. aHJ3, 000

North Dakota ......
, outh Dakota ......

5

N cl,r:iska.... .. . . . . .

Zt~

m:~~
l

K:rnsas.............
W :tPm lH i~ion ... _..
!ontnna . . . . . . . . . . .
Wyr,ming. .........
C:,I<ir:irl , : . . . . . . . . . .
(•W. l XICO.. •• • • • •

476,279
321,650
431,638
d210 , 000
al56, 000
a78, 400
25fl, 836
a281, 000

C:il

f, n ia..........

278, t:02
3-i, !)Ql
84, 30-i
650,017
bI33, 286
699,037

-

b19, 64.9
lO(i, 170
29,010
1\l3, 536
12:-i, 987
201,763
14-5, 603
c2J.O 701
62: 005'

I ....

I ....
D ...
! ..••

al,040

a14, 300
52, 801

al, 100
a250

a3

oro

1,020
12,618
3. 15:)

~. ~ll
ao80

n

a3,!I0

alv, 0 0
G-1, 2

I
bln1

17, 178
5,401
3, 86a
10, 5:6
27, 4:j;;
1.00, 9C6

:>-!JO.

a.850
3,819

8'26
4,754
2. 287

D ... 1,337
I. ...
804
I. ... 10,407
2,814
D.

225, 73!)

32;!, 548

549, 269 - 560,293
3-12, 275 c3-l2, 275
538,310
532, G34
a282, 000
298,400
21!0, 457 a2il4, COO
127,025
127, 0~5
306. 300
317,267
412,133
i,20, 6(34
8, 5:30 {
48, 3~7
b-18, 327
GO, 156
146, 13:J
146,315
137, C69
243, ::oo
246,102

Ariwna. ......•...............
t·1:1.1, •··•• •••·•·•••·
12,8 0
,;:. ,a!la... . ......... . ol, 00
I,1 lio . . . .. . . ...•.••
aCOO

•N
lngton........
n nc,r, ... -........ ·1

D ..
I. ..
I. ..

19,649
102,351
28,184
198, ~00
121,700
203,100
147,799
. 2-iO, 701
64,819

.A.bhama .....•.... .

aliii'.

D ...

17,439
85,778
20,637
128,404
91,604
170,100
a\lO, 600
145, mo
27,046

l<.entucky ......... .
Teu11c,iseo ....••....

it';;o~;;{:::::::::::

I. ..
I. ..

273,910
33,905
83,656
6-12, 984
133,286
682, 94.1

31,377
alO, 900

'l{;~~'~:~~~::::::::::

4, G92
936
648
I. ... 7,033
D ... 5, \l86
I. ... 16, !)1)6

I ....
I. ...
I. ...

233,127
27,217
73, 54.6
573,089
115,194
601,627

~~t: ~~r

10,596
a-1. 700
3 , 715
al3, 000
4, 702
20,067
5,004
aO, 500
36,046
4.3, 333
146,589

12,093
a5,SCO
a38 , 715
14,4:l5
b4, 702
26, 357

4.15
3. 73
2. 93
D .. 2.40
I. .. 1. 88
D .. 0.6ii
. 54
I. ..
I. .. 4.52
D .. 4. 34

I. ..
I. ..
I. ..

D ..

I. ..

I. ..

I. ..

8. 71
4. 41
6. 02
4. £8
4.89
!J. 30
a,. 74

n.o

67.8
65 .. 4
61. 7
b5i.O
08. 2
bG2. 5
50.1
75.6
5G.5
02.5
61~ 0
70. 0
•cG:J. 2
66. 0
57. 5
60. 9
b60. 5
()l).

3

70. 2
61.8
ab66. 7

11,024 ' I. .. 2. 01
8,477 D .. 2. 42
5,676 D .. 1. 05
16,400 I. .. 5. 81
a4-, 3-l3 I._. a.2. ]7
3, (iSG r ... 2. ()fl
10,058 I... 3. 58
7.15
27,506 ] .
1. 8f:7 I... !). 86
I..
a14.
52
L ... a6, 127
176 I... o. ]2
I.. ..
1.15
2,802
I.
..
I ....

74. 2
b66. 7
66. 7
66. 7
a57.0
btG. 2
G:J. 0
G-l.4
b58. 2
btil. 9

r....

Q3. 5.
a6ti. 5
l;;i!l. 1
G3. 9
b:>,;. 9
56. 3
bG8. 0
abG6. 4
G3. 8
!i2. 8
b66. 1

I. ...
D ...
D ...
I. ...
I. ...
I. ...
1: ....
I. ...

·-

t ....

1, 4071
I. ... al, 100
I.... 3. 6Gl
I.:.'. al, 4351
I. . . .
400
I.. . . 5, 390

"·" ' I

D ...
aW, 500 1..
4-t,411
45, 401
bHG, 580

1. 71
2. 94

I ... . 77
I. .. 1. 09
D .. 4. 30
I. .. 2.49

"'
a8:JO
7,(".>45
I.... 2, OGS
I.... 2,850

r. ...

I. .. 14. 13
I. .. 023. 41
L .. 10. 44
I. .. all. OJ
I. . . 9. 53
I. . . 25, 71

II

D
9. '2
I. .... aO.
57
I. .. 20. 20
L..

4. 73

I... 1. 09

cln1800.

n l mce c,! pttpil a.bo,·o an.l below th:i 11chola:itic a;:e estirn1.toJ.

(i9. 1

63. 2
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TA.BiE

4.-.Aggregate number of days' schooling gfren; the sarne compared wUh the popnlation 5 to 18 ancl with the enrollnient. Length of school term.
'+q.,.

'+-q:;:o
O<l),<J

Average length of school tel·m.

O,o'$

~.:::,~ '-'d
.... ::::
J5I= ~f:::1
(1)
A''"' c.O sro A
p::;
~=§~:!
A~~
A _g >,O
...., P<
0

~ Q,) ~

State or Territory.

Aggregate
n urnlJer of
clays · schooling gi,en.

Increase

<;)

t

~

~L-; ~ ~
<I)<.:>

~

~·(?!'

-<Q"::l<+-,

rl

---

<d p
b.C . P<
<d "'A
.... f;,,,c.:,
<1)0\l<d
<I)

l--"C

<I)

-<Q

4

or- <1c-

1870-71 1879-80 188D-90 18DO-Dl Cl','a se
the last
\"O ,tr r ell_Jo . te<l.

------ --- --- --9
8
Ii
6
--- --- ---

"'

2

3

STATES ••••.••.

], 129,955,876

Days.
60.1

Nort11 Atlnutic Division .....
South Atlantic Division ...•.
South Central DiYision ......
North Central Didsion ......
Western DiYision ...........

348, l6J., 2()7
112, 4:l9, 462
14.4, 583, 5'22
477,520,057
47,242,538

77. 7
36. 8
37. 5
72. 0
61. 5

111.0
61.9
60. 0
94. 6
85. 0

10,821,510
4, !}96, 795
6,230,000
47,083, 738
6,561,388
15,365,247
J 22, 884, 485
b25, 590, 912
108, 630, 222

66. 7
59.1
76. 7
90. 5
76. 9
86. 2
82.1
bC8. 0
72. 5

76.5
83. 0
96. 9
124. 0
127. 4
119.2
116. 6
b109. 3
105. 8

b3, 261,734
19,535,280
5, ]92, 790
22,450,176
1J, 902, 752
12,166,309
10,431,031
c20, 057, 890
a7, 440,600

b68. 7
63. 3
83. 8
39. 2
45.4
21. 0
24. 0
c30. 7
a55.1

24, 54.0, 000
32,430,528
bl3, 405,900
16, 794-. 300
9, 242,744
37,015,600
bll, 153, 550

39. 7
52. 5
b24. 8
35. 0
23. 0
36. 3
b27. 7

57. 5
67.1
lj44.4
51. 2
70. 7
57.1
b50.0

80, 59u, 000
b44, 495, 750
86,819,232
45,952,060
b31, 792,470
b16, 259. 200
49,493,652
52,062,046
b2, 338,442
b7, 007, 415
20, 337, 78,5
31,378,005

85.4
b68. 7
79. 2
77. 6
b63. l
b43. 2
84.8
61.2
b46. 9
b72. 8
61. 0
70. 6

118.7
5
152
b86. 7
98. 5
136
108.6
146. 7
150
]50
103. 0
140
bOO. 4
155
165
b57. 9 a83
94
98. 2
130
148
81. 4
90
a104
b65.8
a96
b89.8 } a75
82. 2
72
82
80.5
116
120

1,891,645
a696, 000
b5, 500,446
1,010,450
b592, 452
3,420,410
b708, 960
b663, 000
4,512,158
5,048,501
b23, 102, 426

70. 2
a.48.3
blil.6
22. 9
b30. l
47.8
b70. 8
b29. 0
47. 2
55. 8
b80. 6

1
UNITED

North Atlantic Division:
Mainfl ......... ..........
New Hampshire ......•..
Vermont . ................
Mass::wlmsetts ....•.... ..
Rhode J,sland ....•.......
Connectic1:t .......... ...
New York ...............

~i~:~;r!:ri;::::::::::::

South Atlmitic Division:
Delaware ................

t\:\{}~r~r c~i~~bi;:::::

Virgin~~ .. _.._. ............
West\ 1rgmrn ..••.••...•
North Carolina, ....•..•.•
South Carolina ..........

~a~'t::::::: :: :::::::::

0

¥fo
South Central Division:
Kcntll(·ky ...............
Tennessee ............. ..
Alabama . ...........•....

t1;:~!!~~~t::
:: ::: :: :::::
'l'exas .............•.....
Arkansas ................
North Central Division:
Ohio .....•........••..••.
In<liana .. ...•.•••.•......
Illinois ...•..... ..•...•..

~t~~r:r~:::::::::::::::

1linncsota ........•...•..

Jll\V..t .••.•••••••••••••••••

:Missonri .............•.•.
NorLh Dakota. __ .........
Sonth Dakota .....••..•..
Nebraska .....••..•......
Kansas ........••••......
Western Division:
Montana ... .......•......

6~r~ r~A~~.:: ::: ::: :::::::
New Mexico .. ...........
0

.A.rizon:,. .....•...••......
Utah .........•....•.....
Nevatla ..................
Idaho ..........•..•......
Wa shington ..•...•......

8~in~~i~·:::::::::::::::
a EsL1matcd.

-

-----

Days. Days. Days.
1:10. 3
87.1
132.1
152. 0
97. 4
91. 6
133. 9
119. 2

159. 0
92. 4
70. 2
139. 8
129. 2

08
70
115. 6
169
170
172.4
176
178
127. ~

100
105. 3
125. 5
177
184
179
178. 5
192
133. 4

bl03. 7
132
103. 3
183
135. 4
200
65. 5
93. 2
60. 0
76. 8
36. 0
ci50
49.8 alOO
c52. 6
59
a79.1 --------

158
187
193
112. 8
90
50
70
a65

99. 3
a79. 7
b85.4
44. 7
b74. 2
73. 2
b06. 0
b46.3
04. 8
69.8
b104. 2

b In 1889-90.

---

alJO
a77
66. 5
llO
a65
a140

Days.
135. 7

Days.
I. 1.0

166. 6
99.9
88.2
148. 0
135. 0

168.0
09. 9
95.0
146. 7
133. 8

I.
I.
I.
D
D

112
117. 7
136
177
188
182. 5
186. 5
192
147. 6

105
118.7
a137
169
188
182. 26
185. 5
b]92
155. 2

...,__ - - - - -

·-

-------102

cs

81. 3
74. 5
78. 8
71.7

------- --------

a89
a200
92
alll
0
152
142
a45
aS0
a90
123

Days.
134. 7

I

1.4
0
6.8
1. 3
1. 2

--- - -- -

b16{)
166
184
184
178
179
118.2 . 116
97
96
59. 2
60. 3
69. 6
70. 2
88. 3
c83. 3
al20
bl20

D
I.
I.
D

7
1
1
8
0
D . 24
Dl

Y-1:0·
...........
0
I. 1
D 2.2
Dl
I.1. l
I. .6

------··
--------

94
86
73. 5
a86
100. 6
100
a75

I. 6
()6
I.10
b73. 5 ---- -- -·
Dal
85
100. 7 I. .1
I.16
ll6
..........
ab75

166. 5
130
155
156
158. 6
128
156
129.4
113
145
140
135

159. 9 D 6.6
bl30
-------J. 0
bl55
]54
D 2
bl58. 6 ..........
b128
156
126. 4 D 3
..........
bll3
b145
'jj"i·-·
139
127. 5 "D 7. 5

100

·····o···

142. 7
156. 4 I.13 . 7
al20
ab120
-------144.4 bl44. 4 ----- --a67
I.a3
70
09
126
bl26
---·-···
128
133
130
D 3
143
140
bli 0
-------·
94
a69. 8
b69. 8 -------·
a,91
07. 2
101. 6 I. 4.
90
118.2
ll8. 2 D 7.6
146. 6
157. 6 b15i. 6 ..........
96

119
a132

ill

' 1890.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1890-91.
NmrnER OF DAYS ATTENDED.
(Table 4.) ,

The total number of days attended by all pupils was 1,129,055,876,
which gives an average of GO.l days fo! each person 5,, to 18 years of
age.
If this were a constant quantity, so that each child received on an ayerage60.1 days' common schoolinstruetion annually while passing from his
iifth to his ejghteenth year, he would get all together !81.3 days of
schooling. This is equivalent to about four years (3.9) of200 days each,
and is a time :measure of the amount of instruction _!;he public schools
furnish each person of the population at the-present rate.
The average amount of schooling given for each person 5 to 18 years
of age varied the past year (column 3) from 21 days in North Carolina
and 22.9 in New Mexico to 90.5 in Massachusetts. In the North gen
generally, it is about double what it is in the South, owing in part to
a lougersehool term and in part to the larger percentage of the school
population attending school.
Of the pgpils actually enrolled, e~eh one attended. on an average
87.1 days (colmnn 4) .
. The -averag~ length of time the schools were in session (column 8) was
135. 7 ds1,ys, an increase of one day over the . preceding· year, and of 5.4
days over 1879-80.
Some notable cases of change in the length of the school term are
recorded in the table. The loss of seven days in Maine is due to the
diversion of funcls to the improvement of schoolhouses and higher salaries for male teachers. Massachusetts shows a reduction of eight
days; this "does not arise," says S_tate Superintendent Dickinson,
"from any want of appreciation of the work of the schools, or from any
unwillingness to give them liberal support, but rather from the feeling
that from thirty to thirty-six weeks per year is all the time that can
be profitably spent in school. And what contributes to this feeling is
the desire of many families to spend a longer time at the summer
resorts. To provi<le for such families, and to avoid the demoralizing
effects of having a part of the school withdrawn, the summer vacation
is in many instances prolonged at both ends. The long vacations,
together with the frequent holidays during the year, seem already to
have encroached upon the school time to an u desirable extent."
The sc1.ool term of Pennsylvania shows an increase of 7.6 da,ys, the
r :--ul~ in part
increasing the State appropriation from $1,500,000
to · ·~,000,000. The effect of the " great appropriation" of $5 000 000
. 1 :,1 <1 e n t yet appear in the stati tics.
m
(e1_1tucl?y, T nu ee, • nd Texas all largely increa cd their school
t rm m 1 0-01, the letter by 'ixt en d, ys. On the other hand, Ohio,
r g n :how a con ider. bl decrca c.

of

(\

' '
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• superintcrnlcnts, has been obtained by multi1)]ying the avernge daily attendance of
pupils by the avorn,go length of school term in days. Either of these three quantitie3.
is thus made a most simple function of the other two, and can be readily obtained
when the other two are given. Though this rela..tion between those three quantitie.3
does not rigiclly subsist in the statistical systems of many of the States, owing to
cliYerse ll'lethous of computing average attendance and average length of school term;
yet the asRumption that it does is correct in principle and gives more accurate resnlt:3
in practice than any other.
A practical application is made of this principle in :finding tho average · 10:i:igth 01
school term of a number of States, as recorded in the summaries of column 8, where
tho aggregate attendance in uays in each division and in the United States, is divided
by the corresponding average daily attendance to get the average length of school
term in days of each group of States.
By tllis method tho school term of each State in taking the average isin fact given
a weight proportioned to -tho school attenclance of the State, as should be done under
a correct iuterpret11tion of the expression "average length of school term." The
result might more properly be called '' avera.ge length of attendnncc," which is
essentially what it is desired to know.
A method in use in some Stat.es for :finding the ·average school term of a county,
for instance, is to weight the different school terms of the towns or districts the
county is composed of by the number of schools in each; in other words, the total
number of days (or months) all the schools of a county were kept is divided by the
total number of schools, to get the avemge time each one was kept. So in :finding
the average term for tho State, the school is taken as the unit instead of the pupil,
as in the Bureau's method. When tll.e schools differ mnch in size (number of pupils),
as they do in all mixed urb::m and rural systems, varying from some half dozen to
:five hundred. or more pupils each, the average term obtained by this method varies
considerably from that obtained hy the foregoing. The long terms of the large city
schools not ueing given tll.eir proper weight, the resulting average is too small. The
same objection applies still more forcibly to weighting the school terms of the different counties or towns by the number of school districts in each.
Still another mothod is to adcl together the school terms of the different counties
or towns, ancl divide by the number of such · counties or towns; i.e., the simple
arithmetical mean is taken. Smithville, for instance, with its 100 J?Upils, counts for
as mnch in forming the average as the metropolis, with its 100,000. Smithville, 60
clays; metropolis, 180 da,y s; average term of the two, 120 days. This method, if it
can be so called, gives altogether too short an average term, ari.d nothing can be
said in defense of it. It is as if, wishing to get the population :per square mile of
Jdjnucsota and Dakota combined, we said, Minnesota, 9.86; Dakota, 0.92; avorage
number of persons per square mile in the combined territory (0.92+9.86)-:-2=5.39,
instead of dividing the total population of the two States together by the combined
area in square miles.
The "aggroga,te number of days attendance" is a statistical item of the utmost
simplicity and of great value, about the meaning of which there can be little or no
diiforonce of opinion. Every teacher's register that records the number of pupils
present each day in any school, as they all presumably do, contains the data for
as<'ertaining it for that school for the school year by the simple process of addition,
or summing up.

I)
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1890-91.
TABLE 5.-Teachers.
Whole number of teachers,

Per cent of male teachers .
--·---

1890-91.

State or Territory.
-

Males.

Females.

Total.

1870-71.

~

3

4

~

1879-80.

1890-91.

1889-90.

---- ---- ---'

1

I

UNITED STATES- ........

s

124,449

244,342

368,791

41. 0

42. 8

34. 5

33.7

18,099
18,854
28,190
54,490'
4,816

74, ~90
20,875
22,213
116,093
10,871

92,389
39,729
50, 403
170,583
15, G87

26. 2
63.8
67. 5
43. 2
45.1

28. 8
62. 5
67. 2
41. 7
40.3

20. 0
49.1
57.6
32. 4
31.1

19. 6
47. 5
55. 9
31.9
30. 7

7,314
3,134
a4, 375
10,646
1,455
ab-!, 093
31;1)82
b!, 465
2i, 925

a24.4

a27. 2
19.8
16. 8
13. 2
20. 2
a22.8
26. 0
28. 5
45,5

a16.0
9.8
12.0
9.8
12. 6
a13.4
16. 9
18.4
34. 2

12. 0
abl3. 4
16. 8
bl8.4
32. 8

a29.9
45. 0
a8. 2
64. 5
79. 0
a73. 2
62.4
71. 4
a65. 7

a 46. 6
42. 6
87.
6). 8
75. 2

61. 6

a31. o
27.8
13. 0
41. 5
63.4
59.1
49.6
53. 3
48. 0

ab3l. 0
26.6
13. 0
39. 2
61.8
5fi. 8
47. 2
c53. 3
G"18.1

64. 6
74.4
63. 8
6]. 2
46.1
a,75.0
78.4

49. 8
61. 8
62. 0
49. G
44.7
61.1
68. 5

,1s. !J
61. 5
bG2. 9
4.6.6
41. 4
58.1
b68.5

43.1
51.1
32. 5
22. 3
10.8
23. 0
20. 6
44. 4
28. 3
20.0
27.1
40. 8

b51. l
28. 7
21. 6
18. 8
22.6
19. 5
42. 8
b28. 3
b2!l.O
27.1
51. 0

22. 9
22. 4
2G. 2
a62. 2
38. 8
46. 6
16. 3
a33. ,t
40. G
43. 3
21.4

10.1
2l.5
b2G. 2
63. 3
b:J8. 8
47. 4
b16. 3
ba:1. 4
40. 5
40. l
b2J. 4

---

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ....................
al, 169
a6, 145
2.821)
New Ranrpshil:e ..........
305
Vermont -: ........•.......
a 533
a3, 842
1,016
Massachusetts ...........
9,630
175 ,_ 1,280
Rhode Island ............
Connecticut ..............
ab549
ab3, 544
New York ............... - 5,359
26,623
b822
New Jersey ..............
b3, 643
,
Pennsylva.n ia ............
8,171
16,754
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware .......•.........
ab217
ali484
Maryland ................
1,055
2,912
103
District of Columbia .....
692

~~ft}1rgici"a"'~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::::

N ort.h Carolina ........ ~ ..
South Carolina ...........

ifi:lfl: :::::::~::::::::::
South Central Division:
Kentucky ................
Tennessee ................
Alabama ......•..........

ti~i~t~t.
~::: ~: ~ ~: ~::: ~
Texas_ ...................

A:rkansas ................
Nort11 Central Division:
Ohio .....................
Inc1iana ..................
llli1.10i1? ...............•...
Michigan ................
1Visconsin ...............
Minnes9ta ...............
Iowa .....................
Mis~ouri
NorthDak~t~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: :: ~:::
South Dakota ............
Nebraska ................
Kansas .... ...............
Western Division:
Montana .................
~

6

---- ---Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

,

North ..A.tlantic Division ... ~ ..
South Atlantic Division ......
South ()e11tral Division ..'.. ...
North CentralDiYision .......
·western Division ............

,.,

b~~1~~a~~:::::
~::::::: ~::
cw Mexico .............

Arizona ...............•..
Utah ..... ................

'l'vada ................. .
Idaho ....................
1\·ashiurrton .............

~~n-~~~i~ ·_:::: :::~ ~ ~ ::·.-. ·.
a Ap1iroximatcly.

15. 0
16. 5
12. 7
a20.4
a22.1
22. 9
32. 5
42.8

3,025
3,461
3,708
2,011
c4, 004
al, 270

4,693
2,139
2,827
, 2,252
c3, 505
al, 371

b701
3,967
795
7,718
5,600
6,535
4,263
c7 1 509
2,641

4,481
5,074
b3, 076
3, 51':l
1,244
6,459
b3,437

4,680
3,176
b2, 342
4,027
1, 7{i9
4,650
bl, 579

9,161
8,250
96L318
7,M6
3,003
11,100
b5, 016

a66. 0
a,75. 0
66. 8
a60. 8
50. 9
a77. 3
a75. 6

25,561

43. 2
60. 5
43. 5
26. 3
a28.8
33. 7
39. 0
65. 3
a2-!. 7
51. !)
47.2

47. 8
57. 5
30. 7
29. 2
28. 9
35. 9
33. G
58.1
40. 8
40. 7
45.1

a60. 3
a,28. 6
48. 8
a,01. 7

38. 5
44. 3
36.4
78. 0
47. 5
54. 5
4G. 7
57. 4
87.4
48.3
33.6

10,763
b6, 780
6,875
3,488
2,316
2,086
5,228
5,086
b560
bl, 346
2,861
6,201
130
78
b622
303
b93
378
b 41
al,166
a, 770

1,059
bl, 162

14,798
b6, 498
17,102
12,621
10. 026
7,152
21,541
7, 99-!
bl, 422

b13, 278

"· '"' I
7,694
5,951

550
285
bl, 753
179
b147
420
b210
ac331
al, 142
1. 582
b4, 272

23, 977
16,109
12,342
9,238
26,7tl0
13, !)80
bl, 982
b4, 64.0
10,555
12,152

}

680
363
02, 375

an.a

59.5
a65. 2

487
b240 ····-·---798
55. 0
b251
32.4
a,64. 3
b497
1,921
a46. 5
2,641
a5).. 7
b5, 434
40.0

b In 1880-0G.

C

{

In 1800.

----

a.16.0

9. 7
a12. 2
!),

5

42. l
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TABLE

6.-Tecwhers' salaries,
1890-'91.
Average monthly salaries of teachers.

Males.

Increase
or decrease
since pre.
ceding
year.

Females.

Increase
oruecrease
since pre·
ceding
year.

2

3

4

l5

State or Territory.

1.
UNITED STATES* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$44. 89

I. .. $0. 21

$36. 65

I 1...

$0. 42

North Atlantic Division* .....•.••..........•....•..
South Atlantic Division* .....•.•••..........••...•..
South Central Division* ...•.•.......••........... , ..
North Central Division* ....................•.......
Western Division* ....•...........•.......•.....•••..

56. 50
30.16
38. 63
45. 07
61.44

I ... . 21
D .. . 26
I. .. . 39
I. .. .13
I. .. 1. 57

38.56
29. 62
33. 56
35.24
54.55

I. ..
D ..
D ..

1. 32
.15
.14
.16
. 91

43.10
48.99
38. 36
118.07
89.M
77.11
67. 97
76.02
40.59

I. .. . 50
I. .. 3.11
D .. . 04
D .. 8. 56
I. .. . 06
I... . 87

25.26
25.89
25.52
48.17
49.11
39. SJ
44.83
43. 62
30. 90

D ..
I. ..
I. ..
I. ..

North Atlantic Division:
Maine .............•.••....•.•...................
New Hampshire .........•....•.....•.•.•..•.....
Vermont ........•••.............•.....•..•.......
Massachusetts ....•...•........•......•.•••....•.
Rhode Island ...•••.•.......•...........••.....•.
Connecticut ....••.•••...•.............•••.•.....
New York·a ....•........•.•.•..........•••......
New Jersey b . •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pennsylvania .....•..........•....• : ...•.........
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware a, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • •
Maryland a, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
District of Columbiab. .... .. .•.•.. .....•... .. . ..

I. .. 4.16
I... . 73

36. 60 . . . . . . .. • . . . .
49. 02 D .. . 08
101. 90 D.. c. 64

I...
I...

I...
I...

• O.J.
. 25 .
1.12
3. 38
3. 71
. 50

I...
I...

. 86
. 56

34. 08 ........... .
39. 42 I... .
. 17
63. 00 I...
c. GO

~~f~n{~~gi~i.;:: :: ::: ::: ::: ::::: : :::::::: ::::::: : ...... ~~: ~~- .~ _-_-_ .. ·. :~....... :~: ~~- .~::: .... ·. ~~
North Carolina .....•.............. -. . . . .. . . . . . . .
South Carolinab ....................... -... - .... -

24. 00
27. 22

D..
I...

. 72
. 61

D..
D..

21. 43
22. 91

Sou!eiitl: ri{;{;i~~;::::: :::::: :::::: :: : : : :: :: ::: :::: :: :::: :: ::::: ::::::: : :: : : : : :: : :

. 6,1
. 59

:1::: :: :::: :::

Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37. 00 I... 1. 03
38. 23 I...
. 78
Tennessee a,......................................
33. 31 I... . 09
28. 28 r. .. - . 34
1
Alabama .......................................................................................
.
Mississippi a . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . .. . . .
30. 05 I... 1. 05
27. 23 D..
. 54
Louisiana........................................
35. 03 I... . 68
31. 61 I...
. 64

I~t~~~~;:: :: ::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :: ...... ~::~~ . .~: :. _.: ::....... ~:·. :~ .. ~:: _..:·.~~

North Central Divison:
Ohio .........••................•....••...........
Indianaa ......•..........•.................•....
Illinois ............•.......•......•.....•........

~i~~~t:t~ i,.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Minnesota b •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ii°i:s~~~i
"d : :::: : : :::: :: ::: :: : :::: :: :::: :: :: :: :: ::
North Dakota ...•...•.......•...................
South Dakota b ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Nebraska ....................................... .
Kansas .....................................•....
Western Division:

40. 38
44.40
55. 98
47.23
48. 54
42. 00
37.54
48. 38
43. 31
49.00
43.00
42.00

D .. 1.00
D .. . 80
I. .. 1. 35
I. ..
D ..

.47
. 55

I... 1. 42
I. ..

.45
I... . 97
I. .. 4.22
D .. 1. 00
D .. c. 09
I... .15

32. 62
40. 20
45. 50
33. 27
30. 75
31. 09
30. 52
38. 32
34.26
37. 00
37.92
34.47

D ..
I...

1. 96
1. 00
1.09
I...
. 52
1:..
. 03
I...
. 28
I...
. 31
I. ..
. 76
D .. 1.05
D .. 1.00
I. .. cl.19
D ..
. 23

I. ..

f~~i~!WitWt\~: ~~!\i Wiii! ::::::if;,: t::;:~: :: ::lfli: :t/::;:li
!

!!

~i~t:~::: ; ~: :::; ;):;);;;)):::: - - - Pol I<:i! ----·irn -LTii
Nevadab ........................................

97.68

D..

.48

63.86

*These summaries include only the States tabulated in the same columns below.
aApproximat,ely.
b In 1889-90.
e.A.verage yearly decrease or increase for two years.

ED
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TABLE

State. or Territory.

7.-S,ohoolhonses anc1 school pro1Jerty.
Number of schoolhouses.
1----.-------,-------,-------,--------1va1ne of all
Increase or
public
decrease school prop.
1880.
18-71.
1890.
1891.
the last
erty, 1891.
year.

•
UNITED STATES •••••••

4

3

224,526

178,222

132,119

7

6
226,884

I. ... 3, 856

43,070
46j072
45, 845 D . . • 206
North .Atlantic Division ..• ,........
41,297
24,554
32,396
33, 024 I. . . . 77 4
South Atlantic Division .••....•.... - 11, 310
28,465
39,799
40, 838 I. ... 1, 300
South Cent,ral Division ............... -· - 16, 750
77,315
97, 615 I. ... 1, 138
97,169
North Central Division..............
60,431
4,818
9,090
9,562 I.... 8!4
Western Division...................
2;7331
\====\======\====l======l====!====
North .Atlantic Division:
$3,670,385
· 4,309
4,354
4,209 D ... 145
Maine ................•..•......
. 3,917
2,897,663
2,248
2,078
NewRampshire ...•...•........
a2,180
2,075 D...
3
1,298,005
2,597
Vermontb· ......· ...-............ .
2,576
2,483
2,424 D ...
59
5,570
7,147
7,239 I....
Massachusettso ......•.........
5,076
92
3,002, 123
Rhode Island .................. .
c423
453
482
491 I....
9
6,655,055
1, 6!3
1,647
Connecticut ................... .
1,651
1,650 I....
7
50,013, 4.91
11,899
12,022
12,072 I....
New York ..- ........•..........
11,728
50
1,585
1,663
dl, tio3 I. ...
1,476
New J ersey ................... .
21 d8, 629,793
35,837,895
Pennsylvania .................. .
12,762
14,200
14,022 D ... 178
12,270
South Atlantic Division:
d836, 749
b360
D el-awa.ro .•..............•......
b512
d452 I.... a,2
452
Marylancl ...................... .
2,044
1,509
b2, 236 I....
b2, 189
47
a 36
a59
98 I....
96
2
D~t1:ic~ of Columbia ........... :
a4, 590
6,408
a2, 880
6,509 I.... 101 ... 2,° 379; 745
Virg1n1a ... . ................... .
2,151,336
2,058
West Virginia ................. .
3,557
5,011 I. ... 197
4,814
848,074
North Caroliua ........... ·..... .
3,996
5,813 I....
al, 610
5,793
20
487,301
2,749
South Caronna. .... -. ..........•.
1,478
3,264
3,510 I. ... 246
1,017
Georgi.ab ....................•...
5,916
7,047
d7, 047 I. ... 144 ..... i,23; 4i;2
J!'lQridab ..................... :-..
331
1,131
2,333
2,348 I....
15
South Central Division:
3,815,866
' 7,217
a3.,820
6,100
7,485 I. ... 268
2,742,359
4,127
a2, 210
6,629 I. ... 388
6,241
4,597
Alabama ....................... .
3,321
b6,495 b d6, 495 I.... 318
e5, 5u9
M.ississip-pi ...... . . ~ ........... . tl3, 600
b6,071 I. ... 1T2
b5, 899
Louisiana b •••.•••••••••••.••.•.
884
1,4.04
2,501 I. ... 211
2,290
Texasb ........................ .
1,324
a5, 700
!l, 065
9,065 D ... dl14 ... 4: i5.i; 539
d807,858
.A.rk:!nsas ...................... .
1,591
• 008
2,592
d2, 5!l2 I....
57
North Cen.tral Division:
30,811,617
Ohio .............. .. ........... :
1
11,571
12,143
12,814 I. ... /
12,813
Imliooa ............. . .......... .
8,989
9,647
9, !)07
d9, 907 D...
21 d14, 979, 339
Illinois ........................ .
27,833,249
10,979
11,883
12,313 I....
12,252
61
14, 534,203
5,300
6,-400
7,616 I....
7,531
85
~i~~~~s~::::: '.::::::::::::::: ·.
4,933
5,667
6,476
d6, 476 I. ... 220 dlO, 958, 603
Minnesota ..................... .
12,023, 2G5
2,241
3,693
5,864
6,035 I. ... 171
13,589,478
7,598
11,037
12,997
13,129 I. ... 132
6,387
8,249
b9, 712
l•!l, 711 D...
1 11,680,578
North Dakota .................. 5
dl, 515,602
I....
66
1,483
dl,
483
588}
South Dakota. .................. < a55
2,685,284
3,153
3,153 I. ... 236
Nebraska ...................... .
9,959,608
558
2,701
5,937
d5, 937 I. ... 101
Kansas .....•.... ... ............
11,000,000
1,820
5,315
9,044
3
9,041 D...
Western Division:
Montana........................
a,39
1,100,570
119
355
30
385 I....

f:~;:e;~e~: ::: :: :~::: :: :::::::::

ii~!:o~lri·. ·.:: :: :::·.::::::::::::::

i:ri;~~~~:::::
::::.:: ::: ::: ::::::
New Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

iia5

Arizona. ................................. .
Utahb.. .. ... . .. ..... . . .........
268
-"eyacla...................... ....
43
Ida.ho...........................
21

iilt?~~:~·:~~:.~:::::::::::::. l;u
rt'E~timaled.
!, •• llllibcr of · 1 cl ools."

29
292
46

84

383
106
116
487
03.1
2,222

a180
1,190
b a420
b219
514
151
315
1, ]26
1,499
3,121

e .. ·umber of districts.
d In 18:JO.

I. ...
I. ...
I....
I....
I. ...
I....
a:n5 I....
1,275 I. ...
1,613 I. ...
d3, 121 I. ...

223
dl, 190
b!52
d219
618
c.7151

43
195
32
22
104
10
21
149

. ·d..i,·387 ,'800
··· ·ci2iis; 435
l, 137,544
d276, 736

··· s;ii,r,;si2

2, !2.1, 802
124 d13 , 6'>..A, 143

114

eNumber of teachers.

TABLE

State or Territory.

1

Inoomo from
I 1::S:1~~dt
rents.

I

I

From taxation.

State taxes.

I

2

8. -Receipts of school moneys.

7'

s

I. .. $2, 393,088

$100, 358, 635

I. .. $4, 227,519

$127, 990, 292

$11, 628, 643

$147,915,282

37,232,404
4,370,309
3,211,471
48,325,267
7,210,184

D ... 733,250
I .... 246,501
I .... 237,092
I. ... 3, 594, 738
I .... 882,438

45,620,697
8,329,914
8,632,617
55,507,517
9,899,547

3,371,037
449,914
922,340
5,721,620
1,163,732

49,906,388
9,175,366
11,717,651
65,453,359
11, 6!i2, 517

1,049,636
676,118
594,882
8, 391,·839
878,347
1,527,110
12,153,350
1,174,008
10,972,114

I .... 137,149
I. ... 10,295
D ...
8,698
I. ... 262,119
I. ...
85,609
6,792
D ...
D ... 1, 253, 765
D ... 77,562
I .... 118,395

1,301,759
740,475
594,882
8,391,839
984,360
1,768,971
15,822,335
3, ]60, 268
12,756,808

914,654
395,538
2,162,694
4,224, ~2::l
599,289

8,388, ~93
3,950,605
5,421,146
7,182,250
2,689,363

~i:~rt~~f ·c~i~bi~-: :: : ::: ::: :: ::: :~:::::::::: :: ::

~tr{~iii~a::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

9

6

North Atl::mtio Division ..........•.....................
South Atlantic Dhision ................................
South Central Division ..••.............................
North Central Division ......••................•....•...
\Vostern Division ..........••......•...•...•......••••..

i::nt;r;:~i~: ~:: :: : ::: :: : :: : : : : ::: : :: ::: : :: : : : : : : : :
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ab ...•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••

Total from
taxation.

5

$27,631,657

~~~m!1:r?.~~~: ::: :::::::::: ::::: ::: ::: :::::::: :::

Increase or
decroase the
last year.

4

$8,296,347

Massachusetts ... : ••..•...••.... -......•............
Rhode Island ....••.•••......................•......
Connecticut ..•....••...•....................•......
New York ....••.•••..•.•...........................

Local taxes.

Total
receipts, ex·
eluding sale
of bonds and
balance on
hand.

-3

UNI'.J.'ED STATES ......••..•...••..........••.......

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ..............•..••..........•••••.•••...••••.

Increase or
I decrease
the
last year.

From
all other
sources.

I. ...
I. ...
I. ...
I. ...
I. ...

957,823
369, 8C9
391,192
433,161
241,103

Ul

1--3

~

1-:3
t_rj

Q

0

t"-?
.....
':;;,'

342,123 I ....
7,925
14,408
64,357 I ....
5,729
a65, 382 .................. ......................
158, \JOI ·------------- ........................
111,013 1. ...
16,586
3,648
164,531
2-H , 861 I. ...
3,000
2i5,446
3,668,985 I. ... 409,466
1,905,260 I. ... 56,025
131,083
.........................
1,961,694 I .... 472,030
a87, 417

152,046
33,929

cO, GOO
612,905
d450, 319
867,631
255,393
566,023
466,144
646,194
79. 096

107,940
127,645
14.3, 938
83,751
45,805
1,613,128
a40, 481

1,252,303
1,142,260
465,729
456,108
302,481
1,306, 61l4
495,631

b60, 000
60,368
.. -- . -- . -- ... - .
58,195
e31, 000
~

....................

South Carolina ...•.............. _............. c. _ •••• .....................

r?f1~ -~ : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
South Central Division:

¥fo
?f:~~~;;!e
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::
Alabamab ...•...••.......................•.......•.
0

ri!~!~:tt.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;
Texas ............•............•.............•••..•..

Arkansas b •••.•.••.•••••••..••••••.•••••••••••••••.
a Approximately.
c State appropriation for colored schools.
b In 1889-90.
ct United States appropriation .
. I

I ....
500
I .... 4.9,505
D ...
2,570
I .... 72,943
D ... 10,486
I ....
7,250
I .... 35,320
I .... 221,454
D ..•
4,107

b209, 000
1,140,937
450,319
717,800
1,004,501
/12, 396
58,119
329,903
4.50, 334

12,000
I .... 107,474
D ...
i. 570
I. ... 12,371
I .... 53,156
3,251
D ...
6,250
I ....
I .... 10,493
I .. ~- 50,578

I. ...

I .•.. 50,431
26,380
h805, 519 I ....
42,744
I .... 83,134
279,744 I ....
14,360
I •.•. 77,868
a290, 000 D ...
40,702
I .... 19. 083
525,063 I. ...
12,565
I .... il,7;5()!)
309,221 I ....
78,034
455, )81 I ....
I .... 16,254
42,,027
I .... OG, _823
545,843 I ....
e Fh-e per cent of school fund.
/ Some local fonds are not reported.

-------------•1, 934,365

1,479,176
794,512
695,201
8,554,545
J., Q57, 520
2,009, :~83
17, i.12:.!, 627
3,301,251
14,691,173

215,000 ....................
116,258
1,759,842
900,638 ...................
• 32, 4.63
1,585,431
86,369
1,259,894
136,747
578,419
21,500
524,263
56,577,
976,097
530,330

275,000
1, 9:lo, 468
900,638
1,676,089
1,377,263
715,166
545,763
1,184,720
564,259

i37, 7$6
1G5, 497
115
125,717
226,980
262,365
13,880

2,303,554
1,705, 140
899,782
1,191,539
884,487
3,637,308
1,095,835

·······------39,629
34,037
3, 80p
56,574
75,881
1,225, 84.6

····----------

2,057,822
1,422,004
755,729
982,071
611,702
1,761,815
1,041,474

I

1InIncludes
1890.
volunta.ry subscriptions.

1--'1

0

~

m

Q

~

0

0

~

Ul

>-<:

UJ.

r-:l

M

....

t?

~

r--L
~

~

TABLE

0

8._:_Receipts of school-moneys-Continued.
I
From taxation.

Income from
permanent
funds and
rents.

stnte or Territory.

1.

State taxes.

--1

1

North -pontral Di vision:

01110 . . •••.••••••••••.••.••••••••.

l11dinnaa ..................... .
Jllinoi!'I ..

J,lichjA"nn
·w iaconsin
Minnesota a ...... _
Iowa . .............................................. .
J.Ussouri. ................. ....... - .......... · ·. ·. · · ·
North Dnkot.a a .............. -······· ............ ···

Increas11 or
decrea·se the
last year.

'

3
1, 881, 014 I. .. . 142,269
212,112 --------1, 444, 779 I. .. . 14,405
608,393
1, 056, 937 I... . 56,937
649,621
625,309 I.._. 136,006
305,147
625,341 I. .. . 19,105
b160, 000
479,443
I. .. . 41,838
337 245
247, li86 ········.
······1················
675,
601 I.... 18, 071
859,932
71,019 D...
3, 177
56,104
d174, 687 I....
7,707
e148, 030

=: ===1· · - - ·

~ ·esl!ont:uia
tern Division:
...................... ..................... .

i;~r::.~A~rr/ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Now.Mo:rico ........... .
Arizona. a .............. .

"Utah................................................

_.

Nevada a .............. ·•...........................
51, 938
Jdaho a .......................................................... .

6~~;~~~~~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Calilornia a....
. - -- - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a In 1889-90.

b Approximately.

1:: ~gt

b222, 000

• • • - • • • • • • • • • • ! • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • •

2, 405, 471

Increase or
decrease the
last year.
6

4

r:~;;r~t:~::.:~:::::::::: =:::::::::::::::= b~~r~~g·
=

I Local taxes.

I r.... 109, 988

],

•

I I....

Total from
taxation.

I

7
I\ 10 318, ,,.

From
all other
sources.

s

238,643
8,437,482
3,078,383 I.... 306,040
I.
...
1,
817,527
10,645,647
4,152,372 I.... 42,337
r....
194,854
2,902,142
2,848,522 r.... 575,856
6,072,637 I.... 153,984
3,506,523 I.... 239;323
441. 152 I.... 15,417
86,964
950,448 D...
1;717,Ci19 I.... 150,787
53,066
3,572,340 ,D...

4 523,162
· 11'1 702, 584
4 777,771
3' 527,483
3 327,965
5' 072, 637
4' 182,124
'512,171
1 125,135
1' 865,649
3: 572,340

506,340
440,569
478,897
482,855
334,643
857,561
864,140
373,642
33,404
54,078
930,503
364,988

I .... 55,233
I..~- 35,000
I ... . 208,388
9,542
I ... .
I ... . 24,458
I ... . 170,849
4,170
I ... .
5. 561
I ... .
415,400
I ... .
I ... . 100,956
D .. . 147,119

414,949
260,000
1,480,947
104, 54-2
172,050
564,059
132,027
162,555
1,084,186
757,360
4,766,872

16,821

414,949
260,000
1,480,947
104,547
170,267
' 294,623
119, 354
162,555
1,084,186
757,860
2,361,401

c Includes proceeds of bond sales,
cl The State fonds apportioned to cities are included in col. 5.

1

Total
receipts, excluding sale
of bonds l;l.nd
balance on
hand.

571,749
26,724
45,445
531
3,225
248,217
152,928
98,092

e In 1887-88.
/ Included in "other sources."

11,036,948
5,572,124
12,831,102
5,565,773
4, 022,~20
4,522, 71
c7, 184,463
5,415,698
601,679
1,179,213
3,277,152
4,240,310
43I, 770
260,000
2,165,398
131,266
172,050
609,504
184,496
165,780
1,380,307
1,074,983
5,086,964

t:rj

tj

0
0

>

8
H
0

z

!;,j
t:rj
~

0

!;,j

..8
~

00

c:o

0

I

co

~

~1

STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEMS.

9.-(1) Amount raised per taxpayer; (2) amount raised fo1· each child of the
school population; (3) comparison of the numb6r of taxpayers with that of the school
pop1dation.

TABLE

State or Territory.

1
UNITED STATES .•.••.....
North Atlantic Division ......
South Atlantic Division .......
South Central Division ...•••
North Centml Division ......
Western Division .......•.•..
North Atlantic Division:
Maine .............••.•...
N ew Hampshire ....••....
V ermont ........~ .••...• ·.
Massachusetts .••••.•.••.
Rhode Island ... ~ •••.....•
Connecticut ..••••..•••...
New York .•.....•....•...
New Jersey b .••••• .••....
Pennsylvania ...•........
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ab .•••.•.••..••.
Maryland .•.......... : ...
District of Columbia .....
Virginia ............•.....
West Virginia .•...••..•..
North Carolina ......•.•..
South Carolina .....•••••.

i~ri~~-~:::::::::::::::::

South Central Division:
Kentucky ..••••••••••....
Tennessee ..•..•..........
Alabamab .••.•••..••••..
Mississippi ...•...•......
Louisiana .••••••••.•.•..•
T exas .....•••••••.••..•..
Arkansas b •••••••••••••••
North Central Division:
Ohio ...•.....••••••..•.•••
Indiana b •••••• .••••••••••
Illinois .....•.••••.•••••..

b:: :: ::::::: :::

wi~~~tas1In:
Minnesota b •••••••••••••.
Iowa ........•••.•.•......
Missouri ...••......•••••.
North Dakota b ••••••••• .
South Dakotab ...••••..•.
Nebraskab ...••.••.•.•...
Ka.nsasb ...•••.••..•.....
Western Division:
Montana ...•.•.••..••....
ci~l~r~j~i~.: :::::::: ::: ::
New Mexico .••.•••••....
Ari zonab ....••••••.•.•..
Utah .....•••••.••••••.•..
Nevadab .••.•••••••••••••
Idaho b •••••••••••• •••••••
Washington .••••••.••• .. .

8~f5~~~i~ i,"::::::::::::::

Amount raised per capita of adult male popu la- Amount
tion,fromraised for
each
child of
Permathe
school
Total
Other
Local
State
neut
adult populasources. per
taxes.
funds and taxes.
tion
(5to
male.
rents.
18years).

2

,,

- - - - - -- - - --- - - - s
~
6
---- ---- - - -

3

4

$1. 61

$5. 84

---- ----- - -

$0.48
.17
.19
. 85
. 67
. 50

1. 64
1. 93
2.14
1.14
2. 23

7. 26
2.14
1. 27
7. 72
5. 97

.44
.12
a.65
. 2-1
.16
. 72
.15
. 32

1. 70
. 54

5. 22
5. 68
5. 91
12. 42
8. 23
6. 72
6. 76
2. 84
7. 23

------------------1.09
1.06
2. 04
4. 83
1. 32

Number
of adult
males to
each 100
children,
5 to 18
years of
age.*

$0. 68
.66
. 22
. 36
.91
. 96

--···----. 33
. 35
. 01
.56
. 34
.69

·····----·
1. 30
................

$8. 61

$7.87

91. 4

9. 73
4. 48
4. 62
10.42
9.66

11.13
3.00
3.04
9.86
15.17

114.4
66.8
65. 9
94. 6
156.7

7. 36
13.67
6. 91
12. 67
10. 44
8. 84
9. 64
7. 99 ·
9. 85

9.11
9. 39
8. 56
16.44
12. 39
11. 27
11.58
8. 77
9.81

123. 7
140. 8
124.1
129. 9
118.7
127. 6
120.1
109. 9
99.6

5. 79
6. 28
14. 54
2.92
5. :,16
1. 24
1. 26
1. 82
4.18

100.1
88.9
110.3
67. 0
70. 7
59. 9
55.1
61.0
74.0

-=

. 38
.34

2. 26
1. 38
1. 63
1. 95
1. 62
.80

4. 39
4.19
6. 59
1. 87
5.42
f.04
. 24
. 83
4. 51

................

5. 78
7. 07
13.18
4. 36
7.44
2. 06
2. 28
2. 97
5. 65

. 24
. 31
.44
. 30
.18
2. 91
a.16

2. 74
2. 78
1. 43
1.66
1.19
2. 35
1. 92

gl. 76
. 68
a.89
1. 91
1. 21
. 82
2.12

.30
. 38
.01
.46
. 89
.47
. 05

5.04
4.15
2. 77
4. 33
3.47
6. 55
4. 25

3. 73
2. 76
1. 67
2.49
2. 28
4.48
2. 72

74.0
66. 5
60.1
57. 3
65.8
68.3
64.0

. 21
1.02
. 60
. 49
a. 35
. 90
.47
1.19
1. 00

1. 84
2.43
. 97
. 99
1. 35
1. 27

8. 25
5.17
9. 79
6.60
6. 28
7. 58
11.54
4. 87
7. 88
9. 82
5. 70
9. 82

.49
. 74
.44
. 77
. 72
2. 28
hl. 64
. 52
. 60
.56
8. 09
.95

10. 79
9. 36
11. 80
8. 85
8. 70
12. 03
13.65
7. 52
10. 75
12.19
10. 88
ll. 07

10. 52
8. 60
11. 70
9. 40
7. 98
12. 01
12. 31
6. 36
12. 06
12. 24
10. 28
9.41

97. 6
91. 9
99. 2
106. 2
91. 6
99.8
90. 2
84. 7
112.2
100. ~
94. 5
85. 0

5. 62
. 23
8. 64 .................
8. 98
3.47
2.27
. 58
7.18 .. .............
5. 09
. 78
5. 70
. 03
5.16
.10
6.12
1. 40
6. 33
1. 28
5.11
.21

5.85
8.64
13.13
2. 85
7. 26
10. 52
8. 81
5. 26
7. 79
8.99
11.00

16. 02
18. 04
23.87
2.97
11. 35
8.50
18. 43
7. 26
14.44
11.87
17. 75

274. 0
208.8
181. 8
104. 3
156.4
80. 7
209. 3
137. 9
185. 3
132.1
161. 3

1.26
. 22

d.13
2. 24
e6. 59

.15
a.17

............

...............
al. 60
. 80

.................
. 94
1. 27
1. 81
i. 49

............... ·--·-----. 68

...............
(j)
2.48

.08
4. 65
.60

................. ............

---·------

. 27
1. 38 ..............
a.48
5. 20

* Umted States Census of 1890.
a A-pproximately.
b In 1889-90.

c In 1890.
d State appropriation for colored schools,

e United States appropriation.

.42

---··----. 08
.47
. 39
. 09
.14

f Some local funds are not reported.
g Including volnntary contrilmtions.
hlnclmlinli proceeds' of bond sales.
i In 1887-8ts.
j Included in "other sources."

•
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1890-91.
TABLE

10.-Percenta,ge classification of school receipts.
Percentage (?fthe total receipts) derived from-

State oi-Territory.
r

'

Permanent
funds and State taxes·.
rents.

l.

3

Per•cent.
UNITED STATES.~ •••••••••••••••••••••• ·••.•••••

North Atlantic Division ......................•.......
Sout,b. Atlantic DiYision .......•....•................
South Central Division ... ...•.......... : ......•.....
1

W~;~?neDt~sPo~~~~~~:::: ::: ::::: :·:::: ::::::::: :::

Per cent.

67. 8

7. 9

1..8

16. 8
43.1
46. 3
11.0
23.1

74.6
47. 7
27.4
73.8

6.8
4.9
7. 8
8. 7
10. 0

4. 3

18.5
6. 5
5.1

16. 0
7. 0

5.2
44. 3
a3. 7

············
5.0

·········o:i
········ ·i:o

14. 2

76. 0
5S. 2
50.0
42.8
72. 9
/1.7
10. 6
27. 9
79.8

54.4
67.0
51. 8
38. 3
34. 2
35. 9
45. 2

935.0
16.4
a,32. 2
44.1
35.0
12.5
49.8
76.4
55.4
82. 9
74. 6
72. 2
G3. 0
84.5
64. 7
73. 3
80. 6
52.4
8-i. 2

18. 5
79. 1
85.4
54.5

/ .10. 9
5. 1

17. 0
25. 9
8. 2

W[s~;
:~~·b:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::
Minnesota b.. ... ..... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .

7. 5

10.6

A 1. 9

t 8 i~: ;
1t i ...... ·i2~ 5.

iit{!t\~i: t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........~--~. n: ~
wc;f~
~fr~~/::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::::
·····•·•··•··············•···•·•······

a,14. 7

4. 6

7· 2 ·•••••••••••

Kew Mexico ............................................. ~-.~ . :::::: ::::::
Arizona b.... .. .... .. .... .. ...... ....... .. ....... . .. . .. . . .. . .
1. o

N~~~cl~b· ·······································

(h)
44.2
I<lr.bo b •. : ::: ::::::: :::::::::::: ::::: :::::::::: :: ••••••• ~~: ~ •..•••••• ~: ~.
\Vashington .... .. -..............................
3.5 ........... .

g~[~~;1i~·i;::: ::::: :: ::: :: ::::.: :: ::=: :: :::::::::
a A 'P1Jro-ximatcly.
b Iu l88!l--OO.
c: le nppropriation for colorod 11ehoola.
d l:nitcu tate av]!ro11riaUc,n,

61. 8
71. 0
85.1
85.6
98.1
82. 6
76.0
70. 2
35. 6
73.4

Arkansas b ••..• -: •••••. • ••••••.•••••••••••••..•••
North Central Division:
,Ohio .............--::. ..............................
Inuiana b • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • .. • • • • • • • . • • • • •
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ni~isio~~······ ····························

Per cent.

18. 7

South Carolina ......•........................................
Georgia e ...... ......................... .-. • • . • • • .
12. 8
Florida... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. o
South Central l!ivision:
J{entucky ...................................... .
4. 7
Tennessee ....................... : .............. .
7. 5

8

Per cent.

6

[i.

iti;,:tt:LElEt'.\:\\:l\\:::::::::ii:
~~::0~1:{:: ::::::::: :: :::::: :: :: :: ::: ::: ....... ..

Other
sources.

4

North Atlantie Division:
Maine...........................................
a,5.9
23.1
New lfampshire ..•. ,......... . . . . . . • . . . • . . .. . . . .
1. 8
8.1
Vermont.........................................
a,9. ~ c; ••••••••••••
Massachusetts....................................
1. 9 ••••••••••••
Rhode Island .......•.... :... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 6
10. 5
12. 0
Connecticut--···-·······························
8. 2
NewYork ............... ·. .......................
1.6
21. 2
Ne,vJ"erseyb ................................. :-. .
4.0
60.4
Pennsyl,ania ...............•......•..•....... : ...•..........
13.4
South Atlantic Division:
·
Delaware a, b • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . •
21. 8
c2. 2
31. 6
d50. 0
51. 8

tli~F~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::··:\\::::\~::\~~::::::\~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~

Local
taxes.

!i: ! ·······47 ~ a·

96.1
100. 0
68.4
70.G
99. 0
48. 3
6-t 7
98.1
78. 5
70. 4
46.4

5. 0

Small.

5.3
3.8
7. 0

········is:2

6.3
10. 2
4.0
4. 8

..............

5. 9
0.1

Small.

10. 6
25. 0
7. 3
1. 3
4. 7
7. 8
3. 8
8. 7
8. 3
18. 0
12.1
(i. 9
5. 6
4.6
28. 3
8. 6
3. 0

········20'.4
20. 4

·········1."6

e Tn 1890.
/ ~ome loc:il t:rxc!I not rcportec1.
aInclnclin~ volnntary snl>scriptions.
hlnclucl din" othor sources."

0. 2
]. 0
18. 0
14. 3

1. 0
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RECEIPTS OF SCHOOL MONEYS.
(Tables 8,

n, ancl 10.)

The total receipts of school moneys, as tabulated, foot up to
$147,915,282.

Of this sum $8,296,347, or 5.6 per cent of the whole, was the income
of permanent school funds; $21,631,657, or 18.7 per cent, was derived
from State taxes; $100,358,635, or 67.8 per cent, from local taxes; anu
$11,628,643, or 7.9 per cent, from sources other than the foregoin~.
More than two-thirds of all the money expended for common schools
in the United States is raised by local taxation. Only about oneeighteenth is derived from the income of permanent school fonds,
and less than one-fifth from State taxes. These proportions vary
greatly, however, in different parts of the Union, as will be seen by
examination of Table 10.
The amount received from State taxes shows an increase of $2,393,088.
Pennsylvania and Georgia contribute largely to this increase. The
State appropriation of Pennsylvania was increased in 1889 from
$1,500,000, at which figure it had stood for some years, to $2,000,000. 1
The large increase in the case of Georgia is due to the assessing of a
half-mill tax (increased to 1 mill in 1890) and to the allotting to the
common schools of all taxes arising out of taxable property in the
State in excess of $360,000,000. Georgia schools received from the
former source in 1880, $165,000; from the latter, $50,576.
Local tcixes.-The aggregate increase of local taxation amounted to
$4,227,519. The large increase in the local tax of Maine ($137,149) was
for the purpose of first supply of free text-books. Illinois gained
nearly $2,000,000, an increase in one year in local taxes more than equal
to the total amount raised from all source~ in any Southern State except
Maryland, Kentucky, and Texas. New York lost over a million dollars
in local taxes, yet still raised nearly twice as much as all the Southern
States put together.
'These facts emphasize the difference in the sources of support of the
schools North and South. In the latter section the conditions created
by legislation are too often unfavorable, sometimes even antagonistic,
to the development of the principle of local taxation for schools.
Relative aniount raised by the several States.-In Table 9 the school
revenue of each State has been compared with the number of male persons over 21 years of age (i. e., wit4 the number of taxpayers, or persons from whom in the main the school revenue is drawn), and also
with the school population (i.e., with the number of persons for whose
benefit it is raised). These are significant ratios, whereas the revenue
:per capita of population has no bearing on the matter. See remarks
onp. 9.
1
The legislature of 1891 macle a further increase of the State a1)propriation, raislng it to the munificent sum of $5,000,000.
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Few persons have any idea of the extent to which the relative number of taxpayers 1 and school population varies in different localities.
In some parts of the Union there-are three, four, and even :five times as
many taxpayers to the hundred children as in others. The l;)earmg
- of this upon the ease or difficulty of raising funds for schools is obvious, and it may be said thnit this hitherto almost unnoticed circumstance serves in uo small measure to account for the backward condition of public education in certain sections, especially in some Stat~s
of the South. . An inspection of column 8, Table 9, will make this
apparent.
In the United States at-large, on the average, there are 91.4 taxpayers to J?rovide the means of education for each 100 children 5 to 18
years of age. In the South Central States, however, there are only
65.9 adult males to 100 children, while in the States of the western
division there are 156.7.
Taking individual Sfates, it.will be seen that in South Carolina 100
children have only 55 adult ma.les (three-fifths, or 33, of whom moreover are colored) to provide the means of education for them, while in
Montana there are 2'74 adult mafos to educate an equal number of children. That is to say (assuming that wages, prices of material, etc., are
, identical in the two States), in order to duplicate the educational conditions of Montana, each individual taxpayer of Sou~th Carolina would
be subject to pay, on the average, :five times the amount the taxpayer
of _Montana is obliged to pay.
These are the extremes, but analogous conditions prevail, in a somewhat less degree, in the Southern States generally, as ·compared with
the Northern.
Examining·the actual amolU}tS raised per taxpayer and per child of
school age (columns 6 and 7), it will be seen that Montana raises $5.85
11er taxpayer, which furnishes $16.02 for each child of school age;
Texas, on the other hand, raises a larger sum per taxpayer ($6.55),
but has as a result only $4.48 for each child of school age. In other
words, each dollar paid in Montana goes as far in effective work in
supporting the public schools as $4 in Texas.
Mississippi, after raising per taxpayer about half what Nevada does,
has only about one-eighth as much as the latter State for each child of
school age.
In the light of these facts, and considering in addition that a large
proportion of the already comparatively few adults in the South a~e
colored p ople with a minimum of property it can not but be a matter
of satisfaction that public education has ~ade such progress in the
South sin e the war a. has actually been the case. Rai ing per tax1? yer (counting in white and black alike) about one-half, and realizing
from th ro ee s from one-third to one-fifth of what the North has
per ·bild of cho l age, hat section nroll nearly as large a l)ropor1

Tho t rm "taxpayer" is noel r tood h re to be synonymous with atlult male.
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tion of its school population (Table 2, column 11), and has a school
term about two-thirds as long as is held in the North (Table 4, column
8).
Beneficial results of a State tax.-Public schools are their own best
recommendation. It has been the almost universal experience that
;here once established they· have continually -grown in the public
esteem. When the children who have been educated mainly in State·
supported or State-prescribed schools become the fathers of a succeeding generation, they have a lively sense of the benefits that were conferred upon them by the public schools, and demand and voluntarily
p:rwvide increased privileges for their own children. Thus State compulsion and support pave the way for local endeavor. In Massachusetts, a State whose people have so long felt ~he influences of public
schools, 98 per cent of the ample school revenues ar-e raised by what
is essentially voluntary taxation. The remaining 2 · per cent comes
chiefly from a State fund so distributed as to assist the poorer towns
and aid in equalizing the burden of taxation, this being the office of a
State tax or fund in a well-established system.
State Superintendent Edwards, of -Illinois, records a very instructive experience bearing upon this subject. " In 1855," he says, "to induce
the districts to tax themselves at all the State offered a bounty of
nearly $2 for every dollar thus voluntarily raised. In that year one
county raised by taxation $1,737.04: and received by distrjbution $4,917.25. In this same county at the present time the total withdrawal
of the State distribution would probably affect the school interest very
little. In 1887 for every dollar distributed by the State the districts
themselves, by voluntary election, raised a little more than $5.03.
Measured by this standard may we not say that the popular interest
in education, the real love of the free schools in the hearts of the people, increased tenfold in thirty-two years,"
Progress in local taxation in the South.-It can scarcely be doubted
that the few Southern States which yet do not make any general provision for local taxation, or at most some p1~ovit:;ion which is practically
inoperative, will change their policy in this respect in the near future,
and will cease requiring communities to procure a special act of legislature to enable them to tax themselves for schools, as is now the case
with several of them. The Alabama Educational Association in 1890
petitioned" for such amendment of our State constitution as will authorize any desired local taxation that will increase the efficiency of
our common schools; provided that such taxes be voted upon only by
taxpayers." Also State Superintendent Harris says in his 18Ul report
that "there is a growing indorsement of local taxation for public
schools."
The North Carolina law contains certain provisions for voluntary
local taxation, but they are " so restricted that they have not proved
of any advantage. They should be amended so that it will be less

/
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difficult to get to a Yote," says State Superintendent Finger, "and so
that a larger amount can be voted upon." _ In accordance with this
recommendation, the amount that could be voteclwas slightly increased
by the legislature in 1891, but it is still small and the law clumsy in
execution.
The South Carolina legislature- enacted a general local tax law in
1888, which,though so cumbersome as to be of practically little value,
yet indicates progress in public opinion upon the subject. The difficulties are of the same nature as with the North Carolina law; the
trustees of school districts can act in the matter of levying a local tax
only upon the petition. of a majority of resident freeholders, and then
must 1mt the q_uestion-to the vote of the property-owners. Only a few
districts have taken advantage of this law. State Superintendent Rice
in his 1891 report calls for a more practical law:
rrhe act of 1888 should be amended and made more easily operative. Tb ore should
· bp a general act authorizing and req_uiring the county commissioners of each county
to submit the question, at each general election, to the qualified voters of the county,
as to whether or not more than 2 mills shall be lo'i"ied, etc.

As regards Texas, State Sl1;pt. Cooper reports (1890):
The law framecl in pursuance of the constitutional amendment of 1883 authorizing
local faxa.tion, throws many obstacles in the way of the levy of local ta.:s:es, while
the true spirit of tbe law should be to facilitate as far as possible such levy, even if
it should not absolutely require it. The law, as it stands now on our statute books,
is distinctly behind public sentiment in this Sta'te, and ought to be amended so as
to allow the people -to vote ea.ch year, in every school district which has not voted
p, tax, on the q_uestion of levying a tax until such tax/ shall be voted. * * *
Realizing tb.e necessity of general local taxation. to the develop;n.ent of an efficient
system of public scbools, I have deemed it my duty during the past two years to
use every means in my power to bring the question of levying a local school tax
to the attention of local office:i;:s and others interested in the progress of public
schools. * * *
In spite of all the limitations of the constitution. an.cl the law and the obstruction
thrown in the way of the levy of local faxes by th~ law as it stands, progress has
been made in the ievy of local school taxes. * * * It is probable that the munber of districts which have voted local taxes· during the past twelve months is about
double the number which had voted the tax prior to that timo and subsequent to
the adoption of the constitutional amendment of 1883. This is a remarkable record
when the fact is considered that the obstructions to the levy of a local tax, resulting
from errors in the laws on this subject, are in themselves sufficient to prevent most
districts from making any effort; and it demonstrates the fact that a simple, sensible
law providing for local taxation would be welcomed by the great body of the people
of Texas.

A iceak. point in exc1itsively loccii taxation.-The extent to which local
ta_·ation is carried in Massachusetts (98 per cent of the school revenue
being derived from local taxes) brings into special prominence the :princi-pal d feet of tbis, y ·tem of school supl)ort; i. e., the great inequality in
th ta.- rat of th diff rent towns. Thus in 1 90-91 Bo. ton, with a tax
Ta • of 1
than 2 mill wa , ble to appropriate. 2U)2 for each child
5 tr :- Y , r of_ ag , whil
, l r in~with tax rate of 5.4 mills, was
alJl to a1,p1 opnat
ly . 7. 71 p ,r ·hild. The· ineq_ualitie · (which are
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nearly paralleled in other States) are glaring and have led those interested in thematt:er to introduce a bill into the legislature "to change the
present system of support of tb.e public schools so that the rate of school
taxation shall be uniform throughout this State. This is to be done by
including the amount necessary for schools in the State tax, and distributing it among the different towns in pror)Ortion to the number of
public school children in such towns." [Jourp.al of Education, March
10,1892.
While the Southern States, therefore, are moving in the direction of
voluntary local taxation, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania (see above), and
other Northern States, 11.aving experienced the ills of too exclusively _
local taxation, ~re going in the opposite direction with the main purpose
in view of equalizing the tax rate and helping the poorer communities
out of a general State fund. An equilibrium between State and local
taxation will :finally be struck, and the most advantageous proportions
of each determined by experience accordin'g to the necessities of each
individual case. The object in view will be to utilize the b~ne:fits and
reduce to a minimum the defects of each.
The tax rates of different States can not be compared with each other.On account of the great diversity -in the bases of assessment of property in the different States, a comparison of tax rates does not furnish
any indication as to how Ught or heavy a tax may be. In some States
property is assessed at orily about une-third of its real value, in others
at two-thirds or more; and a tax rate of 2 mills on the dollar in one
locality may be quite as severe as 4 mills in another. It has on a like
ground not been deemed best to continue in these tables the comparison of the school expenditure with assessed valuation.
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11.-G1·owth of ex1Jenditure s·ince 1870-71.

TAnLE

Expenditure per capita
of population. ~

Total amount expendea for schools.
State or Territory.
1870-71.

l.

;

2

\ 1879:··

1889-90.

1870- 1879- 1889- 189091.
90.
80.
71.

1890-91.

•

,.

----

4

6

:i

--

9
s
----- -

UNITED STATES •••••• $69,107; 612 $78, 094, 687 $140,5_26, 715 $14G,800,163 $1. 75 $1. 56 $2. 24

$2. 31

N ortb A tlautic Division ... 29,796,835
South Atlantic Division ... ' 3,781,581
South Central Division .... 4,854,834
North Central Division .... 28,430,033
Western Division_-·:······ 2,244.329
North Atlantic Division:
Maine .................
New Hampshire .•.....
Vermont ......•..•..•..
Massachusetts .........

~~~!!c1!~~~~ : : : : : : : : : :

NewYork ....•..••....
New Jersey: ........•..
Pennsylvama ..........
South Atlantic Division:
:Pelaware ..............
Maryland ............•.
D~sti:ic_t of Columbia ..
V1rg1n1a .......... . ....
West Virgin_ia ..•......
North Carolina ........
South Carolina ...•.•..

28,538,058
5,130,492
4,872,829
35,285,635
4, i67, 673

950,662
1,067,991
418, 545·
565,339
499,961
446,217
5,579, 3()3
4,983, 900
461,160
526,112
1,496,981
1,408, 3'i5
9,607,904 10,296,977
2,302,341
1,878,465
7,869,682
8,479, 91~

iri:iii::::::::::::::::: .

153,509
1,214,729
873,535
587,472
577,719
- 177,498
275,688
292,000
129,431

48,023,492
8,767,165
10,678,680
62,823,563
10, 213 ,815

49,006,135
9,276,892
11,571,110
64,929,946
12,016,080

2.38
,63
• 73
2.14
2.15

1. 97
.68
.55
2. 03
2.41

2. 76
.99
. 97
2.$1
3. 37

2. 78
1. j)3
1.04
:.!. 87
3.80

1,327,553
844, 3-83
711,072
8,286,062
884,966
2,157,014
17,543,880
8,840,190
12,928,422

1,485,593
890,583
700,559
8,554,546
1,022,597
2.167, 079
17,326,280
c3, 340,190
18,518,708

1.51
1.30
1. 51
3. 73
2. 05
2. 75
2.17
'.?.48
2.36

1. 65
1. 63
1. 34
2. 80
1.90
2. 26
2. 03
1. 66
1. 72

2. 01
2.24
2.14
3. 70
2.56
2. 89
2. 92
2. 31
2.46

2. 25
2. 35
2.18
3. 7G
2. 92
2. 86
2. 85
c2. 31
2. 52

a275, 000
1,910,668
905,777
1,604,509
1, 198,498
714, 900
450,936
1, 19Q, 854
516,533

ac275, 000
2·, 221,281
900,638
1,686,983
1,360,823
676,618
c450, 936
bl, 190,354
564,259

1. 21
1.53
2. 77
.47
1. 26
.16
. 38
. 24
• 66

1. 41
1. 65
2.47
. 63
1.14
. 27
. 33
.31
.48

1. 63 acl.63
2.11
1. 83
3. 69
3. 93
. 98
. 97
1. 79
1. 57
.41
. 44
C. 39
. 39
b. 65
. 65
1. 39
1. 32

2,140,678
1,526,241
a890, 000
1,109,575
817,110
3,178,300
1, 016, 776 I

2,808,505
1,724,059
ac890, 000
i, H;l9, 088
867,653
3,595,029
cl, 016, 776

. 80
. 59
. 86
J.11
. 71
. 74
1.02

.65
. 48
. 40
. 73
. 44
. 05
. 36

1. 22
1.15
. 96
. 86
. 59 ac. 59
. 89
. 86
. 76
. 73
1. 55
1. 42
c. 90
. 90

10,602,238 10,817,286 2. 52
5,245,218 c5, 245,218 1. 70
11,645,126 13,512,778 2. 57
5,349,366
5,458,841 2. 33
3,801,212
3,920,377 1. 79
4,187,310 c4, 187,310 2. 06
6,882,958
6,706,249 2. 70
. 99
5,434, 262
5,530,943
626, !)49
a626, 949
1,199,630 cl, 199, G30 }1.29
3,376,382
3,209,743 2. 61
4,972,967
4,424,442 2. 24

2. 24
2. 27
2. 28
1. 70
1. 65
1. 70
2. 76
1.23

207,281
1,544, 867
438,567
946,109
707,553
376,062
824,629
471,029
114,895

South Central Division:
Kentucky .......•..... al, 075, 000
1,069, 030
Tennessee ........•....
a758, 000
744, 1,80
a500, 000
~ab~m_a .. : ............ a 370, 000
950,000
880,705
M:is~1~s1pp1 ....•.......
Lomsiana ..............
531, 88-1
411, 858
T exas .................
a650, 000 \ al, 030, 000
Arkansas .............. a520, ooo I
287,056
North Central Division:
Ohio ................... 6,831,035
7,166,963
Indiana . ............... a2, 897,537
4,491,850
Illinois ................ 6,656,542
7,014,092

~\~~~~!~~:::::::::::::
Minne~ota .. ...........

Iow·a ...................
Missouri. ...... , ..... . .
North Dakota ........
South Dakota ........ :: }
Nobraska ............ . .
Kansas .............. . .
W cstcrn Division:
Montana ...............

1:ii~l~r:::::::::::::
New ~Iex.ico ......... .,

2, 8-10, 74.0
1,932,539
960,558
3,269,190
1,749,049

2,775,917
2,177,023
1,328,429
4,484,043
2,675,814
245, ooo{
1,108,617
1,818,837

a23,000
365,520
904,323
a35, GOO
a7, 000
67,395
a4, 900

78,780
364,084
28,501 I
I
225,000
395,227
1,681,379 cl, 681,379 1. 44
28,973
a85, 000
.05
aSl, 859
61,172
181,914
cl81, 914 . ..........
182,194
894, G85
533,935 1. 28
220,245
161,481 .
cl61, 481 l. 93
88,411
160,020
cl69, 020 1.17
112,615
958,111
2,120,544 1. 30
307,031
805,979
1,058, 22() 1. 65
2,864,571
5,187,162 c5, 187,162 2. 93

m:ig~ 1:.~i

Arizona ........... .. -- -----------Utalt ... . ..... .... ... .. a-117. 000
Nevada .. ............ •.
a85, 000
Ic1aho ........... ..... . .
19,003
Washington ......... • .
ci35, 000
OrPc:on .............. •• alGO, 000
Califom1a .......... ...

1, 713,431
I

a approx.im:-..tc1y

.

2.89
2. 39
8. 04
2. 55
2. 25
3. 22
3. 34
2. 03
3.48
1. 81{ 3. 65
2.45 3.19
1.83 8.49

2. 93
c2. 39
3.48
2. 56
2. 27
c3. 22
3.47
2. 02
c3.43
c3. 05
2.98
3.15

2. 76
3. 71
4. 08
. 55
3. 05
1. 90
3. 53
2. 00
2.74
2.57
4.29

3. 87
3. 89
cJ,.08
a.52
c3. 05
2.42
c3. 53
c2. 00
5. 03
3.12
c4. 29

2.01
1. 37
2.03
. 24
1. 51
. 92
3. 54
1. 18
l. 50
1. 70
3. 31

I

bln 1890.

cln 1889-90.

TABLE

Permanent expendlture.

'4

State or Territory.

12.-Sohool expenditu1·es, 1890-'91.

Sites,
buildings,
furniture,
(libraries,
ancl apparatus.

Current expenditures.

Increase or (Per cent of Salaries
t eachersof
decrease the increase or and superlast
year
decrease.·
intendants.
reported.

I

I

Increase or
decrease the
last year
reported.

I

Per cent of
Other
increase or
current
decrease. expenses.

Total
expenditure,
exducling
debt paid.

Increase or
decrease the
last year
reported.

Per cent of
increase or
decrease.

9

1.0

1.1.

2

3

4

5

6

,.

§

Dollars.

Dollars.
D.. 671,405

Per cent.
D. 2. 53

Dollars.

Per cent,
I . . 5. 43

Dollars.

Dollars.

95,791,630

Dollars.
I .. 4,932,920

Dollars.

UNITED ST.A.TES •••••••••••••••. 25,851,261

25, 1117, 272

146,800, 163

I .. 7, 393, 377

I ..

5. 30

North Atlantic Division ...••.•••.•.. 10,034,327
South Atlantic Division............. 1, 279, 589
South Central Division.............. 1, 1132, 180
North Central Division.............. 9,936,774
Western Division . . • . . •• . • • • •••.. •• . 3,438,385

D.. 825,936
I ..
218, 618
I . . 219, 062
D .. 1,101,901
I..
878,752

D.
I .
I .
D.
I .

30,220,647
13, 975, 945
9, 419, 094
42,182,821
6,993,123

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

8,751,161
1,021,358
989, 830
12,810,351
1,584,572

49, 006, 135
9,276,892
11, 571, 110
64, 929, 946
12, 016, 080

I . . 991, 597
1 . . 2, 404, 783

I ..
I ..

999, 7136
745 737

I ..
I ..

I .. 2, 161, 494

I ..

2. o~
8. 74
9. 37
4. 00
21. 94

109,728
149,647
70,559
1, 373, 542
26-!, 565
421,823
4, 152, 286
599,509
2, 892, 668

D ..
D ..
D ..
D ..
I ..
I ..
D ..
D ..
I ..

66,524
59, 905
12, 653
8,647
54, 438
44, 086
852,842
79, 039
154, 250

D.
D.
D.
D.

b 537,808
b 200,942
4. 88
2. 00
a80, 000
3. 62 b 1,664,222
11. 64
123,615
343,436
2. 83
6. 25
1,980,458
2. 08
456,096
4. 67
3, 364., 584

1,485,593
890,583
700,559
8,554,546
1,022,597
2,167,079
17,326,280
3,340~0
13,518,708

I..
I..
D ..
I..
I..
I ..
D ..
I ..
I..

158,040
46, 250
10,513
268, 484
137, 631
10,065
217,600
17,123
590, 286

I .. 11. 90
I . . 5. 48
D.. 1. 48
I . . 3. 24
I . . 15. 55

d23, 795
386,621
229,078
150,035
203,688
63,626
39,293
1"20, 397
a63,056

I ..
I ..
D ..
D ..
I ..
D ..
D ..
I ..
D ..

2, 895
219, 192
25,501.
5,419
32, 235
9,094
2,007
42, 667
35,450

I .
I .
D.
D.
I .
D.

I..

333,007
180,643
150,000

I ..
D .•
I ..

77, 868
35,959
60,808

1.

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ..••.....•..•••.••.•••..•..
New Hampshire ... ........... . ..
Vermont ........................ .
Massachusetts ..••••••••..••...•.
Rhode Island ................... .
Connecticut .••..••..••...•••....
New York ...•.•.•....••..••..•..
l~ew .Terseyc ................... .
Pennsylvania ........••.•.••.••..
South Atlantic Division:
Dela ware a c ••.•••••••••••••••••.
Maryland .............••..••..••.
D!st~i~t of Columbia ...•..••.....

~~fi~~iii~i~:::::::::::::::::::
North Carolina
1

South Carolina c
Georp;ia/ ................•.......
Florida .............•••........•.
South Central Division:
Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabamaac

7. 61
20. 60
23. 24
10. 47
34. 34

a 838,057
37. 74
539,994
28. 59
550. 000
15. 21
a5,
516,782
. 63
634,417
I . 25. 92
1,401,820
I . 11. 94
D. 17. 04 11,193, 5~6
2,284,585
D. 11. 65
7,261,456
I . 5. 63
13. 85

130. 90
10. 02
3. 49
18. 79
13. 58
D.
4. 86
I . 54. 89
D. 35. 99

225,000
1,557,828
549,513
1,322,997
8ti4, 823
556,643
396,331
1,054,724
448,986

.. 1,397,426
. . 382, 365
..
728, 007
.. 1,523,971
.. 901,151

I ..
I ..

..
..
..
..
..

I ..

I ..
I ..

I ..
I ..

I ..

I ..
D..
D..
I ..
I ..

.

a 35, 326 I . . 4. 40

25, 122
I ..
10, 798
I . . a 192, 782
I ..
66, 120
I ..
38, 557
I ..
558, 370
I ..
46, 585
I ..
323, 766

I ..

4. 85
5. 80
8. 38
3. 75
14. 79

U, 000
65, 459
36,412
29, 707
11, 619
18,104
8,253
177, 793
76, 912

I ..

I
I
I
I
I
I

..
..
..
..
..
..

5. 14
4. 39
7.10
2. 30
1. 36
3.15
2. 04
20. 27
20. 67

26,205
276,832
122,047
164,851
292,312
56,349
15,312
15,233
52, 2.17

275,000
2,221,281
900,638
1,636,983
1,360,823
676,618
450,936
1,190,354
564,259

I..

15, 000
310, 618
5,139
32,474
162, 330
1 38, 282
9,463
2B0, 473
47, 726

4. 59
I .. 17.04
I ..
. 93

50,283
111,491
80,000

2, 308, 5051 I..
1, 724, 059 I ..
890,000 I ..

167, 827
197,818
50, 000

I ..

L..

I ..
D..
D..
I ..
I ..

I..

D ..
I..
I ..
D ..
D ..
I ..

Ul

Per cent.

I ..
I ..

I..

~

t_tj

a
0

~

0

z

lf,).

Q

~

0
0

t-t

I ..

• 47
1. 24
. 52
, 4. 57

I ..

5. 77

t_tj

.57
2. 02
I . . 13. 55
D.:
5. 36
D..
2. 05
I . . 24. 01
I ••
9. 24

~

D..
I..

I . . 16. 25
D..
I..

Ul

"<

lf,).

8

~

I

a Approximately.
b Including cost of free text.books.

I . 30. 52
D.

I.

15. 94
68.17

1,925,215
1,422,925
660,000

c In 1889-'90.

d City of Wilmington only.

l ..

I ..
I ..

84, 462
207,089
61 102

I ..

I ..
7. 84
I . . 12. 96
I .•

e Some expenditures in cities not reported.
f In 1890.

5. 95
N)

c.o

0,
TADLE

0

12 ..-Solwol expenditiwes, 1890~'91-Continued.
Current e;xpenditures.

)

Stnto or TNTitory.

Permanent expenditure.
Sites,
buildings,
furniture,
librnrioa,

l '"t

nnu appn-

1

Dollars.
South Co11tr11l Division-continued .
1

. i.,:~i~1~~t::::::::::::: ........ .
rex:u,,. .................. .

32,289
39, 41-!
306, l2~
111,711

Increase or
decrease the
last year
reported.

3

..

Dollars.
I..
9,130
I ..

I ..
I..

11, 196
~4-, 402
11,.617

,\rk:111snsa .........•.••.. · ... ••·

No1·th Conti;al Di¥ision:

Ohio .. .l •.••••••••••••••••••••••••
Imll:niaa ....... .
lllinois .......••.
Michi~nn •••••• , .
".i!'ICOllSiJl ••• a •••••••

Minnesota a ................ .... .
Iowa ............................ .
.::llisAonri. ......•.•••••••••••••.•.
North D,lkotaa ..............•...
l:,;onth Jt1kotna ................. .
Nebraska ....................... .
Knnsns ..........••.....•. ..• ;. ..
°\\'('!:'torn Division:
?,fontann ...•••.••...•••.•.•... ...
\Vyomin"
Colorndoa
Ntm· hlo.xico o• •••••••••••••••••••
.Arizonaa ....................... .
l'tnh ...........•.•......... .....

ti~lf~El+/tE
4

In 1889-'90.

1, 332, 9:50
7JJ, 491
2,327,001
805,350
551,872
72-!, 280
952. 612
1, 055, 933
8-!, 992
147,4-15
749,03-!
460,169
2~,308
89,318
607,503
15,182
54,306
163,412
10,345
26,550
1, 1:ia, 86:1
277; 085
817,513

Sala;ries of
Per cent of I ton.cher11
increase or and ~rnperdecrease. i"tendents.
,... -

D ..
I •.

D ..
D ..
D ..

D ..
I ..
I ..
D ..
D ..
D ..

D ..

I ..
I..

I..
I..

I ..

I..

D ..
I ..

I..

I..
D ..

155,516
280
32,050
89,180
80, 497
181, 105
60, 062
1, 54-9
26,049
2,007
166,260
491,128
138,787
C 14,318

57,297
5,182
14,183
13,740
!J, 229
5,414
766,372
84,088
211,350

Per cent.
I. 39.43
I .

3!). 67

~
Dollars.

1,017,757
577, 805

I . 38. 07
2- 94-5, 433
I. 11, 60 ,
869,899

1, 36
9. 97
12.,73
20. 01
6. 73
.15
2;3. 46
1. 34
18. 15
51. 63

7, 210, 586
4, JOO, 6J4
7,685, 3.55
3, 432, 689
2, 6M, 813
i, 5~8, 600
4, 458, 590
3, 683, 342
381, ll72
b 808,702
2, 104, 288
3, 033, 761

132. 67
19. 08
10.41
51.82
35. 36
9.18
47.16
25. 62
208. 53
43.5!
~0.5!

267,001
108,758
818,605
53, 7U
127,008
2115, 881
135,800
121,582
713,982
687,528
3,662,654

D. 10. 45
I. , . 04

D.
D.
D.
D.
I .
I.
D.
D.
D.
D.

I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
D.

I.
I .

I.

D.

Increa11e or
decrease the
last year
reported.

I

Per cent of
Other
iµcrell,Se or current
decrease. exp'ens~~-

o
Dollars.
l ..
43,509
I ..

I ..
1I -.
I
I
I
I

..
••
,.
..

I ..

I ..

I ••

:r ..

I,.
D ..
I ••

I ..

I..
I..
I..

f··

I..

I..
I..

I ..

I..

I ..

32, 80ti
314, 181
39,858
233,864
H,415
336,311
108,807
. !)7,406
321, $01.l
139,719

211, Ii7

2,842
22,140
67,227
1:.'., 6~5

4.0, 493
c 8, 758
103,632
6, 276
12, 902
101,930 ,
252
6, 192
·271, 304
108,767
253, 197

b Including all expenuitures in cities.

I .. I

..
Per cent.
I .. '4.4,7
I ..

6. 02

I .. 11. 94I . . 4. 80
I ..

3. 35
I,· • .35
I .. 4-.58

I .. 3. 27
.. 3. 79

I
I
I
I

.. 14. 56
.. 3.24
.. 0.08

I..

Total
o:xpenditure,
excluding
debt paid.

. 75

D .. 2.66
I .. 3.18
I,. .42
I .. 17. 88
I . . 8. 7tl
I .. 14. 49
D.. 10. 46
I .. 11. 25
I .. 52. 55
I..
. 19
I . • 5. 86
I .. 61. 29
I .. 18. 79
I . . · 7. 42

Dollars.

o

,o

Per cent of
increase 1or
decrease.

-1

·~

I Dollars.
I Per cent.
1, 109, 088 I . •
59, 513 I . •
5. 36

Dollar&.

119,042
250,374
843,474
85,166

857, 653
3, 595, 020
1, 016, 776

2,273,741
400,113
3,500,362
1,220,802
703,692
9,R4-, 415
1,295,227
1n, 668
160, 4-85
243,513
355,821
930,512

10,817,286
, 5,245,218
13,512,778
5,458,841
3,920,377
4-, 187,310
6,706,429
5, 530,,9,J3
620,949
1,199,630
3,299, 743
4,424,442

67,292
64,883
255, ~71
12,953

577,, 601
'.!62, 959
1,681,379
81,859
181, 914
533, 935
161, 481
169, 020
2, 120, 544
:i., 058, 226
5,187, 162

74-,642
15,336
20,888
272,699
93,613
706,995

Insrease or
decrease the
last yc~r
reported.

I , ..
50, 543
I ..
416, 729
I .. ' 49, 167

I..

r..

I..

I ..

I..
I..
I•·

I..
D ..
D ..
D ..
D ..

215,048
287,592
1, 8157, 652
109,475
119, Hi5
144,052
323,296
.96, 681
28,029
]5, 035
7~, 589
548,525

I •.
213 1 517
I • ~ c 37, 959
I ..
174,037
D..
1!, 141
I ..
27, 085
I ..
139, 250
D. .
10, 860
I ..
lG, 934
I • . 1, 162, 4-33
I ..
252,247
I ..
124,031

c Approximately.

I ..
I •.
I ..

I..
I..

I..
I..

r..
I..

I..
I ..
D ..
D ..
D ..
D ..

6. 19
13. 11
5. 08

2. 04 1
5.80
16.04
2.05
' 3:14
3.56
5. 07
1. 78
4.28
1. 24
2. 27
11.03

trj
tj

d

('.l

~
~

H

0

'Z

~

Jrj
'"Cl

0

!;I:;

._:3

......
00
~

0

I.. 58. 64
I.. 10. 87
I .•
D..

I ..
I..
D..
I..
I ..
I ..

I..

11.51!
3.70
17.50
35. 28
6.30
11.13
121. 33
31. 30
2.4-5

<b

~
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STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
TAilLR

13.-Expenditure per pu,1Jil; percentage classification of school expenditure.
.

Stl1te or Territory.

1.

Amount expended per pupil in attend·
ance forSites,
Other
buildings, Salaries.
and fur.
purposes.
nitnre.

Total
per
pupil.

Percentage {of' the total ex·
penditure) devoted toSites,
buildings, Salaries. Other
purposes.
and fur·
niture.

,.

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---3
4
~
6
s
---- ---- -------- ---- ----

2

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
$17. 62
17. 6
65. 3
17.1
,.,___

STATES ..••.•••.

$3.10

$11. 50

$3. 02

North .A tlm1tic Division ..•...
South Atlantic Division ...••.
South Central Division ....•..
N ortlt Central Division ..•.•.
'\VestemDivision .......••...

4.84
1.14
. 76
3.06
9. 74

14. 59
6. 20
6.18
12. 96
19. 80

4. 22
. 91
. 65
3. 94
4.49

23. 65
8. 25
7.59
19. 96
34. 03

20. 5
13. 8
10. 0
15. 3
28.6

61.7
75. 2
81. 4
65.0
58.2

17. 8
11.0
8. 6
19. 7
13. 2

1. 06
3. 55
1. 55
4. 93
7. 58
5.00
6. 39
4.50
4.13

a8.13
12. 83
12.10
al9. 80
18.17
16. 63
17. 22
17.14
10. 37

b5. 22
b4. 77

7.4
16.8
10.1
16.0
25. 9
19.5
24. 0
17. 9
21. 4

a65.4
60. 6
7.Q.,5

b5. 97
3.5J
4. 07
3. 05
3.42
4. 81

14.41
21.15
15.41
30. 70
29. 30
25. 70
26. 66
25. 06
19. 31

62.0
64. 7
64. 6
68.4
53. 7

b36. 2
b22. 6
all.4
1'19.5
12.1
15. 8
11.4
13. 7
24. 9

dl. 21

11.45
14. 67
18. 94
6.83
0. 97
2. 76
2. 67
4. 38
7. 24

1. 34
2. 61
4. 20
.85
2. 36
. 28
.10
. 06
. 84

14. 00
20. 92
31. 04
8.46
10. 97
3. 36
3. 03
4. 94
9.10

d8. 7

17.4
25. 4
9. 2
15. 0
9. 4
8. 7
10.1
all. 2

81. 8
70.1
61. 0
80.8
63.5
82. 3
87. 9
88. 6
79. 6

9.5
12.5
13. 6
10. 0
21.5
8. 3
3. 4
1. 3
9. 2

. 06
. 75

7. 85
4. 21
3. 02
5.15
6. 29
9. 23
5.85

. 20
. 33
. 44
. 60
2. 73
1.08
. 24

9. 41
5.10
4.88
5. 91
0.45
11.27
6.84

14.4
11. 0
16. 9
2. 8
4.5
8.5
11. 0

83.4
82. 5
74.2
87.1
• G .6
81. 9
85. 6

2. 2
6. 5
8. 9
10.1
28. 9
9. 6
3. 4

2. 38
2.17
4. 37
2. 70
2. 70
5. 70
3. 00
2. 56
4.11
3. 05
5.12
1. 87

12.87
11. 98
14.43
11. 50
13. 03
19. 00
14. 05
8. 04
18.43
16. 73
15. 00
12. 33

4. 06
1.17
0. 57
4. 00
3. 44
7. 36
4.08
1.02
7. 76
5.04
2. 4,'l
3. 78

10. 31

15. 32
25. 37
1:8. 20
19.17
32. 96
21.13
13.42
30. 30
24. 82
22. 55
17. 98

12. 3
14. 2
17. 2
14. 8
14.1
17. 3
14.2
19.1
13. 6
12. 3
22. 7
10.4

66. 7
78. 2
56. 0
62. 9
68. 0
60.4
06. 5
06. 6
. 60. 8
67.4
66. 5
68. 6

!.ll.O
7. 6
25. 9
22. 3
17. 9
22. 3
10.3
14.3
25. 6
2.0. 3
10. 8
21. 0

20.12
15. 40
15. 60
1.05
11. 55
6. 20
2. OJ
2. 79
25. 54
6.10
5. 58

22. 08
18. 75
21.15
3. 72
27.13
11. 22
26. 82
12. 80
16. 08
15.14
24. 99

5.50
11.19
6. 50
. 00

47. 76
45. 34
43. 45
5. 67
38. 68
20. 25
31. 89
17. 70
47. 76
23. 30
85. 39

42.1
34. 0
36.1
18. 5
29.9
30.6
6.4
15. 7
53. 5
26.2
15. 8

46.2
41. 4
48. 7
65. 6
70.1
53.4
84.1
71. 9
33. 7
65.0
70. 6

11. 7
2-L 6
15. 2
15. 9

UNITED

North Atlantic Division:
:Maine ....................
New llampshire ..•......
Vermont .....•...........
Massachusetts ......•.•..
Rhode Island ........•..•.
Connecticut ....•••••.....
NewYork .......•..••....
Now Jerseyc .............
Pmmsvlvanfa ............
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ac ..............
Maryland .......... .......
District of' Columbia .....
Virginia, .......... .• ......
West Virginia ........•..
North Carolinae .........
South Carolinac .....•.. ..
Georgia/.......•.........
Florida ...................
South Central Division:
Kentucky ................
Tennessee ................
Alabama a c ...... ........

~~~1~1~tt.::::::::::::::

Texas .........••.......•.
.Arkansas c ......... ......
North Central Division:
Ohio ..........•..•.•...•.
lmlianac ..•••.•...•......
Dlinois ......•.•...•......
~w~~io~~~·:::: :: : : : : : : : : :
Minn esota c ••••••••••••••
Iowa ......••...•.........
Missouri .••...........•..
North Dakota c .•........
South J)akotac ..•........
Nebraska .....•.•..••••..
Kansas ...............•••.
WestPrn Division:
Mon tuna ......•.•.....•..

ci~ri:;l~~
:::::::::: :: ::::
NewMexicoa ............

Arizouac .......•.........
Utah .. ..............•....
NeYaclac .•.•........•....
Idaho c . ......•...........
Washington ..............
Oregon ...................
California c. ••...•.•...•..

3. 64
7. 90
. 78
1.64
.32
. 26

. 50

al. 02

1. 36
. 56
.82
.16
• 4,'l

a Approximately.
b Including cost of freo tc~t·l.Jooks,
c In 1880-00.

al. 76

---·-----2.83
3. 03
2. 20
6.14
2. 06
4.82

a64.5

................

14. 0
0. 5
12. 4
12. 8
8.8
13. 6

dExponditure of the cit1, of Wilmington only.
e Somo expenditure in cities not roporled.
/In 1890.

T

lI
l
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1890-91.
TABLE

14.-Expenditiwe per pupil per nionth.

Expended per pupil
per month.
State or Territory.

For sala· Total ~x·
. rios.

1t~~t·

. Expended per pupil
per month.
State or Territory.

3

1.

...

For sala- Total exries.
penditure.
3

1

UNITED STATES ••••••••
$1._70
$2. 60
South . Central DivisionContinued.
$1. 6
4
North .A.tlan tic Di vision. ~ . . . .
1. 74
2. 82
_ MLoiuss. sis. as1u·pap·i· •· •- • .· ·. •. •• ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.
~~
1. 88
Sout .Atlantic Division......
1. 24 ....
1. 64
1 1
Sout Central Divisi~n . .. . ..
1. 30
1. 60
Texas............ .......
2. 00
2. 44
North Central Division ... . . . .
1. 76
2. 72
.Arkansas b..............
1. 56
1. 8 2
Wostern Division ............ '=--=----2--==-·-9_6='=---=-----5=-.0-=---8-<, Norgihfoe~~~~.~~~.i~~~~·:·····
1. 60
2 • 42
North Atlantic Division:
Main,e ................... . a$1. 54
$2. 74
2.16
3. 56
New Rampshire .....• -· ..
1: 62
2. 40
Vermont ................ .
1. 76
2.'24
Minnesota b. . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 12
~·
a2. 34
3.64
Massachusetts . . .. --· ... .
Rhode Island ......•.....
1.94
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 80
Z:
Connecticut . ............ .
t~~ I
1. 82
Missouri ..........•.. · · ·
1. 42
.
5 36
North Dakota b • • • • • • • • •
3. 26
1.82
2. 82
, New York .....••...•....
New Jerseyb ............ .
1.76
2.62
South Dakota b •••• •• • • · · ••· ···•·· •••••• 3. 2-i
2· 16
Pennsylvania ........... .
·
1. 34
2.48
Nebraska ............ · · ·
2 · 82
Kansas..................
1. 94
South .Atlantic Division :
Delaware ab .••..•..•.••.
1. 68 Western Division:
1. 38
6.10
2. 82
Montana ............... .
Maryland . .............. .
1.60
2. 28
7.56
3.12
District of Columbia .... .
2.12
3.46
6.02
2. 92
- Virginia ................ .
1.18
1.46
1. 62
1.06
New :Mexico a, .•••••••••.
West Virginia .......... .
1.46
2. 28
6.14
4. 30
.A.rizonab .............. .
Nerth Carolinac ........ .
. 92
1.12
3.12
1. 72
Utah .......••..........
South Carolina b .••.•••..
• 76
.86
•.
56
3. 84
Nevadab ............••..
1.06
1.18
5.10
::. 66
Idaho b .•• .••••••••••••.•
1. 20
1. 52
9.40
3.16
Was11ington ........... .
South Central Division:
4.20
2. 72
Oregon ...........••....
1.56
1.88
4.50
3.16
California b •••••• ••• ••••
.88
1.06
.A.labamaab ............. .
. 98
1. 32
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IL .A.1rproximately,

b In 1889-90.

c Some /exp.enditure in cities not reporteu.

din 1890.

SCHOOL °'EXPENDITURE.
(Tables 11, 12, 13, and 14).

Growth-gain and loss.-Tbe total amount expended for common
schools in 1890-91 was $146,800,163, an increase in one year of over
$7,000,000, or 5.30 per cent. This is more than double the annual rat~
of increase of the population, and indicates how fast the school expenditure ha(been gaining upon the population the past year.
This is also shown in the expenditure per capita of population (Table
11). In 1889-90 the expenditure for common schools per capita of
population was $2.24; in 1890-91 it had advanced to $2.31, reaching a
much higher point than ever before. In 1879-80 it was only $1.56. It
has thus increased 50 per cent in eleven years, while the actual gross
exl_)enditu-re has nearly doubled in the same period, having increa cd
from $78,000,000 to $147,000,000.
The States of the North Central Division expended for common
school in 1890-91 more than all the States of the Union did as late as
1 G9-7 , so ra:pid has progress been in this particular.
Th great . t rate of gain during the :past year has been made in the
ta : f the W ter Divi. ion (Table 12). In these States the total
e. I> nditure £ rs ·h ol increa · d over one-fifth (2U)4 per cent), while
th
·p 11 t
£ r schoolhou e ·, ground., etc., increased over onethird (3 t3t :per cent).
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The State of Washington shows a phenomenal increase. In that
State the expenditure for houses and grounds was more than trebled
the past year, and the total expenditure more than doubled.
The Southern States, in general, show a very gratifying increase of
total expenditure, nearly IO per cent on an average. The expenditure for
schoolhouses and grounds shows a net gain of 21 per cent in the South
Atlantic States and 23 per cent in the South Central States. The actual
amount expended for these purposes in that section is still small, however. Either New York or Pennsylvania expends more for schoolhouses and grounds than all the States of the two Southern divisions
taken together, and Illinois nearly as much.
The gain in the permanent expenditure of the South Atlantic States,
it must be noted, is due to the increased activity in building in three
States, viz, Maryland, West Virginia, and Georgia. In all the other
States of that division exce1)t Delaware there bas been a decrease.
The Northern Atlantic and Central States also show a net decrease
in the amount expended for buildings and grounds of about $2,000,000,
or about 9 per cent. Of the 21 States of which these two divisions are
composed, 15 show a falling off in this class of expenditure.
The total increase in the amount paid teachers and superintendents
was $4,932,920, a gain of 5.43 per cent. There were only three States
showing a decrease in the amount paid for teaching, viz., North Carolina,·
South Carolina, and South Dakota, besides the Territory of New Mexico.
Expendit1.1,re per pi~il.-The average amount expended for each pupil
in attendance (Table 13) was $17.62. This amount has been gradually
rising since 1879-80, at which time it was $12.71.
The expenditure per pupil reaches its maximum in the States and
Territories of the wec·tcrn division, where it is $34.03, or twice the average. How this excessive expenditure is made with out a correspondingly heavy strain on the individual taxpayer will be understood from
the remal'ks under the head of "receipts" (p. 24).
The expenditure per pupil for tuition alone is in the North from two
to three times what it is in the South. This arises in great part from
the longer school term in the North. To get the relative cost of the
schools while they are in session, equal periods of time must be taken.
Table 14 accordingly has been computed, giving the expenditure
per pupil per month, first, for tuition alone, and second, for all purposes. For tuition alone the two southern divisions pay out on an
average for each pupil, white and black, each month, $1.24 and $1.30
respectively; the North Atlantic Division, $1.74, and the North Central
Division $1.76. The difference is small when all the circumstances that
have been noticed are taken into consideration.
The total expenditure per pupil per month is greatest in the State of
Washington, viz, $9.40. This is eleven times what it is in South Carolina and nearly three times what it is in Massachusetts. If tuition
alone is considered, Arizona leads with $4.30 per ·p il per month, and
Neva.da comes second with $3.84.
ED 91--3
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1890--91.
Laws relating to school atte11d[From the Educational Re-

of re·
Com· Amount
quired attend· Officers charged with
States ancl 'l'erri· pulsory
ance in each
enforcement of the
t,orios.
age . .
year.
law.,

California ... .•••.••.

Fine of not more than $20
and costs for first offense; and $20 to $50 and
costs for each subsequent
offen se.
12 weeks .......• Any -school director ..•. Fine of $5 to $25 each
offense.
While schools Truant officers ..••••••. Fine of $5 for each week's
are in session.
failure to comply with
Jaw.

Two-thirds of
school term.

8-14

Colorado .......•.•.•

8--14

Connecticut ...•..•..

8--16

Penalty on p_are n ts or
guardians.

Clerk of boar d of education or district trus_,. tees.

District of Columbia. - 6-li 12 weeks ...•. ....-.......... •.•••••.•••... Fine of $20 .......... ..... .
Idaho................
8-14 12 w eek s .••..... School trustees......... Fine of$5 to $25 for first
and $10 to $50 for each ·
I subsequent offense.
Illinois·········: ····
7-=14 16weeks .•...••. Truant officers ap· Fineof $1to$20 .•. .••..•.
~3::e;L~~~da~~~o°oi
directors.
Kansas···· ; ·········

8--14

Maine .............. .

S-15

Massachusetts ....... a 8-14

Michigan ....... : ....\

8-14

Minnesota .......... .

8-16

12 weeks. . • . . • . . School directors and Fine of $5 to $10 for first,
presidents of boards
and $10 to $20 for each
of education.
subsequent offense.
16weeks ...•.•.• Truant officers ......... Fine of not more than $25.
30 weeks, if
schools are
k ept, othe-r·
wise 20.

Truant officers and
school committees.

4 months ....... Truant officers and
school boards.

M ontana ............ .

12 weeks ...... . School dirootors an d
presidents of boards
of education.
8--14 12 weeks ...... . School directors an d
presidents of boards
of education.

Nebraska............

8--14

Nevada .. ........... .

8--14

Now Hampshire .....

Now Jersey ........ .

,..• W

Fine of not more than $20.

Fine of $10 to $25 for first,
and $25 to $50 for each
subsequent offense.
Fine as in Kansas, w ith
alternative of 30 days in
county jail.

12 weeks ..•.....•.•.•.•••••..••••.•••••. Fine of$10 to $50.

l6 weeks .....•.. School trustees ......•.. Fine of $50 to $100 for first
and $100 to $200 for each
subsequent offense.
8-14 12 weeks ...•••.• School committees and Fine of not more than $10
for first and $20 for each
boards of eclucation.
subsequent offense.

7-12

20 weeks .. ..•... Police and constables .. Fine of not less than $10

for first and not more
than $25 for each imbsequentoffense, or impria·
onment 1 to 3 rnontlts.
exico .. ...... .
8--16 3 montl1s . ... . . . School directors ....... . Fine of $1 to $25, or im·
prisonruent 10 days in
county jail.
... Ork . ......... .
H eek ........ Tru teca of school dis· Fint- of $1 fo1· :first offense,
trictii, pr sicl nts of
and after that $5 for
union c·hoola, or ofli.
each week's failure.
c r. d ignat !l by
bo(.U'ds of odncation.
Cl 8-lain ciU
and to n
h re opportunity is given for industrial education.

I
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ance in the United States.
,iew, September, 1892.]
Unuer
wliat
age is Between
employ- what ages
me:nt is schooling Amount of such
Provision for
required
Custody of truants.. poor children. dnnng
schooling.
school preliminary
h~urs to employ~
ment1
1
forbidden1

Requir,cments of nonpublic schools.

~~!f;

• • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clothing. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .
Institutions of in- . . .. .. .. . .. .. .... 13
struction or correction, or State
reform school.

Under 14
13-14

12 weeks each Competent instructors
-year
12 weeks preced- Hours, terms, and
ing year.
studies to be same
as in public schools
and teachinginEng
lish language.

.. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . Free te-xt- books
To be returned to
the proper
school.

Must teach in Englith
language, reading,
writing, arithmetw
U.S. history, and
geography.
Competent instructors.

. . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . Excused from
attendance.
State
reform ................. 12
school.
Institntionsofin- ................. 13
struction anu.
conn ty truant
schools.

Under 15
13-16

16 weeks preceding year.
20 weeks preceding year.

3-14

4 months preceding year.

Truant schools . . . Free text-books ..•.....

Excused from
attendance.
Excused from
atten11 ance.

Teaching must be in
Enfo-lish language,
anc ~qual in thorough11ess and efficiency to that of pub
lie schools.
Must teach such
branches as are usu
ally taught in the
public schools.
Competent instructors
Competent instructors

Free text-books
State reform ....... .. ........ 13
scho~s.

Jtrvenile reformatoriPs.

12boy
Hgirl.

13-16

Under15

For cbilclren under 16, 12 weeks;
under 14, 6
months; or
whole time
school was kept;
under 12, whole
time kept.
12 weeks preceding year.

Free text-books
In stitutions designatecl by
school officers.

Free text-books 13

13-14

14 weeks preceding year.

Must teach spelling,
reatliug, writing,
geography, Eng~ish
grammar, and arithmetic.

-
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Laws relating to school attend[From. the Educational Re-

States ancrTerriries.

Com·
pulsory
age.

A.mount of re·
quired attend·
ance in each
year.

Officers charged with
enforcement of the
law.

Penalty on parents or
guardians.

12 weeks····-··· Presidents of school Fine of $5 to $20 for first
boards and boards of
and $10 to $50 for each
education.
subsequent offense.
Ohio ........•........ a 8-14 - 20weeksincitier', ~ruant officers ..••••... Fine of $5 to $20 ..••.... · ·
. 1(l in c ountry
districts.
8-14 12 weeks .....••. Directors and clerk of Fine of $5 to $25 for :first
Oregon ...•.......••.
school districts.and $25 to $50 for each
subsequent offense.

North Dakota ....••.

Rhode Island ....... .

8-14

7-15 \ 12 w~eks ........ Truant officers appoint·
ed by town or city

South Dakota ..._... .

8-14

Utah ............... .

10-14

Washington .. ~ ..... .
Wisconsin .......... .

8-15
7-13

Fi.1le of ~ot more than $20.

12 weeks .....•.. Pi%~}ci!~:enJ;, school Fine of$10 to $20 ........ ·
boards.
16 weeks........ School trustees an u. Fine of not more t han $10
presidents of boards
for first and $30 for
#
of education to in·
each subsequent offense.
quire into causes of
neglect of dut y.
Vermont ............ . , 8-14 20 weeks ..........................•.••............• . ..... .. .......•..

Wyomong ..••••. ~ ...

3 months ........... . . . ............. -· .. . Fine of $10 to $25.
Fine of $3 to $20 ......... .
12 weeks ........ Sck:i1s<i~fc\;>~! ~-a:e~f
education , or t r un.nt
~:c~ bo!FJs~int ed by
7-16 3 months . . . . . . . County sn1Jerin tend· Fine of not more than $25
for each offense.
ents of sch ools.

a 8-16 when not employ ed.
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ance in the United States.
vie,v, September, 1892, l

.

.

Under
what
arre is
enfploy- Between
ment iswhataies
schoo ing Amount of such
Provision for
required
Custody of truants. poor
schooling.
children. ~~i~~i preliminary
hours to employabsoment.
!
i~rtfa.
den.

....................... ................... ......... 8-14
Juvenile rcformatories.

Free text-books 12
and clothing.

........................ ........................

Under 14

12 weeks preced-

ing year.

20 weeks in cities,
16 in country

districts.

-------- . .............. . .............. ............

Confinement, dis- ..................... 10
eipline, and instnwtion.

10-15

12 weeks preced12 weeks in same

20_ weeks preced-

·------ ·------------ .......................

--------

8-14

-------------·------ .......................

10

10-14

Scl1ools clesignat- ...................... 12
od by pareu ts
or guardians.

ingyear.

Requirements of nonpublic sc)lools.

-

Must teach branches
usually faught in
public schools.

Must teach such
branches as are usually taught in primary schools.
Teaching must be in
English language.

year.

mg year.

-
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1890:::91.
GROWTH OF THE COMl\:ION SCHOOL SYSTEM,

The following tables exhibit to some extent the progress of the common schools of the United States s{~ce _l870:
·
Total
Average
number- of daily atpupils.
tendance.

Number
of schoolhouses.

38,558,371
6,871, 522 · 4,077,347
39,500,500
7,561,582
4,545,317
40,477,000
7,815,306
4,658,844
41,490, 442
8, 003-, 614
4,745,459
42, 570, 73).
8,,444, 251
5,050,840
43,700,554
8,785,678
5,248,114
44~881, 700
8,869, 115
5,291,376
46,112, 700
9,905, 006
5,426, 595
47,397,151
5,783,065
9,438, 883
48,744,700 • 9,504,458
5,876,077
50,155,783
9,867,505
6\ 144,143
51,274,900 10,000,896
6,145,932
52,441,700 10,211,578
6,331,242
53,654,100 10,651,828
6,652,392
54,919, 258 10,982, 364
7,055,696
7, 297,,529
56,221,868 11,398,024
f?l,447, 100 · 11,664,460
7,526, &51
58", 712,678 11, 884,944
7,681,806
59,935,709 12.182, 600
7,906,986
61, 148,714 12,392,260
8,005,969
62,622,250 _12, 722, 581
8,153,635
63,521,196 12,966,061
8,329,234

116,312
132,119
140,167
145,863
150,534
157,364
159,533
163,694
169,493
171,613
178,222
183,452
185,884
193,147
199,479
205,315
208,777
213,737
216,399
221,284
224,526
226,884

Population.

Year.
~

1870 ·····------------. --------· ·····1871 .. ····-···-····-·-· -·· · -·-·- ·--···
1872 ······--·--·----·········-···-···
1873 .. ····-··-··-·-·········--··-·· : .
1874 ······--······-···--·-······--- ·"'
1875 __ --·····-· ····-··---···· ·-·-·· -·
1876 ·············-·-·-······-····· · ···
1877. ···················-··· · ········
1878 ..••.. ••••• -··--· - ••.•••••• ···--·
1879 ...•..•.• - •..• : . - .••...• - ........
1880. - - · ....••• --· - - - .••...••••.•••••
1881 .. ··········---··· -· ·· .••.•.••••.
18112 -- ...•.••••.•••.•.... • •••••••••.•
1883 _. .•. •• ••••.••.....•.••••••••••••
1884 • ... ···- ••. ··-· ••••...•.
1885 _.• - . - ......•..•.•••. , - ... • • • · • • •
1886 . ·····················-··········
1887 ········-· ···--··················
1888 .. ··--····- ......................
1889 ·············-·---·-········--·····
1890 . .......•••.••.... ••· •• ••••••••••
1891* . ·····••·• ··-··-··· · ·-······· ·

Number of teachers.
Year.
Male.
1870 .................................
1871 . .. .. .................•... -· - ..•.
1872 ...••..........•........•........
]873 .. ············· · ·--· ····-········
1874 ....... .. .. .. . .. .. ...............
1 15. __~- .... -- . _. _-- ... :-:--., ---- .........

187(i ...... ..... •.. . ...... : . ... • .... ..
1877 ... . ······· ....... •.... ···•··· ...
1878 ~.... ............. . ..•.••...... •.
1870 ........... ... J • • • • • • • • • • • _ • • • • • •
1880 ............ ...... . ...... .. ..... .
lRRl .................................

188J . .... ..• ·- ..........•.....•......
1 3'1 •• ••··•••·•·••••• · ••••• ••••••·••·
l88L ---------------------------·----1HR:i

-- -- ---- ------ ---- ----····· ·- -- --

1886 --------·--------------- ----- ·--1887 ................. ·· ·• ·· ••· ··· .•. .
1 8 ·········•·······•····•···•···•··
188!) ........... ·•········ ·· ······· -· ·
18:iO .... . ... ............. ... .........
1891* ·-----·--------------·------····

77,529
90,293
94,992
97,790
103,465
108, ';"91
109. 780
114,312
119, 4.04
121, 4.90
122,795
122,511
118,892
116,388
118,905
121,762
123,702
127,093
126,240
124, 467
125,525
124,449

Female.
122,986
129,932
134,929
139,723
.144, 982
149,074
149,838
152,738
157,743
158, 84.0
103,798
171,349
· 180,186
188,001
195,110
20-i, 154
207,601
212,367
220, 804
232,110
238,397
244,342

Total.
200,515
220,225
229,921.
237,513
248,447
257,865
259,618
267,050
277,147
280,330
286,593
293,860
299,079
30-i, 389
314,015
325,916
331, 39S.
339,460
347, 13-4
356,577
363,022
368,701

Paid for sal·
aries of super·
in ten dents
and teachers.
$37,832,566
42,580,853
45,935,681
47,932,050
50,785,656
54,722,250
55,358,166
54,903,776
56,155, 1.33
54,639,731
55,942,972
58,012,463
60,594,933
64,798, 85()
68,384,275
72,878,903
76,270,434
78,639,964
83,022.562
87,568,306
91,836,484
115,791,630

* The figures for 1801 are subject to future correction.

Value
of school
property.
$130, 383, 008
143, 818, 763
159,406,374
173,077,552
183, 101, 193
192, 013, 666 •
201,592,171
198, 554, 584
203, 258, 664
205, 913, 196
209, 571, 718
217, 505, 356
223, 424, 448
237,140,889
245,457, 741
263, 068, 536
275, 800, 020
290, 384, 522
301, 425, 928
321, 561, 176
342, 876, 494

............... .....
Total ex·
penditure.

$03, 396, 666
69,107, 61'.!
74,234,476
76,238, 4.64
80,054,286
83,504, 007
83,082,578
79,430,826
79,083,260
76,192,375
78,094,687
83,642,964
88,900,466
90, 750,003
:!.03, 212, 837
110,32 375
113,322,
115, 783, 890
124, 24.4, 011
132, 539, 783
l 40, 506, 715
146, 800, 163
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LEXGTII OF SCHOOL TERM,

Average nmnbe1' of clays the com11ion schools were actually kept.
North
South
South
North Wester•n
A~l~D;tic Atl~~tic C~n.t1:al C_e~t~al Division.
D1v1s1on. D1v1s10n. D1v1s10n. D1v1s1on.
---- -------- ---- ---- ---Days.
Days.
Days.
. Days.
Days.
Days.

Year.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I

Tho
Unitecl
States.

]32. 2
13!:!. i
133. 4
129. 1
128. 8
130. 4
133. 1
132. 1
132. 0
130. 2
130. 3
130. 1
131. 2
129. 8
129. 1
130. 7
130. 4
131. 3
132. 3
133. 7
134. 7
135. 7

1870 ..••••••••........ ·········. ····•·•··
1871. ••.•••......•.... ········•· .....••..
1872 ..............•....•.................
1873 .....•...•..................•...•....
1874 .......... ········ ......... · ........ .
1875 ...••.•.........•.......•....•.......
1876 . .......... ..... .......... ·········
1877 .....••.................•............
1878 ...••••............. ······· ......... .
1879 .............................•.......
1880 ....... ·............................. .
1881. ................................... .
1882 ........•.......•... ...... ...........
18,ll3 .................... ······· .....•....
1884 ........•.......................•.•..
1885 ..•...........•.......•.... .•.... ....
1886 ................... ........ ....•••.. .
1887 .................................... .
1888 ..•.....••....•••. ·•·····•···········
1889 . .. ............•...•........•....•...
1890. ·······•··•··••· .....•........•.•...
1891. ..••.•••••....••.....••........••...

148. 9
152. 0
15). 9
154. 6
154. 8
158. 7
158. 0
157. 2
157. 6
160. 1
159. 2
158. 7
160. 6
161. 0
156. 0
163. 1
161. 6
165. 9
164. 4
164. 1
166. 6
168. 0

109. 2
97. 4
103. 4
97. 4
95. 6
95. 2
95. 6
91. 4
89. 7
88. 6
92. 4
92. 4
95. 9
95. 9
05. 6
93. 4
93. 4
95. 3
95. 7
95. 0
99. 9
99. 9

82. 5
91. 6
97. 7
89.1
81. 1
81. 0
82. 5
80. 3
86. 7
81. 9
79. 2
82. 1
82. 5
82. 5
85. 9
87. 5 .
86. 9
87. 5.,
87. 6
. 88. 9
88. 2
95. 0

129. 9
132. 9
136.1
129. 6
132. 6
134. 6
139. 1
139. 8
140.1
136. 4
139. 8
138. 8
137.1
137.1
138. 6
139.1
140. 4
139. 5
144. 0
147. 5
148. 0
146. 7

119. 9
119. 2
121. 8
118. 3
119. 0
132. 5
130. 3
130. 1
129. 9
132. 0
129. 2
133. 6
136. 2
132 6
133. 8
131. 8
130. 8
131. 6
130. 7
135. 7
135. 0
133 ..8

The total school expenditiire oompa·red with the total population and with the average
attendance.
E:xpcnclcd for common schools per
capita of the population.
,,:j

Year.
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1891. .........• ·••···
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$1. 64 $2. 31 $0.47 $0.48 $2.09 $2. 02
1. 75 2.38
. 63
. 73 2.14 2.15
1. 83 2. 40
.68
. 81 2. 31 2. 27
l. 84 2.44
. 68
. 74 2. 31 2.42
1.88 2. 51
. 76
. 68 2. 38 2.40
1. 91 2. 55
.80
. 73 2.36 l. 76
1.85 2.45
. 79
.55 2. 37 2. 78
1. 72 2. 29
. 72
. 51 2. 21 2.61
1. 67 2.15
. 70
. 56 2.14 2. 73
. 63
1. 56 2. 03
. 55 2. 00 2. 53
1. 56 1. 97
. 68
. 55 2. 03 2.41
1. 63 2.08
. 72
. 58 2. 09 2.54
1. 70 2. 11
. 78
. 64 2.19 2. 59
1. 80 2. 22
.82
. 68 2.34 2. 74
l. 88 2. 25
. 84
. 74 2.48 2. 83
1. 96 2.38
.88
.82 2. 53 2. 90
1. 97 2.36
.88
.87 2.54 2. 88
l. 97 2. 35
. 90
.87 2. 55 2. 76
2. 07 2. 48
. 95
.87 2. 68 2. 96
2.17 2. 50
.08
.94 2. 76 3.28
2. 24 2. 76
. 99
.97 2.81 3. 37
2.31 2. 78 1.03 1.04 2. 87 3.80

$15. 55 $17. 82 $12. 68
15. 20 18. 31 10. 27
15. 93 18. 87 10.47
16. 06 19. 90
9. 25
15. 85 19. 90
9. 00
15. 91 20.17
8.98
15. 70 . 19.15
8. 65
14.64 17.89
7. 68
13. 68 16.55
7. 21
12. 97 16. 05
6.76
12. 71 15. 64
6. 69
13. 61 17.14
7.22
14. 05 17. 35
7.63
14. 55 18.17
7.46
14.63 18. 37
7.44
15.12 19.19
7. 32
15. 06 19. 11
7.33
15. 07 19.38
7. 33
15. 7I 20. 60
7.61
16. 55 21.64
7. 77
17. 23 23. 58
7. 78
17. 62 23. 65
8. 25

~

$9.44 $14. 68 $22. 25
9.06 14. 87 21. 87
9. 08 16. 36 23. 57
8.39 16. 53 25. 04
7. 55 16. 57 24. 36
7.51 16. 69 26. 85
6. 70 16. 91 26. 35
6. 25 15. 93 · 24. 69
5. 98 15. 08 25.82
5. 65 14. 22 23. 39
5. 40 14. 39 22. 59
5. 71 15.19 23.81
6. 25 15. 80 24. 32
6.17 16. 69 25. 39
6.26 16. 90 24. 69
6. 74 17. 53 26. 31
6. 93 17.45 25.52
6. 88 17. 45 24.85
6. 60 18. 29 27. 38
7.12 19. 30 29. 37
7. 28 19. 70 30. 57
7.59 19. 96 34. 03
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GENERAL SUMMARY OF PUPILS ENROLLED IN SCHOOLS
OF ALL GR.A.DES DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR 1890-'91.
/

.--

'

The following table (pp. 43-44) shows the whole number of pupils of
each grade enrolled in the public and private schools of the United
States during the sch~ol year 1890-'91.*
.A.ecording to the table there were e~rolled a grand total of 14,669,069
pupils, being 23.09 per cent of the population; or nearly one-fourth.
Gr.ade of pupils.-Of the total number of pupils, 14,146,663, or 96.4
per cent, were receiving elementa:r.y instructio11: (primary and grammar
grades); 370,435, or 2.6 per cent, were receiving secondary instruction
(hig11 school grade); and 151,9!11,_or 1.0 per cent, were receiving higher
instruction.
·
The following table shows mor{} in detail the proportion of pupils
in each grade.
Per cent of pttpils in each rrrade••

I
-The United States ...•...................•• : ...............

Elementary.

Secondary.

Higher.

Per cent.
96. 4

Per cent.
2. 6

Per cent.
1. 0

North Atlantic Division ........................................ _1===9=5.=4=:===3=
. 2=i===l=:=:.4
Sonth Atlantic DiYision.... .... . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . ...... .... . . . .. . ..
97. B
1. 8
0. 9
97. 6
1. 6
0. 8
Sout,h Central Division. ................ .................... , . . . . . . .
North Central Division ............ ----~- . .-......................
96. 3
2. 7
1. 0
Wes tern Di dsion. .... ~- ........................... _..• ·........ _..
96. 2
3. 0
0. 8

Only 1 1mpil in every 40 is under secondary instruction and 1 in 97
under higher instruction; 964 ~mt of every 1,000 pupils are below the
high school. This emphasizes the fact that the great multitude of
children receive in the elementary schools all the school education
they ever get.
The greatest proportion of secondary and higher students is found
in the North. In the North Atlantic States 3.2 per cent of the whole
enrollment, or 1 in 31, are under secondary instruction; in the South
Central States only 1.6 per cent, or 1 in 63, about one-half the proportion of the former group.
TheNorthAtla.ntic States also lead in the higher instruction, having
1.4 per cent of the total enrollment, or 1 in 73, under higher instruction; the South Central and Pacific States have 0.8 per cent under
hi(J'her instruction, or about 1 in 130 of the whole number of pupils.
Th tigure of secondary and higher instruction have been made up
from h reports of individual instilutions (high school , private sec011 , ry choo1 , oil gc.,
tc.) to the Bureau; the student in the e
E- ·h l. have
carefully cla si.fied, all the strictly elementary pu-
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pils being so classed, and those in the preparatory' departments of
colleges being classed as secondary. .It is probable that the number
of secondary pupils is considerably understated, especially in public _
schools; there are many pupils pursuing secondary studies in ungr~ded or partially graded public schools who were not reached by
ilieBurea~
·
Per cent of public and private pupils.-Public schools and institutions
enrolled 13,023,406 pupils in 1890-'91, or 88.8 per cent of the total
enrollment; private schools and institutions enrolled 1,645,663, or 11.2
per cent of the total.
·
Eight-ninths of all the education in the United States is therefore
public. The following table gives the proportion of public and private,
classified by grade and locality:
Per cent of pupils in each grade attending public and private schools.
Elementary.

Secondar~.

Higher.

All grades.

Public. Private. :Public. Private. Public. Private. Public. Private.
---------------

--

United States ..........

90. 2

9. 8

60. 2

39.8

30. 3

69. 7

88. 8

11. 2

North Atlantic Division ...
S:rnth Atlantic Division ...
South Central Division ....
North Central Divi&ion ....
·western Division ..........

84.9
93. 2
93. 0
91.1
91. 5

15.1
6. 8
7. 0
8. 9
8. 5

65. 3
35. 5
31. 6
70. 6
51. 8

34. 7
64.5
68.4
29.4
48.2

33. 8
21. 2
22.1
31. 4
51.7

66. !:
78.8
77. 9
68. 6
48. 3

83.6
91.5
91. 5
89. 9
90. 0

16. 4
8.5
8. 5
10. l
10. 0

It will be seen that about nine-tenths of all elementary education .is
public, six-tenths of secondary education, and only three-tenths of
higher education. The higher the grade, therefore, the more com-~
pletely is education confined to private enterprise.
In the elementary grade, the largest proportion of private pupils is
found in the North Atlantic States; more than one-seventh (15.1 per
cent) of all the elementary pupils in that section are in private schools,
about double the proportion that is found elsewhere. It is proper to
state, however, that the statistics of private elementary education are
very incomplete and fragmentary, even in those States that have made
the greatest effort to gather information on this subject.
Of secondary pupils, the South has the largest proportion of private',
i. e., about two-thirds. This is an outgrowth or survival of ante-bellum conditions, when nearly all secondary education in the South was·
conducted in private schools. In the North Central States, on the
other hand, where the establishment of public high schools was a part
of the settled educational policy from the beginning, less than threetenths (29.4 per cent) of the secondary education is given in private
schools.
In the South, also, the largest proportion of private higher education
is foun<l, only about one-fifth there of the higher education being given
in public schools and institutions. In the States and Territories of the
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western divisio:s., on the -0ontrary, over one-half (51.7 per cent) of the
higher education is public.
It must be stated that there is no well-defined line separating public
from p;ivate higher institutions. In some of the institutions considered as public the State merely gives some pecuniary aid, perhaps with
a representation on the governing board.
A large part of the public higher education is g~ven in normal schools, _
as will be seen from the detailed table. Deducting these there remain
in other professional sch9ols (law, mtdicine, technology, etc.) and in
-colleges of the liberal arts the following proportion of public and private students:
Highe1· education, excluding -normal schools.
Public.

The United States·········-················ .........•.... _: ................
North A.tlantic Division .................•...... ·····- ... ·-· .......... ··-· ....... .
South Atlantic Division ................................................... . ..... .
South Cell tr al Division ............................................ _.............•.
North Central Division ........ ···-···-···· ....................... -··· ........... .
Western Division ....... _~ ........................................... . . .. ........ .

Private.

Pe·r cent. Pei· cent.
13.0
87. 0
6.0

10. 2
11. 7
19. 7

34.1

94. 0
89. 8

88.3
80. 3
65. 9

Without counting in normal education, then, which is peculiarly a,
State interest, only 13 per cent, or about one-eighth, of the higher education is given in public institutions. In the North Atlantic Stat.es the
proportion is particularly small, being only 6 per cent, and even this
might be reduced by a more rigid classification.
Actual 'relation of school enrollm,ent to population.-The percentage
columns of the following table give the proportion of the population
enrolled in schools of different kinds.
Elementary schools enrolled ~2.27 per cent of the population, or
about 1 person in 4½; secondary schools, 0.58 per cent, or 1 in 171;
higher instituticns, 0.24 per cent, or 1 in 418.

I
I

Total mimber of pupils and students of each grade, i.n both public and private schools.
N0TE.-The classification of States made use of in the following table is the same as that adopted by the United States Census, and is as follows: North Atlantic Division:
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, -Rhode .tsland, Connecticut, New York, New .Jersey, and Pennsylvania. South A.tla-ntic Division: Delaware, Mar.yland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. South Central Division: Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma. North Central Division: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas. W estern Division: Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, .Arizona, Utah, Ne,ada, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, and Cali~~

.

Pupils receiving elementary instruction
("primar;v" and
"grammar' grades)_.

~

!
I

\

1.

Public.

2

The United States ...••. 12. 754,463
North Atlantic Divisfon .••..
South Atlantic Division ..••••
South Central Division .•.•••
North Central Division ..••••.
Western Division ...•••••••••

3,060,214
1,805,544
2,398,712
4,942,793
547,200

Pupils receiving
secondary instruction (" high school"
grade). a

Students under higher instruction.
In universities and eolleges
(for men exclusively and
coeducational). c

Private
(in prcparatory
Private
(largely Publio."lJ> schools, Public. cl Private.
academies,
estimated).
seminaries, etc.).
~

6

---,,

Total.

In normal schools. e
In colleges for
women
only I
(private). Public.

9
s
---- ----

1.0

Private./

1.1.

3

4

1,392,200

222,868

147,567

7,880

42,518

50,398

12,117

31,792

10,515

545,200
132,100
179,200
485,100
50,600

80,037
12,405
13,324
107,435
9,667

42,449
22,513
28,836
44,787
8,982

415
798
835
5,009
823

14,890
4,514
6,980
15,063
1, 071

15,305
5. 312
7,815
20,072
1,894

2,723
3,709
4,272
1,379
34

15,240
2,223
2,566
10,432
1,331

242
483
776
8,8.50
164

___J_

.

Total.

0

t_,r;j

In scliools
ofmedicine, law,
aucl
theology,
mechituitechcal colleges and
nology
(public).[! (private).

~~1f&~!i

1.2

13

42,307

6,403

15, 48;!
2, 7Q6
3,342
19, 282 _
1,495

1,734
744
l, 232
2,432
261

\

, 1.4

.

2l
t_,r;j

~
U1

c.-:1
~
~

~
,<

40,746
16,244
5,317
4,349
13,845
991

--a Including pupps in preparatory or academic dep:µ-tments of higher institutions, public and private, and excluding elementary pupils, who are classed in cols. 2 and 3.

0

rrj

"i:l

C1

'"d

8

?2

b This is made up chiefly from the returns of individual higb schools to the Bureau, anLI is considerably too small, as there are a great many secondary pupils outside
the -completely organb:ed high schools whom there are no means of enumerating. :rhe whole number of pupils studying- secondary brauch~s in public schools is probably
uear 500,000.
·
c ]j}xcludin~ pupils in professional schools and departments, who are included in column 14.
d Mainly Soate universities.
e NonprofessioTJ.al pupils in normal schools are included in columns 4 and 5.
/ Private normal schools are, with one or two exceptions, ·scarcely superior to the ordinary secondary schools.
g These figures do not include all the pupils who are beneficiaries of the laud-grant i3-ct. The statistics of some of the land-grant schools can not he separated f~·om the
general statistics of the colleges or universities of which they are departments.
~

~

J'oltrl 11111r1ber ofpupilli a11d 11tadaulli

\

vJ each gratle,

·~
Summary Public ancl private.

Summnry of pupils by gracle.
Snmmarv of
higher instruolion.

'

-

Pupils.

Public. Privnte.

1

1ii

Tl10 Uuiteu States-- --- 46,075
North .Atlantic Dh-'ision - --·- 17,389
South _\ t latHio I>ivision - - -. - 3, 7G5
South Ceutrnl Division - ___ -- - 4,633
North Ccntr,11 Division ______ 17,873
,Ye:;tern Di\'ision.---------- - 2,415

16

17

105,896

14,146,663

3J, O!J9
14 ,023
16,377
30,1:w
2,260

3,605,414
1, {137,644
2,577,912
5,427,893
597,800

Per cent
ofpopulation!
1.S

-

22. 27
20. 4.3
21. 59
23. 22
23. 99
18. 90

Pupils,

--

19

Per cent
P er cent
ofpop u- Pupils. ofpopulation. ·
lation.

---20
21.
---- - - -

22

Pupils23

I

370,435,

0.58 151,971

0. 2i

13,023,406

122,486
34,918
42,160
152,222
18, 6-19

o. 69
0. 39
0. 38
0. 67
0.59

0.20
0.18
0. 20
0.15

3, 1.57, 640
1,821,714
2,416,669
5,068,101
559,282

-

-- - - - - - -0.-20
51,488
17,788
21,010
57,010
4,675

Grand total.

Private.

Public.

Higher.

Secondary.

Elementary.

~

in buthjJttbl·io anclprivatl! schools-Contiuned.

Per cent
ofpopulation.
24-

-

I

Pupils.

Per cent,
ofpopulation.

Pupils.

Per
ceut of

---2ii
- ---

26

27

2S

20. 50 1,645,663

2. 59

621; 748
]68, 636
224,413
569,024
61,842

·3. 52
1.88
2.02
2. 51
1, 96

'17.89
20. 30
21. 76
22.41
17. 68

14,,669, 069
3,779,388
1,990,350
2,641,082,
5,637,125
621,124

'

tatf~.
23. 09
21. 41
22.18
23. 78
24. 92
19. 64

trj
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~

0
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CHAPTER II.
SECONDARY EDUCATION IN NEW ZEA.LAND.

•

By Sir ROBERT STOUT, K. C. M. G.,
Formerly minister of education and premier of the colony.

Col. Higginson, in his Atlantic Essays, has said: "But as the value
of a nation to "the human race does not depend upon its wealth or numbers, so it does not depend even upon the distribution of elementary
knowledge, but upon the high-water mark of its educated mind."
If, therefore, New Zealand.had only provided a free elementary education, it would have failed in its duty. Though it is a young nation,
having just celebrated its jubilee, and has only a population of 686,051
persons, it has done something for culture. To understand, however,
its position. in reference to secondary schools, it will be nec(!ssary to
state briefly what the Government provision has been for elementary
education and how far tbat education extends.
The colony has a system of free, compulsory, and secular education.
The whole cost of the schools, buildings, staff, maintenance, everything,
is paid out of the general revenue of the colony. There are no local
rates nor local contributions. It is true. that the committees that have
the control of the schools may raise, by voluntary subscription, small
sums to give little adjuncts to the ordinary school_buildings or playgrounds, but forth.er than this nothing is done by local. districts to bear
the cost of education. The colony is divided into thirteen education
districts, and these districts are again divided into school districts.
There is generally only one school in a district but there may be more.
1.'he committees are selected by the householders and parents in the
various school districts, and the committees elect the boards. The committees consist of 5, 7, or 9 persons, according to the number of children
in the district, whilst the boards consist of 9 members holding office
for three years, three retiring annually. The school committees are
annually elected. There is also a minister of education, with a small
staff. He, however, only controls and directs; he does not admini er
the act. The main part of administration falls upon the boards. They
appoint inspectors and teachers, and they dismiss teachers. The
appointments or dismii::;sals, however, are only made after consulting the committee. They erect buildings and 1ook after education
45
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generally. The committees attend to what may be termed the local
wants-of the school and advise the board as to teachers, and they conduct affairs generally in the school district.
The sum spent last year on primary education by grants to boards
was £407,49418s. lld. There was other expenditure in the department,
inchlding the cost of administration, the total education vote being,
inclncling £34,617 lls. 2d. from reserves, £446,642 3s. 7d. There are 1,272
state primary schools in the colony, and 3,065 teachers. There are
V rious church and private schools, but as these are not aided nor
inspected by the .State I omit the statistics referring to them. The
teachers are graded and hold their certificate from the minister of
education. There are nine ranks as follows:
.A.
.A.
.A.
.A.
.A.

1
2
3
4

5

Bl
B2
B3

B4
B5

········ ......... ........
··cT ········ ........
............
C 2

C3
C4

C5

.

1st rank .
2d rank .
rank .
""jj"i"" ............ 3d
4th rank.
D2
El
5th rank.
E2
6th rank.
D3
D4
E3
7th ra.nk.
Do E4 8th rank.
9th rank.
E5

The letters denote scholarship, while the :figures denote success in
practical teaching. No one can get the highest grade unless he is an
M. A., with :first or second class honors of some university recognized
by the department. No one can get a B rank unless he is a B. A., and
no one can get a Crank unless he has pass-ed a certain examination
equivalent at least to half of a graduate's- degree. The children are
admitted at 5 and may be kept at school till 15. The compulsory age,
however, is 7 to 13. In order to show what is taught in elementary
schools it will only be necessary to copy the sixth and highest standard. It is:
STA:t\TDARD

VI.

1. Pass subjects.

Rea<ling.-A book containing extracts from general literature; spelling and dictn.tion suiteu to this stage.
Wriling.-The copying of tabulated matter showing bold head lines and markin g
distinctions, such as in letter-press require -varieties of type (e. g., the copying of
these printed standards or of a catalogue showing division into groups) .
.A.rithmetic.-Vulgar and decimal frnctions; interest and other commercial rules,
snc:h as discount, stocks, partnership, and exchange; the metric system of weights
a:n<l mea..~nre , and calculations with pound, florin, cent, and mill; square root and
simpl ases of mensuration of surfa_ce ; mentn.1 arithmetic generally.
CompOBlfon.-Es ay or l tter.
Oeo~raphy.-The map of Asia ancl :rorth America.. \York analogous to the wo:rk
pr ·nbc~ ~nder the heacl of "1L p of Europe" for Sta.ndaru V. The map of the
wol'Hl; Unt1 h ·po se. ion , their principal towns and leading products with some
kuo, 1 ilg of the~r r •lativ • imp rli: n e ancl of the form of government' of th most
unport nt. Phy 1cal geography: Tho principal cause of difference of climate with
ill tr tion .
'
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Drawing.-Elementary solid geometry ancl free hand drawing from simple models.
Free hand to be kept up. All copies made from the fl.at must he enlarged or reduced,
and the free-hand drawing must include drawing from simple models, the models
being the same simple solids as are prescribed for the geometrical drawing of this
starnlard, and combinations of the same as found in simple common objects, such as
tables, box.es, books, bottles, hµckets, etc. '.rhe model drawing and the method of
teaching it are fully illustrated in the first grade model drawing in the Colonial
drawing book issued by authority of the minister of edq__cation. The work in practical solid geometry is as follows: Plans and elev~ttions of the sphere and cube, the
cone and pyramid, the cylin<ler and prism, and slabs. Pupils must be able to gif"e
correct definitions of these solids and to draw pfans and elevations of them, and of
simple objects based on them, on three planes of projection, and also to dra.w sections of them in any plane perpendicular to the horizontal or to the vertical plane.
_ 2. Class subjects.
Grammar.-Complete parsing (including syntax) of simple and compound sentences (easy), prefixes and affixes, and a few of the more important Latin and Greek
roots, illustrated by part of the reading book; analysis of easy complex sentences.
English History.----;-The period from the death of Elizabeth to the reign of Victoria;
also the elements of social economy; that is to say, very elementary knowledge of
such subjects as government, law, citizenship, labor, capital, money, and banking.
The pupils will not be required to learn more than about a dozen dates or to answer
questions on more than about 25 persons and events for any one standard; nor will
they be expectecl to trace the remote causes or even to remember the proximate
causes of great events. "\Vhat is .wanted is a clear view of a few prominent persons
and salient facts so exhibited as to afford glimpses of the conditions in which our
ancestors lived at succe,_ssive periods of our national history and to establish in the
mind an outline that may be filled in by later reading. A. child may have a vivid
idea of royal authority prone to excess and of the status of a baron and of the
}JOlitical insignificance of the common people at the beginning of the thirteenth
century without knowing the contents of Magna Charta or all the incidents of
feudal tenure.
·
Elementa1·y science.-The instruction in elementary· science shall be based on a
programme prepared by the head teacher, to show the distribution of the subject
over a three-year_s' course of lessons. The programme must include such elementary
know ledge of physics and such a conception of chemical action as may be imparted
by the proper use of Prof. Bickerton's Materials for Lessons in E_lementary Science,
and must also include instruction in elementary mechanics, or in. such elementary
physiology as may be learned from Mrs. Buckton's Health in the House, or in botany,
or m some other subject recognized by the inspector as equivalent to one of these;
provided, however, that if the elements of agricultural knowledge be efficiently
taught no other elementary science shall be required for this standard.
'.rhe programme of the elements of agricultural knowledge which may be substituted for the progra.mme of elementary science is as follows:
(a) Object of manuring. General and special manures. Farmyard manure, its
compo~;ition and value; its liability to ferment; management to prevent loss of
value. Vegetable and animal refuse as manures. -Green manuring. Plant food
most frequently wanting in soils. Manures supplying particular kinds of plant
food. Guanos. Special manures supplying nitrogen. Bone manures. Superphosphate and other mineral manures. Action of lime on the soil.
(b) The characteristics of the commoner crops, cereals, fodder crops, root crop.
Habit of growth of a plant. Distribution of roots. Principle of adaptation of
manures to crops.
(c) Importance of good seed. Propagation of plants by cuttings, tubers, bulbs,
etc. Objects of grafting and pruning. Insect pests. Insect changes, as illustrated
by the life history of common insects. Nature of parasitic fungi.

,,
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All the girls in a:p.y public school in J!hich there is a mistress or assistant mistress
shall learn needlework, and the inspector shall judge all other work done by the
girls more leniently than that done by the boys in such a degree as would be implied
in reducing by 10 per cent the minimum marks required for any examination pass.
To secure full approval the needlework of the several classes must be according to
the following programme:
Cutting out any plain garment and fixing it for a junior class; darning stockings
{fine a:Qd coarse) in worsted or cotton; grafting; darning fine linen or calico; patching the same; darning and patching fine diaper.
If knitting is learned it shall be in the following order: A strip of plain knitting;
knitted mu:ffatees, ribbed; a plain knitted child's sock; a long ribbed stocking.
Additional subjects.
Reci.tation.-A. list of pieces learnt, and one piece ( or more) specially prepared for
tl!e examination.
Si-nging.-Easy exercise on the chords of the-dominant and subdominant; exercises
in triple time; use of dotted notes; melodies, rounds, and part songs, in common
with the bigJ1er standards.

This system was inaugurated in 1877. Previous to that year there
had been di:fferen t systems in different provin.cial districts, for since
the year 1853 down to the end of 1876 there existed in New Zealang a
modifild federal form of government called the Provincial system.
There were originally six provinces, but these were ultimately enlarged
to nine, and it may be well to give the kind of education in existence
under the Provincial system. It was as follows:
Province.

-

Nature of How controlled.
e<1ucation.

A.nchl.and __ .. _ Secular ... Board and l ocal
committees.
Canterbury -.. - Mixed .... Superintendent
and local committees.
Hawkes nay ... Secular. __ ...... ·······-----

Marlborough - - .... do._ .. _ Board and committees.
N lson ..• ..... - Mixed._ .. Bo:-m1 and local
committees.

Olago ..••.••••..... do ..... Superin lendent
anu hi:, cxecnth•c :m<l loc:i.l
commit toes.
Tar, naki ...... "Gndctin'cl. I:o:\1'(.l and local
Wcllir,,,lon __ .. Mi:xNL .. _

·we

COll1t11i([LC!I.

oarll .nul local
ruana.~era.

tl,n<l. ..... ----<lo ..... B•J:tru aml local

comuiittccs.

Rates in aid.

Religious
instruction.

20s. ]er house- Prohibited during school
hol er; 10s. per
nonbouseholder.
hours.
20s. -per house- During school
hours, but
holder.
only at request of parents.
10. per cent on Prohil.Jited durbuildings; tax
ing school
of .£1 on single
hours.
men in receipt
of £100 per anannum.
Rate of, from ¼d. ____ do ......•....
to 3d. in ponnds
on buildings.
20s. '[)Cr house- In school honrs;
holder.
children of
obj<'.Cting pnrm1ts to be allo wct1 to witlldraw.
Grants in :tidfrom Bible read at
pro,i11cial counop en in g of
cil.
scl1ool.
20s. per householder.

½d(J~ll

ttinrt:~~

building·.'
l0s. to :rna. p ·r
hoo.selwldcr.

Fees, etc.
Capitation rato
of lOs. per
cldld.
5s. per quarter.

ls. 6d. per week.

From ls. Gd. to
rn8. 1ier quarter.
Capitation rate
of 5s. per
child.

Varying fees, as
leviod
by
board.

·ot provirfod. 6.-. Gd. per quartcr.
for.
Sarue a'I ·c111on. 5s. JJCr qu:irtcr.
Givf>l1 before or

after school
hour::1.

Car,itntion
of 10.~.
cbilu.

rate
per

Tbo ho rd ,,,merullv con~isted 1>f tho imp .rintr-IJ(lent aml bia executi,e, tliat was the govenior of
·.or 1ro\·in,· . Ahli to r,riYatc ~chooh were given in lfawkcs Bay, .i: elson, Marlborough,
'r
na ·1, 1\ 111:1:wm, an1l'' tland.

fi lcral

!
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'rhe provinces, however, were ,abolished, and education was made
colonial, and the system above mentioned was adopted. There was,
however, no provision in the new colonial act for higher education
except what was called district high schools, which provided for the
following:
The education board of any district on receiving an application in writing from
the committee may, with the uxpress sanction of the minister previously obtained,
convert any public school in the district into and establish the same as a district
high school.
Every such district high school shall be under the charge of a head master and
such number of duly qualified masters and assistants as the board shall from time to
time consider necessary.
All the branches of a liberal education, comprising Latin and Greek classics, French,
and other modern languages, mathematics, and such other branches of sci~nce as
the advancement of the colony and the increase of the population may from time to
time require, may be taught in such school. For such higher education, fees shall
be paid by the pupil's at such rates as shall be fixed by regulations.
In every district high school instruction shall also be given in the ordinary
branches of education prescribed by this act to be given in public scho-ols.

It was thought necessary to incorporate some of the secondary schools
that had been managed by provincial boards.
As each school is dealt with its mode of management will be mentioned. It will be seen that several of them are similar in their constitution; that is, they have a board appointed by different bodies, and
they are quas~ public schools. Two or three of the schools that will be
mentioned are managed by church organizations, but give the higher
secular instruction. A general system of education was, so to speak, laid
down in 1877, amalgamating the various provincial systems that had
been previously in existence, and prescribing a uniform mode of providing
for elementary instruction. ,There .has, however, not been as yet any
general law for secondary schools. Some of those that now exist were
founded far back in the early days of the colony, others are of more
recent creation, but no general plan has been adopted for their management or for their endowment. Some have had land grants, some
have had money endowments, some for a time had annual grants from
parliament, and some mainly depend upon their fees.
There are 24 secondary schools under government inspection. There
are also what are termed 6 district high schools; that is, elementary
schools, with higher classes added to them and controlled by a rector.
It will be well to deal with each school separately, stating its constitution, its endowment, the subjects taught, the mode of paying the
teachers., the staff, the buildings, etc. In doing this. it will be wise to
begin at the northern part of the colony, and at the same time it may
be noted that the islan.ds of New Zealand have a long seaboard stretching from 34° latitude south to 48° latitude south, and in such a range
of latitude there is necessarily a great range of temperature. The climatic conditions vary considerably, the northern part being almost
subtropical whilst the southern part is temperate. There is, however1
ED 91-.-4
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this to be remarked, that there is no severe winter. Snow is almost
unknown except on the ranges or in the high lands in the interior. All
along the seaboard, even the most southern, snow never lies. New
Zealand has been termed by Mr.Fiske, the.American writer, "the land
of the spring time," ancl it is not an inapt name. In the far north,
however, there is quite a warm enough smnmer.
To appreciate properly the standards and education of the secondary
schools, reference must be made to ~he New Zealand University, for its
entrance and scholarship examinations furnish the tests for secondary
school work. A short d_e scription of the university teaching and examinations will appear further on.
AUCKL.A. ND COLLEGE .A.ND GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Beginning m the northern district, there is the Auckland College and
Grammar School. This institution was :first established in 1850 by a
grant of land made to -trustees for a college and grammar school. The
following principles were to be observed in conducting it: (1) The
branches taught were to be the English language, ma thematics,and Greek
and Latin. (2) Evening classes were to be maintained in connection with
the schools. (3) Persons of all races ·were to be admitted on equal
terms. (4) Free scholars were to be maintained so far as the fund permitted. The foundation deed gave certain lands as endowments, and
in the year 1801 the total rents obtained from landed pro1Jerty amounted
to £2,676 17s. 6d. Three hundred pounds was received Irom reserves
for the girls' school in acldition. The school was created a corporation
by an act of the general assembly in 1877.
The following is a short- history of the school:
Foundation .-In the year 1s-2 his excellency Sir George Grey, as governor of the
colony, set a.pa-rt certain endowments for tho foundation and maintenance of a grammar tchool or schools in Aucklaml. Iu 1854 these endowments passecl into the hands
of tl1e provincial government. In 1868 a boa.rd of governors was constituted and
cm11owered to employ a portion of the endowments in sfo,rting tb.e school. Tho sum
made :1vailable having been found insufficient, a subsequent act authorized t4e
boanl to cleal with the whole endowment and· accumulations, and provided a site
with an old 1milding upon it. In this lmilding the school was opened on 1foy 17,
1 6~r l)y hjs royal highness the Duke of Edinburgh, and his excellency Sir George
Bow·cn, tl.J governor of the colony. More than ten years, however, elapsed before
it found a perm::i.ncnt home in a bui1cl.ing erectc,1 for the purpose. In the meantime
it hac.1 ch:m('l'e lit: <1uarters more than once ancl had for a time been dispersed among
two or ttrec small buildings.
Goi:erni11g body.-Tb.c fir ·t 1Joard of governors mentioned above consisted of the
s~1pel"int ~<l ·nt ancl cxe ntive of the Auckland province, the speaker of the provincrnl council an< thr. m n ber clec eel by that body. In 1876, on the passing of the
due, tion bo:ml:; ad, th , scl1 ol was handed over to the Aucklancl board or" Clluc:1
tion, but in the followinJ year an act provi<led a, special boarcl consisting of threo
m 1 ~> r cl ct ,1 by he rnemb rs of th legi 1 ivc assembly resi<.lent in the .Aucklan<l
pr ·mcc, throe 1 cte<l l>ythe A.ncklaud hoarcl of education, and one ex-officio mcm1
b r, nnm 1 -, t?c _mu:~r of A~ kland. , uhsc'luently three members representing tho
en
oft e n1v r 1ty of ... ew Ze·tlancl w re added.
:I tl .-Th rlual title of th chool i a r orcl of tl1e fact that from 1871 to 18 2 it
to th Uni,er it' of Tew Zealand. But the establishment of the Auck-
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land Uni ,·ersHy College luwing removed the necessity for such a connection, disaffili:1tion was sought and obtained. The title, however, was not changed.
H cacl masters.-The first hea,d ma,ster was the Rev. Robert Kidd, LL. D., of Trinity
College, Dublin. He was succeeded. after two years by Farq_uhar Macrae, esq., who
h eld office until 1881, when it was resolved to o.btain from England a graduate in
honors of Oxford or Cambridge. J. A. Sloman, esq., B. A. (Sydney) wa,s appointed
to act as h ead master during the interregnum. In January, 1882, the present head
master, C. A. Bourne, esq., M.A., sometime exhibitioner and scholar of St. John's
College, Oxford, was elected by · a bou.rd of four commissioners, of whom the Rev.
Dr. Jowett, master of Balliol College, Oxforcl, was chairman.
Provision fo1· the reception of boarclers.-It was understood when the school was
founded that the wants of the country districts should be, as far as possible, met by
the provision of a schoolhouse for the reception of boarders, but though the governors have from time to time had this subject under consideration, and on one occasion actually resolved on the erection of a school ho1.1se, and had designs prep:1red,
this import::mt addition is still wanting.
Girls' side.-Until September, 1888, the benefits of the school we1·e confined to boys•
Claims had indeecl been put forward on behalf of the secondary education of girls,
but it was clear that such an application of the endowment had not been originally
contempla.ted, and it was at least doubtful whether it would be legal. ]VIoreovcr, the
board of governors were carrying on a girls' high school, ~eceiving an annual subsidy
from tho legislature for the purpose. But in the year mentioned this grant was
~;vithclrawn, and the school was closed in consequence. To meet this emergency, the
girls' side w:1s opened. The arrangement, which was intended to be temporary, has
now continued for four years. The two sides are carried on in the same building,
but are k ept separate in work and in play. The hon,d master is in charge of both,
and h e and other masters take part in the instruction of the higher classes on-the
girls' side.
Cu1'riculwn.- The principal subjects of instructiou :1re Latin, :French, mathematics,
various branclies of natural ant!. physical science, English history, geography, drawing (freehand, mechanical, ancl geometrical); reading and writing, bookkeeping, and
mensuration are also taught, chiefly as alternative for Latin, whi.ch is optional.
For Greek there is no appreciable demand, otherwise it would. be faught. German
and, for girls' class, singing are t_?,ught out of school, but without extra fee ~ Drill
and gymnastics arc taught to the younger scholars in school hours, to tho older in
the midday interval. The workshop, for attendance at which a small fee is charged,
is , ery popular. Boys often construct in it models of engineering works from drawings macle in the drawing school. For girls, the course is somewhat modified, but it
is on the whole very similar.
Recreations.-Cricket and football are carried on by the boys with considerable
ene1·gy, thot1gh under difficulties arising from the facts th:1t there n,re no boarders,
that many of the scholars come from remote suburbs, and that tho playground is
unsuitable. Practice and match wickets are hired in the Auc"kland Domain, and, by
kincl p ermission of his excellency the governor and the government, a :fie.hl attached to
the Government house is used. There is a fl. vcs court for the boys; for the girls, two
tennis lawns are being formed. Annual meetings are h~ld by the boys, in the :first
term for swimming races, in the second. for hare and hountls, in the third for athletic
sports. .A. small orchestra meets for pra.ctice weekly, and every year a musical and
clmmatic entertainment is given.
Entra11cc.-Applic:1nts for admission are reg_uiqid to pass an examination, and to
proauce certificates of good character from the school last attended.
Te1·nis, etc.-Thcre are three terms in the year, namely: One of fourteen, and two
of thirteen w eeks, with vacations of seven weeks in the summer, two weeks, :1Ud
three weeks. .A.n examin:1tion is held at the end of the year, prizes are a warcl6d and
promotions macle on the result of the three examin:1tions combinerl. Occasionally
the examinations are conducted by examiners not connected with the school, but
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appointed and paid by the governors. Saturday is a whole holiday; on other week
days school is held, for boys from 9 :15 to 12 :15 and from 1 :45 to 3 :4.5; for girls morning scho9l begins and ends five minutes later, n,fternoon school :five minutes earlier.
Classijication.-.One classification serves for all subjects except mathematics, for
which the pupils are redistributed. 'l'he classes on the girls' side are approximately
parallel to thos-e on the boys' side.
Age of1Jnpils.-The ages of the pupils range from 8 to 19 years. Sometimes the
latter limit is reached, but by far the larger number of pupils neither enter at or
near tµe lower age nor stay until they approach the higher.
Nnrnbers.-Like almost all colonial schools this school has been subject to great fluctuations in number. Shortly before Mr. Macrae ceased to be head ma.ster there were
240 boys, but the present head master found only 166. At the end of 1882 the number
was the same; then it rose in a year and a half to 303, with 28 at a suburban preparatory school. A period of commercial depression ensued, and t~e number fell.
In 1889 it was 137. Before that time, however, the girls' side had been opened.
Starting with 76 pupils, it had steadily grown. The numbers at present (September,
1892) are boys, 145; girls, 131.
Sta;[f.-The~e are at present on the regulur staff 7 assistant masters and 3 mis
tresses working whole time, 1 master and 1 mistress working part time. All the
assistant masters, except those for drawing and French, are graduates-1 of Oxford,
1 of Cambridge, 2 of New Zealand, 1 of Sydney, 1 of Melbourne; 1 of the mistresses is a graduate of New Zealand. For gymnastics and for the drawing classes
on the girls' side visiting instructors attend.
Scholarships, etc.-The board of governors offers annually out of endowment three
junior ancl three senior foundation schofarships. The former conferring free education, and, when necessary, cost of transit by rail in tho :first instance for one year,
but with the prnspcct of renewal from year to year, so long as the board is satisfied
that the scholar is deserving, are open to boy11 and girls under the a,g e of 13 years.
The latter conferring free education for one year and £20 are so arranged as to carry
on boys and girls, who, having obtained distinction in the examination for the junior
scholarships of the New Zeala.nd University, and being young enough to compote
again, desire to do so. The board also offers free education to the four candidates
in each year who come next to the successful competitors for the board of education's junior district scholarships, and also to the four who take a like position in the
examination for the senior district scholarships. These district scholarships, of
which the junior, worth £20 or £30 per annum for three years, are open to boys and
girls from primary schools under the age of 14 years; and the senior, worth £30per
annum also for three years, to boys and girls under the ago of 16 years at tbe time
of election, may be, and in most cases are, held in this school. Those already
attending it can not, of course, compete for the junior scholarships, but are eligible
for the senior, and, indeed, carry off most of them. Thus a boy or girl may obtain
assistance all through his or her career at this school until the time comes for competing for a university scholarship. A local benefaction (the Rawling's trust) provicles fees, hooks, and £5 per annum for four years for, at present, nine years.
There nre at present 45 boys and 23 girls enjoying scholarships or free education
in the school.
In the examination for junior university scholars)iips, tho civil service, and other
open examinations, this school has for many years past been very successful.

The work may ue gathered from the rughest class work and the
lowe ·t cla work, which is as follows:
'
BOYS.

Hio11eat.-La in, French, Enrrlish, mathematics, chemistry, electricity, as for
junior uni'\' T ity cholar hips.
Lotc JI.-Reacling: Longman's Fourth _Reader, the whole; repetition from Auch-
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muty's Poems of English Heroism. Grammar: Davidson and .Alcock's Intermediate,
pp. 1 to 40. History: Blackwood's First Reader, the whole. Geography: Blackwood's First Reader, the whole. Object lessons.
GIRLS.

Highcst.-The same as boys, except ~hat he:1t is su11stituted for electricity.
Lowest.--Reading: Longman's Fourth Reader, the whole; repetition, passages from
the reader. Grammar: Davidson and Alcock's Intermediate; noun, pronoun, adjecth'-e, adverb, preposition, conjunction, analysis, parsing. History: Blackwood's
First Reader, the whole. Geogmphy: Bla9kwood's Third Reader, the whole; outlines
of New Zealand geography.

Scholarships were held at the school during the last quart~r of 1890
as follows:
College schola1·ships.-Senior foundation (£20 and free education), 1 boy, 1 girl;
Junior foundation (free education), 9 boys, 2 girls; under education board's certificate of proficiency (free education), 5 boys, 5 girls; children of members of staff, 4
boys, 4 girls. The college also gave free education to some holders of education
board scholarships.
Eclucation board schola1'ships.-At £45, 2 girls; at £40, 6 boys; at £30, 7 boys, 1
1
girl; at £25, 5 boys, 3 girls; at £20, 9 boys, 7 girls.
·
Rawlings scholarships (free ecfo,cation and books).-Nine boys. ~

The success of the school in the university examinations for 1890-91
was as follows:
In the examination for university junior scholarships helJ. in December, 1890, 3
pupils of this school obtained scholarships, viz, 2 male and 1 female; 6 passed with
credit, viz, 4 male and 2 female. For matriculation, 9 passed, viz, 5 male and 4
female. In the examination for senior district scholarships, held by the Auckland
board of education in December, 1890, scholarships were n.warded to 7 pupils of this
school, viz, 3 male and 4 female; and certificates of proficiency to 8 pupils, viz, 6
male and 2 female. At the civil service examinations held in January, 1891, in the
senior examination 3 pupils of the schaol passed, viz, 2 male and 1 female; and 3
boys obtained partial passes. In the junior examination 10 pupils of the school
passed, viz, 7 male and 3 female.

The school meets in rather a commodious building.
OTHER SCHOOLS IN THE .A.UCKL.A.ND DISTRICT.

There is at the Thames, distant from Auckland 45 miles, a boys' and
girls' high school. It is managed as follows:
_
.A. board of governors is appointed and is constituted a body corporate by the name of the Thames high school board.
The board consisted first of 7 persons nominated by the governor,
but no member could hold office longer than a year, a retiring member
being eligible for .r eelection or renomination .
.After the expiration of the first year the governor appointed three
members; the Thames borough council appointed three other members,
and the mayor for the time being of the borough of Thames was the
other member.
The revenue received from reserves and gold :fields last year amounted
to £719 15s. lOd. The work of the highest class was that of the junior
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university scholarship examination. Free education was granted to 27
scholars. - There is no boarding establishment connected with eitlier
school. The pupils on the roll were: boys 29, girls 27.
There was also established in the city of Auckland a Church of England grammar school. It was founded by Bishop Selwyn in 1855.
Little work, how~ver, has been recently doue by it. The grants given
to the 'Roman Catholic Church liave also not been utilized for higher
education. The Wesleyan College at the Three Kings was once a high
school, but it has become practica.rlly an English and Maori theological
college for the W esleyau ministry.·
There is a high school situated at Whangarei, which lies in a fine har-bor, 80 miles north of Auckland, and is becoming the seat of fruit culture. Oranges, lemons, and other-subtropical fruits grow magnificently.
It is managed by a board appoill ted as follows:
The board consists of 7 persons, 1 of wbom is the chairman of the
county council for the time being; 2 are appointed from time to time by
the governors of the Auckland College and Grammar School; 2 are
nominated and appointed from time to time by the governor, and 2 are
elected annually by the board of education for the Auckland provincial
district.
The only other high school in the Auckland provincial district is at
Gisborne, but it is not in opemtion except so far as higher classes are
taught in connection with the elementary school, which is subsidized
by the high school governors.
NEW PLYMOUTII HIGH SCHOOL.

Ili the Taranu.ki :provincial district, which lies on the west coast of
the north island south of Auckland district, there is a high school at New
Plymouth, the buildings overlooking the town and standing in a very
healthy and command,.ing position. This school is under the management of a board and there were 43 pupils attending it last year. The
work done by the highest and lowest cfasses was as follows:
Highest.-Cresar, Books I and 111, Principia, part r, the whole, grammar inclndccl.
French: llachette's Third Reader, and De Fivas's Grammaire des Grammaires.
Algebra, : To11hnnter, to q_na!lratics. Arithmetic: The subject generally, and mental. Enclid, Books: r, n, ancl nr, to proposition 24. History: Collier, the whole,
~pecial stress on the pcriou. James I to Y ictoria. Geography: Chisholm, introduction aud Australasian colouies, and general to1)ographical geography from rna1)s.
Grammar: Smith aurl Ifall; analysis, pu.rsiug, prefixes, ancl suffixes. Science: Harrison's Elomcutn.l'y i.\fochauics, ::mu le1son~ on light, heat, and sonnd. Reading:
!'crch:mt of Venice; Henry rv, J:ln.rts I a.ad n; Romeo an<l Juliet, antl T ,mpest.
Lo tt·c!Jt .-Latin: Principia, put r, exerci. es 1 to 6, and grammar. French: De
,J r,1in, excrci e 1 t ,., , and an~iliary v0rb . Al<Tebra: 'rodhtmt:er to end of mulipli~. tio~1. A~·itlun •tic: Coinp uurl rule, gren.tt t common diviso;, least common
mulhpl", fraction, nnl mental. Enclid: rTone. !Ii.;tory: Britons to encl of Plan~n"lmet_ · Gc',~raph!: :r ·at Bribiu and. Ireland, Asia, and :rorth America generally,
nu chtef phy 1 c, l l t re., of t 1e world. Grnmmn,r : Morrison etymolo<Ty
up to
0
thcverl >. •' ct· z : C',,. n ·nl pr pertic3 of lll l.tter, olids ancl liquids,
'
effects of heat,
. l' a
ourth Rcatlcr.
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Drawing.-Boys, geometrical; girls, flat and model.
• Dictation in all classes. Writing in all classes except seniors.
girls. Drill, boys and girls.
·
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Sewing for the

The school gave free education to 7 scholars. The mode of appointing the governors is as follows: The governor appoints 7 persons to
constitute the board. Two of the members of the board retired from
office at the end of the first year after appointment, two other members retired at the end of the second year, and the three remaining
members at the end of the third year, The names of the members to
retire were determined by the board by lot. The vacancies thus created were filled by the· governor, and the members so appointed hold
office for three years, and in like manner thereafter appointments t6 be
made as vacancies occur.
The sum of £418, 15s. ld. was received from rents of endowments,
and £1G5, 18s. lcl. from other sources.
THE NAPIER, HIGH SCHOOL.

In Napier, the chief town of Hawkes Bay provincial district, lying
on the east coast of the north island and south of Auckland, there are
two high schools, a boys' high school and a girl's high school. These
8chools are managed by one board, incorporated in 1882. -The board is
composed of 2 members elected by the education board, 2 by the
municipal council of the city of Napier, 2 by the Hawkes Bay County
council, 2 by the Waipawa County council, 1 by the W airoa County
council, and one appointed by the governor. These counties are all
situated in the Hawkes Bay provincial district. The following is a
short sketch of the schools, which the secretary of the board has kindly
furnished:
The origin and history of the Napier high schools have an intimate connection
wjth the early days of the province of Hawkes Day. - vVhen the government sold
t110 lancls on which the town of Napier now stands, in the year 18561 a number of
settlers combined ::md purchased sections 136 and 137 at the upset price of £5 for
each section and built a school upon them at a cost of over £200. The purchasers
vested the 1ands and school in three trustees, who were to hold them for the purposes of education for all future time. In 1863 a fire broke out in the town of Napier and destroyed the school. It. was now eviuont to tho trustees that the sections
wore too valuable and, in some ways, unsuitable for the purpose of a school, being
in the very center of the business portion of the town. Hence they resolved on
leasing the sections and providing for the school elsewhere. Various conflicting
causes prevented the trustees from building a new school, and, with the consent of
those who purchased. the lands, an application was made to tho supremo court in the
year 1872 to sanction an arrangement for the administration of the rents arising out
of the sections. The supreme court gave its sanction to a scheme by which twothirds of tho accumulated. funds and the rents should be applied to the support of a
girls' and a boys' public school, under the Ha,vkes Day ed.ucation act, and one-third
to be invested for tho purpose of a grammar school, an<;!. vested the land in a body
of trustees for these purposes. Under this decree a public school for boys was erected
on suburban section 901 sold to the trustees by the provincial council of Hawkes
Bay for a nominal sum for this purpose, and the existing school for girls in Tennyson street was taken over by the trnsteos and greatly enlarged. and equipped for the
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purpose. This arrangement continued till the education act of New Zealand came
into force in the year 1877, which completely upset all its provisions. A bill was
prepared and laid before parliament in the year 1882, providing for a high school
under a popular basis of elected governors by various public bodies. It provided
that the-public school occupietl by the boys should be made a boys' high school, that
a site o~ another po{tion of suburban section 90 should be set apart for a girls' high
school, and that certn.in landsalong with sections 136 and 137 in the town of Napier
should be set apart for an endowment. The bill obtained· the sanction of parliament
aml was at once put into,force. A considerable -portion of the endowment had to be
sold to provide the buildings. Very shortly after the governors came into possession of the property, the leases of the sections 136 and 137 expired and were again relet
by public auction at an annual rental of £745. This constitutes for the future the
chief portion of the endowment. The schools are now in vigorous operation under
qualified teachers.

The subjects taught are as follows:
WORK OF THE HIGHEST A1'Q) LOWEST CLASSES.

Boys.
Highest.-Mathematics: Books r to nr, with deductions and exercises; algebra to
quadratics; elementary trigonometry and mechanics; general arithmetic. Latin:
Cicero de Senectute, Virgil's 1Eneid, r; selected sentences from prose composition ;
grammar. Natural science: Physiology. French: Moliere's L' Avare; composition;
selected readings; grammar. English: Composition and Morris's Historical Grammar. Geography: Physical and general. History of England, 1688 to 1857. Class
singing and drawing.
Lowest.-Equal to the third standard of the elementary code of the education department.
Girls.

Highest.-Arithmetic: Percentages, stocks, general rules. Algebra: Quadratics,
sm:ds, ratio, and proportion. Geometry: Euclid, bo<i_ks r, n, nr. English grammar :
Meiklejohn's and Morris's Historical English Grammar. English literature: Victo rian era; Milton's Comus. English history: 1688 to 1837. Geography: General
and physical; Geikie's Lessons, 1 to 25. Modern history: Louis XIV to French
Revolution. French: Macmillan's Third French Course; Moliere, Le Bourgeois
Gcntilhomme; Dnmas, Tulipe Noire, 1 to 26. German: Macmillan's First German
Course, Otto's Reader. Latin: Principia Latina, IV; Virgil, 1Eneid, 1, rr, 1-500;
Cresar, I. Chemistry: Nonmetallic elements, chemical equations. Physiology:
Structure of body, functions of organs, laws of health. Drawing: Pree-hand, geometrical, and model. Singing: Tonic sol-fa system. Trigonometry: To solution
of triangles.
Lowest.-.Arithmetic': Compound rules, reduction, mental. English grammar:
Parts of speech, analysis of simple sentences. Eistory: Richard III to Charles II.
G ogra:phy: Countries of Europe, England. Physical geography: Springs, icebergs,
seas, currents. French: Buc's First French Course, lessons 1 to 26. Object-lesson:
Light, heat, color. Reading: Ma ·millan, nr. Drawing, frechancl.

The · chool gave free education to 24 holders of scholarships given
by thP- , chool commi ioners and 8 cholars of the education'board.
Th numb r on the r 11 in 1891 were: boys, 66; girls, 53. The income
fr m re: rve an l pro erty and from intere. t on moneys invested and
on u
purcha e money and the amount received from school com, being part of general grant. , am unted to £1,2G6 12s. 6d.
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SCHOO~S IN THE WELLINGTON DISTRICT.

Wanganui situated in the north of the Wellington provincial district,
is the seat of' several educational institutions of high value. The. town
itself is beautifully situated on the northern branch of the Wanganui.
Hiver, which is perhaps one of the most beautiful rivers in the colony:.
It is not far from the mouth of the river. The ma.in school is what is
termed the Wanganui Collegiate School.. It is managed by trustees,
but it is connected with the .Anglican church of New Zealand. It is,
perhaps, the largest boarding school in the colony and · has been well
managed for a large number of yeart The Bishop of Wellington and
Primate of New Zealand, the Rev. Dr. Hadfield, gives the following
short resume of the school:
'
It had its origin in a grant to the church of 250 acres of land, partly swamp :md
partly sand hills, in the vicinity of the then small town of Wanganui, about the
year 1855, for the purpose of establishing a school for children of both races. For
many years this land yielded very small returns, th0 land for the most part having
been let on long leases at nominal rents, as much labor was required to render it in
any degree productive. For some years a school was carried on by a very competent
master, chiefly for the be:i;i.e:fit of children of the Maori race; but, from the unsettled
and disturbed state of the country at that time and from other causes, the school was
not successful.
In the year 1882, higher rents having been obtained, the trustees of the property.
thought some attempt might be made to establish a schoo!-,of a more satisfactory
kind. They were able to avail themselves of an offer made by the late \-V. B. Harvay, D. D., of Cambridge, to establish a grammar school on a sound basis. This he
did. And at the time of his rather sudden death four years ago he had a considerable number of boys both as boarders and day scholars. The school was acknowledged to he a success. Mr. '\V. Empson, B. A (Oxford), who .had for some time been
second master, succeeded Dr. Harvey. The school has continued to improve. It has
now attained a recognized position as one of the best grammar schools in New Zealand. The trustees hope that, so soon as the debt incurred for the purpose of erecting the excellent buildings in ·which the school is carrj_ed on has been discharged,
they may be abie on the same property to establish a branch school for Maori boys,
for which in a few years it is probable there may be a demand.
I now annex a short statement just received from Mr. Empson:
"Programme of work, etc. : The da;r.:: begins at 7 a. m. with half an hour's preparation of work. From 7 :30 to 8, gymnasium or running. The morning school hours
extend from 9 to 12 :45. The afternoon from 2 to 3 :30 in summer, 3 :30 to 5 in winter.
Evening preparation is carried on from 7 to 8 :30. The coarse of instruction comprises Greek, Latin, French, English, composition and history, geography, mechanics, trigonometry, geometry, algebra, arithmetic, physiology, divinity, drawing,
and shorthand. There is also a carpenton,' shop, where practical carpentry is ta11ght,
a debating society, a cadet corps, and the usual cricket, football, rowing, and tennis
clubs also exist in connection with the school. The present numbers attending are
155, of whom 115 are boarders and 40 day scholars. The year is divided into three
equal terms of thirteen weeks each, with six weeks holidays at Christmas, f~ur in
May, and three in September."
To this I wo11ld add that there are 8 masters, one of whom is a clergyman, a graduate of Cambridge, who is chaplain and who officiates in the excellent chapel built
chiefly by the e:fforta of the late Dr. Harvey .

.A few further details may be valuable. To understand the attitude
towards this and other schools, it may be necessary to point out that
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the :first education act ever pass eel in the colony was passed in 184: 7, and
it was entirely dcnominaitioual in its character, for it provided that
educ~tion should be under -tne ma,nagement of the Anglican Church,
the head of the Rmnan Catholic Church, the superintendents of the
W esleyau-ministry, or the head of any other religious body engaged in
education in the calony. To help the~e bodies in their work of education, grants of land were given to them by the Government. This was
the origin of the angauui Collegiate School. A grant was given to
help the Anglican Church in the teaching of the Maori aboriginal and
other children. It was to be industrial in its character. As, however,
a, special act was passecl-the native schools ar,t-for providing education for the Maoris, the end-owm.ents set- apa-rt in Wanganui were utilizecl by the church .for a secondary school. The course of study is
that of an ol'dinary high school, the work of the highest and lowest
classes being as follows :

,v

Higltest.-Lu.tiQ, Greek, Freuch, science, English, mathematics, drawing.
Lowest.-Littin, English, arithmetic, reading, writing, history, geogrnpby.

Tile total iucom.e from reserves in 1891 was £777 9s. 8c1.
There . a high school for girls established in Wanganui, which has
receivecl endowments from the Government. It is under the management of a boaird duly incorporated, the members being the members of
· the education board of the Wanganui education district for the time
being. This school has only been lately opened. It has 54 girls attending it aml the course-of study is as follows:
Highest.-Latiu: Grammar exercises to end of Smith's Principia, part I. English:
Marie's gramma.r, Shakespeare (two plays). French: Larousse's grammar aud
Fleury's L'Histoire de France. German: Otto's Grammar and Hau:ffe's Tales. .Arithmetic: \Vhole subject. .Algebra. to end of simple equations. Euclicl: First and second books. History: Epochs ( chosen). Geography: General, in detail.

The staff consists of 1'.Iiss 0. E. N. Harrison, M.A. (A 1), lady princi1ml, and Miss I. H. Hudson, Miss M. T. Hill, n. A., Miss E. M. Krull, B.
11.., assistants; J\L D. Blair, F. L. s., art master; Mrs. Charles Wood,
matron.
The reyenue from rents and moneys invested and reserve was £576
ms. 3c1. ;
In the city of W cllington there are thre0 excellent secondary schools,
viz, the Wellington College, St. Patrick's College, and the girls' high
c1lool. The two first-named institutions are £or boys.
'rlv~ :Vellington Colleg aro:e out of a grant of bud given for the
pnrpo · of hi.o-her edncation in 1853. The collc<Te however was not
b' 1868. The
' follow01 e11ed nuder th.i: endowm nt nntil early in the year
in rr i · a hort hi. tory of he . chool:
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langn:1ge ::i,nd mathcma,tics anu in such other branches of learning as the trustees
may direct, all stuuents shall, if they desire it, receive instruction in the Greek and
Latin languages.
It was not until 1867, however, that a, school was opened under the trustees of tho
land so set apart. It was begun in a small way in renteu premises, but soon increased
fo numbers, ::m d in 1868 n, building was erected in which for the next six: years the
school was carried on. In 18i2 au act was passecl by the general assembly by which
the trustees were replacecl by a body corporate stylecl "The Governors of We1lington College," and in 1874 the school having further increased the !)resent buildings
were begun. These have from time to time been add.eel to as circumstances requiretl,
the cost as they now stand having been upwards of £12,000.
The college buildings stand in a reserve of 69 acres, mostly consisting of hills, but
with a flat piece of land in front of the buildings available as a play ground and now
being enlarged and improved. The site is a commanding one and. embraces the elements of considerable quiet beauty.
There is accommodation for upwards of 50 l>on,rders, the dormitories being lofty
and well ventilated. Thero are forge class rooms and hall and gymnasium, and a
dwelling house for the head master, all comp_rised in the one building. In the
grounds are a bundry, and a cottage av-ail::tble as a hospital in case of illness among
the boarders.
The school year is divided into three terms of thirteen weeks each.
The course of study is arranged with the view of preparing candiuates for the matriculation and junior scholarship examinations of the University of New Zeafand,
and at the same time special attention is given to the requirements of pupils who
desire to follow a commercial course.
The subjects taught are classics, mathematics, English, history, geogr::.phy,
French, German, natural science, drawing, and shorthand.
The fees are, upper school, £13 4s.; lower school, £10 12s. a year, including stationery.
Boaru.ers' fees, full, 4'0 guineas; weekly, 30 guineas; daily, £10 guineas a year.
The nnmber of pupils now in attendance is 119, or whom 21 are boarders.

The college and the girls' high school are managed by a board appointed as follows: The governing body of the Wellington College and
Girls' High School consists of 8 members, one of whom shall be the
mayor for the time being of the city of Wellington; another shall be·
the chairman for the time being of the education board of the district of Wellington, and of the remaining 6 members, divided into two
equal groups, 3 shall be elected by the parents or guardians of pupils attending the school who have attended the school for not Jess than
one quarter, and 3 other" shall be appointed by the governor in
council. And every person so appointed, excepting the mayor of the city
of Wellington for the time being and the chairman for the time being
of the education board, continues in office for the term of :five year~
from his appointrrrent.
Total revenue from reserves for last year amounted to £1,485 5s. 4cl.
The school fees of the college and girls' scn.ool together amounted to
£2,246 Os. 5d. There are several scholarship funds, viz: The Turnbull,
the l\foote, the Rhodes, and the Barincoat scholarship and prize fands.
The work doue by the boys will be ascertained from the following:

/
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WORK OF HIGIIEST AND LOWEST CLASSES.

Highest.-Latin: Livy XXI and xxn; :S:orace, Satires (books I and II); sight translation, various; Latin prose, Moir; Latin Primer, all with notes. Greek: Xenophon,
Anabasis, 1)ook 1, eas~ sight translation; Sidgwicks's First Greek Reader; Grammar,
Abbott and Mansfield, and accidence generally. Englisl'l.: Grammar-Smith and Hall
and Morris; Composition: Hall, Abbot and various; Chance~, Prologue ancl Nonnie
Preste's Tale; Spenser, book 1, canto 5; Shakespeare, Merchant of Venice; Milton,
Comus; essays, various. French: Havet's Grammar, parts I and II; Havet's Composition, Nos. 11 to 22; R acine, Atha,l ie; Sancleau, Mdlle. de la Seigliere; Laniche, Le
Voyag-e de Mons. Perichon. Arithmetic: The whole subject; Algebra: To end of
permutations and combinations. Trigonometry: Todhunter for beginners. Euclid:
Books r, II, III, 1v, v1, and deductions. · Science: Inorganic chemistry, heat, electricity. Mechanics: Todhunter for beginners.
·
Lowest.-Latina : Principia, l)art 1 to page 87, easy selections from Ovid. French:
Elementary. English: Outlines of etymology and syntax, analysis and parsing,
composition, various. Geography: New Zealand, Australia, and outlines of Europe,
Asia, ancl Africa. History: George I to Victoria. Arithmetic: Vulgar and decimal
fractions, anu commercial rules.

The following scholarships were held:
College scholarships, free ecluca.tion .........•.............•.. ••••..••••.... - - - . 4
Levin scholarships, £10 ..................•...................... .•........ .. - . . 2
Rhodes scholarship, £35 ......................................... .......... .... 1
Scholarships of the education board ................................ ........ --·· 16

St. Patrick's College is a fine, substantial brick building. It is conducted by Marist Brothers, and is entirely under the control of the J\farist order. Its scholars prepare for the matriculation examination of
tbe NewZealand University. There is accommodation for boarders.
It is open for inspection by the government, as holders of education
board scholarships can attend it. The principal is the Rev. Dr. Watters. This is the only Roman Catholic secondary school in the colony.
'it was opened in 1885, and has an attendance of about 70 or 80.
The girls' high school has 113 in attendance, and is accommodated in
a fine wooden building at the northern end of the city. It was started
in 1882, but not formally opened till February, 1883, when 60 pupils
were enrolled. The school steadily increased till 1886, when 121 pupils
were on the roll, and then the present site was obtained and the buildings begun. The buildings are of wood, and cost £5,000. They are commodious,and the grounds surroundingthem contain about2 acresofland.
The course of instruction includes English language, grammar, compositions and literature, modern languages and literature, history,physical
and political geography, physical ancl natural science, Latin, arithmetic, Euclid, algebra, trigonometry, writing, vocal music, needlework,
dr •::maHno-, and calisthenics. Pupils are prepared by the regular
cour. fi r the matriculation and junior scholar hip examinations of the
niv ·r. i Y of J.:.- ew Zealand. :Matriculated students are also prepared
for th .·aminution for l·ecping the fir;t year' term of their university
conr. in. uch bj ct a· fall within the cope of the regular work of
tl1 ch ,1. Ther i al ·o a s1iorthancl cla
and those of the pupils
who ' hi att nd th chool f de:i gn for instru ·tion in drawing.
J
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The school year is divided into three terms of thirteen weeks each.
The fees are, upper school, £13 4s.; lower school, £10 12s. a year,
including stationery.
The pianoforte is taught at the school, the fees being paid to the
teachers ; those pupils who lea;rn paying 10s. a year to the board for
the u se of piano.
,.
There are at present 143 pupils in attendance. _
THE NELSON COLLEGES.

The city of Nelson is situated in the north of the middle island of
New Zealand on Blind Bay, and is the chief town of the Nelson provincial district. Its climate is very equable and it is a health resort. A.t
the uorth of the city lies a natural breakwater called the "Bowlder
bank." It has a northern or sunny exposure and in the summer there
is sea breeze, which keeps the city cool. It has two high schools.
- The settlement of Nels on was founded under the auspices of the New
Zealand Company, and special provision was made in Nelson, as in
many of the other settlements, that a sum should be devoted by the
company for religious and educational purposes. The establishment
of a college in Nelson was specially mentioned as one of the educational
objects that was to receive aid from the company, and trustees were
appointed under an act of the imperial Parliament -to receive these
funds for this purpose. The first trustees were, David Munro (after- ·
wards Sir David Munro), Francis Dillon Bell (afterwards Sir Francis
Dillon Bell), Alfred Fell, and John Waring Saxton. In 1854 the Nelson
trust funds act was passed, which provided for the appointment of
new t rustees and for the management of the trust funds that were to
be obtained from the c01:ppany. The company, however, did not pay
these moneys at that time to the trustees, and it was not until after
some negotiation, and after the government of the colony had undertaken the liabilities of the New Zealand Company, that funds were
obtained for the founding of the college. By a deed dated 14th November, 1857, £20,000 was set a part for a college, that was to be managed
by a visitor and nine governors. In 1858 application was made to Parliament to-incorporate the trustees that had been appointed by deed,
and the Nelson College act, 1858, was passed, which is the act under
which the college is still managed. The trust deed declared that the
college was to be an educational institution for the advancement of
religion and morality and the promotion of useful knowledge,and"that
creed could not be admitted as a disqualification either as regards
teachers or pupils. The course of instruction was to include the English
language and literature, one or more modern languages, geography,
mathematics, classics, history, drawing, music, and such other branches
of art and science as the council shall at any time determine. No pupil
was to be admitted under the age of 9 years, nor unless he was able to
read fluently, to write with tolerable accuracy from dictation, and be
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familiar with the first four rules of arithmetic. The college had been
opened in temporary premises in 1856, and it was not until December
7, 1859, that th.e prssent college buildings were commenced. The buildings, including the land, cost £13,000. The following have been the
head masters: J: C. Bagshaw, M • .A..; Mr. George Heppel, M.A.; Mr. A,
R. Broughton, :M: • .A..; Mr. J. D. Greenwood; Uev. C. L. Maclean, l\'L .A..;
Rev. F. C.Simmons, M.A.; Rev. J. C. .A.ndrews,M.A.; Mr. W.J.Ford,
l\L .A.., and the present principal, Mr. _J. W. Joynt, M • .A..
The board of governors consists of 9 members, appointed by the
governor in council. The following are the present members of the
~Md:

~

Hon. J. W. Barnicoat, M. L. c.; C. Y. Fell, esq.; Alfred Greenfield,
esq.; W. C. Hodgson, esq.; Albert Pitt, esq.; Hon. J.C. Richmond,
M. L. c.; James Sclanders, esq.; John Sharp, esq.; Hon Joseph Shephard, M. L. c.
The staff is as follows: Principn,l, John W. Joynt, M • .A.. (Dublin);
second master, W. S. Littlejohn, M • .A.. (Ab~rdeen); third ma_ster, F. G.
Gibbs, l\I. .A.. (New Zealand); fourth master, E. F. W. Cooke; music and
drawing, a visiting staff; drill instructor, Sergeant-Major Nixon; science master, W. S. Littlejohn, l\L A.; resident masters, the principal,
Mr. Gibbs, :md Mr. Cooke; lady matron, M:iss E. B. Bell.
The · following statement from the programme of the college will be
of interest:
The· regnla,r course of instruction embraces ancient and modern languages, his. tory and literature, pure and applied mathematics, political and physical gcogr::i.-phy, English comJ)osition, grammar and analysis, and physical science aml chemistry. _§pecial attention is given to the subjects -requireLl for the various university
and civil-service examinations. Special arrangements h::we been made for the more
systematic teaching of science, and a new and suitable laboratory has been built
and equipped with the apparn.tns requisite for the study of chemistry and assa.ying.
The college is situated in a commanding position about a quarter of an hour's
-walk from the town. The sanitary arrangements are of the best description.
The beautiful situation and salubrious climate of Nelson render it especially
attractive as a center of higher class education. In these respects it offers inducements which are perhaps not equalleu. in any town in the colony. The moral and
physical welfare of the boys is carefully looked after by the masters, and a lady
matron of skill and experience has charge of their diet and domestic arr:wgements.
Though the college is strictly undenominational, the boy.a a.re cxpecte<l. to attend a.
place of worship a.ccording to their religious prof 'ssion, unless their parents otherwise direct. A Bible class ill al o held by a isiting clergyman on Sunday mornmgs,
which boys whose parents desire it aro requirccl to atte1Hl.
There a-i:c in connection with the college a library containing a large number of
1,oo1·s, an<l regularly snpp1iell with :periodicals, an e:tensi.ve football uud · cricket
gron1111, with a. curefu11ypre:pa.recl pitch, and, gymna ium with the usual appliances.
'Ih re ar also a cadet orps an<l. a; fire hriga<l.~, and all boys are drilled twice a.
w

k.

l'upil : on entrance, m t he at 1 a t 9 yca-i:s of age, all(l ~blc to rcau and write
nml vork th fi1. t four ru1 s of arithmetic with reasonable facility.
'1 ho followin ' clwlar hips,· ·re hcl,l <luring the last quarter of the year:
l:,Hdo v d: 1iu1ino, £::i2 12s.; ,.'e Y ·orue £24.· Uicluuond £2-!:· Stafford £20,·
l 11, IG.
'
'
'
'
'
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Foundnition: First cfassical, £20; seconcl clnssicn.l, £10; third classical, £5; first
mathematicn,l, £20; second mathematical, £10; third mathematical, £5.
Governors' fees: Flrst modern languages, £12 12s.; first English literature, £12
12s.; second English literature, £12 12s.; chemistry, £12 12s.
Simmons prize: £6.
Eleven scholarshil)s of the Nelson education board :md two of the Marlboro education board were held.

The highest class work is preparation for the university scholarship
examination.
In 1882 the governors were empowered by act to expend a portion of
their funds in the erection of a college for girls, and a building was put
up of wood, at a cost of £5,000. The fi.r~t lady principal was Miss Kate
Edger, M. A.; she afterwards resigned, on her mauiage, ancl was sue- _
ceeded by l\fis.:i B. E. Gibson, M.A., who is the present principal.
The number on the roll in 18_91 was 76, the boarders numbering 33.
It 1s managed by the same governors. The staff is as follows: Lady
principal, Miss B. E. Gibson, 1\1. A.; assistant mistresses, Miss Harrison, 1\1. A., Miss Watson; science master, Mr. W. s: Litt.lejohn, M.A.;
music m~stresses, a visiting staff (at present of 5 teachers); drawingmistress, Miss Morgan.
The course of study may be gathered from the following programme:
The regular course of instruction includes the English fangnnge and literature,
French, German, Latin, mathematics, the elements of science, class singing, needlework, drilling and Indian club exercises, with the other usual features of a liberal
education. Special attention is given to the subjects required for the various university examinations.
The college is situated on about 3 acres of rising ground in one of the healthiost _
ancl most commanding positions in Nelson, within ten minutes' walk of the center of
the town, yet as retired as if in the country. The building is provided with fire ,
escapes and other means of egress; the rooms 'throughout are lofty and airy, and the
class rooms well lighted and '1Cell ventilated. The bed rooms are most of them single,
and where two or more pupils occupy the same room separate beds are provided .
.A.II are comfortably fitted up and pnpils require nothing but the~r own personal
clothing, as house and table linen is supplied by the college.
The assistant mistresses reside in the college, and aid the lady principal in tbe
supervision of the boarders out of school hours.
The grounds inclmle two asphalt tennis courts. Two tennis clubs (senior and
junior) have been formed ancl hold annual tournaments. Other means of exercise
and amusement are also proviclecl. .A. school librnry has been established a,n d a reading·room has been set apart, where several of the best monthly periodicals are to be
seen.
Attached to the college is a goocl studio, well furnished with casts and models.
Classes for drawing and painting are held both in the day aind in the evening.
The school is strictly undenominn.tional, but a Bible class is held on Sun clay aifternoons, attended by both boarders and day pupils, at the option of the parents; and
once a week a clergyman visits the college to gi vc religious instruction to all whose
parents may wish them to attend.
Parents are allowed to a great extent to choose the subjects of instruction taken
np, and in cases where some subjects are omitted, arrn.ngements can be made, if
desired., for pupils to prepare their llome lessons during school hours, but only a
moderate amount of home preparation is expected, except in cases where pupils
wish to work up for special examinations.
·
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There if? a whole holiday on Saturday.
_
Pupils on entrance must be able to read ancl write and work the first four rules of
arithmetic with reasonable facility.

The following scholarships were held during- the last quarter of the
year:
Tinline, £52 12s.; Edgar, at £15, two; governors' fees, at £15, two;
school commissioners, at £12 12s., six. Eight scholarships of the N elson education board were also held.
It receives a subsidy from the secondary reserves of the provincial
district. The rents and income from endowments amounted to £2,219
19s. 2d. for both colleges, whilst the fees, including boarders' fees, came
to £4,365 14s. ld.
The Nelson colleges practically supply the wants of the educationa1
districts of Westland, Gray, Nelson, and Marlporo. There is, however,
a high school attached to the elementary schools at Hokitika and Greymouth, two mining towns on the west coast of the middle island.
The higher branches are taught in these schools and fairly satisfactory
work has been done. The number of pupils attending the advanced
classes is, in Hokitika 21 and in Greymouth 25.
CHRIST'S COLLEGE .A.ND GR.A.MM.AR SCHOOL, CANTERBURY.

,

Canterbury was originally founded as a Church of England settlement by the Canterbury Association. The church received considerable grants of land for church purposes from the association. Part of
this church endowment was applied in establishing the Christ's College and Grammar School.
The attendance last year was 179 boys. The following is a statement
regarding scholarships:
Goulcl scholarships.-About £450 annually is available forschol:1rships. They consist of 4 senior scholarships and 8 junior scholarships; an amount is given to assist
the boarding expenses of boarders.
Somes entrance scholarships.-The subjects for examination for these scholarships
are offered for competition each year. The value is the amount pai.d for school fees
and each scholarship ia tenable for two years. There are now 17 scholars on this
foundation, all of whom are from government primary schools.
Buller aud Reay scllolarships.-Exhibitions are given from this enilowment to sons
of clergy and other boys who may require assistance. Tho value of the exhibitions
is determined annually according to the amount available for the en.dowment and
the number of claimants. About £450 annually is available for the school.
Tancard history prize fund.-Prizes are given annually from this endowment for
proficiency in history and English literature.
Thor mainder of the fuucls arnilable (from the Somes endowment, £60; also from
the Buller ancl Reay endowments, £140; the whole of the Rowley endowment,
£210; and of the Dudley endowment, £25; in all, £435) is devoted to scholarships
anu xhibi ion in the upper or collegiate department of Christ's Colle(J'e
students
0
'
in ~bicb re ro<tnirocl to ncly for thoir degree at Canterbury Collego.

The t tal income from endowments was £3,080

ms. 9c.l. in 1891.
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The work done by the highest and lowest classes is as follows:
Highcst.-(a) Divinity. (b) Latin: Livy, Book xxr; Hora.ce, Odes (Book 1v) ancl
Epodes; Virgil, Book VI; Bradley's Arnold's Latin Compositiop.; Bradley's aids to
Latin prose; grammar (sight translation); Roman history and antiquities. (c) Greek:
Thucydides, Book vu, 1-14; Euripides, Hippolytus; Arnold's Greek Prose Composition; Sidgwick's Greek Prose (sight translation); Grammar; History and Antiquities. (d) Mathematics: Arithmetic (Hamblin Smith); Euclid, Books 1, IV, and VI
(Hall and Stevens); Algebra to permutations and combinations (Hall and Knight);
Trigonometry, to solution of triangles (Lock); problem paper weekly. (e) Science
(modern side): Dynamics (Lock); Statics (Lock); hydrostatics (Hamblin Smith);
sound and light (Desch~mel,· Lees). (f) English: Chaucer's Prologue; Milton's
Early Poems; Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice; Julius Crosar; Grammar (Moon's);
Composition. (g) French: Hachettes Third French Reader; Edmond About: Verqueray's French Idioms; Macmillan's Composition; Gaze's French Grammar;
Brachet's Public School Grammar. (h) German (modern side); Otto's Grnmmar;
Hau:ff's Karawane; Composition; poetry for repetition (Buchein).
Lowest.-(a) Divinity. (b) Arithmetic: Simple and compound; reduction; easy
problems. (o) Euclid: De:finitionof:firstbook; axioms. (d) English: History (Gardiner's outline); Elizabeth. Geography: Drawing maps of Europe, Asia, Africa,
America, Australasia, chief capes, rivers, mountains, etc., on map of the world; simple lessons in physical geography; essays; dictation; reading. ( e) French: Gaze's
first French book, first twenty-eight lessons. (/) Latin: Subsidia Primary, top. 31;
suni and four verbs, active and passive.
CHRISTCHUIWH BOYS' HIGH SCOOL,

The Christchmch Boys' High School was incorporated by an act of
the General .Assembly, and the following are the main provisions of the
act:
The Board of Governors of the Canterbury College to. have power to
manage and deal with all lands vested in them by the act, and the rents
and profits derived from such lands as they may think fit forthe establishment of a boys' high school in or near the_city of Christchurch.
The board to have the power of appointment of teachers, officers, and
other persons, and all other powers and duties for the carrying on of the
school.
It is managed by the Canterbury College council, to which reference
will be made when something is said regarding the university education of the colony. It is well endowed, the income from reserves amounting to £3,103 3s. 6d. The number of pupils in attendance during the
last year was 151. The school gave free education to 26 scholars.
Niue teen scholarships of the North Canterbury education board were
held at the school. The work of the highest and lowest' classes is as
follows:
Highest.-Latin: Ovid, selections; Virgil, 1Eneid v1; Livy, 'rhe Maceclonian War;
l! irst and second orations of Cicero against Catiline; Smith's Smaller Risto1·y of

Rome; Bradley's Arnold; Bradley's A.ids to Latin Prose (Upper v); Latin Prose, Part
I (Cresarean prose); Revised Latin Primer; Latin grammar and junior scholarship
papers; Primer of Roman Antiquities. English: Shakespeare, King Lear; Chaucer,
Prologue; Milton's Paradise Lost, Books I and II; George Eliot's Silas Marner;
Mason's English Grammar; Literature Primer; Abbott's How to write clearly.
ED
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French: ·Thecophile Gautier, Scenes Qf Travel; Corneille, Le Cid; Macmillan's Progressive French Course, Part II; Macmillan's Course of French Composition, First
Course; Fasnacht. Mathematics: Algebra, to permutations and combinations;
Euclid, Books I to YI; Barnar<l. Smith's Exercises in Arithmetic; Lock's Trigonometry for beginners, to solution of plane triangles. Science: Fisher's Elementary
Chemistry; Jago's Inorganic Chemistry; Garnett's Heat. Bookkeeping : The Irish
Eclucational Series. Greek: Mayor's Greek for beginners; Greek Grammar Primer,
Ab ott and Mansfield; Xenophon, Cyropredia, selections; Thucydides, Book 1v,
chapters 1 to :xxx. History: Longman's, Epoch, Settlement of Constitution, :Modern
England; Student's Hume, Part III, 1688 to 1878; Acland and Ransome's Skeleton
Outline of English History for Beginners. Drawing: Free-hand and Mod.el Geometrical, Longman's Drawing Books.
Lowest.-,-Latin (Upper): Abbott's Via Latina,· The Shorter Latin Primer. Lowe.r
I: The Shorter Latin Primer; Nelson's ;Brief History. English: Abbott's How to
Tell the Parts of Speech; Longman's Reader, Standard 1v; Nelson's Brief History.
French: Macmillan's French Course, Part I. Mathematics: Nelson's Arithmetic (No.
1v), simple ancl compound rules. Geogrnphy: Hill's Firs Lessons in _Geography.
Singing: Curwen's Pupil's Manual of Tonic Sol-fa; Collegiate Singing Manual.
Writing: Jackson'sVerbical Writing Copybooks, Nos. l, 2, 4-, 6, 8; extra writing class,
Saturday, 12:30 to 1:16. Drawing: Free-hand. Swimming, From4 p. m. to 5 p. m.
in the summer months. Drill : Tuesday and Thursday, 12 :30 to 1 p. m.

The following is a short sketch of the origin and history of the school:
The school was opened in May, 1881. The numbers harve gradually been increasing until the present date, when they stand at 151. The staff consists of the head
master and seven assistant masters, exclusive of visiting instructors in drawing,
singing, drill, etc. Two of the masters are from tho home universitres of Oxford and
Cambridge; the others are from the New Zealand University.
The school is a genuinely secondary school; that is, it carries on the education of
the primary school, from which it draws a great part of its pupils, up to the university standard.
,
There are at present 11 old high-8chool boys at Canterbury College. Four old
pupils have ta.ken their M • .A. degree with honors.
The fees :ne very low, being £9 9s. per annum for boys over 12 years, and £6 6s. for
boys below that age, if punctually paid. Last year 29 boys were recci ving free oduca ion at the school, and there were 18 boys in attendance holding schola.rships
given by tho board of (primary) education of North Canterbury.
Boys j.n the highest classes do Horace, Livy, Cicero, uns9en translation, Bradley's
Arnold, and continuous Latin prose composition; historical English grammar,
Chaucer, Shakespeare, etc., and English ess!},ys; algebra (to permutations) ; Euclid
r, YI, trigonometry; also French, science (inorganic chemistry and heat), and two
l)oy learn Greek.
The lowest class rc:uls Star Reader, Standard IV, and works the four rules, simple
and compouncl, of arithmetic. The greater part of the school time ii:! gi vcn to
Engli h, Latin, and mathematics.
There is al o technical instruction for selected classes in geometrical urawing,
bookkeeping, carpentering, etc.
One noticeable feature of the school is tho reclassification of the boys in each·sub.icct; so that a l)oy, for xample, may be in the III English, the upper I Lat:io, the
IV mathematics, ancl 6') on, 60 that no boy is discouraged because of his l>ackvrnrdn
in on s l)j ct.
Though tho chool c1'.1l. on many to the univer ity, of course the majority of the
boy l vc •atly for lm uw s; a.ud for them the rccla .. ification of tho school in each
u j .
h _ opio s Eu.,li h instruction, and the miscollancon classes (geography,
ra lll ' . Cl DC , hlJO ·k vpi1w) are c. lculate t give a thoron<•h
SOllUU educat.LOll
0
pr ·par tory t th ir di IT ·rent callings.
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The school bas its football tea1 s, its cricket club (with a good playing . groun,d),
five courts, aml swimming bath. Swimming is taught clm·ing the summer months
by a special instructor. Military drill and ordinary physical drill are taught ·by a
competent instructor. The cadet corps parades twice a ·week.
In September: 1891, two large rooms were opened for school use; one an ordinary
classroom, the other a chemica,1 laboratory.
There is a playground attached to the school.
New boys are admitted between 9 :30 a,. m. and 12 o'clock on the da-y before tlie
commencement of each term. Parents and guardians are requested to attend with _,,,
their boys at the time of a1)plication for admission. Forms of application may be
had at the school or Canterbury College. Boys are admitted at any age between 9
and 15. Applications for admission after tho latter age and before tlie former are
considered on their merits. In the case of boys above 11 a certificate as to conduct
is rec1uired from their 11revious school or tutor.
The fees are £3 3s. a term for boys under the age of -12 yearf?, and £4 4s. a term
for boys who have reachNl that age; but if paid within fourteen days from the first
day of attendance, they are £2 2s. and £3 3~_.;--respectively. They must be paid to
the registrar at Canterbury College. Before the withdrawal of a boy from the
school written notice of removal must be sent to the heacl master b.y the parent or
guardian, otherwise he will be liable for the fees of the ensuing term.
There are three terms in the ensuing year, each of thirteen weeks. The terms for
the year 1892 are as follows: First term, from Febrnary 4 t() May 4; second term,
from May 26 to August 24; third term, from September 22 to December 21. Each
term begins on Thursday. On the day before (Weclnpsclay) all candidates for admission must present themselves.
·
The school hours are from 9 :30 to 12 :30, and from 2 to 4 p. m. On ·wednesday and
Saturday there is a half holiday.
_
The school course includes the English language and literature, geography,
ancient and modern history, Prench, Latin, arithmetic, mathematics, natural science,
writing, dr~wing (free-hand and geometrical), bookkeeping and correspondence,
class singing and drill. Boys who are likely to remain at school only a short time
may with the approval of the head master, take science, shorthand, and drawing in
place of Latin. Greek and German will be taught to those boys whose pr.rents
desire it, if there be a, sufficient number. The bookkeeping class is intended for
boys about to leave for business. Singing is taught only to junior boys. Drill is ~
com1rnlsory for all boys not specially exempted. The work of some of the higher
classes is arranged with a view to matriculation and junior scholarships. For boys
who leave early for business, the school curriculum admits (subject to the sanction
of the head master) of considerable choice of subjects.
·
There is a, suitul>le workshop, fitted with exceEent lathes, joiners' benches, and tools,
in which instruction is given in carpentering, the use of tools, etc., out of school
hours. The fee is 5s. per term, and co~ers instruction for two hours a week. Boys
aro allowed to keep the articles they make, after paying the cost of timber when
apprecial,le.
Attached to the school are a playground, fives court, swimming bath, museum1 and
lending libra.ry. Swimmi11g is taught from 4- to 5 p. m. during the summer months.
'The cricket groun<l is on the association ground in Hagley Park south. Parents are
urged to encourage their boys to take part m all school games. The subscription to
the sports fund is 2s. 6d. a term for senior boys, and ls. for jnnior. There is a cadet
corps in connection with the school, under the direction of Maj. U. V. Richards.
Boys must wear the school hat or cap.
·
Exhibilions.-(1) Foundation exhibitions : Four exhibitions amounting to the school
foes for one year are open eacli year to those boys who do best in the annual school
examination. In awarding these exhibitions account will be taken of the age and
circumstances of the candidate, and of the likelihood of his proceeding to the uni-
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versity as well a,s of his place in the examination. (2) Governors' exhibition: The
board of governors of Canterbury College award eight exhibitions amounting to the
school fees, ancl tenable for three years, to t'lle boys who stand next in order to the
scholarship winners in classes A and B in the scholarship examination held each year
by' the education board of the North Canter bury district, provided these boys qualify
in accordance with the regulations of the board. No school exhibition will be
awarded to a boy holding any other exhibition or scholarship, if it would raise the
amount held by him above the value of a scholarship of the board of education.
School exhibitioners mµst produce to the registrar, at the close of each term, acertificate from the head master pf satisfactory attendance, conduct, and progress. The
exhibitions will be terminable at any time on an unsatisfactory report from the head
master. (3) Leaving exhibitions: An exhibition of £15, tenable for at least two
years at Canterbury College, is given to the boy who, in the university junior
scholarship examination, while failing to win a scholarship, is placed highest among
the _candic1ates from this school, in the list of those "deemed to have passed with
credit."

The following is the teaching staff:
Head 1naster:-c. E. Bevan-Brown, M.A., late scholar of Lincoln College, Oxford .
.Assistant masters.-B. K. S. Lawrence, late scholar of Jesus College, Oxford, B. A.,
New Zeala,nd UniYersity; J.P. Grossman, M.A., senior scholar, New Zealand Un~versity; W. Walton, B. A., late scholar Emanual College, Cambridge; R. M. Laing,
M.A., B. sc. (science master), senior scholar New Zealand University; A. Merton
(junior form master).
Part-tirne teachers.-0. T. Alpers, M.A., Tinline scholar, New Zealand University;
R. Speight, M.A., B. sc., senior scholar New Zealand University.
Drill inst1·uctor.-Maj. U. V. Richards, c. R. v., late lieutenant Eighty-seventh Fusiliers.
Glass singing.-Mr. H. Wells.
Drawirig.-The masters of the school of art.
Swimming master~-Mr. W. Garrard.
Registrar.~A. Crackroft Wilson, Canterbury College.
CHRISTCHURCH GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL.

The Christchurch Girls' High School was established in 1877, and is
managed by the board of governors of the Canterbury College. It has
an income from reserves and interest on money invested of £632 5s. 5d.
The teaching staff is as follows:
Lacly principal.-Mrs. Macmillan Bro-vm, M.A.
Asilistantv.-Miss C. Henderson; Miss M. Aikman, B. A.; Miss M. Lorimer, M. A.;
Miss A. Mills, M.A.; Miss E. Stevenson; Miss E. F. Ainsworth; Miss A. E. Tindel, M.A.
Class singing.-Mr. G. F. Temla11, Mus. Bae. Oxon. and N. z.
French crnd German.-Mrs. Lane.
Cooking.- Iiss S. M. Henc1erson, Miss E. Wilson.
IJr as cutling.-Ai s Keating.
a1isl1 cnic8.- faj. Richar<Js.
iri,,w ing.- Ir. 'arrul'(1.
' her ar thr e t rm. of thirte n weeks each. The tuition fees are as follows,
irl
ill

9,

$.

r , per term .. _...... _.... __ ..... _...... _...... ___ ... _.. . . . . 3 3
······•··· .. ·········-·-····--····-·····-··-······-···· 4 4
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If the fees a,re paid after the :first fortnight from date of attendance, they will
be£

s.

Girls under 12 years, per term.... . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 4 4
Girls 12 years and over.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5
Notice of remova,l must be sent in writing to the lady princ.ipal before the end of
the term in which a girl is leaving, otherwise the fee for the ensuing term must be
paid.
The sugjects taugllt are: The ordinary English ~ubjects; history, English ailcL
Roman; geography, physical and political; English literature, English composition,Latin, French, German, mathematics, botany, physiology, physics, cooking, dress cutting, sewing, drawing, class singing, calisthenics, drill, swimmmg.
Classes are held on Saturday morning for instruction in cooking and dress cutting,
and are open to girls from the upper part of the school.
Parents will, to a certain extent, be allowed to choose the subjects i_n which they
wish their daughters to be instructed.
Extras: Music taught by Mr. G. F. Tendall.
Reports of conduct, progress, and position in class are- sent to parents at the end
of every term.
·
Girls are admitted fr0m 8 years old and upwards.
There is a playground of half an acre, with lawn tennis, etc., attached to the
school, and luncheon rooms are provided for those who stay between 12 :30 and 2 p.
m., and also in the winter term tea or cocoa at a slight charge.
The school is a day school: but there a,re 1adies living near who take ·biarders at
£40 per annum, or £45 if they remain during the holidays.
·
The board of governors offers to the pupils of the school four exhibitions annually,
of the value of £13 and £12, according as the holder is in the upper school or the
lower.
In the first term of each year ther~ are also offer13d to girls who wish to enter the
school eight scholarships, four senior and four junior, of the value of £15 and £12,
respectively. Two of the senior scholarships and two of the junior are held for two
years, the others :for one year.

The following is a brief sketch of the origin and history of the school,
kindly furnished by the secretary of the Canterbury College:
The school was opened on September 13, 1877. During its early years the numbers
varied from about 70 to 90; for some years the number§ have been, as a rule) -between
140 and 150.
On the teaching staff at present, besides the lady principal, there are seven assistants, for the most part graduates of the New Zealand University, ancl six visiting
teachers.
·
The whole work of the school during each year is examined at the end of the year
by outside examiners, such as the professors of the college; the practical subjects,
also, are examined by experts.
The up11er classes of the school prepare for matriculation and the junior university
scholarship examination. Several girls matriculate every year, and since 1879 21
junior uuiversity scholarships have been gained by pupils of the school.
There are at present 23 ex-pupils at Canterbury College; 9 others, ex-pupils of the
school, have taken their M. A. degree with honors; 6 .have taken their n. A. degree.
The work of the highest and lowest classes is as follows:
Highest.-English: Grammar, Mason's English Grammar; Morris's Smaller HistOTical English Grammar. Composition: Essays on subjects from books read; correction of sentences, etc. Literature: Shakespeare's Tempest and Lear; Spenser's
Faerie Queene, first half of Book I; Morell's English Literatnre from Chancer to
Goldsmith. Latin: Grammar, Bradley's Arnold; Abbott's Idioms (Latin 1>rose

~
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composition at sig;t and prepared). Transfation: Virgil, JEneicl, Book vr; Cicero's
De Senectute; selections from Hora.ce's Satires and Epistles (Macmillan's Series);
selections from Cicero's Letters (Macmillan's Series); Scenes from Terence's Andria.
(Macmillan's Series); translation at sight. - French: Grammar, Bracket's Public
School French Grammar~ Bue's Idioms; French prose composition; French conversation; translatfon, Capi et sa Troupe (H. Malot); La Mare au Diable (George Sand);
Tartuffe (Moliere); Jeanne d'Arc(Lamartine); Au Coin du Feu (Souvestre); L' Ava.re
(Moliere). Mathematics: Arithmetic,· algebrn, Euclid, and trigonometry, as for the
- junior university scholarship examination. Science: Botany and heat, as for the
junior university scholarship examjnation. Optional stibjects: Oooking, dress cutting, swimming.
Lowest.-English: Reading (Royal Reader No. v), spelling, writing; composition
on sto:ries read; letters. Grammar: Definitions of parts of speech; easy l)rtrsing.
History: Gardiner's History, Part 1, from the invasion of Britain to the end of the
reign of Edwn,rd II. Geography: The chief divisions of the world, the general
geography of New Zealand. Science: Elementary botany and :physiology. Drawing: Elementary freehand. Sewing class, singing,_swimming, drill.

The school g~ve 16 scholarships at £15. Nine scholarships of the
North Canterbury education board were held at the school.
R.A.N(HORA HIGH SCHOOL.

The Rangiora High School is situated 18 miles from the city of ChristChurch.• It ·is managed by a board appointed by special act of parliament in 1881. Its income from reserves is £116 7 per year. -The munber of children attending the sohool is 31. The following is the work
of the highest and lowest classes:
Highest.-(One girl) La.tin, arithmetic, Eu'tllid, algebra, trigonometry, English,
French, botany, heat, as for junior scholarship examination of the University of
l{ew Zealanc1. Next form: La"tin-Public School Latin Primer; accidence ancl i:,yntax; translation, Crosar, De Bello Gallico, Book r, -chapters 1 to 29. CompositiouSentences. Roman Hi&tory: Smith's Smaller. Arithmetic: The whole subject.
Euclid: Books r, n, nr. Algebra: To simple equations and problems. EngliRh:
Ma.son's Outlines of English Gtammar; Stopforcl Brooke's Primer of English Litnature; Goldsmith's Traveller; parsing ancl composition. :French_: Bracket's Pnblic
School :French Grammar to exercise 24 (~pupils); Macmillan's First French Course
to exercise 30 (6pupils). English History: Gardiner's Outliues (Brunswick perio 11).
Geography: Rnghes's Class-book of Modern Geography (Asia). Science: Bota,ny
ancl physiology, Murphie's text-books. Drawing: Blair's Freelrnn<l. Series. Boo1·kc ping (some pupils). Shorthand: Pitman's Phonographic Teacher (a few pupil ).
Lou:est.-Aritluuetic: To weights aml measures. English: Morrison's Grammar;
parsing and composition; reading, dictation and s11elling; Star Reau.ors No. Y.
English History: Brief History to Brunswick period. Geography: Philips' First
~cograpliy (Asia a.Ull America). Drawing, mapping, writing. French: Ahu's First
l: rcnch Course.

r.rh chool gave free education to 2 boy·.
'fhe followipg i. a s11ort hi 'tory of the school, supplied by the chairman of the b al'<l of ,·overnor :
1 l~is c11ool ,a
a~1i. hcu 1,J, a11 act of 1.hc general a ~emb1y of New Zealarnl in
1iarlrnm n a scmhlc<~ rn the yc:ar 1 1, ancl mHlowc,l with :. grant of land compri ing
alJ ol 1 l!ly mv tcrl rn the Rangiora. High , d1ool, and the management
~ to ~ artl of g ,v rno , con i ting of 7 p<-rson , of wl1om one is tlle ruayor
11
b ·rng f th Lor<JUgh of Unngiora. by ·i ·tuc of hi office, two arc elected
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by the county council of Ashley, two by the board of governors of Canterbury College, and two by the boarcl of education for North Canterbury, such being a body
corporate with perpetual succession and a common seal.
The first meeting of the board of governors was held in the council chamuer·of the
borough on December 28, 1881, in compliance with an order of his excellency the
governor in the New Zealand Gazette, dated December 22, 1881, when i;he election
of chairman, the rules for couducting the business of tho board, and the ways and
moans were fully discussed and a~reed upon.
Tho board's application to the government for fur~her assistance in November,
1883, having failed, and the offer of a most desirable site for the school premises at
a cost of £600 having been submi_tted, the board's anxiety to see the school started
increased, whereupon an appeal for aid was made to the residents in the c!istrict,
which met with a he,1rty and libeml response, £280 being readily subscribed. With
this sum and $391, accumulated rents from the estate, tho board was enabled to pur- ·
chase the property offered and proceed to having a schoolroom built.
On January 28, 1884, the school was opened with an attendance of 15 pupils, under
the charge of M.r. H. E. Tuckey, B. A., St. John's College, Cambridge, as head master. 'l'he ceremony of opening the school W.'.lis ~ttended by a large number of _p eople
from various parts of Canterbu.ry, the proceedings being presided over by Mr.
Andrew Hunter Cunningham, the chairman of the board of governors, who had b een
indefatigable in canvassing the district to get the school started. The Hon. C. C.
Bowen, then the m~mber for the district in the house of representatives, and by
whose exertions the endowment for the school had been obtained, gave a very ~Lble
address, pointing out the advantage to be derived from the teaching in secondary
schools, adverting to the smallness of the endowment, but wishing success to the
high school of Rangiora. Several other influential gentlemen gave excellent addresses.
The school now passed through two years of varying fortune, and it had been contemplated to temporarily close it, when in March, 1886, the head master resigned
and was succeeded by the appointment of Mr. T. "\V. Rowe, M.A., senior scholar of
the University of New Zealand and exhibitioner of Canterbury College, 1883 and
1884, under whose able superintendence the school has materially improved.

There is a small high school at .A.shburton. Its income from reserves
amounts to £536 lls. 9d. _The highest work is that of preparing scholars for the university matriculation examina~ion, and the lowest work
is elementary. It has an attendance of 29 ptlpils.
There is also a hlgh school at .A.karoa. It has £215. 9s. 6d. reseryes.
This school is doing little work beyond that of an elementary school of
a hjgher grade. It has 14 pupils in attendance.
TIM.A.RU HIGH SCHOOL.

The Tim_aru High School is situated close to the beautiful coastal
township of Timaru, where there has been constructed a large breakwater, which enables vessels to lie in safety in the bay. It is the center of a very important agricultural district, and is the seat of the
South Canterbury education board. The rents received from reserves
for the past year amounted to £_1,525. The work of the highest and
lowest classes is as follows:
Highcst.-English: Mason's Grammar, Abbott's How to Write Clearly, Hodgson's
Errors in English (part), Abbott and Seeley's English Lessons for English people
(:part), Bowen's Studies in English, Shakesp~are's As You Like It, Macaulay's Fred-

•
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erick and Chatham, School Tennyson (Part 1v), Milton's Paradise Lost (Book 1),
and Early Poems. Latin: Horace, Odes, Book u1; Cresar's Gallic War, Scenes
(Colbeck) Cicero's Letters; Unseen, Livy, Virgil, etc.; Abbott's Via Latina; Simpson's ' Cresarean Prose. Greek: Xenophon; Euripides, Hecuba; Thucydides, Book
r; prose comp<>sitiol¼ various. Frenqh: Macmillan's Course, second and third
years; Lazare Roche (Bonnechose); Anecdotes Historiques et Litteraires (Lastner);
On ne saurait penser a tout (Musset). German: Macmillan's Course, first year;
Hauff's Stories (Mullin's and Storr). Mathematics: Arithmetic, Lock, etc.; geometry, Cuthbertson's Euclidian. Geometry; algebra, Hall and Knight; trigonometry,
_ Lock. Science : Blackie's Elementary Dynamics; Lock's Statics and Dynamics; Sandersons' Hydrostatics; Garnett's Heat; Reinsen's Elementary Chemistry; Howard's
Practical Chemistry; botany (Paul Bert). Geography: Longman's for Australas~ia.
History: Buckley's and lectures. Commercial class: Bookkeeping, Irish National
Series; shorthand, Pitman; Tot's Correspondence; indexing. Drawing: Freehand_,
model, geometrical, mechanical.
Lowest.-Gulliver's Travels, Longman's New Reader (No. 4), Blackwood's Stories
from English History, Abbott's How to Tell Parts of Speech, Petrie's First Geography, Star Arithmetics, Bue's Early.French Lessons, Paul Bert's First Year of Scientific Knowledge, Southern Cross Copy-books, Colonial Drawing Books (free-hand
aru1 geometrical).
Boys.-Cadet corps and junior drill; gymnasti~s, seniors a;id juniors; singing,
juniors.
GirZs.-Gymnastics and drill with Indian clubs, French wands, and dumb-bells;
plain and fancy needlework, and knitting; singing.

During the-year a school library was founded by· efforts made within
the school · itself. It now contains 200 volumes. A carpenter's shop
has also been established in connection with the school. It is intended
by combining carpentry with the work of the classes in practical
mechanics, mensuration, and geometrical and mechanical drawing, to
afford a certain degree of technical education, more ef!pecially for those
boys who do not take Latin.
All the candidates for public examinations during the year were successful. Five girls and 3 boys passed the matriculation examination of
the university. One girl passed the civil service examination.
The standard of the work of the highest class has been raised from
that of the matriculation examination to that of the junior scholarship
in the case of every subject. The middle of the school on the boys' side
has now cla • es in all the chief commercial subjects, and there are now
seven clas e doing regular work in seven various branches of science
a again t the former weekly lecture.
The head master has kindly forwarded the following note on the
school and its work:
This high school, estal)lishcd and constitutod under "the Timaru high school act,
1 7 ," and th am ndm nt act of 1882, was opened for pupils in February, 1880.
1' rom ltcbruu.ry, 1 80, to April, 1 89, the rector was Mr. A. L. Halkctt Dawson, l\I.
A: (bur ·a;r, prizemau, and graduate in honors of the Univcr ity 'of .A.b rdeen; sometun a iatau to th rn·of ·ssor of English and logic, Aberdeen; and English runster,
l:uli . collc •c, 1 11.,ourn .).
Tb · pr ·u ho·m1 ancl taff ar as follows:

Board of {}or nio,·a.-Th V nerable A.rchd aeon Harp r, M.A. (chairman); William
Bal.four, '1·; R Elwor hy, sq. ; candham 'illingbam, esq.; S. ,v. Goldsmith,
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,sq.; W. B. Howell, esq.; W. Priest, esq.; D. M. Ross, esq.; W. M. Sims, esq.; J. W.
licsler, esq.
Secretary.-Maj. Bamfield.
Head niaster.-George Hogben, M.A. (mathematical honors), formerly scholar and
prizeman, St. Catherine's College, Cambridge; gold medallist, Royal Geographical
Society; formerly mathematical anu science master, boys' high s9hool, Christchurch;
Lato inspector of schools, North Canterbury, New Zealand.
·
.Assistant Staff.-A. J. Mayne, M.A. (honors Latin and English), formerly junior .
scholar, University of New Zealand; J. H. Smith, M.A. (~onors Latin and Greek),
junior and senior scholar, University of New Zealand; M. H. Brown, intermediate M.
B. (University of London); Miss M. J. McLean, M.A., honors {Latin and English);
Mrs. Pearson (Cert. Victoria). Music, - - - . Drill and Gymnastics, Sergt. Maj.
Jones. Carpentry, R. Thyne.
The boys' anu girls' schools are quite separate; though for the sake of convenience
pupils of the highest class are taught in the same room.
'
'fhe school curriculum admits of considerable choice of subjects, and parents are
invited to consult with the head master as to the subjects pupils should take up.
The school has, besides the usual playgrounds, a gymnasium, a fives court, tennis
courts, carpenter's workshop, and a museum.
•
The fees are: Senior, £4 6s. 8ll. per term; juniors, £3 13s. 4d. per term. These a,re
payable at the secretary's office, in advance·. If paid within fourteen days from commenceme11t of the term a reduction of £1 per term is made.
In the case of more than two from the same family, a further reduction of £1 per
pupil is made for each pupil after the :first two.
Boys are received as boarders by the head master; fees for board, £13 per term,
payable in advance. Arrangements can be made for weekly or day boarders:
Parents who wish to send girls as boarders are requested to communicate with the
head master, who will assist them in making suitable arrangements.
Exhibitions.-The Cain ex_h ibition (£10 for one year) is awarded to that boy or girl
who stands highest in the annual school eX:amination and declares his or her intention of competing for a junior scholarship of the University of New Zealand. The
governors give free education to holders of education board scholarships.
The special features of the teaching in the school are as follows:
(1) In the teaching of languages, grammar and composition are subordinated at
first to the translation and comprehension of the lang'uage; the grammar is gradually lmilt up from examples occurring in the translation, and composition is taught,
not by isolated sentences, but by variation and imitation of the translation.
(2) In mathematics, and especially in geometry, as much use as possible is made
of the concrete, by means of models, etc.; in trigonometry the school grounds and
neighborhood are actually surveyed.
(3) All science is taught by means of experiment, the experiments and ol>servations being made by each pupil individually or by pairs. In mechanics and physics
generally as much quantative work as possible is done. The school possesses good
sets of apparatus for this purpose, as well as good physiological models, specimens
of natural history and mineralogy, and a good microscope.
(4) The pupils are all e:iwected to go through a complete course of drawing.
(5) The technical work ( carpentry for the seniors, Sloyd carpentry and Sloyd
cardboard motlels for the juniors) is made to fit in with the rest of work, e. g., drawing, mensuration, and applied mechanics.
'l'he numbers at present are:
Boys .............. - - ..•.....•......... __ ......• _••..••• _...•...••.. _... _...
60
Girls ....................... _...• __ ..••• _..••••.......••• __ • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
26
Total .... _.... _........ _................. , ..... _........••......... _. .
Last term 87. Average attendance, 82 to 83.
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'l'he work of the highest classes reaches the stancfanl of the junior schola,rship exandnation of the University of New Zeal::mcl, for which this year there are 5 candidates from the school. Last year 8 candtdntes'passecl the New Zeahtnd University
matric'l..tlation examination, 2 of them taking the junior scholarship ex::uninntion.
Five pupils are entering tho engineering department of Canterbury College at the
begiun.i.ng of the next session.
In regarcl to physical training, both girls and boys receive formal gymnastic training from an :instructor. The girls also have daily calisthenic exercises (Swedish
a,ncl French drill). Thern is a ca,det corps:i:mmbering 42. The boys also have senior
.:ind junior cricket and football clubs. Annual athletic sports and fives tournaments
are held. The girls have a games club for tennis and other games, and hold one or
- two tournaments in. each year.
W.A.I'.rAKI HIGH SCHOOLS.

The Waitaki High School was incorporated in 1878. Its income
from reserves ·amounts to £1,21!, 4s . .9d. There are under its management a high school for boys and a high school for girls. The boys'
high school is situatecL 2 miles north from Oamaru-the .White City of
New Zealand-so called because Jts buildings are of a white limestone,
and the girls' high -school is in the center· of the town. This town is
the center of a very rich agricultural district, and has a harbor constructed at considerable expense. The town is situ_r~ted on the coast
in the northern part of Otago, and it is beautifully laid out ancl is exceedingly healthy. There is a, boarding establishment connected with
each school. The work of the_ highest and lowest classes in both
schools is·as follows:
BOYS.

Hig7teat.-Latiu: Cmsar, Books I and n; Livy, Hannibalian vVa,r; Horace, Odes,
Book III; Smith's Principia, Pait II; Bradley's Arnold, all; Bryan's Latin Prose.
:Mathematics: Arithmetic, all; algelm.t, lfarnblin Smith's to quadratic equations;
Euclid, Books I to VI; trigonometry (Todhunter). English: Morris's Historical
Outlines of Grammar; Bain's Higher English Grammar; Macmillan's Sixth Reader;
Hewitt's 1\lanual of our Mother Tongue. Geography: Longman's Australasian
Geography. History: Buckley's English History. Science: Hooker's Botany.
Drawing: Frechnncl, with perspective and machine (two hours weekly). :French:
l\loliere's Misanthrope, Les Precieuses Ridicules; Macmillan's Second Reader; Char(lenal's Third Course.
Lowest.-Via Latina, Exercises 1 to 30; Pulllic School Latin Primer. Mathematics:
Arithm tic to interest; algebra to division. French: Chardenal's First Cor:.rse.
Drawin 17 : Freehand, (one hour daily). Science: Paul Bert's Introduction. English:
l\lann's English Grmnmar; Nelson's Poetry Reader. Geography: Petrie's Geography
with maps. Hi ·tory: Gardiner's English Ilistory.
GlltLS.

lli91tcst-Engli ·h: ~rn. on': Grammar, pages 73, 126, Lt-1, 171; 1rnrsing ancl :malysis,
,Julius · · ar, Tennyson's, 'hortcr Poems, essays, paraphrasing, composition notes.
Ady• n (l ( cholar hip) work: A.hove class work, an<1, in addition, Morri. 's Grammar
( cl' · n ), l'roo · ' !'rimer of En..,.li. h Literature, Pope's Es ·a,y on Criti ism,
Bac~n: ,1... a_ ' 8_, l'a~ac1i . Lo. t, nook n; 'hn.ucer's Prologue to Canterbury Tales.
Latin· l n ipia,_ I art I, 1~H'?"111ar_ Y •rhs; Part xv, ks ·ons and exercises; Partn rand
a 8 Inv ion of JJntam; cpos, Iiltiade , l'ausn.uia. ·, Aristides; (a.tl,·anced)
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Principht, Part IV, lessons and exercises, XXXIII to end; various, Sallust's Bellum
Catiliuarinm, chaps. xxxv1u· to end; Livy, Book u; Virgil's JEneid, Book I; Horace, odes, Book III; sight transfation. Arithmetic: Problems in simple interest,
com1)ound interest, present worth and discount, pr6:fit and loss, str,cks, mental arithmetic; (advanced) miscellaneous exercises on the whole subject. Algebra: Fractions, simple equations, problems involving simple equations; (advanced) Todhunter,
exercises x...xxr to XLI (involution to permutations and combinations). Euclid:
Book I, pages 29 to 48; Books 11 and III, deductions; ( advanced) Book VI; re-vise
over Books I and IV; deductions. Trigonometry: Lock's Trigonometry, pages 1 to
108; (advanced) trigonometry, pages 117 to 245. Mechanics; Blackie's Elements
(whole vrnrk). Chemistry: Miller's Inorganic Chemistry, pa,g es 1 to 107; problems;
(advanced) Miller's Inorganic Chemistry, pages 95 to end, group tests for meta.ls,
problems. French : Oxford and Cambridge grammar; (advanced) translations,
various. English History: ·william III to present date. Roman Hii:,tory: Elements ·
aml antiquities. Geography: British Emptre (Chisholm).

The following is a short history of the. schools :
The :first meeting of the governors of the Waitaki High School was held February
20, 1879. After much consideration, in July, 1879, it was decided to select as a site
for the boys' high school a portion of land set aside as one of the reserves, distant
about a mile from the town boundary. Thirty acres were allotted for school purposes, the remainder to be sold for revenue.
A bonus of £20 was offereJ. for the bes-t design for school buildings to be erected
in stone, the total cost when completed not.to exceed £5,000, the pres~nt portion to
be erected not to cost more than £2,500. Messrs. Forrester and Lemon, of Oamaru,
archit,ects, were the successful competitors. 'l'he contractors for stonework were
Messrs. Wilson and Rokburgh and for woodwork Mr. H. Sidon.
The foun<l.a,tion stone was laid October 12, 1881, by the Hon. Mr. Shrimski, u. L. c.,
by whom the bill vesting the endowments in a board for the purposes of secondary
educati on was intro<l.uced into parliament.
.
In January, 1882, it w as arranged through the courtesy of the Government that
the agent general associate himself with the 2 other commissioners for the purpose
of selecting a head master, 1 of them to be a professor of Oxford and Cambridge, the
other a professor of E<linbnrgh and Glasgow.
Mr. John Harkness, M.A., was chosen out of a great number of applicants.
In order to obtain funds for the erection of the building,µ, temporary loan of £3,500
was effected.
•
The schoolhouse is a large ::md handsome building of Oamaru..stone with an orna- mental frontage of 130 feet, providing accommodation for 50 boarders. It contains
three large dormitories; four class rooms, a master's common room, a· boy's dining
room and reading room, besides the accommodation of the rector's house. A portion
of the 30 acres has•been made into cricket and tennis grounds. A :fives court and
gymnasium have also been erected.
'l'he climate of the district is exceedingly good, being dry and bntci_ng.
The tuition fees are 10 guineas per annum; for brothers, 8 guineas; but scholars
from the primary schools in the county of Waitaki are at £4 10s. per annum; for
brothers £3 3s. per annum. The year is divided into three terms.
The position of second master at the commencement of tJie school was secured by
Mr. A. C. Gifford, 13. A., of St. John's College, Cambridge. There were 15 applicants.
Finan cial assistance was rendered the board (in onler to enable it to provide
scholarships) by the Hons. H.J. Millar and Robert Campbell, Mr. Shrimski,i\I. n. n.,
aucl by Messrs. J ohn Reid and George Jones, jr.
'l'he boys' high school was opened May 15, 1883, 19 pupils being in attendance.
In about four years the number had reached 62; the average attendance has been
about 40. Many boys from outside the district attend as boarders.
The Waitaki Girls' High School was established in October, 1887, in response to a
strongly expressed wish of the community that there should be a secondary school
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in Oamaru for girls as well as for boys. The Waitaki County council kindly granted
· the use of the county council building in exchange for the custom-house, which the
government had granted to the Waitaki high school board, the former building
being in a much better locality for the school. The government also gra.nted a portion of a reserve for a playground.
Mrs. Burn, who had for fourteen years been lady principal of the Otago Girls' High
School, Dunedin, but who had retired from that position in 1884, was offered and
accepted the position of lady principal. The school was opened October 19, 1887,
with 9 puplls, Mrs. Burn conducting it alone till the end of the year. In February,
1888, 27 pupils were entered on the school roll, and Miss Forbes, M.A., of New Zea. land University, was elected :first assistant.
·
,,,... The full high school course of study was then inaugura'ted. In 1889 the pupils
reached 47 in attendance and a second assistant· was appointed. At the end of the
second. year, 1889, one pupil was sent up for the_matriculation examination of the
New Zealnind University and passed. ,Orie was sent up for the Otago education
board senior scholarship examination and was successful in securing one of the
scholarships. In the third year, 1890, the number of pupils was 37. ln that year
the standard of New Zealand University junior scholarship was reached. One girl
was sent up for the examination and passed with credit, thus giving proof of the
high character of the work done in the school. In 1891 the school in common with
all the secondary schools in the colony suffered in its attendance, but still maint:1ined its character for high-class work.
The course of study includes English,_French, L atin, mathematics, science, drawing, drill, and class singing. Tuition fees are -£8, sisters, £6 per annum, divided
into three terms.
Both of these schools were established by act of parliament, the intention being
that they should form a, connecting link between the primary schools and the universities.
Although changes have taken pfo,ce in the teaching staff, both schools have been
under the superintendence of the same head teachers since their inauguration and
are still under the management of a board of goven1ors.
An endowment of about 2,000 actes was set apart by parliament in the county of
W aitaki for the purpose of the board. A considernu!e portion of the money borrowed
for the erection of the school buildings has been paid off out of the proceeds of
sa~es of portion of the reserves referred to.
OTAGO BOYS' AND GIRLS' IIIGH SCIIOOLS.

The Otago BQys' High School has all along been doing very good
work, and has seut out a very large number of youths who in their various walks of life have done and are doing infinite credit to themselves
and to the school. That is owing in no small degree to the zeal and
loyalty of fr. Brent a,n d the other able masters employed in the school.
The pre ent buildings were opened by his Excellency Sir William
J crvoi , governor of New Zealand, on February 11, 1885 and occupy a
most uitable and commanding position adjoining the town belt. The
plan of the building i that of a main central hall, around which are
groupe th crv ral cla. room . The central hall is 74 feet long by
43 f
in width and i' 30 fc tin height, with a gallery carried around
ho h :i
an ll(l.'. The several cla s room both on the ground and
· fl r _a~ v ry 'pa iou , 1 fty, arefully ventilated, and fitted
all 1 q u:1t . and ap lian e t suit their purpo es. The rlrawing
1 h b n n truct don the most approved y tern, and i fully
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furnished with models, plaster casts, and other materials of the art.
The science room is supplied with requisites for the teaching of practical and theoretical chemistry and metallurgy. It also contains accessories to the teaching of physiology. The mathematical school has been
excellently constructed for its purpose both as regards light and contrivances for demonstration. The gymnasium has been furnished on the
exact model of that at Aldershot, and ranks among the best equipped
in the colony. The grounds on which the school buildings are erected
cover an area of about 6½ acres; a large space around the school has
been asphalted, and is occupied by :five courts, tennis courts, et~. There
is also a large cricket :field adjoining the school grounds.
The rector's residence and the janitor's lodge are near the school.
The public of Otago are indebted to the influence and untiring efforts_
of Sir Robert Stout for having secured to them ~o suitable and so valuable a site for the boys' high school. The boarders' house, under the
superintendence of Mr. Morrison, English master, is situated about :five
minutes' walk from the school, and occupies one of the. :finest sites in
Dunedin. It is surrounded with recreation grounds covering an area
of about 7 acres with commodious play sheds and asphalt tennis court,
etc. The building was designed expressly for the purpose of a boarding institution for the high school boys, and the equipments are very
complete and in every way suitable.
·
The boar<l- of governors is incorporated under an act passed in 1877,
and consists of the mayor of Dunedin ex officio, two gentlemen appointed
by the go~rnor in council, two appointed by the education board,
and two appointed by the Otago University. The followi,!!g are the
present members of the board:
Rev. D. M. Stuart, n. n., chairman; Geo. Grey Russell, esq., honorable treasurer; the Hon. W. H. Reynolds_, M. L. c.; Rev. A.-R. Fitchett,
M. A.; Henry Clark, esq.; John Hislop, LL. n.; his worship the mayor
of Dunedin; Colin Macandrew, esq., secretary.
The staff of the school is as follows:
Rector.-The Rev. Heill'y Belcher, M.A., LL. D. (fellow of Kings College, London).
Mcisters.-Mechanics: Daniel Brent, M. A., Cambridge, formerly senior scholar of
Queen's. English: W. Buller Williams, B. A. (London and Bonn), honors in German
and English. Classics: M. Watson, M.A., Edinburgh, :first-class honors in Lit. Hum.;
Gray University scholar. Modern languages: Tho rector. Science: G. M. Thomson,
F. c. s. ·writing ancl drawing: Robert Anderton, first-class certificate in drawing
of the science and nirt department, South Kensington. Arithmetic and lower master:
John Macpherson, F. E. I. s. Assistant in the upper school: John R. Montgomery,
M.A.., junior uni ,crsity scholar, New Zealand. Assistants in the lower school: Vacant. Art muster: David C. Hutton, principal of the school of arts. Assistant art
master: David E. Hutton, assistant in the school of art. Gymnastics: John Hanna,,
late instructor Scots Guards. Manager . of the boarding house: G. M. Thomson,
F.c.s. Assistant: J. R. Montgomery, M.A. Janitor: John Wallace.

The school consists of two departments: (a) The upper school; (b) the
lower school.
The classification of subjects is such that on _entering the school a boy

/.
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is at no clisa<lvantage if he has not commenced the study of languages
or mathematics. His place is determined by his stan<lard attained at a
primary school, or by an equivalent test if he has not attended a pri- mary school.
"'
The upper school prepares boys for the university, for the learned
professions, and all public examinations.
Boys who are studying for the science degrees of the university, or
for the pmfession of e~gineer, or for any other calling in which a
· knowledge of Latin is not compulsory, may omit the subject of Latin.
The rector will always do his best to meet the special requirements of
boys whose school time is drawing to a close, .b ut in ordinary cases the
school curriculum is strictly followed. The rector can always make
arrangements for a boy who wishes to learn Greek.
Drawing is taught in all classes below the lower v class. The drawing school is ~onstructed on the most improved system, and fnlly furnished with models, plaster casts, and other materials of the art.
· The science school is supplied with requisites for the teaching of
practical and theoretical chemistry and metallurgy. It also contains
accessories to the teaching of physiology.
The mechauical school is constructed for its purpose, both as regards
light and contrivances for administration.
The gymnasium is furnished on the exa-ct model of that at A.ldersbot,
and ranks among the best equipped gymnasiums in the colony. Gymnastics, according to an approved course, form a part of regular school
studies. ~
.
.
The lower school is under· the immediate charge of the arithmetic
master, who is responsible for this depa{·tment, and in conference with
erector, pays close attention to all the details of man agement.
A. lecture is given weekly to the lower boys on :Physiography, heat, or
some scientific subject.
The boarders' house is specially fitted up for the accommodation of
boarders. It is situated about five minutes' walk from the high school,
occupies a fine position adjoining the towu belt, and is surrounded by
e_·tensive recreation grounds. The rooms are Jofty, well ventilated,
and arranged with a view to the health and comfort of the pu:r>iL, w110
are at all times under strict control and supei'intendeuce.
The fees per quarter are as follows:

.

£

s. d.

Ec1ucatiou .............•..... -··········-······························-·· 2 10 O
}'u11 board and education ................................. _............ ... 13 10 O
\Ye kly l>oarcl and education ........................................... ... 12 2 8

Th r i a cl1 lar ·hip tenab e only for boy of thi, school of "·hich
th r rrula ion·, tak ·n from the Ota.go ~uiverHity calendar, 'a~e gi\·cn

b lo ~... The tru ·t e ar th high. chool board. School fee are not
·]ir r-r
o an ' I o wh attain· mor than 50 p r c nt of the marks
nude l a th· ammal e.·amination for the ·euior proviu cial scholar·
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ships of the Otago educational board, but does not win a s<fuolarship.
Free boys, however, are charged 10 s. per annum stationery money.
GRAY RUSSELL SCHOLARSIIIP, FOUNDED IN

1882

BY GEORGE GRAY RUSSELL, ESQ.

REGULATIONS.

(1) The annual value of the Gray Russell scholarships shall be £40 and is tenable
for three years.
(2) The scholarships shall not be held concurrently with any other scholarships
· offered by the University of New Zealand or founded in connection with the University of Otago, or the Otago High School.
(3) The scholarships shall be open to candidates between the ages of 16 and 19
years, who shall have attended the Otago Boys' High School for at least one sc]10ol
· year immediately preceding the competition for the scholarships, and shall also have
matriculated at the University of New Zealand.
(4) The examinations for the Gray Russell scholarship shall be held previous to
the commencement of the session of the Otago University and shall be of the same
character and under the same conditions · in -respect of subjects and marks as that
prescribed for junior schobrships in the University of Now Zealand, and the scholarships shall be awarded to the canclidate who shall have gained the highest aggregate
number of marks, provided that he have obtained at least 40 per cent of the total
aggregate marks allotted to the subjects which he has taken up.
(5) Canclidates shall b~ required, at least one month before the date fixed for the
examination, to intimate in writing to the secretary to the high-school board the subjects iu which they desire to be examined.
·
The work of the highest and lowest classes is as follows:
Highest.-Latin: University scholarsb.ip standard-Livy, Tacitus, Cicero; selections for unseen translation; grammar and composition. French: Same standardselection fot unseen translation; grammar and composition. German: Sanie standard-selections for unseen translation; grammar and composition. Usually in these
htngmtges some definite book is selected for exact study. English: Same standardexact study of a play of Shakespeare (in 1890, .l\facbetll), anclof a piece of older English 1iterature (in 1890, Piers the Plowman). Mathematics: Geometry; Euclid, Books
I to VI, ·with exercises; algebra, to·the binomial theorem; trigonometry to solution
of triangles inclusive; mechanics, elementary, not involving a knowledge of higher
mat11cmatics. Science: Chemistry of the metals and non~tals; pTactical w;urk,
assaying, elementary metallurgy. Arithmetic: The customary complete course.
Lowest.-Latin: To and inclusive of the simplest forms of verbs. English: Reading easy analyses; paraphrasing; dictation. Geography of New Zealand and Australia. History of England, outlines from 1066 to 1688. Drawing: Freeh::md. Penm:mship. Arithmetic: To and inclusive of easy simple frr.ctions; tables and money.
N. B. -Gymnastics: Included within the weekly time-table.· .Junior classes attend
the gymnastic master twice a week; senior classes, once a week.

Free education was given last year to holders of scholarships from
the Otago education board and also to candidates at the scholarship
examinations who gain 50 per cent of the attainable marks. The number for the year was 37. Free education was also given to ·two boys
who held scholarships from the Auckland education board and to one
from the Westland education board.
Tile Otago Girls' High School was iucorporated by the same act as
the boys' lligh school, and is managed by the same board of governors.
The school is a substantial brick and stone building situated in Dowling street, Dunedin. There is a boarding establishment connected
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with the school under the management of Mrs. E. R. Mackay. The
following is a short sketch of the history of the school:
The Otago Boys' High School was opened in August, 186.3. About a week after• wards (August 11) an ably-written ieading article on the subject appeared in the
Otago Daily Times. After dea.Jing with the subject of the boys' school in a very
appreciative ma,nner the writer proceeds as follows; "The high school, however,
wants a companion institution. There is one direction in which we have attempted
little anc1 done less to promote the best interests of education and of families; we
mean in the provision made for the education of girls, especially after they have
arrived at· an age when it is unta,steful to their friends - and obviously unwise that
they s-hould remain in the mixed common school." Then follow some well put arguments in support of the proposal to establish a girls' high school and the article concludes a,s follows: "It is to be hoped that a high school for girls will be promptly
organized in Dunedin." A day or two afterwards, a letter appeared in the Daily
Times over the signature '' Paterfamilias," thanking the editor for his sensible and
well-timed article and suggesting that pressure should be brought to bear upon the
government to ta,ke steps for the establishment of the proposed school with the lea.st
possible delay. This was the first occasion on which the proposa,l to establish a
girls' high school in Dunedin was publicly discussed, and it is only due to the Otago
Dj3,ily Times that this fact should not be lost sight of, but before and after th~ publica,tion of the article referred to the subject received careful consideration from the
education authorities, and it was fully resolved that a girls' high school should be
established as soon as the difficulties that interposed should be removed; the chief
of these being inability to procure a suita,ble site and building for the purpose.
In the provincial council on November 4, 1864;:Maj. Richardson moved the following resolution, of which notice ha,d previously been given by Mr. Reynolds :
' 1 (1) That it is expedient to give encouragement to the education of girls beyond
that affordec1 by the ordinary district schools; and
"(2) That the govermneHt be requested to submit to the house during the next session some scheme by which this result could be obtained."
The subject continued to receive consideration from time to time, but nothing
definite was done until June, 1869, when o;n the motion of Mr. J. L. Gillies it wa,s resolved by the provincial council "that the government be requested to appoint an
honorary commission to determine the best site and scheme for a, high school, and
to consider whether it is expedient that provision should bo made in the same building for the teaching of girls as well as boys." The commission consisted of the following members: The Rev. Dr. Stua.rt (chairma,n), Mr. Justice Ward, the Hon F. D.
Bell, and the following memb~rs of the provincial council: Messrs. Reynolds, Turnbull, Mclndoe, McLean, Reid, Haggitt, Duncan, Gilles, and Mouat.
In atldition to other documents, the commission had before it a letter and papers
received from a committee ofladies in Otago, who greatly interested themselves in
tl1e propo -ef1 establishment of a girls' high schoo1. The l ate Mrs. E. B. Cargill was
prc:,itlcnt of the coml)'.littee, and Miss Dalrymple was its most indefatigable secretary. The committee expressed its deep obHga.tion to the ladies' committee and to
Miss Dalrymple, ancl embodied in its report a number of the rccommenda,tions made
to them. The commis:ion recommended that the rector's residence an<l boarding
e ta.1)1i:hment shoul<l be removed to another locality, and that the rooms to be
vacatc<l, to 6 tber witl1 such additional accommodation as might be found necessary,
·houl<l be occnpic<l as a. girls' high school, a residence for the lady principal, and a.
l)o:mling hon c for girls frotn a distance, and that the other portions of the building
hou1d be •nlargc<l a1Hl aclapted to the purposes of a boys' high school.
n the 011cuin r of the chool nuder Ira. Bnrn at the end of 1870 the several additions a~d improvement recommended by the commission were c~mplcted, and the
lucation boa.rel vas placed in apo ilion to open the girls' school a,ml to oi-ga.nize it
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in accordance with the commission's recomrp.endations. Mrs. M. Gordon Burn, formerly lady superintendent of Geelong Girls' College, was appointed lady principal,
and the following teachers were also engaged: Mis~ Macdougall (now Mrs. Neish),
fin,t assist3,nt; Mrs. Rhincl, resident governess; Miss Huie (nowMrs. Borrows), resident music governess, and Miss Bell (now Mrs. McGlashan) and Mr. Lees, visiting
music teachers. The services of Mr. D. C. Hutton as drawing master were secured,
arnl these have been continued ever since. Mr. G. M. Thomson rendered valuable
serYice for some years as conductor of the class singing lessons. It was also arranged
with the rector that the masters of the boys' school should give lessons in some of the
higher subjects to classes in the girls' school.
The prospectus issued by the board set forth that the object of the institution was
to impart to girls a thoroughly useful and liberal education, combined with careful
moral and religious instruction; that the ordinary course would embrace a thorough
English education, viz, reading, grammar, composition, elocution, history, natural
science, geography, writing, ancl-n.rithmetic, and also class singing, drawing, French,
and industrial work, and that competent teachers would be engaged.for music, singing
(private lessons), dancing and calisthenics, German, and other branches that might
afterwards be found desirable. The school was opened on February 6, 1871, with a
roll of 78 pupils. Hy the encl of the quarter there were 102 in attendance, and at the
close of tbe year there were 130 names on the roll, including 16 boarders. · It was
now found necessary to enlarge the school buildings both for day-school and for
boanling-house purposes. In 1872 the number enrolled was 125. In the beginning
of 1873 H was found advisable to discontinue the arrangements under which some of
the masters of the boys' school g1;tve lessons to the senior classes in the girls' school
and t.o transfer the services of Mr. Pope wholly to the latter. The number on the
school roll at the end of 1873 was 137 and the average for the year 126. In 1874 thea,ttendance had increased to 155, and the accommodation again became insufficient.
The number of pupil boarders had increased to 24 and want of room compel1ed Mrs.
Burn almost every week to decline receiving more girls. The board was therefore
under the necessity of again making considerable additions to the building. Mrs.
Burn had thrown so much energy and zeal into the performance of her onerous and
responsible duties that she somewhat overtaxed her strength and towards the encl of
1874 the board asked her to accept leave of absence for a few months. A tempo;ary'
substitute was engaged and the work of the f!)chool. was satisfactorily carried on.
In 1875 the average quarterly enrollment of pupils rose to 168. The number of girls
receiving music lessons in connection with the school was 77. As the upper division
of the school became more and more composed of pupils who had been trained in the
lower classes, a higher standard of attainment began to be reached than was at first
possible. In course of time the work devolving upon the lady principal consequent
upon the increasing number of day scholars and pupil boarders became so onerous
that, in response to her own proposal, the board tesolved to relieve her of the care
of the boarding establishment, so that her time and energies might be confined
solely to the superintendence of the day school. Mrs. Martin was accordingly
placed in charge of the uoarding house in July, 1876, Mrs. Burn giving up the occupation of the official residence. Mrs. Martin continued to preside over the boarding
department until the beginning of 1878, when the board of governors that had been
appointed under the high-school act of 1877 reverted to the original arrangement
and placed Mrs. Bum in charge of the boarding institution as well as the day school.
Under the board of governors the school continued to prosper as in former years,
the only difference being the occasional inability of Mrs. Burn's strength to bear
the strain imposed upon it by the energy and teal in the performance of her weighty
and responsible duties. With a view to reduce the strain, the board of governors
in 1883 resolved to secure the services of a highly-qualified vice-principal, who shoulu
also act as mathematical teacher, and Sb:: F. D. Bell and Prof. Siclgwick, of Trinity
College, Cambridge, were requested to make a suitable selection in the home counED
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try. Their choice fell upon Miss J. J. McKean, who entered upon her duties in
Nove:nibcr; 1883, and has ever since performed-them in a highly satisfactory manner.
In 1884 Mrs. Burn was compelled by the state of her health to resign the lady :principalship~ It is very generally' admitted that from :first to last Mrs. Burn performed the duties of her office with rare ability and with a de,otion and zeal that
could not be surpassed ana tllat under her suporintenclence the Otago Girls' High
Sqhool proved an uninterrupted success. The followfug is an extract from the
inspector-gerernl's report on the school about the time of Mrs. Bum's retirement:
"December 1, 1884:: The Otago Girls' High School, which I visited on 17th of September, reaintains its high character for efficiency. Mrs. Burn, who has conducted
it for so many years with distinguished ability, is about to retire."
MR. A.LEX. WILSON, l\I. A.

On Mrs. Burn's retirement the board of governors invited Mr. Alexander ·wnson,
to accept the rectorship of the girls' high school. Mr. Wilson had for many
years greatly distinguished himself as Englisl1" master of the boys' high school and
on the occasion of Dr. Macdonald's absence in 1884. had fulfilled the duties of acting
rector of the boy~ high school with much ability and success. Miss Bathgate was
at the same time placed in charge of the boarcling•institution. Under Mr. Wilson
and his very efficient staff the girls' high school has well 'maintained its high character in all respects. The average attend..'l.nQ.e has been 190.

M.A..,

,
BUILDISGS. /

On the remo-val of the boys' high schDol in February, 1885, to the new buildings
in .Artht1r street, the whole of the premises in Dowling street were given up to the
girls' high school.. The buildings are extensive and commodious and are situated in
a healthy and central locality, easily accessible from all parts of the city and suburbs. Tb.e main building contains a spacious central hall, in connection with which
aro-a number of class-rooms well furnished an.d adapted to the purposes of the
school. Ample and suitable accommodation is provided for the lady manager of the
boarding establishment,. the resident gover"ness. and a number of p1.1pil boarders.
The girls' bedrooms aro large, well lighted, and well ventilated, and are exceedingly
comfortable. Each boardl:'lr occupies a separate bedroom. There are six bathrooms
with shower baths and hot and cold water laid on. EV'erypossible requirement for
an institution of the kind seems to have been provided, and everything has been
arranged with a -view to the health and comfort of the boa.rdcrs, who are at all times
un<l.er strict control and superintendence. The boarding department is under the
direction of Miss Ba.thga.te, a bely of high character and much expe1·ience. The
recreation grounds cover an area, of fully 2 acres, very completely fenced, within
which there are tennis courts, a fives court, play sheds, a large and exceedingly
well-equipped gymnasium, etc.
·
The following is the teaching staff:
.Recfor.-.Alexander Wilson, M . A..
Vice-principal.-Miss J. J. McKean.
Tcachers.-English: Th rector and Miss M. J. Fraser, l\I. A. Fr nch and German:
The rector an<l faff. Latin: the rector and Miss F. M . .Allan, M.A. Mathematics :
Ii s J. J. IcKean. , ci .nee : G. M. Thomson, If. L. s. Assistants: Miss E. C. Little
and Ii
I. .Alves.
ra.win<r: Iis Fanny M. ·wunpcri . Gymnastics: John Hanna.
rs of c:.cfra subject1J.-.. h ·ic (piano) : Miss T. \\"'nite, faclame .Muller, liss E.
!'rat . 'in<Tin (privat le. on ·) : dis T. White.
·
Th 1J ardi119 tablislw c,tt.-Ln.cly mau' ger: Ir . E. R. ~fackay. J u.nitor: Al .·and rH y .
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The course of study for the present year is as follows:
SIXTH FORl\I,

E11g7ish.-Chaucer, Tho Nonue Prestes Talo; Shakespeare, Much .A.do; Milton,
Paradiso Lost, Book II; selections from proso writers, 1490 to 1684; Roma,n History,
The Later Republic; Ristorical English Grammar; Composition, etc.
Lati11.-Virgil, Gcorgics, Book 1v; Eneid, 1v, 11, 500; Cresar, Gallic ·war, Book
II; Livy, Siege Syracuse. Advanced section, in addition: At sight transfation, Livy,
Book 1; Horace, Ocles, Book II, part of Book III; composition, grammar, etc.
Frcnch.-Sanitine, Picciola,; Boielle, poetry; grammar, etymology, composition, etc.
German.-:Macmillan's First German Course.
Mathematics.-Arithmetic, the whole subject; algebra, to permutations and comuinations, inclusive; geometry, Euclid, division A, Books 1, II, III, 1v, VI; division B,
Books 1, n, III.
'.'frigonornetry.-Division A, Lock's Trigonometry; division B, Lock's Trigonometry, _
Chap. 1, XI.
Scicnce.-Botany :- The morphology and physiology of the botanical types specified
in the junior schofarsbip sche<l.ule.
Cheniistry.-The metallic elements; revision of the nonmetallic elements. The
senior tlivision have revised the whole of inorganic ehemistr!.
FIFTH FORM:.

English.-Selections from prose writers, 1684 to tho present time; Shakespeare,
Julius Crosar; English history, William lII to Victoria; geography, Australat:iia,
North aml South America; physical geography, seasons, winds, etc., mathematical
geography, historical English grammar, composition.
Latin.-(Class B), Heatly, Excerpt:1 Facilia; Ovid, Selections; composition and
grammar.
Fnmch.-Sans :Famille; composition and syntax ( Chardenal, Part II), accidence.
Mathematics.-Simple and compound interest, profit and loss, proportion (parts,
Stack's). Alge bra: Divisfon .A., to quadratic equations; division B, to fractional eq nations.
Geometry.-Division A, Books 1, n, and n1; division B, Book n; prepositions, 1-7.
Scicnce.-lnorganic chemistry; the nonmetallic elements.
FOURTH FORM,

English.-Relf's Sixth Reader, Miss Wood's Second Poetry Book; EnglishhistoryIlerl'ry vn, Charles 1; geography, North and South America, Africa, part of Asia,
mathematical geography, grammar, composition, etc.
Latin (beginners' class).-Accidenre, with exercises.
French ( class C) division !.-Children's Own French Book: Cbardcnal, part I.
Matl1ematics.-Revisal of compound proportion, decimals, percentage, profit and
loss, simple and componncl interest. Algebra: As far as simple equations and easy
factors. Geometry: Book 1, 1 to 23.
Scicncc.-Pbysics, Balfour Stewart's Primer. Chemistry: Introduction to Inorganic Chemistry.
THIRD FORM.

English.-Longman's Sixth ReaclorJ Ashby:s Lyrics; English history, William I to
Henry VII. Geography: Europe. Physical geography: Motions of the earth, et-c.
French (class D, begin11ers).-Accidence, with exercise; easy translation.
Mcithcmatics.-Vulgar fractions, practice, simple and compound proportion.
Scicnce.-Structure of flowering plants.
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SECOND FOR:i\I.

E11glish.-Longman's Fifth Reader. History: William I to Richard II. Grammar
a11d composition.
Gcography.-New Zeal_and, British Isles, and Continent of Europe.
French.-Chardenal's First French Course.
Arith1nctic.-Compound rules in
tables, practice, bills of parcels, mental arithmetic.

all

FIRST l!'OR:\I,

English.-Longman's Fourth Reader. History: Blackwood's short series.
Geography.-Australasia, chief oceans, seas, etc._ Physical geography: Explanatron of geographical terms, etc.
Grammar.-Simple analysis and parsing.
Object lesso11s.-Simple lessons on common objects with a view to subsequent compositiou on the subject of lesson.
French.-Chardenal's First French Course.
Arithmetic.-Simple and compound rules in money, simple problem~, mental arithmetic.
DRAWING.

Upper school drawing.
Easel work.-Painting in oils: Jars, drapery, and other objects of still life; :flowers
from nature; copies of heads. Painting in monochrome: Casts. Chalk clra wing:
Casts, drapery, geometrical objects, copies of carton heads.
COJ.JY book work.-Pencil drawing: Exercises in elementary perspective; Poynter's
"Outlines of human figure;" outline from nature.
.
Fifth forni.-PenciI drawing: Outlines /of geometrical :figures; shading of solid
objects; elementary perspective exercises; Poynter's :Free-hand.
Fourth forri;,.-Pencil drawing: Outlines of geometrical and other objects; Poynter's Free-hand; elementary perspective.
Thin1 form.-Pencil drawing: Outlines of objects; Poyntcr's Free-hand; Blair's
Outlines.
First and secondfol'ms.--Pencil drawing: Outlines, etc., from bfackboard.
Pupils entering this .school from the State schools are classified according to their
attainments in English1'l.nd arithmetic. Arrangements exist by which pu11ils wbo
up to the time of entering the school have confined their attention entirely to the
work of the standards may begin such secondary subjects as higher English, Latin,
French, mathematics, and science. At the commencement of each session a ~ginners' class is formed for Latin and French, and to any pupils who make exceptional
progress an opportunity is given later in the ses&ion of joining a more advanced
division.
Those who join the first form are expected to be able to read and spell fairly well
anu to know the four simple rules of arithmetic.
In connection with the science class there is a ful]y furnish ed laboratory supplied
with ap11aratus for practical chemistry, as well as with microscopes for hjgber botanical work.
Au art. tn<lio has been fitted up with tho necessary appliances (easels, model ,
pottery) and has 1,een placc11 under the charge of Miss Fanny \Yhimpcris. The att
co111 · induclc freeh:uHl, outlin , and perspective clrawino- and for more advanced
l)ll}~il ~ n~li in chal~·, mono<'l.1rome, ,vatcr colors, and ;ils.
uch pupils, besides
tlu tr pec·rn1 honr of m trnction, are allowed to work in the studio during certain
1
11 .n
f ~v •ry chool cl y un1lcr the supervi:ion of . . Iiss \Vimperis.
I~ ·ro 1 • 1 rg · and w ·11- quipped gyrnnn itun attachecl to the school ancl the
0 I
J>upll lm •
on '·cckly in gymna. tics. Too much emphasis can not be laid
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on the opportunity to girls attending the school of receiving a systeuiatic and complete physical training. In orcler to take full aclvanta,ge of the gymnastic trn.ining
it is necessary that each pupil should be provided with special gymnastic dress.
The school is provided with a library containing upwar<ls of 600 volumes of useful
and entertaining works, which is open to pupils on payment of an annual subscription of 2s. 6cl.
Reports are sent quarterly to the 11a.rents and are intended to assist them-in judging of the progress that hns been made by their children during the quarter.
At the end of the session, class prizes and certificates of merit are ,awarded to the
most distinguished pupils.
When any pupil has been absent, she must, on her return, produce a note signct1
by a parent or guardian explaining the cause of absence, and no pupil is allo,Ycd to
l eave during school hours without a note.
The quarter days are February 1, April 19, and September 27.
There are vacations of seven weeks at Christmas and of two weeks at midwinter.
The terms per quarter are as follows:

a

£ s

Day pupils (above first form) .......... ------ .... -----· .. ------ ____________ 2 10
Da;f pupils (first form).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1
Pupils who desire to take one or two subjects without entering for the whole
school course may do so at a fee of £1 ls for each subject.
Resi<l.cnt boarders (including laurnlry, but exclusive of day school fees ..... _ 10 O
Weekly boarders (without laundry) ................ ______ .................. 8 5
Day boarders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 10

Extras.
Piano:
Mrs. White (two 40 minute lessons.per woek) ................... _. _ . . . . . 2 2
i1ac1ame Muller ....,................................... : ... _........... .
Miss E. Pratt ...... ................................ _.................. _
Arrangements may be made for singing lessons.

The income of the Otago high schools, received from reser-ves and
illterest on money invested and on unpaid purchase money, amounts to
£3,145 13s. 2d.
THE SOUTHLAND HIGH SCHOOL.

The Southland Boys' and Girls' High Scho.ol is situated at Invercargill aud was incorporated by an act of the general assembly in 1877.
The board of governors consists of the mayor of In-vercargill ex officio,
tw·o -persons appointed by the educational board of Southland, and two
appointed by the governor in council. T.he following letter from the
secretary of the board contains a short sketch of the school:
The gfrls' school was established in the ueginning of the year 1879, with 57 pupils
on the roll. At this ti~13 the work of the school was carried on in a public hall,
pending the erection of school buildings. In 1880 a substantial brick building was
erected and a boys' school was opened in 1881, both schools being carried on in the
same building. These schools opened with 45 boys and 55 girls. Dnring the last
few years the district has been passing through a severe commercial depression and
the numbers on the rolls at the end of 1891 were 22 girls and 46 boys_. The number
has increased this term and it is expected it will steadily increase as the c]oml is
being removed and a more prosperous period is evidently dawning upon us-.
The staff of teachers comprises a head master, haying control over both schools,
with two a'3sistant teachers on each boys' and girls' side.
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In the girls' school the usual branches of a first class secondary education are
taught. In the boys' school I5arents and-guardians may choose between a classical
an<l. a commercial course. A well arranged chemical laboratory has lately been
erected, with comptete apparatus and chemicals, and instruction in this branch js
imparted to both schools ..

The work of the highest and lowest classes is as follows:
BOYS.

Highest.-Latin: Livy, Book xxn: Horace, Odes, Books II and n1; Bradley's
Arnold; grammar, prose, unseen translation. French: Racine, Athalio · Le Misanthrope; grammar, prose, UflSeen translation. English: Morris's Histor cal Grammar,
Brooke's English Literature, Shakespeare's As You Like It, Milton's Paradise Lost,
Bookn; composition, and essays. History: English (Ransome),Rome (Creighton).
Mathematics: -Arithmetic, the whole subject; algebra to the binomial theorem;
Euclid, Books I to IV, and the definitions of Books v and v1; trigonome'try, to end
of solntlon of triangl~s (H. Smith). Natural science: Roscoe's Chemistry of the
Metals; Tilden's Practical Chemistry, Heat, Mechanics.
Lowest.-Work equivh.lent to standard v of the primary schools.
GIRLS.

Hlghest.-Latin: Cresar, Books n and III; Bradley's Arnold, exercises 15 to 49;
grammar, unseen translation, and prose. French: Racine's Athalie, I\Ioliere's Le
Misanthrope, grammar, unseen translation, and prose. English: Morris's Historical
Grammar, Brooke's English Literature, Shakespeare's As You Like It, Milton's Paradise Lost, Book II; composition and essays. History: Ransome's History of England. Geography: Longman's Geography. Mathemat.ics: Arithmetic, the whole
subject; algebra, to end of quadratic equations; Euclid, Books I to rv; trigonometry, introductory chapters (H. Smith). Natural science: rtoscoe's Chemistry of the
Nonmetallic Elements. Plain sewing.
Lowest.-Work equivalent to standard. IV of the primary schools.

This school has an income from reserves and endowments amounting
to £1,038 Os. ld.
UNIVERSITIES.

The first university founded in New Zealand was the Otago University, founded and incorporated by ordinance of the superintendent and
provincial council of Otago in 1869. It was given power of granting deb ees in arts, medicine, a11d law, and received a large grant. of
land. In 1872 it received a further endowment to aid its medical school.
It opened in 1871 with 3 professors. It now lias 9 professors and 19
lecturers. The following is a 1ist of tbe pTOfessors:
lassics.-G. S. Sale, M.

A.,

Cambridge.

]Jathematics.-F. B. e 1. Giubons, 1\1. A., Cambridge .
. . '"atural p1tilo80phy.-J. hand, 1. A., LL. n., Al rdecn .
. . "atural scic11ce.-\V. almond, D. D., Edinburgh and. Glasgow .

..,1,cmistry.-J. G. Black, .1. A., D. c.: E"tlinburgh.
Eiology.-T. J. Park r, D. c., Lonclon, F. R ...
B11yli k lnnyuagr. a11cl litcratu,-e.-T. ilray, . r. A., E<liuburcrh.
lfi 71 raloyy.-G. H. Jc'. lrich, F. G • • •, graduate of thG oy7tl , chool of fines, Clanstnl Hartz.
•
11atomy a11dphysiology.- J. II. Scot, ,r. D., Edinuurgh
. E.

M:.

n. c. s., England

F.

n.
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The lecturers are as follows:
Gcology.-A. Purdie, M.A.
I!'l'ench.-A. Dallas, University Gallic.
Gennan.-'\V. B. Williams, B. A., London.
Juris1n·udcnce.-A. Holmes-, n. A., Oxford of the Middle Temple, barrister at law.
Law of propcrty.-'\V. A. Stout, n. A., I:L, n.
,
Conslitutional history and law.-A. R. Barcla.y, B. A., LL. D.
S~rgei·y.-William Brown, 1\1. A., C. l\I. • _
.
Practice of rnedicine.-D. Colquhoun, M. D., Londor;; l\I. R, c. P., Loudon; 11'.I. n. s.
s., England.
Pat!tology.-'\V. S. Roberts, l\L R. c. s., England.
Mi<lwifel'y and diseases of women.-F. C. Batchelor, M. D., Durham; M. R. c. s., England; L. R. c. P., L. M. Edin, L. s. :A •
.Mate,·ia meclica.-J. McDonald, L. n. c. r. ·a nds., Edinburgh; L. l\:L R, c. s., England;
L.S.A.

J1leclicaljiirisprndence and piiblic health.-F. Ogston, M. D., c. M., Aberdeen.
OJJh.thalmology.-H. L. Ferguson, F. R. c. s., Ireland; L. re Q. c. P., Ireland.
Diseases of children.-!. De Zouche-, M. D., Queen's University of Ireland; l\L R. c. s.,
Engfancl.
.
Clinical medicine and clinical surgery.-The honorary staff of the Dunedin Hospifal.
Metallnrgy, assaying, aruI blowpipe analysis.-D. Wilginson, A. R. s. l\L, F. c. s.
Applied niechanics.-J. Thomson, B. E,
Mine and land surveying.-M. Begg.

in 1874 it ceased to grant degrees and became affiliated to th~ New
Zealand University. It bas the only medicai school in New Zealand.
In 1870 a New Zeafand university act was passed. It provided for a
university managed by a council and a senate; a council of 20, of
whom 12 shall be laymen. The senate was to be constituted when
the graduates numbered 20, and should then consist of the graduates.
Colleges could be affiliated and . degrees in art, medicine, laws, and
music conferred. No religious test was to be administered. It was to
be a teaching body employing professors. If the Otago University
agreed to dissolve and give its reserves to the New Zealand University
the New Zealand University was to be established in Dunedin. Agreement had to be made within six months, but the New Zealand University did not meet in time to allow the agreement to be made. Ultimately it was agreed that the New Zealand University should be an
examining and scholarship and degree-granting body, and this agree- ·
ment was embodied in the 1874 act. Two royal charters have been
granted to the university-one in ·the year 1876 and the other in 1883.
These charters give power to confer the following degrees:_Bachelor
and master of arts, bachelor and doctor _of law, medicine, music, and
science. The universit,y is managed by a senate of 24 fellows, elected
for life. There is a convocation consisting of graduates above the
degree of bachelor, and all bachelors of two years' standing. It has no
legislative power. The senate and convocation alternately fill up vacancies in the senate.
The Otago University has very substantial stone buildings. They
are situated in Dunedin, on a considerable area of land. There are
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two main buildings; one contains a class room for the professors of
classics, English, physics, mathematics, and law. In this building
there is also a library containing several thousand volum~s. The offices of the university, with retiring rooms for professors, students, etc.,
are~lso placed there. In the other building there are a small medicine museum, dissecting rooms; a large chemical laboratory, and rooms
for the various medical lecturers on· science. - There is also in a separate building a large laboratory for the school of mines, and provision is
made for assaying and analysis of metals. There is also a museum oven
to the public which · contains a very fine collection of New Zealand
fauna and flora, metals, etc. It is managed by the professor of biology,
and he has his lecture rooms adjoining. The Otago Institute has also
a very fine scientific library.
The Canterbury College was founded by the superintendent ·and
provincial council of Canterbury and endowed by that body in 1873.
It is affiliated to the New Z.ealand University and has 6 professors and
· 4 lecturers as follows:
Classics.-F. W. ·H aslam, 1\1. A., late schol::tr St. John's College, Cambridge.
English language and literatiwe, hi.story, and political economy.-J. M. Brown, l\L A.,
late Snell exhibitioner, Ba11iol College, Oxford.
Maqiernatics andnaturalscience.-C. C.H. Cook, M.A., l::tte fellow St. John's College,
Cambridge.
'
·
Chemistry and physics.-A. W. Bickerton, F. c. s., Associate and late Senior Queen's
Scholar, Royal School of Mines.
Geology and botany.-G. \V. Hutton, F. G. s., C. l\L z. S;
Modern langiiages.-W. MitchclLClarke, M.A., Cambridge, Diplomi Univ., Paris.
Ji1rispriufonce and law.-W. Izard, M.A., L. L. M., Cambridge, Barrister-at-Law,
lnner Temple.
Music.-G. T. Tendall, Mus. Bae., Oxford.
Engineering.-R. J. Scott, M. I. l\L E., A. M:. 1. c. E.; E. Dobson, M. I. c. E.

The Canterbury College has substantial stone buildings, which contain also a very fine hall, in which its library is situated. In a separate
building there is a chemical laboratory. Under its control there is a
public library, and in it there is a reference department containing 8,527
books. The circulating library has 13,820 books. The public library
is in a separate building some distance away. Its museum is the best
in the colony. The building is a very large stone one and stands at
the entrance of Hagley Park. There is a school of arts, in which instruction i given in drawing and painting. This is in a separate stone building. There is also connected with it a school of agriculture at Lincoln,
wliere th re is a large farm managed by the students. It has the following taff:
LECTURERS.

~9ric11llurc.-Ya.cnnt.
licmi try, !JCl!lral, aucl pl1ylliolo9ical ancl 1>ltysic11.-G. Gray, F. c. s.
?<1f11ral <·i n .-E. ,vilkin. on.
l r t rin~1y 8ci 11re.-T. 1'. Bill, r. n . . v. s., Lomlon.
f 1m11c , lancl 8loTcying, nncl bookkec11i119.- . E. Adams, n. sc.
l.xamin ·s _i71 pmct'cal a!Jric11lture.-Jobn William Ov rton. Prcbuleton · ·william
Boag Burn ulc.
·
'
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The .Auckland University College was founded in 1882, and bas a
statutory grant of £4,000 per year from the colonial parliament. It is
affiliated to the New Zealand University, and has 4 professors and 1
lecturer, as follows:
Classics and EngUsh.-Charles Alexander Maclean Pond, B. A., London.
Mathcinatics.-vVilliam Steadman Aldis, M.A., Caml>ridge.
Chemistry and experimental physics.-Frederick Douglas Brown, honorable M.
Oxford ; B. sc., London, F. c. s.
Biology ancl geology.-Algeron Phillips Withiel Thomas, Ill. A., Oxford; F. L. s .
..illusic.-Carl Schmitt. ·

A.,

It is the only university college that has a professor of music.
The .Auckland College has been rather at a disadvantage for buildin gs. It has two separate buildings, but these are, it is hoped, only
temporary structures. .As soon as the university is in..funds no douLt
new and more suitable buildings will be erected.
MATRICULA'l'ION .A.ND JUNIOR SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATIONS.

In order to ascertain the standard of education of secondary schools,
it will be necessary t<? set out the matriculation and junior scl19larship
examinations. Secondary schools generally compete with each other for
these scholarships, or, if they fail in scholarships, to obtain a pusition
for their pupils in the list of merit.
The subjects for the matriculation examination are as follows:
1. English: Grammar and composition, with pr6cis-writing.
2. Arithmetic: Fundamental rules, vulgar and decimal fractions, proportion, and
square root.
3. Algebra: To simple equations inclusive, with easy :problems.
4. Euclid: Books I and II.
5. Latin: Translation at sight of easy passages from Latin into English; translation of easy passages from English into Latin, and questions on grammar.
6. Greek: As in Latin.
7. French: As in Latin.
8. German: As in Latin.
9. History: History of England, from the accession of William III to the accession of Victorin,.
10. Geogrnphy: Political and physical.
11. Elementary mechanics: The elements of statics, dynamics, and hydrostatics.
12. Elementary physics: Heat, sound, light, and electricity.
13. Elementary chemistry: The nonmetallic elements ancl the atomic theory.
14. Elementary biology: (The papers will contain questions on both zoology and
· botany, but candidates will not be required to answer questions in more than ono
of these subjects.) Zoology.-Elements of animal physiology. Botany.-Elements
of the morphology of flowering plants, including the main characteristics of the
chief native and introcluced natural orders.
Every candiclate shall be required to pass in at least seven subjects, except those
who take Latin or Greek, who shall be required to pass in six subjects only. Every
candidate shall be required to pass in English, arithmetfo, and at least one of the
following languages: Latin, Greek, French, German.
I. The junior scholarships shall be open to candidates who are between tbe ages
of 16 and 19 on December 1 in the year in which they offer themselves for examination, and who have matriculated, and who 4ave not carried on their studies at any
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university college or university; and each scholarship shall be tenable for tbree
years, except as herein otherwise provided.
II. Candidates fqr junior scp:olarships must state the schools at \\'hich they haYe
been educ::tted during the previous five years.
III. Tllo junior scholarships shall be awarded at an examination to be hold annually at tho same time as the ma:triculation examination; and shall depend upon compa.rative exccllcnc.e in any number (not ~xceeding five) of the following subjects: (1)
Latin; (2) Greek; (3) English; (4) F:rench; (5) German; (6) l\Iathematics ; (7)
History aml geog_raphy; (8) Natural and physical science. The time allowed for
each paper set in these subjects shall be three hours ..
The following shall be the papers set: ·
(1) Lati:u-:
(a) The matriculation paper, in which shall be set, for canc1iuatcs for junior schofarships only, additional and more difficult questions in
grn,mmar.
(b) Trn.:nslation at sight from- and into Latin, including at least one
piece of simple llistorical narratfre; for translation into Latin
prose, and questions on history to the death of Augustus, and on
antiquities.
(2) Greek:
- (a) Tho matriculation paper, in which shall be set, .for candidates for junior scholarships only, additional and more difficult questions in
grammar.
· (b) Translation at sight from and into Greek, and questions on history
to the fall of Corint:h, and on antiquities .
. (3) English:
(a) The matriculation paper.
(b) Paraphrase, illustration, and explanation of passages selected from
the works of any of th~ standard· English writers; general questions on etymology, grammar, and the use of words; also a short
essay on some ea,sily understood subject.
(4) French:
(a) The matriculation paper.
(b) Translation at sight from and into French of a more difficult kind
than tho exercises set in the matriculation paper.
(5) German:
(a) The mat:i;icuhtion paper.
(b) Transln,tion at sight from and into German of a, more difficult kind
than the exercises set in the matriculation paper.
(6) :Mathematics:
(a) Arithmetic tthe whole subject) and algebra to quadratic equations
inclusive; also ratio, proportion, variation, the progrcssionsdicrmntations, ancl combinations.
(b) Euclid, Books r, rr, III, 1v, and VI, and plane trigonometry to solntion
of triangles, inclusive, with easy transformations and examples.
(7) History anc1 geography:
(a) 'Iue matriculation paper on bi story (seep. 4.0).
(b) The matriculation paper on g ography (seep. 4.0) .
( c) A P,a!ier on outl_incs of the History of Englan<l from the accession of
Lhzaheth, withe. 1) ·cial reference to the colonic ancl on geogrnpl1:,-, l)Oliticul a11cl llhysi al.
'
(8) .. a nral :rncl pby ·ital :C'ic·ncc . Any two of the followinrr ·
(a) hem~ tx •. 'l h · cllicf php;ical an<l ch micn,l cha~;ctcrs of the follo ~· 111 "' ·1 m ·uts, aud of their more importaut onipouud : Oxyg ·n, 11 •ilro,,. ·n, ·;n:~on, llitrogcn, cl1lrniuc, l,romi nc. iocline, fluo-
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rine, sulphur, J)hosphorns, silicon, sodium, potassium, calcium,
ruagnesinrn, zinc, aluminium, iron, manganese, chromium, lead, silver, copper, mercury, tin, gold, platinum. The laws of chemical
combination. Equivalents. The atomic theory. Atomic values
(Yalency). Tne general 'nature of acid, bases, ::mcl salts. The
elements of qualitative analysis.
··
(b) :Magnetism and electricity: Pro.per ties of magne~s. Magnetic field.
1\lngnetic induction. Magnetic Jaws and units. Elementary facts
of terrestrial magnetism. Electrical attraction and :repulsion:
Conduction and insula.tion. Electrostatic induction. Distribution ·of ,electricity on conductors. Simple electrostatic law~.
Electrostatic units. Friction machines. Condensers. Common
forms of ,oltaie batteries. Heating, chemical, and magnetic .
effects of electric currents. Electromagnetic units. Galvanometers. Ohm's law and its simple ap1)licatiom;. Measurement of
rcsistn,nce and of electromotive force.
(c) Sound :111d light: Production andpro-p agation of sound. Intensity. ·
Pitch. Quality. Velocity of sound in uniform media. Reflection of i,-;ouncl. Vibrntion of strings; anclofthe airin pipes. Resonance. Beats. The diatonic scale. Production and p·ropagation
of light. Pho±om~tr.y. ·velcicity of light, and modes of determining it. Reflection and refraction. Formation of images by
plane and spherical mirrors, and by simple lellses. The prismatic
HJ)cctrum. Optical instruments and vision.
(d) Heat: Expansion of solids, liquids, and gases. Theimometry.
Liquefaction and solidification. Vaporization and condensatign.
Properties of vapors. Hygrometry. Latent heat. Specific beat. ·
. calorimetry. Conduction. Convection. 'l'he mechanical equivalent of heat.
( e) E]emenfa1ry mechanics of solids and fluids: Composition and resolution of statical forces; mechanical powers; ratio of the power to the weight in each; center of gravity; laws of motion; laws of
motion of falling bodies; hydrostatics.
(f) Botany: (1) The morphology, histology, physfolog_y, and life history
of saccharomyces, bacteria, protococcus, closterium, spirogyra,
pcuicillium, mucor, saprolegnia, peziza, agaricusta fucoid, nitella
(or chara), marchantia, a moss, a fepJ., pinus, and the beam plant.
(2) Tbe general morphology and classification of angiospermous
fio,,ering plants, with especial reference to the following natural
on1crs: Orchide::e, liliaccre, graminem, scrophu]ariu.ero, boragine::e,
ericacc::e (including epacride::e), composit::e, rubiacere, umbe1liferre,
onagrarie::e, rosacero, leguminosro, malvace::e, caryophyllem, cruciform, and ranunculacem; the modification of roots, stems, leaves,
etc., to different purposes; parasitism; fertilizn,tion ofilowcrs and
modes of dispersion of seeds.
IV. Tho junior scholarships shall be awarded to those candidates who shall have
obtained tl10 highest aggregate of marks in any number not exceeding five of the
subjects prescribed in Section III of the statute, and to such ~bjccts the values
giYcn in the s~hedule hereunto appended shall be assigned: P1·ovided, That for the
purpose of awarding junior scholarships, no marks shall be counted in any subject
in which the candidate shall have obtained less than one-fifth of the value assigned
to th}1t subject.
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SCHEDULE,

Maximum rnark8 of subjects fm· jiinim· scholarship examination.
1. Latin ............................... __ .. ___ ..... __ .. ____ . __ ... ___ .... __ .. 1, 500
2. Greek ....... ___ .... __ . : .. ___ ... _.... _... ___ ..... ~ .. __ ........ __ ..•.... __ . 1, 000
3. English._ ................ ~ ............................... _............... 1, 000
4. _French ...... _...................... __ ..... _............... ....... _.. . . . .
750
5. German .... ________ ...... ______ ........ ____________________ ...·.__________
750

6. :Mathematics ................... _............. _............. ___ . _...... _.. 1, 500
750
7. History U)ld geography ..... •... _................ _........ _.... ___ ..... _..
8. Science ................................... _..... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000

V. As soon as possible after the holding of the junior scholarship examination, a
list in the order of merit shall be published of those who have obtained the scholarslnps; and also a list of those who, having failed to obtam a scholarship, have yet
outained three-fourths of the number Qf marks obtained by the candidate who
stands lowest in the list of junior scholars; and those who obtain this proportion of
m:arks shall be deemed to have passed with credit. The names of all the candidates,
and the marks they have obtained in the several subjects, shall be published in order
of merit.

The examinations for the l{ew Zealand University are partially conducted iu New Zealand and partially in England. A.11 the examinations for degrees in law and medicine are held. in the colony, and the
examinations for degrees in arts and science are held in England. The
following is the .p resent list of e,xaminers:
.A..-Arts and science.

Latin arid Greek.-J. S. Reid, esq., l\:I. A., Caius College, Cambridge.
EngHsh.-Appointment not yet decidecl.
Frcnch.-M. Jules Bue, Talorian teacher, University of Oxford.
Germa11.-Prof. Althaus, P.H. D., University College, London.
H istory and Political Economy.-F. York Powell, esq., Christchurch, Oxford.
Juri spruclence and constitntional history.-Prof. W. A. Hunter, l\I. A., LL. D., l\L P.,
London .
Mathematics and rnathematical physics.-E. J. Routh, esq., D. sc., F. R. s., Cambrid ge.
I'hyRical science.-Principal Garnett, Newcastle.
Clicmistry.-Prof. T. E. Thorpe, rH. D., B. sc., F. R. s, Leeds.
Biology andzoology .-Prof. G. B. Howes, F. L. s., F. z. s., Normal CoJlcge of Science,
South K nsington.
Bot(my.-Prof. I. Bayley Balfour, Edinburgh.
Gcology.-Prof. A.H. Green, M.A., F. R. s., Oxford .
.A11atomy.-Appointment not yet decided.
J>/iy.9iology.--Appointment not yet decided.
Mental science.-Prof. Antlrcw Seth, 1\1. A., St. Andrews.

.

B.-Law .

JuriRpl'llc1cnc.c, co nstitutional ltisto1'y, and principles of lcgisla tion.-Prof. W . .A. TTnnter,
Lon<lon.
R_oma11 lmr, i11tel'l1alic11al law, and co11jlict of laws.-Appointmeut not yet decided.
on tract and torllf.-,J. ... facGrq;or, c q., , I. A., Dunecliu.
I: al an<l 11treo11al 11rozu.,.ty.-C. II.' ripp, e q., .1. A., 'l'imaru.
E ·il , cc.-J . A. Tol , Auc·kland.
iri inal la10.- . '. Irutin, e q., hri tchurch.

,1. A., LL. D., )1.1'.,
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Equity.-F. Fitchett, esq., M.A., LL. D., Dunedin ..
Stalnte law.-J. vV. Salmond, esq , 1\:1. A., Temuka,.
Practice and p1·ocedn1·e.-C. J. Foster, esq., LL. D., Christchurch.
C.-Medicinc.
Physics and inorganic chernist?-y.-Prof. D. F. Brown, M.A., Auckland.
Biology.-Prof. A. P. W. Thomas. l\L A., F. L. s., Auckland.
Organic chemistry and practical chemistry.-Prof. J. G. Black, M. A., B. sc., Dunedin,
and J. R. Don., esq, 1\:1. A., B. sc., Dunedin.
Anatoiny.-Prof. J. H. Scott, .i\L D., M. R. c. s., England, F. R. s. E., Dunedin, and L.
Barnett, esq., M. D., c. M., L. R. c., P. s., Dunedin.
Physiology.-Prof. J. H. Scott, l\L D., M. R. c. s., England., F. R. s. E., Dunedin, and
D. Colquhoun, esq., l\I. D., L. R. c. P., London, M. R. c. s., England, Dunedin.
Pathology.-W. S. Roberts, esq., l\L n. c. s., England, Dunedin, and F. H. Jeffcoat,
esq., M. n., c. M., Dunedin.
Materia medica.-l. de Zouche, esq., M. D., Dunedin, and E. Vv. Alexander, esq.,
M. R. c. P. s., Dunedin.
Surgery.-W. Brown, esq., M. n., c. M., Dunedin, and W. E. Collins, esq., M. n., 1\I.
n. c. s., Wellington.
Medicine.-D. Colquhoun, esq., M. D., L. R. c. P. 1 Lon<l<'·1, :vr. R. c. s., England, Dune-din, and 1!'. Fell, esq., M. n. c. s., L. R. c. P., London, Weliington.
Midwifery and diseases of wornen.-F. H. Jeffcoat,- esq., M. B., c. M., Dunedin, and "\V.
Fell, esq., M. R. c. s., L. R. c P., Lo!!_don, Wellington.
Mcclical j'urisprndence and public ltealth.-E. Ogston, esq., M. D., c. M., Dunedin, and
F. Truby King, esq., M. n., B. sc., Dunedin.
D.-Music.
Physics.-Prof. F. D. Brown, M.A., Auckland.
Harrnony.-J. Fred. Bridges, esq., Mus. Doc., London.
History of music.-G. F. Tenda 11, esq., Mus. BAc., Christchurch.
A.-Matriculation and medical preliminary,

'

Latin.-Piof. Pond, B. A., Auckland.
Greek.-Prof. Pond, B. A., Auckland.
English.-Mra. Evans, M.A., Nelson.
French.-Rev. C. Turrell, M.A., Christchurch.
Gerrnan.-W. M. Clarke, esq., M.A., Christchurch,
.Aritlnnetic.-Prof. Shand, M.A., LL. D., Dunedin •
.Algebra.-Prof. Cook, M.A., Christchurch.
Euclid.-Prof. Aldis, M.A., Auckland.
History.-Prof. J.M. Brown, M.A., Christchurch,
Geogrnphy.-Prof. Gilray, M.A., Dunedin.
Physics.-Prof. Shand, M.A., LL. D., Dunedin.
Chernistry.-Prof. F. D. Brown, M.A., Aucklantl.
Mcchanics.-Prof. Cook, M.A., Christchurch.
Biology.-Prof. Parker, B. sc., F. R. s., Dunedin.
B.-Junior scholarship8.
Lalin.-Prof. Pond, n. A., Auckland.
Greek.-Prof. Pond, B. A., Auckland.
English.-11rs. Evans, M.A.¥, Nelson.
French.-Rev. C, Turrell, M.A., Christchurch.
German.- W. M. Clarke, esq., l\I. A., Christchurch.
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Plrysics.-Prof. Sli.·md, 1\1. A., LL. D., Dunedin.
Chemistry.-Prof. F. D. Brown, 1\1. A., Auckland
Mech(!:nics.-Prof. Cook, M.A., Christchurch.
Matlwniatics.-Prof. Cook, 1\1. A., Christehurch.
GeC'graphy and history.-Prof. Gilray, M.A., Dunedin.
Botany.-Prof. Parker. n. sc ., F. R. s., Dunedin.

There are on the university roll tbejollowing who have become graduates by examination:
Bachelors of arts .............•••••.... ~ ............................. . ..... .
Bachelors of science ...................................... ................. .
Bachelors of laws ..........................·................... ............ .•
Bachelor.s of medicine and surgery ........................ ................ . .
Masters of arts ........................ . ~- ..•.•••..........•... ......•.... .•
Doctors of laws ........-................•...--: .......................·...... .. .
Doctors of me(1icine .............· ................................. ........ . .

187
11

20

14
114
2
4

The following graduates have been admitted ad eicndeni gmdimi :
Bachelors of arts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bachelors of science ........................ ·...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11:1.sters of arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bachelors of medicine .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Doctors of medicine . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . •
Bachelors of laws ...... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... ....
Doctors of laws. : ................................................... . . . . . . . •
Bachelor of music . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

29
2
65
3
16
2
3
1

The present fellows of the New Zealand University are Rev. J. C.
Andrew, M • .A.. (vice-chancellor); Hon. C. C. Bowen, M. L. c.; F. D.
Brown, M.A., B. sc., Oxon; J.M. Brown, l\f. .A..; C.H. H. Coop, M.A.,
Rt. Rev. W. S. Cowie, D. n.; F. Fitchett, LL. D., M • .A..; J. Giles;
Hon.1\1. S. Grace, M. L. c., l\_LD.; Rev. W. J. Habens, B. A.; James
Hay, M • .A.., LL. B.; Sir James Hector, R. c., M. s., M. D. (chancellor) ;
Duncan Macgregor, M.A., M. B.; W. D. - - - , M . .A.., LL. n.; Sir George
M. O'Rorke, Knt., B. A.; Rev. J. Paterson; His honor, Sir J. Prendergast, Knt. Chief Justice, B. A.; Most Rev. F. Redwood, D. D.; Hon.
Wm. Rohlerton, B. A.; J. S. Sale, M. A.; Rev. W. Salmond, D. D.; J.
Halliday Scott, l\L D.; John Shand, LL. D., M. A.; Hon. Sir Robert
Lunt, R. c. 1\1. s.
·
The. e fellows constitute the governing body of the university.

CHAPTER HI.
EDUCATION IN FRANCE. 1

1.-Brief conspectus of the state systeni of education and operations in 1890-91,
II.-Tli eprog1·ess of prirnary schools since Guizot's law, 1833. Translation from,
.La Population Fran9aise par E. Levasseiir.
PART III.-Higher primary and classical schools of France.
PART

PART

CONSVLTED.-Statistique del'enseignement prirnaire, 1886-87.-L'enseignement secondaire, 1865, 1887.~.L'enseignement superiew·, 1878~8.-Recueil des monographies
peclagogiques, Tomes I, II.-Resume des Etats de situation de l'enseignement, 1889-90,
1890-91.-Rapports sur le budget general de l'exeroice, 1892-93.-Service de l'instruction publique, par Charles Dupuy.-L'enseignernent p1·imail'e public a Pa1·is, par E,
Duplan, Tonie Il.-Reviie In.ternatipnale de l'enseignement, Angust 15, 1888.-Files of
tlie Bulletin adniinistratif.-Plans d'etudes ~t progra1;imes de l'enseignement secondaire classique et 1noderne.

MATERIAL

•

PART

I.

BRIEF CONSPECTUS OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AND OPERATIONS
IN 1890 AND 1891.
[France : R epublic; area, 204,092 square miles; popufation (census, 18!)1), 38,218,903.)

The public system of education in France comprises all grades of
scholastic institutions, primary, secondary, and superior, which derive
their support from S:tate and local appropriations. Authority over
these is vested in a cabinet officer, tb.e Minister of Public Instruction
and Fine Arts,2 who exercises his control through a large body of
officials _appointed by himself or by the President of the Republic in
advice with the minjster. These officials belong either to the central
ministry or to the local subdivisions, i. e., acaclernies (17 in number).
Each of the three grades of instruction constitutes a dis_tinct department of the system under the charge of a director 3 who ranks next in
authority to the minister. While the operations of each department
1

By A. Tolman Smith, specialist in English, French, and Belgian school systems.

2

:M. Leon Bourgeois held this portfolio from March 17, 1890, to December 6, 1892.

At the latter date M. Charles Dupuy was appoi11ted to the position, and at the same
timo the Ministry of Worship, formerly combined with that of justice, was transferred to his province.
3
M. Louis Liard is director of superior instruction; M. Babier, of secondary; M.
F. Buisson, of primary.
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are regulated by laws and deQrees sp.ecial to itself, nevertheless each
acacl6niie forms an administrative unit, the academic chief, i.e. rector,
being the virtual head of all -the public institutions of his acadeniie.
He is the sole intermediary Letween the winister and the superior
institutions (fcwultes); but for the service of secondary and primary
instructiou there are also genep,a,l inspectors who report immediately
to the minister.
The minister is assisted by the superior council of public instruction,
a,representative body of 60 members, three-fourths of whom are elected
by tlleir peers from the various orders of public instruction; the .re- matnder -being appointed by the President. T~e council is not only an
advisory, but also a judicial body, being the final court of appeal in
certain cases of contention; -as, for example, cases of the removal of
teachers by local authorities.
Professors of superior and secondary public institutions, and teachers
of public primary schools constitute a State teaching force whose requirements are determined by law or ministerial decree; salaries are
regulated and paid by tlle State.
·
- The public technical schools of France . (Ecole polytechniqiie, Ecole
superieiire des mines, etc.) are not comprised in the system, the minister
of public instruction sharing the co11t:J;ol over these with other minis- /
ters. Private schools are also outside of the system, although the conditions under ·which they may be established are determined by the
minister of public instruction, and they are measurably subject to State
supervision.
In respect to the control and conduct of primary instruction, two
orders of tbe political divisions of France, i.e., departments (90 in number) and communes (30,000), 1 are treated as divisions and subdivisions
of the academies.
The chiefs of departments (prifets) have a measure of control over
primary schools; these must be established by the communes. Neither
rectors nor prifets have unlimited control in their respective provinces,
but must act upon the advice of local councils (academic and departmental), which, like the superior council, are elective bodies, composed
of members of the teaching profession, inspeetors, etc. In each academic there i an inspector (inspectewr d'academie), who directs the general work of the primary schools. A constant inspection of individual
chool i maintained by the primary inspectors, of whom there are 450
or on t about 150 cbools, di tributed among the departments as the
numb r of ·cb.ools may demand. These inspectors, both academic and
<1 P~~rtm ·nt 1 <reappointed by tlle mini tcr. No person is eligible to
th rn: ·t rat who ha· not ucce fully pa ·sed the examination for
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the inspector's diploma (certificat d'aptitude a l''inspection des &oles
prirna,ires).
It would seem from this survey that locally constituted authorities
have little control in educational matters. This is true with respect to
the higher orders of education, but not so in respect to primary schools.
Communal authorities have here a decisive voice, since they furnish_
buildings and equipments and a proportion of the fund for current
expenditure. The views and wishes of taxpayers are made known
through the communal councils, and the · power of the purse causes
them to be respected. In Paris, for example, where the school expenses
are entirely provided from local funds, the communal council1 is -the
controlling power.
The following statistics from the hl,test official report show the opera·
tions of the system whose general feature~ have been outlined.
Scholastic institittions and statistics for 1890-91.-To the department
of primary instruction belong infant schools (Ecoles rnaternelles, ages 2
to 6 years), enrolling in 1890-91 a total of 709,579 children (public,
465,333; private, 244,246); primary schools (elementary ages, 6 to 13;
higher ages, 12 to 14 or 16) enrollment, 5,593,883 (public, 4,384,905; ·
private, 1,208,978). Of the total number 41,018 were in higher prima- ,.
ries. Boys and girls were about equally represented, viz, 2,823,428
and 2,770,455, respectively. The teaching force numbered 152,436 persons (women, 86,965, including teachers of infant schools; men, 65,471),
distributed as follows: Infant schools 8,686 (public, 5,133; private,
3,553); primary schools, 143,750 (public 101;212; private, 42,478).
(Public primary schools numbering 67,318 comprised 100,064: ciasses; private primaries, 14:,672 in number, 38,166 classes. Of the public schools 72 per cent, ancl of
the private 32 per cent, had but one class. A completely graded primary school
comprises three divisions: Elementary, ages 7 to 9; intermediate (rnoyen), 9 to 11;
superior, 11 to 13. Each division has two classes. Promotions are made annually. •
The certificate of primary studios which exempts from farther compulsion as regards
school attendance is required for promotion to the superior divisiqn and also admits
candidates to the higher primaries. Although the test is not obligatory the number
of candidates annually increases. The number successfully passing this examination
rose from 165,211 in 1889 to 173,368 in 1890 and to 184:,506 in 1891.
The following statistics reported January 1, 1891, in comparison with the previous
year are interesting: Number' of school libraries, 38,240; number of volumes,
5,111,204; increase, 771 and 213,991 respectively. Teachers' reference libraries (bibliotlteques pedagogiqirns ), 2,634, with 963,538 vol1_1mes; increase, 25,251. Number of
school gardens, 51,989; gymnasiums, 6,318; workshops, 742; increase, 109,369, and 3,
respectively. School savings banks (caisses d'epargne scolciires), 20,689; number of
depositors, 4-53,319; amount deposited, 12,830,355 francs ($2,566,071); these figures
show a slight decline since January 1, 1890. The funds for aiding poor children,
purchase of prizes, etc. (caisses des ecoles), numbered 16,212, an increase of 37 over
1889. The total receipts for 1890 amounted to $1,062,149 and the disbursements to
$828,008. Teachers' mutual benefit associations (societes de secours mutuels) to the
number of 41,931 were in operation with a capital of $1,065,14:2.J
1 The commune of Paris is governed by a town council of 80 members, divided
into committees for various public services.
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The department of secondary instruction (enseignem,ent secondaire)
includes the classical schools, which are of two orders: lycees or state
schools whose courses ,lead to the bachelor's degree, and colleges comniunaux, a class of local colleges whose curricula are modeled, so far as
practicable, upon _those of the lycees.
Private classical. schools (c.arlled lycees -0r seniina.ires) are ruaintainecl
with the consent of the minister. In 1891 the enrollment in the public classical schools for boys was 83,7-64 students, and in the private
90,063, or a t-otal of 173,827. _,The11e were also 11,645 students in publio
lycces and colleges for girls.
The department of supeTior instruction comprises the state facultes,
i.e., groups of professors (at present 59 in number 1 ) who maintain
course.s-of instruction and lectures in letters, sciences, law, medicine,
pharmacy, and Protestant theology, .and are also the only authorities
empowered to examine for and confer degrees; that is, they perform
the same functions .as the universities of other countries. They generally bave their seat in the princi1)al town of their respective academics
the academfo rector being their official chief and the intermediary between them and the minister. Private f acultes also maintain courses of
instruction but can not confer degrees.
_
The number of students on the registeFs of state faciiltes the 15th
of January, 1891, was 20,785, which with 931 in private facultes gave
a total of 21, 716 students in university courses.
To th.e foregoing statistics of attendance should be added 7,491 in the
primary normals, about 75 in the superior normal schools for women, and
130 in the Ecole Normale Superieure, making a sum total of 6,518,346
;pupils and students, private schools for girls not included. Of this
total 70 per cent were in public institutions. For purposes of eomparison with other countries it is best to eliminate the 709,576 children in
infant schools. This done, there remain 5,808,770 youth under formal
instruction. This number is equivalent to 15.19 per cent of the
population.2 The primary s-chool enrollment alone, infant schools not
included, was equivalent to 14.63 per cent of the population.
1

There are also three supe1for schools of pharmacy and three of medicine and
pharmacy of equal rank with the f ac1tltea, and fourteen schools of medicine and
pharmacy, an<l. thr~e of scien~e and letters, classed as preparatory. These arc borne
on the same Ludgct as the faculieB. To the department of superior instruction
bclon,.,. al..:o the gr at pecia.l schools under the exclusive control of the minister of
public in trnction, i.e., Coll<'ge de France, "Ecole Normale Superieurc, Museum Histoire ..: aturcllc, £cole Fran~ai ·c de ome, £cole Fran<;a.ise d'.A.then es, Ecole Nationale
d s C r
, Ecole S:p<:ciale d s Languc Orientales Vivantes £cole Nationa]e et
pc ·iale a n x Art a Pa1·is, Con rvatoire ~ationale de
ique et de Declam ti n. T e £col Libre <1
cienc s Politiqnes at Paris is a private institution.of
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Relfltion of tlie state to the teaching profe.~sion.-Tli'e professors of the
State facultes and of the public secondary schools (lycees and local colleges) constitute a state professional corps. The former are appointed
by the President of the Republfo -upon the recommendation oJ the
superior council and the minister, the latter by the minister. The
service is guarded by examinations and by the requirement of a univeri;;ity degree which for professors of sernmdary schooJs must be at
least the bachelor's degree, and for the facit,ltes the degree of doctor.
Tbe conditions of the· service, duties, penalties, etc., ar.e carefully regulated by ministerial decree. Salaries range from $900 to $2,200 per
annum in the fac2iltes and from $420 to $1,500 in tJrn lycees. The Ecole
Norma.le Superieure, maintained by the state, is the a-lnia 1nater of the
most distinguished professors. The teaching service -0f lyoecs for girls
is under special regulations, anci" a state normal school (Ecole Normale
Super-ieitre, Se-vres) is maintained in the interest thereof.
·
· The teachers of primary schools must obtain a state diploma (brevet
el6mentaire, superie1ir) awa:rde.d upon ·examination. This requirement
bad been met in 1890 by 98.6 per cent of the teachers in public primaries and by 82 per cent of those in private. Only lay persons Qan be
employed in the public schools, a requirement now enforced in all public schools for boys. Salaries, which are· paid by the state, are graded
in five classes, ranging, in the elemcn.tary primaries, for men from $200
to $400, and for women from $200 to $320 per annum, in the higl!er
primaries from $360 to $560, and in the. primary normals, for men from
$700 to $1,000, and for women from $000 to $1,000. Communes must
provide residences and may supplement the salaries. Through the
academic inspectors the state maintains a supervision over the teachers
engaged in the schools, but their appointment, tenure, and discipline
are in the power of the prefects, -subject, however, to the advice of the
departmental councils and the approval of the inspectors. Every
department is legally bound to maintain two primary normal schools,
one for men, another for women, or a consolidated normal school.. This
obligation has been fully met as regards schools for men, and in 86 out'
of 00 departments as regards schools for women. The state als-0 maintains two superior normal schools to prepare pr-0fcssors for the departmental or primary normals.
Course of stitdy in primary snhool-s.-It may be added that the course
of study which primary teachers must be prepared to conduct is extensj ve, focluding, besides the three elements, moral and civic instruction,
the metric system, history and geography, object lessons, first notions
of science, elements of drawing, singing, manual work (needlework for
girls), gymnastic exercises, and, for boys, military drill. In the higher
primaries the course is much like that of our nonclassic-al high schools,
with large development on the scientific and technical sides.
Finances.-The funds for the support of this comprehensive system
of public instruction are derived from state and departmental appro-
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priations and from a communal tax for primary schools. Tuition fees
are required in fao·ultes 1 and secondary schools, but the amount so
-_ received is turned over to the public treasury, the state appropriating- each year a' sufficient sum for current expenditures. In all primary
1
schools tuition is free.
The proposed state appropriation for public education (1892) is
172,924,627 _francs ($34,584,925), of which 73 per cent is for primary
education, 11 per cent-for secondary, 8.8 for superior, 2.2 for administration, and 5 per cent miscellaneous. 2 The total expenditure for public primary schools (infant included) in 1890 was 162,681,805 fraucE1($32,536,361). Of this, 64.7 per cent was contributed by the state and
the balance by the communes. 3 The marked increase in the relative
proportion derived from the state (it was 50.6 per cent in 1889, as against
64.7 in 1890) is due to the fact that the state has assumed the responsibility of paying the salaries of teachers. The expenditure was equiva•-lent to $6.68 per capita of enrollment for the year specified (i.e., 1890).
Although every part of the educational s·y stem of France has been
developed by the Republic, the primary schools have been its especial
care. The progress of these schools is therefore properly regarded as
an index of the strength and spirit of the Government. The universal
interest which the history of this department excites gives importance
to the following exposition of its development from a recent work by
M. E. Levasseur:
PART

II.

THE PROGRESS OF PRIMARY SCHOOLS SINCE GUIZOT'S L.A. W,

1833.

The government of Louis Philippe, outcome of a revolution, ought
from the outset 'to have shown itself favorable to popular education.
It was not, however, until after the failure of several projects that M.
Guizot secured the passage of a law, June 28, 1833, which was, in a
certain sense, the fundamental charter of primary instruction in France.
This law imposed upon every commune the obligation to maintain an
elementary primary school and provided for the support of the school
by an extra tax of 3 centinies in addition to the three direct taxes. It
fixed a minimum of 300 francs ($60) for the salary of the teacher, who
had, moreover, the right to school fees paid by the parents who were
not indigent. The law J.)rovidcd for the free instruction of the indigent
1
By ad cree of Ju1y 25, 1885, the facultes were empowereu to receive, hold, and
administer property, a. right conferred upon them at the time of their constitution
(l~O~), bnt sns~ende~ i~ 1~75. The work of organizing the facultes of each academic into organic bod1 s is m progress. The bill for converting them into distinct
univ r. itie is 1,eforo tho hambers.
;_ ..app rt ur le budget general do l'excrcice, 1892, par M. Charles Dupuy, pp. 12212

a ~ m6 des Gtats ~ situation do l'cnscign ment rimairc, 1890-91, p. 123, and
Tal,1 23.
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clas. cs, the expenses of the same being equitably distributed among
a series of authorities extending from the family to the state~ Wherever communal resources were inadequate for this purpose, they were
to be supplemented by subventions from the departments not exceeding
a levy of two additional centirnes, and if need be, by subventions from
the public treasury. The law also created higher primary instruction
(enseignenient prirnaire supcrie-itr) and primary normal schools. Under
the influence of this ·law 2,275 schools were opened in a year, 450,000
new pupils were there enrolled, and 15 normal schools were founded. . .
The law of 1833 provided only for schools for boys. .A.n ordinance of
1836 extended the same advantages to girls, without, however, imposing upon the communes, as the law had done, the necessary expen§eS.
In 1848 the number of pupils enrolled had reached a total of 3,500,000.
This was an increase of 31 per cent over the enrollment in 1837, date
of the first general statistics of primary schools. It was equivalent
very nearly to 10 pupils for every 100 inhabitants. The. revolution of
February, 1848, gave rise to new projects. The Republicans demanded
gratuitous and obligatory instruction. The legislative assembly, however, prompted by the conservative and religious party, passed the law
of March 15, 1850, which proclaimed "liberty of instruction," made the
maintenance of schools for girls obligatory, suppressed several useful
creations of the law of 1833, and opened wider the gates to clerical
instruction (enseignenient congreganiste).
·
The second Empire, which at first showed some suspicion of the teachers, finally improved their salaries somewhat, and afterward, under the
ministry of M. Duruy, passed the law of .A.pril 10, 1867, which provided
for an extension of free instruction and imposed upon every commune
having at least 500 inhabitants the obligation to maintain a separate
school for girls.
In 1872, after the tempest which overwhelmed the Empire, the primary schools of France, reduced in number by the loss of Alsace-Lorraine, enrolled 4,722,000 pupils. The increase since 1837 had been 75 per
cent. The third republic has not displayed less zeal than the first in
behalf of primary instruction, but, more concerned with practical applications than the first republic, has manifested her zeal by acts. Recognizing-that public instruction, useful under all governments, is indispensable under a democracy, and that it is not only a benefit to the
people who receive it, but a powerful instrument of political discipline
for the government whjch gives it, the Republic has desired that the
state should become the master of schools in order to develop in this
double interest a system of education more widely distributed and conceived in the spirit of republicanism.
Diverse projects have been successively discussed in the parliaments
since 1871. They have resulted in a series of laws, nearly all passed
during the presidency of M. Grcvy, and the most important under the
ministry of M. Ferry.
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By means of subventions or advances to the communes, which -in ten
years (1878-1888) reached a total of 527,000,000 franciS ($103,~100,000),
these laws have caused . the construction or the repair of more than
20,000 schoolhouses (laws of June 1, 1878, August 2, 1881, and of June
20., 1885). They have provided in every department for normal schools
for women (law of August 9, 1874), regulated the schools of manual
apprenticeship (law of December 11, 1880, and decree of March 17,
1888), decreed the absolute gratuity of primary instruction (law of
June 16, 1881)., rendered primary instrudi-On obligatory (law ·of March
28, 1882), regulated (law of October 30, 1886) in a general manner the
organization of primary instruction, and decided that the public schools
in the future sb.ould be exclusively under lay teachers; .1 determined
{law of July 15, 1889) the salaries of teachers should be paid henceforth by
the state, with additions in certain cases specified of communal subsidies
(for indemnity for residence); increased tenfold the subventions of the
public treasury, and thus transferred from the families and the communes to the st-ate the greater.part of the responsibilities and expenses,
which in 1887 reached a total of 173,000,000 francs ($34,000,000) expenditure by the state., the departments, and the communes, not including
the cost of the construction and repair of schoolhouses.
The republic has .ameliorated the condition of teachers, a policy in
accord with the int-erests of a democracy. While recognizing that it is
in general more advq,ntageous for the teachers that they should depend
upou the state rather than upon the communes, and that the greater
part of the changes accomplished during the past fifteen years have
been to the ad vantage of instruction, I have not seen without regret
the abolition of school fees, which did not prevent the free admission
of indigent prrpils and which brought into the school funds from
16,000,000 to 18,000,000 francs ($3,200,000 to $3,600,000), and the systematic Blimination of the religious -orders from 1mblic instruction,
whose cooperation regulated and superintended by the administrative
authority was useful, and whose relegation to the private schools has
divid d interests and excited religious passions. The republic shows
itself also to be in ·pi.reel with the sentiment of democracy in constructing schoolhou es everywhere, as, after the year 1000, the middle age,
inspired by religious faith, created new churches or reb11ilt afte a new
type the ancient edifices.
·while approving tl1e policy of constructing suitable schoolhouses
(and d :pite the c1·itic: it appear certain that tbe great majority of the
bnil<liug · have uot ·ceedcd the requirements),2 it seems to us that it
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would have been more economical to have proceeded more slowly and
with sole regard to pedagogic interests. But I am departing from my
subject in trea,ting of these matters. ·
. .What seems to be certain and what it is im1)ortant to consider here,
is the fact that a vigorous impulse has been given to primary in·s truction by these measures taken together, i. e., the creation of schools, the
division oflarge classes, the increase in the number of teachers, the attention given to their preparation, the improvement of materia.1 appliances,
by the emulation even which has been excited between the laity and religious orders, in fine by the increase of the school attendance of both
sexes. From 1872 to 1889 the number of schools increased by 11,000 and
that of their .teachers by more than 22,000; the number of chmch private .
schools increased by more than 3,000, while the private lay schools
diminished, being ruined and paralyzed betweep. the two great powers,
church and state. The number of pupils entered upon the registers of
schools of all classes during the same period rose from 4,722,000 to
5,623,000 (Algiers not included).
Since 1837, in fifty years that is, the number of pupils has more than
doubled, although the population of France, including the European
popufotion of Algiers, has gained during the same time only 13 per
cent. ~La population franr;aise, par M. E. Lev~sseur, Tome 2, pp.
4:81-485.)
Although the primary school attendance of France increased by 19
per cent from 1872 to 1889, the last five years of this period shows a
decrease amounting to 10,009 pupils or a little less than two-tenths l)er
cent. Small as this diminution is, the fact has excited attention andgiven rise to many explanations. M. Levasseur has made an exhaustive analysis of the statistics bearing upon this point-with the following results :
The decrease noted is attributable wholly to the public primaries,
which lost from 1884-85 to 1889-DO a total of 127,487 pupils as against
a gain of 117,478 in private primaries. The absolute loss (10,009) is explained by the decrease of the school population (of age 6 to 13). From
e ·tirnates based upon the census of 1886 and the ratio of births 1874 to
1880, M. Levasseur concludes that the school population fell from
4,729,000 in 1885 to 4,863,000 in 1890, a decline of 66,000, or a little more
tllan 1 per cent. This it is seen is ample to cover the decline of Jess
than two-tenths per cent in school attendance. The analysis of the
statistics by departments confirms this view. For twelve departments
whfoh have lost each more than 2,500 pupils, M. Levasseur's estimates
give a decline of 42,325 in school population. The census of 1891 fur-·
maximum has been 45,529 francs ($9,105) for the Rhone, and the minimum 7,982 francs
($1,592) for the Lozere. These buildings are not all of the same dimensions; the
place for a pupil, which furnishes the most precise term of comparison, has cost on
an average 306 francs ($61), the Seine not iucluden., with a maximum of 480 francs
t$96) Eure-et-Loir, and a minimum of 135 francs ($27) Venclee.
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nishes proof of the correctness of this estimate, as these same departments are in ~he list of thirty-five whose total population was· Jess in
!891 than in 1886. Qn the other hand, the twelve departments which
showed an increase of school attendance from 1885 to 1890 are with a
· single exception in the category of thirty-two which had more inhabitants in 1891 than in 1886. As to the gain in attendance made by tne
private primaries at the expense of the public, M. Levasseur observes
"that this is a natural consequence of the enforcement of the law excluding church teachers from the public schools. The term allowed for
giving full effect to this law in schools for boys expired November 1,
1891. If the change noted had not taken place it would have proved
that no public school i"9< which church teachers were formerly employed
was reorganized as a private school after the removal of those teachers.
This is neither true nor under the circumstances conceivable.1

PART III.
HIGHER PR!M.A.RY .A.ND CLASSICAL SCHOOLS OF FRANCE.

The department of secondary instruction in France (enseignernent see., lycees and colleges comcondaire) includes only classical sdhools,
mitnaitx, but secondary instruction as we understand the expression is
also the province of the higher primary schools (ecoles primaires wperieiires), which are classified in the elementary department (enseignementprimaire).
General characteristics of higher primary scho ols.-These higher primariesmay be describe'd as none lassical schools, which carry the instruction of pupils for two, three, or four years beyond the elementary primaries. The establishment for this higher instruction takes the name of
complementary course (cours complementaire), if it is annexed to an
elementary primary school and placed under the same director; if
installed in a separate building and under separate direction, it is recognized as a high school (ecole primaire s1.tperieure). The complementary courses are limited to two years. If the school has a three years'
course, it is called full or complete (ecole de plein exercice). A fourth
year may be added.
Two classes of higher primary schools are recognized, viz, professional (technical) and nonprofessional. The former, by a decree of July
~8, 1. S , have been clas ed with the schools of manual apprentice hip
urnler the joint c ntr l of the mini tcr of public instruction and the
mini t ,r of commerce and indastry; they have as yet little more than
1 g~ l · ·i:ten · an<l do not enter into tbe present consideration.
r11 t ·rm nor pr fo . ional applied t the ordinary higher primaries,
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is not intended to imply the neglect of manual or even of technical
training, but simply that this training is not directed to the requirements of special trades or industries.
These hi~her primary schools are est_a blished at the instance of the
departmental councils with approval of the minister of public instruction. The communes furnish the buildings and the funds for current
expenses, assisted by a subsidy from the State. The directors, who
are appointed by the minister, must have a special diploma (certijicat
d'aptitude au professorat des ecoles normales et des ecoles primaires superfoi1,res) or its equivalent. The professors are also appointed by the
minister; assistant professors, by the prefect, upon the nomination of the
academic inspector. The only requirement for admission to the schools
is the certificate of primary studies. The State encourages attendance
by bursaries, which are awarded upon the results of competitive examinations. The course of instruction is determined by general programmes elaborated in the superior council of public instructi<;m and
approved by the minister.
Ni1,merical progress.-Although authorized by Guizot's law of 1833,
public higher primary schools · made little progress until 1878., when a
credit of $22,000 was allowed as a fund in aid of the communes for
theit· establishment. Since that date appropriations for them have
annually increased and there has been a corresponding increase in the
number of the schools themselves, which rose jrom about 40 in 1878 to
226 in 1887, at which latter date there were also 431 complementary
courses, the enrollment in both schools and courses being 30,725.1
There were also at the same date 47 private higher primaries, which
raises the total enrollment to 38,441.2 In 1890-91 the enrollment in
public higher primaries reached a total of 41,018,3 which is nine-tenths
of one per cent of the total enrollment in public primaries. With this
brief survey of the general status of the higher primary schools in mind .
we may form a better idea of the scholastic provision which they offer
by considering more particularly the schools of this class in Paris.
Scholastfo worlc.-The programme maintained in the schools of the
capital may be taken as an index of their highest scholastic development. As given in the following table it is uniform for Jt,11 the higher
primaries for boys, but undergoes some modifications in its application
to the schools for girls :
1

For a detailed account of the development of these sc_hools see article by Felix
Marbel, "lTicoles pri:naires superieures et :gcoles d'apprentissage" (Recueil des
monographies pcdagogiques, tome n).
2
Skttistique de l'ensejgnement primaire, 1886-'87, pp. XLI, LXXXI.
3
Resume des etats de situation de l'enseignomeut primaire, 1890-'91, p. xvr.
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Programmes of higher primary schools.
Distribution of hours per week.

Subj~cts of·instruction.

-

· First
year.

Moral instruction .......... ~
French ..................... S
Modern fore1gn languages . . .
Mathematics.................
Natural history..............

·
(
Physics···················· S

Second
year.

4

4

5

5

1

4

4

4

2

5

~ · · · · · · -;-

1

1
1

1
2 · .. · · · · · · ·
2 distinct courses,
2 5
<.<1 hours anu3hours.

5
,~

10

u

2

1

Fourth year.

Third year.

Section
prepara·
toflieto
schools
of arts
and in·
dustries.

5
( . ·· ·· ··

Obliga· Special
Commer. · Indus·
cial sec· trial sec· tory sub· subjects,
tion.
tion.
jects. optional.

5

2

~e~h~~lJs::::::·::::::::::: .............. :::::::: ........:.........~.

4

8

i ........:. ·········i

l~~~;1~~~r~ft)I i ~:'.:::::::::;: ::::'.: ::::::::i: - - - --!---------;-::::::::;:i:::::: :1
Writing......................
Geometric drawing . . . . . . . . . .
Freehand drawing . . . . . . . . . . . ..

2
2
2

Singing .•..••............... .

1½ ......•.•.

1½ (_

Gymnastics and military exer·
cises ........... .. ......... .
Manual work .....•..........

5

:

2

1
2
2

10

1
2
2

1 .......... ······ ···· ··· ·· · · · ·
2
2
2 ··· · ·· · · ··
2
2
2 ......... .

f ·······•

5 g>~~~t!~t~IOnS
1½ .
'
5 ....... ··

:I

~

: :::::::::r::::::::

The following particulars relative to ·the schools of Paris, from a special report on the subject, will help to give some idea of the conditions
under which.the above programme is developed. 1
Niirnber of schools and pupils.-In 1891 the city maintained for boys
four day higher primary schools (Turgot, Colbert, Lavoisier, A.rago), one
high school with a boarding department (Jean-Baptiste Say), and for
girls one day high school (Sophie Germain). A second high school for
girls was authorized in 1884 and the buildings for the same commenced
in 1890. The five schools in operation afforded accommodation for
about 3,400 boys and 340 girls. The new school will make provision
for about 450 additional girls. The actual enrollment in these schools
in 1800 was 2,712 boys and 340 girls. All the schools have the fall
cour e,including the additional fourth year; 17.62 per cent of the boys
and 29 per cent of the girls were in the last two years of the course.
There were at the same time 2,178 pupils (981 boys, 1,197 girls) in complementary courses. Each year of the cour::ie corresponds to a class;
each clas i comprised in one or more divi ions, as the number of pupils
may req_uire, the excrci · s being absolutely uniform for the di visions of
the a,m year.
T aching st .ff.-Th taff of a higher primary school at Paris compri: : < lw y a irector, professor , and tutors (maUres re1Jetiteurs).
1

L'cn ci!!tl mcnt ptim:i.ire puhlLc

a. Paris, tome

11.

Ven ei(J'nement primaire 1rn-

Jl ·iienr, M. E. Duplnu, on ·-direct ur de l'eu:eignement pri~aire du Departement
d lr1
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Tbe profc ,;or· are assigned to special subjects and are present o,nly during the homs of their respective classes. In lSDO the number attached to the schools for boys ·was 165, of wbom 14 gave lessons in two
or more schools. The tutors are comprised in two classes, one employed
wholly in the oversight of the pupils out of class hours and the other
combining instruction with this oversight. The tota~ of this class of
teachers in 1890 was 58. The staff of the high school for girls consists
_ of a directress, 16 professors, a teacher of se~Ying, and 11 tutorosses
(1na1tresses repetitrices).
Prior to tbe passage of the law of July 19, 1887, by which the State
assumed the responsibility of paying all the teachers of primary schools
at fixed rates, the professors and tutors in the high schools of Paris
were paid by the hom. By speciaJ provisions, authorized by a decree
of August 3, 1890~ the city of Paris virtually retains control of the
salaries of its teachers. Directors of the higher primaries re..ceive a
minimum salary of 7,000 francs ($1,400); maximum, 9,000 franqs
($1,800), and full professors (titulaires); from 3,800 francs ($760) to
5,000 francs ($1,000). Tbe decree referred to authorizes the employment of auxiliary professors, who are paid by the hour at the minimum
rate of 300 francs ($60); maximum, 500 francs ($100) annually, for one
hour a week. It should be noted also that the decree provides for the
employment in each school of a general superintendent of studies (sitrveillant general des etudes.)
Buildings and material.-The housing and equipment of these schools
are on a liberal scale. They differ necessarily in details, the later
schools having the advantage of the experience of the earlier sc ools.
The following features are common to all the schools: Class rooms
(cimphithel1tres) adapted to the various subjects of instruction; study
halls (scilles d'etucles); rooms for library and for illustrative apparatus
(salles de coll~ctions et bibliotheques); workshops for wood and iron work
(uteliers de travail m.anuel); open and covered courts for recreation
(coitrs de recreation avec abris et preaux couverts); kitchen and dining
rooms (cuisine et rejectoire). There are also living rooms for the director
and other officials who reside on the premises, and for the attendants,
ianitors, etc.
In the schools for girls, the workshops are replaced by rooms fitted
up with all the appliances for cutting, fitting, sewiag, laundry work,
cooldng, etc. All books and school materfal are provided gratuitously.
Daily roittine.-The daily exercises of the schools are from 8 o'clock
to 5 :30 each day in the week, excepting Thursday, when the session
closes at 12 :30, and Sunday, when there is no scssfon. For holidays,
there are ten or twelve days at Easter, three at New Year's, all other
legal holida,ys, an.cl a summer vacation lasting from the beginning of
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August to October 1; altogether, there are about 220 full days' sessions
annually. The daily session is divided as follows:
Hours.

Class work ...................._. ____ •... ___ ..... ____ . _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Study ~ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Singing, gymnastics, military exercises.......................... ....... .......
Recreation and dinner ............. : .......... _.: ......... . ............. -. . . . . .

5
1
1

2-½

. Total .................................... _., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9-½

The . succession of recitations, study hours, and recreation is careful1y arranged to secure sufficient diversity in, and relief from, brain
W(lrk. The duration of study or of class must not exceed an hour.
One may follow the other, but at the end of th(} second per1od a quarter of an hour must be spent in exercise. Dinner and play occupy the
hour f:tom 12 to 1. Pupils who live near may dine at home, others purchase their dinners for a small sum at the school.
The discipline of the schools is wholly moral, even the punishment
which may be inflicted in the elementary primaries, i.e., detention after
school and extra task to be done at home, being forbidden in the higher
primaries. The most effective restraint upon willfulness is found to be
the notes of complaint or warning inscribed upon the weekly report
which is sent to the parents. These notes diminish the chance of the
culprit for obtaining the annual prizes which are the rewards of good
conduct and successful effort, and also deprive him of the right to share
in the funds for the aid of children whose parents are too poor to support them through the years of advanced study. It should be said
tha~ love for their teachers, interest in their work, and a sense of
honor seem to be, for nearly; all pupils, sufficient incentives to obedience
and diligence.
_
F·inances.-For the support of the higher primary schools whose work
has here been briefly outlined 1 Paris made appropriations in 1890 as
follows: 1,458,780_ francs ($291,756) for the five schools for boys, and
lGU,100 francs ($33,820) for the schools for girls, or a total of 1,627,880
francs ($325,576). Of this amount 27 per cent was appropriated for
material and 73 per cent for salaries and other emoluments of the teaching corps. The receipts in the school Jean-Baptiste Say, which, as
already stated, has a boarding department, were 400,700 francs
( '80,140), which leaves as a net expenditure for the city $245,436.
Thi , it should be noticed, does not include the expenditure for the
compl mentary cour es, nor for the Coll ,ge Chaptal. The latter institu~ion i: a muni ipal school for boys, of a different order from the higher
pmnane . It· programme cover the ground both of the elementary
ancl hi 'h r primaric ·, with a much larger exten ion of the scientific
brmwh and tb addition of Latin. Pupil. ent rat about 8 years of
age and rrrnain for ten or twelve y ars, a: in the lycees or classical coll _ · 'J lie urollm nt in thi: chool in 1 01 wa 1,235. It was maintam d at n xp n e of
,503 franc ( 177,700). The receipts amounted
1
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to 653,~5S f~ancs ($130,451), leaving an expense to the city of $47,249.
The College Chaptal belongs in reality to the secondary department of
the French educational system. In this department Paris is represented further by 9 lycees, 2 colleges; and 3 private schools.
TUE CLASSICAL SC:qOOLS

(lycees) WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE/ TO RECENT l\IODIFI·
CATIONS,

The recent decrees modifying secondary courses of study in France
(viz, decrees of August 8, 1800, and of June 4, 1891) pertain to the
classical schools for boys. Of these, the representative or typical
schools are the lycees. These are institutions founded by the state
with the cooperation generally of the cities in which they are located, ,
and controlled from the central authority. They number at present
107, and comprise about one-third of the students (i. e., 173,827) pursuing secondary courses. The communal co11eges (numbering 235) are
an inferior order of classical schools, established by individual communes with the aid of the state, and offering so far as practicable the
same courses of study as the lycees. This uniformity extends also to
private lycees and seminaries, a natural consequence of the policy which
makes the lycee course the preparation for the bachelor's degree. The
zycee is often compared to the .American preparatory school; the comparison might hold if we should add to the latter two years of college
work, and place the bachelor's degree at the close. Even then the
lycee course would seem to be the fuller as regards Latin, and
modern languages. We shall gain a better idea of these institutions by
examining their organization and programmes. They comprise boarding
and day departments, and both household and scholastic routine a.re
minutely regulated by ministerial decrees. The scheme of study is
arranged for three divisions, elementary, grammar, and superior. The
first two are subdivided each into three classes, the third into four.
Each class is designed for a year's work.
A lad e:p.ters at about 8 years of age, having already mastered
the elements of reading and writing, and if able to work at high
pressure all the time will take his bachelor's degree at eighteen. This
is seldom clone without duplicating at least a year, or enduring a severe
strain, as will be readily inferred from an examination of' the programme
appended to this article.
This programme is one outcome of the new decrees, which are
intended as reform measures; to understand them in this intent it is
necessary to know something of the antecedent conditions.
.
Origin and organization.-The name lycee was adopted by Napol eon
(1802) for the schools which he had purposed to take the place of the old
colleges suppressed by the convention (1793). The plan of studies
authorized by the Emperor, i. e., of two parallel courses, the one based
upon Latin, the other upon mathematics, marks in France the beginning
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of the effort.to give equal recognition to all departmBnts of knowlooge.1
From the moment of the adoption of this plan of study, the scope and
adjustment of secondary stmlies be.ea,me, in the superior council, the
absorbing educational problem. One scheme after another was tried
a d abandoned~ and the schools were kept in a perpetual state of change 2
until 1865, when a 'scheme, elaborated by M. V. Duruy, then minister
of education, was adopted. The organization of the ftill course under
this scheme was as- follows:
ELEl-!ENTARY DIVISION

/

(division elementaire).

Average
age.

Preparatory cfass ( classe p1·(pa1·atoire) ..••....• ~ ••••.• _ •••...•• ••....•• years ..
Eighth (huitie1ne) ...••.•.•...•. ....•.....•••.•..... ·- •••...... .•........ do .. .
Seventh (septienie) ..•-.•..•••..••..••••.•••••..••............ ............ do .. .
[Cerlifi.ca,te of studies (certificat d'etu.des) to be obtained before admission to
tho sixieme.]

8
9

10
1l

DIVISION OF GR..Q,lM.A.R,

Sixth ( sixieme) ...••. ..•.......••. , .••...••...•••••.•.... . ....... ..•.•. years ..
Fifth (cinquieme) .......•......••••••..••.•..••••..•.••......... ........ do...
l!'ourth (quatrieme) • .•.•••.•.•••••••.•••••...•..••••...•.• • •••.. •••.••••• do...
[Certi:ficat d'etudes, necessary for the troisieme.]

12
13

SUPERIOR DIVISION (divi.~ion superieiti·e).
Third (troisieine-) ..... - ••.......•...•..•.. ·...••••••.••. ...•..•....• •.••.. do...
14
Election :11lowed between tho two following:
COURSE OF LETTERS (classes cle lettres).
COURSE Ol!' SCIEXCES (classes de science:>).

Average
age.

Average
age.

Second ..................... years..
Rhetoric ..................... do...
[First ~xamination for diploma for
bachelor of letters (bacc.alaur6at
es-1eti1'es) .]
Philosophy ................ years..
[Second examination for bachelor
of letters.]

15
16

Preparatory mathematics ... years ..
Elementary mathematics 3 •••• do ...
[Examination for djploma of
bachelor of sciences (baccalaur6at es-scienees 4 ).]

15
16

17

The decree authorizing this plan was·dated March 2, 1865; in June
following, an innovation proposed by M. Duruy was also determiue(l
1
The central schools whfoh the convention create(l to replace the suppressed college were essentially scientific schools. On a total of 14 professors assignetl to each
school, one only was allowed for the ancient languages. See decree of February
25, 179-! (7 Ventoso, An. nr), Art. 2.
2
Iu 180!) the parallel .courses were abaudouc<lfor a single course, and Greek, wllich
had been dropped, was restored to tho programme. In 1821, under Louis XVIII, the
conr c was again chang cl, the sciences being assigned to a special section uot lm1ding
to ·t ucg,·cc. In 1 26 th ro wag ::i. return to a uniform course. In 184.0 1. Cousin
agaii~
1•m11focl to proviu for th :. ci nr.es hy special cour , of inf. rior rank to the
·ln · 1 r.al. In 1851, urnlcr Louis Nnpol on, parallel c ur es wcr oncomoree ·tablisbed.
:For a u l ·1 a. ·onnt of tlw
u ce: ·ive expcrhn nt ·ee Statistique de l'enseirrne·
0
D1 n
COil<l ir ' 1 65, pp. X\'I-XXVI.
'
Tl
al n P + l r.1of mathematics intended to prepare camlidntes
'! r ' 1 m 1 on to th l'ol ·t ilmic, the Superior ~ormal schoo1 and the Central
h l f A
uuf ctu
'

r: .a

'?11 • of tbi
in

1 11

a

diploma, 7>accalaMreal sdrncca complet and restreint.
<1,_ ufficc_cl for ·audiclat sent ring the mecli al facultie ,
11rond d with the d grco in letters.
1
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upon. · This was the creation of a special course (enseignem,cnt secondairc speciaZ), a noncla sical course of six years, intended for students
who expected to enter upon industrial or commercial careers.1 It was
cofjrdinated to the courses of the primary schools and thus made a way ,
for the admissio·n of the bourgeois class as distinguished from the nobility, the military, and the professional classes, who bad enjoyed heretofore the monopoly of tbe lycees. 2
The most radical departure in the regular course accomplished by M.
Duruy was the new baccalaureate (bachelie.res-sciences). This gave to
the sciences a sanction heretofore sacred' to letters and offered it on
easier terms, i. e., a shlgle examination in place of the two required in
letters. The measure was in violent opposition. to scholastic ideals
which were the heritage of ages 3 and which had been intensified by
1 A similar course was a feature of a reform measure submitted by a special commissjon and embodied in a statute of March 5, 1.847. The revolution oi 1848 prevented
its execution.
2 It is in the ly oee that the elite of our youth, magistrates, administrators, officers,
diplomats, authors, receive all the general instru.ction that they will carry into life.
In them is accomplished the apprenticeship of mind, and it may be said in advance
that whatever gaps and deficiencies exist m secondary instruction will show themselves in the intellectual life of the nation. (Qnelqnes mots sur l'in.struction pubUque en France, par M. M. Brea.I, p. 157.)
3 Says M. Breal: "When, after considering primary instruction, we pass to the study
of the lycr!es, we feel ourselves upon ground very solid and unyielding. Here we
encounter foundations six or seven centuries old, for it is not the facultes which contiuuethe ancient University of Paris; it is our secondaryinstruction·wbichhas rece1ved
this herit:1go and which by ma,nifest ties connects itself with the ancient College of
Sorbonne and further back with the cloister school of Notre Dame." •
Having briefly summarized the work of the Jesuits an:d the catastrophe of the
R~volution, M. Breal continues:
"A siugle establishment survived. The College Louis-le-Grand, more anciently
the College of Clermont, lived through the Revolution under the successive names
of the Institute of :Foundation Scholars (Instit1it des Bo1wsiers), College of Equality
( College ile l'Egalite), French Prytanis (Prytanee .F'rari9ais). De~pite these now appellations, the studies and the professors remained the same: In 1804it was called L_, cee
Imperial, and by a remarkable example of multiplication became the model and the
father of all tho lycees and colleges created or established throughout the extent of
the Empire." (Quelques mots sur l1instruction publique en France, pp. 152, 153.)
Of this same institution, Jules Simon says: "This College of Clermont, w-hioh took
then tho name of Louis-le-Grand, with its 500 resident students (internes) antl its·
irnmmerable day scholars (externes), resembled Yery closely the Louis-le Grauel of
to-clay, and this resemblance appears not less marked if we compare the gen.e.ral systems of control (reglcrnents). I speak not of the moral direction, b-;;:t simply of the
plan of studies." (La refornrn de l'enseignement sccondaire, par Jules Simon, p11.
197, 198.)
.
Says M. Berthelot: "As e:1rly as the end of the sixteenth century, we read in the programmes of study for 1583, of the College of Gnyenne (schola aquitanica) a complete
organized system compri iug ten years, from the tenth (dixie1ne) to the _secon<l and
first (our rhetoric), a system absoh1teiy parallel to our existing secondary instruction save that the progra.mmes were pu.r ely literary." (La Crise de l'enseignement
seconclaire, Revue des Deux: Mondcs, March 151 1891, p. 352.)
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their incorporation with the pedagogical system of the J esuits. 1 In
this system the organization of the schools played as important a part
in tbe training of the students as the course of study. The principal
features of the organization were revived in the lycees and are retained
to ~he present day. The difficulties in the way of any attempt to modify.
secondary instruction in France -can not be understood without taking
these features into account.
Briefly stated tbey are:
(1) .A system of general education complete in each institution and
uniform for all, absorbing the time and the energies of the elite of the
nation for the ten or twelve plastic years of' youth.
(2) A domestic regime (interndt, the lycees, like the Jesuit colleges,
being boarding schools) in which the personal surveillance of students,
while it is perhaps less constant and subtle than under the Jesuits, is
supplemented by a mechanical routine even more repressive.
(3) Separation of household from scholastic regimes, professors nonresident, students in charge of household officials, and tutors (ma'itres
repetiteurs), of whom there is generally one to every thirty students.
(4) Control, complete and absolute, emanating from a central and
external au~hority, i. e., the state replacing the ecclesiastical order.
(5) .An official sanction, the baccalaureat, at the end of the course,
- which is the necessary passport to civil office., to professional studies,
and to social prestige.
.A. syste_
m so ordered naturally tends to develop a class or caste in a
community, and to its spirit literary studies lend themselves more
readily than scientific.
The new baccalaureate (that awarded for science) and the special
course, really struck at the roots of the system. M. Duruy, however,
laid chief stress on the necessity of bringing new studies into organic
union with the old. "Our studies," he said in advocating his plan," are
not combined in such a manner as to promote the salutary equilibrium
of all the intellectual faculties. Our scholars are too widely separated.
Those in the scientific course have not enough of letters and those in
the course of letters not enough of the sciences." 2
The effort to crowd all branches of knowledge into the curriculum
soon resulted in serious overpressure or superficial attainments; meanwhile the lycees were disturbed by the clas~ of conflicting interests, and
further reforms became imperative. These were discussed within the
tmvcrior council and urged from the out. ide by those who realized the
importance of s -ience in the indu. trial competition of the age and the
I> ril to I ra c in tbe phy ical degeneracy of her educated youth.
Tr nrl of recent efforts at reform.-In 1872 Jules Simon at that time
m'ni. t r of :public in. truction, gave a new direction to ref~rm mea ures
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by a circular addressed to the principals (proviseicrs) of the lycees. His
instructions were directed both to the spirit and to the methods of
wol'k. He urged the necessity of freer life within the schools, insisted
upon gymnastics, military exercises, and out-door sports and excursions, and cal1ed for radical changes in the methods of instruction as
the- only means of affording relief from the unnatural strain of brain
work. Two exercises in particular he sought to eliminate, the making
of .Latin verses and translations oral and written from French into
Latin (thernes). Time was thus to be gained both in class and in study
hours for other subjects, 11articnlarly for foreign languages. "Every
student," he observes," must make choice either of English or of German." These and other new subjects were to be 1mrsued without the
sacrifice of anything essential jn the old, the latter being simply reduced
to fair proportions. 1
The influence of this circular is to be seen in every subsequent effort
at reform. It was final as regards Latin verse; the therne remains, but is
greatly restricted. By the liberty which it gave to the principals, this
circular also made a break in the uniformity and the rigid organization of the schools in favor of individuality and the spirit of emulation.
The movement in this direction bas. been accelerated by the influence
of the Ligue nationale de l'education publique, and by the example of
private schools, especially the Ecole Monge, at Paris,which have entered
the lists unhampered by traditional practices.
While new impulses were thus set in motion within the lycees, the demand for a reorganization of studies continued, and in 1888 a commission was appointed by the minister to deal with the problem. 2 Their
recommendations formed the basis of the decrees already mentioned
(decrees of August 8, 1890 3 and June 4, 1891 4 ); the former pertaining to
the general organization of the regular course of study, the latter. to
the special course. As the 0ommission was under the presidency of
Jules Simon, and composed largely of men in aecord with his views,
its work naturally follows the lines laid clown in his circular as already
specified. Indeed in bis instruction to the principals accompanying
the new decrees and programmes, M. Leon Bourgeois, minister of public
instruction at the time of their issue, covers substantially the same
ground as his predecessor. Re emphasizes the order relative to physical
training and exercise, advocates better methods of instruction, insists
upon the elimination of useless exercises, leaves much freed.om to the
principals in respect to the daily routine, and urges the need of a more
natural and spontaneous activity among the students. 5
1
See circular to MM. les Proviseurs sur l'enteignemcnt secondaire, Statistiquc de
l'enseignement secondaire, 1876, pp. 412-428.
!l Revue internationale de l'enseignement, August 15, 1888, p. 190.
3 Bulletin administratif, No. 918 (August 16, 1890), pp. 247-260.
• Ibid., No. 960 (June 13, 1891), p. 570,
6 Ibid., No. 922, 1890, supplement.
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The new programmes and co1n1Jariso11, 1.cith the olc1.-Tb.e modifications
in the regular course of study under the new scheme may be seen by a
comparison of class work required nuder programmes authorized at
successive periods of reform-viz, 1865,1880, 1885, and 1890, respectively.
The time assigned to class work may properly be made the unit of comparison if we keep in m.ind (1) the nature of class work. This consists
chiefly of the examination of exercises (devoirs) accomplished in study
hours_ancl a survey of the subject-matter of the succeeding exercises.
There is little interchange of ideas and knowledge between stud@t
and professors, such as takes place in 9ur recitation_s; this is indeed
a feature which the reformers are endeavoring to change, and the new
regulations call for more oral repetitions than heretofore. Instruction,
as we understand the word, has been and still is in large measure the
work of the tutors (niaitres repetiteurs) in extra. class hours rather than
of the professors. (2) That the time assigned to study ancl exercises
out of class is nearly double that given to class work-i. e., 7¼ hours
against 4 hours a day.
With these facts in mind the following tables pertaining to the classical course of the lycees are suggestive. It should be observed that the
elementary division and the class o(pbilosophy are excluded from the
view:
Table showing for classical course in- lycees percentage of tirne in class each 1reek jl'011l
sixicrne through rhetoric.

-

Classes.

I

Latin.

I

1880.

\

~ \~ I

1885.

Greek.

French.
1880.

18!l0.

1885.

'
]8!)0.

1885-

Peret. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.

Sixth (sixiemo)- - - - - - _.. __ )!'iftb (cinquieme)----··--·

l!'ourth (quatricme) ___ -- __
Thlrcl (troisieme)-----··--Scconcl ___ . __ --· _____ ··-· __
Rhetoric -.... - ·-- _-· -·- __ _

41.66
40,00
24-. 00
'20. 00
lG, 00
16,00

50
45
25
25
20
20

50.00
45.00
25. 00
24. 39
24. 39
19, 51

12, 50
12.00
12. 00
12, 00
]6.00
20.00

15
15
10
10
15
20

15.00 ...... .. ..
15. 00 -------2-!
10. 00
!), 75
20
20
14. 63
16
l!l. 51

5
30
25
25
20

··-·5.-00
30, 00
2-i. 30
24, 3!1

19.51

I

Classes.

T,Jtal Latin, French, and
Greek.

English or German.

History and geography.

1805. 1880. 1885. 18!l0. ~ 1880. 11885, 1890. 1865. 1880, 1885. 1800.

--

---P,ct, P.ct. P.ct. P.ct, P. ct. I P. ct. P.ot. P.ct. P.ct. P . ct. P.ct, P,ct.

Sixth (six icmc). - - - - - • __ . 70. 8:l 5-i.16
} ifth (cinqnii•me)-. - - - - . _ 70. S.3 52. 00

65 G5.00
65 65, 00

!l1ml (h-OL'llC:DlCJ - . - - •• - _ 56. 00 .52, 00
Second . - - - - - - .• - _- - - • ____ 153. 8G l52, CO
Rh1,toric. -·- -. - --- --- .. _. 01. 5:J \52, 00

60 58. 53
60 63. 41
65
GO 58, 53

;i-:o~rth ('l~li\t_rierpe)- - _- --,G-i, oo

1

'.oo. oo

t"·"

8, 33
8. 33
8,00
8.00
7. 09
7, (i9

-

12- 50
12.00
8. 00
12.00
12. OU
112. 00

7. 50 8. :l3
7. 50 P. 33
7. 50 8. 00
10 7. :J2 8. 00
10 7. 32 11. 53
10 12.19 lL 53

10
10
10

-

-

12, 50
12, 00
]2.00
10. 00
](l,00
10. 00

15
15
15
15
]5
15

12, 50
12,50
12, 50
12, 1!I
12. J!l
l'.?. 19

-
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Summarized view of clistribution of time in lycee course leading to baccala.m·cctte of letters
(classes siximne through rhetoric).
Stuclies.

-·

1865.

1880.

1885.

1890.

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.
Letters: Latin, Greek, ancl French ................................. .

If
~ i~~ ~~(r~~~g~phy:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
Science .............................................................. .
1

Drawing ........................................................... .
l{eligion .................................. ....... ........... ........ .

03. 00
8. 05

9.40
9. 30
7. 00
3. 34

53. 68
11. 41
14. 09
12. 75
8. 07

62. 80
10. 00
15. 00
12. 50

62. 53
8. 23
12. 34
8. 64
8. 23

It should be noted that the number of class hours in 1865 was in
reality greater than appears from the above table. For the sixth and
fifth classes (sixienie and cinquienic) the total was 28 hours, 2 hours ·
being assigned in each to mu~ic and 2 to gymnastic.s. For t~rn -fourth _
and tL.ird classes (q'U,atrieme and troisienie) the total was 27 hours, 2
hours being. assigned in each of these classes to gymnastics. The proportional amount of time given to the branches of study is not affected
by these exercises, while the table is simplified. by their omission. The
removal of gymnastics from class time is not because physicarl exercises are less esteemed than former-ly; they are provided for in extra
class hours, .which arrangement accords with the better concep-tions
that now prevail as to the place and bearing of this part of training.
Religion was omitted from the class time in the programmes o( 1880. ~
Drawing assigned to hours out of class in 1885 was restored to its old
position in 1890. The efforts at reducing the number of class hours
are all prompted. by the stand mad~ against overpressure, which it is
generally admitted has become a great evil. 1he table shows plainly
the tenacity of the old conception of libBral educajion. Latin, Gre k,
and French declined slightly in 1880 in favor of history, geography,
and sciences. The tendency since that year has been to increase the
time devoted to the former subjects, at the expense, however, of modern
languages and of science rather than of history.
In the upper clas~es-third through rhetoric-French has gainedrelatively. Greek ~as larger. recognition in the programme of 1890
than that of 1880.
As regards the treatment of studies, the most important modification
in the work of the lycees accomplished by the new regulations pertains
to methods rather than to subiects. Some indication of the changes
in this respect is made in the published scheme of study whlch i-s given
in foll, pages 120-124, exercises added or substituted since 1885 being
marked by stars. Language is still the chief subject in the course, but
1 By a decree of December 24, 1881, issued at the instance of M. Paul Bert, then
rofoister of public instruction and worship, it was ordered that this matter should be
regubted in accordance with the wishes of parents. .Clergy of all clenomin~tions
a.re consequently admitted to the lycecs, with the privilege of giving religions instruction outside of class hours.
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the native tongue and modern languages receive the same careful elaboration as Latin. Drill in vocabularies is made a more prominent feature
than formerly. The or-al and written exercises are more definite and
varied, the grammatical part proceeds more gradually. In Latin the
written exercises are diminished slightly and the amount of required
reading increased.
Geography is -somewhat extended, more attention being given to the
geography of America, and that of Prance pursued more in detail. The
ground covered in history remains about the same, although the time
devoted to the subject is reduced. The same is true for the sciences, in
which category mathematics is included. In both cases it is sup11osecl
t,h at the course can be completed in the-shorter time by the use of better
pedagogical methods.
As to the elenrnntar-:y division of the· lycee, wbich, as stated, is not
comprised in the table, two changes since 1865 deserve attention, viz,
a reduction in the number of hours and the removal of Latin, which
then appe3ired in the eighth or :fi.rst prepar.atory class. The time
thus gained has been given to French.
The cla.ss of philosophy occupies a peculiar position in the lycee; under
the old :programmes it followed the first examination (h eld before the
fa cultes) for the degree of bachelor of letters. The endeavor is made
"to give its studies the university character, and many prominent men
·have advocated its removal to the fac-iiltes, but as the change would ·
involve also complete separation of the bachelor's diploma from the
lycee course, it can not be accomplished at present. It would be difficult to convey an iclea of the-modifications in the course of the class of
philosophy without going more into detail than is possible here. The
distribution of time in this class at the dates selected for comparison
was as follows:
1

Time-table, class of philosophy.

Dates.

Distribution of hours.
Ilours 1----.-----,----------- - - - -- - in class
Greek
.
each Pbilos- French and Englillb .
.
Draw· ...,. .
Reli·
week. o:phy. authors Latin or Ger- Ihstory Science ing. .w.us1e. gion.
authors man.

I

------1---1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 18G5 .••.•••••••.•• _
1880. . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
188;3 .•. -·····--·-··
18'.l0 .....•. - .• ···-- ·

29
25
20
a20

:
6. 75

....... ~21)

1

i·-···-_... _---~.

2

1
1

ll

2

10

2
2. 25

10
2 ···-·· .. - -···-··
8 •••··••· ·····- - · . ·····-·
6
2 ........ -····· · ·

a

2

2

a Some lio rs nre reserved for irpecial conforencos or lessons· of these twelve arc rriven dnring tbe
y ar o 1,ygiono.
'
"'

hanpc in the baccal~utcatc.- s the bachelor's degree is the goal of
tli · lycw, th ·ban"' s m thi re. pect are of greater sjgnificance than
th_ ~ ,motl 1 ·d pro ramme . It will be remembered that the plan of

hm t r 1 nruy how d a bifur ·ated cour, e after troisieme. 1 It was
1

·e plan, p. 110.
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possible for students to enter the scientific division without having
passed through any portion of the classical courae; they might enter
the class of preparatory ma,thematics from the special secondary course
or from other institutions upon examination. Iu a year they passed
into elementary mathematics, there mingling with students from both
troisieme and scconde. This in itself is an irregularity hateful to the
French mind. The studies of the scientific classes were · determined
entirely by the admission requirem~nts of higher technical schools;
hence in the judgment of those who advocated science on its merjts
''tho programmes of bifurcation systematically stripped the s.cientific
course of an elevated and philosophical characte~ ." Nor did the expedient answer well the purposes for which it was adopted-the professors of the higher schools complained that the-- students from the
mathematical course could not hold their own with those who had
:finished the course in letters. To complete the ano:rualy, the science
course had also its baccalaureate; this excited all the classicists. The
situation was aggravated by the fact that the degree of bachelor /of
science required one year less of work and but one examination.
Since the diploma carried prestige, the course of science drew students away from that of letters. Between 1865 and 1867 the enrollment of
the former more than doubled both in the lyoees and in the commtinal
colleges, which include the superior classes. Moreover, the ratio of
students in the scientific course to the total in the superior division
increased. For example, in the lycees it was 29.6 per cent in 1865, 37.3
p3r cent in 1876, and 39 in 1887. Here was undoubtedly a prime cause
of opposition to the course. It is not surprising that the commh,sion
should have pronounced the doom_ of this bifurcation, which had not
the value of a parallel course nor the completeness of a single course.
For the three bachelors' degrees1 there was substituted by the decree
of August 8 a single bachelor's degree. This requires two examinations; the first following the class of ·r hetoric; the second, a year later,
foliowing the class of philosophy. All students must pursue the same
course to the encl of rhetoric. In the following year, i.e., philosophy,
a trifurcation takes place, and the candidate may choose one of the three
branches. According to that choice, he who successfully passes the
final examination will have his diploma inscribed: "Lettres, pliilosophie; 11
"lettres, mathernatiqites;" or "lettres, sciences physiques et natu.relles," as
the case may be.
This change viewed in one way appears to be the victory of the literary over the scientific side, while viewed in anot1!-er it indicates the
determination to make the intrinsic value of the scientific course equal
to that of the classical.
The examinations are passed as -heretofore, not before the professors
of the lycees but before the Stat<1 fcicultes, i. e., professional bodies who
have had nothing at all to do with the instruction of the candidates.
This policy is opposed in many quarters for reasons which can not
1 .Ai3 explained, p. 110, note 4.
science,

There were two grades of the degree of bachelor of
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ea.~ily be set as-ide. It is no uncommon occurrence for the best scholar
in a lycee to be overcome with confu"Sion in presence of the strange jury
and barely escape being "plucked." On the other hand, students who
coulcl not possibly J)ass at the Sorbonne or before other strict fcwultes
have been known to take themselves off to some of the less exacting
provincial f ac·ultes and there secure the coveted prize. To gnard
against these irregularities a new device has been adopted. This is
- the livrei scolaire, or college certificate, as we might render it. This
certificate presents a full report of the candidate's standing in his lycee
through all the classes of the superior division, duly signed by the
chief of the institution. This certiflca.te, if presented at all, must be
presented before the facitlte of the district (academie) to which the particular lycee belongs. It is noticeable, however, that the language of
the decree leaves it optional with the candidate to produce his livret
scolaire. 1
The nonclassical course of the lycees.-1\fuch more radical than the
..chai1ges in the classical course of the lycees a,{·e those in the nonclassical.
This course, as we _h ave seen, was created in 1865 under the name of
sp.ecial secondary (enscignenient secondaire special). It had its own programme (covering at first four years, increased subsequently to six), its
own-professors, and its own normal school (Ecole normale sp6ciale de
Oluny). Its attractions were increased by a diploma (baccalaureat de
Venseignement sewndaire special) which threatened to become a rival to
the bachelor's degree through the mere force of numbers. The special
character of the course consisted in the preparation which it was. supposed to offer for business life1 a pmposeopposed to the ideal of culture
fostered in the lycee. ·The impossibility of ma.intaining this character
soon became apparent, and it was practically abandoned by the closiug
of the normal school of Cluny in 1801. The need of a course wholly
modern in its spirit had, however, been abundantly demonstrated by
the enrollment in the special course which, in 1887, comprised nearly
one-third of aU the students ia tp.e lycees. The special course became
enseignement secondaire moderne by decrees of June 4, 1891. The new
programme 2 and the instructions accompanying it are evidently intended to bring the reorganized course into clo er touch with the traditional pirit of liberal education, while at the same time answering
the demands of student whose interests lie wholly in the practical
affair f modern life.
r..rhe rogramm offer anintere ting study of adaptatio11s. As may be
· n Y n x mi ati n of the table below, it give large t cope to
mod m l n ua,crc · , n l the tudics that r late to the conduct of life or to
111. 11'. • cial ·tat,, iz, lit ratnr , hi. t ry, thi ·., law. It ha been aptl
c ~m · eriz <l
' li •rary, m ral, re ·thetic, and :ci ntifi.c." 3 Ioreoyer

ug no Lintilliac, Rev.

pcu.,

ctobcr,
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the claim i made for it that although modern it is classic. This claim
jg based upon the proposecl method of treating the modern lan_guages.
::nul literature, especially French. On the grammatical side, the historical development of the language is to be considered, while the study
of tue several literatures is to be made wholly from authors of the
hjgbest order. The works selected present an interesting epitome of
modern cfassical literature as judged from the French standpoint._
The modern course is declared to ·be for " average minds;" it
does not contemplate the training which makes scholars, leaders of
thonght, investigators. Its most· original feature is the expedient for
})lacing minds on · the historic plane, or as expressed by the writer
quoted above, "for putting average minds as quickly as. possible in
possession of those general notions which form the real bas.is of the
moral and intellectual treasure of humanity and rendering them capable of adapting those traclitjonal ideas and knowledges to the uses·of
modern life." Whether or not this is a worthy end, the means proposed for its accomplishment deserve notice. It is to be done by the
interpretation of the master works of antiquity based upon translations. These interpretations are to be presented by professors thoroughly acquainted with the original, and able, if need be, to translate
as they interpret. Thus, while modern languages and literature are
the center of the programme, they will not be wholly detached from
historic 1"3lations.
1'able showing distribution of ti11ie in class in 11iode1·n secondary coiirse. a

,,
Olasses.

Lan-

g~!ae
French.

literaGer- • ture,
man.
I<;nghsli,
Italian,

History.

Geography.

orRt~n-

Elements History
of law
of
and
civilipolitization
and of
cal
econoart.
my.

Practical
morals.

----=--·- - - - -!- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Per ct.
26.08
Sfath (Sixiemo) ...........
26. 08
Fifth (cinquiiime) .........
18.00
Fourth (quatrieme) .......
10.10
Third (troisieme) ..........
18.00
Second ....................
First (premiere):
Science .....••......... .... - ......
18. 37
Letters .....•..........

Classes.

Per ct.

Per ct.

Per ct.

Per ct.

26.08
26. 08
16. 00
12. 76
b 12. 00

24.00
12. 76
12. 00

6.52
6. 52
6. 00
6. 38
6. 00

6.52
6. 52
4. 00
4. 25
4. 00

be 3. 84
be 4. 08

3.84
4.08

5. 76

5. 76
6.12

6.12

Per ct.

Per ct.

4. 00

7. 69

8.16

l3o k
Physics
Pbilos- Mathe- ke~p · Natural and Natural Writophy. ruatics. in.,. · hist01·y. chemis- sciencc3 ing.
.,.
try.

12. 24

- - - - - -- -1-- - - - -1- - - - 1 - - - -1~ - - - - - - - - Sixth (Sixiemc) . .. .. . . . . . .
Fifth (cinqnieme) . . . . . . . . .
]fourth (quatrieme) . . . . . . .
Third (troisieme) . . . . . . . . .
Second . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First {premiere):
Science................
Letters...... . . . . . . . . . .

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.
. . . . . . . . 10. 86
6. 52
. . . . . . . . 10. 86
6. 52
. . . . . . . . 12. 00 ••••••.. . . .. . • . .
.. . . . . .. 19. 10 . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . .
. . . . . . . . 18. 00 . : • • • • . . . . . . . . . .
11. 53
23. 07
24. 40 .••..••.

3. 84

5. 76

..•...•..

Total
Draw- number
ing.
of
hours.
-----

Per ct. Per ct·. Pei· ct. Per ct.
. . . .. . •.
. . . . •. . .
........
12. 76
18. 00

. . . .. .. .
4. 34
.. . .. . . .
4. 34
. . •• •.• •
4. 00
.. .. •. .. .... .. . .
.. .. . . . . .. ... . . .

13. 07
13. 07
12. 00
l 2. 76
12. 00

23
23
25

-17. 30 .•. . . . . . . . ... . . .

11. 53
c6. 12

26
241

4. 08 . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . .

6. 12

a For programme, see Bulletin administratif, No. 961 (June 20 1891).
b Language and literature.

Per ct.

'

c Optiunal.

23½
25
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The importance of the comse is enhanced, as heretofore, by a diploma
'(baccalaiireat de l'enseignernent seconda·ire moderne). This is to be awarded
upon the successful passing of two examinations at an interval of three
months. The second of these examinations is divided into three orders
between which the candidates may ch0ose. According to the choice,
his diploma is inscribed, '' Lettres, philosophie;" "lettres, sc-iences;"
or "lettres, mathbna.tiqites.'11
To sum up the results of the new measures, they relax the rigidity and
relieve the routine of life within the lycee; continue the reduction in
written exercises and place more stress upon acqua,intance with classic
literature; do away with the triple baccalaureate, placing all candidates
for a degree lTpon the same footing, and substitute for the special course
a modern course which aims to be as separate from utilitarian purposes
as the classical.
PROGRAMME OF STUDIE~ (1890) Uj THE °CLASSICAL COURSE OF THE
FRENCH LYCEES.
[The,stars indicate exercises that constitute material changes (either by way of additions or substitutions) .made since 1885. In the preparatory class and in the eighth and seventh classes the num·
ber of hours of' class work per wee~ is 20.)
PREPARATO RY CLASS,

(Age 8 years.)
Frcnoh.-Nine and a half hours a week. Rea.ding, spelling, writing. Recitations
of choice selections.* Formation of sentences, and the most elementary rules of
grammu.r.
German or Englisk.-Four hours a week. Ex-ercisos in reu.ding and writing. Pronuuciu.tiou. Accent. Recitation of selections.* Writing Germu.n.,. Drill in vocabularies. Simple exercises in counting. Short written exercises in the second
semester.*
•
HiBtory.-One and a, half hours a week. Biographies of illustrious men-travelers,
p atriots, inventors. Talks on great personu.ges in French history down to 1789.
Great oYents.
Geography.-One and a half hours a week. Meaning of the principal terms in
physical geography, illustrated from the town or county. Pointing out on globes
and wall maps the position of continents and oceaus, with special attention to Europ e and France.
Aritl1rnetio.-One and a half hours a week. Mental arithmetic-whole numbers.
Object lessons.-One hour a week. Coal, metals, coins, clouds, rain, snow, ice,
springs, brooks, lakes, wells, canals, sea water, salt, wind, storms, familiar animals, and plants. [This sot of subjects lasts two years.]
Dra1eing.-One hour a week. Straight lines, angles, circles, polygons, stars, ellipse·, spiraH, the curves of plant , fust notions of perspective. [Tbis set of subjects
la t three y ars.] EIGHTH CLASS ,

(Aga 9 y ars.)
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German or Englisli.--Four hours a week. Drill in vocabularies." Conversations
about faruiliar objects." Explanation and recitation of easy ·passages. Oral translation of selections from French and into French. Exercises upon the G.erman
vel'l.,s, sein, haben, and weru.cn. Reading and recitation_of selections and little
c.om positions.
IIistory.-One and a ha,lf hours a week. Outline of French history to the death of
Louis XI.
Geogl'aphy-One and a half hours a week. Elementary geography of Europe, Asia,
.Africa, America, and Oceauica .
..d.1·ithnietio.-Two hours a week. Whole numbers. Exercises in mental arithmetic.
Easy proulems.
Object lessons.-One hour a week. Exercises on some of the objects mentioned in
the programme for the preparatory class.
DJ"awing. -One hour a week. Same as for the preparatory class.
SEVENTH CLASS.

(Age 10 years.)

•

F1·enoh.-Nine hours a week. As in previous years. Written exercises and drill
in syntax.
Ge1·nian or English.-Four hours a week. Grammar. Auxiliary and irregular verbs.
Easy translations and dictation exercises.* English text-Sanford and Merton, and
Old Poz.
History.-One and a half hours a week. History of France from Loujs XI to 1815.
Geography.-One and a half hours a week. Elementary geography of Frnnce .
.Arithnietio and geometry.-Two hours a week. Whole numbers and decimals:
Metric system. Geometrical figures.
Stones an<l soils.-One hour a week. Limestones, lime-kilns, mortars, plaster, clay,
bricks, pottery, quartz, flint, grindstones, granite, sands, drift, mold, soils, fossils,
. quarries, volcanoes.
Drawing.-One hour a week. Same as for the Preparatory Class.
[Iu the six.th, fifth, ::i.nd fourth classesthe number of hours of class work per week is 20.)
SIXTH CLASS,

(Age 11 years.)
French.-Tbrce hours a week. 'Grammar. Extracts in prose and "."erse from French
clai,sics. La Fontaine's fables. Simple compositions.
Latin.-Ten hours a week. Elements of grammar. Epitome historim Grrecre.
Translation of Frencll phrases into Latin, Translations from Latin into French.
German or English.-Two and a half hours a week. Grammar, reading, 0011.versa.
tion, written exercises. Drill in vocabularies.* Study of grammatical forms.*
English texts-Aikin and Barbauld's Evenings at Home-. Primer of English history_
Jiistory.-One and a half hours a week. Ancient history of the Orient-Egypt,
Assyria, Pa,l estine, Phamicia, Persia.
Geography.-One hour a week. The ·continents If and the Mediterranean basin.
Elements of mathematical geography.*
.Arithnwtio.-Half hour a week. Common fractions. Decimals.
Zoology.-Onehouraweek. Man. Vertebrates. Articulates. Worms. Mollusks.
Fauna of the principal regions of the globe.
Drawing.-One and a half hours a week. Perspective with shadows. Drawing
from ornaments in relief, from architectural fragments, from the human head.
[These subjects serve for two ycars,l
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FIFTH CLASS ••

(Age 12 years.)

French.-Three hours a week. As in preceding year. Extracts from La Fontaine,
Racine, Fenelon.
Laiin.-Ten hours a week to January 1; eight hours thereafter. Grammar, syntax,
elements of_ J_)rosody. Extracts from Phffidrus, Ovid, and Nepos. Latin theme,
written and oraL
G1·eelc.-Two hours a week from January 1. Grammar, accent, paradigms.
Ge1·nwn or English.-Two hours a week. Reading, writing, conversation, translation. English texts. Drill in vocabularies.* Systematic study of grammatical
fOI'rns and their applications." De Foe's Robinson Crusoe. Franklin's Autobiogrnpby. Primer of the History- of Greece.
IIisto1·y.-Onc and a half hours a weea. History of Greece.
Gcogrnphy:-One 11-our a week. Physical and p-0litical geograpby of France and
her colonies.*
Arithmctic.-One-b.alf hour a week. Rule of three. Interest, discount, measuremeut of areas and volumes.
Botany and Geology.-One hour a, week. Organs of a plant-root, stem, letLf,
flower, fruit, seed. Divisions of the -vegetable kingdom illustrated. Outlines of
the fl.oTa of the principal regions of the globe. Principal rocks. Continuous changes
of the earth's crust, Special study of the geology of France.*
Drawing.-See .preceding year.
FOURTH CLASS.

(Age f3 years.)

Fl'ench-.-Two hours a week:- Grammar finished. Extracts from Racine, Boileau,*
Bossuet,"" Fenelon,* Voltaire.·* Paraphrases of Fronch verse.* Differences between
French aml Latin construction.
Lalin.-Fivc hours a week. Extracts from Vergil and Ovid. Crosar's Gallic \Var.
Quintius Cmtius. Cornelius Nepos. * Latin composition, oral :md written.
Gree7c.- 'ix hours a week Grammar, elem.ants of syntax, simple compositions.
Extracts from Xenophon ancl Lucian. Babrius. *
German or English.-Two and a half hours a week. Reading, writing, conversa.tion, translation. Drill in vocabularies.* Coins, weights ancl measures.·" Idioms.
Gr:unmatical forms.* English texts-De Foe's Robinson Crusoe, Irving's Ilistory
of Columbus, Miss Corner's History of Rome.
History.-One and a half hours a week. History of Rome.
Ge,)graphy.-One hour a week. The American continent and physical geograplly.
Geomct1·y.-One and a half honrs a week. Straight lines, angles, triangles, parallclo••rmn, circle, secant, tanO'ont, measure of angles.
Drawing.-One and a half hours a week. From architectural fragments . Tlrn
human figure, from prints and bas-rcliefil. Some mechanical drawing of arch1tocturnl tl igu .
{.In tho thir,1 aml hi~hcr classes the number of hour:; of class work per wetik is 20}.J

TillHD

LA S.

(A(T 11 :vears.)

Frr.11rl1.-Two hour. a. we ·k. Grammatical and literary study of tho French
I. 11
1thor -Corncill , TI:i.c:in , oilcn.n, Iontcs,p1ic11. Composition~. OntT, ry 1ti tory.
IH>ice elcc ion from authors of the sixteenth to tllo

·culuti • . l'araphra c of French ·cr:;o.
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Latin.-FiYo hours a wee1r, Grammar reviewed. Prosody. Considerable portions of Livy, Cicero, Pliny, Sallust, Vcrgil, Terence.
Greck.-Fivc hours a week. Grammar continued. Extracts from Homer, Herodotus, Xenophon. Translations into Greek.
German or English.-One and a half hours a week. Drill in vocabularies. Recitations from authors. Reading at sight easy passages. Conversation. Gramntic:11 written exercises. '.rranslations. English texts-Vicar of "'\Vakefield .. Tales
from Shakespeare, extracts from Mac~ulay's History of Englap.d.
History. -One and a half hours a week. History of Europe, and particularly 01
:France, from 395 to 1270.
Geography.-One p.our a week. Geogrn.pby of Africa, Asia, Oceanica.
Arith1netic, Algebra, and Geornetry.-Three hours a week. Arithmetic finished, including square root and proportions. Algebra through simple equations of one unknown quantity. Plane geometry :finished. through area of the circle.
Drawing.-One and a half hours a week. Decorative figures. Caryathles. Friezes.
Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian orders. The human :figure, and figures of animals.
SECO:ND CLASS,

(Age 15 years.)
]i'rench.-Three hours a week. Selections from ten authors covering the sixteenth
to the nineteenth centuries inclusive. Gram11tical study and composition.
Latin.-Five hours a week. Prosody. The metres of Horace. Authors-Vergil,
Horace, Cicero, Livy, and Tacitus.
Greelc.-Five hours a week. Gmrnmar reviewed. Considerable portions of Homer, Euripides, Plato, and Plutarch. Written trnnslations.
Literary History .-One hour a week is devoted to the history of Greek (10 lee tm-es),
Latin (10 lectures), and French (15 lectures) literatures. This hour is taken from
the hours appropriated to the three languages.
Ger1nan or English.-One and a half hours a week. Grammatical study. Reading,
conversation, translation, composition. English texts-Julius Cmsar, The Deserted
Village, a romance of Scott, a Christmas carol, David Co11perfield, extracts from
English historians.
History.-One and a half hours a week. History of Europe, and particl_!larly of
France, from 1270 to 1610.
Geography.-One hour a week. Geography of Europe-political, physical, commcreinV' Meteorology. Climatology. Productions. Commercial relations. Steam
and telegraph lines.
Algebra and Geometry.-One and a half hours a week. Algebra continued through
equations of several unknown quantities. Soliu geometry to the cone,
Drawinu,-:Two hours a week. Sarne as in the preceding yea.r.
CLASS OF RIIETORIC,

(Age 16 years.)

French.-Four hours a week. Eleven authors of seventeenth, eighteenth, and
nineteenth centuries. Fifteen lessons on the history of French literature from the
time of Louis XIII.
Latin.-Four hours a week. Portions of Lucretius, Vergil, Horace, Cicero, Livy,
and Tacitus.
G1·eelc.-Four hours a week. Portions of Homer, Sophocles, Plato, and Demosthenes.
German or English.-'.rwo and a half hours a week. Authors in Eng!_ish-Shakspeare, Byron, Tennyson, Dickens, and George Eliot.
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Qisto?'y,--;-On'3 and a half hours a week. History of Europe, and particularly of
France, from 1610 to 1789.
Gcography. -One hour a week. Physical, political, administrative, and economic
geography of France and its colonies.
Mathematics. - One and a half hours per week. Arithmetic: Review through square
root. Algebra: Review and continuation through equations of the second degree.
Geometry and Cosmography: Solid geometry finished-through the sphere. The
celesti::Il sphere. E-arth, sun, time, moon, eclipses, planets, stars, universal gr:witation, ·tides.
Drawing.-Two hours a week. The hum~n head from nature. Landscape from
prints and nature.
CLASS OF PHILOSOPHY.

(Age 17 years.)
Psychology, Logic, Ethics, and Mctaphysics.-Six hours a week the first semester,
seven and a half the second. The two French a11thors are chosen each year from a
list containing works of Descartes, Malebranche, Pa.seal, Lcibnitz, Conclillac, and
Cousin. The course includes an account of sensibility, intelligence, and volition,
of formal mid applied logic, of conscience and duty, of family and country-, of political clnties, of labor~ capital, and property, of immortality and natural religion.
English 01· German. "-[Optional one and a half hours a week.] Conversations
upon works read. Shakespeare-Hamlet, Macaulay-Essays, George Eliot-Adam
Bede, The Mill on tho Floss.
History . -Three hours a week the first semester ·one and a half the seeond. Contemporary history, 1789 to 1889.
Physics ancl Chemistry.-Four ancl a half hours a week. Physics: Gra;vity, properties of liquids and gases, specific gravity, barometer, heat, electricity, magnetism, acoustics, optics, applications of physics, steam engines, magneto-electric
machines, electro-plating, t elephone. Chemistry: Hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, chlorine, sulphur, phosphorus, carbon, silicon, and their most important combinations.
General notions of the metals, oxides, and salts. Principal organic compounds.
Nomencl atm:e and notation.
Physiology, Ani1nal and Vegctable.-One and a half hours a week. Nutrition,
organs of sense, voice, apparatus for movement, nerves. Vegetable nutrition and
reproduction.
iiygiene.-Twel\Tc lessons, one hour each. Water contamination, means of purifying; ventilation; food, nntriti ve properties; stimulants, narcot(cs, cause and pre. vention of contagion, domestic and public sanitation.
Drawing.-Two honrs a week. Same as in the preceding year.
Hy a decree of January 30, 18G5, which still remains in force instruction iu- music
is olJligatory in the lycees for all pupils below the fourth ~lass (quatrienie) anu
ol>tional for all u~ovc.

•

CHAPTER IV.

BRIEF VIEW OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND, AND OPERATIONS FOR 1890-91.1

CONSULTED.-Elementary eclucation laws: Englancl, 1870, 1873, 1876, 1891;
Scotlancl, 1872, 1878, 1883.-Annual reports mtd 1·egiilations (codes) .

MATERIAL

Great Britain, constitutional monarchy; area, England and Wales,
58,18G square miles; population (estimated, 1891), 29,081,047; Scotland,
29,820 square miles; population, 4,033,103.

A Rense of public responsibility with respect to the education of the
masses and a deep-seated regard for local independence and local initiative mark the educational policy within the British Empire. It is the
excess of one or the other of these principles which gives special
character to this policy as it operates in Great Britain, in Ireland, in
the colonies, and in British India and other dependencies.
The feeble beginning in 1833 (i.e., the appropriation of $100,000 for
school buildings) scarcely foreshadowed the part which the General
Government was to take in tbe development of this interest in Great
Britain. Without encroaching at all upon local rights or assuming
local obligations, it has become the organizing power in elementary
euucation and the chief source of its support, contributing in 1890-91
about 45 per cent of the income of eleme tary schools, a proportion
since increased to 70 per cent or more as regards England, by the grant
in lieu of fees.
In England, as yet, only elementat'Y instruction bas been brought
into the form of a system, which is determined in its main features by
the law of 1870. The law, passed two years later (1872), for Scotland
has a more extensive range. In this, secondary schools are distinctly
recognized; moreover, Scotch universities have a very close relation
to the Government, since parliamentary grants provide the larger part
of their income. Hence, scholastic institutions of all grades in Scotland have a basis for organic union, which is wanting in England.
Nevertheless, taken in its full sense, tile word system must be considered as relating only to the elementary schools of Scotland, which are
organized on substantially the same lines as those of England.
SUPERVISION .A.ND CONTROL,

In both divisions of Great Britain the action of the General Government is limited to securing, through local agencies, sufficient school
1 Prepared by A.. Tolman Smith, specialist in British, French, and Belgian school
systems.
•
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accommodation, and to maintaining an inspection of individual schools
with respect to the conditions which entitle local managers to claim a
share- in the appropriations from the public treasury. This action is
exercised through committees of the privy council (education department for England and the same for Scotland). The vice-president of ·
each committee 1 is the .:yirtual head of the respective system and represents its interests in the House of Commons when the appropriations
or gerreral regulu.tions (codes) are ttnder discussion. The local managers with whom the departments deal are (1) elected boards serving
for three years; (2) private bodies or individuals whose· schools are
subject to Government inspection.
The manner in which the government inspection is carried out has
amoig other adva,ntageous results that of securing an unusual degree
of precision in the official statistics. Once a year every school must be
examined by a government inspector, who tests each class in the work
of a w~scribed programme, examines t~e buildings and premises with
reference to specified· requirements, and passes judgment upon the
general organization and conduct of the school. The results of -the
examination are recorded upon an official frn·m, which is uniform for all
iI1spectors. Upon this same form are entered, also, the number of children present at the examination and particulars taken from the teacher's register, i. e., enrollment, average attendance, number of sessions,
etc. These registers are also uniform for all schools; they must be
original copies and contain no erasures. From the inspectors' reports
tihe official statistics are compiled, and upon the basis of the same reports
the government grant is distributed to the managers of the schools.
For the maintenance of this inspection England is divided into ten
districts, each u)Jder a chief inspector. Undel' these is a force of 107
inspectors, 45 subinspectors, and 152 inspectors' assistants. There are
also two chief inspectors for training colleges, a special inspector of
mu ic, a directress of needlework, and an inspectress of cookery and
laundry work.
Scotland is divided into three districts, each having a chief inspector.
Under the e are 25 inspector , 4 subinspectors, and 21 assistants.
SCHOOL ACCOill!ODA'l'ION·, ENROLL11ENT, AND A YER.A.GE ATTENDANCE.
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E11glish enrollment includes children 3 to 14 years of age, inclusive,
aud is 5411er cent of the total population of those ages, or 63 per cent
of the sixth-sevenths reckoned for elementary school attendance. 1 The
enrollment for the ages 5 to 14, inclusive, is 65 per cent of the estimated
population of those ages, and 76½ p.er cent of the six-sevenths as before
stated. In Scotland, where the school age is 5 to 14, inclusi"'9"e, the
enrollment is equivalent to 78 per cent of the population between those _
ages.
In England the average attendance maintained was 77.7 per cent of '
the enrollment, and in Scotland 79.3 per cent. Of the pupils enrolled
in England 39.8 per cent, and in Scotland 84.76 per ceiit, were in board
schools. Altogether, 2,298 boards haYe been formed in England (Wales
included), representing about 64 per cent of the population2, while in
-scotland there are 979 boards, comprising 92 per cent of the population.
In other words, fully one-third of the people of England depend entirely upon private (voluntary) schools, chiefly denominational, while
in Scotland the board school system is nearly universal.
The official reports, whi.ch are annually published by the departments,
give detailed statistics only for the schools actually inspected during
the current year. This number is always a little below the total borne
on the list.
The statistics presented in the further consideration of the systems
have reference to the schools actually inspected in 1890-91.
· In the following summarized view comparisons are made with the
conditions at earlier dates:
England and Wales.
1891.

Increase or
decrease
since 1876.

Scotland.
1891.

Increase or
decreniIB
since 1880.

I. Estimated population .••..•••..•..••.•••... 29,081,047

Per cent.
19. 95 inc.

4,033,103

10, G49

36. 75 inc.

3,105

1. 33 inc.

29,533
1,388

42. 10 inc.
5. 84 d.ec.

3,453
207

26. 75 inc.
25. 26 dee.

5,628,201

64. 26 iuc.

723,735

9,il54

33. 46 dee.

270

80.10 dee.

4, 4.26, 060
40,316

83. 48 inc.
10. 89 iuc.

617,44.8
12,435

31. 2 foe.
16. 03 dee .

3, 74.9, 056
51,974

88. 95 inc.
4. 24 inc.

538, 3G5
13,513

33. 05 inc.
5. 4.8 deo.

II. Number of schools inspected ...............
Number of departments:
1. Day ....••..••••.•••••••.••••..••...•...
2. Night' ........••....••••••.••...•.......
Accommodation:
1. Day schools ...........•................
2. Night schools (not connected with day
' schools) ................•.•.•.•......
Present at examination:

m.

k ~f[1i\ !~~~I!~s:::::::::: :::::::::::::::
0

.A.vcrago at.ten dance:
1. Day scholars ........•.... ...•....... ...
2. Night scholars ......•....•...•....•....
IV. Number of teachers:
Certificated .•••.••....•......•••.•.....•..
.Assistant ..................•...•..........

Pupil .....................•...............
Studying in training colleges .••...•...•..

47,823
23,508
28,131
3,310

107. 44
640. 87
12. 72
10. 07

inc.
inc.
dee.
inc.

8,151
1,437
3,904
' 859

Pei' cent.
8. 84 inc.

,-21. 7

52. 02
223. 64
14.8
4.4.8

inc.

inc .
iuc.
dee.
dee.

1 In estimating the school provision requirecl,~nly six-sevenths of the po1rnlation
are considered, the remn.inder being presumably of the class who will not patronize
elementary public schools.
·
2 School attendance committees must be appointed by local authorities in districts
not1.m<lcr school boar<ls, to report violations of the school law.
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FINANCES.

The total income of elementary schools (evening included) for 1890911 was, in England, £7,813,706 Ss. lld. ($37,974,613.30 2); in Scotland,
£1,201,033 ($5,837,019), derived as follows:

Local taxes (rates), boa1·d schools only ....................................... .
Contributions, denominational schools chiefly ............................... .
Tuition fees (school pence) ............................................... ... .

England.

Scotlancl.

Per cent.

Per cent.
22. 53
1. 30
5.37

18.56

~~d~~~~:::sg:i:d~the; ·S-~l~;~~~:::: ·.:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10. 00
~5. 20
42. ()()

a 70. 80

3. 60

a One-third in lieu of fer,s remitted.

The year ended August 31. The act remitting fees went into operation September 1.
The scope of the act is shown by the following sections :
1. (1) After the commencement of this, ct there shall be paid out of moneys provided by Parliament, and at such times and in such manner as may be determined
by regulations of the education department, a grant (in this act called a fee grant)
in aid of the cost of elmentary education in England and Wales at the rate of ten
shi1lings a year for each child of the number of cgildren over 3 and under 15 years
of age in average attenclance at any public elementary school in England and \Vales
(not being an evening school) the managers of which are willing to receive the same
and in which the education department arc satisfied that the regulations as to fees
are in accordance with the conditions in this act.
1

*

*

*

*

*

2. (1) In any school receiving the fee grant(a) Where the average rate of fees received during tlic school year ended last before
the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, was not in
excess of ten shilliri'gs a year for each child of the number of children fa average

attendance at the school, or
(b) For which an annual parliamentary grant has not fallen due before the said
first day of J annary:
No fee shall, except as by this act provided, bo charged for children over 3 and
under 15 years of age.
(2) In any school receiving the fee grant where -the said average rate was so in
execs , the fees to be charged for children over 3 and ·under 15 years of age shall not,
except as by this act provided, be such as to make the avera()'e rate of fees for all
such cbildren' exceed for any school year the amount of the s;id excess.

*

*

5. If t t any time after the expiration of one year from the com~cncement of this

act it is represented to the education dopn;rtment that there is in any school district, or in any part of a school district, an insufficient amount of public school accommo<la tion without 1>:1yment of fees for children over 3 and under 15 years of ago, for
whom such accommodation i desired, an<l the education department are sati fied
after inquiry that such is the case, the department shall direct the deficiency to be
s?pp1i d. in the manner provi<l cl by sections nine and ten of the elementary education a.ct, 1 70, an<l ev ry other :ection enablinO' them in that behalf with res1)ect to
t1,
npply of pnl>1ic s<·hool acco~oclation~ and the exprcs ior:_ "public school
mmo 1. ion" in hat net hall include ~ublic school ac.commodation without
1 t off:· . (El. <l. c, 1 !Jl, sccs.1, 2, 5.
f c1i n« u ct1, 1. 6 to a pounu. In previous reports $5 has been em-
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The total expenditure in England was $38,052,123, slightly exceeding
the income for the year. In Scotland it was $5,943,425. This represents for England an expenditure of $10.14 and in Scotland $10. 73
per capita of average attendance in the inspected day schools.
Fees remitted in Scotland by laws of 1889 and 1890 and in Engla,n d
by law of 1891 may still be charged if managers forego the fee grant
and pa,rents make no objection. That a free school system is generally
desired is indicated by the fact that in England 74 per cent of elementary schools and in Scotland the entire number are now free for
children of legal school age.-i. c., 3 to 14 inclusive in the former, 5 to
14 inclusive in the latter.
·
Besides the proportional part of the current income furnished from
local sources, as shown above, local managers must provide buildings
and equipments. The. general government has aided in this work by
loans amounting in England to £23,846,174 ls. 4d. ($115,892,409) and
in Scotland to £4,859,357 16s. 7½cl. ($23,616,471).
:MEASURES .AFFECTING .A'.I.'TEND.ANCE,

Since 1890 the policy of alloting the greater part of the grant \upon
the results of the examination of. individual pupils h1 the three obligatory subjects (reading, writing, and arithmetic) has been discontinued•
and the average attendance has been made the basis. The mode of
determining this average is uniform for all schools, i. e., by dividing
the actual number of half-day attendances by the minimum number of
half days (400) on which the school must have been in session. Managers, and indirectly teachers, have thus a stimulus to securing as
large an attendance as possible. In Scotland their efforts are aided by
The grnnt is comprised in the following divisions:
(1) A fixed grant of 12ts. to 14s. (10s. to 14s. Scotland) per pupil in average attendance.
(2) A grant of ls. to lts. for discipline and organizatiou, reckoned on average
attendance.
(3) Various grants in class and speci:fiecl subjects. In Scotland a grant of ls. to
3ts. is also allowed, according to the report on the general character of the instruction in the three elementary subjects. Special grants (£10 to £15) are also allowed
under specified conditions for schools in thinly populated districts. Grants of £1 to
£5 arc also allowed in respect to each pupil teacher required to make up the minimum staff who passes a specified examination and of £10 to £15 for each assistant
teacher passing the examination for a government certificate. The total annual
grant to a school, exclusive of the special grants to schools in sparsely settled regions,
must not exceed 17s. 6d. for each unit of average attendance or th.e total income from
all other sources. In other words, the government seeks to stimulate, but not to
replace, local e:ffort.
In England infant schools are treated separately, grants for them reckoned on the
basis of average attendance being:
(1) Fixed grant, 7s. to 9s. per capita of average attendanco.
(2) Variable grant, 2s., 4s., or 6s.
(3) Grant for singing, 6cl. or ls.
(4:) Grant for necdlcw·ork, ls. per capita of average attendance of girls.
1

ED
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the compulsory law which applies to all children 5 to 14 years of age,
unless they have secured a certificate of exemption. This may be obtained by passing the examination required at the end of the fifth
school year, which is generally reached at 11 years of age. In England
the ages of compulsory attendance, as well as the standard of exemption, are l{it to local managers, but every school board must make by- .
laws upon the subject.
The education laws also make provision for the school attendance of
children of legal school age who may be employed part of the time
under the laws regulating such matters, the departments determining
the limits of attendance for such children. The E nglish enrollment
includes 173,040 half-timers, as they are called, of whom more than half
are in Lancashire and one-fourth in Yorkshire. The Scotch schools
enroll 30,602 half-timers.
TEACHERS.

As to teachers, the central departments require that the principal
teacher of every school should have a Government certificate (awarded
· upon' examination after a probationary term of teaching) and the employment of an assistant teacher for every 50 1 additional pupils in
-attendance after the first 60, or a pupil teacher for every additional 30.
The persons qualified to be recognized as assistant teachers are pupil
teachers who have completed their engagement with credit and passed
the examination for admission to training colleges, women above 18 years
of age who have passed certain specified examinations 2 and university
graduates.
Pupil teachers are young persons between 14 and 18 years of age,
whose time is divided between studying and teaching. Their service
must not exceed tw~nty-five hours a week. Managers must make provision for the instruction of their pupil teachers, for which, as already
noted, they may claim additional grants. The composition of the teaching staff for the year under review was as follows:
Teachers.
Certificated.
MFJn.

-

Englan<l ...........
Scotland ..•...•....

rn, 100
a, 838

Women.
28,624

4,313

Assistant.
Men.
5,459
153

Women.
18,049
1,284.

Pupil teachers.
Men.
6, :160
902

Additional women
Women. teachers.

Total.

--------21,771
3,002

5,681

-······-··

105,143
13,492

1
An as i tant tea 11er who holus n. certificate is con iderecl snfficient for 70 ::uluitional pupils .
2
• 'l'h
ea.re tlic Yarious univ ·r ity c.·amiua.tious open to women a.nd the examination of the col1cg of r>rcc ptors for the tcachcri;' diploma..
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.A:t:cragc salaries. a
Assistants.

Principals.
Men.

fio!il!~t :: ::::::: :: ::: :: ::::::: :::::: ::: ::::: ::: ::: :

Women.

$669. 70
805. 08

$414.12
368. 91

Men.
$456. 45
49.31

Women.
$336.18
293. 25

a All professional sources of income for teachers, including free house rent in some cases.

The proportion of women teachers in English- schools is continually
increasing, having risen from 55 per cent in 1870 to 71½ per cent in 1891.
In both countries the proportion of pupil teachers is declining; it is
noticeable, however, that the most successful candidates for admission
to the training colleges come from their ranks.
TRAI~ING OF TEACHERS.

The training colleges have been founded and are controlled by private authorities (chiefly denominational), but they receive annual grants
not exceeding 75 per cent of their tota~ incomes from the Government
upon specified conditions. With respect to these conditions, the colJ
leges are under Government supervision. The inspectors appointed for
this service hold the examinations for teachers' certificates at the seve:rial
institutions. These examinations are obligatory for students of the
colleges having free (i. e.,Queen's) scholarships, other candidates being
also admitted.
The training colleges in England, i. e., 44 residential coUeges of long
standing and 6 day colleges (established under regulations first issued
in 1800), were attended in 18D0-91 by 3,806 students. As the regular
course of training is two years, these colleges are prepared to furnish
annually 1,900 teachers, which would be sufficient to supply the annual loss (calculated at 6 per cent) in a staff equal to two-thirds of the
present number of certificated teachers. The training colleges of Scotland, 7 in number, had an attendance of 860 students, which is nearly
sufficient to supply the loss in the whole body of certificated teachers.
About 18 per cent of the students in the Scotch colleges combine with
tlleir training attendance upon university classes, tendency which is
fostered by the liberality of the Government in including the fees for
such attendance in the legitimate expenses of the colleges.
In ranking candidates who pass the certificate examinations, special
weight is given, both in England and in Scotland, to success in the_
e_ aminations in science held by the Science and Art Department.
Although the course of the training colleges includes service in the
practice schools, graduates of these colleges, like other canditlates,
must puss a probationary term of teaching before receiving their certificates.
The expenditure for the training colleges for the year under review
was as follows: Englanu, residential colleges, £180,564 Ds. 5d.; day,

a
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£8,446 12s.11d., or a total of £189,011 2s. 4d. ($045,055.50), of which the
Government provided 66 per cent; Scotland, £40,916 lls. 2d. ($204,582),
from Government 73 per cent.
PENSIO:NS.

The bill for pensions to teachers has made little progress during
the year, although its ultimate passage seems certain. The National
Up.ion of Elementary Teachers maintains a committee to push the
mea,sure and to create a public sentiment in its favor.
ORGANIZATION AND CONDUCT OF SCHOOLS,

The elementary schools recognized by the Government are infant
schools, schools for older pnpils, and night schools. In board schools
sectarian instruction is strictly prohibited; in private schools it must be
given, if at all, before or after the hours of secular instruction and must not
be forced upon any .child. Grants are made solely for secular branches.
These are arranged in a progressive series of seven grades (standards),
each intended to occupy a year. Since 1890 teachers have been free to
classify pupils according to their attainments, s9 that a pupil may be
in different grades in different subjects, provided, always, that he passes
the lower-grade examination in a subject before being advanced to the
higher.
Outside of the conditions imposed by the government as before indicated, which are intended merely to secure an economical administration of the public money and to protect the religious scruples of parents,
1ocal managers have the utmost freedom. The boards have very extensive powers, as they may levy rates for school buildings and current
expenditures and develop their schools on as liberal a scale as local
sentiment approves. Teachers are wholly under the control of local
managers with respect to salary, tenure, etc.
The grading of schools is necessarily determined in the main by the
mode of examination, the subjects additional to the obligatory branches
forming an important factor in this respect.·
There are either class subjects or specific subjects which may be
taken by pupils above the fourth grade and for which special grants
are allowed. The nature and degree of classification on the basis of
the:e various provisions depend upon the size of the school, the
arrang me t of the school building, and the number and grade of the
t a~her. . The English department places stress upon the separation
f rnfants from older -pupil , allowing a grant of 9s. per capita if the
".rn fa11 t
are taught a. a e1)arate department under a, competent
t _'a ·ll r, , di a:~ m _peci, lly f rni h d for the work, as against 7s.
11 .r 11
n 1hon. are not fulfill d. A a re ult of this policy, ont
• Y ra "' •
net nc f ,121,000 in th infant grade (1800-01),
,n~1 school ', ea ·h under a c rtificated teacher.
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All but 13 of these schools received the higher rate, i.e., 9s. grant. Out
of 5,30D classes, 4,224, with an average attendance of 169,996, received
the 9s. rate, while 1,083, with an average attendance of 34,859, received
only the 7s. rate. In two cases the grant was refused.
Infant classes have much less developm~nt in Scotland, where the
· recognized school age is 5 and 14, inclusive, as against 3 to 14, inclusive, in England. The children below 7 years of age, which is regarded
as the upper limit of age for infants_, form only 21 per cent of the enrollment in Scotland, as against 31 per cent in England.
It appears from the reports that in England 91 per cent of the schools
for older scholars and in Scotland 99 per cent go beyond the bare
requirements of the obligatory subjects and provide instruction in one
or more, class subjects, viz., English, geography, history, elementary
science, special needlework for girls. The grant allowed in England
for these subjects was estimated on 96 per cent _of the total attendance
of older scholars and in Scotland on 89 per cent of such attendance.
English is the class subject most generally taken. It is worthy of note
that after August, 1893, no " school for older scholars" in England will
be able to claim a grant unless one class subject is taught. The remaining optional subjects/ classed as specific, would be considered
high-school studies in this country. As they can not be taken by pupils
below the fifth grade, which on the average it is supposed will be
reached at 11 years of age, they form in reality an initial stage to
secondary schools, and in some cities have led to the organization of
what are called higher board schools. In England 90,087 pupils were
presented in 1890-91 in one or more of these subjects, of whom nearly
one-third were from the London schools. The number presented in
Scotland was 45,386. The grant for these studies is the only portion of
the government fund still allowed on the results of individual examination, all other grants as before stated being estimated at a certain rate
per capita of average attendance. This policy gives a special motive
to managers for securing as high an average as possible.
That it is not sufficient to overcome the various conditions which
interfere· with regular attendance is evident from the fact that in England the aittendance is only 77.72 ,per cent of the enrollment (68 per
cent in infant schools, 82 per cent in schools for older scholars), showing
but slight increase over former year.s. In Scotland, where there is a
uniform compulsory law, but where the severity of the climate and the
large proport~on of sparsely settled regions depress school attendance,
the average is 79.3 per cent.
To the day schools, whose operations are here reviewed, must be
1
Mathematics, Latin, French or. German, principles of agriculture for boys, and
domestic economy for girls aro included in both England and Scotland. In England
physiology, botany, chemistry, physics, and shorthand are also specified, and additional subjects lll:1J bo taken in either ·c ountry, provided a graduated echcme of
instruction is arranged anu. approYcd by the department.
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added the niglit schools, which are assuming more and more the character of continuation scihools. To receive Government aid these schools
must hold at least forty-five sessions. No pupil who has made less than
twenty-four attendances can be presented for examination, nor in a
lower standard than the third.
,
The following tabulation shows the status of these schools for

1890-91:
England.
Number of evening schools ................................•..................
.A. verage attendance ........................................................ . .
Number of pupils qualified by attendance for examinatfon ....... ........... .
Number examined in standard subjects
Percenta~e of passes:
Reading ...........................................•...•..................
Arithmetic .........................••.............................. ......
Writing .................... ~ ......................................•......
Number taking additional subjects·.........•...........................•.... .
Number of passes in additional subjects ..•..................................
. ? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • __ • • • • • • • • _._.

Scotland.

1,388
51,974
62,617
47, ai1

207
13,513
15,613
9,12H

07
83
58
27,547
18,581

96
87
71
7,138
6,031

Among the most important measures pertaining to elementary schools
.now pending are proposed new regulations for evening schools. These
regulations teri.cl to increase the provision for technical and scientific
training and to systematize the instruction by means of a graduated
course arranged for seven years and adapted to young people from 14
. to 21 years of age, within which limits the age of night.school pupils
will ordinarily fall. Freedom of classification will be secured here, as
in the day schools, by allowing a pupil to be in different grades in different subjects.

CHAPTER V.
PROVISION FOR SECOND.ARY .AND FOR TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION IN GREAT BRIT.AIN.1

of Education Department, Scotland, 1886 to 1891-92,
inclusive-Report of BriUsh Schools Inquiry Conirwission-Studies in seoonda1·y education-Technical instruction acts, 1887, 1889, 1891-Local custorns and excise act,
1890-Welsh intennecliate education act, 1889-Files of the" Recorcl of Technical and
Seco11cla1·y Eclucation"-Reports of the Science and Art Departrnent-School reports
of Lonclon, Lire11Jool, Birmiiigharn-FUes of the "Educational Times'' a1id "School
Gitarclian."
TOPICAL OUTLINE.-Scotlctnd: P1tblic s11pcrrision of secondary schools, operatfons in
1890-91-Provision fo1· technical instruction. Wales: Scope of intermediate ediwation
act of 1889, action in respect thereto-Existing secondar.lJ schools. England: Conditions 11nclei· which secondary and technical instruction are mdintained-Laclc of statistics- -Reorganization of endowed schools m1der the Endowed Schools Commission and
the Cliarity Co11111iissioners-Impo,.tance of scholarship funds-Recent measures promoting technical instruction-Work of the Science and Art Department-Proposed .
legislettion relative to secondary education.

:MATERIAL CONSULTED.-Reports

- MOVEMENTS IN SCOTLAND.

Measures looking to the organization of the agencies for secondary
instruction and to adequate provision for technical instruction have .
recently assumed great importance throughout tlle British isles. Scotland has taken the lead in this respect, the inspection of secondary
schools having been undertaken by the Scotch education department
in 188G. The number of such schools now under inspection is 55, of
which 23 are known as higher class public schools (receive appropriations
from local taxes), 22 are endowed schools, and 10 are private schools
whose managers have requested the inspection of the depar.tment.
Steady improvement is noted 1n the schools whose work has been inspected in successive years. The "leaving certificate examination,"
wllich was established in 1888, is found to have a stimulating influence.
The number of schools participating in this rose from 29 in 1888 to 50
in 1890, and the number of candidates from 072 to 3,120. · St.ill further
increase was noted in 1801, when the higher departments of the stateaided (elementary) schools were allowed to avail themselves of the
examination. The number of higher class schools represented in the
examination rose that year to 52, while the number of departments of
state-aided schools was 63. The number of candidates was 5,500.
1 By

A. Tolman" Smith.
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The following tables show the particulars of the examination :
Total
number
;J,~·d.
8

Passed in different grades.
f-----,--------:------1

Lower.

Higher.

Honors.

Total.
passed.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -11 - - --1--- - - - - - - - - -

f~tl~
Greek ..•...•.•..••••.•••••.••....•.•..•..••.......
8
~::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

French .•...•..•••..••..•••.•......•.....•.........
, German ....•....•..•....•.................. : •.• •..
Italian ...........................•...•.•..........
Mathematics (including arithmetic) ......•.......
Arithmetic only .......................•.••.......

,

'

G1;1ometrical coni<,s .••.....••••..•......•...•...•••
Analytical geometry .........•..................•.
Dyna:m.ics.L ............•.........................
Bookkeeping and commercial arithmetic .... . .... .

8,099
1,233
690
1,933
1,249
4
1,925
2,514

Total
number
pre·
sented.

79
29
11
78
42

732
1,448

458
264
110
243
161
4
152
131

Passed.

Passed with
distinction.

1,516
541
253
924
752

·······40·

97
52
14
78
36
17
295
106
53
278 ..••••.....•. . ·•··•••······•··

1888.

1889.

1800.

1!<_91.

2,053
'834
374

1,245
955
4
924
1,579

I passed.
Total
66

53
159
147

1892.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Number of candidates ......•...........•...•......
Number of schools ...................••..••.......
Number of papers taken .....•....••••............

972
29
4,300

2,066
41
9,200

2,528
43
11,300

8,120
50
13,192

5,175
115
18,691

A large number of university and professional authorities have
announced their readiness to accept the "leaving certificate" in lieu of
preliminary examinations held under their own direction.
The series of measures looking to public supervision and support for
secondary schools is comJ:)leted by the bill J:)roviding for tlle transfer to
the Scotch education department of ~he sum of £60,000 (about $300,000)
from the local taxation (Scotland) account in aid of the cost of secondary
e(1ucation.1
Scotland was also the first division of Great Britain to secure a special law for technical instruction (1887). This law has, however, proved
to be defective in many re pects and additional legislation is confidently
anticipatecl. 2 Meanwhile the funds which the county councils have
allowed for technical in truction 3 have given an impetus to practical
operatio11s.
1
The bill 1)ccame law Jun 27, 1 92. It proYi<les also for tbe appropriation of
£30,000 (in roun<.l numbers 130,000) to the univ rsiti s of Scotland.
The new , cot ·b tc buical u ·t has been introduced at the present session of Parliam nt (1 <2).
3
al ~-· atiou ( ·u toms ancl xci e) a t, 1890. By this act a surplus
• 'n<l r tb • l
l ·11 · l fr rn h cl11t1 . on liq nor wa plac d at the di po al of the county councils
i h tho privil ~c of applying tho same to technical education.
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The following is found t<? be the disposition of the funds by the
councils up to October, 1891, so far as reported:
In countfos.
~

Number.

Councils giving all to technical education .......
Councils giving part to technical education and
part to relief of rates .......................... }
Councils consideringthequest.ionofits allocation
Council which has given cf.art to relief of rates,
tho remainder being un er consideration ......
Councils giving all to relief of rates ............
Councils from which no information has been
received .............••........................

In burghs.

Aggregate
grants.

}-········8 ---------------3,035 8 2

a To technical education.

Number.

£
s. d.
8,976 13 10
{ a 212
3 7 }
2
b 519 J3 2
6,624 0 6
6

11

6

b To rates.

.................. ..
C

-

Aggrerte
gran -s.
£

s. d.

5
576 2
161 10
7 { a4,
b 3,636 2
10
6,005 12
b547 2
1
c526 10
54
4,543 4

{

96

3

0
0
7
2
8
4

---·············

Under consideration.

In all an aggregate sum of £39,364 9s. 4d. ($191,311.27) is above
accounted for, which, deducted from the whole grant paid to Scotland,
£48,051 ($233,527.86), leaves a balance of £8,686 10s. 8d. ($42,216.59) at
the disposal of 6 counties and 96 burghs, from which no information has
been returned. 1
The funds appropriated have been applied to the maintenance of
special teachers of agriculture, dairy work, cookery, etc., in pub1ic
schools, to the instruction of teachers in technical branches, and to the
fostering of technical and art cla.sses in secondary schools.
MOVEMENTS IN WALES.

The Welsh intermediate education act of 1889 is the outcome of
recommendations made by a committee appointed in 1880 to inquire
into intermediate and higher education and to make recommendations.
The act is intended to increase the facilities for both secondary and
technical instruction, and taken in connection with the elementary
schools completes for the principality an educational system extending
from the infant school to the university.
The new la,y- provides for an official inspection of secondary schools
and a government grant in aid of such schools not to exceed in any
county the amount contributed out of the county rate (or tax) for the
same purpose. These appropriations with fees and endowments make
up the income of the schools. The law also authorizes the governing
body of a secondary school to borrow money from the public works
loan commissioners for the erection or enlargement of school buildings.
Intermediate education as defined by the act "includes instruction in reading, writing, and arithmetic, Latin, Greek, the Welsh and
English languages and literature, modern languages, mathematics,
natural and applied science, or in some such studies, and generally in
the higher branches of knowledge. 'Technical education' includes
instruction in (1) any of the branches of science and art with respect
•

1

See Record of Technical and Secondary Education,·No. 2, 1892, pp. 166-167.
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to which grants are, for the time being, made by the department of
' science and art; (2) the use of tools and/ modeling in clay, wood,- or
other material; (3) commercial arithmetic, commercial geography, bookkeeping, and shorthand; and (4) any other subject applicable to the .
purp-0ses of agriculture, industries, trade, or commerce which may be
specified in a scheme, or proposals for a scheme·, of a joint education
committee, as a form of instruction suited to the needs of the district;
but it shall not include teaching the practice of any trade or industry
or employment. In schools established , under the provisions of this
act, no religious catechism or religious formulary which is distinctive
of any particular denomination may be taught to a scholar attending as
a day scholar at the school established or regulated by the scheme, and
the. time for prayer or religious worship or for any lesson or series of
lessons on a religious subject shall be conveniently arranged for the
purpose of allowing the withdrawal conveniently of a day scholar therefrom."
The county councils, created by the local government act of 1888,
constitute the mfLchinery for the administration of the act for the space
of three years, after which the duties will devolve upon the charity
commissjoners; but the several educational associations of Wales,
not.ably ~he North Wales Scholarship Association, the Joint Education Committees of Wales and Monmouthshire, and the Association
for Promoting the Education of Girls in Wales, are actively at work
to give effect to the law of 1889. Their efforts are directed to raising
money for scholarship funds for the benefit of pupils in elementary
schools and to securing the proper distribution and organization of the
resources for secondary education. The· distinct recognition given by
the act to technical instruction is part of the general impulse which
this subject has received throughout Great Britain. With respect to
the present provision for intermediate education in Wales the committee of 1880 say in their report:
The numbe:i; of cnuowed schools at present conducted. a.s grammar schools in Wales
aml ::\lonmouthshire is 27, of which 13 are in North \Vales, 11 in South Wales, and
3 in loumouthshire. There are also a fow schools which, though by foundation
gramma:r schools, have from d.e.fi.ciency of funds or other causes either fallen into
abeyance or into the condition of merely elementary schools.
if

J;

;,

*

•

*

*

A nearly as we have been able to estimate, the aggregate cmlowments of existing
grammar school· amount to a.bout £12,788 ($62,150), of which North Wal s ha.s£4,352
($21,151\ outh Wales £4,6G5 ($22,672), ancl lonmouthshire £3,771 ($18,327). The
provision muclo by tho above enclowm uts is at present available for tho education
of boys only. For tho chication of girls there arc but three endowed schools in
th wholo J)l'in ·ipality, viz: 'fhos at
nbigh aml Llandaff, supported out of the
funds of How ll's c1tarity, the gross income of which amounts to £6,500 ($31,5!:J0),
an th c·h ol at olrr •lly, er at d by a, chcme under tho endowed schools acts and
maintain ·d wi h funds 1n0Yicl d out of the charity of Dr. Daniel Williams: and
nutin" to about £300 ( 1, -s) a. ye r.1
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1'tIOYE1iiENTS IN ENGL.A.ND.

For an understanding of recent movements in England, it is necessary
to have in mind the various conditions under which secondary and
technical instruction are there maintained. In general it may be said
that secondary instruction is the work of private corporations and
individuals, alt.hough three classes of public bodies have some responsibility in the matter. These are (1) the Charity Commissioners for
England and Wales; (2). local school boards; (3) th.e Science and Art
Department.
No general statistics of secondary schools have been published since
1868, when the report of the British Schools Inquiry Commission was '
issued. This commission was appointed to investigate the operations
of the endowed ~chools of the country, not including the nine great
public schools.
The report divides the secondary schools into three classes, endowed,
proprietary (belonging to a number of stockholders-called :Qroprietors),
and private. To these cfasses may now be added the higher board
schools.1 The commissioners reported in 1868 that 3,000 schools, of
which a large proportion were elementary, were benefiting by endowments. The grammar schools coming within the scope of their inquiry numbered 782 and were educating about 37,000 boys. The 9
public schools had at the same time 2,956 on their registers, or altogether 40,000 boys in endowecl schools, out of an estimated total of
255,000 requiring secondary education. The need of fuller provisions
for secondary education was emphasized by the commissioners. The
immediate outcome of their recommendations was the .e ndowed schools
act of 1869, amended in 1873 and 1874. This law was intended to provide '' more efficacious means for reforming the statutes of endowed
schools and the application of their endowments;" for its execution an
" endowed schools commission" was created with authority to draft new
statutes governing the endowments. At the end of three and a half years,
the original limit of its .duration, the powers of the commissiQn were prolonged for a year and then (1874) were transferred to the charity commission, which becomes thus an organizing authority in the work of
secondary instruction. The original law applied to many fonnd~tions
for elementary education, but in 1873 these were passed to the jurisdiction of the Education Department unless their endowments yielded a,
revenue exceeding £100 per annum.
From a return relating to schemes 2 passed before 1880; that is, durP. 133.
The benefits resulting from tho revision of individual endowments may be illustrated by tho changes effected in two cases:
In 1552 a free grammar school was founded at Birmingham by King Edward VI,
who granted for the purpose certain lands held by the Guild of the Holy Cross. The
commission of 1868 found the school at a low ebb, numbering only 115 boys, and with
·buildings in a ruined condition. The foundation has been twice reorganized under
1

2
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ing the first ten years. of the /working of the act, it appears that 246
schools for boys and 40 schools for girls had been dealt with. Between
1868 and 1883 the number of pupils in schools from which information
had been received had increased from 13,851 to 27,912. Of this increase
10,075 pupils were in new schools opened during the period. These
facts point to ad_vantages arising from a supervisory authority extraneous to the school.
The charity commission, in their reports, urge particularly the application of a part of the income from endowments to the creation of scholarships for pupils of the elementary schools. In the absence ~f public
high schools, such as exist in this country, that is indeed the only
means by which the poor can obt~in secondary instruction. 1
the new law and now comprises two high schools, one for boys and one for girls,
and seven affiliated grammar schools, linked on the one hand to elementary schools
and on the other to the two high schools and to Mason's College, by a large number
of scholarships. These schools afford accommodation for 2,315 pupils (1,350 boys,
965 girls). One-third of the whole number are admitted on foundation scholarships, one-half of which are given to pupils who have attended public elementary
schools in Birmingham two years. (See Studies in Secondary Education, Part nr,
Cha.p. rv.)
The famous Christ's.Hospital (Blue Coat School a), London, was also founded by
Edward VI (1553) and has been enriched by numerous gifts and bequests down to the
present time. The objects.of the trust were the relief of the needy and tho education
of poor children. At the date of the report of the schools' inquiry commission, two
schools were maintained, i. e. a large boarding school in the heart of London, and a
preparation school at Hertford. The two schools had at that time about 1,200 boys
annually under their charge. The gross income was about £56,000, of which £48,000
($240,000) were applied to education. As reorganized by the charity commission, the
revenues will hereafter support five schools, i. e. (1) a boarding school for 700 boys,
or for 850 when sufficient funds are available; (2) a boarding school for 350 girls in
separate boarding houses of suitable size; (3) a preparatory school for 120 boys; (4)
a day school for 600 boys, to be named the science school, which is to include a
chemical laboratory, and be fitted with workshops and appliances for working in
wood and meta.I, situate in the county of Middlesex, at a distance of not more than 3
miles from the Royal Exchange; and (5) a girls' day school for 400 scholars. (See
Rep. of Brit. Schools Inquiry Commission, Vol. 1, Chap. v, also Vol. x, and Parliamentary Paper (79), session 1890.)
1
The following particulars relative to scholarships are cited from" Studies in Secondary Education," and from city reports:
"In 1882, there were 2,989 scholarships holu. in secondary schools under schemes
<favelopeu by the commission. Of these, 1,14.5 were r estricted to bona fide pupils of
elementary schools. There were, at the same time, 250 exhibitions; that is, sums of
mono! to c_arry a boy from a secondary school to one of higher grade, or to n, college
or unwer 1ty. Tho number of funds of both classes has boon increasecl since the year
·pecifi. d. In the cities, e pccially, these scholarships or endowments are supplem ,~t d by ona.tions and by annual subscriptions for tho same purp ose."
In Lon<lon, there are b tween GOO and 700 schol::i.rships in secondary schools avail. ~le for boy frorn ·fomcntary schools, and varying in valuo from tho mere remis1on off' t . ·100 a. year, or more."
illi~..,.fl
hei ·

'? , Ri ~lnr,:

on, Col riclg , harl es Lamb, and Leigh Hunt
·c article m School Gua ·c.li:i.n, ngust 2, 1800, p. 575.
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The two classes of secondary schools supported entirely by private
funds, i. e., proprietary and private, are conducted in much the same
manner as are stock-company and private schools in our own country,
and like these are of varying degrees of excellence. The most notable
company for the maintenance of schools is the Girls' Public Day School
Company, established in London in 1872, _and now maintaining about
thirty-five schools located in the chief cities. .A recent estimate gives
600,000 as the number of pupils under instruction in the private
schools. 1
·
The only general agencies affecting these _schools are the systems of
examinations for schools maintai)led by universities and by the college
of preceptors, and the science and art department examinations .
.As a rule, the endowed schools and private schools are classical,
although many of .them maintain also a science or modern side. rhe
higher board schools, although nominally elementary schools, are really
doing the work of secondary instruction. They incline chiefly to scientific studies, a tendency stimulated by the action of the science and art
department, which offers grants for pupils beyond the sixth grade in
elementary schools who pass specified examinations in science. 2 The
policy of this department is oIJ.e of the causes of the close ralation between secondary and technical instruction that has been made in recent
discussions and. measures. The work of the departm.ent will be best
appreciated after reference to the most important of these measures.
In 1889 England secured a technical education law 3 (applicable also
to Ireland), which is simply permissive, allowing local authorities to
"The London school board controls, in addition, between 50 and 60 scholarships
annually, of which a portion are open to girls, also."
"The Liverpool council of education offer 12 scholarships arnrnally, valued at
£20 each, and running for three years, to enable boys in the elementary schools to
go to the Liverpool College, or to the Liverpool Institute."
"The Birmingham school board, as the trustees of certain scholarship endowments, offer a few minor scholarships of £5 ($25) each towards the maintenance of
boys who have already obtained foundation scholarships at one of the King Edward's
schools, and also scholarships of £15 to £25, running each for four or :five years,
enabling a boy to pass through."
·
'
·
1
Inaugural address of Rev. Dr. Walker, president-e1ect for 1893 of the Association
of Private Schoolmasters. (Educational Times, February, 1893, p. 6.) Amore recent
estimate by Mr. J. J. Findlay gives 800,000 as the number of pupils in secondary
schools or pursuing secondary studies, including 25,000 instructed at home or on the
co~tinent, and excluding the 90,000 pupils of higher board schools. It should be
observed that the elementary departments of secondary schools are included in the
above total. (See Educational Times, June 1, 1893, pp. 254-256.)
2
The regulations are the same for Scotland.
3
Amended in some important ,Particulars by a law of 1891.
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levy a penny rate for the purposes specified therein. The provisions of
the local taxation (customs ancl excise) act of the year following, which
applied alike to England and Wales and to Scotland, gave a substantial
basis for the new departure by authorizing the county councils to employ the funds placed at their disposal for . the benefit ·of technical
schools, classes, etc.
As to the action taken with respec.t to the application of the funds,
· a return made to the House of Lords, and covering the year ended
March 31, 1801, shows the following for the 109 counties and county
boroughs in England (Monmouth county not included):
In seventy-eight cases wholly to .technical education (including
science and art); in twenty-seven cases, partly to those purposes ;
in four cases wholly in aid of rates (local taxes).
])fteen Welsh counties and county boroughs, and Monmouth, decided
to apply their shares of the duties in the following manner:
In twelve cases wholly to intermediate education, or intermediate
and technical education combined; in one case partly to intermediate
and technical education; in one case partly to intermediate ed1;1.Cation;
in one case partly to technical education.
'rhe total amount paid to the councils out of the residue of the duties
in respBct of the year amounted to £740,376 Ss. 3d., which sum was
applied as follows :
£
8. d.
'l'o technical eclueation, including science ancl art and
intermediate education . ____ . ________ . _____ ____ ____ 496, 569 15 10
In aid of rntes . ____ . _____ . ____ . _______________ . ___ ___ 236, 242 18 10
Unappror>riated____ ___ _ ____ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ _ 7,563 13 7
TotaL- -------- ---- -------·--·-------···---· --· 740,376

8

3 ($3,598,230)

WORK OF TIIE SCIENCE .A.ND .A.R'.l.; DEP.ARTnffiNT .

Reference has alrnady been made to the grants allowed by the science
and art department. They com1wise:
(a) Grants for chil<lren of the industrial classes, who take seience or
drawin g at school and pass the science and art examination . .
(b) Grants to students who have pa sed the stage of elementary
instruction, ancl who study in special science aud art schools under
in. pection by the department.
(c) Grants of scholarships and 11rize. to enable promi ing student to
vro c •<l ith tlicir . tudie .
(cl) rant. for ap1)arntu., labor torie ·, and mu ·emus, etc.
(e) .!.faint nanc.: at Loudon of training schools for teachers, i. e., the
... ornu 1 c ool f 'ci nc' • nd the National Art Trainino- chool.
:Vi h t1i .·c P ion f -rant for drawing and mnnuJ training, the
,.. r ~ 1 u· f · •1 1 ~i b<· ·ond the el m ntary school grade, and is
>r 11·rly _·la·. 1 1 ·<~ <·1t11 •r a. ,· condary rt ·hnical. Drawing has boen
tl bh t tory f 1 1 oy in pul li · lem utary ·choul , a recognition of

!
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its univcr.:;~1,l importance for the industrial classes. Manual training
wa~ atlLlcd to the subjects encouraged by the science and art department,
in 1830, ~ few school boards having alreau.y made experiments in that
brtt.nch. 1
The extent ancl growth of the operations of the science and art department outsi<le of the art work in elementary schools are indicated.. by the
following table aml citations from the thirty-ninth official report:
scrn~-cE
Year.

1882 .... ........... .
]88J ............ - .. 1881 ...... ·····• ... .
1885 ............... .
1886 ...........•....

Schools.

Classes.

1,402
1,421
1,463
1,5-!2
1,082

4,881
5,281
5,001
5,049
5,862

SCHOOLS, CLASSES, ETC.
Pupiis
Pupils
under
under
Year.
Schools. I Classes. I1 instruciustruc·
tion. ·
j tion.
- - - - 1 1 - - -- - - - - 1 - - -. -1 - - i - - -

~~:m :mL:::::::::::::

78,336 ]889 ......•.•......
78, 8~0 ' 1800 .....••..•..•..
04, 838 ! 1891. .......•••.•• .

1, 084
1, 952
2, 195
2, 063
2, 161

6, 300
6, 570
. 7, 475
7, 756
8, 568

i

103, 088
112, 808
131, 313
133, 821
148, 408

- - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --~---~--~-,----

The decrease in the number of schools since 1880 is due to the closing of merely ephemeral institutions.
Of tho schools oxamiued in 1891, 1,614 wore in England and Wales, 32-1 in Scotland, a.uu. 226 in Ireland. ·The number of students who came up for examination
from them was 90,812, an increase of 7,742 on the previous year. Besides these,
2,8t7 self-taught stndeuts aurl pupils from classes not entitled to claim payments on
results presentecl them.selves for examination. The number of examination pa,pers
worked uy the 93,G59 students who were examiuecl was 179,549, or an average of
1 The instruction must be (a) in the use of the ordinary tools used in handic_rafts
in w·ood or iron, (b) given OLlt of school honrs in a proper1y fitted workshop, and (c)
connected with the instruction ia drawing; th.n,t is to say, the work must be from
clra,wings to scale previously mn.lle by the students.
Tho instrnction may be givon by one of the re 6 nlar teachers of the school if h.e
is snfficiontly qualified; if not, he must be assisted by a skilled artisan.
Tb_e work of the class will be oxamiuecl by the local inspector of the department,
a-ccompauietl, if n ecessary, by an artisan expert on the occ~sion of his visit to examine in drawing.
If it appears that the school is properly provicle<l with pln.nt for instruction and
that the teaching is fairly goo cl a grant of 6s., or, if excellent, of 7s., will be maclcfor
every scholar instrnctell, provideu. (a) that he has pn.ssed tho fourth standard; (b)
that he has receivccl manual instruction for at least two hours a week for twentytwo weeks during the school year; ( c) that a special register of attendance is kept;
and (cl) that each. scholar on whom payment is claimed is a scholar of the day school
n.n<l has a,ttentled with reasonable regularity. The grant may be reduced or wholly
withbel<l at the discretion of the department if it appears that the plant is insufficient or that tho instruction is not good. (Official circular, 1890.)
From the official report it appon,rs that "during the year ending August 31, 1891,
6:212 clem~ntary schools with 1,170,3!0 scholars were taught drawing ancl examined
under tho regulations of the .department. Seven hundred and thirty-nine of these
schools wero in Scotland and 51 in Ireland. This was an increase of 1,886 schools
and 241,983 scholars, or 44 per cont and. 26 per cent,-respecti vely, as compared with
tho numbers in 1889-90, when 4,32,.l: schools, with. 928,357 scholars, were exam in eel."
Cla ses of manual instruction have been established in 245 schools, 63 of which
were examined in the year ended August 31, 1891, and earned grants amounting t o
£600 13s. 4d. on account of 2,568 schools.
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very nea,rly two papers per student. Seventy-two thousand four hundred and sixtythree students were successful in passing in 011e or more subjects, and of these 37,333
were successful for the :first time. In the previous year 71,417 were successful, and
37,814 for the first time.
The Royal College of Science, London, with which is incorporated the Royal
School of Mines, numbered 285 students; of these 121 were Government students,
royal exhibitioners, national scholars, local exhiuitioners, free students, and teachers
in training, and 164 were prh-ate students paying fees.

At the Royal College of Science, Dublin, there were 116 students, as
against 103 in the previous year.
A.1·t instruction in local schools of art and art classes.-The number of art schools
and classes examined in 1891 was 1,313, as against 1,182 in 1890, showing an increase
of 131. The number of students under instruction was 88,833 in 1890, as compared
with 100,031 in 1891.
·

The National Art Training School registered 191 students. Altogetll er there were 249,031 students pursuing art and science studies
under the auspices of the department.
Expe11cHttt1·e.-The e'xpenditnre of the department during the financial year 1891-92
amounted to £530,607 ($2,578,751), which was apportioned as follows: Expenses of
administration, including central staff, office expenses, etc., £33,034; direct payment!:., prizes, etc., to encourage instruction in science, £113,434; direct payments,
prizes, etc., to encourage instruction in art, £52,120; services common to both
science and art instruction, £61,034; institutions supported or aided by the state
through the Depa:tment of Science and Art, £58,000; the South Kensington and
Bethnal Green Museums, including the expenses of circulation of science and art
objects to country institutions, £85,940; payments for instruction in public elementary schools ancl training colleges in drawing, £123,167, and grants in aid of technical
instruction and local museums, £3,878.

It will be seen that the entire expenditure of the department is le!2s
than the annual amount at the disposal ofthecountycouncils ($3,590,000),
and in view of these new resources the department announces the withdrawal after May, 1892, of grants for the second (i. e., lowest) class in
the elementary stage of each science subject, of grants in aid of technical subjects, and also of grants for apparatus and :fittings duriug the
continuance of the customs and excise act, excepting in Ireland,
which has no share in this fund. At the same time the department
will increase its appropriations for advanced science in truction.
The sum at the di posal of the county councils may be regarded as
a fund for the development of secondary education, as by the law of
18 n the councils are debarred from making direct appropriation for
in trnction given to toys an<l girl in the elementary grades.
Tahng ad vantage of thi fact, the National Association for the Promotion f T chnical and e ndary i ducation urgesThat in the opinion of this ru sociation the powers conforre<l on local authorities by
t clinic, 1 iu trnr.ti,m act:i, 1 8 ancl 1 !)1, and the local taxation (cu ·toms and
) ac . l !l , on" 1 t h o xtonrle:l by 1cgi la.tion as to cnn.ble them to
v1th tlic orgaui1,atiou of secondary uucation.

1h
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In pursuance of that opinion, a secondary education bill will undoubtedly be introduced at the next session of Parliament. 1
It was not the purpose of this chapter to consider curricula and the
internal conduct of secondary schools. As, however, this grade of
instruction is just now a subject of much discussion among us, the work
of individual schools in England would presumably furnish interesting
suggestions. For this reason extracts from the prospectuses of three
typical schools, showing admission requirements and courses of study are
appended to this article.
CITATIONS FROM PROSPECTUSES OF ENGLISH SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
HARROW, ONE OF TIIE NINE GREAT PUBLIC SCIIOOLS-ADl\USSION REQUIREMENTS
AND CURRICULUl\1.

No boy can be admitted into the school before completing his twelfth, nor (except
under certain conditions) after completing his fourteenth year, nor (in any case) without a certificate of good conduct from the master or tutor under whom he has been
previously educated.
Every boy, before his admission to the school, is required to pass an entrance
examination.
For the classical side tbe obligatory subjects are easy translation from Xenophon,
Cresar, Ovid, or for more advanced boys from Homer, Euripides, Virgil; CiceroJ and
Greek and Latin grammar.
A simple paper is also given to test a boy's general knowledge of English subjects,
i.e., Scripture, English grammar, and the elements of geography and English history (but a boy is not required to do all the parts of the paper), arithmetic through
fractions and interest.
French, algebra, geometry, natural science may.be taken, a-nd knowledge of these
is reckoned in the candidate's favor.
For admission to the modern side the principal subjects are mathematics, Latin,
and French; a boy is required to pass in all three. Any knowledge of German or
history is taken into consideration in determining a boy's place. The mathematical
part of the examination comprises arithmetic, algebra, so far as to include quadratic
equations, and the earlier parts of Euclid or some other elementary geometry.
No boy can remain in the school (without special permission) after he is 16, unless
he bas reached the shell; after 17, unless he has reached the sixth form, or in any
(ordinary) case after 19.
The following scheme shows the distribution of subjects and hours each week for
two forms in each division. In the classical side the forms selected are the highest (i.e., upper sixth) and the third (i.e., rv, r); between the two there are nine forms.
On the modern side the forms selected are the highest (i.
moder:a sixth) and tha
Becond (modern rv, r). Between these there are seven forms.

e.,

1

The bill has just been introduced by Mr. Arthur .A.eland, June 1, 1892.
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The City of London School was established by the corporation of London, under
· the authority of an act of Parliament procured by them for the purpose in the year
1834, and was erected at their expense on the site of ground formerly occupied by
Honey-lane Market, Cheapside, and removed thence to the Victoria Embankment in
1883. It is endowed with an annual sum toward its maintenance, derived from
certain estates left in 1442 by John Carpenter, town clerk of the city, and is under
the government of the corporation and a committee chosen by them.
The object of the school is to furnish a liberal and useful education for the sons
of respectable persons who are engaged in professional, commercial, or trading pursuits, without the necessity of removing them from the care and control of their
parents. Boys are admissible at any age between 7 and 15 years, and may remain
until 19. The minimum qualification for admission is a knowledge of the first four
rules of arithmetic, and ability to read and write. The mode of admission is by an
application according to a form obtained of the secretary, which is required to be
signed by the par(;lnt or guardian, and also by some member of the corporation,
either alderman or common councilman. The charge for each pupil is £12 12s. a.
year, payable £4 4s. each term in advance up to the age of 12, and after that age
£15 15s. a year, payable £5 5s. each term in advance. Pririted books and drawing
materials are furnished as required, and ai;e charged for at reduced prices in each
term account. A charge of 2s. 6d. a term, payable not to tho secretary but to the
class master, entitles the subscriber to the use of the bats, balls, etc ., in the play
ground, as well as to a copy of each number of the School Magazine, besides constituting him a member of the various school clubs. This subscription, though not
compulsory, has the sanction and approval of the governing body of the school, and
is strongly recommended by the head master.
The course_ of instruction includes the English, Latin, Greek, French, German,
Spanish, and Italian languages; mathematics, arithmetic, writing, book-keeping,
geography, history, shorthand, chemistry and natural philosophy, elocution,
vocal music, drilling, and gymnastics. The school is divided into two sections,
the senior and the junior. The senior section is divided into classical and modern
language sides. Before boys leave the junior section their parents are consulted as
to the side in the senior section on which they are to be placed. On tho classical
side boys are prepared for the universities, the London University matr~culation
examination, and the learned professions. Boys on the modern side are taught subjects specially .suitable as a preparation for mercantile pursuits. Facilities are
given to boys who wish to pass the examinations of the civil-service commission,
and of the Pharmaceutical Society, the preliminary law ancl medical examinations,
and the examinations for commercial certificates.
In addition to the ordinary classical and modern sides there is a natural science
division, into which boys may be admitted who have attained a certain standard in
literary and mathematical education.
The curriculum of the natural science division includes the following subjects:
(1) Divinity, 1 hour per week.
(2) English and French, 4 hours per week.
(3) Arithmetic and mathematics, 6 hours per week.
(4) Chemistry, 6 hours per week.
(5) Pbysics, 6 hours per week.
Provision is made for boys whose parents wish them to continue, as far as may be
consistent with their main studies, German Latin or Greek. The object of thia
division is to meet the ne ds'
'
(1) Of boys for whom their pareuts desire a training in natural science in preference to a. training in languages, either classical or modern.
'
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(2) Of boys who are intended for engineering pursuits.
(3) Of boys who have passed the London University matriculation examination,
a,nd desire to pass the preliminary scientific examination, or the :first B. Sc.
(4) Of boys who aim at science scholarships at Oxford or Cambridge.
The school is provided with a carpenter's shop, for admission to which there is
no extra charge; but boys pay for their tools, full sets of which may be obtained
through the school.
Drawing is the only extra. The fee for drawing is 7s. a term, if a boy attends
the drawing classes @n Wednesdays only or on Saturdays only; 14s. a term if he
attends on both days. The Scriptures are read and taught in the school," and the
business of each day commences and terminates with prayer.
The hours of attendance are frpm 9 to a quarter past 3, allowing an interval of
three-quarters of an hour, from 12 to 12 :45J for refreshment. Pupils can be accommodated either with dinner at ls. a head, or with a cold luncheon at 6d. a head, at
a table provided by the caterer. Parents are advised to purchase dinner or luncheon tickets, which are supplied by the caterer in books. There are optional classes
on Wednesday afternoons and on Saturday mornings, and on whole sohool days
from 3:15 to 4:15, when additional instruction (without extra fee) is given in ~ome
of the ordinary subjects of school work and in a few subjects not taught during
the regular school hours.
A vacation of six weeks is allowed in the summer, three weeks at Christmas, and
three weeks at Easter; the other holidays, besides Saturdays and the afternoon,s of
Wednesdays, are Easter Monday, Whit Monday, and Lord Mayor's Day.
The school year is divided into three terms, the :first extending from about the
middle of January to the middle of April, the second from the beginning of May to
the latter end of July, the third from the second Tuesday in September to Christmas.
THE EDUCATIONAL COURSE OF CLIFTON COLLEGE

(A

PROPRIETARY SCHOOL),

The school consists of the following parts:
(1) The upper school, for boys betw.e en 13 and 19, which is divided iuto three departments-the classical side, the modern side, and the military side.
(2) The junior school, for boys between 10 and 14, which prepares for the three
departments of the college.
(3) The preparatory school, for boys between 7 and 11, which prepares for the
junior school.
The numbers of each part of the school are limited-the upper school to 460, the
junior school to 140, the preparatory school to 45.
P1·epa.rc11tory school.-In the preparatory schoo~ boys receive a thorough grounding
in English subjects, French, Latin, and arithmetic. Their play is systematic, and is
superintended by the masters. Their schoolrooms are in a separate building, at some
distance from the college.
Junior school.-The junior school have separate buildings within the college precincts, and a separate part of the playground. Their hours are so arranged that
they cannot have communication with the older boys. They all learn English subjects, French, Latin, and mathematics. In the third forms Greek is taught to those
w1lo arc being prepared for the classical side of the college, while boys intended for
the modern and military sides learn extra French and mathematics. The games are
carefully organized, as well for town boys as for boarders, and are superintended by
masters.
Uppe1· school.-On entering the upper school a boy has to choose between the classical and the modern side. (Boys intended for the military side remain on the modern side until they reach the upper fourth form.) A boy who is intended for the
univc:rsity or the Indian civil service should join the classical side, unless he is to ·
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specialize in mathematics or science. Those who are intended for business generally
join the modern side. "Where the profession is not yet decided it is generally better
to join the classical side.
Every l>oy is placed in a "form." On the classical side the form work com1Jrises
Scripture, Latin, Greek, history, geography, an~ English liternturn, n,nd occnpie8
a bout twenty hours in school each week, besides preparation. On the modern side the
form work comprises the same subjects, with the exception of Greek, and occupies
about ten hours in school. The rest of the work: on both sides alike, is clone in
"sets," i. e., groups of boys chosen from different "forms" according to their capacity in each special subject. The mathematical sets throughout the school, and the
German ana science sets in the upper half, are common to the two sides of the school.
The separate work of the two sides is as follows:
Classical side.-In the third and fourth forms: all boys learn French a,nd science in
sets. In the fifth forms, :French is a voluntary subject, and each boy has to choose
between German and science. The form work becomes somewhat elastic, so that
boys are able, to some extent, to cultivate special tastes, especially a taste for history.
Modern side.-In the third forms all boys learn French, drawing, and natural
science in sets. In the fourth form~ drawing ceases to be compulsory, and Gorman
is begun, while French and science are carried further. From the upper fourth a.
large number of boys pass into the military side. Those who are not intern.led for
the army pass up into the modern :fifth forms, where considerable facilities are given
for special work. In those forms all boys do English, Scripture, history, French, and
drawing, and they may choose any two of the three subj ects, Latin, German, and
science. Those who are strong in mathematics, science, or modern languages are
able to devote a large amount of time to any one of the three. Those who are going
to the universities now join a special Greek class, in which they learn the small
amount of that language which is required in order to pass at Cambridge.
Sixth fonn.-Boys are promoteu from both classical and modern upper :fifths in to
the sixth form. The whole form attend the head master's lessons in Scripture and
English; but for other·subjects they are divided into two main branches. In one
of these are placed all boys whose special subject is classics; but they continue to
give four hours a week to mathematics and four to either German or science until
their last year. Tho other division comprises all those, whether promoted from tlle
classical or the modern fifth, who are to devote themselves mainly to history, science,
mathematics, or modern languages. These do a moderate amount of Greek and
Latin as a form, doing their special work in sets.
The milita.ry side is open only to boys who reach the upper fourth form before
they are 16, and are able to reach a certain standard in mathematics. The work of
this side is carefully regulated to e~able boys to pass direct from the school into
Woolwich, Sandhurst, or Cooper's Hill (Indian Woods and Forests). A.s a rule, only
boys preparing for those three examinations are admitted to the military side; bnt
occasionally boys are allowed to enter it who are intended for the profession of civil
engineering.

CHAPTER VI.
EDUCATIONAL SYSfEl\lI OF IRELAND. 1

C0NSVLTED.-Reports of the C01mnissione1·s of .National E(lucation in Ireland,
1834.-'J0, inclusire-Rei:icw ancl Cornpendiwn of the jJJ,inutes of Evidence talcen before
the Select Committee of the Hotise of Lords, appointed February 17, 1854, to inquire
into the practical working of the system of national education in Ireland-Reports of
the Intermecliate-Education Board for Ireland, 1885-'91, inclusive-Reports of the Educational Endowments (Ireland) Comrnission-Re1Jorts of the Cornmissioners appointed
to Inqitire into the Opemtions of the Queen's Colleges in heland (1884)-The Book of
Tl'inity College, Dublin, 1591-1891-" L' Enseignernent Catholiqne en I1·lande- Artiolea
in the Revue du Monde Cathol·ique, March 1 ancl December 1, 1891, and April 1, 1892FUe of the London Tinies, .1891-'92.

MATERIAL

Ireland: area, 32,583squaremiles; popula.tion (census of1891), 4,704,750.

The principles controlling the policy of the British Government with
respect to popular education, already referred to, i.
the sense of
public responsibility in this matter and immemorial regard for local
prerogative and private rights, have been displayed in a striking manner in the system of national education maintained in Ireland since
1831. The growth of the system has been phenomenal; the schools
which 'in. 1834-35 2 numbered 1,106, with an enrollment of 145,521, orl.8
per cent of the population, having increased to 8,298 in 1890, with an
average enrollment of 828,520 pupils, 17.6 per cent of the population.
The ratio of average daily attendance to the population at the later
date was 10 per cent, or more than five times the ratio of enrollment to
population in 1835. The annual expenditure which in 1883 was estimated at £47,224 ($229,509), and which it was supposed would ultimately reach a fixed sum of £200,000 (about $1,000,000), was actually
in 18!)0 £073,062 ($4,729,082).

e.,

CONTROL AND SUPERVISION.

The Board of Oommissioners.-The adlllinistration of the system is
confided to a National Board of C?mmissioners appoiuted. by the lord
1
2

By A. Tolman Smith.
Second report of the Commbsioners of National Education in Ireland.
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lieutenant of Ireland. The managers of schools, who are generally
clergynien, come into immediate relation with this board. There are
no elected school boards, as in England and Scotland, nor do local civil
authorities appear in the matter at all.
Several details pertaining to the internal conduct of schools, which,
in Great Britain, are left to local managers, are in Irela.nd entrusted to
the board of commfssioners (i.e., the representatives of the Government).
This policy grew out of the religions question which presented the
greatest obstacle to the development of a national system of education
in Ireland. At the time of the organization of the system it was necessary to allay the jealousies which had teen excited by previous
attempts to force Protestant schools upon a population ovewhelmingly
Catholic. To this encl a formal declaration was made on the part of
the Government that its purpose was "to superintend a system of education from which should be banished even the suspicion of proselytism,
and which, admitting children of all religious persuasions, should not
interfere with the peculiar tenets of any: 1
The sincerity,of the Government with respect to this purpose was
evidenced in the constituti9n of the board, which comprised eminent
representatives of both Catholic and Protestant churches, and in placing under their control all matters affecting the subject of religious
instruction. They were directed to separate literary and moral from
religious iustruction and to remit the latter subject to the clergy. All
efforts to compel or to persuade the attendance of any child upon these
exercises against the wishes of parents and guardians were strictly
forbidden. The time allotted to secula.r instruction and the text books
to be used either in secular or religious instruction were to be determined by the commissioners. They were also authorized to suspend
or remove teachers and to fix the amount of their minimum salaries.2
These provisions were not intended to interfere with the control of
teachers by local managers, but simply as a means of guarding against
the retention of teachers who should violate the rules of the board or
who should be found incompetent, and to free them in some measure
from dependence upon local managers. The number of commissioners,
w bich began at seven, has increased to keep pace with the development
of the sy tern. By the charter of 1861 the board is incorporated with
20 member (10 Protestant and 10 Catholic); 17 were serving in 1890.
The only -paid member of the board is the resident commissioner, who
· the virtual head of the system. Dublin i the official center.
The senice of in '.l)ection.-For -purposes of Government supervision
1

Letter of Lord tanley, chief secretary for Ireland to Hie Grace the Duke of
L in t r, lor lieut nant for Ireland, on the formation.' of a. board of commhlionere
for
cation in Irel n<l, etober, 1831.
'~ ttcr f Lor • t nl y. The original in trnction bave been moclifi.cd from time
hm , bn h pirit of t o in tructions remains llllchangecl.
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the country is divided into sixty districts, which a,re grouped in six
divisions, each in charge of a head inspector. Under these are 29 district inspectors, 7 unassigned inspectors, and 10 inspectors' assistants.
Inspectors and their assistants are appointed upon examination testing their scholastic and professional qualifications. Their salaries are
graded iu an ascending scale, which acts as a stimulus and reward for
efficiency. The district inspectors are divided into two cl::tsses, of which
the second begins at a salary of £275, which is increased to £305 by
• the addition of £10 biennially until the maximum is attained. The first
class begins at £320 and increases to £370 by annual additions of £10.
An allowance for traveling expenses is made to all inspectors. The
duties of each class of inspectors are carefully defined. Head inspect-.
ors preside over and assist at the examination of teachers, determine
their classification in conference with the district inspectors, conduct the
examinations at the district model s-chools, 1 examine each year a sufficient number of the ordinary schools in their respective districts, conduct special inquiries ordered by the board, exercise a constant supervision over the district inspectors, and transmit an annual report to
the boa.rd of commissioners. The district inspectors come into the
most intimate relations with the schools. They are required to ·s pend
from four to five hours at least each day, exclusive of the time occupied
in going to and returning from the schools, in the actual work of inspection. Every school must be visited at least once in each week of the
three terms into which the school year is divided. These visits are
made without announcement. The inspection must include details
of organization and instruction, condition of buildings, schpol registers,' etc.
Once each year a public examination must be held in each school,
notice of which _may be given beforehand. The district inspectors submit annual and term reports to the head inspectors, employing for this
purpose official forms which secure uniformity. 2
Local control.-The authority of the local managers is extensive and
in most districts is reposed in one man, the priest, Presbyterian minis,ter, or other clergyman, as the case may be. 3 He appoints and dismisses the teachers, arranges the daily time-table of the school, and ·
determines the character of the religious instruction. A report of January 31, 1891, shows that 48 per cent of school managers at that date
were Roman Catholic clergymen; 30.5 per cent clergymen of the Episcopal church; 18.1 per cent Presbyterian ministers; 2.2 per cent Methodist ministers.
THE SCHOOLS.

How established.-Local managers must take the initiative_in establishing ordinary national schools, providing the buildings and a por1

Seo p. 154.

2

Official instructions,

3

See Lord StanleyJs letter.
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tion of the fund for current expcnditures.1 The schools placed under
the supervision of the commissioners were from the first called national
schools, and it was ordered that this inscription should be put up con·
spicnously on the schoolhouses.
Glasses of sclwols.~In 1840 the Presbyterian Synod of Ulster, which
had previously opposed the national system, came into harmonious
relations with the board, and vested and nonvested schools were
thenceforth recognized. The former, to the building of which the
state contributes, are vested in trustees for the purposes of national
education. 2 The clergy of all denominations represented in vested
schools have the right of going to ,the same and giving religious instruction under certain conditions and provisions. 3
The nonvested schools receive aid only by way of salary and books,
and the managers are not r~quired to permit access to the clergy. The
report of the board for 1890 showed 3,139 vested schools and 5,545
· nonvested.
The commissioners have also direct control of a special class of
schools called "model schools," for which they provide the buildings..
These school's, which were contemplated in the earliest plans of the
board, are intended, as their name indicates, to afford models of the
best methods of instruction and organization and to serve as practice
schools for students in training colleges, i. e., normal schools.
It was proposed to establish one such school in each of the districts
into which Ireland is divided for purposes of school inspection. In
1890 model schools were in operation in 26 out of 56 provincial districts, m~king, with 3 in Dublin, a total of 29. These schools resemble the graded schools of our _o wn country, having in their complete
stage a kindergarten department and separate departments for each
of the six grades included in the scheme of study for national schools.
In the number reported in 1890 there were comprised 84 separate
deptLrtments. The enrollment was 9,567 pupils.
Convent and m.ona tery schools are included also among those in
1
The commissio uers were directed to refuse all applications for aid in which the
following objects were not locally provided for: (1) A fund sufficient for tho annual
repairs of the schooThou e and furniture; (2) a permanent salary for the ma. tcr not
lcs than - pounds; (3) a sum sufficient to ::mrchasc hooks and school requisites at
half price, and books of separate religions instrnction at prime cost; (4) where aid
is rcq_u ircd from the commi sioners for building a i,;choo]ho11 e it is rcqnired tllat at
le.a t one-third of the estima,tecl expense be subscribccl, a site for building, to be
appro · d of by h
ommi ·. ion er., lJe grn.nted tu them, :rnd the schoolhouse when
fi~i hcu to br._ v. tr.,1 in tb m: (Lord. Stanley's letter, p. 4..)
The commi · ion rs of nat10nal cclucation n.ward aid (a) towanls tho payment of
ho
cbor anil nppl~ ~f 1,ook 11d other school requisites, (b) towards building
and pronclmrr nit· ble fittinrrs a.n<l fomitnre (this aid is gh-en to
1 onl ). (o) to , nl providinrr r i<lcn s for teach r of national
rnl
'. o 24!) (Hui ancl l'<':;11latio11 , J 7, p. 1).
1
a I n of Commi ioncrs of \1tio11:.il Eclucn.tion. R port 1 13,
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relation with the board, the number of these in 1890 being 301, with
an aveyage attendance of 65,548 pupils. Naturally, the convent schools
formed the great majority, i. e., 267, with an average attendance of
60,885 pupils.
The year after the Irish poor-law came into operation (1840) the commissioners first note in their report the opening of workhouse schools
and their coming under the supervision of the board. The number of
this class of schools under the commissioners has steadily increased,
being 158 in 1890, with 9,430 pupils. These, with 52 evening schools
having an average nightly attendance of 1,747 pupils,_ complete the list
of elementary schools under the commissioners.
Stcitistics; 1890.-To summarize, it appears that the number of schools
borne on the commissioners' list December 31, 1890, was 8,298, an increase of 20 per cent since 1871. Returns from 8,262 of these schools
show a total enr.ollment of 1,037,102, with an average enrollment of
S28~520. Upon this number an average daily attendance of 489,144, ·
or 59 per cent, was maintained. The classification of pupils by religious
denomination is important as showing the prpgress of the system in
overcoming sectarian opposition. Every teacher is accordingly expected
to enter upon his register the church relation of each child. Of the
schools whose returns were summarized, 3,866 were mixed schools, i. e.,
attended by both Protestant and Roman Oatholic pupils, and 4,394 .
were separate schools, i. e., attended by Roman Oatholic or by Protestant pupils exclusively.
Further analysis yields the following particulars:
Propontion.

•

Mixed schools.

Pupils .

Roman
Catholic.

Protestaut.

Per cent. Per cent.

Under Roman Catholic teachers ex.elusively .................•.......
Under Protestant t eachers exclnili'rnl.v .. __ ..................... _. _.. _
Under Roman Catholic and Protestant teachers conjointly ....... _.. .

327,966
127, 15()
12,855

94. 7
12. 2
50. 7

87. 8

Total. ..•••........................•......................_......

467,080

70.8

29.2

5. 7

49. 3

Of the pupils in separate or unmixed schools, 468,222 were Roman
Catholic and under teachers of tl1at sect, and 100,733 Protestant under
Protestant teachers. Two schools could not be classified under these
heads. The percentage of schools exhibiting a mixed attendance declines steadily from year to year, having fallen from 55.1 in 1881 to 46.7
in 1890.
Soitrces of income for national schools.-The Government grant has
heretofore fu.rni hed about 74½ per cent of the annual income of the
national schools. The balance .bas been derived from subscriptions
and endowments, and, in poor-law unions,1 contributions from the rate&.
1
Parishes and combinations of parishes, i.e., unions, are districts for the adminis- ·
tration of the poor law. In these, contributions from the rates for school purposes
are made in behalf of the children of paupers.
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In addition to these sources since

1890, a sum has been annually received from the surplus derived from the tax on beer and spirituous
liquors (customs and excise act). The Irish educational bill now before Parliament provides for an annual appropriation in lieu of school
fees for schools whose managers accept the conditions. This bill follows the precedent already established in Scotland and England, and
will in all probability become a law. 1
The total income of the national schools for 1890-91 from all sources
was £993,022 15s. ($4,826,090), derived as follows:
Govermnent.-Annual grant, £738,467 5s. ($3,588,951); tax on spirits,
£57,705 8s. ($28,049).
Local sources.-Tui.tion fees (school pence paid by pupils), £102,478
'ls. ($498,045); rates in contributory unions, £24,559 16s. ($119,361);
subscriptions, endowments,-etc., £69,811 16s. ($339,286). The rate per
pupil in average attendance upon the whole amount was $9.86.
Of the above sum, £35,907 8½s. were for buildings and repairs, leaving
for the income of the teaching staff £957,115 6½s. ($4,651,582), or $9.50
per pupil in average attendance. From the above statistics it will be
seen that the managers of the schools, who have a power over them
more absolute than that intrusted to private persons in any other system of public education ip. the world, are responsible for only about
one-fifth of the entire income.
_TEACHERS.

On the 31st of December 1890, the commissioners had in their service 7,999 principal teachers and 3,120 assistants, or a total of 11,119
(5,498 men and 5,621 women) classified teachers. Of these, 4,159 had
received professional training. There were also at the same date 6M
work mi.stresses and industrial teachers, 150 assistants, and 5,668 paid
monitors or pupil teachers, and 152 receiving support and tuition in
model schools. These numbers do not include the conductors of 242
convent and 3 monastery schools.
Olassification, appointm,ent, and salaries.-Teachers are divided into
three classes, viz, third, second, and :first. Each class is again subdi viued into two grades or divisions, viz, second division and first
division. Persons eligible for appointment either as principals or assistants in national schools are (1) those who have been trained in
a11proved training colleges; (2) persons already recognized as classi1

The ~ill was passed June, 1892, and will go int.o operation in the fall. The measur , whi h was at fust w lcomed by the Irish members of all sections, was eventually 0 P.P 0 . ed on account of the compulsory clause, and also because the schools of
h ~ri han rothers wcr x:cluded from its benefits. J?inally: upon the reprentahon of a. member that the Brothers' schools would submit to a "conscience
:lauso 'p~ot ctinrr chilc1r n from cctarian t aching, provision was made for extend10 '
b bill to th e cbo l. . Tho opposition then cea eel ancl the measure was
L
h fnnd for giving ffect to this act is e timatcd at about £200,000
).
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:tied national teachers; (3) persons who after a five years' course as
monitors have obtained satisfactory certificates. No person can secure
a position under the board without a medical certificate showing sound
health. The minimum age for appointment is 18 years and the maximum 35 years. Clergymen are not recognized as teachers by the
board. All teachers are obliged to present themselves at the annual
examinations which are held in their respective districts each year in
the month of July. Teachers failing in this obligation can not continue to draw their salaries. Salarfos are graded by class. The classification and average salaries of principal teachers in 1890 were as
follows:
Classes.

I

1...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12. .. ... . . .. .. .... .. ...... . .. . . . . ...... ... . . ...... ...... .... .. . ... . . ... • .. ....... .. .
II..................................................................................
III ......................................................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

Salaries.
Men.

Women.

$750. 75
528. 00

$579. 00
448. 75
368. 75

436.25
346. 00

299. 25

General average: Men, $442.25; women, $373.75.
The average salary for assistant teachers the same year was, for men,
$267.25; for women, $216.
The salaries are com posed in part of a fixed amount allowed by the
commissioners to each class of teachers, and generally equal to one-half
the whole salary. An additionai sum is.allowed by the bo.a rd, determined in each case by the results of examinations and the amount of
local contributions. Teachers of model schools are provided with full
residence, as are also about one-tenth of the teachers of the ordinary
national schools. The teachers of convent schools are allowed their
choice between the fixed salaries and a grant (rated at 12s. or 1.0s.) per
capita of average attendance. As they receive no money from local
sources, their incomes are much less than those of the teachers in the
· national schools........ a discrimination which has long been a cause of disturbance. At the best, the Irish teacher is not so well paid as the English
teacher, owing, however, entirely to the meager contributions from local
sources. The matter is constantly urged upon the attention of Parlia- ,
ment by Irish members.
Of the total income of the teaching staff for the year ending March
31, 1891, 76.3 per cent was derived from the Government. Since 1879
the Irish teachers have had the benefit of a pension fund, which is
distributed upon a varying scale, the maximum number of teachers
who may be borne upon the pension roll being 10,700.
Duties.-The duties of teachers in national schools are minutely
detailed in official instructions, copies of which must be kept in the
school room. Special stress is placed upon the keeping of registers,
report books, and class rolls.
It would appear that Irish teachers are subject to all the evHs arising
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from dual control. They depend directly upon local managers for their
appointment, tenure, and extra compensation. At the same time, the
m~jor portion of their salaries· and all claims thereto depend upon their
fulfilling the requirements of the board. The situation explains their
general discontent. It must be stated, however, that the high efficiency
of the great body of the teachers is beyond question.
TRAINING COLLEGES.

Control and support:-The necessity of special training for teachers
was recognized at the very beginning of the commissioners' administration, and a normal school or training college was established by them
for this purpose at Dublin (Marlborough Street Training College) and
opened for students in 1838. Only young women were admitted at first,
but a department for men was added in 1842. The model schools which
had been previously established at Dublin became practice schools for
the college. In addition to the Marlborough Street Training College,
which is under the direct control of the commissioners, three denominational colleges have been established,. viz, the Church of Ireland
Training College for both sexes and two Roman Catholic training col-leges, St. Patrick's (Drmncondra) for men, and Our Lady· of Mercy
. Training College (Dublin) for women. These are under inspection and
share in the government grant.
All of the colleges have boarding departments; students who obtain
Queen's scholarships. are provided with free board and tuition.
Prior to 1890 the government grant furnished the entire support of
the official college, while the denominational colleges received only a
portion of their support from this source. Dissatisfaction with tllis
inequality led to a change of basis in the year specified. Under present arrangements the government allows fixe<l grants, as follows : (a)
In all the colleges (Marlborough Street included) £50 a year for men
students and £35 a year for women; (b) in addition, a diploma bouus ·
of £10 for men and £7 for women for each year of training, on the
award of the diploma for training, after a, probationary service of two
year in the actual work of teaching. If the new grants yield a surplu upon the -certified expenditure, such surplus may be applieu. to
scholarshjps, prizes, the purchase of apparatus and educatiouaJ appliance , or any other suitable purposes approved by the commissioners
of national education. (Report 18D0, pp. 24, 25).
Th 1m i1 in re l)ect to whom these grants are made must pa " sue. · fully the in, l)e t r ' e. amination:,, hi •h are held annually at tlle
r' > ·ti ·e ch 1 . 'Ih x< mination.· for women differ omewhat from
ho: fi r m n th r quir m nt · in matlicmati • and science beh1 °· le
11 u1 w rk: ·ut inrr garment , ml kind rg< rten exerci ·e being
!( •
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entered for a one-year's cou:r:se and 191 for the complete course of two
years. The total grant to the colleges for the year was £139,146 7s.
($676,251).
Training of pupil teachers.-The regulations as to the training .of
pupil teacllers by their respective head teachers are very explicit.
Pupil teachers employed in the model schools really receive a superior
order of professional' training.
Training by orga.nizing tecichers.-The commissioners appoint certain
teachers, whose office it is_to undertake the organization of large and
important schools and to prepare the t~achmg Rtaff of such schools for
the better discharge of their duties. From the detailed instructions
issued for the staff of organizers,-it appears that their work is similar
to tll.at carried on in our o.wn teachers' institutes. They give lectures
upon school orga,n ization, methods of instruction, discipline, school
sanitation, etc. As they arc located at schools actually in progress,
they are able to supplement their lectures by practical applications and
by criticisms of the work of the ordinary teachers. Thus they may be·
said to combine institute instruction with the exercises of practice
schools. No recent report upon this feature of the system is at hand.
WORK OF SCHOOLS.

Course of stiidy.-The co1use of study in the h:ish schools, as in. those
of England and Scotland, comprises obligatory and optional branches.
The former, which are arranged in a graded course covering six years
or classes, include reading, spelling, writing, and adtb.metie in all
classes; grammar, geography in class-es III-VI; bookkeeping, classes
V-VI; needlework for girls, classes II-VT; and agriculture for boys,
classes IV-VI. Vocal music and drawing are optional class subjects.
Other optional branches which may be taken by pupils in different
classes are kindergarden exercis-es in the infant, or first, class; geometry, algebra, mm1suration, trigonometry, handicraft (for boys); sewing
machine, domestic economy, cookery, dairying, managem-ent of poultry
(for girls), and hygiene; also the physical sciences, navigation, classics/ ,
French, German, Irish, and even instrumental music. 1
Exmninations.-.A portion of the Government grant is allowed n11on
a scale of payments graded for each class and subject, at a certain rate
per capita of passes at the annual examination. No child can be pre1 Great caro is exercised to prevent the interruption of the secular 'programme by
religious exercises. It is especially ordered that religious instruction. must be so
arranged, (a) that each school shall be open to children of all communions for combined literary and moral instruction; (b) that, in respect of religious instruction,
due regard be had to parental right and authority, and accordingly thart no cldlcl
shall receive or be present at any religious instruction of which his rarents or guardians <lisapprove; and (c) that tho timo for giving religious instruction be so fixed
that no chilu sha11 be thereby in effect excluded, directly or indirectly, from the
other advantages which tho school affords. (Official Rules and Regulations, 1887,
p. 8.)
.
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sented for examination who does not make .at least one attendance 1 in
the last fortnight of the mont4 preceding the inspector's examination.
The system of payment upon results seems to have met with less oppo- .
sition in Ireland than in England or Scotland, probably because only a
small portion of the grant has been thus allotted.
The following statistics show the status of s,175 schools examined in
1890 with respect to· attendance, classification of pupils, and passes:
The number of pupils who were examined on the day of inspection
was, boys, 216,092; girls, 277,090, or a total of 543,182.
Grades.

Number N umb er
examined. passed.

Percent-

age

passed.

Infants -........•......... ... .........................................
First class ...•.•..•..................................................
Second class ..••..•...............•...................................
Third class ..................•...•............................. ••.....
Fourth class .........•.•...........•.....•.............•... ........•.
Fifth class (first stage) .. ........... ... ........................ ...... .

I~tk ~t:: ~~~~~~-~ _s_t~~~>_-_::·.-.:·.:·.-. ::·.::::·.:·. :: ::: ::: :: : : : : : : : : : :::::

114,591
84,539
85,524
79,413
65,022
47, ~55
32,331
34,007

107,017
73,397
71,019
62,830
47,463
34,998
25,320
24,233

93.4
86. 8
83.0
79.1
72.1
73. 3
75.2
71. 2

Total .............•..........•..........•....•.......•..........

543,182

446,277

82.1

Of the total number of pupils examined in infants' grade (114,591)
· 27,449, about 24 per cent, were taught by kindergarten methods.
The.report shows that at least one-fifth of the pupils presented for
examination had pursued extra optional subjects. Music led the list
with 70,315; drawing followed with 45;911; algebra, 12,337. . Altogether
pupils were presented in 27 extra subjects. Greek and Latin both
appear in the list, the former with 10 pupils, the latter with 142.
Course of study in training colleges.-The course of study for the
training colleges inclu~es all the subjects enumerated for the elementary schools together with the theory and practice of teaching. Various branches of industrial training are included in the programmes,
among which, as also in the actual application of the programmes,
agriculture holds the chief place.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

Supply of text-boolcs.-The sanction of the commissioners, as has been
noted, was necessary for all text-books useu in the schools. At first,
owing to the lack of suitable books, they were obliged to publish their
own; thi necessity having passed away, it became evident that supplies
ould not be obtained so readily and cheaply from any other source,
au c n 'equeutly the book in use, whether their own publications or
th e of private au h r , are old by the commi ioners and delivered
t he pu pit. t co t pri . The annual expenditure for books and other
out r,ooo more than the receipts from sales.
r <1. i i forni he j
· rage attendance required and length of school year.-As a rule, in
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order that a school should be recognized by the commissioners it must
maintain an average daily attendance 1 of 30 pupils. Special provisions.
are made, however, for the effects of epidemics, exceptionally severe
weather, etc. A ~chool year must be at least 200 days, and must offer
at least four hours' secular instruction daily (including, if necessary, a
playtime of half an a hour) for five days in the week.
Arrangements are made for half-time attendance of factory children,
who may be presented for examination and secure· payments upon a
varying record of attendance, of which the maximum is either 135
days of three hours each or 66 days of six hours each.
Provisions for industricil training.-In their fourth report (1837) the
commissioners discussed plans for industrial education and for fostering schools of industry. They proposed the immediate establishment of
such a school in the vicinity of Dublin, to be equipped with shops and
farm. In their report for the next year they announced as _an indispensable condition for a,i d toward a school of industry, that a work
room " shall be annexed to it if it be situated in a city or town, and if
it be a country or rural school that a certain q·u antity of land shall be
provided for garden culture. They will consider schools for girls as of
the class of elementary schools, but they will require that instruction
be there given in sewing, knitting, and other works suited to females.'r
In the following report (1839) they notice the establishment of their
first model farm. This feature of their worlr has been steadily developed and they have now two agricultural schools, i.
the Albert
Model Agricultural Schoo], Glasnevin, near Dublin, and the Munster ·
Model Agricultural and Dairy National School. The commissioners.
·report in 1890 also 47 school farms in connection with ordinary national
schools, and 29 school gardens; from the former 701 students and from
the latter 437 were presented for examiuation. The Glasnevin school
serves as an experimental farm for the Marlborough Street Training
College; a dairy school is maintained in connection therewith, another
at Cork, and departments for dairy instruction at most of the farms.
An experiment in itinerant dairy instruction made in the neighborhood of Dungannon in 1888 has proved sufficiently successful to warrant an ext~nsion of the work. Instruction in the theory of agriculture
is compulsory in· all rural schools for boys in the fourth, fifth, ancl
sixth classes and optional for girls. The commissioners also report
that instruction in handicraft has been recently added to the extra.
branches upon which the boys of the higher classes of the national
schools inay ·be examined. Arrangements for classes in spinning,
weaving, and other cottage industries are in progress, the Government.
having sanctioned result fees for pro:f:wiency in _these arts.
Needlework and knitting have become a part of the course in an

e.,

1
The n.verage daily attendance is found by clivicling the total number of complete.
attcnclances by the number of regular school clays.
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national schools for girls, and in many higher classes lace-making is
·
successfully taught.
D01'nestic economy was taught in 1890 to 3,933 girls in 300 schools.
It is generally conceded that the industrial cd_u cation of girls is most
carefully looked after in the convent schools.
Notwithstanding the efforts of the commissioners to promote iudustrial training -the languishing state of many native industries and of
the arts in general was urged in Parliament as evidence that technical
instruction is not sufficiently regarded. If this be true, however, it is
undoubtedly due to causes beyond the control of the commissjoners.
In the theoretical elaboration of the system whose principal feritmes
·have here been outlined, , appa,i:ently no detail has been overlooked.
Judged from the American standpoint, the system would seem to be
entirely wanting in the force and spirit of spontaneous action. Nothing else gives a system so strong a hold upon the sympathies of a people
nor such powerful effect upon their development. Systems wanting tn
this element have the character rather of expedients than of deep-moted
institutions, and to this general rule the Irish system is no exception.
Its results as a practical expedient may be judged from several particulars.
The average daily attendance maintained in the schools is low, being,
as already noted, but 10 per cent of the total population, 47 per cent of
the total enrollment, and 59 per cent of the average annual enrollment.
This is explained in part by the sparse population of many districts,
the poverty of tb.e people, and the absolute demand for the help of the
children in agricultural regions. The failure of the system to modify
class distinctions is due in some measure to the fact that it has little
a,ttraction for the rural gentry of Ireland. 1 In the chief cities the system, it is said, can not compete with the schools of the "Ollristian
Brothers." 2
SECONDARY AND SUPERIOR SCHOOLS OF IRELAND.

In dealing with education in Ireland the General Government docs
not confine itself to elementary schools. To complete our view of the
ubject reference mu t be made to secondary and , uperior instruction,
although details can not here be con idcred.
In Ire1and, a · in Great Britain and in Europe gcnerally 7 secondary
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instruction, as uuderBtood in this country, is imparted in schools whose
classification is determined rather by social tban by scholastic considerations. The schools of the secondary or middle class in Irefancl are
either private or endowed. Most of the latter are of ancient date, and
although in many cases founded for the benefit of the poor and
lowly, have come to be almost exclusively the privilege of the gentry;
they are classical schools of the traditional order.
In 1878 an intermediate education board was established by Government to maintain examinations for scl10ols of this class and to dispense.
Government aid to them in the form of payments for success at examinations or, as it is called, "upon results." Judging by the increase in
the number of pupils seeking the examinations, this has proved a popular scheme. The number rose from 3,954 (3,218 boys, 736 girls) in 1879
to 5,23G (3,943 boys, 1,293 girls). The amount of results fees paid to
rnarn1gers of schools on account of these examinations was £13,687 6s.
($G6,520); the number of schools sharing in the same, 244. 1 •
·The oldest institution for superior instruction in Ireland is the University of Dublin (Trinity College), chartered by Queen Elizabeth.
Besides the arts facttlty, schools of law, divinity, medicine, and
engineering are comprised in this foundation. Roman Catholics were
not permitted to take degrees in the university until 1793, when the disability was removed by an act of Parliament. Eighty years pa,s sed
before they were allowed recognition in t he election for fellows°hips or
for scholarships on the fouudation of the college. Meanwhile~ in 1854,
a class of nonfoundation scholarships was established which were not
restricted to any religious denomination. The final abolition of '' tests,"
excepting in the case of professors and lecturers in the faculty of theology, was accomplished by act of Parliament in 1873, through the
direct efforts of Mr. Fawcett, at that time postmaster-general.
Until 1850 the University of Dublin was the _only body in Ireland
authorized by_law to confer degrees.
In 1849 three institutions, called Queen's Colleges, were established
by the Government at Cork, Belfast, and Galway, respectively, for the _
avowed purpose of maintaining purely secular instruction. In pursuance of this purpose the colleges were organized with faculties of arts,
engineering, law, and medicine, theology being excluded. Parliament
voted the money for buildings and equipment, and an annual appropria.tion of £7,000 ($34,000) for each foundation. In the following year the
work was completed by the crea,tion of the Queen's University in Ireland, em.powered to conduct degree examinations for the students of
the Queen's Colleges. _ In 1879 this foundation was abolished and the
Royal University created in its place. The examinations aud degrees
of this university are open to all candidates, women included. Alex1

As to the tendency of tbis policy to foster SUIJCrilcial attaiumcnts, see the article

by Prof. Ma.huffy alluded to on p. 162.
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andra College, founded in 1866 for the higher educa,t ion of women,
prepares women for the degree examinations.
The movements of which the Queen's Colleges and the Royal University were the outcome are inextricably involved with the political
and religious history of the country. The outcome on the side of the
Catholic party, which has maintained a struggle for the official recognition of a university of its own, is the college of the Catholic University,
Dublin, founded in 1854.
The rivalry of the universities and denominational zeal appear to
stimulate the interest in higher education. Dublin University enjoys
a prestige which even those who have suffered from its intolerance in
the past recognize with pride. The preparations for the tercentenary
of this university, appointed for July, 1892, call forth from every center
of learning high praise for its scholastic distinction and for the number
and valuable achievements of its illustrious graduates.
To complete the enumeration of superior institutions, mention should
be made of the Royal College of Science, Dublin, which is maintained
by the science and art department. This is a high-grade scientific
school, whose courses of instruction prepare students for the degree
examinations of the Royal University.
The same department maintains at Dublin a museum of science and
art, which includes also a national library. The numbers annually
visiting the various departments of this museum (344,071 in 1890) testify to the popular appreciation of their advantages.
The recent census (1891) reveals a favorable view of the results of
education in the country. The census commissioners observe that
"the progress achieved in both primary and superior instruction may
be considered the most gratifying fact elicited by the census. In 1881
the percentn.ge of wholly illiterate persons was 25.2, whereas in 1891 it
reached no more than 18.4 per cent. Of the whole population above
5 years of age, 70.6 per cent could read and write at the latter date as
compared with 59.3 per cent in 1881. The addition to the number of
schools and of pupils has been relatively small." 1
The improvement in material conditions which is also brought out
by the census must be regarded as another favorable indication of the
effects of the educational system.
1In this c01mcction it should be olJscrved that the returns show" a decrease of no
le ·s than 15.7 :per cent in the number of chilurcn under 15 years of ago as compared
with th 1· turn of the previous decade (1 1). This decrease reaches 18 per cent
amc,nrr. ·hilllr n 5 to 10 y ar old, and rn per c nt among children 1 to 5 years.
Anal · 1s o~ the returns makes it evid nt that t11i, d ecr ease is n@t dno to emigration
aJ,m , but 1 tho proof of n rhcck iu the normal increase of the population." (London 'lime , 1gust 10, 1 02.)

.--

CHAPTER VII.
INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN CENTRAL
EUROPE.

SOURCES OF lXFOR:\IATION.- ( 1)

Hanclwiirtel'b1wh de1· Staatswissenschaften, edited by
Conrad, Elster, Lexis ancl Loening. Article: Ge1uerblicher Unte1Ticltt, by Dr . Carl
Rosell er, 1i·hich ltas been jl'eely i1sccl ancl .translated- (2) Statistilc der landwirthsclwftlicllen unc1 z1c:eckverwandten Unterrichts-Anstalten Prcussens, 1890- (3) Jahrbuch cles U11terriclttswesens in clc1· Sclmciz, 1890, by C. Grob-( 4) Statistilc der
Un ter1'iclttsanstalten in Oesterreicl1, 1889-'90-(5) Statistilc des Unte1-richts- und
Erziehungswesens in TJl,iirtemuerg, 1890-'91.
I. GmnmAL STATE;"ilENT.-(1) Origin-(2) Classification-(3) Connection of industrial schools with one another, and ( 4) with practical life-(5) Prequent faults of
such schools. Sunday ancl evening sclwols-(G) Compulsory attenclance-(7) Sources
- of 1·ei:enue-(8) Teachers--(9) Means of instruction-(10) Local supervision-(11)
School exltibitfons-( 12) Literature, stat-istics, a1l(l history.
II. CLASSES OF SCHOOLS.-( A) Incfostrial continuation schools, ancl public draftsmen's rooms-( B) Industr-ial schools fo1' women-( 0) Lower indiLStrial or trade
schools; worlcsl101Js, schools for builders, an(l schools for foremen-( D) Secondary
inclustl'ial and commerci.al schools-( E) School8 of clesign; 11wseums of industrial art( F) Polyteclmica or technical un'ivei·sities.

I.

GENERAL 8TA1'EMENT.

(1) Origin.-The inventions of modern times have perfected many
old industries, such as spinning and weaving, and led to_ the establish- ·
ment of new ones, such as the building of engines, labor-saving machines, locomotives, and steamships, and the chemical and electric
industries. The former mode of perspective drawing has been supplemented by parallel projection, according to the l)rinciples of which
working drawings are made, which furnish the means of easy and
accurate measurement. This has greatly promoted progress in technical pursuits. The liberty of trade, which is barely 50 years old in
central Europe, has added another incentive to technical education;
it has increased the dern:rn<ls on the talents of industrial men. To
develop these talents and special aptitudes is· the aim of industrial
schools, the youngest branch of the modern school system.
France _took the lead in this. German experts, like Eitelberger and
von Dmnreicber, emphasized tl10 fact, that the strengt,h of French textiles, for instance, and the greater value of the prochwts of French art
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indusiry, were not owing to the greater innate talents of French laborers,
but to their better aud more appropriate schooling in labor. This speciaJ education had been going on in France from the time of Colbert
(minister of finance of Louis XIV). Indispntftble proofs of this lrn.ve
been furnished by the various world's expositions, especially that of
Philadelphia in 1876, from which city tho German commissioner, Prof.
Rculoaux 1 reported to the Imperial Government, " Our goods are cheap,
but poor." These expositions opened the eyes of intelligent men to
the great inadequacy of the existing institutions for industrhd education, and it may_ be said that German industry thereupon took an upward start most gratifying in its results, since it was _consistently
111anned and aided by the establishment of higher institutions for
technical and industrial pursuits.
The entire system of technical and industrial schools of ceutral
_Europe (Germany, Austria, and Switzerhnd) is still in its youth, beuce
many questions concerning it are yet m1der discussion; course and
method of instruction a;e still mooted problems, ancl much less definitely settled than those of elementary and secondary schools for general culture. Another cause that retards an early settlement is the
fact that laymen who represent various interests assume to dictate in
the management and plans of these schools; hence it is that sometimes the results attained by such schools are not commensurate with
the outlay, ancl their usefulness "is questioned.
These schools are established and maintained chiefly by committees and trade unions; by the latter in Saxony, Hessia, Nassau, and
Switzerland. When the funds of these are insufficient, or the needs of
the country demand it, for instance, for the promotion of the building
trades, industrial art, or technical universities, schools maintained by
the state are justified. Only" in exceptional cases does the state maintain lower industrial ~cbools, in Austria more frequently than in other
countries. In some cases the state encourages and subsidizes lower
schools, and in others the revivifying and stirring influence and active
participation of individual leaders furnish the necessary impetus for
the establishment of such schools, and at times also for their maintenance.
(2) Olassification .-.A.ccording to the requirements of admission and
the object of tbe schools they are classed as (a) lower, (b) secoudary
indu trial school ,and(c) art. chools and polytechnica. According to the
time when in:truction is given they are classed a, (a) day, (b) evening,
~11{1 (c): nn<l· ~ :ellool.. According to heir aim they arc classed in
rndn ·trial continuation, chool · and trade ·chool:. Beside the ·e clas ·c ·
~v 11 H • . i ·i th :chool · into tho:e for boy and tho e for girl·, al ·o
11
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eighty hours), is about equal to fourteen weeks of instructiqn in an
industrial day school with thirty-five hours per week.
(3) Orgcinic connection of industrial and technical schools.-Among
industrial schools the practical relation of one class of schools to other
classes is not well defined. This may be the cause why some, like agricultural and various trade schools, are given over to the supervision of
one· governmental department while art schools and polytechnica are
given to another. An organic connection is as yet not practicable,
although the necessity makes itself felt quite keenly. In the system of
schools for general culture and the learned professions the division and
limitation of each grade of schoolR have developed in the course of time
owiug to the scientific unity, the so-called imiversitcis literarwm. Tl.te
distinctions between general and industrial continuation schools,
bet,reen technical and trade schools, between lower and secondary
technical schools, and between secondary and higher schools, or polyteclrnica-h:.we nowhel'e been sharply drawn. This makes extremely
difficult a <l.efiuite grouping of these institutions according to 1,lan and
· comse of study, as well as a mutual understanding among themselves
regarding their respective functions.
(4) Connect-ion of industrial schools 'With indi1strial lifej chief siipervisory cmtlwrities.-This connection is very important, since the schools
are to. serve practical life. A fulfillment of the following conditions
promotes the connection :
(a) Selection oflocation: Professional schools that depend upon constant contact with workshops and factories must be located in centers
of industrial activity, and must be near to ..the branches of industry
tlley are to serve.
(b) Students: Preliminary practical work or experience gained in
workshops is frequently a condition of admission to trade schools.
Practical work side by side with academic instruction and separation
of the students according to trades in industrial continuation schools,
aid in connecting industrial education and practical life.
(c) Course of study and methods of instruction: The connection of
industrial education with industrial pursuits must not only exist but
be thoroughly understood by the students. · The more the industrial
. scho-0ls place in the foreground studies which can be immediately utilized in the workshop, and the more they promote technical ability
(especially drawing), the more will they rise in the estimation of masters :rnd workmen. In arithmetic, for instance, accuracy and skill are
the most essential aims, hence restriction to the simplest modes of
solving problems is necessary. In geometry it is much less the logical
proof than it is practical application that must be considered; in drawing jt is not so much ornamental as it is technical drawing, parallel
projection, or the making of working drawings. Side by side with the
teclrnical tbe economic side of an industrial pursuit is to be considered,
tuns particular attention is paid to bookkeeping and the consideration
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of profit and loss: It is altogether wrong, although customary, to expect and demand of industrial schools that they should furnish men
who are perfect in certain trades or arts, instead of men able to become
mastets of their particular branch in the future.
(d) Teachers: Th_e teachers must be trade masters, or at least be iu
contact with master workmen; in the first case there is danger that tbe
method of instruction will be anything but pedagogical, since men of
tllat kind are apt to take for granted what must first be learned.
Teachers should be and are often sent to other centers of industry for
information.
(e) The material appliances of instruction should be objects of practical use; at any rate should be suitable for such use. Thus, for instance, actual models should be taken from workshops and museums
of industry. In the selection of these appliances practical experts
should-be consulted.
(f) Supervision. Local supervision should be exercised by successful
tradesmen who can aim at close connection between school and trade,
raise the standing of technical instruction in the eyes of all concerned,
and lend their influence toward regular attendance. These local supervisors should make frequent visits to the schools. It has been found
that the chief supervision is best exercised by the state department of
trade and commerce, and not by the department of public edu9ation.
The ultimate aim of all industrial schools, the promotion of wealth, outwejghs the means, promotion of education, in the community. As an
exception to this are eonsidered the technical universities or polytechnica,, which are everywhere in central Europe placed under the supervision of the minister of education.
In Prussia industrial and technical schools have been tra11sferred
from one department of state to another. Many of them were placed
under the supervision of the minister of education in 1877, but in 1885
they were, after rather unpleasant experiences, transferred a.gain to the
minister of industry and commerce. In Saxony the industrfal, commercial, and agricultural schools have always been under the jurisdiction of the minister of the interior. In Wiirtemburg there has been in
the department of education since 1858 a subordinate commission for industrial continuation schools formed of practical tradesmen and com-·
mer ·ial men, also of members of the commission for secondary schools
ancl higher in titutions, as well as directors of the school of de ign.
In Ba.d u w find an a omaly in the fact that one industrial art. chool
( t rzh im) i . u ervL ed by the minL ter f education and another
(Car1:rn11e) Y th mini t r of the interior. In Switzerland the con. ti nt~ n - . r ·:~~ njoin upon the £ eral government to cstabli h
t •c-lun · 1 unv r. 1 1 • ancl , ho 1. that 1 ad up to them. In ustria
:Z: ' · 11 binn i n f all indu trial ch ols ba been effected.
rvi. i n f h mini
f du , tion, but the appropria·11001 nr marn g<•<l l y th mini. t r of commerce. The
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supervision is exercised by a central commission of industrial instruction, one-lrnlf of the members of which are appointed by each of the
two ministers. .A.n especial representative of the minister of commerce in this central commission has the privilege of objecting to any
measure, and thus to retard and submit it to the decision of higher
authority. The inspectors of industrial schools are appointed by both
ministers.
'
(g) Workshops are often connected with trade or industrial schools.
(See also No.17.) It is often left out of consideration that public industrial education is not to be the root, but a blossom, if not a fruit of
industry. Schools that are to create new industries are rarely successful.
(5) Frequent Ja,itlts of industrial schools.-(a) Organization: Some
schools have aims which are too high; Objects of art industry are
made in them instead of more common articles. Entire locomotiYes
or engines are drafted by students insufficiently prepared. Drawings of details of machines would seem more appropriate; students
of average t alent can thus reach a moderate degree of proficiency
where otherwise they would be discouraged in the face of unattainable results. Knowledge of the demands of practical life, constant
consideration for the capacity of the student, a proper estimation of.
purposes, means, and persons, and of the fact that every human .being
may find a field of usefulness, however modest it may be, will safely
guard against the most common fault of industrial schools. One
fault frequently encountered is that the teachers do not limit themselves to that which is attainable by, and desirable for the average.
· However, this is an error often found in young educational institutions.
(b) School hours: Industrial education .was at first, and still is,
obliged to make use of the time not otherwise occupied by either day
school or work in factories and at home, i. e., the time for recreation,
evenings and Sundays. The oldest industrial schools were mostly Sunday schools. But any encroachment upon the time of recreation causes
overwork, lassitude, repugnance for school, and neglect of religion by
the pupils. The increasing estim_a tion of industrial education caused
an increase of the time devoted to it. In this regard the commercial
schools are in tbe lead. Of thirty-two commercial schools in Saxony
only one is a Sunday school. In the industrial continuation schools in
Saxony 36 per cent of the time per week given to instruction falls upon
Sundays, 39 per cent upon evenings and week days, and the remainder
represents the proportion of time in day schools. In Switzerland 17
per cent of the time falls upon Sunday and 49 per cent upon evening
schools. Overwork of pupils who come from factories and workshops
is not so common as it is among students of secondary schools who
take industrial instruction supplementary to their academic "Tork.
It is uow considered unquestionable that day schools are far more sue-
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cessful than evening and Sunday schools. In most places the teachers
of common schools teach in industrial continuation schools, and a specia,1 remuneration is-given them. Opposition to industrial instruction in
the daytime is frequently found among the masters of the workshops in
wbich the apprentic-es are gaining their practical experience. But this
opiwsition is not very formidable. Th~ absence of suitable · rooms
and the lack of well-prepared teachers is everywhere deplored. Since
Surnlay afternoon has for ages been considered by law a proper time
for this hlstruction, it is found difficult to convert the masses to the
conviction that day schools should l>e established.
(c) Schoolrooms: The lower industrial schools, both continuation ·
and trade schools, are nearly all suffering from want of suitable rooms,
since, in the 11ature of the case, both tuition fees and public appropriations are frequently insufficient to meet even reasonable requirements.
(cl) Method of instruction: In this seems to be found the most proulincnt weakness of special schools. Insufficient consideration for the
unequal and deficient preparation of the pupils; the fact that tbe teachers are not in living contact with practical life, and that they emphasize
mere theories, hence false science, are the most glaring faults found.
The following quotations are interesting:
In France they touch "\\hat is immedin.tely necessU:ry, with us, the ultimate cause
of eYe~·ytbing; -we teach from the head into the hand; Frenchmen and Englishmen
from the hand into the head; hence we pay for our thorough theoretical knowledge
with decreased practical capacity. (Folisch.)
Tbe tendency to theorizing is already so preponderant aa10ng the Gcnn:ms onr
the practically productive activity that one is apt to perceive in our workshops the
:mcie11t proverbial school atmosphere which 11romotcs neither 1,leasurc in practical
labor nor s1dll in execution. This atmosphere is not noticed in workshops of conntries that-have reached a higher industrial level than Germany. (Von Steinbcis.)

Other errors seem to be found in ga:ps in the courses of study; for
instance, the absence of projective drawiug before constructive drawing is taken up, and instrumental drawing before projective dra""iug
is commenced. At times proper consideration of artistic taste be ide
tecbuique is lacking, and at times undue consideration of taste over
technique is found. In ome schools simple time-saving· methods of
:procedure are neglected; for instance, very carefully executed painting, in water colors absorl> valuable time, when simple s-ketche, "·ith
lead or color pencil would suffice.
(e) ~ up rvi:ion: Thi i one of the weakest point · of indu:trial education, a8 i al o irregular att udance of the pupils.
(f) A.b:e11 · · f ll op r a1>plic. 11c · of in.:trnction: For in::;tauce, no
P · ·im ·u · f proj ctiv dra.winr,· no moue]: in plat r 1 etc.
11 the c
f, ul • 1• o 1 u iw,· tl1, progr :-.: which i]l(ln;trial ,· ·hool · mi 0 ht
(j' , o e11 ·r, i11 artid r fprr •cl to.)
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mar, Coburg· since 1874, in other Thuringian princiimlities sin,ce 1876).
But for industrial continuation schools compulsion is recommenclecl
only where the system of schools is not sufficiently developed or where
the schools possess little attraction.
Voluntary atten<lance in industrial schools separates the chaff from the whe,1t,
prevents thrashing of empty strn.w, and a sheCT waste of valuable time on the part
of the teacher and pupil. (Von Steinbeis.)

Discipline and progress commonly improve when compulsion ceases.
In Wlirtemberg those continuation schools in which the Governinen t
decreed compulsory attendance exhibited very mediocre results. It is
a general·expericnce all over the Empire that information through the
press, encouragement, excellent results exhibited by some schools, and
especially the desire for higher and better paying education in technical and art pursuits, have·made compulsory-attendance laws unnecessary. When there was no such law for commercial continuation
schools in Germany seventy-nine such schools were established, but
<luring the time in which immicipal authorities decreed compulsory
attendance only thirty-five were established. The new imperial law
for the regulation of industry gives munidpal authorities the right to
decree compulsory attendance at continuation schools for all juvenile
laborers between 14 and 18 years of age. This, however, has only
significance for Prussia, where a general law to that effect does not
exist.
While com1)ulsion is not found directly advantageous for industrial
schools, it proves to be so indirectly, if applied to general contjnuation
schools, that is, post-graduate courses of elementary schools. Young
laborers, knowing that they are obliged to attend that kind of school
until 17 years of age, or go to an industrial school, prefer the latter,
the practical utility of which is very apparent. More than one-half of
the 200 schools of Saxony have been established since 1873, the date
of the introduction of compulsory attendance for general continuation
sehools. In communities where this compulsion is exercised the industrial schools attract the more skillful and aspiring boys.
(7) Sources of revenue of industrial schools.-( a) Tuition fees: Charging a tuition foe works advantageously, because it makes the student
and his family esteem the value of the ins true tion; it promotes also
regularity of attendance and the diligence of the student; it induces
poor families to sav8 their pennies, and elevates their self-confidence
and self-esteem. Industrial inst.ruction for which fees are charged is
attended more regularly and willingly than if it is gratuitous, as the
experience in Wi.ittemberg plainly showed when a fee was charged in
1853. Previous to that date pupils thought to confer a favor upon a
teacher by being present. Indigent pupils can be, and are, released
from paying. Sometimes the fees are gradec.l for l'esidents and uonresiclents, citizens and foreigners.
(b) State subsidies, communa,l faxes, and other sources. It is always
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most desirable tllat the various trades should subsidize and aid industrial schools, but the entire support seems too heavy a tax upon them,
hence city, province, and state governments are called upon for aid.
It has been found that the maintenance of. an industrial school is an
inspiring object for trade unions-. There is a causal nexus between the
school ancl the standing of the particular trade it represents or chiefly
promotes.
The principle formerly adhered to in Prussia, that the community
should furnish the building and furniture as well as material, and should
pay one-half of the cos_t not covered by tuition or private bequests, if
the state should pay the other half and furnish industrial drawing
schools with the necessary models, was not applicable in every case.
It did not consider the means of the locality, the extent of the school
and its significance for larger or smaller industries. Hence the Prussian government has of late considerably increased its appropriations
for such schools. In Saxony no such scheme has been adopted. But
when a community or those most directly interested furnish a specifiecl
sum for the establishment and maintenance of an industrial school, the
minister aids it to an extent decided by himself. No state in Germany
has so many industrial schools supported chiefly by representatives of
industry. In 1889 there was expended in Saxony $24,000 for 28 industrial continuation schools, $28,320 for 29 weaving schools, $3G, 720 for
36 other trade schools, and $87,360 for commercial schools.
The following figures will show the proportions of tuition fees and
and other· revenues:
28 industrial con- 29 weaving
schools.
timmtion
schools .•

36 other
trade
schools

a2 comruerci~l schools.

Tuition fees .... . ........................... __ . _.... _
Communal taxes ....... ........ ..................... _
Prh-ate contributions .......................... _.... .
State subsidies ........................ __ .. __ ...... __
Interest of irreducible funds ........................ .

$10,560
2,640
3,120
4,560
3,120

$8, !)20
3,840
4,800
8,640
2,120

$10, 940
3,120
3,600
13,680
6,380

$77,760
3,120
4,800
1,260
420

Total expenditures ....... ..... .... ........... .

24,000

28,320

37,720

87,360
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of that kind only one is not a state school. A similar condition is
shown by the other special schools of Austria. During the year 1891 ·
the money from local sources for their maintenance amounted to
$19,753, while the state paid $699,006. The central government of
Switzerland, since 1885, grants subsidies to industrial schools and
museums, to the extent of one--b alf the sum Rpent by the cantons
(states), communities, societies, and private persons. These subsidies
amounted to $30,400 in 1885, aud $64,200 in 1889. They are not allowed
to take the place of any part of the sums derived from other sources,
and, as a rule, are not to be applied to the erection of buildings, or for
heating and lighting, or for furniture and appliances; but for salaries,
and extending time of instruction or the course of study by adding
new classes. Appliances of instruction, such as models and drawings
and additions to libraries, may also he purchased from the money
granted by the federal government. General continuation schools are
sometimes, by means of these federal subsidies, changed to industrial
schools.
•
(8) Teachers.-The best organization and the most lavish appliances
of instruction in industrial schools are worthless if teachers are wanting to make proper use of them. Close and constant contact of the
teachers with irnlustrial life is the main point. Skillful and practically
experienced persons become excellent teachers in industrial schools
much more e:asily than theorizers who have gained a little practice and
use it merely for illustration. (Roscher.)
In Wtirtemberg every c;,andidate for a position as teacher in a technical art school is required to have worked for wages in a shop for a
number of years. This is particularly important for teachers of technical drawing, who should insist upon the drawing of plans which are
practically applicable. Elementary school teachers commonly lack
industrial knowledge as well as skill in mechanical drawing and in
constructive geometry. Mechanics usually lack knowledge of construction in other industries. Architects have been found most suitable. In Wi.irtemberg architects, foremen, and engineers are · selected
as teachers of industrial drawing and allied branches of industrial art,
especially if they have spent some time in foreign countries and received
pecuniary aid from the state for that purpose. Scanty aid of this kind
reg_uircs those who receive it to spend part of their time outside of their
studies in earning money in practical pursuits. The result is, that such
persons aim at what is practical1ypossible. In cases where the state's
aid was sufficient to support the recipients without engaging in practical work, the results were anything but satisfactory.
On the other hand, it has been proved that it is always advantageous
to pay good, successful teachers high salaries, and to place their future,
as well as that of their families, beyond need, otherwise they will seek
and find more lucrative occupation in factories and trades. This danger is much greater in industrial schools than in schools for ·general
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culture. In Saxony industrial education, and the schools that represented it, were greatly promoted in 1886 by the establishment of a fund
from which pensions are paid to teachers of special schools. This fund
offers the same advantages to teachers that otber officers of the state
enjoy, and thus raises the pJofession of teaching. In 1891, 124: industrial teachers bad become contributors to the fund to the amount of
$7,920, and the state's contribution amounted to $2,400. This fund has
now reached the sum of $70,560.
In only a few states has professio.n al examination for teachers of industrial schools been introduced. In technical universities or polytechnica the desire has been expressed that for certain branches of
secondary industrial schools a professional examination passed before
tlie faculty of the technical university be required. This plan does not
consider the fact that men possessing a moderate degree of theoretical
and scientific knowledge may well act as teachers in industrial or
trade schools. In Baden the theoretical requirements for the industrial
teachers were lowered somewhat in 1882, in or~er to obtain teachers of
more practical experience. Before 1882 the requirement was, :that such
teachers should have passed through the normal schools and a polytechnicurn, and have spent some years in practical work. Since that year
they may go through a normal school or any other secondary school, a
school of architecture, or institution of similar purport, and spend a
few years in practical work. The state aids candidates by affording
them the means for foreign travel; sometimes the candidates go in
groups, sometimes singly. There are supplementary" courses arranged
for industrial teachers, and in this, Austria has taken the lead. In
1889-90, 32 Austrian teachers were sent to the World's Exposition in
Paris, and received each an average of $94 traveling expenses; 15
teachers were sent to other places ·with an average of $51. In 1890
eight supplementary courses in drawing were given to industrial teachers; 94 availed themselves of this opportunity. Two courses in commercial branches were given to industrial teachers; 59 participated.
In Switzerland groups of teachers, averaging between 7 and 24, have
been ent to famous schools, notably to Winterthur. Two-thirds of the
expenses were met by the federal government. In Hessia from 3 to u
industrial teachers are sent to Darmstadt to go through technical
conr e lasthlg from two to three month·. Theyreceivc aid amo1111ting
to al>ont $20 per month from the a sociation of indu ·tries. Commo·u. ·11001 t ach r · aJ?ply for thc~e course · during vacation, a. do aLo
buil 1 'r · <luring wint r when th• wcath r preycnts them from w·orking.
B •. i<l r Fn1ar1y appoint •cl te. cher ·in, chool tl1ere arc al o amlm1 '_iu<l~ l'i, 1 t a ·h r.~ e ·p cially in 1Vi.irt mberg 'ince 1 40, nnd iu
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such men, it has been found that they do more than teaching; they
aid in establishing connection between manufacturers and merchants.
Duriug the years from 1849 to 1882 experienced weavers were chiefly
chosen who hall worked in foreign countries. Such ambulatory comses
for hand weaving, industrial bookke.eping, cutting of garments; embroidery, straw weaving, and machine sewing have been held iu 28
cities of Wiirtemberg.
(9) A1Jplicmces of instnwtio1~.-As many industrial schools had to prepare their own teachers, so also they were necessarily obliged to make
their own apparatus. Up to the year 1860 the drawing models were
selected with more consideration for the needs of art academies than
for common industrial and art industrial schqols. It is, or should be,
the object of the central govBrnment, sg it is claimed, to supervise the
selection and application of suitable apparatus in industrial schools.
A list of such things (drawings and models) for industrial continuation schools, trade schools, amHndnstrial drawing schools was publish eel
in 1888, by the department of industry of the Swiss Confederation, a
depai'tment which supports also the Swiss permanent school exhibit in
Zurich. Other states go further than that. They have certain ap1)1iances of instruction made by order of the Government; ·wurtemberg
since 1864; Austria since 1881. In Hessia the industrial society publishes model drawings which are officially prescribed for use in industrial schools. The Austrian minister of instruction pubhshes annually
a list of appliances of instruction, embracing drawings, text-books,
manuals, and models with practical instructions for wood carving, work
in metal, embroidery and lace work. It is stated in each case ·w hether
they have been made upon the suggestion or with the support of the
minister, or submitted by private manufacturBrs. The latter are classified as recommended or rejected.
·
(10) Organization of super,v ision.-(See also 4 (f) and 5 (e). "Tbejm.
portance of expert supervision over the industrial school systems of
large cities or provi.nces and states by school inspectors, has been, as is
claimed, undervalued by the governments of many states. The claim
has been set up that there ought to be inspectors or superintendents
for industrial schools as there are for common schools. The support
such men can give to teachers and directors of industrial schools in
suggesting, advising, warning, and admonishing, is often mo:re important and effective than pecuniary subsidies. Such inspectors might .
see to it tlrnt every indu trial school makes use of the experience of
similar schools, and that some schools do not enter upon the forsaken
paths of others after they have been found misleading. These inspectors , houlcl not have directive7 but only advisory power. They slrnuld
not make uniform the industrial schools, but try to promote an adaptation to local aud technical conditions as they may exist. It is 11ot to
be rccomme11dcd tlrnt thc"e inspectors shall report in writi11_g· concerning the condition of caeh school they visit, lest writteu ur printed
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commendation and laudation may check the development of the school.
Only in special cases where certain defects have to ·be corrected is
the written report to the local authorities desirable." (Roscher.)
"The central government, however, should insist upon a brief report
of the visits the inspector makes, which report should contain the essential advice he rendered. In case·the admonition on the part of the
inspector is not heerled without reason assigned, the annual subsidy
might be withheld." This is a suggestion frequently found in the pedagogical literature of Germany. Saxony is the only state that has an
expert inspector for industrial schools, the first having been appointed
in 1884. In 1891 he had to supervise 187 industrial schools in 95 communities. He annually visits about 150 of such schools. For the 28
schools for lace makers in Saxony a special school inspector has been
employed since 1858. In Wi.i.rtemberg th~ supervision of industrial continuation schools is exercised by distinguished teachers of such schools.
Of late the question has been considered whether it would not be better to employ a i'ew expert inspectors. Ins trnction in drawing and in the
sci cnces is separately supervised by experts. The commercial schools
appear to be entirely without supervision on the part of the state.
In Hessia the trade schools are supervised by a special committee of
the Industrial Society. This committee consists of 8 members. In
Austria there are 30 inspectors of industrial schools, appointed for two
years, who are not assigned to particular localities, but with regard to
their· special aptitudes. One inspects the work in drawing, another
that in language, or 1rn.tural science, or mathematics, etc. In Switzerland a college of experts, consisting of 9 members, among whom 4 are
architects, appointed for one year by the federal government, supervises all industrial schools. They meet annually in different localities
ancl exchange views, experiences, listen to reports, and thus learn to
know all the important industrial schools of the Republic.
(11) School exhibitions have been particularly important and beneficial for industrial schools, much more so than for schools for general
culture, especially when drawing is a prominent branch of study. If
these exhibitions afford a general view of the whole work done by
these school , they will be essentially aided thereby. Such exhibitions act as an impetus to better work and popularize industrial
education among the masses. The chief faults of former exbibitions
of indu:trial scbool were as follows: First. They were arranged like
reg 1lar annual exhibition. pre11a1red for pupils and parent~, though
th y w r int 11ded to illu:trate thee sential aims methods, and courses
. f ·ch ol: on a lar(Yer cal . ~ xhibition. arranded by states or provm · · :ho 11 n t ff r priz for pupil. work or that of indi iduals.
~:uc~ ~hiurr . o 11<1
l ft-£ r loc le 'hibition . • eco d. Things were
• 1 1 • l ~·lu ·h pr v
x ptional worl·, in. t "d of howing what the
• r, ,r · n cl
hird. In ad f an < 1-rm1rr m nt of th drawings
11 pr ex i 1 · 1r. , th y wcr arranged according to
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decorative and msthetic motives. It is, however, most essential to show
the ways by which results have been obtained. Fourth. Exhibitions
of industrial schools were mixed with those for general culture or with
exhibitions of industries, hence attracted little or no attention, could
not be arranged according to their peculiar needs, and lasted altogether
too long. An exhibition of industrial' schools, lasting from eight to ten
days during vacation,. will unite teachers and authorities and the general public in fruitful studies and deliberations. Fifth. The written
work of a school should not be excluded, so that the connection between
intellectual and manual work might be seen. Sixth. The exhibitions
were repeated too frequently at first. The result was a diminished participation and waning interest. Between 1850 and 1856 these schools
arranged for exhibitions every two years in Wiirtemberg; from 1867
to 1889 once in seven years. Seventh. · Exhibitions arrang~d by societies did not find general favor. Smaller industrial schools could not
compete with larger, better situated, and, therefore, more successful
schools. This is the reason why exhibitions are best arranged by state
authorities, so that .all who derive subsidies from the state may be
required to exhibit~ Eighth. Exhibitions without a carefully laid plan
and expert juries are worthless and remain mere shows. Ninth. Formerly objects were placed side by side which could not be compared.
As the number of industrial schools increases it has been found be8t
to exhibit the work of one class of schools independent of that of another.
Wiirtemberg held, between 1850 and 1889, nineteen exhibitions of
industrial schools: The Ia.st one contained, for the first time, apprentices' work, appliances of instruction, as well as artistic productions
by teachers of industrial schools. This stimulated the diligence and
technical education of the teachers. Saxony exhibited in 1883 the
work of 82 industrial schools of the district of Zwickau, and in 1888 that
of 150 industrial schools of the whole Kingdom. Here wa~ the work
of 800 teachers and 16,000 students brought into view, and the cost
amounted to only $1,500. Upon this occasion the principle was carried out, for the first time, that the course of instruction in any branch
should be completely shown by its results in excellent, mediocre, and
poor work. This principle was carried out also in the Swiss exhibition
of continuation, trade, and drawing schools in Zurich in 1890. The
Industrial Society of Hessia has arranged annual exhibitions ever since
1840, but no premiums are allowed. The authorities in Nassau collect
the drawings of its 50 industrial schools and have them adjudged by
an expert committee.
·
(12) Periodicals for indiistr-ial schools, statistics, and history.-Periodicals which give information concerning the organization, methods of
instruction, and work ot industrial schools a.re very important for
teachers and directors of such schools, since they facilitate an exchange
of views, experiences, and plans. When such a periodical is published
ED 91--12
.
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by the authorities themselves, Jt forms the nucleus of influence which
extends from the center to the most remote technical schools, and aids
the work of the Government by submitting its activity to the judgmen~
of public opinion. Austria has had such a publication since 1883, entitled
the "Central Journal for Industrial Education in Austria." It is edited
by the highest authority, publishes the laws, regulations, and orders
pertaining to industrial education, the statistics of attendance, etc.,
and gives a good share of its attention and space to foreign schools.
In Switzerland the federal government subsidizes several periodicals
for industrial education. In return therefor the publishers distribute
their papers to students and teachers of all the industrial schools supported wholly or in part by the state. In Prussia the Periodical for
Industrial Echi.e.~tion has been published since 1886, but it is the result
of private enterprise, and only accomplishes what can be expected from
private enterprise. The Saxon industrial schools have an organ, entitled the Industrial Review. In W"iirtcmberg the Industrial Journal,
and in Baden the Industrial Gazette are the organs.
Tlie statistics of industrial schools, especially those of numerous private institutions, are very fragmentary. The best statistical information
is found in the Sa,xon report of the entire system of public education,
which not only gives statistics of attendance of pupils and teacher~, but
also information concerning those who established aud maintain tlle
schools, the time of instruction, hours per week, tuition fees, expenditures, etc., for every public and private school. This report is supplemented at intervals of four years by an official list of industrial, agricultural, and commercial schools of Saxony, which list states the
name of the school, its location, its founder, the address of its principal,
its object, requirements of admission, length of terms, course of study,
teachers, number of pupils, tuitkm fees, etc. This list is furnished to
all industrial schools in Germany. The facility for comparison of courses
of study and other matters offered by this official list has induced many
school~ to make essential improvements. Prussia has recently published
an extensive report on industrial education, which contains very valuable
items for comparison. In Wiirtemberg very meager statistics arc pubIi lied. Baden and Bavaria issue annually brief tables of attendance. A more extended survey of the inclustria,l schools in Baden has
been published by !lfr. Gascll, presiucnt of the chamber of commer e.
Th commL'sioners for industrial continuation schools in Wi.irtemberg
arc T c iviug r gull rly written report from all the industrial school
f tli 1Gnrr(l 1 , ut <lo not publi:h them. Tbe publication of a history
of incl 1 ·td l · chool , even though it be nothing but an account of such
·1 1: i~ < • ~ 11 king om, would be .· •dingly valuable if it slJowed
h fir ~u ·cu n c t th e. tal li ·lnn nt of indn trial ,cl10ols, how and
·l 11 11 w ·h · · · r · 01 11 '1, how · •rt-tin oh:taclc were ov rcome,
rnt 11 • ·m • i l cl in
·mi11rr • u · · '·:, ·lw f. ult: ,~ere disc vcrcd,
ilur
·oi 1 cl 1· m, cl ';ho,.,. th · fir t orgauizatio 1 cllaug_ecl
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under the demands of modern times, and other points. Such a work
would suggest improvement, give information, encourage all concerned,
and preserve in a measure the-e;x:perience of former years, which otherwise would be lost forever.
II. CLASSES OF SCHOOLS.
(A.)

IXDUSTlUAL COXTINUATION SCHOOLS .

(13) Although participation in the common continuation courses is
arlanged for boys of 15 to 18 years of age in most of the states of Germany, excepting Prussia (in fact, ~vening schools are open from two to six
hours a week), and although they chiefly offer "that knowledge which is
essential for civil life" (law of 1836 in Wiirtemberg), it can not be said
that this instruction is sufficient for·th-e needs of the industrial classes,
especially as regards drawing. It must be considered, for instance,
that in Saxony, where in 1889 there were 1,912 common continuation schools with 76,000 ,pupils, a great many of these schools had
special drawing classes for shoemakers, tailors, builders, etc.
Industrial continuation schools have a twofold aim: :first, to improve
and extend general knowledge in language, arithmetic, and geometry;
second, to impart industrial knowledge and skill necessary to various
industrial branches-as, for instance, technical drawing, industrial ~ookkeeping, and knowledge of business affairs. In Hessia many industrial
or trade schools abandoned instruction in arithmetic, language, and
geometry in 187 4, but very soon after introduced it again, because the
common continuation schools could not sufficiently consider these
branches. Attempts at combining industrial with agricultural continuation schools miscarried, since one teacher could not do justice to
both industry and agriculture. The industrial schools have been blamed
for attempting to provide instruction in the most varied industries,
hence could never do justice to any one of them; this is depreciating
the good that may be attained in favor of something better which is
absolutely unattainable.
The .Austrian trade schools (for boys of 12 to 15), which are to prepare for distinct trades, are a new kind of schools which are fashioned
after Parisian models. In them not only is common-school instruction
given, but industrial skill is developed in wood and metal work, modeling, staining, varnishing, distilling, etc. Duripg the third year of
these schools the time is devoted to sp~cial branches for those who
desire them. School workshops are arranged for apprentic'es who have
no workshops of their own. '.fhe trade schools in Paris, after which
the Austrian are fashioned., have existed since 1873.
Prussia had, in 1890, 1,131 industrial continuation schools with !)3,0W
students. They were poorly supervised, according to the official
statement of the Government. Four hundred and fourteen of these
schools had obligatory attendance of 49,325 students. This shows
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tbat the population is not in sympathy with the movement. In central
and western Prussia these schools are better supported than in the
eastern provinces.
Bavaria bas 242 industrial continuation schools, of which 194 are independent and 48 are connected with high schools. They are attended
by 29,472 students, of whom only 2 per cent receive instruction in day,
and 98 per cent in evening and Sunday schools. In 165 communities
local laws prescribe obligatory attendance. Only 7,463, or 24 per cent,
of the students attended technical classes, while the others 1)Ursue ol¼lY
common-school studies.
Saxony in 1889 had 28 industrial continuation schools (5 of which
are 60 or 70 years old), but none have obligatory attendance; their
total enrollment was 7,912. In WU.rtemberg the industrial contmuation schools are most numerous in comparison with other states.
Of communities with more than 2,000 inhabitants, 85 per cent had
industrial continuation schools {in Baden, only 32 per cent); the em;ollment in 167 communities in Wiirtemberg was 13,649 students. Of
every 100 apprentices, 71 attended such schools. It is most interesting
to see what studies these students chiefly pursued: Freehand drawing,
7,397; arithmetic, 6,772; technical drawing, 6,346; business composition,
6,089; geometrical construction, 4,531; penmanship 2,921.
Baden in 1889 had 43 industrial schools, with 549 students in preparatory classes, 5,366 regular and 1,907 special students.
Hessia had, in 188G, 73 trade schools in 64 communities, with 4,400
students, to which must be added 7 extended trade schools, of which 2
are connectecl with industrial art schools; these 2 are day schools.
Austria in 1890 had 14 .industrial continuation schools, with 3,474
students connected with state industrial schools. Besides, Austria had
393 independent continuation schools, with 61,567 students (132 schools
in lower Austria, 154 in Bohemia, and 107 in the other eleven Crown
lands). To the. e may be added 1,077 students in continuation courses
offered by 8 trade schools.
Switzerland in 1890 had 90 industrial continuation schools, trades
schools, and drawing schools, 15 of the latter in the canton of Tessin.
The most important of these schools are in Geneva, Zurich, St. Gall,
Bern, Solothurn, and A.argau.
(14) Drawing halls.-For industrial schools drawing is the most imort:mt branch of instruction. Diderot remarked: " une nation, ou l'on
apprcru1rnit a dcssiner, comme on apprencl a ecrire, l'em,p orterait biontot
m· les auttcs c1ans tousle arts du gout." Instruction in drawing which
cv l P he , nse of form, arti tic ta te, and skill of the hand is a
·uppl m nt t g neral ducation acquired by means of the printed
t romo . a ute observation and , trengthen the sen e which
. n lull· l y lit rary w rk, and i th rcfi re justly an obligatory
• 111 }: m · mn o, , ·h 1 '. It ha.
n , ngg . tcd to establi h open
ra 111 r halL vith t a ·h r wl1 , y living in atljoi11ing rooms, would
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be at the disposal of the student all day. Such balls, it is urged, would
even assist adults very materially, and aid in bringing school and trade
into closer connection. In southern Germany and Austria such open
drawing schools have been established, but they were soon afterward
brought into connection with established schools.
(B) INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTIO~S FOR WOMEN.

(15) These institutions are distinguished from other industrial
schools by offering instruction not only in modeling and drawing, industrial arithmetic, bookkeeping, letter-writing, but al&,o in woman's handiwork, embroidery, and articles of industrial art . .
Bavaria has 26 such schools, with 2,252 students; Saxony 11, with
1,081 students; Wiirte:q:iberg 14, with 720 students, besides 19 woman's
work schools, with 4,511 students. The oldest of these institutions,
established in 1868 in Reutlingen, had up to 1889 prepared 269 teachers
for industrial and woman's work schools.
Baden has 16 trade and work schools for women, with 1,110 students.
Besides these the Woman's Society in Baden maintains 9 such schools,
with 1,231 students. Hessia has also several woman's schools for
industrial pursuits in five cities.
( C) LOWER INDUSTTI.IAL OR TRADE SCHOOLS.

(16) Trade schools are to be distinguished from industrial continuation schools. The latter serve all or many trades or industries; the
former only one, such as the builder's, weaver's, shoemaker's, tinner's
turner's, joiner's trade, etc., and though they combine academic studies
with manual work, they need constaint and close contact with the workshop and factory. Tlle most suitable location for trade schools is at
the center of activity of the particular industrial branch they are
to serve. Among the requirements for admi~sion into a trade school
the essentials are, as a rule, familiarity with the tools of the particular trade, skill in performing simple work, and knowledge of the
requisite materials used. According to the regulations of the central commission, which supervises the trade schools of Austria, the
establishment of such schools is advisable only "where the existence
of industrial life is clearly shown, and where its extent is so large, its
capacity for development so undoubted, and its technical character so
pronounced, that the particular branch which a school may represent
is plainly evident."
The oldest and most numerous trade schools are the weaving schools
(in Saxony since 1830, in Bavaria since 1854, in Wiirtemberg since
1855). They have served the weaving trade admirably, especially at
times when the ever-changing fashion preferred certain texturen to
others, or when under the presence of competition the handlooms gave
way to power looms, when again, certain finer textureci could not be
done on power looms, and handlooms had to be used; when new or
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intricate designs required not only skillful hands, but also a finely developed sense of form and color. It is well known that the Swiss watchmaking industry has been essentially promoted by the 9 watcllmaker's
schools that served to introduce new devices and improvements.
One objection has been raised against trade schools,; it has been said
that they limit the horizon of their pupils instead of widening it; their
attention is directed toward the production on a large scale wbich presupposes division of labor, while workshops require knowledge of all
the bearings of a trade. This has led, in Hessia,, to requiring the graduates of trade schools to pass through a supplementary course which
teaches all the bearings of one trade. This unfavorable judgment of
trade schools in ;:t:Iessia is met by a clifferent one, almost diametrically
opposed to it, in Saxony, Wtirtemberg, Baden, Austria., and Switzerland, and may find its cause in the fact that the students are obliged
· to earn wages during the time they attend trade schools.
Since 1884 the secretary of the interior in Baden arranges from time
to time in Carlsruhe for courses of instruction to tr.a de master·s for the
sole purpose of making them acquainted with new industrial devices.
These courses are intended for soap-boilers, tanners, shoemakers, wn,tcllmakers, metal-workers (etching and. galvanopiastic), dyen;, frescopainters, paper-hangers, and plumbers; the courses last one or two
weeks each.
In Prussia the industrial-school system is comparatively little developed. In 1879 the 11 mining schools, with 437 pupils, were the only
organized and successfully directed industrial schools of the Kingdom.
The weaving and dyeing school at Crefeld was reorganized in 1883. It
is a large institution, well attended, and influences foe great silk trade
of that towu. In Hanover 13 weaving schools and 8 weaver's apprentice shops are found. In W cstphalia there are technical schools for the
metal industry. In other parts of Pru.ssia are found schools of ceramics, and ba ket-braiding schools in Silesia and the provinces of Eastern Pr:nssia. l\fagdeburg and Flensburg have special schools for joiners
and woo\l-carvers. On the shores of the North Sea and the Baltic arc
situated 14 navigation ,·chools, and, since 1887, 5 schools for riYer navigation have been opened. The trades unions maintain 294 trade schools
(G7 for barbers and hairdressers, 29 for painters and decorators, 24 for
cobbl rs, lock and blacl· smiths, 21 for bakers and confeetioner , 20 for
tailor,, 10 for joiner , etc.).
·
Bavaria ha 36 trade school , of whi h 23 are in upper Bavaria, 3
v vin" 3 ar ring, 13 mu. ic, and 1 p tter's school, and, since 1885, 5
:· ·h ol for a
ric lturc .
. ,v , 2 ti, l school for, avino-, knit ing, and pa ·-·cmeuten h ...,_ . ht 1 l au<l G7 pow r loon ·, ..., knitting machine , and 30
~ 1_1t r1 1 an loom . 1 h'e of th ·· chool are day, the other
nm~ ·h 1: . Th 'iat al· m~ intail G navig, tion school: on
lb 1 iver
r l mi n. ~ ncl a o -iation maintain~ lace-
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making, 1 embroidery, 4 straw-weaving, 11 house industry, 2 mining,
and 39 other trade schools. That the trade schools of Saxony enjoy
great confidence beyond the limits of the Kingdom is seen from the fact
that ·the great German labor associations (notably the watcbmakers,
turners and woodworkers, tinners, millers, and tanners) support them.
Wiirtemberg has 4 weaving schools, but no other trade schools.
Baden has 3 music schools (not conservatories, for they belong to a
higher group of schools), 1 wood and ivory carving, 15 straw-weaving,
1 basket-braiding, ancl 5 blacksmith's schools.
Hessia has 11 carving schools and · schools for decoration, lacquers,
and hairdressing.
Austria can boast of a very extensive and splendidly dir.e cted plan
for industrial education on the part of the state . . The repr.esentati ves
of the -trades do not much participate in their management or maintenance. Twenty-nine weaving schools, of which 2 are small institutions,
having no power looms; 30 schools for wood and stone industry, for
variety ironwork, ceramics, and glass industry; 16 for point-lace workers and artistic embroidery; 2 for tlrn manufacture of musfoal insfruments ; 1 for leather industry; 1 for polishing of precious stones; 1 for
toy manufacture, as well as 18 for basket-braiding. The state in 1~89
published a provisional course for instruction in weaving schools to
make a beginning in systematizing trade schools.
Switzerland has 9 schools for watchmaking, 2 for weaving, 2 for
carving, 1 for toy-making, and 1 for basket-braiding.
(17) Workshops are connected with many industrial schools, especially with weaving schools, but sometimes we find them independent
of any school. In that case practical and not acad'3mic studies are puTsued. They resemble the former apprentice shops, but offer instruction on a large scale. Some writers recommend them, others ·see in
them nothing but places for training of amateurs, and therefore object
to them. It is said that stipends for traveling would be vastly better.
This objection docs not refer to the shops connecfed with weaving
schools. Experience has found that poorly paid masters in school
sho11s teach only the less instructive branches of a trade, hence the
many complaints of apprentfoes that their training is \>n(j-sided, and
the further complaint of the trades people themselves, who claim that
these school shops compete with them in the labor market (buildings
furnished gratuitously and unpaid labor enable these shops to sell
their I)roducts at reduced prices). It appears prudent not to use the
pro<lucts of the apprentice shops as a means of meeting their CJ\pen~es.
Another danger is to be considered and to be carefully guarded against,
namely, the often-fouud waste of time and material. The students are
not trained in economy, but only in industrial skill. The technical
leader of the shop must therefore be economically well trained. All
the state railroad sho11s in Gcrma,ny have apprentice shops. In Austria
workshops arc very frequently found connected with trade schools.
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(18) Schools for the building trades.-The large number of builders
(Germany in 1882 had 373,000 masons and 184,000 carpenters) justifies the existence of special schools for them. These schools do not
attempt to prepare architects or engineers of the lower order, but simply
sktlled laborers for the building trades. The first of these schools was
established in Paris, 1740; the ~rst in Germany, in Munich, 1823; the
second, in Brunswick, 1831; the third, a state institution, in Saxony,
1837. The requirement for admission is, or ought to be, one year of
practical work in the trade. In Saxony these schools give instruction
only in winter and haye a course of four years. When such schools
are kept open in summer they have one-seventh or one-tenth the attendance they have in winter. While in Saxony the course is restricted
to masonry and carpentry, in 0th.er states machine-building is frequently connected with it. The tuition fee in Saxony is 30 marks, or·
about $8 ; in other states it is from $25 to $30, owing to insufficient
state subs1dy.
'
Prussia in 1891_, had 9 schools for the building trades, with 1,825 students in overcrowded classes. In 1890, 870 apprentices were rejected
for want of room.
The school in Brunswick alone had 1,000 students, mostly from Prussia. The state authorities in Prussia are contemplating the establishment of a tenth school of this kind.
Bavaria has 4 schools for ·builders, with 1,220 students. Saxony in
1891 had 5, with 702 students. Of the 154 hours devoted to instruction
in the.four years, 97 were devoted to drawing. The annual expenditure for 4 of these schools was $22,560.
Wlirtemberg has a royal school for the building trade in Stuttgart.
It was founded in 1845, and bas 503 students, many of whom study
surveying and machine-building.
·
Baden has one school at Carlsruhe, with 253 students, and gives practical exercises in workshops for masons and carpenters. Hessia 1
school, Darmstadt, 81 students; Anhalt, 1 school, maintained by state
and city. Austria has special departments for the building trades in
it 11 schools for forem~n, which were attended by 1,336 students in
1890.
•
(19) Schools for forcm en.-Most industrial continuation schools, giving in truction on Sunday or in the evening,, and at best only from 10
to 1G hours a week, can not pre1lare foremen or superintendents of shops
£ r acl1ine-buildiog, spinning and weaving factories, etc., because it
w 1ld require an additional number of years of study and because the
t ·hnic, l r parati of ucb men nece. itates speci;l training. The
in ~ a.· ny c. tabli hed in 1 55 a school for foremen the
-in_ · R <]_uircm nt. for a mi ·ion: Age rn years a~d a
n nc f tw · r in work hop . Length of course one
b lf. Ilo u-.
r w k, 35 t 45. Th se school re.strict
t ' h, fo1 rn n r ally n e , o that the stud nt shall not
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overvalue their capacity and. forsake shop and factory to enter the
drafting room. They are in fact intended for industrial under officers.
Prussia has 4, Saxony 2, Austria 14 of such schools. The school in
Chemnitz chiefly prepares soapl>oilers, dyers, and millers. Since its
establishment in 1855 it has had 3,100 students. The Austrian schools
together have at present 2,100 students who are preparing themselves
for the building trades, technical mechanics, industrial arts, and chemical industries.
(D) INDUS'l'RIAL SECOND.A.RY SCHOOLS.

(,W) Secondary schools.-Pursuing the course of. a polyteclmicum presupposes graduation from a classical or a modern high school, and
hence can not be completed before the close of the twenty-f6urth year
of age.
The education offered in a polytechnicum is much too high for common industrial purposes, because it is largely theoretical, and prevents
the student from acquiring practical preparation and skill during the
time when alone such skill can be acquired. Hence industrial secondary schools, which stand between the lower industrial schools and
technical universities and offer the strict discipline of a high school,
seem to meet the needs of the people. The gradation in trades and
industries, both in kind and extent, necessitates a gradation in the
schools preparing for them. The famous statistician Engel c~lculated
the cost of education and maintenance of a laborer at 15 years of age
to have been $888; that of a man with secondary education at 20 years
of age to have been $2,904; and that of a student of a university at
25 years of age to have been $6~600. The absence of opportunities for
obtaining a secondary industrial education must therefore work disadvantageously upon many strata of society, because it restricts them to
a lower industrial education or lifts them up to an elevation where
they can not support themselves, the absolutely necessary connecting
link between elementary and higher schools being wanting. Lower
schools are apt to push their talented students forward unduly, while
polytechnica are forced to lower the requirements for admission, hence
industrial secondary schools will aid the lower schools by relieving
them of elements which are apt to disturb them, and relieve the polyteclrnica by drawing from them students insufficiently prepared.
These schools will also relieve the nation of elements which are neither
:fish nor flesh-of that half-learned industrial element which claims to
understand everything but knows nothing thoroughly. Civil engineers, poorly prepared and loose in every joint of true education, are
found in great abundance, while the great centers of industry need
men such as industrial secondary schools alone can furnish, viz, machine builders, common architects, bridge builders, surveyors, engi-
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neers, chemists, superintendents of small factories, planners and designers, etc. The · great army of labor, consisting, as it does, of privates
and a more than sufficient number of generals and colonels, needs more
undero:fficers.
A remarkable short-sightedness is exhibited from time to time in discussing secondary industrial schools. Some claim that there is no
urgent necessity for them, "because the technical universities famish
a sufficient number of students who fail in examination for the higher
honors; hence offer men of the second rank, or small caliber, for technical pursuits." To· this the answer is given that unfit industrial "officers of the staff" are not necessarily fit subaltern officers; that teachers
of higher schools insufficiently prepared are not necessarily well enough
prepa,red to be elementary school teachers. The Austria,n minister of
education in 1880 had to meet the objection to secondary industrial
schools, "tbat they came into competition with polytechnica," by showing, statistically, that these secondary schools attiractecl elements which
were neither wanted in the polytechnica, nor in fact co"uld lay claim for
admission there.
The Society of German Engineers, consisting of more th~n G,000 members, declared, in 1889, that secondary .industrial schools were a necessity to be provided for by the state. The industries for which they prepare are spread over the whole country. Such schools can :flourish
only when they are independent institutions, but not if appendages of
other schools. If the State fails to establish them the larger cities are
not likely to do so, and '' private institutions with glittering programmes, unfulfilled promises, low requirements for admission, attractive uniforms for the boys, overcrowded classes, poorly paid and insufficiently prepared teachers, and pompous, em blazoned diplomas," will
ari.·e-institutions which are "worked" for a money consideration.
Tlle oldest secondary industrial schQol in Germany is the one e 'tabli hcd in 1836 in Chemnitz by the government of Saxony. It has since
its establishment admitted 4,100 students and has served as a model
for similar schools in otber states, notably in Austria. The students
·when aclmitted have a high-school education and have acquired the
priYi1e 0 ·e of cr:ving a a volunteer in the army for only one year. The
com. e of tudy for the trclmical meclrnnics' branch and technical
ct1emi:try is three and a half years, tliat for architecture three years.
l'U · ·ia lia no u h seco1tdary school·.
Ilow acutely this want is
f 1 i · · ·n from the f< ct t at the polyt chuica of Pru "Sia have 20 per
11t ~~, i1 th ·nm' in: itntion, in ~ axouy and u tria h, ve only 10
n 1 11• r en of . P ·ial. tnd nt th, ti., trn1cut who arc not graclu< t ·. ot cla . 1 or o her · ·ondary ~chool·. In the polyteclmi ·mu
of 1 "no· · 1 > r · nta,r · ro to ,17 p r cent iu th year 1 00-01.
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The foil owing table is i11strucfrrn :
Winter of 1890-91.

.

Regular students. . Special students.

I

Polytcclmica.

Regular and special
students.

Number. Per cent. Number. rer cent. Number. Per cent.

- - - - - - - - - - - -1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Prussia:
Aachen.............................
Berlin . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Hano,er............................

1,614

Saxony:
Drcsllcn . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Austria (4 institutions) . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . .

51
330

188 ... .. .. • •.
1,499 ...... ... .
580 ......... .

71

653

29~1-100

89
90

33

137
1, 169
308

276

1,186

272

132

11

10

309
1,318

100
100

These so-called special students, special because they did not fit into
the regular course, oblige the _polytechnicum to perform the duties of
secondary schools, which involves a weakening of its character as a
technical university. Numerous students from Prussia in secondary _
industrial schools of other states prove the want spoken of; thus,
of the students in such schools in Ohemnitz 193 are Prussians and 670
are Saxons; of those in 1\fittweida 591 are Prussians and 106 Saxons.
The school in Hildburghausen has 247 Prusians, that in Buxtehude 445
Prussians, and only 116 students from other states. The minister of
commerce and industry in Prussia acknowledges that the reorganized
Prussian industrial schools "can not be of much service to the trades,
nor be preparatory schools. for the polytechnica, nor are they properly
organized to perform the functions of secondary schools." It is officially
recognized that Prussia will have to establish secondary industrial
schools independent of other secondary institutions in order to complete its otherwise so well organized system of industrial education.
In Prussia the so-called technical classes, appendages to common
high schools, were attended by 166 students in 1888. Similar classes
in Aachen, Barmen, and Gleiwitz have been discontinued for want of
attendance. A few other attempts (iR Cologne and elsewhere) are still
in embryo. Bavaria has three industrial schools, at Munich, Nuremburg, and Augsburg, with 3G4 students. When these schools were
established it was hoped that their graduates would at once enter upon
practical pursuits, but most of them entered technical universities:
In l\~ccklenburg, Neustadt has 150 secondary industrial students; iu
Saxony, Ohemnitz has 313, Mittweida, 470; in Meiningen, Hildburghausen has 451; in Bremen, Buxtehude has 560.
In Austria the modern high schools (Realschulen) served from 1851
till 1SG7 as industrial schools,·preparing students for higher technical
strnly, as well as for practical pursuits. This was found to be an error,
a11d since 1876 the state has established 15 industrial secondary schools
(2 in Vienna, 2 in Brii.nn, 2 in Pilsen, 1 in Salzburg, Graz, Innsbruck,
Trie. t, Prague, Bielitz, Cracow, Czernowitz, and Reichenberg). These
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schools are organized into 8 industrial schools, with 1,725 students; 14
schools for workmen, with 2,100 students; and 14 industrial continuation
schools, with 3,474 students; and numerous special technical courses.
These state schools form the centers for the organization of smaller
and lower institutions, and have proved of inestimable value to the
industrial life of the Austrian Empire.
Switzerland has one secondary industrial school at Winterthur, whjch
had, in 1885, 350 students;
(21) Oommercia,l schools.-The commercial schools, established chiefly
by commercial societies and corport!,tions, sometimes by private persons,
but rarely by communities, give splendid testimony to the desire for
education among commercial people. They are an effective means
against the increase of a commercial pauperism that is detrimental
to the social and economic conditions of the state. Technical education flourishes more _in the commercial than in any other pursuit. In
Wiirtemberg it was ascertained that 12 per cent of aU apprentices
were commercial apprentices. Commercial schools are classified a:,
continuation and apprentice schools with supplementary instruction
that accompanies the practical work. Beside these, which are all
evening or Sunday schools, ·there are commercial day schools with a
course· of two and three years. A formidable obstacle of many commercial schools is found in the insufficient preparation of their students,
who, despite a full course of elementary education, are weak in orthography and gramma,r , so that instead of instruction in commercial business style, as the course of study announces, instruction in orthography, etymology, and punctuation is required, or, in other words, the
elements have to be taught. Good commercial schools impart knowledge
in a much more complete and systematic manner and in better scientific connection than practical work in any commercial business could
give it, since the latter is always, and needs must be, restricted to a
certain line of transactions.
The Society of Commercial School Principals in Saxony, in 1881, published a sketch of the course of study for commercial schools. According to that the most essential branches are commercial arithmetic,
bookkeeping, correspondence (with accounts), and commercial science;
that i , the systematic presentation of the principles of commerce and
its ru1es and regulatfon as derived from the laws of the state and
11olitical conomy.
TlJ tuition foes in mo. t commercial schools are much higher than in
i1Hlu ·trial s ·hool ·, the maximum being 00 a year (see also section 7).
'Ih
• ·an o of tlii: i. chi fly that the knowledrrc
obtained in commcr.
b
cml chool · {, ·i ,nc f con:nn rce, bookke piug, account , arithmetic,
· rr P nd ·nc 1aJl'"nao- , know] dg f m rclrnndi c, banking, and
1' rnn·m 1iip) er 11 h e imm di t ·ly applied in commercial life, and tbat the
11 r · au lo . 110
·uft ·r lik th iI <1u. tria man from a onflict of inhi <·iI ·mu: au· f C'i]it, t · · the ~tal>li . lnncn f ·omm r ·ial
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schools. The oldest is the one at Gotha, founded in 1817 by Arnoldi,
the founder of institutions for insurance in Gotha. The second was established in 1831 in Leipzig by the Merchants' Guild. The imperial law
regulating commerce and industry says, in section 154, that commercial
apprentices under 18 years of age may be required to attend continuation schools. (See, also, section 6).
Harry Schmitt established 165 commercial continuatio?- schools in
Germany, of which 48 were established before 1871, 117 since that time.
According to his statement Saxony has 1 commercial school for every
100,000 inhabitants; Baden 1 for every 150,000; Hessia 1 for every
166,000; Wii.rtemberg 1 for every 286,000; Prussia 1 ~for every 368,000;
Bavaria 1 for every 500,000. Bavaria has 8 comme'r cial schools (3 of
which are public), withl,267 regular and 46 special students. Saxony, 4
advanced commercial schools,with 993 students, two commercial courses
of one year each, with 114_ students, and 32 commercial apprentice
schools, with 2,257 students; total, 3,364 students. Wiirtemberg has in
nine cities commercial continuation schools, mostly special classes of industrial schools. The polytechnica in Carlsruhe, in Brunswick,. and in
Vienna had originally commercial sections, but they were abandoned.
The polytechnicum in Riga (in the German provinces of Russia) has a
commercial section to this day.
The number of hours a week is greatest in Dresden;· then follow
Leipzig, Ohemnitz, Berlin, Munich, Stuttgart, Nuremberg, Plauen,
Bautzen, in the order named. Austriamaintains 12 se_c ondary commArcial schools, 28 lower schools of that kind, 59 independent commercial
::;chools, rund 18 connected with other day schools;_ together, 117 institutions for commercial education.
(E.) INDUSTn·,_-\.L ART SCHOOLS, SOCIETIES, AND MUSEUMS.

(22.) Indiistrictl art schools and societies.-As a result of the World's
Expositions of 18/H, 1855, and 1862 it was noticed, in England,
Austria, and Germany, that industrial art in these countries, despite its technical perfection, was far inferior to that of France. It
was recognized that the great advantage which France had over other
countries was not owing to innate skill and taste, but to the gradually
trained workmanship, which training had been going on ever since
the latter part . of the seventeenth century. The leading men came
to the conclusion that this difference could only be overcome by
instruction and good models. -The South Kensington Museum (a museum, school, and teachers' training school combined), founded by the
prince consort in 1857, with which numerous art schools and industrial
museums in smaller towns are closely connected, proved its wholesome
influ.ence as early as the London Exposition in 1862. It received between 1861 and 1863 an annual appropriation of $170,000: France, in
order not to be outdone, appropriated for its Couservatory of Arts and
Trades the smn of $1,000,000 and an extra appropriation of $30,000 for
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purchases at the London Exposition. Upon the motion of von Eitelberger Austria establtshed in 1863 a museum for art and industry and
in 1868 a school for industrial art. Later the various German states
foJJowed the example; in 1865 the Industrial Hall at Carlsruhe was
opened; in 1867, the Museum of Industrial A.rt at Berlin and also the
National Museum at Munich.
.
The object of industrial art schools is tp revive among industrial
peoplB the taste for art which was s~ great at the close of the Middle
Ages, and also a comprehension of the demands of industrial art among
artfats.
The trnining of in<l.ustrial men ·toward artistic perfection in their respectiYo
branches is tho essential point, not the inoculation of art upon trades. (Stocklrn.uer.)

It sllould be insisted upon that only such students can be admitted
as have practical shop experience. Since industrial art consists in
the application of the laws of architecture, plastic art, and painting, to
h1dustrial products, the industrial art schools · must foster these three
branches particularly. These schools must have close contact with
high art (a large artery can furnish blood for small vessels), but
they must also, in order to act beneficially, have contact with technical
institutions of which they formerly were a part. Yet their success
demands that they be independent institutions, and not mere appendages. (Roscher.)
It has recently been urged that industrial art schools should, less
than heretofore, foster the historic ornament, since that stimulates
the student's 1)rejudice and depriYes him of the liberty of creative
power. Hence it is recommended, especially by M. Meurer, that industrial art should abandon the ancient traditions of artistic style and
return to the original fountain of nature. The frequent change of style
in modern inuustrial art, the constant experimentation with the arti tic
means of expression of all ages and nations, is mostly owing to neglect
of the study of nature. Says M. von Schwind:
Iu '"nms, with their bewildering multitude of objects, dig up the soil around the
germinating power of creatiYe genius, ancl influence it like fifty climates npon n, :plant
that can stancl only one.

The numerous modern collections of models of style arc poor textbook ; they act like crib.· in a classical school. Instead of "stable-feed. inn-" with printed models, Meurer recommends the "pasture-fodder"
of nature. Too much originality in schools must not be encouraged
eit11 , for the much admir Uindustrial art of le S gifted oriental peoples
,·how hat an unint •r 'UJ>t d arti ·tic tradition is an essential condition
of p rf ·ti n in i u. tri 1 n.rt.
·n i h i 1du tri, l :ut ch ol · in Tierlin, Frankfo.1.·t-on-the-~faiu,
lclorf
logu
a: I, , nan, Brcslau, and the establishment of
· n · ntemp1at . Bavaria, Iuni ·h (1885, ince
1 h .... w m· u .· cl partn cat) all{lJ.:~urcmbcrg, both
· t •
·~ .-r> ~ .. i1 zirr (1 71), £ rmer]y an h1 ig-
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nificant art academy, now a flourishing art school deyoted to the
publishing trade, 207 stt1dents; Dresden (1875), 289 students; Plauen
(1877), reorganized in 1890. Wtirtemberg, Stuttgart, 104 students·; the
industrial continuation schools of Wii.rtemberg have, in places where a special industrial art predominates, shops for modeling, chasing, engraving, and wood carving. Baden, Carlsruhe (1878), 224 students;
Pforzheim (1877), 219 students. Hessia, Mayence (1865), Offenbach
(1868) . Austria, Vienna, 207 students; Prague, 243 students; Lemberg, 182 students, besides a special school for photographic art in
Vienna, 164 students. Switzerland has industrial art schools in Basel,
Bern, Geneva (2), Lucerne, Zurich, ri,nd la Chaux-de-Fonds.
German _industrial art societies combined to form a large union in
1883. The most numerous of these societies are those in Munich,
P.forzbeim, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Oa_rlsruhe, Stuttgart, Berlin, 01<1en bnrg, and Dresden.
(23) Inclustrial art 1nitseimis, with libraries and collections of rnocle.ls
for ornamentation, are necessary supplements to industrial art schools,
which otherwise would remain mere drawing or modeling schools.
Again, without industrial art schools the museums lose a great deal of
their 1{sefulness. "In many cases the interest of the collectors who aim
at completeness and rarities, and also the interest of the scientists and
tlle histOTians who aim at a faithful representation of the past and its
development, gained the upper hand over the practical purpose of such
an institution, namely, the fostering of modern industrial art. By no
means should classical productions of the present time be excluded,
lest the show windows on business streets would give more useful suggestions to workmen than the museums of industrial art. Printed
labels and explanations attacliecl to the o~jects in a museum ate preferable to catalogues, which soon get out of date. Printed guides
should treat historic, archmologic, and ethnographic points of view
less fully; the development of art in industry must at all times
be considered the vital object. Therefore suggestions regarding the
technique, and the dependence of ornament upon material, or the relation between utility and ornament in industrial objects, is of much
more importance than uncertain statements regarding time and place of
origin. Reference to models and to -.p eriodicals and books which may
be found in the library connected with the museum, should be found
in close proximity to the objects displayed. The superintendents of
many industrial art museums in Germany and Switzerland are empowered to copy, for industrial art workers and other people, sketchm~,
plans, and detailed drawings of objects contained in the museum."
(F.) TECHNICAL UNIVERSITIES OR POLYTECH:N'JCA.

(.21:) The German Empire has 9 polytec1mica; Austria, 4; Switzerland, 1; and German Russia, also 1. All of these institutions were
founded during the nineteenth century. The Ecole Polytcchnique, in
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Paris, was established in 1794. It was a preparatory institution for a
small number of engineers of the military and civil service who received
their higher training in special schools for artiilery service, general staff
of the army, and bridge and railroad building. Still in regard to time it
is justly entitled to the distinction of being the oldest polytechnicum in
the world. Prague followed in 1806; Graz, in 1811; Vienna, in 1815; Berlin, in 1821; Carlsruhe, in 1825; Darmstadt, in 1826; Munich, in 1827;
Dresden, in 1828; Stuttgart, in 182!); Hanover, in 1831; Brunn, in
1850; Zurich, in 1855; Brunswick, ,in 1862; Riga, in 1862; and Aachen
(or Aix-la-Chapelle), in 1870.
With the exception of Aachen, the German polytechnica have developed from lower or secondary industrial schools. In several of them
(notably Berlin, Dresden, and Hanover) it was the intention originally
to prepare skilled workmen and foremen for great building enterprise&
and factories.
It was greatly to be regretted that the schools that were intended to
prepare the students for the polytechnica, that is, the so-called Realsclmlen, came into existence later. Saxony bad, up to the year 1834,
no secondary school like the Realschulen, and up to 1843 only one. The
first Prussian Realsehule was established in 1832 in Berlin. Not having
proper preparatory · schools, the polytechnica were obliged to admit
their students with a very low standard of preparation. But the sudden
expansion of the r ailroad system made it necessary to elevate the objects of the polytechnica. The application of steam as a motive power
made greater demands upon technical skill in the building of roads.
bridges, locomotives; and machines. During antiquity bridges were
rarely built with a span of more than 25 meters; during the middle
ages spans of 50 meters were attempted, but the application of iron
enabled bridge builders to go far beyond that. Lately bridges have
been built that span 500 meters. To this must be added that in
large cities the introduction of gas, water, and electricity gave a
powerful impetus to technical education. .As a pioneer in this transitional period the Ecole Polytcchnique at Paris laid stress upon the
strict scientific study of mathematics and the natural sciences-the true
bases of all the technical sciences. Vienna emphasized a combination of
the technical sciences into an organically well-articulated unity. Carlsrube and Zurich paid special attention to general culture and scientific
investigation, rai ed their requirements for admission, and adopted tbe
con. titution of a university. The technical institutions in existence
·hun · cl their 011 ·titutio
and cour es of tudy and became polyt ·hui a; tbu: raz in 18G4, Zurich in 186G :M:uni~h in 1808 Dre den
.
m
,
rm ·taut in 1 77, an over in 1 70'.•
Th ir fli ·ial mm in C ntral Europe i technical univer ities. Durin" h ' ar f1 1
77 t 1 "O r pr . ntatives of these various techni ·: l univ .' i i • (i
rman ', u ria, a d Switzerland) a emuled
"1 cl l t I m111 ,111 >On uniform rg: nizatiou f th c in: titntion .

'
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This ass~mbly agreed. that the technical universities were to offer for
technical pursuits the highest possible education required for state or
communal service and industry, and to foster and promote the technical
arts and sciences. Their curriculum was made to embrace four courses,
architecture, civil engineering, mechanical engineering, and chemistry.The comprehensive term civil engineering embraces road-building (including railroads), surveying, hydraulics, and bridge-building.
Wit,h the development of industrial ,,s chools into polytechnical universities a decrease in the number of attendants was unavoidable.
There is less demand for the highest talent than there is for men of
medium .caliber. Instead of recognizing the decrease in attendance as
a consequence of increased requirements for admission, a small number
of teachers in ·these institutions try to raise the number of students by
/
lowering these requirements, while the greater number of teachers consider this procedure a menace to the scientific results. If the proposition of the former were adopted, the institt1tions would again become
what they once were, universities and secondary scho9ls combined;
· that is, through the main portal would enter students well prepared,
and through the back door, so-called special students with an inferior
preparation. The number of such special students is comparatively
small in Austria and Saxony, while in Prussia it is very large. The
university study of young men who are only prepared for secondary
schools has great disadvantages, scientifical, economical, and social. These students retard the progress of those better prepared
than they, and are confronted with demands upon their own strength
which they are unable to meet. Hence many of these special students
enter industrial life with half.digested knowledge, but they are more
pretentious even than thorough students. Indeed, these weaklings
require a greater expenditure of time and money than good students
do, and that which they accomplish in after life is often faulty and
inferior, all of which causes a crippling of German industry in the competition in the market of the world. Steinbeis says, "It must be
regarded as a very lamentable fact that many students of technical
universities have little or no practical skill or knowledge of industrial
economy; therefore they may be made useful at the drawing board,
but not for practical management and government." Gcnauck points
out the notable fact that few machine engineers who have gor e through
a technical u11iversity are managing factories or workshops .on their
own account, while many experienced engineers of much inferior tlleor etical preparation fill responsible and remunerative positions. He also
mentions the fact that theoretically educated architects are frequently
found in the service of building masters of much inferior education.
The Journal of the German Society of Engineers during- the years from 1888 to 18!)1 points out the danger of students of insufficient preparation attending a technical university.
ED 01--13
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some extent -in Siberia, a system of communal self-government prevails,
the primary unit of organization being the "mir," or village community. There are 107,493 of these communities in European Russia.
, The affairs of the mir are discussed and regulated in general assembly
of all the he~ds of families. Each mir ele-cts its own elderJ who is its
executive, but who has no authority except to carry out its decisions.
The co.Q1munes are united into cantons (voloste) which have an average
~f about !},000 men each (in European Russia 9,533). Each canton is
presided over by an elder elected at tne cantonal assembly, which
assembly is composed of the delegates of the village community in the
proportion of one member to ten households. In Poland these assemblies are composed of all landh.olders, nobility included, police and
clergy' excluded.
/
The economical affairs of government and district are administered to
a certain extent by governmental aIJ.d dist~ict assemblies-the so-canea
Zemstvos-which are composed of representatives elected by the peasants, the householders in towns, and the landed proprietors. The
Zem.stvo supplements the acts of the rural community. It dates from
1867, and was in force in 361 districts. of 34 governments in 1886. In
1890 there were important modffications introduced in these assemblies:
the ~umber of .representatives was reducetl, their powers were limited,
while the nobility received greater authority. In cities and towns
there are municipal organizations with powers similar to those of the
Zemstvo.
Social ·distinctions are most marked in Russia; the nobility, the
clergy, the merchants, and the peasants do not mingle together,
but each class isolates itself in a measure from every other class, and
each has its own educational institutions. Of the total population only
79.89 per cent are Russians; 8.11 per cent belong to the Aryan races j
2.67 per cent to the Semitic -races; 9.17 per cent to the Finnish and
Tartar groups; 0.16 per cent to other races. The established religion
is Grreco-Rm;sian, but all these races with different degrees of civilization have not adopted the same cult. The majority of the inhabitants
in 1886 were orthodox-Catholics-the official title for the Grreco- Ru:sian faith. · The different religions were represented by the following numbers: Orthodox-Catholics, 65,549,00G; United Church
and Armellians, 55,000; the Roman Catholics, 8,300,000; Protestants,
2,950,000; Jew , 3,000,000; Mohammedans, 2,600,000; Pagans, 26,000;
th · estimates not including members of the army and navy.
'fhe Ya e tent of the Czar' dominions, the diversity of nationalities
ancl rcligi n , pl. iu1y indicate the difli ·u1tie attendant upon thee tabli hment f • n cc ·p 1ble ·chool , y. tern· and yet notwithstanding the
_ iff r. nt 1 m nt whi h combine to make ~p this great Empire,
1 11' ti n, 1 . w 11 a 1 cal effort to educate the people according
n cl· f th cliffi r nt cla e and ace rdinO' to tlic different conf li~ am< n"' th p a ·an ry, the comm:rcial and , acerd tal
, ,. ud th larnl · 1,ropriet r and nobi1i y.
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THE SCHOOL SYSTEM.
ESTABLISHi\iENT.

Tlte empire is divided for educational purposes into twelve circuits,
which are, through their curators; 1 under the direct charge of the ministry of education, although there are many special schools which
depend upon the other administrative departments.
The school system throughout all its ramifications is an establishment of the State, for although the authorities at St. Petersburg do not
establish all schools, they are cognizant of the plans adopted by the local
authorities in regard to school organization. Tlie educational system
is based upon a general plan which received imperial sanction in 18G2,
and which received still greater force by an edict of M-ay 25, 1874.
According to these imperial edicts each parish is to have a school, and
in cities there is to be a school for every 1,000 inhabitants, as about 50
children between 8 and 10 years of age are found in that numbe.r of
people. Education is compulsory in many provinces, except when the
distance is too great or the weather too bad, but latitude is left to
the zemstvos in determining the age at which children are required
to attend school. Under elementary instruction are included (1) the
people's schools (na.rodnoe-uchilis-che) divided into parish and district
schools, the first under the care of the State and intended for the
young children of the people; (2) the district schools (uyezdnoe-uchilische) which are of higher elementary grade, one for each administrative
district. These higher elementary grades are now fast being replaced
by urban schools. All children are admitted to the elementary schools
without distinction of creed or social conditions. If funds are lacking
for separate schools for girls they may attend the boys' schools. The
authorities having the controlling influence over the schools may make
them gratuitous or may require tuition fees.
Below th·e elementary grades are infant and maternal schools, in ~hich
children between 3 and 10 years of age are received by the day. There
are also asylums for orphans from 7 to 12 years of age in the large cit'es;especially in St. Petersburg and Moscow. Froebellian methods are employed in some of the maternal schools and asylums.
Generally speaking, education in the elementary grndes is gratuitous, not only in point of instruction.but also as far as the purchase of
text-books and school material is concerned. If the authorities decide
to establish a school the zemstvo usually obtains certain State subsidies
to aid in carrying it on. Schools differ greatly in different localities;
but, in general, rural schools have only one class, with one or possibly
two teachers, while city schools may have six classes, giving the pupil
a higher grade of elementary instruct~on than is given in the rural
1

The curator is a promjnent citizen who acts as an intermediary between the local
mchool officer and the ministry,
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school. Pupils of the urban schools are fitted to enter the service of the
Government without further examination. Those who have followed
four years of the course -are preJ)ared to enter the gymnasia. The most
frequented schools are those in charge of the zemstvos; next, those in
charge of the commune, then those under direct control of the ministry
of public instruction.
.
Private schools may be established, if authorized ·by the school
authorities, but they reserve the right to close them if there is anything ·
objectionable in their management. The individuals or communities
which establish private schools indicate to the local school authorities
what funds they intend to us~ for such purpose and the authorities designate a person to administer such funds.
In elementary grades the instruction of young girls is somewhat
neglected, especially in rural districts. Protestan t.s and Jews are most
anxious to--$ive their daughters an education in the different grades of
society. The clergy take the first rank in point of educating their
daughters; the merchants and citizens generally come next, and lastly
the peasants. Elementary education for girls of higher classes is generally given at home; secondary grade instruction in institutes which
are maintained by the Government, admission being granted according
to tbe rank and official position of the father of the family.
Grouped undBr elementary gra¢les are the Sunday schools for adults,
and, in localities where it is impossible to reach the permanent schools,
ambulatory schools are found which, as in Scandinavia, are moved to
other places after a few weeks' instruction. If the pupils are not numerous, the children of both sexes are instructed together; when the n)lfilber of pupils is large two school divisions are formed, the boys coming
from 9 to 12 o'clock, the girls from 1 to 3 or 4 o'c1ock. In the territorial divisions which have a zemstvo, the schools are well looked after,
but in other parts of Russia complaint is made of unsuitable buildings,
lack of proper facilities for teaching, etc.
The schools of tl1e clergy, a class of schools entirely apart from the
State elem ntary and secondary grades, rank well in point of atteudauce. The c . chools are free to the orthodox Catholics, but tuition foes
are charged to those of other faiths. The State elementary schools are
op n to all cla ses, but the people of birth and means prefer to have
tutors and governesses at hom~, this being quite a popular phase of
edm·atiou in Ru ia.
Th
tatc ancl the highest authorities are much interested in the
u h1i hm • t of t clrni<'al and in<ln trial . chools 1 the instructjon to
;r~n. i~ lilw. I> ra1le1 to the :ccondary and primar; grades. A special
1 u 10 1 t ta'k <· mrg of th
chool: wa. er at .-a. in 1883 in the mini r? f pu lie in tru · ·o 1. 'Ihe int ·1·mecliate technical schools have
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from six to eight-year courses, and train the students in such knowledge of technical and oommercial matters as is necessary to those who
are to become assistants to engineers and to dire-ctors of industrial
enterprises of minor importance. The schools of technical education,
so called, are attended by students who graduate from the elementary
schools, and who aim. to become skillful workmen in manufacturing
establishments, mechanicians, and designers. In this group are the
schools of railroads, under the control of the ministry of public works
and railways. Finally, the lower teclmical schools have a general plan
of instruction which, in literary matters, does not go beyond that of
elementary schools, and in addition aims to form artisans for domestic
and village industries. To these regularly organized schools are joined ·
special schools for adults-overseers, foremen, contractors, mechanicians, and printers-the classes for evenings and Sundays of the Technical Society of St. Peternburg, and the industrial school of Riga.
Finally, the majority of schools of the districts and tbe urban schools
have subsidies for technical sections, $241,250 having been added to
the budget of 1891 for the inaugui-ation of tnat branch of instruction;
a considerable portion of that ~um being reserved, however, for the
establishment of a technical division in district schools in villages
where there are village industries. A scheme for technica,l schools was
elaborated in 1888 and one for- comme~cia1 industrial schools in 1889.
Rm1king numerically next among the governmental schools are the
Recondary schools (gymnasia, progymnasia, and Real schools), which
are supported by State, city, zcmstvo, private individuals, or by tuition fees. The gymnasia date from the reign -0f Catherine II (1762-96).
A decree of 1804 converted most of the communal schools founded in
Catherine's reign into gymnasia; yet in reality secondary education
was not regularly organized until the decree of December 8, 18:38, was
promulgated. This decree was an outcome of a repmt made by a
commission appointed on December 14, 1825, by Nicholas I, the- aim of
the commis::-ion being t]ie formation of a classical course, without
Greek as_ an obligatory study. In order to enforce this idea it was
decided (1) that those who studied Greek should obtain admittance into
the fourteenth grade of the hierarchic 1 scale established by Peter the
Great in 1712; (2) that the entrance to the university at gov.ernmcntal
expense should only be dccorded to pupils who ·distinguished themselves
in the study of Greek; (3) that knowledge of the language should be
required of those seeking the degree of doctor. The statutes of
1828 contained the two last requirements) and added that those who
1

This hierarchy comprised 14 classes of civilians, corresponding to 14 grades of
milita ry functionaries. A privy councillor held the first place, an actual privy councillor the secon d place, and so down through college secretaries to archivists and
registmrs. The members of these 14 ciasses are called tchinovnilcs, tho :first three
classes have the title Highest Excellence, the fourth Excellence, from that to the
eighth 1•ycoko1·odnii or the hereditary nobility and the remainder the title blagorodni,
or well born.
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distinguished themselves in the study of Greek should receive medals
of gold or silver. This commission brought about a complete organization. of the gymnasia and aimed to give a very complete secondary
education to those who did not wish to, or could not, finish their studies
at the university.
·
In 1849, instead of creating special schools, it was deemed advisable
to make the studies of the gymnasia more practical, and in 1852 to add
a Gourse of natural sciences -and mathematics, but the outcome of these
innovations served to bring about a decadence in education in general,
as in the universities, ecclesiastical academies, and gymnasia it wa.s
- difficult to find professors who could take charge of the various divisions of study. In 1864 a new plan was ina1,1gurated in the secondary
schools. This made the ancient languages the basis of admittance to
the university, elevated the standard of appointment of teachers, inspectors, and directors, abolished the division of higher and lower grade
masters (who ranked according to subjects taught), arranged salaries /
according to hours of instruction, limited the number ofpupils in each
class to 40, and prohibited the promotion of those who, after spending
two years in a class, were not prepared for it. The statute also extended the duties of educational councils, associated directors and inspectors together, and brought the teachers and pupils more en rapport
with each other. Authority was also given to form the four lower
classes into progymnasia. While these reforms were important they
were not t:he means of definitely organizing classical instruction, for
new regulations, which are still in force, were drawn up in 1869 and
modified in 1871. According to these regulatipns each government. is
to have one or more gymnasia in each important town or city where
there seems to be need of such schools, these institutions to be exempted
from taxation, to give general instruction above the elementary grade,
and to act as preparatory schools for the universities and other special
schools. The present regulation gives less time to the study of history,
geography, and the Russian language, but more time to the classics.
The gymnasia and progymnasia, founded according to the explicit
directions of the minister of public instruction, are under the immediate
juri.-diction of the curator of the school district. The expellditures are
to be paid by tbc State, certain societies, corporations, and private individual:. In the Baltic province , by law of ..April 24, 1890, many secondary s~hools were trau, formed to uit the plan of the Ru sian gymnasia.
Thi is in accordance with a plan to more thoroughly Russiauize the e
provin ·e , for bith rto the German influence bas been particularly
trow,. Thi clrnng and · rtain regnlatron as to the free exerci ·e
f ~1c I ro taut r<'li rion h~ Ye ·ans d much di content, a have al:o
U1 .,_m a_m- · to limit th German m thod and language in Dorpat
lU

T

•f,}

y,

Th I al ·l1_2_ol , rga11iz d by imp ·l'ial dec.:re of May 12, 1872, aim
afT rd Y ung In<.m an chwnti n apabl of imm diate applicato 1,r ., m<., th<'m for the high r profe::,ion, 1 s ·hool . This
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preparation is brought about by ~evoting more time and attention to
the study of the mother ·tongue, mathematics, and natural sciences
than in the classical schools. But on account of the general theoretical tone given to these branches a supplementary class has been formed
for the giving of more practical instruction. These schools have been
found to be of such practical 1 use that there is hardly an important
town of' Russia, Siberia, or Caucasus which is without its ReaJ.school.
The need of both technical and Realschools is felt throughout Russia,
as the natural resources of the country are in a measure awaiting
development, and to the graduate of the Realschool and of the technical school, belongs this field of labor. In 1881 the zemstvos requested the admission of the ·Real students to the scientific faculties
of the universities, and a commission was appointed to further this
matter; but this plan was never carded out. Throughout the Empire
the desire for secondary instruction is so great that excessive crowding
is observable everywhere.
The Russian authorities show marked interest in the education of
young women. The institutions for the secondary education of girls
were up to the middle of this century quite exclusively reserved for
daughters of noble families. The Empres~ Catharine founded, in 17G4,
in the Convent of the Resurrection in St. Petersburg, a school for the
education of young girls between 16 and 18 years of age, from the
nobility and middle classes. The courses were gratuitous and extended
through a five-years-period. The widow o~ Paul I, Maria Feodorovna,
also carried out this same idea, but the majority of the schools were
only instituted for the daughters of noblemen. During the reign of
Alexander II the Empress Maria Alexandrovna specially organized
educational institutions for the middle classes, and the first gymnasia for ·
girls were opened in Russia ir;1 1858. These institutions were all for
day pupils, so that·pupils could have the ad vantage.of being with their
families and yet receive a complete education. The Empress was patroness of these schools and the curator of the school district had imme<liate jurisdiction over them. · Each gymnasium had two councils, one··
an administrative, the other a pedagogical council. The directress of the
gymnasium was appointed by the curators, and that appoiutment was
confirmed by the minister of public instruction. The council of administration, composed of persons of both sexes chosen by the corporations
and societies which support the schools, had for its duties-(1) to choose
a curatrice and directress, (2) to examine as to the requisite resources,
(3) to watch over the budget of expenditures, (4) to regulate the
employ of amounts allowed to the school, (5) to limit the tuition fees,
which should be less in the pro gymnasia than in the gymnasia, (6) to .
indicate when there should be exemption from school fees, (7) to decide
as to the aid to be given to meritorious but needy students, and (8) to
1
It is ~tated, however, that the number of studies required produces a certain
superficiality among the students, so that they do not :fi:ad st3ady employment after
grad nation.
·
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have the general charge qf the institution. The p€dagogical council
(composed of the director of the boys' gymnasia or Real school, the directress and all other officials of the girls' school) chooses the teachers, both the men and women, and it is left to the curators of the school
districts to confirm them in their functions. In the thrt>e classes of the
progy.mnasia and .the three lower classes of the- gymnasia the instruction is given by women teachers. ·
A. large number of girls are trained in the state institutions, of which
there-are 8 at St. Petersburg and 6 at Moscow, and 20 in different provincial towns. Admission to these is dependent upon the rank and
official position of the father: In one the _highest aristocracy are admitted, and so on down to the daughters of the clergy and of citizens.
The duration of the studies is six years. Other establishments for
you.ng women, also under the _supervision of the minister of public
instruction, are open to all young girls, irrespective of rank. They
are, with the exception of certain modifications in the instruction,
completely pa-mllel to the establishment for boys.
For the training of teachers permission was given by the authorities
in 1871 to establish a class of training schools, so that persons desiring
to adopt that profe'ssion might be properly instructed in their duties.
These s~hools arc divided into institutes and pedagogical seminaries.
The former train teachers for the lrigher, the latter for tbe lower elementary grades. '11 here are also pedagogical training schools for
tea-chers of infant and maternal schools, which will be describe<l. under
appropriate headings.
The universities are of comparatively recent origin, dating from the
18th and 19th centuries. Their first real vitality was due to Alexander
I (1801-1823), who greatly favored the establishment of institutions for
highe;r study, and, indeed, himself founded tbe universities of Kharkof,
Kazan, and St. Petersburg, and restored those of Dorpat and Helsingfor.·, all of which have a high standard of instruction. The complete
univer ity is composed of four faculties: History and philosophy, physi. cal sciences and mathematics, law, and medicine. A.11 the universities
do not pos c the full faculties. The univcr, ities of St. Petersburg,
Mo cow, Kief, Kharkof, Odessa, and Kazan rank about equally in this
matter. Dorpat l1as been umler German influence, but is now being
Rn.-. iauized. Il lsingfors llaR a special constitution of its own. Varsovia i a Catholic ce ter, and at Tomsk, 1 in northwestern Siberia, an in-
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cipient university, which now consists only of the faculty of medicine/
~~~~~

'

Classed under higher instruction are a few lyceums, which are a
grade above the gymuasia but of a lesser degree than the university.
Information in regard to these schools is presented under the heading
"Courses of study." Special schools, most of whic];l are establishments
of the State, such as polytechnic schools, forestry schools, schools for
veterinary surgery, for the study of mining, bridge and road making,
serve to complete a school system which leaves no grade of education
untouched. Military schools also have an important part in the school
system. The pupils enter at 10 years o_f age into one of the one hundred
or more military schools in the Empire, follow a seven years' course,
which is free of charge to most of them, and are then ready to enter for a two or three years' course in one of the six sp_ecial military schools of
higher grade. The naval cadet school, dating from Peter the GTeat's
. reigu, and the naval academy, edticate for the naval service in a six
years' course in the former and a two years' course in the latter school.
STATE CONTROL.

The Czar, as stated above, has the supreme control of all legislative,
executive,-and judicial matters throughont the Empire, consequently he
is the highest school authotity. But acting as bis aids are many officials who have more direct charge of educational affairs, among them
the ministers, all of whom communicate directly with their sovereign,
so that the control of the various grades is vesteq. in the different ministers of the Government.
The minister of public instruction with a deputy, who takes his place
in case of absence, anii his scientific council, composed of well ~mown ·
specialists, form the highest legislative and admiuistrative body for
educational purposes. The scientific council has as 'one of its dnties
the selection of text-books, the list of which is submitted to the minister
annually, and, if approved by him, is published.
The greater proportion of educational institutions are under the direction of the ministry of public instruction, but the Holy Synod has a number of people's schools of both elementary and secondary grades, which
have a separate organization from the Government schools. Then there
is a complete system of schools attached to the ministry of war. This
class of schools includes military academies; schools of civil engineering and artillery; cadet schools and military gymnasia for the sons of
officers; schools for engineers and subofficers who voluntarily enter the
service and aspire to atta.in the rank of officer; and topographical and
pyrotechnic schools. These schools are only accessible to the sons of
officers and to young officers. :controlled by the same ministry are
schools to form the corps of pages to which are admitted the sons and
1
At date of going to press information is obtained that the faculty of science was
opened in the winter of 1892-93.
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grandsons of generals only; the school of law, with a seven years' course
exclusive of the preparatory classes; and the imperial lyceums of'8t.
Petersburg and Moscow. In the first of these establishments persons
are trained to be higher officers; in the 8econd for the magistracy; in
the others as administrative officers. These schools are reserved for the
sons of high civil and military authorities or of noble families. Connected with the ministry of the navy and the ministry of public works
and railways are many technical schools of both elementary and secondary grade. Such schools are divided into those fo;r the nobility and for
J)ersons who are not of noble extraction. The ministry of the imperial
house has charge of schools which serve to train young persons for the
dramatic profession. Both special and general instruction is given to
this class of students, the study of three languages, dancing, dramatic
art, ancl singing being included in the_course. Still other ministers have
charge of higher and secondary schools f~ the children of persons employed in such ministries. The minister of public instruction is represented in each of the educational districts by a curator, who is appointed
by the minister. Subordinated to the cur'a tor are the inspectors of provinces and districts designated by himself. The jurisdiction of these
functionaries e:g_tends over all branches of instruction, even to the universities, and through these -officials the Czar is advised as to the
echwationa1 movements transpiring throughout his domains.
LOCAL CONTROL.

In each of the provinces where ther.e is a provincial assembly or
zemstvo the schools are under the control of a school council, presided
over by the archbishop, of which the governor of the province is member ex officio. These councils are independent of the ministry anct
have no regular communication with the department except when complaints are made or illegal acts done. In the provinces or governments .
where there is no zemstvo there are neither school councils nor inspectors, but the directors of the gymnasia have, at least nominally, the
surveillance of elementary grades. The Holy Synod has direct control
of the parochial schools organized by law of July 13, 1884, all of which
depend upon the clergy. The administrative officers of the different
cla. se of schools will be found under the heading, "Supervision and
aclmini, tration." The Grand Duchy of Finland has its own special
sthoo1 admini ·tration (see Report of the Commissioner of Education
for 18 -' 9, vol. 1, pp. 222-235).
1\IA~TE~TA, "CE.
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The development of elementary education is slow, and the governmental authorities at St. Petersburg only participate in a most limited degree in the formation and maintenance of schools, as they lean
voluntarily upon the zemstvos and upon the municipalities and private
associatioos s9attered throughout the Empire, yet the school system
has marked uniformity throughout the length and breadth of Russia,
and the organization is as complete as though all ~ducational institutions were founded and supported by the Governn:ent. As to any
modifications of this general rule it_ma,y be observed that, accordjng to
an imperial decree of May 25, 1874, which sums up all previous decrees,
elementary schools are to be maintained by the State (in a limited degree) by the zemstvos, by the communes, and by private associations.
When the zemstvo decides to create
school, however, it expects a
subsidy from the State and also pecuniary aid from the commune, both
of which it usually obtains (in 1890 the zemstvos maintained no less
than 22,000 schools), but the main cost 'of village schools is paid by the
zemstvos; still, in the school district of Odessa the communes expended
two and one-half times as much as the zemstvo. The Holy Synod supports a number of schools of both elementary and secondary grades,
which are open to children of all religions, the Orthodox-Catholics
receiving free instruction, those of other faiths payi~g school fees.
Secondary schools are maintained by the State, which contributes 52
per cent of the aggregate expenditure of the gymnasia, progymnasia, ·
and technical schools; the remainder of the amount needed to maintain such schools being madG up by fees (a.bout 30 per cent) and by
donations from the zemstvos and municipalities. Cossack schools, of
all grades, for boys and girls are maintained by the separate voiskos,
which, however, maintain a number of their pupils in the governmental schools. The State maintains institutes of a secondary character for girls. These are the so-called Empress Marie institutions, the
expenditures of which are paid by the ministry of finance. The universities are maintained in part by the State and in part through the
funds accruing from tuition fees, donations, etc.
Summarizing in a few words, it may be stated that the Government
at St. Petersburg is thoroughly in accord with the local authorities in
the matter of establishment, control, and maintenance of schools
throughout the various divisions of Russia. While much is left to
local authorHies, yet is it noticeable that all grades of schools are in a
measure subordinated to regulations emanating from the seat of Govermnent, the Czar and his ministers being fully cognizant of all branches
of the public service, and the divers school officials being either in
direct or indirect communication with tbe central authorities.

a

STATISTICS.

The total number of pupils in the schools of the Empire, exclusive of
Finland, was estimated, in 1887-88, to be 2,472,627-boys, 1,944,057;
girls, 527,570. These figures are not complete, but it seems th~t only
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about 2 per cent of the aggregate population is in school, and, in 1888,
only 20 per cent of the recruits could read and write. In European
Russia there is one primary school for each 2.500 inbabitants, and in
Sibeiia one for each 3,345 inhabitants. The statistics of the different
grades -of schools, as far as presented in the year 1887, are as follows:
ELEMENT.A.RY EDUCATION.
No.of
schools .

.,.

Girls.

Boys.

Mvnist.ry-of piiblic instruotion.

Dif,trict sch-001s ............................. :: .................. .
Towu schools .... ·-.····- ...................... ·-·-· ...... ·--· - ..
Elementary scho-0ls ......... ·- ............ .. ..................... .

181

442
24,329

13,857 ...... · ....•
52,217
a 339, 51'
1, 219, 663

Holy syiiod.

.Boys' schools .... ·- ............... ·- .. ·- ............. .. ...•......
GirlR' schools ...... ......................... ·~······· ...... . ..... .
Parish schools .. ······-:······-··· ·· ···-·························
SchooJs for ind.igenes ............................................ .
Mlscellaneous schools ........................................... .

9.~74

1~½
31,593 , .......
15,471 • • • • • • • • •
721
I
3, H5
52, 681 ·
1-0, 325
35
1,526
793

•408,

Jewish sclwols.
State schools ..... ~ .............................................. .
Private and -communal ... ·- ..................................... .
'Primary schools under the military ........ _. .................... .

1,063

4,198
17,279
993

77
1, lG5
22

6,686

43

Cossack schools.

1
~~~\~·:::::: ::::::::: ::::: ::::::::: ::::: ::~ ::: :: : : : :::::: :, _ _ _
1,_~-~~-· .....

~?Ii~·. ~~

Total elementary education ..................... ~ . . . . . . . . . .

b 46 880
'

~~~~~1····-- ia~sss
Ib 1, 451, 600408,721
I 383, 236
I

a Figures for Darpat educational di.strict·want ing.
b Thfa office has no means of ascertaining di~crcpancy liotwccn the sum of the sc,eral items an<l the
totals ]_)rintcd beneath them.
SEC0.1tD.A.RY, IIIGlIER, .A.1:D rROFESSIONAL EDUCA..TION.
Schools.
No'!'lllal schools ...........: ..................................... .
Normal 11? 111inarics ,vith practice schools ........................ .

i~:i~~~~~l~n.<~ .~r~~:':~~~~~~-~:: :: :: ·. ::: :::::: :: ::::: :::::: :::: :::

~fr~S~~a~:1;.~~£i::~~~~;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total

Teacher:i.

822
78
2,815
239
1,403
00
41
1,040
55
113 ..•. .. ...• ..

Students.
5, 5S6
1l8,682
18, b:l7
4-, 76!)
17,297
21,109

eon<lary school. for hoys ........ ........ . ......... . - - - 62-;- - - - - -',---1-36-.-r-,o

Gyn:11:tsfa ancl J?TO"'ymnasia for girls ............................ .
Institute:. for gula .............................................. .

343 ············1=70, ]74
30 ·•··········
7,!)11
78,085
13,0~
2,096

400
1

as
431

306

:!38
18,080
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Within a few years a certain extension has been given to the schools
carried on by the clergy, the teachers being permitted to teach through
lettrcs d'obed-ience given by the bishops; these schools numbered J 9,508
in 1890, with nearly 600,000 pupils.
In Caucasus in 1888 them were 19 lyceum&, gymnasia, and Realschools;
5 normal schools, 16 high schools for girls, with a total of 10,056 pupils
(G,-03G boys, 4,020 girls) ; 31 town schools, 9 special sc1wols, 5 schools
for indigenes, with a total of 6,660 pupils; 104 private schools, with
3,813 pupils ; 876 primary schools, with 51,529 pupils ; 151 Armenian
schools, with 11,129 pupils ; 395 schools of .va,rjed character, with
18,335 pupils; 2,0_4G Musselman and Jewish schools, with 24,750 pupils.
In Siberia there were 1,446 elementary schools, with 49,118 pupHs.
The statistics of schools in the capital, St. Petersburg, at date of
May 30, 1890, were as follows :
Pupils.
Number
of
1-----.---s-chools.
Boys.
Gil'ls.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - 1 - - - --.-- - - - •Mimicipal elementary {!Chools.
Sc-hools for boys ................................ : ............ -- ........ .

149

r~:~~~t.i~tsi~~~~i~:::::
::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: :::::: :::::: :::::::
Dominica! schools .. . ....................................... --- - - . - . - - · - -

110
2
8

7,177 .••.......
5,583
RS
53
261
212

Schools maintained by the different denominations, com11pmities, etc.
Roman Catholic schools ..................................... . ... -..... .
Lutheran Rch ools ..... ............................. .. ...... -- - .. - .. - . - - Reformed Church schools ............................................. SwNlish ancl Finnish -schools .............. --~---······· ........ . ...... .
Estbniau and Lithuanian schools ...................................• - .
Jewish schools ...... ............... .. ........... ......•.. .
•A • •

249
2,021
78!
216
116
307

5
11
3

3
2

5

•••••••••

323
824

302
111
151

Private schools.

~~1~~~i! f.~~ ~?r1!: :: :::::::: ::::::: :::: :::::::::::: :::: :: ::::: :::::::: :::

Infan~ schools (including 26 kindergiirten) ............................ .

12
24
130

1,241 ······••• •
] , 952
1,557
1,744

Secondary Schools.

mEl: :i~ ;ri;~:~~~~: :::::: : :: :::::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::: : : ::: [!

7,852 • •• • •
7,397
891
•A--0

Military sehool.'3 ............................. ..... ......................
13
Schools annexed to different aRylurns.. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .• . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78
Institutions for the d-oaf, dumb, and blind ....................................•...

1,220
3,261
3,281
147

2,875
89

Higher grade schools.
Durgber schools for general studies ................................... .
Burg-her schools for special studies .........•..........................•
Military cboolf! ...............................•........................
Academy of tine arts ................•.........................•........
Co11sr·r Yatory of music ............ ............... .......•............ ..
Pedagogi<'al ancl scientific courses .•...................................

Total.
High schools ............. ....................... ...................... .
Intcrm<•diat<J or secondary grade scl1ools ........•......................
I11fant schools ... .... ........... ... . .... ... .. .... ...................... _
1

Iii~?!t~!ig~tr~:t:~~~~~f:~~~~~:: : : :: ::: ::::: :·: :::::::~::::::::: :::
Total. ...... ...... .... .........................•...••............ .

-4

3,023

5

1, 8:JO
1,258
479
288

6

. 1
1

3,(
399

1,079

2

====I===
19
175
130
36

6,878
15,761
1,557
1,241

29

3,693

269

658

I

7,4.76

1,512
11,252
1,744
1,.952
1,711
6,848

3-0, 606

2!, 019
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The length of school year is not specified for the schools of elementary
g:ra,de, but a general statement is- made that the common schools are
never closed, except for the_ summer holidays, i.
from May 25 to
.August 20, on Sundays and otherpublic holidays. It was also resolved
at the congress for technical ~nd industrial instruction, held in St.
- Petersburg in 1891, "tha~ tuition shall go on during at least ten
months in the year." This would naturally mean a continuance of all
schools in which there i~ to be technical training during all but two
months of the year. In the sec9ndary schools, or gymnasia, the school
term is from August 16, or thereabouts, to about the middle of June.
The holidays include a fortnight at Christmastide, the same at Easter,
sixteen church holidays, and Sundays.
The ages of pupils throughout the different grades of schools are not
definitely stated, but the city schools are, generally speaking, for pupils
between 7 and 12 years of age. The same limit of age is noticeable in
the asylums; in the maternal schools children enter as early as 3 years
of age. .At 10 years boys are presumed to be prepared for the gymnasia, and from 10 to lf years of age girls enter the institutes. In the
military schools instruction commences with the tenth year. The gymnasia} student is supposed to be prepared for entrance into the university at 18 years of age.

e.,

FINA.NOE.
lXCOME.

The income for educational purposes is derived from governmental
subsidies, provincial and communal funds, which are made up in part
from proportionate taxes upon personal property, and from an income
tax. In the communes the taxes are levied by the communal authorities according to estimates presented to the higher authorities. To this
may be added a supplementary tax of 10 per cent to form a provincial
school fund. The village schools only figure for a comparatively small
amoU11t in the governmental budget, as the different local authorities
are presumed to raise a sufficient income for the proper maintenance of
such chool . The communal societies of towns or villages establi h
schools without government subsidy. City or village societies which
desfre toe tablish peo les' schools engage themselves, either by municipal or commuu.a l decision; to gnarantee the existence of such school .
Pri ate individuals can ah;o open chools if they will observe the con<lilion I pon whi.ch such chool are u ually e tablishe<l, a simple declarati n
th authoritie. being all that i at fir ·t requisite.
' he fun · £ r th econdary chools are ontributed by the tate to
tlt . mom1 of 5...., p ·r nt of the aggr •O'ate
expenditure for the gymb
na 1" I 1 'T. ·um a ·h , aucl t ·lrnical cho I. , the remaiuder b ing made
up Y f
(about 30 p r · n ) and by grant from the zemstvo , the
mmti ·ipali i ~ , t ·. 'Ih
·.a·
·hool , Loth for boys and girls, are
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maintained by the separate voiskos. The school funds of the voiskos
in 1888 were 2,720,123 rubles ($1,582,231). The church contributed the
sum of 725,252 rubles ($-119,195) in 1887 ~nd 1,645,681 rubles ($951,203)
in 1888.
The governmental authorities being desirous of attracting students
to the university give at least $138,500 annually as scholarships, donations to needy stud~nts, and general aid where most needed. This
amount is often increased to about $279,000 from other sources. The
budget of the ministry of public instruction contributes about 3,500,000
rubles, or $1,953,000 annually for the universities. In order to develop
the technical schools, especially that division of distTict and urban
schools which tends to instruct in village industries, the Government
added a fund of $64,818 to the budget for 1891, but a consideyable portion
of that sum was set aside for the indu~trial division of district sc11ools. ..
EXPENDITURE.

The expenditures of the Government for education are not explicitly
given for a late date; the actual ordinary expenditure included in the
budget of the ministry of public instruction in 1891 wag 22,935,781
rubles, or $12,798,165. The aggregate expenses of the zemstvos in 1887
was 44,131,775 rubles ($24,669,530), of which 17 per cent was spent for
education, i. $4,193,SlO. The latest expenditures which can be given
in detail, and which ser-ve to show how the funds of the different ministries and the Holy Synod are expended for educational purposes, may
be more clearlyunuerstood by the following presentation for the year 1885 :

e.,

Rubles.

'

~~~,~~\it~:!~~~.~~~.~~.~~~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I~:~I~1~1l!.~~~~~~~~:~~~t!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

B\~t~1~t~~d ~ti;~; ~~h~~is::: :: :::: :: :::::::::: :: :: :::::::::: :: ::::::: ::::::

Salisirlies to people's schools ... ............. . ............................. .
,iitoric~l·Ph,ilol?gical institute.... : . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... .
e ago~ical rnstltutes and semmanes ..............................•.......
Educational establishments connected with the ministry ..........•••......

~~~l1~~~~d ~~a;;:<ls::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

970,537
2,906,880
48,674

DollarB.
539,759
1,621,760
27,159

6,081,208

3, 39(1, 3ll4

1,990, 24<1

1,100,556
861,077
190,285
967, Hi9

1,543,149
340,977
1,733,278

251,720

l~O, 459
70cl. 538
367, 01a

1,260,822
657, S:iS

772,066

Scholarshi11s an<l aids to students .......................•..................
Academies, publications, etc ............•..................................

8:.1 5, 051
922. 721

408,812
lti9. 726
40(i, 293
513,278

304.170

Total. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

a20, 410, 963

all. 394, 33.9

Expenditures of the Holy Synod for its schools............................
Minister of war . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

2, 6-l5, 683
7,012, 144

1,476,201
3,907, 276

~U~i
:l~~ ilfi!:Kces· ::::·: :: :: : : : : ::: : :: : : :: ::: : ::::::: ::: :: : : :: : : :: :: : ::: : ::
Minister of the state domains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,

1,

Minister of the interior .................... :................................
Mini~ter of public works and railways.....................................

~fl~i:f:~
~H~:!i~~- ~ff~;;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
The directorship of •t he royal stud..........................................

i~~: ~~i

1, ll!l. 46:3
82, 082

m: ~~~
624, 644

142,458

45, 801
79,491

431,656

24.o, 864

tt it~

~; ~fg

Total of various ministries .....•.....•............. . ...... ; .•..••.... 1--a-13-,9-5-3,-3-80-,:-a.-7,-78_5_,9-86

a These torals do not agree with the summarization of the items given above, but there is no meanB
of knowing wherein the variance lies.
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It will be_ observed that the ministry:of ·public instruction only expends about 4,500,000 rubles more for eclucation than do all the other
departments together for SJ1Ch pur:2ose.

Of the amount paid out for

education the Goyernment only accords _to the village schools a subsidy of about -14 per cent of the whole amount. The state maintains
only one school £-or 0.078 inhabitants in the provinces where there is no
zemstvo, on~ for Mi.555 inhabitants in those provinces which have a
zemstvo, and one for 163.116 inhabitants in the Baltic provinces, so ·
that it will easily be unclerstoocl tliat the zemstvos, or provincial asseq1blies, have the pTincipal ma1ntenance of the public schools. The average' expenditures of the zemstvos is 65.5 per cent. of the whole amount
_, expended on the schools, b-11t\hese expenditures increase from year to
year. The governments where there is no zemstvo furnish about 69
" per c'ent-of the total funds for education.
0

SUPERVISION AND ADMINISTRATION.
STATE .SUPE;IlVI_SION.

The educational institutions of Russia are under both state and local
control. The supreme control is vested in the Czar, who, by means of
the information imparted to him by his cabinet 1 and other officials having schools under their charge, and by means of the functionaries who
report to the minister of p11blic instruction, is able to extend his knowledge to all branches of the school system throughout tb.e Empire. The
ministry of public instruction, -which is the central authority for the
greater proportion of schools is divided in-to three sections-administration, educati~n, and learned societies. The second section, with which
this account alone deals, is presided over by the minister or in case of
·· bis absence by an official who acts as his deputy. A scientific council
acts as aid to the minister; its duties include the final adjustment of
questions pertaming to elementary instruction, the giving of advice in
regard to text-books, and the publishing of an annual list o-t books
authorized by the minister. These books are of two kinds-manuals,
employed ordinarily, and auxiliary works, which teachers may need
from time to time. Oonnected with the ministry is a commission
charged with the examination of candidates of both sexes who may be
de ·irou · of obtaining a diploma giving them the right to teach without
hnNiug· passed through the training schools, graduation from, which
giv '· uch Tight. Since 1883 a special division for technical ancl indn:trial ·chool · ba been ·rcated in thi miuistry.
he tw lv dnca. ioua.l ·ircuit into which the Empire is divided, i.e.,
~> ,t r. bu1·g, Io: · w, Dol'pat, Kief,
ar ·ovia, Kazan, Kharkof,
iln, 0<1 :. •
anc. u.· Oren burg and w tern Siberia, have each
h, rg who i appoint d by the mini ter of public in true, b 'lll'a ,,r i a. i. t cl y one or more provincial
di tri t
·b r · ' 'h< m h , l point • hi: ai • . In t. P tcr l>uro·
there
are
h

or
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four inspectors, each in cbarge of a separate class of schools. Each
educational circuit may include several provinces. The curator has
general supervjsion of city schools and,of normal schools, even appointing the directors of the latter. The Jqrisdiction of the curator and
governmental inspector extends over all educational institutions of the
circuit, even to the universities. Since 1885 the inspector is vested
with a part of the rights which were formerly held by the rector of the
university. The inspectors are required to visit public and private
educational institutions quite frequently and to furnish-reports of their
observations. Such functions arc not to be conferred upon the clergy.
LOCAL SUPERVJpION.

In each of the provinces where there is a, provincial assembly, or
zemstvo, the schools are under the charge of school councils 1wesided
over by the archbishop, and of w~hich council the governor of the district
is a member. These councils do not report directly to the minister ex pt
in such extreme c.ase as an illegal act. In the provinces where there is
no zemstvo there are neither school councHs nor inspectors. In,_ such
case the directors of. the gymnasia ha':e general control of the schools.
The school council of the district- there are from :fi.'1'e to twelve
districts in a province-is composed oftwomembersofthedi&.trict administrative council and of representatives of societies wliich have founded
schools or are patrons of schools. The mem hers are appointed by the
minister of public instruction, by the orthodox-ecclesiastical authorities,
and l>y the provincial school council. The district council 1 looks afteT
primary education, its members visiting tbe schools; encourages the
establishing of new schools and the amelioration of the condition of
those which exist; attends to the furnishing of school material; proposes
to the provincial council that certain schools be suspended if they are
prejudicial to the public welfare; delivers certificates to teachers, both
men and women, and indicates which members of the teaching fo_rce
should be recom11e11sed or promoted; furnish-es annual reports of the
scl10ols of the district to the provincial school councils, and through
them to still higher educational authoTitjes.
The provincial school council is composed of the head of the diocese,
the president, the governor, the school director, and two members of tlie
administrative provincial council. The curator of the educational circuit takes part at the session of the council.2 The provincial school
council exercises a higher grade of supervision than the district council..
1 It is stated (see Russia under the Czars) that on June 12, 1884, a law was passed
which abolished school councils and transferred all thoir powers to the bishops and
their norniuccs among the clergy, but as tl.Jis system of school councils was in vogue
for years, and as rcfcrcuccs are sometimes mado to such councils in different parts of
the Empire, it is surmised that the council ma,y still exist in certain localities-, and
hence its duties :ire here inserted.
2
Other statements give the fullest control of school matters to the curator and
place tlie council in tho position of an advisory council only.
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It examines the reports of the district council and gives its decisions
upon mooted questions, indica,tes what teachers merit subsidies from
- the Government, appoints such ,school patrons a.s it deems fit to hold a
position on the district school council, and holds its reunions whenever
affairs require it.
•
The parochial schools established._ by the orthodox clergy by decree
of June 14, 1864, are under the jurisdiction of school councils, eveu as
were the elementary grades. But as the reports concerning such schools
were presented to the Holy Synod by the diocesan authorities, it was
decided by decree of April 3, 1870, that all reports concerning both
parochial and general elt>mentary schools should be addressed exclusively to the minister of public instruct,i on. .A reorganization, however,
of the parochial schools (by law of July 13, 1884) placed these schools
under direct control of the Holy Synod, which forms its own programme,
with religion as a qasis of instruction.
ach city school is placed under the direct cont,rol of a surveillant OF
inspector appointed for three years by the general inspectors, or by the
~emstvo, or by the municipality ff either of the last-mentioned authorities maintains the school. Tb,e school director takes the title of inspector if ~here are three or more classes connected with the school.
The personnel of the school forms, with the director as presiding officer,
a pedagogical council, which holds meetings at least once a month.
Each institution for secondary educatiqn has a director or directress
in charge, and sever.al inspectors or inspectresses. The directresses
ot'institutes are sometimes persons who are not educators, but, if directors and directresses of gymnasia, they must belong to the teaching
profession. In the institutes and gymnasia for girls there are the socalled dames de classe, each one of whom for a 24-hours period looks after
the discipline and good order of the pupils. These ladies are chosen from
persons of different nationalities, so that each may converse with the
1mpils in her native tongue. They attend the lessons given by the
teachers, see that the tasks of each pupil are correctly performed, and
the teachers' exposition understood. In the secondary schools for boys
similar positions are held uy so-called governors. The governor and
dames de classe take charge of the lowest class on its entrance into the
school and contiune with it to the close of the school course. The director>', in. pcctors, teacher , goveruors, etc., unite together whenever there
is any que. ·tion appertaining to their i.:pecial in titutious to be decide<.l.
At the end of the y ar tlle higher school authorities are requested to_
be pr' ' nt at the ·lo. iug c r moni of the school when awards are
made to t1 . e w ithy of :uch r compen. e. A special division of the
mini. try f ul>li · iu ·tru ·tion ha.- charge of profe sional and technical
s < ,1. ' hi ·h <·hoo1.., ltaye conr ·c. parall •l to
·ondary aud elemen-

t, ·hnwr
th ,np rvi. ·on and admini. traP1ior t tlia clat th re ·tors were el t d by
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the professors, and the dean of each faculty by its colleagues. The
rector is now appointed by the Czar, the deans by the minister. When
a chair becomes vacant the minister :fills it either by choosing an incumbent himself or by authorizing the university to designate a candidate
arid to propose his confirmation. The university council has jurisdiction over any infringement of the rg.les by the stud,ents; it confers degrees, distributes prizes, regulates programmes, etc. The curator delegates a person to act as inspector of the university of bis educational
district, and designates certain assistants to act as hii:; aids. Such
is the system of supervision throughout the Russian dominions. The
complaint is often-JI1ade that there is too much authority, for, in addition
to the numerous officials mentioned above, there are also' manypetty
officials who report the slightest infringement to the nearest educational officer, and he in turn draws up a statement to be sent to the-central authorities.
TEACHERS.
PREPARATIO:N".

In order to prepare persons to undertake the proper instruction of
children, Catherine II created, in 1783, a people's Jiigher school, which ·
was soon after converted into a teachers' seminary, and which from
178G to 1801 trained about 425 teachers for such purpose. l"{eorganized in 1803 under the name of gymnasia for teacherf:, it was
attached to the central pedagogical institute in St. Petersburg. This
plan was, however, not successful, and in 1828 a training school for
teachers of the Baltic provinces was established under governmental
auspices, and in 1804 a second school for the northwest provinces was
established at Molodetchno in the government of Vilna. In other parts
of the Empire pedagogical courses were considered sufficient preparation for teachers until in 1869, when a third training school was opened at
Kief, and a fourth at Riga in 1870. Since 1871 persons who are to
become teachers in elementary grades arc generally instructed in pedagogic~! institutes or pedagogical seminaries, which last are nonreligious
in character, and, in fact, so neglect religion that the minister of public
instruction proposes to bring about a reform in this matter. In the
pedagogical institutes teachers are trained for the higher elementary
grades. The students consist of persons who are at least 1G years of
age, and who have been successful in their studies in the elementary
grades, and have spent one year acting as assistant tf'acher. The
course of study in the institutes is of three years, and graduates therefrom hold a tenth rank in the civil hierarchy. 1 Such institutes are
found in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Glonkhov, Vilna, Theodosia, Jitomir,
Tiflis, Kazan, Bielgorod, and Orenburg. A diploma from a training
school is obligatory for persons who desire to teach in city schools,
The pedagogical seminaries are for the preparation of teachers for the
lower elementary grades. They admit persons from 18 to 22 years of
1 Described in

page 199.
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age who ar.e exempt from milifary service. Those who receive state
subsidies to aid them through the course are pledged to serve at lease
four yea,r s as teachers in elementary grades. There are eighty-nine of
the8e seminaries in towns second and third rank, and even in villages
in different parts of R11ssia.
In _1\'.Iosc.ow there is a-lso a pecfagogical seminary for girls, of at least 15
years , of age, who are familiar with the elementary branches. The
course 1s of four years, at the end of which they are prepared to teach
in the higher elemei+tary schools. Many of the women teachers in elementary grades are graduated from secondary schools. In St. Petersburg and Mosoow there- a.r e also training schools for teachers of
infant ancl maternal schools. There are no special institutions pre1)aring persons to hold professorships in the higher educational institu- tions. The-professors in these institutes must all have degrees accorded ..
to them in the universities where they must. have passed through the
different phases of student, candidate, magister, and doctor, according
as they have fulfilled required conditions and duly discussed written
theses. ~here are numerous institutions for persons desiring to become
teachers in secondary grade schools. · They are generally private boarding schools, the students of which receive a small subsidy for the payment of expenses.
These conditions require that they agree to serve tlle state by teaching for four, five, or six years, according to the amount which they have
received from the government funds. Connected with the ministry of
war are similar institutions for training, with three-year courses; connected with the ministry of the interior are such schools for the study
of Orienta! languages. The l;Iistorico-Philological Institute of St.
Petersburg, opened in 1867, makes a specialty of thorough study in the
classics, an<l. in a four-years' comse trains teachers in the Slavonic and
ancient languages and literature. To enter this institute the completion of gymnasial studies is requisite; its students are preparing themselve to teach in the secondary schools, i. e., gymnasia, pro gymnasia, and
real schools. Pedagogical courses at St. Petersburg; of three years in
duration (which include the llistory of the literature of three languages)
train young women as teachers, in reality reviewing the studies wbich
they have had in secondary schools (institutes or gymnasia). These
courses are for claypupils and the studeut have opportunities for practice-t aching. French classe, are also formed in the provinces for those
, 110 wi h to make a pecialty of French instruction. Young women
ar a<lmitt 1 who lrn.v obtain cl the highest awards in the provin·ia1 in. titu . . 11. tru ·tion i · given in French in a two-year ' cour e,
and the· u<l ~n -, agr' to 0 ·iv ix y ar:' . crvi ·e a teachers provided
marry in th n nn im . 'I.he title of profc or is given only
<·onu · <1 ,·ith th uniy· r:iti . , with the academies of :fine
n h n ii r 1 1 th 1 m al:o prfrat docenten, who receive
tli
t tor Yh t ach ' motl rn langnngcs and liter-
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ature. In the elementary and secondary grades of schools the title of
teacber, .oiitchiteli, is the only one given.
Teachers' institutes, or pedagogical conferences, o<;cur })eriodically,
and the teacheTS gather together for the exchange 6f thought respecting methods of instruction, questions of pedagogy and discipline, and
the discussions also pertain to instruction in language, arithmetic, natural llistory, singing, drawing, chofoe of best books, and the most efficacious methods of instrnction to be employed throughout the school
course. Papers are read by those present, and especially by the women
teachers from elementary schools. The Russian Government endeavors
in every way to facilitate the holding of these conferences. As far back ·
as 1872 such conferences were held, with the consent of the minister of
public instruction, in forty-s-even. divisions of the diff-erent.governments,
under the direction of thoronghly trained-pedagogues; who in turn were
supervised by the inspectors of elementary schools; the expenses of sncli
institutes were borne by the provinces.
EXAll.ITNATIONS.

A commission connected with the ministry of public instruction ha~
the charge of examining candidates of both sexes who desire to obtain
permission to teach without being gradllates of training schools. In
order to be admitted to teach in the governmental schools a diploma is
requisite. Of the two kinds of diplomas the one entitles to give lessons
in private schools, the other in public schools. The first is generally
a certificate given at close of the courses for young women who have
been successful in passing the final examination. The other is only
given by the commission appointed for examinati-011 of persons desiTing
to teach. Strangers who come to Russia, with the express purpose of
teaching, are obliged to be examined by the commission, no matter
what diplomas they may have re.ceived in other countries. This rigorous measure was necessitated by the fact that bogus diplomas were given
in certain countries. Foreign candidates are required to be sufficiently
famHiar with Latin to write a short composition a.nd also to translate a
simple Latin text into Russian. Strangers are also admitted to examinatious, the passing of which authorizes them to instruct in history and
geography in institutes and boarding schools. Young women whq
cl sire to give home education receive a diploma for such teaching, after
p assing an examination in the Governmental institutions where they
have been under instruction. In St. Petersburg, Moscow, and twentysix other capitals there are special secondary schools for young women
belonging to the families of the clergy; which schools, in a six years'
course, prepare graduates to receive diplomas giving them the right t-0
teach in families. It is stated that of the present teaching staft; one.
third have received a superior education in the middle class schools
and seminaries, about one-third hold certificates from -tbe trairlir.ig
school , and the remainder are persons of less educational training.
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APPOINTMENT.

The curator in each government attends to the appointment of
teachers in the gymnasia and scientific schools in that sect.ion. The
•
inspector authorizes the appointment
of teachers in the elementary
_ grades, dismisses the teacher if not satisfactory to him, closes the ,
school, modifies the .curriculum, etc. In the schools carried on by the
clergy, teachers are permitted to hold position through lettres d'obed·i. ence given by the bishop. . Rectors of universities were formerly elected
by the professors; but since 1884 the Czar appoints the rector, who is
generally select~d by the minister of public instruction from one of
three candidates chosen from among the professors. The dean of each
faculty is no longer elected by his colleagues, but is appointed by the
minister. The .profess?rs are selected by vote, but the minister appoints them.
SALARIES,

In the elementary grades the position of a teacher is not as precarious
'as one might surmise. In tbe primary schools of rural districts the
salari~s vary from $92 ~-~ $277, but for more than half of the teachers
the .salary ranges below $23i. Ordinarily the teachers are provided
with lodging and garden, but sometimes they are most poorly housed
in one room or even a corner of a room. In urban and district schools
teachers have lodgings, and their emoluments reach from $386 to $482.
Women teachers have equal privileges with the men, and in many
localities they greatly preponderate in numbers. In the progymnasia
for girls the salaries rank from $669 for the school inspector and $502
for the mistress in charge-free lodging being included in both casesto $223 for the dames-de-classe, or class ladies. In the institutes for
girls, the lady directress receives $1,953 with lodging; the assistant
teachers, $1,004. In training schools a few years ago the directors
received $1,116 and certain privileges or fees; the teachers, from $223
to $li69. Tlie emoluments in the gymnasia were from $1,116, with free
lodgings, for the dfrector, to $413 for each 1paster. The master gives
twelve le sons each week, and at the end of fifteen years his salary
is iu ·r a ed by regular gTadation to $837.

277.

hare after
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to fulfill the functions for twenty-five years and are then entitled to
a pension, but if they are still equal to the requirements of their position, they can occupy the place for five · years longer, receiving during
the latter period both salary and pension. Another five years' period
of teaching is also allowable with an addition of one-fifth to the pension. A professor, aGcording to law of 1835, receives the title emeritus after twenty-five yQars of service, but, if able, he can still :fill the
position for a :five years' period. The law of 1863 continued this plan,
only it required a vote of two-thirds of the council to decide whether
the person was fl tted for an extension of the time of service. As cases
of unfitness for further duty were reported to the minister a law of
March 31, 1869, modified the decision by requiring majority vote in
the council. This was further modified by the cgmmission of 1875
deciding that the reappointment after twenty-five years of service
depended upon the professor's wishes, as sanctfoned by the curator·
with the consent of t~e minister, but after thirty years' service he was
to obtain the full pension of 3,000 rubles and not :fill a professorship,
although if desfrable ·he might still remain a member of the faculty,
and if allowed by the curator, take charge of a preparatory institute.
The pensioning and remuneration in the case of an extra 1ive years'
period were not determined by this commission, but were left for further discussiQn.

a

'COURSES OF STUDY.

In the infant and maternal schools the child of from 3 to 10 takes its
:first steps in education, its powers of observation are trained and it learns
the first elements; in many of the schools kinderg;1rten method~ are found .
.Asylums, which rank below or with the elementary grades, are for children
between 7 and 12 years of age. The instruction aims to give the necessary elements of knowledge and to thoroughly inculcate religious ancl
moral ideas. Here, too, Frobell's methods ~re used. The elementary
grades take cognizance of the immediate surroundings of the pupils, the
earliest lessons being by the intuitive method, the regulations including
the mother tongue (i.
elements of Russian grammar), reading from
manuscript and printed matter, writing, arithmetic through the :first
four rules, and singing. In the villages and hamlets there are two or
three classes, if the attendance permits. In cities the .higher grade
elementary schools have in their six-yefar courses geography, Russian
history, fractions, geometry, object -drawing and drawing from copy,
singing (e pecially church chants). If feasible, a trade is ad<lcd for the
boys and needlework for the girls. At the close of the course pupils are
entitled to enter the governmental service without extra examiuation,
and after a four years' course they are presumed to be :fitted for the
gymnas1c:1,. The district schools, maintained by ·t he ministry of public
i11struction, and gradually being transformed into city schools, have a
course of study in whieh religions instruction occupies au important
place; arithmetic is limited to addition, subtraction, multiplication,

e.,
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division and simpfo fractions. The elements of history, geography, and
natural history are taugh.t from books sanctioned by the Government.
At the close of the third year. pupils present t11emselves before the
inspector or his delegate for examination in order to obtain the e:ertifi.cate for elementary studies.
The schools under control- of the Roly Synod, which arranges its own
l)rogrammes, give great pr~nninence·to religious instruction, reading,
writing, and ai·ithmetic coming next. These school;:; are generally presided over by some brotherp.ood, as that of St. Cyril and St. Methoclius
at Moscow, and the Brotherhood of Our Lady at St. Petersburg. A
few cities_have higher elementary schools of a parochial character, but,
as a general thing, this is simply a complementary cour se of possibly
two years.
Parallel with secondary and elen1Bntary courses are the technical
and industrial schools. The intermediate technical schools correspond
to Realschools, and in -six to eight year courses give pupils sufficient
knowledge of _technical'. and commercial studies to fit them for industrial
pursuits. The industrial schools take graduates from the elementary
· grades a~d form them into goocl workmen, mechanics, and designers.
Among t1iese schools are the railroad schools dependillg upon the min. ~stry of posts and telegrar;hs. The lower grade technical schools have
a course of study which does not go beyond that of the elementary
schools. Their aim is to form skillful artisans and workmen in village
industries. Pupils to be admitted must show that they have attended
public school and enter for the purpose of lgarning a trade.
Secondary schools for girls date from an early period, but by a regu ·
lation of May 24, 1870,-such schools were rendered uniform with the
gymnasia and progymnasia for boys. The courses for the gymnasia
were of seven years, those of the progymnasia three yeare, and in each
there was a preparatory clas . An eighth class in the gymnasia, called
the pedagogic class, had as its aim the preparation of teachers for an
inferior grade of schools. The course of study in the progymnasia
cover· religious education, Russian language, history and geography
of Ru ia, elements of universal geography, arithmetic, caligraphy, and
needlework; in the gymnasia, religions instruction, Russian language,
literature, arithmetic, keeping accounts, geometry, universal geogra·
pl1y and that of Hus 'ia, universal hi tory and that of Rus. ia, the prinipal l ment of natural lii tory and pby ic , the principles of domesti · er·ouom. and hygi ne, cali 0 Tapuy, needlework, and gymnastics.
Hli : which m nonoblig~ tory are the French and German langun(J' . m ·i •
giuO', an l drawing. Pupil de iring to follow these
l ran 11 · J> · :n ·h f · · , : arc d ·termiiiecl by the admiui ·trative conn·
·1 · ' Ii
· · in 1 ·<1: f'f'Orty i prin ·ipa11y de. tined for pr paration of
·li
r.on qu n ly i c mpri · s prin ipl
of cducati n y . , ncl m thod applical>le to gymna. ia for girl
' .
c 10
t r. . · u cl r he ir ction of tea.ch r of the
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man composition upon a subject given during the examination, and
some knowledge of the history of literature of the two countries. The
pupils must also spea1,t the two languages thoroughly, and, in the last
years of the course, are only allowed to use foreign tongues. In addition to the gymnasia and progymnasia, for day pupils, there are _institutes or boarding schools dating from the eighteenth century, these
institutions being, generally speaking, for the territorial nobiUty, and
usually presided over by the widows of higher State officials who .are·
left without fortune. They are aided by inspectresses, who direct the
studies. The directresses and inspectresses occupy themselves particularly with the discipline and general care of the establi~ment. .
The building·s occupied are of a superio1; class of architecture, with
vast corridors, a large room for ceremonials, etc. The class rooms aJ].d
directress room are on the first floor; the recrea-tion halls, sleeping and
dining rooms on the floor above. Large gardens adjoin these institutes,
which serve as play ground~ in pleasant weather. Special costumes
are worn in the different institutes. There are also regular boarding
establishments of a secondary class for girls. .A.11 these schools have a
. woman in cbarge of each class, who resides in the institution, and
looks after the discipline of the classes. These ladies ·in many cases
have been pupils in the schools, and, having aptitude for the work
intrusted to them, remain connected with the institutions as class supervisors. The conditions of admission to these institutes for girls are not
severe. The girls must know how to read, write, count, read French
and German. The course of study covers R11ssian, French, and German languages, history and literature, Greek and Latin (optional), history, geography, cosmography, natural science (physics, natural ·history, elements of chemistry), arithmetic, geometry, algebra, pedagogy,
religion, and history of the church. The religious instruction qe~olvefD
upon priest and pastors, of different creeds, in the neighborhood, but
proselyting is not thought of.
The education of women in Russia is a question of great interest to
all, and has been carried to a hig~er point than in other countries, the United States excepted. Courses for women have been opened by uni- ·
versity professors similar to those of the Sorbonne in France. Special
courses in medicine are open to woman, but they are only authorized to
follow such courses if they have passed examinations in gymnasia and
institutes. All throughout the Empire the higher culture of women is
a 110ticeable feature. The empresses in turn have manifested great
interest in the development of their sex, and the influence of women
ha, been marked in elevating society and in contributing element~ of
distinction to the Russian character.
Secondary instruction for boys is given in progymnasia and gymnasia, the :first mentioned being preparatory to the latter. The gymnasia are divided into philological and industrial gymnasia; in the
former foe study of ancient languages predominates and the Government favors study of the classics. In the latter, natural sciences and
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mathematics take the lead. The Realschools, or industrial gymna2ia,
are destined to prepare persons for an entrance into commerce and
industry. The courses in the progymnasia are similar to tpe first four
classes of the Realscbools, so that students frequenting these schools
are preparing themselves for any career; and, when they are ready to
choose, t}ley either enter the gymnasia and continue studies leading to
a scientific and literary course, or carry on such studies in the Realschool
, as apply to commerce and industry. The progymnasia programmes do
not differ greatly from those of the gymnasia, being preparatory to
them, but the ancient languages are not included. A.t the close of tho
course in these preparatory schools a certificate of maturity is given.
Statutes .of 1828 were the basis of gymnasia! study. These statutes
were. modified in 1849 and again in 1864, 1 when the conditions of admission to the ·gymnasia were lowered. In 1872, Count Dimitri Tolstoi
urged the need of a general plan of instructio~ for gymnasia and progymnasia; the plan to-emanate from the universities, but to be modified
by teachers, pedagogical councils, and curators .
• A commission appointed at that period endeavored to bring about
more unity in methods of instruction, so that pupils could pass from
one gymnasia to another.
Prior to the ministry of Tolstoi natural sciences and physics found a
prominent place in tbe course, but changes were wrought from year to
year as the exigencies of the times or political requirements seemed to
make it necessary, so tbat at the present time the classics preponderate.
The following is the programme of studies in 1889 in Russian gymnasia:
Classes.

Prepar.
atory
class.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

- - - - - - -- - - - - 1 - --1---1-- - - - - - - - - - - - Religion (ortnodox) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
2
2
Rus11inn language and literature . . . . . .
4
4
4
Latin language........................ . . . . . . . .
s
7
Greek language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
4

2

2

5

3
5

3
6

6

6

6

1 .••... . · · · · · · · · ·
2
2
2
6

6

6

6

6

7

1

tll!/::}I~li!1lillillli'.'.il: \l\\ilil ii;ili ;iiil; ;i;::; ;;;;:;;;;;ti:'.'.:~: '.'.::::1: ::::::1
, erman language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
1•rench langungo..... .. . .. .. . . . . . .. ... . . . .. . . . ... .. .

3

a

a
a

3

a

3

a

2
3

2
2

2
2
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The classical gymnasia are preparatory to the universities, but for
those who desire to enter real life and do not care for the university
course, the completion of the course of study is of no great value.
Such studeuts gravitate to the Real schools, which according to the
regulations "afford young men an education capable of immediate practical application" or "prepare them for the higher professional schools."
But it is stated on good authority that the Real schools, even with the
supplementary seventh class, with iti mechanico-technical and chemico-technical divisions, give so little firm foundation for efficient knowledge that few manufacturers are willing to employ the Realschool students, and either seek for those wbo ha-ve had instruction in technical
schools, viz, the higher industrial schools, or prefer to take workmen who
have learned their trade by personal observation and experience. The
Real schools are few in number, less than 100 in 1887, while the gym- ,
nasia number more than 230. Technical and industrial schools mun- ·
bered at that date less than 50, but so great has been the call for such
training, and so manifest is the growth during the past quarter of a .
century of the Ro-called Russian system of mechanical art 1 education,
that these schools now present a most interesting development. The
progress attained during this period is so marked that an extended
report of technical and industrial education by M. Anopoff, of the
Nicholas Industrial School in St. Petersburg, has arousea great interest in England and other countries. A digest of tlrn same is given as
an addendum to this statement of education in Russia.
Students desiring an academic education pass from the gymnasia to
the universities. These latter institutions differ somewhat in methods
in the different localities, but the present status of the faculties may
be gathered from the following statement:
The prerequi8ites required by the state commission for examination
or ~xarnining board, are quite voluminous, but a genera:l digest of the
1
It may be stated here that the workshop is the foundation of the Russian system
of industrial art. The village industry is the form which such mechanical art
takes. The Russian makes the art* the fundamental and builds his tradt\ oif that.
He realizes that there are certain general practices underlying instruction, and that
one can not teach art without teaching the constructions dep_e nding upon them.
He believes that the true place for mechanical arts is in the school while the student
pursues bis studies, and that manual instruction should be a part of the school
course. Hence be has established the workshop and has formulated a system which
is viewed with interest everywhere and has been generally adopted in-different parts
of t,he United States, commencing in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, at_ the
Institute of Technology, and extending westward and southward to other schools.
2
The gradual changes in university organization ·with the reform movements taking place from time to time, are clearly brought out in '' Die Reform der russischen
Universitaten nach dem Gesetz vom 23. August 1884." The main points are here
interpolated. Uuiven,ity laws were passed in 1835 and 1862-63, those for Dorpat in
1865, but not satisfying the higher functionaries, other efforts at reform were made
in 1871-72 under Minister Tolstoi, the university officials being asked to specify

*Yid. President J. D. Runkle before the N. E~ A. in 1877.
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same will clearly show the importance of university study as viewed
from tbe Russian standpoint. The classics form the basis of all study
in tbe historico-philological sectiont and the students are required
to show that they have a :firm basis for work in classical philology.
The. studies are divided into obligatory and · supplementary branches.
The student must be able to interpret Greek and Roman authors,
antiquities, literature, mythology, grammar, history, history of art, and
philusophy. .A.t least four of the classic poets and prose writers must
have been thoroughly studied and the translations into Russian must
be made in good style. The methods to be employed in scientific interpretation and philological criticism must also be studied. In philosophy a thorough knowledge of Plato and Aristotle is required as a
basis for fu1°ther philosophical development. In history, chronological
and geographic data 0f the principal events of Greek and Roman plastic art when at its highest development, and also the special epocl1s of
art development in the Christian world, are requisite. The examination covers either one of the following two supplementary groups of
studies, viz~ the linguistic and the historic. In the former is required
a knowledge of Russian language and -literature, from the oldest
periods of history, with the general growth to the present time, the
Slavonic tongues, with knowledge of the grammar, church literature,
and the changes wrought in the different pe iods with the dialect forms,
and the history of western Europ~an literature. This includes cognizance of such writ~rs as Dante, Cervantes, Shakespeare, the French classical writers, Goethe and Schiller. The historic group covers the world's
wl.at they considered most needed, each in his own institution. The generalreqnest
was for more salary, more instructors, and more fellow ships. A committee for special
inquiry was appointed in. 1874. Its im·estigations led to the reforms of 1884, which
urgetl the necessity of leaving disciplinary and administrative affairs to the GoYernment, of adopting new methocls of arrpointingprofessors, of requiring higher entrance
examinations and good behavior as a 11rereqnisite for the holding of uniYeTsity
scholarships, guaranteeing liberty of instruction under Government supe:rn ion,
1,imit~ng the power of the professors, and establishing an outsi(le commission for the
examination of students for graduation. The law of 1863 aecorcled little power to
the curators [curator, a prominent person having the confidence of the Czar. He
1001: after the welfare of the university whenever :m intermediary between tho
higher authorities ancl those of the unh-ersity is required], but more to the nniYersity
r c1or . The law of 1884 empowered the curator to take charge of all practical
instrnc:tion, to be hclu. re ponsiule for all disorders, and to take cognizance of all
special matters; an ins1)ector an<l s veral aBsi tauts to aid the curator; the rector to
look ft r the organiza.tion of justruction and discipline; the dean, the curator, and
r tor to coupPrnt in l1ringing ahont helter discipline in the univer. ity. Tllo rector
0
:
• J?P 0 inte<l l>y the 'znr :tll(l th cleans uy t110 minister.
Tho minister could
1 tl 1 ·r nJ>l)ornt i1
rofi• en or n11<:tion tl appointment of a candidate pr ented
h uni· r · antl1 riti • . By tho . rli •r lu.w tho uuiv ,rsitie - were c.·tau]i:hcd
111 • n I>l n, l, 1t lat r c1i cu io11 tunclucl towards a Rn i. nizing
1, np1> 1inting n. ti·
of th cou11try, who, l,ein.., cognizant of
oulcl 1 ·, r 11 infiu ncn OYer the stnclP.nts pr forah1 to that of
Y l w of 1 n3 tho , ,·r·rnm nt controlled unin·r ity .·nminaj tiou · r m~ rl to t1ai plan l,y th cliff< rent c~mmi · iona
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history, history of Russia, of the Slavonic peoples, and church history
(with special stress laid upon ,the history of the Orientals, the Middle
Ages, and _the ·present epoch), history of the European peoples, and
a general knowledg~ of all the principal events in Slavonic and Russian history, etc.
The examinations by the commission in charge of the physico-mathematical section deal either with the domain of natural science or that of
mathematics. Included under natural sciences as obligatory branches
are chemistry, zoology with comparative anatomy and physiology;
botany, mineralogy and geology with paleontology, physics, and physica.l geography. In chemistry the student obtains insight into organic,
iuorganic, and analytical chemistry, with a knowledge of chemical pro- ., . ,
cesses; in zoology a fu~damental knowledge of zootomy, anatomy, physiology, embryology, histology, and biology, so that he understands the
connection between those different divisions and cap. explain charts and
drawings of the same; in botany he must have a fundamental knowledge and be able to analyze the plant world, especially the local flora;
in miner~logy" the same system_of thorough study is applied throughout th e mineralogical, geological, and paleontological fields; the ~ourse
in physics is equally comprehensive, covering electricity, atmospheric
changes, theory of light undulations, hydrography and meteorology,
optical instruments, wejghts, and m~vement of fluid and gaseous fo~·rn.ations, etc. In the section of physics the student has to show that he
has made special studie£ in chemical analysis, in comparative anatomy
and phy siology, iu the use of the microscope in the characterizati011 of
the different types of plants, in the physical and chemical attributes of
appointed, it was decided in 1884 to create governmental boards of examiners. Discussions pro and con led to provision being made for the appointment of five boards
of examiners, namely, the historico-philological, the physico-mathematieal, the legal,
the oriental, and mp_c1ical. The chairmen of these boards were appointed by the
minister. The doctor's diploma in medicine in a foreign university entitled to
position on the medical board. The passing of the examination before the commission entitled to a diploma of :first or second grade. (There is, however, only one
diploma in medicine, that of l)hysician.) The lJreparation for academic degrees and
the :rn;eparatory examinations before passing to higher classes were left to the university authorities, as the State examination did not prevent the faculties' examination of the student to find out his pedagogical status. A programme was provided for
each faculty to which each student must adhere, but students were not obliged to
~ttencl lectures, and were allowed to pass from one faculty to anothPr to hear 1:Ctures
on any given subj ect. One feature of the university plan was the establishment,
with the minister's pcrmis ·on, of a ''Seminar," in which the student who has recog- •
nized ability in some specfalty rccefres instruction with a view towar<ls a hiO'her
0
d~,clopment in th_e desir~cl study. In the faculty for natural science, philology, and
history tbe "Semrnar" mmed to prepare teachers; in the legal faculty, to prepare
jurists. 'fhe plan and length of existence of tbe II Seminal'" depends upon the minister's decis'ion. Each university sets aside $4,185 for remuneration of professors,
room rental, :purchase of books and school material for use of the II Seminar." The
discussions pro and con as to methods of instruction in the different faculties brought
a1JOut a more practieal line of work, with fewer studies and less cram min,.,.
for exami0
nation.
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the earth as theypertain to agronoiny, etc. In mathematics the student
is required to show both practical and theoretical knowledge,,byexamination and otherwise, of the theory of numbers, higher algebra and
geometry, theory of elliptical functions, the elasticity of bodies, practical mechanics and descriptive geometry, theory of gases, of light, differential and integral calculus, and in fact he scans the whole mathematical field, with its attendant branches of physics, mechanics, and
astronomical calculations, hydrostatics and hydronomics.
The commission for the examination of the legal faculty indicates in
its programme the diverse directions in which the lecturer may branch
out, as it is considered that a detailed and systematic programme would
na row the field too much. The subjects treated are (1) Roman law with
the history O\ the same (this includes knowledge of political history,
and of religious, public, agricultural, and commercial life of Rome), and
a knowledge of generallegal concepts based on Roman law; (2) history
of the laws of Russia, with the gradual development of states' rights;
and civil, criminal, financial, religious, and trade laws; (3) the rights
of government, with military and judicial laws,_the rights of the governing powers towards the people; (4) the rights of the church and of
tp.e Russian church in particular, with knowledge of the Roman Catholic, Armenian, GregOTian, an<l. Lutheran tenets; (5) police regulations,
- wit\l the conditions governing the moral and material welfare of the
people; (6) political economy and statistics; (7) civil and commercial
la,w and procedure, with theoretical knowledge ot the Russian civil
code and of commerce by land and sea, and the rules governiug international law; (8) criminal laws and processes; (9) laws governing
:finance, with a scientific knowledge of Russian income, mon_ppolies, custom duties, etc..; (10) international law, with the political system of
Europe from 1648 on, the rights of neutrality, etc.; (11) the philosophy
of law, with the principal developments of the old classic worl<l., and
fundamental knowledge of the works of Plato, Aristotle, and Oicero;
(12) encyclopedia of the science of law, with a clear understanding of
law in both objective and subjective sense. The students must also
have special knowledge of at least two of the above branches. The
plan of tu<l.ies includes eighteen hours a week in each semester, or
one hundred and forty-four hours for the eight semestri; to Roman law,
thirty- ix hour ; history of Russian law, ixteen hours; civil and commercial laws of Russia and their proce.'SCR, twenty-two hours; Rn ian
. riminal law ane,1 11roces:e., twelve hours; Ru 'Sian governmental,
chm ·h, polic-e, a1H.l financial law with political eco11omy, eight homs
a ·h; _in rn< tioual law, L.,. hour. ; ·t ti:tic , encyclop, die knowledge
aud ln ·t ry of th hil :ophy of bw, fi ur hour .
Ol' th
· aminati m. y th m di al ·ommi .. ion the tud nt mu"'t
.
f tentamen physicu1h whi ·h ·ov r d , criptive anatm
hi toloo-y an<l m ry logy, p11y. iofogy phy ic , ch mi ·try,
1hn na<·y, pl1arm o<rno. i , zoology, botany, and .min r, logy. He
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must also show that he has been in attendance during ten semestri
_and has had practical experience, giving the number of cases he has
treated and the reports which he has made on clinical cases, dissections, etc. The medical examinations extend over six weeks, and
the course includes: (1) descriptive anatomy; (2) descriptive histology,
with constructive knowledge of the organic development, use of the
microscope; (3) pathology and the different changes perceptible in
the body after death; (4) topographical anatomy with requisite operations; (5) physiology, with the use of instruments; (6) qualitative and
quantitative pathological chemistry; (7) pharmacology, with use of
medicines, mineral waters; (8) pharmacy with diagnoses, and the use
of combinations in medicine; (9-13) special pathology and therapeutics;
with practical demonstration of the same; (14-17) knowledge of surgery
and ophthalmology, with demonstration of the instruments used, examination of the sick, with diagnosis of disease; (18) hygienic and sanitary
demonstrations; (20) science of veterinary surgery and a knowledge ot
epizootics. The course of study requires twenty-two hours of lecture
or study, and practical exercises during each of the semestri, the subjects being arranged in a systematic course of from six to eight hours
in each branch. The students are expected but ar;c not obliged to follow the courses. The plan arranged by the above law of 1884 has
been the means of progress in university study; the examinations before the commission appointed by the minister give a true value to the
diploma. ·whether the student receives a first or second grade diploma
depends upon the aptitude manifested at the examination. In the medical faculty the first diploma, that of a physician, gives the right to
practice and to present one's self for the doctorate degree.
Higher-grade education is disseminated in quite a number of special
schools. The St. Petersburg t-Ochnological institute gives not only
theoretical knowledge, but also demands t4e technical and practical use
of the same. In the two lower courses the students·study the theory of
the fundamental branche.s and instrumental drawing; in the two following courses, mechanics and chemistry, from the scientific side, the mechanical part to include working drawings of machinery operated by water
and steam pow~r, the chemical, such drawings as are used in chemical
laboratories, in glass and pottery manufactories, and also qualitative and
quantitative analyses. The fifth course includes, in the mechanical
division, more extended plans of machinery, foundry work, casting, turning, locksmiths' work, smiths' work; in the chemical division plans to be
worked out in different chemical industries and the working out of such
plans as would naturally enter into these technological branches. In free
hours students go out with their professors to inspect the architecture
of new buildings in process of erection, and visit manufactories and railroad workshops, thereby obtaining practical knowledge. The St. Petersburg Historico-philological Institute follows, in the main, the course of
study of the historico-philological faculties of the universities, but difED 91--15
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fers therefrom in having the lectures tend more towards the requirements of teachers in gymnasia, for which position some of the stuclents
are being fitted, and in having a course in pedagogics. Physical training enters into the course, as the students have nine hours ea?h in the
gynrn asium.
_
The Demidoff Lyceum of Jurisprudence at Jaroslaw, has a corps of
professors giving instruction in practical exercises in Roman law, political economy, in civil processes according to the laws of Russia, of the
present a.nd of the olden times.
The Lasarew Institute f(?r Oriental Languages, in 1\Ioscow, has as
special object the teaching of Armenians, although it includes students
of all ranks, all confessions, and all nationalities. In the gymnasia]
division the Armenian language is obligatory; in the three higher
classes Armenian, Persian, and Arabic literature, the Turkish-tartar,
und the Iberian tongues. The lower course is theoretical, the upper
more practical in character. In 1883 juridical studies were also introduced.
The polytechnic school in Riga has seven divisions-the agricultural,
chcmico-technical, geodetic, civil engineering, mechanical engineering,
architectural, and commercial.
The Institute for Forestry and Agriculture, in Nowaja-A.lexaudria, has
theoretical courses in agricultural economics, bee and silk culture, :fisb
cu]tnre, veterinary science, geodesy, deseriptive geometry, agricultura]
chemistry. Practical instrnction is given in veterinary medicine, in
farming, in garden work, in forestry, and in laboratory work. The students also make excursions with the view of studying of botany and
zoology. These and divers other special schools aim to train the youth
in various directions leading to professions.
The general trend of instruction in the different grades of schools
wllich form the school system is, if the generality of writers may be
relied upon, to serve more and more fully to keep the Russian youth
within a certain limit, so that he may become thoroughly cognizant of all
branches from the Russian standpoint a,nd that any tendencies towards
German socialism may be quelled. The student is to learn to comprehend the need of his own country, to prepare himself so that he may
develop its riches, to become imbued with a knowledge of its institutions, and, in the lower cla: ses, to be taught its village industries, so as
to make use of his talents near home, rather than to drift away towards
other lands.
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little· is left to the teacher beyond the mere _inculcation of instruction,
and even in this he is subjected to regulations imposed by the highest
authoritiBs; all the business arrangements are subservient to rules laid
down by the department of public instruction; the council,or learned
committee, is responsible for selection of and chang~s in school books,
programmes of studies, etc., and it is this council which finally adjusts
all questions appertaining to the elementary schools. In each educational circuit the curator and inspector and the council aiding them
watch closely over the interests of the schools, furnishing such school
material as has been approved at St. Petersburg, suspending schools it
they are pr{'jndicial to the community, dismissing teachers, and in every
way guarding the interests of the government. Each city school has
an inspector attached to it, a:p.d he, or the principal., is a member of
the school council, which discusses the needs of the schoo1 and reports
to the next higher school functionaries.
Private schools are all under the supervision of the circuit inspector,
and the whole plan of the school must have been submitted to the
authorities ere the teacher is permitted to open the school.
The gymnasia have two committees to manage tlleir affairs: the com- mittee of management and the pedagogical committee. The former
looks after the funds and the construction and repairs. The latter examines and re1)orts upon all school questions, behavior, examinations,
rewards, etc. Changes in programme and selection of text-books must,
however, be submitted to the curator of the educa~ional circuit. The
pedagogical council may choose the teachers, bl1t the curator must
sauction such choice. The governor of the province acts as an honorary
curator, visiting the schools whenever he is inclined. In the gymnasia
the teachers are supervised by the inspector, and all are under the eye
of the director, who rules absolutely, but has no right to expel a pupil
unless the council (composed of directors, inspectors, and teachers)
sanction such expulsion.
The directors and inspectors are governmental appointees, and are
expected to abicle by all rules laid down by the ministry of public
instruction; consequently there is little individuality allowed. The
directors and inspectors are assisted by teachers and class tutors, the latter being held re.sponsible for the conduct of pupils in and out of the
classes, even in boarding places. The tutors have assistants to aid
them and take their place if absent. Each tutor is supposed to look
after about 15 pupils. The teachers are expected to be very conservative in their methods; to be present in school at certain hours of the
day dressed in the uniform required. ·The pupils arise when the teacher
enters and sfand until he reaches his desk. Opening prayers are read
in a perfunctory manner by a pupil, and then the work of the day commences. Class journals are kept, and every method is pursued to keep
strict account of the pupils' daily life, although there is no special regulation which requires a certain amount of study from him.
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The methods employed jn the girls'-gymnasia and pro gymnasia are
similar to those of tp.e boys' gymnasia. The functions of the two committees are about the same. The lady principal is expected to be presentat the meetings of the committees, even as is the director in the other
case. One of the lady patronesses (chosen by the town authorities,
but sanctioned by the Empress), and other persons who may be sup porters of the gymnasia, must also be present when the committee of
management holds its meetings to discuss teachers' salaries, school
fees, free tuition, morals, and mam1ers, etc. The presiding officer of
the pedagogical committee is generally a director of a boy's gymnasium,
and his authority extends in some cases even to the dismissal of teachers. Yet if there is any dispute between him and the lady principal as
to examinations, awards, transferring and marking pupils, appeal can
be made to the curator of the circuit.
In the institutes for girls the arrangements are very similar. The
lady principai has full charge; the inspectress superintends the class
ladies (darnes de classe) and attends to the carrying out of all regulations
and to the observance of good manners in the school. The dames de class6
are responsible to her for the general demeanor of each member of the
class to which they are assigned. The instruction is given, however,
by visiting teachers, who are under the supervision of an inspector.
This inspector sometimes gives lessons, and has duties imposed on him
in connection with the results of the examinations. The field of study is
a broader one than in the gymnasia, and the gTaduates receive a diploma
which enables them to teach in gymnasia.
The methods employed in the universities and special schools have
been stated substantially under the heading "Course of study," so that
further statements seem unnecessary.
DISCIPLL.~E.

The numerous persons in authority in the different grades of schools
are naturally on the alert for any infringement of discipline, and various
are the punishments meted out to the unfortunates. The pupil may be
reprimanded, may be kept in; he may be even shut up in a small room
urnler guard. In the class journal there is a record kept of the general
bearing of the pupils jn the school. Corporal punishment is not allowed
in any civil school, but expulsion for dereliction of duty is permitted when
t11e m~thorities-namely, the committees, inspector, or curator-together
san bon · u 11 expelling of the pupil, and in the econdary schools the expu1 ·ion i
m tim : a con: pani d with the tat ment that the pupil can
t nt r • noth r gymna. ium in the I mpire, or if he i permitted to attend
an th_ r .,:- ondary, ·11001 he may be r quired to pass another entrance
·· ~mm b
h di· ·i line i not limit cl to the chool, but may be
~ icl
me uncl r for e Ji • , viz, when in ::;cL.ool, at home: and on
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the street. 1 If a pupil is found on the street, it is supposed that he
ought to be either at school or at home; if he does not properly salute the
school functionaries he is subject to reprimand; if he is a Realschool or
gymnasium pupil he is prohibited from wearing civilian's dress, and that
prohibition extends to his not being allowed to visit secret societies,
public balls, clubs, and similar places. The same code applies in a
measure to the university student, and in military schools there are
even more rigid rules for the training of Russian youth.
STUDY A....,D RECITATIONS.

In the rural schools the general aim of instruction is to train pupils,
from their eighth year on, in the four rules bf arithmetic, in singing
1 A translation of a Russian ticket in the hands of a Russian gentleman, giving the
rules of the third kind of discipline prescribed for the students of the gymnasia :mcl
Real schools of the city of Kief. The ticket reads as follo\'l"s:

"Rules fo1· pupils of middle education at schools of the city of Kief,· not in the walls of
the schools ancl not at'Twme.
·

"1. It is prohibited to the pupils to visit institutions of pleasure, as Chateau de
Fleur, Tivoli, Mineral ·w aters, or pleasures in Bokovaya Roscha (grove), on the
other side of the Dnieper, or in any other pleasure gardens. It is allowed to visit
the Botanical Garden.
"2. It is allowed to visit the theater O:!lly when . permission is granted by tlle
authorities in each special case; and not otherwise than by tickets issued by the said
authorities, and by no means in the gallery.
"3. It is prohibited to visit public balls, masquerades, clubs, dancing evenings,
tea-gardens, cafe houses, confectionaries, billiard halls, and other like public institutions. It is strictly prohibited to visit secret societies or circles.
"4. It is prohibited to go boating on the Dnieper, and on pleasure walks out of
the city, unless together with the parent or guardian.
"5. It is prohibited to walk in the streets or be out of doors later than 9 o'clock
p. m., unless thero be some extra event, or the pupil is accompanied by parent or
guardian.
_
"6. Every pupil is compelled to have this trnket with him, and to present it at
the first demand of the police, or persons employed by the Government, known for
that duty by their appearance. In case the pupil refuses to fulfill this clemand, or
if there be plain disobedience,' the person to whom this matter is in trusted has the
right to apply for assistance to the police in order to bring the offender to the school
where he belongs.
11
7. The pupils, when not at home, must fulfill punctually the ordered form of dress,
not excluding the knapsack for books, with all the school supplies, and all his butt ons must be buttoned. To wear civil dress is strictly prohibited.
"8. On meeting with officials, and also with the teachers or assistants, the pupils
must greet them with a polite bow, taking off tho cap or hat.
"9. It is prohibited to take out books for reading from public libraries. There is
a library in every school purposely fo1· the scholars, from which the pupils only may
draw books for reading. Should it happen that the pupil take out a prohibited
book, he must present it to the officials.
11
10. No one of the pupils has the right to be engaged in tutoring without the
special permission of the officials."
It is stated that in large cities it is difficult to enforce these rules, but in smaller
places they are carried out.
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and writing, in reading in the Russian and Slavonic tongues (the latter
being necessary in order to read the required prayers), and in the catechism and Bible. There are generally two classes in these schools, and
the inspector of the district has general charge of instruction. The
two sexes may be educat€d together from their eighth to their fourteenth year. If there are not enough pupils to have one school to
each parish, then ambulatory schools, as in other northern and sparsclyscttlc(l countries, move from place to place as they are ne~ded. In
the urban schools (one school to 1,000 inhabitants is the intention,
but not .t he rule) the hours are from 9 to about 3 o'clock, with.intermissions between the 45 to 55-minute recitations. The sessions are opened
and closed with l)rayers. In many of the schools, both village and
town, instruction leading to trades bas been introduced of late years.
In secondary schools there is an entrance examination unless the pupil
has passed through the course of study in the preparatory class, wbich
he may enter at 10 years of age if he shows himself to be of average
intelligence, if he can count up to 1,000, add a,nd snbstract, und recite
two prayers. Attention to the rules of the school and prepa.ration
from class to class through the eight classes to matriculation entitle
him, if he be a gymnasia! pupil, to the passing in his eighteenth year
to the university without further examination. Should tbe pupil seem
backward in certain studies, then he remains anotlrnr year in the classes
where those studies are taught. In the majority of schools of all
grades the recitations are carried on in the Russian tongue, the plan of
a few years ago of teaching in the German, Polish, or other common
language of the 11rovince having been relegated to the past by Imperial
decrees which require the use of the Russian language in all schools.
PROMOTION OF PlJPILS.

This occurs in all schools after the annual examinations in April or
l\'Iay. The examinations, whi~h take place in some public building,
before the school officials ap.d others interested, arc both oral and writt n and last many hours, so that the naturally timid pupil is oftentimes
under great strain. If the school preparation has been thoroughly
conducted there is, however, but little chance of failure, as many of the
questions are familiar to the pupil. In the -private schools the annual
e:s.aminations are also held in the presence of the inspectors and teachers.
FORMATION OF PltOGRA.DIES.
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SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.
BUILDIXGS A:t\l) GROUNDS.

In villages where the people are well-to-do the schoolhouses are suited
to the requirements of the school population, but in many of the rural
districts there is great lack of accommodation, the pupils sit on the
.floor, and both light and he~t are lacking. But whenever the pro-vincial assemblies, or zemstvos, can so arrange it there are suitable school
rooms and desks, the requisite books, diagrams, geographical and historical pictures, etc_. In the city schools the buildings are more likely
to be according to sanitary requirements.1 Many school buildings, however, are not well arranged in a hygienic sense, though generally speaking, the buildings are roomy and well ventilated and the construction of
school building_s is said to be improving from year to year. The gymnasia, are located in the larger centers, and as a rule have large, wellventilated class rooms, and have grounds suited to athletic sports,
yet in many localities the gymnasia, progymnasia and Rea.Jschools are
not properly housed and much complaint is niade. In military and
naval schools the same effort is · made to have well-aired rooms, with
the proper hygienic arrangements. In the gymnasi~ and institutes
for girls the buildings are large, roomy, and lofty. The height of the
class rooms in the institutes is 16 feet, length and width 32 by 24 feet.
· The halls are large and airy, but there is a lack of spaciousness in the
dormitories.
The schools are intended to be so organized as not to have over fifty
pupils to a class, and thirty is the average. School fees are charged in
all grades of schools, from the elementary through the higher grades.
There are free pupils, however, and parents are aided if too poor to buy
text books and other material. The authorities also create scholarships and bursa-r ies for poor students, and in all schools there is a fund
for needy pupils, which fund is created and kept up by a small annual
subscription from teachers and friends.
HOURS OF SCIJOOL AND RECESSES,

The hours of school range from 9 to half past 2 -o'clock, although in
some cases extending to 3 o'clock in. the afternoon. If, in the lower
elementary grades there are too many pupils, the boys sometimes receive instruction from 9 to 12 o'clock, and the girls from 1 to 3 or 4
o'clock. There are recesses and intermissions, the number of which is
not designated. The school week is six days, the length of recitation
varies, it may be forty-five, fifty, or fifty-five minutes, but between recitations there is an effort to air the room and give the children opportunity for change of poRition; after about five minutes the puJ)ils are
again in their places for work.
~ Information

furnished by Miss F. Toulmin-Smith, of England.
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IIOLIDAYS AND YA CATIONS

Are not distinctly specified, but include the summer months, church
and legal holidays., Easter and Christmas. For the pupils of military
schools there are also certain imperial holidays.
COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE. 1

Attendance is obligatory upon children between 7 and 12 years of age
(8 to 12 in rural districts), butithasnotseemedpossibletocarryoutthis
provision in all provinces. In many of the provinces latitude is left to
the zemstvos to act in this matter as they deem it best, and still it may
be stated that pro-vince after province has endeavored to carry out
such regulation, the Baltic provinces taking the lead. The communal
authorities can dispense with the regular attendance of children if they
_live too remote from a permanent school, and in case of bad weather
or famine (as during 1890-91) they may be excused from school attendance.
1

SCHOOL SUPPLY,

The intention of the ministry of public instruction is to have the
schools supplied with apparatus and school material, and through the
local authorities it furnishes not only text-books, but apparatus to the
elementary grades. Each gymnasium is supposed to possess a cabinet
of physical apparatirn, natural history specimens, geographical atlases,
globes, gymnastic apvaratns, music books, etc. The progymnasia are
also supposecl to be similarly equipped, except in the matter of natural
history collections and physical apparatus. In the secondary schools
for girls, progynmasia, gymnasia, and institutes, every facility for study
is to be given, and the same intention is manifested in special schools.
Yet the many changes in authorities, local and educational, the change
of policy at St. Petersburg under the various ministries, the undercurrent of socialism permeating all classes, the necessity of keeping the
country on a military footing, the famine arising from poor harvests,
all these things combine to make even the best efforts to improve tlie
schools comparatively futi:Le, except possibly in some of the bjgber grade
1
The attempt to bring about compulsory attendnince throughout Russia is thus
stated: Towards the close of October, 1871, the Zemstvo of the district of Skopine
(government of Rinzan) resolved, after mature deliberation, to demand that the
ntt,mdanc at elementary schools be made obljgntory. In the government of Penza
th communal a. seml>ly of tbcvillageLvovskaia.-Varejkarequcsted that eclucation be
10acle compnl ory for all children from 7 y ars on, the parents being subject to a fine
f from 2v ope1·s t.o a rul,le in case of failure in attendance. Ossa (province of
·rr~) <1_ man 11 ol,ligatory in truction for childr n from 9 to 14 years of age. The
Jtro\·m~ial a 'rnl,ly of tbe di trict of onst ntinogracl (government of Poltova)
0
d, 111 1 ! for h pl"inciple of gratuitous ol,lirratory instruction in elementary
r-hool. for ·lnl<lren bntwe n 8 and H ' ars of ag , vitl1 n, fine of from 25 copelc to a.
rnhl m " 3 o nonob T ·nnP. . Thus it is
n that th local authorities were in
• mpath1.·
" ·it h • nt · u tl on·t·1
s to then cl of compulsory education.
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institutions and in the most well to do centers. Rules and regulations
concerning schools are p:iade from year to year, as occasion warrants,
but these decrees remain a dead letter on the statute books, and the
lower schools, and sometimes those of higher grade, are often without
even the necessities for carrying on instruction.
SUPPLEl\fENTARY INSTITUTIONS.
LIBRARIES AXD l\IUSEU)fS.

In the Imperial library, at St. Petersburg, there is a valuable collection of manusr.ripts in Russian, Slavonic, Arabic, and other languages, also valuable historical works, the readers of. which numbered
113,562 in 1884. They examined 1,200 MSS. and 174-,542 books in
206,645 volumes. Tickets with permission to work in the library were
issued to the number of 12~323, and 3,721 visitors were shown the collections.
The public library and museum at Vilna and the central archives
in several of the " governments" are frequently visited for purposes of
study. The Rumjiinzow Museum in lVIoscow is especially rich in
antiquities and ethnographic collections. It has also a public library.
The Caucasian Museum in Tifl.is, containing a library of 30,0Q0 volumes,
has a special collection of topographical and agricultural maps. Its
walls and ceilings are rich in decoration, the scenes being emblematic
of the Oriental, Armenian, Byzantine, and ancient Grecian styles, representing, as it were, the different epochs of history.
The Imperial Historical Museum was placed under the charge of the
minister of public instruction in 1882, and in 1883 was mo-vecl into a
building of fine architectural proportions. In 1884 it received interesting collections in bronze and gold. The different rooms have typical
representations of the stone age, the bronze age, the age of iron, and
other world epochs.
The Pedagogical Museum, a recent creation, includes an artistic and
pedagogical museum, ·a library and an establishment for all grades of .
instruction. Normal courses of four years' duration are arranged for
forty students. The necessary tools, the ordinary necessities of life, a
tea room, smoking room, etc., are also arranged for the accommodation
of the student and reader. The care of the collections is assured by
an annual subsidy of $558. In winter the ablest men of science in
Russia give courses oflectnres at the museum; which are highly appreciated by the large audiences in attendance.
SOCIETIES.

Connected with the pedagogical museum are the Society for the
Encouragement of Education in the Family, which is undu the patronage of the Princess Ekatherina l\fikhai'lovna, and the Society for the
Study of Hygiene. This museum, it may l.Je added, is a link bet"·een
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the intellectual element in society and .the masses, aiding the different
classes, especially soldiers, by courses and conferences. An institution
which is not less originai is the Permanent Commission for Popular
Conferences instituted a few years ago by the Russian Government, and
which has for its aim the instruction of the people e-ven while amusing
them. For this purpose reunions take place in the most important
cities of the Empire and in the barracks where soldiers are stationed.
- The lectures· are usually illustrated by means of views found in the
imperial museums and galleries, such views being reproduced on glass,
then colored, and finally thrown on screens by a lantern, which presents
the view in color to the spectator. These popular conferences deal
with subjects which are especially chosen to suit the audience; if soldiers, then a military man t~lks about Peter the Great, Souvaroff, and
indeed all the military glory of Russia. The conferences for the people
treat of other subjects-of the liberation of the serfs, of Alexander IIthe pictures in both cases serving to impress upon the audience such
scenes as bear upon the subjects given. Other lectures are upon popular writers, with a description., perhaps, of the life of the writer.
The Society for Popular Education at Kharkof is under the charge of
Mlle. Christine Altechevski, who is aided by 60 teachers. The society
has charge of Sunday courses of study for women. These courses, fouu_d
in. different parts of Russia, have about 400 persons following them. A
library with a class of books especially appropriate for the needs of
adults and children is connected with this society. The age of pupils
(peasants, working women, and servants) varies from 7 to 45 years.
The classes are subdivided in groups, according to the knowledge displayed. School festivals tend to bring into communication the families,
the teachers, and the pupils. The teachers, who give their time gratuitously to this work, take part in the educational councils of the society.
The school organized at Kharkof by this association has become the
mot1el of the Sunday .school for the rest of the Empire. An interesting
point in regard to this work among the people was the appointing of a
special commission to determine what books were read, or were the
be t to be read, by the people, and the effect of such books upon the
minds of the parents and children. The result of this investigation
"""as to classify about 2,500 works under the title of "what the pe~ple
should reacl." A systematic plan of reading books of merit aloud to
the people was also undertaken. The influence of this society is felt
vcn in the world of letters, so tbat several authors have written books
for he beucfit of the J:)eople, or abridged well-known works on Ru. ia
a11<1 other ·ountri .'. 'Ihe ·chool ar taught by ladies from the best
C'la :c · f oc:i ty, who volunte r for such J:)lll'l)0"e.
thcr i 1 · t e<1u ·ation are th J:)Opular publications of the comf •lem 1 t< ry •cl u · tion: f the S cicty for the Propa.gatio of
D o •. f he Int rm iay a :ociety i und cl by Tolstoi , hich
· t hl'ill"' th hi,,.h r ancl lower cla :c::; together on a ~oDllllon
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footing. A ne,v publication is called Russian Thought, the editor of
which deems it useless to treat the peasants like children, but feels
that tlley should at foast have homeopathic doses of the intellectual
culture which dominates the rest of Euro11e. There is also the school of
Yosna'ia Paliana, founded and maintained by Leon Tolstoi, and the
journal of the same name, wherein the celebrated writer de-velops his _
theories. These essays serve to show the interest which the higher
classes of Russian s9ciety ha-ve for popular education.
P9pul ar lectures were established under ministerial sanction as far
back as 1873, a permanent commission being charged with looking out
for this work and with elaborating regulations applicable to the organization oflectures which were inaugurated in St. Petersburg the same
year.
A Russian society for the diffusion of useful books was early established, for during 1860-70 it had edited 101 books, of which 34,!J00
copies h ad been published and 16,000 distributed gratis. This society,
which was recruited almost entirely among the nobility and burghers
ofl\foscow, al£o founded a publishing house which furnished-educational
literature and popular reading as cheaply as l)ossible. Translations
from P esta,lozzi, Channing, Bain,· Owen, Frocbel, Combe,- Boehme,
Virchow, and others, were a,lso placed before the reading public. Provincial and local associations were also formed on a similar plan to the
Society for the Diffusion of Knowledge, but most schools of the provinces obtain their school material from the depository of the main society. People's lilm:1,ries were also instituted by this society, and ·a n
arrangement was made with the zemstvos to place educational literature gratuitously within reach of the peasantry in the country around
Kbarkof, if not elsewhere. There are many oth~r societies which serve
as a means for carrying on a higher grade of education, even to the
continuation of university studies. Learned works on biology, philosophy, and chemistry arc often published by them. Classed among
these societies is tho Society of Physics, an auxiliary of the University
of St. Petersburg, and which, through gifts made for that purpose,
gives more thought to astronomical observations than to expeTjments
in physics. The Society of Naturalists publishes important works and
organizes expeditions to other countries.
~I1he Society of Amateurs for the Study of ~-\.nthropology and Etlmogr apby has created a museum of applied sciences. The Society of
Naturalists of the University of Kazan, independent of its scientific
work, has establishe<l twenty-eight or more meteorological stations, a
health department, a magnetic observatory at Kazan, and has organized excursions to continue studies in astronomy, botany, geology, and
zoology. Thon there are the Academy of Sciences, the Mineralogical
Society, the Geographical Society, with its Caucasian and Siberian
branches, the Moscow Society of Naturalists, the Arcbreological and
Scientific Societies of the Baltic pro-'i'incos, and various medical and
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educational societies. The work accomplished by the learned men of
Russia is especially noteworthy in the lines of chemistry, biology, and
physiology; women, too, have special courses of lectures in chemistry
in the Alexander hospitals in St. Petersburg, and here, as elsewhere,
they show themselves apt students, but as they were found to be without special preparation for such study the hospital commission has
opened special courses for them in pharmaceutics, botany, and chemistry,
anonymous members providing the funds for such study. The Russian
Government has also undertaken to give them a solid preparation for
the position of pharmacist. Women between 17 and 40 years of age
are admitted if the examination requirements are met. During the
three years' course they are admitted to university laboratories, so as
to obtain practical experience.
SCTTOOL SAVINGS BANKS.

It is questionable whether this method of establishing habits of thrift
has ever obtained a footing in Russia, as the participants in the first
congress for technical and professional instruction held in St. Peters. burg in January, 1890, resolved to petition the Imperial Technical
Society and the minister of public instruction to establish such banks
in connection with the technical schools.
SCHOOLS ]'OR SPECIAL CLASSES,

The present number of schools for the deaf, blind, and idiots is not
known. In 1882 there were 13 schools for the first-mentioned unfortunates, with about 50,000 pupils under instruction; 4 schools for the
blind, and 1 for the imbecile population. Later information 1s not
obtainable.
HISTORICAL SKETCH.

The earliest efforts towards culture in Russia may be traced as far
back as 088, to the Byzantine Fathers, but it must be noted that the
Russia of that period occupied only the center and southern portions
of the present European Russia. Cyril and Methodius, two Byzantine
Brother , are accredited with forming the Slavonic charters, by which
religious teachings were given to the people, and they and other brothers of the Order helped to disseminate a knowledge of reading and
writing. The rav '- ges of the Tartars from the Ea tern Steppes soon
ch ck d the effort. of the Byzantines, but the invaders were tolerant of
th r religions, and throurrh their efforts monasteries and convents
w rn , ta li:h <l, which w r not, however, seats of great learning. The
fir ·t · c:ho 1, 1111 • t cl with a monastery at Kief, date from the fifteenth
ntnr ·; th · ·concl fr m 1 ·~ in.; fo w, which chool had among its
t ach _,r_ · ~e f the monk: fr m the ief monast ry. About this time
t11
li h rn n n ·e b gan
b f 1 , '- ncl the r e1~ orthodox believ rs
h, cl t · 11 n with h Romau 1 ath lie influ nee a brought into the
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country by the Poles, who laid the foundation of the J esu_it schools of
the early part of the seventeenth century. At the same date Russian
schools were established on about the same plan as those of the Jesuits.
The most famous of these were the Greek-Latin-Slavonic school at
Kief, and the Latin-Greek school at Moscow, both of which aimed to
instruct in two languages and in philosophy and theology. It is, however, usually considered that the earliest efforts to educate the people
date from Peter the "Great (1689-1725), for he brought Russia into relation with the nations of Europe by sending men to other countries to
study, and by attracting men to Russia who were recognized as authorities in different branches of learning. He also establisheQ. special
technical schools for engineers and for naval science, military and naval
schools-the naval academy at St. Petersburg in 1715-and a few
people's schools. He also founded schools for the clergy, for nobles
(whom he did not permit to marry unless they could read), and for civil
servants or Tchinovniks.
It was Peter the Great who ordered obligatory instruction, and who
intended by this method to place the Russian nation on a level with
other European nation,s. He e-ven ordered tl;te alphabet to be changed
from the Slavonic to the modern Russian characters, but the older language has still to be learned in all schools. The German influence
dates from Peter the Great's reign,1 and it was still quite apparent up
to the reign of Elizabeth (1741-1761), but this Empress encouraged the
study of the French language and literature, and in 1757 the founding
of the Academy of Fine Arts in St. Petersburg was the means of
bringing to Russia French painters, who did much towards strengthening the French influence.
During the reign of Catharine II (1762-17!J6) popular lay schools were
established in many districts and towns, as also gymnasia for secondary instruction, and plans were made for the founding of three universities, the University of Moscow having already been founded in
1755.
In 1782 a commission was appointed to study the necessary measures for organizing elementary education in Russia. Its decision was
to create two divisions, one having four-year courses for well-to-do people, the other having a two years' course for the poorer classes. Tbe
need of good teachers was so noticeable, however, that in 1786 the
right of opening and teaching school was only accorded to those who
could give proof of capacity. During the reign of Catharine II the
convent at Smolna was established. This was the first of the famous
1

The most famous German schools which have for over a century exerted a great
influence are those of St. Peter, St. Catharine, St. .Anne, and of the Reformed Church
jn St. Petersburg. They are now subject to rules laid down by the ministry of public instruction and rank with the gymnasia. Th~ir students have always been
highly trained. Moscow, too, has had two similar schools, dating from 1601 an<l 1668.
The com·seR in these arc more like the Reah1chool of the present day,
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institutes for girls which are now found in different divisions of Russia, and to Catharine may be assigned the first efforts to educate
daughters of p.obles, the .a im of Peter having been to educate the
noble-sand their sons. The advancement of education was most marked,
howeyer, under Alexander I, and in 1802 the first administrative organization was attempted through the creating of the office of minister of
popular enlightenment. This ministry took the place of the committee
6r council of education established by ·Catharine II, and the duties were
to organize a school system, to encourage the propagation of knowledge,
and to inculcate philanthropic ideas.
.In 1803 many communal schools were transformed jnto gymnasia,
established upon the plan of thosB in Germany. The following year a
decree prescribed the openh1g of more schools on lands belonging to the
gov-emment or to the nobles, and e-ven the clergy offered to aid in the
educriJional development of the masses. As an outcome of the establishment of a ministry of popular enlightenment or public instruction,
the Em1)ire was divided (in 1802-1803) into school circuits, which consisted of thB centering of the educaitional institutions of different provinces a...round the universities. This centralization was aided. by the
appointment in each circuit or district of an official who communicated
directly with and represented the ministry in that section. The univ"ersity ccnte.r-s we~e at first :M:oseow, Vilna, and Dori~at; later came St.
Petersburg, Kazan, Kharkof, and Kief. In the cities four class gymnasia were opened; in the districts two class schools to prepare for the
gymnasia. Then there were parish schools, with simple instruction
preparing for the district schools. The Emperor was so intent upon
the education of his people that he decreed that no one should become
a civil servant unless he pass through a gymnasjum.
In 1819 school fees were introduced as follows: $2.79 for parish
schools, $5.58 in district schools, $8.37 in gymnasia. These fees
were used to pay teachers' salaries, to furnish awards for study and
good conduct, and for pensions. In 1819 the University of St. Petersburg was de,cloped from an earlier established pedagogical college
which was suspended in that year. This college was reopened again
in 1829, and kept open until 1859-G0, when a course of pedagogical
lectures was instituted in its pJace. This institution in all its pha es
aided greatly the cause of education and had many students, but it
wa eventually changed into the Historico-Philological Institute of
1 G7, de cribcll el ewhcre.
far . b, ·_k a 1 2 energetic ruea. mes were attempted by the Govrnm nt, wl11 ·h oug11t to bring all schools within the bounds of a
• <lmi_u i tration. A law of 183.3 reorganized the universitie o
Yb ·a e teac:hinc-r bodi rather than administrative bodies,
~ H the· ·Ji ls uu er th c011trol of curators of school cir'111 j
cl
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as the classical schools, or gymnasia., did not suit the needs ·of all tba
people. Nicholas I (1825-55) in his ~ndeavor to quell the revolutionary ideas which were widely disseminated between 1812 and 1848,
wished to abolish or reduce the state universities, but the · decadence
was so complete after the Crimean war that ·he found it necessary to
reorganize classical education.
During the reign of Alexander II (1855-81) there was marked
progress apparent, for with the emancipation of thu serfs in 1860 came
a call for more schools, as prior to 1864 elementary schools wern only
established in small centers. In 1864 a law for the establishment of
elementary schools was promulgated. This law, or statute, created
three grades of education: Elemenfary (parish and city schools), secondary (progynmasia, gymnasia, and R.eal schools), higher (tec'_\:mical
and the universities). These schools were to be administered by the
minister of public instruction, his deputy, the minister's coun cil, the
director of the different divisions, the presiding officer of the lea-med
committee, and the curator of the different circuits. In 1867 the oversight of elementary schools was given to the zemstvo and other local
authorities, and in every district a school board was formed.
A.~ supervisor of the district board there was the provincial council
consisting of five members; two of which represented the zemstvos,
two the tchinovniks, and the fifth the religious authorities or bishops.
The duties of the last were to oYersee tbe reUgious instruction in the
common schools, but the bishop depended upon the vi.llage priests for
all information, and these priests bad the authority to visit the schools
and give advice to the teachers, and if matters were not satisfactory to
so report to either bishop or tchinovnik. A.s will be observed, the central authorities were trying to bring about better cooperation between
the authorities and the schools, but the members of the school councils
seemed .apathetic, meetings of councils became more rare and the ruinister found himself without the means of knowing the number or
condition of the schools. The result of this state of things was that
the minister decided, in J,869, to create inspectors of elementary grades,
and hi 1874 the school councils were placed under the general charge
of the minister of public instruction, the central authorities, in a
sen se, assuming control of education thro~gkout the Empire. The
l aicisation of education was not a question in Russia, the clergy as a
whole attended to thefr own affairs, although there were in the country
priests who taught the peasants to read . The teaching of religion in
the public schools was, however, separate from that of other branches.
In less important centers of population the schools received children
belonging to different confessions, priests of the Ortlrodox, Catholic,
Protestant, J ewish, and l\fohamedan religions t.:1,king part in the religious instruction and specially examining the pupils at different periods
in presence of some person foreign to religious orders.
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A notable point in education is that the military laws are so arranged
in Russia that they contribute to educational progress by shortening
the time spent in the army and recognizing the principle of obligatory
instruction. The length of service is reduced from year to year according to the degree of instruction of the recruit. Those who have acertificate of studies in the elementary grades have the length of service
reduced from six to four years. Students of the technical or industrial
schools and gymnasia are also favored in the same way; the former have
only three years to serve, the latter a year and a half. For university
students the army life is reduced to six months.
The establishment, by the zemstvos, of lay schools in the country,
and the placing of a certain amount of authority over the schools in the
hands of local assemblies, general councils, and municipal councils,
were the keynotes to an amelioration of the condition of school affairs.
The villages in Russia bad their own independent form of government,
the.heads of families meeting together to discuss village affairs, and
the decision of the Mir (or village or communal assembly) being accepted
as :final by the members of the commune. This institution-the Mirwas presided over by the village elder, who represented the executive
power. Through his efforts and those of the assembly general interest
in educ.ational Il'iatters was awakened . . For the period 1866-71 there
was noticeable an increase of schools, changes in the number of classes
in the gymnasia, a larger expenditure for schools in the annual budget,
and there were discussions as to the need of more practical development by the establishment of Real schools.
These progressive movements naturally led to the passing of a statute, in 1872, creating the Real school of the present day. This statute
of May 15, 1872, created schools which :fitted for special industrial professions and for higher technical schools. While the gymnasia were
practically established for students who could prolong their studies
until 22 or 23 years of age, the Real schools were for those who could
not attend longer than their sixteenth or seventeenth year. This same
statute permitted pupils of the lower classes of gymnasia and pro gymnasia to pass without preliminary examination into corresponding
classes of the Real schools. By this method the child's natural aptitudes
were soon determined, and parents or the authorities could decide which
class of school was best suited to the pupil's need. These schools were
organized on a similar plan to that of gymnasia and progymnasiathat i , as boarding and day school.
Iu 1872 another important reform was inaugurated which transformed
distri t school. · to r gular city schools. The rea on for this change
·a th< t_ the di ·trict chools were not progressing as was hoped, and it
1
'
t r plac them by regularly established schools with a
ur. , the main el m nts of in truction being the same as
radc f di trict and ci y, chools, when all alike, were three-
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class schools (law of 1828). The teachers for different branches of instruction were also replaced by class teachers, each class having a
teacher for all branches, except religion, which is under the charge of
the clergy. The instruction was to be conducted according to wellestablished methods, a11d it was even intended to pre.pare the pupils
for certain trades and professions. Still another important move of that
period was the giving directors of normal .schools (42 at that date)
the right of voting in provincial school councils, their presence at such
meetings being considered of value in the discussion of school questions. .And still another reform consisted in the establishment of seminaries for special masters to take charge of these schools. Pedagogical
courses, the expenses to be borne by the provincial authorities, were
also established near gymnasia in thirteen different subdivisions of
Russia. The exercises in these . courses lasted two months a,n d the
aspirants for teachers' positions were expected to learn all about
methods of instruction and the organfaation of schools in general.
From 1872 to 1884 there were a few changes chronicled, but in the
main they were more in detail than in any general change of base, the
statutes of 1872 seeming to be the formation of the school system. In
1884, however, there were movements in regard to higher education
which have been fully presented under "Courses of study," as these
movements dealt more especially with methods of examination, etc.
Graduation from the university is not a requisite for holding official
position. Young men from good families prefer professional or military
institutions, the school of law, the .Alexander Lyceum, the corps of
pages, etc. Many careers are however, open to the university student,
so that boys belonging to impoverished families oftentimes desired a
university education. For such students there are stipends from governmental corporations, or college funds; use of the first required tha
stuuent after graduation to serve the State for a few years, generally
six. The poverty of the many students has a certain effect upon the
general academic success, a.nd this point of relieving the student from the
long struggle for a livelihood jluring his academic years bas been freely
discussed by the different commissions. The result of such effort is
that through the donations and liberal aid given by the Government
an intelligent population is kept in the universities, and the law of 1884:
has been the means of much progress i.p. many points of view, and the
examinations passed before a commission give a truer value than heretofore to the diploma received.
The parochial schools were organized in this same year, by law of
July 13, 1884. Thoy depend upon the clergy, are especially favorizeu by
the Government, and are under the direction of the Holy Synod.which
places first and foremost in its programme "the law of God." These
schools are kept up in rural districts by half-religious, half-patriotic
brotherhoods.
ED
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Certain political movements .1 were the means of the closing or sns_peusion of a few secondary or higher gmde institutions-as on :March
24, 1879, the closing of the Medico-Ohirugical Academy, on January 3,
1880, the closing of the Institute of Civil Engineers, on April, 1890, the
temporm·y closing, of the University of St. Petersburg. In the higher
grade institutiofls the tendencies towards socialistic ideas are most
noticea,ble, but these chan,ges have not materially affected the general
tone of educational effort. Decrees have been promulgated from time
to time, which deal especially with such upheavals, such as the decree of
October 15, 1891, which directed university councils to act as special
tribunals for the trial of students who have committed political offense
or committed any act detrimental to the law of public safety. Efforts
are also being made by the authorities to eliminate, as far as possible,
the a,nti-Russian feeling which has de.veloped from the years of teaching by German and French professors, and by giving a firmer basis of
instruction from the Russian standpoint, to bring about a more patriotic sentiment tending to educate a people more in sympathy with the
endeavors of the Czar to unite his subjects of all nationa.lities and religions in one common band of brotherhood. Such may be said to be the
main features of education in the vast Empire of Russia.
TECHNICAL AND ARTIS.A.N 2 EDUCATION IN RUSSI.A.. 1
l3y M, .A.NoPOFF, Director of the Nicholas Industrial School in St. Petersburg.

A most interesting report on technical education in Russia bas been
compiled by M. Anopoff, director of the Nicholas Industrial School
in St.. Petersburg. It gives an exhaustive review of all that has been
done du.ring the last twenty years in Russia in this important branch
of national education, and is of special interest as furnishing information in regard to the most recent legislation respecting schools which
· have been or are about to be founded. l\L Anopo:ff limits his statem nt to full details of intermediate and elementary technical and industrial institutions without entering into a description of the higher
scho l '. 'rbe value of this report is so obvious that quite a complete
digc.-t is here presented. The report is followed by a fairly complete
_ re ·ume of the first congress of technical and industrial educators,
wl1ich wa held in January, 1890, in St. Petersburg.
T chnical and industrial dn ation in the narrows nse in which I use tho term,
say:; .1. Anopoff in his book on the :present condition of Jov.er grade of tcchni<:al ancl nrti .. an in trnctiou iu Russia, acc1uired its right to recognition in com-

hool s, pr parcel 1,y Ir. Etlmuncl Noble, of Doston, Mass.
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paratively recent times. From the earliest period our Government has endeavored
to improve general education and spread it among the people, but middle and low
grade technical and industrial education (not taking into consideration the Practical Technological Institute at St. Petersburg and tho Imperial Technological School
at Moscow, later merged into higher educational establishments) did not begin.earlier
than a quarter of a century ago. Nor is this statement discredited in any wa,y by
the fact that prior to that time there existed some low, middle, and special high
grade educational establishments, since snch establishments existed for purposes
whicl1, with a general reseml>l:ince, differe<l. much in dctailfrom tbose that constitute
the essence of technical and industrial education. The explanation of this must
be sought in the fact that these establishments, belonging as they did to different
governments, were made to answer to the needs of each government, and iri.. the. fur. ther fact of the lack of a unified system of general education. The only exceptions
to the narrow :rnd special character of the above-named establishments were afforded
by the special extra classes and commercial divisions of the Realschools ( changed
from Real gymn:isia by edict of May 15, 1872) and by the sec011d-cfass and first-class
villago,district, and city schools (edict ofMay31, 1872).
Twenty-five years seems a very short pcrio<l. in which to establish the general work
of popular education on a firm footing a·n d to achieve the results anticipated by the
promoters of the work, yet the statistics afford abundant proof of the development
of t echnical and industrial education, and of its spread to the remotest p arts of the
Empire. This success in educational work is due to se-rnral causes; to the zeal of
the Government in carrying it on; to the industrial progress made by the country;
and, finally, to the manner in which the efforts of the Government have been
seconded by the city and district authorities, by Yarious societies, and by private
individuals.
This constant opening of now establishments and the_conseqnent increase in their
number soon necessitated some gcnernl pl::tn of organiz:ition for technical and industrial educn.tion, and the task of <l.rn.,ving up such a plan was conferred, by an
edict of the Imperial Council of February 21, 1878, upon the ministry of :finances.
In 1881 an imperial order was issued for the transfer of most of the above-mentioned
establfshments from the ministry of finances to the ministry of public instruction,
in which a special division was.formed in 1883 for technical and industrial education. To this special division was given the work of drawing up the general
educntional programme, and of elaborating measures for insuring a better direction
of o<J.ucational forces generally. The principal regulations for tho industrial schools,
presented to the Imperial Council by the minister of public instruction, received
imperial sanction in 1888, and the minister was instructed to form a special temporary commission from the representatives of the ministries of public instruction,
:finance, internal affairs, and imperial domaims, to indicate the localities in which
industrial schools ought to be opened at the expense of the Government, to deter-·
mine the special subjects which they should teach, and to outline the n1les and regulations by which those schools should be guided. This commission met un<l.er the·
prosic1oncy of Mr. Ilyin, director of the St. Petersburg Technological Institute, and ·
its work, after being examined by the Imperial Council~ received imperial sanction
on Juno 26, 1889.
The now edict for the Rcalschools, of date 1888, does away with all the special
extra departments in them, with the exception of those for commercial education,
and in place of these divisions it requires the opening, at Government expense, of
technical and artisan schools of the middle and low grades. Though these schools
are reqnired to observe the strictly defined plan drawn up for them, they still havo
tho benefit of tho results of the long practical experience of existing schools, whose
work began and has been carried on under less favorable conditions. A close stucJy
of those establishments a:fl'ords an opportunity to borrow the most bene:ficial features from them and to save the new schools from the errors which interfered with
tho development of the older schools.
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Any adequate review of existing middle and lower grad~- technical and industrial educationaf establishments in Russia can not be limited to incidental facts
and partial descriptions;· it must present the amplest and most exact details regarding the schools; it must fully describe each .of them, showing the results reached
and the causes that interfore to prevent normal and further development. With
these ends in view special attention i.s given to the history anu. growth of the various
schools as well as to the interest shown in them by local societies, since it is to
these societies, as well as to individuals, that the educational establishments referred
to owe_ their origin and often the contributions necessa1·y to carry them on. The
present sketch deals only with boys' schools of higher, middle, and lower grade
which have been founded to prepare artisans and factory workers. In other
words, it has as its object the study pf those new schools whose beginning dates back
to the sixties, but which have up to the present failed to supply any positive and·
definite answers to the questions put to them regarding the degree of success they
have attainecl in carrying out tho objects for which they were founded.
The whole of the above-mentioned establishments for technical and industrial
education are divided, according to the objects they have in view, into five groups:
FIRST GROUP.

The technical schools, whoae course is that of the middle gr-ade educational establishments. They resemble the Realschools, and have special departments accord;..'1.g
to the edict of 1872, but differ from them in giving greater prominence to professional studies. These technical schools make the same demands upon pupils as do
the Realschools, and have a course whose period extends from six to eight years.
Their aim is to provide the lads entering them with a general education, and
also with that amount of technical and commercial knowledge which is necessary
to qualify them for posi-Lions as assistant engineers or for acting as foremen in any of
the smaller industrial enterprises. '£hose who pass through the full course in these
schools have the right to enter the high special educational establishments on the
same footing as the pupils of the gymnusia and the Realschools; while in the matter of military service, they enjoy the privileges of the pupils of the educational
establishments of the first two ranks. 1 The pupils, ·besitles taking part in tho class
studies, occupy themselves in the mechanical WOl'kshops or the chemical lab .1ratories; considerable importance is also given to inspection of factories and practice
in them during the summer vacations. To this first group belong, strictly speaking,
only three schools: I, the high-grade artisan school at Loclzi; II, the technical
achool at Irkutsk, and III, the Kommissaroff Technical School at Moscow.
To the list of the middle-grade technical schools, however, may be added the estal.>lishment at Omsk and Kungursk, though the imperial eaict classifLes them -with
• schools here placed in the second group. Yet in reality the Omsk and the Kungursk
establishments differ from the schools of Cherepovetz, Simbirsk, and a few others,
inasmuch as they require from pupils seeking admission proficiency in the conrse
either of the city schools (edict of May 31, 1872) or of the district schools, while the
other middle-grade technical establishments d mand from pupils a mere knowledge of
th ourse of tho primary schools. There is also the difference that, while at Omsk
and Kungursk the pupils are taught the full course in algebra and trigonometry,
tbn e subject do not enter into the course of the other schools which in their
~ n •ral aims r s m1Jle :he low-grade technical choo]s. Tho school 1at Lodzi, during
its ."' n Y Y. ars of 1. tcnce, has ducatecl 2 7 pupil , while the school at Irkui k,
dormg a. P"flO l of venty- ix y ars, has graduat d 91 pupils. If to these totals wo
a<lil tli
pupil graduating from the Komi snroff ancl msk school we shall find
_ rio l of s v n tc .n yrars th se four du ational stahli<;run~nts prepared
a out 50yonn m n, boh,Ycsinceaitledinthoc1evelopipentofthcnationalinduson pag 199.
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tries. About 35 per cent of the graduates are continuing their education, or have
already completed it, at the high-grade special educational establishments; 40 per
cent are engaged in various trade and industrial enterprises, while 25 per cent have
turned aside from the special occupations for which the school fitted them to other
callings.
SECOND GROUP.

To this group belong educational establishments in which such subjects of general education ate taught as are found in the programmes of city, district, and twocla11s village schools. For admission to the_se· establishments the knowledge demanded is such as is given in the lower elementary schools, the course occupying
from four to six years, according to the information possessed by the pupil at his
entrance. In the matter of military service, pupils are given the privilege of the
third rank,1 with the exception of the Nicholas Artisan School at St. Petersburg,
which enjoys still higher military privileges. The programme of subjects, so far·as
general education is concerned, is not fuller than the programme of the city schools
as settled by the edict of May 31, 1872; but in addition to such general educational subjects, there are taught in the schools of this group physics, mechanics, the technology
of metals and wood, bookkeeping, and other special subjects; the study of drawing
and drafting also occupies a conspicuous place in the curriculum. It is the aim of
these establishments to prepare master workmen for the factories, specialists in the
ruder kinds of mechanical work, machinists, and draftsmen. A graduate from one
of these schools has no right to enter the high special establishments, although
tLe wide scope of his study leads him to desire to extend his education. In the
greater part of the establishments there are systematic courses for the studj' of
cabinet-making and carving. The cost of maintaining such courses is very great,
and so, owing to want of means, the pupils learn their trade by doing work for
customers. Many of the pupils after graduating enter the low-grade schools as
teachers of trades, and so the establishments of this group, though not designed to
prepare teachers of trades, and not having special classes f?r this purpo~e, yet seem
to discharge the function of seminaries for the preparation of instructors in trades.
A large number of these establishments often have boarding pupils. To this group
belong the Alexandrovsky 'l'echnical School in the city of Cherepovetz, the Artisan
School of Count Orloff-Davidoff in Simbirsk, and the Czarevich Nicholas Artisan
School at St. Petersburg; also the various technical railroad schools of .the country,
but as these latter are under the control of the minister of ways of communication,
and by being restricted in their aims, satisfy the needs of the railroad service. The
description of them does not enter into the object of the present work.
TIIIRD GROUP.

This group includes the artisan schools, with a curriculum of general education:;i,l
subj ects which resemble that of the elementary schools, and sometimes approaches
in character the course of the two-class village schools. The maj~rity of the schools
of this group receive pupils who have graduated from the elementary schools. The
establishments in this division are founded for the purpose of preparing master
workmen in the "bush" or domestic industry, in the various industrial occupations
of the village, and in factories. They give instruction in cabinet-making, blacksmithing, carpentry, carving, tailoring, shoemaking, bookbinding, harness-making,
etc.; but only a very few of them can pretend to any systematic teaching of the
trades, and the pupils learn their business by requesting orders from customers.
They utilize the summer vacation by occupying themselves in the workshops during
that period. In Group II delicacy of finish in the work done is indispensable, but
in the present group it is not insisted upon. Boarding establishments exist in con1

Described on page 199.
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nection with only a few of the schools; in the majority the pupils are day scholars.
This group includes the artisan schools of Kazan, Orenburg, Kishine:ff, Irbit, etc.;
also artisan schools under the control of various charitable societies, such as those
in Vfadimir, Nizhni-Novgorod, Tver, etc.; farther, such model workshops as that at
Tamboff, the Birsky Technical school, and so on.
The schools of second and third groups, while resembling each other in their aims,
vary greatly in their organization, as well as in tho character of the general and
special education which they give. One meets among them, in fact, very different
types of education.al establishments, beginning with the low-g-rade technical schools
and ending with the practical artisan workshops, without any provision for <!lass
instruction,. even in writing and drawing. During the educational year 1888-'89
the schools of these two groups expended no less a sum than 875,000 rubles
($4S8,250)ineducatingover5,000pupils, about 2,000 of whom were boarding pupils.
The pupils were prepared for the various trades in the following proportion: ~or
locksmithing, 45 per cent; foundry work, 1.5 per cent; lathe turning, 1 per cent;
blacksmithing, 3 per cent; cabinetmaking, 28 per cent.; woou-carving, 2 per cent;
shoe and harness making, 6 per cent; tailoring, 1.5 per cent; bookbinding, less than
1 per cent. About 4,433 pnpils passed through the course, distributed, by trade, as
follows: Locksmiths, 45 per cent; cabinetmakers, 20 per cent; shoemakers, 4 per
cent; tailors, 0.15 per cent; bookbinders, 0.8 per cent.
FOURTll GROUP,

To this group belong the various special and geneml educational schools for adults,
such a'i the building school, the school of printing, the evening and Sunday special
classes of the Imperial Technical Society of St. Petersburg, and the artisan school
at Riga. Instruction is given in the evenings and Sundays, when the working men
are not occupied. Those who successfully pass through the course are entitled to
the privilege of third or fourth rank 1 in mili tu.ry service, according to the degree of
education received.
FIFTil GROUP.

This group includes the general educational low-grade establishments, comprising
elementary, district, and city schools, with the extra "artisan" departments
attached to them.
In order to increase facilities for technical and artisan education in Russia, tho
Minister of Public Instruction in 1872 transformed the Realgymnasia into Realschools
with special complementary classes, and almost simultaneously introduced instruction in trades into the teachers' seminaries and into the low-grade schools. The
regul;itions for the city schools ( dated 31st of May, 1872) provide that pupils in
such schools, when their parents desire it, may occupy themselves with trades like
bookbinding and wood carving, with a view to the development of technical skill.
The regulations -also contain tho following provisions: "When societies or private individuals in cities intimate tueir willingness to defray half the cost of
prar.tical instruction in trades and arts at the city schools, the Minister of Public Instruction will communicate with tho finister of Finances with a view to the gra.ntin" of a subsidy for such p ll1)ose to the amount of not more than 300 rubles ($167) a
· nr f r ·a h school." In he instr ctions is necl 1 y the Minister of Public Instrncti n (Jun , 75) fort e two- la anu one-cl s villa"'O schools the following pro. .
"I t
b
vi 1 n
ur:
n o th on and two-cla s schools, according to the means which
h<\ · may hn.v at th ir :li p sal, is introduced the teaching of tra<les an,1 arts for
1
i or ~ r the girl . In ho ls wh re tho neces ary facilities C:\..-ist the
0
m me ed i kitchen an<l mar t gardening'. Ono-cla s and
1 a or
d by tho ini t r of Public Instruction in tho e locali-
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ties outside cities where societies or private persons undertake to provide a certain
amount to defray the cost of instruction and materialst such amount being supplemental to the grant made by the Government; but where local societies and private
persons fail to make up the sum needed the :Minister of Public Instruction may
assign a further amount, equal to from 100 ($55) to 140 rubl-es .($78). Instruction. in
trades and arts is placed in the hands of the state inspectors of people's schools or of
competent persons approved of by them. Instruction in the trades and arts is paid
at the rate of 160 rubles ($89) annually in the two-class and 140 rubles ($78) in
the one-class schools. The choice of the particular trades, arts, and handiwork
to be taught at any school is left with the local society and the state inspector,
while occupation in such branches is obligatory only for those children whose parents
or rep resentatives desire it. All tools and apparatus necessary for the teaching of
trades are to be purchased by the inspector, in consultation with the instructor, at
the ·cost of the local promoters of the school, who are also expected to meet tho expense of renewing such tools and apparatus. "Money received from the snJ.e of work
done by pupils is to be applied to the purchase of workshop materia1s, any resiflue
being turned over to the reserve funcls of the school. If a school has no workshop,
tho necessary facilities must be provided; but work must not be done in the classrooms, even when the lesson is being given. The pupils are to receive their in&truction in trades or handiwork at ti.mes when they are free from lessons, and they must
l>e taught either all together or in divisions on different dn.ys, - according to the size
of the rooms,.the number of the tools, and the q_uantity of the materials available.
Only children who attend school are aill9wed to participate in the o-ccupations of
the ,..rnrkshops. The tools and materials used aro r egarded as the property of the
school. Instructors must be present in the workshop or at the trade and handi,York
classes, relieving one another as m:1y be necessary. In schools which have an honorary trustee, that .official may watch over the industrial occupations of the pupils,
if he so desires . The number of hours, during which instruction shall be given is
left to the honorary trustee, the teachers of the school, and the instructors in the
trade desired. When possible, each school ought to have connected with it a ga.rden
or kitchen garden and a beehive, for instru.ction ol the children, when out of
school, in gardening and beekeeping, though this is at the option of their parents
or guardians."
In a.ccordance with these provisions, artisan departments were opened in the city
schools (edict of May 31, 1872) and in the primary schools, the number being as
follows : In the district schools-7 in 1881, 11 in 1882, 10 in 1883, 48 in.1884; in the
city schools-28 in 1882, 31 in 1883, 37 in 1884; in the primary schools-573 in 1881,
638 in 1882, 814 in 1883, and 747 in 1884. In the year 1885 there existed 217 district
schools, with 16,969 male pupils, of whom 2,524 graduated and 3,683 left before
finishing the course. There were also 85 two-class city schools and other establishments having the rights of dis-trict schools, with 5,068 male pupils: of whom 672
grallnatcd and 1,30! loft school before finishing the course. There were in the same
year.321 of the city schools established under the edict of May 31, 1872, a.n.d these
wore :1ttendcd by 38,919 male pupils, of whom 2,234, graduated -and 8 097 l eft school
before :finishing the course. 'l'he artisan classes in all these 623 sch~ols numbered
85. B~ch district school had an average of 78 pupils, of whom 17 graduated.
Each ctty school averaged 121 pupils, but owing to the fact that m:1ny of the city
schools
were but recently opened, there has been practically. no time for grad
t·
c
. ua 10n •
O.1. the number of those who left school from the above-mentioned establishments 30
per cent were gm.eluates.
On January 1, 1885, there were 24,209 primary schools in existence includinO'
23,-10-1 one-class a.nd 805 two-class schools. The attendance included 1,.166,913 pupil:
of both se:x:es-9-1,589 at the two-class establishments and 1,372,324 in those of_ onecluss. In other words, each two-class school had 117 pupils and each one-class
sch~ool 58. Of the_ total number of pupils the boys constituted 79 pe:r cent, o.r
1,fo2,516, and the _g irls 21 per cent, or 314,397. The boys in the village schools num-
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bered 1,034,634 and in the city schools 117,882. Those gru.duating in 1884 numbered
118,829, or 8.1 per cent of the whole number of pupils. This remarkably large percentage of pupils who leave school without graduating-and do so in increasing
numbers, despite the fact that graduation confers privileges in connection with
military service that are highly valued among the village population-is to be explaine,d not by the indifference of the villagers to education, but by such domestic
and economic conditions as make it impossible for the peasant to keep his children
at school during the three or more years necessary for the course.
NAMES OF THE SCHOOLS,

The names of the schools described in detail by M. Anopo:ff 's report a.re as follows:
First group.-High-grade Artisan School, at Lodzi; Technical School, at Irkutsk;
Kommissuroff Technical School; . Omsk Technical School; Kung11rsky Technical
Echool.
Second group.-Alexander Technical School, at Cherepo-vetz; Artisan School of
Count Orloff-Davidoff, at Simbirsk; Czarevich Nicholas Artisan School, in St. Petersburg; Knlebinsky Artisan School; Mikhailovsky City School, at Tillis; Gen. Maltse.ff District Artisan School, at Vladimir; Count Laris Melikoff Artis::m School at
Vladi-Kavkas; Alexander Artisan School, at Saratov; Deghterevsky District Artisan
School; Maklakoff Artisan School, at Putive; Mikhailovsky Artisan School, at Stavropol; Russian Imperial Technical Society's Artisan School for mechanical work;
Hebrew Artisan School of the "Labor" Society, at Odessa; Mikhailovsky Professional School, at Elizavetpol; City Arti.<,an School, at Kharkoff; Popoff Artisan
School, at the Nicholas-Bolshesolsky two-class school in the government of Kostromia;
St. Petersburg Artisan School, at Okhta; Hebrew Artisan School, at Dunaburg;
Michael Konarsky Three-class Artisan School, at Warsaw; Locksmiths and Artisan
School of the Moscow Society for the Spread of Technical Knowledge (under imperiµ,l patronage).
Third group.-Alexander Second Artisan SchoolJ at Kazan; Artisan School of the
Society of the Benevolent c~ntJ at Tver; Artisan School, at Irbit; Alexander Artisan School, at Kishine:ff; Model Artisan workshops, at Tambo:ff; Keen's Private
Artisan School, at \Varsaw; Artisan School, at Orenbur~; Koroleff Artisan School,
at Tomsk; Artisan School, at Kertch; District Artisan School, at Viatka; Artisan
School, at Zakataly; artisan classes at the Primary People's School in Moscow, maintained by Madame l\Iorozoff; Artisan School, at Sebastopol, supported by the Russian Steam Ship and Trading Society; Artisan School of the Port of Nikolaevsk;
Resheto:ffsky Artisan classes at the Children's Asylum in Tver; District Artisan School,
at lfalmwyzhsk; Kief Benevolent Society's Artisan School; Artisan School at the
Baltic Iron Ship-building Factory in St. Petersburg; Artisan School, at Smalensk;
Trapeznikoft' Artisan Educational Establishment, at Irkutsk ; Madame Kanshina's
hildren's Arti an Asylum, at Mosalsk; Artisan School, at Krasnoslobodsk; District
..Artisan School, of Birak; Shvedzoff Artisan School, at Penza; Educational Workshops of the Society of the Benevolent cent, at Wilna; Yakovle:ff Artisan School,
at Tur(l'ii; Alexander Artisan Parish School, at Ufa; Menkofl'sky Artisan School,
at cbastopol; City Artisan Asylum, at Vitcbsk; Artisa~ School, at Tobolsk;
Artisan 'chool, at Kolumna; Artisan School of the American Church Society, at
Astrakhan; Arti ·an cla s at the , avinsky People's School, in Kobwyzhck; Alexml r Arti an School, in th vill.1go of Kokhnre hta (government of Dessarabia);
i tri
Artisan · hool, a ~agaisk; Artisan School, at Matchkassy; District
~rti a~ chool, at 'ak a~au; Pot~ery chool, at Chinyeshent k; Kommissaro:ff Arti nn • ·ho"l, at l{o yeln1ch; Artisan School, at Zuya; Di trict Arti an School,
'hcmbar; A ti 'lll
hool, at Pekofl'; Al xander Artisan School, at Samara.;
a
1

chool. is giv n b .cnnee th y indicate so clearly in what
li t of _th
h Lmp1ro the wr rk of technical and in,111 trial trai11ing i being car-
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Ataman Technical School, at Novochercask; artisan classes at the four-class city
Schoo], in Aleshki; City Artisan School, at Archangel; Alexander II Artisan School,
at Astrakhan; Artisan School of the Benevolent Society, at Astrakhan; Artisan
Schoal, at Gorki; Artisan School, at Yela,buga; Artisan School, at Libidin; Artisan Grammar School, at Elizavetsgrad; cabinet-maker's workshop, at the Abramtseff
Primary People's School; Alexander II Artisan School; at Kovno; Military ArtisQ,n
School, at Novocherkask; Artisan School, at Ludinoff; Artisan School, at Kozelsk;
Artisan School, at Novomayachka; Educational Works hops, at Yurla and Kamgo:rt;
Alexander Artisan School, at Kief; Artisan School, at the Alexander Asylum for
Children, in Nizhni-Novgorod; Artisan Grammar School of the Charitable Society,
at Vlac1imir; Professional Department of the City School, at Batum; Hebrew Primary School with artisan department, at Minsk; artisan department of the Vungsky
Village School, in the government of Archangel; class for the teaching of carving
on bone, at theLomonossoff Village School, in the government of Archangel; Artisan
Asylum of the Charitable Society, at Vologda; Artisan School of Riazan.
Fourth group.-Schools and classes for working men under the supervision of the
Rnssian Imperial Technical Society; Artisan School, at Riga; School of Building
(place not stated); School of Printing, at St. Petersburg; School for Children. of
Jomneymen andMastervVorkmen, atlvanovo-Voznyesensk; Sunday Drawing Class
and Sunday Commercial School, at the High-grade Artisan School in Lodzi; drawing classes at the School of the Imperial Society for the Encouragement of Art;
. drawing classes at the Str6ganoff School for 'l'echnicn-1 Drawing; drawing classes of
the Baron Steglitz Central School for Technical Drawing in St. Petersburg; Drawfog class, at ·warsaw; drawing technical classes at the City School; in Psko:ff; Free
Classes of Technical Drawing of the Society for the Spread of Technical Knowledge, at Moscow.
Fifth group.-Artisan departments established by the edict of May 31, 1872, in the
city schools and the two-class and one-class village schools.
The cost of maintaining these people's or elementary schools in 1885 was 12,764,496
rubles ($7,122,588). To this amount there was contributed: From the state treasury, 9.2 per cent; from the cities, 17.9 per cent; from village societies, 24.6 per cent;
from district assemblies (zemstvos), 35.8 per cent; by donations, 7.6 per cent; from
school funds, 2.5 per cent; from other sources, 2.4 per cent. Up to January 1, 1885,
there existed, in connection with the people's schools, 747 artisan departments, distributed among the various educational circuits as follows: St. Petersburg, 86;
Moscow, 14.5; Rharkof, 56; Kazan, 58; Vilna, 40; Kief, 87; Odessa, 142; Orenburg,
57; Dorpat, 19; Caucasus, 57. The inspectors of the educational circuits point out
that progress in artisan instruction in the people's schools is slow owing to the fact
that the pupils are for the most part between the ages of 8 and 11, and they are, in
fact, too young for the heavy work of trade occupations. Moreover, in some localities, the peasants do not approve of instruction in trades in the schools on the ground
that when their children acquire trades in this manner their knowledge draws them
away from the village-where they are needed to cultivate the l:1nd and take part in
:field work-to the workshops of the city, where they can earn money, a migration
which, in view of the smalJness of peasant families is held to be ruinous to agriculture.
The number of low-gm.de schools with artisan departments, and the attendance in
the various educational circuits were enumerated in 1888 as follows: Moscow, 110
schools and 2,621 pupils; Caucasus, 81 schools and 1,.771 pupils; Odessa, 78 schools
and 1,723 pupils; St. Petersburg, 101 schools and 1,384 pupils; Kharkof, 42 schools
and 989 pupils; Kazan, 49 schools and 764 pupils; Orenburg, 35 schools and 660
pupils; Vilensk, 32 schools and 551 pupils; Kief, 13 schools and 267 pupils; Tul'kestan, 8 schools and 210 pupils; West Siberia, 11 schools and 161 pupils; Warsaw, 4
schools and 127 pupils; Eastern Siberia, 1 school and 10 pupils. The total number
of artisan departments and the number of pupils learning various trades in these
schools were as follows: Cabinetmaking, 289 departments and 4,875 pupils; carpentry, 1 department and 15 pupils; wood-turning, 6 departments and 64 :pupils; wood-
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carving, 2 departments and 25 pupils; blacksmithing, 62 departments and 858 pupils;
bookbinding, 116 departments and 1,410 pupils; shoemaking, 165 departments and
2,567 pupils.; tailoring, 17 departments and 271 pupils; hat-making, 1 department
and 15 pupils; tannery, 1 department and 6 pupils; harness-making, 4 deparliments
and 62 pupils; coopering, 6 departments and 84 pupils; rush and cane plaiting, 2
departments and 26 pupils; painting and glazing, 2 departments and 23 pupils; silkworm culture, 38 departmentA and 365 pupils; different kinds of horticulture, 43
departments and 556 pupils; grape-growing and wine culture, 1 department and 16
pupils.
The learning of trades in these schools is not obligatory, and the number of working hours varies from one to twenty-four a week, depemUng on the amount of accommoc.1::ttion and the means available. Instruction in trades has to be often given
in half-lighted rooms, while in some cases the trade lessons have to be taught in the
kiteh.en of the schoolmaster's house. On the other hand, there are schools which
pqssess a fine equipment for the purpose. The summer vacation is, for trade instruction, a period of activity or inactivity, according to circumstances. Some o{ tho
schools spend not more than 50 or 60 rubles ($27 to $33) annually in the teaching of
trudes, while others expend 200 rubles ($111) and upwards. Trade instructors receive from 50 to 480 rubles ($27 to $267) a year. Some of the schools teach trades
gratis, ancl this is especially the case in bookbinding, which is often taught by tho
s.choolmaster himself. The productive yield of the school workshop varies greatly;
at times it amounts to as much as 1,000 or 2,000 rubles ($558 to $1,116). There is a.
grent lack of method in the teaching, arn.1 it is very difficult to obtain competent instrnctors, so difficult, in fact, that in some cases artisan departments have had to be
closed. This was the case in Volog<l.a, Kursk, and a few other governments. In
many of the schools pupils in the artisan departments receive a share of the profit
yielded by the workshop, an arrangement which keeps the bigger boys at school
mnch longer than they would otherwis3 remain, since without the in<l.uccmcnt
named they woulcl, after acquiring a mere elementary knowledge of their tra.de,
seek occupation in private workshops.
In Mr. Anopo:ff's report the question is fully discussed as to whether tho complementary artisan departments opened in the low-grade educational establishments
accom])lish their purpose, and the answer is given in the negative. The defects of
the system, as poiutecl out in 1881 by one of the dil'ectors of the people's schools, are
as follows: (1) The pupils are too young to acquire trades; (2) the educational
course is too short to give ail.ything like thorough instruction in trade; (3) the
hour given to trade instruction each day, being limited by the general educational
'-Ol'l" to the aft moon, are too few in number; (4) tho nonobligatory character of
tho instruction leads to a oonstant decrease in the number of pupils, and causes the
worhhops to be r egarded by the boys as :i,place for diversion ratherth::m for instruction; (5) pureuts evidently fake the same view of tho trade work of tbe scbcols,
sine af tcr boys ba.vo gone tbrongh the general educational course, they are generally ·witbdrawn witbout being allowed to cuter the school workshops.
In bringing this skct ·h of the artisan work in low-grade schools to a close Mr.
AuopoIT r mark : ""\Ye cu.n not h lp e:xpr ssin our re ,-ret at the nnfosorn.ulo conditim in which they arc placed. '!'bey are in the majority of cases UJ1dcr the control nncl direction mer ly of the sfa to in p ctors and teachers-of the people's schools;
th i to s Y, of P r n who have no pc ia.l kno,-,,lcdfl'e of tho tcachjng of tracles,
n d hu h.
to 11 a ,e e -er. thing to th trad in tru tor . Yet, in tho e exceptional
1
lli
at, in p r. ore mid chool-t~acl1 r h· <l the r qui ite kno, ·led"' of
tin, th ar · n <1 p.rtm nt· in tho school ga.rn quite di 1··n.ut rei1y Ir. 11 poft' n11 lly ng est the r,1:lcing of the arti an dc1 rtion nil ui la c .
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receive their preliminary genera,l education in the lower classes of the school, such
special trnining in its higher classes as will :fit them for such artis:.tn and indnstrial
work as is demanded by varying local conditions. The length of the course is six
years. Children who can rel.Ld and write Russian, repeat the principal prayers, and
arc familiar with ::trithmctic as far as addition, subtrnction,_ multiplication, and
division are concerned, are received. in the :first class if they are not younger than 10
years of age~ The firnt three classes are taught religion, Russian language and
literature, history of Russia, German 'language, universal geography, geography of
Russia, zoology, botany: mineralogy, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, caligrapby,
drawing, and drafting. The three higher classes lea:rn, iµ addition- to the subjects
named, trigonometry, lineal geometry, commercial correspondence, accounts, physics, chemistry, chemical technology, instruction in machines, mechanical technology,
wea~ing, spinning, a,nd dyeing. The pupils of tho school may be divided according
to their religious belief, as follows: Orthodox Greek, 5 per cent; Roman Catholics,
45.5 per cent; Lutheran, 38.5 per cent; Hebrews, 11 per c.ent. The number of pupil~
in attendance at the opening of the school was 147; this gradually increased until
at present, counting those who l1ttend the ''parallel"' clcparttnents in the four lower
classes, the number is 330. Of the 1,324 persons who entered the school during the
twenty years of its existence, 287, or 21.G per cent, gmLlnated; 710, or 53.G per cent,
left before finishing the course; the remaining 25 per cent are still at school. Of·
the 28,000 rubles ($15~624) annually given to maintain the school, 21,000 rubles
($11,638) are contributed by the Government, 1,380 rubles ($770) by a special fund,
and 5,000 ($2,790) by the cHy society. Placing the annual average of pupils at 34!),
the cost of maintenance amonnts to about 77 rables ($42) for each year; while if
we divide the 500,000 rubles ($279,000) spent in maintaining the school since its
fournl::ttion among the 287 pupils which it Ii.as graduated, the result will show an
annual expenditure for each pupil of 350 rnbles ($195).
The Alexander Teclrnical School at Cherepovetz, belonging to the second group,
was established in 1868 by the brothers Milntin, received a state subsid,r of 7,000
rubles ($3,906) :mnun,Jly to the year 1871, and two years fater came under the complete control of the government. 'fhe aim of the schoo1, as defined by regulations
of March 27, 1884, is to train pupils to become master locksmiths, cabinetmakers,
machine-makers, machinists, and factory draftsmen. The school is under the control of the department of trade and manufactures; its d.irector is appointed by the
minister of :finance from the successful graduates of the high-grade tecJmical etlucational establishments. The cost of maintaining the school is defrayed partly by a
government subsidy of 40,000 rnbles ($27,860) nrnrnany; and partly by an annual
appropriation of 3,850 rubles {$2,148) obta,ined from a fund established to provide
scholar:ships. It is 0,lso ma,intained in part by pupils fees, by the sale of the industrial products of the school, and by donations. The pupils are diviued into day and
boarding pupils. They either pay for thbir educatron, or are instructed and maintained free of cost, according to· circumstances. Tiic full course is six years, four of
them being devoted to theory aucl practice in the in,Instrial branches taught, and
the remaining two to acquiring proficiency in some special lino of work. Those who
are to become master machinists enter the government factory connected with the
school, while others may avail themselves of prnctice on board the steamboats during the sen.son of open navigation. The pupils' enter the lowest class from 12 to 14
years o_f ago, the conditions of entrance being a knowledge of the catechism and
Biblical history; tho power to read the church texts and write in Russian without
many errors; a knowledge of elementary arithmetic in its first four divisions. The
branches tanght arc religion, Russian language, geography, arithmetic, history, elements of physics, mechanics, the technology of metals and wood as appliNl to the
construction of m;ichincs ; instruction in building ma.terials, drafting, dra,wing,
caligraphy, gymnastics, and singing, the latter being an optional subject also. On
the practical side the pupils ·are instructed in lock and cauinet maiking, as well as
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blacksmithing, an<l. they are instructed how t·o produce various articles of industry.
The number of pupils received from 1869, the date of the opening of the school, to
18g2was 421. In the yea,r 1888 there were 100 boarding pupils in the school, each paying 180 rubles ($100) a year, i.n addition to an entrance fee of 20 rubles ($11), and
75 day pupils, paying 12 rubles ($6.69)_a year. Each boarding pupil costs the school
330 rubles ($184) aml each day pupil 160 rubles ($87) annually.
Tho Alexander artisan school at Kazan, belonging to the third group, was opened
January 20, 1881, its object being the intellectual, moral, and industrial education of
artisans. The length of the course is six: years; those who graduate receive the
title of lmder-master and enjoy privileges of the fourth class as regarJs military
service. In addition to trades, the pupils learn the following subjects: Religion,
Russian fan.guage, arithmetic, caligrnphy, elements of Russian history, geography,
and natural history. The trades taught are: Cabinetmaking, leatherwork, woodcarving, lock-making, blacksmithing, tinkering, shoemaking, and tailoring. The
instruction in these branch.es is mainly practical and those "ho acquire cauinetmaking, locksmithing, lathe-work, and blacksmithing also learn drn.wing and drafting.
Thirty-six: hours every week is given to the learning of trades. The pupils were
divided according to age in 1888 as follows: There were 7 from 12 up to 14, 45 from
13 to 16, 40 from 16 to 18, 11 who were 18 years old, and 3 oyer 19. Sixty per cent of
the total number of pupils belonged to the city population, 11 per cent were the
chitdren of peasants, 26 per cent were from various classes of the people, while 10
per cent represented the privileged classes. The school spends annually in its work
about 6,000 rubles ($3,348), divided as follows: Inspector, 1,000 rubles ($558);
teacher of educational subjects, 550 rubles ($306)); lessons in drafting, 200 rubles
($111); ten instructors of trades, 2,800 rubles ($1,562); establishment expenses, 150
rubles ($83); materials and' instruments, 600 rubles ($334-). The coat of instruction. does not exceed 58 rubles ($32) annually for each pupil: while the cost per pupil
for the six-year course is about 350 rubles ($195). The cost of maintaining the
school is defrayed by the following annual contributions: From the local society,
5,000 rubles ($2,790); fund for providing poor pupils with scholarships, 500 rubles
($279); from the municipality, 500 rubles ($279). Instruction is gratis to pupils
living in the city; to pupils coming from other towns a charge is made. The school
is under the control of the city council, the actual direction of it being in the hands
of a committee of five trustees, three being chosen by the municipality and two by
the city residents.
'fhe artisan school at Riga, belonging to the fourth group, arose out of the initiative of the Industrial Society of Riga (Gcwerbe Vercin), an organization started in
1866 for the moral, intellectual, and industrial improvement of its members. Rav- ·
ing become aware of a gradual lowering of the mor:.tl tone of the Ri<Ya artisans, and
of tho uad quality of much of their work, the above-named s~ciet/ petitioned for
the foundation of a school in which artisans could be trained in the evenings and
on Sundays, and the result was the opening of the Riga artisan school. The edict
establishing this school was promulgated on Dcccmbor 3, 1875. This school, in
which instruction is given on week-day evenings and every Sunday morning, has
two departments, the preparatory and the special. The first consists of four classes
v.ith a one-year course, the second of three classes, and thex:,e is also a high special
cl::i<is with a two-years course. The subjects taught in the preparatory department
con:ci pond with tbe course of the primary schools, while in general educational
ul1Jccts the course of tho special department corresponds with that of the "district
1wbool . Pupils e~tering the preparatory dopartm nt must not be younger than 11
7• ar i tho. . ntcrlllff tho p cial department mnst indicate proficiency in tho subJ . . t n••ht rn_the pr paratory d ,partment. Tho pupils in the higher classee are
div~d tl accordmg to thoir tra os into three departments: (1) Workers in metal; (2)
bm tma~ r ; (3) carp ·nt ~r au<l boilclor . The sta.ti. tics for 1888 show the ages
of th 1mpil
h· ve h en a follows: From 12 to 11 y r rs, 15 per cent of tb pupil
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32 per cent from 14 to 16; 42 per cent from 16 to 19; 11 per cent from 19 to 31. According to occupation, the pupils were divided thus: Cabinetma~ers, 10 per cent;
carpenters, 10 per cent; painters, 10. per cent; locksmiths, mechanics, and blacksmiths, 25 per cent; printers, 10 per cent; shoemakers and tailors, 10 per cent; masons, 25 per cent.
·
The school is in charge of a commission chosen by the Artisan Society, and is
supported from the funds of that society and by contributions from various outside
sources. The amount contributed for its support from outside sources in the year
1887-'88 amounted to 11,932 rubles ($6,658) in which is reckoned 1,750 rubles ($976)
received as tuition fees. The pupils pay from 3 to 5 rubles ($1.67 to $2.79) a year
for their training in the preparatory department and 8 roubles ($4.46) annually in
the special department. The poorer pupils are instructed gratis. The pa,y of the
instructors in general educational subjects for the year named was 30 rubles
($16.74) each and that of the trade instructors 37½ rubles ($21) each.
Such are the main details in regard to the intermediate and elementary, technical,
and industrial institutions as presented by Mr. Anopo:ff; and in conclusion it may
be said that in the twenty-five years to which Mr. Anopo:ff refers these schools
have spread to the very confines of the Russfan Empire.
REPORT OF FIRST TECHNICAL AND PROFESSIONAL CONGRESS. 1

The first congress of Russian educators engaged in technical and
industrial instruction in Russia, held at St. Petersburg during the
month of January, 1890, opened with an exhibition of school methods
and material, presided over by Mr. Ivan A .....\.nopoff, director of the
Nicholas Artisan School. The congress proper, under the presidency
of Mr. N. V. Isakoff, was opened on January 7 by the minister of public instruction, Count Jvan Davidovich Delianoff. Its work was transacted in a general session of the congress and in :five divisions, to each
of which some special subject had been assigned. In the general session Mr. A. K. Nebolsin read a paper on'' Periodical exhibitions and
congresses in the interest of technical and industrial education." In
the divisions the following topics were discussed: (1) General pedagogical questions, such as school hygiene, factory, artisan, and commercial education; (2) middle and lower technical and -artisan educational establishments and instruction in navigation; (3) instruction in
farming and mining; (4) professional education of women; (5) manual
training in the schools.
Mr. A. K. Nebolsin, in his paper before the general session, said: "The best way
to prepare the peasant and artisan classes for industrial education is to secure that
general dissemination of elementary instruction which is now so much needed in
Russia. To this end the most energetic action should be taken both by the Government and by society at large. Until a recent period the G,overnment took no part
in the establishment of industrial schools, limiting itself to the function of providing them with rules and constitutions or of giving subsidies to persons founding
such schools. Only in very exceptional cases did it ever take these establishments
under its own control. The industrial schools, arising from private initiative,
without any general plan and often modeled on foreign institutions, have thus had
many difficulties to contend with, and the attempt to establish them on a .firm footing has been attended with much waste of time, money, and labor. The very Gov1Digest of a Russian report by Mr. Edmund Noble, Boston, Mass.
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emmcnt estab-lishmcnts which we-re· to control them were in no better condition
themselves. But in 1888 a Government edict opened up a new era for technical education in Russia. This edict, which made th.e technical and industrial schools
Government institutions to be suppoTted not only by private means but also out of
the public purse, proviues that there shall be three types of technical schools,
known, resJ)-e-etiv-ely, as the "artisan schools," the "lowel' technical s·chools," and
the "midclle technical schools," fixes tho order of their establishment, conditions of
scholarship, and programme of education, besides d efining the rights aud privilegos
o.f teachers and pupils. Much as we welcome this edict it is to be hoped that the
work of the schools may not suffer from bureaucratic influence. The aim of every
technical school is to raise the economica,l condition of the people among \\"'hom itis
founded; but the charn.cter ancl circumstances of people vary so greatly that it will
bo necessary to vary the rules and methods a:o as to make them suit different l ocalities. Attention to local differences sho111<l. be the special study of p.ersons in charge
of snch schools. It has been proposed_ to limit these estaulishments to tho preparation of wor_k ers in woocl ancl metal for situatious in factories and woTkshops; but
this limitation is, in my opinion, unwise. The technical schools ought to fit men
not only for the fac.,Gory, but for all kimls of technical work, and thus to enable
them to start workshops or tm t1e establishments of their own. Especially in this
sense aro technical schools needed in those localities where the "bush" or domestic
industry is carried on, an industry which has grown to be of great importanco for
i..he country people of Russia."
After discussing this paper the congress passed r esolutions declaring that its
periodical gatherings ue held at intervals of not more than five years; that its
next sitting take place in Moscow three years from date, and that, in the inter,als uetween tl.te general sessions of the congress, various local conferences be organized.
The sessions of section 1, which were presided o-vcr by E. K. Richter, were devoted
to discussions in regard to teaching in general, school hygiene, commercial education, and technical drawing.
Prof. Lesgaft, in a report dealing with the relation of physical to intellectual
etluca.tion in the midule and lower schools, urged that both should go on simultaneously, :md should be carried on by like met.hods in the two graclcs referred to. In
the cliscussion. which ensued strong emphasis was laid on the insufficientplacegiven
to physical tr:).ining in modern Russian education. The section, in a formal resolution, atlmitted the importance of physical education, but confined itself to a declaration to the effect that n.l] elements injurious to physical de,elopment of the pupils
'
slion1d be removed from the technical schools.
After hearin(l' reports on tho subject of drawing the section resolved, "tha.t the
con!!I'css petition the Government for the introu.nction of dra1Ving into all the educational stablishments of the Empire, without distinction of sex, as far as the midtllcgrad . schools, and that in structors be provided for the purpose who may enjoy the
privileges of Gov mm nt service."
On the su1>j cct of foreign l angnages it was resolved, "that in the teaching of nonc1as ical foreign laugnages it is de· irn.ble to combine practical aims with a ~tudy of
tb best ,vi-it r · in tho. e languages, allll tliat, as an in<lispeusable comlition of succe s
in t1·a ·hiwr, the in ·trnctor must b thoroughly educated and know the Rn&;ian
.
tongrn· bolb thco, tic:a11y au 1iractica1Jv."
• :-· 1 _ ntt iti n f the cction wa calle
the loss of time, to the worry, and to the
mJnru, 1 l!c v pou the hc:alth and 110r , ·s of the pupils ca.u a 1)y the pre cut
• JU of• um,al · ·nrniuation , :uul a re olution was pas eel favoring tho uow alt riv 10 tli 1 of r _P tition during tho cours s of study. 'Ihe qnCJ tion of chool
1 rm 11 hy h }) ·ial r port of e. pert oculi ·t and a. resolution
ln:ing
ti i 11 irablo to mnl on. periodical e.·ai:;ination of the cyo1 ha
to th a cumulation of stat · tics on th nhj e;t, and ex-
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pressing the hope that before the next congress measures be efabomtcd for the preservation of the eyesjght of students eng::tged in len.rning the graphical arts and
some of the technic::11 industries.
The <]Uestion of child, wom:rn, and apprentice labor was also discussed, and measures '\'Vere suggested for the remoY:tl of existing abuses. Prof. Yarotsky urged the
improYemcnt of the aprrentice system: I, by giYing to apprentices_ the opportunity
of attending some midday, evening, or Sund::::y school; II, by· inaugurating an oYersight of apprentices in workshops. M. Rakceff pointed out that the existing l:1w permitted apprentices to be worked for ten hours a day, and that under the present system Sunday work for apprentic~s had become habitual. He added that there a.re no
regulations to protect the approutico from work injurious to hls health, or from 1?-ight
work generally. It wa.s resolveu to petition the Government to bestow upon the
Imperial Humane Society, which now lrn.s charge of the fund for minor apprentices,
· the right to carry out ::111 necessary and pr:..ctic:1ble changes in the relation of apprentices to their employers .
Prof. Isaefl, in a report on "technical education as_ a means of aiding the 'bush'
or domestic intlnstry," pointed to the present extreme exploitation of child labor in
this i11Llnstry, and r ecommended: I, the introduction into the schools of a course of
mann:11 labor adapted to the circumstances of local industries; II, the introdtrntion
into p edagogical seminaries and institutes of certain kimls of manual work correspomling with the work involved in the cl1iof domestic industries in Russia; III, the
estab1 ishment in .the large centers of technical schools for tra.ining in domestic inclnstry, and also the creation in those centers of museums. containing samples of the
products of the industry and of the instrinnents and tools employed in it; IV, the
offei'ing of prizes for the best samples of work, and fodmprovements in the II bush"
or domestic iudustry. The section indorsnd all the above recomme-nda,tions.
Aftc1· listening to a report on the education of minors in factories, the section passed
a resolution asking for the obligatory estn,blislunent of schools for minors in connection with all factory csfabli§hmcnts, as well a-sin imlustrial centers generally,
aud the obligatory attendance of young workers at such schools. It was proposed
to maintain all such educational establishments by means of a, ta,x le-vied on ma,nufacturcs.
Then fo1lowed a discussion on II school savings banks," and a resolution w:..s passed
indicating the desirability of introducing the school savings-bank system into establishments where pupils receive pay for their work.
In connection with the teaching of arithmetic the section decided in favor of
m::tintaining the Schoty, or counting, frame in counting moms, and ·it was also
rcsoh·ccl to utilize, in the teaching of the knowledge of merchandise, all the c:hemical and physical knowledge given in the courses of natural science in. commercial
schools .
• Attention was then called to the necessity of raising tho standard of scientific
know ledge in commercial schools. The establishment of a commercial. institute was
proposed in which higher training could be given, not only to persons who were
needocl as instr11ctors in the middle and lo,vor commercial schools, but also to young
men who -wore to conduct the financial a,nd industri::tl enterprises of the comitry.
In order to illustrate the eagerness of Russian merchants to encourage commercial
~ducation the excellent financial condition of all the special commercial schools
were a<lvcrted to, and it was mentioned that the yearly income of the St. Petersburg commercial school exceeded the expenses of that establishment by 27,000
mules ($15,000). Several members of the section considered that the existing
schools already supplied all commercial education at present nee(led, but the section as a whole a.11prnvecl of t.b.e establishment of a higher commercial institute.
On the subject of "uniformity of method" the section reached•conclusions which
may be summarized as follows: 11 In the m::1ttcr of general education, it is dosimble
to li::we greater uniformity in the plan and programmes of the existing commercial
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schools. The appropriation of the plans and programmes of the Rcalschools can
not be regarded as the best means of acquiring such uniformity. 'fhe commercial
sch ools must, conformably to their aims, have their own special plans for general
education. As regards modern languages :ind the majority of the special branches,
each commercial school must elaborate its own pl:1n and programme, having in
view the peculiar conditions and needs of the local tra<l.e."
A suggestive report· was then read on the "multiplicity of subjects in our educational establishments." The discussions of this subject led to the following statements,
viz: "This mi1ltiplicity of subjects is the ulcer on the life of Russian technical
schools, causing these schools to load a man down with a mass of superficial acquirements but giving him far too little special knowledge."
. The explanation of this excessive variety in the programmes of the higher technical
schools is attributable to the present condition of Russian industry. In foreign
countries there is a natural demand for specialists in this or that branch of industry,
but with a less advanced industrial development Russia stands .more in need of persons whose ecluc:1tion is encyclopedic in character.
A report was then presented which recommended the further development of technical liternture, and the section affirmed the necessity of the issue of manuals and
text-books of the applied sciences for use in the higher technical schools.
The members of section 2, presided over by Mr. M. E. Kazy, discussed reports in
regard to educationd establishments in which the art of building is taught and in
regard to middle and lower technical and artisan schools. 'l'hey also discussed the
formation of classes for the educ:1tion of sailors.
In order to place no unnecessary difficulties in the way of popular technical education, it was resolved that the elementary training given by the primary schools
should be the only condition of entrance for pupils of the technical establishments.
The section also found it desirable to carry on the work of general education in the
lower technical and :1rtisan schools, and to instruct pupils in the various methods
of working in wood and metal, in order to qualify them for special industries in
their several loc:11ities. It was further decided to regard as competent teachers of
t,h e trades those who, after passing through a course in the technical or artisan
schoo1s, have had practice in such trades, or those who, having the necessary practical knowledge, are also familiar with methods of teaching. In order to facilitate
the obtaining of a suit:1ble occupation by pupils after leaving the schools, it was
suggested th:1t every Russian subject wishing to do so be given the right to open a
trade or workshop.
The members of the section discussed at length the present deplorable condition
under which the labor of artisans and apprentices is carried on. The conclusions
reached may be summarized as follows:
"In order to raise the moral and intellectual status of our workingmen and artisans, they should have an opportunity of attending evening and Sunday schools,
ln which lectures could be given on general and special subjects. The trade guild
of the various industrial centers ought to issue books in which the facts regarding the employment of any minor in a workshop may be entered, as also the dates
of his entrance and departure, together with particulars about his con<l.uct. No
employer ought to receive any one into his service without beinrr first acquainted
with the facts regarding the new comer's previous employment. T;adc boards shoul<l.
l>? c. tn.hlishccl :or the purpose of exercising oversight over workshops and deciding
c11 pntes nlmntt <1 by mploycrs and workmen. It is desirable in view of the
irr gnl r an<l incli criminate issue of diplomas to chief workmen ;nu subordinates,
that n h cliploma shall henceforth be granted by special commission. made up
0
_f tr cl
xp
, :mcl only after public ex minntion of the candidates. Permi ion
ha ·o ppr nti
hall bo gr ntc only to those employ rs who aro known
for t1
x llence f tl1f'ir heh, vior anu mornlH. The number of a.ppr nticcs in
orl· liop
to be mor than twice tho numl,er of the un<l r lrnncl .
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Instruction in a trade shall continue for not less than three and not more than
five years; the master must treat his apprentices humanely, and set them an example in uprightness of conduct. On no account must apprentices be sent to
drinking shops, and if sent, they are not to enter for t.he purpose of purchasingliquor. Apprentices ought to have special guardians to watch over their interests.
Parents who put a boy out as apprentice shall guarantee to the employer the sum of
100 rubles ($55.80) a year to pay the cost ofinstruction in case the boy leaves his master.
In order that apprentices may be educated, Sunday schools ought to be provided for
th&m, giving an elementary education where needed, and also instruction in trade~."
Mr. Nebolsin submitt'ed a report on tht;} best means of educating the children of
workingmen. The chief recommendations of the report are as follows: "Obligatory
attendance of children up to the age of 15 in schonls divided into lower elementary
and higher elementary classes. The. lower elementary schools are to correspon<l. in
their course with the one-class village schools. In the higher elementary schools
special industrial subjects may be taught according to the needs of "ti,he locality.
Each school is to be divided into three classes, with an indeterminate time for the
pupil's stay in ea·ch. The pupils are to be divided into two groups, consisting of
those occupied before dinner and those occupied after it, the time spent at school
being for each pupil not less than three hours a day. Tuition is to begin no~ earlier
than 8 o'clock in the morning, and is to continue until not later than 6 o'clock in the
evening. The time of beginning and ending of each day's occupation is to 'depend
on the industrial comlitions of the locality, but it is desirable that tuition continue
during ·a t least ten months in the year." The section adopted all the recommendations of the report, but it expressed no opinion as to the details of the scheme. It
also passed a resolution declaring the desirability of opening schools for the education of workingmen throughout Russia and in all industrial centers, and by a further decision expressed itself as in favor of founding chemico-tecbnical schools,
electro-technical schools, millers, and weavers' schools. In aclmowle<l.ging the great
utility of middle and lower gmde chemico-teclmical schools, the section expressed
its opinion that an elementary course in chemistry should form the basis of.~ programme in such establishments.
Under the heading of "Marine education" the section discussed "Kinds of navigation," "The necessity of establishing schools of navigation of three types," and "The
neeu of special exhibitions for those schools." After hearing a numb~r of reports
the section declared it necessary to have more schools for the teaching of navigation
with a higher general course.
·
The members of section 3, presided over by Mr. V. T. Sobichesky, occupied themselves mainly with questions relating to the teaching of agriculture and mining.
}"'our classes of reports were presented and discussed. 1. Reports showing the necessity of diffusing agricultural knowledge among the people, and suggesting how
educational establishments may participate in the work. 2. Reports concerning
schools of agriculture in general and dealing with various special branches of agriculture. 3. Reports discussing way_s and means of extending a knowledge of agriculture among the people outside the province of the school. 4. Reports on instruction in mining.
Reports were also made in regard to the manner in which primary schools may
take part in diffusing agricultural knowledge. The conclusion was that the primary
school, tmpplying, as it usually did, the needs of a population engaged in agriculture, ought to have a model farm as one of its fea ures, and ought to be endowed
with the laJJ.d necessary for that purpose. At the close of a lively discussion on
these reports, the section resolved: "1. That it will be advantageous to the people
to h:we the primary school take part in the work of diffusing a knowledge of agriculture. 2. That to accomplish this end it is necessary to give an agricultural character to the text-books an<l. manuals used in the--p.i:imary schools. 3. That popular
text-books teaching various b1·anches of agriculture be introduced into the country
ED
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schools. 4. That teachers of such schools should be encouraged to visit model farms
and like places for the improvement of their knowledge. 5. That it is necessary to
lay out farms either in connection with some of the second-class schools or separately
from them, in order that schoolmasters and the people of the locality may have an
opportunity of studying, objectively, the practice of agriculture."
The section also decided in favor of imposing the duty upon the elementary schools
of diffusing a knowfodge of kitchen-gardening, and of establishing an institute
compos~dof ambulatory teachers, with expert gardeners among them, whose work it
should be to go from place to place teaching agriculture to pupils in the schools and
to the country population generally. Further resolutions on this subject were
passed as follows: "1. To the end that agricultural knowledge may bo diffused
among the people, it· is desimble to establish, for the information of schoolmasters,
special local courses in agricultUI'e adapted to tli.e conditions and needs of the small
peasant estates in each locality. 2. Such courses can be established on the basis of
the courses in agriculture, gardening, and bee culture; 'agriculture' being understood to mean the tillin-g and care of the field and care of the cattle. 3. The most
suitable places for the holding of such courses are agricultural and gardening establishments, farms, and nurseries, where experts are to be found. 4. Like conrsos
should also be established on privrtte farms, in private gardens, and in any places
which furnish accommodation for students and give opportunities for carrying on
practical work, whence it is desirable for the government and the zemstvos to appoint specialists whose duty it would be to establish courses for teachers in different
localities. 5. Teaching in such courses must be practical, theory being used merely
to elucidate actual work. 6. In or<l,er to economize cost, the courses must not exceed ten weeks, but the teachers may remain on the spot longer in order to gain experience. 7. It is desirable that the agricultural societies take these courses under ·
their control."
·
The question of silkworm culture also engaged the attention of the congress, and
the section expressed its full sympathy with the rational steps taken by the Kief
and Caucasus educational districts aiming at the development of silkworm culture.
It was also considered desirable to introduce this culture into the village schools,
wherever the local conditions permit, half the resulting revenue to go to the teachers
and half to the pu-pils. The section also resolved, '' That in view of "the inexpediency of limiting the teaching of silkworm culture to the primary schools, it is urgently necess::i.ry to establish special schools in which this branch may be taught.
This is especially desirable in those localities where the silkworm culture has
already been developed; in this caseit should be made obligatory on pupils to learn
the feeding of the worms an<l the winding of the silk, to the end that the people
may be educated into the practical side of this culture." To these resolutions was
add d one expressing the desirability of courses of instruction in beo culture in
those localities where the teachers keep bees.
The following resolutions on the subject of agriculture were passed: "It is desiraulo that in the higher educational establishments agriculture should be tau~ht,
special attention being given to those branches of it that have a direct bearing on
the sciences acquired in such schools." "In the middle educational establishments
the t aching of agriculture should be carried on simultaneously with tuition in all
other n:l.tnral history subjects, or in such a way as to give tho pupil a. general
knowleu..,.e of agriculture before graduating." "'I' xt-books, or manuals of ao-ricultur , should be pr par d by the teachers of the high1 middle and lower eclncation .1 st 1 li ~m ~ s, "·?rking in ollaboration." "In or<l rt; provide that in xJ> n iv ilu 1 n 10
11mltur which is now so much n edcd, a pccial agricnltnral
1
1 P r ~ ·nt shoul_d 1, r at d in tho fir t-cla. s and s cond-class primary s· ·hool ."
. 1 n vi l'f f th 1111 P rt,
of vi iculturo £ r the on t l. of I us ia, and tho aucasus
1t ·
r l · rl_ P tition th G v rum ntto ai p1·h·ato persons ancl so ·ieti in
bh lm ·ut for ho tc ching of viticulture. Such e t bli hm nts to
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have the character of the lower grade schools, with three and four year courses.
The section also considered that in the Caucasus viticulture shoultl be taught not
only in Russian, but also in the local languages. A further resolution indicated the
desirability of establishing extra classes for viticulture in the existing city and village schools in the south of Russia ancl the Caucasus. The members expressed the
opinion that the Govfrcment-0ught to aid establishments where vine culture was
carried on, and to open schools in the vicinity of such establishments where pupils
could learn to become teachers of viticulture, besides acquiring a general education.
For tho successful diffusion of a knowledge·of agricultural productions generally,
the section recommended the establishment of special technical schools for city pop- ~
ulations which are in more or Jess close contact with the peasantry.
The whole question of agricultural exhibitions was discussed, and the section,
bearing in mind the essentially educational character of such exhibitions, resolved:
(1) 'l'hat a nationai agricultural exhibition for the whole of Russia be held in Moscow
every ten years; (2) that local exhibitions be held once every five years in important
agricultural districts.
The section considered the neecl of better education for miners, aml recommended
the opening of schools in mining districts to serve as continuations of tho primary
schools and to be carried on at the expense of the mine owners-:The work of section 4, over the sittings of which Mr. Y. T. Michailovsky p.resided,
consisted largely of a discussion of questions relating to the industrial training of
women. The reports laid before the section had reference to only one kind of
woman's work, namely, the work of the seamstress. The information received and
the resoiutions passed by the congress may be summarized as follows:
The chr.ra.cter of the women's schoo]s, in which needlework is taught, varies according to local conditions and demands; in some cases even the age of entering is not
fixed. Women seeking tuition in these schools are at present confined to needle and
fancy work, and, as the pay of the seamstress is growing smaller and smaller, it becomes necessary to introduce other occupations into the programme of the industrial schools for women. Another fault in such schools is the insufficient elabom- .
tion of their programmes. It was shown that persons entering the ,industrial_
schools from the elementary schools do so without having received the slightest preparation for the training they seek, and this· fact pointed to a serious defect in the
efficiency of. the elementary educational establishments. At present many persons
enter schools, in which sewing and cutting are taught, for the ostensible purpose of
teaching, but with the real object of making use of the labor of the children, and
the section, therefore, was of opinion that · educational workshops should take the
place of such schools. On the other band, it was found desirable to improve the position of the pupils in existing workshops by protective regulation and legislation,
defending them from exploitation and insu.ring the proper hygienic conditions.
Courses of short period for the teaching of cutting and sewing were found unsatisfactory, .as such courses did not qualify either for pr~ctical work or for teaching.
The industrial schools, in which handiwork is taught, carry on at the same time
the general education of the pupil, and in this respect they have an advantage· over
tp.e training of the educational workshops, where the pupils have to pick up what
they learn by imitating others, and where only t,hemost capable can acquire a knowledge of the business. It was, therefore, deemed advisable to continue general education in the industrial schools, and in the matter of handiwork to teach to the pupil,
after her entrance, only the general features of that work, leaving the specialization
of the course to a later period. The section decided that there was great need in
the provinces for industrial schools of a lower grade than those which now exist, as
well as for more educational workshops. In view of the utility in all the trades of
drawing, two programmes for the teaching of drawing were drawn up for two grades
of professional schools for women. In order to stimulate the development of taste,
the section recommended the establishment of museums for the exhibition of prod-
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nets in women's trades and industries. Finding the unsatisfactory state of the instruction in women's handiwork and trades to be due, in generale<l.ncationalestablishrnents and industrial schools, to the lack of properly trained teachers, the
section declared it to be necessary to establish courses of instruction for persons
desiring to qualify themselves as tutors in such schools, and appointed a comuiittee
to elal>ornte a programme for the pnrpose. It was also considered desirable to create
new educat10nal estaulisments, in which women may be-trained so as to have a wider
range of industrial capacity, and so be qualified by a greater command of industrial
specialties for more remunerative employment. •
· A report was then presented by Mrs. L. P. Tamamsheva concerning the women's
- workshop in Tillis, where industrial instruction is free. The entrance age is 14,
but there is a preparatory class to which girls of 12 and 13 are admitted. At present
this workshop is conducted by the city, at an annual cost of 5,000 rubles, $21790,
but hopes are entertained that it will soon be placed upon a paying basis, It now
contains two departments, one for dressmaking aud the other for the making of linen
underwear. The section resolved, ''That in view of conditions making it impossible
for the majority of the children of'poor parents to enter the industrial schools, and
also .i n view of the extreme cheapness of education in the workshops, it is desirable
that women's workshops, like that existing in Trnis, should be established in various par-ts of the country."
The following resolutions were also passed: "That guardians should be appointed
for the girls graduating from the private industrial schools on a basis corretiponding with the social standing of the pupils, and with the conditions of modern inclustry.11 "That in tlle women's industrial schools, with a four years' course, exacting
a knowledge of the subjects taught iu the primary school course, it is necessary to
teach, in addition to trades, the following subjects: Religiott-, Russian la.nguage,
arithmetic, history, geography, natural history, singing, and gymnastics; these to lie
taught in a form :tnd manner conformably to the object of the school." '' The teaching of drawing in women's industrial schools ought to be obligatory, and the
pupils must present themselves for examination on this suuject." "Instruction in
handiwork is not only useful but necessary in general educational establishments."
"1n the women's workshops cutting shoulcl b~ taught from the beginning of the
tom:se, and to girls from 12 years of age upwards, while the pupils shoulll be familiarizecl with different systems of cutting.''
An interetiting report was then read by Mr. Stranolynbsky concerning women's professional schools for those who had a<!quired an education of the gymnasial type.
Ile consillered the peclagogical pr~fessiou to be especially suited to women, and
auvocated the establishment of special pedagogical institutes with gymnasia
attached. Ile also urged the creation of medical courses for women on the model of
thotie which, in time past, had been the pride of tho country. There was, he said,
great need in Russia for the services of women doctors and traine<l. assistants to
mcclical men, such a nurses arnl midwives. At present, for women who wished to
qnalify themselves for the artistic and dramatic profession, ample opportunity was
afforded by the Conservatory of Music, the Academy of Art, and by various mu ical
au<l art schools and courses. The speaker stated that in view of the modern widening of the s11here of women's profe sional work, it had become necessary to organize
commcr ·ial ellucation for women. In his opinion women's commercial schools ought
t he c t:ihli. h <l inclependently of the institutions for general education. In the
ommc-r ·inl onr cs he woul<l include tuition in postal and telegraph work, and his
plan al o ·mbra. ·cu ph:irmnceutical cour es for women. The section unanimously
i111lor ,l th propo. alH of Ir. , tranolynbsky.
Ju th 1_fth ·c_tion, thc~ittingsofwhich weropr idedover by Mr. K. K. t. Hilaire,
th qu 1~ • di_ en c mcluclo<l th pc<la.g gica.l and' utilitarian significance of
n~ nn 1 tr ming m _ti~ g,·~H!r, 1 <luc tional . tabli. lnnent ; th oblig. tory introiluct.u 11 of miu 11.11 r. 111 m' mt su ·h c tablishmcnts· manual trainincr in the middle
'
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grade schools; the study of those trades in which the' material for manual training
in the schools may be found; the preparation of teachers of manual work. - The section resolved that manual training ought not to be mixed up with the teaching of
trades, but should be regarded as a general educational subject·of great importance
for physical education, and as one salutary in its influence upon the intellectual
and moral advance of tho pupils.
/

As is shown in these discussions, the subject of manual training is
_ quite a recent one in Russia, but such training is liable to-be successfully carried out, for the minister of public instruction and the Russian
people realize the benefits to accrue from its becoming a part of the
school programme. It is observed that the- majority of the speakers
agree that it should be. introduced in a general course of instruction,
but that the development, both physical and intellectual, should be in
accordance with the needs of the locality, and in a measure preparatory
to any trade which might afterwards be taken up. Stress was also laid
upon the consideration of manual training as constituting the gymnast1c
of the will, experience having ·d emonstrated that it develops both energy
and independence. In regard to its introduction in secondary schools
the congress indicated its manifest approval. of manual training . as a
supplementary branch to the usual course, for by this means the biglier
classes of soci.ety, who are to be found in greater numbers in this grade
of school, would learn to respect work, and thus a sentiment for the
beautiful iri the domain of form would be cu.l tivated.
It wa~ decided by the congress to request the establishment of a commission to investigate the points more especially brought out during
the discussions. Later information indicates that the commission pas
already commenced its work, and that it will report to the s~cond congress for the study of technical and industrial 'instruction which is to
be held in Moscow in 1893-.
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CHAPTER IX.
THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OF JAPAN. 1

Constitutional Empire (since February 11, 1889); area, 147,655 square
miles; population2 40,072,020 (Jan nary 1, 1890); capital, Tokio; population, 1,389,684; minister of state for education, Count Oki TaJrnto.
ADMINISTRATION .A.ND HISTO~Y.

The archipelago of Japan comprises 3,850 islands, four of which,
Hondo, Kiushiu, Shikoku, and Yezo, rank as the most important. Its
territorial organization is divided into 85 provinces, 42 urban and 804
rural districts, 1,111 towns, and 13,374 villages (1890).
The administration of the provinces is regulated from the three Fus,
or imperial cities~ Tokio, Kioto, and Osaka, and from the forty-three
Kens, or prefectoral divisions of the Empire. For still further lo<>al
administration there are Ku and Gun, or subdivisions into cities or
wards, and counties, and, since April 1, 1889, an imperial decree has
established minor offices which deal almost entirely with the ad.ministration of municipality, town and village. This further carries 'out the
, principle of decentralization and self-government and is to be applied
gradually according to the circumstances and requirements of the localities.
The Hokkaido, or Northern Province, has a special organization of
its own, a governor and an administrative board. According to the
constitution of February 11, 1889, the Emperor controls all the administrative affairs of the Empire, exercising executive power with the assistance of his ministers and privy council, and legislative power with
the consent of the two legislative bodies, or Imperial ,Diet, which controls the finances and the administration of justice. Provincial affairs.
arc controlled by the governors, one for each Fu or Ken,. but they in
turn receive directions from the cabinet. The minor officers in the
Prepared by Miss Frances Graham French.
1889 the population was divided among the various classes as follows: Imperial family, 46; Kwazoku or nobles, 3,825; Shizoku or knights (formerly retainers
of the Daimios) 38,074,558; common people, 1,993,637. The number of foreigners in
1890 was 9,063; of these 4,975 Chinese, l, 701 English, 899 Amerfoans, 550 Germans,
312 French. The number of Jap:mese residents abroad in 1889 was 18,688.
1
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various territorial subdivisions referred to above are under the superintepdence of the governors, and in the wards and villages the reports
as to administrative affairs are made to an intermediary who himself
refers affairs to the governor.
·
The history of the Empire from the founding of the dynasty of Jimmu (660 B. 0.) through years of a feudal system may be divided into
four periods-the first, a purely local one~ ending with the landing of
tlie Portuguese in 1543; the second, from 1543 to 1638 including the
introduction of Catholicism into _;Japan and the final ordering away of
all foreigners fro:rri the country, as their presence came to be considered
detrimental to the political system and to the religions of.Japan (i.e.,
Shintoism and Buddhism); the third, from 1638 to 1854, continuing the
exclusion of for~gners and being distinguished by the Dutch monopoly;
the fourth, since 1854, includes the establishing of commercial treaties
with foreign powers, the sending of enlightened statesmen to E1uopean
and other countries to study advanced civilization in the most pro·
gressive nations, and as a result of such study follows the consequent
development of a more liberal form of government. Ethnologists differ
as to the origin of the people of these islands, but it is stated that the ·
modern Japanese race is a commingling of a people which came from
Southern Asia and the Malay Archipelago with the Corean and Chinese
peoples.
The religions are that of Shintoism or worship of the sun goddess (the
spiritual em~eror beiug considered the direct descendant, and every
district having its patron saint 01' kami), and the Buddhistic, which, introduced in the sixth century, is considered a more modern creed. The
literati believe in the system of morals and the philosophy of Confucius.
The literature of J a.pan includes original writings and translations and
the whole circle of Chinese Confucian literature. The Ohinese classics,
indeed, form the basis of the literature, system of ethics, and highest
type of thought of the Japanese people. In tracing the history of the
natjon, one clearly sees a marked development along educational lines .
.A: early as 285 A. D. a Corean came to Japan and taught the heir apparent Chinese letters and the ethics of Confucius. In 552 Corean misionaries introduced books, the writing~ of the Chinese classics, and
Bud<lhistic images and canon. This was a noticeable period from the
educational tandpoint. Officials and the nobility learned to read and
writ , and literary, governmental, and historical records were soon compiled. The religi us development, combined with its attendant schoolma t r., wa tl1 means of er a ting a limited class of readers, and from
th' ·i.-th c ntury on ducation and Buddhism seemed to move on
t o- th r. Kob ,apri and choolma. ter,wholivedfrom 774to835,wa.
.
.
. a1i, an ·crit, and hine e languages, and was credited
~ itl l 11 g h 111v ntor of th Japan . alphabet. To him i due the
na _ion, 1 nc · :: f B c1 hi:m, ~ be vel p d a system of theology in
l i ·h u dlu. m '
rb d hintoi ·m.
ollowing him came Sugarawa
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Michizane (died 903 A. D.), who also aiq_ed in the advancement of literature and education. From that date to the twelfth century the
Emperor (or, as he is usually called, the Mikado 1 or Golden Gate,) rul~d
supreme from Mara to Kioto,. . .which were_well known political and eclu:
cational centers. With the year 1192 commenced the period of the
Shoguns (tycoons), which was that of a dual government with two rulers,
two capitals, and two centers of auth<;>rity. ThiR duarchy last~d until
1868, when the Sh6gunate was overthrown. The principle of duality
was also. carried out in the Japanese language, for there were two distinct alphabets, the Chinese ideographic symbols and the phonetic
alphabet.
·
Tlie former is especially in use in the higher class of books and in
diplomatic documents; the latter has been subject to great variation,
but from it has developed a simpler alphabet known as the Katagaua
characters. Evidence of intellectu~l activity was apparent as early as
1333, fpr, dating from that period, are chronicled the establishment of
monastic schools and the general spread of Buddh.istic doctrines; then
followed a period favorable to the Jesuits but less so to the Buddhists.
During the years 1532-1582 a reR.ction was apparent,,a,nd where fornwrly
the nobles only were educated there developed a centralization of the
feudal system at Yedo, and an extending of educational facilities to all
classes throughout the Empire. The basis of the ct1lture manifest,from
1604 to 1868 was found in the study of the Chinese classics of Confucius
and Mencius. Native literature was Jargely stud1ed, and the fundamentals of education, reading, writing, and the abacus were generally
taught. At date of 1854 it was reported that seven-tenths of the people
could read and write, and there were military, gymnastic, and normal
schools, universities, and private schools in various sections of Japan.
Both sexes were accorded equal educational privileges, and the ·people
were gradually realizing the necessity of more direct communication with
the outside world, and the introducti6n of a national system of education
developed from the highest types· found among§it other nations. The
local government of the past was slowly yielding to broader modern
influences and the more enlightened statesmen looked forward to the
establishing of a more direct central power. The commercial treaties
of 1854 and 1858 opened Japan to the outside world and more reliance
could be placed on the information obtained in regard to the Japanese
people. The statement in regard to earlier periods of history were
often not to be relied upon, as many details had been left to mere hear
1 The Mikado's right and authority are grounded on the belief in his divine descent. Honors conferred upon him were always considered the highest distinctions ·
which could fall to the lot of any subject, not exceeding the all-powerful Shogun.
The distinctions of class are especially noteworthy in Japan. These distinctions were
a gradual outgrowth of feudalism. The groups are as follows: The Mikado house,
with the court nobility (Kuge) in KiOto, the military class, or Samurai, and the laboring class or tho people (Heimin.)
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say eviden~, or to the imagination of the writers, but from 1854 on
Japan- .e ntered upon a new period of existence. In 1863 the Tycoon,
Stotsbachi, begged the Emperor-to convoke aJl .the nobles of the Empire, so as to take into consideration the placing of the Government·
upon a firm basis. The efforts to carry out this plan brought about a
revolution which ~as unexpectedly favorable to the Japane~e. ln 1868
the Emperor endeavored to thoroughly transform the Government b!
t~kh1g steps to abolish the feudal form of government, which he was
successful in doing in 1871. The tycoQns were overthrown and the
Emperor became the supreme ruler.
In 1869 a decree regulated the administrative department, and the
founda.tion of the present system of internal affairs was laid. · In 1871
th.e Emperor established himself in Yedo, which he called Tokio, instead of remaining in Kioto, the old capital of the Mikados. He then
sent embassadors to the United States, England, and France to study
the civilization of those countries and to enter into commercial treaties
with them. He also called distinguished men from America and Europe
_ to reform all branches appertaining to the general administration of
the Empire. He increased the number of schools and sent young persons to ·the colleges of America, England, and France to study at governmental expense. In 1871 a ministry of education was established;
in 1872 the scheme of the present system of education was presented;
in 1873 the Japanese adopted the Gregorian calendar, and all present
publications bear both the date of the Gregorfon calendar and that of
Meiji or the present dynasty ... From the administrative standpoint
J ap,an was formerly divided into ten 1 territorial circuits formed of sixtyeight provinces, over each of which was a governor. These officials
formed a feudal confederation, but the revolutionary movements indicated above brought about tendencies towards centralization and
gradually new legislation was adopted, which, based upon French
models, reorganized the legislative branch of the Government and
brought about the adoption of new laws in 1876. The legislative reforms
were completed by the creation of a school of bw,with a French gentleman a director. Another school, where French only was taught, was
created in connection with the ministry of justice, the pupils receiving
in truction in all studies in that language.
Before the Restoration,2 as the first year of the Meiji was called, institution for the elementary education of children were chiefly tho .. e of
the Ilangaku, Kyogaku (private school of low standard), and Terakoya.
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The Hangaku were jnstitutions established and supported by the various provinces, where children of the military and higher~ classes were
taught but which were sometimes opened to children of dependents;
the Kyogaku were institutions, established within the territories of
Taifu (chief ministers of feudal lords), or-. in other prosperous districts,
where chiefly children of the military claHs were taught, but to §,Orne of
them pupils of all classes were admitted: These institutions were Empporte.d at public expense. .After the Restoration elementary schools
were first established in the Fu of Kioto, but these schools were only
a sHght improvement on the Terakoya, a real development being manifest, however, in 1871, when six elementary schools of Toliio were placed
under the direct superintendence of-the department of education, which·
was .established at that date, and a regular course -of instruction was
arranged.
In the first year of Meiji,· 1868, the political power ha,virtg been transferred to the Emperor, the Gakushiu-i,n (a school for nobles) was establishedin Kioto. This was the first step toward the improvement of cduca- _
tion after the political reform. In 1869 there was esta,blished i:ri Tokio
the m1iversity, which had control of educational matters over the whole
country. In 1871 tlie controlling powers of the university were replaced
by the department of education, or Mombusho, which has entire charge
of the educational system of the country. In the year 1872 a.new' lawof education was presented by which the school districts and the mode
of instruction in the university, secondary schools, and elementary
schools, were determined. The school age of children was also fixed
at from 6 to 13 years. At this period a great many schools were
established in various parts of the country, and great improvements
were made in the general methods of instruction. In January of 1875
the school age of children was altered to 6 to I 4 years. In September, 1879, the old la.w of education was abolished, a new law of
education was · passed, and many improvements were made in the
system. Thus it is seen that elementary education is based upon the
law of 1872. It was placed on a firm basis by the revision of 1880
which modified the system of school districts, lengthened the course of
study to more than thirty-two week,s a year, and gave to the authorities
of Fu and Ken greater power over education.
Still further improvements came from imperial ordinances, in 1886,
relating to elementary schools, and there were stiU later efforts at reform. The secondary scb ools for pupils comp] eting the elementary course
date from 1872. Theircoursevariedfrom two to six years, and the subjects
differed in the various localities. Modifications of this basis were made
from time to time, and jn 1886 the secondary schools, which were
subdivided into lower secondary and higher secondary schools, and
had had no connection up to that time with the university, were distinctly designated as institutions to prepare pupils for practical occu- .
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pations, or for admission to higher edncatio11.al institutions. In the
year 1872 teachers institutes were established, and that year also gave
birth to the normal school, which was first established on a firm basis
in 1873, and was divided in 1879 into preparatory, higher preparatory,
and professional CQurses. In the year 1883 there was an entire remodeling of these schools; in 1885 it was decided to train the two sexes
together, and in 1886 the normals were divided into higher and lower normals; the higher normal to be established at Tokio under direct control
of the minister of education, and ach Fu and Ren to have a lower
grade normal . school. The l1.niversity, the many special schools, and
. those of miscellaneous character, have all had their changes in the
years under advisement. The various laws and imperial ordinances
have not left these institutions untouched, but the changes have possibly not had so marked an effect upon the people at large as in the elementary and secondary schools, hence a study of these Institutions
can be deferred to the appropriate headings below, even so with
the modifications in supervision; in attendance, and general conduct of
schools. It suffices here to state that from this cursory glance over the
administrative and educat1onal history of the Japanese peoples a general deduction may be made. Thus from 1867 to 1889 the capacity of
the people for self-government was tested,tand it was manifest, as early
as 1878, that this system of government had steadily advanced. In
1881 there was the promise of a liberal constitution, an9- in 1889 came
the fu1fillment ·of tlrnt promise. In 1881 power was granted to establish
local educational boards, and in 1885 greater freedom in the shaping of
local educational methods was noticeable. The period commencing
with 1889 gave :Q.ew laws for city, town, and village government, changed
the local subdivisions, brought about new electoral privileges, and in
every direction indicated the effect of broader modern influences. Spe. . -c ial phases were de.veloped, however, in different sections, and widely
different conditions were noticed, b.ut with the firm establishment of a
limited and liberal constitutional monarchy, based upon tlle new constitution of February 11, 1889, one of the most ancient peoples finds
itself abreast with modern movements ad opting a system ofliberal ideas
as ad vaucecl as those of any European nation, and based in part upon
French and American models.
·
SCIIOOL SYSTEM.
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aided by the governing powers of Fu and Ken,1 or under the control of
other ministries, an account of which will be presented as occasion offers.
The kindergarten include governmental, public, and private establishments. They were first established in 1876, with the object of training children from 3 to 6 years
age in such branches as "foster moral
virtues, promote physical development, train in good habits, and unfold
the intellectual faculties."
1
The elementary schools are those in which general education is given
to children _and at which attendance is compulsory, the school age being
fixed at from 6 to 14 years and the sexes being generally taught together. By ordinance of 1890 the schools are divided into lower
elementary, and higher elementary schools. Those establish~d .and
maintained at the expense of cities, towns, or villages, or of town and
village school unions, or of the -districts within them, are called city,
town, or village, elementary school§l, and those established and maintained at the expense of private individuals are called private ele- ·
mentary schools. Apprentice schools · and supplementary schools for
technical instruction are also classed under the heading of elementary
schools. Each city, town, or village is expected to establish and maintain elementary schools sufficient to accommodate all children of school
age; 6 to 14, resident in such city, town, or village. The city, town, or
village· may also establish and maintain kindergarten, libraries, schools
for the blind a11d dumb, and miscellaneous schools similar in character
to elementary schools.
The secondary schools, which give higher instruction in the 1:>ranches
of study preparing for liberal pursuits <;>r more advanced educationi are
organized according to the local conditions of each Fu and Ken and in
-conformity with the general regulations issued by the department of
education. Normal schools intended to train teachers for elementary
schools arc to be established in every Fu and Ken. The object o:£ the
university is to give instruction in special qratiches in its four departments of law, science, medicine, and literature. The professional
schools, which are organized according to the local condition of Fu and
and Ken, include medkal, pharmacal, legal, scientific, mathem_a tical,
architectural, naval, foreign language schools, gymnastic and drawing
schools. The regulations of these schools are determined by the department of education or by the departments to which they are
assigned, such as that of military affairs, agriculture, marine, etc., or
in part by local conditions. The agricultural schools have courses,
which are determined according to local conditions; and are conse-

of

1
The Japanese terms used throughout this article may be defined as follows: Fu,
Imperial city (each Fu consists of one main city with suburban districts); Ken) or
profectoral divisions of the Empire. The l!'us are divided into Ku, cities or wards1
and Cho, pr~cincts. Then there are the Gun, or counties, which since 1889 are divided into Shi, Cho, and Son (graded according to population). The Shi is a city,
generally; Cho, a town; and Son, a village. The Fu Chiji and Ken Rei are governors,
respectively, of city and county. The K6ch0 is a dfrector, and the word Cho is also
used to indicate a magistrate.
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quently not uniform; agricultural institutes teach practical business,
and Iiave a simple course of study. Commercial schools, which, like the
aoove-mentioned schools, are organized according to local conditions,
but in accordance with general regulations issued by the minister of
education, give their students the opportunity to learn the practical
business of commerce. Industrial schools are to be established accordfog to siJnilar conditions,- so that students may learn practical business.
Private schools are also established with the approval of the governor
of Fu and K~m, and all public and private schools. are to be opened to
inspection of any officials designated by the minister of education.
High schools for girls are for the purpose of giving a higher class of
education. to girls wh-0 have completed the elementary school course.
Then there are various miscellaneous schools, organized in different
localities, -s uch as Japanese, Chinese, French, German, and English
schools, those for the deaf and dumb, bookkeeping schools, handiworl.i
schools for women, schools where arithmetic alone is taught, and those
in which reading is the main basis of instruction. ,
State-control.-The majority of the schools, unless some of the private ones be excepted, are. under ·the general control of the minister of
educati-On, who presid.es over the department of education. He is aided
in supervising education throughout the country by special inspectors,
who exercise general supervision over the local authorities by visiting
the schools when sent out by the department. There are also many
schools under tlte control of the department of the imperial household,
under the military department, under the control of the department of
marine, of justice, of agriculture and commerce, the department of
communications, and under the control of the Hokkaido 1 admfaistration board. ,
Local control is not regulated by any :fixed rules, and there have been
from year t-0 year many modifications of the ordinances governing such
general oversight. Sometimes there are committees of inspection; the
school officials of Gun and Ku attend to the periodical examinations;
supervising teachers aid in the matter of improving e<luca,tional systems; teachers of morals are also sent from point to point within their
own jurisdiction. More than this, all the local authorities aid in the
matter of control over the schools in their respective districts, so that
through the reports made· to the special im~pectors, and by them to the
department of education, there is positive knowledge among the official at ~okio of the condition of educational institutions throughout
the Empire.
ll!aintcnan.~.-Tb law of 1879 clas i:fies the school in point of
m, mt ·n u?e mt p blic and pri at ; the former being mainfained by
loc-il a ati n, r t th public expen' of the citie towns or villages
in ·hwh ~1 Y • r
t bli ·hed; th 1 tt r b ing tho~e which are e tab-
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lished and supported at the private expense of one or more individuals.
In localities where school funds are deficient itinerary schools may be
established and school fees may be charged, or not, according to the
needs of the locality. This local taxation does not do away, however,
with appropri~tions from the Government, which are regularly made tQ
the respective educational circuits. The grounds oecupied by schools
are generally exempted from taxation. In 1886 the maintenance of
elementary schools was changed' somewhat. Where formerly the expenses were defrayed out of the rates of ward and village, they were to be
supplied by school fees, and if money was obtained by contributions, it
was to be available for the payment of expenses. When school fees
and donations were 11ot sufficient to defray the expenses, the deficiency
was to be supplied out of town or village rates. If local circumstances
made it :necessary a simpler elementary course might be substituted for
the ordinary elementary course and the town or village pay the expenses,
even to the sala,ries of teachers, out of the village taxes. The national
treasury was to support one higher normal school; each Fu or Ken to
support a lower grade normal from the local taxes and a lower grade
secondary school. .A. higher secondary school was to be established in
each of the five districts into which Japan was divided; its expenses to
be paid partly by the national treasury and partly by local taxes of the
Fu or Ken of the circi1it. In the Hokkaido and Okinawa.Ken the expenses of normal and secondary schools were to be defrayed out of local
supplies paid from the national exchequer, and the elementary schools
established by towns and villages were to be aided partly by local
taxes. By imperial ordinance of 1~86 it was prescribed that regulations
for the management of school funds should be established by the Governors, namely, the Fu Chiji or Ken Rei. By this provision not only
the school funds, but also the sites, school lands, buildings, books, and
apparatus were not to be diverted to other uses. According to imperial decree of 1890 cities, towns, or villages, or town and village school
.
unions are to maintain elementary ~chools as follows:
To provide and maintain school buildings, school sites, school appliances, gymnastic hu,lls, and ll1Ilds for practical training in agriculture; to provide for the salaries, traveling expenses, etc., of elementary schoolteachers; and to provide for such
miscellaneous expenses as are incurred in connection with elementary schools.

The maintenance of higher schools does not seem to be changed from
tho earlier conditions mentioned above.
STATISTICS.

Before proceeding to give statistics it may be well to state that during the years 1886-'90 many decrees, which bore directly upon education, were promulgated by the highest authorities; the Fu and Ken
authorities rearranged their school districts, the school arrangements
being so different in the various cities and counties that no comprehensive statement can be given; great alterations in boundaries of towns
and villages were ma.de, and there was general readjustment of school
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properties. New laws for the organization of towns and villages were
carried out as far as practical, and a corresponding increase in school
districts was apparent. Seventeen Fo.s and Kens, in 1889, were awaiting
the issuance of a revised ordinance for elementary schools before rearranging their school distiicts, and two Fus and twenty-six Kens had
already commenced such reorganization .so as to receive the benefit of
the greater educational advantages which would naturally accrue from
such change. . To date of 1889 the most material advantages were felt
from the influence indirectly exercised on education in towns and villages by the operations of new laws for the organization of cities, towns,
and villages. The ~earrangement of school districts involved the
establishment of new schools, the suspension of others, and the rearrangement of school property. The general outcome of such efforts
tended more directly toward an increase in the number of s,chools,
teachers, and pupils, and in the amount of income and expenditure.
The lo<'.al authorities, aiding in the general tendency toward progress, llad i:i;i. view measures leading to an improvement in the standard
of teachers, to a greater accumulation of school funds, and to a wider
diffusion of education for women. The principal events of these years,
naturally leading to the statistical presentation which follows, may be
summed up by stating that the educational laws in force were fournl to
be contradictory in spirit to the laws which were passed in regard
to the organization of cities, towns, and villages. In order to keep
abreast with the reorganization mentioned above a general school revision
must necessarily follow; th.en came the promulgation of general rcgulati011s relating fo local education; imperial ordinances relating to elementary schools, laws relating to salaries of directors of Fu and Ken
normal schools; relating to pensions to retired officials, or to their
families in case of decease; relating to retired teachers and the families
of deceased teachers in city, town, or village elementary schools. As a
climax to these movements th~ Emperor addrnssed his people, and in
his speech, while considering the subject of education, be especially
ca1led attention to the necessity of a firm establishment of a standard
of moral education, and of a course of conduct to be followed by childr n. The main points of these various ordinances and laws will be
presented under the various heads into which this paper i.s diviJed.
In 1800 the population of Japan was 20,932,367 males, 20,389,638
fi mal ; total, 41,322,005. ·The school districts numbered 12,3 3.
The , ·hool r> pulation numbered 7,195,412 (males, 3,765,984:; females,
3,420,42, ). The number of pupils r ceivin,.,. instruction expressed in
•
0
'
1t pcrc: nt, g t
chool population, wa 48.95. The numb r of pupils
t
tal popn1• i n, xpr '. d in p
ntag , wa 7.79. Of the wLole
numb _rm :c-11 ol 3,,J- 71 wer r eiving th . pr crib d cour e of in. t u~; 1 !1 • u l ,67 :1- n w r not r c iving the r gulation course. The
m ti uti ll und r th · ntr 1 f the cl l)artm nt of education includ6
1 _ui i r i , 7 hi ,b r · ·onclary ·h ol , 2 high r normal chool , 4, pe1 1 ·h, ,I , 1 · ·h ol fi r th blind and dumb, and several ch ols and
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kindergiirten attached to the higher normals. The pupils in the abovementioned schools were 7,160; graduates, 926. This does not include
pupils in the elementary courses attached to the higher normals. The
expenditure by the department for school purposes was 1,100,689
yen. 1 Special expenditure, 265,312 yen. Under the control of the local
.authorities were 26,012 elementary schools, 47 lower grade normal
schools, 54 lower grad3 secondary schools, 30 higher schools for girls,
55 special schools, and 1,650 miscellaneous schools, the total being
27,846. Of this number 25,425 were public and 2,421 private establishments. The number of instru~tors .and teachers was 74,024, that
of pupils, 3,211,931. In the public schools 311,505 pupils· had completed their courses of study, and 17,823 in the private schools. The
amount of expenditure for the public schools was 8,675,140 yen. It
may here be stated that although the imperial ordinance relating to
elementary schools had been promulgated in the year 1889-'90 it had
not yet been carried into effect on account of the various accessory
ordinances which must necessarily be issued. The efforts of the authorities during the year were directed toward completing such measmes
as had been undertaken in the previous year. The following table
more clearly presents the classification of schools than can _be done by
any other method. The majority of the elementary and higher schools
are supported by Government and by local rates.
Tables showi11g the nurnber of Goi:ernment,·p1tblic, and pri1:ate schools for the twenty-th-ird
yea1· of Meiji, 1890.
•
Namber of schools.
Classification.

Number of instructors and teachers.

Govern- Public. Pri- Total. Govern· Public. Private.
vate.
roent.
ruent.
----- --

Total.

--

Elementary schools ..............
Lower irra(le normal schools ......
Higher normal schools .... ......
Lower grade secondary schools ..
Iliirher scliools for females .. . .. ..
Ilighor secondary schools ........
Imperial University ............·.
Special schools ....... ....•.......
Miscellaneous schools ...........

2
1
1
7
1
4
1

Grand total. ...............

22

5

25,277
47

735

26,017
47
2
-------43
11
55
7
23
31
7
-------- ........
1
------ -- -----23
30
57
28 1,622
1,651

----

.....

25,425 2,421

31

.........

27,868"

30
8
14
335
227
115
11
711

Number of students and pupils.
Classification .

Govern- Public.
ment.

Private.

Total.

66,463

G24

1,236

3,970

67,730
624
30
680
311
335
227
751
4,107

5,9.J.6

74,795

····--·-··
-------- ·------···
572
100
83

214

·····
-·· ----··-···
.........
210
126
08, 078

---------426

Number of graduates.
Govern- Public. Pri- Total.
mcnt.
vate.

- - -- - - - -- -- - - - - -

Elementary schools ....... .
Lower grade normal schools ......
Higher normal schools ...... .. ..
Lower grade seoondary schools ..
Iligh r schools for females .......
Higher soconuary schools ..... ...
Imperial University ..... ........
~ecial schools ...................
IScellan_eous schools ...........
Grand total .....•..........

570 3,038,032
5,295
162
60
132
4,356
J, 812
1,061
71

57,798 3,096,400
5,295
102
1,638
11,620
1,426
1, 56i
3,120
4,356
----······ .........
1,312
·····--------·-·· 12,790
2,804 ; 8,925
1,579 82,956
84,606

----·--..........
·--------9,916

7,730 3,059,052 152,879 3,219,661

58 309,475
942

----····
40

..........
15
373
402
96

----·---

493
116

--------------867
112

5,521 315,054
942
40
36
529
.190
321
........
373
.. L ....
402
2,566
2,103
9,973 10,085

........

984 311,505 17,825 330,312

1
The gold yen is worth 99.7 cents; consequently the amount in dollars is nearly
the same. The last three figures usually represent tho sen and the rin, which are,
respectively, tho one-hundredth and one-thousandth part of a yen.
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As will be observed, the number of elementary schools was 26,017.
The number of-school buildings for elementary schools newly constructed
during the year was- 731; the expenditures for the same being a,b out
413,965 yen. The average number of new buildings for each Fu or Ken
was 16; the amount of expense for each school, 566 yen. The number
. of teachers (in.eluding pupil teachers) in elementary schools was 31 in
the Government schools, 66,463 in the public schools, and 1,236 in. private S:chools. That is a total of 67,730. The average number of pupils
for each teacher was 46.7, both in public and private schools; the average number of teachers for each school is 2.63 in public schools, 1.68 in
private schools . . These averages .are ap~ to be misleading, however, as
in the Ken of Loyama there were 74 pupils under the care of a teacher,
and in the Ken of Nagano there were only 26. The average paid to
teachers of these grades ranged between 144 and 75 yen in some of the
Kens, and between 420 and 30 in other Kens, while the highest annual
salary was 600 yen. The total number of pupils was 3,096,400, of whom
570 attended the Government schools, 3,038,032 the public.schools, and
57,798 the private schools. The number of those who have completed
the elementary course was 315,054, of whom 17,956 belonged to the
higher elementary, 229,447 to the second divfsion of the elementary
schools, and 67,651 to the simpler elementary course. The average
number of pupils in daily attendance, expressed in per cent, was 72.37
in the public schools and 84.54 in the private schools.
In Japan importance is attached to infant training, and an annual
increase in the numbe~ of kindergarten is reported. In 1890 there
were 138 of these schools, 99 of them Governmental and 39 private
ones. The number of conductors was 271, of children in attendance,
7,486 (4,185 boys, 3,301 girls). As regards the prosperity of the
kindergarten, those in the Fu of Tokio, Kioto, and Osa.ka take a :first
rank. · A dearth of conductors there and elsewhere was reported, and
thi necessitated the opening, in connection with the normal school in
Tokyo, of an institute for the training of teachers for infant schools,
from which institute eight conductors were graduated in 1890. A private educational society of ·Tokio also e tablished an institute of kind rgarten conductor and sent ot1t twenty persons to :fill the kindergarten ranks.
Th normal schools were affected by a revision in their regulation in
1 G. Sin ·e that date great attention has been paid to the opening of
n w · ool , to the fornu hing of a:pparatus and appliances, and to the
m (1 f t , ·hing the . u 1 cts of ·tudy newly introduce 1. The numl 'o 1 ;\' r gr,
n nu, 1 .·cho 1 in 18!)0 w 47 with 570 male and 45
'
fi·n, 1
41 m le, and
5 :fi male pupils;
the graduate.
nnm r ·<l
m 1
rnl 1: £ m, le.. Th , nnual xpenditure during
' ~ m nt cl
, 7.1 6 y n; th gr at ·t av ra(J'e amount
·, · 2. · n; th :m 11 t av rarre amou t 2 en while
~
'
rr w, · 1iJl.4. ye . The tw higher n r al s ho 1
1

1
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under the control of the Depa.rtment, i.e., the Tokio Higher Normal
School and the Tokio Female Normal School had their pupils distributed as follows: Nineteen Japanese instructors, 1 foreigner, 23
pupils each in the physical, chemfoal, and Ii~erary course, and 30 in the
biological course; 15 graduates in the biological course, and 4 in the
elective course, these graduates being now engaged in lower grade normal and secondary schools. In the elementary school attached to the
higher normal were 423 pupils. The Tokio Educational lVIuseum attached to the school contained 14,661_obiecfa, and had been. visit~d by
9,770persons duringtheyear. The amountofexpencliturewas51,160.293
yen for the Higher Normal. In the Higher Female Norm3)-l School
there were 10 Japanese instructors ancl. 86 pupils. -Thirteen pupils
graduated in the female normal course and eight in the elementary
normal course. The teachers in the attached elementary school numbered 71 Japanese, with 213 pupils-. In the kindergarten tbere were 7
concluctorsand183children. Theexpenditureamountedto30,60S.67yen.
The lower grade secondary schools, 55 in number, had 650 Japanese
and 3 foreign instructors; pupils, 11,6.20; graduates for the- year, 529.
The expenditure of the secondary schools established by Fu and Ken
was 297,458.597 yen, an ·average rate for each school of 6,917 yen; for
each pupil 29.998 yen. About 25 per cent of the pupils leave sehoorbefore graduation, especially from the classes of the fourth and fifth years.
The private secondary schools numbered 11; instructors 98; pupils
1,638; graduates 36; expenditure 28,170.701 yen; amount for each pupil
17.198. The 7 higher secondary schools had 320 Japanese and 15 foreign
instructors, with 3,037 pupils in the main schools and 1,319 in the medical departments. Graduates during the year numbered 200 pupils in
the main schools and 173 in the medical departments. Classified according to social orders there were 7 Kwazok.u (peers); 1,.784 Shizoku
(military class), and 1,246 Heimin _(the common people) in the medical
departments. The expenditure during the year was- 433,757.834 yen. ~
Lack of solid foundation is-reported from some of the higher female
schools, but this comes in part from, the long years of neglect of female
education, and in part from the fact that many of them are simply adjuncts- of the lower grade secondary schools, so that no separate reports
from these can be made. The higher female schools under control of
Fu and Ken numbered ·7 public and 22 private establishments, 132
maleand148 female Japanese instructors, and 17foreign fem.ale teachers;
pupils 2,983; graduates 317. The Imperial University is under the
control of the Minister of State for Education, and depends for its
revenue upon annual allowances from the treasury of the Imperial Government. Its tuition fees and other sources of income are allowed to
accumulate year by year so as to have a large fund, a portion of which
may, however, be paid out from time to time. The statistics of the
university and its different depaTtments may be best presented in the.
'following table for 1890. The special changes in course of study and
the general progress will be indicated on pageS: 298-29.9.
0
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Statistics of the I11iperial University.
,

-

Number of pro.
fessors.

~

Graduates.

.Japa- For~ Total.
nese. eign.
/

University Hall ....•.•..•..
Law Collo~e ...•..•...••...
Med~cal qo le e ......•.....
En/fmeermg ollege .......
Col ege of Literature ....•.
CoilegO'of Science .........
College of Agriculture ..••.

.. ·ir

Total. ...••...•.•••...

202

6

73
31
14
29
41

5
2
4'
5
2
7
25

Stu. Pu.
dents. pils. Total.

------

f9
75
35
19
31
48

Stu- Pudents. pils. Total.

47

......

47

286
123
85
35
25
81

15
65
21
53
72
404

301
188
103
88
97
485

1
83
45
28
5
10
25

682

630

1,312

197

227

......

:Amount of
oxpenditures.

Yen.

14

1
83
166
31
19

83

108

1~ 690. 302
30,424.153
146, 804. 774
61,038.142
34,954.658
62,054.521
41,284.724

221

418

378,251.274

·----·
121
3

........

10

/

The College of Agriculture was first established in June, 1890, it being
in reality a transfer of the Tokio Dendrological School to the university, and its course was made to extend over three years. Attached to
the university are the library, botanfo garden, astronomical observatory, and hospitals of the medical college.
The number of Government special schools is clearlyindicat~d in the
following tabJe. They are under the control of the Department of Ed11;cation:
Number of instructors.
Pupils.

Schools.
.Japanese. Foreign .

Total.

Graduates.

Amount of
expenditureS.

--------Yen.

¥~ff

1
i~~ifnic~c~~h~~f~~- .:::::::::::
Tokio :Fine Art School ·- ..............
Tokyo Academy of Music ....... . ....

46
32
23
8

1

50
33
23
9

Total . ..........................

109

6

1151

4
1

630
212
148
71
1,061

41

40,706.596
56, 804.331
25, 303.678
14,811.338

96

137, 625. 943

55

·------------------

During the year 18!)0 the apprentices' school for merchants and
artisans was transferred from the higher commercial school to the
Tokio Technical School. The latter, formerly designed to train tech·
nologists, foremen and superintendents of factories, was changed to
that of a school for preparing foremen and teachers of industries. The
total number of public special schools was 53; instructors, 636; pupils,
1 ,72\l; graduates, 2,470. AD?-ong the pupils 5,521 were studying law;
next in point of numbers were the pupils studying medicine, 1,521;
commerce, 1,338, and mathematics, 1,257. The school of engineering
had 593 pupils; agriculture, 427; literature, 390; philosophy, 288; Slli'·
v ying, 128; drawing, 94; veterinary surgery, 74; political economy,
54; naviga ion, 3. The number of pupils studying agricultural and
com 1 r ial ran 11 s i steadily increasing, l>ut as compared with the
1
h ol" t1 , c ins itution are not pro perous as yet.
' h mi u
hool maintained by public funds are not es·
·i, lly num ro ,
ut they i clu e a variety of subjects and the
t. bli ht nts n t only mak out in p int of number~ what the
lio 1. 1 ·k u al ·o h w th t nd ncy of training towards
nc a table is her ap nded:

Table of 1niscellaneous schools, with subjects of study in 1890.
GoYernment Hokkaid6 Fu and Ken establishmtlnts.
Subjects of study.

....
0

•

Numbefo~~~strnc-1 Number of pupils .

I-<~
0) 0

0
•
I-<~

Private establishments .

s~
:::I"'

Male.I

~

r!i~.\ Total. \Male.\ J-ii~.1 Total.

....

Numbe~i;/nstruc-1 Numberofpupils.

0

po I

.

s~

.

I

!~~.\

.

!a1~.\

14

28

31

59

285

412

691

}~[i;~t~:
:: :::::: :::::::: ::: :: : :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: :: : ::::.:: :::: :: ::::::: .... ~ ..... ~- ::: ::: ..... ~ .... ~~- :::: :: .... ~~.
German .....••..•.........................................·........................................ . ...... ............ .

Russian ..•..••....•....................................................................... .. ..........................
L aw . . ......••..••............ ·············· · ······································· ··· ··········· ·· ········ · ·········
Medicine......................
1
3 ..••..
3
11 ......
11 ........................ . ...............•. , .
Pharmacy .....•........•............................................................ _-........ . ....................... .

~:~:~c~~:::::::::::::~:::::: :::::.: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: ····5· ···i1· :::::: ····i1· .. 379. :::::: ···379.

Mathematics ..•..••..•...••................ : . ....... ·.............. . ............................................ "'" ... .

ttiam~~iJ:::::::::::: : : : :):: : : : : : : : : : : :):: :::) : : ;: : : ;: :::::::< :\: : : : : : :;:
Preparatory course for middle

,

,

deaf and dumb..............
1
10
1
11
43
28
71
Handiwork ......•............ -... .. .... .. . ... . . ... . .. . .. . . . . ... . .. .. . . . . .

1
9 ......
1 ... . . .
3

9
64
3 . .. . . .

23
125

87
125

:~:]ttt:tt : : : : : : : : : ; ;.;: : : : ::t : : : : :J : : ~: ::/: : : : : ){ : :;: ::t
Science of education .•........................................................................•.......................

§~grtf~!;~o~~.~~:::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::

i~Th:it\/II\ \:)II !\i! :) ?)! ::} IIIIII \l/ II\( IH
J

·30 1 - 1f ~ l l 3 4 1

431

689 1,326 , 127
902
121
'2-14
21
4
7
10
53
2

11

12
10

96

Number of pupils.

6!)

177 /

261

70

I

36 /

1,453
2', 003
1,023 18,
133 1 •·
2, 677
495
246
36
25
3
53 1,215
97 .
11
6!)
863
96
008
10
25 • 2,14
3
89
1
44
862
23
189 .6, 666
276
40
118 4,782
90 1, 88!) 1,285
Hi
189
24
64
8

3

25
1
44
1861
116
73
15
. 8

,8

51

........

51

918

2
15G
31

2
28
26

1
170
20

3
198
46

36
31

100
5

346
10

35
4

3

11

5

1
7

128
87
83
12

.

G!~!i~{b~;~~h~~ f~~-bii~cl·~~d- ...................... :......................... ·.· ..................................... .

3

Number of instructors.

I ..o _2

.

:::I~
Male.I 1
Total. IMale.I
Total. I~ iiS Malo. I n~[Q~.I Total.I Male. I m~l~.1 Total.
~
1 - - - 1 - -- - t -- - \ - - -1- - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 -- - - 1- --

Japanese and Chinese.....................................................

Total .....••..••......... !

•

I-<~
0

<l)

<:)0

po

- - - - - -- - - - - - ,

City, town, or village establishments.

....

3
- 2
17

29,770
20, G28
282
1,218
97
863
918
247
80
885
6,942
4,822
3,174
213
64
918

I

............

6 ..•...
1
8 ..•...
2
2
3 ···· ··
2
2
1
!) ••••••
3
3
2 ··•···
8 ..•••.
1
3 .• ~ •••
3
2 ...••.
2

-----··

381 5,553
89
14
570
11
51
6
80
8
159
3
4 ···•···
105
9
3 ••.....
25
8
13
3
2
12

6
4,282
275
344
97

------12

.........

6

28
29
20

····--3

............

42
4,313
275
5,897
186
570
Ga
80
165
28
134
20
25 ·

i-3
~

t_:rj
t_:rj

tj

c: ·
Cl
>1-3
H

0

z

>t"4

UJ
~

UJ

i-3
t._:rj

~

0

rrj

~>

~

16

12

10618801593/ 1,473 11,622 13,461 1 50913,970 167,982 114,974 /82,956

t-.:)
~
~

\

"',

\\
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The school age is defined according to imperial ordinance as" the
period of eight ye~,r s between the sixth and fourteenth years of the
child's age." The guardians or parents are under obligations "to
cause· sue,h children to attend school until they have completed the
lower elementary school comse," this obligation "to take effect from
the beginning of the school year subsequent to the child's obtaining
school age." Guardians are to send " children of school age to the
city, town, or village elementary schools, or to the private elementary
schools to bB substituted for them, but in case they desire to give the
lower elementary school course to their children of school age at their
own homes or at any other places, the- approval of the highest official
of city, town, or village must first be obtained."
_
The length of the schoolyear is not specincally stated, but it is <l9creed
that the number of holidays shall not exceed ninetx, exclusive of Sundays. This rule does not apply, however, to apprentices' schools,
supplementary schools for technical instruction, and s11:pplementary
courses.
In the university the academic year begins on the 11th of September
and ends on the 10th of July, and the year is divided into three terms.
The-first is from September 11 to December 24 (105 days); the second
from January 8_t0 March 31 (83 days); tbe third from April 8 to July
10 (94 clays).
FIN.A.NOE.

Income.-The fnncls of ,the schools established by the different departments are su})plied from the national treasury, and consequently
out of the appropriation intended for the use of the respective departments. The funds of schools established by Fu and Ken are supplied
from the local taxes paid by the people of the respective Fu and Ken.
In some cases the money contributed and the tuition fees are added to
the local tax to make up the fund, or sometimes a part of it is supplied
by governmental ubsiclies. Tuition fees are considered part of the
r sources of cities, towns, and villages. The funds of schools, etc.,
established by wards or vill es are supplied from the public funds of
warcls or village . Sums of money contributed, tuition fees, and money
realized from school lands are added al o to the fund. Private schools
are maintained by the fees demanded for in truction or by the contributions from private individuals.
Tu groun occnpiecl by school., which are organized by the iliffernt <le1,~r m nt. , are i ev ry ca. c Government lands. The grounds
cc pi
by · 11001
. tabli lied by Fu r Ken are also in most ca es
vernm nt 1. u , ut in a £ ·w a es land jointly owned by the people
t t
o · rnm nt
cl.. Th grounds occupied by school
', rd or villt ere re jointly owued by the people or
l> I r y of rivat individual .
illag e t li a th public expense auy c;hools,
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such as elementary, secondary, professional, agricultural, commercial, or
industrial schools, Government land not in use, if there be any in the
place, is granted for school purposes at the re-quest of the people of
the locality.
·
The proportion is as follows: Five hundred tsuh<T (1 tsubo is about
36 square feet) for each elementary school and.1,000 tsubo for any other
school ~he land actually occupied by the schools is exempted from
taxation. .Again, the land possessed by all public agricultural schools
and provided for practical or experimental use is exempted from taxation in the proportion of 5 cho (3,000 tsubo) for each school, and when
Government land is require4 to provide farms for practical or experimental use, land not exceeding 5 cho is granted for- s11ch use without
any payment or rent being required.
Prior to the Restoration (1868) the expenditures.of se1lolastic institutions were defrayed out of the national treasury or by the provincial gov- ·
ernments. After the department of education was establislt_ed, school
fees were made the principal soo/ce of in__come, and additional aid was
granted from the treasury to the schools under direct control of the
department. The schools under Fu and Ken · were aided by school
district rates, voluntarily contributions, and interest accruing from ac:
cumulated school funds. In 1878 .g reat changes were effected in provincial financial administration. The expenses of schools established
by Fu and Ken were defrayed out of local taxes, and if the towns or
villages needed aid from local taxes, the local assemblies decided upon
the amount to be given for such pmpose. The taxes levied were (1)
one-fifth or less (afterwards increased to one-third} of the land tax; (2)
licenses and oth~r miscellaneous taxes; (3) taxes on inhabited houses.
The law of 1879 left it to the discl'etion of local authorities whether
school fees should be charged or remitted. pi.is greatly decreased the
income from school fees and increased village rates~ The regulations
of 1884 restricted the powers of local assemblies; Ku, town and village rates were assessed on the value of lands, or licenses,. and on every
landowner. A limitation was placed upon the rates in 1885, eo that they
were not to exceed one-seventeenth of the land tax. This caused a decrease of more than 10,000 yen in a single Fu or Ken.. In 1886 the
general regulations prescribed that school fees should be appropriated
for the support of higher and lower grade elementary schools of Fi1 and
Ken. To these were to be added such sources of income as voluntary
contributions, etc. If simple elementary courses took the place of the
ordinary elementary school, then the same should be maintained out of
Ku, town, or village rates, and the salaries of teachers out of local taxes.
Investigations extending over a series of years, in regard to the maintenance of lower and higher grade e.Iement.ary schools, indicated that
. 1888, of the total number of schools nearly seven-tenths required'
m
no assistance from city, town1 and village rates; in 1889 none was required from five-tenths of the number; in1890 the proportion went down
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to four-tenths. This was attributed to the decrease in the amount of
school fees and voluntary contributions. Formerly the amount of city,
town, and village rates was not allowed to exceed half the amount of
school expenditure, but alterations in local administration changed
matters; the amount oi tuition fees in ordinary grades decreased and
contributions diminished. The amount of income of public schools in
18D0 from tuition fees was 2,221,534.528 yen; from voluntary contributions, 428,295.328; interest on various funds, 441,856.050; city, town;
·and village rates, 4,518,458.401; local taxes, 1,145,372.052; miscellane·
ous, 224,627.062; a total of 9,879,808.143 yen. The rate per cent of
population was 0.239. An increase in the items of city, town, and village rates, school fees, and miscellaneous income was manifest over the
preceding year, but a decrease in the other items. Of the above incorrie the portion chiefly appropriated to the support of elementary
schools was 8,371,289.836 yen, showing an increase over the previous
year of 275,574.809.
Income .of public elementar.y school by grade in 1890.
~

School funds
and other
income.

City, town, and
vi1lage rates.

Local taxes.

Yen.

Yen.

Yen.

203, 471. 126
1, 235, 559. 225
358, 928. 805

598, 787. 472
2,713,847. !l91
1, 136, 329. 403

Total.

Grades.

Tuition fees.

Elementary schools:
IIighel' ..........
Second dh-ision .
Lowest . ........

Yen.
589, 090. 804
1, 500, 341. 530
2,646.628

Total. .. .......
In the ye:tr-

2,092,087. !)62

1, 797, 959.156

4, 448, 964. 866

3~, 277. 852

8, 371, 28'.l. 836

188:) ...... ······1888 ......•• .•.•.
1S87 •.••..••.•••.

2, 091, 557. 933

1, 884, 044.147
2, 135, 091. 711
1,337,638.009

4, 078, 965. 216
3, 948, 458. 997
3, 103, 191. 992

41,147.731
51,188.589
72,862.654

8, 095, 715, 027
8, 020, 084. 487
5, 663, 732. 445

1, 890, 345. 190
l, 150, 039. 790

Yen.
1,393, 713. 8]2
5, 45;J, 483. 4 l5
1, 524, 142. GU9

2,355.410
3, GS-I. G60
26,237.773

An investigation of the amount of school fees paid indicates that
none of the pupils pay less than 5 sen (5 cents) in the Ken of Saitama,
Chiba, Tochigi, Aomori, Yamagata, Akita, Gifu, and Okayama, while
in the Ken of Ishikawa, Oita, Saga, and Kumamoto none pay more
than 30 sen (30 cents). In the Fu of Tokio one-half of the total number of pupils pay over 30 sen (30 cents). In the K~n of Miyazaki,
Kagoshima, and Okinawa 25 sen is the highest fee paid by the pupils.
Amount of voluntm·y contributions to public schools in 1890.
Items.

Money.

Grounds.

Buildings.

No.of
:Books. Appara- Miscella- contribu·
tus.
neous.
tors.

--------l----+----1----1--- ---•----,
T,vbo.•

T,ubo.•

Oopies.

20,628.46

1,810. 2Q

12,459

Oopiea.

Yen.

15,521

4,741,889 l

138

1,760 j

I

····••·•••·· . •••.•. ••.

1,067

278
130 .•••......

1
88

····ss:ooo'

4 ···········
44

15,000

403,655
361
78,138
548
9;,4

1,020

48-1, 682
25~, 382

D

•'Ih Taubo c4uala about 36 aqu:uo foot.
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ExpendUure.-Tbe expenditure of the department of education dur- ing 1890 was as follows: General expenses, 184,198.093 yen; expenditure for building official residences for private secretaries to the minister, 3,375.616 yen; various other buildings, 2,052.253; 'for building
elementary schoolhouses to be exhibited at the National Industrial Exhibition, 699.455; special expenses for foreign journeys, 6,261.600; total,
196,587.017 yen. The a!fiount of expenditure paid out by the Govern::ment to the various institutions included: Imperial University,
249,302.000 yen; school "of agriculture and forestry, 38,194.000; higher
normal school, 29,250.000 ; higher normal for females, 21,166.500_; first
hjgher secondary school, 66,371.250; second higher secondary school,
33,518.250;. third higher secondary school, 47,325.855; fourth higher
secondary school, 33,540.000; fifth higher secondary school, 37,914.000;
higher commercial school, 25,519.500; Tokio technical school, 26,491.500; ·
Tokio Academy of Fine Arts, 13,125.000; Tokio Academy of Music,
7,291.000; Tokio Blind and Dumb School, 2,250.000; Tokio library,
6,000.000; total, 637,259.355 yen. The total amount for 1890 of Fu and
Ken educational expenses, and of educational ~id to cities, towns, and
villages defrayed out of the local taxes voted by the Fu and Ken assemblies, was 1,188,002.562 yen. This was divided as follows: Low~r
grade normal schools, 804,516.128 yen; lower grade secondary schools,
238,991.769; special schools, 69,206.905; various schools, 12,518.902;
expenses for educational societies and educational encouragement,
9,953.487; expenditure for pupils sent away from the jurisdiction of
their respective Fu and Ken, 1,948.000; educatiop.al aid to cities, towns,
and villages, 50,867.371. The total expenditure for the public schools
in 1890 was 8,675,14,0.109 yen, which is itemized as follows:
Table showing expenditures for public schools in 1890.
Classification.

Salaries of directors ...... ... ..... ............. __ ..• _.
Salaries of teacliers and conductors ................. .
Salaries of :pupil teachers ........................... .
Other salru:-rns . . . .... ........................•........
Miscellaneous salaries ................•..............
Pupils' expenses .............. ...................... .
R ent of grounds and buildings ...................... .

i;1;i;i:f!!.~~?;~:::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total. ......•......•............................

Yearly
expenditure.

Increase for
the year.

Yen.

Yen.

562, 107. 557.
25, 405. 859
3,192,374.289
196,687.197
1, 806, 743. 625
78, 084. 990
512, 215. 195
43, 085. 811
286,732.547
9,420. 548
306, 159. 916
18, 143. 2GO
121, 670. 874
3, 732. 603
424, 677. 8] 9 . . • . . . • . . . . . .. . .
737, 317. 2-i2 .••.•.•....... _.
725, 051. 045
2, 590. 799
8,675, 140.10!)

I

,?17, 850. 704

Decrease for
the year.
.••..•..••..•••.
............... .
.•.•.•.•.......•
, •..•••.........
............... .
....••..••......
..•........ .... .
10, 042, 4:,!7
49, 2GG. 936
_...... __ ... __ ..

~ •.. ~.: ~

Divide this amount among the different schools, averaging the..._1rnmber of schools and pupils, the result is as follows:
Classification.

Elementary schools ... ......... .............. _.. _... .
Midrlle schools ....... _.......... .. ....... ...... _... _.
Normal schoo!s ................................. .... .

~i~~~l:i~ti;s;~i;~~is::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.A.mounts disbursed.

Yen.
7, 357, 679. 918
297, 458. 597
800,307.186
131, 695. 00()
47,884.887

Average
amount for
each school.

Average
amount for
each pupil.

Yen.

Yen.

291. 082
6,917.642
17,027.812
5,725.870
1,496.403

2. 422
29. 998
1,51.144
46. 254
16. 903
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There was arlso expende~d for kindergii.rte-n. 20 7455.645- yen, and rn,.
65'8.86-7 yen for o·t her items, which makes a total of 8,.675,140.109 yen, and
the rate per pupil is2.422'yen. Compared with the previous year, there
is a, general inci:-ease in. all items for elementary schools, a decrease in the
arn.Qtmt for secondary ancl special schools, while in normal and miscellaneous scl10ols· an increase has taken place in the amounts disbursed
and in the avei'a,ge amount for ea.ch school, and a decrease in. the average amom1.t for each pupil.
·
SUPERVISION .A.ND .A.DMINISTR.A.TION.

State co11;tro-l.-The governmentaT supervision of education is under
the department of education, whiclt is one of ten departments. The
ministe·r of education has control o,v er all affairs connected with education throughout the country, and with respect to educational affairs
he superintends the governors of Fus and Kens. There are senior and
junior vice-ministers, who assist him in the discharge of his duties;
secretaries, who manage· spe.cial business intr:usted to them, under the
orders of the minister, and subordinate officials who transact whatever
business is assigned to each of them respectively.
The minister of edueation prepares draifts in re-ga,rd to the establishment and abrogation of such laiws and regulations as are connected
with education, and submits them to the Emperor for approval. He
also signs sueh Jaws and regulations and is responsible for them. The
minister has the right of nullifying any educational regulations made
by the governors of Fus an·d Kens ff such regulations do not meet with
his approval. In order to carry on the business of the department the
following bureaus are organized within the department, as is stated in
tho " General Outlines of Education in Japan in 1884," viz:
Bureau of special school affairs (to conduct business concerning higher and special
education); bureau of general scl.1001 affairs (to conduct business concerning general education); bure3,u of compilation1 (to conduct the business of writing and
compiling l.Jooks necessary to education); bureau of finance (to conduct finan ial
busincs , constructions, and repairs); bureau of general business (to conduct busjn ss connected. with official regul:l,tions for the officers of the several b'llreaus of the
department, the schools under its control. and miscellaneous business n t undertaken by the other bureaus); bureau of report (to conduct busines concerning
r port , statistics, etc., of education); office of private secretaries (belonging to the
private office of tlle minister and vice-ministers, having charge of business concern-
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ing aprointment, dismissal, promotion, etc., of officers under the contror of the
minister); documentary examiner's office (to examine the drafts of laws and regulations); office of prize affair~ (to conduct business connected with the pensions of
teacl.iers a,nd with educational awan1s) ;· i-nstiitute of music (to conduct business
concerning inquiries as to siugin.g and g,eneral :µ:nJ:>rovement in music); office of
reports for the Government Gazette (to con.duct the business of collecting and _
arranging, in proper order, the faws, regulations, writings, report!', -etc., necessary.
to education which are to be published in Kuwanto (the Government Gazette). The ·
chief of. each of these bureaus ha,s a secretary, and in some cases an assistaJJ.t chief
is also-appointed.
The minister and vice-minister visit from time to time the.- schools of Fu and Ken,
or send subordinu.te officials to every pla.ce to inspect the actual condition of education. Those officers afterwards presentreports to the minister concerning tho results
of their inspection. The governors are bound to preseri t ever.y year detailed reports
of education within their jurisdiction; and the heads of the school under the c~ntrol
of the Dcpartmcn"t aro also obliged to pre.sent reports on the results of instruction.
The minister then has all these reports arranged in proper order,. and after making
his own remarks, and adding statistics, presents them to the Emperor under the title
of the Annual Report of the Department of Educ.ation. This report is afterwards.
made public to show the condition of local educatiou,.
·
·
The minister of education has organized an. academy in order to inquire into matters concerning education an.cl to cliscuss- su-bje.cts connected with the science and
art of education. The members were chosen by. the minister himself, and the remn,inc1er have been. elected from time to time.by the vote of the members, their tenure
of ofll.ce bit1ng one year. As a rule, they meet once a month in. the department of
e<lucµ,tion. 'fhe directors, librarians, curators, teachers, etc., of the schools, libraries,
museums, etc., nuder the control of the department of education are appointed and
dismissed in different ways, according to their rank, those of the class of S&nin by
the vice-minister of education ancl those of the class of Hannin by the minister
him.self.

Since the presentation of the above regu~ations for State supervision
of educational affo,i rs the-re have been minor changes, particularly in
1&85 and 1886, but in the ma,in the-officers are the same. The·mini-ster of
ed1;wation 1 is now called the minister of state for education, and there is
one vice-minister of state for education in place of the senior and junior
men of previous years, but these modifications do not materially
modify the above statement.
Local control is, as lleretofore stated, not uniform. Sometimes- there
are committees of inspection appointed from. among the school officers-,
or the- inspections a-re con.ducted by officials of Gun or Ku. In sixteen Kens supervising teachers are appointed tor the purpose of rmproving educational systems. In other Kens teachers of normal s-ch.ools
exercise such supervision. In general, it may be stated that all the
1
Although educationa,1 affairs throughout the Empire are under the control of
the minister of state for education there are schools for the teaching of snccial
subjects under the control of and maintained by other governmental departments, i.
e., the department of the imperial household; the military and naval departments;
the department of justice; the department of agriculture a.JJ.d commerce; the
department of communications, and the IT.okkaidtJ administration board. The
high standard which these institutions ha-ve attained will be brouo-ht
out on the
0
following pages.
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local authorities .attend to the educational administration in their
respective districts.
In 1884 the local regulations were as follows, and the changes since
have not materially modified the provisions:
There are school committees specially organized in wards or villages to conduct
the various matters concerning the school attendance of children, the establishment
and maintenance of shools, etc., under tho supervision of the governor. They are
nominated in each school district by the people of that district, and then the governor selects a. certain number of those thus nominated. The tenure of office of
the school committees is not less than four years, and is fixed according to circumstances. Their number, salaries; etc., are determined by the "ward or village
assembly with the approval of the governor. In case any committeeman is incapable of discharging his duty, after he has been appointed, the governor causes
another nomination to be made.
·
Persbns qualified to serve as ·members of school committees, or to take part in the
appointment of the same, must be males upwards of 20 years of age, possessing
either lands or buildings, and having both legal and· actual residence within their
rcs11ective school districts.- The Kocht> takes part in the business of school com:
mittees in his own school district.
, When several wards or villages unite together and establish such schools as professional schools, middle schools, etc., independent of tho limit of the school district
in ·w hich elementary schools are organized, they nominate special school committees
within the limit of the school district thus formed. 'fhe regulations as to the mode
of nomination, appointment, functions, etc., are the same as those ado~ed in the
case of school committees of school districts. Regular educational inspection takes
place annually, and there are special educational tours made by officials designated
for that purpose~

This is, as far as can be aRcertained, the general method of procedure
in the diverse districts on the many islands comprising the Empire of
Japan. From year to year there are variations of the same, but to
date there seem to be no permanent changes materially affecting the
above statement.
TEACHERS.

Preparation.-The law appertaining to education is very explicit in
regard to the preparation of teachers. According to the various articles
therein contained normal schools for the training of teachers for elementary schools are to be establi hed in each Fu or Ken; they are to grant
certificates to their own and other students who, upon examination, are
found to be duly qualified; teachers 1 of either sex are to be over 18 years
of age; all teachers 2 of elementary schools must possess a certificate
from a
vernment or normal school. The first normal school dates
from 72 and wa found <l. with senior and junior classes in Tokio. A
f< r ~ n . ·h r was m lo d who taught the seniors as if they were
u1nl · f an 1 m ntary school, and they, while thus learning methods
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oi teaching, in turn gave instruction to the junior pupils. Soon after
a practice school was established, so that the p_upils might be better
grounded in methods, and in 1873 normal school courses with higher
and lower grades were instituted. So great was the call ·for women
teachers that, in 1874, a normal school for women was established in
Tokio, which school was merged into the Tokio Normal School in 1885._.
Admission to normal schools of persons above seventeen years of
age was based upon good moral character, sound health and constitution, and attainments equivalent to those of graduates of the second
division of elementary schools. The course of study at this early date
was modified from year to year, but general regulations governing the
normal schools were first issued in 1883. The instruction ·was based
upon ''the fundamental principles of human relations, such as loyalty
and filial conduct." The number of pupils to be admitted was fixed
at "one-for every 1,500 of school population within each jurisdiction."_... - ·
Pupil's expenses "were as a rule to be paid out of the school allowance,
with a provision that the same expenses might be granted as loans,
or some of the pupils might be admitted at their own expense, according to the discretion of the highest officials of city or province. From
1883 on, steady progress was observed in the work of nor_mal-schooJ
training. This was due in part to methods introduced by students
who had been sent to foreign countries to investigate normal-school
matters, and who had returned and engaged in the work of educa~ion.
In 1886, according to a decree promulgated by the Emperor, normal
schools were divided into higher and lower grade normal schools. The
higher normal was to be established at Tokio under the direct control o1
·the minister of state for education, and in each Fu and Ken there was
to be a lower grade normal school. The object of the higher normal is
to train directors and instructors of lower grade normal schools; that
of the lower grade normal is to train the directors and instructors ·of
public elementary schools. All expenses of pupils are to be paid out of
the school allowance. Included in the course of study in normal schools
is military drill, for it is conceded that '' the proper aim of nqrmal
training is to develop in pupils the characteristics of obedience, sympathy, and dignity." The four years' course of study in the fower grade
normal school includes ethics, science of education, Japanese language, Chinese literature, English language, mathematics, bookkeeping, geography, history, natural science, physics, chemistry, agriculture, handiwork, household management, writing, drawing, music, and
gymnastics. The male pupils are taught agriculture, handiwork, and
military exercises; the women learn domestic economy. The regulations for admission to the low~r grade normals require a completion of
the higher elementary course, legal residence within Fu or Ken, and
that the pupil be between 17 and 20 years of age, if men, and between
15 and 20, if women. Graduates of lower grade normals are under
obligation to serve as teachers during a ten years' period.
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The higher normal school is divided into three sections, i. e. (1)
physical and chemica,l science; (2), natural science; (3), literature.
The first incltides-the science- of edlmation, ethics, English language,
maithematics, phys:ics-1 chemistry,. handiwork and drawing, music, and
gymnastics.; the second (in addition to the science of education, ethics,
E~1glish lang.uag.e, drawing,- music, and gymnastics) has organic
chemistry, mineralogy, geology, botany, zoology, phy;siology, and agri·c..ulture; the-third (in addition .to the: s.cieneQ of education, ethics, mUBic
and gymnaRtics, and English language) includes Japanese language
and Chinese literati-ire, geogra.phy, history, political economy, and philosophy. The course of stud..y in the-woman's division varies s_omewllat
from the a.bove-, but inclu.des housekeeping and household management.
Admission to the higher normal is from the normal schools of Fu or
Ken, or from among persons of literar.y an9- other qualifications when.
nominated by the governing officials of Fu or Ken,. and selected by
the director of the higher normal school. The male graduates are to
serve for ten yea.rs after graduation, three years of which must be in
such_schools, a-nd at such salaries as the department of education may
decide. i'he-women are under obligation to service in schools· for five
years after graduation, for _the first two years in any schools to which
the de.partment of education. may as-sign them.
Licensing and appointment.-Oandidates-for the position of teacher in
elemen.tary schools must be upward of eighteen years of age, and mu.s-t
1)0ssess either the certificate of a normal school, a teacher's license, or
certificate of qualification in a certain subject given by the governor of
Fu. or Ken. The length of time for which certificates are granted is
mentioned above. The normal certificate is good for the whole coun'try; the license given by the governor is only available within the
j nrisdiction whence given. The teacher's license is given by the governor after examination concerning the candidate's knowledge, in
accordance with the directions for granting teacher's licenses1 issued

the

1
Regulations (1886) are as follows: There are general and local licenses; the
former granted by the minister and valid throughout the country; the latter by the
governor of Fu or Ken, and valid within the jutisdiction whence issued. General
licenses are valid for life; local, for life or a stated l)eriod, i.e., five years, with
privilege of renewal if the person be competent. Gener.11 licenses aro grant d to
gm.eluates of the higher normal, or to those who, h::wing possessed local licenses, and
having s rved five years or upward, are eminent both in attainments and teaching.
Local licenses are granted to grn.duates of the lower grade normal schools, or to those
w110 liav p ·sed tho _·aminations for elem •ntary-school teachers. Tho examinations for •1 m<!ntary-s ·ho l t n.rh rs arc to be conducted in accordance with the "snb.i • of slu ly and the. ta. <1nr to 1.,e attained in the lower grade normal schoo1<J."
1c •u · ar not to he <•rant cl to (1) tho e who havo ucc11 subject to imprisonment or
lio li." comruittel a. crimo against public morn.lity; (2) who havo been subject to
u~i hm:nt r gambling · (3) ·ho have be n a.c1judgctl bankrupt and not clischargcd
Ji tr ol,1 1" 1011 ; (•i) 1;nil y of minor debts drunk nncs or violence · (5) subJ' ct
1
.
.
.
'
,
'
.
n . ·n 1tu. • 11n ri onm nt, or litary c m m nt, according to law. The
."Ula ion r •c1u : h:_ f,, • hnll 1 paid 1 y ho who undergo examinations, a.n<l.
b t11,
Yho r 1 ·o 1t en
for el w ntary-school t achers.

f:
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by the minister of state for edum1tion.. The license enab1.es the person
to teach in one of the three courses of elementary schools according to
the capacity shown in the. examination. In any locality where no
. teach~r can be found qualified for any one of the elementary divisions,
then those qualified for any one or ·for several subjects, may be substituted. Scholars eminent in learning, who are competent to instruct in
moral teaching, or those-who have a good kn0wledge otagriculture,
industry, and commerce, may obtain teachers' licenses for the particular
subject without examination. Teachers of schools which belong to
ward, or village [an. elementary-school dist:dct may consist of a single
ward or village or of several ward's or villages combined] &hall be appointed or dismissed by tb:e governor of Fu or Ken at the request or
the school committees. The regulations promulgated by tne department of education as to the licensing 9f'school-tea~hers are, as follow~:
Licenses as instructors in lower grade normal schools are to be-granted to graduates
of the male normal course; licenses as. instructors in the female lower graide normalschool course are to be granted to graduates- of the female nOTmal course, and
licenses as instructors of gymnastics to be g.ra-nted to graduates of the: special course
of gymnastics in the higher normal school.

Licenses may be granted to no11g:raduates afte:r an examination in
one or more subjects of the lowe.r grade normal~school cour.se, and in.
regard tomoral character and physical constitution.
·The teachers of secondary schools must be either normal graduates or
university graduates. Still the governor of Fu or Ken may engage
persons whom he considers qualified. for such. purpose, licenses being.
given after an examination as to moral conduct andintellectual attainments.1 Men of known learning, and who are ski.lled in imparting
instruction, who hold diplomas of some kind or other and are known
to have knowledge_ of agriculture, industry, and ·commerce, may be
exempted from such examinations.
The examinations and tenure of office are so clearly presented in the
regulations governing licensing and appointment that no more d·e tailed
statement seems necessary. In 1891 it was determined that provisional
licenses should b~ granted, if deemed necessary from local considerations, to candidates for the post of elementary school teachers after
due inquiry as to the qualifications of such persons.
Salaries.-The rank and salary of the directors- and teachers of public schools are determined by the govsrnor of Fu or Ken, subject to
the approval of the minister of state for education. The rank and
1
The Aubjects of study to show the intellectual attainments of the candidate include
Japanese and Chinese lit"eraturc, English, French, and. Ge:qnan; arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, trigonometry, analytical geometry, mechanics, surveying) astronomy,
physiology, zoology, botany, mineralogy; geology, physics, chemistry, geograpliy, history, political economy, Japanese law, mental science: logic, science of education,
writing, drawing, bookkeeping, singing, gymnastics, agricultur&, industry, and
comme:cce. Candiclates m-c to be examined in one or more of these subjects according to choice. The license indicates the subjects in which examined.
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salary of directors and teachers of the schools organized by other
departments than that of education are determined by the ministers of
the respective departments, and are therefore different one from the
other. ' The salaries of teachers are in part paid out of the local taxes.
Tl;le officials in -charge of such matter in cities, towns, and villages are
to make pro-~ision for paying "the salaries, traveling expenses, etc., of
elementary teachers," the amounts to be :fixed by the Fu Chiji and Ken
Ohiji after consultation with the city council or similar officials in
~
-towns or villages.
·
. The right to the use of a certain area of land or payment in kind may be substituted for certain portions of the salaries of teachers in city, town, or village elementary schools, tte proportion to be fixed by the Fu Chiji or Ken Chiji, subject to
the approval of the minister of state for education.

The salaries of directors of Fu or Ken normal Rchools are to be paid
out of the national ·treasury. The titles and quasi-official ranks of
persons employed in Fu or Ken ward or village school con3ist, in
normal and secondary schools, of directors from the eighth through the
thirteenth rank, and of instructors and assistant instructors from the
first through the third rank; in elementary schools of directors from
the eleventh through the seventeenth rank, and of teachers from the
first through the seventh rank. The rank and title of persons employed
in professional schools, agricultural, commercial, and industrial schools,
are established in conformity with the above. The amount of salary
given in the university and in the governmental schools under the control of the .department of education is as follows:

•

Official titles.

Rector ................ Chokunina .. .
Deans of faculty, di-!
rectors, librarians, Sonin. .. . .. . . .
ancl curators.

·1

.:

Amount of annual salary.

Official ranks.

Professors. - - · - - - -- - Assistant professors .

5
Inst~uctors
~
· · · · · · · · · · ·(
.A.ssistantinstructors ..
Teac b rs........ .. . . . .
Clerksb ................

1
~kii~1 ~~~~-::::

Yen.
4,800

Yen.
4,200

Yen.
3,600

Yen.
Yen.
Yen. Yen. Yen,
3,000 ............... - ····· · · ··· ··

3,000

2,400

2,100

1,800

1,500

1,200

960 ······

~Jgg ggg ~: :gg ~: ~: ··i,' 800 .. ·i,' 500 · : ::: :: ..... .

Sonin_. · · · · · - · · 1, 800
1, 500
1, 200
960
... . - - - . - - - . - - - · -·
llanmn . . . . . . . 1, 200
960
840
720
600 ..... .... -- - -·
!-=(min. ........ 3,000
2,400
2,100
1,800
1,500 1,200
!l60 . --· · ·
Ilannin....... 1,200
!JOO
840
720
600
llannin.......
600
540
480
420
360
Ilannin...... .
54.0
480
420
360
300
240
180
144
Ilannin ...................................•................... -·· · -· ···· ··

··--soo· ··uo· ::::::

a.Tho Chokunin is a class of official from the :first to the third rank, who is directly appointed by
theEmp ror.
l.i Th clerks aro diviclod into classes 1 to 10; the official rank and .salary are the same as the clerks of
Go, crmuent departments.
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sions and be gTanted additional pensions up fo seven-tenths of the
minimum sum of such pensions, though their years of service may not
amount to the above, viz, if they have lost one or more limbs or met
with similar accident, or had long sickness unfitting them for discharge
,of duty. As regards the officials of the Government or public schools,
who are to be put on the same footing as the directors and regular
teachers, and who have been transferred as such to any of the latter
schools, the years of service in their former schools shall be includecHn
- computing the term of service for granting pensiong. They are- disqualified, however, from receiving pensions if they have committe,d
acts warranting dismissal, have been subjected to imprisonment, have
lost their status as Japanese subjects, have en-gaged in the public
service without permission from Fu Chiji or Ken Chiji, have retired
from office for their own convenience before attaining 60 years. Provisional teachers in normal, secondary, or elementary schools receive life
pensions equal to one-fourth of salary at time of retirement.
The directors and regular teachers in Fu or Ken normal schools, and
in public secondary schools, shall be granted a sum equal to one month's
salary received at the time they retire, in case of retirement after
service of more than one year or less than five years, or a sum equal
to two months' salary in case of retirement after service of more than
:five years or less than eleven years, or a sum equal to three months'
salary in case of retirement after service of more than eleven years or
less than fifteen years. The amount is to--be pr9vided for by the city,
town, or vi1lage where the .Persons belong at time of retirement. The
regular teachers in city, town, or village elementary schools shall be
granted a sum equal to two months' salary in case of retirement after
more than five years or less than eleven year.s' service, or a sum equal
to three months' salary in case of retirement after more than eleven
years or less than :fifteen yea s' service. The families of deceased directors and teachers are also entitled to pensions, if the minister of state
for education approves, and the Fu Chiji and Ken Chiji request it.
Directors and regular teachers of normal or secondary schools· shall
pay in annually 1 per cent of their salary into tbe national treasury,
and regular teachers of elementary schools tho same amount into the
funds of Fu and Ken where they are teaching. The city, town, and
village, wherever any of the above schools are situated, are also to pay
in a like amount to serve as a pension fund for teachers of different
grades. Pensions to retired directors and teachers, pensions and aid
to tbe families of deceased directors and teachers are to be paid out of
the grant made by the national treasury, out of the interest of the pension fund, or from other sources of income.
Teachers' Instit1.1,tes and Educational Societies.-The institutes were
formed as early as the year 1872, "for the purpose of discussing and
investigating methods of teaching." In 1876 educational officers, school
district officials, school teachers, and other officials formed a society for
the discussion of important points connected with educational organiED 91-19
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zation. Its meetings w~re held in Tokio, and the discussions were limited to educational administration. From that date on various associations were formed in different parts of the Empire and the discussions
became more · general in character. Societies of this character are
noticed under Hupple1nentary lnstit.utions.
COURSES OF STUDY.

The Japanese consider the kindergarten to be the basis of education,
inasmuch as it fosters in the infant mind good habits and moral instr-tlCtion, while giving the first impetus to the expanding of the intel-1ectual faculties, and greatly promoting the physical development. In
connection with the Tokio Female Normal School the first kindergarten of Japan_came into existence in 1876. The children, if not less
than 3·years and not more than 6 years of age;were divided into three
_groups, accordiJ1g to ages, and the organization of th~ school was according to Froebe} methods. In 1878 a training course was established for persons between 20 and 40 years of age who desired to be
kindergarten teachers, ang. who were of good moral character, of sQ_und
health and constitution, able to read ordinary writing, and were possessed of a general knowledge of arithmetic. In 1880 kindergarten
teaching was included in the curriculum of the female normal school
one year previous to graduation. The year 1884 brought about a
revision of kindergarten regulations; instead of three groups there
was an.. expansion into six groups, and · all infants under school age
were to be trained according to the Froebe! system. The scliool connected with the normal was made a model for other kindergarten, a
school fee of 1 yen (99.7 cents) a month was charged, and the followiug
scl1edule of study was adopted. The figures show the 11urn ber of exercises each week. Twenty minutes each is given to moral instruction
and to various object lessons; thirty minutes each to the other exercises and lessons.

for

Course of instruction for Kindel'giirten.
Groups.
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6.

f>
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1
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1
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6
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3
3

1

4
2
4
2
1
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3
5
2

1
1
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4
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6
4
2
2
2
1

6
4

2
1
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1
1
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2

2
2

1
0

0

1
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The elementary schools are designed to give children the rudiments
of moral and intellectual education adapted to make them good 1nembers of the community, together with such general knowledge and skill
as are necessary for practical life, due attention being paid to their
bodily development. As heretofore stated the elementary schools are
divided iuto lower elementary aucl higher elementary schools. The
course in the former extends over three or four years; in the latter over
two, three or four years. Supplementary courses of a more elementary
or a higher course may be established in both of these groups of elementary schools. Apprentices' schools and supplementary schools for
technical instruction are classed under the head of elementary schools.
The subjects of study and the length of the course of study for special
courses, supplementary courses) apprentices' schools, and supplemen, tary schools for technical instruction, are arranged according to the
orders of the minister of state for education. Certain subjects of study·
may be made optional in the elementary schools. In Fu and Ken regulations governing the elementary schools of the jurisdiction are to be
drawn up by the highest administrative officers according to the standard outlines prescribed by the ministm:. The course of study has varied
somewhat from year to year, local circumstances governing the changes.
After the establishment of a constitution and the general educational
revision, which took place in the various grades of education, an im--perial ordinance more clearly defined the courses in elementary schools.
Instruction is given in the ordinary elementary schools in morals, reading, composition, writing, arithmetic, and gymnastics, but, if local circumstances require, gymnastics may be omitted and the history and
geography of Japan; drawing, singing, and handiwork, may be added.
In the higher elementary .schools the geography of foreign countries
and scienc~ are added, and sewing for women. But here, as in the
ordinary course, if local circumstances require,- geography of foreig'n
countries and singing may be omitted, and the elements of geoU1ctry,
a foreign language, agriculture, commerce, and handiwork be added.
A.ny person desiring to give similar instruction in a private school
can do so by obtaining permission of the governing authorities of city
or town.
The course of study in secondary schools was, by the education act of
1872, to serve as a supplementary course to that of tho elementary
schools, but the subjects varied so in tbe different localities that new
regulations had to ue adopted. Commencing with a course varying between two and six yenrn the secondary schools weregraduaUycbange<l. to
lower grade secondary and higher secondary schools. In 188G an imperial or<linance was issued which defined the secondary school as an institution "to preparepupilseither for practical occupations or for admission
to the higher educational institutions." The higher secondary schools,
one of which is to he e tabJisbed in each of the five sections into which
the country is divided, are under the direct control of the department
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of education;- the lower grade secondary schools are to be established
in each Fu or Ken, the subject of study and standard to be obtained
being indicated by the local authorities, but subject to regulations
from the educational department. The course of study in lower grade
secondary schools _extends over five years; candidates for admission
"must be of good moral conduct, of sound physique, over 12 years
of age, and prove themselves competent to pursue the course."
The curriculum is as follows:

Out·riculum of lower grade secondary schools.

Subjects.
Hours
per
week.

Jc~:::

ifefit~i~.

English.~ ....•..•..

German or French.

5

6

Fifth year.

Fourth year.

Third year.

Second year.

First year.

First class.

Second class .

Third class.

Fourth class.

Fifth class.

Study.

Hours
per
week.

Reading and par aphrase (sentences
mixed with Chinese
characters]; dictation and composition [s e n t e n c e s
mixed with Chinese
characters and letter-writing].
Reading and explanation; dictation, conversation, anclspelling.

5

6

Hours
per
week.

Study.
Reading and paraphrase [sentences
mixed with Chin e s e characters
and Chinese sentenees], dictation
and coma>Osition
[continuec ].

5

~

Reading and explanation; dictation,
conversation, and
composition.

7

Study.
Reading and paraphrase [sentences
mixed with Uhin es e characters
and Chinese sentences] ; composition [continued].
Meaning, conversation, composition,
and grammar.

-------· ............................. ........... ---------------------· .............. ··········--·--------·

Hours
per
week.
3

I
5

4

I

I

Agriculture .......

I

---····· ---·-·········-······--· ......... ............................. - ... --.. ····-----------------~

Geography .....••.

1

Ou1lines of .Japanese
J?;0ography.

History ..........•.
Mathematics ..••..

1
4

.Japanese history .....
Arithmetic, elementary geometi·y.

Natural history ....

1

Object teaching of . --.. --.
natural history.

..............................

Physics .....•......
Chemistry .......•.
Gymnastics .....•..

3

. G~~~~-;j -~;~~~i~~::::::

I

2

Geography of .A.sia
and Europe. ,

2

1
4

Universal history ...
Review of arithruetic, algebra, geometry.

2
4

--------------·----···

2

1 ~Object teaching .....
1 .... do ............•..
3 General exercise ....

2
3

Geography of .A.merica, Australia, and
Africa.
Chinese history .....
Algebra, geometry ..

4
1
1
4

Study.
Reading and paraphrase [sentences
mixed with Chin e s e characters
and Chinese sentences]; composition [sentences
mixed with Chinese characters.]
Meaning, eonversation, composition,
and translation.

2

Reading and explanation, dictation,
conversation, and
spelling.
,
Sowing, pasturage ..

3

Physical and political geography of
.Japan.
;Japanese history ...
.A.lgebra,. geometry ..

. .......... ..............................
................................
............................
Ph:ysiology and hygiene.

Inorganic chemistry
General exercise ....

5.

Hours
per
week.

.M:iiit~~y ~-.;_~;~i·s-~ : : :

Study.
Reading and paraphrase (Chinese
sentences]; [composition cont inued].
'.

',

5

3
I

------··

Reading and paraphrase [ Chinese
sentences]; composition [sentences
with Chinese characters].
Reading and explanation, dictation,
conversation, and
composition.1
Past=age, gardening, and planting.

8

p:1
t_,,j

t_zj

0

q
a

~

H

0

~
~

<f.J

-<
w

~
~

0

~

Universal history.
..A.lgebra, trigonometry.

~

3

Zoology and botany.

~

3

Force, material,heat,
sound, light, electricity, magnetism.

5

Military exercise.

2
3

.Ethics, which include the principal points of human relations and of morals, are taught for one hour each week in each of the five years. Writing two hours a week m
the fiftl1 year and one hour in the fom·th year. Drawing two hours a week i_n all except the first year, where it is only taught one year. Singing two hours each in the
fourth and fifth years. The total number of hours for each branch is twenty-eight each week.
·'

1-d
I>-

~
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Applicants for admission to the higher-secondary schools must have
completed the lower grade secondary school course, be of good conduct
and health and upward of 17 years of age. The course of study covers
two years, and a preparatory course extending over three years may
be added. Medical departments have also been added to the five
higher secondary schools, t1ie course covering four years. This development plainly shows thattheorganization of secondary schools has becoll!e
more complete and practical, and that they are an intermediate step to
the university. The length of school term is forty weeks each year;
the general subjects of study include Japanese language and Chinese
literature, English, French, or German, Latin, geography, history,
mathematics, zoology, botany, g:eology, mineralogy, physics, chemistry,
astronomy, political economy, philosophy, drawing, dynamics, surveying, and gymnastics. The standard to be obtained is such that the
historical studies extend over the histories of Greece, Rome, Germany,
France, England, and America; mat,hen~atics, through the first notions
of pfane and an~lytical geometry, elements of theory of.equations, differential and integral calculus, dynamics through kinematics, dynamics
of solids and fluids; gymnastics include militaryexercises; drawing is
subdivided into the heads of descriptive geometry and mechanical
drawiug. The medical course extends over four years and comprises
the English language, zoology, botany, physics, chemistry, anatomy,
·history, physiology, materia medica, patbology, surgical pn,thology,
medicine, surgery, ophthalmology, obstetrics, and gymecology, medical
jurispTudence, hygiene, and gymnastics.
Tlle course of study i11 the normal schools has been so fully brought
out under "training of teachers" that it will only be necessary to adu
the fa.ct here that in 188G an extensive revision was made in the- regulations relating to the qualifications of pupils to be admitted to normal
schools as well as those relating to their services after graduatiou.
Military training was then first introduced with a view to producing
the best po sible teachers, and good results have followed. It is stated,
in 18!:lO, that the supply of teachers is inadequate to the demand, and
tl1at ihe "number of pupils adequate to the need, of the country can
not be trainecl i the normal schools, owing to the ofliciaJly fixed numb r of pupils and the limited length of the courses of study." The
duties of nearly six-tenths of the teachers are performed by pupil
t , ·her,, and unlc. a cheme to c tabli h tea lters' in ti tutes for s1)ccial
trni11ing i. arrie<l out the ·ame complaint will be heard in foturc.
h dnc, tion. f girl.~ lrns b n omewhat neglected in Ja1mn, yet
a r.m·ly a 1872 th Tol io i em ale Sc110ol wa. organized by the d partrnr.11
lncati n.
uril, 1 cw n anl 15 y a,r of age were aclmitt t 1 , t h: t L t , hnt inc , then the candidate for admi ion mn t
l, ~ <·ompl .,t <1 h •1 m ntary m. c and be etw en 14 and 17 year·
·bool • ha · 1 c n , tahJL~1i cl 1 'ewh re durin rr the 20
fir
ff rt· w r ma<l , bnt it L still tated th, t

!
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woman1s education has made but little progress as compared with that
of the boys. .A.gain, it is difficult to give particulars in regard to advancement, as in some cities female schools are established as a part of
tbe lower grade secondq,ry schools. In 1872 the subjects of study in a 6
years' course were Japanese literature, English language, handiwork,
and miscellaneous work. Mathematics, writing," composition, singing,
and gymnastics were added a few years later, and in 1882 the following curriculum was es·t ablished, which seems to still be the one on
which the im;truction in such schools is based:

•

•

'

N)

Currimilurn of Girls' Schoola.

c:..o
0)

Lower course of higher female institute.

Higher conrse of higher female institute.
Fifth year.

Subject.

noun
Jll'l"
week.

I

'

Study.

: 1-~~::r;~~i~-~~~-~;~_eical language,
etc.
11·-·_·do -----····----•2

Writiu;.---------

--I

Japanese Ii te r otnre; Chinese literature.

RNttlin~--------·

Composition - ___ .

---

Hrra-kana --··--···

2 , ___ .do·-·-·-····-··-!

li..rithmctio ··-··-

Fourth year.

Hours
per
week.

Study.

Japanese literature; Chinese lit·
erature.
5 ____ do-····--··--··
5

Epistolary writing
in classical Iangnage, etc.
1 ____ do······-··-···
1

Giosho [ easy hand];
sosho [running
hand] .
2 I :Kai;;llo [formal
hand].

'2

I

-rrM,~n

I

Third year_

Hours
per
week.

•Study.

Japanese literature; Chinese literature.
Japanese liter ature; grammar.
1 I Description_ ..••• __
5

1 I Letter-writing;
description.
2

I Hira-kana ...••.• __

2 1----do

Second year.
1----;-------,:r,.,,,.,.., I
Hours
per
week.

Japanese li tera!~!t~~~ipese, lit5 •.•. do .......•...••.

5

I Written arithme-

IFirst year.' -...
Hours
w~!t I
Study.
#

•

Inumber
Tot.al
of

ture; Chinese lit-

5 • -.~~~!u~~: .•..... - • -

1

1

1

Correspondence; I
official and otherwise.
Giosho; sosho _... I

11- .•. do ..••••••••••• '

2

2 1----do_ .•.•••••••••.

!I

tic; involution,
mensuration,
evolution, progression .

I Written arithme-

I

tic [proportion,
percentage];
abacus [miscellaneous t> r oblems].
Written arithmet i c [ compound
numbers; proportion l; abacus
fml~l~ip1ication];

hours.

Japane,o. Jit,,a. }

Letter-writing .••.

3

2

J

·study.

Letter-writing_ .. ·

50

t::,

1

c::1

Q

10

I Kaisho

2

I Hira-kana - ••..•..

3

I Written arithme-

··········20

~

tic [fractions,
decimal]; abacus [multiplication; division].

I Written arithmetic [four rules l ;

-8

.....

0(,
~

14

abacus; adcfition [subtraction].

Universal geography.
In generaJ; geography ef Japan.
2 Meclireval history·;
modern history.
2 Ancient history;
modern history.

2

Jn1rnncse history.

-·-----·1-

.. ..••:•l••••:•: ::•:•:•:•I••:::••

2

I Physical geography.

2

I M.odireval history;
modern history.

2

~
t_zj

'"d

0

filVlSlOn.

Gco~nphy ··-··-

~

H

0

~

2

3

l.?=.l

6

6

0

I

co
~

Natural history. .

l ·•
r ..................... ~·.. ~........... ·1·

· i·· ··.- ·

c~1~,,~g ·:::::::: :: ······; ·,·M;c•,;,;;;,a ·•~~;;.: ·

Drawm,,.
. o- ········
·

2 . ... do..............

~

5

Knitting, cutting,
etc.

5

Fukusa, embroid·
ery,&tc. .

Sewing . . • . . • . • . .

Mode of preserv·
illg flowers;
mode of burning
incense; modeof
folding papers,
etc.
2 Sitting etiquette;
mode of preserv.
ing flowers.
4 Hygiene; training
of children; nurs·
ing of patients.
4 I Garments; wash.
ing; hair·dress.
ing; income and
expenditure; em.
ploying serv.
ants, etc.
4 I Three·part sil}g·
~!{~. play with
2

.
Etiquette · ..... ·

1r
l

(

Household man.
agement.

Music

4

Outlines of h ar·
mony; two-part

~1tYi1~io. play

ing; coloring.
2 !j Mecna.nical
draw.
, ing; ink draw.
! in<T,
5 I Clot'Ees of adults:
trousers, socks,
etc.
5 Glothes of adults:
~~.ts, trousers,

2

2
2

41 Inmo
general;
com·; I
n minerals
common ,egeta.
21 Common
animals ··1····· ...
Cra.von drawing;
21 P encil drawing;
2 1 !Iuman body

······I

l •••• : •••

1····················11

b]O, . . . .. .. .. . .. ..... ... . .... ' .
..
2 Pencil drawing.;

2

I
1

:I~;:~:::::,:::::, :,·~:::~;~:'.~:: :-~::'.::~:: j
belts, coats, etc.

4

I Clothes of adults ..

Sitting etiquette;
chagi [etiquette
in tea party).

2 I Standing etiquette;
chagi.

Sitting etiquette;
cbagi.

2

1• • • •

do

4 I Clothes of middle
size ; clothes of
adults.
1 I Standing etiquette

1 I Sitting etiquette ..

size; ,clothes of
middle size.

furni·
ture; cooking.

,

::·~: .-~:;~~;~~:)
11 .... do

20

>-3

I

l
·············'l

. . . . ,............: : : : : : :::: : : ·:: : : : : : Jl

I Lodging;

8

44

~

t_zj
t_zj

t::,

q
a
16

....0~
zP>t-1

~

10

m.
>-3
t_zj

~
4 I Outlines of h ar·
mony; round
singing; two·
part singing;
play with koto.
4 I Outlines of }i ar·
monv; singing
by sin~le voice;
play wnh koto.

3 I Interval exercise; .
beating; singing
by single voice;
play with koto.
3

I Transposition; in·

terval exercise;
singing by single
voice; play with
koto.

3

I Stave; transposi·

3 I Preparation;
stave; singing
by single voico;
play with koto.

I Preparation;

2 I Prepar.ati on;
practice of
stave; play
with koto.

tion'; singing by
single voice;
play with koto.

3

stave; singing
by single voice ;
play with koto.

.o

!

l'zj

33

Morals and good conduct are taught three hours each week in each class; 1>hysics, four hours each ~eek in the-second term of the third year and in the first te~ of
the fourth year; chemistry, two hours each week in the first and second terms of the fourth year; gymnastics, two hours each week in ali classes. The totals are [thirty
hours each week of instruction.
•· ,
\'.
·

I
~

<:.o

-;i
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As a :fitting climax to t.he school system comes the university, with
its four departments of law, science, medicine, and literature. It dates
from an institution of-antiquity founded by the Tokugawa government
and was- emodeled .after the restoration in 1868. Since that date its
courses have been modified; in 1873 there were added special courses
of study in law; chemistry, engineering, polytechnics, and mining; in
1876 it was united with the medical college; -in 1885 the law school,
-which was under the control of the Depart.l)lent of Justice, was merged
into the university, and the depa1tment of technology was formed with
course·s in mechanical and civil engineering, applied chemistry, naval
ai:cliitecture, and kindred sciences; fo 1886, by means of an imperial
ordinance~ the 1.miYersity was reorganized as the Imperfal University,
its curriculum extending over three years in each course, except tha.
four years' course in medicine, and at the same time the school of industrial technology was placed under control of the university. In 1890
the college of agriculture and dei{drology was united to the university,
and on August 15, 1891, the curriculum of the law school was extended
to four years.
·
· The Imperial University has as its object, '' the teaching of such arts
a11d sciences as arc required for pmposes of state and the prosecution of original investigation in those arts and sciences. It consists
of the university hall and the colleges. The university ball is established for the purpose of orginal instruction and the colleges for theoretical and practical instruction." Candidates for admission to the
colleges must have received certificates of graduation from a higher
ser.ondary school or some institution with similar grade of instructio~,
or they must prove themselves possessed of equal attainments in the
examh1ation lield before each· college. Persons desiring admission
to the university hall are required "to present to the president of the
uuiversity a writtrn application containing the subjects of investigation toi.Je pursued by them." The president appoints a professor or
profe f.:ors "to , uperintend the pupil's studies, and all scie 1tijic investigations carried on by the students must be made under such su11ervision." These investigations are not to be prolonged over tw:o years.
The course of, tudy in the different facultie is very comprehen. ive
Th law cour e ha: two divisions, that of law and political economy.
In the firt;t year of the law course the students have instruction iu
gcneml an<l Roman law,, civil and Cl'iminal code , in Engli ~11 la;w. of
c011trac~t and tort.·, in gen ral French law, the history of German law,
, m1 the law of pand ct·. In tbe second year in the civil code, code
. . l
<Jl Tm11 ta pIO<:
nr , th ·011.-ti ution public ' intemational law exer·i. •. in ivil a11 c-rimina1 pl , <lillg.-, , ~1 ,.,.li.-h comm rcial and pr~p rty
1. r:: ?1" ·ti ·al _x n·i · '. in tl1 J, wof panel et.· G rmau private law. In
1e tl m Y m· 111: 1·11ctin11 in th civil ·o , <·ov r the mean by whi ·h
1 r I> ·1 t ' i. n<·< nil ·c claim. law.- of vidc•n · an
f p r on admin. 1 .
'
l\' J; v.
· iu ·ivil ancl -riwi1 · 1 plcadi11g.·. 'Ih tn y of
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English law includes commercial law, Jaw of procedure and ·of evidence; the studyofFrench Ia.wincludes history, civil and administrative
laws. The study of German law includes exercises from the pandects
~ and German commercial law. The fourth year extends the studies to
the commercial code, judicial organization and code of civil procedure,
private international law, iurisprndence, criminal code, history of legal
institutions of Japan, exercises iu civil and criminal pleadings, English law of equity, French civil and commercial laws, htstory of French
law, German pnblic and administrative laws, and German bankruptcy
law. The se€tion of" politics" includes politics, po]jtical economy and
its history, statistics, history of institutions and of _politics, English,
French, and German constitutions, administrative, private and public
international laws, civil, commercial, and criminal codes, sociology, history of legal institutions in Japanj and laws of administrative justice.
The college of medicine includes a course of medicine extending over
four years and a course in pharrna.cy extending over three years. The
courses include, among otller branches, patl10logy and medical history,
surgery, physiology, hygiene, p:sychiatry, an·atomy and histology,pharmacology, chemistry, gymecology, forensic medicine, and dermatology.
While in the law school the average number of hours each week devoted
to the different bmncbes is three, in the medical school four appears to
be the average. In the college of engineering there are nine courses,
each cxteuding over three years. They are civil engineerii)g, mechanical engineering, naval architecture, technology of arms, electrical engineering, architecture, applied chemiRtry, technology of explosives, mining, and metallurgy. The college of literature also bas
niuc courses, extending through tbree yeaTs, includirrg philosophy,
Japanese literature, Chinese literature, Japanese :history, history in
general, comparative philology, English, German, and French literature. IIcre, as in the othei· colleges or faculties, there are professors who
arc graduates of European or American colleges, and the courses show
• of the :foreign influences at work
evidence from the Japanese ~tandpoint
throughout these islands. The college of science has seven courses extending over three years, viz, mathematics, ash·onomy, physics, geology, chemistry, zoology, and botany. The college of agriculture is awaiting
additional development, but now has a three years' couise in agriculture, vegetable pathology, entomology and sericulture, zootcchuy,
political economy, che1nistry, meteorology, forestry, and veterinary
medicine.
The university has elective and post-graduate courses, as also regular and subsidiary courses. Changes take place when the needs of the
university require, or when new elements are brought in by those l)Crsons who have been prosecuting their studies in other countries and
have learned of the new developments in different branches of science.
There are al o scholarships founded by privato munificence; one being
in memory of Ilotakeyama Yoshinari, one of the Japanese best known

•
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to Americans. These scholarships, founded by the zealous scholar who
was so powerful an agent in the development of the university from an
ancient-language school, are in law and chemistry.
The Japanese have a large class of special schools, which are so diverse in character that, although many of them naturally group here as
a part of the school system, they have been classed for convenience's
sake under Supplementary Institutions and under Schools of other Depart-

ments.
SCHOOL MANAGEMENT AND l\'.lE1'HODS OF DISCIPLINE,

Methods and m.anagement.-The educational system is disciplinary
in character, inasmuch as habits of obedience are to be inculcated from
the earliest school years. Great stress is laid upon this point in the
laws and in the imperial ordinances promulgated from time to time,
yet no corporal punishment (such as whipping or binding witb. ropes or
cords) is permitted in the schools. The methods employed in order to
bring abou,t the best results in the different grades of sch<:Jols are not
especially designated, but may be gleaned from the following: For the
management of school affairs all wards or villages must organize
school committees, who are to establish elementary schools for children between 6 and 14 years of age. The committees have general
charge of the attendance and of the maintenance and establishment of
the schools, and yet the parents and guardians are really reponsible for
the attendance of their children. At the end of every year the school
committees are to find out whether all such children have been in attendance, and, if not, what valid excuse there is for absence. The
attendance must be of at least sixteen weeks each year, and the length
of the school session not less than thirty-two weeks. Pupils of both
sexes are not to be taught together in the same room, except in elementary schools. In the lower grade elementary schools not more than
eighty children and in the higher elementary schools not more than
sixty children may be taugllt by one teacher. School fees are charged
or not, a the ca e may be, the local officials deciding this matter after
due investi~·ation of the circumstances. The teachers, who must
be of good moral character and over 18 years of age, are with their
school , frequently subject to local inspection, and even to inspection
by per ons nt direct from the Department of Education. The reult of uch in, pection are sent to the department annually. .As
f r a J)O: ibl the teacher 011deavor to make the instruction practical
in ·h, r, ·t r an h ·ir zealou. effi rt. to train the children un<ler their
1m: r • r aid m, ny tim through the interest manifested by influntial
ple f th u i hhorh fl, and many t acher ha e cle i ed
m h cl. f tlH ir own h th fir t a hing and manaofog.
cho 1 reuarn 1· · tin many, if not all, elem ·ntar;y and. secondary cho ls, and
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in the most populated Kens the inspectors give favorable reports of the
mannf.:r in which entries are made in these registers. 1
Promotion of pupils.-The general trend of education and the adoption of methods of European and American schools would indicate that
pupils are promoted from ~lass to class after due examination, but this
--is not distinctly specified. The laws indicate, however, that parents
and g!rnrdians of pupils are permitted to attend any and all examinations held in the schools.
Stiidy, recitations, and programimes.-"-The course of study in elementary
schools is outlined by the governors of Fu and Ken, but planned by
them according to the standard laid down by the minister in charge oi
education. If any special modifications are required by local circumstances, then the approval of the minister must first be sought. The
text-books are chosen by the local authorities with great care, and the
Department of Education assumes responsibility for them by examining
them from time to time and informing the governors as to the result o1
such examination. The Department also compHes and publishes textbooks to serve as models for authors, and it indicates the general principles which should be incorporated in the books to be used for moral
teachings. Divers and many have been the regulations outlined as to
text-books during the gradual growth. of the school system, but the
innumerable changes were found to be injurious to the cause of education. In 1886 regulations for the examination and approval of school
books and charts were formulated by the Department of Education, and
publishers of text-books for elementary, secondary and normal schools
requested the Department to examine those which they desired to present to the public. If satisfactory, certificates, good for a term of years,
were given upon payment of a fee varying from 10 to 20 yen. · All
such measures were taken with a view to the encouraging of learned
men to compile text-books, and well-qualified men were selected. as a
1
In "Japan/' by J. J. Rein, the methocls of teaching are thus described: '' The
school training of the Japanese boy begins on the sixth day of the sixth month ot
tho sixth year, on which he re_ceives his first lesson in caligraphy with all the observances of etiquette and solemnity which have always characterized the nation
in such matters. Provided with the necessary materials, consisting of an ink box
(sumi-ire or suzurj-bako) with a piece of ink (sumi), a brush (fudi) of the thickness
of a little finger, an ink dish (suzuri), and usualJy also a little vessel for holding
water, as well as some paper (kami), the new pupil is introduced to his teacher, who
makes before him, on a large scale, the simple and more complex_signs one after the
other, and with unwearied patience and unvarying kindness shows him how to
copy them. It is not often that the pupil displays any want of attention or earnestness. When he has made repeatedly the same sign, completely covered the paper
with hieroglyphics, and thoroughly mastered one form he goes on to the second, and
so on. Thus he gradually acquires, in addition to the easy native syllabic writing,
a stock of Chinese word-signs. On the lowest calculation, he must master in six or
eight years about a thousand. Quicker pupils under competent teachers learn as
many as three or four thousand, and scholars as many as ten thousand and oven
more."
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committee on compilation. In 1887 these regulations were revised so
that text-books in elementary schools may be selected or changed by a
committee, whose powers are given them by tne local governor; the
books not to be p11blished by themselves or their relatives, or by members of the school board. Text-books for lower grade normal schools are
to be selected by the instructors, subject to approval of the Minister of
State for Education.
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.

Buildings and Grounds.-The same general principle holds good in
regard to the .school buildings as in regard to schools. Where European customs prevail there is a tendency toward following European
model~ in the style and arrangement of school buildings for the different grades. In country districts, for private schools, and for schools
remote from centers of civilization, the Japanese style of architecture,
with its one or two story buildings situat-ed in l~rge grounds, may be
said to prevail. The higher class schools, being more or less affected
by foreign influences on account of the foreign instructors engaged ·
therein, follow int.he main the customs of those peoples who have from
time to time been drawn to Japan py commercial or other reasons.
The ordinary school building is mansion-like in extent, and its pupils
go to and fro dressed in Japanese costume, while in the university and
higher grade scho_ols European costumes are often seen. The size of
rooms varies here as elsewhere, but the general furnishings show the
desks and chairs found in other countries, and the methods of teaching
are frequently the same as in the Western Continent. In this connection one special feature is noticeable~that is, the Japanese usually prefer the natural color of the woods in their school furniture and in the
general furnishings of buildings. Varnished ancl painted furniture are
found in the schools where foreign instruction prevails, but not so
in the Japanese schools. According to imperial decrees, all elementary
schools are · to be provided with buildings, school sites, school appliances, and buildings for gymnastics; and where agriculture is
taug11t there are lands to be provided for practical training. Tbe provi ions for such buildings, sites, etc., are prescribed by the Fu Chiji or _
Ken Cbiji, in accordance with' regulations issued by the minister of
education. As regards the grounds surrouncling the buildings, the
following stateinent is clearly of interest: As early as 1874 the Japane e Government granted lands as school sites and exempted such
Janus from taxation. At that date not more than 1,000 tsubo were
grant d for econdary schools and not more than 500tsuboforelementary
schools. In 1880 thi amount had been increased to 500 tsubo for public I m ntary schools and 1,000 tsubo for public secondary and special
· 11 oJ ·, an in 1881 ,imilar governmental provision was made for
agri ·ult 1ral, ommercial, and industrial schools. In the Hokkaido (or
n r hern pr ·incc , which hav a. pecial admi istrative board goyern-
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ing them) forests, plains, seacoasts, and other lands have been granted
to the amount of 500,000 tsubo for each school, so as to provide ample
resources for the maintenance of schools and for encouraging industrial pursuits.
Hoiirs of school.-In elementary schools the ni_nnber of school hours
is not to be less than three nor more than six hours each day; as a general rnle, five hours' daily instruction is given, but the number is arranged by the minister of education. The length of the school session
is.not to-be less than thirty-two weeks in each year. The length of
recesses between studies is not designated in the various decrees
emanating from the central authorities.
Holidays and va,cations.-These are not especially designated, but
according to an imperial ordipance of 1886, the year in which a general
revi~ion of school affairs took place, the elementary schools were to be
closed each year for about eight weeks, also on SundaysJ natfonal holi·
days, .aucl festival days. Elementary schools may also be closed . on
Satmday afternoons. According to imperial ordinance of 1890 holidays in elementary schools must not exceed ninety days per annum,
exclusive of Sundays, but this does not apply to apprentices' schools,
supplementary schools for technical instruction, and supplementary
courses. The vacations in the university comprise two weeks at Christmas, thefirst week in.April, and two months'summervacation. Legtures
are also suspended on Sundays and on the holidays of September 22,
October 17, November 23, January 30, February 11, and March 20.
Compulsory a.,ttcndance.-The department of education has, by means
of regulations for compulsory attendance, so directed the local authorities (Ohiji of Fu or Ken) that they fully comprehend the class of rules
neces~mry to render instruction obligatory. For elementary schools
the course required is between three and eight years, with no less than..._
thirty-two weeks' school session annuaHy. The parents are obliged to
have their children (between 6 and 14 years of age) attend s_chool during sirnh a period, unless they may have some contagious disease, may
neither have been vaccinated nor had the smallpox. Under such
conditions the parents and local committees, acting in concert,, ma.y
make other arrangements for the. education of such children.
School sipply.-Cbarts, blackboards, the abacus, apparatus required
for special studies, the best text-books (translations or otherwise), aH
are considered prerequisites to education. The schoolbooks and charts
are selected by a committee for the examination of schoolbooks and
charts. They are subject to the approval of the Fu Ohiji or Ken
Chiji, and must be chosen from among those approved by the minister
of education. The regulations governing school organizations have ·
been in years past subject to the revision which has followed all otlier
sections of education, but the tendencies bere, as well as elsewhere, are
toward gradual improvement and the adoption of the best plaus found
in other countries.

,I
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SUPPLEMENTARY INSTITUTIONS.

Libraries and Museitrns, which greatly facilitate educational work, are
found in variou~ divisions of the the Empire. No public library, as such,
had been established before 1868, but many books had been collected
for the use of pupils in the schools established by the Tokugawa Government and by the various Han (territories of feudallords). The revolution, which did away with the rule of the Shogunate and brought
Japan again under the Mikados, was also the means of bringing these
books together in one common center in Tokio, where they were placed
in the library of the university and in the Tokio library.
The latter, established in 1872, is the only one to allow free access
to the public. This library had, together with other educational
institutions, to suffer material changes from year to year, but, in 1890,
its shelves held 18,739 Japanese and Chinese books, and 17,455 European books, to which the public had free_access. The librarY- has also
about 156,902 books which are not placed before the public. The number of visitors was 36,113; the number of books read 247,328. The
library of the Imperial University contains 14,357 Japanese and Chinese works, and 54,387 European books, many of which were transferred
from the Engineering College. An average of 70 people visited the
university library each day. Under the control of Fus and Kens are also
8 public libraries and 10 private ones, with a total of 74,440 books.
About 36,341 of these books are found in the loeal libraries of Tokio.
In all these libraries there is a noticeable lack of catalogues, so that the
public often fails to realize the value of the books on account of impossibility of access to them.
The Tokio Educational JJfuseU?n, which ·was at first called the Office of
Productions, takes the first rank among museums. A local museum
at Shimane is considered the next best museum on a small scale. In
1880 the Tokio Museum authorities set aside a special room for educators who desired to ma·ke a study of the various articles exhibited, so
that they might write upon the subject; in 1881 a catalogue was published; in 1884 learned men gave lectures to teachers of Tokio and the
neighboring Ken, using the articles in the museum to illustrate such
lectures; in 1885 the museum contained 4,815 articles for educational
purposes, 8,485 zoological Rpecimens, together with 908 articles arranged in a special room. The visitors in that year were 112,900, and
the expenditure for tha,t and the Tokio library was 35,131 yon.
Societies.-Educational societies were organized in most of the Fus
and Kens in 1876 and 1877, and, about 1880, many private educational
societie were founded. Many of these societies are designed to prom te ducation in the juri dictions of the Fu and Ken wherein establi. he , and some f them contain over a thou and members. The
T kio I ucc ti nal ociety of 700 members is compo ed of directors
an teech r of public and private elementary schools, or per ons
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otherwise interested in education. In addition to its ordinary transactions it has held competitive educational exhibitions, established institutes foi· training elementary school or kindergarten teachers, and in
other ways aided in educational progress.
Among the most :flourishing societies 'is the private Educational
Society of Japan, which has 3,733 members and has established four
branch societies in different parts of the country. Since its establishment its members have been sent to various districts to deliver addresses and lectures and to awaken discussions on educational subjects.
It publishes a monthly educational magazine and has published educational books, and conferred educational medals on those persons whom
the members desired to reward for meritorious work or to encourage
continuance of some special work undertaken. Its library consisted of
36,000 Japanese and Chinese books in 1890. Before proceeding to
. enumerate a few of the 700 societies with their 100,000 members, it may
be well to state that the Tokio Private Educational Society held an interesting exhibition throughout an eighteen days' period which was in itself
an education. The exhibition con'tained drawings 'of the sites and
buildings of all elementary schQ.ols of Tokio, exhibits by pupils and
teachers. In the collections were 314 articles which received honorable
mention. Other Kens followed ~okio's example, the private educational
societies taking the lead each time. The exhibit at Sogo had over
5,000 articles, and received 391 awards. In- addition to these societies
and exhibits for the advancement of education there were published,
between 1873 and 1884, department bulletins containing accounts of
educational progress in Japan and other countries. In the year 1884
the Department of Education ceased to publish such bulletins, but _
since 1879 private individuals and local school officers have carried on
a similar work.
The following are the principal societies which serve as instrumentalities of thought: Dai-Nippon-Kioiku-Kwai (Educational Society of~
Japan); Tokio-Fu-Kioiku-Dan-Kwai (Tokio-Fu Educational Society);
Chiba-Ifen-Kioiku-Kwai (Chiba-Ken Educational Society); SaitamaKen-Shiritsu-Ki6iku-Kwai (Saitama-Ken Private Educational Society);
Niigata-Ken-Kioiku-Gikwai (Niigata-Ken Educational Society).
The object of these societies is the improvement of education and of
the methods of instruction in the respective localities.
Then follow the Djishin-Gaku-Kwai (Seismological Society) which
investigates the phenomena of earthquakes and volcanoes; SenkoGakusha (Society of Specialities), to study and inquire into various
special branches of science; Butsuri-Gakkwai (Society of Physics),
which has in view the exclusive study of the higher course of physics;
T6ki6-Sangaku-Kwaisha (Tokio Mathematical Society), which discusses
the theory of higher mathe:i;natics and translates and compiles works
on mathematics; Tokio-Futsubun-Kwai (Tokio French Language
Society). This society is composed of 8cholars, both Japanese and
ED 91--20
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foreign, who are familiar with the French language, and who meet to
-promQte study in the scien-ces and arts, and to encourage the study of the
French language by the interchange of knowledge among the members.
Then there are the Tokio-Seibutsu-Gakkwai (Tokio Biological Society), for the study of biology in general; Rigaku-Kiokwai (Society of
Physics), composed of professional students who meet for the purpose
of inquiring into the principles of physics and of interchanging knowledge among the members; Nippon-Koclokwai (Japanese Society of
Moral Science), which interprets the principles of moral science; Butsnrigaku-Yakujikwai (Society for establishing a regula,r termi11ology
for physics); Doitsugaku-Kiokwai (German Language ~ociety), whose
, object is to study in the German language laws, politics, and other
sciences; Tetsugakn-Xwai, Philosophical Society,_in which the philosophy of Europe ancl Asrn is studied; Ho-gaku-Kiokwai (Society for
studying law); Tokio-Kwagakuwai and Yakugokwai (Chemical Society), for the study of chemistry and the establishing a regular terminology for tlmt science); Kogakukwai, which aims to study ariy matters
concerning engineering; Bungaku-Kwai (Society of Letters); its object
to inquire into politics, political economy, philosophy, and all the
branches of Japanese and Ullinese Literature; Kanano-Kwai (Society
of J:;i;pauese Literature), its object tO" study the etymology and syntax
of the Japanese language, and also . to teach the construction of common sentences with Japanese characters i-ro-ha; Ri-i-gakuKodankwai
- (Society of Physics and Medicine), which teaches the principles of
physics and medicine, and seeks to diffuse such knowledge amoug the
public; llldo-tetsugaku-inmiogaku Kogikwai (Society of Hindoo Phil- .,,
osophy, and Inmiogaku, a kind of philosophy); Dai-nippon-ShiritsuYeiseikwai (Japanese Private Society of Hygiene), which interprets
the laws_ of public health and diffuses knowledge of sanitary matters; Tokio-igaku-kwai (Tokio Medical Society); Dai-nipponi-yak-uho Kwai (Society for the diffusion of knowledge concerning Pharmacy);
Shibungaku-Kwai (Literary Society), its object to interpret moral
principles, to encott:rage good customs, to promote literature, to educate youth, to diffuse knowledge, and to cultivate the moral nature;
Dai-nippon-nokwai (Agricultural Society of Japan); Riitehi-Kwai (Society of Fine .Arts), its object to inquire into all the fine arts, to improve
and advance Japanese fine arts, and to preserve art specimens; Dainippon-sei an-kwai (Japanese Marine Product Society), which has :1s
· 01?ject to in,e tigate marine products in general and to multiply and
improve them by interchanging knowledge among the members.
The A.;iati · Society of Japan, in it , able reviews, treats of most ab·tru.-c subject . Included in its publications are "Notes on Japanese
'ch
· of Philo:ophy,' by T. Ilogn.; "Comment on Shushi's Philosop11y ;, by T.
ga, an 1 Rev. Geo. Wm. Knox; "l\fatcrial for the Study
f 1i t
aw in Oll ,Tar,an,' by J. H. Wigmorc, and other able educational< rti ·l •. which ·crv t how the trend of modern ideas.
T<
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The Romaji Kai, or RoJ,Ilan ..Alphabet Association, aims to introduce
the use of the Roman letters, instead of Chiuese ideographs, in writing the Japanese language.
In 1870 the Department of Education organized the Tokio Academy,
which had as object the grouping together of learned men to discuss
subjects relating to arts. and sciences especially as they appertain to
educational matters, or to the advancement of civilization generally.
The, membership was limited to· fifty, afterwards to forty. The approval
of the lVIiuister of Education was required before any person could
become a member. At the close of 1890 125 meetillgs had been held
and the twelfth volume of their magazine had been published.
Specicil classes.-The earliest education of the blind and deaf and
dumb consisted in merely teaching the former acupuncture, shampooing, and umsic, and the latter some manual occupations, the effort being
to help the defective classes so that they could earn a livelihood. The
Kioto Blind and Dumb "Institute was first established by private incli".,iduals in Kioto in 1828; tn 1879 it was trausferred to the authorities
of the Fu. The course of study extended over five years, but an additional year, called the preparatory course for special branches, was
added fqr the 1mrpose of helping the pupils to gain knowledge of some
industrial pursuit. In 1884: the course of study was divided into general and special, the former extending over six years, the latter over
five years. In the general course the blind studied "the tluee Hs,"
geography, history, object teaching, morals, natural history, training
of the senses of touch, smell, and hearing, physics, sewing, gymnastics,
and singing; in the special comse they had instruction in music and
acupuncture. .The deaf and dumb had in their ge11eral course morals,
articulation, "the three Rs,'1 geograpb:y, history, drawing; objt'ct teaching, natural history, physics, sevving, and gymnastics; special course,
drawing (Japanese and foreign), writing, cutting, forging, making gold
lacquered pictures, joinery with Chinese wood and with Japanese wood,
sewing, embroidery, and thread work. T.here is not always strict
adherence to the course, and supplementary subjects may be allowe(l in
both of these courses if it is thought advisable. Candidates for admission to the institute must be between 6 and 30 years of age, although
that limit is sometimes extend·ecl to 40 years.
Pupils who are not natives of Kioto pay a tuition fee of 30 sen
(about 30 cents) each month. Poor people have loans granted them
and are also allowed privileges as regards the difficult courses.
Another institute, the Osaka Model Blind and Dumb Institute, had a·
similar c0urse, both in length and subjects. The Philanthropic Society
of Tokio founded an institute for the blind in 1880, which also admitted
the deaf and dumb. In 1880 this institute came under the control of
the department of education, and its course was arra11ged according
to the following plan: There were two sections-the ordinary and mechanical. The blind were taught the Japanese language, arithmetic,
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conversation, and gymnastics in the former, music and shampooing in
the latter. The deaf and dumb had (in the ordinary section) articulation, reading, writin·g , composition, arithmetic, written conversation,
and gymnastic~; in the mechanical section drawing, :fitting and cutting,
and· sewing. The age of admission is between 8 and 18 years. Tuition
fees were 50 yen (about 50 cents) a month, which were remitted in case
of poverty. In 1890 there were 12 teachers in the Tokio Institute,-18
male and 5 female blind pupils, 33 male and 15 female dumb pupils.
There were 6,764.858 yen expended for new buildings and 3,068.047 yen
for other purposes.
An interestmg description of the attitude of the Japanese towards
the blind was read before the .Asiatic Society of Japan by Prof. Dixon.
.A. resume of this paper is here presented, as it indicates the thoroughness of the training given to that class:
The blind, in the earlier period of Japanese history, were considered uncanny
and unlucky, and they were miserably taken care of until a blind imperial prince
was born. The Mikado gathered other blind people around the prince for his
amusement, and later, when the prince became governor of three provinces, he
selected blind men for his aids in governing those territorial possessions. For three
centuries these provinces were ruled by the blind. The practice of shaving the
heads of the blind is traced to the reign of this prince. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the blind were again sent forth into their former misery. But the
wheel of fortune brought about a revulsion of feeling towards this class, and local
authorities were ordered to provide for the blind of their districts and to give them
suitable education. The blind followed two occupations-music and cha,nting and
shampooing or massage-those who were ~xpcrts in musical matters ranking well
amongst the people, the less expert becoming musical story-tellers. Most towns
and villages have their shampooers, who promenade at nightfall uttering a call
indicative of their profession. To become a good shampooer requires nine years'
practice. The first three years the would-be shampooer practices on his master;
then gives three years to acupuncture; then there were three years' probation, the
master receiving half the earnings.

The higher grades of offices were at one time open to the blind. Persons
holding such positions were provided with special insignia of their office.
Among the blind who have made their mark in the Japanese Empire is
to be found a famous author, who compiled a valuable work of information in 635 volumes. ' In other fields of usefulness the blind are sometimes found; but as shampooers and musicians they seem best known.
~Miscellaneous and special schools.-.A.dditional to the regular schools
embraced in the school system of Japan there is a large class of socalled miscellaneous and special schools, map_y of which have courses
of study of a quite elementary character, while others have, as their
names will indicate, special courses in different lines. Many of these
s ·hool are under the control of the various departments. In the law
of ducation of 1872 all higher schools taught by foreign teachers were
d ignate l as pecial school . In 1873, the Tokio foreign language
sch 1 wa e~-t 1i hed aud I rench courses were introduced and Ger'u:. ian, and hine e languag w re taken up in turn. Eight
s ·h I w ,re o n ther , fter e tabli ·hed a a de lopment from this
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school, but these were eventually abolished, and the German, French
(1885), and English (1879) sections of the Tokio school became a part
of the preparatory department of Tokio university. In 1880 a Corean
section was added to the Tokio foreign language school, as intercourse
with that country became greater through the treaties of that date·
The increased extent of commercial affairs plainly indicated to the
Japanese nation the necessity of establishing commercial schools,
and at the present time the Tokio commercial school has absorbed the
remaining foreign language schools. Classed under special schools are
local, commercial, medical, pharmaceutical, and agricultural schools;
i.e., 1 medical, 1 commercial, and 1 drawing school in the Fu of Kioto;
1 medical, 1 agricultural, and 1 commercial school in the Fu of Osaka;
1 medical and 1 commercial school in the Ken of Aichi; 1 agricultural
and 1 commercial school in the Ken of Yamaguchi; 1 veterinary and 1
commercial school in the Ken of Nagasaki; 1 commercial school each
in the Hokkaido and in the Ken of Kanagawa, Hyogo, and Shiga; 1
agricultural school each in the Ken of Niigata, Miyagi, Ishikawa, Tottori, and Kochi; and 1 veterinary school each in the Ken of Iwate. and
Ehime. In the Fu of Kioto ther0 are 28 special schools giving instruction in law, medicine, engineering, political economy, philosophy,
mathematics, surveying, and drawing; and in the Ken of Aomori, 1
school of literature, and in the Ken of Miye 1 nautical school.
The Tokio commercial school (commercial schools date from 1875)
was formed by the union of the commercial and foreign language
schools of Tokio, and was placed under the department of education
in 1885. . A year later an apprentices' institute and a special institute
for banking were established in connection with the Tokio school, and
the regulations indicated that the Tokio commercial school was " to
prepare persons for the management of either· public or private commercial affairs, or as managers of, or instructors in commercial schools."
The course of instruction is twofold, an ordinary course of three years
and a higher one of two years. Candidates for admission must be over
16 years of age and pass an examination in designated branches.
Post graduate and elective courses are allowed. The apprentices'
institute is designed to teach "such literary and manual work as is
necessary for apprentices and artisans, or the children of the same."
T~e courses are two, industrial and special, later called preparatory
and principal. For admission to the first the children must be over 12
years of age; to the special course over 14 years; and must be able to
pass an entrance examination. The banking or accountants' course
aims to give such knowledge" as is deemed ;necessary for the transaction of :financial business in Government departments, banks compa. etc." The course of study extends over two years, and candidates
'
mes,
for admission must be between 17 and 30 years of age, and be able to
pass the requisite examination.
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The Tokio Technological School, established in 1881, was classed
a1i1ong the special schools until its annexation to the Imperial University
in 1886. There are also a few provisional technical schools, but their
standard is not high enough to class them among special schools. The
Tokio Fine Art School, established as a branch ot the Engineering Art
School in 1876, and reorganized in 1887, has not as yet developed to a,ny
great extent. The Tokio Music School dates trom 1884, and includes in
its four-year course of study morals, singing, theory and history ot music,
methods of instruction, t~se of various musical instruments. A special
school in the Ken of Ishikawa has a four years' c<;urse, two of them being p,reparatory years to the courses in either law, science, or literature.
Five private scbools in Tokio are under the supervision of the president
of the Imperial University, who exercises such prerogative through _a
"committee selected from among·the officers of the college of law as inspecto.rs 01 schools either during the ordinary course of 'York or at
aminations."
The_miscellaneous schools are those whose regnlations and courses of
study do not correspond to either elementary, secondary, or special
schools. They include 814 schools for the study of Japanese and Chinese
literature, 139 for· the English la1Jguage, 134 for handiwork, 120 writing
schools, and 89 for mathematical study. Included under this head is
the gymnastic institution, established in 1878, and attached to the
Tokio Normal School in 1885. · Its special object is to train teachers in
military and ordinary gymnastics. Then there is the German language
schooli established in 1883 by the German Language Association. Its
five years' course includes German, English, and Latin languages, J ap ·
·anese and Chinese literature, natural history, physics, history, geography, chemistry, and mathematics, ethics, drawing, and gymnastics.
Politics and law are also taught in a three years' course. The number
of thes.e schools is 1,440. The greatest increase ot late years is in the
English language schools. German language schools and those for
mathematics rank next. The schools for instruction in writing are decreasing in number.

ex~

SCHOOLS UNDER CONTROL OF OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

The greater proportion of the schools which have been referred to
throughout this statement are those which were under the control of
the '.Department of Education, but this e'ssay would be incomplete
without a de cription of su-0h as have been established by, or are under
the special supenision of, other government departments. The .first
mentioned, the Gaku. hiu-in, established in 1875, was placed under the
·pecial c ntrol of the Department of the Imperial Household in 1884.
The scho 1 wa · tiginally intended for the exclusive purpo e of educatinrr th n bi1ity but oth r cla. es are now admitted according to circum anc · The cour . :e of. tudy is of ix year pr paratory, five years
· condary ·our ·c. two years higher secondary course, and
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three years in a general course. .A. female school for the education of
daughters of the nob~Jity, which until 1885 was a part of the Gakushiu-in,
is now under the patronage of the Empress. The elementary and
secondary courses extend over six years each, and instruction is given
in such sciences and ;1rts as are appropriate.
U:nder control of the l\iiilitary Department is the Military College,
established in 1882, for the training of infantry, cavalry, artillery, and
engineer officers, who are selected on account of talents and distinguished literary attainments. The course of study is of three years,
and inclndes tactics, artillery practice, engineering, :field fortification,
horsemanship, military topography, topographical drawing, military
geography, staff service, military administration and legislation, mathematics, drawing, foreign languages, literature, etc. The students admitted are lieutenants and sublieutenants of infantry aud cavalry of
not less thau two years' service, and the same rank of artillery and
engineer officers of not less than one year's service. The military
academy is- de.signed "to give instruction in such sciences and arts
as are necessary to prepare students as officers of the army." The subjects of study are tactics, artillery, engineering., history, geography,
drawing,-mathematics, physical and chemical science, foreign languages,
and Chinese literature. The military cadet course covers three years;
military students of infariti:y-, and cavalry, three years; for artillery and
engineering five years, with a provision that students of artillery and
engineering, "are to be appointed sublieutenants after two years'
study, and allowecl to contimie their study in the academy with the
rank of student sublieutenants." Nearly five thousand students have
been admitted since 1870 and 17652 have graduated. The Toyama Military School,.founded in 1873, aims to train instructors, from among the
commissioned and noncommissioned infantry officers, to investigate
the condition of foreign military methods; to make practical experi-ments in manual drill, manumvers, and other military arts; and to
investigate the physical and normal condition of officers and privates.
The Military School of Gunnery, which in a four months' term instructs in the handling and firing of artillery, was first established in 18_86.
The Military Department has had since 1871 a " corps of instruction"
under its control for the training of persons desiring to be commissioned
and. noncommissioned officers of the army. The candidates must be
between 18 and 25 years of age, of sound constitution, of a specified
height, and must pass an entrance examination, ang, if trumpeters, must
have regular teeth. Over 15,000 students have been admitted to this
corps and nearly 107000 have graduated.
The Department of the Marine controls the Naval Academy, with its
four years' course in naval tactics, navigation, torpedoes, ordnance
exercises, and genetal subjects. Candidates for admission must be
between 15 and 20 years of age, of sound constitution, and able to
pass an entrance examination in punctuation and in composition in
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the Ohinese language, arithmetic and algebra, English and Japanese
translations, English dictation, grammar, and conversation. The
Naval Engineering College, separated from the Naval Academy in 1881,
'trains engineer officers [called cadet engineers in the United States),
a-qd also trains in the higher branches of the science. The limit of age
for candidates is 16 to 20; the course one of five years. Then there are
the Naval Medical College and the Na-val Paymaster's school, the titles
easily indicating the class of instruction given. The five years' course
of study for physiciai1s and surgeons include zoology, botany, practical
chemistry and ·histology, materia medica, pathology, obstetrics, surgery,
opthalmology, diseases of women, hygiene, medical jurisprudence, surgical practice, physics, anatomy, physiology, health and sanitation_in
camp life. · The paymasters' course is of three years in Japanese and
, Chinese literature, mathematics, political economy, bookkeeping, and
law. Candidates for admission must be between 18 and 20 years 9f
age.
The Department of Justice has connected with it a law school dating
from 1876. Those desiring admission must pass the examinatj.on in
Chinese classics c:tnd history. The course of study, which extends from
two to four years, includes French and Japanese laws and laws of the
moot court.
The Department of Agriculture and Commerce controls the Tokio Agricultural and Forestry College, which, in a modified form, dates from
1874. It was first a school of agriculture; then in 1882 a school for the
special science of forestry was established. In 1886 these were abolished and the present co11ege was founded. A general preparatory
course, three years, leads up to eithei" of the three sections, i. e., agriculture, forestry, and veterinary science. The sectional courses are
from two to tb.ree years, or even shorter duration, according to circumsta,nces. In order to enter the preparatory course, students must be
between 16 and 24 years of age, and must pass an examination in arithmetic, algebra, geometry, Japanese geography and laws, English or
German language, composition, and chemistry. The higher courses require similar attainments and the age to be between 18 and 25 years.
The Department of Communfoations has control of the school of telegraphy and the Tokio Nautical School. Telegraphists have one year's
course for adult pupils between 15 and 25 years, and two years for juveniles between 13 and 15 years of age. This school dates from 1873, but a
branch chool was established at Osaka in 1882. Entrance examination are requirec.l in English, French, Japanese, and Chinese literature;
tl1 ubject taught are telegraphy, English, French, mathematics, and
l ctricity. Then utical school i designed to train for the merchant marine and naval r . erves. It dates from 1875 and wa organized as a Govmm nt h ol i 8 2 with a cour. e of five year in navigation and
llf,rin erhJO'.
an lidc t ,. for the cour e in navigation are required to
tw n 14 and 11;:z y ar of ag ; for the engineering cour e between
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15 and 20 years. The entrance examination to both includes Euglish,
Japanese, and Chinese literature and composition; also mathematics.
The Hokkaido .Administration Board has control, since 1886, of the
Sapporo Agricultural College. The school dates from 1872, and in its
present form has courses in theoretical and practical agriculture, and in
civil engineering. .A preparatory course of four years requires the
candidate for admission to be over 13 years of age and to pass an
examination in the elements of the English language, Chinese literature, and arithmetic. For permission to become students of the special
course, the candidates must be above 17 years ancl have passed through
- the preparatory course, or have passed an examination in the English
language, English and Japanese translations, Chinese literature, geography, history, natural history, physical geography, physiology, elements of chemistry, and mathematics. Post-graduate courses, from
one to three years, are allowed to students at expense of the school,
if they possess unusual attainments. There is also a two years' course
in practical agriculture with a model farm attach:ed.
PRESENT CONDITION AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES.

At the commencement of this essay reference was made to the probable changes which would arise from the establishment of the new constitution. According to the views of several writers who seem cognizant of educational and other affairs, the future of education in Japan
is not painted in the most glowing colors. The newly established Parliament is endeavoring to institute economies, and among other things
public instruction loses at least one-half of the $800,000 fund proposed by the Government.· Five years ago (about 1887) five higher
schools for secondary instruction were created in different places
throughout the Empire by Viscount Mori. These schools were to be
the beginning of future universities. Of these training academies the
one at Sendai, a city of 70,000 inhabitants north of Tokio, commenced
its class work in 1889, but the buildings were not completed nor did
the formal dedication take place until the latter part of 1891. ~ Great
preparations for this event were made. Teachers of the surrounding
country, ·the hig:p.er officials of the department of education (the Mombusho, as it is called), and prominent citizens took park in the ceremonies, which were preceded by the conferring of diplomas on graduates
of the medical department. The decrease in the budget tends to do
away with these institutions; the reformers object to so much state
control of education; students refuse to be taught by foreigners, and . a
general conservative movement in education is noticeable. Among the
tendencies manifest of late years are these: "The rising generation is
growing up without those habits of instinctive obedience and reverence
which characterized the previous civilization;" "The question of how to
preserve sound morality and discipline in the schools is causing grave
concern at headquarters, i.e., among the prominent officials who have
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education in charge." .As, the Japanese truly say, "the com.Il!on-scb.ool
idea is to civilize the whole people of the Empire; consequently morality should be cultivated, as that is the basis of all education." The
demand for foreign teachers grows less and less from year to year, as
stud.ents prefer. the J armnese, who more thoroughly understand their
customs and who are of more assistance to them in making translations
and other literary work.
The present status o:f affairs, with the tendencies toward still further
redsion of education, may be gleained from. the following statement of
a reside11t of Japan:
The ranks of the foreign instructors in the Imperial University have been seriously
thinned, and their places are beb.1g filled by young gmduatcs of promise, and the
proces&has includecl even the representatives of German science, which has oflate
been in the highest favor. , Parliament has questioned the policy of educating students abroaL1 at the expense of the State, and it is likely that the number of these
stucleuts will be g{adually reduced. The students who are tn,nght here in foreignlanguages are not founcl to be so ardent us in former days in t,h e acquisition onhe
foreign tonguQ, and the task of conveying such instruction has become correspondingly difficult. In the matter of laws, too, the postponement by Parliam~t of the
operation of the Commercial Code until 1893 is s:igui:ficant. I tis a close adaptation of
the German code, and its repugnance to the customs of the country is one of the strong
points with its opponents. Parliament is very anxious, too, to know whether it is
necessary to maintain so ma,ny" foreign advisets and superintendents in the Government l1eIJartments, and the ministry is placed always in an attitude of defense and
explanation, not to say apology. In religion,1 too, the reactionary movement is strong.

Iu contradistinction to these statements made by persons resident in
Japan, it may be said that the Japanese have long followed the pro- ·
gressive movements of European and American countries, and that
they have endeavored in every way to develop instruction. The exhibits macle at the different international exhibit.ions have shown a
high standard of excellence, and even the publications by the Japanese
of work done in the English, French, and German languages were remarkably correct. A cursory glance at their educational journals shows
that many modern movements are under discussion, and that the retrograde movements are directly counterbalanced by other efforts toward
even h1gher advancement. In all matters appertaining to the education of children the efforts have been most noticeable. The Japanese
teacher, who must be of a high moral character himself, acts as a sort of
guardian for those under his guidance, and if the pupils act badly outside of the school room the teacher is considered at fault .
. A foreigner writing for the Journal of the Japanese Educational
Society (<le cribed under Supplementary Institution ) suggests to the
Japan , el? ople the c tabli. hing of Yacation colonies for poor children,
u ·h a. a1'
ucce: f'nlly carri d outin Germany, Spain, Switzerland,
and cl' w 1 r .
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Still another number of the Journal discusses the moverneuts of a
woman's educational society, which, numbering 120 members in 1887,
has as its object the promoting of woman's education. The society had
already displayed its interest in the subjects of hygiene, equal rights
of men and women, and it, with other organizatious, was manifestly
developing all movements which tend toward the higher education of
woman.
The training of women in Japan has now become a noticeable feature.
ln the Ken of Nagana a school has been established for the purpose of
training wDmen '' to take charge of and amuse young. children while
their mothers are at work." In 1891 there were 74 pupils~ Arrangements have also been made to '' employ women in the Imperial Post
and ·Telegraph Offices" and "to place them on an equal footing with
other employes." The ''women who are taking the lead in these movements are the Samurai class-i. those wbo belong to military circles."
They are endeavoring "to establish upon a broader and surer foundation the position of women in their own country." They are "eagel'ly
working into the positions of teachers, interpreters, trained nurses, and
- other places which naturally open to women."
The propriety of having preparatory commerciail and teclmical instruction in elementary grades, so that the pupils might be better
fitted to enter the regular technical schools, was discussed in 18DO.
In 1892, in discussing the possible estab-lishment of apprentice schools,
the needs of localities were to be taken into consideration. In s.ome districts spinners are needed, in others stonemasons, in other .localities
still other industries were most needed.
-A new development in the scientific line, the Harris School of Science, which was regularly opened on April 7, 1891, is observed in connection with the Doshisha Preparatory, Collegiate, Theological, Scientific, and Politico-Law schools at Kioto. The gift of l\fr. J. N. Harris,
ofNcw London, who gave $100,000 for such purpose, its aim is to "offer a
post-graduate course to such students of the_collegiate department as
may desire to pursue advanced studies in science and its application
to the arts.''
The Doshisha school was founded in 1875; girls' school added in
1877. The preparatory has a two years' course; the collegiate, four
years. The collegiate division has (1) a literary, historical, and political
course; (2) a scientific and mathematical course. Then there is a regular
theological course and a school of political science and law. The intention is to develop this school into a university under Christian influences.
While the growth of education has been truly marvelous in this faroff eastern empire, especially during the last twenty-five years yet
may it be said that the characteristic effort " to combine in one sy~tem
the board schools of England, the high schools of .America, the normal
schools of France, and the universities of Germany" bas naturally

e.,
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made the task a difficult one, and the "history of the departmen~ of
education shows constant countermarching by which the goal has been
brought nearer and nearer." 1 "Boards and departments and offices were
created and abolished; codes were formulated and repealed ; individuals
were appointed and dismissed." But with all '' the Japanese educational
system exhibits two out of the three great principles of national instruction: it is compulsory and secular, but not gratuitous," Notwithstanding that education is compulsory, in the country districts the
simpler elementary course is a comparatively short one, because the
country people are poor and unable to pay for longer terms. "The
weak point in the maintenance of such elementary and middle schools,
besides the changes to which they have been subjected, is that they
are subject to the success of the crops, as the amount of local taxation must be dependent, among a poor agricultural people,' upon their
yearly prosperity." Great hopes are based upon the normal schools,
as the Japanese realize thoroughly the need of well-trained teachers
for the lower grade schools. They say truly that it is " a broadening
of the base of education that Japan needs most; among a people so
intelligent and so ambitious there wi11 never be any lack of polishing_
at the apex;" hence the life in the university, with its students "engaged
in independent investigation of abstrm;e questions in medicine, chemistry, and physics," will make its impress felt by degrees in Japan and
,. elsewhere, as its students continue to spend years of study in other
countries and bring back such elements of Western civilization as are
most needed to carry out the ideas of the statesmen of Japan.
The spirit of Japanese education was thus summed up .by His Excellency Count Mori just prior to his assassination. It forms a :fitting
termination to this essay on the .educational system. He says :
It is our aim to inculcate and develop three qualities in our people: obedience,
sympathy, and <lignity !I-obedience, because only tbrongh obedience come regularity and serenity of life. Our people are irregular at present, and the influence of
our rebellion ten years ago has been widespread in making them so; therefore obedience ranks first among the qualities they need. Sympathy we must inculcate,
oecause it js the crowning virtue of civHization and the indispensable basis of the
democracy which we, like other nations, hope to become. Our people have emerged
too recently from feudalism to possess sympathy in any great degree, and without
sympathy the best man is but a savage. Finally, dignity is the handle of all the
blades of character. 'l'he Japanese are an impulsive people, and now that they are
about to meet the outside world on equal terms for the first time the value of dignity
can not be overestimated. 'l'hese three, again, are the characteristics of an ideal
army, invariable obedience, perfect sympathy of high with low and low with high,
equal dignity in victory and in defeat. To aid in their development, therefore, we
have estah1i hcd military drill in our schools.

Such i · the self-impo. ed ta. k of the Japanese in their efforts to educat h nation, and the re. ult are espeeially noteworthy, for this
ople h, ,. ad pted the b ·t d velopment of the We ·tern Hemi phere,
1
i

The Real Japan, by Henry Norman, pp. 89-106.
Ibicl., pp. 10 , 1111.
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and has overcome almost insurmountable difficulties in devising and
/ developing an eclectic system. Foreign influences are felt in reflex
action, but it is said that'' in five years' time there will hardly be a
position 1 involving high practical scientific knowledge filled by a forergner-the architects, the naval architects, the engineers, the mining
and railway and sanitary engineers, the chemical and agricultural
experts, the physicians and surgeons, the assayers and masters of the
mint-all will be graduates of the Tokei Daigakko, or Imperial University." This is a clear picture of the Japan of the period. The discussions in regard to a narrowing of the educational budget, the changes
involved in the establishment of a new constitution will all cause certain mocU:fi.cations of the present status, but the natural tendencies of
the Japanese people signify onward movements in every line where the
nation's weal is taken into consideration, and the future will bring still
other developments as marked in their way as have been those of the
past.
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CHAPTER X.
EDUCATION I~ ITALY. 1
By Prof.

.ALEXANDER OLDR.LNI,

Member of the Geographic SDciety of Italy; of the Society for Elementary Instruction in Paris; of
t.he Ethnographic Society of France, etc.

The object of this essay is to indicate the tendency of modern Italy
toward high special studies. But before exhibiting, by analytical
tables, the standing of th~ Italian nation in those intellectual departments
in which she has already attained a prominent position, it seems advisable
to give an introductory statement as to the condition of her primary,
secondary, and indt-istrial schools, according to the most recent statistics.
This essay includes a statistical review of the following subjects:
I. Illiteracy: Causes, percentages.
II. Kinderga.rten and their development.
III. Popular Primary Education: Schools, whether public, night,
Sunday, military, industrial, normal; their progress since the enactment of the law for compulsory education (1877).
IV. Secondary : Inferior and superior " ginnasi" and " licei ;'' technical schools and technical institutes; naval, agricultural, industrfal,
and norma~ schools; refo1~m of secondary instruction.
V. Superior and Special Instruction: Universities; their programmes
and their pending reform; superior institutes, superior special schools,
academies,. and special academic institutes.
VI. Fine Arts: Academies, institutes, museums, antiquities, and
national monuments.
VII. Libraries: Governmental, university, provincial 1 municipal, etc.
VIII. Press: Newspapers; magazines; books.
IX. Budget of public instruction.
X. Scholastic, general, provincial, and municipal administration•
. !.-ILLITERACY.

The following :figures, representing the degree of illiteracy of the
Italian people, notwithstanding the Jaw for compulsory education
(1877), show that, in order to wipe out illiteracy from her soil, Italy has
still to contend with serious problems.
1 Supplementary to "The School System of Italy," in the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1888-89, pp. 182-195.
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Percentage of illiterates to 100 inhabitants.

Census.

1861. ••.. ••··••••··
1871.. .••. ·••••· ...
1881... .•••.. .•.. ..
1891.... •• .• • •• • •• .

From 12 to
All ages. 20 years of
age.
78. 06
72. 96
67. 26
55. 00

71.4.-5
63. 53

54. 30
42. 00

Percentage to inarriages.

In 1891, of 66,658 marriages registered in the chief provincial districts, 28.08 per cent of the "contracting parties" were unable to read
and undersign the lega,l act.
Proportion of illiteracy at the time of rnarr-iage, by 1·egions.
Northern Italy:
Turin ................................................................ .
Milan ............................................................... .
A:verage .........................•................................. - -Central Italy-:
Florence .............................................. .......... . - -- . Ro1ne ................................• _... __ ... _______ . _. _.... __ ..... .
Avera.ge ...•................................................. ..... .. -..
Southern Italy:
Naples ............................................................. ... .
Catanzaro ........................................ .. .. ......... -.. - - . Average ............................................ ....... .. ... - . - - - --

5.06
6. 0-1
5. 50

14.08
18.02
16.05
36.01
63. 04
49. 52

A generation ago 78 per cent of the Italian population could not read
or write. Since then education has-reduced illiteracy to 50 per cent of
the whole population, 42 per cent of persons from 12 to 20 years of age, and
28.08 per cent of those contracting marriage. Yet this gain is not considered sufficient by those who insist that intelligence and education
are indispensable attributes of national pride, popular prosperity, and
human civilization.
As the ignorant man in the struggle for existence has no chance
agahlst his learned cqmpetitor, so popular illiteracy robs a nation of
moral energy and condemns her to be the victim and the slave of those
who possess greater intellectual force. This has been felt in Italy by
all patriotic citizens, and education, therefore, has been a subject of
legislation ever since the unification of the country was completed in
Rome twenty years ago. The evil was, however, too deeply rooted to
be cured within one generation. The main causes of this deplorable
state of public education in Italy, as it was revealed by the :first census (1861), must be sought in the following historical facts:
Fir t, the foreign invasions, which for so many centuries not only
su dugat d, but kept the country divided against itself and denationaliz even its lit rature and in trU<!tion.
Second, in the religious super tition which for a long time dominated the ma e -a con i r tion that finds it unmistakablB proof in
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the proportional average number of illiterates existing (in 1872) in
Piedmont, where foreign domination never existed, viz, 15 per cent,
and that of Basilicate, .Abruzzi, tll;e southern province of Calabria., and
Sicily rescued in 1860 from Bourbon J esuitic rule DO per cent. It has
also been reported, as characteristic of religious influence, that the
only spot in Italy where illiteracy did not exist was in the Alpine districts inhabited by the W aldenses, the only Protestant Italian population.
If the flame of Italian genius has not been extinguish~d by such
influences, while popular culture disappeared, it is because of the extraordinary resisting power of the Latin race, which even in the darkest
days of its history, between the thirteenth and nineteenth centuries,
gave to the world such representatives as Dante .A.lighieri, Christovher
Columbus, Nicolo Machiavelli, Giordano Bruno, Michelangelo Bnonarotti, R affae1e Sanzio, Galileo Galilei, ~eonardo da Vinci, .Amerigo
Vespucci, etc. .And in more recent times, Galvani, Volta, Beccaria,
Torricelli Spala nzani, Rossini, and others; poets, thinkers, navigators,
scientists, and artists, whose immortal works and teachings brought
Italy to a third life and illumined the patbs of humanity.
II.-KINDERGARTEN.

The kindergarten (asili infantili), which were few in number thirty
years ago, were after the first census (1861) gradually brought to a
successful development, as is shown by the doubling of their num1Jer
between 1871 .(1,099, with 130,806 infants) and 1888-'91 (2,218, with
256,423 infants). The department of education also manifested interest
in their special pedagogic and scientific aims:
First, by the introduction of Frrebellian lectures on hygiene, pediatry,
and the best methods of practical infant instruction, these lectures to
be delivered in the principal centers of population by licensed female
teachers and physicians.
Second, by annexing the kindergarten to the royal normal schools as
f~r as the regular inspection, uniform and systematic organization, and
the pedagogic preparation of female teachers were concerned (1890).
Third, by national exhibitions of hygiene and methods of infantile
instruction (Milan, 1891).
Kindergarten schools.

Public kindergarten . . . . . . . . .
Pupils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1871.

1881.

1888- '91.

Notes.

1, 099
130, 806

1,379
191,057

1, 594
215,941

362
27,491

624
40,482

Total kindergarten, 2,218.
Total pupils, 256,423, with constart
tendency to increase.a

Prtmte kindergarten.. . . . . . . . ...... _..
Pupils .......... . ........... . ....... - ..

a In 1892 there:were 1,618 public kindergarten, with 228,490 pupils, and 602 private kindergarten, with
89,696 pupils; total 2,220, with 268,186 pupils.
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III.-POPULAR PR,IMARY EDUCATION,

Primary instruction is now imparted in all the communes of Italy
(8,253 on the 1st of January, 1892).
It was first made compulsory in 1859, but the law could not be
enforced at that time on account of the political agitation during the
period of the wars of independence. A new law was enacted in 1877,
covering more ground than the former, the enforcement of which has
been of m,1,rked effect in the general development of popular culture,
as is shown in the length of the school term (9 months between 6 and10 years of ag·e ); in the number of pupils; in the attendance and efficiency of teachers, which has kept pace with the general improvement
by means of pedagogic lectures an annual conventions.
The spirit of national and popular education is greatly aroused by
the parliamentary debates that have recently taken place on the subject, and the subsequent augmentation of the budget of public instruction by the central as well as by the provincial and municipal administrations. The discussions included the creation of a pension fund for
the benefit of elemenfary teachers, and they extended to the oenefits
which would accrue from the subsidies granted by the Government to
communes for the erection of school buildings.
The number of pupils, which in 1871 amounted to 1,722,947, has now
increased to 2,326,392 in ~public elementary day schools only; but
including night, Sunday, normal, and military schools, a total of
3,306,266 is obtained for the whole population of Italy. This inclucles
army elem<!ntary schools, which are peculiar to the country, the usefulness of which is demonstrated by special statistics. As a result of
their organization the illiteracy, which on 100 recruits of both anily
and navy, averaged formerly 52.78 per cent, had decreased in 1871 to
an average of 6.52 per cent, so that 93 per cent were sent home after
their military term of service able to read and write. When, owing
to reasons of public economy, the regulation was repealed which provided that no re.emit could get his discharge unless he could read and
write, the percentage of those who had been in school was reduced. '
Finally, of the annual contingent of 365,0:!6 recruits, 80.48 per cent
are fully able to read and write at the time of their discharge from
military service. By la.wall sergeants leaving the army may receive,
if de::;ired, the diploma of an elementary teacher, thus greatly contributing to the increase of the staff for primary popular education.
In the elementary and industrial schools and institutes for deaf,
dumb, and blind of l\1ilan, Palermo, Rome, and Turin, as well as all
the •lcm utm·y and indu trial ~chools of prisons, penitentiaries, and
l1ou .~e of correction of Italy, the increase of illiteracy is still larger, as
·hown by pc ·ial tc ti.;tic . (Of 388 illiterates in reformatories, 371 were
~a 1 tor ·a and writ at the end of the y;ear.) In the roll of primary
instru ·tion tb r ar aL o about 50 chool. op ned in foreign countries,
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namely, in the Levant and certain parts of South America, where Italians r emain as residents and not as citizens. The Italian Government
reserves the right to inspect and to enforce a curriculum of study, contributing in its budget and annual subsidy of one-half million lire.
The programme of studies for elementary schools is as follows: Rights
and duties of citizenship, reading, handwriting, rudiments of the
Italian language, and history, arithmetic, metric system, gymnastics.
Manual training will be ad_ded at an early date to the programme
in order_to prepare those pupils for common industrial life who do not
pursue the higher courses of studies.
~he criticism is made, both in and out of Parliament, that the elementary school of Italy is 1iot sufficiently educational to form the character of the pupil, so that he will be fitted to perform whatever duties
are assigned him by his compatriots; that too much of his time is taken
up by the arid processes of mental exercises to the detriment of the
moral aims of education. To that criticism, Hon. E. Villari, ex-minister of public instruction, and one of the most learned and progressive
Italians in pedagogical science, answered that the educational character of the people's schools could not be expected to be perfected by
means of programmes only, so long as the general progress of the people
is slow; that progress must come from every direction in order to
give the people's school a higher educational character.
But it is an acknowledged fact to-day that in modern Italy elementary instruction, which only could raise the standard of popular education among ·them asses, has been from the beginning unwisely sacrificed
t o secondary instruction. This has been clearly stated by Hon.
Gallo in his exhaustive report to the Chamber of Deputies this year.
He says: "We went too far when we admitted that secondary inst.ruction could have; as a means of educating the people, the same efficacy
as primary education. Italy always needed, and needs yet, a school,
complementary to the elementary one, where the minds of the pupils
will be formed especially for the ain:.s of life and the defense of national
rights. It is the Government's duty to organize a democratic school
answering to the needs of the majority of the people, who can not continue their education in the schools for secondary instruction ." Thus
it seems that the curriculum of" primary instruction in Italy has been
freely discussed an the suggestion of the complementary school is admitted as a necessary basis of an early reform.
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Elementary instruction. 1
1871.

Number.
Public day schools ......•...•............
Teacl1ers ...............•............
Pupils ... - - ..••..................•...

33,556

1881.
42,510

34,309 .. ...............
1,545,790
1,928,706

1888-'91.
55,547

Notes.
Total schools elemen·
tary instruction,
66,450.

44,670
2,326,392

Total pupils:

18!Jl ...•. 2, 593, 395
1871. .... 1,722,947

Increase. 870, 448
Private day, regular ............ ........ .
Teachers .........................•.. Pupils .............................. .

8,157
9,114
177,157

5,797
125,516

7,975
8,185
181,831

Total pupils, elemontary instruction:
Day . . . . 2, 593, 395
.Army. . . 365, 026
Nig-ht . .
22, OOG
Sunday . 125, 839
Total. 3, 306, 266

Private day or irregular and sectarian... . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 361
'.l:eachers ................................................... .
Pupils .......................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66, 35G
Night Rchools... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . .
9,809
6, 2!l5
T eachers ..................... . ................ .. ... ... . ... . . ·
Pupils...............................
375, !l47
248,012
Sunday schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 743
3, 895
T eachers .... . .............. . ............................... .
Pupils...............................
15-!, 585
122, 207

2,008
2,779
85, 172
5,983
6,902
222, 006
4. 380
4,397
1~5, 839

.Almost all males.
Only one-fifth males.

. 1 The 11 .A.nnuario Statistico," September, 1892, gives later figures as follows: Public schools, 55,547;
pupils, 2,357,148. Private schools (regular), 8,157; pupils, 184,40J. Private schools (irregular), 2,908;
pupils, 85,172. Night schools, 5,191; pupils, 191,GOO. Sunday schools, 3,G25; pupils, 100,150. Total,
2,918,474. · This does n 0t irrclude the army schools.

IV.-SECOND.A.RY INSTRUCTION.

Secondary instruction is given in the following classes of schools:
(a) Classical: Ginnasi (inferior and superior); licei.
(b) Technical schools and technical institutes.
(c) Nautical, ind us trial, agricultural, commercial, and normal schools.
The inereased number of technical schools and institutes, and of
"ginnai::.i" and "licei," as well as the increase of pupils, viz, from 43,798
in 1871, to 85,629 in 1890, is considered as a great advance in secondary
instruction in Italy. But whether the people derive greater usefulness
from classical or technical training is now a particular subject of discussion, the result of whicl;l is expected to be in favor of technical instruction. It may be stated as an opinion that while all the Italian ministers of public instruction have understood their mission and demonstrated a desire to fulfill it to the best of their ability with the means
put at their disposal, very few of them have emancipated themselves
from the Italian preference for classical studies "for the majority of
the people," a tenden y which is not in harmony with the modern idea
of :fi ting the greatest number for the pursuit of agriculture, commerce,
indu try, and finance-a field where "arithmetic is the :first theoretical
study ncces ary for the mastery over the material world." The evil
of :£ t ri g la ic instruction among the Italian people is proven,
fir t y the ra i of the number of pupil freqnenting "ginnasi" and
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''licei" (63,860) to those of technical schools and institutes (21,036), the
only secondary initruction preparing pupils for early practical life;
second, by the fact that out of the 50,132 .pupils of the "ginnasi"
13,728 only enter the" licei," the balance, viz, 36,40-!, entering the :field
of life with a preparation or classical studies, when a technical and a
professional one would be more to the purpo.se. The consequence of
this is that when the students are brought in contact with the people
of other nations, and especially with the .A.nglo-S~on, they are frequently found to be deficient in the practical methods that lead to success. So that while the "giunasi" though crowded with pupils, do not
contribute much to the hgiher and special studies, since the greater
number of them (68 per cent) stop at the door of the "Iicei," agriculture,
commerce, industry, and steam power are not attended to as they
should be for the increase of national prosperity,
Hon. E. Villari, ex-minister of public instruction, in his analysis of
the Italian system of public instruction before the Chamber of Deputies,
May, 1891, and in response to the general attack against classical education, closed the debate with the following sentences, characteristic of
an Italian mind:
Industrial schools are necessary for the toiler in order that he may be trained to
the study of the material world, of which he is a part. But if the people prefer to
crowd the '' ginnasi," it is because they naturally follow the instincts and traditions
of their country. Therefore, it is our duty to raise a generation educated to live in
the world of thought. The sciences, and mathematics particularly, however useful
they may be in subjugating natural forces to the use of man educate only unilaterally. They do not prepare human intelligence for these problems, the objectiveness
of which is thought, while literature and words, holding all that a nation bas felt
and suffered, direct the pupil to,y-ard a world of thought, thus forming that intelligent class which has a high mission in modern times when the working class is on
the increase and tending to become one of the most potent force3 Qfhuman society.

Then, refusing to consider a plan for the general reform of the Italian
educational system, which he declared could only be done by slow and
continuous movement, the minister proposed what he thought necessary
and ad vi sable to adopt in the transformation of technical instruction,
namely, the division of existing technical schools into threo branches:
First, a school of superior elementary instruction; second, a school
for commerce and industry; third, a theoretical scientific school for
those who wish to enter technical institutes. The :first of such new
schools to be accessible both to men and women in order to give them
an equal chance to complete their elementary instruction for the education of the family and the wants of ordinary life. The second. the
industrial, he declared urgent, because the '' wealthiest and most powerful nation is the one that creates the most skilled laborer." The third,
the theoretical, to fully prepare for the applications of science.
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Prograrnrnes of study for secondary instruction.
Ginnasi.
Licei (3 years).
Inferior

(3

years).

•

Superior (2 y

It--al-ia. n-1-an_g_n_a_g_e.-.-_.-.-. .-.-_.. .-. :-It-ali-.a_n_l_a-n,,,-o-u-a-ge and htera , Italian literature, "~antesca" period.
ture.
j
Geography, descriptive and Geography, ancient ......... ·Geography, medireval and modern.
1
political.
French . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . French, German ............ 1 French anJ literature; Ger~an, optional.
Arithmetic ......••.... .- . . . . Matbema tics (arithmetic, ! Algebra, geometry, plane tngonometry.
rational).
Natural sciences............. Zoology, bot.any ........... . Zoolog:y, botany, min~ralogY:, geoloiy,
physics, chemistry (cmematics, statics,
dynamics).
Historv. medireval and modern.
Latin and the classics.
Gymnastics...... . . . • . . . . . . . . Greek ........••........... . Grn·k and the classics.
Philosophy, psycbolo~, logic,. ethics
mechanics, pneumatics, ac~mstics, optica, elect,r icity and ma.gnetism.

f:fi:i~~::::::::::::: :::::::: :i~ti;.; ::::~:::: ::::::::::::::

DIPLOMAS 1 OF SECO:NDARY CLASSICAL INSTRUCTION,

The diploma of the fifth elementary year is necessary to be admitted
to the infedor "g'innasi."
- The diploma of the third year inferior "ginnasi" is necessary to be
admitted to the superior "ginnasi."
The diploma of the second year superior "ginnasi" is necessary to
be a<.lmitted to the "licei."
The diploma of the third year '' licei" is necessary to be admitted
to the "universities."
The diploma of the third year "licei" is necessary to be admitted to
the superior special schools.
PROGRA.Ml\IE OF TECHNICAL SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTES,

Techniccll School (3 years).-Italian language; geography, descriptive
and political; French; arithmetic; geometry; commercial studies, bookkeeping, handwriting, natural sciences, drawing.
Technical .Instit·ute (2 years).-Physics, mathematics (first section);
agronomy (second section); surveying (third section); commercial studies and bookkeeping (fourth section); industrial and technical branches
(fifth section).
DIPLO:,\IA. FOR SECONDARY TECIINICAL INSTRUCTION.

The diploma of the fifth elementary year is necessary to be admitted
to tlle technical sc)lools.
The diploma of the tldrd technical year of the school is necessary to
be admitted to teclmical in titute~.
The diploma of the second institute year (either section) admits to
In.-titnte of Fore. try, to fir t course in physics and mathematics, to
th univ r ·ity, and for the diploma of civil engineering.
1

Gen rally called the "licenza ginuasi:i.le" and the "licenza lice:i.le."
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SECONDARY CLASSICAL AND TECIINICAL INSTRUCTION,
1871.

No.

1881.

Pupils.

No.

(a).
1890.

Pupils.

Professors.
Pupils. _ __

No.

1

CLASSICAL.

Governmental ginnasi .................... 104
8, 269
113
12,876
154
248
Pu~lic (b) and prh-ate ginnasi ........... 500(1) 20, 000( 1) _5_88_,__28._
_, . 560

19,815
31,476

...... -- ......

4,309

1

Governmental licei. ......... -- ........... 79
Public (b) licei. ..........••.•.•••... ..... 190

3,773 .
4, 000( 1)

701

41,124

714

83
215

5,080
9, 144

I 108
201

5], 286 ..............

-------8,138
5,708

1,824

- - f- - - -;- -

298
TECHNICAL.

Technical schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
6, 189
Technical schools, pri¥ate ......•..... - ..... - .... -.... - - .

3~~
3s3

Technical institutes...................... 68
4,849
Technical institutes, private ..... ... •...... _... . . . . . • . . . .

11,133

1~:

~~:

22, 120

309

m n: ~i~ I- ----s: 028
401

40 - ~ 54 39

-·-···!

13, 846-,= = =

I=......

3o. 836 1-........ .
5, 440
1,098

I

2, 182

21

1, 24.9

6,878

7516,5381=~

a. Th; ".A.nnnari~ Statistico," dated Septom ber, 1892, gives the following as the latest figures: "G_innasi," 7::!3; pupils, 54,232. "Licei," 315; pupils, 14,003. Total, 68,2ifi. 'l'echnic:tl ~cbool~, 303; pu~1ls,
'l'eclmical institutes, 7'&; pupils, 10,283. Total, 42,539. Total for secondary classical techmcal
instruction, 108. 764.
b Supported by the communes, by corporations, or by private individuals.
32,256.

Pupils in the jit-e sections of the technical institutes.
Sections.

Pupils.

Physico-mathematical .... _................. _...... __ ... __ ..... _ .. __ ..... - - . 1, 215
Agronomy .. ___ . __ .. __ .. _. _____ . ___ . __ ·____ . __ . __ ..... _.... __ ..... _... _.. . . . .
22
Commerce and :finance .............. ·---·· ______ ··--·-......................
923
Surveying .......•....... _..... ____ ..... _.. _..... _.. __ .. _.. __ . _____ . ____ . . . •
740
Industrial ................... _...............•........ __ . __ . ___ . . . . . . • . . . . . .
82
MALE AND FEMALE KORMAL SCHOOLS,

There is one special superior normal school at Pisa, ancl there are 134
normal schools in Italy for males and females, distributed in as many
cities. Their object is to prepare teachers for primary elementary instruction.
Tlic position of professor in secondary instruction (technical schools
and institutes) is subject to competition among those who can exhibit
a diploma of one of the Italian universities, or of a school, institute,
or academy for special superior study. This subject will be properly
treated under special and superior instruction; but it may be stated
that of the total number of the 134 normal schools for both sexes, 26
rank as "inferior" and 108 as "superior;" 36 are for men and 98 for
women. According. to that proportion, the total number of pupils -Is
divided as follows: Men, 1,414; women, 9,646; making a total for 1890
of 11,060 to 6,130 in 1871, with 1,392 teachers. The progress of normal
instruction in Italy may be noted from the above statement.
The fact that women normal pupils amount to about 80 per cent of the
total finds its explanation in the unequal treatment of the women
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ti.nder the old system of public education in Italy. Women have equal
access to elementary., day, and Sunday schools. When they wish to
perfect their elementary education, the normal school is the only institution to which they can apply for that purpose. The result is that
while the normal schools offer to many girl pupils the desired occasion
to complete their elementary education, the importance and nori:na.l
character of the school itself becomes lowered.
In the &pecial parliamentary debates, it was assumed that the only
official schools for female normal education were the two special normal
institutes or "magisteria'' for women in Florence and Rome, and the
nine special superior female educational institutes (edncatorii) of Flor~uce, Milan, Naples, Pale::.·mo, Montagnana, and Verona. Of the 98
regular normal schools in the most populous towns throughout Italy
many fill to-day the place of the much-needed complementary school
of elementary e_d ucation. They answer more the purpose of general
female culture than that of normal training, for which they were
created.
Under such favorable circumstances the culture of Italian worn@,
as noted in the attendance at the normal schools, has progressed
everywhere. The. pedagogic direction of the kintergarten, of the Sunday schools, as well as of the inferior classes of the elementary schools
is now entrusted to female teachers with satisfactory results. Quite
lately a group of the most distinguished and well educated women, well
known in. literature, have undertaken, by means of lectures and the
· press, to secure such a law as will afford women the same treatment
as is accorded to male pupils. PnbJic opinion in Italy is favorably disposed to the idea. "That a sister in a household," according to a recent
plea for coeducation, "shou1d be educated as their brother is educated;
that the mother should have the power, by reason of her own serious
thought on literature, history, art, and the varied ennobling instrumentrJlities of life, to guide and train the thought power of her children; that
the wife should be on an intellectual plane with her husband, ever
stimulating and inspiring him by thinking and never giving him opportunity to depreciate, or to seem to depreciate, her mental capacity in comparison with his own."
SI'ECIAL SUPERIOR NORi\IAL INSTRUCTION.

Dale of

foundation.

}:"t:::::

i - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - - -

iisa '!Peri~r ~nnal l'<:h~o\ (£ale) ........................ ~ .... ___ .
ome upcnor onua . c oo ( emale) ............................. .
1 2 ...... l!'lorcnco 'upcrior Normal School (female) ..........••................

3

14
12

5
6-i
115

--2-01-IW
In addition to the above there are six normal literary schools (universities) and five
normal scientific cbool (universities)- :raples, Padua, Palermo, Pavia, Romo,
Turin.
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Elementary n01·1nal schools.

I

Number
of
· Pupils.
schools.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- -- · -- - Superior (m:tles) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . .
Inferior (females).................................................................

108
26

· 1, -i37
10, 257

- ·-1341~11, 094
a,Later statistics (Annuario Statistico, Scptt>mlier, 18!l2), bring this number to ~2,856.

V.-SUPERIOR .A.ND SPECIAL STUDIES •

•

Persistence in the adoption of that class of stadies called superior
and special indicates intellectual power in a nation and its inclination
toward solving those problems which are of benefit to mankind. It
also shows what are the characteristic qualities of nations and the
degree of influence they exercise in the progress of human thought.
The tendency of a nation toward the highest education, whether in
literature, philosophy, or science, can only be measured by looking into
her historical tradition, that sacred treasure· handed down from one
generation of thinkers to another, for every generation adds the products
of its own studies and experience to the national intellectual treasure.
Owing to traditional Roman culture Italy could, in the mediawal
period of the glorious republics o_f Genoa, Venice, .Amalfi, and Florence,
open a new civilization, while many nations had scarcely emerged from
barbarism. During the "Rinascimento" she gave to the-world philosopbers, astronomers, navigators, artists, historians, etc., of immortal fame,
The spirit that animated the celebrated school of Salerno, the classic
"Studio of Bologna," and all her traditional schools of art and science,
which seemed to be lost during three centuries of national disorganization, are now revived; and the revival is evinced by the elevated programme of studies adopted for the Italian universities and academies,
also by the large number of athemeums and su pcrior special schools which
have been inaugurated in the principal cities during this generation.
They rei)resent the tradition of the Latin race for high and special
culture, and explain at the same time the tendency of modern Italy in
that direction. The programme of study of the Italian universities and
superior institutes is to-day as high as that of any other European university, and in several branches, such as legal jurisprudence and moral
and. economic social sciences, Italy bolds a prominent place. It is her
glory to have adopted, within the generation following her national resurrection, a code in which capital punishment finds no place and
where criminality is treated on the scientific basis of pathological sociology. This new conquest of the human mind, connected with biology,
anthropology, physiology, and psychology, has in Italy specialists of
international reputation, such as Prof. Lombroso and others well
known. Sociology is already taught in ten universities and several
autonomous Hallan academics.
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AGRICULTURE.

Agricultural instruction is now being imparted in Italy as follows:
In higher elementary schools; in normal schools for males; in ambulatory schools for elementary teachers; and more particularly in 135 institutions founded since 1870, showing the progress made by the country in one generation, viz :
One superior normal school (Pisa); 2 special scientific superior schools
(l\filan, Portici); 6 academies of agriculture (Turin, Milan, Florence
(Georgofili), Fermo, Lecce, and Pesaro); 1 forestry institute (Vallombrosa).; 14 agrariai stations; 1 institute for the advancement of agriculture (Naples) ; 10 special normal schools; 25 farming schools (ala w of1887
ordering the foundation of such schools in each of the sixty-nine provinces
of Italy); 75 technical institutes (sections of agriculture and surveying).
At the present day skilled agriculture is recognized in various countries as an element tending to national prosperity.
This has been felt by the Italian nation, and undoubted signs of a
revival are already noti.ceable throughout the country.
The Italian Government, having opened thirteen deposits of agricultural implements for free public use in 1870 (increased to forty-eight
in 1800), the importation from England, Germany, the United States,
and France of a great amount of machinery was a natural consequence;
and furthermore, intern,ational exhibitions having served as a precedent, national and local agricultural conventions and exhibitions were
annually organized in the most productive districts. Scientific agriculture as taught in the special industrial schools andsuperiorinstitutes
is already productive of national results, in machinery and implements,
with a ·constant tendency to increase, and is expected in time to replace
importations.
There are in Italy (1890) about 2,000,000 hectares of uncultivated
land good for agricultural purposes, besides the special immernse mountain tracts reserved for the pasture of cattle and sheep, and 353,709
hectares (ex-Neapolitan feudal and ade.rnprivi Sardinian lands) destip_ed
for agriculture and colonization.
SCHOOLS IN WRICH AGRICULTURE IS TAUGHT.

Professors.

Pupils.

1870

Pisa, Superior A~ra1;ian ch~ol (University), (1 cabinet chemistry, 1 cabinet
0'Yl>lugamy,. 1 cabmet A~'TJCUltural and Rural Economy) .......................... .
lila!1,.l superH?r !llJCCial sciont iflc school.. .................................
11
P<1rt1 1, 1 sup no1· special scientific school. ................... _.............
15
Vu~om~ro~~,.1 .for stry institute...........................................
3
10 JJ ·:iaI (\: 1t1cnlture and cnologv, olive culture and oil· pomology and
\~~;1
forrcstry; sylviculturo; zootomy and caseification)........
47
1879 25
'l'erhn! 1 !n. t!tntrn,, s ct ion of aj!ronomy ........................... _.
63
~~~~~n
sect.ion of surveying ...................•. ___ . ___ .
63

1870
1 70
1860
1870

:t~l·~l~(;;

1 !~totils ·••··•·•••••••• ••··•·•·•••·••·•• •····• ··• ·•••••·••·

63

31
86
41
34
232
566

762
1,131
a2, 893

a. The o llgur s wcr incroa d to 4,320 in 1801-'02.
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Elsewhere noted: 20 botanic orchards (connected with universities);
6 cabinets of agrarian chemistry; 14 agrarian stations; 6 academies of
agriculture (Turin, Milan, Fermo, Florence (Georgofili), Iesi, and Pesaro);
1 institute for the progress of agricµlture (Naples).
SUPERIOR SCHOOLS OF COMMERCE.

Professors.

1886
188-!
1868
1862

Bari, superior school.. ..... . ... :. ~...................................... .. .. .
Genoa, superior school. .................................................... .

r::1~~kd~:~~?!1s:;~~~1~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Pupils.

17

69
41
91
81

13

13
12

--45,.

a282

a In 1891-'~2 a r eduction to 239 is noticed.
INDUSTRIAL .A.ND COMMERCIAL.
No. of
schools.

Professors.

53
15
74
5
21

452
301

Pupils.

- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --1---- - - - - - - - -

!ill; mt tf~:I~{:{:ti:i£;~~>::::::: :::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::
1

St1.perior fine arts, ind11strial (male) .................•...................
Special fine arts, industrial (male) ..................•••.............. , ..

282

40
175

7,063
5, 135
7,87-0
1,058
1,985

NAVAL.

Professors.

Pupils.

Hearers.

Total
pupils.

- -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1881
1862

Legl?orn, Royal Naval Academy ....... _.... _. _. _.... .
Vemce, School for Naval Engineers Mechanicians
a~d officers of royal navy.
'
'
SPECIAL NAVAL SCIENTIFIC.

1870

Genoa Superior School. ......... . .....•....• ..........

1871

21 Naval Mercantile Professional Institutes (2 years

stndy in each branch):
12 governmental . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

19

258
202

75

460

460

109

109

871

69 ••........

56

17
I

151

9 go,ernruental training courses of study ........ ___ :~
1

l~~~--~-i~-~~~

Total number of pupils ....•••.•.•...•••..••••.............•.......... : ....... --1, 527

The diploma of the fourth year of naval studies admits to the second year of the mathematical faculty of universities.
The <liploma, of the fifth year admits to the first year in the schools
of application for civil engineers.
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SUPERIOR INSTITUTES OF ])":NGINEERING- AND MATIIEMATICS.
Date of
foundation.
1877
1863
1873
1850
1859
1859
1859

Professors.
~olo~na~ School of App_lica~ion for 9i:'il Enginee~ing .. ____ ..... ___ . __ .. _
:Naples School of .A.pphcat1on for Crv1l Engmeermg .•. _...... . . _...... .
Ifome School of Application for Civil Engineeri11g .................... _.
Turin School of .Application for Civil Engineering_ ..... _............•..
:Florence Superior Institute for Practical Studies _.......... _.. _.. _. _. _.
Milan .Academy of Sciences and Literature _...... _...... _............. .
Milan Superior SJ_Jecial Technical Institute ................... .....•• ...

Pupils.

26
39
17
9
66
15
34

133
265
105
349
448

62
30n

1- - - - t - - -

al, 761

:Five normal scientific schools, at Padua, Naples, Palermo, Pavia,
Rome (universities); three schools of application for civil engineers
at Pisa, Genoa, Padua \universities)-···-········· ··-·--··-·····--··- .......... ........ . .
1802-'71 Superior special mining schools (Caltanisett.a, Agordo, Iglesia, Car_rara) ........ _............... _____ .. . . _............ _. ·_- ........ _. . . . . . . .
23
52

a Increase to 1722 in 1891-'02.
SUPERIOR MILITARY INSTRUCTION.

Professors.

Pupils.

208
95

1863

Turin School of .Application for .Artillery and Military E:cgineer-

1867

T~f~-S~h--ool- ~t--w~~-:::: :: :::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::

33
20

Turin Military .A.cademy .. ·-···---·······--··--·······--·- ·---··
Florence School of .A.pplicatio11 Military, Medicine, and SurgeryModena Military schooL .... _. ___ .......... _.... _.. _....... . _....
Parma Normal School, In fantr.r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pin el'olo Normal School, Cavalry...................... ... ..... ..

40
9
111
26
27

1669
1883
1859
1872
1872
1874
1849
1859
1883
1886

Courses.

2 years.
2 and 3

~ifi:~if1:'::;:::::::::::L::;::rn:::•:::::::: ••••••;;;•,--3-,•••:•:~f•
Total .................... _.............................. . : . - - 405

years.

297 3 years.
121 8 years.
1, 051
225 l0months
Do.
54
5 years.

Do.
Do.
Do.

039

The diploma of the :first and second years of the military academy
admits pupils respectively to the :first and second year of the physicomathematical faculty of the universities.
The diploma of the third year admits to schools of application for
civil engineers.
SPECIAL SECOND.A.RY INSTRUCTION LEA.DING TO UNIVERSITIES.

Profes·
sors.

1817
1817
1812

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - Aquila .............................................................. .
Bari . . ...... ........... . ...............•...•............. ... . . ..............
Catanzaro ................................................................. .

7
8
6

Total number of pupils ........................................................ .
Sa1>eri~r special sci~nti.fic deputments: Milan, astronomical obserYatory;
l! orlt, meteor!>log1cal. and geod_etical sections; Naples, meteorological
a_nd astrononncal sections; Venice, meteorological and astronomical sec.
t1ons .... ................ . .................. .
( p ci~l Royal ObRtetric SchoolR: Milan. TOY;~~.- V. ~c~iii:
Su):r·1or Schools of Mcdicini, and Votcrinary urgery:
,. •~lpaln e· • . . • • • . . . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . • . . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • .

1859

............ .......... .......... ......................... ................ ...................................

Turin.. ... ..............................................................

27
34
21
82

------

\=r~;;i·~~)-:::::::: ::::::::::

1 56
1860

Pupils.

180
6

Total numb r of pupils . .............................................. .. ........ .

194
91
60
141
56
257

•
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STATISTICS OF THE TWENTY.ONE UNIVERSITIES. ab
Pupils.

Mathe·
Jurispru· matics
and
dence.
physics.

8:~!f~~::: ::::~: : :::::::::::::

1200
1626
1427
1434 Catania ..... . ................... .
1391 Ferrara . ... ..................... .
1243 Genoa .... . .. . ................... .
1290 Macerata . . . . .................... .
1549 Messina . . . .. .................... .
1678 Motlena .. . ..... . ................ .
1224
1222
1805 Palermo .....•....................
1512 Parma ....... . .................. .
1300 Pavia .. .. ....................... .
1276
1338
130.1
1677
1300 Siena ..... . ...................... .
1404 Turin . . ... . ..................... .
1564 Urbino .. . . .........•.•....•...•..

i:li~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ir~i.~~~ :::::::: :: ::::::::: ::: :: ::
f~s~:ri :::::::::::::::::::::::::·::
Total. ....•.•.•.............

320
68
]5
213

143

Profes•
PhilOSO· Medicine
sors.
and
Total.
surgery.
---- ---- ---- ----

Y~1e~~~
41

7

-···--···· ............

759
62
82
224
23
466

18
4
12
14
248
31
73
105 ---------- . ............
82
25
2
24
65
125
1,652
302
224
293
133
446
145
37
48
21
25
238
183
44 ............ ..............
38
164
168
553
153
94
.......
......
38
-----·····
48 ---------- -----·---294
722
131
23
4

100
232
2,025
518
525
169
617
86
253
519
82
123
1,086
68

5,234

7,759

1,849

661

102
1,264
37
137
20
97
65
459
21
49
66
818
105
14
62
209
321
70
4,104
284
1,168
115
1,153
87
58
238
72
1,063
23
130
69
623
117
1,319
120
28
170
32
137
2,233
95
19
-i----1,498
c16, 4961

a The uni-versities having the faculties of law and jurisprudence are 21 in number; physics and
mathematics, 15; philosophy and literature, 11; medicine and surgery, 20. The s1>ecial institutes and
schoolr; found in tµe unh-ersities are 3 schools for notaries; 2 schools of political economy and adminis.
tration; 2 institutes of pl1ysics; 2 institutes of chemistry; 3 schools of e;1gineering; 1 school of differ.
ential calculus; 6 schools ofproject.iYe and descriptive geometry; 1 school of grnpbic statics; 9 schools
of design, architectural and ornamental; 5 normal scientific schools; 6 observatories of astronomy; 8 ob·
servatories of meteorology; 2 seismic obserYatories; 3 museums of rniner~ogy; 1 museum of geology;
6 museums of archmology. and numismatics; 1 special superior school of agriculture; 6 schools of
normal literature; 3 pedagogjcal museums; 2 institutes of physiology; 10 institutes of obstetrics and
gyn::ecology; 4 institutes of anatomy; 2 institutes of propedeutics, legal medicine, and phrenics; 1
institute of psychiatry; 1 institute of experimental hygiene; 1 institute of special surgery and demon·
strati ve pathology; 2 institutes of veterinary sdence; 1 institute of zootomy; 2 schools of pharmacy;
4 schools of Yeterinary surgery; 3 museums of surgical instruments; 3 museums of zoology; 20 botanic
orcliards.
·
b As adjuncts to university work are 239 laboratories and cabinets, as follows: 17 for human anatomy;
17 f~r patl.:.ological anatomy; 15 for comparative anatomy; 3 for surgical and topographical anatomy;
17 for experimental physiology and general histold'gy; 3 for microscopic, embryologic, and obstetric
research; 8 for general pathology; 1 for vertebrate anatomy and medicine; 2 for special surgical medi·
cine; 1 for neuro.pathology, electrotherapeutics; IO for legal medicine and hygiene; 2 for veterinary
pathology, anatomy, and medicine; 2 for anthropology; 1 dermo·syphilopathic; 18 for materia medica
and experimental pharmacology; 18 for pharmaceutical chemistry; 17 for general chemislry; 18 for
physics and experimental physiology; 15 for mineralo,l?.'y; 13 for geology; 3 for geodesy; 1 for geog.
raphy; 1 for archreology; 1 for agricultural chemistry; 1 for cryptogamic botany; 1 for agronomy and
rural economy; 20 for medical botanic orchards; 12 for zoology; 1 for zootecnia. .A.lso 110 clinics, as
follows: 18 for medical propedeutics; 18 for surgical propedeutics and operations; 11 obstetrical; 14
dermopatbic; 14 syphilopathic; 16 ophthalmic; 2 pathological; 1 physiological; 10 therapeutical; 1
psycbiatrical; 1 oto.laryngo·rbynoiatrical; 1 medical and surgical veterinary traumatological.
c Total 16,922 in 1891-'92.

EXTRACT FROM THE NEW BY-LAWS OF THE ITALIAN UNIVERSITIES,
OCTOBER 26, 1890.
The directive board of each university is composed as follows: One rector, ono
academic council, the presidents of each faculty, the council of each faculty, the
assembly of the ordinary and extraordinary professors of the university.
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Fees of admission.
[1 lira=l9.3 cents.]

Faculty.
Juri.Rprudence ...... _- __ ......... c •••••••• __ ••••••• ·--- •• •• •••••••••••••••••••••••• ••
Physics, mathematimi, ancl scientific applications to engineering ................... .

tSuperior
j(\~~fJ~1fn~n;;1~~;;~;~~-:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
s1wcial courses:
1

t!~~~~~~i~fii~~~~i~~:i ;h~~~~~r~:: :: :::::: ::: ::::: :::: ::::::::::: ::: :::::::::
0

Notary and at.toruey ............................................ .............. . .

~!11~~:.i~~i1~Ei~~~~.~~~::::::::: ·_ ·_:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
tff;~~f;;~~r:_:::::: .· .·:: .·: _· _-:::::::::::::::: _-::::::::::::: .·:::::::::::::::::::::::
Phlebotomy (minor surgery) .................................... .............. .

Lire.

Dollars.

860
860
450
860

165. 00
165. 00
S7.00
165.00

860

165. 00
87.00
39.00

450
200
200
168
168
89

57

3!1.00

32.(0
32.40
17.00
11.00

The scholastic year is nine months and a half.
For admission to -the first year and to any faculty the "diploma of the licei" is
requiTcd. The diploma of technical institutes (section physico-mathematical) admits
only to the physico.mathematical faculty.
Foreigners wishing admission to Italian uuiversities must produce a document
stating that the applicants have -accomplished such studies as would entitle them
to admission in a university of their own country. Or they must submit to special
examinations.
Examinations of Italian universities for graduation are both written and oral.
A special commission of university professorn constitutes the board of exnminers.
'rhoy are appointed by the rector as follows: For diploma of special sciences, commission of 3 members, 20 minutes. For "laurea" of a faculty, commission of 11
members, 40 minutes. The examinations are public.
Clwirs .-The chairs of ordinary :professorships in the universities and superior
special institutes of Italy are granted only by titles or examinations. Examinations
are in La tin for the two chairs of Greek and Latin Ii terature only. The special commission of examiners (5) is appointed by the minister, dir-ect,l y, on the advice of the
superior,council of public instruction.
The examinations are public as well as the votes of the examiners. The commission draws up a report, which, whether favorable or not to the candidate, is publisliecl in extenso in the Gazzetta Ufficiale "of Italy.
For places of free public professorship in uuiYersities and superior and special institutes aud schools the examinations_are made by a commission composed of a number of ordinary professors of the university, or superior special institute, and. an
equal 1.rnmber of outside professors.
UNIVERSITY REFORl\IS.

During the last few years disturbing influences have been manifest
in several universities, among them Turin and Naples.
The condition has been extensively discussed by the educational and
political press and in p::n liament. The conclusion ha been reached
that a radical reform of the Italian uniyer ities is necessary to bring
them into a cord with the most recent requirements of pbilodopby and
sci nc· .
Th
him: of tl1e would-be r form rs are substantially as follows:
the miv r. i Yi t be made ind pend ut of either Government

,
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or province; as were the ancient studios of Bologna and Pavia and the
celebrated school of Salerno. Second, free matriculation, viz, the faculty to grant permission to everyone to be admitted on examination
even without having followed the official course of studies. Third, participation of students in the election of the rector, which would put an
end to all misunclerstancling between students and professors. Fourth,
liberty of study, yiz, the faculty· to allow the students to follow as many
courses as they may desire and the regulation to be abolished which ·
obliged them to follow a giYen number in order to obtain the lam·ea.
Fifth, liberty of teaching by the suppression of all distinction between
ordinary, extraordinary, substitute ancl_free professors. Sixth, abolition
of the thesis for obtaining the laurea. Seventh, the participation of
the superior special institutes in the regulations which correspond to
thos,e of the university faculties. Eighth, the right granted to women
(who are admitted in Italy to all universities aud · superior special institutes) to practice in all liberal professi<;ms, which right is now reserved
for men only. Ninth, the participation of Italians in the seeking of
foreign diplomas and laureas and vice versa.
Hon. E. Villari, ex-minister of public instruction since 1890, 1 submitted
the above-mentioned claims to the· supreme council of public rnstruction of Italy for consideration. -It is expected that the long-sought
reforrµ in the organization of Italian faculties will soon become a fact. ·
At the meeting of the university congress held in Palermo on the
22d of April, 1891, the following resolntion, emb9dying the main principle of the reform, was voted upon:
Resoli-ed, That the juridical personality be granted to the uniYersity as the most
potent means towards obtaining didactic and disciplinary autonomy, state interference to be forbidden except as regards financial control within the limits of the legal
donation .
.A.C.A.DEl\'.IIES, .A.THEN..t'EUMS, SUPERIOR INSTITUTES.

For the study of science, .p hilosophy, literature, fine arts, social
sciences, agriculture, and mathematical sciences there are 59 academies
and higher institutes. These include, among others, the Royal .Academy of Sciences in Bologna, the Sicilian Society for the Study of National History in Palermo, the Dante AUghieri Society for the Diffusion
of the Italian Language in Rome, the literary academies of Bossano,
Bergamo, Brescia, and Venice, the school for electrical study in Milan,
the Italian scientific and geograpb.ic societies of Rome, the school for
stone carving at Parma, the national and royal associations in Naples,
the medical and scientific societies of Turin, the royal academy, ' 4 dei
Lincei," in Rome, and others too numerous to mention.
1

Succccdccl by the Hon. F. Martini, May 15, 1892.
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VI.-FINE ARTS.
FINE .A.RTS-A.C.A.DEMIES, INSTITUTES, .A.ND SPECI.AL SCHOOLS.

Date of
foundation.

Profes·
sors.

1803
1760
1576

Bolo:rna Academy and Institute .............. ...................... .. .
Carrara Academy ......................................... ... ........ .
Milan Academy ........................................ .............. .

m~

Parma Academy ancl Institute ...... ................................. .

m;
1757

'.{:~~k~ i~!i~:; ~~d r~;tit~t~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1850
1835
1822
1874

Wi~~:~~e1~
~if~~fe·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Lucca Institute ........... ." .......................................... .
1

Massa di Carrara Theorico Practical Institute .... .... ............ ... .
Naplel:l Institute ...................... ............. .. ................ .
Rome Institute ................•.......................................

m!
. ~~1~::ii~~\ui~~a:~~~
1878 Urbino Institute ..................................................... .
1
:~~~~:::::: :: ::·:::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::: : ::

1757

Reggio School of Design ................................. ......... ... .
Total .....•.•.•.•.................................................

Pupils.

17
7
27
17
13
9
11
13

7
2
26
18
3

9
4
5

64
230
1,200
322
101
231
358
308
213
18
318
207

··· ····2oi
23
82

---iss- 3, 876

To the superior and special instruction of fine arts belong the schools
of ornamental and architectural design attached to the universities of
Oagliari, Catania, Messina, Naples, -Padua, Palermo, Pavia, Pisa, and
Rome, already mentioned; also the autonomous academies, institutes,
etc., given in a separate list.
The following bureaus may be noted here: Excavations of antiquities,
Pompei; excavations of antiquities, Taranto; antiquities and monu·
mcnts (special) of Rome, Rome; central direction of the twenty.nine
bureaus for the permission to export objects of art or antiquities,
Rome.
CONSERV.A.TORIES OF MUSIC.
Founda·
tion.

Profes.
sors.

Pupils.

I :----- - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1808
1825
1618
]81)6
1860
1860

Milan Conservatory and School of Choreograpl1y ................•..•.
Parma Conservatory and School of Choral Siuging .................. .
Palel'mo Conservatory .......... ......... ... ......................... .
N aJJles Co~srrvatory ancl School of Normal Choral Singing .......... .
F 1orence Conservatory . ........ .. ................................... ~.
Florence School of Declamation .. ................. : .................. .
Total. .................. . ..................................... ...

36
18
28
42
25
5

204
85
55
231
219
32

~~

FL~E ARTS AND ANTIQUITIES.

These are fully represented in the museums at Bologna, Cagliari,
E te, Florence, Milan, Palermo, Parma, Portogruaro, Ravenna, Rome,
a. ari, Syracu e, Turin, and Venice; by the galleries at Florence,
1\1 cl na, Rome, and V nice; by the pinacotecas of Bologna., Lucca, Mil n, alerm , arma, and Turin, and by the national monuments of
ilan, rbino, eni e, and Florence. Nor hould the famous
at lor nc an 1 Milan be omitt l, a all uch art work is truly
nal in bar, ct r.
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NATIONAL l\IONUl\1ENTAL (EX) CONVENTS .AJ.~D CHURCHES.

Tl10 national monuments include both convents and churches. The e
are found in all sections of Italy. They include edifices which once
being convents are now used for other purposes. Palermo, Naples,
Pavia, Ravenna, Rome, Viterbo, and Monte Cassino may be enumerated
am011g the number.
VIL-PUBLIC LIBRARIES. a

Florence.
Milan.
Naples.
Palermo.
5. Romo.
6. Turin.
7. Venice.
1.
2.
3.
4.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Caltanisetta.
Catania.
Cremona.
Florence.
l•'lorence.
Florence.
Lucca.
Modena.
Naples.
Parma.
Parma.
Rome.
Rome.
Rome.

Ex-con,ent.

UniYersity.

Government.

National.

22. Bolo~a.

~!:
8!f1~i~~25. Genoa.
-

26. Messina.
27. Modena.

~t f:Cf1;';t

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Pavia.
Perugia.
Pisa.
Roma.
Sassari.
Urbino.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Avellino.
Calci.
Cassino.
Cava de Firreni.
Grottaferrata.
De Girolamini.
Cortosa St. Martine.
Certosa Pavia.
Subiaco.

a Communal and private lil.Jraries not counted.
Number of works gh"en to read, 1890 ...••.........•.••............................••••...... 1,021,585
Number of readers, 1890 ................. 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
825, 634
.A.verage days of public reading in the year 1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . .
272
VIII.-PUBLIC.ATIONS, YE.AR 18DO.

384
Instruction and education ................................................. .
School books ............................................ ~ ....... - ..... - . - .
775
Philology, history, and literature ......................................... .
358
108
Philosophy and theology ..................................... - ..... - ...... .
Modern literature ....... _..... _........................................... . 1~162
Jurisprudence ............................................................ .
370
Politico-social sciences .................................................... .
427
Physics, mathematics, and natural science ................................ .
369
Medicine ·-·- ......................................... ·----· ........ ·----- ---- ···-·-· -----· -832
Engineering, railroad ...................................... ·...............•
200
Agriculture, industry, ancl commerce ........•.............................. 1,062
History and geography ................................,. .................. .
550
Contemporary biography .................................................. .
490
Pine arts ................... _............................................. .
152
Army an.cl navy ........................................................... .
130
Bibliography ..................... _....................................... .
89
Religion .................................................................. .
~12
Encyclopedias ............................................................ .
2
Academy's reports .... _.................................. : ................•
15
Parliamentary acts ....................................................... .
576
By-laws and :finance ....................................................... . 1,087
New political newspapers ................................................. .
289

-----

Total ................... __ . _.. _...... ____ . _.. _.. _...... _........ ___ .. 10, 779
Modern Italian language .................................. _._ .......... _.. . 9,938
260
Latin language ............. _...... _........... _. _. __ ....... _... _......... .
581
Balance (modern languages) ...........•.................................
ED

91--22
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THE l~RESS, 1891.

..

Political newspnpers ..• .•• •....•• .. : ... ........•••.................. ... _;__
Sectarian newsp::tpers ........... ... •.................................. . _...
Jurisprudence, political economy, soci::tl bciences . _.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Agriculture, industry, commerce, and finance._ .......... _. _.... _.... ·__ .. . . .
Literary, litera.ture ::md science, history, arcbreology, bibliography . . . . . . . . .
Educational and did:1etic _.... __ ___ .. __ ..... . _. _... ____ . ____ .... __ . _... . . . .
Physics, mathematics, practical mathematics, industri::tl technology ...·.. ...
Medical surgery, anthropology, natural history .... __ ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geography and travels._ ... ___ ... ____ .. ____ .. _.. _. _________ . __ .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Musical and dramatic .... ___ ...... __ ... _........ _............ .... _. . . . . . . . .
Fine arts _.................. .· ............................ _......... ~... ......
J\filitary ............ . ...... ..... . .. ............ ........... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Religion_ . _...... _ .. ........•... _.. _....... _..... _..... __ ............... _. .
Fashion, humoristic, Sunday ............. __ . .... _. _. __ .. _... _..... _... . . . . .
Railroads .. ............. . _________.__ _.... ·...... ___·_______ ...... ______ ......

4.61
60
291
178
123
54
29
93
11
28
11
11
115
108
23

.Total in-1871 ............ __ ....................... __ ............ _. . . . . . . . . .

1,596
756

Increase .......•................................. .... ............... -

840

IX.-THE BUDGET OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

The budget for the education of the Italian nation (about $18,500,000)
is an object of criticism when compared to that of army and navy
(about· $86,000,000). The abnormal disproportion finds its explanation
in th~ situation of Europe; also in the constant efforts of the Italian
cabinets and chambers, since the war of independence, to solve the
problem of national defense before any other.
However, the total budget of instruction, which was in 1872 about
$9,000,000, reached in 1890 the snni of about $18,500,000, and there is a
manifest tendency towards further increase. This is shown by the appropriations gmnted for school buildings, in addition to the annual
amount for maiutenance; or to teachers, pupils, and families in the form
of subsidies and for scholarships in the normal and superior institutes
and for the pursuit of special studies abroad, etc. Also in the form of
premiums to all kinds of scientific, literary, and philosophic publications; to competitors among the gradua,tes from secondary institutions
and to philanthropic individuals who foster with their own means the
development of elementary and normal culture among the people.
Elementary teachers whose salary has received a small increase have
been benefited by the establishment of a pension fund, amounting in
18U0 to 34,015,403 lire or $6,681,372.
The budget for public instruction jn Italy was divided as fol1ows for
18 0-90:
Lire.

GoYcrnmcnt con ribution . ............ _.. ___ . _. ___ ..... __ .. ____ .. ____ _ 42,208,101
rovinccs contrilmtion ......... _... _.... _. _. __ . ___ ... ____ .. _. __ . _____ _ 2,168,833
Communes contribution ........................ ___ .... __ .. ____ .. ____ . 47,365,966

91,742,906
Or $17, 705, 980
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Of the sums contributed by the Government, one-third is for superior
and special instruction, :fine arts, and antiquities. The contribution of
the proyinces is exclusively for technical and nautical institutes. That
of the communes, with the exception of about $500,000, is for elementary and normal schools.
SCIENTIFIC .A.ND ARTISTIC PATRIMONY OF THE NATION (1890).
Lire.

Libraries, books, manuscripts, etc., value............................. 51,431,621
Collections, natural history and botanic orchards....... . ..............
5,657,334
Antiq nities ........ a ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 140, 447, 366
Industrial museums ................... _.................. _.... _.. . . . .
454, 756
Artistic printings on sale at Royal School of Calcography of Rome and
Steel Carving _of Parma............................................
1,275,780
207,266,857
Or $40,002,513
X.-SCHOLASTIC ADMINISTRATION.

Scholastic administration is vested in the minister and superior
council of public instruction, composed of 32 members, 2 inspectors,
general and central.
There are 69 provincial councils, presided over by the prefect, with 1
supervisor and 10 members; 69 "provveditori" of studies; 69 inspectors (m ale and female) of "circondari"; 69 delegates of "mandamenti;"
6 special female inspectors for the circles of Milan (2), Rome, Naples,
Florence, and Palermo, within which the female institutes for women
are found.
The administration of :fine arts and antiquities js as follows: One
royal Jlermanent commission of 5 members; 6 special technical officials
for antiquity, monuments, excavations, museums, and art galleries; 6
special officials for the license of exportation of fine arts and antiquities; 70 commissioners for the preservation of monuments of fine arts
and antiquities in the different citi~s; 69 provincial inspectors .

•

CHAPTER XI.
EDUCATION IN KOREA.
By Mr. PoM K. Son,
Formerly member of the special embassy of Korea tc tho United States•

.

In the northeastern part of .Asia, located east of China and west of
Japan, in latitude 30° to 40° north, longitude 125° to 130° east,'lies the
peninsula, of Korea. This country, known in history under many names,
is most familiar to the Western world as Korea. It really dropped this
name when the dynasty of Koriu ceased to.exist, about 500 years ago.
Since that time it has been known to the Oriental world as " Ta-Jo-Son"
(Great Morning Calm), which is the name of the reigning dynasty.
This little country, about the size of the State of Minnesota, is similar
to Florida in shape, and resembles California in physical features. It
is bounded on the east by the Japan Sea and on the ·w est by the Yellow
Sea. Its northern boundary is the .Ap-Nok River, which separates it
from Chin.a, and the Tuman River, which separates it from Russia, together with a small portion of r()cky country, its only connectfon with
the main land. Well protected on all sides by water, it has sturdily
resisted all foreign invasion and has justly earned for itself the soubriquet of the" Hermit Nation."
Ranges of mountains, well covered with pine and a great variety of
hard wood, traverse the country from north to south. It is watered by
many navigable rivers, which furnish communication between nearly
all parts of the country. The most important of these are the Han
and the Ta-dong.
Kang-won-do, a province of the eastern coast, possesses many remarkable physical features. The most wondcr:ful of these is the Gumkang-san, or Diamond :Mountain, famous not only in Korea, but throughout the entire Chinese Empire. Entirely bare of vegetation, its sharp,
angular surfaces, reflecting the light, present the most brilliant and
changing colors. Under favorable conditions a remarkable mirage is
often seen from the top of this mountain. Hundreds of human figures,
sometimes on horseback, sometimes with waving flags and banners, are
reflected against the clear sky, and even whole cities have been sharply
outlined. So far no explanation has been given of this phonomenon•
.A giant's causeway, far exceeding in beauty the one on.the coast of
341
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Ireland, is found here. It is composed of numerous groups o,f pillars,
rising 40 feet . and upward into the air, each group consisting of hundreds of pillars of glistening whiteness.
The country is rich in gold, iron, coal, and other minerals. More
than one-half of the vast mines which are known to exist are gold
mines. Only two or three, how.ever, are opened, and the gold dust,
which is an import-ant article of commerce, is washed out of the
streams. Iron is also found in large quantities, and since the country
has been opened to foreigners coal has been mined and is gradually
being used as fuel.
.
The climate corresponds to that of the Middle Atlantic States. The
soil is fertile, and abundantly supplies grain and pasturage with little
trouble to the people. Most of the fruits and vegetables grown in the
United States are common to Korea, besides many not knOWJ?. to
Americ~,. The fruits are abundant and of excellent :flavor, though
small. The tuberous vegetables grow to an enormous size.
The cattle are of excellent breed, being large, strong, and quite equal ·
to those raised on the prairies of America. They are peculiar in having
a very quick gait. It is estimated that if the cattle were equally
divided among the people there would be one for each adu1t. The native horses are _strong, but small, and are used only for riding. The
waters ab,ound in fish of great variety. Whales, which have been
driven from other seas, make their home in the seas around Korea,
where they live undisturbed, the people of that Dountry not knowio g
their value.
The principal occupation of these people is agriculture, but many
skilled mechanics find employment, and the arts and sciences, although
not so flourishing as in former centuries, are still cultivated. The wo_m en
are employed in embroidery, weaving, dressmaking, and the silk industry.
Many years ago the Government employed large numbers of female
assistants in hospital and other charitable institutions, but this practice
b.as now fallen into disuse.
The southern part of Korea has always been its most :flourishing section, and to-day the industries of the country are most prosperous in
the provinces of the old Sin-la dynasty.
Although Korea has held herself aloof from the rest of the world, she
has in tituted manufactures and maintajned them from her own reources. Mo t of the Japanese works of art tio prized at present
are the result of Kor an skill. During many centuries the Japanese
1lave b en taking from Korea vast quantities of :flue rno.nufactured
go d. and work of art, which they have imitated and claimed as their
ilk otton, linen, and gras · fabric , embroidery paper matb ra , uon,
1a f}ucr .d and bamboo wareR, as well as' shoes ' hat
.
t lll<T.
.
t t n wa 1mg
and fnrnitnr , ar among tlt manufactures which' have'
n <·, rried on for tho . aud · of year· by thi "Ilcrmi .L: ation."
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In 1883 three seaports were opened to foreign commerce. At that
time these ports, which to-day are bustling with commerce, were a mere
wilderness. Since intercourse was established with other count.ries
the imports and exports are about $5,000,000 annually. Grain valued
at $2,500,000, together with great quantities of hides and gold dust, are
among the exports. The commerce is yearly increasing.
The Koreans are among the oldest people of the world. They have
a written history dating back 3,000 years, but their origin is shrouded
in doubt. In the year 1122 B. C_. the viscount Ki-je, emigrated from
China to Korea with 5,000 men, both skilled artisans and. men versed
in literature and science. Several hundred years later a small portion of
the northern part of the- country was invaded by the Chinese, possibly
leaving in Korea a few hundred soldiers. Again, during the reign of
the Emperor who built the great wall of China, about 200 years B. C.,
another emigration of learned Chinese occurred. The Chinese some
centuries afterward conquered two of the kingdoms in the central part
of the country, and three hundred years ago, during a war with Japan,
Korea asked assistance from China, when, doubtless, more Chin~se
soldiers were left in Korea.
It may readily be seen that in about 3,000 years there have been several times whtin the Chinese and Korean races may have mixed. Considering the small number of Chinese and the long periods which elapsed
between these immigrations there is little reason for supposing thl:!.t the
original Korean type has been materially changed by this commingling
•
with the Chinese.
No record exists of an early immigration from Japan, but during the
ma.n y wars waged between these two nations it is probable that many J apanese soldiers remained'in K9rea. In fact, the.Japanese. records mention that during the last war, which continued eight years, many sol·
diers deserted from the army. These men, for their protection both
from their own army as well as from the natives, assumed the Korean
dress and manners, and lost their identity as Japanese ..
Both from the history of the western nations and from Korean history, it is learned that Arabians settled in this country and exported ·
from it to Bagdad and_ Damascus ginseng, aloes, camphor, cinnamon,
ginger, deer horn, ·nails, saddles, porcelain, and satin.
There are circumstances tending to establish the belief that the
inhabitants of certain portions of Korea may have had a Caucasian
origin.
Both men and women were tall and well-formed, and in persona,l appearance and
manners more likely to command the respect of foreigners than either the Japanese
or Chinese in their original conditions. Their faces were bro~d and features large,
with finely shaped heads. The stolid, impassive expression of the Chinese, or the
sly, crafty appearance so comm.only observed in Japan and China, was rarely noticeable among the Koreans. We thought them frank and honest in expression, pleasing
though timid. Their complexion was of a redder tint than that of the Japanese or
Chiueso. The hair varied in color from black to light reddish-brown.-(Extract
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from a small volume issued by the Navy Department written by Mr. Foulk, naval
attache of the United States legation, afterwards charge d'affaires.)

The Kingdom of Korea, having an area of 92,000 sq_uare miles and a
population-of 28,000,000, is divided into eighty do or states, with governors appointed by the King. These do a.r e subdivided into 360 parts
under second-class governors, and again divided i:ri to smaller parts under
petty officers. Besides these divisions there are four military districts
under governors-general and about forty military posts, situated on the
sea coast, governed by military generals.
There are about two hundred fortified towns belonging to the different do, and hundreds of p'ostal districts under the jurisdiction of the
postmasters attending only to the Government mail.
The capital city is Seoul, with a population of about 250,000. It is
governed by a mayor appointed by the King.
GOVERNMENT,

The Government is an absolute monarchy. It has written la;ws, but
_ no constitution, and each executive department (state, war, etc.) has
rules approved by the King and Parliament. This form of government
has existed since 1394 A. D. and in a modified degree s_ince the fourth
century B. Q. . It has three branches, legislative, executive, and judicial.
The legislative power is in the hands of the King . . Three prime ministers and an indefinite number of senators are always in session. They
make laws with the consent of theJring, and can demand a hearing,
whenever they consider it necessary to amend any law. These three
ministers form . the highest court, and among other matters have the
oversight of-the private conduct of the King.
A body of 1,000 noblemen, both civil, and military, of nine ranks,
forming an upper and lower house, meet in session when any matter of
importance, in their opinion, requires attention. The upper house is
formed of the three higher ranks and the lower of the remaining six.
The king often calls either one or both of these houses to coufer with
him.
Another party holding power which was granted to it by law is composed of literary men from all parts of the country, and is really the
voice of the people. In all matters of importance their advice is asked
by the king and petitions presented by them receive respectful consideration. Originally the power of this party was limited to moral
and educational matters, but they have so far stretched the significance
of the e terms that their voice is heard in all political matters.
When it is considered necessary for them to petition the king they
me tat the capital, and proceeding to the gate of the palace in a body,
about 1, 00 m n, leave their petition resting against the gate. The
privates ·retary, who acts as a medium, takes the petition to
r\ bile the king is con idering their request, they remain outside
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seated on mats. Sometimes this conference lasts for day , th p pl
. .
of the city paying for the mats, tobacco, and light .
There is an old law to which recuur~e may be had to btam r1n-h ·
from the king. This law allows to the people, high and low, ciYil nnd
military the right to petition the king. Should this fail still anotli r
law allo~s them to remove "the evils around the king.' Thi m an
revolution. Although these laws have never been enforc d, their . i tence gives to the petitions of the people a power re pected by th king.
In the executive there are seven departments: Fir t. The civil wh
certify to the highest officers and second-grade goyernor . Sec nd
The treasury department. Third. Department of official etiqu tt .
Fourth. The war department. Fifth. Department of pnbli w rk .
Sixth. Department of the interior. Se,renth. Department of foreign
affairs. Each department is administered by three ministers and hi fr
of divisions.
The judieial branch is divided into six distinct court : First. ii.-humboo (highest court, having no parallel in this country). Second. Gumboo (star-chamber). Third. Parliament or supreme court. Fourth.
State court. Fifth. County court. Sixth. Department of jnstic .
The judges of the first, or Sa-hum-boo, are the highest authority in the
country, almost equal to the king. They can correct the admini trntion
and private conduct of the king. Tbey have power to impeach all high
officers, supervising all o~her courts. The second, or Gum-boo, tries
high officers and high criminals of any rank. This is the only court
where the king presides during the trial of criminals. The third, fourth,
and fifth, supreme, state, and county courts, correspond to th~
courts of the same names in America. When the supreme court fails
to give satisfaction to a subject he has a right to appeal directly to the
king. This is confined to the common people who have no influence at
court. There are two ways: either to ring a large bell placed at the
palace gate for this especial purpose, which can be beard for miles, or
by attracting the attention of the king when he is ont of doors by
striking a gong before his palankeen. The man is at once taken in
charge by the police and his case is listened to, and if he has been unjus_tly ~reated his wrongs are righted. The sixth or last, the department
of Justice, keeps a record all the courts and executes the sentences of.
all the other courts in the capital city and has restricted power over all
the courts of the country.
The ancient Koreans worshipped God in the mountains and althon o·h
this old religion is nearly lost in the present religions of Confucius a~d
Buddha, they still hold in great respect the mountains where the ancient
Koreans used to worship. Buddhism was introduced into Korea from
India and Confucianism from China. The first is the religion of the
people and the second that of the court.
·
~I though Confucianism is counted a religion, it-is r;ally a system of
sociology, and has none of the elements of a religion. It refers in no
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way t o a future life or to the immortality of the soul. Confucius was
a moralist and a statesman., but not a savior; and his disciples are
moralists and economists. The followers of Confucius have a form of
wors~ip which existed long before his time and was con~inued by him,
and the_temples built to him are only monuments of respect ·to hi!
memory, and show the esteem in which his teachings are held. They
are built by the Government, and never opened to the common people
except for educational purposes.
The so-called ancestor worship is one of the teachings of Confucius,
an d is common to all Asiatic people. In reality it is no worship at all,
but simply a memorial service.
The.Chinese accept Confucius in every detail, both as taught by Confucius himself and by his disciples, some of whom were contemporary
with him.
The ·Japanese recognize both religions eq_ua:r.I.y, but Confucianism in
Japan has a direct bearing upon eve~ything relating to human affairs,
especially the extreme loyalty of the people to the emperor, while the
Koreans consider it more useful in social matters than in any other
department o{ life, and h~rdly consider its precepts in their busin'ess
and mercantile relations.
B uddhism is the real religion oftbe Korean people. It was supported
by the Government in ancient times until Confucianism was made the
court religion. At present it has many temples supported by the women
of Korea, who are all worshipers of Buddha. This religion in some
respect s resembles ChTistianity both morally and spiritually. It incul. cates all the moral principles found in the ten commandments of Moses,
and it t eaches that the spirit after death goes either to heaven or to
hell, or becomes re-embodied in some animal or plant, and that salvation
is secured through faith, morality, and knowledge ormeditation. There
"are two forms of Buddhism, higher and lower. The high Buddhists
are found only among the philosophers. They are either priests or celibates and they devote themselves to the study of the soul rather than
to prayers and c~rcmonies.
These two religions bave had great influence in forming the Korean
character, Confucius teaching them to care for the things of the present, and Buddha turning their thoughts to a life to come, in which they
will receive in accordat1ce to the things done here. Confucius teaches
revenge. Buddha forbid it, and says'' Thou shalt not kill." This command refers not only to man, but to animals; and Buddhist priests eat
no meat.
There are four moral principle which govern Korean&: .Honesty in
th ir dealing··, re pect for women, faithfulness to parents, and humility.
P ly amy i not practiced in this country., and no wife would pardon
unfaithfnlnc in 11cr hn. band. The genealogy of Koreans is kept with
gr ·a ·, r and n man who:e liucage is not pure can ever become a
high offici, l.
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. 1rwo schools of philosophy are recognized in this country: the ancient
Korean philosophy, which teaches that there are five elements-metals,
plants, water, fire, and earth; and the Buddhist philosophy, which
makes only four-earth, water, fire, and air or wind. Philosophy is a
subject which interests Koreans, and much study is devoted to it.
In the twenty-third century KC. the Koreans were I tltink a lettered
peoplB, and fa the twelfth century B. C. they had schools to teach reading, writing, music, and etiquette. From the third century B. 0. up to
the_present time education has gradually increased, and during the last
five p.undred years ·it has attained a much higher degree of excellence.
During the present dynasty free schools and many other kinds of educational institutions have been established, and, with the exception of a
few serving girls, all men and women can read and write. Education
in Korea is held in the highest esteem, and a literary man is received
with 'less formality by the prime minister, who is almost equal to the
king in rank, than the nobleman or high officials. Not . o:nly are the
respectable classes educated, but even the dancing girls must study
under teachers dancing, walking, horseback riding, music, poetry; reading, writing, and painting before they can profitably fulfill their professional duties.
Books were first printed about-ten centuries ago, .when the reigning
king ordered 150,000 printing blocks to be made for the purpose of printing several hundred volumes of special Buddhist books. These blwJks,
18 by 20 inches square by 1 inch thick, are carved in wood, in both
Korean and ·Chinese. .At present they are seldom used, but are stored
in buildings devoted to this purpose. They have become the property
of some Buddhist temple.
Every nobleman, however poor, has a large private library of thousands of volumes. These are loaned to all who ask, and are kept in
almost constant circulation.
The scholars frequently spend their entire time in writing books, both
of prose and poetry. They are written on both sides of the thinnest
possible sheets of paper and piled upon the floor till they reach to the
chin. J\fany of them accomplish two or three "chins" during their lifetime, and so great is their respect for literature that on no account
would they step upon them or destroy a single written word.
The Korean language and literature have become so mingled with
the Chinese that it is difficult to convey to a foreigner a correct idea of
pure Korean pronunciation and idioms.
The Chinese language is to the Korean what the Latin is t.o the
English. It is never spoken by the Koreans, and is read only by the
educated men. Their scholars study its old records and quote largely
from it as a classic. Many important books and all official documents
are published in Chinese. Thjs language has two styles, the colloquial
and formal; but they are so far removed, eac~ from the other, that a
person familiar with the former could hardly understand the latter.
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rhis language, which is merely a collection of hieroglyphics, is very
difficult to learn, since every child must know not less than 1,000 of
them in order to study the language.. These must not only be committed to memory, but must be learned so they will be recognized at
sight. Its in~roduction into Korea has had a very marked tendency to
retard civilization. Its poetry and songs have also suffered by this
admixture, many of the musical top.es .of the Korean language being
lost.
The Korean language, like the English, has 25 letters and the words
are of one or more syllables, while the Chinese words have genemlly
but one. Many Chinese words have been incorporated into the Korean
language; for example, all words or syllables ending in ng have a Chinese origin. The Korean language for centuries has preserved its
grammatical construction-, wbicb, like its alphabet, is based on scientific principles. Like the Chinese, it is written in perpendicular lines,
and .the principal words of the sentence have the modifying words
grouped directly around them. Metaphors · and personifications are
more used in the Korean than in either the Chinese or Japanese languages.
COMPARISON WITH CHINA AND JAPAN.

Superficially considered, the Koreans resemble the Chinese and
Japanese in many respects; but, closely observed, they are found to be
a nation of marked characteristics,with views broader than the Japanese
and theories more rational than the Chinese. On account of their
unfavorable geographical position, they seem to be behind Japan in
adopting modern ideas, but to the student .they are really in mauy
respects an advanced people, and, although not considering th~mselves ·
superior in everything to their neighbors, they are very proud of their
culture. They speak of themselves as the '' nation of culture," and of
China-and Japan as the "barbarous nations."
The slight body, the color of the hair and skin, the use of rice as the
principal article of food, the style of dwelling, the wearing of loose garments, and'. the existence of Buddhist temples and followers of Confucius
are the chief points of resemblance between Koreans and the people of
China an<l Japan.
Examining the particulars mentioned, it will be seen that they point
as surely to differences as to resemblances. In stature the K<1reans
approach much more nearly to the Caucasians than do either the Chinese or Japanese. The complexion of the Chinese is decidedly yellowish,
that of the Japanese is brownish, while the Koreans are lighter than
either and of a reddi h tint. Rice is to the Asiatic races what bread is
to tbe European; and the differences ju the way of cooking and serving
it ar a marked among the different.Asiatic nations as are the varieties
of br a among the ~uropean , while in other foods used by the
the di erenc i greater; for example, a Korean must have

·
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beef twice a.day, a Chinese has pork, ~nd aJapaneseeitherrawor cooked
fish. Except in Korea, beef can not ·be found .a mong the natives.
The men's dress in Korea is of a style peculiar to that nation_, while
the 'o lack dress of the Japanese, except in color, is borrowed from
the Chinese. The dress of the Korean women is similar to the dress of
American women, except the small waist, while the Chinese and J apanese women wear the loose dress like the men.
Buddhism and Confucianism are found in each of these three nations,
and the niental tone of the people is shown in the manner of treating
these religions. It is hardly possible in a brief space to explain a
matter so complicated, but it is fair to say that China and Japan pay
attention to the ceremonial service at the expense of the religious
. teaching, while Korea devotes her attention to the sacred teachings
and the study of the religious doctrines and theories of philosophy.
Korea may allow to China the glory of a more ancient history, and
to Japan the late reformation in her government and the more skillful
manufacture of. silk and lacquered wares; but Korea's political institutions, which mark her independent characteristics, were organized on
scientific principles rp.any centuries ago. The feudal system was
abolished in Korea about the time it was adopted in Japan. Free
schools, public hospitals, almshouses, and civil-service examinations
arc old institutions to Korea, unknown, except civil service in China,
in both the other countries.
The morauty and general culture of Korea is on a much higher plane
than that of China and Japan. Loyalty to.the court is considered a
strong element of morality in Japan, but in Korea patriotism ranks
before it.
Carefully studied, the differences between these three .Asiatic peoples
will be found to be more pronounced than the cUfferences between the
Americans, Germans, and French, not only as regards physical, but
mental qualities .

.

. PRIVATE SCHOOLS (H..A.IC-Il.A.NG).

.

The private schools of Korea are to the Koreans in some degree
what the public schools are to the United States, since through them
the great mass of the people receive their education: Educated men,
who are at the same time engaged in some other employment yielding·
an insufficient support, conduct these schools and receive from each
pupil a small tuition fee. The number of pupils, always boys, never
. exceeds forty. They begin going to school from 6 to 10 years of age
and usually finish their education at these schools in 6 years.
The first book used is the chunja or 1,000 words. It is written in
Chinese characters and no word is repeated. With each Chinese word
is learned the corresponding Korean word.
The lines are of four words each and generally refe·r to natural facts;
for example, first li~e: '' The heaven is dark and the earth is yellow;"
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second, "The sky is broad and tbe land uneven;" third, "When the
·cold comes the heat goes." The lesson of four words is assigned by
the teacher in the morning. Questions are asked by the 1)1!pils and
explanations made by the teacher; then the children, seated on cushions
before desks with their faces to the wall, repeat the lesson aloud twenty-five times, four times each day. Each child has a counter on which
he records his progress. These are made of a kind of very stiff, oiled
paper, beautifully decorated, about 7 inches long and 2 inches wide. At
the to-pis a little opening, like a door, which marks 100; a short distance
below is a group of five similar openings, which denote 10; still lower
another group of five for units. When the child has repeated the task
once he opens one of the doors of the units group. He continues opening the doors till after the sixth repetition, when he closes the last one
opened. ·when he has closed all the five doors of the units group he
opens one in the group of tens and begins once more with the units
group. Vvhen he has opened and closed all the doors of the t~ns
group he opens the top door and· the lesson is completeu for the day.
Should any little Korean steal a count or misbehave heis made to stand
on a block or is whipped on the leg. The principal work of the teacher ,
after the lesson is given out consists in watching that the pupils keep
an honest count, in listening to the repetition of the lesson which the
child has memorized, and in correcting the pronunciation.
Classes are not formed, but each child :finishes one or more books,
according to his ability.
Before beginning a nBw book, each child must be able to repeat the
chunja from the beginning to the end.
Penmanship is considered one of the most important branches of
learning, and the c·hild begins the practice of this art when he begins
his education at school and can continue it through life, for he learns
only Chinese characters, and as there are fifty thousand of these, he
can al ways find new matter for practice. The child begins this study
by following, with a brush dipped in India ink, an outline of the character about 4 inches square, w ich has been faintly drawn by the
teacher. Twenty or thiTty of these characters constitute a lesson, and·
are usually learne<l in one day.
About the second year he begins the primary lessons for boys. This
booJ~ is a coll~ction of moral laws and sentiments; for example:
Bctw en the heavens ancl the earth the human beiug, on account of his moral
qualities, is superior among all things, therefore we are governed by these five rules,
viz: (1) Rei-,pect 1, tween king a.ucl subject. (2) Affection between parent and
liiltl.
(3) Decorous lJearing between hnsband ancl wife.
(4) Loyalty between
friend. . (5) Pr fncuce to elcl<'rs.

'11 SUI n thr d i pur u din --tudying thi book. It is committed
torn •mory by ·on. tan repctiti n. Wben it ha been thoroughly memoriz d the thir<l b ok i fa 1· nu .. Thi i al. o moral law and contains
t n · lum
t thi~ tiln the study of poetry, _g eography, local and
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Asiatic, the four fundamental rules of arithmetic, and tlte rudiments of
government and law begins. The names of the twenty-eight kings of the
present dynasty, and the names of the years, which form a cycle of 60
years, are also learned . .These studies, however, except the books on
moral law, are not compulsory, but are 1mrsued by means of pleasant
games peculiar to the Koreans. During the summer famous poem~ are
studied and the1i. committed to memory. In the winter poetic composition receives attention; and great facHity is acquired by games.
The study of geography has been somewhat limited, as the Koreans
until withi1i a few years have not recognized any world outside of their
own and Asiatic counties. They learn from a book the names of the
counties and provinces and the most famous mountains and rivers in
each province of Korea. This is supplemented· by reading the papers
issued daily by the government. A person not perfectly familiar with
the 400 names of the counties is considered very ignorant of this
branch of learning. Asiatic geography is also learned by means ot
games.
Arithmetic is taught by the abacus, counting-sticks, and many peculiar ways, and the tables through the nines are thoroughly memorized.
The abacus is used iii business calculations, and counting-sticks are employed by the Koreans in all their higher mathematical calculations.
A book of many volumes of :Ancient History of Korea and China is
also studied. The rudiments of government and law are taught by
mt>ans of a chart. This completes the education of the ordinary
Korean boy.
HOME SCHOOLS (GUL-BANG).

Nearly every rich Korean supports a school in his own· house. He
invites to this ·school the sons of such of his friends as he deems worthy
of his liberality and desirable associates for his sons. Only highly
educated men are accepted as teachers, who take entire charge of the
education of these boys, and also have a general supervision of their
characters. They receive· a liberal salary, board, and clothes. They
are on the same social plane with the family, and the relations between
them are of the most friendly character. Often a house is given them
for their family, who also share in their generous treatment. The invited pupils, usually the sons of poorer men, receive the same attention
as the sons of the family. The early studies are generally the same as
those taken at the huk-bang, though much more thoroughly taught.
The branches considered necessary for a liberal education are studied
under these men. They are Chinese and Korean classics, with the
biography and writings of the most famous authors. Their lives are
carefully !ead and their best works committed to memory. Then follows a book of Confucian doctrines about the size of the Bible, div!ded
into seven books of about :fifty volumes.
·
After this a Book of Ceremonies, which co11sists of manyvolumes, con-
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~aining t he rules of etiquette, the ,parliamentary rules, and the principles u pon which these rules depend, as well as a record of the conduct
of famous men reduced to a science, and a history of the feudal states
which was written by Confucius, and a book of the mental philosophy
accepted by the followers of Confucius, based on the principle that
man at birth is without sin; and that this purity, retained and
enlarged by education, results in the perfect man.
The education of the ordinary gentleman usually ends with this
mental philosophy, and any study pursued after this is considered in
the line of specialties, and is usually either some one of the sciences or
mental philosophy.
CONFUCIAN SElVIIN.A.RIES.

Another class of schools peculiar to Korea is the Confucian seminaries. These are conducted by the so-called Confucian priests, who
claim to r egulate their lives solely by the rules of Confucius, as_well in
dress anq. manners as in habits of living. Occasionally these priests
have left their seclusion ancl have accepted offices of trust under the
Government; but these cases are very rare, although they have been
considered" the power behind the throne" during many reigns. A.t
present, although the court claims to be of the followers of Confucius
and to respect these priests, they have little political influence.
HIGHER EDUCATION.

I nstruction in the sciences and arts forming the higher education of
Korea is conducted on a plan similar to other pr-ivate instruction. There
are no buildings especially devoted to these studies, but those interested
in some subject form a small class and study under a professor free of
tuitioD:: These classes are found in many of the large towns, es_
pecially fn the capital, Seoul, where it is estimated that several thousand scholars, including the Government officials, are employed.
A large proportion ot these students are preparing for the Government
examinations, and rank higher as scientists than those who study for
private purposes. Usually a man devotes himself to one of the following
branches, which are the principal subjects of these specialists: Astronomy, geology, matbematics, law (civil and criminal), medicine and
surgery, ceremonie. · (private and official), music, painting, penmanship,
or foreign languages (Chinese, Japanese, Manchoorian, and Mongolian).
San krit is studied in the Buddhist temples only. The study of these
subjects may almost be considered hereditary, families having devoted
them Ives to one study for generation . They are spoken of as the .
Honse of Astronomy, the ouse of Languages, etc. The cl1ildren of
the. families begin the study of the family specialty not later than 15
Y , 1-. f age an usually finish the regular course in three or four years,
t ften devote the whole life to the study of this one branch of
learning.
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Astronomy and mathematics are nearly the same in theory as astronomy and -mathematics in the western world, but the other branches,
which may be considered as a sort of post-graduate study, are very
different from the studies bearing the same name. The law practised
in Korea was written by an old lawyer four hundred years ago. Much
of it was his own theory and the remainder was adopted from a treatise
on law written by a lawyer of China. This Chinese law book is well _
known in China, but is not accepted by the Chinese Government. These
law books are called Ta-jun-to:ng-piun aild Ta-miung-youl and consist
of 2,bout thirty volumes.
MEDICAL SCHOOLS.

The course for medical students includes Tong-ui-bokam, a book of
anatomy and physiology; Boncho-kang-mok, a book of materfa medica profusely illustrated; and Je-jung-sin-pien and Kiting-ak-jun-sti,
medical commentaries. The action of the pulse, the color of the tongue,
and the examination of the stomach by pressure are considered of the
utmost importance in the diagnosis of diseases.
, Medicines are divided into four classes: Tang-yak, obtained by boiling the ingredients a long time in water; Chui-ro, distilled medfoines;
Gow, a kind of thick syrup obtained by boiling, and pills.
Surgeons, besides many books of surgery, carefully study a manikin
of copper to assist them in treating certain diseases by means of a silver or copper pin. So proficient do they become in the use of this pin
that they can cause instant loss of speech by inserting the pin in acertain place in the hand. They are also familiar with various adhesive
plasters and healing washes.
PRIVATE MILITARY SCHOOLS.

The~·e are four kinds of private military schools in Korea: Clubs for
bowmen, schools for the cavalry, schools for the foot soldiers, and
schools where the students study for the position of line officers and
the common soldiers and officers study for promotion.
A.n old law of Korea calls every man between the ages of 18 or 20 to
about 50 to do military service, and, althougll this law can hardly be said
to have been observed for the last two or three centuries, still it has the
effect of giving the young men an interest in military affairs. Small
military clubs .are .formed throughout Korea, where rifle practice and
the flag service for the common soldiers are stucli_ed. Besides the practice with the flags and the drill every soldier must be acquainted with
the Chinese words used as passwords. These countersigns are always
composed of two Chinese words. One of these words is used in the challenge, the other in the answer. These-clubs are supported by private
means and are usually taught by officers.
A.t all the garrisons and at many private places instruction is given
by army officers to those desirous of becoming captains. This position
ED 91--23
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is generally filled by promotion from the ranks, but privat e citizens may
obtain these places.
The Government makes no appropriation for this study, but allows
the soldiers to employ their leisure in this pursuit. The comse of study
~ includes military science and t ~ctics, the use of forty-eight flags, which
indicate the cliffcrent points of the compass and show to the troops the
direction they are to take, besides the use of numerous other flags, which
play a very important part in military warfare. Cultivation of the voice
is always required, that the orders may-be given clearly and distinctly.
Korean cavalry attain a high degree of art, both as riders and in their
_ability to jump and leap from one horse to another while running.
They are able to swing themselves round the body of the horse in order
to protect themselves from the bullets or other weapons of the enemy,
and they also practice many most complicated feats of horsemanship.
BUDDHIST SEMINARIES .

.A. trnveler in the mo11ntains of Korea, will often come upon places
which are really villages of Buddhist priests. Temples, schools, and
residences of the priests are built near together. The inhabitants,
always priests, 1mmber several hundred, s9metirncs a thousand. They
include literary men, artists, mechanics, and artisans of all kinds .
.A.ll the work of the village is done by these priests, from building
the temples and decorating them with carvings and paintings ;to making tbe clothes and cooking the food. There are two kinds of schools,
one for students preparing for the ministry, the other for the ordinary
priests. The former requires about three years of education and the
latter col~rse depends upon the ability 9f the student. The course
for tbe ministry includes about 30 volumes of sacred writings by
different authors, oratory, cultivation of the voice, memorizing many
prayers, and also numerous hymns written in Sanskrit and Korean, togetlrnr with rules for regulation of the moral conduct of the monks.
The ordinary priest must be able to read and write, and know a certain
number of prayers and hymns and the rules of morality for the monks.
Som · of the priests study tlle sacred dances and music played on the
bugle and drum. Th artisans and mechanics have no schools, but
l)l'icsts who wish to pursue any of the manual labor necessary for the
proper maintenance of the temple receive private instruction from other
pti ~,ts. Only priests or those .who have a special religious training
ar' qna1ifiecl for painting the sacred pictures for the temples.
PUBLIC IIIGIIER SCIIOOLS.

In the tbfrtecnth century, during the Koriu dyna ty, some attempts
ade toe ·t, bli ha kind f pu lie education, but they were of little

w 1 • 11

Yalu .

1n 1: 04, wh n the 1>re nt dy1rn ty came to the throne, int rest in
• 1n ·ation rec iv d a ne impul ·e and gradually deyeloped a, system
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which to-day includes three kinds of schools, the hiang-kio, the hak,
and the seng-giun-gwan.
These. schools are under the supervision of two commissioners; one,
who is at the head of the university or "seng-giun-gwan," a high official appointed by the King, and another, who is in reality a superintendent of a branch of the treasury department, which has in charge the
expenses of all the officers and students belonging to the educational institutions of the country. This commission bears the name of Yanghiun-go, which means "the treasury to support the wise men/' It was
established by the King in the sixteenth century for the purpose of
assisting men of high intellectual attainments and equally high moral
character who who were not able to earn a living. Although somewhat modified from its original plan, it still has in charge the educational masters of the country. All the students of these public institutions have finished the regular course under private instruction and
take up these advanced studies with the_ intention .of devoting their
U-ves to intellectual pursuits.
There are about 400 hiang-kio, or one for each county. The students
of these colleges are appointed by the superintendent of the college,
who is himselfappointed by the magistrate of the county. These schools
are supported by the county.
There are 5 hak in the city of Seoul, one in each ward. The superintendents of these colleges are appointed by the King and the
students are appointed by the superintendents.
The school buildings are of the same general style as the public buildings or houses of noblemen. Each school is surrounded by large
grounds, with an entrance through a large gate. The walls are of
stone, or brick and wood combined, a style peculiar to Korea, and surmounted by a high sloping roof of tiles. The building stands on a high
· terrace of white stone.
·
Seng-giun-gwan, the highest college or university in the country,
is at Seoul. The students are taken from those who. have received
the degree of Dr., ·or Jin Sa, and the number is limited to 100, and they
have power over all other public schools.. This university is in charge
of a commissioner appointed by the King.
Seen from an -eminence, this university building is little inferior jn
general ap1)earance to the 'royal palace. The interior decorations of
carving and bright colored ornamentations are similar to those of the
palace. These buildings contain many apartments-for the students and
professors and a temple to Confucius. If the students wish they can
live at these colleges all their lives. The Government makes no allowance for the education of the young, but these students are allowed to
receive children as pupils at these institutions. The Government also
encourages scientific studies by giving rewards at its frequent examinations; but it makes no a11pro11riation for these branches of study.
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MUSIC.

The Government has charge of the musical education of the country
through a commission, Jang-ak-won, or Academy of Music. The Government musicians number not less than 500 men, including about 200
students. Any vacancy occurring among the professors is filled by selection from the Government employes. The students enter the academy
at the age of 10 or 15 years. The course of study takes at least three
years, often more. Graduates have no trouble in securing appointments
in the Government service. The instruments used are about thirty-five
different kinds, consisting of many kinds of drums and string and wind
instruments. The employes we~r scarlet robes with blue silk belt and a
high black hat ornamented wJth a bouquet. The dress of the students
is the same except the hat, which is shaped like a bird and is decorated
in bright colors.
Another institution of music is supported by the governor at the
palace, where the musicians to the royal family practice daily. This
oand of 1.00 men is gorgeous in yellow d.ress, belted with blue, and a
yellow hat trimmed with gold.
The royal military guard at Seoul, composed of seven brigades, has
· attached to each brigade a musical band of 100 members, and at each
military station throughout the country the same number of musicians
is employed for each brigade. The municipal governments of the provincial towns and county seats employ from twenty to :fifty musicians,
paid by local government.
Besides these bands there are numerous private professors and pupils.
The Koreans are fond of music and consider it an important feature of
every entertainment, public or private.
According to :111 old law all the blind men in the country must study
music in the Academy of Music at Seoul as Government students. At
the present time this law is not strictly observed, but although most of
the blind llrefer to become astrologers, or fortune tellers, the Government still regulates certain rules in the association of the blind.
IlOYAL SCIIOOLS.

Royal schools arc of two kinds. One for the reg·ular education of
the princes from childhood to manhood; and one for the King where he
must pursue some study regardless of his age. The school ~or the
princes is called "Ohuu-Bang." It is under the charge of an officer
whose rank is e<J.1ial to that of a cabinet officer. Under him are twclYe
officer who. e po i tion are considered the most honorable in Korea.
The head offic r is the real teacher who as igns the lessons for the day
an 1 attends to the in truction, while the others are the companions of
th rin
during tudy hour .
h re i. . till an th r great t acb r for princes. His position is ef]_ual,
if
t superior, t that f prime mini. ter.
e i ulled "Tai-je-hak,"
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which means the great controller of learning. Heis concerned not only
in the nationai education, but his duties call upon him to promote the
education of the royal family from the King down. Only a inan of rare
ability can hope to attain this position, and he is held as a kind of
Korean Shakspeare. This office was created by a highly educated
king of the present dynasty and ever since has received the respect of
the King and nation. The first officer holding this position was presented by the King with a valuable ink-stone and other desk utensils
of rare workmauship. Each succeeding officer has been honored with
their possession. This officer~ although not the regular teacher of the
prince, examines him from time to time. The opening day of the
prince's education is celebrated with much pomp. Tai-je-hak prosiues
·on this occasion and plans the whole course of the prince's studies,
which is similar to that of other children. The prince selects his own
companions in study. As it is not lawful to punish the prince his
best loved companion is punished in his stead by standing on a block
of wood just big enough to be covered with the feet.
There are two kinds of schools for the king, "Kiung yun," or classical
school, and '' So-ta," or historical school. There is no prescribed course
or length of term. The studies are pursued only during the winter
evenings and at the pleasure of the King. The manner of conducting
these evening studies is somewliat like a Chautauqua circle. The sacred
classics are discussed by the King, prime minister, and other high officers who are invited by the King to meet in the royal chamber for that
purpose. The questions are asked and answered in regular order, the
Kiug always beginning.
The So-ta or Historical S<thool is composed of members of the Nagak
or royal club, the King's private secretary, Sing-chi, and many other
civil officers. The study is pursued in a similar manner to the Kiting
yun. Besides the historical studies these meetings are of a social character.
On these occasions the King's chapel is illuminated with many
scores of wax candles and finely decorated. After the reading, music
and a banquet follow. The various discussions at these meetings are
published in the papers issued every morning by the Government.
There are two other schools held in the palace which can hardly be ·
·called roral schools, as no members of the royal family attend except
the King, who acts as teacher. The pupils are several hundred civil
officers and the sons of high officers. The course of study consists of
conversation, and reading and writing in Chinese and Japanese. This
school was established about three hundred years ago.
The other school is for the sons of nobles who study the ancient
classics and histories. By means of this school the King mates many
favorites.
The so-called royal military school is hardly a school or even a club.
The King, at the head of from 5,000 to 15,000 men, including civil ofti.-
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cers and soldiers, goes into the field. His position as King entitles him
to shoot the first arrow, and the others follow in turn according to the
rules. During the spring, on fine days, thB King takes a smaller num·
ber of men for this exercise in the palace.
The bow, lance, and spear have been until within the last three centuries the only weapons of warfare among the Koreans. Since that
time rifles have been used by the military, but the King still practices
with the weapon of his ancestors and never makes use of the rifle officially. The old national troops numbered 1,000,000, besides 20,000
more stationed about the capital. One thousand of the palace guard
and a certain number of the troops garrisoned about Seoul study mili·
tary science under the supervision of the King. They practice eighteen
different moyements with the sword in · both hands, and acquire great
skill in.fencing and_athletic exercises.
CIVIL SERVIC~ EXAMINATIONS.

During the Koriu period, or the dynasty last preceding the present
one, from the tenth to the fourteenth ·century, the high officers were
selected through the civil service examination. Under the present
dynasty not only competent officers are chosen by the examination, but
- it also influences indirectly all national education. To pass successfully these examinations is the aim of eyery literary man and is the
highest hope of parents for their sons. All tbe noblemen of Korea hai-ve
obtained their positions not by inheritance, but by their rank at these
examinations. This rank of nobleman is open to everyone, and even
servants who by education can pass this ordeal are at once raised, with
their wives, to the nobility. Of course the chances are in favor of the
sons of the nobility, their surroundings and tastes naturally leading
them to strive· for the highest places in the gift of the king. There is
a story that the most important province of the country, containing 71
counties, was once und.er the control of a man raised from the lowest
ranks through the civil service examination, and that he, as govemor
of this province, received the highest salary paid by the Government,
' 240,000 suk of rice per ·annum (a suk being equa,l to three bushels) .
.Although this story can hardly be considered authentic, still it is told
a , howing the disposition of the Goyernment to encourage education.
The Korean civil service examination is not for any particular class
of sehools, but is a sort of examining board for all kinds of schools.
The clerical force of the Government is not affected by· these exami1rntio11,. The clerks are ap:poh1ted when very young, and are really
train ·din their position. After frrn or ten years of service tliey become
very Taluaule, and are promoted with increase of ;alary, retaining their
p1ac in the ervice cluri11°· good behaYio1.
There are fi rn la -· . of e. ·amina tion:, namely: (1) for the selection
of high offic r ·; (2) for the egre of doctor; (3) for candidate for the
gr e f d ct r; ( ) for ·ci ntific officer·; (5) fur rewards or prizes for
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excellence in scholarship. Competitors may not be under 15 years of
age, and the descendants of unpardoned high criminals or a father
and son of the same family cannot present themselves for examination.
The examinations are written and oral, together with recitations. - No
examination pa1)er without ari official seal will be recei,~ed by the minister of that examination. A strip on which .is written the name,
age, residence, and name of tlle father of the applicant is cut nearly
across the paper. This is rolled and sealed, that the examiner may not
know whose paper he holds.
In Seoul the examinations for the selection" K wa-ga " are held nearly
every month. According to law only those who have taken the degree
of doctor are entitled to this examination, buto_ccasionally this privilege
is granted to some literary man of especial merit. Once in thre.e years
this examination is open to all persons; notice is given one year in advance of the day appointed to accommodate candidates at a distance.
The king and the prime ministers.are the chief examiners, with many
assistants.
A.t these examinations, callcdJi:ing-si, and on accession days many curious customs are observed. There are about 50,000 competitors at the
Jung-si, which takes place in the examination grounds of the palace.
This inclosure is covered with grass and has many beautiful trees and
ornamental pavilions. For this occasion a large tent is raised near the
examination halls, which are occupied by the examiners, including the
king, queen, prime ministers, and assistants, during the examination.
At 2 o'clock p. m. three or four gates are opened to admit this mass of
men, who contend for the first entrance in order to secure desirable
pfaces in the tent near to the examination halls. A.11 sorts of tricks are
resorted to, and those who have the · advantage of money pay large
strong men to act for them and hold their places until the struggle
subsides, when they take possession.· This confusion often lasts into
the night, but when settled the grounds become brilliant with thousands
of white tents, each lighted by a square lantern suspended from a pole
20 or 30 feet high and bearing the symbol of the family represented,
in order to attract the attention of the king and queen.
The next day the presence of royalty attended by the palace guards,
with their magnificent silk flags of bright colors, and the host of civil
and military officers in full dress add to the already imposing spectacle
a degree of splendor seldom seen. A.t 12 o'clock the musicfans play
'' Yu-min-lak," "Share happin-ess with the 11eople." After the music
the examinations begin.
A.t the close of the exnimination the papers are collected by several
hundred messengers of the king's private secretary, who deliver them
to the king's messengers, who are dressed in scarlet uniform. These
men take them to some lower officers, who lay them before the king as
he sits with the many examiners. Three hundred police watch the collection of these papers, which are 3 feet in width by 5 feet in length.
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They are numbered as they are collected with words of the 1,000 Chinese word book of the children. As before mentioned, the first word in
this book is heaven. The first paper is numbered first heaven, tho
second one is numbered second heaven, and so on to the hundredth
heaven. There are niue examination marks-the first of the first, the
second of the first, the third oft he first, the first of the second, the
second of the second, etc., down to the third of the third, in large letters,
in red ink.
At the end of the day the crowd scatters and the competitors wait
the result of the examination of the papers, which is announced in a
few days. From the 50,000 papers not more than 20 have passed as
Kwa-ga and about 100 of the other grades. Those whose papers entitle
them to the office of K wa-ga receive their appointment on accession
day. During the time which intervenes between the announcement of
the successful candidates· and their appointment, if they are of high
descent, their houses are thronged with guests who call to congratulate
them. Among these are the princes, prime' minister, and all the high
officials. On accession day the recipient of all these honors goes to the
palace, where he is welcomed with music, a,nd he receives from the king
. a garland and his appointment wrapped in red ::;ilk. This day is the
proudest of his life, and is equaled in importance only by hiR wAdding
day. If the successful aspirant has wealth, he uses it most lavishly in
making his house, as well as the procession attending him to the palace,
as imposing as possible. He is dressed in a pink silk gown fastened
with a golden belt, and he wears a black silk hat decorated with red
silk. He is mounted on a horse and surrounded by a host of attendants giving the yell "Ok tang tui sori" of the Royal college. The
origin of this yell is lost. For three days after accession day the new
officer is enga,ged in returning the calls of his friends.
·
rhe examination for the degree of doctor is held once in three years
at Seoul. The king appoints several officers to examine the papers,
from which are chosen 100 for prose and 100 for poetry. This degree is
sometimes conferred upon competitors 60 or 70 years old without examining their papers. The competitors for this degree must bring certificates
from the governor of the province. Accession day for the doctor has
its proportionate amount of glory, but he receives no garland from the
king. During the three days after the accession they wear green silk
gowns bordered with black stripes, and high black hats trimmed with
bun hes of reel silk threads. This dre s is u e<l only on these occasions.
They are no longer p ain "Su-bang," '' l\Ir.," but "Jin sa," "Dr.," and
are now entitled to attend any civil erYice examination.
'xamiuation. for the primary election for the do ·tor examination is
b I on· in thr y ar: at two place in each province. One thousand
pap r are le ·t tl fr m ._ix cliff 'ent kind , as follows: Three kinds of
e fir
nt, ining thirty- ix line., every other line rhyming;
'·ixty , hurt li11 .· , v ry oth ·r line rhymiug; the third, the
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most difficult, rhymes with lines of irregular length. Three kinds of
prose: First, criticisms of some famous men; second, commentary on
some famous literary work; third, discussion or advice on some mo~aJ,
religious, or political question.
Examinations for scientific officers are held only at Seoul once in three
years. The Government has a commission for each of these branches:
Astronomy, geography, literature, mathematics, painting, penmanship,
ceremonies, foreign languages, etc.
Examinations for prizes are held only at Seoul for students of science four times in a year, and for students of general literature nearly
every month, and anywhere in the 400 counties as the magistrate may
appoint. The successful applicants in the scientific course receive as
rewards a temporary appointment of from three to six months, or
re.oney, rolls of cloth, books, stationery, etc. The prizes for literature
a,re similar. The successful men are given a reception of a social character by the magistrates.
l\HLITARY SERVICE EXAnIINA'I.'ION.

The examinations for the military service are of many kinds, but the
two principal ones are for the selection of officers, and the chief examiners are tbe king, minister of war, all the generals in active service,
and the governors of eight provinces. Tlle competitors are examined
in gunnery, archery, horsemanship, tactics and military science, and
athletics. The prizes are money, rice, and cloth. Those who have
received high marks become officers. The times of these examinations are, like the civil examinations, for officers once in three years, for
prizes very often. The accession ceremony for the military is not of
equal importance with the civil. The examinations are less crowded as
they are held in many places at the same time.
EDUCATION OF wmrnN.

All the women of Korea are educated at home, by their parents or
other relatives. Lady teachers are often hired for their instruction,
but they are very restricted in their intercourse with their pupils, and
they are not allowed to punish them. When 6 or 7 years old little
girls begin "Ban-jul," or making syllables with pure Korean alphabet.
Atthcage of 10 they study" Un-gan-nok" (letter-writing),penmanship
multiplication tables, names of years and days, and the history of
Korea," Yul-yu-jun" (biographies of famous women), history of Korea
and ceremonies relating to ancestor worship. They also learn sewin~
arnl cooking. The Koreans as a nation excel in cooking, and it is considered an important part of every girl's education. Kuemi is an art
to which young ladies . pay much attention and great skill is often
acquired in it by ladies of rank. This is the art of arranging food on
dishes for festal occasions. At all feasts immense dishes of meat fish
cakes, fruits, etc., are placed on the table. These dishes are often 'piled'
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two and three feet high, and the greatest taste is displayed in the arrangement of the different articles of food, produci:r;ig beautiful effects of
color. Jun-kal is also an accomplishment pursued by those ladies
hoping for a high social position. It is equivalent to polite letterwriti11g in America, with the difference that the message is delivered
by a servant, who learns it from her mistress. To use the choicest
language is the aim of the lady.
The education of girls is usually finished at about 20 years of age.
The queen has a special training from the queen dowager. She has
a more extended general education and a better knowledge of Chinese
· than ladies of a lower rank. She also has a thorough knowledge of
cookery and sewing. 'l'he education of the ladies of the court is similar to that of the queen, and as the aim of each lady is to be privaite
secretary to the queen, special attention is paid to penmanship with
almost marvelous results.
Medicine and surgery are sometimes studie<l. by women. There were
formerly no schools for women except for the study of medicine, which
they were allowed to study under the direction of the physicians to the
royal family. Immediately after their graduation they ,rnre employed
by the Government. At the present time, however, but few women
~wail themselves of this still existing privilege.
RECEN'.11 PROGRESS IN EDUCATION.

A few free schools for the study of English literature and military
science have been established by the Korean Government since opening communication with outside countries. The first one was established in 1881 for instruction in rn.i litary science and the French method
of tactics, and hundreds of officers and soldiers were instructed in
this school. Since that time the soldiers have used modern rifles instead of tbe old matchlocks, and they .-1ire drilled like modern soldiers.
Though tllis institution was not successful, on account of the revolution which occurred the same year, yet 10,000 of the new Korean
troops continue to drill in this method and to use the modern wea1Jons.
Another new school was opened in 1882 for the study of the English
lan guage and literature. About fifty students are studying under a
few English professors. This school is very successful.
Two years later another school was established for young noblemen of high rank, whose professors are Europeans. The course of
strn1y consists of English grammar, reading, mathematics, geography,
bL torr, ciencc , and writing in English. Tb ere arc about forty pupils.
Al_)~nt a year· later or in 1885 t,vo ucw schools were opene<l.; one for
med1c111 , the oth r for military science. The medical school is not
qni c, uc es. ful hut th military academy is improving. The superint ·1Hl nt
n. Dy , w, s re ommended by Pre. id nt Cl veland to the
~ing >f .,..or a. Tb r ar many a. si ·taut instruttor:5, most of whom
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are Americans, who receive a liberal compensation. The students are
yo1;mg noblemen of high rank in military families.
There was a strong desire among the progressive party to establish
the modern system of public schools but their defeat makes this impossible for the present. There are, however, hundreds of rea-ding
clubs among the progressive people and by this means much informa·
tion can be obtained. concerning the modern world.
The American and E11gUsh missionaries do valuable work for the
education of the Korean people. Among the half dozen schools of the
missionaries there is one for young ladies, fifteen of whom have entered
the school every year since 1885. -

CHAPTER XII.
EDUCATIO:N IN HAW.AII.1

The census of 1890 gives 12,009 as the population of school age, or G
to 15, and the per cent attending school as 81.59. The results of educational efforts are _seen in the statement that the population over 6
years of age numbers 78,571, of whom 48.85 per cent are able to read
and write Hawaiian, English, or some European langua.ge. Tl.te total
population was 89,990, of whom 58,714 were males and 31,276 -were
females . . Attendance is obligatory. The schools are classed as Government common schools, in which only Hawaiian is taught; Government English, in which only English is taught; independent, in which
English is the language of instruction. Though these schools are in
the main under the auspices of Protestants or Catholics, they are to a
considerable extent aided by the Government.
The report of 1892 gives the teachers and pupils as follows: .
Teachers.

Pupils.

- - - - - - 1 Total.

Total.
Male. Female.
Male. Female.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Go,crnment common .......................... .
27
22
29
315
237
552
Class of school.

I

107
58

rn°Je~~~:~i ~~~l~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total ..............•....•••..........•....

114
84

221
142

1- - - - - - 1

3,953
1,655

3,195
1,357

7,148
3,012

-192~-39216,923~~

Nationalities of pupils.

Hawaiian ____________ ··----· ___ _ 5,353
Part Hawaii:1n _________________ _ 1,866
American ... __ .. _. _... _. ___ .... .
R71
British ... __ .... _............... .
131
197
German .... ···---··-·.-······--·
~oriug~ese __ . _.. _. _. _.. __ .. __ . _. 2,253
Norwegian---· ........ ·--· ..... .
71

Chinese ... _.. ___ . _. _............
South Sea Islan<lers ____ ... ___ ...
French .. ____ . _.. ___ ......... _. . .
Japanese ____ --·-................
Other foreigners ... _.............

353
36
5
60
16

Total ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 712

Nationalities of teachers in the Government English and common schools.

Hawaiian ........ ·-··--·-····......
l'art Hawaiian -.. - .. _.. ___ ..... _...
American . -... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
British. __ .. __ ... ~ _. _. _..... _..... _ _
German . -........ - ...... __ . . . . . . . . .
1

79
41
77
39
4

Portuguese .................. ··-···.
Scandinavian __ ........... __ .... __ .
Belgian .. _... _........ _.. _........ _

5
4
1

Total ............. _..... _.... 250

Prepared by Hon. J obn Eaton, ex-commissioner of education.
3u5
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' in independent schools.
.Natfonalities of teachers
Hawaiian..........................
Part Hawaiian .. .'... __ ... . . . . . . . . . .
American . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . ... .
British.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
German................ .... ........
Portngnese ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Scandi navian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14
6
77
18
5
3
1

Belgian ........... ............. ·~··
Chinese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
French................ .............
Other foreigners.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
4
9
2

Total .......... .............. 142

Ages of pupils in all schools.
Boys.

imli~i~H0;t;t~~ _)~ ~~~~~:: :::::: : :~;:: : :~: ::::::: : :::::: ::::: ::::::
Total. ... : . ................•.......... ~ ... ......... ......•.....•........

5
•

Girls.

Total.

~~i m m
4
•

0
•

5,901- 4,m'\lo,712

There is a marked tendency among the natives to give up the
Hawaiian language. ·Only 552 pupils are in attendance upon those
schools in which Hawaiian only is taught. Great reliance therefore
is placed on the Government English schools, in which about seventenths of the pupils .are enrolled. P.upils in attendance upon Government English schools are given by islands as follows:
Year.
Islands.

First.

Second .

ThiT~.

Fourth.

Fifth to
eighth.

Iligh
school.

- - - - - - - - - -, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Ha;waii . .... .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
. 936
:Maui..... . .... ...... ...........
771
Molokai. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
87
Oahu.... .... ............ .. ..... _
836
Kauai... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
405

463
408
51
401
233

374
350
30
301
154

Total. ......... : · ... ...... --3,03511,661--1,

170
153
11
218
79

103
47
37
86
13 -· · - · · · · · ·
152
130
34 -· · · · · · · · ·

Total.

-u~~

192
2, ~~:

209 --6311--3881-22417 :US

Naturally it is expected that as soon as the pu1)ils co'me to use the
English language readily they will be able to accomplish more in other
subjects of s~udy. Considerable effort is made to advance the qualificaitions of teachers. Normal classes have been established in one or
the schools iµ Honolulu, in which more than fifty candidates haYe been
taught.
For the country schools an agent has been employed for two years,
who 11ersonally visits the schools and instructs the teachers in inwroved
methoc.1s. The Governme11t has aided educational conventions by payin ~ in 1mrt t1le expenses of the teachers in attendance. Teachers are
certifi.cat don examination. First, second, and third class certificates
are rriven. Honorary life diplomas may be given after ten years succ :fnl aml ati ·factory. enicc. Great efforts are made to improve the
: hool al ng th , _me lines of pro -res · a." in .America. :Music is snce:. fully t, uuht; ·omc • ttention i. ,'i, n to manual traiuing; the kiurgar 11 i · , ttracting att ntion. By reference to tlle stati tics it -will
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be noticed that nearly half of the pupils enrolled are engaged in the
first year's work. Special difficulty has been experienced in securing
the attendance of Chinese girls. Little has 15een done in promoting
reading among adults by the establishment of libraries. .An appropriation of $1,200 was made for a library in Honolulu. Ne~spap:ers
have attained a measure of excellence and have considerable circufation. Text-books for the schools are prepared on the .American plan,
and .America furnishes the main supply ofliterature for English readers.
SCHOOL FINANCES~

The schools are sustained by an appropriation made biennially by
the Government, supplemented by moneys raised, . collected, and expended in the respective districts. The Government appropriated in
1890 $190,000. .An industrial and reformatory school received an ap-.
propriation of $12,000.
ADMINISTRATION.

The administration of the schools is by law committed to a board of
education, composed of :five members, whose president makes abiennial
report to the legislature. The board employs a secretary to attend
to details of office business and keep its records, an<! an inspector, eminent in pedagogical attainments, to visit the schools and promote their
improvement.
Local com,mittees elected by the prnple in each district have immediate charge of the district schools.
About the schools outside of the administration of the board of education mariy facts of interest might be noted. The :first theological
school for the education of Hawaiian pastors was opened in 1863, under
the auspices of the Hawaiian Evangelical .Association. It reports ten
in the regular course and two special students and has accommodation
for sixteen. It is supported in part by funds from .America.
OAHU COLLEGE,

Oahu College, founded in 1841, by .American m1ss10naries for the
education of their own sons and daughters, celebrated its jubilee in
1801. It is a chartered institution and managed by a board resident in
Hawaii. It is aided by a small endowment fund invested in .America
under the care of a board lo-cated there. It has an annual attendance
of over 50 at the college, and over 150 at the preparatory school. The
total number of studenra since its foundation is 906; male, 535; female,
371; living, 779; resident in the Hawaiian Islands, 488. Its course of
study may fit for advanced entrances in New England colleges. No
other institution has so efficiently promoted the progress of affairs in
the Hawaiian Islands. Its largest benefaction, $65,000, was given by
Hon. C.R. Bishop. Gen. S. C. Armstrong, founder of Hampton, :fitted
here for his adyancccl entrance at Willialll.s College.
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HISTORICAL.

The influence of .American missionaries upon education in the Hawaiian Islands is seen not a.lone in Oahu College. The artisans and
traders who preceded them refused to impart a knowledge of their vocations to the natives in fear of losing the profits of their ventures. The
missionaries went to give Christianity and all the blessings that follow
in its train. Of the first company that sailed from Boston, October 23,
1819, accompanying the two preacher-s, were two schoolmasters and
their wives, and a physician, a farmer, and a printer . . They had little
to guide them. Kamehameha II was on the throne. They obtainecl
from him permission to reside on the islands and "to teach the people
Christianity, literature, and the arts." The King, -having a residence
near the location of Rev. Asa Thurston, one of the two pioneer missionaries, was reading the English Testament in three months. Five
others were reading in Webster's speUing book. The Hawaiian lan·
guage had not been reduced to writing; this .was yet to be accomplished by the missionaries. The King put two of the scholars under
instruction that he might judge by personal observation whether
education was worth while or not. The head men were among the
most eager pupils. It was Charlemagne and the schools of .Alcuin
re:peated. The first schoolhouses were th.a tched huts like tl10se in
which the pe(_)ple lived, with no seats or de.s ks. Teachiug was of no
very high order; boys of 14 being set to instruct a school where not only
cbildr~n but parents came to be taught. The bours of instruction were
from 7 to 9 in the morning and from 3 to 5 in the afternoon. The
Hawaiian language began to be reduced to writing, and January 7,
1822, printing commenced.
In 1834 the first newspa11er, The Light of Hawaii, was issued. Books
stimulated the attendance upon instruction. The primitive schools at
the time of the highest prosperity reached the number of 900, atten<lcd
by 52,000 pupils, mostly adults. The chiefs enforced attendance, ancl
declared that no one could hold office or be married who could not read
and write. In addition to these rude efforts, special schools were organized by the miss:onaries in which more thorough work was under·
taken. In 1841 the first school law was enacted by tbe King and chiefs
in councH. Parents in each village were to elect a school committee
that were to act in conjunction with the school agents appointed for
each island, over all of whom a superintendent was appointed by the
King ancl council. In 1843 a, department of public instruction was organized and placed in charge of a minister of the crown who was a
abin et ffi ·er. Thi. position was first occupied by Mr. W. Richard ,
w110 a hi. l ath in 1 47 was succ cdcd by l\Ir. R. Armstrong. In 1855
th d I artm nt ,rn remodeled and its work intrusted to a board of
lu ·ation, wb e pr . id nt was to di charge the duties of the minister
f publi instruction but who was not to be a member of the cabil:.et.
Ir. {. rm tr ng filled this office from 1855 to 1860.
In th ar1y ta 1i l1m nt of the y tern of public in truction, man-
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ual labor was made an important part thereof. Pupils were expected
to labor two hours a day with their hands. From the first, girls and
boys were taken into the mission families and were more or less thoroughly instructed in the ordinary duties and arrangements of domestic
life. The missionaries furnished models in all departments of activity.
When tke first girls' boarding school was opened on July 6, 1837, Miss
Brown was the teacher in spinning and weaving. The six or eight
young women under her charge made in the first five months about
90 yards of cloth from cotton of Hawaiian growth. The joining of
hand work with mind work in Hawaii succeeded very differently from
the experiments tried about the same d~te in the United States.

EDUCATION IN THE CIVILIZED WORLD.
[Blanks indicate that no data are available.]
Pupils.

Countries.

Popuiation.

Total
number
NumNum·
of youth Per Number
in Per ber in Per
in ele- Per ber
hiaher
n schools cent. mentary
seccent. ondary cent. iifsti- cent.
below
schools.
universischools.
tutions.
ties.
-- - - - -- --- -- --- --

Numher in Per
special cent.
schools.

- - - --

IN EUROPE.

Great Britain and
Ireland. __ . _.. _. 37,879,285 6,928,032 18

EWI1!s~~-~~-~.
Scotand .•.......•

Ireland .......... .
Prussia ......... .
Bavaria ......... .
Saxony .......... .
Wiirttemberg. _..
Baden._ .. .. ..... .
Switzerland ..... .
France .......... .
1
i~
~~~i~a;·:::::
Austria ......... .

i}~i:~:~L:::::::
Nonray ......... .
Sweden ......... .
Finland .••.......
Russia .......... .

~~~rn·::::::::::::
Portugal ..•......

29,001,018 5,344,158
4,025,647
733,874
4,704,750
850,000
29,957,367 6,355,464
5, 59!, 982,c1,245,262
3,502,684
710,155
2,036,522
889,743
1,657,867
350,261
2,917, 754[ 589,794
38,343,192 6,492,217
6,069,321
802, 175
4,621,744
772,021
23,895,413 3,176,147
17,463,473 2,187,692
2,180,335
243,870
2,001,000
292, 129
4,802,751
728,591
2,338.404
228,918
97,506,785 2,467,454
30,347,291 3,065,911
17,550,246 1,609,830
4,708,178
258,342
2,187,208
234,480
2,161,759
75,533
5,500,000
163,816
3,154,375
269,384

18
18
18
21
22
20
19
21
20
17
13

16. 6
13. 3
12. 5
11
14.6
15
9.8
2.6
10
9.3
5.4
10. 7
8.5
3
8. 2

6,406,838 92.1 a236, 000

3.6

4,885, ~03 91 a206, 200
693,015 93.5 a20, 000
828,520 96. 8 a20, 000
5,874,390 92
356,912
1,187,792 95
41,473
661,464 98
14,439
346,512 88. 8 20,594
821,295 91
16,136
566,900 96
11,120
6,303,462 96. 8 181,189
738,673 91.4 28,742
752,890 97
14,596
2,938,575 92.1 70,545
2,074,678 94. 8 4,3, 670
231,940 94
6,930
258,548 88
JS, 581
690,628 94.4 15,963
222,115 96
4,322
2,238,566 90
223,533
2,914,511 95
108,079
1,552,434 95
31,150
239,814 94.1
6,722
e228, 480 96
6,000
69,115 90
/6, 418
152,819 92.8 10,227
269, 38-1 .....

4
17,563 0.3 252,645 4.'i
2. 7
6,645 0.9 b20, 859 2. 9
2.4
1,986 0.2 a,9, 5141 1.1
5.6 17,400 0. 3 122,440 2
8. 5
6,800 0.5 15,997 1
2
3,583 0. 5 34,252 4. 5
5
1,426 0.4 22,637 5. 8
4. 5
2,659 0. 7 12,830 8. 8
2
3,076 0. 5 10,557 1. 5
2.8 21,846 0. 3
7,566 0.1
3.6
5,495 0.6 84,760 0.4
2
3,254 0.4 d4, 535 0.6
2. 2 14,274 0.4 167,027 5.3
2
4,098 0. 2 69, 3~1 3
2.8
1,820 0. 7
5,000 2. 5
1,537 0.5 a15, 000 5. 5
6
2. 2
2,560 0. 3 a 22,000 3.1
1.6
1,738 o. 7
2,481 1. 7
9
19,561 0. 7 10,855 0.4
3
18,918 0. 6 48,821 1. 4
2. 3 15,411 1
26,246 1. 7
2. 6
1, 350 0.5
6,806 2. 8
2. 5
2,500 1.5 ········ . ......
8.4 gl, 067 1. 6 ........... . ......
6. 2
885 0.5
h770 0. 5
202 .....
......

26,194

0.4 a283, 018

4

Greece .......... _
Ser>'"ia ........... .
Roumania ..•.. _•.
Bulgaria ........•
a ERtimatcd.
b 859 normal school students.
c Too high, owing to duplicate enrollment in elementary and continuation schools. True ratio, 20.
d Incomplete re.turns.
e 118,480 in primary schools+ estimate of Hellenic schoola,
f Includes students in technical schools.
g Inclu,les normal schools.
h Normal schools only.
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Education in the Civil-ized Worlcl-Continued.
Pupils.

.Countries.

· Total
number
Num.
Num·
Popula· of
youth Per· Number
ber in Per·
tion.
in ele· Per. berin
in scl1ools cent.
sec. Per· higher cent.
mentary
cent.
cent.
· insti·
b elow
ondary
schools.
tutions .
universi·
schools.
ties.
-- ------ -- --- - -

--

Num.
berin Per.
cent.
:C\e;i~.

---

--

4,079

0.4,

IN AMERICA.

United States ....
Canada ...........
Other B r it is h
Possessions in
America .......
Mexico ...........
Guatemala .......
Costa Rica ....•..
Nicaragua ........
San Salvador .....
U.S. of Colombia.
Venezuela ........
Ecuador ....•.....
Peru .............
Bolivia ...........
Brazil ............
Paraguay ........
Uruguay . ........
Ar gen tine Republic ..........
Chile .............

IN

62,622,250 14,377, 53() 21.3 14,010, 533 96.5 367,003
4, 83"2, 679 1,022,841 21
955,617 93
63, 14.5

.

1,804,207
11,395,712
1,460,017
243,205
282,845
777,895
3,878,600
2,323,529
1,271,861
2,621,8412,300,000
14,002,355
392,645
670,955

215, 024- 12
433,789 3.8
56,057 . 4
.:.a, 017 8
14,901 5.3
28,536 3. 6
95,121 2.4
106,718 4.5
74,373 6
75,522 3
26,400 1.1
290,998 2
15,709 4. 7
70,240 10.4

215,024 ----·
412,789 96 .
54,334 96. 8
17,422 96.6
13,666 01.7
27,243 94. 9
92,794 97. 2
103,846 96
72,563 1)6.9
71,435 94.6
24,244 87. 3
266,100 91.4
15,559 99
65,621 92.9

i, 209

432
!)98
1,203
1,498
2,603
1, 810
3,984
2,126
c4, 261

4,086,492
2,817,552

268,884
126,370

6. 5
4. 5

1,132,234
393,718
1, 14.0, 405
320,431
49,782
146,609
626,658

256,151
68,586
270,909
51,781
5,345
25,826
75,585

22
17
23
16.1
10. 7
17.6
12

237,973 92. 6
67,931 99
253,917 93.4
51,781 100
5,345 100
24,462 96.1
73,380 97. 6

6,817, 26[,

204,778

3

200,000 97. 6

5,077,257

3l9, 321

6. 3

253,583 94
119,800 94

AUSTRALIA.

New South Wales.
Queensland ......
Victoria ..........
South Australia ..
West .Australia . .
Tasmania ........
New Zealand .....

····----

.

2. 5 135,242
6.1
4,777
737
2

2.4
6. 7
4.5

1. 6
2.4
2.4
5. 3
7. 6
6

1
0.5

-------·
--- -- ······ ·· .. ...
21, 000 or 4 per cent.

212 0. 4
534 0. 8
163 0. 9
16 0.1
237 1. 6 --- ·-··· .....
180 0. 6 ........ . --- -·
829 0. 9
289 0. 3
269 0.2
1,508 l. 4
........
. ---- 0.
7
485
ai03 0.1
......... ---··
0. 1
b30
5
1,384
24, 898 or 8. 6 per cent.
150 or 1 per cent
427 0. G
58i 0. 5

3,127
6,014

1. 2
4. 7

1,007
1, 19~

0. 3
0. 2

12, 1741 4. 5
556 0.4

11, 38!)
655
10,000

4. 4
1
3. 7

837

0. 3

6, 7891 2. 7

!)6!)

0. 3

· · ·€i,-lio2 ··is

::ii~~~;

I

,

2,431

1. 2

0. , . .••...

IN A.FRlCA .

Egypt . ...........
.J3riti~b Possessions in Africa,
the Medi ter.
ranean Soa, and
Indian Ocean(cl)

......

r. .

'°~~~i_::::
'i :::::: :\':: :::

:5:. ~: ~:~;

2. 20,

1

2, 347 or 1. 2_ per cent.

----·-·· .. -- . -·-····· --- ·· . ..... ... -· ···

IN ASIA.
;

India ..... ....... . 287, 223, 431 3,608,360
Japan .....•.•... . 40, 453, 461
432,835

1. 3 3,188,996 86.1 488, 92() 13. 2
1.7
310,886 71. 5 19,096 4.4

5,213
1,312

0.1 20,438 0.
0.4 102,853 23. 7

a Incomplete r eturns.
b lllil~t~ry schoo_l on)y.
c Rchg1?us scmrnanos, presumably prh-ate, seconclnry.
d Iuclucling Malta, Cypress, St. Helena, Cape Colony, Natal, Ceylon, Mnuretius.
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Education in the Civilized Wo.dd--Continued.
Teachers.
Countries.

Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of
professors
teachers m Per teachers in Per in higher Per professors Per
cent. in special cent.
elementary cent. secon<lary cent.
insti· .
schools.
schools.
schools.
tutions.

IN EUROPE.

Great Britain and Ireland .
130, 073 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
1, 379 ••......•...• , .•......•••
Englaml and 1Vales........
99,462 . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . ... . . .
924 ...•.•....•...........••
Scotland...................
13,492 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
267
a71 .•..••
Ireland....................
17, llfl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
128 ........•..............•
Prussia....................
79, 700 SO. 4
n, 677 11. 7
1, 600
1. 6
6, 208
6. .3
Bavaria.................. ..
22, 680 81
3, 896 14
377
1
1, 379
4
Saxony. ...................
. 8, 492 73. 7
958
8. 3
184
1. 6
1, 890
16. 4
Wurttemberg ...... ·.. ......
5,498 70. 5
910 12
113
J. 5
1,243
16
Baden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 538 75
1, 109 15
198
2. 5
565
7. 5
Switzcralnd ~.... . . . . . . . . . .
11, 754 85
709
5
434
3
908
7
France . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . .
143, 870 86. 8
18, H6 11
1,487
O. 9
2, 141
1. 3
Belgium . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
11, 795 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ .
Netherlands ...............
18,068
1,751) . . . . . .
166 ....................... .
Austria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60, 700 79
4, 844
6. 2
1, 112
1. 4
10, 357
13. 4
Hungary . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . .
25,921 78. 5
3,031
9. 2
322
1
3,736
11. 3
D enmark ...... ........ ..... .... .............................................. .... ................ .
Norway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, !:166 ...........................•.........•......................
Sweden................. ...
13,497 ...............................••....•.....•...............•
Finland....................
1,385 . . . . . .
447 ......................................... .
Russia . ............ .... ...................... ... ... . .... .... ........................ . ............. .
Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
62, 818 81. 4
10, 410 lfi. 6
96!
1. 2
1, 353
l. .S
Spain .. .......•........................ ... . .. ................................................. . ....
Portugal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272 ........ . ................................ .
Greece....... ............. . . ... . ... . . . ...... . . . .. .... ... .... ..
97 . ......................•

lrr..:r: \~~~;~>:: : : : : ' :'.'.'. ry::::::::: (::
United States ............. ,
Canacln. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Otlter British Posses;,ions
?ti

In common schools, 36R,035.
22, 472

96. 3

521

2. 3

,:z ::::: ::::::

<: :

. ......................... ....... .. .
261
1. 1
7~
0. 3

~~t~n.~~i~~.:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::.::::

iis~~Y{~~::::::::::::::::: 1·m :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::·
ri~s;r:ad~~:::::::::::::: ........~~~. :::'.:: :::::::::::: ::::::·:::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::
U. S. of Colombia . : ............................... . ............................................... .
Venezuela.................

2,873

82. 9

382

11

159

4. 6

53

1. 5

~~~!~.o.~: ::: :: :::::::::::::
Boli~ia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i; ~~~
.~~...... ..... ~~~ ... ~ ............'.~ ... ~ ... :::::::::::: ::::::
649 78
91 11
83 10
9
1

t~i:~v::::::::::::::::::

~:m ..............450. :::::: ..... ....'.~ :::::: ::::::::::::·::::::

Brazil. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 0 • • •
Ar~entineRepublic.......
Chile . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

400

• • • • • •

96. 4 . • • . • • • • . . . • • • • • • .

• • • • • • • • • • • •

15

• • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • •

• •••••

3. 6 .••.......•.......

2, 028 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....

IN AUSTRALIA.

New South Wales .. . ... ...

7,028 .... .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . .....

44 ....................... .

i~g :::::: :.....
:::::. :.........
::::: ::::. ...............................
:: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::•:......
::::::
1, 106
~~~~~f.~.t~~.~~:::::::::::: ........ ~~~. :::::: .................. ············ ....................... .
1

~l
;teo~~~::::::::::::::::
South Aui;tralia . . . . . . . . . . .

~;

New Zealand . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 158 . . . . . . · · · · · · · ·

i 75 · :::::: :::~ ::: ::::: :::: :: :: :::::::::: :::: :: ·

IN AFRICA..

~fir~t. ·r~~·s·c·s·;i~;;; · · i.-~' .................................................................. ..... .
.Africa, the Mcditcrra·
ncan Sea, anu. Indian
Oceau .........................................................•.....••...........................
IN A.SU.

J~i~:::::::::::::::::::::: ·-- ··lis:ooi· ·90~6· ······i,-31a· ··i~s· ········221· ··1:a· ······s,.5i2· --·1:a
a Only in Normal Schools.
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Education in the Civ il-ized TV01·ld--Continued.
Expenditures.

Countries.

- - - - - -- - 1 - - - --1- - - - -- - - - - -

----

--- -

----

IN EUROPE.

Great Britain and
Ireland .............. $49,957,014 $1.32 $7.29 .~ ......... .. .... . ....... ................. .. ........... ..... ····
England and Wales. 39,148, 27il 1. 35 8. OJ ........ ....................... · · · ·· · · · · · · · · ···· ·· ····
Scotland . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,943,425 1. 47 8. 57 .....•....... . .... . ....... .......... ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Ireland......... .... . 4,865,310 1. 03 5. 87
........ . ..... ... · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Prussia..... . ....... 50, 702, 200 1. 86 · s. 47 $3'7,"3.42,9i4 74 $ti,987,343ll4 $3,767,807 8 $2,654, OJ6 4
Bavaria ....•••...... 5,462,1)79 1.00 5.00 3 71" 23309 , ....... .... . ...... . . ···· ·········· ···i
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

IN THE CIVILIZED WORLD.

1. IN EUROPE.

The population of European countries (i.e., Great Britain and Ireland,
France, Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony,
Wii.rtem berg, Baden, Austria, Hungary, Denmark, Norway and Sweden,
Russia, Roumania, SerY'i~ Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, Spain, and Portugal)1 is found to b·~ 366,04:4,532, accoxding to census and reliable estimates.
The number oi pupils in elementary schools in the same countries is
found to be 37,01 .4,708, or 10.11 p·e r cent of the population.
But since the iJifference between the educational aetivity of western,
northern, and central Europe on the one hand, and southern and
eastern Europe· on the other, is very marked, it would seem proper tcgroup the countries in the foregoing lists as follows:
Western, Northern, and Central Eiirope.

Southern and Eastei·n Europe.

Great Britain and Ireland, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony,
Wilrtemberg, Baden, Austria, Hungary, Denmark, Sweden and Norway.
Population, 202,928,690.
Pupils in elementary schools, 29,351,575, or 14.5
per cent.

Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Sorvia,
Roumania, and Russia.
Population, 1G3,115,842.
Pupils in elementary schools, 7,660,123, or 4.7
per cent.

If we take the percenta,ge (14.5) of the first group as a standar"d for
entire Europe, there ought to be in elementary schools 16,061,749 more
children than at present, to-wit: 53,076,457 instead of 37,014,708.
If we apply the percentage found in countries farthest advanced,
Germany and Switzerland (to-wit: 18 per cent), to entire Europe, the
number of children not in school, who ought to be, is found to be
28,873,295; namely, G5,388,003 in school instead of 37,014,708.
2. IN PAN-AMERICA.

The population of the American continents together is 117,790,641.
It is found that there are rn, 792,275 pupils in the elementary schools,
or 14.3 per cent. But separating, for the sake of comparison, the
countries of the two continents into two groups, United States and
Canada on the one hand, and all of Spanish .America on the other, we
get the following results:
United States ancl Canada:
Population ... _...... _..
Pupils in schools ... __ ..
or 22 per cent. • .
1

67,454,929
14,966,150

Spanish America:
Population_. __ ·-· __ •••• 50,334,712
Pupils in schools .. _. __ _ 1,826,125
or 3.8 per cent.

No school statistics available from Turkey and a fe~ principalities in Germ::my.
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-Applying the percentage found in the United States, ran-America
ought to have 0,121,G66 pupils in schools more than it has, namely,
25,!H3,941 instead of 16,702,275. However, the enrollment in the
United States and Canada contains many duplicate names of children
attending winter and summer schools, hence it would seem proper to
reg:1rd the percentage found in Germany, where rigid compulsory
attendance bas been enforced for nearly a century, i.
18 per cent to
be the true l)ercentage. Applying that to Pan-America (instead of 22
per cent), we find the number of children in school is short only 4,410,042
of what it ought to be.

e.,

3. IN AUSTRALIA.

e.,

Australia (i.
New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria, South
Austrr.lia,, West Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand) has a popula:tion
of 3,809,897 and 715,889 pupils in elementary schools, or 18.8 per cent.
Applying the German and Swiss standn.rd of 18 per cent, Australia
would have only 685,781 pupils. Applying the United States standard
of 22 per cent, Australia ought to have 838,176 pupils in elementary
schools.
4. IN AFRICA.

Egypt and the British Posse.ssions in Africa, in the Mediterranean,
and the Indian Ocean have 11,804,522 inhabitants and 510,321 pupils
in elementary schools, or 4.4 per c~nt. Applying the German standard
of 18 per cent, we find these countries should have 2,141,013, or 1,621,792
more l)upils tlum there are enrolled in school. If we apply the United
States standarcl of 22 per cent;which we know to be exorbitant, there
should be 2,mn,473 more pupils than thete are attending school.
5. IN ASIA.

Inclia ancl Ja:pau, the only cout::.tries from which we have reliable
data, have a population of 327,626,892, and only 3,499,882, or about 1
per cent, attending elementary schools. If we apply the German standard of 18 per cent, we find the discrepancy in the number of pn-pHs to
be 54,981,958. Applying the United States standard of 22 per cent,
the discrepancy would be 58,589,034.
SUMMA.RY .

.All the countries named have a population of 827,216,484-, and re1wrt 58,042,073 pupils attending lementar'y schools, or about 7 per
c nt. ff "·e u1iply the German per ccntage of 18 per cent, the dis ·repan ·y in th numb r of p11pi1s is found to be 90 35G 866 (that js,
1 • 0 , ,Ji,J
-o rn
· ·t a
'
'
of 5 ,5 2,073). If we apply the
Unit
d States
ere uta,,c of 22 p r ut, the numb r of pupil· wi"thheld from school
i £ und t
e r r cut grca r; 1iame1y, 12 ,4.i-,r,53_
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It may be considered idle speculation to go one step further and compare the number of children in elementary schools found with the entire
population of the earth, which Hilbner states to be 1,484,253,000.
However, having gone so far, we may go to the end of the chapter.
Considering, first, that the number enrolled in el~entary schools
stated to be 58,542,075 is not quite corre~t, owing to the omission of
some principalities of Germany, from which no statistics are available,
also of the "Free Cities," with thefr well organized school s.ystems, and
considering further that the countries not mentioned (such as European
and Asiatic Turkey, Persia, Siberia, Furth~r India, the Dutch Colonies, Hawaii, and other islands in the Pacific) are not entirely without ·
elementary schools, it is justifiable to assume the number of elementary
school children to be about 60,000,000, which is a close estimate. If
we in conclusion consider the fact that, though China has not a regularly established and supervised public school system, it has a system
of elementary education which ·for all practical purposes fulfills the
functions of a system of schools such as we know, this education,
such as it is,. brings about 60 per cent of all the inhabitants of' China
to a knowledge of the rudiments of book learning (which presupposes
about 10 per cent of the population in schools); hence it becomes apparent that the aforestatcd number of children under school influence
(60,000,000) must be raised to 100,000,000. (Population of Chi:qa estimated at 402,680,000.)
·
One hundred millions tllcn is the estimate of the number of children
in elementary schools all over the wol'ld. To this should be added 1
or 2 per cent to represent the number in secondary and higher institutions of learning. Now, if 60,000,000 are about 4 per cent of the population, 100,000,000 are 6.7 per cent. If we apply the German standard
of 18 per cent, the number of children in school ought to be 2G7,170,940,
which discloses a discrepancy of 207,000,000; if the United States
standard of 22 per cent be applied, the discrepancy is still greater,
namely, 266,500,000. Of course, if the other number, which includes
China, is taken as a basis, the discrepancies would be correspondingly
smaller.
·

CHAPTER XIII.
LE().AL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED ST.ATES.1
!.-REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LEG.A.L EDUC.A.1'ION.

[Submitted at Saratoga, N. Y., August 24, 1892.J

To the American Bar Association:
At the last meeting of the association (1891) the following resolution
was passed:
That the further consideration of a proper course of study for .American law schools
be recommitted to the standing committee on legal education for the ensuing year,
when they shall be appointed, with the request that (after a careful examination of
the valuable material with reference to such systems in other countries, now or hereafter to be gathered by the Bureau of Education, in response to the question formulated by the committee of the year now closing) they report upon the same at or
beforn the meeting of 1892.

The committee have been in constant communication with the Bureau
of Education since their last report, but they regret to say that it has
been found impracticable to put the foreign material referred to in the
resolution in a form to be presented to the association at this meeting.
1 Cha,pters xrn, xiv, xv, and XVI constitute a Report on Legal Education in the
United States and :Foreign Countries, of which an edition of 5,500 has been printed
as acfoance sheets; also a special edition of 5,500 ordered by the Senate for its own
use. The following letter explaining the circumstances of its preparation accoropaniecl the report in its separate form:

DEP ART11rnNT OF THE INTmnon,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington, November 2, 1892.

Srn: I have the honor to forward for publication a report upon legal education iu
the United States, in Europe, and in other parts of the world. It consists mainly
of statements showing what is taught and what methods of instruction are pursued
in the leading law schools of the various conntries, and offers the latest statistics
available. This information has been collected by the Buren,u of Education within
the last two years, at the request of the committe on legal education of the American Bar Association, which has undertaken an investirratiou of the conrses and
m thous of instruction in the law prevailing in this and other countries. The report
pre cnt cl by this omrnittce to the associn.tion in 1892 is emboclietl in the -present
docnm nt as a suitable introcluction to the facts collectecl and set forth. The memb •r hip f this com mitt c clm:iug the three years of its existence has been as follows:
In 1 90.-William G. Hammond, t. Loui.a; George M. Sharp, Ba.ltim~re, and
JI ury ;\Tad Ro~<'r , Eva.m,ton, Ill.
ln 1 01.-\: illiam G. Jlammon<l, Henry Wacle Rog, r , G orge M. Sharp, George
. 'ha tn ·k, Bo t n, anrl .J. Hubley shtou, \Ya llinrrton.
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Large accessions have been made since the meeting of 1891 at Boston,
but there are a considerable number of places yet to be heard from and
other important gaps are to be filled before an intelligent view of the
whole subject can be presented. Arrangements ba-ve been made with
Dr. Harris, the Commissioner of Education, whereby a report in some
detail on the subject will be prepared by the Bureau and the committee
acting in cooperation, with such explanations as may be necessary to
those not familar with the terminology of legal education in foreign
countries. This will appear in the Commissioner's next report, to be
published in December. The committee regret that they are -obliged
, to refer to this report for a detailed account of foreign systems. They
are confident that such an account of the experience of many cou;1tries
in legal education will give much instructive information to those interested· in the subject in the United States. The general conclusion~
of the committee from the matter referred to will be hereinafter
stated.
Before entering upon the consideration of a proper course of study
for American law schools, the committee thought it desirable to learn
the present condjtion of legal education in the United States and the
views of leading educators on the subject. To this end they addi·essed
In 1892.-Sa.me as in 1891. For 1893 Mr. Shattuck has been succe2,ded by Samuel
Williston, CarnbTidge, Mass.
The compilation of the present document has been made with great care and industry by Dr. L. U. Klemm, specialist of this Bureau in foreign educational systems,
who has thoroughly edited and arranged the material received and made several
important original contributions thereto. The matter relating to law schools1 colleges, and the common schools in the United States has been extracted from catalogues ancl reports in a painstaking and judicious manner by Mr. ·wellford Addis,
Mr. Lewfo A. Kalbach, and Mr. James C. Boykin; that relating to Spanish America
by Miss Frances G. French, and that relating to Canada ::md Australia by Mr. Eugene B. Lacy, all of this Bureniu. Mr. Sharp, of the committee, has furnished constant assistance and wise suggestions. The chief clerk of the Bureau, Mr. John W.
Holcom!Je, conducted most of the correspondence connected with this work, has su- .
perviscd its preparation, and taken chnirge of the revision of the proofs.
Aclditionn,1 information, criticism, and the correction of errors are i,olicited from
any reauers, anu will be gratefully received.
The desire of the American Bar Association, in inaugurn.ting the investigations
which have ucen carried on as above described, was to further the improvement in
qnality and methods of instruction furnfoheu to students of tho 1aw in this country.
It has giYen me great satisfaction to cooperate with the committee in their work,
and I am now gratified to offer, through you, to the public and particularly to the
legal profession, the result of the joint labors of the committee and tha Bureau of
Education.
I am, sir, ,cry respectfully, your ouedient serrnnt,
w. T. HARRIS/

Hon. JOUN w. NOBLE,
Seci-etai·y of the I11tel'i01·.

Commissioucr.
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a letter to a number of gentlemen of reputation as educators, rcquent. ing their views. The committee desire to acknowledge their indebtedness to many of the gentlemen referred to for the attention giyen to
their letter and the careft.11 and valuable replies received from them.
The committee a1so procured catalogues of nearly all the law schoolsincluding the moot important ones in the United States. In the report
oflast year on pages 17, 18, 19 7 and 20 will be found late statistics regardu.1g the number of students and professors, and other information.
The committee have not thought it important to prepare tables giving
_ the same information to a later date, inasmuch as this will appear in
the next report of the Bureau of Education. But they would say that
there were in the academic year 1891-92 about 6,000 students.1 It
will be noticed that there has been a phenomenal increase in the number of students attending the schools in the last three years. The
total attendance of all the schools in the country in the academic year
1888-89 was 3,906, showing an increase of nearly 50 per cent in that
time. An examination of ~rable No. 1 of Appendix B, annexed to the
report of last year, will show that there has been a, greater increase in
the past three years than there had been in the previous ten.
The information of the committee regarding legal education is confined to the law schools; they have no means of ascertaining the number of students who are pursuing their studies in offices, or the course
of study pursued by them. The law schools certainly present the best
side of legal education in the country.
The information of tbe committee relating to the schools is derived
from catalogues of the schools, the replies to the committee's letter, ~~1
the personal observation of the members of the committee.
The information contained in the catalogues is in general somewhat
indefinite, but certain results are clear. No standard course of study
or method of instruction exists. In fact, it can not be said that exactly the same course of stutly OT method of instruction prevails in any
two schools.
It i evident that the course of study in the schools is, with a very
few exccpt~ons, confined to the branches of practical private law which
a student fimls of use in the first yeaT of his practice. It i the teclrnical rather than the scientific or philosophic view of law which i taught.
Tlm we find that the , ubj cts of contractR, with its branches of
ag~ncy, ur tyship, insurance, bills and note·, I)artnei-ship, etc., torts,
real an<l per, onal property, conveyancing, corporations, bailments,
~ill an the rHlmini tration of estates, mcrc~mtile law, domc,' tic relat1011: common-law rleatling an<l vra·iice, eYidence, equity juri ·pmau l 1 ro<: elm', arc taught in all th, ,·chool:-;. It i,' imperfiuou to
~ ·mark that <·om_-·' f :tudy omitting any of them would be imperfc · ·
attentw avve~ r. to be given certain . pe fal ~ul~jeet , as
1

cc l:lta.tistics on p. 432.
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patents and admfralty; railroads and telegraphs are mentioned, instruction being chiefly by special lectures.
·
Instruction in the jurisdiction and practice in the United States
courts is given in less than half the schools, and medical jurisprudence
in about one-fourth.
Instruction in public law is generally confined to constitutional law
•and criminal law. Instruction in constitutional law appears for the
most part to be limited to the Constitution of the United States and the
cases and legislation connected with it. Instruction is rare in compara.tive constitutional lq,w and the history and development of the
principles of constitutional government, and unusual in English constitutional law.
·
Administr ative law, inclu,ding the organization of departments of
our Government, State and national, is .generally neglec_ted.
Public international law is a part of the course in less than half the
schools, and private international law in even a less number.
The various subjects of history and theory of law and govornment
appear to be neglected, except in three or four schools.
.
The history of American and English law is taught by lectures in
perhaps six schools.
Post-graduate courses have been established in several schools. The
course of study is for the most part a continuance of the subjects of
private Jaw already referred to, though in one or two cases provision is
made for instruction in historical and comparative jurisprudence and
history and theory of law and the science of government. Students in
some cases are encouraged to pursue such courses by free· tuition, re- .
duced fees for tuition, free rooms.
Instruction jn classification of law and elementary law appears to be
confined to use of the treatises of Blackstone, Robinson's Elementary
Law, Walker's American L aw, or books of eorresponding ·c haracter.
In the schools connected with the large universities provision is made,
generally without charge, for attendance by students on exercises in
the literary departm.ents, particularly in history, political science-, and
political economy. But this is optional, and not a part of the faw course,
and in the opinion of the committee is rarely availed of by students,
for want of time if for no other reason.
The course of study in the schools of the country will be shown in
tables annexed to the next report of the Bureau of Education. This
table, together with the table relating to the courses of study in foreign
countries, can be printed and distributed by this association if it is
desired.
The methods of instmction do not admit of exact classification, but
the committee, for convenience, adopt that _frequently used, viz, recitatious from text-books, lectures, and the "case system."
1. Recitations from text-books.-In this system a certain number of
pages of a text-book are assigned the student, upon which he is exam-
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ined the following day. This a11pears to be the fonndati~n of instruction in a large majority of the schools, though it is used in very few,
not more than four or :five, as the sole method of instruction, being generally combined with lectures and the reading of cases. - In somC\ schools
the recitation is supplemented by a lecture on the subject of the lesson,
by the instructor, who comments on, explains, and amplifies the text.
In many of the schools a colloquy or discussion by tho students, directed by the professor, is practiced as a part of the exercise, iu which
the students an8ilyzo the subject, compare the authorities, and criticise
tho author, etc., and in some this is the principal method of instruction.
In a brge number of ~chools,cases illustrating the text selected from
tho notes or from recent decisions are reforred to the students, and a
recitation in some form upon them is required. In general, cases are
snid to be used to illustrat~ a principle or show its historical dovelopment.
2. Lectures.-Instruction by means of lectures only is adopted iu
very fow schools, though this appears to be the only method of in struction in a few schools (four or :five), but 1s used to a considerable ex.tent
in connection with recitations from text-books in nearly alJ . Students
are usually examined on the lecture the following day. In some schools
tho lectures are accompanied by a collateral course of reading from textbooks and reports, and in some a colloquy follows the lecture. A large
majority of schools use the system of recitations from text-books combined with the lectures, students beiug examined on the text of the
book and the lectures. In a few schools special lectures are given, intended to amplify the course of instruction on particular topics, and
nipply in a more detailed way than is practicable in the recitations of
the class room those general princi11les the students have learned from
the text-books. Such lectures are generally on practice in the United
States courts, admir:.::i.lty, patents, insurance, corporations, and railroads.
In a number of the schools students are required to take notes of
the lectures, which must be exhibited to the faculty; in some ca es
they are required to read their notes to the class. In a few schools
full notes of the lectures given is a condition of graduation.
The committee would say that, so far as any mode of instrnction can
be said to prevail, it is founded primarily on the lesson in the textbook , with a lecture or explanatory remarks by the professor, th!3
r ac.li.ng of a certain number of case by the tudent, and a recitation
or olloquy.
In · ome chool.· the lecture. ysfam is u. eel entirely for some .'Ubjccts
c n
r itations from tc.·t -book · for other .
3. The a e sy8tem.-Thi. i defined l>y Prof. Keener in hi. arti ·le rn
11
al L~ w onrnal, V 1. r, p. 144, a follows:
The r.a ·e Y t m on. i ts f putting into the hands of the stnucnt a nnml>er of
a_ ·!. on _any ~h· n suhj d tnk n not at haphazard, hut select d l>y the prof •.. sor
w1 11 a. Vt
to developing the law on that subject.
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It must be borne in rnincl that this method of teaching does not consist in lectures
by the instructor, with reference to cases in support of the proposition stated by
him. The exercises in the lecture room consist in a sfotement and discussion by the
students of the cases studied by them in advance. This discussion is under the direction of the instructor, who ma,kes snch suggestions anclexprcsses such opinions as
seem necessary. The student is required to analyze each case, discriminating between the relevant anu the irrelevant, between the actual and possible grounds of
decision . And having thus discnsseJ the case, he is prepared and required to deal
with it in its relation to other cases.

It is apparent from what has been said that the esse11tial idea in this
system is the exclusive use of cases in teaching law. The colloquy or
discussion of cases described by Professor Keener is common to all
systems of instruction, and is 11racticcd to a great extent in connection
with text-books and lectures.
The study of cases is also general, b3ing the practice in nearly all
the schools, but it is generally said in connection with the study ot
cases that the purpose is to illust.rate principles, to familiarize the student with the leading- cases, and train the mind in analysis. But cases
are not in other systems the sole method of instruction.
It is argued in fa,vor of this system that "the theory on which this
proceeds is that it is only by regarding law as a science that one can
justify its being taught in a university, and, rega,rding it as a science, ·
the student should not only be encouraged to investigate the law in
its original source3, but should be distinctly discouraged from regard.
ing as law what is in fact simply the conclusions of writers, whose
opinions are based upon the material to which the student can be given.
access." (Page 144.)
" The case sys tom, then, proceocls on the theory that law is a science,
niud as a science should be studied in the original sources, and that the
original sources are the adjudged cases, and not the opinions of text
writers, based upon the adjudged cases. But the law is an applied
scfonce, and therefore, to appreciate thoroughly the principle involved
in a given topic, the student should deal with it in its application, and
as he learns these principles in their application foey are not a mere
abstraction, but have assumed to him a, concrete formJ and he is prepared to apply them in mastel'ing new problems. Instead of reading
about principles, he is studying and. investigating the principles them.
selves. Under this system the student is taught to look upon law as a
r.; cicncc consisting of a body of principles to be found in the adjudgecl
cases, the cases being to him what the specimen is to the mineralogist.
It s110uld _b e remembered that the student is not simply given the specimen and asked to find out as best he can what it is, but each specimen
is accompanied by an elaborate explanation and classification. In comparing the system of teaching by cases with the ordinary text-book
system it· should not be forgotten that the decision of the court is not
simply a judgment for the plaintiff or for t,he defendant upon a given
statement of facts, but that the reasons thorefor are given at length;
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and the opinion of the court giving t1ie reas-ons for the conclusion
reached is really the only authoriti ve treatise which we have in our
law." (lb-id., 145.)
"'\Vhile, 011 the contrary, it is argued against the syst-0m that it is
erroneous in theory, that the c.::.1,ses are not the original sources of law,
that the decisions of the courts arc but evide11ce of the law and are
but the application of principles to the particular facts) and, therefore,
the student starts his course of study with a totally erroneous foundation iu theory, ~hich as he 1woceeds will have important results in
practice.
The objection seems to us to rest chiefly on a confnsion of the two senses
in which" the sources of law" and similar terms are commonly used.
That the decided cases are the sources from which we must learn what
the law is no intelligent common lawyer will dispute. Our very
treatises and text-books derive from the cases they quote all the authority they have. But it does not follow (although Austil1 Pomeroy
and others have so assumed) that the cases make the 'law in the same
sense in which the statute or the legislator does. Each case is the
decision of an individual or singular point. The law is the general rulo
on which that point is decided, or, -~o use the quaint phrase of Thomasius, "''the -d ecisions are the principia · cognoscencli, but not the prin~ipia essendi of the law." Of their use as the exclusive mea,ns of instruction in law schools something more will be said hereafter.
The advocates of the three · systems rely alike on the approvaJ of
eminent lawyers, and point with confidence to results as proving the
superiority of their respective views. All are animated with a sincere
love of their professipn and a desire for its best interests.
In addition to lectures on and instructions in practice, various practical exercises are used in the different schools; in addition to the colloquy described where students discuss the law and r eason, analyze, and
distinguish, there are moot courts, quiz clubs, and debating societies.
Moot eourts are general, though there is not by any means an uni. form standard of excellence. In some schools the exercises of tho
moot court are limited to the argument of a hypothetical case before a
single professor; while in others a complete judiciary system is attempted of conrts of original allfl appellate jurisdiction, with clerk,
sheriff, anu other customary officers. In this system students :fill the
offices excel)t the judge. hips, where they sometimes sit as associates.
In these courts students prepare papers and conduct suits in all form
at
...,, etc., of plead. law or equity, inclu<liug the preparation service' :filintt
lillY,· decree.-, and oru.ers, etc.
They perform the duties of clerk aud
, heriffi, making the proper iI dorsem nt on paper keep a docket, and
pr .pare rec r for appeal , app al hon ds, etc.
etwe n t
e extreme there are court. of very de<>Tec
of .L,,roil•
;:,
<·t n ·. ~. ''h · mt ittr. think th• moo co 1rt in any form one of the
mo t co: lll0 11 us v.-ell a. the mo. -t useful cxerd::;c , a student crrn Jrac-
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tice. Exercises in drafting pleadings., conveyances, etc., are also general.
Colloquies are also common, where there is a general discussion of
some subject of law by tho students and professor, the latter directing
and controlling. The seminary exists in a number of schools. Debathlg societies are recommended and appear to exist in most of the
schools.
In a number of the schools students are required to write essays on
specified subjects; also to write opinions on cases stated. In many
schools a thesis is a condition of graduation. Law journals are published in seve.r al of the schools. The. editorial work is done by students. New and interesting cases are reported, and articles on law are
published, written either by students or, what is more common, by writers of more advanced age and experience.
Exmnina,tions.-There is no uniform custom regarding examinations.
In most of the schools written or oral examinations are held. - The
number of schools having annual examinations and examinations at the
ond of the terms appears to be nearly equal. In some, examinations
are held "at the end of each course," " at the end of the book."
Prizes are given in about half the schools. They consist of money,
varying in amounts from $100 to $20, gold medals, and books. The
prizes are usually awarded for the best thesis, for the best examinations, in senior or junior year, best orations, excellence in debate, etc.
A few free scholarships in law exist to be awarded to deserving students,. bnt this is very unusual in the schools.
The committee think that so far as the subjects of private Jaw referred to are concerned, the course of study in most of the schools is
adequate and the instruction sufficient. They avoid any refernnce to
particular schools because much must be left, in any aase, to the judgment of the authorities of the school. They are influenced by many
considerations unknown to the committee. The faws of their State, the
sentiment of the locality, the class of students who attend the schools,
and other things may render impracticable in one community what
would be easy in another. But it may be said of them all that the inHtrnction is too tcchnica.l. It is not elementary enough. As has already been said, the view of law presented to the student is technical
rather than scientific or philosophical.
In considering the subject of a course of study in American law
schools, the committee are embarrassed by the fact that a longer course
than two years is impracticable for the greater number of schools.
The competition of life is growing stronger all the time, and is urging
young men into active, bread winning occupations early in life. The
youth of America, as a rule, wish to be independent. The se"i1tjment
of the profession and the public will not sustain, at least in some parts
of the country, a longer course than two years, and even this is impracticable in some places.
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And yet it will take a student at least two years under present
methods to acquire a competent knowledge of the subjects of private law
referred to to fit him for practice. There is little time he can devote to
public law, the history and theory of the law, and the science of government, unless our· methods of inst.ruction are so improved as to save
the time now given to the mere memorizing of practical rules and
points of law, of no real service to the beginner, and to employ it on
these topics, indispensable in a true system of legal education.
The importance of well-trained lawyers is greater now than at any
time in history. The law has become so complex and extensive with
the multitude of decisions and statutes that a higher training is indispensable. A publishing company in a late advertisement offers to the
bar full reports of 75,000 cases decided in the courts of the United
States (State and national) since January 1, 1887. The difference between the law of to-day and that of fifty years ago may be illustrated
by au observation of Prof. E. J. Phelps in a recent article on education:
"It is easy to find single opinions in which more authorities are cHed
than were mentioned by Marshall in the whole thirty years of hi~ unexampled judicia1 life, and briefs that contain more cases than Webster
referred to in all the arguments he ever delivered."
· A system of law which ·accepts all the cases on a given subj'3ct as
authority is possible only with a thorough knowledge of the elementary principles of the law on the paTt of the lawyers and judges.
These, with a proper classification and scientific method, have become
indispensable.
·
. .\.gain,
.
it must be remembered that the lawyers fill a large proportion of our offices, State and national, and their influence is most potent
in political affair~.
The mind of the lawyer is the essential pa.rt of the machinery of
justice; no progress or reforms can be made until the lawyers are
ready. Their influence at the bar, on the bench, and in legislation is
practical1y omnipotent. The progress of the law means the progre s
of the lawyer, not of a few talented men who are on the outposts of
legal thought, but the gi'eat army of the commonplace who constitute
the majority in every occupation. What the lawyers do not understand, or what they pronounce visionary and impracticable, will not be
accepted by the legislatures or courts of the country It is conceded
that the elev lopment of the higher jurisprudence ha " become es. ential
to the '0ntinuance of th . y_,tern, in::vmuch as the railroad. , telegraph,
ancl o ·em r< cer.· have bronght countries into close communi ation
whfrh a · n nry ao-o were di .taut and hardly known when commerce
.
'
L' xtencl <1 all over th glob and om citizmis are called for bu ines
and 1 a. ur to th mo. t di tant ountrie. , ,vh re they pur hase proprtv i_u ur <bli tion , r acquire right . It i. not enough tha an
men ·an lawy r, h 11 n wkn
the <l. ci:i n and -tatute of his own
1
't t
r v of hi ' wn ·o mtry, t which th ·our ·e of tudy is now
f,

r th m

t par c nfi.uc •
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Yet, recognizing the fact that a course of more than two years is impracticable for most, the committee recommend1. That for those to whom a longer course of study is possible, provision be made in the schools for post-graduate courses, where the subjects
of general jurisprudence and public law shall be taught.
2. A system of electives, now found necessary in almost every branch
of education by reason of the extent of human learning, and already
existing in several of the schools, in which students shall be required,
in addition to the usual course in private law already described, to pursue at least a certain number of subjects in public law, international
law, the history and theory of the law, comparative jurisprudence, and
the science of government.
.
3. Better preliminary training, if practicable. A large proportion of
the schools require rio entrance examination, and in none of them is the
entrance examination equivalent to that of the A. B. degree in any reputable college in the country. It may not be foreign to the subjects of
this report that a knowledge oflaw is important to every citizen of the
country, whether he is engaged in private business or public life. The
committee think the knowledge of the institutes and general principles
of the law would be an advantage to every citizen; in fact, that it is
now a part of general education, and that a course of law should be a_
part of the senior-year studies in colleges. In a Government like ours,
where· the people rule, and where so many aspire to, and some attain,
public office, a knowledge of our form of Government, State and national, and of the institutes and general principles of the law is necessary, and the committee think in the public schools of the country some
instruction should be given in the form and principles of our Govern- .
ment and in the elementary principles of the law.
The law schools of the country are in good hands. As a rule, the
instructors are lawyers engaged in active practice. Most of them are
men of the best position at the bar of their respective communities;
many of them are men of national and international distinction. There
are a great many judges, State and national, including three judges of
the Supreme Court of the United States, engaged in teaching. The
committee believe the law teachers of the country are sincerely and
earnestly devoted to their work and will welcome and aid all efforts to
improve legal education and elevate their profession.
In this connection it will be instructive to study the efforts of the
present and last generations of English lawyers, in both branches of
the profe:,sion, to improve legal education in the mother country alike
of our blood and our law. Those efforts have shown a general professional interest on the subject during the last fifty years which has not
been felt in the United· States, but is worthy of imitation here. They
show also an intelligent comprehension of the true methods of such
improvement and a constantly growing perception of the right means
t-0 attain it, which can not be too carefully studied by American teachers
ED 91--25
.
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of law. A full and clear account of these efforts and the results thus
far obtained in England has been prepared for the committee by one of
its members (J. Hubley Ashton~ esq., of Washington, D. 0.), and will
be found in the Appendix, to which the attention of the members of the
association is respectfully directed.
The most instructive lesson to be derived from the continental
European scho·ols will not be found in their present methods alone or in
any of those formerly employed during the eight hundred years which
lrnve efapsed since the revival of scientific law. It lies rather in the
. history of the gradual development of a method really adapted to school
instruction, for such instruction necessarily implies a scientific method.
Individuals may pick up the methods of any art or practice by mere
observation of what is done before them, or by constant repetition,
until the process has become familiar, as the apprentice learns his trade.
Bnt when a class of students are brought together, even to learn the
, c heory of a mere mechanical operation, still more that of a system like
law, under the direction of a tea,cher, the" entire course of teaching
must depend upon the o;der in which the truths are presented. This
method differs somewhat in every science; but there is none deserving
the name which can be taught l;>y simply writing down it~ results in a
book and giving them to the learner to be committed to memory, still
less by repeating them to him. The use of such books is indeed often
defended by lawyers on the ground that it is an advantage for stlidents
to become familiar with the same books they will use as practitioners.
If true, this is only true in the sense in which the apprentice should
learn as early as possible the mere tools of his trade. But it overlooks
. entirely the difference between the education of the brain and ·~hat of
the eye or the hand. Even ·in the study of arithmetic or grammar the
child must familiarize himself ·with general notions and principles
· before he can make much use of examples or understand their processes
and results. The entire time spent in th~ study of the law is too brief
and :precious to be wasted in merely committing to memory what the
learner can :find in the books as he wants it. The beginner must first
master that knowledge which is to be carried always in his mind to
enable him to understand the legal force of the decided points as he
reads them, and to draw from a case all the inferences that will be necessary to make it applicable to other cases not yet decided. These
thing, can not be taken from the books as wanted; but the more of
them h has in his mind the more hel:p he will :find in the books when
he come to th m .
At the am tirn , it mu, t be· remembered tliat the more purely abstract a ,·ci nc i", the ea ier it may be :put in a form of words But the
pm. ·ti ·al ·cienc . , thos that ar art as well like the law require exf th
in l in pra ·ti "l proc . ·e befo;e th ir truth; can be apr ·i
re ·i t d. T
r par , y uth for the work of the lawyer by exer i e
of th
lone i::1 as much as if' one should attempt to train a
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pianist in the same way. It follows that the law can not be taught by
merely giving to the student the form of words in which its rules are
expressed for the direction of the courts, where such a form exits; still
less in giving him the mere form of words in which the courts have
enunciated their decisions Qf particular questions. In neither form is
t:'.le science of law so expressed as to be readily assimilated by the mind
of beginners. They require ..a knowledge of the topics with whicl.the
law deals, not merely in concrete form, but as reduced to a scientific
classification affording terms of definite and consistent meaning, without which no general truth can be expressed. Indeed, there is no law
for concrete cases, as there is no reasoning concerni:ng singulars. All
'the certainty of the law consists in the general terms in which its truths
are expressed.
No better illustration of this truth can be given than is afforded by
the experience of the earliest modern law schools. Irnerius and his
followers found themselves in possession of the grandest body of writt en laws ever yet in the possession of mankind, the body of' civil law
bet1ueathed by Rome to posterity. N rvtnrally they assmp.ecl that the
student needed only to know and remember thct language of the civil
law, with only such casual explanation as th.e novelty of some words
might require. It soon became apparent, however, that these glosses
were too numerous and too various to be carried in any mind by mere
dint of memory and made of practical use when occasion called. The
separate explanations soon grew into a science of interpretation, according to their effect upon the words of the text, by which the student
or the practitioner could frame new interpretations as the case might
require. All law being in their eyes the command of the emperor, this
jnterpretation was the only mode in which its language could be adapted
to the immense variety of actual questions arising in courts of jastice, .
and therefore the scien_ce of interpretation was the science of law itself
so far as the student or practitioner was concerned.
We may digress here for a moment to point, out the important influence on English law of its lack of any written cod-e like that of the
Romans. With all the influence exerted by that code in England for a
century and a half or two centuries after Vacarius, no part of it was
ever accepted as an authoritative text in the island. Its authority was
purely scientific and not legislative; and hence there could_properly
no interpretation-where there was no text to be interpreted.
Glanvil asserted the entire absence of written law when Vacarius
was but lately dead if not still living; and Fleta followed him in the
same assertion when the Roman law was in a rapid decline, more than
a century later. To see how great a difference this makes and how
largely it may account for that decline of Roman law which is a •
singular feature of our English experience, we need only to note the
entire absence of the doctrine of interpretation from the early law of
England, as we may easily do by comparing the text of Bracton with

be
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that of the civilians from whom he borrows so much, and especially
with Azo.
On the continent the acceptance of the entire text of the corpus juris
cii,ilis (with very trifling exceptions) as authoritive law, and the imposition thereon of a vast science of interpretation in the shape of
glosses, comments, and :finally of entire treatises, in time made the body
of ~aw so immense that the student_could master it only imperfectly,
and even the jl1dge or practitioner was confused rather than enlightened by the amount of his reading. The practical consequence was
that which must always result when a system of laws becomes too large
or too verbosely expressed to be mastered as a har:J?lonious whole, O!
applied as a consistent system in the decision of every case. Doubts
and contradictions multiplied until there was hardly a practical question upon which the nuthorities did not conflict. The most honest
judge was reduced to the poor ·expedient of counting the authorities
for and against a proposed ruling, and following the majority instead
of deducing a result from the fundamental principles of the law. Attempts to arbridge or systematize the authorities only added to their
bulk, so long as the false theory of accepting every word of the written
text and every opinion of a commentator or interpreter as a pa,r t of the
law continued. It was not until the great jurists of the sixteenth century saw the necessity of looking beneath this immense and shape.Jess
mass of words for the few and comparatively simple principles in which
the reason of the laws consisted that the way was open to improvement. · The great historian of the Roman law in the middle ages bas
given u s a most appreciative yet critical and just account of the condition oflegal science from its revival to its lowest subsequent stage,
three centuries later. (Sav1gny, History of the Roman Law in the
Middle Ages; see especially Vol. nr, chap. 28; Vol. v, chap. 41; and
Vol. vr, chaps. 47 and 60.)
He has, indeed, fully appreciated the value of the glossators' services
to the science while they were at work upon the text of the law and
attempting to construct a systematic body of principles from it. He
says justly that in this l abor of construction a theory of law was evolved
for the first time, a.t least since the classic age of Roman jurisprudence,
and the beginning was made of that distinction between theory and
practice which has been recognized ever since, a distinction, as he justly
says, of benefit or of injury to the science as it is rightly or wrongly
treated. (Vol. 1v, p. 224.)
then shows the change that came over their methods about the
time w n th ir la ors were closed and their rnsults were digested in
the
cur. ·ion glo ' ; the elevation of that glo ·s to the rank of an authori Y veu s tpcl'ior to th ext, and he mere copying of former opinions in
lace f activ thourrb in th lirnination of principles. Writers were
nt n
r pea h' lano-trnrr of h ir prcdece ors and to follow the
c mm u opinion of th greater number without attempti11g· to find the
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reason of the law and the decision of the doubt in conformity with the
principle. He also points out the instructive fact that this decline first
appeared in the books written for practicing la.wyers, which became mere
compilations of points and dicta while a truer method of discussion still
lingered in the schools. These books, by their verbosity~ and by efforts
to give an opinion upon every practical point, show that they were intended to content mere readers who sought to make a mechanical use
of them without any expeuditure of thought; a trait which has c9me
down in lineal succession directly to the ·treatises and practical works
of the present day.
Even the schools soon fell into a traditional method which no one
dared to break over, and would have sunk into the merest formalism,
<lestitute of all real life and activity, but for the presence-in them of a few
men who were not mere lecturers, but took an active part in contemporary life and business. These wrote Consilia, or opinions in actual
cases, public and private, which are the characteristic books of the
-period, and by their constant reference to the actual relations and interests of men saved the schools from the deadening influence that then
controlled them. This breath of real life could not by itself reform the
absurd methods, then in use, but it imparted life enough to make them
susceptible to the quickening efforts of the following century. Among
the best of these writers are Cirrus and Bartolus, who spent most of
their early manhood in actual practice, and Bella Pertica and Lucas
De Penna, who never sat in a teacher's chair. The latter's book is pronounced by Savigny freer from the defects of the school method than
any other of his time. (Savigny, Vol. VI, pp.1-21.)
But perhaps the most striking illustration of this aid to the schools
from without (though not mentioned by Savigny because not coming
within the limits of his subject) is the remarkable book of Conrad Lagus,
a German writer, who in the sixteenth century wrote the first book for
students that attempted to cut loose from the accepted methods, and to
deliver the science of law to the student in the form in which it would
find most ready entrance to his mind. Lagus himself was never a regular graduate or an accepted teacher of law. He filled in early life the
place of private tutor to such students of the University of Louvain as
chose to employ him, and was later syndic of the city of Dantzic on the
llaltic. Ilis book was first written for his own students, and was so
free in its expression of criticisms upon prevailing methods that it gave
great offense to the authorities, and was even put into the Index. But
its merits enabled it to triumph over all opposition, and it went through
several editions and no doubt had a most important influence in forming a new school of legal instruction. Even after three centuries and a
half the student of scientific la,w may read it with interest and instruction. For the best account of Lagus see Dr. Theodore Mnther's History of Legal Science and of the Universities in Germany, Jena, 1876,
pp. 304-424.
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In this sketeh and in the picture given by Savigny of the lowest degradation ofleg,a l science, after its revival in the universities, the thoughtful reader must recognize too many traits of our own time. Thus, when
he points out the neglect of the original authorities and the substitution of mere compilations at second or third hand, instead of a constant
effort to trace back the law to its original principles; or when he speaks of the entire abandonment of efforts to treat the law as a system, as a
consistent and harmonious whole; a task which by the natural law of
its development should have given to that scientific unity a constantly
increasing influence upon tbe separate rules and doctrines applicable to
particular cases, instead of being neglected altogether in favor of ex.elusive attention to the authority quoted for each particular rule. There
· are even analogies in the external form of the law between the two
pBriods. As in the :fifteenth century, the earlier variety of juridical
works had all given way to mere consilia or collections of opinions upon
detached points, so in the nineteenth century we have a boundless
waste of such opinions in our reports, increasing at the rate of a hundred volumes a year; with almost as many volumes of treatises, most
of whic~ are mere compilations of the same opinions, without the slightest attempt to evolve true principles or to present the law as a system.
With reference to the entire lack of historical study at that time and
the resemblance of our own country at present in that respect, the
lesson furnished us. by the comparison is still more instructive. Thero
was i!].deed for the fifte enth century the excuse that a historical science
of law had neve:· yet been dreamed of, while in the nineteenth we arc
willfully or ignorantly neglecting a method that has within the past
century been thoroughly tested in Europe, and the benefits of wh~ch
are evident to all who have paid it the slightest attention. Savigny's
own words are here worth quoting:
All of a science that is the product of continuollS development fonns au organic
whole; and no portion of it can be thoroughly un<lers.tood unless it is stuuied in connection with the rest. Thus the entire system of legal science which governs our
actions can only be thoroughly mastered by historical study, going back to its :first
beginning and followin g it into all later ramifications. Then we can use it freely
for every new purpose as a means by which the freedom and effect of our own.thinking will be increased and its object accomplished. Usecl in a~y other way, every
~a s of knowledge will only cramp and oppress our energies without our knowing
it, :a.ml make us its servauts where wo shoul<l. ho its rnastcrs . (Saviguy, Vol. v, p.
474.)

The chief improvement of the sixteenth century was undoubtedly the
a audonment of the legal method or tudy of the texts of law in their
riofoal order aml the ubstitution of ystcmatic works in which the
natur,. l ord~r f th , ubj ct wa followed with more or less success.
b • work of_ L ~n , alr ,. dy mentioned, wa. perhaps the earliest ex~ mpl . f !11 · kmd whith 11 w ret, ins any vahrn; for in the three
n':·· ,·rn · • th r ha b&u, con,tm1t improvement in the arrange£ the ·e works, due t a mor thorough comprehension of the law
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itself aad a greater mastery of th~ mode of teaching it. The most re- · markable evidence of this mastery is in the great reduction of the size
of the books placed in the student's hands. Instead of compelling h1m
to read through and memorize ten or a dozen octavo volumes in the
course of a year, the. European professor places in his hands a modest
dti.odccimo called institutes or pandects, containing all that is essential for him to read in a semester or even a year, while the subject condensed in that book will furnish the topic of daily exercises or lectures
during that period. By this process the student's memory is charged
011Iy with those fundamental principles which he must always carry
there in order to make any use of them; but his comprehension of .them
and power to apply to them is obtained by the fuller explanation given
him and by his daily reflection upon them. This work, moreover, is not
upon a single branch of Ia,w, however in1port~nt, as all the work_of an
American law school is, but it is upon the law itself as a complete and
harmonious system. Even in the fuller treatment of the Pandecten the ,
space given to such topics as represent our " property," or " contract,"
or " wills," is hardly greater than it would be in the most elementary
book known to American law; but the object of these few pages is to give
the student a complete a.nd thorough comprehension of the nature of the
subject under which all his"subsequent acquisitions will arrange themselves according to tae very law of thought; not merely to give him a
selection of the most practical rules by which he may know how to decide this or that particular question. Perhaps the great.est advantage
in this mode of study is that the student acquires the law as a whole
and not as a congeries of separate and independent doctrines; or, as it
has been expressed by an eminent writer, quoted on page 37 of our report of 1891, "The continental lawyer in a comparatively brief university course of jurisprudence obtains ·a :firm mastery of the entire law; '
the English lawyers n,re specialists. Not one i$ able to grasp the whole
system."
We have dwelt on this point the more fully because it is needed to
qualify what must be said of our present text-books as means of instruction. With few exceptions all these are written for the use of the practicing lawyer, whose object it is to :find a case in point for the brief he
is making, with the least possible expenditure of time, and without
tron1Jling himself with questions of classification or principle. The student, on the other hand, needs books rigidly systematized and dealing
chiefly with genera.I principles. It is only from these that he can assimilate matter which will become a true part of his mind and the basis of
his lega,l thinking. For the decision of particular points or for the illus- tration of general truths text-books are worse than useless. For these
things he should be led directly to the cases themselves, but only under
the most careful guidance.
The experienced lawyer can deal intelligently with a great body of
varying if not conflicting cases, and deduce from them a harmonious
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doctrine, provided such a doctrine be contained in them. Even he will
find it impossible to do this except by the heroic method of rejecting a
considerable minority of the decisions which, according to the popular
theory of judge-made law, have the same right to remain authoritative
with the majority. The task would be impossible to him if he had not
a, firm grasp of the principles to which every such decision must conform
to be au integral part of a consistent and logical system. Most lawyers
have lea-rned their principles unconsciously and without fixed rule, as
a mechanic learns the expert use of his tools or the physician the elements of an accurate djagnosis. -They perform the task of applying
them to new cases by what is called : ' sound judgment" or" grasp of
principle," but they are quite unable to explain to a student their nwdils
operandi.
To expect the beginne;r to deal in this way with the cases is little less
than absurd. The brightest and swiftest could not go into a barber
sho_p and handle a razor on its customers without making his ignorance and awkwardness evident to the youngest apprentice, yet he is
expected to handle the keener weapons of analytic casuistry with
utterly unpracticed faculties and obtain by the operation the very
principles on which the value of all his subsequent reasoning must depend.
We do not mean to underrate the value to him of judiciously selected
cases as objects of study, either in the deduction of principles from
their comparison as contemporaneous authorities, or (what we regard
as of still greater use) as teaching the historical growth and development of such principles in time. But both those processes imply that
the cases have been chosen and arranged for him by a teacher who
knows what he desires to accomplish, and how he is to effect it.
Neither of these objects can be gained by setting the student to read
all the cases, well or ill decided, a()curately or blunderingly reported,
or a digest of them, or a so-called treatise made up of them, but stated
in any order that will best enable the reader to find in the same chapter or page all the cases resembling each other in the facts, without a
thought of the principles which each or any of them may illustrate. In
truth, the most popular of our text-books-many of them excellently
adapted for the use of the practitioners-are so utterly devoid of scientific arrangement, or of any arrangement except such as will enable the
attorney to find a case in point with the least possible thought of general principles, that the only advantage they offer over the perusal of
a~e at large is their conden ation of results and the increased facility
th Y give for a mere verbal memorizing of these results as a cram for
examination.
limitation of th case method, and probably an unavoidable one, is
·onfin m ut t the don tful part of the la.w and disregard of the
?1 • t
, ttl ·d riu ·ipl · upon which so much of the lawyer's reasonmg d I ncls. The c prin ·iplcs 11. ve been e olved by cases as truly as
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the latest rule of contract or of tort. The difference between hereditaments and chattels, the distinction between chattels real and personal,
have been worked out bs decisions of the sages that sat in the "common place" centuries ago; but no teacher would think of tracing their
origin back to the primary authorities. All our canons of inheritanceonly formulate the results of early cases; but who would make his students read assizes of mord and writs of aiel and bfaaiel or of cosinage
in order to know them more thoroughly1 It is not merely from dislike
to the ancient phraseology; most of the c_ollections of cases for students'
usecont.ain. extracts from the year books on questions that have remained
unsettled from that time. They pass by only those which have determined the point so well that it has never been mooted since. This
would be of less consequence if the student could find these well-settled
doctrines properly described in a history of the early law, showing the
manner of their development. This· historical method, indeed, is the
proper complement of the case study given to the modern law, and
is to be hoped that we may yet have it. But at present the case method
offers nothing for a most impo1~tant portion of the entire field of law.
For example, the beginner is trained to careful discrimination of the
nicest shades of the agent's liability, or to draw the exact line between
the fellow servant and the alter ego or vice-principal; but who tells
him how servant and agent come to be different relations, or de:fine·s
either one distinctly enough to help him appreciate the result of their
difference!
The result of this elaborate study of actual disputes and ignoring of
the settled doctrines that have grown out of past ones is a class of
graduates admirably calculated to argue any side of any controversy
or to make briefs for those who do so, but quite unable to advise a client
when he is safe from litigation.
We are not setting up an ideal standard of morals when we insist
that even in the law school, the work of which is mainly technical, the
student should not be so trained as t.o think he is to be a mere hired
gladiator, :fighting indifferently for one side or the other that pays his
fee. There are, indeed, many cases in which, once begun, he may justly
maintain the legal right of either party. But every lawyer has much
to do with the question whether litigation shall begin or not; and he
who incites it from selfish motives must be ranked with the physician
who knowingly spreads tlie germs of disease. Even he who begins or
n eedlessly maintains an unwise action for lack of sound judgment or
learning to perceive its defects is unfit .for his high calling. Assuming
to be the guide and adviser of other men, he is bound fully to qualify
himself to guide them aright, and this he can not do unless he knows
the whole law, at least in its general principles; not merely those parts
of it on which litigation is now possible. This distinction is perhaps
oftener overlooked in discussing methods of study than any other.
There is much law upon which no litigation ever arises-unless it be
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from sheer ignorance or knavery-but which is just as important and
significant in determin1ng the rights and duties of men in their reciprocal relations as if it were subject to be reversed in the next term of
the Supreme Court. All the common terms designating legal institutions and relations, kinds of property, forms of estate, wrongs and remedie·s, have a ivide extent of settled meaning upon which no question
ever arises. This niay have been gradually formed in past times by
former cases and decisions, but no one thinks of disputing it now. It
is only on the border· lines between two or more of these broad provinces that doubts spring up and cases grow~
No conception held in common by a large number of men such as the
members of a State or great community can be very complex in its nature or difficult of comprehension. This may be taken for granted as
one of the laws of thought. Consequently· the fundamental notions
out of which_the-rules of law are derived must be of this simple character, since it is in the general acceptance and uniformity of these notions that the common law exists as such.
Liberty, property, reputation, land, chattel, would be useless terms
to reason from or with, if they were not uniform in all intelligent minds,
and to such they must be capable of correct apprehension without a
. process of verbose definition and without much mental effort of any
kind. No deductio:q. can be drawn from them that is not warranted. by
- this simple character.
Perhaps the most usefol single lesson we can learn from the continent
at the present time is the value of the historical method in tea,ching the
elements of law. Much as has been done recently in England by Sir
- Henry Maine and his followers in this direction, it must be owned that
we in the "()"nited States, and even· our English cousins, are a century
behind the continent in appreciating the value of the historical method
of study as applied to the moral and jural sciences. In our law schools
, it seems to be quite unknown, as much so to the teachers as to the students. · Yet foreign experience has left us no doubt of its adaptation to
those elementary notions of law for which our other tried methods have
proven almost complete failures. Only the minority of beginners enter
the ·e schools with minds so trained to abstract thought as to readily
take in and appropriate a full s;ystematic treatment of the rationale of
law sufficient to enable them to use the most rudimentary conceptions.
To the majority of practitioners its use is simply incomprehensible.
7
"
hat difference does it make to the law to-day whether the rule was
thi way or that one hundred year· ago1 I do not want to know or use
any law that is not clear law now. It would only confuse me if it differed from the pre ·ent rule, and be a waste of time if it did not." Such
are t~e co?1mon 0• ·ti ns 1 , d., to this proposal; and the proposer is
fort mat) if h · g b no, ·or. c reputation than that of a harmle s enthui· : , ·ho oul rn tc hi~ own time and would lead students to do the
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It must be owned that he sometimes deserves it, when his zeal outruns his judgment and allows any curious scrap of legal antiquities to
figure as a part of legal history. The two should be carefully distinguished; but it is so much easier to pick up scattered bits of curious
fact than to slowly reproduce the past life of a people or a science!
Much that is valuable material for history is not history, and to cumber
the student's mind with these scattered facts is even worse tha~ to load
his memory with disconnected rules or cases of tb,e present day, with
which they have to work out the practical ·problems of law, such as
those of right and duty, of wrongs private and public, direct and indir ect, of injitr-ici and daninuni, of legal force, fraud, negligence, impntability, etc.
Even the great reputation of Austin for the last thirty years has
never drawn attention to his very able attempt at such a scientific analysis of these terms as he deems essential to their proper study. The average student tries hard to commit what is said in his books
to memory, but gets no clear notions from it, because it ha.s as yet no
connection in his mind with the forms it takes in actual life, and with
most it ends in the memorizing of a definition for each word that he
thinks the examiner may ask about. Hence some of our text writers
have given up entirely the effort to explain these before entering upon
the practical uses made of them.
To such teachers and such students it may seem almost parado~ical to say that mere abstractions, so difficult to apprehend when they are
presented as parts of a complicated system actually exiRting, may be
plain and obvious when traced through the centuries of their rise and
development, so that a mere beginner can follow easily an~l with interest the growth of the same system from the few rude notions of our
ancestors to the complex relations of the modern law. Yet we do not
appeal solely to European experience for the value of the method. We •
have only to look into the most rigidly systematic of our treatises to
see how certainly the author in every case of doubt or difficulty falls
back upon the historical development of the subject to explain it; or
appeal to the experienced practitioner for the grounds of the confidence
with which he depends on the principles that have unconsciously formed
themselves in his mind, or ask our president, experienood practitioner,
eminent judge, and admired author in one.
But chie:fl y the historical method commends itself for elementary
teaching, because it does not show the laws either in the form of mere
abstractions or in that of individual cases, but illustrates at every step
the process by which it rises from the mere evidential fact to the highest
generalization, though in the inverse order. It begins with a few simple
wrongs to the person and possessions, and shows how these become
differentiated into the wrongs of the man, the husband, the master, the
householder; how it then learns to discriminate in each case between
the direct attack and the carefully laid deceft and the negligent harm;
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how it adds to. breach of common right that of an obligation imposed
by the party's own will, and how it passeR from the enforcement of common law to the direction of the use made of legal rights as determined
by the conscience of a good man according to equity. So, too, of its
gradual development in a.11 other branches.
Most of all, the historic method suits the tyro, because it does not deal
_ with abstractions alone as the elementary part of systematic law
needs must. It presents rights and wrongs, and duties, and remedies,
not under their names and their definitions, but as found in the actual
forms of primitive law, the blows and maimings, the stealing of cattle
and of wives, the feuds and beseigings and outlawries which occupietl
the primitive moots. It goes on to show new forms of right in tenure
and estate of lands, property in chattels, contracts in their double office
of transferring property and creating obligations, and all these again
duplicated in the distinctions of legal and equitable rights, etc. It thus
presents the most practical and obvious forms of these acts in their
growth toward the institutions of the present day, but always as linked
together by the scientific notion of rights and duties, wrongs and remedies, on which they are based to-day, and thus illustrating them to the
beginner.
The genetic order of abstract ideas and of the relations animated by
them can be traced as accurately as those of the various forms of matter. The task is even easier to a cultivated mind, since the variety is
less confusing and the chronologic order simpler in the history of each
race or nation. The simple or homogeneous is easily discerned from
the complex, heterogeneous notion, and precedes it even more certainly
in the mental world than in the material. This has only been obscured
by the ancient but fallacious axiom that morals and the other reflective
sciences have been the same in all ages; to be consistent with which
· we must deny all possibility of growth and development, such as history shows in morality and law.
Equally inconsistent with the true conception of development in
legal ideas is the mistake, now more frequently committed, of carrying
back each separate notion or institution from one system to another, as
if none could be accounted for by any other method. This is sometimes
done by the most zealous historical students, who in their love of tracing laws and customs through the past and from one people to another
seem occasionally to forget the possibility of a new birth in the long
age from the beginning. If we had succeeded, as the physicists have,
in eliminating ertain pure elements of law that can not be accounted
for by the combination or changes of other bodies, it might be safe to
a.· ume th t thes can not be fully tudied till we have thu J traced them
the gim~ing of all things. But the phenomena of law are of a comple.- ·har, ·t ·r, and there are ry few that do not undergo gr at changes
f form in b <· nr: f a£ w c ntul'ie ·, ev n in one , nd the ·ame natio . Tl.le ·e · angc · are occasionally ·o complete that the historic ex-
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istence of one form may be said to disappear entirely and one or more
new ones to be formed from it. We may find a well-marked new institution made by the combination of different elements, no one of which
accounts for it without the rest, or can be said to have historic continuity with it. The same thing may have occurred in early ages as well
as later; yet how often when the trace is so lost we find students assuming at once a foreign origin as necessary and wasting much labor in looking for the nearest clew (e. g., the origin of the jury or that of the Roman obligatio ).
This tendency to misunderstand the past by carrying back conceptions and terms of later date to explain facts that occurred before these
were formed appears in its most fallacious form .in the case of those
general abstract terms that are so broad and simple, and find room for
such a wide variety of concrete phenomena, that we can not think of
the mind its0lf as existing without them.
These are the "innate ideas" against which Lock0's war was waged
and which he conquered so completely in theory that no one would
maintain their existence as a scientific fact to-day. But when any one
of them makes its appearance as a result of induction it has so simple
and natural a form that we can not think of it as nonexistent at any
period when ~en like ourselves were on the stage of action. Such are
our notions of promise as an element of contract, of command as an
element of law, of property as a relation to the external world.
But why go back in our historical study to periods so far from us that
a tyro can see no resemblance whatever between the law then in force
and that of to-day,
Partly because even then one who has traced tho whole system can
point out truths that bear directly on questions still agitated, as when
in the earliest volume of the year books we find discussed questions
still unsettled in the law of bailments or husband and wife. (Y. B.,
20-21, Edw. 1.) The very absence of modern doctrines is often the fact
of greatest importance to be pointed out in these early periods. To establish the truth that our Anglo-Saxon forefathers knew nothing of
legislative power, of motive as a legal test, of contract as a distinct
element, clears the field of many mistaken theories, and simplifies the
student's task more than any other course hecanadopt. Every reason
for studying the law historically applies with as much force to one
period as another. The same considerations that lead us to study the
law of the eighteenth century for the sake of understanding that of _
the nineteenth work with increased force at every step and require
us to know the law of the eighth century: before · we proceed to the
ninth.
Experience confirms what we learn from theory in this. There is no
point in the long history of the common law where we can begin with
tbc law then in force, apart from historical information as to what preceded. The worst mistakes that have complicated the pi·oblem have
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grown out of ill-advised confidence in our power to understand the law
of a particular period by our modern sfa,ndards of what wa,s natural
Jaw. The aid of the strictly historical method is even more necessary
the farther back we go. · The error of interpreting facts of the past by
ideas of tho present increases with every stage of our retrospective
study. Past and present are always merely relative terms.
The value now set upon the historical method in Europe is shown by
the maxims which a distinguished jurist has set upon the title page of
his book: "It is history which teaches us what the law is; it is science
which teaches. us fo use it." It is shown, also, not merely by the mass
of literature devoted to that purpose, but still more by the position of
t he historical study in the universities. Thus in the groat body of regulations for the Austrian universities, including not only Austria proper,
but all those in the Empire, we :find that the first year of study out of
the four occupied by the university course in law is occupied almost
entirely with the study of the history of the law. In these universiti0.s
the student must attend lectures or similar exercises for at least twenty
· hours a w.eck. Of these -there are given to the history of the German
_Ia,w, public and private, four or five hours a week during the entire year.
To that of the Roman law (which there, as jn most European couutrics,
is regarded as a part of their own and is carried on simultaneously)
eight hours a week are given in the :first or winter half of the year,
while the panclects or coui·se jn the doctrine of that law begin with the
second or summer semester and occupy twelve h ours a, week. No _student is allowed to go on in the third year of the course without passing
satisfactorily a, ca,r eful examination on these subjects. Private students not of the regubr university course, who are admitted under some
circumstances, must in all cases pass an examination upon the history
oflaw before they are admitted to take the other courses. Substantially the , ame regulations prevail in the other uniyersities of Germany,
and in most European countries.
It should be observed here that the history of law as there taught is
jn the strictest sense a scientific account of the development· of legal
doctrines. It is totally a different thing from the study of mere anti<Juaria,n law. Nothing shows more clearly the lack of correct notions
on the subject in this country than the assumption, often made, that to
read Blackstone or Coke or any other writer who describes the law of
a past period is to stndy the law historically. Such writers may furni:h Yaluable material for that study; but a tatcment of what the law
wa. at any period, however far in the pa t, is not history.
r rh::111 many American iawyers and teachers will doubt the feasil>ility f applying the. e European examples of method to the common
1 ', an,l even con ·id r the propo~a1 to do o the dream of an ideali tor
f on' to' l m the law i me· Jy a theory and not practical. It may
be w 11, therefore, to a k her in ,;,·hat shape thi~ application is to be
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-The distinction between English and continental law in respect to
authority recognized has been that these generalizations have been
taken on the continent from the writings of eminent jurists whose opinions as to what the law was on a given subject have been the .only authority recognized in the schools, and the leading one in courts of justice, while in England the only statement of the same to which the
courts would listen have been those contained in the opinions of judges
uttered while deciding cases. Originally the difference was very great,
for these opinions were oral and the reports of them (as in the year
books) mere notes to aid the remembrance of the sages who sat in the
exchequer chamber or who took part with them in the discussion as
sergeants, and seem often to have had as mucb. influence. on the fonnulation of the law as the judges themselves. The concentration of all
these in a single body, as well as their mode of discussion, aided materially in the formation of a consistent and logical body of law such as
every experienced lawyer could carry in his mind. The habit of publishing reports, and still more the later practice of delivering written
opinioi;ts, gradually made these assume the form of essays upon the law
beyond the very point decided, and thus diminished the difference of
the two methods; though this tendency was restrained on the other
hand by the distinction made between what was said in explanation of
that point and tho mere dicta, which were as ·pure expressions of opinion as those of the continental writer. In this countty the separation
of forty or fifty law-stating courts, each of which knows the others' decisions only as legal literature, has done still more in the same direction, until the law common to the American States has become almost
as completely the product of abstract thought as that of the.European
continent. Ilence the indulgence with which treatises are now quoted
to them, while conversely the foreign tribunals are gradually adopting '
the use of their own and similar decisions as authority, after the English method. Both movements show the mental sameness of object
in the two, and the necessity of both elements; that of the speculative
generalizations to direct the reasoners from case to case, and make thel:1w a harmonious system, and that of frequent reference to the separate
points decided in the individual cases, to prevent the law from loosing
its grasp on actual life and becoming a mere theory. There is little
dang-er indeed with us of the latter mistake while our text-books arc
made up so entirely of a congeries of such points, without theory enough
to bind them together. But it is vain to complain of this error of students if nothing is done to show them a better way. They will go on
?ommitting to memory each point, each rule of law as a distinct thing,
_1f they are not able to comprehend their true nature.
So long as the
books used in our schools are mere collections of such points, and of
the cases in which each point is sustained, without a word to show how
one rule is connected with another, how the points owe their genesis to
principles, the evil will remain. It is absurd to expect that a class of
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beginners will strike out a scientific method for themselves in a mass
of such "practical" rubbish, merely because we deafen them with
praises of the logical consistency and scientific character of the law.
. A.II this talk of scientific law, of principles, might be mere glittering
generalities, if in truth the words of one judge or court in deciding a
case had any magic power to compel future judges and courts to decide
in the same way-if a precedent were as sure to produce the same ruling for wh1ch it is quoted as a chemical formula to give a certain
result.
There is no point upon which experienced lawyers are better agreed
than the existence of principles in the common law. Their own experience shows them that, as soon as they have become familiar with
practice, the distinct rules and decisions of the books change their form
and become general conceptions, more or less definite in their minds,
but from which as a basis all their reasoning proceeds. Ask any number of good lawyers the proper method of teaching the law; there will
be as many answers and different methods as there are individuals,
but every one will conclude by telling you that his method is the true
way of r~aching the principles of the law. Nor is his faith in these
principles wea,k ened by his inability .to give a definite account of them.
One rp.an believes thait they are based on ethics or natural law, which
has in some mysterious manner compelled the positive law to shape
itself in a certain way. Of late years this theory has to a considerable
extent given way to another by w).lich the principles of the positive
law have been formed upon social science or upon political and economical considerations, which have led men to consider certain courses
of conduct as duties, certain others as wrongs; while the law has
merely added to the conceptions thus formed their legal relation to
each other. It is needless to enumerate the many other explanations
given of these principles, all of which have probably some element of
truth in them, but have never yet been so stated as to account for their
controlling influence over legal rules. The fact is clear that in all our
reasoning upon a new case presented to us by a client we do not start
with the law of that case, as according to the older theories we should.
The first step is to reduce the evidential facts ·which the client states
into some of these conceptions furnished by the law, and to which the
law gives not only a definite meaning but a definite effect; and thus to
determine wllether the client has a right which 11as been infringed, or
ow s a duty which he has broken, or in any way has made himself liable to tl1e juri diction of the courts, or may call upon them to vindicate
bi right again t another. It is of these general conceptions and
term tllat th common law con ists and by its very nature must con1 ·t.
~ v ry ntle or propo"ition of law must depend for its entire meaning pon the. terms ontained in it. No such proposition or rule can
w 11 e f r ulate l y cu tom or ommon consent; it is only upon singlet r s and conceptions that these forces must operate. The whole
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community may hold a pretty clear a.ncl definite conception of contract
or property or crime or injury or damage or the countless other conceptions of the kind upon which our law is constructed. From these
conceptions it may deduce a great variety of .special ru1_es; as that a
contract must be mutual, or that it must be founded on a consideration,
etc.; but no one of these mles can have any authority beyond what it
derives from the fundamen~al conception, unless given it by a legislator, or at all events by the action of an individual mind. · Hence if
we study our own thoughts upon legal questions carefully we shall see
that what we take for principle is a deduction from these accepted
terms or from their relation to each other and place in the system.
And, further; that elementary law properly consists in a knowledge of
these important terms and of the system which they compose. Not
merely a definition of the term, to be repeated to the examiner as a
form of words, but a full and living conception of it as a legal entity
from which we may deduce law as we deduce the rules of any other
science from its fundamental conception.
How is this full and satisfactory knowledge to be obtained! It is
evident that there are two modes of doing it. We may Rtndy the origin
and growth of these legal _terms historically, as we do that of other
words and of languages in general, or we may study them as they now
exist in our law, comparatively in their relation to each other, assuming that as all belong to .a single harmonious system the exact meaning
of each can be deduced from its relation to all the rest. These two
methods differ widely in their processes, but if correctly conducted
should coincide in their results. Nothing can be more cert3!in than that
the conceptions of a contract and of a wrong independent of contract
which have resulted from all the past thought of the race, must by the
very laws of thinking harmonize with each other if correctly stated,
and lead to consistent results unless there be some error in the process.
Thus the two. methods serve as a check upon each other. We can prove
the conclusions of each by the results of the other, as we do a _sum in
arithmetic; and these results so obtained and proved will have an
authority for us and for others far greater than that of any individual
thinking .
.A. distinction is sometimes made between elementary law and general jurisprudence or other similar terms. Undoubtedly no two of these
have precisely the same meaning. By elementary law we usually understand the terms and relations of our own system as distinct from
those of other peoples, while general jurisprudence usually implies some
knowledge of foreign law and a comparison of its phenomena with our
own. But as a part of legal education the two differ not so much in
kind as in extent, and, therefore,_the question whether general jurisprudence should be placed at the beginning of the course or atter it
relates only to that small part of it which lies outside of our own law.
The answer, probably, will depend in each case upon the averag~ preED 01--26
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vious education of the class. Bnt there is another consideration of
much more weight for placing this elementary law at the very beginning of the course. A little reflection will show that the generaf terms
of which it consists are as a rule identical with the ultimate facts of
pleading. These facts must correspond to the e-vidence which will sustain them on the one hand and to the law which the judge will apply to
them on the other. The syllogistic nature_of pleading bas often been
pointed out; it is only the statement fo other form of the fact that every
allegation must be a term of fixed meaning, and thus capable of forming part of a proposition of law. Hence the value of exercises in pleading and especially in code pleading where there are no authoritative
forms, through out the course. Hence also these will continue and illustrate the instruction in elementary law.
The law by its very nature deals with general terms and conceptions.
There can be no rule for a single case or person or thing until it has
been reduced to the c.Ias.s of which it may be considered a member.
Each individual case differs in some respects from every other. As
Carlyle expresses it, " nothing ever happens but once in this world."
The law can not deal with these individuals, persons, or things, unless
· it has reducecl them to classes by abstraction and generalization.
·
This is not peculiar to law, i.
jural scienc~, but common to it with
all other sciences.. Physics or chemistry, geology, etc., must classify
the objects of which they treat before any s~ienti:fic truth can 1?e stated,
any natural law formulated, any assertion made beyond the mere fact
of existence under certain conditions. (And these conditions can only
be made instructive or even. intelligible when stated in general terms.)
Astronomy, perlmps, deals with the least number and most marked of
individUc:'11 cases; but it is no science until we can generalize its phenomena.
The great advantage of the student of physical science is that he can
form his generalizations by the aid of the senses, seeing, feeling, tast·
ing the individual objects, measuring and weighing them accurately,
to say nothing of the immense help in this process derived from the
telescope, the microscope, and other apparatus. Those operations are
1n them elves a process of abstraction and generalization and prepare
him for the higher generalizations that are formed by reasoning. MoreOYer, he can, by repeate<l observations and experiments, test his knowledge at every step; he can even devise experiments to test the accuracy
of the higher truth which he can not observe directly.
In law and the moral scienc , man can not ob"'erve directly by the
n ·· or xp rim rit at will. Hi general truth mu t be formed by
r fie ·ti n al n
nd can nly be te. ·t cl or examined by the same
pr e .
ll hi r a ·oniug i th
·cience depends on major prem. f hi own -£ rim ti n, whi ·h are them lvc con tantly underg m<, r form< ti n r in · n ible mo lHl ati n.
lmo t the only test of
th ccu ·a ·y or his gcnemlizations that do not depend on other im-

e.,
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perfect processes of the same kind is that of consistency between them.
If two or more rules are conflicting, two or more general terms for the
same class of things (or for classes of which one is a subdivision of the
other) do not harmonize, there must be an error in the formation of
one if not both. As no human error can introduce an authoritative inconsistency into the unwritten or comn1on law (as legislation may), all
its rules and terms should be consistent and harmonious; a cou:tlict between them in their application to the same state of facts is proof that
one or the other of the conflicting rules is wrongly stated and docs not
embody the true law. So, too, Blackstone's dictum that the oyerruling
of a former decision on a oommon ..Iaw point is not a- change of law, but ·
show s that such decision was never law, is a logical neces8ity that can
not be rejected without abandoning the very notion of an unwritten
law.
The chiefobject of jural law being the administration of justice (and
incidentally at least to enable every citizen to foresee the legal conse- ·
quence of his acts), the terms in which it is expressed must be so definite that they can be applied with uniformity to individual cases, and so
consistent that a single case can not be arbitrarily brought under two
or more terms leading ·to different legal results. We can ·not group persons, or things, or facts arbitrarily, or as a mere matter of convenient
expression, nor can we abstract and generalize by marks or qualities
that will not be uniformly found in the class designated. In other
words, the legal term must express the inherent nature of the fafts designated by it. This inherent nature is not open to observation, as in
physics, but requires a careful study of the ordinary relation between
facts, and especially of the relation of cause and effect. Hence, no man
can form the terms intuitively or in advance of the facts to be denoted.
They arc not imposed by authority, but are developed from facts by
science.
Whatever be our theory of the nature of law, the unquestionable fact
is that the recognized sources from which, directly or indirectly, the student must learn the law do not present it in the form of commands to do
or not do the specified things. They do present it in the form of rights,
duties, wrongs, and other general conceptions subordinate or auxiliary
t o these. Persons and things are divided into classes for the purpose
of determining what rights or duties belong to the former or have the
lat ter for its objects. Actions, the third great class of such conceptions
according to the classic jurists: are th-C means by which rights are vindicated, duties enforced, wrongs remedied or punished. Few statutes
or decisions, indeed, deal with these broadest categories, but all of them
do with their subdivisions and kinds. They show that certain things
are property and therefore objects of ownership; certain others are not
and therefore may be confiscated; or they lack some other quality of ~
the right called property; that a married woman or an infant is or is
not a person in the full normal.sense and, therefore, may or may not
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form a binding contract, etc. The variety of such subordinate lessons
is immense, and it would be tedious to show the relation in which each
term stands to these general conceptions. But there is no other difficulty in proving that their whole force and meaning in law depends on
their respective relations to one or the other of them-that of persons,
,,things, or actions, or the relations between persons that we call rights,
wrongs, duties. Decisions on such points as that a river is navigable
in law when it is so in fact, or that its navigability depends on the ebb
and flow of the tide; that ice is property, though water is not, etc.,
have no legal force and meaning whatever, unless we connect them
mentally or explicitly with the rights ftind duties that flow from navigability or nonnavigability; with the rule that ice as property may be a
valuable consideration for a contract, or the object of wrongful conversion or trespass-and so oµ.
While the law was considered to be essentially a system of rules of
action prescribed by a superior, the student's :first introduction to it
was naturally to learn by whom and how those rules were prescribed,
in how many forms they appeared, how they were to be interpreted so
as to fit the actions of men-in short, all that nebulous form of thought
known as the philosophy of law. Added to this, the thorough student
must then properly master ethics, of which law was only an applied
form, and so much of social science as was recognized a century or more
_ngo, with political ethics or the science of government, civil liberty as
its cou.nterfoil--;-in short, all the sciences that would prepare the most
mature mind to enter upqn the task of legislation or to govern a state
after the most approved theories. (For illustration see the well-known
work of Prof. Hoffman, "A Course of Legal Study," a work of real
emdition and great merit after its kind.)
The obedient pupil went through as much of this as he was able to
comprehend, with some ad vantage to his general mental development,
but with the least possible help toward the special work in which bis
life was to be spent. The kinds of law were soon defined as divine,
natural, positive, written or unwritten, constitutipnal or statutory~ etc.,
and a great mass of platitudes swallowed with an indefinite notion that
he was learning the prindples of the law he was to practice. But when
he entered the office, or even when he passed from this introductory
reading to the books that his teacher used in actual practice, he soon
founcl that he had to deal with things and relations of which be bad
y t formed not the slighte t n~tion. Instead of having a y. tern of
formulat d rule. which had only to b interpreted to fit the fact of his
1ient ase, he wa, omp 11ed to work painfully and almo t blindly
fact. be£ r he ould g t them in shape to suo-ge. t any rule
whc v r; and th n
, ear ·h throu h a wiJderne of other a.se rert d in th b k
for he ould formnlat such a rule for bi cli nt
11
onld pro onn<l
tl1 · irt with any proRp ct of it. bein(T a.cc t ·
r hi , in fa ·t, is ju ·t wha~ the practicing lawyer has
do

to
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in all cases involving a question of law at all. Instead of applying a
known rule, prescribed beforehand to govern it, he has to reduce its
facts to the form of some recognized right among the endless variety
presented by the books,and to show its violation and the damage thus
done his client, and to state all this in technical terms that shall make
these elements of an action visible to the court, and not to be exi)lained
away or defeated by his opponent. Then and only then he may begin_
to consider tlle exact rule by which tbe issues between them may be
solved in his favor, and show its consistency with principle and other
rules already formed in the same way and reported. Unless his case
or his defence be a very plain one, he will be lucky, indeed, if the rule
thus offered to the judge's consideration, and sustained by a huge collection of authorities and arguments, is the one on which it is finally
decided. Even ·if he be successful, he will find when he hears the
judge's opinion that he has only made a rough guess at the "law" of
his case, and that the court having gone through -not merely the two
briefs, but a similar process of evolving law from the facts, has reached
quite a different statement of the rule prescribed by the supreme power,
and that it is the court's rule and not his which has really been the law
of the land all the time. He will learn after a while not to be disappointed at his failures to know the law exactly as the judge does, provided he obtains a remedy· for his client's wrong; but he will be indifferent throughout to the question whether the rule that gives it belongs to the- natural or the positive, the written ~r the unwritten la'.w,
or whether it fulfills the requirements of that philosophy of the law on
which he has spent so much time.
The other or modern view of the nature oflaw (jiis) leads as directly
to a natural and practical plan of elementary study as the former did
to a, wrong one. Its truth ~s a theory is shown by its correspondence
with the actual facts, and this agam suggests the true method of teaching. The law regulates the relations of persons to the state (public
law) or to each other (private law). Confining ourselves here to the
latter for illustration, we find that its subject-matter is those relations
between persons which are the necessary result of their dwelling
together in a state and maintaining social and business intercourse
with each other. It therefore exists before the law and is regulated
not created, by its rules. Its classification does not depend on rule~
prescribed, but on the nature of hum.an actions and interests. It formulates these relations as reciprocal rights and duties. Most of its rules
express the natural results of those conceptions. Ieights are the form
of the relation where the person is entitled to enforce his own will
positively or negatiYely, upon others; duties where he must confor~
bis own actions to the will of one or more other persons. It makes no
difference whether these result from the very nature of the act or from
~he positive law, i.e., from the will of the community. In other words,
it makes no difference in practical effect whether the right or duty is
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so plain that all accept it as based in the divine will or the law of
nature, or so novel that it requires positive enactment for a court to
enforce it. In case of doubt, the enforcement by the court is proof of
its existence as a legal .right or duty, whatever its origin. The court,
however, do not decide this point at their own caprice, bnt in accordance with fixed standards of judgment. They find, not make it a legal
right or duty. Compare the lawyer's actual work with the theory of
his science, and see if it is explained better on th e present theory_than
on the former. Whether in litigation or mere advice his first duty is
·to examine the facts out of which the relation between the parties
arises. Do these show a right on the one part, a duty on the othed
The proof of either of course implies the other, if a legal rcfation actually exists. If so, it is capable of express~on in some of the accepted
terms by which such relation is expressed; there is a contract between
them, or a wrong suffered, a duty broken or neglected, resulting in
harm to the innocent partiy. The pleadings express this and call for
the remedy supposed to ·be due, and also state the defense. When the
facts are determined by trial, the court compares them with like cases
already decided, and determines their exact legal effect as coming or
not coming within the same principle as deduced from these.
It may be expected that, to comply with the instructions of the-association at its last meeting, the committee should give here a course
of study in which the different topics of the law arc arranged very
much .as we find them in most of the law school catalogues now published, but with such improvements as the foregoing considerations
and our study of the subject might enable us to suggest.
Even if this were possible, it would be a delicate task from which the
committee might well shrink. It would involve n, criticism of the textbooks now in use, or at least a selection among them that would certainly lead to controversy. But even if confined to the names of topics
and leaving each teacher to select for himself a proper text-book on
each of these it would, in our opinion, be of very little service, first,
because on many of the topics as we should arrange them there arc no
separate text-books covering the law on that subject; and, second, becau c the most important recommendation we can make is the abandonment of the present method of teaching the law mainly by distinct
topic , at least during the first year of the course, and the substitution
for it of a careful and systematic study of the system as a whole after
the European method. We do not di ·gui e from ours el ve the difficulty
of arryino- out this recommendation with the books now at command,
an before the law has "gon through the. chool ·" in Ihering' phrase,
tha i: ha· bee1 r due d by jurist and teacher to the form best adapted
:£ r th in trn · i n f a ·la .
o far a the pre ent books can be made
n · ·ful in hi· m h d, w would by no m ~mH ol>jcct to their use.
.. ·h mu: j 1 O' for him.· If on this point and the conv nie c 1. him of a
k "'· w ·11 a it 1> pularity ,~ith students who
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desire to find the law in the shape that they know will be familiar to
tbe examiners, will doubtless be enough to prevent a too sudden change
or a detriment to the interests of publishers.
But every teacher of faw who is really in earnest in his work will find
that he can construct for_ himself a far better text-book th.an any he
will find at the bookseller's. Nor will· it be necessary to expend for
this purpose any large pm~t of that weari;orne labor which now goes to
the construction of a treatise for practicing lawyers. Tliere will l-)e in place of this a call for active tnougbt anct study on his own part; but
it will be in the very line suggested by his daily work as instructor,
and of immediate benefit to himself even more than his class. Let him
begin by constructing the briefest possible outline of the topic he is
about to teach, embracing its relations to the law as a system, a careful
definition of all its leading terms, and a statement of its principal rules,
. so arranged as to show the connection of each with the principle from
which it is derived. As for the matter which fills the bulk of our pres- ·
cnt treatises, the application of these principles and rules to varymg
states of fact, and·the mass of references to the cases decided, they will
be mere surplusage, and surplusage vitiates in teaching law if it does
not anywhere else. Not that cases should be excluded from his teacliing; on the contrary, they should form the main authorities from which it is all deriYed, and the class should be constantly referred to them
nnd constantly trained in their use. If an instructor finds that he can
dispense with the manual or outline and give his students that clear
and systematic knowledge of a topic which they need to comprehend
it by the use of cases alone, we have no criticism to make upon his
method; we only think that he will find it slower and more laborious
to llimself than the construction of a proper manual, to which will, of
course, be added in daily wOI'k a large mass of explanation and complementary teaching, such as if given alone would constitute a lecture.
It will not be difficult for him to distinguish tho matter that should
fill these lectures from that which belongs in the manual. The latter
should be that which every student or lawyer must know, without having to go to the books for it after it is once learned; the lecture should
be intended simply to enlarge the student's comprehension of the principles thus learned and to make him familiar with their application in
actual life. But no effort should be made to impress tliis matter upon
llis memory as distinct from his understanding.
The mode of studying particular topics or branches of law presupposes, in our view, an accurate general knowledge of the system, both
ill its history and in its present theory, to which objects at least half
the course should be devoted. We believe that if this plan is carried
out nearly all that vur present courses contain of what is called
"practical la,v" will be easily mastered in half the time novv given it,
and in a more scientific form; that is, one better adapteu. to the actual
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needs of the practitioner. Thus, without adding a clay to the length of
the present course (be it two years or three), that instruction in elementary law and in the history of our own law, which it is the first
object of this report to recommend, will constitute a clear addition to
the student's acquisitions, and he will leave the law school doubly prepared for the actual work of the profession.

, The r~form of legal education in England.
[Appenclix to preceding Repo1't.]

In Engbncl recent history discloses determined and well-directed
efforts on the part of both brnnches of the legal profession to elevate
-the standard of general and technical acquirement for admission to
practice, and to maintain the character- and rank of the profession as a
learned profession in fact, and not merely in name or conventional
theory.
The general subject of legal education in England appears to have
been first syste:ma,t ically dealt with by the great "Society of attorneys,
solicitors, proctors, and others, not being barristers practicing in the
courts oflaw and equity of the United Kingdom," otherwise known as
"The Incorporated Law Society," whose existing charters were granted
in 1845 and 1872.
Up t0 the year 1833 it would seem there were no means by which
an articled clerk could acquire a knowledge of the law, except what he
was able to learn in his master's office. In that year the Incorporated
Law Society instituted lectures in the different branches of the common
law, equity, and conveyancing, wllich have been continued to the present time:
Until 1836 no forrhal e:rnmination was required to be passed by persons seeking admission to practice as attorneys or solicitors at the termination of their articles. In that year rules of court were made by
the judges, under which persons applyiug for admission as attorneys
were required to pass an examination before a certain number of members of the Council of the Law Society; and in 1837 the Master of the
Roll made a similar order for the examination in equity of solicitors.
In 1843 tl10 act of G all(l 7 Viet., Cap 73, formally empowered the
ju ge' to make regulations for the conduct of these examinations, and
pr vitl' £ r the puni hment of unquali:ficcl per ons encroaching on the
:pr ~ ·:i n.
In 1 ugu.-t,
G, a lc<·t ornmittee of thQ Hou, e of Common·, apin th pr vio
pril, to inquire into the state of legal educap in
ti n,
d i re1 or , whkh xt udcd ov r 400 folio pages.

LE(B.L EDUCATION IN THE UNIT ED ,~ TATE .

.-..t .u-. , strino·cnt
preli minary . amina1i
This report recommencl ecl t11<~
::.
•
•l
1
b
. . ed in general knowledo·e pre\'ious to a ppn·n, Wt'. li p
shoul d e rcq~m· . t·
sl:ould cml>r~ce iu addition t o t lw :n t·a 11<·<1
and that such examma 10n
' ,
.
commercial education, a competent knowledge of, a: lra :t L:1 t 111 _g<· 0 '~, . h y, lm,
· ~t.or·v
1ap
. .; , the elements of aritlnnetic and eilnci:;, and 011 e 0 1 11u,1 t
of the modern languages.
.
.
.
I n 1854 the Incorporated Law Society, wit11 the YH' W of <'arry111 g th<'
r ecomme~dations of the par1iameutary eommittee into t>ffed tool·· t P)l.'
t oward theestal>lishrnentof a preliminary e.·ami11atio11 in gen •ral ktH wledge.
.
.
. f 1 . ·t f .,., . 1 >
The Society succeeded m sccurmg the pa~s ag c o t 1c .1c o -·, ,llH .Viet., Cap 127, under which an examination iI1 general lrnowl ~tl g'< Jll'l n·
to entering into articles of clerkship, was expre:-- ly , uth >r1z •tl t t,
held.
As observed in the interesting introduction to th
nppl<m<'nt t
the Calendar and Law Directory of the Incorporated Law ~ 'oc·i ·tr" for
1891, "The Society felt that, as solicitors luwe to a<lvi
·li •ut in all
r anks of society, from the highest to the lowc t, on all ort . or t t
tions, some of them of the most difficult and deli at natur it wn . lhvious that their efficiency and usefnlness wonld l> much in<'l' n. t <1 if
their general, as well as legal, attainments ,Yerc n h n: to <·0111 111a 11 l
respect and attention. It would also be for the benefit f th<' pnhli c a ·
. la,rge that solicitors should not only possess profe .....'ional :kill bnt nl.
those advantages which science, literature, and langnage: ar ea} ·nla t · l
to confer. The Society, therefore, strongly urged th) r:--tal>li:ltm 11 f
an examination in science, literature, and the cla. ic~.
Up to 1860 only tlle final examination was requin d to h ) pn , : e(l hnt
under an act of Parliament of that year an intcrmediat e.·.uninati >
was held, as well as the prel-iminary examination.
In 1879 the honors examination was instituted for :olicit r:.
The Solicitors' Act of 1877 (40 and 41 Viet., Cap 23) pl, c< l th 11tir
practical control of the preliminary, intermediate, arnl final , ·.uuin •.
tion~ in th e hand s of the Incorporated Law Society, whi •h tlrn a, nii
?Y right t h at which it h ad before enjoyed only by th f:: y · f th
Judges.
1

1

A ~ew ~acts may.~e stated with regard to these Sff,eral compnl < r . .
examm~t10ns prescribed by law for persons seeking to become olieitor .
1. It 1s necessary for a candidate to pass the preliminary examination
b~fore he has th~ rig~t to enter into articles of clerkRhip, nnl ,: , he i: a
grndu~te of a u~1~vers1ty, a b~rris~er at law, or has suceessfull . p, :-.
on~ of the designated exammat10ns at certain specitietl nniY r iti
wluc~ exempt from the examination, or has obtained from th Lord ~hi f
Justice or the Master of the Roll a dispensiilO' order
Th
b'
e su .~~cts for preliminary examination are:
(l ) Wntmg from dictation.
1-,

•
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(2) Writing a short English composition.
(3) ct The first four rules- of arithmetic, simple and compound; the

rule of three_, and decimal and vulgar fractions. b Algebra, up to and
including simple equations, and the first four books of Euclid.
(4) Geography of Europe and the history of England.
- (5) Latin, elementary.
(6) Any two languages, to be selected by the candidate out of the
following six : (1) Latin, (2) Greek, (3) French, (4) German, (5) Spanish,
(6) Italian.
The candidate is not obliged to take up algebra, or Euclid, but if he
elects t o do so, _he may take up these with one of the six languages.
The examinations are .conducted by an examination committee of the
Incorporated Law Society assisted by paid examiners, and it is necessary only to glance over the specimen.s of questions set for the preliminary exmninnitions during 1890-'91, as published in the supplement to
the Law Society's calendar, above referred to, to perceive tllatthecandid.ate who suc.cessful}y passes such an examination must be a, person
of good eclucation and very considerable acquirements.
If the committee-are satisfied as to the proficiency and fitness of a
candidate at a preliminary examination, they certify-the fact to the Council of the Law Society in the form of a report of the result of such
examination, and the Council may thereupon resolve that a certificate,
signed by the president of the Society, shall be delivered to the candidate. After this certificate has been obtained, articles can be entered into at any time. A solicitor can not have. more than two articled
clerks at the same time. This is for tlle purpose, apparently, oflimiting the number of solicitors.
2. After an articled clerk has served half the time of seryice requirecl
under his articles, he must undergo the intermediate examination in
such elementary works as may be selected by the Council of the Law
Society. One of the standard works for many years. has been Stephen's
Commentaries on the Law of England.
Four intermediate examinations are held in each year, one in each of
the months of January, April, June., and November, in the hall of the
Law Society. If a candidate fails to pass an intermediate examination
·w ithin twelve months after his half term of s~rvice, his final examination is postponed for a fixed period.
3. T-he next step is to pa s the final examination to whicll articled
clerks arc ,m1>ject, in the- following topic :
(1) The l)rinciples of the law of real and per onal property, and conveyc. ncin ·.
('.J). Th I rin ·ipl of law and procedure in matter u 1rn,lly determine<.l
r admini ·t r d in th Chane r Di vi ion of th Hi o'h Co1~t of J w ticc .
. ( ) ~h pr~nciplc: of law aucl )roredure in the Qlieeu' Bench Divi1 n of th
1gh U m-t of Justic;c; the law and practic , of l>aukruptcy.
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(4) The law and 'practice of probate and. divorce; th~ law and P:'acticc of admiralty; criminal law and practice; proceedrngs before JUS·
tices of the peace.
4. The subjects for the honors examination are the same, only the
questions are more diffi.cult.
Three courses oflectures on common law, equity, and conveyancing
arc delivered annually at the Society's hall, in London; ~nd, in connection with these lectures, classes are conducted and examinations held
under the superinteudence of the instructors.
·It is stated that the example set by the body of solicitors of establishing an efficient system of examination and lectures led to the adoption of like measures by the four great Inns of· Courts, "the 11ohlest
nurseries of humanity and liberty in the kingdom."
The committee has received from l·ifogland copies of the consolidated
regulations of the several Societies of Lincoln's Inn, the Middle Tern-·
ple, the Inner Temple and Gray's Inn, as to the admission, education,
and examination of students, the calling of students to the bar, and
the taking out of certificates to practice under the b ar, for 1892, and
other documents showing the courses of study and examinations prescribed by the Council of Legal Education of tl.J.e Inns of Courts, which
may be printed with tllis report for the information of the association.
The council of legal education consists of twenty benchers, five from
ea.ch inn of court, and to this body is intrusteu the power and duty of
superintending the education and examination of students for the purpose of being called to the bar, or of practicing under the bar.
The general rule is that persons seeking to be admitted as students
in an inn of court must, before such admission, satisfactorily pass an
examination in the following subjects: (a) The English language; (b)
the Latin language; (c) English. history.
No student can be called to the bar unless he shall, to the satisfaction of the council of legal education, have passed a public e:s:aminabe called to tlle bar.
tion for the purpose of ascertaining his fitness
An exa,mination in Roman law, and in prescribed heads of the English
law, is obligatory for call to the bar; but the council may accept as an
eqnivalent for examiuation i:ri Roman law: (a) A degree granted oy a
universit~ for which the qualifying examination included Roman law;
(b) a certificate that any student has passed any such examination,
tl.10ugh he may not have taken tlle degree for which such examination
1alifies him; and (c) the testamur of tllc public examiners for· the de- •
~I <.'f c~vil law at Oxford that the student has passed the necessary
e~ a ' ·~t1011 fr~r the degree of bachelor of civil law: Providecl, That the
· s satisfied that the student, before he obtain-eel his cleoTee or
. ~d
h
.
::,
'
me sue certificate or testamur, passed a sufficient examination in
om an law.
The general subjects for instruction and examination under the direction of the council of legal education are·
'

to

.

'

.
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1. Roman law and jurisprudence, and internatio;a,l law, public and
private.
2. Constitutional law, and legal history.
3. English law and equity:
(a)Lawofpersons : Marriageanddivorcc; infancy; lunacy; corporations.
(b) The law of real and personal property and conveyancing: Trusts,
mortgages, administration of assets on death, on dissolution of 1)artnerships, on winding up of companies, and in bankruptcy ; practical instruction in the preparation of deeds, wills, and contracts.
(c) Law of obligations: Contracts; torts; allied subjects (implied or
_quasi-contracts, estoppel, etc.); Commercial law, with especial reference to mercantile documents in daily use, which shoulu be shown and
explained.
(d) Oi-vil procedure, including evidence.
(e) Orimin~llaw and procedure. Examinations for call to the bar arc by
written papers, and by _such viva voce questions as the examiners may
think desirable.
The council ma,y grant certificates of honor to such persons as may be
reported worthy of the same by the examiners.
A student who, previously to his admission at an Inn of Courts, was
a solicitor in practice for not less than five years (and has ceased to be
a solicitor before his admission as a student), may be examined for call
to the bar, without keeping any term, and may· be called to the bal' upon
passing the public examination, without keeping any term.
The educational advancement of the lower branch of the legal profession in England, among other causes, will no doubt sooner or later
lead to the abolition of the distinction of rank between solicitors and
banisters-ait-law; bnt whether such a ch::m ge will be a gain to the profession and the 1mblic, time alone will show.
One great safognard of the profession in England is the fact that it
has not. ceased to be, or to be regarded as, a learned profession, and
ha.snot become a mere business occupation, which may be takeu up by
almost everybody as a livelihood upon the most impel'fcct preparation
for i t~ duties and responsibilities.
The profession stand apart from ordinary business, with a, spirit
sensitively alive to whatever concerns the honor and best interest of
it memb r , and it is thu measurably protected against the encroach• men. of unworthy and incompetent persons, while it is accorded b
I ubhc a, derrrc of rc,·pect and cou ideratiou which renders mcnib
in it a ,·en:ible and grntifying di ·tinction.
Th di:<·ipline f the mor numerous branch of the le(l'al Ir
i <,n<rlan i: r "'nlate1l and maintained under provi iins of ta
_'U ·fully fr: m with a vi ·w to th inter st not only of the vrofos,·ion
1 : If
t : 1, of h · pnl>lic at large as deeply concerned in the couf 1 gal lh·actitio ·cm.
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Stipulations for the sale by the client, either wholly or partially, of his
interest in any action, or for the paymet1t only in the event of success,
are wholly void.
The solicitor's remuneration act of 1881 provides for the compensation of solicitors in conveyancing and other non-contentious business
according to the general principle of fixed ad valorem percentages, so
as to get rid of detailed bills of costs for this class of work.
The rates are established l>y a general order of the Lord Chancellor,
the Lord Chief Justice of England, the Master of the Rolls, the President
of the Incorporated Law Society, and the president of one or more of
the provincial law societies, or associations, and the regulations and
provisions proposed to be embodied in any general order on the subject
of remuneration are communicated to the council of the incorporated
law society, who are at liberty to submit observations and suggestions
in respect thereto.
Overcharging, as well as uncler~harging, in such business is thus
rendered impossible.
.
The Solicitor's .Act of 1888 provides for the custody of the roll of solicitors of the supreme court in England by the Incorporated Law Society,
and carefully regulates the subject of striking solicitors off the roll .
.An application to strike a solicitor off the rolls, or an application to
require him to answer allegations in an affidavit, is referred by the
master of the rolls to a committee of not less than three nor more than
seven members of the society, who, after hearing the case, are required
to embody their finding in the form of a report to the high court of
justice.
If the committee are of opinion that there is no prima facie case of
misconduct against the solicitor, the society need not take any further
. proceedings; but if the committee are of opinion that there is a prima
facie case, it is the duty of the society to bring before the court the report
of the committee, which has the same effect, and is treated in the same
manner, as a report of a master of court, and the court may make such
order thereon as it sees fit.
The Incorporated Law Society is thus constituted by law not only a
faithful leader, but the watchful guardian of the honor and the best interests of the legal profession.
~
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II.

COURSES OF STUDY IN LA. W SCHOOLS IN

18!)1,

Statistics, sitbjects taught, text-books itsed, C(;11 d tirne allotted, as far as reportecl in the catalogues of the insUtutions; with some rcrnarks concerning their organization and rnethods of instruction. 1
1. Albany Law School ( l7nion University), Albany, N. Y., Lewis B. Hall, dean.
Twelve instructors, 41 students, 18 having d egrees in letters or science, 36 graduates, 38 ""\\eeks in school year 1891-'92. Students must attend one course of three
full terms..
2. Law Department of Allen Unfre1·sUy, Columbia, S. C. Ouo instructor, 11 students, 32 weeks in school year. Has a course of 2 years.
3. Law School of the Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind., David D. Banta, dean.
- Two instructors, 61 students, 5 having degTee in letters or science, 16 graduates, 37
weeks in school year.
Con:rse of study: First year.-Eloment::. ry law (Robinson's, with notes and collateral reading), 39 hours; constitutional law (Cooley's, and study of leading cases),
26 hours; contr:1cts (Anson, with notes and study of cases), 65 hours; contracts
(Recitation in Parsons, with notes and cases), 50 hours; personal property, 60 hours;
internation al la.w, 10 hours; domestic r elations, 30 hours; notes ancl bills, 2 hours;
criminal law, 10 hours.
Second ycar.-Jurisdiction ancl procc<lure in equity (Bispham's Princi1)lca aml
Lube's Equity Pleading), 65 hours; common-law pleading (Stephens'), code plea.ding, 65 hours; 1·eal property (Tiedeman, with notes ancl cases, a:nd practice in the
cxa~ination of titles), 50 hours; wills and administration, 10 hours; evidence
(Stephens'), 30 hours; pleading and practice, 20 hours; corporations (Morawetz),
50 hours; torts, 30 hours; pleading and practice, 20 hours.
0Tganization and methods of instruction.-Examinations for admission arc not
technical, but are intended to test applic:mt's knowledge of the common-school
branches, :mtl especially his a,bility to "rite the English language easily and · correctly Instruction is given by text-books, lectures, and study of leading cases.
Tbe last feature is especially emphasized, the object being to acquaint the student
with the leading cases in each of the more important branches of the la.w.
4. Boston Unive1·sity School of. Law, Boston, Mass. Edmund H. Bennett, <lean.Twenty-five instructors; 210 students, 50 having degree in letters or science ; 62 graduates; 35 weeks in school yc::ir.
Course of study: First year. -Contracts (required), 125 l10urs; torts (required),
120 hours; sales (required), 30 hours; ugenqy (required), 20 hours; crim inal law (required), 25 hours; development oflaw, 25 hours; history of the common law, 10 hours.
Recommended: Benjamin, Bishop, Metcalf1 Anson, or Smith on contracts; Bigelow,
Cooley, or Pollock on torts, or Bishop on noncontracts; Benjamin on sales; Jl,fay or
McClain on criminal la.w; :Mee hem or Story on agency.
Second year'. -Bailments (rcquil'ed), 20 hours; bills ancl notes (1·equired), 75 hours;
domestic relations, 10 hours; insurance, 15 hours; lancllorcl and tenant (requir ed),
10 hours; Massachusetts conveyancing, 10 hours; partnership (required), 10 hours;
re, l property (required), 140 hours. Books used: Williams, ,vashburn or Tiedeman on R al Property; , 'clrnuler, Bailments, halmer's Dig st (Benj. edition) on Bi11s;
Dirrclov,'s Lea.cling Ca:e. or Dills and Notes; , 'tory on Partner ·hip; Schouler's Domestic R lations; Tay1 r's Lan<llorcl and Tenant.
Thircl ycar.-Equity jnri prnclcnre, including trusts (required ), 100 hours; equity
I>_leading (requir cl), 2 hour · eviilenr (re,1nired), 70 hour ; jnriscli tion and practic of the nited , tat
·ourt (required), 15 hourEI; l::tw of railroads, 20 hours;
practi
at ·<m1mo11 law (r quirrcl), 50 hour ; wills (r quired), 15

------
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hours. In a,ddition to the studies ab~ve-mcntionocl, lectt:rcs are given before tho
senior chrss each year on severa.l of tho following topics: Admiralty and shipping, 10
hour8; conflict of law: 15 hours; constitutional law, 10 hours; constitutional legislation, 10 hours; corporations, 10 hours; damages, 10 hours; Jaw of elections, 6
hours; medical jurisprudenpe, 10 hours; Massachnsctts pr:10ticc, 12 hours; American
statute law, 20 hours; patent law, 10 hours; parliamentary law, 10 hours. Books
used: Bispham or Bigelow's Equity, Vol. 1, Greenleafls Evidence; Stephen's Digest
(Chase's edition); Stephen's or Gould's Pleading; Best's Evidence (Clrnmberlaync's
edition); Story's Equity Pleadings; Curtis's Jurisdiction of United States Courts.
Methods of instruction.-The course of instruction includes the regular oral text
book exposition and recitation, free and written lectures, reviews, examinations,
exercises in drafting contracts, conveyances, pleadings, indictments, and other legal
papers, the criticism of briefs, and arguments in moot courts, conraes of reading, _
etc. 'l'he importance of the study of judicial authority, especially the cases referred
to in the lectures ancl recitations, is urgecl.
·
5. Bnffalo Law School of the University of Bziffalo, Buffalo, N. Y. Charles Daniels,
q_~an.-Twenty-two instructors; 60 otudents, 13 having degree in letters or science;
21 graduated; 33 °"eeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-Elementary law and contrncts, criminn.l law aud
procedure, torts, practice in civil actions, marriage and divorce, domestic relations,
transmission of estates.
·
Second year. -Law of property, evidence, equity jurisprudence, and pleading,
sale~, agency and l)artnership, corporations, n egotiable bills and notes, medical
jurisprudence, maritime and admiralty law, constitutional law, legal ethics, trial
of actions, special proceedings, manufacturjng corporations, wills and estates of deceased persons.
Methods of instruction.-Instruction is given by mea.ns of lectures, recitations,
and especially by the study of leading cases. Moot courts are held.
6. Law Department of Centi-al Tennessee College, Nashville, 'fenn.-Three instructor~,
8 students, 4 graduates, 36 weeks in school year. Has a course of two years.
7. Lall' School of the Cincinnati College, Cincinnati) Ohio. Jacob D. Cox, dean.-Six
instructors; 161 students, 35 having degree in letters and science; 83 graduates; 33
weeks in school year.
Course of study: :E'irst year.-Elomentary law, contracts, roa,l property, Black~
stone's commentaries, Anson's contracts, Bliss on code pleading.
Second year.-Pleadings and civil procedure, torts, real property: equity juri$prudence, mercantile law and contracts, evidence, court law, criminal law, corporations,
statute law. Books used: Stephen's Pleading, Blis_s's Code Pleacling, Bigelow's
Torts, Williams' Real Property, Bispham's Equity, Kent's Commentaries, Greenleaf's
Evidence, Stephen's Evidence, Cooley's C~nstitutional Law, May's Criminal Law.
Methods of instruction.-The daily exercises consist of lectures and recitations
from standard text-books. Len.tl.i ng cases and collateral, authorities
the subjects
under consideration are referrecl to by the professor, and at the succeeding recitation the class will be examined upon the whole matter of text and comment. Moot
courts are held each week during the year.
8. School of Law of Coliinibia College in the c~ty of New Yorlc, N. Y. Theodore ,v.
Dwight, dean.-Nine instructors, 625 students, 63 graduates, 32 weeks in school year.
Course of study: Fir.st yea,r.-Required: Contracts, 102 hours (Keen's selections);
real and personal property, 68 hours (Gray's cases); torts, 48 hours (Burdick's c:1ses);
criminal law and procedure, 54 hours (Chaplin's c::tses); law of persons aind domestic
r elations, 32 hours (Ewell's cases, students' edition); common lu,w pleading a~d procellure, 36 hours (Amos's cases); clements of jurisprudence, 10 hours. Optional:
Constitutional history of Europe and the United States, 136 hours; constitutional
history of England, 68 hours; institutes of Roman law, 34. In tho :fi;·st year tho re•
quired work for a degree is 340 hours, i.
10 hom's a week.
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Second year.-Contracts and quasi-contracts, 102 hours (Keener's selections on contracts and cases on quasi contracts); administrative law, 68 hours; bailments, 68
hours; equity jurisprudence, 68 hours, (Ames's cases on trusts); history of European
law, 68 hours; real and personal property, 68 hours ( Gray's cases); agency, 36 hours i
code practice, comparative constitutional law, 72 hours, ,(Burgess's political science
and constitutional law) ; equity pleading and procedure, 40 hours ; insurance, 36 hours
(Richard's treabise and select cases); sales of personal property, 40 hours, (Benjamin's
sales). Optional: Medical jurisprudence. The courses of the second year are elective. The required work for the degree during the year is 408 hours.
Third year.-Code .pleading and practice, 68 hours; private corporations, 68 hours
'(Cummings's cases); equity jurisprudence, 68 hours (Langdell's cases); evidence,
68 hours (Thayer's cases); international law, 68 hours; negotiable paper, 68 hours
(Ames's cases on bills and notes); partnership, 68 hours (Ames's cases); suretyship
and mortgage, 98 liours; systematic jurisprudence, 68 hours; wills and administration, 68 hours (Gray's cases on property); admiralty and shipping, 36 hours;' conflict of private law, 40 hours; municipal corporations, 40 hours; law of taxation, 36
hours. Optional: Conflict of criminal law, extradition and nationality, 36 hours.
The courses in the third are elective. The work required for the year is 340 hours.
Admission and method's of instructiou.-Applicants for admission must have received a goocl academic education, including a knowledge of the Latin language as
is required for admission to the freshman class ,0f the school of arts. The examination to ascertain this is· waived in the case of graduates of literary c.olleges. Moot
courts are held each week.
9. Law Department of Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. Douglass Boardman, dean.Fourteen instructors; 152 students, 3 having degrees in letters or science; 37 graduates; 35 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-Elementary law (Blackstone), contracts, agency,
criminal la,w and procedure, torts, domestic relations, law of real property, evidence,
bai lments, commorl'law pleading a,nd practice in cases at law, civil procednre under
the code, English constitutional history. The regul:1r class instruction of the
schools is at no time less than 15 hours a ·week for each class.
Second year.-Private and municipal corporations, wills and administration, mercantile law, evidence, real property, equity jm,isprudence, equity pleacling and procedure in State and Unitec1 States ,c ourts, civil procedure under the codes, chattel
mortgages, mechanics' liens, assignments for the benefit of cret1itors, practical suggestions concerning the preparation, trial, and argument of causes, Roman bw,
international law, American constitutional history, American constitutional law.
The regular class instruction is at no time less than 15 hours a week for each class.
Note: Course of special lectures is given apparently during the two years as follows: The statute of frauds and fraudulent conveyances (two courses), constitutional law (t~o courses), shipping ancl admiralty, patent laws of the United States,
medica,l jl).risprudence, law of insurance, extradition. Opportunities are given tile
students for instruction in elocution and oratory.
.
Admission ancl methods of instruction.-There is an examination for admission as
required by the law of the State of New York.
Th,3 in truction is carried on by l ectures and examinations, by oral 11ext-boc,k expo ition and recitations, and by the study of selected cases. Instruction to the more
a.dvan ed students by means of the study of cases is made a special feature of the
s h ol.
se. ion of the university court is held, as a rule, each week during the
s ho 1 y ar.
10 . . hool of Law of Chaddock College, Quincy, Ill. Thomas R. Petrie, secr etary.mst_ru tors; 12 students, 1 having degree in letters or science; 1 graduate;
rn school · ar .
f · tud · : in;t ycar.-Criminal law, torts, real estate, equity, contracts,
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Second year.-Common law, pleading and pr~ctfoe, mercantile law, evidence, corporations .
.Admission and methods of instruction.-.A.pplicant for admission is examined if
· unable to present a college diploma from an institntion of collegiate or academic
grade. The instruction is given by lecture and recitation. Moot courts are held at
convenient times.
11. Law School of the Colurnbian Uni'Versity, Washington, D. C., H. G. Hodgkins,
registrar. Twelve instructors, 383 students, 63 having degree in letters or science,
160 graduates; 35 weeks in school year.
Course of study: :First year.-Real and personal property, contracts, crimes and
misdemeanors, three times a week. Blackstone, Kent, Parson's Contracts, Byles on
· Bills. .Also lectures on domestic relations, commercial paper and torts.
Second year.-Pleading, evidence, equity jurisprudence, pleading and practice,
partnership, with lectures on ejoctments, quo warranto, etc., three times a week.
'.Also a course of lectures on constitutional law, law of corporations, international
law, civil faw, patents. These are open to students of :first year. The lectures on
comititutional la"'.' are given every Saturday. Books used: Stephen's Pleading
(Tyler's edition), Greenleaf's Evidence, Smith's Manual of Equity, and Mitford and
Tyler's Pleading and Practice in Equity.
Third year.-[Graduate course in practice] Cox's Exercises .for Law Students,
Archbold's Law of Nisi Prins, Mitford's and Tyler's Equity Pleading and Practice.
Also lectures on jurisdiction, practice and pecu1iar jurisprudence of the courts of the
United States, and also on criminal law, legal bibliogrnphy, practical commercial
law, and the history of law. The last three courses are open to all classes of the
school.
Organization and methods . of instruction.-The school has three classes, to wit,
.Junior, senior, and graduate classes in practice. In the junjor class a lesson is assigned in the text-boo~ which forms the subject of the professor's lecture. In the
.lecture the professor brings out the points of the text, and then quizzes the class
npon both text and lecture. In the senior class the method is the same with the exception that the quizzing occurs at the meeting following that upon which the lecture
was given. This method of course does not apply to the lectures on constitutional
law, civil law, etc. In the gmduate class for more than half the time the exercises.
are those of a nisi prius moot court .
.12. Law School of Curnberland University, Lebanon, Tenn., N. Green, dean. Three
instructors, 71 students, 52 graduates, 40 weeks in school year.
Course of study: :First year.-Caruther's History-of a Lawsuit, Kent's Commentaries, Vols. 1, 11, III, Field's Corpomtions, .Cooley's Torts, Greenleaf's Evidence, Vol.
1, Stephen's Pl<'ading.
Second year.-Kent's Commentaries, :Vol. IV, Barton's Suit in Equity, Strong's
Equity Jurisprudence, Parson's Contracts, Wharton's Criminal Law. (This cour,se,
as given for two years, may be completed in ten months).
Method of instructiou.-Moot courts are held.
13. School of Law of De Pa-uw Uni'r!e,r sity, Greencastle, Ind., Augustus L. _Mason,
dean. Seven instructors, 4.8 students, 9 having degree in letters and science, 19'
graduates, 38 weeks in school year.
,
Course of study: First year.-Elementary law, sources of law and . philosophy of
legal history, domestic rela..t ions, personal property, c~ntracts, agency, bailments,
partnership, negotiable instruments, torts, pleading and practice, statutory constrnction, international law. Each student needs the statutes of his own State.
Juniors entering at the beginning of the junior year need Blackstone's Com~entaries.
.
Second year.-Law ·of real property, equity j nrisprudence, constitutional jurisprudence of the United States, wills and decedents, estates, evidence, criminal la.w,
pleading, wactice and advocacy, mercantile guaranty and suretyship, patents and
copyrights, private corporations, railroads, express and telegraph companies, banks,
ED
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building associations, insurance companies, municipal corporations. Seniors are
expe9ted to attend junior lectures.
Methods of instructfon.-The work is fargely conducted by lectures. Moot courts
aro held, during a large part of the course, by the dean.
14. School of Law, Georgetown University, Washington, D. C., Ma,rtin F. Morrie,
dean. Ten instructors, 268 students, 132 graduates, 34 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First J;ea,r.-Persoual property, torts, domestic relations, criminal
laws, real estate; contra,cts, bills and notes, 4 times a week during school year.
Books used: Blackstone's Commentaries, Schouler's Personal Property, Vol.1, Bishop's
Contrncts, Byles' Bills, Cooley's Tort's, ,villiams' Real Property, Browne's Domestic
- Relations. To relieve the embarrassment of those who find a knowledge of the
Jjatin language essential to the study of law, a course in Latin has been established
in the law school by the classical department of the university.
Second year.-Real estate, contracts, bills, and notes. 'Twice a week during the
year. Pleading, practice evidence, equity pleading and practice, moot court three
times a week during year. Books used; Stephen's Fleacling, Cox's Practice, Grecnl eaf~f:! Eviuence VoL 1, Adams's Equity, Barton's Suit in Equity.
Third year (post-graduate course).-Pleading, practice, evidence, equity, equity
pleaLling and practice, moot .eourts, three times a week during year. Partnership,
corporations, constitutional and international law, atlmirnJty and. comparative jurispnrdence, conveyancing, office prnctice, etc., twice a week during year. Special
lectures: Statutory law, t estamentary law, once a week during yenr. Books used:
Sedgwick's Statutory and Constitutional Law, Pasclu:i1's _Annotated Constitution,
Story's Partnership, Boone's Corporations.
Organization and methods of instruction.-School has a junior, senior, and postgmcluatc conrse of study. The system of instruction is as follows: A lesson averaging
from thirty to forty pages of the text-book is assigned in advance, which the student
is expected to master. During the recitation hour the lec turer goes over this ground,
and then quizzes the class. Thus, the student has three opportunities of becoming
familiar theoretically and practically with each topic treated in the conrsc. The
moot court is divided into a circujt court and a court of appeals, the former holding
two regular sessions weekly, the latter sits once a month.
15. Law School of Harvcircl _Ui1iversity, Cambridge, Mass., C. C. LnngLlell, denn.
Nine instructors, 363 students, 41! graduates, 36 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-e-C ontracts, 108 hours; criminal law and procedure,
72 hours; property, 72hours; torts, 72hours; civil proceuure at common law, 36 hours.
Books used: Langdell's Cases on Contracts; Chaphin's Cases on Criminal Law;
Grey's Casef? on Property, Vols . 1 and 2; Arnes's Cases on Torts; Ames's Cases on
Pleading.
Scconcl year.-Agency, 72 hours; bills of exchange and promissory notes, 72
hours; law of carriers, 72 houTS; contracts, 72 honrs; evidence, 72 hours; jurisdiction
and proeetlure in equity, 72 hours; property, 72 hours; sales of personal property, 72
hours; trusts, 72 hours. Books used: Ames's Cases on Bills and Notes, Kener's
Cases on Quasi Contrncts, Langdell's Cases iu Equity Plea.clings, Grey's Cases in
Property, Vols. 3 and 4, Langdell's Cases on Sales, Ames's Cases on Trusts.
'l'hi..rtl ycar.-Constitutional law, 72hours; corporations, 72hours; jmisclictionand
proc dure in equity, 72 hours; partnership, 72 hours; property, 72 hours; surety and
mort"a:;e, 72 hours. Books usccl: Ames's Cases on Partnen;hip, Gray's Cases on Property, Yols. 5 and G.
·
E.·tra cour e .-Pat nt ln.w, 10 lectures; peculiarities of Massachusett law and
practic ·, 2 hour n. week.
A lmi ion and methods f in. trnction.-Applicants for admission not graduates
of a c·oll g•: ar . xamiucd in Latin ( ~sar, Cicero), Black:tonc'sCollllllcntaries. The
hnr ·t r of tho in ·trnc·tiou i sbo vn i11 a general wn,y by the tc t-books used.
v ry ~ utl"1_1t :h<1 has lie n in th<· : liool on ·car or more ha an opportunity each
of arguing 1ll a. ca e bcfor one of the profo.:; ors in a. moot court.
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16. Hastings Colle9c of the Law, Universiiy of California, San Francisco, Cal. C. F.
Dio Hastings, dean. Six instl'Uct.ors, 92 students, 15 graduates, 39 weeks in school
year.
Course of study: First year.-Persons and personal rights, during a portion of
the year ; -real property, dming a portion of the year; contmcts, dming a portion
of the y ear. Books used : Pomeroy's M~nicipal Law, Blackstone's Commentaries,
Kent's Commentaries, Cooley's Torts, Schouler's Domestic RefationsJ Bishop's Contracts, Tiedernan's Real F.:-operty.
Second year.-1\forcautile faw, 5 times a week (lectures and recitations) during
greater portion of the year, wills and decedents' estates, lectures and recitations
during portion of the year. Books useu: Benjamin's Sales, Schouler's Ba!lments,
Tiedeman's Commercial Paper, May's Insura,nce, Story's Agency, Bates'sPartncrship,
l\forawitz's Corporn.tions, Schouler's ·wms, Code of Civil Procedure, Title ·Proceecljugs in the Probate Court.
Thir<l. year.-Equity jurisprudence, recitation twice a week during a portion of
the year ; evidence, recitations twice a week during a portion of the year ; ple,ading
and practice, recitations, discussions, and practical exercises three times a week
throughout the year ; constitutional law, recitations twice a week during a portion of the year·; legal ethics, 8 or 10 lectures to class. Books used: Stephens on
Pleacling, Lube's l~quity Pleading, Bliss on Code Pleading, Code of Civil Procedure,
Greenleaf's Evidence, Pomeroy's Equity Jurisprudence and Constitutional Law.
Lectures on special subjects are given and lea<l.ing cases are c~mstantly referred to and
are required to be studied.
Admission and methods of instruction.-Applic:mt must pass an examination in
English, arithmetic, algebra, plane geometry, history and geography, Cresar (Books
I-IV). There is a moot court upon which the secoml and third year students are
required to attend.
17. Law Department of Howard Unfrersity, ·washington, D. C. E. F. Leighton,
dean. Six instructors, 74 students, 33 grad_uates, 32 weeks in school year.
Conrse of study: First yenir.-Elackstone's Commentaries, ¥lilliams's Real Property, Browne's Domestic Rcla,tions, Boone's Real Property, Parsons Contracts, D;ylcr's
Bills.
Second ycar.-Stephen's Pleading, Cox's Criminal Law Practice, Aclums's Equity
Jurisprudence, Bishops' Criminal Law.
18. Little Rock Law Class in connection icith Little Rocle Unit·ci·sity, Little Rock,
Ark. Three instructors, 30 shulents, 1 grnduate, 12 weeks in school year. Course
of study two years.
19. Law Department of McKenclrcc College, Lebanon, Ill. vV. W. Edwards, dean.
Ono instructor, 25 students, 3 gracluates, 36 weeks in school year. ·
Course of study: First year.-Blackstone's Commentaries, books 1 and 2; lectures
on Constitutional History, English and American} 13 weeks. Blackstone's Commeutaries, books 3 and 4; Washburn's Criminal Law; Lectures on American Constitutional ;Law 11 weeks. Walker's American Law, Gould's Pleading, General Review
of Blackstone, 1_0 weeks.
Secornl ycar.-Bishops' Contracts; Kent's Commentaries, Pa,rts I-IV; lectures on
pleadings, 13 weeks. Tieclcman's Real Property, Kent's Commentaries, Parts v-IV;
Lectures on International Law, 11 weeks. Cooley's Torts, Greenlcaf's Evi(lcnce}
Story's Equity Jurisprudence, 10 weeks.
.
Organization ancl methods of instruction.-Applicants for admission to the Junior
Clnss must pass a satisfactory ex:::unination in the studies required for admission to
the Freshman Class in the Scientific Department of the college. Daily recitations
arc hnd and the lectures arc an important feature of the work. .A. cornpJctc system
of moot courts is maintained.
20. Law Department of the National University, ·wa shington, D. C. Eugene D.
Carusi, clean. Eight iustructors, 115 stuclcntsJ 32 weeks in school year .
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Course of study: First ycar.-Real and personal property, contracts, negotiable
instruments, criminal law, constitutional law, bailments, domestic relations.
Blackstone's Commentaries, William.s's Real Property (with references to Kent),
Smith's Contracts (with references to Anson), Ralston's Discharge of Contracts,
Benjamin Chalmer's Digest_of the Law of Bills and Nutes(withreferenccstoByles).
Second year.-Equity jurisprudence, pleading, torts, constitutional law, Federal
jurisprudence and practice. The members of this class are also expected to attend
the exercises of the class of the first year. There is also a special course in patent
law and one in practice, open to all students in the school. Moot court optional.
Cooley's Torts, Stephen's Pleadings, Greenleaf's Evidence, Vol. r, Adams' s Equity,
Walker's Patent Law.
Thinl year.-(Post-graduate cour§e.)-Mercantile law, criminal law, applied evidence, constitutional law, practice in moot court. The members of this class aro
required to attend the exercises of the senior class. Smith's Mercantile Law, Greenleaf's Evidence, second and third volumes, PaschaPs .American Constitution, Cox's
·P ractice.
Organization andmethods of instruction.-The school has junior, senior, and postgraduate classes. Each class is provided with a professor who dev_otes himself exclusively to its instruction, maintaining a constant system of oral examinations.
The students pursue a regular couse of reading and are called upon to note tho
substance of what they have read. What is deemed of peculiar advantage in this
law school is the method. of ·teaching, "which is entirely Socratic." Two moot
courts a,re held each week, one for motions, etc., and the other for the arguments of
the questions of law and trials of factitious suits. There is also a court of appeals.
21. Law Dcpart,m ent of the State Univers-ity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa. Nino
instructors, 174 students, 32 having degrees in letters or science, 73 graduates, 36
weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-Legalstudy and ethics, 1 week; elementary l aw, 9
weeks ; contracts, 10 weeks; pleading, 5 weeks; study of cases, 4 weeks; criminal
faw, 3½ weeks (McClain's outlines), t.>rts 9 weeks, (Cooley's); domestic relations,
3 weeks; trial and judgment, 4½ weeks; evidence, 2 weeks; evidence, 5 weeks (Vol.
I, Greenleaf's); sales, bailments, and pledges, 5t weeks; negotiable instruments, 5
"eeks; Benjamin's Chalmers's bills, notes, and checks; probate law andproccdure,
4½ weeks.
Second year.-Real property, 10 weel{s (Tiecleman's); insurance, 4 weeks; chattel
mortgages, 4 weeks; carriers, 4 weeks; damages, 4 weeks; patents, 2 weeks; equity
r.n<l. equity pleading, 11 weeks (Bispham); corporations, 3 weeks; medical jurisprudence, 2t weeks; app ellate proceedings, 1 week; agency, 1 week; criminal procedure, 3t weeks (McClain's outline); partnership, 4-½ weeks; Federal jurisprudence
and admiralty, 2 weeks; constitutional la.w, 7½ ·weeks (Cooley's); constitutional
limitations, 1 week; attachment, garnishment, and execution, 3 weeks; j ustico •
practice.
Third year.-Note to the course of two years: If the faculty permit, tho student
may take the following courses: Roman Law (given during 1892-'93) 1 History of
Constitutional Law in the nited Stutes (not given during 1891-'92), State Law
(open to scuiors only when three or more apply for a course in the ln,w of a particular ,'tat ).
r<ranization aml methods of instruction.-Applicants not graduates of a higher
or coudary institution, or not possessed of a teacher's certificate must pass an exa~ination in Engli h la,no-uagc and history, and American bisto1'.y. Instruction ig
giy u by m ans of 1 cturcs, text-books, and the study of cases. Two moot courfa
nr onduct din 'lllTiculum with the ex r ·is s of tb.e school.
0 • _'l'lwol of Washington
.:2. t. Louis
nit·e1'&ily, t. Louis, Mo. William G. ITammi>t <l, cl ·an. Ewht rn. trndor. 1 tu<l ·uts, 23 having degrees in letters or science,
21 graduates i 31 we •ks in sc:l.tool year.
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Course of study: First year.-Real property, personal property (including sales
and bailments), personal property and obligations arising from torts, co;ntra.cts,
causes of action between tort and contract, negotiable contracts in their simple
forml:l. A daily course of lessons upon elementary law, both civil and criminal, until Christmas vacation. There are also two recitations in Bishop on Contracts.
Pleading is taught in its code form with weekly exercises in the pleading of cases in
the moot court. After the vacation pleading is r,ontinued, and Greenleaf's Evidence, Vol. 1, taken up. Contracts as dealing with bills and notes is continued, and
Cooley's Torts taken up, as also Tiedeman's Real Property, Benjamin's Sales, and .
Schouler's Bailments.
Second ycar.-Common law pleading, equity pleading, corporations, domestic re·
lations, agency, partnership, negotiable paper, insurance, surety and guaranty, special forms of tort, equity and equitable estates, real property and mortgage, constitutional law and limitations, the law of decedent's estates.
Before Christmas vacation the class studies Tiedema.n's Real Property, and
Stephen's Common Law Pleading, and attends a course of lectures on agency. After the vacation the class studies Bispham's Equity, Parson's Partnership, Taylor's
Corporations, May's Insurance, W oerner's Administration, Cooley's Constitutional
Limitations, and attends lectures on domestic relations, law of successions, a,n d the
history of the common law, and purst-;.es a course of instruction in the practice of the
Federal courts.
Third year (advanced class).-Chapters III and IV of Pomeroy's . Remedies and
Remedial Rights in connection with practical exercises in pleading, until tho class
has gone over the entire field of actions. Washburn's Easements, Dillon's Municipal Corporations, Best's Evidence, and Story's Conflict of Laws. Moot courts.
Room is left for special subjects; such as the Elements of the Roman Law.
Admission and methods of instruction.-An examination for admission is held.
This is directed chiefly to the fundamental clements of education. Tho course is of
two ye:1rs with the option of a post-graduate course. 'l'he method of instruction is
by lecture and recitation from text-books. _A moot court is held weekly.
23. Law De1Jartment of the University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind. ,vmiam
H~ynes, dean. Thirteen instrnctors, 35 students, 7 having degree in letters or
science, 10 graduates, 40 weeks in school year. No course ·of study given.
Organization and methods of instruction.-A preliminary examination is hold to
ascertain that the applicant has a fair general cduca,tion and can accurately write
the English language. There are two courses in the school, one of three the other
of two years duration, which practically are the same, though the shorter course is
for more mature students. The chief methods of in3t:rnction consist in the delivery,
daily, of two lectures, tho taking of notes by the students, the subsequent reading
l>y them of tho decisions cited in the notes, the study of standard elementary textbooks, the analysis and recitations in substance of the most important leading cases,
oral examinations daily, a~1.d written examinations weekly, the trial of actions at
law and suits in equity in the moot court, and debates and exercises in public speaking at least once a week.
24. Law D epartment of the Ttilane Unfoersity of Louisiana, New Orleans, La. Henry
Carleton Miller, dean. Six instrnctors, 49 students, 26 weeks in school year.
Books used: First year.-Kent's Commentaries; Woolsey's International Law;
Whe:.ton's International Law; Conklin's United States Admiralty; Civi1 Code of
Louisiana and Code of Practice; Cooper's Justinian; Laurent's Cours do Droit
Civil; Marcade on the French Code, or Mourlon's Repetitions Ecrites; Blackstone's
Commentaries; Story's Equity Jurisprudence; Smith's Manual of Equity; Smith's
~ercantile Law; Story's Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes; Abbot on Shippmg; Arnould on Insurance, and Greenleaf on Evidence.
Remarks: The degree will be confcrrcu. on those students only who shall have
atten<l.cu. two full courses of lectures, or one full course after having pursued thei:r
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studies for the term of twelve months under a respectable connselor at law. The
provisions of the code of Louisiana having_been mainly d erived from the civil law,
the study of this law becomes necessary.
25. Nor·!hwestern Unii:ersity Law School_ (Union College of Law), Chicago, Ill.
Henry vV. Blodgett, clean. Thirty-four instructors, 264 students, 74 graduates, 36
weeks in school year.
Course of study: First ;rear.-Prnctice in cases at h1w, ~011tracts, bailm.cnts,
agency; criminal law and procedure; personal property; real estate (fi:s:turcs and
casements); cocle practice; private corporations and trials; la.w of express, tcle. grnph, and telephone companies; English constitutional history . In addition to
l ~cturcs on the foregoing, instruction is gi,;en by tb e use of text-books, as follows:
Blackstone's Commenfanies; Stephen's Common Law Pleading; Bis:pham's Equity;
Cook's Privu.te Corporations; Tiedeman's Commercial Paper; Anson on Contracts;
Edwards' Bailments; Tiedeman's Sales. For te:s:t-book w_ork tho junior class is
divided into two sections, the :first reciting from 9 till 10 a. m. on Monday, Tuesday,
\Veclnesclay, Thursday, and Friday, the second from 7: 30 till 8: 30 p. n'l. on the same
days. Lectures to the junior class are given from 4 till 5 p. m.
Second year.-Un.itecl States constitutional la,w; FeLleral jurisprudence; adminis. tration and distribution of estates of deceased persons; wills; municipal corpora.tions; constitutional history of the United States; genera::. principles of equity
jurisprudence; statute law; practice at bw; practice in equity ; trusts. In addition to lectures on the foregoing, instruction is given by the use of text-books,
as follows: Chitty's Pleadings; Grcenleaf's Evidcpce ; Story's Equity Pleadings i
Bigelow's Torts; Lindley's Partnership; Bliss's Code Pleading; Tiedcman's Real
Property. For text-book work this class is cliviclecl into two sections also, the first
reciting from 8 till 9 a. m. on Monday, Tucsdniy, ·weclnesday, Thursday, and Friday,
the second from 8: 30 till D: 30 p. m. on the same clays. Lectures to the scnior.s are
given from 5 till 6 and from 7: 30 till 8: 30 p. m.
Third year (post-gm.eluate coursc).-ComparatiYe constitutional law; public international law; private internation:11 law: history of E1~glish la-w; mcL1ical jurisprudence; railway faw; proceedings in rem; insurance; Roman law; patent law;
law of waters;. trade-marks anu copyrights; interstate commerce. Candidates for
the degree of master of laws must, in addition to the foregoing requirements, ma~e
themselves t~oroughlj familiar with Austin's Jurisprudence, High's Extraordinary Legal Reme(lies, and Cooley's Constitutional Limitations. Furthermore, they
are requirecl to prepare a thesis. Instruction in this course is given on Moncl:1y,
·w ednesday, and Friday at 4: 30 p. m .
Organization aml methods of iustruction.-Candiclates for admission not graduates of :1 college or a high school are required to pass examinations in the common
school br:mchcs, including English history. Students are required to make t• careful study of c:1ses and original investigations, the classes being diviclccl into sections for seminary work. Special attention is given to matters pertaining to practice. A com.mon-la,w practice court is held during tho junior and senior years and
a chancery practice court in the senior year.
2G. Lmv School of the University of Alabama, University post-offtco. Richard C.
Jones, dean (1890-'91). 'rhrce instructors, 1D students, 3 graduates, 36 weeks in
school y ar.
'our . · of 0 tndy: First year.-lnternational and constitutional law, one l ecture ,l,
w ck with sp crnl reference to the Unitccl States, eleven weeks; Cooley's PrinciI>1.,.c i Kent · 'omm ntaries · Cool •y's Constitutional Limitations; Call1oun's works;
"\\ ool. ·y s Intro<l.uction; Wheaton's International Law; Vattel; Wharton's Constituti na_l L aw.
mmon audstatutory law: ·w alker' American Law; Kent's Comm nt:.u·i~s; • t pbe~1sl'l_adin..,.; Ur cnl af's EYi<l. nee; selected portions of Blacklltouc ,ou nwutan '· ; Ht. hop'!> Contract. · Ili" ·low on Torts · Byles on Dills· Clarks
'
"
'
uual of(; nuuna
· · 1 L w; 'vou.c
' ·1 of Alabama.;
fay's Cri.ruiual' Law; .Bliss' Code
Pra.c•
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tice, Equity jurisprudence: Adam's Equity; Mitford's and Tyler's Pleadings and
Practice; Code of Alaba.ma; Bigelow's Equity; Longdell's Equity Plea.ding.
Or()'anization and methods of instruction.-The school has three departments:
(1) the school cf international and constitutional law; (2) the school of common
and statute law; (:)) the school of .equity j urispr:1donce.
Lectures are delivered during the course by the professors upon the various
branches of the law, in addition to the oral examinations of the classes upon. the ·
· text-books. J\rloot courts are presideLl over by one of the professors of the department, ·with au occasional substitution of some eminent attorney in full practice
and of proper legnil acquirements. The academic schools are open to the law students a.nd they are urgeu. to ava.il themselves of the course in English language and
literature as wen as in ancient and modern languages offered there.
27. Law School of the University of Georgia, Athens, Ga. Andrew J. Cobb, dean.
Nine instructors, 14 students, 8 having degree in letters or science, 13 graduates,
40 weeks in school year.
Course of study: Pirst ycar.-Blackstone's Commentaries; Brown's Commentaries
(contract and torts); Constitution of the United States; Co.nstitution of Georgia.;
Part I of Georgia Code (political orga,nization of the State); Georgia. Penal Code;
Ewell's Medical Jurisprudence (12 weeks); principles of pleading, evidence, equity,
equity pmctice, commercial law, civil code, and code of practice of Georgia (23
weeks), also lectures on medical jurisprudence delivered twice a week.
Method of instruction.-Lessona are assigned in the text-books and the students
recite what they have memorized, the professor illustrating and expla.ining the text.
28. Lctw Department of Emory College, Oxford, Ga. Two instructors, other ito~1s
not reported.
Course.of stucly: First Year.-Blackstone's anclBrown's CommentarieB; Rouinson's
Elementary Law (12 weeks); Chitty's Pleadings; Graenleaf's Evidenc.e ; Adam's
Equity; Bishop's Criminal Law; Code of Georgia.
2D. School of Law of the University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans. J .' \V. Green,
dean. Six instructors, 79 students, 5 having degrees in letters and science, 29
graduates, 40 weeks in school year:
Co11rse of study: First year.-Kent's and Blackstone's Commenta,ries; Cooley's
Constitutional Law; Schouler's Domestic Relations; Bishop's Contracts; Story's
Agency; Story's Bailments; Tiecleman's Commercial Paper; Parson's-Pa.rtne.rshi p;
Story's Sales; Davis's International Law; Schuyler's Americnn Diplomacy.
Second year.-Bigelow's Torts; Morawetz's Corporations;: Tiedeman's Rill11 Prop,erty; Washburn's Real Property; Greenleaf)s Evidence; Bliss's·ancl Gould's Pleading;
Story's Equity Pleading; Bispham's Equity Jurisprudence-; Bishap's- Criminal Law.
Organization and methods.-Applicants for admission to the school are examined in English language, in American~and general history. Gra.duates of colleges-and other secondary institutions are exempt from thfo exa,mination, as arc also those
presenting first and second grade teachers' certificates. The instru-0tion is given by
daily recitations upon assigned portions of text-books1 the dnill of the recitation
room ueing supplemented by lectures~
30. Law School of the University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky. vV. 0. Harris, dean.
Three instructors, 40 students, 17 graduates, 28 weeks in s-0hool year.
Course of study: First year.-In&titutes antl elementary law; real property; pleading, contracts, bills of oxcJ1ange, and promissory notes; criminal law; domestic
relations; torts. Books used : · Blackstone's Commentaries, Smith's Contracts
Story's Bills of Exchange, Bigelow's Torts, Smith's Mercantile Law.
'
Second year.-Pleadings and civil 1nocedure, evidence, equity jurispn1;flen'ce,
commercial law, real property, criminal hw (continued). Books us.eel: Stephen's
Pleadings; Greenleaf's Evidence; Blackstone's Commenta,ries; Bispham's Equtty;
Smit.h's Mernantile Law; Bliss's Pleading.
Method's used :-Students. are required to take notes on the lectures and re::td _the
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leading cases referred to, and every afternoon in the week they are closely examined
on the lectures and cases already gone over. In the moot court students are required to collect the authorities on important questions, and to make oral and
written arguments.
31. Law School of the University of Maryland, ,Ba1timore, Md. George William
Dobbin, dea.n. Seven instructors, 100 students, 16 having degrees ~f letters or
science, 22 graduates, 34 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-Elementary common law; personal property and
domestic relations (16 weeks); real property, contracts, 16 weeks.
Seconcl year.--Crlminal law, executors and administrators, pleading, torts, (16
weeks); real property (titles); commercial law, bills and notes, corpora.tion, pleadings (16 weeks).
'.rhird year.-Practice, eviclence, interna.tional law, and admiralty (16 weeks);
equity jurisprudence and procedure, constitutional and statute law (16 weeks).
Remarks.-The course ex.tends over three years. The faculty being satisfied that
students who have not made considerable_progress in the study oflaw do themselves
and their school an injury by attempting to graduate after a shorter period. The
methods of instruction is by lectures, reading, and catechising.
32. Baltimore University School of Law, Baltimore, Md. Just organized; 25 weeks
in school year.
·
Course of study: First year.-Common law, domes tic relations, pleading aml
practice, evidence, real property, equity, testamentary law, torts, crimes, and punishments, corporations, contracts, commercial law (except bills and notes). Eight
lectures a week in the course.
Second year.-Domestic relations ( continued), extraordinary remedies, bills anu
notes, insurance, medical jurisprudence, statutory crimes, criminal procedure, and
evidence; constitutional law, international law, railroad faw, admiralty. The moot
court meets once a week during the session. .
33. Law School of the University of Miss-issippi, University P. O., Miss. Albert Hall
vVhitefield, dean. Five instructors, 21 students, 2 hnving degree in letters or science,
13 gracluates; 40 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-Political and legal constitution of England, public
and domestic relations of individuals; real estate, personal property, organization
and jurisdiction of courts, pleading and practice, law of evidence, maritine law,
bills of exchange and promissory notes, principal and agent, partnership, principal
and surety, bailmcnts, insurance, corporations, criminal law, criminal pleading and
practice, medicaljurisprudence.-Books used: Chase's Blackstone, Stephen's Pleading, E\·idence, first volume, Bishop's Criminal Law, Bishop's Criminal Procedure.
Seconcl year.-Contracts, torts, equity including testaments and administration,
equity pleading and practice, including probate ~nd minor's business, public international law, American Constitutional law, including taxation; Federal jurisprudence and procednre, railways and common carriers, r eal estate, code study. Books
used: Smith's Contracts, Bigelow's Torts, Adams's Equity, Bispham's E(]_uity Jurisprudence, Barton's Suit in Equity, Davis's Internationa.l Law, Cooley's Constitutional Limitations, Foster's Federal Practice, Constitution of the United States, and
of Mississippi, Pierce'R Railroads, Tiedeman's Real Estate, Mississippi Code.
:Methods of instruction.-Text-books are the chief means of instruction in this
school, and lectures are not informally r ead to the classes. Moot courts are held
from time to time during the term.
84 . Law Department of the niversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mieh. Gerome C.
Knowlto~, dean. Tw •uty-eight in tructors; 648 students, 68 having degree in lett rs or science ; 290 graduates, 36 weeks in chool vea.r.
'ou~; f stucly : First ·oar.-L ctnrcs: Ploadiov~ and practice, personal property
an,l titl _ ther to, fixtnr s an l ea. ement , ,p1ity pl •a.uing and practice, ba.ilments
and ca non;' coutract::i, omc tic relations, torts, agency. Partnerships -Text-book
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instruction: Cooley's Blackstone, Book 2, Anson's Contracts, Stephen's Pleading,
Lube's Equity Pleading; Benjamin's Chalmer's Bills and Notes. The members of
• this class are required to make a study of leading cases. Elocutionary exercises are
given as an option.
Second year.-Lectures: Jurisprudence of the United States, evidence, real property, criminal law, statutory crimes, wills, probate, corporations. Constitutio~:ial
law.-Text-book instruction: Hear<,.'s Criminal Pleading and (for those coming from
code States) Bliss on Code Pleading. Study of forensic orators and oratory and oral
discussio.ns are optional.
Third year (post-graduate coursc).-Public international law; history of treaties;
history of rettl property law (based on Digby); law of railroads; science of jurisprudence (Holland's work); railroad problem; corporative constitutional law; advanced course in constitutional law and history; writs of mandamus quo warr::mto,
etc.; High's Extraordinary Legal Remedies; the interstate commerce act; admiralty law; insurance; medical jurisprudence; code pleading and practice; injunction and receivers; texicology in its legal relations; mining law; legal microscopy; patent law; history of the common la,w.
Admission and methods of instruction.-An examination as to general education is
required of applicants for admission. The e:xamination embraces arithmetic, geogra.phy, composition, English and American history, portions of books 1 and 2 of
Blackstone and all of book 4. Instruction is given by lectures and recitations. The
members of both the regular classes are examined daily throughout the year on the
lectures delivered. In addition to this work the classes· are divided into sections
and arc required to recite daily upon the lectures after the manner adopted in the
text-book instruction. Moot courts are held from time to time during the year.
35. College of Law of the Unfrersity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. Edwin E. Bryant,
deau.-Twelve instructors, 126 studeE.ts, 2 having degree in letters or science, 53
graduates, 37 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year: Elementary law, contracts, agency, domci;tic relations,
real property, personal property, common law, pleading and practice (14½ weeks),
real property, contracts, partnership, equity pleading and practice, criminal law,
private corporations (12 weeks), contracts, bailments, real 11roperty, criminal law
aucl practice, public corporations, practice and pleading under code (10½ weeks),
rnshop's Contracts, a.ncl Noncontract Law, Bishop's Criminal Law, Benjamin's
Sales, Dillon on Municipal Corporations, Morawetz's Private Corporations, Parson's
Contracts, Stephen's Pleading, Story's Agency and Partnership, Tiedeman's Real
Property and Sales, etc.
·
Second year.-Contracts, bills of exchange and promissory notes, evidence, wills,
real property, uses and trusts, common carriers, taxation, practice and pleading
mulcr code (14-t weeks), constitutional law, real property, eminent domain, uills of
exchange and promissory notes, evidence, equity jurisprudence, practice after judgment, special proceedings, special actions, railway law, damages, estoppel (12 weeks)
constitutional law, equity jurisprudence, torts and remedies therefor, evidence: rail~
road law, administratioi1 of estates, negligence, practice in special actions and proceedings, Cooley's Tor( s, Edward's Bills of Exchange and Promis:;;ory Notes, Green~
leaf's Evidence, Langdell's Equity Pleading, Lewis's Eminent Domain, Mccham's
Agency, Mills's Eminent Domain, Pomeroy's Equity Jurisprudence, Pomcroy's
Remedies and Remedial Rights, Redficld's Wills.
·
Admission and methods of instrnction.-Candidatcs for admission not graduates
of higher or secondary schools are required. to pass an examination in the English
language and literature, iu American and general history, and in the Constitution of
the Uni~ed States. The instruction is imparted by means of lectures in which
student is referred to leading cases, and study of text-books with recitations. Moot
courts are held.
·
96. College of Law, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. William C. Paul-
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tee, cle::m.-Sixteen instructors; 242 students, 20 having degree in letters or science;
56 graduates; 36 weeks in school year.

· Course of study: First year.-Con.t.racts, torts, criminal bw and procedure, real
property, equity jurisdiction and procedure, domestic relations, suretyship and
mortgage, partnership, common ln,w antl code pleading, evidence.
Second year.-Contracts, corporations, fire and life insurance; wills and administration, taxation, internaitional law, conflict of laws, admiralty laws, medical jurisprudence, and practice of United States courts.
Third ycar.-For the b enefit of those who desire further instructi9n a third-year
course has been established. It is concerned with equity, civil and criminal procedure, and such other branches as may be desired. Special attention, ho,vever, is
given to Minnesota law and practice, general Jurisprudence, intcrna,tional and constitutional law, constitutional history of the United States.
Methods of instruction .-'fhe method of instruction is not confined either to lcctun"s or to recitations, but a combination of both is ado.p ted. Reports are used to
familiarize the student with the leading cases li.pon the various subjects in which
he receives instruction. ./',. moot court is orga:_nized at the beginning of each year and
continued during the three terms. There is also a system of moot courts corresponcling to the jus.tice, the district, and the supreme courts of Minnesota.
37. D epa1:trnent of Law of the Uiiir ersity of the City of New York, New York City.
Austi11 Abbott, clean. Ten instructors, 342 students, 35 haYing degree in letters or
science, 91 graduates, 32 weeks in school year.
'course of study: First year.-El em.entary law, Roman law, persons, property, elemeJ1ts of torts, corporations, criminal law, 3 :45 to 4 :30 p. m.; contracts andrelati011s
of contracting parties, corporations, 4 :30 to 5 :15 p. m.; negotiable paper, sales, torts,
all<l civil remcclics, 5 :15 to 6 p. m.
Second year.-P:rinciples of pleading, equity jurisprudence, evidence, short illustrative exposition of applied law, 3 :4.5 to 5 :15 p. m.; real property, 5 :15 to 6 p. m.;
wills and administration.
Methods of instruction,-:The instruction is by lectures by the regular professors
a.ml special lectures and by the study of text-books, cases, and statutes (select titles),
recitations, moot courts, etc .
·
38. Law School of the University of North Ca1'olina, Chapel Hill, N. C. John Manning, professor. Three instructors,55 students, 20having degree inlettersorscienco,
7 graclu:atcs, 40 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-Blackstone's Commentaries, "Washburn's Real Property, Scbouler's E:s:ccntors, Stephen's Pleading, Chitty's Pleading, Aclams's or Bispham's Equity, Vol. I of Greenleaf's Evidence, Smith's Contracts, Addison or Bigelow's
Torts, Constitution of the United States and of North Carolina, Code of North Carolin a, particularly the Code of Civil Procedure. For the degree course: Pollock's Contracts, Pierce's American Railroacl Law, Angell and Ames's or Dillon's Corporation,
Pomcroy's Equity Jurisprudence, Cooley's Constitutional Limitations, Wharton's
Criminal Law, ~est's Principles of E vidence, Cooley's Taxation, May's Insurance,.
Second. year.-(The course for a degree may be completed. in one year, but ordinarily requires two years.)
R marks.-Tho ]_)lan of study comprises, first, tho course prescribed for applicants for !i~ense by the .'uureme Court of tho State; second, a course of study for
those <lcsinng to comp to for tho degree of Bachelor of Laws. To coruplctc the entire rour will ordinarily rec1uiro two years.
:JO. , cltool of Lat~ of the -niversily of 01·egon, Portland, Oregon. Richard H. 'fhorn.ton, <le, n.
our mstrurtors . 5,- stud nts, 5 having degree in letters or science, 19
gr:uln: t ·~, :"
' k in srho 1 y<'ar.
our ·r. <f stutly: Fir. t Y<':tr.-Dla,·k:touc's ommentarics, Kent's Commentaries,
ar 011' ontracts.
,·,. oncl: ··tr.- ;011111'
Eviclcnco, Pomcroy's Equity, Cooley's
o titution:il Liruitati
r gon.
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40. Law Dc1Jartrnent of the , University of Pennsylvania,, Philadelphia, Pa,. C. Stnart
Patterson, dean. Seven instructors, 176 students, 2 haviug degree in letters or
science, 50 graduates, 29 weeks in school year,
C~uTSc of stu<ly: First year.-Real property, elementary equity, contracts, torts,
pleatling.-Books usr.d: Bispham's Equity, ""\Villiarus's Real Property, Mitchell's
L f.ctnres upon Real Estate aud Conveya,ncing in Pennsylvania, Pollock's Contracts,
Anson's Contracts, Hare's Contracts, Pollock's Torts, Bigelow's Torts1 Ames's
Cases1 Stephen's Plea.ding.
Secon<l ye:ir.-Real property antl conveyancing, partncrships 1 equity, contr:icts,
evidence. Bcoks used: Stephen's Evidence, Purson's Partnership, in addition to
those mentioned under first year.
Third year.-Constitntional law, will::; antl administration, commercial law_. pr:10tice and plea.ding in equity, contracts, criminal law, practice. Books used : RussuJl's
Crime, Stephen's History of tho Criminal Law, Story1s Constitntion, Hare's Constitution, Patterson's Federal Restraints on State Action.
Admission and methods of instrnction.-Examination in iiigh-school studies imposed upon those applicants for admission who are not Ba.chelors of Arts or of Sciences. The instruction is given by lectures a.nd by frequent examina,tions, an<l. the
students a.re required to reacl leading cases illustrating the subjects of instruction.
Moot courts are held o:::ice::::, week, at which questions prepared by the professor arc
argued. 41. Dcpartrnent of Law of the Unfrcrsity of Texas, Austin, Tcx.-Two instructors,
76 stmlcnts,-having <l.cgree in letters or science, 26 graduates, 32 weeks in school
year.
.
Course of stncly: First yonr.-Pcrsc,nal rights 7 domestic rela.tions, estates in and
titles to property, both real and personal; torts, criminal law, contract, sales1 agency,
pleading, p ractice and evidence. llooks used: Blackstone's Commentarics 7 Anson's
Contract, Tietleman's Sales, Saylc's a,nd Bassett's Te:s:as Pleading and Practice,
Robert's E lements of Texas P l eading, Bishop's Non-Contrnct L a,w; Greenleaf's Evidence1 Vol. I.
Second year.-Government of the United States and of Tc::.;::a.s, vrith judici:11
sy~tem of c:1ch; international law, constitutional law, eqtiity, snretyship and guaranty, negotiable i nstruments, partnerships, private corporations, legal ethics.
Books us ed : Revised Statutes of Texas, containing Constitution of United States
and of Texas; Kent's Commentaries, vol. I, Peeler's Law and Equity in the United
States Courts, Bisplrnm's Equity7 Taylor's Pri vato Corporations.
Remarks: The methods of instruction contempla,te the use of te:s:t-books1with daily
examinations a.ncl_ oral explanations, and also contemplate throughout the entire
course occasional l ectures, supplementing the text-books and deyeloping tho peculiar
features of T cxa,s jurispl.'udence. Moots courts are h eld.
42. Law Depm·tm,ent of the Uni11ersHy of Virginia, University P.O., Va. John B.
l\Iinor, sr ., professor.-Three instructors, 134 students, 30 having degree in letters
or 1,,cience, -- graduates, 39 weeks in school year .
Course of study: First ycar.-Minor's Institutes of Common :1nd Statute L:.w,
Vol. I of Rights, which r elute to the person; Vol. II of Rights, which relate to
real property; 1\Iinor's Synopsis of Criminal Law 7 Blackstone's Commentaries. Lectures :Monday, vVednesday, and Friday, from 11 a . m. to 12: 30p . m. Books used: Vattel's Internation::iJ Law, with lectures; Lectures on Government ; Federalist; Gilmore's Notes on Vattel and the Constitution. Lectures Thurs<lay and Saturday,
12:30 p. m. to 2 p. m.
Second year.-Minor's Institutes; Vol. IV of the Practice of La.win Civil Cases inclntli1:g plea,ding; Vol. III of the Rights which rela,te to Personal Property, Steph~n's
Plc::ulmg. Lectures Tuesday, Thursday, and Satnrday, from 11 a . m. to 12 :30 p. m.
Rooks used : Smith's Merc:mtile Luw1 Grcenlca,f's Evidence, Auams's Eq_uity, with
lectures a.!ld :i:otcs. Lectures Mond3,y, vVcdncsclay, and Friday, 12: 30 l?· m.
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Remarks.-The course is intended for t wo years, but may be completed in one.
The department is divided into two schools, known, respectively, as the School of
Common and Statute Law and the School of Constitutional and International Law,
Mercantile Law, Evidence, and Equity.
43~ Law Departrnent of West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va. Two instructor s, 26 students, 3 having degree in letters or science, 19 graduates, 30 weeks
in school year.
Course of study: First year.-Rights of persons and things, Blackstone, international law, common law, pleading,_contracts, negotiable instruments, equity pleading, evidence, 14 weeks; constitutional law, international law, Blackstone, first and
second books continued and third and fourth books begun, agency, partnership,
surety and guaranty, practice in the courts, equity, evidence, 12 weeks; constitutional law continued, Blackstone, third and fourth books continued, real property,
bailments, corporations, practice in the courts, insurance, equity.
Books used : Blackstone's Commentaries, Stephen's Pleading, Brooke's Notes on
Common Law Pleading and Practice in West Virginia, William s's Real Property,
F ederalist and Cooley's Constitutional Law, Woolsey's Introduction to International
Law.
Se'Cond year: The course as given in preceding paragraph may be spread over 2
years.
Organization and methods of instruction.-In many cases students take t"1o or
three branches of the academic course in connection with the studies of the law
department. Such studen ts divide 'the l aw course into 2 years. The methods of instruction consist of lectures and examinations from approved text-boo~s read in
course, the drawing of various l egal papers requisite in the ordinance practice of the
law, and moot courts.
44. Law Department of the Vanclerbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. Thomas H. Malone, dean. Pour instructors, 37 students, 5 having degree in l etters or science, 18
graduates, 40 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-Bishop's Contracts, Schouler's Domestic Relations,
Agency, Tyler's Partnership, Heard's Civil Pleading, Lube's Equity Pleading, 18
weeks; Taylor's Corporations, bailment, Cooley's Torts, Washburn's Crimes, Reynolus's Evidence, moot court, 17 weeks.
f;,econd year.-Danicl's Negotiable Instruments, Tiedem:m's Real Property, Reynolds's Evidence, moot court, 18 weeks; Bispham's Equity Jurisprudence, Cooley's
Constitutional Limitations, Lube's Equity Pleading; admiralty proceedings, moot
court. (The students ma,y finish the course as given for two years in one year.)
Remarks.-Thc daily exercises consist of recitations from the t ext-books, accomp::mied with rigid oral questioning anc.1 full illustrations and lectures on kindred
topics. Moot courts are hclt1.
45. School of Law of the Washington and Lee Uni·versity, Lexington, Va. G. -w. C.
L ee, dean. Two instructors, 63 students, 2 having degree in letters or science, 24
graduates; 36 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-Junior class: Natural law and international law, 77
hours; Constitut,ional law, 89 hours ; Contracts and carriers, 68 hours; real and personal property, 93 honrs; Anson's Cont:i:act's, Hutchinson on Carrier's, Tiedeman's
Real Property, B1:1ckstone's Commentaries, book 2; printed l ectures on real propr~y; ,'chouler's Per·onal Property, Vol. 2; Blackstone's Commentaries, book 1,
with le ·tnr son natural law; \Voolsey's International Law 1 with l ectures · Cooley's
'on. titntioual Law, with lectures; n gotiab1e paper and corporations, '53 hours;
er1nity, <lomcstic relation , ancl the conflict of laws, 148 hours; torts and crimes,
77 honr ; pl ading and Yicl n ·e, 9 hours; Bigelow's Torts; May's Criminal Law;
lack ·ton ·'t1 C_ommcntaric , l>0olc 3 and 4; Gould's Pleading (Heard's edition);
recnl •af'M ~nden ~· Vol. 1 · pi-inted l turcs on negotial)le paper; printed lectures
on nor ora.tloW! ; D1 ph:11u't1 E<]_ uity; Schouler's Domestic Rcfations ; l ectures on
1
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partnership; insnmnce; shipping and admiralty; printed lectures on tho conflict of
laws.
.
·n
· 2
Second. year.-The course may be pursued so that its completion w1 rcqmro
years.
.
.
.
.
Rcmarks.-The course-is so arranged as to render possible its complet10n m one
session of 9 mpnths. Students are advised, however, to devote 2 years to the study
of law. The basis of instruction is the study of the text-book, with frequent oral
examinations. Lectures are delivered by the professors to supplement the text.
Two moot courts are organized.
46. College of Law of Willamette University, Salem, Oregon. ,vmiam Ramsey, dean.
Twelve instructors, 5 students, 1 graduate; 36 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-General commentaries upon municipal law, contracts, re:11 estate, commercial law. Books used: Blackstone's Comment:1rics,
Tiedeman's Real Property, Kent's Commentaries, P:1rson's Contr:1cts.
Second year.-Equity jurisprudence, torts, criminal law, evidence, pleading, and
practice. Books used: Cooley's Torts, Bisphu,m's Equity, Wharton's Criminal Law,
Greenleaf's Evidence, Chitty's Pleadings, Vol. 1, Bli<;s's Code Pleading, Daniel's
Negotiable Instruments.
Organization and methods of instruction.-There is an examination for admission.
The daily exercises consist of lectm,·es and recitations from standard text-books, the
latter being accompanied by oral explanations. Moot courts are held regularly.
47. Law Departnient of Yale University, New Haven, Conn. Francis Wayland,
dean. Two instructors (professors of hw), 155 students, 43 graduates; 33 weeks in
school year.
Course of study: l!"'irst year.-English constitutional law, bailments, evidence,
international law, elementary law, pleading, evidence, mercantile law, native history, American law, wills (or Roman law), contracts, torts, forensic elocution.
Second year.-~vidence, real property, domestic relations, forensic oratory, criminal law, mercantile law, American constitutional lu.w, public and private corpora.tions, wills (or Roman ln.w), practice, contracts, torts, international law, patents,
attachments, judgments and executions, corporate trusts, transfer of monetary securities, insurance, the beginning of practice.
Third year.-[First year of graduate course.] Patents, taxation, railroad law,
practice in U. S. courts, admiralty law, sales, municipal corporations, statute law,
Federal jurisprudence, international law, mortgages, political science a,nd history,
English cobstitutional history, railway management.
[Sec9nd year of graduate course]. Ea,rly history of real property, canon law,
comparative jurisprudence, code Napoleon, English constitutional law, political
and social science, Roman la.w, economics of transportation, public :finance.
' Organization and met,hods of instruction.-The courses of the school are: An undergraduate, a graduate, and two special courses, each of two years, except tho first
special course, which is of one year. The first and second years of the graduate
eourse have no direct connection. Indeed, the first year of the gru.duate course is
considered as a :fitting conclusion to the studies of the undergraduate course.
Neithc~ of.the. special courses is professional. The methocl of instruction is mainly
that ofrec1tat10n. Ronco, although certain subjects are taught by lectures, care is
taken that the same topic is covered by recitation work in connection with the
wider branches of the law to which they belong. Public moot courts besides those
in ~he class quiz~clt:bs? arc regularly held, .one of the professors presicling. The requirements for adm1ss10n are that the applicant must be 18 years of age or over and
must have passed an examination in American and English history on the te~t of
the Constitution.
48. College of Law of Illi11ois Wesleyan Unirersity, Bloomington, Ill., Owen T.
Reeves, dean . Eight inst_ructors, 44 students, 17 graduates, 36 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First ycar.-Elementary law (Robinson), 26 hours; American
law (Walker), 65 hours; torts (Bigelow), 26 hours; civil procedure, 13 hours;
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English common ln,w (Blackstone, books 1 ancl 2), 24 l~ours; contracts (Benjamin
and Parsons), 105 hours; plea,ding (Stephen ::tncl Gould), 42 honrs; English common
law (Blackstone, books 3 ancl 4), 18 hours; civil procedure (Moore's Civil Practice),
34 hours.
·
Second year.-Common law (Kent, Parts I to V), 26 hours; real property (Tiedeman), 50 hours; evidence (Greenleaf and Chase), 34 hours; pleading (Chitty), 50
hours; practice (Illinois Practice Act), 25 hours; common law (Kent, Part V), 24:
hours; equity jurisprudence (Bispham), 24 hours; common law (Kent, Part VI), 18
hours; criminal law (Harris), 18 hours; torts (Cooley), 18 hours; equity pleading
(Heard), 9 hours; practice (Illinois Chancery Code), 9 hours.
Methods of iustruction.-The method adoptecl is mainly that of daily recitations
from text-books, during which the text is illustrated by examples easily compro·
henclccl by the student. Moot courts are h eld throughout the course.
49. Depa1·trnent of Law of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. Henry H.
Ingersoll, clean. Eight instructors, 10 students, 3 having degree in letters or science,
6 graduates, 40 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year.-Robinson's Elementary Law, May's Criminal Law,
Bigelow's Torts, Bishop's Contracts, Schouler's Domestic Relations, Tiedeman's Real
Property, Smith's Commercial Law, History of a La.w Suit.
Second Year.-Cooley's Constttutional Law, Boone's Corporations, Stepben'sPleatling, Greenleaf1s Evidence, Vol. 1; Ram's Legal J uµgment 1 Bispham's Equity, Gibson's
Snits in Chancery. (The course may be completecl in one year by earnest application
and sole attention to the law.)
Methods of instruction.-The methods employed are text-book study1 with daily
recitation ancl colloquial instruction, weekly moot courts and lectures.
50. Dcpa1·tmcnt of Law of the Unii·c1·sity of South Carolina 1 Columbia, S. C. Thomas
A.. Saxon1 dean. ,One instructor, 20 students, 4 graduates, 32 weeks in school year.
Course of study: First year .-Organization and jurisclict,ion of courts of the United
States and South Carolina1 sources of municipal law, domestic relations, personal
property, and title to same, administration, wills, contracts1 bailments, bills and
notes, principal and agent, corporations1 criminal law and herein of torts and nuisance, public and private1 evidence. Class meets five times a week during session.
Constitution of United States and the Judiciary Acts, Vol. 1; Kent's Commentaries,
Constitution of South Carolina,, organization of judiciary, acts, etc., bearing on organization of judiciary, Kent's Short Chapters on. Domestic Relations, Reeve's Domestic Relations1 Kc.nt1s Personal Property and Statutes of South Carolina, Blackstone's
Commentarimi (book 4), May's Criminal La,w and South Carolina Criminal Law.
Second ycar.-Pleading and practice, real property, equity jurisprudence, conveyancing1 trial of title to lal!ds, mariti~e law and law of nations1 statute law of the State
on subjects not read in co1mection with the text and lectures of the course-deeds1
recording, habeas corpus1 etc. Class n eets five times a ·week during session.
Boone's Code Pleading, the South Carolina Code, Kent's Comrnentaries1 Vol. 4;
Blackstone's Commentaries (selections); 'Washburn's Real Property, Vol. 2, Adam.s's
Equity, Story's Er1uity, White ancl Tudor's Leading Cases in Equity. Martindail's
Conveyancing, Sedgwick and ·wait's Ejectment.
:Methods of instruction.-Im,truction is gh·en by lectures and text- books; Moot
courts are h ld once a week.
. 51. The Dickinson School of Law, Carlisle, Pa. William Trickett, dean. Twelve
~nstructors, 31 students17 having degree _in' letters or science, 13 gradun.tcs134 weeks
in chool yc:ar.
Cour e of stucly not ginn.
5:J. • cl~~ol of L~1r of Uhio late rnfrcrsity, Columbus, Ohio. :Marshall J. Williams,
d c~n. - m c· t. ·n rn..,tr_n<tor , G3 ·tur1en . , 17 grauua.tcs, 3G we ·ks in school year.
our . of stn'1 ·: 1- ir:; .rn: r.-Elcmontnry la.w , cri.min.a.l la.w, domestic relations,
tort , c 'lllcucc, coutract , commou·la.w plcailiug.
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Second ye::tr.-Agency, p:ntnership, s_a les, bailments, bills and notes, and commercial law, municipal corporations, private corporations, mortgages and liens, equ!ty
jurisprudence, real property, constitutional law (elective), equity and code pleadmg
and practice, insmance, medical jurisprudence (elective), leg::til microscopy (elective).
Orrranization and methods of instruction.-Those not able to give satisfactory
evid:nce of schofastic attniinments must undergo an examination equiva,lent to that
required of applicants for admission to one of the four-year courses of the university.
The system of instruction is by lectures, text-books, and recitations. Moot courts
are held. "Por those who complete the course in law, but have not had the required
a.mount .of general education necessary for the degree of LL. B., a certificate of having
completed the course in law is provided."-(H. L. Wilgcrs, esq., in reply to inquiry
from Bureau of Education.)
53. Law Department of the Missouri State University, Columbia., Mo. Alexander
Martin, dean. Seven instrueto·rs, 75 students, 15 having degree in letters or science,
25 graduates, 36 weeks in school year.
Course of study: :First year.-Elemenfo,ry law, criminal Jaw, torts, bailments,
contracts, law of sales, commercial paper, partnership, domestic relations. · Books
used: Robinson's Elementary Law, Bishop's Contracts, Cooley's Torts, Sehouler's
Domestic Relations and Bailmcnts, Tiedeman's Sales, Pollock's Partnership, 'l'iedeman's Commercial Paper, Criminal Code of Missouri.
Second ycar.-Law of real property, constitutional law, interpretation and constrnction of statute,;, pleading and pi·act,ice, equity jurisprudence, admiralty, insurance1 law of corporations, international law, faw of evidence. Books used: Tiedeman's Real Property, Bispham's Equity Jurispr-udence, Greenleaf7s Evidence, Vol. 1;
Boou's Corporations, Cooley's Principles of Constitutional Law, Woolsey's International Law, May's or :Flanders's Insurance, Bliss's Code Pleading, Dcshy's Shipping and Admiralty and Pederal Procedure.
Third year (graduate course).-Constitutional law, corporations, iusurancc, trusts, .
p atents, law of homicide. · The student in, this course is allowed to select any special
suojcct in law for extended examination and stuc.1y, to be presented concurrently
with the subjects embraced in the course.
Organization and methods of instruction.-The course is of two years, but to provide the intending practitioner with a more extended and practical knowledge of
the most import.ant subjects embraced in modern law a post-graduate course was established in Ap!'il, 1891. The faculty are more and more snitisficd that the highest
results can not be reached by lectures alone, however clear and thorough they may
be, and that the _study of text-books and leading cases is also necessary. A moot
court is hold every :Friday,
54. Iowa College of Law, Des Moines, Iowa, Josiah Gi-011, dc::m.-Six instructors, 37
students, 12 graduates, 32 weeks in school year.
Course of study: :First ycar.-Elcmentary' law (Walker's American Law), contracts (Bishop's), torts (Bishop's Noncontract Law), pleading and practice (Stephen's Work and Boone's Code Pleading), review and general discussion (once in
two weeks), 10 weeks; criminal hw (Wharton's), partnership (Story), agency
(l\Icechem's), bills and notes (Tiecleman's), pleading and practice, review and general
dis cnssion (once every two weeks), 11 weeks; bailments and common carriers,
(Schouler's), domestic relations, Browne's Real Property (Tiedeman), pleading and
practice (Kinne's), review and general discu ssion (once eYery two weeks), 10 weeks.
Second year.-Elementary law (Blackstone's Commentaries), personal property
(Brantley's), evidence (Greenleaf's, vol.1), sales and chattel mortgages (Tiedemail's),
pleading and practice (Kinne's), review a'nd general discussion ( once every two
weeks), 10 weeks; elementary law (Blackstone's Commentaries), equity jurisprµdc~ce (Bispham's), corporations (Boone's), insurance (May's), pleading and practice
(Kmne's), review and discussion (once every two weeks), 1l weeks; elementary law
(~l~ckstone's Commentaries), corporations, constitutional and interna,tional Iaw1
civil law, probate, pleading, ::md practice, review and general discussion.
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Organization ancl methods of instruction.-Le9tures and text-book recitations
upon lessons previously announced are combined. Topics are assigned to students,
,vho n,re required to present them orally and often without, notes to the class. Moot
courts are organized immediately after the opening of the fall term . An admission
examination is held for those not having been educated in a college or secondary
school. 'rhe subjects of examination are arithmetic, history, orthography, English
grammar, and composition.
55. Law School of Mercer Unii·ersity, Macon, Ga.-Three instructors.
Beyond the course of the school (which is not given), lectures are given during the
year on special topics, such as pleading and evidence, commercial law, law of ejectment, equity, professional ethics, etc.
56. Law Sclw_ol of the University of Colorado; Boulder, Col-o. Moses Hallett, dean.Fourteen instructors; 36 weeks in school year.
The school having been organized in May, 1892, it is not desirable to present statistics until it fair]y. enters upon its work in September, 1892.
Course 0f study: First year.-American constitutionallaw_, Roman law, contracts,
rea,l property, criminal law and procedure, torts and personal rights, bailments, com, mon law and code, pleadings, domestic rnlations, personal property, private corpora.tions, agency, wills.
Second year.-Federal jurisprudence, sales of personal property, evi<l.ence, equity
jurisprudence, pleading and practice, trusts,- executors and administrators, surety.
ship and mortgages, bills of exchange and promissory notes, partnership, damages,
carriers, peculiarities of Colorado law and practice; special lectures will be delivered.
•
Organization and methods of instruction.-Although the method of instruction
is majnly that of lectures, the same subject-matter will be covered by recitation
work. Moot courts will be held each week. "Those who are not graduates of coll eges or high schools are required to undergo a writte::i examination in respect to
general education."
Summary of statistics of law schools in the United States.
Number of law schools __________________ . ____ .. ______ ._-_... ____ ... __ . _____ .•
56
Number of instructors __________________ ·----· ____________________________ -453
Number of students .. _________ . ____ .. ___ .. ________ . ___ .... __________ . _. ___ .. 6, 106
The number of students who had, previous to their engaging in the study oflaw,
obtained a degree in letters or science, either from a college or some other institution
conferring literary or scientific degree, is unknown. Many colleges take no record
of such facts; others again may be apprehensive that invidious distinctions may l>e
drawn against themselves, if the facts in their case be known. Under these conditions there is but one method to follow, that is, to take the total number of students in the schools that report the fact in question and to compare that total with
th e total number of students reported as having previously obtained a bachelor degree in arts or science. This has been the m thod followed by the specialist who
lias prepared the cha:pter on professional schools in the Annual Report of the Bureau
of Education, when preparing i.hc diagrams illustrating the increase of attendance
a1. ~he various r>rof ssiona,l institutions in Germany, France, and particular]y in the
Umt d tates. A(1opting this m thod of procedure then, it appears that theNumb r of schools reporting the fact was ___ .. _______ . __________ .... ___ .____
26
Tumb r fstud ntsinthem -------------------··-··----····----·--···---·-- 3,261.
Number of tud nts having a degree________________________________________
498
' o put the matt r bri fly, 15 in very 100 students in 26 schools had obtained a
d gr e in som in:ti~ution not giving professional instruction, or, more technically
.·pr . secl, ha btamed a cl gr in 1 tt rs or ci nc .
'Ih l nrrth of th
onr ·c i two · ar .
f 54 chools r porting 40 have a two
years course, 7 h ve a couroe of 1 year which in 1:1everal instances may be spread
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over two, 27 schools have a three years' course. Of tho 40 schools with two years'
courses, several permit the student to take it in one year, and 7 schools, on the contmry, offer a post-graduate course. In Washington, D. C., this is called a "postgraduate course in practice." Yale Law Schoul has an undergraduate course of two
years and a post-graduate course also of two, but one (the last) of which need not
be takeu.
III. COLLEGES OFFERING INSTRUC'.1.1 ION IN LAW
·coMl\IERCI.A.L couRsEs. 1
1. Arkansas College, Batesville, Ark.

IN

COLLEGE AND

General principles of common and international law.
2. University of California, Berkeley, Cal. Sophomore: International law. Senior:
Roma,n law; jurisprudence; constitutional law of the United States.
3. University of the Pacific, College Park, Cal. Junior: Constitutional and international law; commercial law.
4. Los Angeles College, Los Angeles, Cal. Sophomore: Constitutional law. Junior:
International law. Senior: Roman jurisprudence.
5. St. Vincent's College, Los Angeles, Cal. Commercial law.
6. Leland Stanford, Jr., University, Menlo Park, Cal. History of Roman law.
7. Napa College, Napa, Cal. Junior: Jurisprudence; commercial law.
8. California College, Oakland, Cal. Senior: International law.
9. University of Southern California, University, Cal. Sophomore: Constitutional
law. Junior: International_Iaw.
· 10. San Joaquin Valley College, Woodbridge, Ca.I. Senioi:: International law.
11. Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colo. Junior and Senior: Roman law.
12. University of Denver, University Park, Colo. Junior: International law.
13. ViTesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. Junior: Roman jurisprudence,
14. Yale University, Now Haven, Conn. Senior: Law.
15. Delaware College, Newark, Del, Senior: International or constitutional law.
16. Columbian University, W':ashington, D. C. Senior: International faw.
17. Howard University, Washington, D. C. Senior: International law.
18. John B. Stetson University, De Land, Fla. Commercial la.w.
19. Florida Conference College, Leesl.mrg, Fla. Commercial law.
20. Seminary West of the Suwanee River, Tallahassee, Fla. Senior: International
law; commercial law.
21. Hedding College, Abingdon, Ill. Junior:. Commercial law. Senior: International law.
22. Illinois Wesley:1n University, Bloomington, ni. Senior: International law.
23. St. Viateur's College, Bourbonnais Grove, Ill. Third and fourth years: Commercial law.
24. Blackburn University, Carlinville, Ill. Senior: International law.
25. Carthage College, Carthage, Ill. Senior: Commercial law.
26. Eureka College, Eureka, Ill. Comm(?rcia,l law.
27. Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. Senior: Constitutional and international law.
28. Ewing College, Ewing, Ill. Senior: International law.
29. Knox College, Galesburg, Ill. Senior: Internationl law.
30. Lombard University, Galesburg, Ill. Senior: Law of nations.
31. Lake Forest University, Lake Forest, Ill. Senior: Roman law.
32. McKendree College, Lebanon, Ill. Senior: International law.
33. Lincoln University, Lincoln, Ill. Senior: International law.
34. Northwestern College, Naperville, Ill. Junior: Constitutional law. Senior:
International law.
1
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35. Chaddock College, Quincy, Ill. Senior: International ln.w.
36. St. Frn,ncis Solanus College, Quincy, Ill. Commercial law.
37. Shurtleff College, Upper Alton, Ill. Junior: Constitutional bw. Senior: In,
ternational law.
38. University of lliinoia, Uroana,, Ill. Senior: Rural In.w.
39. Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Ind. Senior: Roman bw.
40: Taylor University, Fort . Wayne, Ind. Commercial law.
41. Franklin College, :Franklin, Ind. Senior: Constitutional faw.
42. De Pauw University, Greenca:stlc, Ind. Senior: Intornatioual 1a.w.
43. Hanover College, Hanover, Incl. Junior: Constitutional aml international faw.
44. Hartsville College, Hartsville, Incl. Commercial la,w.
45. Butler University, Irvington, Ind. Senior: International law.
46. Union Christian College, Merom, Ind. Commer cial faw.
47. Ridgeville College, Ridgeville, Ind. Commercial law.
48. Amity Coilcge, College Springs, Iowa. Senior International bw, commercial
law.
·
49. German-English College, Charles City, Iowa. Commercial !:iw.
50 . Des Moines College, Des Moines, Iowa. Senior: International law.
51. Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa. Senior: Co1mnercial law.
52. Parsons College, Fairfield, Iowa. Senior: International law.
53. Upper Iowa University, Fayette, Iowa. Senior: International law.
54. Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa. Senior: International law, la.wand publie economy.
55. Simpson College, Indianola, Iowa. Senior: Constitutional law.
56. Slate University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa: Junior: Constitutional ano. international law. ·
·
57. Iowa .Wesl-Oyan University, Mount Pleas::mp, Iowa. Senior: Interna!ional law.
58. CorneU College, Mount Vernon, Iowa. Senior: International law.
59. Oskaloosa College, Oskalo0sa, Iowa. Senior: International law, commercial
law.
60. Penn College, Oskaloosa., Iowa. Senior: Internationa,l Ja.w.
61. Central University of Iowa, Pella., Iowa. Senior: Internatio11al law.
62. University of the Northwest, Sioux City, Iowa. Senior: International law, commercial law.
63. Tabor College, Tabor, Iowa. Seni.or: International law, commercial law.
64. Western College, Toleclo, Iowa. Eenior: International law, commercial law.
65. :M:idlan<l Colltlge, Atchison, Kans. Senior: International law.
66. St. Benec1ict's College, Atchison, Kans. Commercial law.
67 . College of Emporia, Emporia, Kans. Senior : Constitutional la.w.
68. Ccntra,l College, Enterprise, Kans. Senior: Roman and iuternational law.
69. Highland University, Highland, Kans. Commercial law.
70. Campbell University, Holton, Kans. Commercial law. ·
71. University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans. Constitutional an<l interna tional ln,w.
72. Lane University, Lecompton, Kaus. Commercial law.
73. Bethany College, Li11dsborg, Kans. Commercial ln.w.
74. Ottawa UniYcrsity, Otta;wa, Kans . Senior: International law.
75. ,·t. Mary's Collcgo, St. l\Iary's, Kans. Commercial la.w.
76. Kansas \Vc·sl yan University, Salin:1, K:ins. Junior: Constitutional bw. Senior: International law, commercial law.
77. Coop r Memorial ollcgc, ,·t rling, Kans.
enior: Internationalla.w.
78. Wichita Univn ·ity, \Yi ·hita Kans. Commercial law.
70. •'outhwC:!;t Kan:as Coll ·g ·, 'infwld, Kans. Senior: Constitutional faw, comrncr< i,111· w .
0. Centre 'olJP~~, Danvilfo, Ky. ,Junior: Inkrnntional law.
81. Eu iucucc Collcg ·, · ~I.U.iucnc ·, Ky. CollllUcrcial law.
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82. Georgetown College, Georgetown, Ky. First year: Commercial l::tw.
83. Central Uni:versity, ,Richmond, Ky. Commercial law.
84. Kentucky Wesleyan College, Winchcster1 Ky. Senior: International law1 Commercial law.
85. Jefferson College, Convent 1 La. Commercial law.
86. Centenary College, Jackson, La. Senior: Intenrntional and. constitutional law.
87. Tulane University, Now Orlen,ns, La . . Senior: Intenrntional law.
88. Bowdoin College, Brunswick 1 Mo. Senior: Constitutional law.
89. St. ,John's College1 Ann:111olis, Mel. Senior: Internat.ional and constitutional
law.
90. Johns Hopkins UniYorsity1 Daltimoro1 Md. International law.. constitutional
law, Roman law 1 comparative jurisprudence of tho principal European systems, history of the common and statute ,Ia w of Bngfaml, administration and
public law.
91. Rock Hill College, Ellicott City,. Md. Commercial hw.
92. Mt. St. Mary 1s College, Mt. St. Marys, Md.. Co1nn1orcial faw.
93. Amherst College, Amherst, Mass. Senior: International l::nY.
9J. Boston University, Boston, Mass.· Junior and Senior: Roman law.
95. lfarvarcl University, Cambridge, Mass.
International, constitutional, and
Rorn·an law.
96. French Protesfant College, Springfield, Mass. Senior: Internationn,1 law.
97. Tnfts College, Tufts College, Mass, SenioT: Ancient, Roman 1 and international
law.
98. Williams College, Williamstown, Mass. Senior: Constitutional, civil, :1nd
international bw.
·
99. Adrian College, Adrian, Mich. Senior: International law, commercial law.
100. Albion College, Albion, Mich. Senior: Constitutional and international law.
101. Alma College, Alma, Mich. Senior: International law, commercial law.
102. University of Michigan, Ami Arbor, Mich: Constitutional law of tho United
.States, comparative constitutional law, international law.
103. Benzonia College, Benzonia, Mich. Commercial law.
104. Detroit College, Detroit, Mich. Commercial law.
105. Hillsdale College, Hillsdale, Mich. Senior: International law.
106. St. John's University, Collegeville, Minn. Commercial law.
107. Hamline University, Hamline1 Minn. Senior: Constitutional1 international, and
American common law.
108. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. Senior: Public international law.
109. Carleton College, Northfield, Minn. Senior: Constitutional law.
110. Macaloster College, St. Paul, Minn. Senior: International la,w.
111. St. Paul's College, St. Paul Park, Minn. Senior: International law, commercial
law.
112. Parker Collogo 1 Winnebago City, Minn. Senior: International faw.
113. Mississippi College, Clinton, Miss. Commercial law.
114. Christian University, Canton, Mo. Commercial law.
115. St. Vincent1s College, Cape Girardeau, Mo. Commercial law.
116. Carthage Collegiate Institute, Carthage, Mo. Senior: Constitutional and international law.
117. University of the State of Missouri; Columbia, Mo. Constitutional and international law, law of contracts..
118. Central College, F'ayette, Mo. Commercial law.
119. Ozark College, Greenfield, Mo. Commercial law.
120. Willia,m Jowell College, Liberty, Mo. Commercial la,w; Senior: Internationa.1
law.
121. Missouri Valley College, Marshall, Mo. Senior: Intemationall:::..7'.
122. Morrisville College, Morrisville, Mo. Commercial law.
1
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123. Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. Senior: International law. Fifth year:
Business law and riparian rights, mining law, insurance law.
124. St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo. Commercial law.
125. I)rury College, Springfield, Mo. Junior: International law.
126. Tarkio College, Tarkio, Mo. Senior: International law; commercial law.
127. Avalon College, Trenton, Mo. Junior: International law; commercial law.
128. Central Wesleyan College, ,varrenton, Mo. Senior: International law, commercial law.
129. College of Montana, Deer Lodge, Mont. Senior: International law.
130. Doane College, Crete, Nebr. Senior: International law.
131. Cotner University, Lincoln, Nebr. Senior: International law.
132. University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr. Senior: Constitutional and international law.
, 133. Gates College, Neligh, Nebr. Senior: International law.
134. Nebraska Wesleyan University, University Place, Nebr. Senior: International
law.
135. York College, York, Nebr. Senior: Intern:1tional law.
1_36. University of Nevada, Reno, Nev. Senior: International law, mining law.
137. Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H. Senior: C<.1nstitutional, international, and
municipal law.
138. St. Benedict's College, Newark, N. J.- Commercial law.
139. Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N. J. Junior: Roman law.
14.0. College of New Jersey, Princeton, N. J. Senior: General jurisprudence, international law, public law, American constitutional law, Roman law.
141. College ofthe Sacred Heart, Vineland, N. J. Commercial law.
142. Alfred University, Alfred Centre, N. Y. Commercial law, international law,
Roman law, common law.
143. Polyt_e chnic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. Senior: Municipal law, constitutional
and international law.
144. St. Francis College, Brooklyn, N. Y. Commercial law.
145. Canisius College, Buffalo, N. Y. Commercial law.
146. St. Lawrence University, Canton, N. Y. Senior: Jurisprudence.
147. Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y. Senior: Constitutional and municipal law.
148. St. John's c ·ollege, Fordham, N. Y. International and commercial law .
149. Madison Univ:ersity, Hamilton, N. Y. Senior and Junior: Roman and international law.
150. Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. Canadian constitutional law, international
law, Roman law.
·
151. College of St. Francis Xavier, New York, N. Y. Natural and international law.
152. College of the City of New York, N. Y. Pourt}.r, year: Constitutional and international law.
153. Columbia College, New York, N. Y. Senior: Contracts, elements of jurisprudence, real estafo, torts, criminal law alld procedure, domestic relations,
common-law pleading and procedure.
154:. Manhattan College, New York, N. Y. Commercial law.
155. niversity of the City of New York, N. Y. Senipr: Natural and constitutional
law, international la,v.
156. niver ity of Roche ter, N. Y. Senior: Roman and international law.
157. Tia.gara ni\- r ity, Niagara University, N. Y. Commercial law.
158. Syracuse niver ity, Syracuse, N. Y. Senior: Constitutional and international
law, jurisprudence.
159. Univ r ity of Torth aroli:na, Chapel Hill, N. C. Fourth year: Constitutional
an :l intornation· l law.
160. a.vicl on Coll ~o, . C.
enior: Commercial law.
161. Guilford Coll go, C. CollllUorcial law.
T .
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162. North Carolina College, Mt. Pleasant, N. C. Junior: Constitutional law, commercidl law.
163. Trinity College, N. C. Senior: International and civil Ia,w.
164. Buchtel College, Akron, Ohio. Senior: Constitutional, international, and municipal law.
165. Mount Union College, Alliance, Ohio. Senior: International law.
166. Ashland University, Ashland, Ohio. Junior: Elements of law (Lee).
167. Ohio University, Athens, Ohio. Senior: Constitutional law.
16!3. Baldwin University, Berea, Ohio. Senior: International law, commercial law.,
169. St. Xavier College, Cj.ncinnati, <3hio. Commercial law.
170. Calvin College, Cleveland, Ohio. Commercial law.
171. Belmont College, College Hill, Ohio. Commercial law.
172. Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. Sophomore: Constitutional law. Junior
and senior: International law, municipal government. Freshman: Commerdal law.
173. Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio. Senior: Constitutional and international law.
174. Findlay College, Findlay, Ohio. Senior: Constitntional law, commercial law.
175. Denison University, Granville, Ohio. Senior: International law.
176. Hillsboro College, Hillsboro, Ohio. Commercial law.
177. Hiram College, Hiram, Ohio. Sophomore: Elements of law, international law.
178. Marietta College, Marietta, Ohio. Senior: International law.
179. · Fr!1nklin College, New Athens, Ohio. Junior: International law. Senior: Commercial law.
180. Muskingum College, New Concord, Ohio. Commercial law.
181. Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. Senior: International law.
182. Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. Junior: International law.
183. Richmond College, Richmond, Ohio. _Senior: Roman law; commercial law.
184. Rio Grande College, Rio Grande, Ohio. Senior: International law.
185. Scio College, Scio, Ohio. Junior: Commercial law.
186. Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio. Senior: International law.
187. Heidelberg University, Tiffin, Ohio. Commercial la-w.
188. Otterbein University, )Vesterville, Ohio. Commercial law.
189. Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio. Junior: _Constitutional law.
190. University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon. Senior: International law; commer.
cial law.
191. McMinnville C.ollege, McMinnville, Oregon. Senior: International law.
192. Philomath College, Philomath, Oregon. Commercial law.
193. Willamette University, Salem, Oregon. Freshman: Commercial law. Senior:
International law.
194. Western University of Pennsylvania, Allegheny, Pa. Senior: International law.
195. St. Vincent College, Beatty, Pa. Commercial law.
196. Geneva College, BeaverFalls, Pa. Junior: Constitutionallaw. Senior: Intern ational law.
197. Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. Senior: Bh-..ckstone.
198. Pennsylvania College, Gettysburg, Pa. Senior: International law. '.
199. Grove City College, Grove City, Pa. Commercial law.
200. Haverford College, Pa. Junior: Constitutional law. Senior: International
law.
201. St. Francis College, Loretto, Pa. Commercial law.
202. Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa. Senior: Constitutional, municipal, and international law.
203. Central Pennsylv~nia College, New Berlin, Pa. Senior: Commercial law.
204. Westminster College, New Wilmington, Pa. Junior: Constitutional law.
205. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. Junior: International law.
Senior: Mercantile law, constitutional and Roman la~.
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206. Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa. Senjor: International law.
207. Washington and Je:ffen;on College, Washington, Pa. Jnnior: Constitutional
law.
208. Brown Univerisity, Providence, R. I. Senior or junior: · Constitutional and international law.
209. Newberry College, Newbeny, S. C. Sophomore: Constitutional law. Senior:
International law.
210. Dakota University, Mitchell, S. Dak. Commercial law.
211. Redfield College, Redfield, S. Dak. Commercial l:1w.
212. University of South Dakota, Vermillion, S. Dak. Junior: International faw.
213. · U. S. Grant University, Chattanooga, Tenn. Senior: Constitutional and international law.
214. Southwestern Presbyterian University, Clarksville, Tenn. Constitutional and
commer cial bw.
215. Hiwassee College, Te-nn. Commercial law.
216. Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn. Junior: International law.
217. Bethel College, McKenzie, 'Tenn. Senior: International law, commercial la.w.
218. Maryville College, Maryville, Tenn. Senior: Constitutional and international
law.
219. Christian Brothers' C.ollege, Memphis, Tenn. Commercial law.
220. VanderbHt University, Nashville, Tenn. Senior: International law.
221. University of the South, Sewanee, Tenn. Commercial law.
222. Greeneville and Tusculum College, Tusculum, Tenn. Junior: International
law.
223. Washington College, Tennessee. Senior: International law.
221!. Howard Pa,yne College, Brownwood, Tex. Senior: International law:
225. Fort Worth Unh·ersity, Fort ·worth, Tex. Senior·: InternatioI!al law, commercial law.
226. Southwest ern University, Georgetown, Tex . . Commercial law.
227. Trinity University, Tehuacana, Tex. Senior: International lnw, commercial
l aw.
228. University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah. Senior: International law.
229. University of Vermont, Burlington, Vt. Senior: Constitutional ancl international law.
230. Middl ebury College, Middlebury, Vt. Senior: Constitutional and.international
law.
231. Roanoke College, Salem, Va. Sophomore: Commercial law. Senior: International law.
232. Colfax College, Colfax, Wash. Commercial law.
233. West Virginia College, Flemington, W. Va. Senior: Internatio11nl law.
234. West Virginia Cniversity, Morgantown, W. Va. Senior: Constitutional and
international law.
235. Lawrence University, Appleton, Wis. Senior: Constitutional and interuational
law, commercial law.
236. Beloit College, Beloit, \Vis. Senior: International law.
237. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. Elementary, constitutional, international, and Roman law.
238. !arquette College, Milwauk e, Wis. Commercial law.
239. Ripon College, Ripon, Wis. Sophomore: Constitutional law.
2-10, Uni 'Cr ity of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo. Senior: Constitutional ancl international la.w.
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THE LAW MATRICULATE EXA:\IINATION IN NEW YORK. 1
[Generally known as the "_Law Students' Examination."]

In New York the legislature eaTly 2 conferred upon the trustees of the
colleges or universities having departments of law the power of grantlaw . and otherwise regulating the admission to and the
ing degrees
course of study of their law departments. Nor was the degree when
obtained a mere empty honor; for, when it was a testimonial that the
holder had,. in addition to passing an examination successfully, spent
eighteen m~nths in the study of law, it admitted him to the bar. This
right, however, was withdrawn in 1882. After that date the State resumed the exercise of the power to inquire into the professional qualifications of applicants for admission to its bar, and it is the purpose
here briefly to relate the manner in which the State has also taken
upon itself the duty of systematically testing the literary qualifications
of persons who are applicants for admission to its schools of law, or
who airB elsewhere pursuing the study of jurisprudence.
Before entering upon this topic, however, it is but justice to call
attention to the action of Columbia College in 1876, touching the literary attainments of its matriculates in law. The annual announcement
of that institution for 187 4-'75 contained the usual information that any
person of good moral character, whether a coUegc graduate or not,
might be admitted to either class of the law de1)artment, for '~no examination and no particular course of previous_ study were required for
admission." _But this was not all the catalogue told its readers on this
point. On and after the first Wednesday in October, 1876, the requisites for admission were to be considerably advanced. All college graduates, it is true, were then to be admitted without examination, but
other candidates for matriculation were to be at least eighteen years
of age and "must have received a good academic education, including
such a knowledge of Latin as is required for admis_sion to the freshman class of the college, viz, 4 books of De Bello Gallico, 6 books of
the J'Eneid, and 6 orations of Cicero." To insure that the candidate
had had this amount of instruction, three examiners, alumni of the
college appointed by the law faculty, were to examine him in the
history of Greece, Rome, England, and America, English grammar,
rhetoric, and composition and in Latin.3 This action of Columbia is
noteworthy; for it required fifteen years for the State to become convinced of the necessity of the reform thus inaugurated in New York in
1876 by a private corporation at its own pecuniary risk. The college
accomplished it at a bound, as it were; the State worked up to it.
In 1871 it became the duty of the judges of the court of appeals of
New York 4 to establish such rules and regulations as they might deem

in

1

Prepared by Mr. Wellford Addis.
L:1ws of 185!), Chu.p. 267 (University of Albany); Laws of 1860! Chap. 202 (Columbia, College), a,nd more generally by sec. 58 of the Code of Procedure of 1876.
3
Statutes of 1878, p . 43.
4
Laws of 1871, chap. 486.
2
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proper in relation to the admission of persons applyin g to be admitted as
attorneys, solicitors, and counselors in the courts of the State. Among
the rules established by the court in pursuan_ce of this act 1 was one requiring that all _persons not holding the diploma of a law college of the
State 2 should be examined by the court or by a board composed of three
or m9re practicing lawyers of the State, of seven years' standing at the
bar, appointed by it. But in 1882, "in response to a general demand,"
the court adopted a rule which brought the regents of the University
of New York (a method of State control rather than a university) into
·direct connection with the law departments ·o f the higher institutions
of learning of the State. By this rule it was ordered that before any
person, not a graduate of a college, could enter upon "a clerkship"
(reading in an office of. a practicing attorney) or upon a substituted
course of study (as at a law school), or within three months after entry
upon such a course, he must pass a regents' examination in arithmetic,
grammar, geography, orthography, English and American hi.story, and
English composition, and file a certificate of the fact signed by the secretary of the board of regents and countersigned by the examiner.
In the circular issued by the regents in regard to "Examinations on
subjects preparatory to the study of the law as required by the rules of
the court of appeals," it is stated that special examinations for law
students only would be held in each judicial department. As the subjects required by the rules of the court were also a part of the system
of academic examination held at stated times during the year, the intending law student was allowed to enter them. To insure success the
candidate was advised to master a" standard school text-book" on each
subject required. To pass he must answer correctly 75 per cent of the
questions "in all subjects" and spell correctly 85 out of 100 words contained in the papers placed before him, and finally "must make and
subscribe" to a declaration printed on each sheet of questions to the
effect that he had no previous knowledge of the questions on the paper,
that he had answered them without aid from any source, and had spent
no more time than that marked by himself in answering them. To
those successful1y passing in all the subjects the Regents gave a special certificate, known as the law student's certificate, made in duplicate one copy of which was retained by the clerk of the court of appeals
and the other serit by that functionary to the candidate.
It is impossible to say at this date what purpose the court of appeals
ha<l when permitting a grace of three months to the law student, in
filing hi regent'. certificate. Yet it might seem probable (barring the
a. f men f middle age) that it was introduced not for the purpose
of all wiug him tbe nece ary time to prepare himself in the st-udies
requir l by th rule-hi time being fully occupic<l by the tudy oflawbut r. th r to an.whim t nt r upon bi "clerkship" at anytime, irre·ct1ve of he ti e f the r gent' xamination. At one school at least
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no previous course of study was required nor was an examination held
as to the qualification of a matriculate, he being informed that he had
three months in which he could comply with the rule of the court. Indeed, the probability thaf the months of grace were intended as months·
.of double work-an unfortunate combination of the studies of the grammar school and Blackstone's lectures to university men-is almost made
a certainty when we find that the new rule of the court of appeals
adopted March 19, 1891, lengthens the time of grace from three months
to twelve, the additional nine months being allowed to enable the
student to get up the "first-year Latin" required. To this rule, however, we must now turn.
In the rule of 1882 the court had demanded a good grammar-school
education; in the rule of 1891, it_ asks, in addition, for a "first-year
Latin," geometry, and civics. The Latin requfred is meager, by no
means to be called academic, and is such as is taught in preparing the
student to read Cresar. In geometry, "plane geometry" is completed,
and in civics ,, daily work for half a school year is allowed." If a student has completed a full year's course at a college under the supervision of the regents of the University of New York, or in an extra
State college recognized by it as having a satisfactory standard, ,or if
he has completed a three years' course in any institution subject to the
visitation of the regents or recognized by it, or if he has a regent's
diploma, or a regent's pass card for any 22 counts, of which 4 are for a
foreign language, 7 for mathematics, and 7 for the historic groups, or
has a pass card for any 30 academic counts-that student may offer
them as "substantial substitutes" for the matters required by the new
rule of the court of appeals.
Other changes appear. The regents send the certificate to the successful candidate, who forwards it to the clerk of t}J.e court of appeals
at Albany, who files it and returns a duplicate. If the student, after
:finishing a subject, fails to make and subscribe to the somewhat modi:fi~d form of declaration of honesty, the set of answers for that subject
is thrown out.
V,

LEGAL EDUCA'rION IN THE COMMON SCHOOLS.

Specific legal instruction is not offered in the public schools, yet the
course of study in "civics" or civil government has such a relation to
the subject as to justify the insertion here of the following matter from
the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1888-89, pp. 384387: *
"Civil government is a separate branch of instruction in twenty-two
of the eighty-two cities that reported; its principles are taught in many
more-nearly all, perhaps-incidentally, in connection with history,
geography, or, like science and general history, as a part of the supplementary reading. The object of such instruction is declared to be
better preparation for the duties of citizenship. In its usual applica* Prepared uy Mr. J. C. Boykin.
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tion the subject embraces only-the nature and forms of government, and
the provisions of the Constitution of the United States, and that of the
pupil's own State; but the study may be, and sometimes is, so broadened that.it not only covers the elements of political science,but also
trenches upon ,the domain of ethics. Several excellent text-books have
been prepared, but they arc not extensively used except as books of
reference, the instruction being chiefly oral, ·frequently in accordance
. with a general plan or a syllabus prepared by the superfotendent.
One of the best of these syllabuses is thRit which appears in the manual of the course of instruction in the grammar department of the Phila.delphia public schools. 1 The instruction in that city is given in one year
only, the eighth, and follows the topical method throughout. No textbook is used, but each pupil bas constant access to the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution of the United States, and the articles
of the State constitution.
"Ap1)ended to the syllabus, in addition to the usual instructions relating to the teaching of the subject, arc (1) a list of special terms of
fre_q uent occurrence, (2) a list; of eminent men connected with the
history of the Constitution, (3) a chronological table relating to the
adoption of the amendments, (4) a table of parallelism between the
Constitution and the Articles of Confederation, and (5) a list of books
of reference recommended for the use of the teachers of the subject.
In the last list appear: Andrew's Manual of the Constitution of the
United States, Stern's ConstitutionalHistoryand PoliticalDevelopment
of t1rn United States, Miss Dawes's How We Are Governed, Alton's
Among the liaw-makers, Fiske's American Political Ideas, Scott's Development of Constitutional Liberty in the English Colonies of America,
Frothlugham's Rise of the Republic of the United States, Greene's Historical View of th~ American Revolution, Curtis's History of the Constitution, Bancroft's, Hildrcth's and Schouler's histories of the United
States, and Story's Commentaries on the Constitution.
"The use of a syllabus of this kind by an intelligent teacher williug
to follow the suggestious that accompany it must result in· such effective teaching that text-book instruction would seem dull and insipid
by contrast. What good office could a formal text-book perform for ai
teacher familiar with all tlle literature named f
"Mr. R. W. Stephenson, in ]Jis r eport for 1887-88, as superintendent of
public iustruction of Columbus, Ohio, very thoroughly discu sed the
importance of training for citizenship, laying particular stress upon
the ultivation of the virtu of obedience to rightful authority, integrity indu -try, and l)atriotism. Ile would have instruction also in
the f rm antl mctho<.l · f goyernment but he believes that the pos.
,· ;::iou
f the virtue mun cl L more neces.·a;ry to the citizen than a
m I kn wl <l e of any particular sy,'tem of laws. He therefore urges
tha the t • ·her.' aim pnrti<'lllarl · at th inculcation of the e desirable
1ualiti,• in orcl r tlu t th ir pupil. m, y
th 1 . tt r as citizen .

'
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"In regard to this view, it may be said that the instruction recom,
mended is only what is commonly called" moral training," wit!1 a special
and ra.ther limited application, i.e., the good of the State.
"There is no difference of opinion in regard to the duty of the school to
foster and cultivate all the virtues, but there is a difference of practice
in regard to the incorporation of such training with the study of political science. The latter, as it is generally taught, aims merely at giving
the -pupil a knowledge of the manner in which the country is governed,
how its-officers are chosen, and what relation he himself' be2irs to the
conduct of public affairs.
"The cultivation of patriotism is, of course, an end in whose accomplishment the study of our government is expected to· aid, but that
moral training which leads to ·habits of obedience and industry and
integrity of character is presupposed. The moral man will be moral in
the exercise of his privileges and in the discharge of his duties as a
citizen; therefore, in most courses we :find that general morality is con-~
stantly inculcated, but that no special attention is paid to politica~
.
morality as separate from morality in all. other walks of life.
;'As to the time for beginning, we :find that in Denver, Washington;
Detroit, East Saginaw, Minneapolis, Camden, Brooklyn, Milwaukee,
and Philadelphia, only the pupils of the eighth~year class are permitted
to pursue the study. In San Francisco, Cal., Atchison, Kans., Lynn,
Mass., and Salt Lake City, Utah, two ,years are given to the subject.
In Quincy, Ill., West Des J\foines, Iowa, Baltimore, Mel., Lawrence,
lVIass., and Jersey City, N. J., three years. In Wichita, Kans., and
New Orleans, La., four years.
"The time per week varies from a half hour in San Fraucisco, New
Orleans, and Baltimore, to 3½ hours in Detroit and 3¼ hours in Milwaukee. As a rule, the time per week is short where the number of
weeks is great and 1J·ice versa, so that the total time given to the subject
is remarkably uniform
"The main points of the syllabus used in'.Phil::ulclphin, are us follows:
NATURE AND l!'OR~fS OF GOVERN::'vIENT,

I. Government: What is meant by the term; social nature of man; necessity of
civil government; what is meant by the constitution of a nation; what a
law is.
II. Different forms of government: (1) Monarchical; (2) aristocratic; (3) dernocr:1tic; (4) republican; combinations of different forms.
COLONIAL GOVERX::.\iENT.

I. Political organization of tho colonies: Three forms of colonial government·
(1) Provincial (royal); (2) proprietary; (3) charter.
'
II. Differences produced by these forms of government; superiority of political
institutions resulting from the charter form of government; town system of
Now Englund a pure democracy; a local legislature, with one branch elected
by the people, common to all three forms.
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FIRST ATTEMPTS OF THE COLONIES AT UNION,

I.
II.
III.
IV.

Absence of political connection betwee:c. the colonies.
The .first Continental Congress, 1774; necessity of association; steps taken.
The second Continental Congress, 1775: (1) Duration; (2) measures adopted.
The Decl:1ration of Independence, July 4, 1776. Its contents and object.
ARTICLES OF .CONFEDERATION.

I. Difficulties of carrying on the Revolution resulting from the absence of union
' between the States; necessity for a general government.
II. The Articles of Confederation; principal features.
CONSTITUTION OF TUE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

I. Circumstances which l ed to the adoption of the Constitution: (1) Defects of the
Articles of Confederation; (2) functions performed by the Articles of Confed. eration in accustoming the States to associated action and in leading to" a.
more perfect union."
..
II. Convention of delegates for the purpose of "revising the Articles of Confederation," etc. ; different plans suggested; discussion of these; final completion of the Constitution.
III. Constitution of the United States of America adopted to go into effect when
ratified by nine States; order in which the States acted.
IV. Preamble of the Constitution.
BRANCHES OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.-(1)

Legisfativo; (2) r:::s:ccutive;

(3) Judicial.
Le-gislati'l:e branch.

I. Vested in Congress, consisting of (1) House of Representatives, (2) Senate.
II. House of Representatives: (1) Composition. (2) Powers: (a) Legislative-concurrent, exclusive; (b) impeachment; (c) elective-officers, President of the
United States.
III. Senate: (1) Composition. (2) Presiding officer. (3) Powers: (a) Legislative;
(b) executive-appointments, treaties; (c) elective-officers, Vice President
of the United States; (d) judicial.
IV. Law-making: Methods; orders; resolutions; votes,
V. Powers granted to Congress.
VI. Powers denied to Congress.
VII. Powers denied to the several States.
Executive branch,

I.
II.
III.
IV.

In whom executive power is vested; term of office, salary, oath.
Eligibility.
How elected: (1) By electors; (2) by House of Representn.tivcs.
How removable:
V. Powers and duties of President: (1) Military; (2) civil.
VI. i e-~re idont: ,1) Eligibility, term, oath; (2) how elected; (3) powers and
duties.
Juclicial branch.

I.
rovc t cl: (l)Snprcmc onrt. (2)Inferiorcourt: (a)Circuit; (b)district
II ..J nd.' ,. · ~1) H w ap_po_int cl; (2) term of office, salary, oath; (3) h.ow re.movable,
Ill. Ju.n s ct1on: (1) L111utatiou; (2) original; (3) appellate.
W11
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RE·LATIONS BETWEEN THE STATES AND THE FEDERAL GOVKUNi\IENT.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of States.
State citizenship.
Fugitives from (1) justice, (2) service.
Form:ation and admission of new States (Territories).
Guaranty and protection to the States.
l\USCELLA.i."'•mous PROVISIONS.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Suprema,cy of the Comtitution.
Guaranty of personal rights.
Abolition of slavery.
Enfranchisement of negro citizens.
Validity of the public debt.
How may the Constitution be amended.
CONSTITUTIO:N" OF THE COMJ\:IONWEALTH OF -PENNSYLVANIA...

I. Historical notes.
II. General analysis.
III. Analogies between the Federal and the State government.
Time allotted to the study of civil government in the common schools:
S.an Francisco, t hour per week in seventh and eighth years of school; Denver, 1
hour per week in eighth year of school; Washington, 2½ hours per week in eighth
year of school; New Orleans, t hour per week in fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth
years of school; Baltimore, ½ hour per week in sixth, seventh, and eighth years of
school; Detroit, 3½ hours per week in eighth year of school; Minneapolis, 1½ hours
per week in eighth year of school; Cincinnati, t hour per week in eighth year of
school; Milwaukee, 3} hours per week in eighth year of school."

CHAPTER XIV.
LEGAL EDUCATION IN EUROPE.1
In response to a circular letter, a copy of which is lierc inserted, a
great amount of information, both in writing and in print, has been
received relating to legal education in the following 9ountries: England
and her colonies, France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Portugal,
Italy, Russia, Denmark, Norway and Sweden. Copies, of the circular
letter in English and French were sent to the ministers of public education or instruction in the co1-intries referred to. In many instances the
letter was by the ministers referred to the faculties of law of the universities, the deans oi' librarians of which confined their reply to sending
printed catalogues and regulations. Very few entered into a minute
reply to the questions submitted, so that it becomes necessary to con.fine this summary statement concerning legal education abroad to a
few essential points. For the sake of convenience the matter is grouped
under the foll0wing heads:
Requirements for Admission to the Study of Ln,w in Emope.
Statistics of European Ln.w Schools, 1890-1891, showing number of professors and
students, and proportion of those who fail. Names and location of law schools.
Expenses of students.
Proportion of law students to population.
Entering the profession ancl grades of bwycrs
Sources of jurisprudence in Europe.
Courses of study in law.
Methods of instruction. To this is adclctl a list of q ucstions used in Car.ubridge
and in the inns of court, London, England.

The Circular of Inquiry.
DEPARTMENT OF TIIE INTERIOR,
BURliAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D. C., February 28, 1891.
In the summer of 1890 the American Bar Association directed its committee on
legal education and admissions to the bar to prepare a report on legal education.
At the request of that committee, this Office submits the subjoined inquiries respect.
ing the teaching and study of the law to educational officials in various countries
1
Compiled, translated, and in part composed by Dr. Klemm.
XIII, page 376.

See note to Chapter
4.47
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and to institutions in which legal studies are pursued. Any information fumished
will be gratefully received, and a printed copy of the committee's report will be. sent
to ef!,ch official and institution contributing to the same. An early reply will be
appreciated, as the information will be needed in April.
Respectfully,
WM. T. HARRIS,
U. S. Commissioner of Education.

1. The committee w\mld be pleased to have all the information conveniently to
be procured from the following countries:
A. The United States; each of the States and Territories.
B. England, Scotland, Ireland, autonomous colonies of England, especially Canada; the Australian colonies and New Zealand; Hindustan and Burmah.
C. France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Holland, Greece, Germany, Austria, Hunga,ry,
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Russia, Japan, and China.
D. Such other countries as may be reaciled.
2. In each of the countries named all the information practicable regarding the
number of institutions teaching jurisprudence, with the number of instructors and
students in jurisprudence.
A. The number and names of such institutions.
B. The following information about each:
1. (a) Number. of instructors in jurisprudence. (b) Grades of instructors; tbo
duties of each grade. (c) Have such instructors, or any of them, other occupations
as practicing_ lawyers, or is their entire time ·devoted to such institutions. (d) Remuneration of such instructors; amount of salary or remuneration of each grade.
Is .it paid by fees of students, or is it a fixed salary,
2. (a) Number of students. (b) Average age of students. (c) Fees of students;
tuition; library; other fees. (d) Other expenses of students, giving as far as pos.
sible the cost of a legal education, including the personal expenses of students for
board, etc.
3. Income of such institution, and whence derived. (a) Endowment. (b) States
grant. (c) Fees of students. (d) Other revenues.
4. Expenses of such institution. (a) Salaries of iustrnctors. (b) Rent of buildings, etc. (c) Other expenclitures under head of expenses.
5. Library of such institution._ Number of volumes; annual increase, etc.
3. Qualificatio:q.s of person_s desiring to enter such institutions as students of jurisprudence.
A. Age and p ersonal requirements.
B. Previous education. (1) Studies required. (2) Length of such preliminary
study. (3) Whether required to be in institutions under Government supervision
or by other methods.
0 . Other requirements.
4. Course of study iu s11.ch institutions and degrees conferred, etc .
.A. (1)
umber of sears in course. (2) Length of scholastic year. (3) Number of
x rci es per w ek and length of same. (4) Nnmber of hours devoted to each of tbe
principal u~,jects of study. (5) Order in which studies are pursued. (6) Division
of ·tnd nt 1:3-to .clas · . (7) fethod of teaching in such institutions, whether by
1 ctur · , r 1ta. ion , practical xerc:ises etc.
R ' min:itionR. (1) Th fre'l_uen ; of and method of examination pending tho
our · (2) Ar th Pxaminati On'i at th ·lo:o of tbo course com1ucted by the instructors of the stutlcuts or hy others If the latter, by whom t
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C. (1) Degrees conferred and requisites for attainment of each, (2) Privileges
atfached to each degree.
5. Government of students.
A. Supervision of studies, by whom exercised, and extent of.
B. Supervision over conduct.
C. By whom are offenses tried f
D. Punishments.
6. .A. For what occupations is the course in jurisprudence intencled to qualify
studentsf
B. The requisites for admission to each occupation; what restrictions as to nige,
sex, citizenship, etc.
C. Are there :my other methods of entering those occupations where such institutions exist f If so, in what do they differ from those already referred to f
D. If no institutions exist, how are persons educated for the legal profession f
.7, Is any auxilia,ry study, such as study in an office of a practicing lawyer, or other
stu<ly intended to give students practical knowledge, required, or if not required,
is it the custom f If so, what is the extent of such stu<ly m1d the regulations or customs governing it '?
8. The division or grades of lawyers (bnirristcrs, attorneys, etc.) with the requisites
to enter each grade.
9. How far nire the institutions referred to under the supervision or control of tho
State f How far is the conferring of degrees controlled or restricted by the State f
10. May persons intending to follow any of the occupations referred to in paragraph
6, A, pursue their professional studies under individual instr~tors without connection with any such institution f
.
· 1 L Is admission to the occupations referred to restricted as to citizenship, If
foreigners admitted_, on what terms .
. 12. The soci,eties among the students for mental improvement; the membership and
character of such societiC'S.
NOTE.-The committee would like to have any catalogues or other printed matter
relating to legal education, intended for the inforlllation of the public, published by
the institutions or by GoYcrnments referred to.

II. REQUIREMENTS

FOR .ADMISSION TO
EUROPE.

THE

STpD.Y

OF LAW IN

Admission to the bar in all continental countries is obtained through
the universities which are professional schools for the four learned professions-t.heology, medicine, law, and philosophy. In England and
·A mel'ica the colleges and universities are chie.fly schools for general
culture; only a few offer provision for thorough professional studies.
While in England and America the erroneous idea {s still p1~edomiuant
that a collegiate education need not necessarily precede professional
study, in continental Europe it is made a condit-io sine qita non. Each
continental university is divided into faculties (law, theology, medicine, philosophy), though not everyone has all the four faculties.
A few have only two faculties (law and theology, or medicine and law).
To become a lawyer a young mun must have graduated in jurisprudence at a university. No bar examination is held, but the degree
admits him to the bar unless he aspires to a Government position in
either the judicial or the executive branch; in that case the candidate
has to pass through rigorous state examinations.
ED 91--29
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The requisites for a<lmission to the lmiYersity are substantially the
same in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. In France and Italy
they are not quite so extensive, but may still be considered to be a
colJegiate or classical education. In Spain, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Russia, this preparatory education is
similar, embracing the classical languages, the higher mathematics,
natural science, a,nd history, geogTaphy, and history of the world.
In some countries this secon~ary education is more thorough than in
others, but essentially it is the same in all countries.
In England secondary education bas never become public education.
From six to twelve yea.rs of age the boy attends an elementary school
(either a board or a -church school, both of which are aided by public
grnnts)~ An examination determines the close of the elementary
J?erio<l. He then enters one of tb.c numerous undefined and lmdassified secondary or preparatory schools, or (if his means aJlow him) one
of the so-called public schools (Eton, Harrow, etc.), or studies ut home
under a tutor. It is quite immaterial to the authorities, how or where
be obtains ·his preparation.. An examination determines his fitness for
admission to the study of law. The following rule is in. force in the
inns of colut.:
"Admission of .students: Every person, not otherwise disqualificd1
who shall h::1tve passed a public examination at any university within
the BrWsh dominions, or for a commission in the Army or Navy, or for
the India-n .civil service, or for the consular service, or for cudetship
in tho three- Eastern eolonies (Ceylon, Hongkong, and the Straits
Settlements) shall be entitled to be admitted asa student without passing a preliminary examination. Every other person applying to be
admitted as a studeI1t shall, before such admission, haye satisfactorily
passed an exaniination m the following subjects: The English language, the Latin language and English history. Such examination
shall be conducted by a joint board, to be appointed by tho four inns
of court."
·
In France the preparatory course of a law student is as follows:
The primary school conchules its course with the pupil's twelfth year
of age, but most of those who intend to pass through secondary schools
enter special preparatory elementary schools, and at the age of ten
year enter a lyceum, the course of which is usually completed at the
clo e of the eighteenth year of age. Graduation from a lyceum entitle
t ~-dmi~·sion into the University of France, that is, into any of the
num rou. "faculte '" r l)art of the great university that embra e
th a ·al mi and pr fi ~ ion 1 in truction of entire Franc . An outline
OJ a course of sti,c1y pur ·ued in lyceurns in France i here ins rt d to
h w .11 r <ruir m ·u · of a~h i:. ion to the ·tudy oflaw, a study which
1 t f m thr · a a h lf to four y • rs.
11 c:li.-. 1 :umuar fiui lu·<l; •.· tra ·t from Fr nch cla ·sics, poetry ancl pro e;
(l F'. _
co r Io 1tion , 11 ·rary unll ('j •ntific• · pro:odv.
(;.! La Litt,- iawU1ar, pro otly; C.l.'.~ract:; fr~m Pha:tlru I Ovid, N cpos, Virgil, Cresar's
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Gallic \Var, Quintus Curtius, Lucretius, Livy, Cicero, Homce, Pliny, Sallust, Tacitus;
reading, writing, translation.
(3) Gl'celc.-Grammar, p::i,l'acligms and syntax; extracts from Xenophon, Lucian,
Homer, He;r~dotus, EUTipidcs, Sophocles, Pbto, Plutarch, Aristhophanes, Demosthenes; re.icling, writing, transbtion.
(4) Gc1''/1ia,fi o~ English.-Grammar. En,r;lish tcxts.-FiTst year : Edgeworth's Tales,
Aiken and·Barbauld's Evening's at Hom e, Primer of English History. Second year:
Scott's Tales of a, Grandfather, Franklin's Autobiography, Primer of Greek History,
Third year: De Foe's Robin son Crusoe, Irving's Voyages of Columbus, History of
Rome. Fourth year: Vicar of \Vakefield, Tales from Sha.kespea,re, Macanlay's History of Engfancl, Vol. I. Fifth and sixth yea.rs: Julius Ca' sar, The Deserted Villnge,
T.b.e Traveller , A Christmas Carol, Davitl Co1)perficld, Ex.tracts from Engl;sh historians. Gel'man texts similar to tho English.
(5) Histo1·y.-First year: Ancient History of the Orient-Egypt, Assyria, Palestine, Phcenicia, Persia. Second year: Greece. Third year : Rome. Fourth year:
Euro11.e, particularly France from 395 to 1270 A. D. Fifth year: Same up -to 1610.
Sixth year: Same up to 1789. Seventh year: Cotcmporary history and pllilosoplly.
(6) Geography.-First ~·e::i.r: Europe :mu the Mediterranean basin; the oceans.
Second year: Top ogrnp]1y of Africa, Asia, Oceanica, a.nd America.; prind1)al states,
cities, commcrcia.1 ports, European possessions. Thfrd year: Topographical and
political geography of Fr:ince and Algiers. Fourth year : Physical, political, and
commercial geography of Europe. Fifth year : The other contin ents. Sixth year:
· Physica,l, political, and commercial geography of France aind its colonies, also administrative an<.l economical aspects.
(7) Arithinctfo and mathema tics .-First yea:r ~ Review of fondamental rules; common
and decimal fra.ctions; me11Suratio:a; elements of mathematical geography. Second
year: Rnlc of three, percentage, simple interest, discount, mensuration of solids;
arithmetic completed. ThirJ. ye:µ.· : Plane geometry. Fourth year: Algebra through
fractions, plane geometry COllI>leted. :Fifth year: Algebra through equationi, of the
second tlegree ; solid g.eometry. Sixth year: Geometry and trigonometry; cosmography or astronomy. Seventh year: Review of entire conr1>e in mathemati cs with
practical applica.tions.
(8) Natwral history, physics, ancl chemistry.-First year: Zoology (vertebra ta and
articulata). Second yea.r : Botany, granu Ji visions of vegetable kingdom (phanerogamia and cryptogamia). Third year: Geology. Fourth yea.r : Physics, pro110rtics
of matter, mechanics. Fifth year: Physics, electricity, magnetism, acoustics. Sixth
year: Chemistry, inorganic and org:111 ic. Seventh year: Physics an<l. chemistry,
optics, and review of both sciences extcmlcd in practi cal applications. Anatomy and
physiology of anirnrLls and plants.
(9) Philosophy in seventh year: This comse consists of lectures and the rca,d.ing of
one Latin, one Greek, an<.l two French authors. It includes an account of sensibHity,
intelligence, and volition, of formal and applied logic, of conscience nncl duty, family
aucl country, ot political cluty, of labol', capital, and property, of immortality and
natural religion.
(10) Drawing.-First and second years: Perspective with sh:1<lows, dr:1wing from
ornaments in relief, from arcliitectural fragments, from the human head. Third
year: :From nirchitect11ral fragments, the human body, from prints of bas-reliefs ; some
meeh:mica,1 dmwing of architectural <l.esigns. :Fourth, fifth, and sixth years: Decorative figures, caryatides, friezes, Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian columns, the human
figure, and figures of animals.

In Germany and Austria the boy, after completing his elementary
education, enters a gymnasiurn (classical secondary school), a typical
course of which is here submitted in outline:.
(1) Religion.-Biblical history of the Old, and especially tho Now Testament; cat-
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cchism, with Bible verses [and quota.tions from tr:1di tion], serving as evidence; the
movable festivals of the chnrch; memorizing 0f favorite selected hymns; acquaintance with important contents of the holy Scriptures, especially the Ne'J' Testament,
of which leading chapters are to be read in the original text; acquaintance; also1
wit,h the undisputed facts concerning thf'. origin of the different books of the Bible;
main points of religious ethics and the creed; knowledge of the ~hitif epochs of
church history and its distinguished rep'resentatives [notably the lives of the great
:mints].
(2) German.-Knowledge of the most important rules of etymology and syntax;
acquaintance with the great epochs of the national literature; readiug of classical
works of modern literature1 poetry, and. prose; memorizing of selected ballads and
memo::y gems; acq naintance with the forms of poetry and prose; correct use of
written language for the purpose of expressing one1s own thoughts, and in composing
essays on subjects lying within the student1s own compass of thought ancl experiflnce; simple rhetorical practice and oral discussion of themes after due preparation
in writing.
(3) Lalin.-Facility in the application of etymology and syntax ; acquisition of a
vocabul:ny sufficient for the compreherrsion of the writings of the classic period (as
far as tli.eir contents are not specifically technical), and for the pursuit of professional
studies1 as well as sufficient for the acquisition of modern languages derived from
Latin; reading of selected number of noted works of classical literature suitablo to
tlie degree of proficiency of the students. This reading, going hand in hand with
gram1;natical analysis, should lead both to comprehension of the contents and appreciatio11 of the form. Skill in writing Latin within the limits of expressions learnecl
by reading. Compositions should be made with some degree of ease and without
coarse inaccuracies.
(4) Greek.-Facility in the Attic etymology and acquaintance with that of the
epic dialect; knowledge of the fumlamental rules of syntax; acquisition of a sufficient vocabulary; reading of the most noted works in classical literature1 poetry1 and
prose, so that an abiding impression is caused of the value of Greek literature and
its intluence upon the development of the various modern literatures.
(5) French.-Facilit'y in French etymology and the fundamenta,l rules of'syntax;
acquirement of a vocabulary which will enable the students to understand ·French
books of not too difficult a style1 and ability to s:peak and write French within
certain limits. No coarse inaccuracies should occur in this.
(6) Hcb1·ew (an o-ptional stud.v).--Instruction in Hebrew is offered in the two
highest gracles only. Jt.s aim is: J<~lements of etymology; reading of easy selections from the Old Testament.
English is omitted.
7. Arithmetic and mathematics.-Facility in operating with denominate nnmbers
and J:>usiness rules. Application of arithmetic in every-clay occurrences of practical
life. Arithmetic up to the development of the binomial theorem 1 and algebra to
equations of the second degree (inclusive). Plane and solid geometry, plane trigouoruetry. In all these branches attention is to be paid not only to knowledge resting
on a firm basis of thorough comprrhension 1 but also at skill in its application.
(8) Ilislory.-K.nowleclo-e of great events in the l.ii tory of the world which caused
poch ; biographies of leading personages in them, chiefly from the Greek, Roman 1
a~d G ·rman history. Knowledge of important clates1 and thorough acquaintance
'\nth the S<'ats f h1 torical occurr nces.
( ) eo{Jrnph!J .-Tl.i • prin iplcs of mathematical geography. Knowlcdn-e ofimportai,t t pon-raphiral ·onditiot1s of th earth, ancl the relations between these conditions
n 1 t:1 llr ·: nt po~itical di vi.-ion . for xtenclell knowledge of central Europe in
bo h 1t t pogrnph1cal 'nd politi ·al a pe:cts.
1 ) ~ ~atural 1 i11tory.-Botany: Knowl dg of th m . t important famili s of the
nn nrnl Y t ·m ancl f h la · c·~ of t b arti fidal i;yst •m of Linne. Analy is of
pla t ,-Zovlu9y: K:.iowlc<lgo of U.1 · mo. t important orders of the cla cs of Yerte-
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brates ·1 also some representatives of other classes of the animal kingdom. Miner.alogy: Kno_;.ledge of. the simplest crystal forms, particularly of important minerals.
(11) PhyBicB and cheniistry.-Knowledge of important phenomena and la,ws from
the various branches of physics; also, the simplest 11arts of chemistry. The essen. tials of physical geography.
(12) D1·awing·. -Practice of the eye in r ecognizing forms, aml practice in measuring with the eye. Skill in correct imitation of fl.at-surfaced ornaments and of simple
solids.
NoTE.-In Gymnasium, drawing is obligatory. in the lowest grades; in the upper
ones it is an elective study.
(13) Gym11astics.-Calisthenics, marching, and gymnastics with apparntus. Obligatory for all grades.
·
.
(14) Vocal 1nusic.-Songs of four parts. Theory of music, Students of the upper
gr[Ldes are excused from this.

In Switzerland the secondary schools are similar to those of Germany
an<.l France. They are called cantonal schools, being usually located
in the center of a canton and maintained by the cantonal government.
In order to see how rigorously the universities guard their doors
from intruders not properly qualified to take up professional studies,
the conditions of admission to the University of Geneva are quoted
here :
(1) Students are matriculated without examination for admission, if
they have obtained a diploma of graduation from the classic or modern
section of the Geneva gymnasium. (2) The bach~lors of letters of the
University of Geneva are also admitted without examination. (3) All
those who show by diploma or certificate that they have gone through
a course of study equivalent to 1 and 2, either in Swiss or other classical schools. (4) Nonmatriculated students, so-called auditors or special students may be admitted to lectures on special subjects, provided
they have reached the required age, but they can not graduate nor participate in the official benefits arising from university study.
In Italy secondary education i~ offered in the "Ginnasi" and
'' Licei." The course of study in the ginnasi and licei extends through
eight years; the first five in the ginnasio, then three in the liceo. The
gymnasial . studies are Italian, Latin, Greek, arithmetic, history, and
geography, and the elements of instruction in Roman and Greek archreology. The studies of the liceo tend toward a higher development,
for they cover philosophy, mathematics, physics and elements of chemistry, Italian, Roman, and Greek. literature, history and geography,
and natural history. Drawing and modern languages are optional
branches. Gymnastics are obligatory if the student desires to be admitted to the examinations. The "licenza ginnasiale," or graduation
diploma from the ginnasio, is required for a number of employments
under government. The "licenza lic~ale," or graduation diploma from
the "liceo" is required for admission to the university.
In Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden, as well as in
Spain, Hungary, the Balkan Principalities, and R-us~ia, secondary
schools, called variously lyceums, gymnasiums, classical schools, or
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preparatory schools prepare for tho university, which in all these countries are professional schools or higher seats of learning. Belgium and
Spain follow the example of France and Italy, while Holland, Denmark,
Norway and Sweden follow that of Germany, in their requirements for
admission to the university. There certainly are ~.ifferences in the
various courses of study of secondary schools, one country laying more
stress upon modern languages, another upon ancient languages, but
essentially they offer a collegiate educa,tion (Latin and sometimes
Greek, or modern languages, the mother tongue. and its literature,
arithmetic, and mathematics, _natural science and history, geography
and history of the world, drawing, lllnsic, and gymnastics).
The secondary schools that lead up to the universities or professional
schools offer no degrees (except in France and Switzerland), such as B.
A., for in continental Europe the degree of doctor is acquired in the
university only (L. L. D., Djur., l\i. D., Ph. D.)
III.-ST.ATISTICS OF EUROPEAN LAW SCHOOLS.

Countries.

(1) .A.ustria ........... .. ... .

Number of law faculties or academics.

8 universities _.... _... ___ ............ ,... . . . . . . • .
4 universities ...... __ .. _.. __ ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.rnh-ersity .. -.. - - - - - - - - - -· - - - -- · - · - · - -· - -· · · · · · ·
~!i~ee!:~ft~!~i~~
- -~r_e_e_
::::::: ::::::

Number Number
of proof
fessors. students.
143
41

5, 388
I, 381

23 7

6, 804

}~;

•
5

m~~;f~u:k:::::::::::::::'. 1
28~ 5J:~
M
-~~~ ~
~~~ ~1_1~~~~:
~t~:~:n;e~- ~~~ ~~-~~~~~-:: : :: :: ::::: :::::::::-.... -.24 - :~::i~~~g
(4) France ................. .

(5) Germany ............... .
(6) GreatBriWnandlreland.

(7) Greeco ... . ............. . I~
(8) Hungary ............... . , 3 unt,:e-rs1t~es and 10 law academies .... - -- .... · · ·
(9) Italy ...... --. ............ .
(10) Netherlands ............ .
(11) Norway ................ .
(l?.) Portugal ............... .
(13) Roumania .............. .
(14-) Rusi,ia ................. .
(l;';) Servia ................•..
(16) Spain ................... .
~s· : : : : : : : : : ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
(17) Sweden ................. . 3 uniwrsities ... ___ .... _. _______ . _.. _.. ___ ... _.. _
(18) Switzerland ..... .. ..... . 6 universities ... , ___ .. _________ . ___ ... _...... _. __

'm\l~\tt\\\\U)U/\/Uff
1~ ':ii::i::r~\\T

25

.lHii --··;;:

17 ... ••• · 562
70
435

Proportion of law students who fail in examination.
In..Aiistria.-In lSSU-90 (latest report available) 1,854 senior students
of law submitted to the "rigorosa," or examination for graduation. Of
these 1,854 students 89.5 per cent, or 1,65!) passed; 195. or 10.5 per cent,
failed.
This refers to all the eight universities of .Austria, without Ilungary.
The examination fox lawyers intending to enter state service, either in
the ju iicial or the executive branch of the government comprised three
group. : (a) Candidates of hi tory of law; (b) candidates of jurispruden ·_,and (c) ·au~i<late. for adrnini. trative offices. Group (a) had 1,204
·and~da,t , of wli~ch rn4-, or 16.1 per cent failed; group (b) had 661
, ucl~tlat ·, f ~"1\1<:l 112, or 16.9 per cent failed; group (c) bad 593
, 1 ,lHlat . , f wln h 54
r U.1 per c nt fail <l..
r_i Hmzgary.- n l ! -HO (lat · r 'P rt) J ,074 Jaw students were exanuu d, f wli m 57 pa· cu, wliile 217, or 20.2 per cent fail d.
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In Germany.-No official data are published: but according to Prof.
Lexis 13 per cent of the enrolled students fail to fini sh the course, 9 per
cent of· those who finish the course fail in examination, 12 per _cent of
the graduates fail in the first state examination, and, according to
Judge F. Werner, 18 per cent fail in the second state e:s.amiuation.
This refers to the Kingdom of Prussia only. N o statistics are available for the entire empire.
·
In France.-In 1888 (latest report) 1,696 students of law, at the close
of the third year's study, submitted to the final examiuation, which
admits to the practice of law; 371, or 21.8 per cent failed. The number of students who devoted an additional year to the study of law,
and at tb.e close of -it submitted to the examination for the degree of
"doctor.juris" was 823, -of whom 234, or 28.4 p~r cent failed.
In Italy.-ln 1889 (according to ,: Statistica d ell 'lstrnzione Second.
e Superiore" of 1889) 1,113 law students pasi:,ed out of a total number
of stlidents, 5,465, the number of candidates for graduation not being
stated. The number 1,113 includes candidates for three different diplomas, to wit: 987 (of 99.2) received the diploma of j urisprudence, 81
received the diploma of procurator, G5 Teceived the notary's diploma.
Now, if 987 of 992 candidates-for the diploma of jurisprudence passed,
only 5, or less than 1 per cent, failed. This is so exceptional a statement, and so much at variance with the figures found in other countries,
tha,t it is here repeated only after some hesitation and upon the authority
of the "Direzione Generale della, Statistica."
In Norway (according to the"Univ:ersitets-og Sk-ole-Anualcr "of188D)
the proportion of law students who failed in 1888 was 2.4 per cent (2 out
of 82, five of whom had previously attempted the examination and
barely passed it; that is, without credit). This indicates that the students have very careful_individual treatlllent dur ing the course, or that
they are not admitted to the examination, unless the faculty is reasonably sure that they can pass it.
.
In Riissia the gradua,te of a university is called ·" candidate." This
is the lowest degree conferred. But students who fail to complete the
prescribed course or fail in exa,mination are teTmed '' real students."
The proportion of candidates of law to the total number of se1i.i-or students w·as only 50 to 52 per cent du.ring the years 1863-'77. This does
not include the three non-Russian universities-Dorpat (German), Warsaw (Polish), and· Helsingfors (Finland.)
From other countries no reliable data concerning the number of failures are obtainable.
Law schools in Europe.
1. Austria: Czernowitz, Gratz, Innsbruck, Krakau, Lemberg, Prague,
(German), Prague (Bohemian), and Vienna.
'
2.. Belgium: Brussels, Ghent, Lie·g e (or Liittich), Louvaine (or Lowen).
. 3. Denmark: ~op~nhagen.
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4. England: Cambridge, London, Oxford; also the Inns of Court in
Lonclo11, the only official institutions that admit to tho bar. (Sec Ireland,
Scotland, and Wales below.)
5. ·.France: Aix, Algiers, Bordeaux, Caen, Dijon, Grenoble, Lille,
Lyons, Moritpellier, N a.ncy, Paris, Poitiers, Rennes, Toulouse, and free
faculties : Angers, Lille, Lyons, Nantes, Marseilles, and Paris.
G. Germany: Berlin, Bonn, Breslau; Erlangen, Freiberg, Giessen,
Gottingen, Greifswald~ Halle, Heidelberg, Jena, Kiel, Konigsberg,
Leipzig, Marburg, Munich, Rostock, Strassburg, Tubingen, Wurzburg.
7. Greece: Athens.
8. H'llngciry: Agram, Budapest, Klausenburg, L 10 Academies.
9. Ireland: Belfast, Cork, Dublin, Galway, and King's Inn in Dublin.
10. Italy: Bologna, Cagliari, Camerino, Catania, Ferrara, Florence,
Genoa, Macerata, Messina, Modena, Naples, Padua, Palermo, Parma,
Pavia, Perugia, Pisa, Rome, Sassari, Siena, Turino Urbino.
11. Netherlcinds (Holland): Amsterdam, Groningen, Leiden, Utrecht.
12. ·Norway: Christiania.
13. P9rtugal: Coimbra.
14. Ro1.1.manici: Bukarest.
15. Russia: Charkow, Dorpat. Helsingfors 1 Kasan, Moscow,
Odessa, St. Petersburg, Warsaw.
16. Scotland: Aberdeen, Edinburg, Glasgow.
17. Scrvia: Belgrade.
18. Spain: Barcelona, Granada, Madrid, Oviedo, Salamanca, Santiago, Sevilla, Valencia, Valladolid, Zara.gossa.
19. Sweden: Gothenburg, Lund, and Upsala.
20. Switzerlancl: Basel, Berne, Freiburg, Geneva:, Lausanne, Neuchatel, Zurich.
21._. Wales: Lam11eter.
Expenses of la,w stiidents in EiiroJJe.
Information on ·this subject is very meager except from France,
where the fees for tuition and other fees are as follows :
(1) Students who acquire only a "Certificate of Capacity" pay for 4
inscriptions (at $6),$2!; 4 library fees (at50 cents), $2; 1 examination
f~e, $12; 1 certificate of capacity, $8; 1 certified copy of certificate, $5;
total, $51.
(2) Students who acquire the degree of" Bachelor of letters" pay for
8 inscriptions (at 6), $48; 8 library fees (at 50 cents), $4; 4 examination f es (at 12),$48; 4 certificates (at $6), $24; 1 diploma, $20 ; total,
144.
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(at $12), $36; 3 certificates (at $6), $18; 1 thesis, $8; 1 certificate for
. .
thesis, $6; diploma, $20; total, $114.
Duplicates of certificates and diplomas cost half the or1grnal cost.
.Adding these sums we find the total expenses of a doctor of law to
be for four years, $391; or about $400.
In Gerrnany: Thefollowing table is interesting as showing the average
annual ·cost of one student at each of the chief universities of the King.
<lorn of Prussia, and the amount contributed toward this cost by tho
State. The balance is defrayed from the interest ou irreducible fonds
accumulated by means of endowments and bequests:

l3cr1in ... . ............. .. ...... .
l3onn ............. .. ........... .
Breslau .............. .. . .. .... .
Giittingcn . .................... .
Greifswa!d ........ -- - . · - - - · - · · -

Avcmge S
cost per
fato
student. grant.

Average

iiiir:r.

State
grant.

$130

$109

Halle ...... ......... . ......... .

189
185
321
207

152
162
112
82

Konigsberg ................. . .
Marburg ................... .

Kiel.. ........................ .

$203
300

$118
224

315 ·

267

198

149

In German universities, the students pay 20 to 25 marks ($5 or $6)
for one series of lectures per semester, which amounts to about $120 a
year for ~rnnual lecture fees. Besides this they must pay various small
foes, n,ggregating to the sum of $5. No reliable information is available
at present concerning the student's personal expenses, board, etc. Institutions in which the students live and study togctlier, so-called students' halls or colleges, arc nowhere found on the continent, while in
England they seem to be a necessary adjunct of a university.
InAustrict the student pays 1 florin ( = 35.7 cents) per weekly lecture
(or about 26 florins=-: $9.28 per semester), which will amount to about
$140 a year for the entire coarse; besides this a few trifling fees are to
be paid. Student halls do not exist in .Austria.
In Hitngary the hw academies charge 30 florins, or $11.70, per year
for each branch of the course, which would, if the student takes the
entire course, amount .to $117 for ten studies: Roman law, canonical
law, civil law, criminal law, administrative law, international law, political economy, and history and philosophy of law. Minor fees, such
as matriculation and e;amination fees are not included in the foregoing.
In Itcily the entire expenses of a law student for matriculation, instruction, examinations, and diploma, amount to 860 lires, or $172 for
the entire course.
In Belgiitrn the annual .fees for lectures are 550 francs, or $50, but
the student has to pay 100 francs, or $20, for each examination to which
he is admitted; diploma not included.
In Denmark: .A.II lectures and exercises in the university of Copenhagen (the only one in Denmark) are gra.tnitous, neither are fees collected for matriculation and examination. The state bears all except
the personal expenses of the student.
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In Sioeden: The lectures and exercises are gratuitous, but fees are
collected (a) {or matriculation, $3; (b) for examinations, each between
$2 and $3.75; (c) for diplomas, 75 cents.
In PortugaJ: The. official returns from Portugal fail to state this item.
In Rirssia: Rector Bunge of Kiew University, instituted an inquiry
during the year 1872 into the expenses, personal and otherwise, of the
studPnts, and.found that the minimum expense was 375 roubles per
year (or-about $225 at the present value of the rouble, which is much
lower than it was in1872). The details were: Lodging, SO roubles; dinners, 72 roubles; tea, suga,r , and bread for brea1dast and luncheon, 48
roubles; clothing, 66 roubles; lectme fees, 40 roubles; books and miscellaneous, 45 roubles; light and washing, 24 roubles. Of the 355 students who replied to the inquiry, 14 lived with their parents and had
ample means, 36 were supported with means and victuals from home,
and 56 gave privitte lessons earning from 251. to 300 roubles a year.
Forty-three per cent of the students had the benefit of scholarships or
were excused from paying for lectures and foes.
It is impossible to give more information under this head with regard
· to· other countries without special or additional inquiries which want
of time will not permit.
IV.-PROPORTION OF LAW STUDENTS TO POPULATION,

Prof. J. Conrad, of Halle, Germany, in his "Jahrbiicher fiir NationalOekonomie und Statistik," Dritte, Folge, Erster Band, pp. 376-394,
gives the following averages after a careful compilation and a comparative study of statistics, embracing sixty years (1831-'91). He calculates the averages 1 since 1886 to beNumber offaw stullents inGcrmn.ny .................................................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . .
Austria. ...... ... . ........... ..... ................... ......... _..........
Italy ....·....................... _.......................................
France ................................... _..............................
Do]ginm ................................................................
Hollanu ................................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S"·itzerland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deni.nark ................... _........................ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Norn"a.y ........................................ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sweden.................................................................
H.nssia...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6, 004:
5, 760
5, 250
5, 238
1,381
408
295
331
410
562
1, 594

Expressed in ratios: In every 100,000 inhabitants there were law
tnd~ t : In Germany, 12.5; Austria, 24.6; Italy, 17.3; France, 14;
Belrrmm, 2. ; Holland, 9.1; Switzerland, 10.6; Denmark, 14.8; Norway,
ed 11 11.0; I us fa, 2.
'AYcrage attcuunuce; the att udauco in winter yarics from that in summer,
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It is.interesting to compare these ~umheTs with the numbcm of medical students·:.
Number of mcdicn.l students. fu:--

1:::.~~~. ~~:: ~~:: ~ ~: ~:: ~: ~ ~: :~ ~
.:: ~ ~:::: ~ ~ :·::: ~ ~:::: ::::::::.:::~: :~.~: : ~ ~: ~~:

Italy - - - ...... : . - -.................. - ........... ~ ...... - ...•..... - - .. - - .... 6, 258
France .... -.....•.•................ - - .. - - . - . -..... - - - .·......... - -- ... - - . - 5,523
Belgi u1n . _••. _ ..._. _......... ...... : ..... __ .. ·_.... ·_.•......... _..••... •. - - - 1, 450

Ho1lu,nd· ... _•.. __ ......... •..................... __ ......... . . . • .•.•. ..... 1,203
Switzerla:ncl ........•................................ ---· - ··· ...... ......
762
Deu111ark .•...................... .. ........... --···· .............. ·-·--· - 452
Norway .............................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
397
Sweden .•....•.... ·....•................................••.. .. .......... •••.
708
R.ussr:1 ...•••.................................•.....•........... ~ .. -~ •.. - . 3, 155

Expressed in ratios: In every 100,0·00 inhabitants there were medical
students: In Germany, 18; Austria, 20.8; Italy, 20.6, France, 14.4;
Belgium, 24.2; Holland, 26.7; ·switzerland, 27.2; Denmark, 20.2; Norway, 19.2; Sweden, 15.1; Russia, 3.9'.
To complete the survey we attach here also the number of students
of the fourth faculty, the philosophical, the graduates of which either
enter upon positions as profess:ors in secondary schools or, having
studied modern sciences, follow technical pursuits.
Number of students ofphilosorby inGer.mn,ny .......................... ... ............... ~·•.... ::-. •.•...... ..
Austrin. ·.......•...................................................... ...
I t a.ly • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•.................. - ................ _. . . . . ..
France .. . ....... . ............. ······.···v·· ....•..... ··-··· .......... ...
Belgium .............. . ........................................... --·· ••.•
Holland . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S·w itzerlan<l ... • .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... .. .. ....
Denm:M·k ._. ........ '...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .......

8,225
1,782
4, 035
4-, 826
2,108

434
501
268
724

Norway. -•• - •.............................................. _. ....... ..•• _
Sweden ..••....•............. : ....... . .................................. 1, 425
Ilnssiro .•••..............- .................• • ...••.•••••...•.••...••..•• -· 3, 312

Expressed in ratios: In every 100,000 inhabitants there were students of philosophy; In Ger).Ilany, 17.1; Austria, 7.G; Italy, 13.2; France,
12.2; B.elgium, 35.1; Holland, 9.6; Switzerland, 17 ..8; Denmark,.11.9 ;
Norway, 36.2; Sweden, 30.3; Russia, 4.1.
Omitting the stude.nts of theology, Prof. Conrad classifies the Eu:ropea,n coun~ries according to the number of students of the other three
faculties as follows:
In every 100,000 inhabit:mts Belgium h::tis the greatest numb.er of university stt1dents, to wit, 82 ·3; Norway, has 76.6,; Sweden,. 56.3; Austria,
53.9; Italy, 51.3; Switzerland, 50.4 (50.4 male and 5.2 female); Germany,
48.1; Holland, 4.3.4; France, 42.6; Russia, 9.9.
In explanation o-f Lhe phenominal ratio found in Belgium it must be
stated that many restrictions to au.mission to Belgian univer~ities
have b een removed, the conditions of admission now being the easiest
known anyw hern.
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The authority quoted above lays particular stress upon the fact that
the duration of the course in law is shorter in Prussia than in other
countries, to wit, about 7.17 semestei;s, or 3.58 years; but it must be
remembered that the average age of students of law when entering
upon their professional or university studies is 20 years, hence that
they rarely graduate before theirtwenty-fourth year of age.
The foHowing comparison is interesting: In Prussia the students of
theology study on an average 3.93 years, those of law 3.58 years, those
of medicine 6.10 years, those of philosophy 5.30years. The normal-that
is, prescribed-course is, for theology, 3.5 years (12 per cent of the students went beyond it); for law, 3.5years(7.49 percentwentbeyondit);
for medicine, 5 years (8.27 per cent went beyond it); for philosophy, 4
years (22.55 per cent went beyond it).
· It .is to be regretted that other countries do not report these details.
Only Sweden and Norway do so. Students of law have to p:;iss an
average of 1.38 years in Upsala and 1.52 years in Lund in preliminary
or preparatory studies, and 4.08 years in Upsala and 3.33 years in
Lund in professional studies, or a total of 5.5 years in Upsala and 4.8
·years in Lund. In ~orway the students oflaw are obliged to attend
the lectures of the philosophical course for one· year (in Belgium two
years) ,before they can begin their law studies, which last 4 years. In
Holland the average course of law studies is 4.05 years; in Austria it
_ is required to be 4 years.
At present (1891-92) Austria stands at the head of the list in number
of law students. Compare this lis.t :
In every 100,000 inhabitants there are foundCountry.
Anstria ______ __ _- - - _____ - __ _- - - ______________________ ·- ___ __________ ___ -·- _______ .
Belgium------- -- ------·------ ______ ______ __ ________________ ________ ____ _________ _
Norway __ . __ ___ __________________________ . ______ .. _______________________________ _

24. 6
23. 0
20. 5

¥~Kc~::::::::-_·_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

17. 3
13. 8
12. 5
11. 9
10. 6

~\~~~!. :::::::: :::: ::: :: :: :: :::::::::: :: :: :: ::::: :: ::::::: :: ::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :::

Switz rl and _______________ . _______ . __ . _. __ . _.. __ ... . _......... _..... _. __ ... _.... .
Holland ............................ _.... _... ............. .. ... __ ........ ___ .... _..
:!lussia ................................... . ................ _.. _.... _.... __ .. __ .. _..

9.1
2. 0

43. 9
27. 9
26. 7
:33. 7
32. 3
25. 9
16. 9

19. 0
19. 2
19. 8

From tb.i' it is , ecn that in .Austria about twice as many univer ity
student. tudy law a in Germany, to wit, 43.D per cent of the total
atten ance of th three faculties (in 1878 it was 54.4 per cent). No
other country come n ar thi percentage. But if we consider the
u.
th fact i a ily xplained. All who eek a general culture in
1 ·trian univ r i i · and not m rely a profe . ional preparation, sucb.
a: h ., m 111 r: f the ari:t era ·y and plutocracy, literary men, ancl
f ' · , 1 hy y:, tc., tt ud the law faculty, while in Germany
att ·u the 1>hilo:o bi ·al fa u.lty.
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The following summary may. pI'ove useful:
A.ttcnclcwce in European ttniversities'.. expressed in per cents.
·country.

Year.

Law.

Medicine.

PbilOSO·

pby.

------------------1·--- ---------

, l~~~r~~!.::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
¥1~!J~~::::::::::::: :: ::::::·::::::::::::::: :•::::::::::::::::::
fi~\?!~d.::::::::::: '. :: ·.:::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::: :·::::

· tit:;it~~:: :::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::: : : ::::::::::: ::
Denmal'lc ................................................... .
l{ussia ................. .. ............................. ·······

1886-87
1886-87
188G-87
1886-87
188G-87
1886-87
1886-87
1886-87
1886-87
1886-87
1886-87

25. 9
43. 9
33. 7
32. 3
27. 9
19. 9

19.0
26. 7
16. 9

21. 5
19. 8

37. 9
42.4
40. 3
34. 0
29.4
58. 8
48.4
25. 9
33. 9
43. 8

36. 2
13. 6
20. 0
33.1
42. 7
21. 2
32. 9
47. 3
47. 9

35. 2

45. 0

34. 8

In connection with this discussion it is well to consider the following
statement: Prof. W. Lexis, of Gottingen, has in his recent book 1 undertaken to show the discrepancy between the number of students of
law, respectively graduates of law, and the number needed to fill the
positions offered by the central government, by proyincial and communal authorit~es, corporations, etc. Altogether, he says, the annual
demand for lawyers in the service of justice is 162; in other state and
imperial service, 100; in provincial and__communal service, 2·0 ; as. iudependent attorneys and notaries, 180, and in the service of corpora.tions
and in other business positions, 10; together 472, or, to use a round
number, 475. Now, supposing that the average time for legal studies
in the university is 3~- years, that 25 per cent should b.e added to the
number in demand to include failures in examinations, we have a, normal
number of 2,080 to meet the annual demand for lawyers in Prussia.
But notice that in· 1880-81 the Prussian universities had 3,103; in
1881-82, 3,112; in 1882-83, 2,992; in 1883-84, 2,713; in 1884-85, 2,501;
in 1885-86, 2,411; in 1886-87, 2,503; in 1887-88, 2,722; in 1888-89,
2,821; in 1889-90, 2,923; in 1890-91, 3,090.
In 1881-82 the mun her had reached its maximum, and decreased
s1owly until the year 1885-86. From that year until 1890 the number
again increased rapidly, and nearly reached the maximum of 1881.
Now, if the normal number needed to meet the demand is considered,
as stated, too low by about 100 or 200, there is still a surplus of many
hundreds who wi:ll never find remunerative positions as judges or
prosecutors, but must wait from 6 to 15 years and work as assistants
in courts and administrative offices without any remuneration whatever.
V. ENTERING THE PROFESSION AND GRADES OF L.A.WYERS. ·

In England: The consolidated regulations of the several societies
of Lincoln's, the Middle Temple, the Inner Temple, and Gray's Inn
now in force contain the following rules concerning the mode of entering the profession of law:
1

"Dcnkscrift Uber <l.ie Normalzahl der Studirenclen."
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CALLING TO TIIE BAR.

RULE 16. Every stu.d ent shall have attained the age of twenty-one
years before being called to the bar.
·
RULE 17. Every student shall have kept twelve terms before being
called to the bar, unless any term or terms- shall have been dispensed
with, un<Jer special circumstauces, by the benchers of his inn.
· RULE 18. N 0 student shall be called to the bar unless such stud-ent
shall, to the satisfaetiqn of the council of legal education, have
passed a public examill.t.'"btion for the purpose of ascertaining his :fitness
to be called to the bar, and havin-g obtained from the council a certificate of having p -assed such examination.
CEI'.TIFICATES TO PRACTICE UNDER

nm

J3Ail.

RULE 22. No. student shall be allowed to take out a certificate to
practice im:cler the bar without the sp.e cial permission of the masters ot
the b.e11:cl1 of the inn of cou-rt of which he is a student, to be given by
0~der· 0£ such masters·,;.: amd no sueh permission shall be granted to any
student. unless he sh.all be-qualified: to be called to the bar, and the
:regulations, as- to screening n.am.es- in the halls, benchers' 1~ooms1 and
tr.easu:rers' or· stewa:rds? offices, aippli:c-abl:e to students desirous of being
caileci to the bar, shall he applicable to studeats desirous of pra?tfoing
under th.e baJ?; Sllclir permission shall be granted for one year only from
the date thereof, but ma,y be renewed ammally.
COU1ZCIL OF LEGAL EDFCATION.

RULE 2·3·, The· cmmcir of 1-e.g'aJ. education shall consist of twenty
ben.chers, fi.v.e· to b:e nominated by each inn of court, of w horn four shall
be a quorum. The members of the council shall remain in office for
two years, and each inn shall have power to-fill up any vacancy that
may occur in the number of its nominees during that period. To thls
council shall be intrusted the power and duty of superintending the
education ·and examiuation of students and of arranging and settliiig
the details of the several" mea ure which may be deemed necessary to
be adopted for those purposes or in relation thereto, and such other
matters, as are herein in that behalf mentioned.
TUE COl\DlITTEE OF EDUC.ATIOX .AXD EXA. HXATipN.

RULE 24. .A. permanent committee of eight members shall be a.pp int c.l by the council, to be called the committee of education and exnm.iuati J11, f horn thr • hall be a quorum. Two members of such
<·ommi tee to b ,· 1c ·t d by the committee, shall go ou-'· of office at the
f tw Y<·ar: from h 11th of ,January 1875 and two member , to
. r1 ' n. 1m :hall g ou at 'th :.ml
' of every ucceeding
<·
m
·hall be reeligible uutil he ha been
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RULE 25. The committee shall, subject to the control of the council,
superintend and direct the education and examination of students and
aU matters of detail in respect to such education and examination.
TnE· EXA.nHNERS.

RULE 38. The council shall appoint so many examiners, not exceeding sixr and so many assfstant examiners as may from time to time he
necessary, who shall hold office during the pleasure-of the council. No
examiner shall hold office for more than. three years consecutively, nor
shall he, after he has held office for that period, be reeligible until he
has been at least one year out of office-.
,RULE 39. In every year after the second two of the examiners to be
s.e lected by the- council shall retire.
·
RuLE 40. Each examiner shall receive a salary of one hundred a.nd
twenty guineas a year, and each assistant_examiner a fee not exceeding twenty guineas for each examina,tion.
R1JLE 41. No member of the council, anct: no· person who is, or within
two-yea.rs has been., a professor appointed by the council, shall be eli·
gible as an examiner.
TLIE EXAMINATION FOR STUDEXTSHIP AND CALL TO TIIE BAR.

RULE

42. The subjects for examinatio:n shall be the following:

(1) Jurisprudence, including international law, public and private;
(2) the Roman civil raw·; (3) constitutional law and legal history; (4)

common law; (5) equity; (6) the law ofreal and personal propBrty; (7)
criminal law.
RULE 43. No student shall receive from the council the certificate of
fitness for call to the bar required by the four terms of court unless he
shall have passed a, satisfactory examination in the- following subjects,
viz: (1) Roman civil law; (2) the law of real a,nd personal property; (3)
comiµon law, and (4) equity..
RULE 44. No stu:tlent shall be examined for call to .t he bar until he
shall have kept nine terms; but students shall. have the option of passing the examination in Roman civil law, requiTed by Rule 43, at any
time after having kept four terms.
...
RULE 45. The council may accept ·as_an equivalent for the examination in any of the subjects mentioned in Rule 43, other than common
law and equity1. A degree granted by any university with_in the· British dominions
for which the qualifying examination was in law;
2. A certificate that any student has passed any such examinati'on,
though he may not have taken the degree for which such examination
qualified him; and
3. The testamur of the public examiners for the degree of civil law at
Oxford that the student has passed the necessary examination fo:r the
degree of bachelor of civil law;
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Provided the council is satisfied that the student, befo;e he obtained
his degree, or obtained such certificate or testamur, passed a sufficient
examination in such subject or subj ects.
RULE 46. There shall be four examinations in every year, one of
which shall be held in sufficient time before each term to enable the
:requisite certificates to be granted by the council before the first day
of such term. The days of examination shall be fixecl by the committee, and at two of such examinations, viz, at those to be held next before
Hilary and_Trinity terms, there shall be an examination for studentships.
RULE 47. As an encouragement to students to study jurisprudence
·and Roman civil law, twelve studentshii)S of 100 guineas each shall be
established, and divided equally into two classes, one class of such
studentships to continue for two years, and to be open for competition
to any student as to whom not more than four terms shall lrnve elapsed
since he kept his first term, and another class to continue for one year only
and to be open for competition to any student not then already entitled to
a studentship, as to whom not less than four and not more than eight
terms shall have elapsed since he kept his first term; two of each class of
studentships to be awarded by the council on the recommendation of the
committee, after every examination, before Hilary and Trinity terms,
respecti"vely, to the two students of each set of competitors who shall
have passed the b est examination in both jurisprudence and Roman
civil law. But the committee shall not be obliged to recommend any
studentship to be awarded if the result of the examination be such as,
in their opinion, not to justify such recommendation. Where any cantlidates appear to be equal, or nearly equal, in merit, the council may,
if they think fit, divide the studentRhip between them equally, or in
such proportions as they consider just. Where in any year a studentship in either class is not awarded by reason of the candidates not
appearing to deserve it, the council may, if they think fit, appropriate
it or a, portion of it for that year to the other class, or may offer it for
competition in some other subject.
RULE 48. Each inn of court shall bear the expense of the studentship.' awarded to its own student. .
RULE 49. The examiners shall submit their examination papers to
the committee for approval at such time as the committee sh all direct;
and the number of marks to be attributed to each paper hall also be
nbmitted to the committee for approval.
R LE 50. Previou. to each examination the committee shall give
otice a: they hall think fit of the book and branches of subj ·t in which tud nt. will be required to pa· at. uch examination
r1 r
b ntitl d to a · -tificc t uud r Rul 4 .
-L · 51. Tile examinations ·hall be partly in writiug and partly
t
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RULE 52. One examiner at least shall be present during the wl.10le
time of the examination in writing.
.
RULE 53. The board of examiners shall, after each exa:t;nination, report tlie.result thereof to the committee, who shall submit to the council the names of those students, if ~ny, who are, in their opinion,
entitled to receive certificates under Rule 43, or to obtain studentsliips.
RULE 54: . .At every call to the bar those students who have obtained
studentships shall take rank in seniority over all other students who
sha,ll be called on the same day.
RULE 55 . .All students shall be bound by variations as may from
time to time be made in these regulations.
I,n France: Here, as everywhere on the continent of Europe, the
profession of law is entered through the common vestibule of all the
four professions-the university; but less time is spent in theoretical
study than in Germany. Two grades of lawyers are found in France" avoue" and '' avocat." The avoue is a very inferior kin~ of legal
functionary who is not permitted to plead, and usually acts in subaltern positions or in small villages without courts of justice, but may
prepare briefs. He holds a "certificate of ca,p acity," obtained, after
two years' study of law, by passing an examination conducted by the
-faculty under supervision of the State. The university grants a de- gree of "bachelor of law" when an examination for that purpose is
passed. .After three years of study in law a "diploma of licentiate of
law" is granted after a rigid examination. This degree admits to the
profession. If a student. takes up an additional course and spends
another (the fourth) year in the study of law, he may acquire the
degree of '' doctor of law." Though this degree is not required for the
practice of law, it is most desirable for ambitious young men who
expect to enter positions in the higher service of the state. The position of a French notary is not easily defined. He seems to be a combination of a banker, a justice of the peace, a real-estate agent, a conveyancer, an official copyist, and family friend.
In Germ,any: .A law student who passes his first or graduation
examination, after three and a half years' study in the university (itis
immaterial whether he acquires a degree or not, the degree being merely
an academic honor) is thereby entitled to enter the "service of practical preparation," his work in the university being considered theoret, ical preparation. This service in the practice of law lasts three years
and is required of all lawyers, whether intending to ~nter the public
service or· not. Of this period one year is spent in the service of public administration, either governmental, provincial, or communal, one
year and a half in subordinate service in lower courts, and half a year
in the office of a lawyer who is admitted to the higher courts.
This three years' practical unremunerative service is required of all
legal students; that is, of private practitioners and of all who intend to
become judge , prosecutors, or attorneys, and also of all who intend to
ED nl--30
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enter the higher administmtive au<.l nnancr. service. At the expiration of three years' practical preparation a second examination in law
is to be passed (neither after nor before the expiration of that time) by
all who wish to enter the public service. This secoml examination,
which is entirely in writing, embTaces common civil law, commercial
law, exchange, bankruptcy law, civil procedure, criminal law and proceclme, state ancl administrative law, ecclesiastical law, police law,
· political economy, ancl scie1;1.ce of finance. This ex ..1imination is a requisite for the appointment as judge, notary, clerk of court: practice of
attorney in higher courts, or the appointment to higher administrative
office. .Applicants for a position as notaTy must spend two years in
·p ractical work in a notary's _office. Attorneys when haYing passed the
sec-oncl examination are -eligible for judgeships.
The entire institution of legal studies and professional preparation is
Tegulated by the governments of the various states which constitute
the Empire. One distinction is to be macle, however. The second ex. amination refer.red to, which open.s the way to remunerative service, is
- not dependent upon any academic degree acquired. The degree of
''doctor jmi.s·" is conferred in tb.e university by the faculty alone; private institutions for 1egal studies non est. Com.pare sul>sequeut statements -concer-.nin g .Austria -and Norway-; also preceding statement concerning France.
The foregoing statements have .reference to the conditions existing
in- all the Gern:ian states. In Prussia the law students who have pa_ssed
their first examination and spent three yearn in practical preparation
are callecl '' Referenda.rs." .After they ha-ve passed their second examination and entered the state service they are called "Assessors," but
act without pay as clerks of court, assistant prosecutors, and assi tant
juclges. It may be six, eight, or -ten years before they receive a definite appomtment. ·Not until that is macle can the young lawyer expect
3:ny remuneration.
·
A distinction between attorne)'S and barristers is not made in Germany. The functions of law:yers are essentially-the same as in AmeriGa.,
In A'lcsti-ia : Aduns. ion to the practice of la-w, provided it is in
relation to the pablic service, is dependent upon a certain number of
years of ·tu<ly in a university law faculty or in a faculty of science and
or<r niz, tion of government. The close of this period is marked by
l)::t. : ing three theoretical ,·tate examination , to wit: In history of law,
juri · rud nee an l scien ·e of government.
tul•nt.· who <lo not int nl to enter tlie l)ublic service, nor a. pire
~ r ~
a1· till, ul>j ·t to th rnl · of tudy according to whi ·h
n law · r i , clmit d t )ra ·tice unl
he ·an l)r~ve to ba1.re atteuded
th Jaw fa ·~l Y for£ ur
at': and ha. a diploma of graduation . The
'l>'> · ·-me t n c x~ mina i 1 in hi ·tor.v of l< w tak
plac at tbe ·lo e
• •i ~- >f • tncl ·, and all law. tn<lent , whether Ir pa ·ing
' vw · r n , ur • uhj ·c' to it.
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The subjects embraced by the examination in history of law -a re (1)
Roman law; (2) ecclesiastical la.w; (3) German law; (4) history -of An.stria (of the formation of the ·Em._pire and the d.evelopment ,of public
law).
The subjects embraced by the -examinati@n in jurisprudence and
science of government are (1) Austrian priv.ate law; (2) Austrian com- _
mercial law and law of exchange; (3) Austrian civil J>rocedure; (-!)
Austrian civil law and procednre; (5) Austrian constitutional law; (6)
.Austrian administrative law; (7) political economy and industrial
:policy; (8) science of .finance, with special rega,rd to Austrian finance
legislation.
.A.n application to this second examination is ~ot permissible unless
the student has successfully passed the :first examination.
All students of law are obliged to attend one lecture course i:n m<:mtal
philosophy previous to the first examination, and a course of lectures
on philosophy of law and compaTative statistics after having passed
tbe first exa-m.ination.
Formerly the degree of doctor juris made the bearer eligible to
·positions in the public service, but the law of 1891 reiegates the degree·
to a mere academic honor and prescribes the aforementioned examination for doctors juris also.
Distinotions in regard to ·g rades of lawyers, such as solicitor and
attorney, or avoue and avocat, are not made in Austria.
In Italy: Crhe state exercises supervision over the professional
· preparntion of lawyers through the university, rectors and professors
as the state's re_presentatives with regard to the quantity of matter to
be learned (see course of study)., just as it does with reference to the
medical students. The university authorities, in thek capacity of
servants of the state, control the conferring of academic deg,r ees which
are essential for the purpose of entering the profession. The official
returns say but little on the subject of examinations outside of examinations for degrees, but we gather enough from them to state that .
the graduates of the law faculties must submit to a state examination
in order to be able to enter the public service. This service may be in
the executive or judicial branches of the Government. This provision
is set aside ouly where particular technical knowledge or rare -skill in
some specialty is required. -women are admitted to the study of law
and to the degrees, but are prohibited from the practice of law.
.A. distinction in the grades of lawyers is made between " attorn~ys,"
"procurators," and "notaries." Attorneys or "avocati" must pass an
examination to be admitted to higher comts; procurators do not plead
in higher courts.
In Belgiurn: The official returns state that it is necessary for the
student, for tlie purpose of entering the profession as attorney, to have
passed through the university and have acquired the degree of doctor
of law. Moreover, his name must be inscribed on the official list of
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attorneys in a court of justice, which can not b e done without evidence
of attendance -at the university, such as is prescribed, certified to by
the faculty. Hence the gradu~te's admission to t he bar is solely dependent upon his professional preparation in t he university. Women
are·not prohibited· from acquiring the academic d~gree; but that degree
does not admit them to the practice of law.
To become a justice of peace it is not necessary to have the degree
of doctor of law. This degree is, however, r equisite for positions of
judges of courts '' of the :first instance" and higher courts and other
offices in the judiciary branch of the governmen t.
ln the Netherlands: The same conditions prevail which are found
in Belgium, except that a special state examinat ion must be passed
after two years' practical work subsequent to graduation from the
university.
· ln Norway: When a, law student has completed his studies in _the
university he presents himself at one of the law examinations held by
the faculty. These examinations take place twice a year, and at
each eleven subjects (ten theoretical and one practical) are submitted to be worked out in writing within three, :five, or ten hours,
according to the nature of the subject (the whole under surveillance). This is followed by a severe oral examination. If the examination is passed the degree "candidatus juris" is conferred upon llirn.
A subsequent examination is required for the degree of H doctor juris."
Passing these examinations gives access to the most important offices
in · the legal profession, particnlary the judgeships, which are always
:filled by appointment, never by popular election. Attorneys and barristers are also appointed in the supreme cour'.:i. The state recognizes
no lawyer who has not acquired his professional education in the universities, but most young lawyers ·serve as assistants in a lawyer's office
for the purpose of gaining practical experience. This apprenticeship
is passed partly during the four years of university study or after
having acquired a degree.
In Denniarlc: Essentially the same conditions are found tbat prevail in Norway. According to a regulation of September 26, 1 90,
the requirements of the stn.te examination for the grade of advocate
(or lawyer) are less stringent than formerly; but they still prescribe a
full course of law studies in the university. Judges of higher courts
mu. t be doctors oflaw.
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versity 0oimbra (the only university in Portugal) admit,s to the
practice of law. No distinctions are made in the grades of lawyers.
In the competition for higher positions in the royal public service the
holders of the degree have the preference.

In Hungciry: The candidate of law must give proof of having attended the law course in one· of the three universities, or in any of the
law academies of Hungary (or Austria), and have passed (a,) the graduation exam1nation, (b) the state examination, from which he is excused
in case he has acquired the degree of doctor oflaw. This degree admits
to the profession, hence the degree is not a mere academic honor. Only
those who enter the public service · are subjected to a st~te examination. The graduation examination, which entitles to a certificate of
capacity, must be passed before the candidate is admitted to the degree
examination. .After having gone through the theoretical work of the
university the candidate is caJled "aspirant advocat" and must pass
three years fn a lower court and in the office of a lawyer of good standing before he is recognized by the authorities as a lawyer. During
this time his name is recorded on the roll of lawyers in the ''chamber
of lawyers," and he performs minor duties which initiate him into the
routine of legal work There is only one grade of lawyers in Hungary.
Notaries must have spent their three years' practical work in a notary's
office. Women may study law in the universities, but they are debarred
from the legal profession.
From Ritssia no information concerning the requirements for admission to the profession (other than is found in the syllabus on pr,.
118-125) is available.
VI. SOURCES OF JURISPRUDENCE IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES.

The remarks under this head are inserted as an introduction to tho
courses of study in law for the purpose of enabling the reader to se~
why certain subjects are treated more fully in Europe than would seem
justified in this country; and, again, why others are treated lightly
upon which our law schools bestow much attention and great care.
Roman law is the most prolific source of jurisprudence in Europe.
It saturates both the science of law and the everyday practice of the
common people. In all the many countries that were once subject to
Roman rule, Roman customs and laws remained, to a certain limited
extent, the basis of legal practice long after the fall of ·the Western
Empire. But in Germanic countries (Germany, England, and the
three northern countries) Germanic custom and tribal laws predominated until, in the twelfth century, through the efforts of the University of Bologna, then a famous law school and still one of the foremost seats of learning of Italy, Roman law was introduced as a science
in Germanic countries. After the revival of letters, and subsequently
during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, the sci-
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encc of Roman law was superinduced, as it were, into the modern
science of faw. The discovery of Gaius's Commentaries (in 1816) has
hml no small share in the esteem in which Roman law is held at present in Europe.
ET1,gland occu1)ies an exceptional position in regard to law. The oldest law there is based upon Anglo-Saxon laws (sixth to eleventh centuries).. Later, N-0rman rule brought Norman customs and laws,
slightly tainted with Roman law, thxough French channels. In its
ftll'ther-clevelopment law in Great Britain remained custom law (common law), the law consisting of judge-s' ·decision.s m precedents. Rom.an
law also foimd an introduction. into England especially through Vacarius, who had studied. in J3ologna, but it never attained the importance
it found in countTies of fhe former Roman Empir~
· All the continental countries had been more or less subjected to the
sway of the Roman Empire for centuTies, while in England the Romaus
·did not le.ave a deep impr-ess upon laws and customs of the people.
When in continental Europe, after a period of gTeat unrest and chaos
(during tbe ·g reat mi_g ration that lasted nearly 200 years), the former
Roman ~, municipia" .or cities formed the nuclei of law and order, it
·was but natural that the basis of their newly constructed jurisprudence
shoul_d be thB well-known Roman law, -especially since it hacl been
-codified more systematically than any other law.
The Teutonic or G:ermanic tribes (the Franks in France, the Longobards or Lombards, Vandals, and Goths in Italy and Spain, the Saxons
in ;England, and a host of others in Germa~y and the northern peninsulas) had their ancient tribal customs which gradually developed,
during succeeding centuries, into natiYe cuf:";tom law, of which the
feudal law 1 was the most important. It was often difficult to harmonize feudal law that Teigned supreme in the castles ancl possessions
of chiefs, lords, and petty princes, with Roman law, modified and
adapted to existing circumstances in the cities (the so-called free citi-e ·),
h ence the frequent contests between princes ancl cities.
When the Church of Rome came to be recognized as the succes or
of Imperial Rome, it law, that is, the canonical or ecclesiasticallaw assumed importance over all of Europe, e-.xcept in Russia, which, during the
mi<lclle ages, was .not con idered pal't of Europe. This law referred
chiefly to marriage and parental relations, church property, etc. In
Ru ·ia the canonical law of the Greek Church wa adopted later.
'ide y ide with the a11ci nt custom law, feudal law, Roman law,
an l ·an nical law anoth :c ource of jlll'i ·prud n ·e became prominent
, m ~ r ·hi m dev lop d, trength, i. e., th law. of princes. In France,
for iu:t n · , the r ·uauc' of th 1\-:I rovinbcrian... Carolin2"ian , Ca1) t ·,
V am.'
1. - u
' n all th
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parliaments adopted them. In Germany some tribal° laws had been
codified soon after the great migration (500-600 A.. D.). They referred
to certain important points of law, for instance, the Salian law (regulating the succession of princes).
Hence we see several sources of jurisprudence in contiuental Europe:
Custom law, Roman law, feudal law, canonical law, and law of princes.
From all of these arose (when the nations began to centralize) in each
country a national mw, peculiar to itself, i.e., a French, a German, an
Italian, a Spanish, etc., law. ·These laws were in a few instances codified (as for instance in 1328 and 1375 the" Saxon and Suabian Mirrors"
in Germany, in 1550 the "Carolina" or criminal code of Charles V),
but in most cases they remained uncollected until the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. France, after the year 1789, began the codification (Napoleon's Five Codes of "Droit Frangais"). During the middle
ages southern or Roman France followed -Roman law (the written law)
while northern or Frankish France followed custom law. Ilut Roman
law became predominant during the sixteenth century, and France was
temporarily the acknowledged center for the study of Roman law,
especially the university of Montpellier.
The early centralization of France made a unification of legal customs possible, while in disjointed Germany such an effort has not succeeded to the present day. Germany at present enjoys uniform cod~s
of commercial and criminal law, but has no uniform code of civil law
as yet. Each petty state has its own code of civil law. The same
holds good for Italy where a uniform criminal code was not adopted
until 1890. In Spain and Italy canonical law assumed more importance
than in France, Germany, and England. In the northern countries the
national custom laws are more distinct than on the continent, and show
greater deviation from the Roman law, while ecclesiastical law has lost
its significance since the time of the church refonnation (1525) .
S.candinavian laws were codified very early, during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries.
In England the established church claimed a:ad still claims attention
of the legal profession through its legal and political prerogatives,
hence canonical law is still a subject of study in Ellglan<l, while in
America it never had any significance. The common law, this peculiar
English growth (custom law), has its strongest roots in the struggle
and fusion of the various nationalities that make up the present population, tJ1e Celts, Anglo-Saxons, Danes, and Normans. One wave of
conquerors after another pressed upon those in possession of the land,
aud in the struggle resulting therefrom a limit was found beyond which
the conquerors could not proceed without injury to themselves. T.IJe
limit was not always uniform owing to the different amount of opposition the aggressors found, and in absence of uniform codes the decisiom, of courts of various stages and ages were quoted and applied in
analogous cases. Hence it is truly said "that in England and Amerfoa
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the study of law concerns itself chiefly with what has been and what is
law, :while on the continent of Europe they study what law ought to
be."-David Dudley Field. When Roman law became more and more
the recognized standard in continental Europe, English lawyers directed their attention to it also, and at present it is studied carefully in
English law schools. (See .Appendix I.)
Tlle feudal law, the law of knight-service (Lehusrecht), has disappeared in Europe. .A few legal customs (law of succession in England),
some technical terms in modern codes (right o:( fief, etc.), and rare
allusions to conditions during the middle ages remind us of its former
existence, but it has lost all influence upon the formation of national
laws.
We group in tabulated form the sources of jurisprudence according
to their respective importance as follows:
England.-(1) English common law; (2) Roman law; (3) ecclesiastical law.
France.-(1) R·o man law; (2) provincial and nai.l'ional laws, resulting
in code Napoleon and present national codes; (3) ecclesiastical law.
Germany.-(1) Roman law; (2) Ecclesiastical law; (3) Provincial
and national law. .
·
Aiistr-ici.-(1) Roman law; (2) Ecclesiastical law; (3) Provincial and
national law.
Spciin.-(l) Ecclesiastical law; (2) Roman law; (3) National law.
Italy.-(1) Roman law; (2) Ecclesiasticai law; (3) Provincial and
national law.
Switzerlancl.-(1) Roman law; (2) Provincial and cantonal law; (3)
. Federal law.
Belgiiim.-Follows the example of France.
Hollcind.-Follows to a great extent the example of Gcrmauy.
Denmark, Norwciy, Sweden.-(1) National law; (2) Ro1mtn law.
Riissia,.-(1) Imperial law; (2) Ecclesiastical law (Greek Church);
(3) Roman law.
The foregoing may explain to some extent the courses of 8tuc1y offered in sub equent pages, though the expose makes no claims to anything like an authorjtative statement.
We summarize the exposition of the Reception of Roman Law in
Germany from Dernburg's "Pandektenrccht: "-The rccoption of Roman
Law in Germany as authoritative occurred in a comprehensive way
c fter the middle of the fifteenth and in the beginning of the sixte nth
nturi . It wa: th n completed with an almo. t elemental power,
al houo-h th re wa. n t la king a de ·ided oppo ition to it. The entire
F- r
f thi: mo m nt annot be fully kno-wn but certain important
in li.1mt, le.
'
n wa: a uat n 1 :ir £ r 1 gal uniformity, which had become
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corpus jiiris civilis was the imperial law of Germany, the Germ~n emperors being regarded as the successors of the Cmsars. (3) The various
influences of Renaissance were forever making for the same encl.
Hence the jurists, and all those in authority worked together to effect
the acceptance of Roman law. (4) The universities-ta-i1ght only Roman
and Canonical law. (5) The unlearned village justices who had expounded the old traditional and customary law were not equal to the
changed conditions. (6) The imperial authorities gave legal recognition to Roman law and encouraged its application.
So far as the degree or measure of the reception is concerned it ma,y
be s_aid, that only that part of Roman law was accepted which did not
_contradict established German customs, and only what was found to
be applicable to German conditions. In a narrower sense this embraced
only those principles of the corpus juris which the glossarists, i. e. the
Bologna School, had supplied with commentaries. The maxim was:
Quidq'wid non agnoscit glossci, nee agnoscit forum.

VII. LAW COURSES IN EUROPE.AN UNIVERSITIES.

It is difficult to giv~ equivalents in English for niany of the terms
used in the following page·s, because in foreign. countries that have different ~ystarns of law a different terminology is used in connection with
legal education. This makes it impossible to give accurate equivalents,
though the terms may convey to lawyers a meaning that would not be
grasped by the general reader.
l.-ENGLAXD.

IlONOR SCHOOL OF JURISPRGDENCE IN OXFOI'.D.

!.-General 1·egnlat-ions.

1. The examination in the school of jurisprudence includes: (1) General jurisprudence; (2) The history of English law; (3) Such departments of Roman law,
and (if the board of studies shall think fit) such departments of English law as may
be specified from time to time by the board; (4) International law, or some department of it specified by the board of studies. This may be omitted by ean<li<lates
who do not aim at a place in the first or second class.
2. The boar<l. of stu<l.ies may inclu<le in the examination, either as nec·e ssary or as
optional, other subjects which they may deem suitable to be studied in connection
with jnrisprndence; and may, if they shall judge _it advisable, require that carnlidates who have not been cl::tssed in any other school shall take in additional books
or subjects, or pToduce evidence of having been previously examined in such additional books or subjects. The bo:1rd may prescribe books or portions of books in
any language.
3. Subject to such regulations as the board may make from time to time selecr;
portions of historical study, approved by the board of historical studies, may be substitntod by cn,n<l.iclates for portions of legal study, provided that no candidate shall
be allowed to offer in the school of j 1uisprudence any select portion, whether of legal
or historical stu<ly, which he has already offered in the schoql of modern history.
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T111e following subjects of examination are specified by the board, but can,U<lates
are iuformed that with the exception of tlie Institutes of Gains and the Institutes of
Justinian and the specified acts of Parliament, none of the matter of th~ examination is required to be studied textually. The other authorities mentioned in the
notice are intoncled to de:fi.qe, to some extent, the natnre of the several topics of tho
examination·, and to indicate the sources from which information upon each can be
most conveniently obtained.
1. Gcncrnl j1wispn1dcnce.

Candidates will be examined in the 1winciples of jurisprudence, in the theory of
legislation, and in tl1e early history oflegal institutions, with special reference to
Austin's lectures, Bentham's principles of morals and legislation, and his theory of
legislation, by Dumont, an<1 the works of Sir Henry Maine.
They may also refer to Hol>bes'sLeviathan, Books I and n, and to S::wigny's ''System
des heutigen romischen Rechts," Vol. I.
2. History of English law.
(a) History of constitiitional Zaw.-Candidates will be expected to have mastered
the leading principles of existing constitutional law, :1ndin particular to a knowleclge
of the following topics: The legisbtive power of Parliament, the modes in which it is
exercised, and its extent as to territory and persons; the prerogatives of the Crown,
the privileges of the Houses of Parliament; the constitutional l)osition of the privy
council, t~rn ministers of the Crown, the establishecl°chnrch, the courts of law, and
and the ::nmed forces.
They mnst possess such an acquaintance with the history of the above as is
necessary to explain their present character and working. They are recommended to refer to the constitutional portions of Blackstone's or Stephen's Commentaries, Dr. Stubb's Docum "nts Illustrative of English History, and his Constitutional History ( omitting those chapters which relate more especially to political
history), Halbm's Constitutional History, Si~ T. E. May's Constitutiona~ History,
and 13agehot's English Constitution, an·d are required to read carefnlly the following statutes : Const itution. of Clarendon, Magnn, Charta, Statute of vVestministcr,
n, 13 Ec1.; 1, Stat. 1, c. 24; Petition of Right; Habeas Corpus, Act 31, Car .. n , c. 2;
Bill of Rights, 1 W. and 1\1., Sess. 2, 2; Act of Settlement, 12 and 13, Will. m , c. 2.
(b) History of the law of real pl'operty.-This subject is to be studied in Blackstone's Commentaries, Book n, or Stephen's Commeut:1ries, Vol. 1, Book n, Part 1,
and Mr. Digby's Introduction to the History of the Law of Real Property. The
principal statutes referred to in the latter book hould be mastered, and reference
may witha.dvantago llemado to 11r. William-;' Treatise on the Law of Real Property.
3. Roman law.

The Institutes of Gains.
The Ii titute. of the Emperor Justinian .
a11<1i11ates are exp~ctcd to be acc11rn iutc1l with the history of Rom2.u legisbtion
antl Roman jnc i ·ial institutions.
4.
The prineipl

E11gli8h law.

of th law of c·ontra ·t..

: • I11tc,·,wtio11al law.
ntlin of in tn, ional 1: w a~ r-;. tcm.
111 'hi tory f th 1. w r ·latin,r to . ·a~, 1,bip ·, n.1Hl 1rnvi~a1,le riYcr ... in time

(11 ) Tho

/b)
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Students are recommem1ed to read \Voolsey's Introduction and Hciftcr's ''Eu.
ro1)aisches Volkerrecht" (in German or Frend1), refening n.lso to ·wheaton's Ele.
men.ts, or to the Law of Nations by Sir Travers Twiss. Upon subject (b) they may
consult Ortofan, Diplomatie de la Mer, livre d-euxieme. (See Students' Handbook
to the University of Oxford.)
(The principal changes of the c:01.use since 1887 are the division of the cxamina•
tion info two parts, the more searching treatment of Roman and English law by an
in<:rnased nurn ber and more definite assignment of papers, and the fuller recognition of original thought and literary power, in the additi-011 of a se-cond essay paper
besides that alre.ady devoted to essays and problems. :Moreover, general jurisprudence as a whole, and English constitutional law and history as a whole, will
henceforth be standing subjects for the students of every year; theiq)rcvious treatment in vaTiablc portions not haying been considered satisfactory.) (See E. C.
Clark's Caml>ri<lge Legal Studies.)
SUBJECT'S TAUGHT i'N" CAMDRIDGE UNIVERSITY I~

1892-03.

Digest (Locati Conducti). History and general principles of Roman lnws, principles of international law, history of English law, twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
introduction anc1 tenure, status anc1 jurisdiction. Equity, more especially· trusts.
Criminal law (substantive), criminal proe-eduTe anc1 evidence, jurisprudence, personal property. International law continued-contract, statute of frands,·institntes
of Gains and Justinian. History of"Romari law continued-real pro11erty, Roman law
(text and revision). International faw (introduction and peace, war and neutrnlity).
Law -of contract-advanced real property. Law of torts, sale of goods, law of real
property. ~cclesiastical law, constitutional law, criminal law, medical jurispTudeuce for students of criminal law. .(See ~ambridge Univer.sity Rcporfor, May, 1892.)
BOOKS USED BY LAW STVDENTS 1N CAMBRIDGE.

Jiwisp1'1idence.-Blackstone's Commentaries, Introduction, secs. 2, 3, and the general part. in the first chapters of each book; Austin's Jurisprnc1ence; Markby's Elements of Law; Clark's Practical Jurisprudence; Clark's Analysis of Criminal Liability; Holland's Jurisprudence; Maine's Ancient Law; Village Communities;
Early History of Institutions, and Early Law and Custom; Savigny's System des
heutigen romis ch~n Rechts. See the French translation by Gnenoux and the English t!'anslations of vol. 1, 2, and 8, by Holloway, Rattigan, and Guthrie.
Boman Zaw.-Parallel texts of Gaius and Justinian; Gneist's Institutionum et
Regularum Juris Romani Syntagma; Gaius, edited by Abdy and vValker, Poste, or
Muirhead; Justinian's Institutes, edited by Abdy and Walker or "Moyle. Muirhead's Historical Introduction to the Private Law of Rome-on Roman Law generally.
Roby's Introduction to the Study of the Digest, Mackelcley's Systema Juris Romani;
Hunter's Roman Law, or Sallrnwski's Roman Pri-vate Law; Gibbons1 s Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire, chap. 44. As a lexicon, Dirksen's Uannale Juris Civilis.
Intenw.tional law.-HalFs International Law; ·w heaton's Elements of International
Law; Calvo's Le droit international theorique et pra.tig_ue; '\Vhea,ton;s History of
International Law; Maine's Lectures on International Law; Pitt Cobbett's Leading
Cases on International Law; von Roltzendorff's Handhuch des Volkerrecbts.
English law.-Real lJl'o_perty: Williams's Law of Real Property or Edward's Com.
p cndium of the Law of Property in Land; Digby's History of the Law of Real Property; Challis's Law of Real Property. Personcilp1'0p el'fy: \Villiams's Law of Personal
Property.
·
English law.-Contract: Anson's Law of Contract or Pollock's Principles of Contract. Torts. Pollock's Law of Torts; Bigelow's Elements of the Law of Torts.
English la1c.-Criminal la .u• : tephen's Commentaries, book VI (vol. IV); Stephen's
Digest of the Criminal law; Stephen·s Digest of the Law of Evi<lcncc; Stephen's
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History of Criminal Lr~w. Constilittional law ancl histo1·y: Anson 1s Law a.nu Custom
of the Constitution (vols. I ancl II); Dicey's Law of the Constitution; llearn's Government of EngllJ.ncl; Stubb's Constitutional History; Hallam's Constitutional History; Ma,y's Constitutional History; Tas,rell-Langmeacl's English Constitutional
History.
·
Geneml text-books.-Stephen's Commentaries on the Laws of Englancl; Holme.s's
Lectures on the Common Law; Selection of Cases; Smith's Leading Cases on tho
Common Law; Tudor's Leading Cases on the Law of Real Property ; Finch's Sele.ct
Cases on the Law of Contract; Ball's Select Cases on the Law of Torts; Thomas's Select Cases on Constitutional Law. (See Cambridge University Reporter, June, 1892.)
I!.-Fr.ANCE ,

The inost minute courses of study found among the sources of information at tho
disposal of the public in the National Bureau of Education are the French. Wo
quote the entire course published in the Annual Catalogue of the UniYersite do
France, A.cademie de Montpellier, one of the most renowned la.w schools of France.
It is almost identical with that of Paris antl other French faculties .
It begins with the words: "The course is framed in conformity with the prescribed
regula.tions." The work is u.ivicled into four groups for four years .
FIRST YEAR.

Civil bw, Roman law, political econotny, history of French law, and constitutional law.
History of French law, elements of constitutional law, and the organization of
public powers.
:FrnsT PART.-General history of French law, publfo and private. (Syllabus.)
Definition of icleas ancl tcrms.-Of law and history of law in general. Tb history
of French Law.
1.

THE ORIGIN,

(1) Ganl before the Roman conquest.-Primitive pouulation of Gaul: lbcres, Ligures,

Celts, or Gauls, their government and their social status. Influence of Celtic law
conj,ecturecl.
(2) Roman Gai1l.-Charncter ancl conseq,ience of the Roman conquest. Sec. 1.
Roman aclministration, administrative organization, municipal government, taxes,
military organization, civil ancl criminal legislation. Condition of persons;. Origin
and development of "colonat."
(3) Teutonic ini:asion s.-Sec. 1. The Teutons and their institutions l>efore the inYasious. Sec. 2. The nature of Tcutouic estaulishments in Gaul. To what degree tho
G::mlic Romans preservecl their liberty, property, and institutions. Principles of
personality of laws. Sec. 3. Fusions of Roman institutions, and Teutonic customs.
The institutions of the Frankish monarchy. Political all(l judicial organization.
Crimiual law and crimiual procedure. Condition of persons ancl lands. Sources:
Law of the barbarians, l aw of the Romans, the statutes of Charlemagne, mouumcnts
of practice.
(4) The Christian Church .-Its relation with the State; the church's inner constitution and the state's organization; sources of canonic law; apostolic constitutions
aml ihe ·:mons of th aIJostl s; the law collection of Denys the Little · the Isidorian
coll ction, fal ·c <leer cs.
'
2. l'ECOAL! 8. I,

and g n ·rul ·l1~ra ·ter of the f uclal system :
ial 01·oa11ization of lcrnclecl 111·01,crty.-Ficfs: forms and c1inraetcr of n, fiefonb ct· it ff ·c·t a.ml auction· limitation of th la.w of tran mission; tenure of
· ~he manor; nnr of ·rf's · fr land. ; fr hold , · <'on<lition of pcrs ns;
·hi\"a]r ·, pl,·h ·iun. • · .i-f th ·ir con lilion · senile cou:muuitie · how persons
• .1: 11 cca c to uo •rf:1
'
'
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(2) Hierarchical organization of fiefs anclfiej-p.?ssessors.-Classification of :fiefs. History of their establishment.
(3). Di1,ision of so·1:e1·eignty ancl its fusion with pi·operty.-Legislati vo power in feudal
society. Right of war and feudal armies. Administration of justice. Taxes.
( 4) The C!mrch in fenclal sociuty.-Ecclesin.sticallorcls. Legal condition of Church ,
lands. Distribution of ecclesiastical patrimony among the membets of the clergy.
Ecclesiastical j uriscliction.
(5) Origin of fendalisnt. Analagous institutions iu Gaul, in Germany, and tbe Rom::m
Empire. Royal vassalage and its benefits. Arriere vassalage and arriere b.enefits.
Seniority. The succession of public functions, Immunities. Sources of feudal and
canonical law.
3.

:M:OXARCIIY,

1. TiDIPOaARY 1110:-,AnCHY,

Reestablishment of central powe1·.-(l) The cmnmnnal moi-cme:it.-The most ancient
institutions which the enfranchised town sought to strengthen: Roman municipal
government, shedffalty, the II pe:tce of Goel," German trade guilds. Principal forms of
municipal organization: Sworn communes, consulat-towns, provost-precincts. Lorris' charter.
(2) Contest between 1·oyalty cincl fcuclalisni.-Reestablishment of the territorial union
of France; conferring the right to a province reserved by the crown; inalienability
of royal domains; revival of royal attributes; roll of civilians. Reestablishment of
legislative powers, judicia,ry powers, military powers, :fiscal powers.
(3) Contest between royalty crnd the clw,rch, especially the papacy.-Boniface VIII, the
council at Basle; the pragmatic sanction of Charles VII.. Contest between royalty and
the French clutrch. Limitations of e~clesiastical jurisdiction; participrttion of tho
church in fiscal charges.
(4) Organization of ct temporary nionarchy.-Rules for transmissioi1of royal power;
parliaments; venality of officers; discrete justice . . Organization of administrative
central power; ditto milit:1ry power; ditto fis cal power. Legislative power. Tho
"Et3.ts generaux" (diets). Administra,tion of provinces and local liberties.
(5) Development of private law clitring this periocl.-(l) Renovation of Roman law;
its influence upon puolic and private law. (2) Pormation of custom law; distinction between the land of custom law and land of written law. Monuments.of customlaw. French monuments; a friend's counsel, the great commoner of Normandy;
establishments of Louis the Sainted, customs of Beauvois by Dumanoir; monuments
ofthefourteent!J. century; official compilation ancl correction of common faws. Lawyers of the sixteenth century; Dumoulin, Guy Coquille, Loysol, etc.
2. l.I:30LUTE MO:'\'AI'.CIIY.

Doctrine of DiL'ine Law ancl A.bsolntc Po1cer.-(l) Disappearnnce of public liberties.National liberties: The role parliaments played; their suppression; superior councils. Local liberties : Provincial assemblies autl the communes at the close of tho
" an-den regime" (time previous to the great revolution 1789).
(2) Subntission of ecclesiastical powe1·.-" Concordat" of 1515; ''Edict of small dates;"
Declaration of 1682. Limitation of the right to acquire. Dissenting denominations.
The Protestants before and after the revocation of the "Edict of Nantes." Edict of
1788. The J ews.
(3) Political Organizations.-AdministratiOJJ, comptrollers, councils, justice, army,
taxes.
(4) Social Organization.-Conclition of persons: Nobility, plebeians, peasants. Condition of lands: Lease and ground rent; 99 years' rent. Eminent domain of the
lord. and lordly rights, Economical situation concerning money: Loa,ns at interest
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and contributing rents; concernjng commerce and industry; corporations; mastership and trades' wardens hip. The Edict of 1776.
SoU,rOPS qf law cluring this perioa.-The great ordinances of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eightoentll. centuries. 'Che great lawyers of the period.
3. DEi\IOGRATIC EQUALITY.

The movcrn011.t of the great minds of -t he eighteenth century: Montesquieu, Voltaire, Rousseau. New principles introduced into legislation.
Pri vate Right.-Abolition of the feudal system and transmission of Jantleu 11roperty. Law covering the state of persons: Marriage, family, succession. GiYil Code.
Reform of Criminal Law.
Public Law.-Ad':ent of constitutional law.
SE C O:N'D PART.-EZements of Constitutional Law and Organi.zation of Public Po1cers(1) Philosophy of oonstitntional 7ctw.-General ideas concerning the char:1cter of
constitutions. 'l'ho utility of written constitutions. ·who makes a constitution Y
Sovernignty of the people; its limits. How does it exert its sovereigntyf Representative government. Theory of the right of suffrage, universal or restrained.
Representation of minorities. Constitutional guarantees. Declaration of rights.
The necessary liberties. Inclopen<lenco and sopaTation of powers.
(2) History of constitutional law.-"\Vould France have a constitution if it had not
been for the "Ancien .Re.gime f" St udy of the successiYe constitu.tions since 1791.
To what degree each contributed to the overthrow of the goyernrnent that a11plied
or Yiolated it.
(3) The pi-cscnt oonstitution.-Origin of the constitution of 1875. Its spirit antl esse11tia1 fea,turcs. To what category of constitutions does it belongf 'l'he revisions
to which it has been subjected. Organization of public powers. Functions of the
legislative ancl ex:ecnti ve branches. Reciprocal influence of these powers upon each
other. Conflict of power. Revision of the constitution. Constitutional practice
ancl the constitution of 1875.
4. POLITICAL ECONOMY.

D efinitions : Production of wealth, cxch:inge, credit, property, wages, public
finances.
"Consumption" of wealth, encl and aim of the entire economical mechanism.
Psychological analysis of the needs and desires of man. Philosophical doctrines
concerning the place which man owes to his needs and desires. Tho role currency
plays aml the many mollifications it causes in consumption. The use of money: Expenses, sayings, investments. Savings: Do they constitute work meriting wages'?
Expcn es of luxury: I s tho lavish use of money l)ene.6.cial to industry9 InYcstments: Is this form of the use of money also a form of cousumption ~ Institutions
designed to reduce expenses : covperative societies, kitchens, etc. Institution designed to indnce savings: savings banks, etc. Institutions designed to facilitate
inY •stments; Building associa,tions, loan emissions (State bonds). Comparati,-o
consumption of various classes of socirty. Of tho inflnence consumption exercises
upon public health. Fal ifi.cation and adulteration of articles of consum1>tion. Inten·ontion of tho , 'tate in matters of cornmmption. Municipal lal>oratoric , tc.
ublic
n ·umptiou is it tliffercnt from 1•rivate? The future of humfill society
look u n.t from the point of Yiew of w alth-consmuption.
r.o:U.\X T..\W.
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more t,imcth:1a is sufficient to ex:1)fain the other two books. Sources of .RomunJaw,
fundmnenfal ideas, concli tion of persons, family law, theory of patrimony, 23 lectures.
Patrimony, property, real estate, 25 le:::tures ; obligations ancl contracts, 40 lessons.
Priva,telaw.; transmission of property; 8nccession, legacies, trusts; procedure and
actions.
· ·
SECO::fD YEAR.

Ch'ilfaw, Romanlaw, public international faw, criminal law, adminisi:rativcbw.
(a) Roman laiv.-Study of obligations.
(b) Public inteniational Zaw.-Introduction; definitions; its foundation; of the
idea 0f lu,-w in the rehLtion between -states. Motives that have contributed to-wa,rd
the gradual development of the idea.-Objections to the existence of international
law; their r efuta.tion.-Iut ernational law is still undergoing the process of formation.-History ofintcrn:1tional law. Influence of religion upon its development in tho
Greek cities, in Rome. The role papacy plu.yed dul'ing the MiddleAges.-The writing of great la.wyers and philosopheTS on thesubject.-European international law;
theiJ.ea too narrow.-DivLsions of international law. Their different sources.
(1.) OJ pers1ms.-Statos, definitions, essentiu.l elements, comparisons of states and
na'tious.-Diffe.rent kinds of states, simple state, composed state, personal union,
real union, confederation, federal state, half sovereign state, protectorate. Formation and recognition of states; the enJ. of a state, cession of -territory; absorption
or anrn~xa.tion of one state by another. Legal consequences of the tran-sformation
of
1
s-tates concerning the nationality of persons, concerning public debt, concerning
-treaties.-Righ-ts and perform:1nces of states; eqtrnlity of states; so-vereignty of
states ; obligations of states to each other; refugees; armaments; formation of insurTectio.nary bands..-Limitatio::i of the st:1te's sovereignty arising from treaties; international servitude; perpetual neutrality.-Interventions; the pi·inciples of inventiun.-Oonflict-s of sovereignty relati•ve to criminal, as well as civil law.
(2.) Bene.fits-of international Zaw.-Territory, limits.-Methods of tenitoriaJ acquisition; its occupation.-On the sea; the })rinciple oflibcrty of the sea.-Territorial
seas ; -state laws concerning inhabitants of the coast.-Ships.; nationality of ships;
advantages r eserved for na.tional ships; coasting trade; irrtercourse.-Condition of
ships on the.open sea; right to visit.-Condition of ships in foreign pol'ts.-Piracy.Streams and Tivers; rules applicable to them: Rhine, Danube, Congo, Niger.
(3.) Obligations between states.-Treaties, different kinds of treaties; their obligator-y cl)aracter.-Essential elements of these o'J;)ligations.-How treaties are entered
into, how ratified; international agreements.-T.b.e encl of treaties.-Diploma.tic
agents, their prerogatiYes.-Inviolability, special territoriality.-Consuls, their attributes.
(4.) IntemationaUitig ation.-Peaceable solutions.-Diplomatic negotia,tions; mocliation; conference and congresses.-Arbitration; principles of arbitration; the "Ala-.
bama Affair;" cases of arbitration that have i·enclerecl real service,-Vfolent soluiions.-Measures of retorsion aml retalia-tion.-Principal applications; embaTgo;
blockn.de.-vVar; insurrection.-Trials of international regulation; the Declaration·
of Paris; of St. Petersburg; Conference at Brussels in 1874.-Declaration of war,; its
form and effects.-Expnlsion of foreigners; defense of commerce against the cncmy.KinJ.s of treaties preceding contracts.-Bclligerents and non-belligerent-a; interests
arising from this distinction.-Free corps; partisans, guerillas, frecbooters.-Lawful
means of war.-Artifices; usages of colors (flags); uniforms; false alarms.-Publication of false information.-Spies; balloons.-Sieges, blockades, bombardments.Treatment ofpri. oners of war; treatment of the wounded.-Convention of Geneva.Convl'ntions of war; suspension of hostilities; armistice; capitulation; bearers of
the white flag.-Occupaiion of the enemy's territory; effects of such occupation upon
ad.mini ·trative organization and that of justic~; upon persons and their property.Requisitions anJ.. enforced contributious.-Naval warfare; special rules; private
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property on the sea; cruisers,--:-Neutrality.-Rights and duties of neutral nations on
sea ancl lancl.-Contralrnncl goods in war; blockade; right to visit.-Close of a war i
treaties of peace; general clauses; special clauses.
(c) Crirninal law:- A. Pencil cocle: infrdctions (or crimes) andpenalties.-Philosophic
introduction; rational foundation of the social right to punish; general character of
punishment or penalty.-Historical introduction: Crimes and penalties in antiquiiy
and modern times.
(1) C1·imes. - De:finition and essential elements; legal elements; penal l aws, nonretroactive, and not transferable upon territory. Material element: tentative.
Moral ~lement: causes of non-imputability. Defect in discernment in minors of less
than sixteen years; insanity, compulson or coercion. Defect in intention. Unjust
element. Errors of the court. Order of law. Legitimate defense. Classification
of crimes.
(2) Penaltics. -Conscquences of c1·ime: Punishment; civil reparation. Organization
of penalties; principal, additional and completing penalties. Proper punishment
for crime: (a) suitable to the offense; (b) common for crime and offense; (c) silitable
to contraventions; ( cl) common for three classes of infractions or crimes. Theories
concerning penitentiaries; prisons. Return of convicts. Organization of civil reparation. Restitutions; damages, charges. Execution of the penalty and civil reparation. Compulsion by combination; solidarity, etc. .Application of punisl11ncnt:
(a) In oase of one perpetrator and only one infraction. Occasions. Aggravating
causes: Quality of the functionary, relapse, :;i,g&rrnvating circumstances. Attenuative
causes;: excesses. Attenuative circumstances; causes of exemption from and mitigation of penalty. (b) In case several perpetrators are arraigned for the same infraction. Accomplices. (c) In cases where one perpetrator is charged with several infractions: Concurrence of offenses and non-cumulation of penalties.-Remission of
penalty, by death, pardon, amnesty, and rehabilitation, prescription (return) .
B. Code of criminal instruction.-Actions causing infractions. Penal jurisdiction
a1,1d procedure. Historical introduction: General history of the penal law since tho
sixth century of Rome to the present time.
First pctrt-Actions whi~h arc considered infractions of the faw. (1) Active and
passive subjects of public and civil actions. (2) Exercise of public and civil action.
Difference of the two actions. Exceptions; case in which procedure is b_ased upon
complaint, authorization, previous extradition (obiter: Extradition), previous judgment upon a preliminary question. Principle of double jurisdiction of the tribunals
of reprcs ion ancl civil tribunals in r egard to civil actions. Right of option n,nd the
rule "una via electa."-Rule: "The criminal holds his rights as citizen in the st.a,te"[f]
Extinction of liability to public an<l civil action (obitm·: Prescription of the punishment).
Seconcl part: Penal jm-isdiction aud procedure. (1) Police judiciary, general ideas,
lassifi ation of agents, acts of the police judiciary which usually precede the
indictment. (2) Preparatory instructions (indictments). (a) The judge of instructi n cogni-,ance. (b) Competence of court from the point of view of the indictment.
• (c) Acts which t end to collect evidence. (<l) Acts which tcn<l to secure the person
char(l'ecl: by mandates, or by detention, or bail. (e) Variations from ordinary rules
in ·a. c of fia(l'r:mt crime. Delegation of the pow rs of the judge of instruction;
(3) Jurisdictien of juclges ofin truction; of the first degree; the Judge of instruction;
r<·port of tbis juclge when the proc dnrc is omplete. Objections to his report. (b)
uri ·clic·ti n of th er·ornl cl rrre . The chamber of accusation. Divers attribute .
It d er · . Appe, l for re,· r al fit. clccr e . .App ndix: Instruction upon new
di. rg _. · _(·1) uri diction of juclo-m ut.
(a) ' ncral idea . (b) Criminal court:
r~:u_ izah n, · m11 ·t nc , ' ai ine"-proc dure duriuo- th henrinc, · evidence. .A.pl1P.1Hll.
: l'r · ·clur · in ·onttuna ·y. App ndix II: P1·oc dnre in c:;es of crimes corn1 \
·
·
. 11 li·· th pr·
. · (c) 'orre · ioual ·our t : or~amzat10n
competence how the
tnl,
rnnl f th : hr l rrr " i · i n · ·I u <l ,· pror· clurc clturn
· ,r 'tho heariurr ' evidence·
• (!
•w ts 1., • default, obj ctioll ; ·outratlictory ju<lgrucut1:1 :md appeat (cl) Sim~
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ple police courts; organization, competence, how the court is instituted, procedure
during the J:iearing,judgments, objections and appeal. (5) Extraordinary procedure;
appeal of reversal of judgment; request for revision. , Appendix concerning particular procedure before appellate courts. (6) The weight of a judicial opinion in criminal law .
. (d) Aclministratite law.-This is taught according to the rules of French administration in the following order:
(1) Organization, general attributes of public authorities.
(2) Legislative and
constituting powers. Legislative powers compared, (a) of the Senate, (b) of tho
House of Deputies, ( c) of Congress. (3) Executive powers in a series of chapters:
agents, various modes of action, regular actions, administrnti ve actions, individual
actions, characte1:s of administrative actions, auxiliary agents. Study of the various
functionaries: President of the Republic, ministers, prefects, general secretary of
the prefect, "sous prefect," mayor, a,ssistant mayor, chief of police, councils, administrative guardians, state council, council of prefecture, general councils, ward councils, municipal council. Courts and administrative jurisdiction, separation of powers,
administration in litigation, conflicts, state council, council of prefecture, j urisdiction of minister of state, of prefects, of mayors. Public responsibility, appropriations; courts of accounts.
II. Administrative law relating to corporations; State Department, commerce.
Their domains, their appropri:1tions. Puulic establishments: establishments for
public utility, appropriations for the cause of public utility, public works.
III. Attributes of public aut!iorities in certain special matters. Inspection of industries; mines, diggings, qua,rrics; dangerous establishments, unwholesome, inconvenient establishments. Suryeillance of religion. Organization of recognizce.
I'cligious denominations, appeal, abuse, religious congregatiom _
THIRD YEAR.

(a) Coninuwcial Zaw.-Sourccs of commercial law and the developrncnt of commerce
before tho nineteenth century. The acts of commerce, merchants and their particular
obliga,tions. Commercial societies and the p1·incipal points of the law voted for ·by
the Senate. Merchants' exchange,. agents of exchange, broJrnrs, operation of the
exchange and the law of April 28, 1888. ''Term bargains." Commercial contracts,
auctions, loans, securities, commissions, transportation, commercial usages. (Laws
of May, 1858, June, 1866, January, 1886, and April, 1888.) Letters of exchange and
other instruments of credit; the operations of banks and other money-lending institutions. Judicial liquidation; assignments and bankruptcy (laws of March, 1836,
and April, 1890).
(b) Administrative law.-'rbe same programme assigned to second year.
(c) Private 'intemcitional law.-!. Causes of conflict of laws.-Study of the principal
codes of Europe and America; ideas of civil legislation compared particularly with
regard to England, Italy, and Spain.
II. P.l'eliminary theo1·ies-(l) The state: Equality, independence, and sovereignty
of states; relation of states; treaties; diplomatic agents; territory. (2) Of p ersons:
Natural and legal persons; theory of nationality and domicile. (3) Relation of state
to persons: Development of the distinction between natives and foreigners; consuls.
III. Solution of conflict oflaws.-(ci) Generalities: Positionoftheproblem; rational
solution i extra-territoriality; authority and executive force of foreign judgments ;
historical expose; barbaric p eriod; feudal period; doctrine of statutes; modern systems. (b) Development: The realm of national law (state, capacity, re'lation of
family, succession); freedom of will; application upon contracts and testaments;
domains and territorial law; criminal laws; law of public order; application to the
common welfare. The rule: Locus rer1it actumj its facultative character; principal
applications; orders concerning consuls.
ED
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PnEPARATION l<'Oll DEGREES.

DOCTORATE,

For the pur-pose of acquiring t,h e degree of doctor of la.ws special courses nre arranged, embr.::tcing (ci) Roman la.w, (b) history of law, ancl (c) constitutional law.
The following is a detailed statement of the course for 1891:
I. Rornan law-panclects.-Thorongh review and supplementary explanation oftbe
Pandects prescribed for pr~vious years, especially the ,olume Pro so-cioj Digest, book
11; Codes, etc.
II. Constitutional law.-(1) I<leas of state, its origin and end. Different systems:
Tneocratic and divine law, theories of Greek and Roman antiquity, doctrine of social
~on tract, historical school, sociological schools, principfo of nationalities, languages,
natural limitsJ etc. (2) National sovereignty, examination of objections raised
against this principle ancl its consequences, its history and limits. (3) Political
forms, t-:ieir im1)ortance and l€gitimaey. (4) Powers in general. Principle of separation of powers. (5) Constituting powers; constituting assemblies and ratification 1y popufar vote; constitutional revisions in France and other parts of Europe.
(6) Legishttive-powers, el ements of law, legislative mandate, uniYersal and restricte<l
suffrage, woman's rights, direct and indirect suffrage, one-name ballot and ballot by
list! representation by minorities, Congress of t wo chn,mbers, history of legislative
powers in Prance, positive actual right, Chamber of Deputies, Senate, prerogatiYes
of P.arliament, its influence upon executive power. (7) Executive power, individual
and collective form, h ereclit,ary succession or by election, prerogatives, ministers, responsible cabinets, l)arliamentary government. (8) Departmental liherties, tlitto
communr.l, administrative J)rotcction, decentralization, legisla·Uov compared. (9)
Organization of colonies, history of legislatiou compn,rcd.
PO ST- GRADUATE COUllSE.

Through the liberality of the State and municipal councils it has been mac1e possil,le to organize in the faculty of law s-eYera1 courses known as supplementary
courses in (1) Civil Law and Parental Authority; (2) Maritime Law or .A.llmiralty i
(3) lu(lustrial Legislation; (4) Civil Proce(lme; all(l (5) Means of Execution.
Ci1'il Law and Patm·n.al .Authority.-History, civil code and bws of the past. Legislation comparnd. (The profossor discusses questions which are apt to cause conflict between family ancl state, such as obligatory school attendance, measures for
the protection of maltreated and abantloned children, laws for the protection of
children working in factories.)
Maritime Law.-The theory of anchorage and maritime insurance. General ideas,
communal , their regulations, particular am:horage, boarding of a ship. Ap1)endix.
The "rules of York of Anvcrs"-Insurancc, general and historical ideas. Nature of
a contract. E · ntial elements of an insurance contract. Risks. Things to be insured. Premiums-Competency of persons to enter into contract. The insurer and
tho insured. Forms of contract. Yarious modes of insurance. Obligations of th
iusnrcr. Act of anchorage. Ma.king over clamnge<l cargo to the immrer. Ohligatiorn, of the insur<'<l.
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(Law of 1854, decree of 1855, and a number of bills.} III. Contract of apprentlceship. (Law of February, 1851.) IV. The councils of Prnclhommes.
Civil Procedure.-De.finition of procedure, general rules for civil action. Ideas of
court organization. Theory of the competence of civil jurisdiction. Theoretiea,1 and
practical expose of the development of ordinary procedure destitute of incide-n ts'in
the lower com·ts, after adjournment, previous to rendering the j ndgment. Rules
relative to di....-ers categories of incidents in the lower courts. Smnmary procedure
in the lower courts. Procedure in the courts of commerce. vVays and means of recourse : (1) Ordinary, objection and new trial; (2) extraordinary, repeated objections, civil petition, appeal to higher o,o urts. General ideas concerning the exectition of acts and judgments.
Ways ancl .Means of Execution.-A. Practical work; exercises in analysis of the
datn, fnrnished by the legal papers relative to the procedure of distribution; various
modes rc....-iewed. B. Theoretical course; seizure; conservatory seizures and their
conversion into exccutory seizures ; general ideas concerning conservatory seizures:
seizures for claims; seizures for salary; foreign seizure; conservatory commercial
seizure. Procedure in validity; competence. Procedure of conversion of conservatory seizures into e:s:ccutory seizures : competence.

III.-GER:\IANY.
We quote the law courses published by the universities of Berlin, Leipzig, Munich,
and Tiil.>ingen, representative law schools for Prussia, Saxony, Bava,ria,, and vViirtemburg. It is to be regretted that they are only accessi blc in outline form; no de tailed
course of study or syllabus, such as is given in France (see II) is published by German universities. Each professor announces at the beginning of the half-year's comse
a list of subjects he proposes to treat, and the students, with the aclvice of the faculty,
choose the ones they wish to hear. :From semester to semester the students change .
their course and their professors, until a,t the completion of 3} years they present
themselves to be examined for graduation or degree.
Generally it is understood that the stndcuts fake up encyclopedia of law, philosophy
of law (natural law), institutes and history of Roman law, Pandects, Roman la.w of
succession, and history of German law tlnring the first year. In the secoucl and
following years the following subjects are studied: German private law, commercial
law, exchange and atlmiralty, criminal law, constitutional and administrative law,
ecclesiastical law, civil proccllure, criminal procedure, medical jurisprudence, international law, pri-vate law of the rospcctiYe states, French-Rhenish civil law (for
lawyers of the lfoeuish Provjncc, in which the Colle Napoleon is still in· force).
(a) P,J-;HLlN COUUSE O:F LAT{ STUDIES.

(1) Encyclopedia and methoflology of l::n,_r; philosophy of faw, with survey over
science of state; comparative science of law; science of administrative law; statistic.
(2) Institutions of Roman law; history of Roman law; Pandects II. Roman family
law; Roman l aw of succession; Roman civil procedure; practical exercise in seminary division of Roman la.w; selected cases of civil law; sources of Roman law;
explanation of Justinian Institutes, Book III; exegetical exercises in the Pan<l.ects;
explanation of selected chapters in the Pandects; discussion of common civil law;
prnctical exercises in Roman and common civil law; practical exercises in the
Pan elects.
(3) Ecclesiastical law of Catholics and Protestants. Law seminary ( division of
canonic law). Practical exercises.
(4) History of the German Empire and of German law. History of German law.
History of German sources of law with explanation of selections. German private
la,v, including law of fief. Consideration of a plan.for a civil code for the Empire.
Commercial law, including admiralty, exchange, negotiable papers. Seminary
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exercises in sources of faw during the Franconian period. Seminary exercises in
history of public law in Germany during the Middle Ages. Seminary exercises in
commercial law, including admiralty, exchange, and insurance. Seminary exercises
in decisions in Germap. private 'right and commercial law.
(5) General and German state law. General constitutional law of European states
since the close of the Thirty Years' "\Var (1648). History of constitutions in Germany during the nineteenth century. German and Prussian state and administrative law. Theories of state law during the nineteenth century. Prussian state and
administrative law. Late reforms in Prussian administration. German colonial law,
reference to foreign colonial laws. Interpretation of the present German imperial
constitution.
(6) International law, public and private. Histor ical development of intcrna- tional law.
(7) German civil procedure. Civil procedure according to imperial law and common l aw. Constitution of courts. Exercises in civil procedure. Discussion of and
practical exercises in civil procedure.
(8) .Prussian civil law. Law of obligations. Law of property. Rhenish-French
Law of Obligations. Code Napoleon.
(9) Criruinal law. Discussions and practical exercises in criminal law. Medical
jurisprudence.
The students of law attend lectures of the philosophical faculty in national economy,
philosophy and science of government.
(b)

LEIPZIG COURSE OF LAW STUDIES,

Institutions of Roman law and history of law. Pandects II. Roman family law
:md succession. Consideration of a plan for a civil code for the Empire. Saxon
1,rivate right upon the basis of the Saxon civil code. Review of the Pandects wHh
seminary exer<liscs in common an cl Saxon law. Pandects I, Geueral part ancl property·
History of Roman law, including civil procedure.
German imperial aufl state law; German private law, including Jaw of fief (lehnrecht); commercial law, exchange ancl admiralty; pantlects, property and obligati011s; exegetical exercises aml digest in connection with the making of briefs;
civil procc«lnre.
German common crimi11:1,l law and criminal procctlnre; bankruptcy and extraordinary kiuds of procedure; ecclesiastical law and marri age l aw; history of German
law; history of Roman law.
ax.on administrative law; institutions of Justinian; exercises in oral decisions of
practical cases; international l aw, pub lie and private; exercises in State law; legal
status of the Protestant church in Germany; historical development of the church
in Germany with reference to political questions in past and present.
The students of law attend lectures of the philosophical faculty in national
economy, philosophy and science of government.
(c) ::\IC~ICH.-COUl~SE OF LAW
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agricultural n,ncl forestry statistics ; surveying; mining; administration of mines;
salines ancl similar subjects particularly adapted for the special needs of the kingdolp. of Bavaria.
(d) Tl1BINGEN.-COURSE OF LAW STUDIES.

Institutions of Roman law; history of Roman law; Pandects I, general and property and also law of obligations; Pandects II, family law and succession.
German private right; copyright; patent iaw; German civil procedure.
Crhninal law; selected theories of criminal law; international, private, ana. crim'inal law; criminal procedure; history of German criminal law; ecclesiastic.al law.
Private law of Wi.irtemberg, review of private law, including family la,w and
succession; exegetic exercises in Roman law in seminary.
National economy, general, including finance, export and import; special, including· revenue and industrial policy, theories of communism, socialism and
social democracy; science of finance, statistics of national economy, exercises in
compilations, application of statistics.
General laws of state and constitutional faw, aumini.strative laws of Germany,
state laws of vYiirtcmbcrg, administrative laws of ·wiirtemberg, practical international law.
N OTE.-The foregoing four courses are typical German courses. They afford the
professors much liberty for enlarging upon favorite subjects, and the students
chances for changing their teachers from time to time. Many students spend a year
in one university studying Roman law, for instance, and then go, next year, to
another university where they hear a renownecl professor in criminal law, or whatever suhj ect he may treat. The foregoing four courses also show tha,t, though Germany may be unifiecl politically, it is not so, as yet, in law and law practice.
[V.-SWITZERLA:ND.
From the Swiss law courses at our dispos al we select that of the University of
Geneva, offering more minute details than other courses. The course is one of two
years _and rather meager if compared with the foregoing French course, and it is
~xplicitly stated in the announcement of the authorities that the course is not obligatory. As a matter of fact, it may be stated that thongh the course be designed for
two years, it is rarely completecl before the expiration of the third year of study.
FmsT YEAR.-General history of law, elements of civil law, political economy,
political history of Switzerland (designed for Swiss students), comparison of civil
legislation.
SECOXD A:N'D Tnnm YEAR.-Pandects I and II; civil law; commercial law aml
criminal procedure; civil procedure; international law, public and private; public
law; legal medicine; federal privat~ law for Swiss students.
GmmvA.-FACULTY OF LAW.
(1) Gcncml History and Philosophy of Law.-(a) In antiquity, especially in Rome;
(b) in modern times .

(2) Public Law.-(ci) The state, (b) constitution, (c) government, (cl) federal and
cantonal government.
·
(3) Civil Ln:v.-French civil co<le; contracts and obligations; eventual contracts;
writs; bail; agreements; security; privileges and mortgages; medical prescriptiQns;
general dispositions; proof of obligations; ~ngagements entered into without convention; sales; exchange; hiring; loans; depositing goods .
(4) Federal Priva.te Law.-Spe_cial exercises in the law concerning civil capacity
arnl the federal code of obligations.
(5) Civil Procedtt1·e.-Exercises .
(6) Elements of Civil Law.-General introduction; family law and succession;
''real" law (or faws concerning property) (l;]lcl bw of obligations (general).
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(7) Comparati'Ve Civil Legislat-ion .-Compara.tive history of legislation of the occident and lega1 geogTaphy; general views concerning codification; nationality ~ith
the principles of modern legisla,tion; marriage and descent after the principles of
modern legislation in France, Austria, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, Russia,
and England ..
(8) Co,m mercial La.w.- -Sources of commercial law; historical summary; the ·merchant and the acts of commerce ; special o1Jligations of the merchant; commercial
gourts; procedure; commercial registry; the auxiliaries of the merchant; contract
of .commission; pawn (security f) ; warrants; the exchange and its operations;
agents of exchange; brokers; l etters of exchange; checks; trade marks. Insnrance:
GenernJ. prin ciples, life insurance, :fire insunmce, accident insurance. Legislation
concerning bankruptcy.
(9) Roman Lmv.-Pan.d.ects I and II: Law of oblig-ations and of succession.
(10) Legal Mer1icine.-(For students of criminal law.)
·
' (11) PoUtical Economy.-I-Iistory of the theories and (loctrines of national economy,
fundamental ideas; pr6duetion and consumption of wealth; circulation use, and.
<listri.1:mtion of wealth; general ideas concerning the science of finance, elements of
statistics.
(12) .Fedeml Law.-Competence of focteral courts in matters of public law, individual rights grantetl by the Constitution of 1874, proceuure, jurisprudence, exercises in and commentary of federal laws, (a) concerning their establishment, railroads,
mortgages, and forced liquidation of enterprises; (b) concerning civil responsibility
of railroads anu stea-n;iboats, factory owners, industrials, and contractors. General
introduction into the responsibility and guarantees in matters of hiring help, accidents during work; (c) concerning Swiss naturalization laws and renunciation of
nationality; (cl) concerning extradition of criminals and accused.
(13) Review of Roman law. The family law.
(14) Seminary. Regular seminary exercises in practical cases under supervision
of the professors.
V.-ADSTIUA,
The l aw course in Austrian universities is attended by comparatively more students than law courses in German universities. The r eason is this: All students in
Austria who aim more at general culture than at a preparation for a profession,
such as members of the aristocracy arn1 plutocracy, literary men,_and tu-tors of wealthy
boys, etc., attend the lectures of the law faculty, while in Germany such students
are enrollecl in the philosorhical faculty. To all intents and purposes the courses
of study of the law faculties in Austria arc the same as in Germany. Still, it may
be of interest to compare, with tho prece c1 ing course of Berlin, the following , one of
Vienna, the leading university of Austria. (exclusive of Hungary).
YillX.NA,-COuRSE OF LAW STCDIES .

(1) Philoso11hy of law. Encyclopedia and methouology of law (Bibliography).
(2) Roman law, _Pam1ecti:;; family law; general part and property; ouligatious

am1 real cstat' ; mortgages, sccmii.ies; obligations (special part); property and
servituu ; ·x •ge ical ex •rcises in law semiuary.
(3? His ory of ·rmauy (Austria was for over a thousand years part of the Roman
cmpm!,of th. G1:rm:m ..Tation); history of la.w; "G •rmanistic society."
(~) 1·; ·df'. 1ast.i'.·al law nnu. ·minary e.· ·rci ·c ; legal ca ·uistry.
( ) (,,• 111 mlpnv:t lnw· Au triaulawofol.ili•rations; Au·trianlawofsucccssion;
J,., tf'il 1rn:·t of _\ 1~ ·tri:m law of oliligatiom,; seminary .·crcises ; mining law· .
11 11 11
( ) ~.
n rn_mmal law mul protcrlurc; S<'minary excrci s in criminal procem:·; 1.nt :rin· t· 111 11 of · imin: l l11w of OLarlc V (Ho-call ,(l Code arolina) .
1
a 1 n 1 co 1 my and oci ·ty of 1'1 :111 ,. ; 1·mirn1ry <·.·nciiws in same; tate
)
'LL ( c ouu ) · icuc · of""'°
101 ucu ; b ·11uuary
·
,
o
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same.
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(8) Iuclustrial policy ; money and credit; Austrian pr?ceclure in and out of court;
seminary exercises in same ; reading of "Duranti's Speculum."
(9) Austrian commercial law and exchange ; bankruptcy law and procedure; theories and acts of commerce; Austrian science of :finance; Austrian state accounts.
(10) Austrian state law; administratirnlaw; history of Anstrian central niuthorities.
(11) International law, public and prirnte.
(12) Austrian statistics; population of Austrian cities; theories of statistics .
. VI.-ITALY.

Law :is studied in Italy as it is clone in Germany and Austria. The professors announce annually or semiannually a list of the lectures they intend to give. The
senate of the uniYersity or the la,w faculty see to it that all brnnches of jurisprudence are represented. The students choose the lectures with the advice of the professors and change their teachers and subjects, until at the close of a prescribed
n1.1mber of years of study they present themsefres for examinatlon for graduation or
degree. Hence a detailed course -or syllabus is not available. A peculiar feature
of Italian universities is the great number of professors of law. (See chapter on
statistics ofla,w schools.)
·we quote the courses of law offered by the univetsitics of Rome, Bologna, and
Parma.
(a) ROl\IE-COGRSE OF LAW STUDIES.

Politica.lcconomy. Canonical law; constitutional law; commercial law·. History
of Italian law from the invasion of theBa.rbarians till thepresenttime. International
law; civilluw. Institutiousof Roman htw; criminallaw; aclministrativ-elaw. Civil
procedure and judicial institution ( constitution of courts). Forms of diploma.cy (intcrnationallaw). History of treaties . Science of :finance and :financfallaw. Science
of statistics. Exegetical exercises in Roman law. Introduction into jnclicialscicnce.
Institntions of civil law. Philosophy of law. Account of sfate. LegiRlation comp.ared. Contracts. Industrial laws. Penal institutions. Exegetical exercises in
special parts of Homan law (Pandccts I~); administrative law with science of govermnent and administration; criminal procedure ancl law; history of Homan law.
(b) BOLOGNA- COURSE

01!' LAW STUDIES.

Philosophy of law. Italian civil code; constitutioual law. Institutions of Homa.n
law, administrative law and the science of government and administration; criminal
law ancl procedure; civil Jaw and procedure. "Judicial institution" ( constitution of
courts). Political economy. Commercial law. Homan law; history of Italia,n law.
Science of statistics. Medical jurisprudence. Iuternational law. Bibliography of
jurisprudence. Institutions of civil law. Diplomacy (internationallaw) anclhistory
of treaties. Paleography (study of ancient manuscripts) ancl diplomacy. History of
Roman l aw. Science of :finance and :financial law. Science of government. Legislation compared. Seminary exercises in administrative law and science of government. Stateacconnts. History of publiclawfromantiqnitytill the present. Agrarian legislation; special legislation. Sources of Roman faw (in seminary).
( C)

r AR:\1A-COURSE

OF LAW STL"'1)IES.

Philosophy of law. Institutions of Roman law. Constitutional 1:tw; commercial
law. Internationallaw. History of Homan law. History of law since the invasion
of the barbarians. Criminal law and criminal procedure. Civil law. Civil procellnre and constitution of courts. Political economy. Administrathe law and
science of government. Science of :finance and :financiallaw. Science of statistics.
Canonical law. Introduction into the science of law and institutions of civil faw.
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VII.-SWEDEN.

The northern countries, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, follow in their universities the German methocl of announcing, annually or semiannually, col'l.rses of lectures, from which the stuElents select what they deem necessary to prepare themselves for the ":final reckoning." Detailed courses, so-called syllabi, are not available. vVe quote the announcements of the Jaw faculties of the universities of Upsala and Lund. The former course has been laid out by the authorities into semiannual work, and is therefore deserving more than a passing glance. It affords us
an insight into the order in which the studies are recommended to be taken up.
This order is not obligatory, but must be regarded as the joint a<.lvice of the faculty.
(a) UPSALA. - COURSE OF LAW STCDlES.

First half year: Legal encyclopedia (foclmling law; rights limited by other
spheres; essential momenta of the idea of law; rights and laws classified; special
limits of their spheres; brief historical review of the development of law). Civil ·
law. National economy. Exterior history of law (including Swedish and the leading features of common foreign law history).
Second half year: Civil law, continued; criminal law. National economy, cGntinued. Interior history offaw.
Third half y~ar: Civil law, continued; criminal law, continued; internal history of
law, continued; law procedure.
Fourth half year: Law procedure, continued; history of Roman law; state law
(science of goveri1ment); administrative law.
Fifth half year: State law, continued; Roman law; law of finance; "Naringsratt" (food laws or pauper laws).
Sixth half year: Law of finance, continued; N~iringsratt (see above), continued;
Church law. Military jurisprudence. International law, public and private. Legal encyclopedia.
Seventh half year. All the .subjects of the sixth half year continued.
.
Eight half year. General review of the whole course, and preparatfon for e:x:amination.
(b) LUND-COUllSE OF LAW STUDIES.

The announcement of the law faculty in Luml is less minute bnt covers the customary gronud.
History of law; law of property; priminal law; civil law and procedure; national
economy; Swedish finance law; state law (science of state or government); administrative law; international law, public and private; Swedish state law; '' Ni:iringsriitt" (food or pauper laws'), special Swedish crimil1al law; Swedish family law;
Roman law; history of Roman law; encyclopedia.
Vlll.-RVSSIA.

The Russian univcr ities are divided into those in which the Russian language is
spoken auc.1 Ru. ."ian influence is prellominant (Charkow, Kasan, Moscow, Odessa, t.
l'eterslmrg, and Tomsk in 'iberia), and those situated in territory originally German, Poli li, and Ji'inni. h (Dorpat, Warsaw, and Helsingfors). The Baltic province ,
Kur~and, Livland and Estland, are chiefly inhabited by Gerwans, hence the Univ r. 1tr of Dorpat is fa. hioned aft<·r the universities of Germany. It publishes it
auuo 11 n<·<·mcnt. in 'erman, and ' rman i." th m dium of instru ·tion in many le ·tul'e
qnote from the announcement of 1891, giving
oom of th· r •nown cl institution.
th nl,,j • ·t in th rller of th announcement.
I u. i_an ·i~·il pn, ·ellnr · int rpr t, tion of Russian civil law; Russian state law,
rlmun ra iv la\· and ·i n<· of ~ov rnment); history of th law in the Baltic
( · cu. sion ) of Roman law; xeg sis of source of Roman
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law; theory of criminal law; practical exercises in criminal fa w; history of R ussian civil law; political economy; historical de-velopment of state law and theories
of state; constitution and administration of cities and rural communities in the
Baltic provinces; general science of law; history of philosophy of law; Russian criminal law; Russian commercial law; exchange and admiralty; financial law; Roman
law; exterior history of Roman law; institutes of Justinian. ·
Through the kindness of the Imperial Russian Minister of Public Instruction we
ha,ye received a copy of the "Regulations and requirements for the examinations
conducted by judicial commission" (bar examinations) which document affords us a
view of what is being taught in all the law faculties in Russian uniYcrsitics. It is
a.syllabus of great value and should be carefully considered. vVe offer it in translation without abbreviation.
Roman Law (syllabus of course).

Principles (ideas) of Roman law, "jus privatum." Its significance for legal
education. Roman institutions of ciYil law; German system. - Subject law. Birth
and death of the physical p erson. Legal condition and limitation of capacity of
law and action. "Status et capitis dementio." Slaves and free-born. Citizens
with and without full rights. "Persona sui et alieni juris." Influence of age,
health, residence, civil honor, etc.-The legal person, origin, cessation, aspects,
capacity of law and action. - Origin a,nd cessation of law. Legal acts and their
aspects. Condition of the validity (aiffectiveness, reality) of legal acts; principal
forms of manifestation of will in legal acts; constrnint and error; relations of legal
acts: "conditio, dies, modus." Non-valid l egal acts.-Donation. Its nature and
the relation emanating from it. Prohibited inflnences: "dolus et cnlpa."-Influence
of time on the origin and cessation of law. Prescription (antiquity).-Rcalization,
guara~1tee (sec~uity) oflaw _: "cautione~, jus r_etentiJUis."-:--Self and le~al protection
of a nght: actions :mcl their aspects; mterchcts; exce1)t1ons.-Ccssat1on of cla~ms
and acceptations. Prescription (antiquity) of a claim; its influence on the exception.-"Litis contestatio." Legal argument: "praesumptio j nris." "Res juridica."
"In integrmn restitutio."-Objects of law. "Res corporales et incoq)Orales, mobiles
et immobiles; res singulares et universitates rerum ;" divisible and indivisible
things; consuma1Jle and non-consumable things; 11 res as genus," 1 ' species et fungibilcs." Capital and accessory (incidental) things; incumbency, fruit, expenses.
"Res extra commercium."-The right on things and its aspects.-Posscssion and its
aspects and basis of its security (protection). "Causa et conc1itio possessionis."
Finding and losing. Judicial protection of possession. "Juris <J.uasi l)OSsessio."
"Bome fie.lei possessio."-Law (right) of property, its object, relation; 11 condominium;'' ''dominium directum et utile,,., Ai<l.s of recovering (:finding) 1n·o11erty;
"occupatio, deposit, traditio, usuca,ptio," condition of prcscription.-"Accessio;
separatio ct perceptio." Specification, ad,jud1cation. Recovery of property by
law.-Legal protection of the right of property. Aspects of claim; "rei vinuicatio; actio negatoria; actio in rem pubJiciana." Cessation of 1iro11erty. The
right on another's thing, its aspects. Seryitude, its nature (idea); objects of
servitude, idea, aspects, 11 usufructus, usus, habitatio."-,Vays (means) of establishing servitude.-Mortgage (deposit, pledge); relation emanating from it; concnrrcnce of several hypotbecary rights. Establishing protection and cessation of
the right of mortgage.-Hereditary use of ground with the ch::mi,cter of right on
another's thing: "Agri vechigales." Partnership, its aspects. "Communio focidcns." "Lex Rhodia." "Pac ta." Obligation arising from violation of a rigllt. Infringing on property-rights: Recompense of damage. "Actio directa, utilis and in
fac,tum." "Turtum, c1amnum, injuria,"-"Obligationes quasi ex delicto;" their
aspects. "Obligationcs quasi ex lege,"-Family-Laws (rights). Matrimonial alliance. ' Legal conditions of marriage. Consummation and cessation of marrjage.
Personal relations b et ween spouses; property relations: Dowry-its idea ( clefini-
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tion), object1 form an<l. time of its origin. Obligation attached to dowry. "Pacta.clotalia." "Paraphcrna ." "Donatio propter nuptias." Presents ( donations) among
spouses. "Actio rerum amotarum." Property-fines of divorce, of entering a second
marriage :1nd violating of mourning.-Concubiuate.-"Patria potestas.'' Personal
.and property-relation between parents and chilclren.. Legal protection and cessation
of paternal rule. Guardianship, its aspects. Institution of guardianship. Rights
and obligations. Cessation of guardianship, claims against the guardian.-Curatorshi11.-Laws of succession.. Definition (idea) of heredit;r and succession; its condition. Difference b etw een succession after the civil law and the pretorial right.
General and particula.r onler of succession. • Novellea 118 and 127. Succession by
will (te~tament). Testator and heir. Form of will; its relation ; "institutio heretlis." Substitution. uExheredatio." Non-validity of a will. Succession, ' ' contra talrnlas." "Praeteritio." "Portio legitima." Novela, 115.-Renunciation. Legal
consequences, claims to succession.-Legacy and "fideicommiss;" definition (idc:1i),
-aspects aJ1d limitations. Codicils. Universals. "Mortis causa capiones."
Civil and co11wwrcictl law (sy.llabu.s). A. Civil Law.-The sources of Russian
civil law: (a) laws, ordina,nces, statutes; (b) customs, legal practice and science.
Subjects of Russian civil law: general momenta of ca,pacity of law of physical per. sous; general momenta of capacity of law ancl n,spects of legal persons. Objects of
law and the different aspects of property; money; nature of the legal relations;
change, cessation of legal relations, iegal facts; action, capacity of action, its general momenta; l egal settlements, their parts and aspects, form, validity, and non,alia ity; organization aucl principal lines of the Russian notariate, written acts
(documents), their special features; viola.tion of a r ight, civil responsi~ility of an
illegal act; prot,ection of l egal relations; ability of claiming; cessation of legal rel ations;· influence of time; s1)eeial feature of prescription. Legal relation of things,
movable and immovable; possession and its protection; property right of immovable things; its limitation; ways of recovering the property right of immovable
things. Title deeds, prescription .of possession, land-tax books, etc., cessation of
property-right of immovable things; compulsory expropriation. Right of movable
things; significance of p9ssession; their claim. Rights of authors, of inventions,
discoYeries, models, etc. Obligations, priucipal momenta of their relations; distiucti.011 of obligations with respect to their object, acts and participation of the
subjects . Origin of an obligation, contracts, their conclnsion, validity and security;
contracts in favQr of a third person; relation of a contract to the ouligation arising ·
from it; onc-si(led ancl both-sided obligations; change and cessation of obligation;
cfassification of contracts; gifts; friendly settlement, donation contracts; change
a.ml purchase; loan and rent. Contracts concerning persons, hire of persons, commission and authorization. Partnership, protection, deposit, insurance. 1\fatrimonial alliance, personal and property relation between spouses; relation between
parents and children; affinity and property; guardianship anu curatorship; thefr origin and cessation; sncce:sion according to faw; relation and order of t:Ue heirs in
general; succession of spouses; renunc-i.ation of succession; will (testament), its
composition (forrrmla), external an<l internal comlilion of its Yalidity; contc ting
of th will; claim..
U. Conimercial Lau·.- 'ources of commercial law. Rnssian comrnercia.l legisla.tiou.
'omuwr<·ial acts, their clas ification. Commercial capacity of action. Commer ·ial in _Htution and it lerral pec11liarity. Stockholdcrship, its origin, limitation,
anrl 1• _' atio;1. Part~icr.-hip with alternate capital. Occa. ionn.l (incidental) part0111111 rc·i:tl trau • c-t10n (agrcem nts), pap rs.
n r_ 111 P ~:
Exchange and it transa· 1" 11 m en ·r. l · tran a ·tion with a premium. Bauk tran actions: discount
d • ft , o~icn c-r it tr. 11 f: r, c·he,+, u po. it, int re. t calcufation. Contract of tran 1 t), tr:m
l or (fr
<,r l>y r i1 vay; stora.g Ull(l d ·pot . Trau.·adions of commis.\ cul 11 an,~lif:i 1 m: TH'.
ri•Tiuofdr·.ftsandthe1)resent laws. ,pecial
of aft ubhg lion; 1w1,lc and il'arufcrablcclr' fts. :Form, i::; ue of drafts-
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acce1)tance, protest, and its consequence. Indor.sement. Payment, protest and nonpaym.ent; returning. Loss, cfaim, prescription of a draft. Marine commercial law
(admiralty). · Recovering (finding), documents of vessels. Owner, skipper, pilot.
, Marine transport (frejght), mortgage on a vessel. "Privilegium" on vessel and
cargo. Bodmer contract, a;verage. Recovery of things of stranded vessels. Marine
insurance. Contracts; their aim, fulfrllmcnt; adjustments of averages.
C. Civil Process.-Sketch of civil faw proceedings. Theory and fundamental pri11ci11les of civil process. The court and its org::mization; pow-er (jurisdiction) and
instances of the court, its organs. Parties in the suit; citation of third persons ;
legal representation; accredited attorneys and private mediation: Acts of the process, their succession;· terms. E:s:penses; right of poverty. Management of the
provincial court. Presentation of claims and its consequence; citation of the defendant. Presentation (appearing) jn court. Exposition by the parties. Countcrsuit. Avowal of the claim. Incidents of the suit; eva"ion, bail (guarantee); putting away by the court. Argument, its fundamental principles. Mutual relation of the
parties in the argument. Personal examination. Depositions by witnesses, by
neighbors. ,vritten depositions, test of vcr[tcity; estimation of written depositions.
Oath and confession, conclusion of the plea<lings, conclusion of the State Attorney's
pleading, conclusion of the proceedings.-Sentence, its legal strength, sentence
against absentces.-AbTidged proceeclings; preliminary execution. Justice of" the
peace; arbitration. Revision of sentence; appcals.-Justice of the peace, his jurisdiction; special featnre of the proceedings in the court of the justice of the peace,
its last reform. Commufation of sentence, its aspects and foundation; petition for
commutation. Proceedings of commutation; sentence of the cassation; court.
Execntion of sentence, general regulations. Proceedings of the execution; the part
of the court in the ex:ecution.-Organization of commercial courts; principal lines
of its proceedings. Participation of the court in the establishing of legal facts.Commercial and noncommercial insolvency; peculiar featuTes of a concourse of
creditors.-Suit, its general method.
Criminal Law (Syllc~bus).

A. Criminal Laic.-Gcncrnl and special sources. P enal code. Penal statutes,
for the justice_of the peace, martial, rural, in exilc.-Crirninal laws, basis, elements,
working of the criminal law with respect to tim~, place ancl p erson; deli very of
criminals. Explanation (interpretation) <'f and supplementing criminal l:1ws.-The
accused of a criminal deed; its jmp ntability. Object of a criminal deed; when it
is not a violation of law. Execution of a law, r ealization of a right, inevita1le
self-defense ; consent of the injured.-Form of criminal deeds; their causal connection with the conscqucnce.-Liberty of will. Intention. Carelessness. Accident., error, extreme necessity.
Realization of the criminal intent, its execution. Attempt and its aspect. Prep aTation. Declaration of intention.
Participation in crime and its liability
(responsibility ). Partnership; idea, condition, and punishablenesf;l. Right of punishment; its basis and aim. Nature of punishment. System of punishment in its
historical evolution; the penal system _o f recent legislation.-Capital punishment in
its historical development and in the present law. Corporal punishment and mutilations in hi ·tory and the present law.-Banishment, its aims, history, in present
law.-Confi.nement. Its jdea, condition and problems; its system. Organization of
prisons. Iustitntion for miners. "Patronatc"-Forfeit of honor :md right. Reprimand. Loss of right in history and at present. Police-surveillance. Property
punishments, aspects.-Dcfinition of punishments. Circumstances. Defining of
punishment. by the court. Commutation of punishments. Death of the culprit.
Pi-csc.:riptiou. Clemency. Reconciliation with the fojured party. Crimes against
religion. Political crime. Attacks against the sacred person of the Emperor nnd
against memb ers of the imperial family. Conspiration against officials. State trea-
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son. Crimes against international law. Crimes against the government. Resistance, disobedience,' :mdimmlts to officials; acting contrary to court decisions. Crime
in the service of the state.
Crime against life. Elements (constituents) ancl punishment for killing with intention and by carel essness. Aspects of murder. Suicide. Poisoning of food. Abandon in peril. Duel. Corporal injury, intentional and unintentional; its classification. "Attentat" a.gainst (attack on) liberty. Confining. Kidnapping, Selling
into slavery. Damaging of honor. Offence. Calnmny. Defamation. Damaging of
property, private and public. Arson. Submersion. Poisoning and infecting.
Damaging of railways, telegraphs, hydroteclmical structures and warning signs.
Appropriation of another's .p roperty: Theft, elements, aspect, and punishment.
• Rg b bery, keeping of immovable property by force. Fraud and cheating. Forgery.
Countcrfei money. Crimes against family rights, against station (social st,ancling).
B. Criminal Process.-Sources of criminal· court proceedings. Judicial, administrative, and disciplinary examining. Writ and oral, publicity and nonpublicity in
criminal court proceedings. General aspect of the organization. Distinciion of
the courts with regard to their elements. The public element. Sy.;tcm of criminal
courts. Organization of courts of the justice of the peace. Courts of the justice
of the peace by lot, honorary and supplementary, rural and city courts ; county circuits ( convention) and department of government. Places. Pro-dncial court. Justicial palace. Cassati on, court juries; composition of the list of juries. Rights,
obligations, responsibility, and condition of successful work of juries,-Preliminnry
proceedings. Comt examiner (investigator). Participation of the police in the
work of the court. Jurisdiction of criminal courts. Objective, local jurisdiction,
order of defining the jurisdiction. Impediment of jurisdiction.-Advocatesbip, its
history.-Procuratorship, its history and present condition.
Indictment, public and private; its condition and consequence. Interruption on
account of physical or legal impediments; cessation of the indictment and its renewal.
A ciYil claim in a criminal action; its dependency and independency. Organs and
order of conducting a civil claim in a criminal court. Defense in a criminal process.
The defender and his relations to the defendant. Rights, duties, and responsibility
of the defender. Argument (proof), evidence, its formal theory. Anglo-American
system of argument (evidence). Various aspects of the argument (evidence). Confrs, ion of the defendant; deposition by witnesses. Experts. Declaration of neighbors. Material (i.e., by things) and written testimonies. Examination, searc:11,and
arrest. Evocation and citation(. ummon) of the defendant. Measures for depriving
th defendaut of liberty. Judicial ordinance, definition, and decision . Resolution.
Term. of the court; expenses. Preliminary proceedings and their tasks. Obtaining
in formation. Preliminary investio-ation. The person 1mrticipating in the preliminary investigation . Proceedingt, work, and mea~nres of the preliminary investigation. Delivery to the court; persons participating in it. Proceedings at the
curator in the ju ticial palace. 'pecial order. Pnblic (open) session of the court.
Examining in th, court. Debate of the parties. Last word of the defendant. Order
of forming (composing) the sentence. Questioning by the jury. Closing eluci cl ution
by the pr. iding judge (pre.ident). Ve1·dict of the jury. Sentence. Revision of
s ·nteuce. , igniii.cance limit, ondition, and consequence of revi ·ion. Proceedings
a:;ain ·tab. nt .- an<l answer to a sent nee pronounced again t such. Proceedings
of :111 app •al. Its ha i.
ubjc ·t, oujc ·t, condition, and order. Limits and con eq11 «111 ·<: f the proc·recli '' of an ap11cal . Proceedings of cas. ation, their condition,
limi . an,l <·011 NJH •1H·P.
HPnewt l f i·iminal pro ·ceding:. Right of intercedinn- for it. Extent of the
r ,·<ling 11 1 tai 11 ing <> a r n cwnl · it. rea.-on:, orcler, a~<l co11seqn<'ncc·. Execu'r n of Hi • 1 nt ucc of tlic com: , its orgaus, condition, and. order. Postponement
o
utiou.
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Organization, jurisdiction, and order of proceeci.ings of rural and district conrts.
Martial criminal courts in Russia; their organization, jurisdiction, and the principal features of the process in the martial court.
Ecclesiastical law (syllabus).

The sources of ecclesiastical law of all the Christian churches in general and of
the Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Armeno-Gregorian, and Evangelical Lutheran in
pnrtieular. History of the sources of ecclesiastical law during the first nine (9) centuries. Apostolic regulations and ordinances. Decisions of general and local synods which were adopted by all the Christian churches; in particular, hi tho East:
Canonical answers and epistles of the holy fathers and ordinances of local ( endemic) councils. In the West: "Epistolac decretales" of the Roman Popes and ordinances of local synods. Monuments ·of state legislation in ecclesiastical matters in
the Graeco-RomanEmpire. Collections of ecclesiasticallaws. In the East: The Canonical la.ws of Scholastic us and the Patria.rch Photius. In the West: Dionys, the
Younger, anu Isidor. The significance of the latter's collection for the history of the
laws of the .R oman Catholic Church.
History of the sources of ecclesiasticallaw in Russia. The more important monuments of ecclesiastical legislation in Russia; survey of the sources in use of tho
ecclesiastical la.w in Russia at present. Composition ( constituency) of the eccJesiastica.1 community. Change of creed and its conseq nence. Clerical, state, and ecclesiastical hierarchy; condition and way of obtaining the hierarchical vocation;
gradation of the hiemrchy according to holy ordination aud according to jurisdiction. Rigbt.s and duties of the clergy. Forfeit of spiritual dignity and its couseque.nce. Monasticism; condition for entering into it; Monastic vows and diminution
of personal property and ecclesiastical rights emanating from them ( ca pi tis deminntio ). Difference between monks living in communities and singly concerning
capacity of action. Forfeit of monastic state a,nd its consequence. Chul'Ch government (hierarchia jurisdfotionis). The Archbishop; his rights, powers, and obligations. Church reyenues. Spiritual consistory; its organization arnl object subjected
to its jurisdictfon and order of proceedings. Spiritual government; its organization
and object subjected to its jurisdiction. Superintendents; extent and relation of
their administrative authority. Organization of churches in the first century and
during the period of the genera.I councils. Constitution of tbe highest instance of
the Russian Church, invested in the metropolitc and patriarchs. The holy synod; its
origin, organization, arnl jurisdiction. The grand procuror. Offices of the synod.
Organization of the Roman Catholic, Evangelical Lutheran, and Armcno-Gregorian
churches in accordance with the laws of the Russian Empire. Aspects ::md organs of
ecclesiastical l egislation. Authority of eccl esiastical courts; its significance for
the rcspecti ve church. Jurisdiction of ecclesiastical courts in history and at present
with regard to offense and crime. Ecclesiastical punishments. Laws of marriage; condition and impediments of marriage; consequence of marriage; solntio!l of
marriage, divorce, annnllation ; consequence of both for the separu.tcd parties and for
their children; com11etence of the legi slature and court in matrimonial aff,tirs;
divorce suits. Church registers; their origin in Russia; rules for their keeping; their
significance for civil law. Churchcertifi.cates. History of the capacity of the church
concerning property. Subjects and objects of the property right of the church. Privileges of ecclesiastical property with regard to taxes (:finances) and juclicbl jurisdiction; the right to the use of ecclesiastical property; to dispose of it and to alieniate
it. Administration of ecclesiastical property.

International law (syllabus).
Basis and necessity of the existence of international laws. International meetings,
con gr sses, conferences; the state as object of the internatioual la.w; recognition of
new states; rulers and private persons concerning international relations; the laws
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of states concerning the relations between (their own) subjects and foreigners; em·
igration, -natmalization; state t erritoTi es with reg ard to international law; frontjers; the way of recovering a territory; colonization; free ( open) sea; marine international laws; international obligations; concerning straits ( especially of the Bosforus and the Dardanelles); rivers and their navigation (especially the European
commission of the Danube); Suez Canal.
International treaties. Condition of their conclusion; means of their security;
cessation of their validity. In-ternational regime of states and their organ.a.
Rights of embassy; diplomat agents and their faws. Consular law ; consuls in
Christian states and in the East; rights and dnties of consuls; their jurisdiction.
International relations with regard to economical interests. International commercial treaties. Tho Universal Postal and Telegraph Union. International ordinances concerning raHways and the monetary system. Internationa,l private law.
Principal elements concerning the personal, rights of foreigners, .family and heredity.
Execution of sentences of foreign courts. International criminal law; delivering
of crimina,ls. International dissensions; modes of peaceable solution, especially
arbitration. Embargo and peaceable blockade. Laws of war; rights and duties
of the warring states in a ]and war, especially in respect to war prisoners, wounded
and sick soldiers; rights of the occupying army; rights and duties of the fighting
states in a naval war; cruise; blockade; beginning and ending of war. Peace:
Laws of neutrality; rights and duties of neutral states; laws of neutral commerce;
contraband in time of war, blockade, and right of examining (searching).
Ffoancia.l law (syllabus).

What the state needs and the way of satisfying the neecls. Financial administration and its organs; financial institutions, central and local; organization of the
trea,sury, controlling institutions of the finances. Budget and state appropriation;
its composition and execution. Sources of the state revenues; their system in general and of Russia in p articular. Different aspects of the state revenues. Revenues
from state property, state lands, forests, mines. ReYenues from state enterprises :
Mint, m:.-1il, t el egraph. l\evenues from duties, from stamps, courts, etc. Revenues
from taxes; nature of the latter source. General lines of the historical development
of taxes; the main lines of their theory and system. Direct taxes; their geneml itlea
and their objects. Personal and land taxes, on edifices, professions, an d income. Indirect taxes; general idea, main objects, way of collecting; taxes on things absolutely
necessary and things not absolutely necessary. Custom-house duties; their nature
and main objects. Land economy; principal aspects of its needs and the fundamental forms of laying out l ands. State credit; its place in the present financial
eco11omy ; form of state l oans; ways of making a loan and of remoYing a debt.
Police Zaic (sy llabu s) .

Sources of the present police legislation. Organization of police institntions, central and local; mca. urcs of controlling the shifting population. Temporary movings and emigra,tion. Passport system. Measures of preventing an<l checking erime
a o-a inst the stablishecl order, agaiust :persons ancl 11roperty. Extraordinary mensnres
foq>resnvati n of oru.er. , 'np ·rdsion of the press. Preventive (warnino') and penal
· ·u ?r~hip: riuting oflicc~, bool· trad ', liurarics; s:mitary measnrcs; ca~c for purity
0 ,nr '': t(•r, :incl _fo <~; pr vcntiou of iliKea c ; contagions and epid mic discas s;
qimr. utm · or1ranizat10n of the sanitary ta.ff· apothecarie · · ho vitals· police of
lrnil•lin? , tat_' ~u(l privat cit~· and country; ~easnre · for ,;arrantinothe supply
0
of 1111hlrn 1nov1 10n
·, pre,·cnt·
J,
•
•
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veloping fand economy; protection of farmers and vine-growers from injurious insects
and phy lloxera; :fishery; forest development and presenation; developing of mines;
mines on state lands; private gold-washing; quarries; naphtha wells; cooperation
in developing industries; artisan institutions; factories; factory inspection.
IX.-BELGIUl\I.

Being unable to giv'e the course of study in <letail, the requirements -for e:s:amination are given instead.
I. Candidates for graduation in Brussels are examined in introductory history of
law and civil law; encyclopedia of law; history and the institutes of Roman law;
natural law and philosophy law.
II. Candidates for the degree of doctor of law are expected to have studied Belgian criminal law, modern civil law, public law, administrative law and the pandecfa,; commercial faw; cO'U.rt organization and civil procedure; political economy .
.A practical course in criminal law is also given to these students, though they are
not examined in it.
_
III. Candidates for the degree of doctor of science of government are r equired to
have studied encyclopedia of law, natural law or philosophy of law; history of law
and civil law; the first book of the civil code and law of succession; internal public
law; history and the institutes of popular law, which includes legislation upon diplomatic usage; political economy and administrative law.
VIII. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN EUROPE.AN L.A W SCHOOLS.

One vital difference between the American or English college and the
continental European university should be borne in mind. Our colleges
(except a few like Yale, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, etc:), and the English universities and colleges are schools for general culture, while on the
continent of Europe, notably in France, Germany, Austria, Hungary,
Italy, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden,
the. universities are professional schools of theology, law, medicine,
and philosophy (both natural and mental). Each of these departments
has its own corps of professors, called the faculty of theology, law, etc.
These departments are more or less closely connected, so that students
of theology, law, and medicine may partly be also students of the fourth
faculty, i. e., the faculty of philosophy, where the student of theology
"hears" philosophy; the student of law, philosophy and history; the
studei)t of medicine, natural science. This fourth faculty is the one
which prepares the teachers of secondary schools, hence is very extensive. When in Germany, for instance, the law course prescribed
does uot mention philosophy, it means that this subject is not slighted,
but that it is studied in another faculty.
In American and English colleges and universities it is the custom
that the student is held to a prescribed course laid down by the authorities of the institution. Optional studies are rare. In many American and English catalogues of law schools the books to be used are
mentioned and the number of chapters or pages to be "learned" (which
is not infrequently interpreted to mean memorized). In Germany it is
left to the student to choose his subjects and his teachers. He may
study one subject 9f the law course before or after another, according
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to his inclination. The faculty publishes a guide advising to take up
this ·or th,at branch of study during the :first, others the second year,
and so on, but there is no compulsion. He may study civil law or
Roman law in one university during one year, and criminal law or
another branch in another university, perhaps being induced to the
change by the reputation of a famous professor.
In France a minute syllabus is arranged (see previous chapter, II.
France), which must be followed; likewise in Russia, and a few other
countries. Though the mode of procedure in Germany permits great
irregularities in th~ students' attendance, it must be remembered that
the necessity for strict guidance of the students is obviated by most
rigidly adhering to the requirement of admission, which is, that the
student be a graduate of a gymnasium, a classical secondary school,
where the boys get a thorough academic preparation, acquire good
habits, and "learn how to learn," that is, how to :find, acquire, retain,
and apply knowledge. The average age of students entering German
universities i~ 20 years; in France, 18 years.
In .America and England much text-book work, that is, much me~orizing "verbatim, litera.tim et punctuatim," is done, and as a consequence the work in the la,w schools consists to some extent in recitations (Webster: "Rehearsal, or a repetition of something committed to
memory"). Though much of that is found in France and Russia, also,
in German, .Austrian, Italian, and other universities this method is
looked upon with disfavor, it being claimed that it destroys spontaneity
of effort and individuality.
The German law professor treats his students as men of judgment
who need not be told what to learn from the printed page. He lectures on his subject, the student taking copious notes; then a colloquy follows in which a discussion of the matter just beard is beld in
parliamentary order, tbe professor presiding. Text-books are nsed as
guides in study aud as books of reference. Seminary exercises are
held regularly every week and there is scarcely a professor in Germany
who neglects to conduct them in connection with his lectures. _(Compare the cour.-cs in previou, chapter.) The seminary exercise. comdst
in reviem:;, ex getica.J or explanatory conversation and criticism, discussion aud trial cases. J\f uch stress is laid by the German and French
law , ·hool upon " l.incyclopedia of Law," which means a course of introchwtory lecture to the entire law cour. e, givin()' definition of terms
, nd ask •t ·h of the field to be gone over so tbat the student may see
hi: ~ Y ancl ho .-e und r ·tandingly. Or, as an authority defines it:
Th
xhi1 ition f juri ·prud nc as a science as an organic whole,
h r ·1ati n ·l1i1 f it. fact and their proper function and
aim :
l . th<~· nl>j · of "S ur · : of Law" in hi. tory and ancient
<l .' n icnt · 1 'i r ·fnll tr , tc 1. Thi: i done for the purpose of. trength11
1
'.! h · hw rl • 10' a ·r1nir cl a11cl th po.-ition tak n in any question.
t 1 g 1<.I r · tI ' · ·h larly halJi of • ho1·ough research.
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It may be said without apprehension of contradiction, that in
European universities law is considered a science. It is argued that
the teaching oflaw in a university is justified-only upon the plea that it
is a science, and regarding it as such the law faculties bestow much
attention upon the historical development of law, the conditions that
gave rise to its enactment, and thoroughly teach the encyclopedia and
bibliography of law, besides treating cases with their students, both
hypothetical and real cases.
Moot courts 1 and practical exercises (object lessons, as it were, in
law practice) in civil and criminal procedure are not an essential part
ofthe seminary work in German, Austrian, and Swiss universities where
the ~tudents, after having graduated, are required to pass a period of
probation or practical work, lasting three years, so that the law course
really lasts between six and seve11: years. The work in the university
is chiefly theoretical, which fact is well illnstrate_d by the theses or dissertations offered for the degree of doctor j uris. The specimens of this
kind of literature distributed every year are remarkable for their pro- •
found research and theoretical erudition.
'
In France, Italy, and Belgium the students are younger than in
Germany, Austria, and the northern countries, hence greater attention is paid to following the minutire of the prescribed course. This expla.ins why it was possible to report an extensive syllabus from Fra:Q.ce,
while from German universities only outlines of law courses are offered.
But even in the universities of these Latin nations exclusive text-book
work and recitations are abhorred.
In Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, and th_e Russian
Baltic provinces the example of German universities is followed. ,
In Russia proper (we quote from "Die Reform der Russischen Uni. versitaten," Leipzig, 1886) the course is_prescribed minutely (see Syllabus in previous chapter) aud must be followed. At Kiew the course
for the first year is as follows :
'

Hours per week~

Encyclopedia of law ......... _............... _____ . ___ . __ ........... . . . . . . . . . .
History of Roman law ........ _............................ : ... _ . _. _. ___ ... _. _
History of Russian l:1w _. _.. _. ______ . ____ __ ....... _. __ ....... __ ... _..... __ ... _
Poli ti cal economy ____ . _______ ... __ .... __ .. _............... _.... ___ ................ __ .................... __ ...
Exercises in same. _.. _______ . _.. __ .. ___ ..... _.......... _.................. _.. _
Statistics .. __ ._ .... __ ._ ... _.. _.. __ .... __ . __ .......... __ ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Canonical l aw ... ____ ...... ____ ............ ______ ···-·· ____ ............ _·___ ....
Theology . _.... _. _... __ . _. __ . ____ . _____ . _ .. _. _. ____ . _____ . _. ____ ... __ . _. _.. __ .
Total ..................... ____ .................•.. ______________ ........

4

4

42
1
1
2
2

20

1
"In some American law schools a complete judiciary system is attempted of courts
of original and appelate jurisdiction, with clerk, sheriff, and other customary officers
except thejudgeships, where they sometimes sit as associates. In these courts students prepare papers and conduct suits in all forms at law or equity, including the
preparation, service, filing, etc., of pleadings, decrees, orders, etc. 'I'hey perform the
duties of clerks and sheriffs, ma:king the proper indorsements on papers, keep a do cket,
prepare records for appeals, appeal bonds, etc.'' (Report of committee on legal education, 1892, see page 12.)
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For the· sccond yca;r the· course is-as.follows: ·
Ilonrs per week .

Civil- la,v· ... __ .. : . . • . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Roman la,v _.. _................... _... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . ... . . . . .
Russ·i an. la,v.. __-·· ...............•...-. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Polrt-ical economy .......................... . . •................ .' .....•..............
Exercises in.. sa1nc ... . . . - - ........................ ·.......
Statistics ...... _.__ . ... .... ·- ................ .. ......... ....... ... . ...... ·-. . . . .
Canonical law ... _...... _. _.... _..... __ ................................. ... ...
Theology ...... __ .. ·.................... _. .. ... .. .............. :.... ...........
C • • • •

• • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • •

3
4
4
2
1
1
2
2

Tot~l ............ - --· - • - - . ·: . - .. - . - ............. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
For the third year the course is as follows:
Ilo;1rs por week.

Civil law~. ____ ... __ .. _·....•..... _... _. _ ...... . ......... ............ ... -. . . . . . . .
State law .. __ ... _._ ... __ ................. .. ........ .. .... ........ .......... . .. Criminal proccdnre-.. __ .... ..... ........................ - ... - - · . · · - · · · · · · · · · · ·
Finance law .. ......... . : ................................. . ..... ············ ······
International law.: . . .... _......... ... ............... ........ - .. -··· · -· · · · · · · · · ··
Medical ju:rispr1:i.dcn.ce (optional). a. -~ •••••••••••••• ••••••• . •••.•••• - - - - • - - • - • • •
Cri1n inal law ... _..........................·.. : .......... ..... . - - · -- · · · · · · · · ·.· ·
• Practical exer cises· in same .... ... - - ...................... . - . - .. · - · · · - - · · · · · · · ·
Court constitution andjuris,lictiou .............. . .. ............ - ... -· - - ·· ····
Police law ______ .... __ .·. _ . ·- .................... . ............ ... · · · - · · · · · · · -·· · · · · ·
Practical exer<lisc.s in same ._ ........................... .... -. - - . . - · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

3

-1
2
,1

2

1
4

2
3
2

Tota.l ... __ ...........••....... - ... - - ....... -.. - .. · - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
For tho .fourth year- the course· is-as follow:
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Criininal law ·__ •. _.. ____ . __ . ___ _- ... __ .................................... - -- · ·
Practical exeroises in same ... _.... _...... '........ . ...... ....... , ... . -· · · - · · · · Criminal procedure .. . _.. . . . -.· _. .. ............. ... ... ................ · · · · · · · · · ··
Police law ... ___ . __ .... __ . _._ .......... _..............:~ ........ ·...... ·· - - · · ·· · ·
Practical exercises in same ... . .... ... ...... ....... . ........ : ........ .. · · · · · · · ·
Review subjects·----- ......................... ..... . ............. . ..... ······
Pra..ctical exercises in same .. ___ .. _.. . ......... . ..... ... . ........... - · · · · - · · · · ·

1
4
2

Total .. ____ _. _...... _..... _.... _..... __ .. ___ ................. __ .........

26

Honrs per week.

3
2
8
6

The course is here quoted on account of the statement of time de·
· voted to the various branches. Lectures are given frequently on the:e
subj-ects, during which much is dictated and written verbatim. The
students take notes and write out in full what they remember. The
papers are handed in and corrected by the professors, a work which in
the nature of the ca ·e is done very ha. tily and imverfectly. Some
synop.·i or outlines of the lecture.· are procured frequently in lithographic· form and u,·ed in place of notes taken in the cla s room. Te~tbook work pre<lominateR and recitations are held in wllich little room
i 1 ,f f ' in<li idual work. Tlte discipline i · very fanlty; frequently
trnl(•ut o · ·ur, aud the institution is dosed for months to
iutcnuption_ of the coui-.·e.
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1890.

Though it is impossible to furnish. a detailed course (syllabus) fo!'
the study of law pursued in English universities, one can gauge the
extent to which law is· taught in Enghtnd by perusing the q~estions
submitted to candidates for degrees. These questions, which are here
given, are particularly well adapted for comparison. with the bar examinations conducted in this country.

SPIWlAL ExA?.U:NATION IN LAW 1r0r. nn; 0RDI:N'AR¥

B. A.

DEGT:EE·,

LAW OF CO~THACT.

Tm:JRSDAY,

May 29, 1890- 9- 12 a. 'In.

1. Define con trnct.

Classify m:id describe shortly the different forms of cuntr:wt
existing jn English law.
2. 'Wh-at simple contracts arc required oy law to be in writiugi
- 3. What ca1·rn-Oity bas a married woman at the present da,v to enter into contracts t
·what must a, plaintiff prove jn an action against a married woman upon a contract
entere<l into byberf
4 . Upon the l ease of a house is there any, and, ifm1 y, what warranty impl1cc1 that
t!rn house jg :fit for habitationi
5. What arc the rules respecting contracts made in re&traint of trade,
6. In ,vhat way does a negotiable instrument differ from other forms of sim11le
contrnct9 Describe shortly a bill of exchange.
7. Define consitlcration. vVhat is the consideration gfren to a creditor who joins
in an ordinary composition deed wher:cby he agrees to accept in full satisfaction. of
his clellt a smaller sum than is due to him~
8. '' Accordjng to the general law of England, the written record of a contract
must not be varied or added to by verbal eyjdence of what was the jntention of the
parties." Enumerate and illustrate the exceptions· to this rule.
9~ Djstingui.·h a penalty from liquidatccl damages. How does the law deal with
penalties,
10. Explain and illustrate the different kinds of estoppe'.L.
11. Explain tl.c expressious: Escrow, del crederc ag_e nt, quantum meruit, chose
in action, merger.
Tirn COXSTITl'TIOX AKD FUNCTIO:XS OF PARLIAMENT.
TH'CRSDA Y, May €9, 1890-1-4 p. ni.
1. Explajn the historical importance of the Parliament summoned in 1295 and
state shortly the system of representation adopted therein.
2. Distinguish lJetween "acljou'rnment of the House," "prprogation of Parlia:
ment," and "dissolution of Parliament" as to the authority by which they are
canied uut and their effect upon pending legislation and the constitution of the two
houses.
3. Describe the changes introduced into the borough francliise by the representation of the people act of 1867.
· 4. 'tate the points at issue and tho actual decisions in the Berkeley auu Wensleydale peerage cases.
·
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5. How far and with what differences are the Scotch and Irish peerages represented in the House of Lords f
6. Describe the stages t,h rough which an ordinary public Lill passes in the process
of enactment.
•
7. What is the present law as to frequency and duration of parliaments! Explain
the conditions which r ender necessary the annual meeting of Parliament.
8. Upon what occa sions has the Crown, in order to coerce the House ofLonls,
actually _exercised or threatened to exercise the right of creating peers t Explain
the provisions of the peerage bfll of 1719.
9. Compare t4e :functions of the lord chancellor with those of the speaker of the
House of Commons. How are these officers respectively appointed f
10. State the principles involved in any two of the following cases: (a) Mist's
Case, (b) Bradlaugl} v. Gossett, (c) The case of impositions (Bate's Case), (d) The
case of Shipmoney (Hempden's case), (e) Godden v. Hales.
11. Explain tbe following expression: (l) Faggot voter; (2) Three-cornered constituency; (3) fancy franchise; (4) forty-shilling freehold; (5) successive occupancy.
ENGLISH CIUMINAL LAW.

FRIDAY,

May

so, 1890-9-12 a. '111,

1. State the extent to which infants and manied women are exempt from criminal liability.
2. Define the crime of perjury, commenting shortly on the important points in your
clefinition. What is suborn ation ofpe1juryf
3. Explain privilege in relation to the law oflibel. Distinguish between absolute
and qualified privilege, giving instances of each.
4. Illustrate by examples the difference between (1) manslaughter and murder,
(2 ) "voluntary" -.and "involuntary" manslaughter.
5. Explain the conditions which must exist to make· the finder of lost goods who
convel'.ts them to bis own use guilty of l arceny.
6. Distinguish between embezzlement and larceny by a servant. Give examples.
7. Explain clearly the meaning of the following expressions in relation to the crime
oflnug1:ny: (a) Breaking; (b) entering; (c) dwelling house; (d) night.
8. GiYe an instance of forgery which is not obtaining lJroperty by false pretenses,
and state clearly the nature of the intent to defraud which is essential to the crime
of forgery.
9. Explain the following expressions : (1) Oyer et terminer; (2) central criminal
court; (3) count; (4) true bill; (5) grand jury.
10. What is peremptory challenge~ In what classes of crime an cl to w bat extent
has a prisoner the right of peremptory challenge~ Has the prosecution_this or any
siru ilar right f
11 . Exp1ain the following rnles and mention the exceptions to them: (a) Hearsay
evidence is not admitted; (b) leading qnestions may not be asked in examination
in chief.
PRODLE:\fS.

(Fu11 reasons ar to be give11 for all answers.]
FHIDAY, May 30 1890-1-4 p. 1n.
1. A mplo ' <.1 B to mak · the foll wing b ·is for him, (1) for £20 (2) for £10, ancl
( ) for £5. The fin; l1et wa lo t ancl B paid the money. Th s c~nd bet was won
and B_ re ·eiv l th· money. Th third l; t n car 1 ssly omitt d to make; had he
ni d · 1 th h
wonlcl have lH· n wou.
'au n ,·u A for the amoun t paid b y him on
antl cau A uc il for the amonn ts of either or uoth of the secon<l an<l
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2. A sells goods toB, wl10 is really acting for an undisclosed prindpa], C. A l)rin_gs
a11 actjon against Band signs judgment against him for the price of the goods, but

fails to o1:,fain the money from him. A afterwa.rds discovers that C is the principal.
Can A then also sue C 1
. 3. "'~hat js the measnre of damages h1 :m action for breach of promise of marriage f
A promises to marry H upon his father's cleatb, but during his father's lifetime rononnces-the coJJtraet . . Ca,n. B bring an action at once against A f
4. A,' B, and C are ·JJoys at sc-hool. A 1)Crsuacles H t.o put an emetic into C's tea in
order that C may be made sick, out not intemlillg further mischief. C is killed by
the dose. Is either A or B guilty of any offense,
5. A and B are playing football. B by way of charging A jnm1)s in the air and
strikes A in the stomach " ·ith his knee. · A dies from the resHlts of the injury. Discuss the question of B's guilt. How far wnnli:1 tbe qncstion wbcther charging by
jumping in the air was forl,idden uy the rnles of foe game be relevant,
6. A gamekee11er not anthorized to kills rabbits for his own use, kills some and
sells them for his own profit. Is be guilty of any uncl what offcm;e f
7. A pnts clcnYn in the street an imitation diamoucl ring, and as R, a countryman, is
coming along picks it up pretending that he l1as just found it, pointing out to B
that it is a valnable ring an<l offering to sham his good fortune with B. Assuming
that they then agree either (a) tba,t B should keep the ring, paying A £3 for his
share of it, or (b) that they should meet again the next ilay, B keeping the ring in
the meantime ancl giYing A £3 by way of security, and that A in both cases'<lecamps
with_the money; of what offense is he guilty in each case,
,
8. A is inclictecl in England for bigamy and proves the following facts: (1) That
he is a Frencbrnan and the second maniage took place in France; (2) that the other
party to the second ceremony was his first wife's sister; (3) that he had not heard
of his first wife for more than seven ;years before the second marriage; , ( 4) tl1at he
had reasonable grounds for believing that, his first wife was dead at the· time of the
second marriag ~; (5) that he was married the second time under a false_name; (6)
that he Lad been divorced from his first wifo before his second marriage. Do any
and which of the aboYe afford gooJ. defenses to the crime with which he
charged 'V
9. In what respects do the rules relating to tho election of a member of Parliament
to represent the University of Camuridge differ from those of ordinary electi.o ns, as
to the mode of conducting the election and the qualification of the voters f
10. Discuss the question as to whether under the existing law an undergr~duate
in residence at Cambridge is entitled to a vote at an election of a member of Parliament for the borough.
·

is

Sr:ECIAL EXAl\llXATIO~ IN MODERN HISTORY FOR THE ORDINARY

B. A.

DEGnEE.

Ql; TJ,INES OF GENEI:AL EKGLI/:;II IlIS'i'0H.Y.
•
THlJHSDAY, May 29, 1890-9-.12 a. m.
1. "vVitl1 Pendn, heathendom passed away." Show the truth of this statement by
reference to the history of the conversi~m of the North to the ChristialJ faith.
2. ·write a brief ac~ount of the character and policy of King Cnut.
3. Give the (fates and result.s of the following battles: Tenchebrai, the Standard,
Lincob1, Bouvines, Lewes.
4. On what grounds diJ. Edward. I. make war upon Llewellyn of Wales! Whr~t
was the result of the struggle f
·
5. ·write a short life of one of the following: Thomas a Becket, Cardinal \Vo]sny,
Archbishop Cranmer.
· ·
6. :K arrate the cfrcum·s tanccs of (1) the capture, (2) the loss of Calais, giving t~e
date of each occurrence.
7. Discuss the foreign policy of Oliver Cromwell.
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s·. Under what circumstances dicl wm.:u1m of Ornnge resolve to lead an e,xpcdition
into England f Mention the immediate res1.1:lts of his· enterprise.
9. How and· when did Great Bi-itain acquire Canada,i
10. What was the cause of the outureak of the Peninsular wart Give the elates
and results of tlle more important battles fought in it.
OU-fLI'l~T,S OF ENGLISII CONS1'I'l'UTI01fAL HISTORY.
TIIGRSDAY, Mciy 29,.1890-1-4 JJ· m.
1. Explain the 'onstitution and state th.e chief powers of the Witenagemot.
2. Name and indicate briefty the na.ture of the administratiYo reforms introduced
by Henry IL
3. Give the substance.• of the clarnses of Magna Charta which roln,to to (1) tho
church, (2) levying taixes, (3) doing justice.
4. "The olcl English Kingship was elective.'' Examine this statement nnJ trace
the growth of the hereditary pTinc.iple.
5. Of what elements was the Pa,rliameut of 1293 composed, Expfain its importance anEl indicate the meaning of the pluas:e "the three estates of the realm."
6. Give instances of interferenca, dming the fourteenth and :fifteenth centnri-cs,
with (1) freedom of speech iu Parliament, (2) the freedom of members of P::trliaruent
from arroet. Name any other priYiloge of Parliament existing at this time.
7. Investigate the causes of tho increased p<nrn.r of the Crown at the corrnneuccmcnt of the Tudor P eriod.
8. Exrla,h1 the constitution and functions of the court of high commission. _Under
what act of Parliament was it established and.. when~ vVas it ever revived~
9. T:eaco the gro.wtb of tile en.billet. When was the system of cabinet government
finallv es-tablishecH
io. Sketch shortly the history of the struggle by which the liberty of the J_)l"css
has ueen a.ttainecl, meutiouing the means by which at different times it has 1Jccn
restricted .
0

GE~J!:IaL AXD COXSTITUTIOX.\L HISTORY OF EXGLAND,

FmDAY,

1603-1/349.

May so, 1890-9-12 a. m.

1. Show how tl10 pecuniary n.cccssitics of James I. brought him _into conflict with
his pur1iamonts, an(l state brie.fly the leading argnmcnts on either side in the <l.iscns8ions.
2. Gi ,,e an account of th o foreign policy of George Villiers1 duke of Bncki11ghnm .
3. Trace the rise of the Purifau party in England from the accession of James I. to
tlie l,eginnincr_of the first session of the Long Parliament.
4 . .i:"arrato tho <:ircnmstances connected with the impri sonm ent :m<l rJca,th of ir
John Eliot.
5. Illu strate \Yelltworth's vil'w. on goYcrnmcut from. the history of hiR rnle in .
Irclaml.
G. \Ylrn.t w re t he cm1sPs arnl rcsnlts of th Bir-;lJops' wars ,.-itli ScotlaU<H How
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TIIE m-:E OF THE DHITISII POWEn IX INDIA,

E'RlDAY,

MciJJ 30, 1890-1-4 p. r.i.

1. _S1rnt.ch briefly the history of the British East India Compapy dtuing the seyenteenth eentury, pointing out the difficulties with which it bad to contend.
2. Give an account of the strngg-le in India between the English and the French
in 1746. What were its results f
3. Describe the capture and defense of Arcot by Clive and explain the circumstances which r endered this event so important.
4. Sketch the career of Bussy.
5. Reln.te the events which preceded the tragedy of the Black Hole. How was this
avenged and by whom f
6. What do you know of the Mahratta empire and its chief fondatories f What
was the convention of Wnrgaum Y Describe the war which followed it.
7. What were the principal charges brought against ·warren Hastingsf Describe
briefly the circumstances on which they were respectively based.
8. Give an :ic<lount of Hyder Ali.
9. ·what reforms were introduced by Lord Cornwallis f Describe t,hem.
10. Write briefly of: Sir Thomas Roe; Jan Begum} ,Jinji, Angria, Lally, Nandcomar,
Amyatt, Forde, Hector Monro, Paniput.
LAW TRIPOS.-PART

I.

JURISPRUDENCE.
SATURDAY, ."Trlay 10, 1890-9,-12 a. m.
1. Compare the varions signi fl.cations of Jurisp1"1tdentia in the institutes arnl digest
with that given to Jurisprn<lence by Austin. l~xplain the distinction drawn by the
same author between jurisprudence and the science of legislation; showing what
subjects are included in t,he latter and exelucled from the former. ·what is the
me11ning of the terms ana1_ytica1, general, and compara.tive, in reference to juris- ,
prudence.
2. "Municipal law is a rul e of civil conduct, prescribed by the supreme power in
a sfate, commanding what is right and forht<lcling what is wrong." Explain and
discuss the terms of this definition, showing where it agrees with and where it dif- ·
fers from that of Austin. Could Blackstone consistently admit the existence of
rules ofpositive momlityf
2. Explain Austin's criticism of Bentham's definition of a state; and point out
the ambiguities attaching to the expression "a sovereign state." ·w hat do you consider the most logical ground for refusing the name of state to any family,
4. A, the owner of a passenger ship, has insured her _consicle1·ably above h er value.
With a view to the loss of_the ship, he recommends to the captain, B, as an experjencecl steersman, oue C, w)lom he knows to be confident in his own ability, but
r.3ally inexperienced. B accepts C without any further inquiry, and C, by his incompetence, runs the ship ashore at night. The captain and other officers, with
some of the passengers, are washed overboard, and all drowned except the captain,
·wh(J is picked up by a 1mssing vessel. The stranded ship floats off the next clay,
and <J, now in sole charge, brings her with difficulty into port, more of the passengers dying from cold and exposure . Discuss, from Ansti.n's point of view, the legal
liability of A, B, ancl C, respceti Yely, in the case of the passengers who lose their
lives at or after the strancling of tbc ship.
4. Stnte .Austin's view as to the" 1_Jroper meaning-'' of the English legal term
malice, an.fl its ;'abusive 1_~xtension." Explain the origin of this "proper meaning,"
and illustrate by any legal phrases or maxims its "abusive eJX.tension." What _signification will, in you r opinion, best uovei: all the cases in which this term, or the
adjccti rn' derived from it, oucurs.
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G. JEquitas, as understood by Austin, arose out of the special circm~stances of
one branch of Roman law. Expbin this position, and show how Austin's view can
or ca,n not be reconciled with the various meanings which the \\'Ord .1E(J_uitas or
equity has actually borne in Roman or later times.
7. Bentha.m's proposal of a general cocle, as distinct from special codes, was in
fact, aceording to Austin, the ,i1i.s rern1n. Interpret and discuss this statement.
8. Expfain the expressions private wrongs and civil procedure, discussing tho
qncstion which n,rises on the nomenclature of the former. What do you consider to
be the proper place for the suoject design ated by the one or other of these expressions, in a scientifically arranged corpus Juris f
9. Discnss the varions meanings of the word property as opposed, respectively, to
servitude, ooligation, communal ownership, individual goods ancl chattels. How
faT do you consider it historically true that "All property is founded. on acherse
possession ripened by prescription f"
10. Disenss the various ad vanta,ges and disadvantages of English en.so law, a::i a
gradual addition to the English corpus jnris.
R0:\1AN LAW.

II.

SATURDAY,

May 10, 18D0-1:30-4:30p. ?n.

1. Translate and explain: Hi qui in causa mancipii sunt, quia servorum loco ha bcn-

tur, vindictaJ censu, testamento manumissi sui juris ihmt. nee tamen in hoc casu
lex Aclia Sentia locum ha.bet. itaque nihil reqnirimus, cuius aetatis sit is q_ui manumittit: et qui manumittitnr: acne illud quidem,, an patron um creditoremve manuI:lisr-;or habcat. ac ne nnmerus quidcm legis Fufiae Caniniae finitus in his p er sonis
1ocum habet.
2. Compare the position of a ( civilian) filiusfami1ias in A. D. 35 aml A. D. 535, respectively, as regards (a) property, (b) capacity to bind his paterfo,rnilias by his
contracts.
3. ~11 what respects, in the time of Ha(trian, did the position of peregdnus, Latiuus, La~iuns Jnnianus, and libertus civis differ from that of a full citizen f
4. In what <1.ifferent ways did Roman la,w :provide for the prompt acceptance and
administration of the estates of deceased persons f
5. 'Nee euim rnatri filinm :filiamve exheredare necesse est, siYe de iure civili q_uaeramus, sive d e cdicto praetoris, quo praet-critis libcris contra tabulas bonornm posscssionem pro mi ttit: sed aliiul eis adminiculum servatur .' Explain this passage.
6. Idcoquc si extraneo l<'gatum fn erit, inutile est legatum, acleo ut Sauinus existim:wcrit no q11idem ex senatusconsulto Neroniano posse convalescere: nmn eo, inquit,
senatnscowmlto ea tantnm confirmantur quao verhornm Yitio iure dvili r,on valent,
non q11ae propter ipsam per ouam legatarii non deberentur. Translate, an<l. explain
the nature all(l op era tion of the e11actment referred to.
7. D •fine c:ncfolly tlie mea11i11g of "liberi" as a technical term in tlie praetorian
scheme of intestate succession. \Vlrn.t cla ses of persons (other tban liucri) received
an improvement in their rights of sncccssion through the third h ead of Bonorum
po·, essio ah intf' i.ato f
, : In what cliff rent ways coulcl nn action relating to (' domiuium') be tried in
(~am '. <lay, an 1 whi ·h of them would be most likely to secure the specific restitution
of the prop rty in <li. pute if th .. 1,Iaintiff w ro sncce sful
Construct its formula.
, u· 1· aut Pl ha
a ·tio <le, it1crafa it, cum <1e eo quoc1 no bis clari oportet potne~·1tnns ·u:ra~H!nto aut P r il1<1i ·is 11ostulationom ager , valde qnaeritnr. To what
ac,tion rlo · th rel· te, and what •xplana.tions have b een offered of the cpie tion
r, i:1•cl 1,~· ;ain ,
1 · L_n • rlo .vn rnl '- for '1d rminin., wh th •r au a tion who c formula i,_ submitted
1 1
( u J •n r in 1H' in p r •m: rn: (b) fitl'icti iuds or uonao iiuei: (c) resisted by a
uc ·t tra ·c1·-,o o :i. plc .
·ivo "'U1Uplc::1.
_ ·,
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RO:\:IAN LAW I.

MONDAY, ]J[ay 12, 1890-'7-12 a. m.
l. Enumerate nn<ler general he:nds whnt are hcli1wccl to have been the contents oi
the twehe tables. N,nne the pr1ncipal a nt.horitics for indivicl nal provisious of that
code, their arrangement and orcler. How do you account for the fact that no copy
hns corne down tons in extenso :J
2. "\Vl,at a1)JJears t.o lrnve been the object of the formalities of 1na11cipittrn? Point
ont their refercnce 1 <lirect or indirect, to the Servian organization and perhaps an
even earlier state of things. _ Explain the connection of nexmn with mancipi111n, the
rno,cle of the, debtor's liee0ming ne:ws, and the legal consequences of that condition.
State the reform effected by the lex Pectilia, and the result with regard to contracbal <-•bliga.tion generalJy.
3. State iH their ]1istorical order, with reasons for such order, the different meanings borne hy the term jns civile in Roman Jaw. Explain, in p2.rticul:1r, the case of
thatjns cii:ilc which, according to Poruponius_, sine scripto veni.t, compositum, a pruclen-

tibus.
4. \Vbat do yon consider to be, approxfoiately, the dates of the lex Acbntia and
the rluae leges ,l1iliae, uy which Gaius tells us effectum est iit per concepta i,erba icl est
ver.foi·mnlas litigeinus? Explain these words, pointing out th~ principal foitures in
the change of system effoctcd.
5. Give your arguments for or aga,inst the tlieory of an actual or historical jns
gentinni: pointing out any particular ]JOrtions of Roman la,w which have been borrowed or alleged to h ave been borrowed from other nations.
6. Distingnish the interdicts of the praetor from the other notice~ or orders issued
by the sanrn magistrate. Describe the circumstances in which the use of intenlicts
l)Tobably arose. Explain the complications in that use which~resulted from the introlluction of the formnlary system and the return to simplicity which followed its
abolition.
7. Justinian, in one of his novels 1 attributes t~ 11 Antoninus nnrnecl Pius" the gift
of Roman citizenship to all his subjects. Discuss the difficulties of this pass::ige both
as to the persona,lity of the Emperor and the apparent inoperativeness of 'the gift
mcnqonctl.
8. Show how an indefeasible provision fer children out of the property of a
deceased parent was oi'iginally favore<l. at Rome by customary faw, then endangered
by interpretation of statnte, subsequently maintaiL.ed by court practice, and finally
secured by Justinian's latest legislation.
_
9. State the general principles, in Roman law, according to which a right of action
did or did not pass to :1l1Cl against the respective successors, by death, to the original
partiee.
10. Sketch and explain the general order of subject-matter in Justinian's Digest,
showing the artificial character of his larger divisions. Account for the JJosition of
any one or more of the following titles: De Pactis; Nautae, Canponcs;' Ad Legcm
Aquiliam; De Aedilicio .Eclicto; De Ac<1uirendo Rorum Dominio; De Obligationibus
et Actionibus.
·
PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW.

Mo:NDAY, lJiay 12, 1S90-L30-4.SO p. m.
1. Explain the meaning aml force of the distinction commonly drawn between the
"natural'' or "necessary" an<l the" voluntary'' or upositive" law of nat1ons. Give
instances of rules b elonging to either class.
2. What rnles relating to the original acquisition of territory are in foree at the
present clay f
3. "Had the French C'Ourt conducted itself with good faith (in 1778) uud maillfaincd
an iwpartial neutrality between the two belligerent parties, it may be doubted
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whether the treaty of cornJn~rce, or even the eventual alliance., between France and
the -United States could ·have furnished any just ground for a declaration of war
agai11St the former by the B-.r itish ·Government." (Wheaton.) Give yom reason for
agreeing with or disssenting from this statement.
4. A l>ody ofiusnrgents, who have not yet been recogni zed as beJligerents, attem1)t
to exercise the right of searching neutral v essels. Discuss the question of their
liability to b e treated as pirates.
5. A beli1gerent state sends · an order for rifles to a nent,ra,l :firm. The mannfo.ctme:i: bas not a sufficient stock in hand to ineet the deman cl and asks his government
to be allowed to send rifl es iutemled for the govei·nment service, for which there is
no immediate need. Will any offense ha.-rn been committed against international
law if this permission is giYen l
6. Wh~t effect has the occupation of a. clistrict by an i~vading force upon the rights
and duties of its iuhabitants, and how is the occupation itself to be defined 1
. 7. Note the effect of the Ol~tbreak of war upon the following transactions : (a) A
partnership between subjects of the contending states. (b) An ordinary contract
betweeJl the same parties. (c) A trc.aty giving to one state a right of fishing on tho
territorial waters of the other. (d) A treaty engagement to join in suppressing tho
sh,v:e trnde. (e) An engagement to abanclon the use of 11rivateers.
8. A neutral ship carrying m ilitary stores to a neutral port is arrested by a belligm:ent. What evidence of ulterior destination will be held to justify the seizure, aml
wh;t
be the effect of condemnation.
9. Explain tha na.ture an<l. ex.tent of the pxivilcgc of cxtrntei:ritoriality as accorded
to :vessels of w q,r.
10. A British subject is arrested and imprisoned in the United States (the habeas
corpn~ uct having been suspended by the President) on suspicion of being engaged
in treasonable practices agaillst tho United States Government. 'The legality of the
President's action is disputed. Has a case arisen for the interference of the British
Government~
11. A; a ~cutral merchant, purcha.ses property which has been capturecl by a be1ligerent ship and condemned in :1 prize court of the captor's conntry. 'l'he ship which
mr.cle the capture had been fittc<l. out in nel1tral ter-ritory and the captured prop<>rty
was lying _in a neutral port at the time of sale. Examine A's title to the property.
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RO;',IAN LAW.

III.

Met.'} 13, 1890-9-.12 (£, 7n,
1. fore civili ronstitntnm foerat ut qui bona ficle ab eo q11i dominns 11011 crat, cnm
'l'GESD.A. Y,

crec.litcrit enm dominum es8c, rem emcri_t 1:el ex clonatione aliare quavis iusta ca11sc£
acccperit, is eam rem .... nsnea1,i:1t, ne rernm dominia diutius in incerto esscnt.
Explafo this })Usr-rnge with reference to the words italicised, a,ud discuss whether it
is a .correct account of the original_purpose of Usucapio.
2. Translate and ex1>lain: Venditaf: vero ct treditno non aH ter emptori ad(lnirnntur, <1tL'lm si is vell(litori 1rretium olvni t vel alio mot1o ci satissecerit, veluti exprom;ssor · ant l)ignore dato. q_notl cavotnr qni,lcm ct iam lege duodecim tahn la.rum:
t:mwn r rte clicitur et iur grntinm, icl est inre naturali, id effici. set1 s i is c1ui
v ·111\i,li fi.<l m ~mptoTis ecntns fucrit, diccndnm est statim rem emptoris fieri.
'Ybat (·vid ·uc · i thnc that 1n-ul_)ertY coul<l be eonvcved by Traditio at the time of
th Twc l ·p Tahl ·s ~
"
•
3.
lave,
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Proiude si forte usns fructns in a.nnos sing.ulos fuerit legatus et iste servus operas
suas loca,·it et stipulatus est ut supra, scriptum est, prout capitis minutione amissus
fuerit usus fructus, mox restitutus, ambulabit stipulatio profectaque ad heredcm
redibit ad fructuarium.
Si colouo tuo usum frnctnm fundi legaveris, usum fructum vindicabit ct cum
here<lc tno ~get. ex conducto et consequetur, 1.1t neque' mercedes praestet et impensas, qu:is in cnltnram fccerat, recipiat.
Si e:s:traneo scripto et emancipate praeterito matri defmicti deducto usn fructu
proprictas legafa sit, petita contra talmlas bonormn possessionc plcna proprietas
pietatis respectu matri praestancla, est.
.
6. Under what circmnstances (ci) will an action on the can.,t io usufructuaria be the
so Tc remedy of the domiuus proprietatis; (b) can the dominus impose a servitude on
land subject to a usufrnct; (c) can a slave acquire as heir or legatee for the mmf:tuctnary rather than for the dominuc f
7: "Contracts are a,bsorbed in pacts ." How far does this truly describe the condition of contract law in the time of .Justinia,n f
- 8. Describe the nature of and the law relating to :fideiussio. V\Th:1t acl,:mtageB
bad it oYer earlier forms of suretyship f
9. Does the maxim caveat emtor hold good in Roman ln,w as regards (a) the
vendor's title (b), defects in the res vcndita,
10. Defiue the delict of Iniuria, and explain, with illustrations, the rule /(p:1titur
autcm quis iniur.iam non solum per semet i_psum."
·
EXGLl SII CO'NSTI1TTIO~AL LA,\' A:Nn HISTORY.
TUESDAY, Ma.y 13, 1800-1.30-4.30 p. 1n.
1. \Vh:1t is meant by the "King's peace f" Trace the b:i.s-tory of the· institution
till the close of the thirteenth cc11tnry .
2. Describe the natnre of the business transacted in the ancient county court.
Who ·were the snitors and what were their functionsf
3. Trace the flistinction gradually formed, in the course of the fourteenth century,
between stat1.1-tes and royal ordinances, and illustrate- the attempts made by the
Crown, during the same period, to eva.cle the dem3,nds of the estates, by minipuln,tions of petitions, by saving clauses, by a sus1)cnding power, or by a;ctnal revocation.
·
4. Describe the three estates of -Parlia.mcnt at the time of their :first development
in English constitutionallaw. ·what is the theory of the. representation of- estates,
aml. how far do you consider that- it is practically carried out in our present Parliament f
5. Explain the nature and jurisdiction of the court of star chamber. In what
sense may it be said to have exercised a permanent 1eneucial influence on English
law!
.
G. "The separation of the Chmch of England from that of Rome was a political
and legal rather than a religious reformation." Explain and discuss this statement.
7. Explain the terms su1)ply, ways and me~ms, appropriation. When and how lY::ts
the principle of appropriation established, and how has its observance been secured f
Hov, hns its introduction. affocted the relations of legIBlative and executive?
8. , 'tate the leading provisions of tb.e habeas corpus act. ·what defects in the law
wns..it designed to remove? In what respect has it since been amended~
9. How far can the House of Commons claim to be the intervreter of its own
privileges, and bow far has it to submit to have them defined by the law courts f
10. vVb.at clauses of the allt of settlementhav-e been subsequently repeale(H How
wonltl the constitutional develvpment have been aifoct;cd by their retention ill their
origiu.a,l form.!

-
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I~SSAYS A~D PROBLE'.\iS.

(Not more than five to be attempted.]
,VEDXESDAY,

.1.Way 14, 18.90-9-JB a.r.i.

1. Describe the various agencies by which the development of international l:1w
-is effected at the prese_n t day, and estimate their refative importance.
2. Germany being at war with Fr::mce, Algiers is blockaded on January 1. An
English ship is lying there, on which a French merchant is shipping wines for salo
in Hamburg on his own account. Her master now refuses to receive any more, and
sails on January 4. The merchant loads the remainder on a vessel of hii::! o,rn, in
which he also f?hips some wines belonging to his correspondent in Heligohirn1, and
dispatches b.er to Hamburg. A German man-of-,yar captures both vessels on Jauuary 26; and ' also, pn January 28, a Russian vessel bound for Algiers, but without
cargo. On Jan nary 27 the garrisoR of Algiers retired inland and the Germans
entered the town. A prize court is sitting at Hamburg on the three vessels. What
decrees will it make as to restitution or condemnation, freight, and damagesf
Illustrate, by some definite historical. inst:mce, the origin of a state in connection with the origin of law.
4. Cains by his will_ appoints his only legitimate chil d, a boy under puberty, to
be heres, naming a tutor. He leaves to his friend Maevius_,a very old man, the right
to reside in his town house, and to use the services of his tow.n establishment of
slaves. He leaves the usufruct of his estate in the country (nu built upon but about
equal in value to the town property) with that of the slaves upon it, half to Dama,,
a still younger child by a slave, whom (Dama) he enfranchises hy his will, half to
the municipality in which the estate is situated. The residue of his property proves
to be worth next to nothing.
Aditio is properly made; subsequently to which Dama is adoptec1 by 1\faevius, who
arrnnges with the municipes as to the parts of the country esfate, with its slaves,
which he ancl they shall respectively take, and shortly afterwards Llies, leaving
Dama his. heres. Dama continues to .resiLle in Caius's town house and to use the
services of, the town slaves, as well as to enjoy the produce of half of the country
estate. The muuicipes buihl on their half of the land, thereby greatly improving
its value, and sell their share of the country slaves. ·what :1re the present rights to
the different parts of Caius' property, and what steps should the tutor take on lJchalf of his wa.n1 f
5. A Rom:.1u citizen, in the time of Theodosius II, bas in his power two sons, the
younger seven years of age, each entit led to valuable property in right of his
mother (deceased), b esides an emancipated son who h as a lucrative business in
Greece. His own chief estate is in mortgage to Sempronius. He desires to ma.kc a
nephew (Titius) his sole heir; to leav·e tho mortgaged estate uuencumberet1 to the
eruancipatecl son for life, with legacies to some of his freedmen; and in the eYent of
the youn<Yer son in power dying impubes, he wishes his share of the maternal
property to r vcrt to a maternal un l e (Seiu ). \VI.tat rules would the draftsman
have to bear in mind in preparing the will f Sketch its outline.
6. Des rib the national burch as a part of the constitution, showing in wlta.t
s uso an!l to what xt nt it is " stal>lishcu H and "ent1owed."
7. Examine th hi:tory and cans s of the institution of primogeniture in " -cstcrn
Em·o1 .
1ihP he pr ·sent ·hara ·t r aucl cop of th • prcrogativ as a p:.irt of the
1tnllon .
L.·pl i~ 1 h anal y u ·tw ,·n the laws of na.tnr and pos itive la.ws.
1: 1 !'fih h c·on ti ntion· 1 limitation . to ,vbi h th House of 'on11.1ons i8
subJ· · atth•i,re ut<lay,anu<li cu sthcprobabili yofthci.riucreaseor<liminution.
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ENGLISH LAW OF REAL A..'W I'ERSOXM, I'ROPEUTY (I).

,,

THUHSDA Y, May ,'129, 1890-9-12 a. r.i.
1. Explain the policy and the effect of the statutes (a) De Viris Rcligiosis, (b) Do
Donis Conilitionalibus, and (o) Qnia Emptores.
2. Give a sh9rt account of the principal proceedings which· ha,rn been in use from
time to time for the recovery of lands.
,
3. Distinguish in respect of constitution ancl jurisdiction between the court leet,
court baron, and customary court. ·what fa tho effect of an enfranchisementf
_4_ State the successive changes that have b~cn effected by l egislation in regard to
(ci) the power of devising lands and (b) the formalities requisite for a valid will.
5. ·what was the principal ']_nestion at issue in Shelley's case f Do equitable and
cxecntory limitations come to any extont within the rule in that casef
6. What exceptions exist either at common law or by statute to the common-law
rule that "every act of parties is void by which, if it were taken to be valit1, the
immediate freehold would be placed in abeyance'' f To what extent is the rule applied to incorporeal h eredit::tments ~
7. State the successive steps by which fee simple estates have become subject in
the hands of the h eir or clevisee to the debts of the deceased owner.
8. When is an executor entitled to sell the real estate for the payment of debts
and legacies f A testator possessed of two estates by his ~-ill charged them both
with the payment of certain legacies and devised one directly to his son A and the
other to trustees in trust for his son 13. The . two estates were sold by A and the
trustees respectively to C, ancl A and B appropriated to their own nse the whole o±
the purchase moneys, though without the knowledge of C. Is C responsible to the
legatees,
9. What are the provisions of the third section of the statute of frauds i A is
tenant from year to year of a farm belonging to B, whose estate agent is C. A and
C with the knowledge of B agree by conespondence that A shall exchange his 1n·es
cnt farm for another, of which he is to have a l ease for twenty-one yea,rs from B.
A accordingly gives up possession of l1is farm, but B then for the first time dissents
from the arrangement ancl refuses to a.How A to enter en the n_ew holding. ·what
are the rights of A and B, respectively,
10. J. S. settles lands on his son A for life, remainder to the first and gther sons
o(A successively in tail ruail, remainder to the right heirs of the settler, and appointed B a,11(1 C to be protectors of the settlement. B died and C beca,me insane.
A's eltlcst son D executed a disentailing deetl to which his father consented all(l wafl
a party, and then executed a conveyance in fee of the land to one E. On A's death
E e11tered into possession. He then died leavinp; a wiuow and a daughter aged thir..:
teen, and his widow took possession of the land. To whom does the land belong
and for wha,t estates or interestsf
ENGLISH LAW OF REAL Al\"D PERSOXAL PROPERTY (II).

THURSDAY_, Jlfay 29, 1890-1:30-4.30 p.
1. Describe the several ways in which an easement may be created.

'llt.

2. What convenants are by virtue of the conveyancing a ct of 1881 implied in a con,
veyance by way of mortgage of leasehold property by a person who conveys an<l.
is expressed to conYcy as beneficia,l owned
3. How may a trust of personal estate be created f A, the lessee of a, house at
which he lives with his wffe and son, indorscs on the lease these words, "I give the
within premises this day to my wife and son jointly," and subscribes bis name and
the <late, and bands the lease to his wife. Shortly after he dies intestate. To whom
do the premises belong t
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4. What formalities are requisfte to (1) an agreement to assign, and (2) an assjgnment of (a) consols, and (b) shares in a limited companyf A having agrecll to transfer certain stock to· B fraudulently. arranges with C to transfer them forthwith to
him instead. What steps should B take to protect his interests f
5. Wh.at is-meant by probate in common form f What is the practical imn_ort::ince
of the attestation clausef A. dies intesbte, leaving a widow, a stepmother, a
brother of the half blood, a child of a deceased brother, and a grandchild (whose
p~rents are dead") of" a deDeased sister. An administrator is appointed, but before
distribution dies, haYing made a will, but omitted to appoint an exec utor. Who are
. entitled and in what slia:res to the testator:s personalty and by whom should it be
distributed f
6:- In wha-t recpec-ts -does a de.monstra:tive legacy differ from a general and from a
specific legacyf ·A owed B £25. Subsequently by his will A bequcathcJ to Ba.
legacy of"£"30 and died. Within tliree weeks of" A's death B claims of A's ex:ecutor
the immediate payment of £~5. !fas the executor any answer to the claim or uny
part of itf
_7. Distinguish between ·a legal and an equitable chose in action and between a
legal and an equitable assignment of a chose in action. B owed A £100, and C owed
B £50 . . B writes to A" I assign to you the £50 C owes me." B becomes bankrupt,
and A then for tlie :first time g.ivcs-C notice (by l etter) of the assignment. Who is
entitled to the £50 f
· 8. Define a frnuclnfont preference. A in 1885 is unable to pay his debts as they
become due from his ~wn money. Several of his creditors arc suing him, and-one of
them, B, obtains judgment acgainst him for £100. A, to prevent execution, pays to B
in full sat-i sfaction of his judgment the sum of £50, of which one-half is lent him for
the purpose by a friend. Within a few days oi this trans action A is adjndgecl bankrupt. B knew- at the time that A was impecunious, but did not know that he wasbeing sued by other creditors. Can any claim be. susta.inecl by the trustee against B
01~ by B against the estate f
,
9. In 1885 a man aucl his wife join in a promissory note for £100, the wife llaving
separate estate worth £50. The note is not paid at maturity, and the payee sues the
makers. The wife has in the meam-vhifo parted with her separate estate, but other
property worth £75 has been vested in trustees for her separate use, subject to restraint on anticipation; and this she is willing, if she can, to apply in satisfaction of
her just debts. The husband has an equity of redemption worth £25. To what
judgment is the plaintiff entitled, and by what means, if any, can he get it satisfied~
10. A l eases to B for twenty-one years a tenement house occupied by weekly tenants, the lease containing the n ~ual coYenant for repair ancl proviso for reentry, as
well as a covcnn.nt for quiet enjoyment. B sublets to C for the resi<l.uc of the t erm,
_less ten clays. The house i not kept in repair, and in the mhldle of tlle term A
serve on 13 a notice specifying the particular breaches of covenant complained of
ancl claiming compensation, n.nd at the expiration of three weeks, during which
nothing i · don , brings au action against t~e tcuants in occu11ation for possession of
the premis s, and also joins B as codefcndant. All the defendants allow ju<lgment
to "Oby cl ·fanlt, and on A's clcmand the wef'kly tenants pay their rents to him. C
theu for the ih.;t time hears what ha. occurred. A'ddse C as to his position.
CUDII ,-.\.L LAW.

.
FnIIJ.\.Y May 30, 1S90-D-1? a. m.
tic mam f•atnr s ofth Eug1ish police sy. tcm b for th Conquest.
1
:,· Ira<· :1 · ~r,~,vth antl tlf'<·liuc~ of the rrin1i11al juri ,liction of tho s]1criff.
'· _L_x law an<l. i1lu tra <· l Y tw · ·amplcs the ft' ct of provo cation in xt nuatin(J'
0
llll( 111 •
,.

1.

:·.1 ·

l,t h 1111 a11 fa 1·l1cel on a. hank at "hi h he sa. · ho ha· fonds.
·th· ha uoi · aucl kuowij it, liut hl~ p1·cviou ly been permitted to
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overdraw his ac count. Tho check is dishonored. Has A outainell })ropcrty by false
- :pretenses~
G. vVhat light does Lord G. Gordon's case throw on the· doctrine of'' constructive
trcason" f
6. Uuder 1vhat circnmstanccs docs the conversion of lost goods by their tinder cons ti tnte theft f
7. In what cases does the omission to do acfa-; tending to the preservation of life
inYoh·c penal consequences f
8. A. householder buys a reYolver for protection against burglars. Explain to him
tho cfrcumstances under whi ch he ,Yill be justified in using it for that purpose.
9. Enumerate briefly the succei:;sive steps of a criminal trial, from the swearing of
the j nry down to the sentence .
.
10. Sta to in what cases a, prisoner is now admissible as a, witness on his O'-n behalf;
and discuss the desirability of rendering him so aclmissible in all cases.
11. A. prison er is indi cted for knowingly uttering counterfeit coin. A. policeman
gives this evidence : "I fonud the prisoner in com11any"with tllrce nien whom I knew.
1 arrested him . . On searching him I found in his pocket this paper." _The pro~ecuting counsel proposes (1) to pnt in the paper (which is a ticket of lea.ve in the prisoner's name), all(1 (2) to ask the characters a,ncl occupations of the t hree men (who
arc conYicted coiners). May h e do sof
·
12. Sta.to the l aw as to the admissibility of cxtrnj udicial co11 f'cssions. A constable
cloposes: "The prisoner's fa,thcr saw me arrest him, and beggecl him to tell the truth.
Next morning the 1)rosccntor, Jones, eamc to the police station, and I said to prisov.er, 'If you have anything to say to Mr. Jones you -had better sa.y it.' Pr'isoner
then ~fated ·r. '" * ." Can the constaulc l,e al1owcd to give the statemeuU
E:NGLT SH L\. W OJ)' CO)';TnACT AXlJ TOUT .

I.

FRIDAY, .11
. fay 30, 1890-,1:30- 4:30 p. 1n.
1. Is a tortfeasor ever r esponsible in damages (ct) for a wrong which 11roduces no
ha.rm, or (b) for all the harm which his wr011g proclu.ces, or (c) to an axnonnt greater
than the h:nm produced f
2. Explain the doctrine of common cmp]o:yment, m1d show briefly how it h_a s been
modified. by the.employers' liability act.
3. A. advertises in the local newsp[Lpcr "All fowls found trespassing in my garden
will ue shot." Afterwards on finding.. a hen of B's sitting there U})On a nest of eggs
he shoots her and places the eggs in hfa own incubator. Can B sue him for the value
of the eg-gs and hen f
•
,1. What is ::m assault, ancl how does it cli ffer from a uattery f Can the family of a
roan who has bcc1:1 kill ed in a prize fight recover damages from his antagonistf
5. A, when convicted at a police court of bei11g drunk and h1capable, falsely gives
his name as "X, of No. 1 Strand, hatter." B, who has a hatter's shop near X's, hears
from a polic;eman of X's conviction, ancl sends to C, the proprietor of ai traclejournal,
an U.Qcou11t of the case, ancl also a letter malicionsly stating that X had been.
siinilarly convicted b efor e (which was true, though B had no idea of it.). C publishes
both< ommunicatious. Advise X as to his rights of a.ction aga.inst A, B, and C.
6. "\Yhat controversy was settled, and in what manner, by Pox's libel :10t of 1791 t
Has any analogous doubt arisen recently in actions for false imprisonmenU
7. A. lJall ucing given at X's house, a carpet is laid by his upholsterer across the
c::r nseway antl thence ins ide the railings to the hall doors. A., going along tlrc street,
trips over this and is hurt. In part of the carpet near the doorsteps there is a hole,
and B, a, guest, eatches his foot in this and is injnre<l, as also are, subsequently, C,
tho postman, and D, who is hiding in the gru:dcu. to watch the arrivals. What do
you consider to ue X's liability i
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8. R, when intoxicated , enters au inn, but is told by the barmaid, S, to go out, and
on his refusarshe pushes him out of the door. Owing to his intoxication, he can
- not recover his balance and falls down steps . The fall kills him. His only relative,
' an uncle, ta,k es ·o ut a,d ministration and 'sues S's husband for damages. , v h at can ho
recover 9
,
9. A, on b~ing pressed by B for payment of a d ebt, writc3 to him offering as a
settlement some debentures of a company, which he assures him is prosperous.
Next clay A learns from his broker that the company is going into liquidation, and
from B that he aecept,s the debentures. B shows A's letter to C, who, on the faith
ofit, buys the bonds from B. The company proves to be insolvent. A soon after,nfrds dies. Advise his executors as to their liability to B and C.
10. A baker opens a shop in a rmal hamlet. The farm ers, disliking his political
influence, arrange to sell bread at cost price from their own kitchens to t h eir respectiv~ la,borers. The baker's weekly receipts fall to one-tenth of their previous average. Has he any remedies f
· 11. Explain briefly the following 11hrases: Damn um sine injuria; trespass on the
case; trover; c1ist~ess damage foasant; re.caption; a,ct of state; judicium rusticum.
ESSAYS.
SATURDAY, May 31, 1S90-D- 12 a. 'llt.
·write an essay or essays on uny of the following subjects, not attempting more
than fi.x:e out of the twelve:
1. The influence exercised on the ca,rly Ronmn law of property aml inheritance by
the primitive system of family worship.
2. The successive changes in the law of Englarnl with regard to 1.he limitations of
property which are commonly known as perpetuities.
3. The h~storical development of the English doctrine of considemiion.
4. The history of the assignability of choses in action.
5. The contract of sale of chattels regarded as a conyeyance of property.
6. Appea,l (including new trial) in criminal cases: its expediency, proper scope,
a,ml the constitution of the con rt.
7. Tile registration of titles to land.
8. Draw a com1 nrison uetween :Federal Government in the United States antl in
Switzerland.
9. Describe the na.tme and -working of the chief controlling agencies by which tho
colonial and imperial legislatures are kept in harmony.
10. Discuss the proper treatment of fraudulent bankruptcy by law:
(a) With reference to the objects which should he aimed at and the respective
priority of such objects: e. g., restitution to the i11jm·ctl; amendment of the offender;
hi incapacitation for the commission of similar offenses iu the future; the deterrence
of other persons likely to commit such offenses.
(b) With reference to the best means for attaining the abo,e objects: e.g ., imprisonment, -with or withou.t degrading circumstances; liab ility of future earnings or
means g 11 rally; rep ated gaz tting.
(c) With ref ·r uc t such qualift ation as should be mule on account of age, sex,
or posit ion, and of the cl gree in which the so-calle<l frautlulent conclnct varies
h tw nu gligenc aucl de ·ign.
11. I may be a.· um u that voti•1\ at parliamentary elc Lions arc occasionally
infI_nmir:r:,11,~- urilH'ry in on £ rm r :moth r, by intimidation, by gross misrepr . en: ti n of fa t on th par or in th int r . t of candiclat s. How far are th se
m ·th l a Pr<_- 11 r<· rarcl·rl a. riminal hy the law ofEnglaucl, nud how for tlo you
· ·p 1lt ·n tha h ' ho 1<1 h o rcga" lrll?
·~ Hntn:m 1:m: l,c-rri11 · aml end. \ith a <·o,1 ." Explain arnl illustrate 1, any
t.
10
b
nuc • tht
t ·udcu
t c:odifir·[ttion. Compare the "call' of
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Germany, in that direction, at the present tjme, with the similar "call" of the same
country when Savigny wrote his "Yorn Beruf," or of France when Napoleon compiled his code.
ENGLISH LAW OF CO::'\TRACT AXD . TORT, II.

SATUimAY, May 31, 1890-1:30-4:30 p 111.
Do you consi<ler the words "contract" and "agreement" as
synonymous! How do Pollock and Anson differ as to the relation between promises
and contracts~
.2. A wrote to a cattle-breede~, B, "I will buy your Jersey bull for £100, and if
he is lucky at this year's shows I will at Christmas give you £10 pounds more, and
buy another of your bulls." B replied '' I acce1)t your offer." Wbat are B's present
and prospective rights under this correspondence 1
3. X wrote to the master of a college offering to sell his farm to the college for
£5,000, but wrote again, next day, saying that he had now sold it to the mortgagee.
This letter crossed one from the master, saying, "I accept the offer, and will report
it at next week's college meeting." That meeting resolved that the college solicitor
should write to X and hold him to his bargain. The solicitor requests your advice.
4. State the provisions of the jnfants' relief act, 1874. A, an infant, buys from B
a horse, for which he pays £30; he also buys from C a gig, but on credit. The
horse dies. A demands the return of t,he £30 and C demands the return of the gig.
Arc these demands enforceable f
5. A, meaning to act as agent for B, buys a reapjng machine from C. Show in
what cases (1) A only, (2) B only, (3) both A and B, will be liable to C for the
price.
6. Write clown tlle fourth and seventeenth sections of the statute of frauds. Explain the application of these provisions to agreements for 1he sale of chattels vegetable. ·
7. Compare the characteristics of contracts by specialty with those of other contracts.
8. A agreed with B to pay him £1,C00 on trust for Mrs. A in consideration of her
withdr:1wing her petition for a divorce. Next month A became bankrupt and C
was appointe<l. as trustee. A ancl C execute a deed whereby, in considera.tion of
£500 paid by D to C, they assign to D the goodwill and plant of A's business, and
A covenants to set up no similar business _in the same street. Can this covenant be
enforced against A, and can B prove against Ns estate for the £1,000f
9. A, a widow, promises to marry Bon condition that, within a month after the
wedding day, he will settle hjs Welsh farm upon C, her only son. The marriage
takes place, but B, at the advice of his father, D, refuses to settle the farm lest it
shouhl make C idle. Can C take any proceedings against B or D f
io. Show how an agreement is affected by the illegality of (a) one of the considerations, or (b) one of the promises, or ( c) the condition of one of the promises set out ·
in it. Give instances under each of these three heads.
11. Distinguish mistake from misrepresentation and from fraud. Show that the.
Queen's bench division does not now treat innocent misrepresentation as it was
treated twenty years ago. A bankrupt trustee retains the probable amount of the
solicitor's costs, ancl pays over the residue of the esta.te to the creditors. The costs,
on ueing taxed, arc found to ex.ceed the amouut retained. Can the trustee recove:r
the excess from tl!.e creditors t

1. De.fine a contract.
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HISTOTIICAL

Tmros.

ECO~Ol\'IIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND,

LN . :C.-Kot more than eight ot nine questions to be attcmptccJ.J
.

Mo~DAY,

May 26, 1890- D- 12 a. m.

1. Discuss h ow far Roman civilization in Britain had a direct influence on tho
agriculture arnl industry of the English.
2. Explain carefully the nature of the two-field ancl of the three-ficltl systems.
Distinguish them from extensive cultivation and from convertible husbandry.
3. Give some account of the origin of fairs and ·of the nature of the business douo
at them . Illustrate your answer from the history of any one English fair .
. 4. Examine the evidence adduced as to (a) the number of the population of
.England before the black deat,h , and (b) the extent of its ra.vages'l
5. Describe the Elizabethan legislation in regard to apprentices ancl wages, and
discuss l10w- far it was founded on regulations previously in force.
6. Give some account of the Hause Towns and of their 1:,ettlements in England.
7. "\Ybat were the fiscal and commercial advant::tges of esta.blishing st aple t owns!
Why did Ed wa.rcl III order the staple for wool to be in England f
8. Explain the objects of the mereantile system, and the means adopted for attaining those objects. Contrast this system with the policy which is pursued. in
Engfarn:l in the present day.
9. What do you understand by capital? Compare modern with mccllreval opinion
as to the remuneration of capital.
10. What advantages arise from the use of money as compared with exchange by
barter f Distinguish different kinds of money and discuss their respective advantages.
11. What have been the chief articles of export from and import into this conn try
(a) during the Roman occupation; (b) under Edward I; (c) since tb.c abolition of
the corn laws~
12: Contrast the economic aims ::i,nd results of trades uniomi with those of craJt
guil ds.
EE:SA YS ON EXGLISII IlISTOP.Y,
[!.f. n .-No candidate may write on more tlwn two oftbe following subjects.]
Mo:c-rDAY,

May 26, 1890-1:30-4:S0 JJ . m.

1. The Norse invasions and settlements in the British Isles.

2. Monasticism in England.
3. Chancer and Langland as historical authorities.
4. J<,amily connections as a political factor in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
5. Military tactics and the art of fortification in the middle ages.
6. The union regal and parliamentary with Scotland.
7. The rise and progress of religious dissent in England during the se;-entecnth
and eighteenth centuries.
8. The aims and work of Cornwallis and Wellesley in British India.
E.TGLISII COXSTITU'l'IONAL HISTORY.

I.
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it. ·write a, history of the office of sheriff tio the end of Edward II's reign.
5. "In primis conccssissc Dco ct hac pncscnti cart..-t 11ostra ccmfirrnassc ... quod
ADgEc:wa ccclesi:. libcra sit, ct h aheat ,inra sna integra et llbert:.1tcs suus ilhesas."
(M. Carta). \Yhat is mc:~nt by this cfaust f · To wh:1t extent ::n~d in what respects
were these liberties extended or cnrtn,ilc(l during the next two centuricsf
G. Compare tho lcgisb/ion of Henry II with that of Eclwrml I with respect to the
autifeudal temlencies of each.
7. '' It is most probable, on tbe evidence of records, on the analogies of rcprcscnfative nsage, ancl on the testimony of later facts, that Hrn knights of the shire were
[in the fourteenth century] electecl by the full county court." Develop this statement. ,vh:.l.t light has recent ]nVf\Rtiga,tion tb.r own on the mcdireval system of election of p:nliamcnt::try rcprescnt:-.tives f
8. "The a.uthority of the star chn,ml)er, whi.ch before subsisted by the ancient
connnon laws of the realm, was confirmed in certain cases by act of Parliament"
(sc. by the :1ct of 3 Henry VII). Discuss tho theory stated by Bacon in this passage.
vVhat other acts of Parliament, lJCsides the one alluded to, bear on the jurisdiction
in question f
9. Tr::msfate ancl comment on the following passages, stating whence they are
taken:
(a) Speciali tamen plentitudinc, si opus est, bis in anno com,- eniant in hund~etum suum quicunque libcri, bm hcorthfost quam folgarii, ad dinosccndum scilicet
in tcr caitor:1 si cleea,ni::e plcnm sint.
(b) Clcrici rectati ct accusati de quacu1111uc re, summoniti ajustitia regisYcni::mt
in c1.ui:nn ipsius, responsirri ibidem de hoc uncle vidcbitur curim regis quod ibidem
sit rcspondendurn, ct in curia ecclesiastic:1 uncle videbitnr quod ibidem s-it ros1ion·a endum ... et si clericus convictus vel confessuR fncrit, non debet Je cctero eum
ecclcsia tueri.
(c) Habet enim [Scaccarium] ho-e commune cum ipsa domini: regis cnria, in qua
ipse in propria persona jura dccernit, quotl nee reconlationi no.c sentcutire in co
latre licet alicui contraclicere. Huie antcm curiro tam insignis 2.uctoritas est, tum
propter regi::e irnn,ginis excellenti:uu qum in sigillo ejns de thc.sanro individua lege
serva,tur, tum proptor eos ']_ui assitlc11t, ut dictum est, quormn solcrtia totius regui
status i'Ilclemnis scrvatur.
( d) Communb placita non seqnantur curium nostram sed tcneantnr in :iliquo
loco certo ... Nullus vicecomes, cor:st:1lmlaris, coronatores vel alii hallivi nost.ri
teneant 111acita, corcm::c nostrro .
(e) Bons esch::cturs seient mis. E kc il nc p,rcngcnt rm1s des bens as morz, de
queles teres <.leivent cstre en la main le rei ... No fai.bge ne autrc chose ne prengc,
fors si come il clever:1•&olum la ch.:1rtre lle franchise.
(f) E ausi r.voms grante pur nous c pur nos heirs as crcovesqucs ... o as autrcs
gcntz tle scintc eglisc, et as contcs ct barons ct a tote fa communante de la tcrre, qe
mes pur nule l.rnsoigne tieu mane-re des ai<lcs, mises, ne prises de notre roiaurne ne
prcn<homs, fors qo par cornn~un assent de tut lo roiaume et a commun profit de
r:1csm-1J le roia..t11J10, sa1ive lcs :inL.denes ailles et prises clues ct custumccs.
0

POLITICAL SCIEXCE ,

[N. B .-Kot more than cigH or 1Jinc qrrcstions to be attcm~>tetl.]
'J'UF.SDAY, Mciy 27, 18.90-1:30-4:30 p. m.
1. 8how ho" far the views of Aristotle as to the origin of society arc confirmed by
rec ent investigators.
!Z. Discuss the importance of o!lucation as a, function of the sfate in ancient and
mo<lern times.
3. In what various ways has lcudalism a.risen in Enropo'l
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4. Compare tho attitudes of 1:11odern and ancient st.ates toward religious establishments. .
5. What modern constitution~l ideas may be traced to Roman orjgins
6. Show how the control of the public purse has affected the system of govc:;-n.
ment in the different states of mocfern Europe.
7. Examine Bluntschli's criticisms of English political forms and ideals.
8. Discuss the contrasts pointed out by B1untschli between a metlieval ancl a modern state.
9. "Between the various classes of a modern state, the balance of property determines the lrn,lauce of power." Discuss this proposition.
10. Show the main differences between the parliamentary government of Great
Britain an<l the constitutional governments of France and the German Empire, respccti vcly.
11. In what poiuts does the socialism of any modern theorist differ from that discussed by tho ancients 1
12. What safeguards are adopted in modern states against the <langors of clcmccl'acy, ancl ~vith what success?
CO:NSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

II,

WEDNESDAY, May 28, 1890-9-1-63 a. 'llt.
1. Wli at points were in dispute between Cha,r1es I and his :first three parli:uneuts f
How have any of those points been dealt with by subsequent legislation?
2. Describe in outline· the several constitutions under which England was governed l>etween the death of Charles I and the abdication of Richard Cromwell.
What principles or institutions that have since been in vigor originated nuder the
Commonwealt,h.
'
3. What effect has or had the demise of the Crown on the exi-,tence of Parliament
by constitutional doctrine or by statute law f In what instances has there been
some defect in the usual royal authoTity for holding a parliament, and how has the
case been dealt with f
4. At th_e date of the act of settlement, what persons were nearer the tbrone in
hereditary succession than the Princess Sophia, Describe and illustrate the part
which English sovereigns have personally played since that d~te, whether by the
exercise of legal prerogatives or by in:flueuce.
5. Trace the restraint or freedom of political writing from the beginnhlg of the
reign of Elizabeth to the present time, giving the most- important enactments bearing on it either directly or indirectly.
6. Ennmcrate the pri vilegcs of Parliament under appropriate heads, both as now
existing and as at any time claimed.
7. What conditions bas it been necessary at different times that a member of Pn.rliamcnt should satisfy, as to connection with his constituency, property, or religions
urlicn · Is any such condition necessary now, directly or indirectly f
8. Give a short account of the principal forms of municipal constitution in Engli h boroughs, before and since the municipal reform act of William IV, and of tho
vnrion franchises under which borough members of Parliament have l>e<m elcctou.
from the earli st times to the present.
9. Distinguish giving cxan11.>lcs of each, b etween Crown colonies, proprietary coloni , and ·olot1i1~s fnnn<l<>ll by simple emigration. What has been or is the relation
f <·ac·b la:. to th<' British Parliament in l egal theory, in constitutional theory, and
in pr- ,. ir.o ·
11 what doc!:i i dcpcud wlrn,t criminal and private civil law prevn.ils
in a colony"
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ESSAYS. •

[Write an essay on one of the following subjects.]
\.VED~ESDAY, May 28, 1890-1:30-4:30 p. m.
1. The contribution macle by chivalry to modern character and ethical doctrine.
2. Vox _popnli 1,ox Dei.
3. The differences between the East and \Vest in habits of thought and character
an<l in institutions.
4 . The political action of tho modern press in Europe.
5 . Tlie abiding inflneuces of race and speech, as shown in the religious divisions of
Europe.
6. L'Et(J,t c'est rnoi.
POLITiCAL ECOXO:\IY,

(N . Il.-Not more than eight or nine questions to bo attempted.]
J'HURSDAY, May 29, 1890-9-12 a. ni.
1. Define wealth; en nm era to the chief kinds or parts of national wealth and ot
individual wealth, and discuss how far national wealth coincides with the aggregate
of the wealth of individual citizens.
2. By what economists have (a) high rents, (b) high profits, or (c) tho balance of trade
been used as criteria of national prosperity f Discuss how far any of them afford
satisfactory means of measuring economic progress or decline.
3. Discuss, with illustrations from history, how far a rise·of prices is beneficial to
a nation .
4. Write a brief account of the controversy about the wages fund.
5. Explain wh at is meant by unproductive consumption, and show under what
circmnstances it is an economic evil.
6. State Ricardo's doctrine of rent, and discuss the question of its application to
the variations of medfawal rents.
7. Enl!merate the chief conditions that bring about a rapid increase of population.
How far, according to Malthus, is such increase an evil f
8 . What is meant by bimetallism f What difficulties arc there in tho way of introducing it f
9. Show precisely how the raising of the uank rate tends to affect the reserve in
the Ban k of England .
10. Distinguish different senses of "equality of taxation" and discuss whether a.
progressive income tax would be a good tax according to Adam Smith's four maxims.
11. On what different grounds has the imposition or maintena,nc~ of protective
t ariffs been advocated at different times f What arguments are used in favor of protection of manufactures (a) in the United States, (b) in Australia; and of protection
of agriculture in Ireland f Wonld any of the argumeuts alleged in these cases holcl
gooo. in the case of England,
12. DiscuRs how far capitalists (other than land-owners) in Engl:.tnd at present
monoplize the means of production so as to extort gain (a) from the lauorer, (b)
from the consumer.
GENERAL THEORY OF GOVERNl\IENT AND PRIXCIPLES OF L~TERNATIOXAL LAW.

(Not more th:m four questions in each part t<> be ;;;ttemptcd. Fold your answers to each part sep:uately .]

A.
TI-IURSDA Y, May 29, 1890-1:30- 4:30 p . 'Ill.
1. Define 1 according to Austin, "perfect legal obligations" and " imperfect legal

obligations in the sense of the Roman jurists," including the definition of all terms
which in the order of Austin's thought are to be first understood. What character
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does he-consider_that religious and moral obligations possess in common with legal
ones f In what sense does he use the term "duty."
2. Compare a representative democracy ·with monarchical, aristocratic, an<l. bureaucratic governments, with respect to the :political _skill which each is likely to exhibit.
Give examples.
3. State, as J. S. Mill gives them, the arguments for ::m<l. against a second chamber,
and on the best mode of composing one in England.
4. What conditions are necessary for the success of federal goYernmont, according
to the various degrees of closeness which the federal tie may assumef Give exrtmples. Wliat provisions,or ineans are there in the United States for enforcing obedience to Federal laws and judgments on the citizens of the several States.
5. Explain, with illustrations, "the separation of powers" and "administrative
la,v," as those terms are understood in France. Has the theory which they involve
ever been asserted in Englaml ~
·
6. How are the constitutions of Engla,nd and the United States respectively refated to law~ Does any general character belo~g to the rules which in England
arc called constitation_a l,

n.

1. ·what conditions were necessary to be fulfi1led in the European world before an
international law such as now exists could arise in iU When did the European
world begin to 11resen t such conditions i ·what sources antecedent to that time
have contributed to modern international lawf
2. Distinguish between complete recognition of a new state and recognition of
belligerent rights. What conditions are necessary for these respective stages of
recognition f Give examples.
3. How does a civilized sfate acquire title as against other civilized states, toterritory inhabited by savage or barbarous peoples f What rules were lai!i clown on
tha,t, subject, and on the acquisition of protectorates over such _peoples, by the African Conference of Berlin in 1,885 f And within what geographical limits were they
ueclared to be applicable f
4. How is war usually commenced f From what point of-time in the various cases
which may be put clo the legal consequences of a state of war run, (1) as between
the be1ligercnts; (2) as l)etween bellige:i;ents and neutrals f
5. ·w hat rules or principles limit the destruction of enemy's property, public or
pri vatc, (1) in places occupied by an invader; (2) in attacking places with a view to
occupation; (3) apart from occupation or attack with a view to occupation f
6. vV1.tat were the four points of the Declaration of Paris, 18561 State r;;hortly
how they differed from previous law, or were related to previo~1s controversies about
the law. What states have adhered to the Decfaration f Is it open for a state
which bas adhereJ. to the Declaration to withdraw from iU
ENGLAND UNDER ELIZABETII.

I.

FRIDAY,

May 30, 1890-9-12 a.m.

1. State th e terms of the treaty of Edinburgh and explain tho circumstances which
render •1l Mary nuwHling to ratify H.

2. D 'Scrib
Torfolk.

the circumstances which led to the condemnation of the Dnkc of
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6. N:1mo tho principal suitors for tho lrn,n<l. of Eliza.beth ancl discuss tho political
aims by which each was actuated.
7. Enumerate the chief c:1ses whore Elizn.both actively promotocl clisa:IToction
among the subjects of foreign powers, and describe her m ethods and results.
8. Explain the precise attitude and action with regarcl to the toleration (1) ol
Romanists; (2) of Protestant nonconformists ta.ken by (a) Eliza.beth; (b) Parlin.mont;
(c) Convocation; (d) John Knox.
9. Discuss hov,r the promulgation of the Bull against Elizabeth affected the different parties of Romanists in Engln.nd.
ENGLAND UNDER ELIZABETH. II.
:E'RID.A.1'., May 30, 1890-1:30-4:30 p. rn.
1. ·what are the sources of information clrnwn on by the compHem of the (a)
Parli'amentary History; (b) Harrison's Description f How far clo you regard them
as trustworthy'?
2. Discuss the ::rnthenticity and genuineness of the casket letfo:rs.
3. "The assembly intreat Mr. Garway to move his lordship no farther to u!ge the
employment of this gon,tleman (Sir E. '.Michelborne) and to give them leave to sort
their business with men of their own quality,
. lest the suspicion of the employment of gentlemen do drive a great number of the adventurers to withdraw their
contributions." (Court records of the East India Company.)
Distinguish the different classes of society in Elizabeth's time, and explain why
the East India merchants regarded the pres.once of gentlemen with alarm.
4. 'Mr. ·wiseman moved, "Three-poun<l land and u_ncler to pay 2s. 8cl. in the 11ouml,
and five-pound goods and uncler to pay ls. 8cl. in the pound, and double tenths and
:fifteenths ::ts soon as may be."
'Sir Robert ·wroth, "That four-pound land full subsidy and six-potmd goods fnll
subsidy might be paid to her majesty."
'Sir Francis Hastings moved, "That three-pound men might be exempted and all
others :1bove that rate to pay according to the rate to make up a foll subsidy.' 1
'Mr. Philipps moved, "That the four-pound men might be exempted, and foursubsidies received from tho rich, which should be termed a contribution beca.use it
might make no innovation."
Explain clearly the nature of each of these different pro_p osals.
5. Give some account of the encouragement to lit,erature and liternry men which
was afforded a.t Elizabeth's court.
6. (a.) What were the chief inducements to undertake a plantation'? (b) What
we1:e the chief obstacles to planting in Ireland i ( c) Give some account of tho experiment in }.-1\mstcr.

7. Draw :1 contrast between Cambridge life in the time of Elizabeth and at the
present time, as to (1) hours, meals, and recreations; (2) subjects of study and
modes of obtainiug a degree.
8. Discuss how far the Elizabethan cn.ptains advanced the work of discovery or
facilitated commerce by their expeditions.
·
9. "Hence the memory of Sfr Thomas Smith is highly to be honoure<l for promotin er
the net in 18 Eliz. whereby it was provided That a third part of the rent upon lease~
made by colleges should be reserved in corn, payable either in kind or money after·
th~ rato ~f the best prices in Oxford or Cambridge markets on the next market day
before Michaelmas and Lady Day. And tradition goes that the bill passed the
Houses before they were sensible of the good consequences of it." (Kennet, Parochial Antiquities.)
Explain carefully how this measure benefited the college property.

1-
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REIGNS OF AUGUSTUS AND TIBERIUS.

I.

SATURDAY, May 31, 1890-D-1~ a.• m.
1. Refate the life of M. Vipsanius Agrippa. How docs Velleius Paterculus charncferi½e him~
2. Give .so much of the chronology of Augustus as will show his personal campaigns, journeys, and residences, and the offices and titles which he held. [Tho
dates of all hi~ consulships are not expected.]
H. Give some account of Roman religion in the time of Augustus, and of his effort!
fo restore religion. Trace the growth of the cults of the emperor arnl of Rowa.
During the reigns now under consideration, were divine honors ever paid to any
living person except the emperor~
4. Pecuniam pro agris quos in consulatu mco quarto, et postea consulibus M.
Crasso et Cn. Lentulo augure, adsignavi militilms solvi municipis. Ea summ3,
sestcrtium circiter sexsiens milliens fuit quam pro Italicis prnedis nurneravi, et circitcr bis milliens et sescentiens quod pro agris provinci alibus solvi. Id primus et
solus onmium qui deduxerunt colonias militum in Ita lia aut in provincis ad memoriam
rotatis meae foci. Mon. Anc. (spelling of the monument). Translate this. What
were the dates of the consulships meniioned t In what provinces wero the colo_nics
r eferred to settled f What became of Antony's soldiers after the battle of Actium ~
5. :Describe the arrangements which Augustus made for the police and the other
ci vie administration of Rome, and contrast them with the previous state of things.
6. Name the principal authors whose works, written under Augustus or 'l'ibcrins,
h ave come down to us. In what relations did any of them stand to leading roht.ic::i1
personages f Compare the · literature of the reign of Augustus "\Vith those of tho
periods immediately preceding and following.
7. Draw a map of Germany from the Meuse to the Elbe and from the Drmuhc to
the North Sea, showing the relative positions of the principal tribes ancl Roman
stations. Over which tribes clid Germanicus celebrate bis trinmph f Why was it,
in your opinion, tha.t the Romans did not permanently establish themselves as far as
the Elbe!
8. Leges retractavit et quasdam ex integro sanxit, ut surntnarimn, de a.dnlteri!s ct
de pudicitia, de ambitu, de maritanclis ordinibus. Hane cum ali1pwnto scverius
qun,m ceteras emendasset, prae tumultu recusantium perferre non r>otuit, nisi adem ta.
demmn lenitave parte pocnarum, et vacatione triennii data auctis(]_uc praemii · Sic
quoque abolitionem ejus 1rnblico spectaculo pertinaciter postnlanto cquite, accitos
Germ,1Dici liberos, receptosque partim ad se partim in patris grcminm, ostentavit,
manu vultuque significans ne gravarentur imitari juvenis exemplmn. Cumque
etiam immaturitate sponsarnm et matrimoniorum crebra mutatioue vim legis cludi
sentiret, temp us sponsas babendi coarctavit, divortiis modum imposuit. (Suetouius,
Oct., c. 34.)

'Q r J' ovv {3peq>1j TlVE( lyyvtJµtVOl rur uh nµar TGJV ytyaµ7J1COTCJV tKaprrovVTO TO ot t())·OV
aVTGJII av rrape£xovro , rrpoaf:ra(e µ'T/OEµfo.v lyyv7JV lax_vuv µd)' rJII ovcle ovoiv iroiv cJteAHov,t.JV
yaµ,,aet nr. TOVTtOTl OEKeTlll 1rUVTt.Jr lyyvila0at TOV ye n an' u,vrijr ano'i,avaovrn . rSCJOcKa yitp
rali: Kopa1r tr T~V TOV yaµov f:Jpa11 eT1J 'TCA7/P1/, Ka0urrep EL1TOV, voµ[(erat. (Dio Cassius, Hist.

Rom., lib. 5-1, c. 16.)
Translat , the. e pas~mg<'s.
fontion any methods oth r than leg islatiou which Auguslu took for th improvcm ut of morals.
TIIE I EIG." OF CIIARLES TIIE GREAT.

1.

I.

SAT · 1rnAY, May 31, 1890-9-12 a. m.
'11ar1cs 11<' <'Cd in reviving the empir in tho
st.
'liatlc.s' polir·y towar<l tho fohammeua11 powc·rs? How far was it

no · far clir1

,v

in (a) th c 11tral (b) tho local administration of bis realm were
out lJ • 'had• t
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4. Explain the political and religious position of the Gallican hiernrchy during
Charles' reign.
5. Note the chamcteristics of the Caroline revival of letters in Gaul.
6. In what w:1ys did Charles attempt to bring the Saxons under his soyeroignty
and control~ Compare his policy with that of English kings and Roman emperors
towanl similar foes.
7. How far wore the political position and divisions of medimval Germany a result
of Charles' reign f
8. vVhat charnctcristics of the legendary Charlemagne are to be fonncl in tl:e
Charles of llistory '?
9. "Tho Holy Roman empire is the creation of the Papacy." Criticise this rcm rll':'.-i: .
EUitOPE DURING THE REIGN OF FREDEnICIC THE GREAT. I,
SATURDAY)

lYiay 31, 1890-9-L'B a.

111,,

1. ·what do you know of the steps by which Prnssia had attained the position
which she occupied in 1740'? What were her relations with otller powers and in
what estimation was she held at the time of J<.,re<lerick's accession'?
2. Sketch the history of the first and second Silesia;u wars, showing (by maps, if
possible) the position ,of the most important battlefields and of besieged towns.
Where are Dettingen and Fontenoy, and what events brought English armies to
those places l
3. Wlrnt part was ta,kcn by Russia in the seven years' war, and why was not the
assistance which she gave to Austria more efficient f
4. Examine the motives of French policy during the first twenty-three years of
Frederick's reign, and account for its oscillations. What effect did it protluce in
Europef
5. Frederick remarks, "Le corps Gerrnaniqne est puissant, si vous considerez cos
rois, ces 6lecteurs et la foule des souverains qui le composent; il est faible si vons
arretez votl'e attention stu Jes intcrets diffcrents et opposes les uns a,ux autres qui le
divisent." Comment on the :tbove, and give some account of the constitution of the
Empire in the eighteenth century. How was it modified by the establishment of
the Fi.irstcnbund, and what was Frederick's policy with regard to that league f
6. Frederick has been called a forerunner of the French Revolution and of Na,polron. In what respect is this true of him f Can the same be said of any other
sovereigns of his time, and to what extentf
7. State accurately (by means of a map, if possible) the portions of Poland acquired by the neighboring powers in the first partition. "\Vas there any justification
for the actf How was Turkey affected by it, and how did she show her intorestl
8. Draw a contrast between French aml German culture in the days of Frederick.
Who were the chief literary figures in Europe during his reign, and what do you
know of them~
~- (ci) Give some account of the internal condition of France, or of Italy and
Spain during this period. (b) '' L'Europe cntiere," says Voltaire, "ne vitgncre luire
uc plus beaux jours que de1nis la paix d' Aix.-la-Chapelle jusque vers Fan 1755.''
Discuss this statement.
I:.EIGNS OF AUGUSTUS AND TIBERIUS.
SATURDAY, May 31, 1890-1:30-4:30.
1. What was the state of the imperial family at the death of Augustus f How was
Tiberius namecl in the will of Augustus f What official positions did he then occupy f
And in what further positions was he placed, and how, in order to complete bis succession to .A..ngustus f
•
2. What parts of the Roman Empire were in possession of the Roman franchise in
the times of Augustus and Tiberius, either fully or with any restriction of the rights
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conferred by iU Of whom were the socii and auxilia serving in the Roman armies
composed f Arc both of these classes met with during the reigns under consideration 1
3. What are our original authorities for the reigns of Augustus and 'fiberiusi
Which parts of these reigns are not covered by those authorities respectively, or by
the extant portions of them f What authorities which have perished are known to
~ave been in tho hands of Tacitus and his contemporaries, How is the character of
Tibcrins treated by our cxtront authorities, respectivolyf
4. Rol:1te the life of Agrippina. In what language does Tacitus describe her character,
5. Kf!,IC TOVTOV !Wt arparr;yo'l KOL of;µap'i(Ol neptfoxov avruv U7r(.J(; µ~ avvrap{i;1J n ltc1r71c5f;aar;,
tyrrep 1ravn,1r; UV l1rrnOl1JKel el Kar' ap';(ar; Wpo<;J TlVi, a1wvaµan lrrt:1rlt7/KTO. vvv oe TO Tf ud
uvaytv(.JGK<iµevov <J(; Kat KOV</>OV Kat µovov av rrapopf;.JV, Kat µaAl(JTU, µev µr;cl'tv (J,A/.o, el cle µ11,
uf;TOtye Kat UVrJK.eGTOV Tl lrrcuTClABlll ?Tept avrov lArrt((,Jv, OlerpU3r; Kat /C(/,Tct ;ctipav eµetVe , tqlv
TOVT<;J 1rpoaKa11,eaa11tvov ab,ov roiJ 'Pr;yov11,ov ovx vrrf;tCOVGev, ovx OTl vrrepe<f>pov71rnv, ~cJ7/ yup
lTf7ll7if:lV(,JTO, aAA' OTl lif;&r;r; rofi rrpoarurrea0a£ Tl 7JV. <J(; de Kat devrepov /Wl rpfrov ye ll(elVOV
l,u(3of;aar; oi, Kal TrJV xeZpa U,1.1,(!, t'KTellJar;, clrre "'2-r;i:rwe Oevpo l?.Be," lrrr;ptJri]<JeV avrov avro
TOVTO " lµe IWt,eZr:;" bipe o' ovv rrore avaaruv,l aim;, Kat b AU1'(.JV lrmad0i)v 1rpoafor71. (Dio

Cassius: Hist. Rom., lib. 58, c. 10.)
Translate·this. If Sejanns had gone out, whore was it feared that he would betake himselH Who were Regulus and Lacof On which of our authorities does t~e
statement rest that Sejanus had engagecl in a conspiracy for the murder of Tiberius~
6. Relate the affairs of Armenia ancl of the Parthian Empire during the reigns
uncler consideration, so far as they were connected with Rome.
7. What changes were made in the government of Judrea at the death of Herod
the Great, ancl within a few years afterwards, During the reigns of Augustus and
Tiberius what were the political condition and organization of the Jews, and their
immunities, in different . parts of the Empire other than Judrea, and what changes
took place in the policy of the government with regard to them 1
8. What do you know about the following persons: M. JEmilius Lepidus (not tho
triumvir of that name), C. Asinius Gallus, L. Arruntius, Tacfarinas, Maroboduus,
Julius Sacrovir !
TIIE REIGN OF CIIATILES TilE GREAT. II.
SATURDAY, May 31, 1890-1:33-4:90. p. m,.
1. Translate and explain the following passages:
(1) In quibus ad aures uestra.e rcgalis potentiae intimantes, innotescimus de Constautinopolitanae partibus: eo qua,d in finibus eius gens Persarum innadentes atque
cl precfantes uencrunt usquc in loco quod di.citur Amoria, sexigesimo miliario einsdem ciuitatis Constantinopolitanae. Vnde et praedam magnam comprehcndentcs
sccnm dctnlerunt. Et sicut audiuimus atque fama fertnr thius regis Pcrsarum princcps et dux cxercitui nofan<lissimi ipsorum oxistebat. Qui dum rencrsus fnissct cum
iniqua uictoria, elatus in superbia mentitus est proprio nepto suo; et ab einsdcm ox. rcito factns eat rex Persarum. Et infra Perae tumultuantea pugnarc ad inuiccm pro
n pot et thio dicuntur,
(2) IJlos u ro -procaccs ac ercticos homin , qui tnam aubncrtcre nituntnr ortho<loxam ficl met un<liqu to coartantes angustiaa et uarias tempestates seminant, apostolico inc1n1 n l)T pto simulque apostolicis inlmtus disciplinis seu saluberrimis crthrHln . ae iillci an tornm patrum ropl tus institutis, eos, qui tnis nolnerint amplect r · r ' l ficl i pr cli ationilm , post unam ct secnudam admonition em seu incrcpaion_nu. ~ n<1uam tlmico et puplica.nos deputa.ns, hal>cto pro nihilo eornm iufruni10 . 11h. s.
(:3) Porro iu ip i r ••al apic:ilms u ;·tris re£ rcl>a,tur: quocl Oifa gen tis Anglorum
r 111. tra i lir ·.· i •t r gali .. ·,, 11 ntiae si:,_'1.1ificapdum incliculum, ut a.liqui emuli
t i ac
tra apost hca. ue tigia iudicar ·ut, quod idem Offa rcx uobis aug-
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gcrcret, ut per suum, sc1Iicct au hortationem atque su:1.sioncm nos a sede sancta dignitatis nostrae-quod absit-eicere deberemini et alium ibidem de gente uestra institueremini rectorcm: quod ualde nefandissimum ac contrarium in oculis uestrae
apparuit scrip tum: ~t hoc omnino falsum esse a uestm . cxcellentia pro certissimae
di)J.oscitur
(4) Vnde <lecus regni factis et nomen amic:is
auxerat extcrnis regibus et populis,
ex quibus unus erat Hadefonsus nomine dictus
qui rex Asturiae Galliciaeque fuit,
qui, <lum legatos et munera mitteret illi,
man<labat dici se proprinm Caroli.
Scottorum reges ipsum dominmn uocitab::mt
ac se subicctos ipsins et faruulos.

(5) Post susceptnm imperiale nomen cum aducrterct multa lcgibus populi sui
deesse-nam Franci duas babent leges in plnrimis locis ualde diuernas-cogitauit
quae deerant addere et discrepantia unire, prana quoqnc ac pcrperam prolata corrigere. Sed de his nihil aJiud ab e1> factum est, nisi quod pauca capitula, et ea irnperfectai legibus al1didit. Omnium tamen nationum, quae sub eius dominatu erant,
iura, quae scripta non erant, describere ac litteris man<lari fccit. Item barbara et antiquissima carminU> quibus ueterum regum actus et bclla caneba.ntur scripsit memoriaeque mandauit. Inchoauit et grammaticam patrii sermonis.
.
2. Gi vo an account of the m:1terials at the disposition of the Poeta Saxo and illustra.te his use of thorn.
3. Show from the Capitularics the legal treatment of the Saxons by Charles. On
what principles, religious and political, docs it r est1
4. Sketch the sta.to of lancl-tennrein Gaul in Charles's reign, as it is witnessed to by
the Ca,pitularies.
5. Not to be translated:
In Vesontio quae est diocesis Beruoini archiepiscopi, Heimouius episcopus et l\icnogaldus comes. In Mogontia quae est diocesis Heistulfi archiepiscopi idem Heistuifus episcopus et Ruodbertus comes. In Treuiris Hetti archeipiscopus et Adalbertus
comes. In Colonia Hadaboldus archiepiscopus et Eemundus comes. In Remis Ebo
archiepiscopus quando poterit, et quando ci non licuorit Ruothadus episcopus eius
uice, et Hruotfriclus comes sint super sex uidclicet comitatus, id est Remis, Catalonis, Suessionis, Siluanectis, Beluacus et Laudunum: super quatuor uero episcopatus
qui au eandem diocesim p ertinent id est Nouiomacensem, Ambianensem, Tarnanensem ct Camaraccnsem, Ragnarius cpiscopus ot Berengarius comes. Senoncs Hiero- mias archiepiscopus et Donatus comes. Rothomagum Willibertus archicpiscopus et
Ingobertus comes. Turones Landramnus arcbiepiscopus ct Hruoclbertus comes.
Lugdunum Tarantasfa et Vienna Albcricus episcopus et Rihhardus comes.
Identify the places in the above passa,ge. Give an account (with sketch map if
possible) of the provinces ecclesfostical un<lcr Charles's rnle. At what date was this
commemoratio issued!
6. Explain the terms pagenses, wargida, waclium, b::wga, haribannator, homo
denarialis, homo cartularius, ad mallum lcgibus mannitus, marcha, centc1rnrius,
indices, l:l.tro forbannitus.
7. Give some account of tho plans of Charles for the future settlement of his realm.
On wl1at principles did such settlements restf
8. Explain the manner and method by which laws and onlinances were made and
issued under Charles.
9. What general provisions were made and maintained by Charles for (1) frontier
defense, (2) general polic~, (3) control ancl punishment of criminons clerks f Com.
pare and contrast his regulations on these points with those of our Henry II.
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EUP.OrE DUnING THE REIGN OF FREDERICK THE GilEAT.

II,

SATURDAY, May 31, 1890-1:30-4:$0 p. m.
1. Criticise ::i:nd compare the respective value of the original authorities specified
for this period. Enumerute the historical works of Frederick the Great, and state
what you kno,v of his manner of composition, and of the differences between the
earlier ancl later editions.
2. State the reasons ancl justifications alleged by Frederick (a) for attacking
Austria in 1740, (b) for making the peace of Breslau, (c) for taking the offensive in
, 1756. How far do you consider the reasons genuine and the justifications sufficienH
3. -Can you illustrate from Frederick's works any of the peculiarities of his character, or his views on religion, philosophy and other subjects f
4. Transfate and explain the following passa.ges:
(ci) "Le grand-clue fut elu le 13 de Septembre, au gre de lu, reine d'Hongrie et du
roi d' Angleterre. C'etait alors a savoir s'il me convenait mieux de recounaitre le
rfouvel empereur .
ou de rompre enticrement en visiere a ce prince, en cleclarant que je reconnaitrais ni l'election ni l'elu." ·what course <lid Frederick take
on the occasion referred to~
(b) "Jnmais campagnc n'avait etc plus feconde en revolutions subites de la
fortune que celle que nous venous de decrire (sc. cell<:: de 1757)." Describe these
r evolutions.
(c) "Sept annecs de guerre contre prcst1ne toutes les puissanccs de 1'.Europe
avaient i1 peu pres epuise l es finances cle l'etat: la Prusse, les proYinces du Rhin et
celle de la \Vestphalie, de meme que l'Ostfrise n'a;yant pu etre defondues, ctaient
tombees au pouvoir des ennemis .
t.andis que la Pomcranie, l'electorat et lcs
con:fins cle la Siles ie etaient occupes pendant une partie cle la carnpagne par lcs Russes, etc." What and where are the districts mentioned f ·vvhat measures did Frederick take to relieve the finances and to oblitcmte the effects of the \Yad
5. Expla.in and comment on the following passages:
(a) "I am sorry I can not send your lordship a copy of the covenant and capitulation which His Prussian Majesty has made with the King of Poland, but the substance of them is . . ." (Mitchell to Holclcrnesse, October; 1756.) Give the circumstances and terms of this capitulation.
(b) "His Prussian Majesty then made a comparison of tho battle of Liegnitz with
that of Rossbach." (Mitchell to Newcastle, August, 1760.)
(c) "As this is the last dispatch that it will fall to my share to write to you in
quality of secretary of state, I think it necessary, and especialJy as Parliament is
upon the point of breaking up without :my grant of snhsi<ly, as in the former years,
to tl1e King of Prussia, to enable you to justify the King's conduct from any misapprehcn ions or misrepresentations of wbat has passed in that affair .
." (Bute
to Mitchell, May, 1762.) Give the substance of Lord Bute's explanations.
6. Enumerate tl10 chief negotiations in which Sir James Harris was concerned
during this period. What light do his letters throw on the character of Catherine
II, of the principal 11crsons at her court, and of Russian politics in general f
7. Explain and comment on the following passages:
(ct) "I am now to peak to you of the most material. _part of my instructions, to
that most unclouuted mark of lli Majesty' friend hip for Her Imperial Majesty, in
off •rirw to C'ecl' to h r, on tho most easy terms, the Islauu of Minorca." (Harris to
tormout, 1ar h, 17 1.)
(b) '' I houhl b glacl to b ar your sentiments on the demolition of the barrier
t , · n .. " (Jlani.- to Fitzl,erbcr t, Ia ', 17 2.)
(c) 'l,'h p~·incipal ·an of my failur was attributable to the very awkward
an ,~rm" 111 ·h" r,·pli d to tlw famou neutral d ·laration of Februarv, 17 O."
~Harn_ > :mntham, Auguat, 1782.) What had been Sir J. Hurris's advice 1· gardl ;; Una 11altcrf
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8. Give the chief stipulations of the conventions of Klein-Schnellendorf and
Kloster-Seven, and of the treaties of Breslau, Ftissen, Versailles (1756), Hubertsburg,
and Fontainebleau (1785).
9. Translate and comment on the following passages, stating from what t_reaties
they are taken:
(a) "L'Ile de Minorquc scra restituce a Sa Majeste Brifonnique, ainsi que le Fort
St. Philippe, dans le mcme ctat ou ils se sont trouves lorsque la conquete en a cte
faite par les armes du Roi Trrs-Chretien."
(b) "Sa Majeste l'Imperatrice de toutes les Russies voulant par un effot de sa
moueration 6ter jusqu'aux prctextes de desunion entre lu, Nation Polonoise, consent
quo dorcnav::rnt lcs Nobles Grccs-unis et Dissidens soyent exclus .d u Scnat et du
Ministere de la couronne et de .Lithnanie."
(c) "Tousles peuples Tartares, ce1u d_e la Crimee, du Budgfac, du Kuban, etc., .
seront reconnus par les deux Empirc8 pour na.tions libres et independantes."
(cl) "Les hautcs Puissances contractantcs et mediatrices , du present Traite sont
conYenucs de ga.ra,ntir a toutc la Maison Palatine, et nommement a la ligne de Birkcnfeld, les Traites et Pactes de Famille de 1766, 1774 et 1771 .
ainsi que l'acte
signe anjourd'hui entre le Screnissime Elccteur Pala tin et M. le Due des Deu:s:-P(;mts."
WIIEWELL SCHOLARSHIPS,
HISTORY OP INTERNATIONAL LAW,

[You are only to attempt three questions in each part; and the answrrs in eacl1 part are to to folded
iuto a separate bundle.]
TUESDAY,
PART

June 3, 1890-9-12 a. 1n.

I.

1. State folly the reasons for trenting the peace of ·westphalia as an imporbnt era
in the history of international ln,w.
2. State vVolff's views as to the source and limits of obligation between states.
\Vhat has been their subsequent fortune f And how do they bear on the ascerfainment of the rules of international law f
3. "The practice of a belligerent power prohibiting all trade with an enemy is of
very ancient elate." (Twiss.) Tracethesteps bywhichsuchgeneral prohibitions, as
affecting neutrals, branched into the laws of blockade and contraband of war, and
were limited to those branches.
4. Trace summarily the history of the title to territory by discovery. Can that
title be still in any way appealed to, in any part of the world'
PAUT

II.

1. \Vritc a 1Jricf historical ncconnt of the mcwe clausurn and mare aperturn controversy. Are there any signs of a revival of it in the present dayf
2. "One chief reason why, on the whole, naval usages ate reasonable and humane
is, that the belligerents were checked by the neutrals. In land wars a neutral can
only affect proccediugs to which he objects by taking part in the strife; but from the
very first the belligerent maritime powers were prevented from going to the full
lengths of predatory destructiveness by the authority of prize courts." (Maine.)
Discuss this.
3. Trace the gradual growth of tbe various kinds of diplomatic representatives
and point out the motives at work in the creation of fresh classes of such agents
from time to time. What difficulties attended the attempt to classify them by
international agreement, and how were these overcome f
'
4. Endeavor to estimate the effect produced upon the laws of war by the career of
each of the following commanders : Marlborough, Frederick the Great, Na:polcon.
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FOilEIGN RELATIONS.

TUESDAY, Jitne 3, 1890-1:30-4:SO p. m,,
1. ·what were the causes of the war of 1780 between England and HoJla.n d f How
was Holland treated in that wa,r by the powers of th e armed neutrnlityi And
what was its result to herf
·
2. Sketch the relations between the Christian powers and the Porto during the
period of 1764-1815. Could it have been said at that time, as it was said in the .
treaty of Paris, 1856, that-the Porte was admitted to the ad vantages of the European
concert, and that violations of the hltegrity of the Ot'toman Empire were questions
of general interestf
3. Discuss the question whether Austria, Russia, and England, respectively, were
guilty of rrovoking the war of the French Revolution by wrongful intervention or
menace of intervention. What were the attitudes of the different parties m Franco
towar.ds that war clown to the end of 1792f
4 Enumerate- the new states which were set U}) by French arms during the republica.n and Napoleonic periods, and state out of what territories they were formed and
wha,t b ecame of them.
5. ·what were the provisions of the treaty and convention of Bayonne, May, 1808,
and the events and intrigues which led up to them f
6. Describe the currents of opinion and policy which divided Germany during the
revolntiona,ry and Napoleonic p eriods. How far did Napoleon avail himself of any
of them f In what respects did tbe settlement of Germa,ny in 1815 disappoint Stein i
7. What were the causes of the "ar of 1812 between England and the United
Stn,tcs? ·
8. ComJ?r~re the motives which determined the Ilolitica,l grouping of the European
st:1tcs at the beginning and end of the period 1764.-1815.
NoTE.-In question 3 for Russin, rea<l. Prussia.
PRESENT

RULES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW.

vVEDNESDAY, Jime 4, 1890-9-lfJ a. r11,.
1. "Bnlgari~ is constituted an autonomous and .tributary principality under the
suzerainty of His Imp~rial Majesty the Sultan."-Treaty of Berlin, 1878. What
authority or precedent is there for the interpretation of suzerainty i What 1·ights
have been recognized as belonging to Bulgaria under this clause f Do the capitulations between the Porte :ind the Christain powers, as to the status of the subjects of
the latter, still apply in BuJgariaf
2. On wh:tt circumstances is jurisdiction in criminal matters deemed to be founded i
What authority to punish foreigners for things done outside the territory is assumed
by different st:1tes f The extradition of an accused person being claimed by different governments for tho same fact,and the government of the territory in which he
is found also claiming authority to try llim for tha,t fact, discuss the order of priority,
as depending on the grounds of jurisdiction, in which those claims ought to stnnd.
3. What action ontside its tenitory, in the nature of self-defense, is p rmitted to a
state in time of peac i Relate the cases of the Caroline and of tho Virginius, and
d.iscnss tho right of the panioh Government to try the crew of the fatter by courtmar ial.
4: an diplomatic arr nts claim any rights at the hands of government to
whi h th Y ar not er dited, whether enemy rrovernments or those of third stat s
Wh_
a . ha.v_ t~cre been on th subject'i Wha.t is the po ition of tho memper of
11 <lipJo_tIL'\tl · mii; 1 n wh is subj ·t of the Gov rnrn nt to which the mission is
acer iltt 11 ·
nil what ri1rht h .- tha.t Government ith r •o·ard to him f
. 11 t ir
anc · d
the ncmy character of p r:on or property depend
1
•
of ~r!z c m-ts ·
i ingni h b tw u <l.omici1c a.s Ull(lerstood in those
anil 1\01111 ·11 • nncl
t 1~l Ill
· privat,
.
·
b
.
. ·
·,
law, and mention any differences in the
tit ' 111 ch 1 sult fr 1ll the distinction
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6. According to the deofaration drawn up at the Brussels conference of 1874, what
11re the conditions entitling voluntary combatants to the application of the laws ofwar in districts respectively occupied or not occupied by the enemy~ And what test
did the same declaration apply to such occupation, How far were tho conditions so
laid down in advance of previous pmctice? Has a private ship attacking an enemy's
ship of war any analogous rights f
7. Do the penalties for carrying contraband of war apply to a neutral who carries
it in order to assist tho enemy in a war with a third power in which the neutral is
his allyf vVhat was the case of the Cornmc.;.·ccn, a.nd what were the different judgments pronounced in it, and oy whom f
.8. A vessel captured by the enemy is taken into a neutral port, and her restitution
is there d ecreed by the neutral jurisdiction on the ground of a violation of its neutrality in her capture. 'While lying in the neutral po:ct she is condemned as good
prize by the prize court of the captor's state, which takes a different view of the
facts ,,vith regard to the allegecl violation of neutrality. To whom ought the courts
of a third state to regard h er as belonging, in the different suppositions which may
be 1rnt as
the order of dates in the action?

to

PRESENT HULES 0 1!' INTERNATIO:N"AL LAW.
, WED~ESDAY, June 4, 1890-1-4 p. ?n.
1. What is meant by the expression "the family of nations" f How may states
gain admission into this family, and in what respects does their position after they
have been received as members of it differ from their position b efore f
·
2. The plenipotentiaries assembled in conference at Vienn a in 1815 d eclared with
regard to the abolition of the slave trade that "they were anin:iated with the sincere
desire of concurring ju the most prompt and effectual execution of this measure by
all the means at their disposal." How fn,r and by what me~ns has their desire been
fulfilled f
3. Explain the nature of reprisals, giving recent instanc es of their use, and showing how they differ from actual war.
4. Point out clearly the difference between the l egal positions of a neutral mail
steamer, carrying only duly certified mail-bags, and an ordinary neutral m erchantman, whose captain has b een induced by the known agent of one of the belligerents
to carry a dispatch for him. What special indulgences have been grnnted to mail
steamers in recent wars f
5. vVhat remedy or r emedies has a neutral state if tho rules laid down by its governm ent as to the stay of neutral vessels in its ports and the nature and extent of
the supplies th.ey may obtain thetein are disrega];(led by a belligerent vessel f
G. Enumerate tho various ways in which intercourse of a nonhostile eharn.cter
may take place between belligerents (a) under the ordinary rules of warfare, (b) by
special permission from the commanders, ( o) by special permission from the sovereign .
7. Embody in the form of instructions to naval officers what you deem to be the
. proper rules with regard to the protection of British subjects in foreign ports in case
of disturbances in the social order of the districts where they reside.
8. Distinguish clearly_ between arbitration, mediation, and intervention, giving
h:storical examples.
PROBLEMS, DISPUTED POINTS, AND PilOPQSED CHANGES.

[You are only to attempt three questions in each· part; ancl the answers in each part are to be folded
into a separate bundle.)
THURSDAY,
PART

June 5, 1890-9-12 a.

ni.

I.

1. In what ways docs it happen that there are persons whose national character
is disputed, or who are not claimed by any state as its subjects f What are the bases
on which you think it most probable that a general agreement might be obtained,
obviating the inconveniences which arise from these causes f
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2. Assuming that, by the negotiations between England ancl Rnssia m 1875-76,
(1) England reserved her entire liberty of action with regard to Afghanistan in every
case. (2) Russia agreed that Afghanistan should remain outside her sphere of action.
(3) Both England aucl Russia reserved their entire liberty of action with regarcl to
what they might, respectively, deem necessary for their security. Explain fully the
rights and duties of England with regard t9 Afghanistan, and coin.pare the position
with that created by a. protectorate under the general act of the African conference of
Berlin.
3. Prof. Lueder says: "The laws of war permit such exercise of force as the
object of war requires, and forbid its further and unn ecessary exercise." Can any
principle be maintained which would restrain the exercise of force in war within
narrower limits than _these f Discuss the measures, depending on the answer, which
a hostile power might take against England.
4. State the practice and discuss the rightfulness of pacific blockades, (1) as between the blockaders and blockaded, (2) as between the blockaders and third
powers.
PART

II.

1. Endeavour to ::1,&s1gn an exact meaning to the phrase "sphere of influence"
as applied to a district not under the direct government of any civilized state, noting
especially the relations established in respect of it (a) between the power which
exercises influence over it and other civilized powers, and (b) between that power
and the tribes who inhabit it.
2. There has been a tendency in recent wars of any importance for one or other of
the belligerents to complain of the trade in contraband of war carried on by neutral
merchants with its adversary, and to argue that such trnde, when it takes place on a
large scal e, should be stopped by the neutral Government. State the rules of international law on this subject and discuss tho advisability of altering them.
3. A public armed vessel is lying in a port of a friendly state. A member of the
crew, seeing a political refugee chased in the streets, r escues him from a mixed mob
of police, soldiers, and rabble, and brings him off to the ship. The local authorities
immediately demand from the captain the surrender of the refugee and his rescuer.
What course ought the captain to takel
4-. Discuss the utility of international conferences regar<l.ecl as a means of settling
disputes without war.
POLITICAL PIIILOSOI'HY AXD POLITICAL ECONtnfY.

[Not ruorothan three questions in each part of tho paper should bo:mswored.]

I.
'l'IIURRDAY, June 5, 1890-.t:30- 4:30 p .m.
1. "Constitutions are not mafle; they grow." Diacnss the trnth of this, aying.
2. Does the influence exercised by great statesmen ou the fate of rn1,tions increase
or decrease in the course of modern history'?
3 . .Assuming the general rules that men should be bound by law to fulfill their
agreements and that states sboulll be bound by international law to fnl:fi.11 their
tr aties, discuss the xccptions to these rules., and con. iclcr how far the law of contra ·t ouo-ht to be a mo<lel for the international law of treaties.
i ens. "th .<1nal lib rty of all" as a political ideal.
f>. Propo. ea clcfiuition of" civilization" and examine tho common beli f tlrnt the
• i. tin~ civilize,1 sta.t 8 arc '1 ! tinc,l to be ome yet more civiliz d.
G. 1111 trat th· ~·· rinu rn •t!iod of politic·tl scieni-e by arguing th• question
r a 1~ ·mocr~tic 01· a mouarchical state is the more likely to pursue a. conai ut foreign pohcy.
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II.
1. "Anything can be proved by statistics." Disct..ss this saying, and illustrate the
use and abuse of statistics in economic argument.
2. "The best lands in Indiana are probably as fertile as the best lands in East
Lothian, and yet they yield uo surplus in the shape of rent to the proprietors; nor
will they ever yield any unless inferior lands be taken into tillage."
Upon the above remark the following criticism has been made: "This is the Ricardiau theory of rent pushed into sheer nonsense. Can any person believe that if,
in any country, all land were of equal fertility, no rent would be exigible, but that
in case a piece of land less fertile than that already existent were added or reclaimed,
rent would immediately arise F
'
Give your opinion as to the truth of the remark and the soundness of the criticism.
3. "But for war and the necessity of being prepared for war, all nations would
long ago have adopted the principle of free trade." Criticise this statement.
4. State briefly the theory of international value~.
5. Does .it seem to you that political economy is at the present time a progressive
science'? In what u.irections and by what methods is it likely to make furthe~ p~ogress '?
·
6. "Labor, therefore, it appears evidently, is the only universal, as well as the only
accurate measure of value, or the only standrtrd by which we can compare th~ ~alues
of different commodities at all times aucl at all places."-(A<lam Smith.) Discuss
this passage.
X.-EXAMINA'l'ION FOR CALL TO THE TIAR HELD IN THE INNS OF
COURT IN LONDON,

1886,

Tb.e foregoing examination questions from Cambridge are nscd to
secure academic degrees and prizes.
The following questions are asked by the inns of the court, the only
official authority for admission to the bar in England. To the bar examinations all law students must submit, regardless of academic degrees acquired at universities. It is most interesting to compare these
questions with the ones submitted in Cam bridge. They r.evca,1 a difference in grade and character which is quite in harmony with the institutions from which they emanate. The answers to the questions on
Roman law and common law have been prepared by W. D. Edwards,
barrister at law; those on equity and real and personal property by A.
D. Tyssen, barrister at law.
GENERAL EXAMINATION FOR CALL TO

nm

BAR HELD' IN TUE INNS OF Covr.T IN

ENGLAND . .
Tr.INlTY EXAMINATION,·

1886-SUDJECTS

OF EXAMINATION,

GENERAL EXA?111NATION.

Tlle Law of Real and Personal Prope1·ty.-The elementary principles of the law of
re al and personal property, and the settled 1::tncl acts, with reference chiefly to the
treatises of Mr. Joshua Williams and Mr. Goodeve on those subjects.
Equity.-(l) Trusts; (2) specific performance; (3) mortgages.
Comrnon Law.-The elementary principles of (1) the law of contracts; (2) the law
of torts; ancl (3) the crimiual law, with reference chiefly to Mr. B;oom's Commentaries, seventh edition, 188-1; and (4) the procedure in the Queen's bench division of
the high court of justice, wiili rP,ferencc to Eook 1 of tho same work.
ED
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Roman Lt'.lw.- Institutes· of Justinian, Books I and n; Book III, title 13, to the
end of the book; Book IV, titles 1 to 5, inclusive.
Examin[ttion for Sti1clentships.-(l) Institutes of Gaius and Institutes of Justinian;
(2) Digest: rr, titles XIV, "De Pactis," ancl xv, "De Transactionibus;" (3) history
of Roman ln.w; (4) principles of jurisprudence, with special reforence to the writings of Bentham, Austin, an.cl Maine; (5) clements of international law ; (6) principles of priva,tc international law,
E:XA~II:NATION PAPERS-WITH ANSWERS SUBJOIXED TO EACII QC:CSTION,
TI.EAL AND PETISO:NAL PRO.PERTY-PASS PAPER,

[Answer the questions concisely.]

Q. 1. Describe and distinguish the vnrious kinus of conditional estates,
A. The expression "conditional estates" is not a recognized technical legal expression, but the words conditional and condition are used with a techinal meaning
in the following cases:
(1) At common iaw it c.:1me to be held that a gift to one and the heirs of his body,
'a,nd some other similar expressions, gave to the donee a fee simple conditional, the
condition being that if he had issue he could alienate the land in fee simple, bnt as
long as he had no issue he could only alienate it for his life. This lu.w was altered as
to freehold lands by the statute De d.onis concUtionalibus, which enacted in effect that
such a gift should confer an estate tail in the futll.l'e. But as to copyhold la.nds
in manors, where there is no custom to entail, a surrender fo the u se of one and the
heirs of his body still gives a customary fee simple conditional, with the power of
alienation above mentioned.
(2) At common law it was lawful to make a grant or lease upon a condition, the
effect of which was that if the condition was broken the grantor or his heirs might
reenter upon the land and hold it discharged from the grant or lease. The examples
of such grants given in Littleton are:
(a) A feo:ffment reserving a yearly rent with a power of reentry in CQSO of nonpayment of the rent (Co. Litt., see. 325).
·
(b) A feo:ffment to one and his heirs with a comlition that if the grnntor paifl the
grantee a certain sum on a certain day he might reenter upon the lands. This was
a 1wimitive sort of mortgage, and the grantee was called tenant in mortgage (sec.
332).
(c) A feoffment with a condition that if the l essee paid a rcrtain snm to the lessor
within a certain time he should have the fee, but othcrwil:le only a term of years
(sec . 3-19).
(d) A feoffmcnt on condition that the feofl'ce should, by another feo:ffmcnt, settle
the land on the fooffer and his wife r.ml chihlren. Directions of this nature arc now
generally held to be trusts, which may be enforced by the wife and children, anu not
conditions the breach of which giYes the feoffer a right to reenter (Sec. 332).
(e) A grant of an office of stcwanl or the like, which necessarily implies a co11di tion that if the grantee do not fulfill tho duties of the office he may be removed by
the grantor (Sec. 378).
(J) A grant such as to husband and wifo for their joint Jive , in which case 1.ho
estate of tl1e survivor if! determined by the <lea.th of tho first (Sec. 380).
Th s 1 t two <·a cs ar callee conditions in law, because the condition is implied
l>y tho law fr m the nn.tur, of th grant.
(.) At ·omrnou 1:iw al o a fntur • e tato, in tlie nature of a remnind r, migllt be
mndc to d :P nd .upon th hnpp,:ning of, ome conclition; and so long as the •\ nt
c 1tlul, 1 ~-·1 t·allwl a c nting nt remainder.
( ) 1 th <·
ot ndi i,,n r l· ting <) the land contaillc<l in len:es for ye:1r., tho
b m·1
h · li lJccu c.:.: ·u<l.cu to :.u; igut1 of the revcri;iou lly the Stat. 32 lien.
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(5) With respect to conditions annexell to freehold qst::Ltcs, the statutes of nscs
has had the effect of enabling fand to be so limited as to give the land to any person
on the happening of such a condition, instead of restricting the benefit of it to the
grantor or his heirs; and the law is the same for devises by will, such being called
eiecutory devises.
Finally, therefore, "e may divide colll1itional estates into.A. • . Common-law estates liable to be defeated by a common-law condition, express
or implied.
B. Estates limited by a grant to uses OT a devise, so as to be liable to be defeated
by a future springing or shifting use, or cxccutory devise.
C. Customary conditional fees in manors where there is no cufltom to entail.
these cases the condition is said to be subsequent to the 'estate.
D. The estate which may arise on foe happening of a cornmon-faw conu.ition annexed to a freehold estate.
E. A reversion in a lease for years, in so far as it may be enlargell urnler a power of
re entry in the lease.
Ji'. A springing or shifting use or exccutory devise.
G. The interest l eft in the surrender or who bas created a custom:wy fee simple
conditio'nal, the t,ame being called a cnstom :1ry possibility of reverter.
In the last four cases the comlition is precedent to the estate.
Q. 2. State briefly the cluties of an executor with respect to tho administration of
the testator's estate.
A. His duties are· to pay all the testator's de1Jts, to pay the legacies given by the
will, and the legacy duties (if :my) payable in respect of them, to pay all the cost~
of the administration, and to ba1111 over the ultimate residue to the resichrnry l egatee, paying, howe.ver, the legacy <lnty (if ::my) payable in res1)ect of the same. On
proving the will, he will have had to pay a sum for probate duty, which covers the
duty on legacies to children anil grandchildren . The reasonable expenses of the testator's funeral arc l)ayable by the executor in the first instance, in priority to all
cbims of creditors.
Q. 3. By wlrnt methods arc mortgages of copyholds created, trnnsfcrrccl, and dis,
charged~
A. Mortgages of copy holds are nsunlly created by a deed whereby the mortgagor
covenants, amongst other things, to surrender the copyholcls to the use of the mortgagee and his heirs, subject to a proviso ma,king void the surrender on repa,yrnent of
the mortgage money, with interest, at the end of six months. At the same time tho
mortgagor actually makes such a snrrender, aIHl it is duly entered on the court rolls;
but in general the mortgagee remains unadmittetl, so.that no fine is pa;yal>lc. Ifit
i s desired to transfer such a mortgage to another mortgagee, two courses are open.
Either the mortgagor must execute a new surrender to the new n:iortgagee, an-cl the
old surrender must be vacated; or the first mortgagee must be admitted on the old
surrender, and execute a new surrender to the new mortgagee. If a mo;tgage is
discharged, and there has been no transfer of it, the surrender can be vacated by
the steward of the manor entering satisfaction upon it, by direction of the mortgagee. The same can be done if a transfer has been made in the first way above
mentioned. But if a transfer had.been made in the second way above mentioned, a
further difficulty woulu. occur; inasmuch as an entry of sa,tisfaction on the last surrender would leave the original mortgagee tenant upon the rolls. It would be necessary, therefore, for the ultimate mortgagee to be admitted and surrender to the
use of the mortgagor, and then for the mortg:1gee to be aclmittecl. Of course a deed
of mortgage of copy holds jucluJes covenants for payment of the principal and interest, and the benefit of these cove11ants is assigned to any transferee. (Wms. R.
P., Pt. 4, c. 2.)
Q. 4. Expl::tin the different effects of executing a contract for s:ile in tho c~se of
real estate and pcrsoual chattels, respectively.

In
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A. As to real estate, the effect of executing a contract for sale is that either party
may compel the other specifically to perform it. The purchaser may compel the
vendor to convey the property, on payment of the purchase money, and the vendor
may compel the purchaser to pay the money, and accept a conveyance of the property .
As to ·personal chattels, sever:11 distinctions arise. It may sometimes be necess:ny
to inquire whether the cha.ttels have been appropriated for the purchaser with his
consent. If so, there ha,s been a sale; if not, there has been only a contract to sell.
If there has been an actual sale, and the goods are unique, such a.'s an antique curiosity, not procurable in the open market, then the case resembles a sale of land, and
the purchaser may compel a spe'cific delivery of the a.rticle. Indeed, the theory of
the law is, that when a contrait for sale is duly executed and the article is appropriated for the purchaser with his consent, the legal property in the article, corresponding to the legal estate in land, vests at once in the purcbaser, subject to th0
. vendor's lien for a.ny purchase money remaining unpaid. In all such cases, therefore, the court has a discretion to order specific delivery of the :1rticle; and the
seller can sue for the whole price, he tendering the article on payment thereof. But
when the article has not been appropriated for the purchaser with his consent, each
:party can only sue for such damage as he may 1mstain. That is to say, the vendor
can only sue for the excess of the price agreed to by the purchaser., over the price at
which he can sell the like goods in the market; and the purchaser can only sue for
the excess of the price he has to pay in the market over the price at which the seller
agreed to supply the goods. In the former case interest on the purchase money, and
the latter case damages for delay in procuring the goods may also be claimed, and
would ordinarily be awarded.
Even when personal chattels are appropriated for the purchaser with his consent,
and the vendor omits to d eliver them, the court usually grants <l.amnges on tho principle above mentioned if the goods are such as can be readily procurell in the market. (Wms. P. P., Pt. 1, c. 3.)
Q. 5. Enumerate and classify the different kinds of powers for sal_e.
A. The principal instances of powers of sale arc the following:
(1) A power of sale in a mortgage. In this case the l egal estate is usually vested
in the mortgagee, and would pass to any purchaser from him without auy power.
But the :power is required to destroy the mortgagor's equity of redemption, and give
to the purchaser the complete beneficial interest in the property. A statHtory power
of sale is now annexed to every mortgage which is made by deed; and this statut ory pov,er is, in other respects, the same in kind as an express power in the c1ec<l.
(2) A l)Ower of sale in a settlement. Such a power is usually given to trustees,
who take no estate whn;tever·in the land. It is a power to appoint t h e l ega1 esfato
in the hmd to a purchaser under the statute of uses, and revoke or su:pcrsede the
u ccs ::md trusts of the settlement with respect to the l and sold.
(3) A po"'\\er to sell land to pay debts, given to executors or trustees expressly by
a will, or impliedly by means of a charge of debts upon the land. Herc again tho
donecs of the power take no estate in the land, but have power on a sale to :1ppoint
the lancl to a purchaser.
.
(4) The power posse sed by the court to sell the lancl of :1 deceased debtor to p~y
hi!:! deht , when he has not gh'en any person or persons the power so to do.
(5) The power given by the settled lancl act to a tenant for life to s 11 and conYey
cttled l::m:11 on J_>ayment of the purchase money to trnstccs or into court. Hero the
t nn.nt for lif<· u ·nally has a legal estate for life, arnl to that extent he onlll conv 'Y
th 1 ·g: l ta__,·ithout any power; bu the act authorizes him to convey the wbolo
f·
o f, r a · 1 1 ompri · d in th · · ttlem •nt.
· · ··xpluin th m anbw of th •s t rms: Franrhisc, copyright, and tenant -ri.~bt.
· 1 h '">rrl f nn,·h_i is 11 c,1 iu onlinary ln.ngnage t indi cate a, right of Yoting;
l l:ui••i.a;.;-c i t also we:, 11 a l>i-ivilc6 c of the Crown, which has been granted
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to a subject, or has been enjoyed so long that a Crown grant may be presumed. The
most important franchises which are found. to exist are, rights of forest and fisheries, rights to hold markets, to levy tolls, to take waifs and stra;fs. (Smith, R. an<l.
P. P., 3d eel., 53.)
Copyright is the right to multiply copies of a book, picture, or design; and the
word has been extended to dramatic copyright, or the right to act a play, and mu11ical coppright, or the right to play a piece of music. All these rights are recognized
bylaw.
There arc some manors, in which the custom exists to grant CO})yholds for lives
only, usually three lives; with a further custom whereby on the dropping of the
lives, the person beneficially entitled to the copy hold tenement may require a fresh
grant for new lives, he paying a custonu~ry fine. Tho person paying the fine takes
the beneficial interest in such copy holds; and the grantees named in the grant are
hel<l to be trustees for him. These are called tenant-right estates. (Smith,- R. and.
P. P., 3cl ed., 122.)
Tho word t enant-right is more usually understood to mean a right which has been
conferred on tenants occupying lands in Ireland, wherel>y as long as they pay their
rents· and perform their covenants, tlley can not he evicted without lieing paid cnm~
r,ensation.
Q. 7. How far is it correct to say that a· man can not legally convey to himselft ·
A. The common-law rule was and is that a man could not by feoffment, grant, or
deed of assjgnment convey freehold or leasehold estates to himself for any interest.
The difficulty thus prernnted was got oyer in the case of freeholds by the statute of
uses; the effect of w bi ch was that a man could express to convey freeholds to a person named, as conduit pipe, to the use of himself :(or any estate or interest, either
solely or together with any other person or persons.
A fnrt,her inroad into the old rule hns been made by the conveyancing act, 1881,
which enacts, bys. 50" Freehold land or a thing in action may be conveyed by a person to himself
jointly with another person, by the like means by which it might be conveyed by
him to another person."
This provision still leaves it necessary to introduce a grantee to uses, whenever a
man seized in fee desires. to settle Ian~ on himself for life with remainders over.
In the case of leaseholds, formerly, on eYery appointment of new trustees, when
any one or more of the o1d trustees continued to act, it was necessary for the old
trustees to assign the leaseholds to a provisional trustee on trust to reassign them to
new set of trustees; and such reassignment was executed immediately afterwards.
The necessity of this c~ouble assjgmnent was obviated by section 21 of Lord St.
Leonards' act, 22 and 23 Viet., c. 35, whfoh enacts" Any person shall have 11ower to assign peTSonal property, now by ln,w assigncble, including chattels real, directly to himself and another person or other persons
or corporation, by the like means as he might assign the same to another."
It appears, therefore, that it is still correct to say that a man can not legally convey to himself a,lone. Possibly it might be h eld under the conveyancing act that a
man can not convey to himself and another as tenants in common, but that would be
putting a narrow construction on the word "jointly.!'
Q. 8. What p rovisions are made in the settled land act, 1882, with respect to the .
·
pro1)erty of hifants and married women f
A. The settled land act, 1882, provides by section 59, that"Where a person who is in his own right seized. of or entitled in possession to land
is an infant, then for the purposes of this act the land is settled land, and the infant
shall be deemed tenant for life thereof."
The next section provides that the powers of the act may be exercised on behalf
of the infant by the trustees of the settlem ent, and if there be noue, then by such person and in such manner as the court mn,y order.

a
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The sixty-first section deals with the case of a marrietl woman. If a, tenant for
life is a married woman entitled for her sepel'.ate use, she alone has the powers of a
tenant for life; and a restraint on anticipation does not affect the powers. Where a
tenant for life is a married ,voman not entitled for her separate use, she and her lmsband together have the powers of a tenant for life.
Q. 9. Dcscr:ibe the legal nature and incidents of personal annuities~
A. Wh en one person by deed purports to bind himself to pay to another a certain
sum. per annum without charging the payment of the same upon any land, the series
of payments so to be made is called a personal annuity. Such an annuity may be
limited to the grantee for a term of years or for life, or to the grantee and the heirs
of his body, or to the grantee and his heirs. It was held in early times that a personal annuity limited to one and his assigns might be assigned by the grantee so
that the assignee might sue in his o,,.n name; and the same result was arriYecl at
when the assigns were not mentioned in the original limitation. These decif:!ions took
personal annuities out of the general class of choses in action.
A personal annuity limited to the !J-eirs of the grantee descends on intestacy to his
herr-at-law. A personal annuity limited to one and the heirs of his body confers on
the grantee a sort of fee simple conditional, which he can not a liene for more than
his own life, so long as ho has no issue, but can alicne to another and his heirs general, as soon as he has issue l>orn. CWms. _P. P., Pt. 3, c. 1.)
Q. 10. State and explain tho provisions of the conveyancing and law of property
act, 1881, with respect to the redemption of perpetual charges on land and the discharge of incumbrances on sale .
A. The fifth section of the connyuncing act, 1881, provides as follows:
"(1) Where land subject to any incumbrancc, whether irumecliately 1rnyablc or
not, is sohl by the court, or out of court, the court may, if it thinks fit, on the application of any party to the sale, direct or allow payment into court, (ct) in case of
an annual sum charged on the land, or (b) of a, capital sum charged on a determinable interest in the land-of such amount as, when invested in Government securities, tbe court considers will b~ sufficient, by means of the dividends thereof, to
to keep down or otllerwise provide for that charge-and (c) in any other case of
capital money charged on the la.ncl- of the amount sufficient to meet the incumbrance and any interest <lue thereon."
A further s11m is to be p[tiLl in to answer costs; and the court can then declare tho
land free from tho incumbrance, give effect to the sale, and a<.1ministcr the Slllll paitl
in.
EQ · rTY-PAS S l'APl~R.

Q. 1. ,,ri1ere trn stees are exprcs ly requirc<.1 by the terms of their trnst to invest the
trust money in the public funds, and, instead of so doh1g, they retain it in their
hands, what are the right of the cestui qu e trllst against the trustees in respect of
the money so retained by them; and is there any, and, if any, what, difference in
th liability of the trustees (1) where there is also an ex1)re s trust for accumulai.itm, and (2) wl1 re they are direct d to invest on Government or real securities 9
A. \Vhere tru tees are required to in.Yest money in the funds and omi~ to do so
the beneficiaries have the option to make the trustees account for the money and
inter,· tat 4 I> r c 'llt or for the funds which llJiO'Lt have hceu bouo·ht
aml the clivi0
<l •1111 whi ·h woul,1 liav accrne!l u1 on th m. (I~·win, c. xiz., s. ,1, § ,11.)
If lli r • i: al.:o an expr s tru.t to accumulate, the trust c will he con, id red as
L. Yin~ l nt the rnou v auc1 int ·r<•:t to him. elf, an 1 will b chargcahl, with com}) trnrl int r
a ·onli1w]y. (Lew in, c . •·iv., s . 5, § 17.)
l'U
c arc c1ir<' ·tc:cl to i11n·:t in Goy rnment or real "CC'nrities and omit to
. '' · · r • charg<·a.1,1 , ·i h tl, a1nom1 of th 11ionC'y and inter st. Tho
1 ha· Ho option in this ·a~" - (L , win, c. :xh·, s. 1, § 45).
ll '·hat cu1iti · , uot CX}ll'C ly forl>i<ldcu lJy the terms of their trust I can
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trustees ln."fully in Yest trust money; and is there any, :rncl ·what, limit to such
power of investmenU
A. Trustees, when not expressly forbidden l,y the terms of their trust, may invest trust money on any of the following securities:
(a) Originally allowccl by the court of chancery: Consols, an<l new and reduced
annuities.
(b) By act 22 aml 23 Viet., c. 35, s. 32: Real securities in ::my part of the Unitell
Kingdom, stock of the Banks of England and Irel::md, and East India stock.
(c) By act 23 a.ncl 24 Viet., c. 38, s. 12, and an order of the court of chancery issueLl
under it, dated February 1, 1861: Bank stock, East India stock, exchequer bills, the
2-½ per cent annuities, and mortgages of freeholds and co11:yholds in England and
Wales.
(d) By act 30 and 31 Viet., c.132: East India stock created after the act of 22 and
23 Viet., c. 35, and any securities the interest on which shall be guaranteed by Parliament.
(e) By act 34 and 35 Viet., c. 47, s. 13: Metropolitan consols.
In lending on mortgage the power of trustees is limited by the rule that they
should act as a prudent man would act with respect to his own money. (Ante, Vol.
VII., pp. 144-, 145.)
Q. 3. Are there any exceptions to the general rule that a trustee is not to be hel<l.
liable for the acts or defaults of a cotrustee in which he has not participated f If
so, give some examples by way of illustration.
A. The rule is controlled by another rule, namely, that Olle trustee shoulcl ncycr
let any of the capital of the trust property come un<l.er the sole control of his cotrustee; and if an.y capital should ever so come, it is the duty of the :first-mentionccl
trustee to see at once that it is properly invested. If a trustee omits to ~erform these
duties he becomes lial,le for any loss occasioned by the acts of his cotrm,tee. , The case
of ill come is different from capital, because in general any one of severaljoint o,Yncrs
can gfrc a receipt for the ,Yhole of it. Every trustee, however, is liable to see to
the proper application of income, which, as a matter of fact, does come under his
control, and if he puts any such income under the sole control of a cotrustee he
will be liable for the loss of it. (Snell, 147, Pt. n, c. 6.)
Example: Trustees sell land properly and receive the purchase money in notes,
which one puts in his pocket. There is not time to pay the money into a bank that
day, and the trustee who has the notes absconds with them that evening. The
next day the other trustee calls at his house to see after the money, is unable to
find him, and instructs a solicitor at once to take proceedings, but the money is
lost. The innocent trustee is not liable; but he would have been liable if he had
left the money in the hands of the cotrustees for a length of time and it had got
mixed with the general money of the latter and ha<.1 been spent and so lost.
Q. 4-. Assuming the existence of a contract binc1illg h1 equity-(1) In what classes
of cases will the court decree specific performance? aml (2) in what classes of cases
will it r efuse to interfere~ GiYe examples of each class.
A. In order that a decree for specific performance may he obtainci1, it is necessary
that the contract should be one in which (1) damages would not be an adequate
compensation for the breach of the contract; (2) the court coulll insure the proper
performance of the contract; and (3) the performance would not entail any speeial
har<lship on the defendant. Conversely, the court will not decree specific performance in the tluec classes of cases in which, respectively, (1) damages are an adequate
compensation; (2) the court can not insure proper performance; ancl (3) performance will entail some special hardship on the defendant.
Examples: (1) Damages are a sufficient compensation for default in supplying
goods which can be bought in the market; bnt they are insufficient compensation
for default in conveying a strip ofl:mcl near the purchaser's house, or a picture by a,
cclcl,rntc<.l artist.
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(2) The court can in~ure the proper performance of the delivery of ·an article or
conveyance of a plot of land, but it can not insure the proper performance of an
agreement to sing a song or to become another's partner.
(3) \Vhen a purchaser hy his own negligence _bid for a lot at an auction when he
intended to buy another lot, the court refused to enforce performance against him.
(Snell, Pt. III, c. 9.)
Q. 5. Are there any exceptions to the general rule that the court will not compel
specific performance of part of a contract unless it can execute the whole ofitf Give
an example of a divisible contract which the court will decree to be specifically performed, and of an indivisible contract which the court will not specifically perform.
A. There are exceptions, but they do not appear to be referable to any clear principle. In Lumley v. Wagn e1' (1 Ded. M. & G., 604), under an agreement to sing at one
thea,ter and nowhere else during three months, the court granted an injunction
against singing elsewhere.
In Donnell v. Bennett (2rC. D., 835), where the defendant agreed to sell all his fish
refuse to the plaintiff and to no other manufacturer, Fry, J., granted an injunction
against a breach of the latter clause, saying that the authorWes appeared to e tablish that an injunction might be granted where there was an expressnegatiYeclause
whicli was separaule from the rest of the agreement.
In Sticlce1· v. Weclclerburn (3 K. & J., 393), the court refused to grant specifiq1crforman ce of a contract by promoters of a company to purchase a patent, when the contract stipulated that the vemler shoultl give his services to the company for two
years, on the ground that the court could not see to the proper performauce of the
last mentioned stipulation. (Ante, Vol. v, p. 22; Vol. n, 121; Fry on Specific Performance, e. 15; K err on Injunctions, c. 22, s. 1.)
Q. 6. Are. there any exceptions to the general rule that equity will not decree
specific performance of contracts as to personal chattels or personal acts f If so,
giYe instances an<l. state the grounds on which the jurisdiction in such cases is basetl.
A. As to personal clrnttels, the general rule is based on the principle that in general one chattel can be made just like another; and therefore it will be sufficient
compensation for nondelivery of a chattel to order payment of the cost of getting
another together with any loss causetl b? the delay. If this reason ceases, the law
ceases also; and it is established, therefore, that the court will order delivery of
articles of special value, like a picture by a celebrated artist, the loss of which can
not b e adequately supplie<l. by another. It has also been held that the court ·w ould
onlcr the deliYery of ships to a charterer, but not their conveyance to a pnrchas('r;
the assignmeut of iuterests iu personal estate uncertain in their amount or in the time
of their pay ment ; the assignment of patents; the Llelivery of title deeds; the trai sfer of shares in small companies, which could not be bought in the market; and the
court will order a purchaser to accept shares, which a.re unmal'ketable by renson of
a liability atta<.'hed to th m. (Suell, Pt. III, c. 9; ante, Vol. rn, pp. 265-267.)
As to personal acts, the court in g neral refuses to order their 11erfonnance on the
gronncl that it can not in sure their proper performance. The court has, however,
01·<kr cd a. railway company to make a siding, according to its contra ·t (Lytton v.
Gr,al ... ~orthcrn Railway Co ., 2 IL & J., 394); and other cases have occuITed in ,vhich
a ·ovc11ant r 11a be n orcl r ·d to do work upon bis own land according to his contrru·t. (,'<· Wilson v . Furness Railway Co., L., R. 9 Eq., 28; Greene v . TVcst Cl1e1:1ltire
Bail1rny 'o., L. I. 13 E 1·, 41; Firth v. Miclla?1clRailtcay Co., L. R. 20 Eq., 100; and
CJ()/ c
· 'hil<·ott, 3 C. D. 69:1-, which last m<'ntion d lias l, <:n oY •rrnletl on other
:rioiut. hy lfayttoocl v. Bn111a1riclc Pcrma71cnt Building ociety,
Q .. B. D., 403 ; and
..d. 11 lcr~erry ;· r·v,·porn!ion of ldlw111 , 29 '. ., 75 . ..,eeal o specHicp •rforrn ancerefn 11 111 Wilso, ,, .~ ortltam1Jto11 etc. , Raifo·ay Co ., L . R . 9 Ch ., 2'"'9
·
, ,· an(l corupare
1'

I

1

It-., 'o . •. "la.ff Vair. Hai/1cay ( 'o . ibic1,
1
· · \_ h•:r • •
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lation on the subject, compel the purchaser, or be comrclled by bim, to perform the
contract so far as he is abl e; and, if so, on what terms or con<litions in each case f
A. The general rule is that the vender can not compel the purchaser to take the
property unless h e can make a title to every part according to the contract, and
according to the description of the property contained in the contract. Cases have
occurred, however, in which a defect in the title of a smaH immaterial portion, or
a deficiency in the acreage of some part, has been held not to be fat.a]; and the purchaser has been compelled to take the property with an abatement in respect of the
faulty part.
On the other hand, the general rule is that if the vend er can not make a title according to the contract the purchaser may compel him to sell such interest as he has,
with a r eduction in the purchase money as compem,ation for the deficiency. But
the court will refuse this if it would entail special hardship on the vender or prejudice the position of others. (Snell, Pt. III, c. 9.)
Q. 8. What is the difference between the doctrine of the consolidation of securities
and tackingf Give an example of each, and state on what principles they respectivel:y rest.
A. The consolidation of mortgages is a name given to a right formerly accorded
to all mortgagees, namely, that when a mortgagee held two securities for two debts
due from the same mortgager, he might refuse to allow one of them to l>e redeemed
separ ately from the other. It wa s said to rest on the principle that, he who would
have equity must do equity. If the mortgager desired to exercise his equitable
right of redeeming one property he was bound to perf01m the equitable act of paying the other debt also.
Ta.1_;king was a name given to another right-namely, ihat if a mortgagee held a
l egal mortgage on certain property, and he had also made another aclYance of money
on security of the same property, wiihout having notice of any other. puisne incnmbrance, he was allowed to tack his further advance to his legal mortgage, in-priority
to any other puisne incumbrance which happened to exist. This was said to depend
upon the principle th at where equities were equal the law should prevail. The two
puisne incumbrances were considered as having equal equities though one was later
ill time than the other. (Snell, Pt. II, c. 16.)
Q. 9. What is requisite to the validity against the mortgager's trustee in bnnkruptcy of (1) a mortgage of a ship or of shares in a ship; (2) of a bill of sale ofporsonal chattels under the bills of sale act, 1882; (3) of legal debts; (4) of funds of
the mortgager in the hands of a ·third person; and (5) of funds in court standing to
the credit of a cause f
·
·A. (1) As to a ship, or a share in a ship, the merchant shipping acts provide for
the r egif>.trl.1,tion of the ownership of every British ship, and the regi:stration of every
mortgage or assignment of the same. Mortgnges rank in the order of their registration, ancl notice of a prior unregistered mortgage has no effect. The acts also pro-_i<l.e a form of mortgage, and direct every mortgage to be made in the fOTm so provided, or as near thereto as th e circumstances admit. Nevertheless, it may be
doubted whether an-unregistered mortgage is not good against the trustee in bankruptcy of the mol'tgager. Equities may be enforced again~t the registered owners
of ships, and the trustee in bankruptcy stands, in general, in the same position as
the liankrupt. He takes only what the bankrupt is entitled to, and takes the bankruJ)t's property subject to all equities affecting it. In certain cases his rights are
extended by the reputed ownership clause, v. hich has been introduced into all bankruptcy acts, but, in default of any special statutory enactment, the trustee in bank1'u11tcy stands only in the shoes of the bankrupt, and does not rank as a purchaser
for value from him. (Wms. P. P., Pt. I, c. 4.)
(2) 'lhe bilJs· of sale act, 1882, only a:p11lies to bills of sale thereafter given as
security for money. As to such bilJs, the goods com11rised therein 11ass to the trustee
in bankru]Jtcy of the bonower, under i.he reputed ownership clause, if they remain
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in tho possession of tho bankrupt. See Sirijt v. Pannell (24 C. D., 210), in which it
was held that other bills of sale, if duly m::ule and registered, are still gootl against
a trustee in bankruptcy claiming under tho reputed ownership clause. (Bankruptcy
act, 1883, s. 44, ~ (iii).)
A bill of sale under the act of 1882 is also void as to tho chattels comprised therein,
unless it is duly attested -and registered under the act of 1878 within seven days,
and unless it sta,tes truly the consi<leration for which it was given (s. 8) . It is also
void altogether unless made in the form given in the schedule to the act (s. 9). It
is also void altogether if given in consideration of a sum less than £30.
(3) As to legal debts. The bankruptcy act, 1883, s. 44, ~ (iii), provides that
things in action other than debts due or growing due to the liankrupt in the course
of his trade or business shall not be d eemed goods within the meaning of the section.
The result of this clause appears to be that a mortgage of a debt due to the bankrupt in the-course of his trade will be void, unless notice thereof has been giY,cn to
the debtoT before the commencement of the bankruptcy, so as to take it out of the
reputed ownership of the bankrupt. But a mortgage of any other kind of debt
would be good without any such notice. Moreover, there does not appear to be any
statute or rule of law requiring writing or any formality for a mortgage of any
legal d ebt, but it would be very unwise ever to dispense with a written assignment
in such a case; and a power to sue in the name of the assigner should be added, as
the cuse is not covered by the judicature act, 1873, s. 25, § 6. But under an a signment of a debt on trust to get it in, retain a certain sum, and pay tho surplus
to the assigner the assignee may sue in his own name. (See BurlinBon v. Hall, 12
Q. B. D., 347.)
(4) Funds of the mortgagee in the hands of a third person. Such _funtls, when so
circumstanced as not to give rise to a legal debt, confer an equitable right of action
on the owner. The case then comes under the 9th section of the statnte of frauds,
which requires writing abd the signature of tbe assignor for the assignment of eYery
equitable interest. The assignee of an equitable right could always sue in his own
name for such relief as h e was entitled to. Such an assignee is bound to give notice
to the party liable in order to protect himself against any subsequent purchaser; but
notice docs not appear to b e necessary as against a trustee in bankruptcy of the
assignor. It is clear, bo,vever, in these cases, both as to legal and equitable claims,
that if an assignee omitted to give notice, the party liable would be discharged by
payment to the trustee in b ankruptcy as he would by payment to the bankr upt himself before bankruptcy, and it might perhaps be held that the security was thereby
lost. (See Re Bright'B Settlement (13 C. D ., 413), and Palmer v. Locke (18 C. D., 381.)
(5) As to fumls in court standing to the credit of a cause, an interest in such funds
is included in the general term equitable rights, and what we have said above respecting equitable rights applies to such a case. The mode of giving notice to the
court is, however, putting a stop order on the funds. This does not appear to be
essential in order to establish the t itle; but, in th~ absence of it, the fonds might
be paicl out to the mortgagor's trustee in bankruptcy. (See the cases Jast cited, and
Pinnock v. Bailey (23 C. D., 4-97) • Mutual Life ABBnrance Society v. Langley (26 C. D.,
G86,J varie<l on appeal (W. N., 18 6), 4; In re A. D. Holmes (29 C. D., 786).
Q. 10. What arc foe remedies of a mortgagee of freehol«l and leasehold property
(th m<>rt~agc beino- iu the usual form, and containing the usual coyenants ancl provi o ) for th l'<'<'overy of hi . <lebt ancl interest.
A. Tli r m1• ics arc us follows:
(1) To ent r into po. Re •. ion and r r ipt of th~ rcnfa and profits of the mor+gaged
prop rty, an r tuin hi 11riHcipal, int r · t, arnl cm;ts thereout.
( 2 ) T . 11 tli · ' hole r an part or pnrt. of th morto-aged property a-rid do like•
Thi 11 ' ·r can on] · uc . nci cl wli n it is anthorizccl by tho mortgage deed
a. ut an,l h ul,1 m,t 1,, .· •rci <'cl nnlc· s the ·ircmnstanc<'s l1aYe ari.- n to
t t. Inge ·rul i i n c 'ry that int ·re t &Loulcl be in arrear for a. cert.iin
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time, or that default should be macle in paying off tho capital after a certain notice,
in order that a po1Yer of sale may become exercisable. (See the conveyancing act,
1881, s. 20, for the conditions of the statutory power annexed to all mortgages by
deed execute<;!. after Jan. 1, 1882; and see Lord Cran.worth's act, 23 anu 24 Viet., c.
145, part 2, for a prior statutory power.)
(3) The same statutes give a mortgagee power to appoint a receiver to pay him
his interest and costs; but under the convcym1 cing act a r eceiyer can only be appointed when the power of sale has become exercisable.
(4) To bring an action to recover personal judgment against the mortgagor for
payment of the. principal ancl interest. It is the practice that s uch a judgment may
be obtained. under Ord.er XIV, as in the case of an unsecured uebt.
(5) To bring an action of foreclosure against tl.Je mortga,gor; and
(6) To combine the two last remedies in one action, pr:1ying for immediate personal
judgment and foreclos ure in case of default for six.months.
COMMON LAW.-PASS PAPER.

Q. 1. Under what conditions may a writ of summons be served out of the jurisdiction f
A. A writ of summons can not be served out of the jurisdiction without leave of
the court or a judge, which can be given only in certain cases, including the following: Where the action refates to land within the jurisdiction, or to the construction,
rectification, or setting aside of a contract or other instrument relating to such
land; where the relief is sought against a person clomicile<l, or ordinarily resident
within the jurisdiction; where the aciion fa founded on a b:reach within the jurisdiction of a contract which bught to he performed within the jurisdiction (unless the
defendant is domiciled, or ordinarily resident in Scotland or Ireland); where the
action is for an injunction as to anything to be done within the jurisdiction, or respecting a nuisance within the jurisdiction; where a person ont of the jurisdiction
is a necessary or proper party to an action ,against another person dnly served within
the jurisdiction. The application for leave to serve the writ out of the jurisdiction
must he supported by evidence showing a gooµ cause of action, and the deponent's
belief as to where the defendant is, or probably may be found, whether he is- a British s ubj ect or not, and the gronnds on which the application is made. ·where leave
is giyen, a time is limited after the service within which the defendant is to enter
an appearance. Where leave to serve the writ in Scotland or Ireland. is sought, the
court or judge has a discretion as to granting leave in any of the foregoing cases.
(Ord. XI.)
Q. 2. \Vhat are the principal rules as to !he discovery of documents in the JJOss cssion of a party to an action, and what are the consequences of i'.ioncompliaueo
with orJ.ers for discovery f
A. A party to a,n action may be ordered by the court or judge to make discovery
upon oath of documents in his possession relating to any matter in question in the
action. '1.'he order js obtained on the application of the other party; but the application may be refused or adjourne<.1 if such discovery is not necessary, or not necessary at that stage of the proceedings, or such other orJ.er may be made, either
general, or limited to certain classes of documents, as the court or judge may think
fit. The discovery is made by an affidavit, setting forth the documents, and distinguishing those which the deponent claims to be privileged from producing. The
party seeking discovery mnst before applying for it pay into court the sum of £5, or
such further sum as may b e or<lered, the money so paid in to remain in court until the
action has been finally dispose,1 of, and then to be paid to the party by whom it was
p aid in if the costs are a<ljuclged to him, anJ. otherwise to be subject to a lien for
the costs.
A party faili ng to obey an order for discovery is liable to attachment, and, also,
if a plaiutift~ to have bis action dismissed for wn,nt of prosecution; and, if a defend.-
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ant, to have bis defense struck out, and to be placed in the same position as if he
had not defended . (Ord. XXXI.)
Q. 3. What is the form of the writ of fieri facias, and what effec ts of the debtor
arc excepted from its operation f
·
A. The writ of :fieri faohs comm:mds the sheriff that of the goods and chattels of
the judgment debtor he cause to be made the sum stated in the writ (being the
amount of the judgment debt), with interest thereon, aud also the amount of the
costs, with interest thereon at . the rate of 4 per cent per annum. The writ is
executed by the seizure and sa-le of the goods and chattels of the judgment debtor.
Under a fieri facias all the personal goods .and chattels of the judgment debtor
may be taken, with the exception of the wearing apparel and bedding of himself, or
his family, and the tools and implements of his traue, the value of such articles not
exceeding in the whole £5. (8 and 9 Viet., c. 127, s. 8.)
Q. 4. Describe a promissory note and a crossed check. Is the banker of the
maker or the drawer, respectively, liable to make good to his customer the amount of
tho instrument if he has paid it on a forged indorsement purporting to be tlu1t ~f
the-payeef
A. , A,promissory note is a written promise by one p enou ( calleu the maker) to
pay a certain sum of money at a specified time or on demand to another therein
11.arued (who is called tlle payee) or order, or to him or bearer. The maker of a
promissory note is in a position similar to that of the acceptor of a bill of exchange,
and is therefore the party primarily lia ulo on the instrument; and, like a bill of exch::u1ge, the note is transferred by delivery, if payable to the party named, or bearer,
or by in<lorsement and delivery if payable to him or orcler.
A crossed check is a bill of exchange, <lrawn on (but not accepted by) a banker
by his customer, payable on d emand, and bearing across its face two parallel trn,nsvorso lines eith er with or without the words ''imcl company" (or any abbreviation
of those words), or the n ame of a banker between the parallel lines. The effect of
this crossing is to make the bill payable only on presentation by a banker, and ifit
is crossed with the name of a particular banker, it is payable only on presentation
by that banker. As a check is not accepted by the banker on whom it is drawn,
the-drawer is the party primarily liable on it. A check is transferable in the same
way as any otller bill of exchange. (See bills of exchange act, 1882, Pt. 3.)
A banker who pays a promissory note, b earing a forged indorsement, can not
charge his customer with the amount, as no title can be made through a forgery
(Roba1·ts v . Tuckcl', 12 Q. B., 560); bnt the llanker of the drawer of a check is protected by stn,tute from liability for payment of tbe check on a forged indorsement
purporting to be that of tho payee. (lG and 17 Viet., c. 59, s . 19.)
Q. 5. Explain the nature of the contrnet of guaranty by reference to cases decided
under the statute of frauus arnl Lord Tentcrdcn's act .
.A. The contract of guaranty is an undertaking to answer for the debt, c1efanlt, or
miscarriage of another p erson who is, and continnes, primarily liable. If, therefore,
the party on whose account the promise is made w·as not originally under any legal
li abi lity (as where credit was given to the promisor alone), or there is a transfer of
his liability to the promisor, the contract is not a guaranty within the statute of
fr:wcls. Birkmyr v. Darnell ( alk., 27); Mounlslephcn v. Lcikcman (L . R. 7, H. L. 17.)
.Ancl in a contract of guaranty the promise mnst be rna<lc to a third person, i. e., tho
er •1li_tor_; bcn<·c a promise to inclomnify a p rson again ·t a legal liability incurred
l., • lnm 1 not a guaranty .
In Pwslc:y v. F,· · nwn (3 T. R., 51) it was held that a fr:uululent representation
ma,l
mllu e ~ P ·r ·<m to ·ontract with a third p:11-ty " ·as not a guaranty, and
thcr~·for } , ·: · action• blc thonrrh not 111a<le in writing. But under Lord T nterdcn s
1
•
('
• ·o. '
· 11 ) no a ·tion can lJ maintained on suc:h a npr sentaiion mado
rng ~h,• l'liar, ,. r, c·rl'fli c•t . of another, to th(• intent that tho latter may
1 r dt
for lJlon •v
or ·oc> le , 11 1,, · t l tc rcprescutatwu
.
. wntmg
· ..
•
be made m
, · the 11arty to b, ·l al'g · l th re with.
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Q. 6. What are the periods of limitation ,vithin which the principal kinds of action
may he broughtf When does the time of limitation b eg-in to run in respect of a.
claim (1) on a pron;iissory note payable on demand; (2) for money lent by menns of
a chtlck not immediately presented for payment; (3) for damage to land re uiting
from a wrongful act committed some t ime before the damage a.rise::; or is cliscovered f
A. Actions for the recovery of land must be brought within twelve years nft.er
the time at which the right of action accrued; or, where the claimant's estate w·as
origina]]y an estate in re:nainder or reversion, within twelve years after the time
when the right of action accrued to the owner of the preceding estate, or six years
from tho time when the claimant became entitled to the possession, whichever shall
be the longer period. But where an acknowledgment in writing has been giv n of
the title of the claimant, the time runs from --the date of such acknowledgment.
And where the claimant is under disability at the time the right of action accrues, a
further period of six years is allowed from the time when the disability ceased, provided the action be brought within thirty years from the accrual of the right (3 and
4 W. 4, c. 27; real property limitation act, 1876, 37 and 38 Viet., c. 57).
Actions on contracts under seal must be brought wjthin twenty years fropi the
time of the accrual of the right of action, or from the time of an acknowledgment
in writiug, or part payment of principal or payment of interest, made or given in
the meantime; or where at the time of the accrual of the right the plaintiff was
unclcr disability of infancy, coverture, or lunacy, or the defendant was beyond seas,
then within twenty years after such disability shall have ceased, or the defendant
shall have return ed from beyond seas (3 and 4 W. 4, c. 42).
·
Actions on simple contracts must be brought within six years after the accrual, of
the right of action; the period, however, being extended by an acknowledgment,
or payment, or disability of the p arty entitled, or absence of the defendant beyond
seas, in the same way as in the case of a contract under seal (21 J ac. 1, c. 16; 9 Geo.
4, c. 14; 19 and 20 Viet., c. 97).
As regards actions of tort, the periods of limHations are, in an action for assault,
battery, or false imprisonment, four years; for slander, two years; and for other
torts in general, six years (21 Jae. 1, c. 16).
(1) From the date of the note; (2) from the date of the payment of the money;
(3) from the date of the commission of the act, assuming that it would have been
actionable before the damage had arisen.
Q. 7. Distinguish the three principal classes of bailinents. A stolen article is
pawned, and afterwards sold by the pawnbroker as a forfeited pledge. Can he be
made to refund the purchase money when the owner claims the article from the
purchaserf
A. (1) Bailments by which the bailor alone is benefited., comprising bailments of
goods to be kept or dealt with gratuitously by the bailee; (2) bailrnents from which
the bailee alone derives benefit, viz, gratuitous loans; (3) bailments for the benefit
of both bailor and bailee, comprising pledges of goods, letting and hiring of goods,
and delivery of goods to be kept, or carried, or otherwise dealt with by the bailee
for a reward.
Iu bailments of the first class the bailee is liable for gross negligence only, in the
care of the goods; but if he possesses skill with reference to the subject-matter of
the bailment, he is bound to use it. In bailments of the second and third cl;:1,sses
the bailee is liable for any negligence. And by the common law a carrier is answerable as 1Jailee of the goods carried by him for loss arising from any cause, except
the net of God, or the king's enemies, or defects in the goods ; and a similar liability attaches at common law to an iukeeper as bailee of his guests' goods. ( Cor;gs v.
Bernard, Ld. Raym., 909.)
The p:nvnhrokcr can not he mnde to refund the purchase mouey; for he is not
pre::mrncd to sell as ausoluto owner, but only to sell such right to tlie pledge as he
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himself has, and therefore there is no implied warranty of title on the sale. (.Morley
v. Attenborough, 3 Exch., 514.)
Q. 8. A bailiff, being ordered by a landlord t0 clistrain on the clcrnisc<l. premises,
clistrnins a stranger's cattle on adjoining land, sells them, aµd pays the proceeus to
the l:rncllonl. Can the owner of the cattle maintain an action against the landlorcl ~
A. The- owner of the cattle can maintain an action against the landlord if tho
latter has ratified tho wrongful a,ct of the bailiff. The receipt of the proceeds of
the sale, howeveT, would not in itself be a ratification, if the landlonl clicl not J;:now
that the distress had been wrongful1y made. And in the absence of ratification by
the landlord, an action of tort can not be maintained ngainst him. But the proceeds of the sale of the cattle can he recovered from tho landlord by the owner as
money belonging to him. (Freeman v. Rosher, 13 Q. B., 780.)
Q. 9. Point out the differen ce between the action for false imprisonment and
-malicious iirosecution in _respect to the onus of proof. Can an action be maintained
m1der any circumstances (1) for having brought an a-et.ion against the plaintiff; (2)
forllaving put the bankruptcy law in motion against the plaintiff; or (3) against
a corporation iu res:pect of the manager of the c-orporation having arrested anu.
prose~utet1 the plaintiff'?
f,.. In an action for false iinprisonincnt tho onus of proof is upon the defendant;
for the detention of the plaintiff is prima facie illegal, and it lies upon the defendant to justify it. But in an action for malicious prosecution the procceu.ings are
prim-a facie lega.J, being in clue conrse of faw; and the bunlon of proving that they
were· instituted without reasonable caase, and were therefore improper, is upon the
plaintiff.
(1) No; (2) Yes. An action (simila.r to an action for malicious prosecution) will
lie-for maliciously taking proceedings in bankruptcy. (3) Yes, if tho acts of the
manager were done by him in the course of his employment as the servant of tho
corporation. (Eclwarcls v. Micllanrl Railway Co., 6 Q. B. D., 287.)
Q. 10. A passenger from London to Paris finds on arrival at Paris that his box has
been opened and the contents stolen somewhere en route. Can a man, found in
possession of the stolen property in London be convicted in an English court'?
A. No; unless it can be proved that the property was stolen within the jurisdiction of the English courts. (Sec Harris, Cr. L., 3d ed., 352-356.)
Q. 11. State shortly ·t he molle of proceeding on a criminal charge falling within
the summary jurisdiction of justices.
A. The mode of proceeding is .as follows: At the hearing the subst:mce of the
inforrnation is stated to the defenclant, and he i s asked if he lrn,s ~my cause to show
why he shoulcl not be convicted. If he admits the truth of the charge, and docs
not show cause why he should not be convicted, the court proceeds to convict. If
he denies the truth of the charge, the court hears the parties and their witnesses
(all the evidence being on oath) and proceedti to convict the defendant or else dismiss the information, as the case may require. (See Harris, Cr. L., 3d eel., 492 .)
Q. 12. In what case can more than one offense be inquired into on tho trial of an
indictment.
•
A. Two or more offen!:es can be inrplirccl into where all the offenses ar misdemeanors. Bn a ount for a felony cnn not, in general, be joined with a co nut for n.
mi <1<·1 1en.nor. Ancl, as u gen ral rnl , several different felonies can not 1Je chnrged
in th r, me indictm nt. To this rul , however, there ar some cxceptionR. On a.n
iml~ct~ nt for larceny a count for r •c:eiving stolen pT011erty may he added, and on
nn rn li tm nt f r l::tl'ccny or nnh zzlemeut se erul connts may he ins rtcd for distinr.
t.
f · te. liug r mh :zzlcnwnt, not <·x<' ding- three, ~ommitt d "·ithin ·ix
11
ou~hs froru tb_c fh t to th last. All(l in c rtain c:a ·cs, if the pri ·on< r bas been
1iri>Yto 1: · u ·1
•11,
c m1t i a l<letl clu1rgiug him with the previous conviction.
(1
r. L., 3u tl., :H.2-' 1.)
0
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ROl\'.IAN LAW.-PASS PAPETI.

Q. 1. Scriptum jus est lex, plebiscifa, scnatusconsnlta, principium pfacita, ma<Tistratnum edicta, responsa prodontium . Explain thir, passage.
A. By jus scriptum is meant la,w that has been committecl to wr~ting at its origin,
as opposed to jns non scriptnm, or law originating in custom (Austin, p. 529). In
the Roman system jns scriptum existed in the stweral forms mentioned. in the passage
cited. Lex was a law passed in ea,rly times in the Comitia Curiata, and later in
tho Comitb Centuriata. Pfobiscita, wore laws made in the Comitia Tributa. Sonatus-consulta were laws made lJy the Senate. Principium placita were faws mado
by the emperor in the oxerciso of his sovereign authority (im1)orium). 11:lgistratnum edicta were collections of rnles framed by such magistrates as had the jus
edicondi, and chiefly by tlrn prretor urbanus. Rcsponsa _ prudentium ·were tho
01)inions of such jurists as enjoyed the right of giving opinions that had tho force
of l aw (Inst. i, 2).
Q. 2. DiEtinguish agnates from cognates and illustrate tho importance of tho distinction.
A. Agnates were persons related to each other by the fact of subjection to the
power of the same paterfarnilias, or by there having been a person who woul<l ha;vo
b een their common pateifaniil-ias if he had been living. Cognates were persons related by l>lootl. Hence, among agnates were included persons who, h:1ving been
made subject to the patria potestas merely by adoption or arrogation, were not cognates; while cognates included the issue of female agnates and ernancjpated children, who were excluded from the class of agnatcs.
Agna tic relationship was attended with rights of succession on intestacy, to which
cognates wore not entitled, and with a liability -to the office of tutor, from which
coguates wore free.
Q. 3. vVhat was bono1·un1, possessio ~ If A, b e ing in 11ossession_ of an immovable,
die before the time required for usucapio has been completed, will the time that has
alreacly ebpsed be reckoned in favor -of a borwrnrn possessor?
A. Bonornm possessio was the sue-cession to an inheritance under the provisions of
the prmtorian law, as opposed to succession by the jus civile. The rights of a snccessor by bonornni possessio were similar in all respects to those of the heir by the
jus civile. Accordingly, in the case put in the question, the time that had efapsod
wonlll be reckoned in fa,yor of a bonorwn possessor, since he continues the persona of
the deceased (Inst. ii, G, 12).
•
•
Q. 4. Give an account of the will per ces et libram and of the soldier's 11·ill.
A. The will per ces et libram, was, in effect, a conveyance of the test'ator's estate by
tho mode of transfor known as 1nancipatio. This was a conveyance made by fictitious
sale in the presence of five witnesses and a balance holder (libripens). Originally
thCI nominal purchaser of the testator's estate (.farnilire emptor) was the heir, but
afterwards, in order to avoid the inconveniences attending an irrevocable sa.le by the
testator in his lifetime to his heir, the practice was adopted of employing, as faniilire
emptor, a thircl person, to whom the sale was made merely for form's sake; a statement (nnncnpatio) being made by the testator of the name of the heir and tlio other
provisions of the will, either orally or in writing (Sand., 5th ed., 163).
A soldier on service coulcl make a valid testament without observing the rnles that
applied to testaments generally. Thus no p articular formalities were roq1.1ired; the
iatention to make a -testament ::md its terms might be proved by any writing or by
witnesses ; persons might bo instituted as .heirs who wore generally incapacitated;
the testator was not bountl to institute or formally disinherit his children; his will
was not liable to be set asicle as inofftcious; he could g-i vo more than throe-fourths of
his property in legacies; he couhl die partly testate and partly intestate; and his
ll'ill wus·110t inva)idutccl by ]1i undergoing the minima capitis de1ninniio. 'I'heso privileges, which were given by imperial coustitutious, existetl ouly whilo the solclior
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was in actual service; ancl the inf~rmal testament remained in force only while the
service continued and for one year aft.er the testator's discharge.
Q. 5. A ~cstator dies lea;ving a son and a grandson by a deceased daughter. Ile
appoints his son heir, does not mention the grandson, and bequeaths all his property to a stranger. What is the effect of the wilH
A . If there was ii.ot sufficient reason for the omission to appoint the grandson heir,
or otherwise provide for him, lie may have the will set aside as inofficiosi,m. (Inst. ii,
13, 3; ii, 18.) But if there was legal•grouncl for the exclusion of the grandson, t he
will is valid; but under the Lex Falcidia, the son will be entitled, as h eir, to onequarter or the estate, as against the legatee (Inst. ii, 22).
Q. 6. Explain and illustrate prmtorice stipiilat-iones, jiidiciales stipnlatfoncs, and co1nmunes stiptilationes.
A. Prcetorire st-ipiilationes.-These were stipulations tha t in certain cases were made
by order of the prmtor, as a security for the performance by the promissor of some
dnty that was not enforceable directly by action. They included the stipulation
damni infecti, by which a person who was owner of a building that was likely to fall
down bound himself to make goocl any damage that should be clone to his neighbor
through the fall of the building; and the stipulation legatoriim, by which an heir
J:>ound himself to pay a legacy, that was not immecliately payable, when it should
become due.
Jiuliciales stipiilationes.-These were stipulations made by order of the judge in the
course of judicial proceedings to secure the performance by the defoncla.nt of acts
that might have to be clone by him in order to give effect to the judgment; e. g., the
stipulation de clolo, by which the defendant bound himself to carry out the sentence
of the court without any attempt at fraud on his part; and the stipulation de persequendo servo qui in fu.ga est restituendot'e pretio, by which the promissor ·w as bonncl to
pursue a runaway slave who was the subject of the action, or pay his price.
Coni11rnnes stipiilationes were such as either the magistrate or the judge in an action
might order to be made. Instances of these were the stipulation reni sal~arn fore
p upill-i, by which a tutor bound himself for the security of the pupil's property; and
the stipulation de rato, by which a procnrator bringing an action in the name of his
principal undertook that what he did would be ratified by the principal. (Inst.
III, 18.)
Q. 7. A slave, of whom Ti tins has the usufruct and belonging to Mmvius, enters into
a stipulation; discuss who will acquire tho b enefit of the contract.
A. If the stipulation hacl reference to the ordinary labors of the slave or to the
p roperty of Titius the benefit of the contract would be acq nired by Titius; otherwise it would be acquired by Mrevius. (Inst. 111, 28, 1, 2.)
Q. 8. What is meant by obligation es qn03 ex delicto nascuntur? Give examples.
C:rn you suggest any rnason why such obligationes w ere classified as res~
A. By obligationes qnm ex deHcto nascimtnr is meant obligations arising from violn.tions of legal rights otherwise than by breach of contract, and ,Yhich the early Roman l aw recognized as l egal wrongs subject to special remedies by action. They
comprised theft (Jurtmn), robbery with violence (rapina), wrongful damage 'to property (danimmi illj1,1,ria), and wrongful damage to the person or reputation of a freema11 (inj11ria) .
Th sc obliga ions were cln Rifiecl as res probably because the object of the obligat(, 11 wa · th acqni ition of a thing, viz., the sum payable by way of compensation
for the ·wrong. Ri~ht~ t th<' a ·quisition of tllings aro tlistin guishcd generally in
l ,,m:-.n law a. res illcorporales. (In. t. u, 2, 2.)
i. · \Yl at w ·r th , arion r medics open to th owner of a stolen article .
A. 1_he r •uu•,li!· wer · ( 1) th Mlio j1ll'li for the re ·overy of a, peualty, which was
four tun_ the amount of the lo.·s in the aso of manifest; th ft and twice tbat
nu~o m 1ll th· <·a_c· of nonmanifolit tlwft· all(l (2) either a real artion (vinclicatio)
fui th0 I ·co ·er· ot tlio 6tolc1 pro ,ci-y or a pen; 11:11 action (conaictio) for its value.
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Tlrn owner, however, conld not in general bring the actio fu1·ti where tho tlling,
havingbeen in the possession of another person, had been stolen from liim; for as
the latter was usually liable to the owner, and was therefore the party interested in
the safety of the thing, it was he, and not the ·owner, who was entitled to sue for
the penalty. But the other remedies belonged to the owner in every case .• The rc:11
action for the recoverv of the stolen article might be brought against the thief or
any other person in whose possession it might be; the p ersonal action for the valuo
could be brought only against the thief or his heirs. It was contrary to principle to
allow the plaintiff the choice of either a real or a personal action, but in the case of
stolen goods this was allowed in odio furnm. (In.st. IV, 1.)
Q. 10. Translate with brief notes: Idem juris est, si rem sa,cram aut religiosam,
quam humani juris esse credebat, vel publicam, qure usibus populi perpctno exposita.
sit, ut forum vel theatrum, vel liberum hominem, quern servum esse credebat, vol
rem, cujus commercium non ha'buerit, vel rem suam dari quis stipuletur. Nee in
pendenti erit stipulatio ob id quod publica res in privatum dccluci et ex libero servul
· fieri potest et commercium adipisci stipulator potest et res stipulatoris esse desinere
potest: sed protinus inutilis est. Item contra, licet initio utiliter res in stipulatum
dedncta sit, si postea in earum qua causa, de quibus supra dictnm est, sine facto
promlssoris deveuerit, extinguitur stipulatio. Ac nee statim ab initio talis stipulatio vale bit "Lucium Titium, cum servus erit, dare sponcles" et similia, qufa_qum
natura sui dominio nostro exempta sunt in obligationem deduci nullo modo possnnt.
A. "The rule is the same if a person stipulates for a thing sacred or religious which
he thought to 1:te the subject of commerce, or for a public thing a:erropriated to the
use of the people in perpetuity, as a forum or theater, or for a freeman whom he
thought to be a slave, or for a thing of which he has not the commerciu.m, or for a
thing belonging to himself. Nor will the stipulation remain in suspense on the
ground that the public thing may become private, or the freema,n may become a
slave or the stipulator may acquire the com1nerciU1n of the thing or the thing which
now belongs to him may cease to be his; but the stipulation is at-once void. So,
conversely, although a thing may have been va.Iidly stipulat~d for originally_, if it
afterwards fall within the description of any of those things before mentioned without the fault of the promissor, the stipulation is extinguished. And such a stipulation as the following, and others of a similar class, are not valid even at the outset:
'Do you bind yours~lf to give Lucins Titius when he shall become a slave f' for that
which by its nature is independent of our ownership can not in any way be made
the subject of an obligation."
(lust. iii, 19, 1, 2.) A thing that was extra-co1nrnercium, or of which the stipulator
had not the conimei·ciu ni, coulcl not be the subject of a stipulation, even though the
stipulator should be ignorant of the fa.ct that the thing was of such a kind; and the
stipulator had no remedy under the contract against the promissor. And no change
of circumstances could give validity to a stipulation that was originally, or subsequently became, void. (Sand.? 5th ed., 338.)
EXAl\llNATION FOR STUDENTSHIPS,
GAIUS AND JUSTINIAN,

Q. 1. Examfoe the distinetions that have been made between correality a.nd solidarity.
Q. 2. Account for the existence of infamia as a form of punishment, and state its
conse']_uences.
Q. 3. In what ways might suretyship be contracted~ 'I'o what extent was the
liability of the surety a.ffecte<l. by the form of contra.ct~
Q. 4. Give a brief sketch of the development of the Roman law of mortgage.
Q. 5. Expfain the foJlowing: Antichresis, agrimeusores, aJtius tollendi jus, arcarium nomen 1 actio recepticia, auctoratus, regula catoniana, dictio dotis.
ED
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Q. 6. Explain the following: (1) Adversus extr::meos vitiosa possessio prodesse
solet. (2) Incertam J•ru:tem possidere nemo potcst. (3) Plures eanclem rem in solid um possidere non possunt.
Q. 7. Sketch the history of the dos. What were the rights and duties of a hnshand
in respect of the dos in the time of J nstinfan 1
Q, 8. Describe the varying policy of the Roman law in r egard to restraints on tile
manumission of sfaves.
Q. 9. What were the difficulties in the way of giving effect to the intentions of a
testator by means of a testament um, and exp fain historica1ly how those difficulties
arose.
Q. 10. Expfain and illustrate the degree of certainty r equired to make a valid
legacy.
DIGEST AND HISTORY OF RO:\fAN LAW.

Q. 1. .Exainine the validity of the following pacta: (1) Post divortium convcnit,
ne tempore statuto ililationis dos r9ddatur, secl statim. (2) Si in tutelro actione convenit, ut majores, quam statut::e suut, usur::e prrestentur. (3) Ut ex causa depoBiti
omne periculum pr::estet. (4) Ne operis n()vi nunciationem exsequar.
Q. 2. Specify the ways in which contracts could be dissolved, and state with precision the effect of an except-io pacti convent-i.
Q. 3. Pacta conventa, qnm neque c1olo malo, neque adversus Jegcs, plebicita, senatusconsulta, edicta principum, nequc quo frm1S cni eorum fiat, facta erunt, servabo.
Translate. Show in what way ancl with what results the prretor affected the law
of contract.
- Q. 4. State and illustrate the distinction between pacta in rem and pacta in personmn 1
Q. 5. Trnnsfate and answer the following: (1) Si pacto subjecfa sit prenro stipul atio, qu:-eritur, utrum pacti exceptio locum habeat an ex stipul::ttu actio f (2) Si
unus ex argent::triis sociis cum debitore pactus sit, an etiam a1teri noceat cxceptio f
(3) Qni pecuniam a servo stipulatus sit, quam sibi Tit.ins <lebebat, si a Titio petat,
an e:s:ceptione pacti conventi summovcri et possit et clebeat: quia pactus videatur ne
a Titio petat qnresitum est~
Q. 6. Imperatores Antoninus et Verus ita rescripserunt: Privn,tis pn.ctionil>us non
dubium est, non l :::edi jus creterorum. Quare transactione, quro inter hercdem et
matrem defuncti facta est, neque testamentnm rescissnm videri posse, neque maunmissis vel legatariis actiones sure ademptre. Quare quidquid ex testamento retunt,
scriptum hcrederu convenire de bent: qui in transactione h ereditatis, aut cn:vit sibi
pro oneribus hereditatis, aut si non cavit, non debct nogligcntiam snmn ad alicnam
injuriam reforre. Translate and comment.
Q. 7. Vult igitur oratio apud prrotorem de istis qmcri: in primis de cansa tmnsactionis; dein de modo; tertio, de persona transigentium. Translate and exrlain.
Compare the nse of causci and moclus with its employment in other connection .
Q. 8. !.xi ve an account of the Gregorian and Hermogenian codes .
. 9. Give an account of the legal literature produced duriug tho half century after
Justinian .
. 10. , ummarizc tho cliiof points of Roman law in Bracton.
JURISPllvDEXCE.

· 1. Lf'x st commune pr::e ptum, virorum prudentium consultnm dclicton1m
<p 1,_1• poute v ·l ~"'norautia contralmntur r ercitio, conmmuis r ei public, spon io.
<l_)i~. I, 3, 1.) · xpfain and critici.· this llcfinition, and compare it with any mod.cru
·u V fl
01 .i dinn hav · hccn tal· ·n hy !ill to Au stin's ·lu, sification of lawi
r u h oh.i c· ion .

' ihil co

u.uo h

o·

propr· ta

c:~m po::. cssionc.

Discuss this stat men
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and mention some of the Yicws that arc held as to the relation of posscssio to title to
property.
Q. 4. What are the constituents of English common lawf Illustrate your an. w r
by reference to the writings of Hale.
Q. 5. Compare the meanings of th e terms res and obligatio as nsed by Au tin and
the Roman jurists, respectively.
Q. 6. Point out by reference to the writings of Maine the different causes that led
to feudali sm. Consider to what extent traces of foucfalism are to be found iu mod rn
English law.
Q. 7. "The'mcntal functions of the brain mn,y be described as threefold-intellectual, emotional, anu. volitional. No one can be said to be of sound mind unless all
these functions are h ealthily p erformed." Explain and cliscuss this statement with
reference to the criminal r esponsibility of the insane. What i s th e nature or degree
of the insanity that in English law will exempt from punishment for an offense.
Q. 8. Compare the English judicial system as it existed in the time of Henry II
with that now in force.
Q. 9. "It is with government as with mellicinc-its only business is th e choice of
evils." Explain what Bentham meant by this statement, and give his analysis of
political good and evil.
Q. 10. By what principles ought a state to be guided in framin g its marriage 1:nn~,
as to (a) what p ersons shall b e allowed to.marry, (b) the conditions of the ru:uriagc,
and (c) permitting divorcd
INTETINATIONAL LAW,

Q. 1. Compare the state system .of Europe as it existed after the pence of Westphalia with the state system as it exists at the present day and point out tlle chief
canses of the changes that have occurred in the interval.
Q. 2. Give :m account of the early maritime cot1es and state the modern practice
on some of the international rules found in such cocles.
Q. 3. State the chief rules relating to the transfer of ships or their cargoes from
t,h c belligerent flag to the neutrnl flag in anticipation of or during a war.
Q. 4. Discuss the effect of a -w:ar upon contracts between subjects of the lJelligerent
states and upon debts due from one belligerent state t8 the subjects of the other
state. Give an account of the controversy regarding the Silesian loan.
Q. 5. What restrictions are belligerents under as regards the manner in which a war
is to be carried on f Sfate the rules laid down by the Brussels Conference on this
subject.
·
Q. 6. Explain the nature of the blockade .recently established by the great powers
against Greece, and discuss its legality. Give some instances of similar blockades.
Q. 7 . Consider what amounts to contraband of war from the point of view of (a) ·
treaties; (b) text writers; antl (c) decisions of prize courts.
Q. 8. "Domicile was unknown in old English law as tbe foundation 9f jurisdiction,
and has not even now been made the fount1ation of English jurisdiction on obligations." Explain this statement, and trace the historical development of domicile in
English law. ·what n,re the chief criteria of intention as regards domicile f
Q. 9. Give an account of the chief sources of private international law, and point
out how some of its rules have been iuflucuced by the doctrine of nationality.
Q. 10. State the circumstances under which an English court will give damages
for a tort committed abroad. A British vessel comes into collision with an American
vesscJ, antl proceedings are taken in Engla~d by the owners of the British vessel
against the owners of the American vessel. For the defense it is pleaded (1) that
the vessel was in charge of a pilot; (2) that the English vessel viofated the English
rul e of the road, and in audition (S) the British limitation of liability is claimed.
Consider the legal effect of the e defenses, distinguishina: according as the collision
occurred (a) within, ( b) be,vond three miles from the English coa.st.
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CHAPTER XV.
LEG.AL E DUCATION IN CA.NA.DA, .AUSTRALIA., SPA.NISH
.AMERICA, JA.P A.N, A.ND CHINA.. 1
The information at hand concerning legal education in the autonomous colonies of Great Britain and in the South and Central .American
republics, as well as in .Asiatic countries, is meager, if compared with
the exhaustive statements on that subject from the United States and
England, France, and other European countries.
The replies received from these countries were few and incomplete,
hence resort was had to printed information contained i.n annual reports and university catalogues. The fact that the colonies of England
to a, great extent copy the institutions, modes of procedure, and technical terms of the mother country enables the reader to supply much
by inference which 1t is impossible to state authoritatively. A few
essential differences are stated in the following pages.
!.-CANADA.

(1) Victoria University. -Law Department, Cobourg, Canada; Wm. Kerr, dean.
Eleven examiners, 21 students. Course consists of 4 years of about 7 months eacJ1.
First year's Btudies : Cicero, Catilinam, I-IV, Horace, Demosthenes, Homer, Hallam's Middle Ages, Blackstone's Commentaries, Vols. I and II; history of philosophy,
moral philosophy, Ferrier's History of Greek philosophy, Corneille, Cinna, Moliere,
Les Precienses Ridicules, Roche, Prosateurs Franc;ais, XVIII Century.
' Sccon<l. year: Cicero de Officiis, Book 1, Aristotle's Et;hics, book 11 political economy, Racine Les Plaideurs, Montesquieu L'Espirit des Lois, Bla.ckstone's Commentaries, Vol. In, logic, psychology, constitutional history of England, Mill on
Utilitarianism, Green's Prolegomena to Ethics.
Third year: Mercantile law, common law, real pro}ilerty, equity jurjsprudeuce,
Justinian Institutes, statutes relating to the constitution of Can::l,(1a, constitution
of Canada, theory of morals and legislation.
Fourth year : Evidence, contracts, Story's Conflict of Laws, Blackstone's Commentaries, Vol. IV, Canadian statutes relating to tho administration of justice and
criminal law, elements of jurisprudence.
(2) Law Schoo l of the Law Society of Upper Canada, Osgoode Hall, Toronto; W. A.
Reeve, principn1. Four instructors. School year extends from OctoLer to May,
with holiday vacation, about 28 weeks.
The course is divided into three years, as follows:
First year : Contracts, rea.l property, common law, equity, stahite law.
Second year : Criminal law, real property, p ersonal property, contracts ~n<l
torts, equity, evidence, practice aud procedure, statute law.
Third year : Contracts, real J)ropcrty, criminal law, equity, torts, evidence,
commercial la,w, private international law, practice and procedure, statute law.
1

See note to Cb apter XIII, page 376.
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In order to be a.dmitted the student is required to pass the matriculate examination of some university in the Province of Ontario. Sixteen is the required age.
Method of instruction is by l ectures, oral and written examinations, and moot courts.
(3) University of Toronto, Canada, L aw D epar tment; Sir Daniel Wilson, president.
Twelve instructors. The scholastic year is divided into two terms, from October 1 to
Decc1nbcr 23 and from January 2 to May 31, respectively. The course extends over
4- years, as foHows :
First year: Elementary economics, English constitutional history.
Secoml year: History and criticism of economic theory, history of English law,
jurisprudence, English a,nd colonial constitution~l law, criminal jurisprudence.
Third year : Economic history, political philosophy, Roman law, federal constitutional law, international law.
Fourth year: Conflict of laws, jurisprudence, commercial and maritime law, general jurisprudence, municipal institutions. L ectures. Oral and written examinations arc in Yogue.
(4) Qnee n's College and Univei·sity, Law Department, Kingston, Canada; Sanford
Fleming; principal and vice-chancellor; Very Rev. George Monro Grant, vice-principal Six:: instructors, 3 students. School year extends from October to Aptil, about
28 weeks.
The course of study is not given in catalogue, but it refers to the conditions for
acquiring the degree of LL. B., as follows: 1. Undergraduates who are taking the
honor course of the univer sity in history and political science may, after completing
that course, proceell to the degree of LL. B. b y passing on the following works:
Dicey's Law of the Constitution, Harris's Principals of Criminal L a w, Hardcastle on
Statutes, Westlake's Private International Law, Wheaton's International Law, Justinian's Institutes (Sandars). 2. Graduates ·w ill b e allowed any suujects ju the
above course which they ma,y have already p assed in arts. 3. Barristers at law or
persons who may have been admitted as students at law Ly the Law Society of Upper
Canada, and have passed their second intermediate examination, will be aclmitted
to the degree by passing on the honor course of the university in history and political
science, togeth er with the works specified in section 1. 4. Graduates of this or any
recognized university, being barrister s at l aw, will be admitted to the <lcgreo by
:pa'l'lsing on the following works, in addition to those specified in section 1: Bourinot's
Manual of Constitutional History of Canada; Bryce's American Commonwealth,
Vol. r, Bageb.ot's English Constitution, Gneist's History of the English Constitution,
Holland's Elements of Jurisprudence, Maine's An cient Law.
(5) u niversity of La1•al, ).aw department, Ulric-Joseph Tessier, Quebec, Canada,
Louis A.. J <?tte, Montreal, Canada, deans. 'fwenty instructors, 42 students. Three
scholastic year s constitute•the course, 9 months in a year.
Studies for the course arc : Roman la,v, 210 lessons, 1 year; civH l aw, 630 lessons,
3 year ; civil procedure, 144 l essons, 2 years ; commercial law ancl admiralty law,
109 lessons, 1 year ; crimin al law, 108 lessons, 1 year; administrati vc law, 150 lessons, 3 years; intern ational law, 30 l essons, 3 years. In orcler to enter t he course
au examination in tho following studies is required: French, English, Latin, Greek,
hi ·tor;y, geography, literntnre (rhetoric), ma.thematics (arithmetic, algelira, geometry, trigonometry), astronomy, 1>hysics, chemistry, wiucralogy, geology, botany,
mC'ut,tl arnl moral philo:ophy.
No limit a to aC'l'e exist. lint the l aw f1. ·es the age for admission to the bar at 21.
The foll~wing cl grec ar(! onfcrrctl : Bachelor, lie ntiato, and doctor. "\Vomen are
not: ilnntt <l : 0 tht· pr. <·ti ·e of law. After oue year of pntctical work iu some office
aft ·r ~railnatm~, the c;uuli,1: t i . a<lmittcd to the provint:ia.l l,a.r '.·aruiuation.
~-Gill ' 11 irc,-iii ly law <lepartmcut, )Ion tr •al, Canada, T . "\V. Trenholme, <lean.
Ll, v 11 111
• t 8. 'Tl 1r1·c· years const,tnte
·
·
. tr11 ·to1 · 1 · t1111 cu
the cours<' · tli y ar 1s
d into • wot nn · 11tc· 1·1r .t <·1m
.
,, fr·om October to Ju.unary,
' tho secon d
·- ·t ·nus
to tho latt ·r parl oJ April.
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The studies for the entire course are: History of Roman law, Maine's ancient la-n-,
Institutes of Justinian, Gains commentaries, criminal law, international law, law
of real estate, commercial law, law of contracts, legal bibliography and histo1·y,
civil procedure, notarial law, ancl civil law.
In order to enter the course an exalllina,tion in the following studies is necessary:
Latin, French, exercises in composition in English and Frencl1, mathematics, bi tory, literature, rhetoric, and philosophy. The courses· of lectures on commercfal
subjects are arranged so as to give young men cngagecl j:i;i. banks and other busine s
houses an opportunity of attending them. Written examinations are helll at tho
encl of each term. In order to acquire the degree of B. c. L. (bachelor of civil law)
the student is required to prepare a thesis, which must be approved.
(7) Dalhousie University, law department, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Richard Chapman
,veldon, clean. Seven instructors, 60 students. The course is three scholastic ;years
of about 30 weeks each.
First year's course is: Real pro1rnrty, crimes, contracts, torts, constitutional history.
Second year: Constitutional law, equity, partnership, bill and notes, co11.flict of
laws.
Third. year: International law, equity, insurance, evidence, sales.
The lcctme system is the principal method of instruction. The Lary dell method
is employed in the class in contracts. Candidates for entrance to the course mnst
stand examination in Lai:in, Greek, mathematics, English, history and geography.
Moot courts are held fortnightly, and are participated in by candidates for degrees.
Also the students have a mock parliament for the discussion of legal and constitutional questions.

IL-A 1::STI"!ALIA.
(1) University of .Adelaide, Aclelai<l.e, South Australia, Samuel James Way, chancellor,
George Henry Farr, vice-chancellor. Seven instru~tors, 38 students. Four yea.rs
constitute the course. Each year is divided into three terms extending from March
to December.
• The studies are, first year: . Roman law, two lectures of one hour each per week;
Latiu, three lectures of one hour each per week; constitutional law, one lecture of
one hour per week; English language and literature, two lectures of one hour each
per week.
Second year: Latin, three lectures of one hour each per week; law of property,
two lectures of one hour each pe{ week; logic, t,Yo lectures of one hour per "eek;
elements of pure mathematics, three lectures of one hour each per week.
Third year : Jurisprudence, one lecture of one hour per week; principles of eqnity,
one l ecture of one hour pcT week; law of contracts, one lecture of one hour per
week.
l<'ourth year: International law, one lecture of one honr per week; fa17 of wrongs,
one lecture of one hour per week; law of procedure, one lecture of one J10ur per
week; men fol and moral philosophy, two lectur'-'s of one hour each per week.
The candidate for admission must be 16 years of ·age and must have passed tho
senior public examination of the uniYersit.r, which includes Latin. After graduation
the student is required to study in the office of a practicing lawyer three years l.Jeforo
he is admitted to the bar. Legal education in SouthA_ustralia is at present confined
e:::itirely to this university.
(2) The Unfrersity of Victoria, Melboiirne.-Law department, Anthony ColJing
Brownlcss, chancellor; John Madden, vice-chancellor. Fh-e inspectors, 97 students.
For articled clerks in service the course is, first year: British history, law of obligations. Second year: Constitutional law, property law. Third, fourth, and fifth
years: Real property and conveyancing; common and statute law; equity, divorce,
matrimonial, and. ecclesiastical law; insolvency aud admiralty; ·criminal law; prac-
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tice of the supreme court; practice of the inferior courts; constitutional bw and
history.
For bar students, first year: JuTispruclence (the phHosophy of law); constitutional
la1,; Roman l:J,w; property; obligations. Second year: International law (public
and p1'.i vate) ·; wrongs; procedure.
Articlecl clerks ·are examined twice by university and once by the board of examiners for attorueys, appointed by the judges .of the supreme court. Ba1· stitdents are
examined twice cluring the l aw course by the univeTsity and must attain the degree
of bachelor of law before being admitted to practice at the bar. Fifteen is the
required age for entering the course.
(3) Dniversity of Sidney.-Law school, Sir William Montgu Manning, chancellor;
Arthur Renwick, vice-chancellor, Sidney, New South Wales. One professor and 4
lecturers, 25 students.
_ The course is a three year one, each year consisting of three terms of ten weeks.
Studies for first term are: JurispTnclence and the theory of legislation; constitutional
law·; international law; Roman law.
Second year: The law in fOTce in New South Wales relating to coutracts, torts,
crimes, procedure, pleading, and evidence.
Third year: The law in force in New South "Wales relating to real and personal
property and conveyancing, equity procedure and subjects of equitable jurisdiction.
No age limit is prescribed. A two-year course in the faculty of arts is required
of a candidate for the law course. The principal mode of instruction is by lectures.
Moot courts· are held periodically. 'l'he· degree of LL. B gives a right to admission
to the bar; in respect to the solicitor's branch of the legal profession it reduces tlle
term of articles from five to three years.
The university was founded in 1858. Its degrees in art, l aw, and medicine are recognized as on an equality with those of the United Kingdom.
(4) Q·ueens~cind.-There are no institutions teaching jurisprudence ; persons are
educated for the legal profession by private study only. In the case of students for
the bar study in a barrister's chamber is not necessary, but it is a growing custom for
such students to read with some practicing barrister for a period of about twelve
months and act in the capacity of what is called "devil" to him. It is the custom
that such stuclents, even though admitted to the bar, do not practice during such
period of" deviling." In the case of candidates for admission as solicitors it is necessary among other things that they should have served some practicing solicitor as
an articled clerk for a period of five years.
Lawyers are divided into (1) barristers; (2) solicitors. There is another grade of
practitioners who are not num rous and can scarcely be called lawyers, but <lo legal
work, i. e., conveyancers. In law the professions here are amalgamated; that is to
say a barrister may practice as i' solicitor, or vice versa, but iu practice, with but
rare exceptions, the profes ions are kept entirely distinct.
(5) Unitersity of Jfew Zca land.-Hy virtue of the "New Zealand University act"
of 1874, all of the colleges of New Zealand were affiliated to the University of New
Zealand. Two of these colleges have law departments, as follows: (1) University
of Otago, DundN·, N . Z. , Rev. Donald McNaughton Stuart, chancellor. Nine profe: . ors and 121 cturcrs, The ouTSe embraces jurisprudence, law of property, contitn ional history and law. (2) Canterbury Colleg , Christ Church, N. Z., Sir
James He ·tor, chan · llor. 'Five pro£ s ors and 3 le turers. Tlie course em bra es
juri ·pntcl nc·
·onstitutioual hi tory, Roman law, international law, contracts, and
tort .

.·t ·11r~ owr a period f thr
year,, six months in the year. It i
an apph ·a 1 t to the•, conr . mu. t have "kept two terms 'at on of
c 11 f;" ·
ft r gr:uluation a l'rofcssioual cx.::uuiuation is necessary in
e.' practitioner.
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III.-SPANISH AMERICA.

A. Mexico.-Higher education is offered in coJieges for professional instruction, but
there is no university of note in Mexico. There are among the colleges several
schools of law (in 1875 an official report [the latest available] enumerated 33 of uch
schools). The cour~e generally followed in the leading law schools is as follows:
Naturallaw, Roman Jaw, Mexican law, constitutionalla'Y, administrative law, international and maritime law, penai legislation, civil and criminal procedure, legislation compared, medical jurisprudence, political economy.
B. Costa Rica.-By presidential decree of March 2, 1891, it was ordered that a
provisional school of law should be opened in San Jose. 'l'he ancient school of law
was abolished in 1890 when the University of St. Thomas was reestablished. This
university has not begun its functions as yet because its statutes have yet to receive
congressional sanction. To the course in legal studies are annexed courses in philosophy and literature. The provisional school of law is under the control of the
council of advocates which formulates the list of professors. During the mutations
that have taken place in past years in the University of St. Thomas, there were
efforts made to continue the law course, and by decree of August 22, 1888, these
classes were reunited. The course formulated at that date included civil faw, Roman
law, public law, administratiYe law, mercantile law, civil and criminal procedure,
international law, natural and criminal law, forensic oratory, and political economy.
Whether the new reestablishment continued all these br::mches is not known. rt is
stated, however, that but few students were admitted to the course in 1888-89, and
that the future of the legal faculty or school depended somewhat upou its continuance as a private institution supported by the aforementioned council, or whetLer
it be made public by ma.king it s{1bject to the department of educatio1;, C. Colornbia.-According to the "Informe del Ministro de Instrnccion Publica,
1888," the University of Antioquia has among its faculties that of j1}risprudence 'and ,
political science. The course of study includes Roman law and history, civil law of
the United States of Colombia (two courses), comparative mercantile law, international law (public and private), public law of ancient and modern nations with
their bearing on the public law of Colombia, political economy, statistics and elementary knowledge of public pro11erty. The number of law students is not given,
but the total number of students in the university was 222.
Courses in law were also found in the "Colegio Academico d Pasto," which has
a class of law students, and in the "Seminario Conciliar de la Dioceses," which offers
a course in canonical law. A private college established in 1841 in Barranquilla, in
the Department of Bolivar, which is not affiliated with the national university, has
faculties of literature, philosophy, and jurisprudence. The "Colegio de la Esperanza," which has been united with the national university, has a course in jurisprudence. The" Colegio del Departmento de Bolivar" has six pupils studying law.
Theystuclied the institutes of Roman law, Roman history, philosopby oflaw, public
aml private international law, political economy, statistics, and elementary knowledge oflaws appertaining to public property (hacienda publica).
The "Universidad Catolica de Bogota," founded in 1884, has, according to its
founder's wishes, four faculties, but up to date only those of philosophy and letters
and law are in operation. The examinations in 1888 in this university indicated that
a high standard of excellence is expected, for only 2 students passed in political
economy, 7 in Spanish law, 4 in civil law, 4 in criminal law, and 4 in the na,tional
code. There were other students, but they failed. in examination. The "Colegio
Mayor de Nuesta Senora del Rosario Bogota" had a regular course of law studies ;
19 students of Roman la"f, 37 of philosophy oflaw, 38 of public law, 27 of civil law
(first term), 18 in second term; 14 of mercantile law, 56 of international law, 22
of criminal law, 27 of court procedure, 30 of canonical law. The usua,l classes in
Spa,nish law an<l. political economy were not open during 1888.
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Thus it is seen th:1t the people of the United States of Colombia (3,879,600, accord,
ing to the census of 1881) bestow much importance upon the study of law, as it is
found not only in the universities, but also in minor colleges and private institutions.
D. Venezuela.-According to the '' Mcmoria dcl Ministro de Instruccion Publica,
1891," the faculty of political s~iences in the Central University of Venezuela and
that of political sciences in the University of the Ancles have the following courses:
The Central University has Roman faw, public law, ecclesiast,j.cal law, Spanish law,
internat,io'nal law, civil and commercial codes, principles of legislation, administratiYe ancl penal law, and military la'\\. The course extends over five years. The
students of the first class numbered 47, those of the third class 22, those of the fifth
class 26 . The num ucr of bachelors of political sciences mentioned in tbc year 1889-90
was 21.
The University of the Andes reported courses in Roman law, 13 students; Spanish
and canonical la, w, 13 students; commercial code, 22 students ; international law,
22 students; political economy, 14 students, and code of procedure 14 students.
Between the dates of September 12, 1889, and November 15, 1890, 5 students received
the degree of bachelor of political sciences and 8 that of doctor of political sciences
in tl1e University of the Andes.
·
E. Eciiador.-Accorc1ing to tlie "Informo del Ministro cle Negocios Ecclcsiasticos,
Instruccion Pnblica, Justicia, Beneficcncin, y Caridad y Estodistica de 1892," the faculty of jnrispnulence in the Central University of Ecuador has classes in civil law,
inclucling Roman law, Spanish law, and laws of Ecuador (47 students); canonical
la.w, including public ecclesiastical law and history of the gener:..l councils (47 students); political economy and general legislation (with 11 students of the fourth
class :mu 19 of the third class); constitutional and ::1dministn1,tive science, including
international law (30 students) ; criminal code and practice, commercial law, military
code, ::,ncl mercantile procedure (29 students). The completion of these la.w courses
covers six years. The total number of students is not giYen, the same names being
reproduced in different legal branches. In the departments of Aznay an<l Guayas
there are complete law faculties mentionctl. It is surmised that the students of these
so-called university corporations go to the Central University at Quito to obtain
their tlegrees. [This method is found in Spain, where tho students from the minor
universities go for such purpose to the Centrnl UniYersity at Madrid.] These provincial university courses are as follows: The" Corporacion Universitaria del Aznay"
has a six years' course in jurisprudence; the :first ancl sccon<l courses include civil law
of the country compared with Roman law and the history of the laws of other countries. The thircl and fourth courses include public l aw, constitut:onal and administrative science, and political economy. The fifth and sixth courses include law practfc , commercial, p enal, and military codes, civil and criminal pr:ictice, also canoniical law.
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ing military law; civil law; cornmcrcia.l faw, inclnding maritime law; wedical jnri prudence; criminal, civil, and commercial procedure; court practice (practice iu
pleading); history of national law; essentials of political economy and admini. trativs law. This course is divided into four terms, followed by examinations, as fol- lows: First, philosophy and history of law; common and · constitutional law.
Second, Roman law; civil law; commercial law; criminal law. Third, medical juris prudence ; ciYil law, continued; commercial la,w, continued. :Fourth, history of
national law; criminal, civil, and · commercial law; essentials of political economy
ancl administrative la,w; court practice (practice in pleading).
The course in science of government and administrative law embraces the following:
Philosophy and history of lu.w; common law; constitutional law; international law;
diplomatic law and history of treaties; science of administration a,nd administrative
law; political economy; science of :finances arid accounts of state; public hygiene;
comparing of legislative acts which refato to private la,w. The ::tbove course is
divided into thTee terms, followed by examinations, as follows: First, the same as in
the science of jurisprudence. Second, international law; diplomatic law allllhistory
of treaties; political economy; public hygiene. Third, scie:p.ce of administration and
administrative law; science of finances and accounts of sfate; comparing of legislative :1cts which relate to private law.
The course for nota.ries is divided into two terms, follow ed . by examina,tions, as
follow s : First, explanation of state constitutional and administra.tive law; explanation of state criminal, ciYil, and commercial law. Second, explanation of state la,w
procecl ure; court practice.
It will be noticed that the study of science of jurisprudence_ covers four terms,
that of science of goYcrnment and administi:ative law three terms, while _for students preparing for notarial work only two terms are prescribed. It is reasonable
to suppose that by term is meant a year.
The same law establishes chairs for teaching the above conrses.
G. Pcru.-At Lima the oldest university in America, "Universidad cle San Marcos,'' teachesj urisprudence, medicine, political scieuce, theology, and appl:ied science.
A statement of the course iu jurisprudence ::tnd other details arc not available.
H. Bolivia.-This country has five uniYcrsitics, in which law, medicine, and thcmlogy are taught, ·w ith a tot:11 of 1,384 students and 83 professors.
I. Uruguay.-The "Universid::ul cle la Republica" at Montevideo, sometimes callc~
the University of Montevideo, is rc1)orted in the uAnuario Estadistico del Uruguay,
1889," as lrnving 14 professors and 147 students in the faculty of faw and social
sciences . The course. of study, according to the "Laws and Regulations for Higher
Studies," published in 1890, covers n, five years' period, and issubdiviclcd as follows:
First year: Philosophy of la"·, Roman 1::tw, civil law (first course), constitutional
law (first course ).
Second year: Civil law (secon<l. coui·se), constitutional law (second course), penrrl
law (first course) , public intenrntioual la,w.
Third year : Civil law (third course), penn,l la,w (second course), po_litical economy
(fi.rst course), commercial law (first course), juclicfal proceedings (first course).
] i ourth year: CiYil law (fourth course), l)Olitical economy (second cours~), commercial law (second course), judicfal proceedings (second course), foren sic practice
(first course) .
Fiftli year: A(lministrative bw, private international I::tw, metlical faw, forensic
practice (second course),
A general examination an<l. the writing of a thesis are obligatory for all students
who desire to graduate from tho legal co urse. The general examinations for obtaining the degrees doctor in law and socinl science, °"·hich indicat-e completion of tho
law course, are <l.iYided into three 1)arts: (1) A theoretical exa,mination in civil,
commercial, antl penal laws, which lasts an hour. (2) A lH'actical examination in
the cOillpositiou of legal (locumeuts, which lusts two hours, and 0110-half hour's ex.
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amination in the studies pursued in legal proceedings and forensic pr!!ctice. (3) A
thesis upon a theme selected from the fonr to twelve subjects suggested by the dc:m
of the faculty, this thesis not to be longer than fifty printed pages.
In the university the degree of licentiate is only recognized by a simple certificate indicating the following of a certain course of study. The conncil of higher
instruction can require an entire completion of the course before the degree of
doctor is allowed. The university also confers the degree of bachelor when the
proper examinations have been passed and a thesis written. The preponderance of
students in 1889 was found among those studying civil law (136), while only 7
were studying administrative laws. The general average was between 30 and 50
students in the various legal branches.
K. Argentine Repiiblic.-Legal education in the Argentine Republic is given in the
two universities of Col'doba and Buenos Ayres. The "UniYersidad Nacional de
Cordoba" was founded in 1622 (its legal faculty created in 1767), and the "UniYcrsidad Nacional de Buenos Aires" on August 9, 1821. Tho national laws give the
most complete autonomy to each university. Both universities have faculties of
la.w and social sciences, of medicine, of l)hysical and mathematical sciences. The
courses in the faculties of law an<l social sciences fast five years, and the studies
comprise preparatory legal studies, civil law, international law, Roman law, criminal law, commercial law, constitutional and administrative law, ecclesiastical law,
procedure, political economy, finances, philosophy of l aw and mining, legislation
(independent course).
Each branch is in charge of a siugle professor, except civil and international law
(pnblic and private), which have each two professors . The number of law professors in the faculty of law and social science is 15 in each university. The
term commences on the first Monday of March and terminates on tho 15th of
NoYember. The special examinations last till the midtlle of the month following.
The general examinations are divided into three parts, commencing with the 15th
of February. All the faculties require for admission a certificate of si:s: prepara.tory years in the national co1leges, so that the majority of pupils entering the university are from 16 to 20 years of age .
The lessons, generally, are in the form of couferenccs the pupils are questioned,
and are ofttimes requested to present an~ difficult points which they may have en·
countered, while other stuclents give the benefit of their views on the subject under
consideration. The "Memoria del Ministro de Justicia., culto e Instruccion Publicn:,
1890," presents the following facts for the year 1889-'90. In 1889 the university at
Cordoba had 46 students iu the faculty of law and social science, and 929 lectures
were given. The number of diplomas given was 2 as doctor of jnrispru<lence, and
2 as lawyer. The n ew plan of studies, sanctioned by the faculty, separated finance
and political economy; added two professors for lectures in civil law to the section
of the philosophy of law; separated the theoretical stuuy of procedure from the
instruction and practice in code of mining l aws ( making the latter an independent
course), and added a course in the philosophy of law to the fifth year.
The examinations at the close of each term, ar.cording to decision of the faculty
On August 19, 1889, w re to be as follows :
·F irst term: Civil, Roman, p •nal , and commercial law, procedure and private int rnational htw. , ' oncl term: Canonical law, public international law, constitutional
politic·al (·011omy, finances, philosophy of law, administrative law, and
JH'c:par·ltion_ for l_aw stn<l '. Thi rel t rm: :Forensic practice.
In th nmv ·rsLty at Bu nos Ayres the number of students for 1889 in the faculty
ofla.w Ull(l O i~ 1 ·cic,nccs wa 23 -i.e., first y ar 114, second year 47, third year
3 · f nr h
r 42 , fifth ·ear 5. In a,lclition th r were 33 "hearers." The number
of l • tnr
·
.
, or n • Y rarre of 71.11 for a ·h profe sor. The large numb r of
n tlu .. · ung r uniY ·r. it', as comparC'cl with that of 'or<loba is <.ln to the
h univ r 1· t Y 1· ·1t u· te1l at tho ·apital of 1.ho Republic, whicP
'
city J.ia~

la,:,
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400,000 inhabitants, while Cordoba has only about 40,000, a.nd life in a small city
has not as ma,i:ly attrn.ctions for the student.
The diplomas given at Buenos Ayres were 40 to law graduates and 37 to doctors in
jurisprudence. · The course of study is referred to above, and doubtless does not
differ much from that presented for the older university.
L. Chile.-According the "Memoria del Ministro de Justicia e Instruccion Pnblica, 1890,"the University of Chile, which now constitutes the university section of the
"Instituto Nacional" at Santiago, had the following number of law students in its
courses in 1889: First year of the course, 116 students and 47 "hearers;" second
year, 94 students; third year, 79 students; fourth year, 53 students and 1 "hearer;"
fifth year, 47 students; special classes, 159 students; total, 584 students and 48
"hearers."
Tho examination in the law faculty brought about the following result: Pas~ed
with high honors, 105; passed, 1,238; failed to pass, 250; tofal, 1,593. Receiving
university degrees: Bachelor in law, 68; licentiat~ in law, 76:
The studies in the faculty of laws and political sciences were as follows:
First year: Naturallaw, Roman law, civil code (first year). ·
Second year: Civil code (second year), canonical law, political economy.
Third year: Civil code, international law, penal code.
Fourth year: Forensic practice, commercial law, constitutional law.
Fifth year: Forensic practice, mining law (from March to July), criminal codo
and practice (August to December), administrative law.
Such is the course as at present constituted, but able writers state that this course
is not considered quite satisfactory, as comparative law, history of law, and political
sciences recei vc but Ii ttle a.tten tion. For this reason the minister of public instruction,
Sr. D. Julio BoTiados Espinosa, presented a new plan of studies to the council of
public instruction at date of April 29, 1889, for, as he aptly said, the present course
lacks a scientific basis. Whether the course suggested will be carried out remains
to be seen. It aims to give greater insight into the laws of all countries, and includes
history of law and political sciences, fundamentals of comparative law, statistical
and geographical economics, maritime laws, parliamentary nnd political history of
Chile and America, and sociology.

to

IV.-JAPAN,

Iu order to understand the course of legal education offered :in the Japanese University, it seems necessary to preface it by an exposition of the legal institutions
and conditions of that country. ·we quote Basil Hall Chamberlain's "Things
Japanese" (London, 1890):
"Dutifully obedient to authority and not naturally litigious, the Jap.anese are
nevertheless becoming a nation of lawyers. No branch of study is more popular
than law with the young men of the new generation. It seems to have for them a
sort of abstract anu theoretical interest, for Japanese law has at no time been the
genuine outcome of the national life, as English faw, for instance, is the outcome of
English nn.tional life-:1 historical development fitting itself to the needs of tho nation as a well-made glove fits the hand. Twelve hundred years ago Japan borrowed
Chinese law wholesale. She is borrowing French and German law wholesale to-day.
There are now two parties, a procodification party and an anticodification party.
The former is the party in power, being backed by tho statesmen who see in }juropcan codes for Japan a prerequisite of fair treatment of Japa-n by' European nations.
The point of view ,of the anticodifi.cation party is: "Japan for the Japanese.
Our laws mu t suit our people. They must not be more handles for obtaining
t-reaty revision. ·wait to codify until the national courts, interpreting national
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needs, shall ha,ve evolved prcceLlents of their own. French and German corles are
alien things, mechanic:1lly superimposed on our Japanese ways of thought and
modes of life, which are not in touch with foreign civilizations aml the laws that
have sprung from them."
Which of t hese parties is m tho righU · The anticodifi cation party founds itself
on history, on natural development. On the other hand, might it not be plausibly
argued that wholesale imitation and the adoption of foreign ways having always
boon Japan's method of proceeding, and being therefore a Rort of inverted originality of her own, the procodificationists- are, in effect, more truly inheritors of the
national tradition tha,n the so-called nationalists, It is, of course, out of the question that any opinion we, as ignornnt laymen, may hold on such a subject can Le
worth anything. Our only object is to present both sides, and to present them
briefly.
The new codes resulting from the legislative activity of the present reign are: (1)
The criminal code and· tbe code Qf criminal procedure, drafted by M. Boissonuade
de Fontarabie on the basis of the Code Napoleon, with modifications suggested by the
ol<l J apanese criminal1aw; these were published in 1880 and came int9 force in 1882 ;
(2) the civil code, the code of civil procedure, and the commercial code, which are
on the eve of publication. Though not actaally entitled coucs, we may also include:
(3) The constitution with its attendant laws regarding the imperial house, the <l.iet,
arn.1 finan ce; ( 4) the laws for the exercise of l ocal self-government, and (5) divers
statutes on miscellaneons subj ects, one of the most important of which is bankiug.
Crimes, as classified in the Japanese criminal code, are of three kinds, namely,
(1) -0rimes against the state or the r'mperfal family, anu in violation of the public
credit, policy, peace, health, etc. ; (2) crimes against person and property; (3) police
offenses. There is in addition a subdivision of (1) and (2) into major and minor
crimes.
The punishment for major crimes arc: (1) death, by hanging; (2) deportation,
with or without hard fabor, for life or for a term of years; (3) imprisonment, "ith or
without hard l abor, for life or for a term of years. The pnnishment for minor crimes
in cludes confinement, with or without hard labor, and fines. The punishments for
police offenses are detention for from one to ten days without ha1·u labor, and
:fines varying from 5 sen to $1.93. The court which tries persons accused of major
crimes consists of three judges, that for minor crimes of one judge, and that for
police offenses of 0110 jiige de paix"·. Capital punishments are carried out in the
presence of a procuratoT. They no"· are extremely rare. Criminals condemned to
deportation are generally sent to the Island ofYezo, whern they sometimes ,York in
the mines. The ordinary prisons arc situated in various parts of the Empire, ancl
number one hundred and ninety-three.
A person who has suffered injuTy by crime lodges his complaint at a police offi ce,
or with the procurator of any court havi11g juristliction o,·er the crime in question.
Policemen can arrest an offender whose crime was committed in their presenc , or
which the complainant avers to have actually seen committed. In all other cases
they can arrest by warrant only. Bail is allowed at the discretion of the j udge, but
only after reference to the procurator who bas taken up the case. Accused person
aro often k pt in prison for a, considerable timo before trial, :m<l no ln.wyer is allowed
to b · 1>re ·ent at the preliminary examination, which also is often long delayed.
lt brum ' , 1 90, witue secl the pa sing of a new law relative to the orcranization of
jucli. ·ial ourt -a law embodying, indeed, the usage dcY lo1Jed in e fhe e tablil,hmcut f tlic cour . iu 1 72, 1 ut intro<lncin,r certain changes horroweu rather from
rmau than from l:'r ·uch sow· c ·. It i. to come into force in November of th am
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The history and natnre of modern Japanese legnJ institutions nrc7 v~ry briefly, as
follows: Down to 1872 the judicial department had united in itself tho functions of
chief law court and chief executive office for -the transaction of Judicial busine s
throughout the laud, the same staff of officials sm.· ving for 1Joth purposes. In tbat
year, however, a separation took place. Judges, procurators, a juclicial police for
the :.rrest of prisoners, m:oues, avocats, and notaries were established7 as also separate ]udicial courts and a law school. The pattern copied was F rench . Since that
time numerous changes have taken place. At present the courts ure divided into local
- courts (presided over by juges depai x ), .district or provincial courts., courts of appeal,
and a supreme court ( eour ile cassation ), all of which have jurisdiction both in criminal and civil suits. Each of these conrts has branch offices established to accomrnoclate suitors, regard being hall to p_opulatiou and to the area of jurisdiction. The
local courts have jurisdiction over police offenses; the district courts over crimes, besides acting as courts of preliminary investigation; the appeal courts hear new
trials; the supreme court hears criminn,l appeals on ma.tters of law. All crimes of
whatever sort are subjected to preliminary examination before actual trial. Tl!._e
conducting of criminal cases, from .the very beginning do n to the execution of the
criminal, if he be condemned to ::,uffer denth, rests with -the procurator, who unites
in his own person the functions of public prosecutor anc1 of grand jury.
The present judiciary consists partly or men tra.ined under the old pro-European
regime, partly of graduates of the law college of the Imperial University, and of the
private law colleges, of which there are six in Tokyo and , eight altogether in the
Empire. About a thousand young men grn,duate yearly. Lawyers are bound to I)::tSS
a certain examination before being admitted to practice at ' the bar; but it is of a
very theoretical nature, and is likely to be soon revfsed. The new law concerning
the constitution of courts requires candidates for judgeships to _pass two competitive
examinations, unless they are gra,duates of the university, in which case they nf?ed
only pass the second of the two, after having served as probationary judges for a term
of three years . Judges are appointed for life. Their salaries vary from $700 to $47 000
per annum. The presiclents of co'urts are, however, more highly ;remunerated. The
president of the supreme court receives .$57 500) and is of ~hinnin rank.* The chief
procurator, who is of cholcunin rank, re,ceives $4,000.
The system of trial, as well in civil as in criminal cases7 is entirely inquisitorial.
It was so in Old Japan, and is so _in Franc-e7 whence modern J?,panese law comes.
Formerly no convictions were made except on confession by the prisoner. Hence an
abundant use of torture, now happily abolished, and a tendency, e.ven in civil cases,
to suspect guilt in the defendant, although the theory is that the defendant must be
presumed innocent until actua.lly pTOved to be the contrary. , In this characteristic
Japan but conforms to her continental models) and indeed to the universal usage of
mankind, with the solitary exception of the English. The judge conducts the trial
alone. All questions by counsel must be put tlirough him. Counsel donot somuch
defend their clients as represent them. They even testify for their clients, strange
as snch a. thing must souncl to English ears . Another peculiarity is that husband
and wife, parent and child, master and servant are prohibited from appearing as witnesses aga.inst each other. At the same time, they are not entirely excluded from
the examination. The code of criminal l)rocedure draws a fine distinction, excluding
them as witnesses, but admitting them as "referees 17-we can think of no better
equivalent for the difficult Ja,p anese term .sanlconin. A sa11konin is a witness, and
yet not an authoritative witness, a sort of second-rate witness, if one might so phrase
it. The idea is, of course, that persons thus related are likely to be- prejudiced. in
each other's favor, and that their testimony should accordingly be allowed little
"All officials are classified into four ranks, shinnen, chokunin, sonin, and ha11nin.
The shinnin are the highest of all, receiving their nominations from the Mikado himself.
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weight in comparison with that of others more probably impartial. Witnesses are
sworn) though not exactly in the European manner. The oath is rather a solemn
asservation, and js entirely unconnected with any religious sanction. It is iu the
form of a written document) to which the person sworn affixes his seal. The proceedings at a trial are all committed to writing) but not in the actual words used, as '
Japanese custom is ad-verse to the employment of the colloquial for literary purposes. 1
The gist of the questions and answers is therefore .translated into the book style.
Needless to say that the above is the merest shadowy outline of a vast subject. ·
Transformed, revolutionized as it has been, Japanese law nevertheless retains not a
few curious feature's of its own) which would interest both the legal specialist and
the student of history and sociology. In departments of legal activity that are not
yet covered by the new codes) the customary law of an earlier date is still followed.
Land tenure and all such family matters as succession) marriage) adoption, etc .. in
which it is most, difficult to effect sudden changes, belong to this category.
Since the foregoing was printed three new codes appeared, namely, the civil code,
the code of civil procedure, and the commercial code. The new civil code, however,
includes as yet only the ws of things. Tra~litional Japanese usage still regulates
such important matters as· marriage, succession, adoption, and others belonging to
tne law of persons. The code of civil procedure and the commercial code came into
force on January 1, 1891, the civil code on January 1, 1892.
Legal education in Japan.-After having seen how Japan endeavors to copy the law
practice of European nations, we may proceed to show that in the prepamtion for the
profession of law also European models are copied. It will be seen from the follow•
ing statements that the Japanese have avoided English and American models and
apply the courses found in the universities on the continent of Europe, although
they study English law thoroughly.
The Imperial University at Tokyo is the chief place where l egal studies _can be
pursued in Japan. This institution has a college of law with 26 professors and 333
students (according to University Calendar 1891-92). The university is under the
control of the minister of education and depends for its revenue upon annual allowances from the treasury of the Imperial Government. The tuition fees (2½ yen, or
about $2 per month) and other sources of income are allowed to accumulate year by
year so as to form a large fund, which is touched only in cases of necessity. The
university confers among other degrees that of hogalca halcushi, or doctor of law, after
completion of the entire course prescribed.
The courses of study in the different faculties of the Imperial UniYersity are all
very comprehensive and stated in detail. Those of the law college being of particular
interest to the readers of this volume we quote them in full, giving both the subjects
taught and the time allotted to each. The law college offers two courses, one in law
and one in politics. To the course in law arc added subsidiary courses or sections,
namely, in English, French, and German law, to be studied in those languages,
rcspecti vely.
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I.-La.w coiirse.

Hours p er w eek.
Firs t
term.

Second Th i rd
tl'lrm. t er m .

- - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1· --- - - - - - FITIS1' Y E A TI.

Gener al law ... . .... ... . .................... . ................................ .
Civil code (Property in Gen eral, Part I) . ........... . ........................ .
Criminal code . .. . . . ........... - -............ ·. · · · . · · · · · · . · · . · . . · · ......... . . .
Ron:mn law . ........ .. .. .... . ................................. . .............. .
Civil code .... . . . . . ... . ...................................................... .
First subsidiary section:

~~:n:~l:~ ~i~~t:~~~: :: ::: :::::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::: :: ::: ::::::::

Second subsidiary section :
.
F ren ch law (general) . . . .... . .................... . ....................... .
Tltird subsidiary section;
·
History of German law .. . . . .. . ...... . .... . ............ . ................. .
P andekten law .............. . ........................................... .

1

1

3
4

3
4

4

4

1
3

4
4
2

2

2

4

4

4

i

2

2

4

4

4

2

2

3

2
3

a

4
3
2
3

4
3
2
3

3
2
3

SECOND YEAR.

Gh-il code (Property in General, Part II)............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Code of criminal procedure ..................... . ...... . ........ . ... . .........
Civil code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Constitut,ion........ .. . ....... . . . ........................ . .... . ...............

~

~

4

~

~~~;-~if~sti~~1;~ft~~la~;i~i~;i pi~;~li~;g; ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... ....... . . ......
First subsidiary section :
·
·
·
En~. lishlawofproperty ................. . ................ : ..... . ........ .
2
2
2
E nglish commercial law.................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
4
4
Second subsidiary section :
.
4
4
4
F r en ch law (general) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Third subsidiary section:
Practical exercises in pandekten law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
3
3
Getman private law .................................... . ...... . . . ........
2
2
2

I'

THIRD YEAR.

Civil code:
Law of thEi means by which property is acquired ......................... ,
Securities or guaran tees of r ight s of"claims ................. . ... . .... . ...

3
2

3

3

2

2

CrJ~~~li:~;;~r~~tt~.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:: I I

I

~~;~yi:;\~ici~Jr:nd~~i~i~~i pie~cl~g;·.·.·.::::::::::::: :: :::: :::::::: ::::::: ...... ~ ....... ~ ..- : ..... ~
First subsidiary section:
2

~

2

2

~~fH:k l~: ~f r,:f(f!~i:·~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::: ::: ::: :: :::: :::·::
Second sn bsidiary section :

English corumerciallaw........................................ . . . . . . . . . .

French law (ch-il a,nd administrative la.ws) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H istoryofFrenchlaw.. ................. . .... . ... . ..... . ............... . .
Thir d subsidiary sec~ion:
·
:
German cornn1erc1al law ................................. . ................
Exercises in pand ekten la.w . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
2

2
2

2
2

~

~

3

3

3

1

1

1

F OURTH YE A R.

Commercial code . . .... . ..... . ............... . .................. . . . .. . .... . ....
.Judicial organfaation and code of ciYil procedure . .. ............ . . ... ... . .....
Private international law........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5
4

3

~

5
4

3

~

5
4

3

i

i~f~~ii1~i~~Id~e: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::: ::::: : ::::: ::::: :::::::: :::: :: : : :: :: : : : ::
R isto1;y of_ Ieg:a.l_ inst,itut!o~s of .Japa!1........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
2
2
Exercises m civil an d crimm al plcadmgs . . ............................. .. .. .. ....... . ............... .
F irst snbsidiar.v section :
Euglisb la,w of equ ity ..•........... ... .. .. .................. . .... - .. -. . . 3
a
Second subsidiary section:
French law (civil a,nd commercial law ) ............ . ........... . ...... . .. .
2
2
2
History of Fren ch law ...••......................... . .. . .... .. .. .. .. ... ...
2
2
2
Thi.rel subsidiary section:
German public and admini strativ e laws . ........... . ...... . ..... . ... . ... .
8
8
3
German bankruptcy law .......................... . ..... . . . ...... . ..... . .
1
1
1

ED
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II.-Course in p.olitics.
Hours per week.
First
term.

Second Third
term. t erm .

. FIRST YEAR.

Politi cs ......•................. .... . .... ... ...... ... ... .... ..................
Political econon1y ........................................................... .
Statistics ....... . ......................................... .. .... ............ .
History of institutions .................................................... .. .
History of politics .. .......... .. ............... . .................... ......... .
English, French, and German constitutions ......................_..... .. -... .

2
3

2

1

1

3

3
3

3

2
3
1
3
3

3

3

3

4

3
5
3
3
3
4

3

3

2

2
3

"2

SECOKD YEAR.

Constitution ........................................ . .. _. .................... .
Political economy ............... : .................•............ . . . ............
Adn1inistrati,e law .......................................... : .... .......... .
Public international law ........................................... ..... .. .. .
Civil code . ................................. . ................................. .
Criminal code ................................. . . .... ..... ................... .

3
5
·3
3
3

5
3
3
3
4

THIRD YE .\.R.

t~~\~~;
ofc~~~Tilai·~~~~~~y :: : : :: : : :: : : :: : : : : : : :: :: :: : : :: : : : : : : :: : : :: : : :: : : :
Administrative law ......................................................... .
1

Civil codo ................................... ,_ ................. ! ..... .. .... . .
Con1mercial code .....•.......................................................
Sociology ........•................... . ...................... . .... ..... .......

3

2
2
2

3

2

2
2
2

2
2

FOURTff YEATI.

History oflegal institutions of Japan ....................................... .
'Political economy and seminary exercises ln political economy ............. .
History of political economy ........ .... . .... ............ ..... .. ............ .
Administrative law ...... .. .............................. .... .... ....... .. .. .
Law of aclministraLive justice ............................................... .
Political economy ....................................................... -...·.
'Pri'l"ate international law ............... .... ............ ......... .. ......... .

2

2

3

3,

3

2
2

2

2
2

2

2
2

3

3

2

3

3

2
3
3

The College of Law has had 307 graduates since 1876, the elate of its foundn.tion106 are now in administratj, ve offices, 114 arc law officers, !) arc teachers in secondary schools, 5 are members of the house of rcprcs011tativcs, 2 aro principals of private schools, 5 are bank employes, 3 employes of private companies, 14 are practicing lawyers, 3 -are stu1lents of University Han: 12 stndents in foreign countries,
1 is a voluntary conscript for one year, of 20 the occupation is unknown, while 13
arc deceased.
The average age of the students in the College of Law at date of graduation was
24 yea.rs 8 months in 1889; in 1890 it was 24 years 10 months; :.tnd in 18!)1 it was 25
years.
Nothing is said in the university calendar of the methods of instruction followed.
V.-CIIIXA.
To the que tions submitted to foreign in. titntions Hon. Charles Denby, United
States minister to China, to whom a copy was sent, replied under date of Janum~
8, 1892, from Pelcing, as follows:
" I hns tho honor ti) acknowleclge the receipt of your communication of th e 1,Hh
of ... ·oy ·ml,or,
t. Beincr a ln.wycr by profos:;ion, and acknowledging tho debt tl1at
I owe t the b r, it will aITorcl me the groate t pleasure to answer the qu :;tions
tran.·m it d h. you.
"~n.n w r, riatim i notn cessary, hocausetherearenolnwyersinCliina,antl
on 1'.'l 1 ·ntl · no scholl or in:titution such as are inquired about. Lawyers arc not
Jl mu t ·'1
app _ar in Cliincsc conrt . Th re are sevrral lawyers at Shanghai who
h m'..· '1 c 1~rt If r Britannic. Iajc ·ty'i; coU1 t, and the consular courts.
c urL 11ocuhar to ..;hanghai a.u<l. is held by a Chinese magistrate and a.
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memucr of one of the consulates. Tho foreign lawyers are all Englisl11ncn :md are
admitted to the bar before coming to China. There is no American practicing Jaw
in China. There is a species of legal writer who prepares papers to be filc<l ju tho
courts. Hrs s-ta,ncling is low 11nd he is considered to be disreputable. In tho cidl
and criminal courts there is no appearance by a.Horney. There are no regular fonu
of pleading. The disputations of tho parties are oral.
"The consuls have civil and criminal jurisdiction over their own fellow nntionnls.
The proceedings urc conducted according to the law of the nationality of tho onsul. The law of the United States is administered in the consufar courts. Of cour ~r,
this law may be modifiecl by custom, which must be prove(l like any other fact. Tllo
Revis~d Statutes define the law goyernb1g the consular courts as being the statutory
law of the United· States, equity, admiralty, and. the common law: This system is
very incomplete. There.is no common ln,w applicable to crimes in the United State ,
. and there are few United States statutes defining crimes. The States have their own
codes. The consuls and minister are sometimes worried as to the sources of their
power, but we usually manage to find authority in the common l::tw.
"There should be a code of laws applicable to the East, to islands, and to savage
countries. It would not be <lifficult of preparation and it would reliove consuls
from much doubt and ann_oyance."

•
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Cliiappelli ( avv.) Luigi. Lo studio bolognese nelle sue origini e nei suoi rapporti
colla scienza :pre-ircriana. 1888. 1 vol. in-8. L. O., 50.
Del Vecchio (avv.) G. B. D~l metouo d' insegnamento delle scienzc giuridiche cd
ecouomiche negli institutf tecnici. 1875. 1 vol. in-Sc . L. 3-.
Mo1inelli 7 D. Sa.ggio d 1 instruzione legale ad uso del popolo. 8° . Milano 1 1846.
Rossi, :F. Saggi storici e :filosofici di ginrisprudenza. 4° . Milano, 18G5.
Sal:1 (avv.), Erio. Del rinnovarnento dcl buoni studi giuricLici in Itulia. 1870.
i vol. in-8. L. 4--.
SI' A.NISH PUBLICATIONS.

Castro, J. F. de. Discnrsos criticos sobrc las leyes y sns fotcrprctes. 2 v. 8°,
Madrid1 1829.
l\Iontes de Oca, J. J. Introduccion general ul estuclio tlel clerccho. 8°. BucnosAircs. 1884.

CHAPTER XVII.
COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE AND THE l\fECH.A.NIC .A.RTS.1
INTRODUCTORY 8T.A.TEn'.IENT.

The act of the Fifty-first Congress of the United States, approved
Augucit 30, 1890, providing for the more complete endowment of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts, has served to call th&attention of the public more directly to these institutions for the agricultural aud industrial education of our youth, and "to secure for them
that recognition and confidence as an integral part of our educational
system to which their breadth of purpose and the geneTal efficiency of
tbeir organization have long entitled them. But few will be found
who are disposed to question the wisdom of the General Government in thus finally and definitely -reserving to the people the benefits ·of ·a system for the establishment of which no inconsiderable
amount of tile public funds had already been expended and whose
success or failure seems destined in no slight degree to affect the industries of the country. Thiif act is but another ill.ustration of that enlightened. national policy which sees in the higher education.of the citizen
the ~trongcst bulwark of individual liberty and the greatest safety to
government itself.
_
It is a fact, not to be denied, that for several reasons, until recently,
the agricultural and mechanical colleges, with a few nota.ble exceptions, have not wholly fulfilled the hopes entertained for them by their
founders, and this has undoubtedly 1'een due in part to a lack of information on the part of the ,p ublic as to their facilities and their work;
in some cases to a lack of understanding, if not a total misun.:derstanding, of their true objects and aims, and, in eonsequence, there has been
a dearth of interest in their welfare on the part of the communities in
which they were established. This failure of appreciation has clearly
impeded their usefulness and retarded their gTowth.
It were well indeed, if the fact could be more widely recognized, that
the~e colleges are essentially and peculiarly public institutions; few
establishments in this country can more truly be said to beloug to the
people. While it is true that in some instances private donations and
bequests have made the State agricultural and mechanical college practic,1lly independent of Government aid, yet these are rare exceptions to
the general rule. In the majority of the States the money received for
the college or colleges from the General Government forms by far the
greater part of their endowment fund; and it is not too much to say,
that of all such colleges now in existence in the United States, there
are none which would not be able to contiuue upon a fair working basis
1 Pn•parcd for the Bnrcan of Education by Prof. R. H. Alvey, of the Maryland
College of Agriculture and tho Mechanic Arts.
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if all other funds available for purposes of instruction were withdrawn.
This statement, however, is not to be taken as ignoring in any way the
very material assistance given by the States to these institutions. It
is only by the consent of the several States that the colleges exist at
al]; and only through the fostering care and the generous policy of the
State legislatures, have many of those which were established before or
immediately after the first endowment act of Congress, in 186~, survived to enjoy the benefits derived from the endowment act of 1890.
T~us there is a two-fold reason why the people should regard these
coUeges with distinct favor, and guard their interests with jealous
pride-they are State as well as national institutions.
Indeed the State11gricultural college may often claim to be regarded as
the crowning point of the public school system. In many of tbe States
thts position has, in truth, been accorded them, in connection with the
State universities. It is possible by a system of accredited high schools,
whose graduates are admitted to the State college upon certificate, an~
by the maintaining of district scholarships, as is frequently done, to so _
connect the college ·w ith the schools, that a fairly large percentage of
those who pass through the successive grades of the public schools shall
be enabled to continue their e_ducation in these higher institution_s. But
it is argued that the arrangement of the college work to follow by natural
and logical sequence the course of study pursued in the high schools,
would imply a lowering of the standard of admission. In the first place,
this does not necessarily follow, as the experience of Indiana and Michigan, which have fairly tried the plan, will testify. The first effect of such
a continuity of work is to raise the standard of the high school. A.gain it
is a question whethe,r some of our endowed colleges have not lost sight of
the fact, that the real raison d'etre of their endowment, is to make possible
tbe higher indu$>trialeducation of those whose preparation must necessarily be limited to such instruction as the public school affords. The terms
of the acts of Congress are express and unmistakable upon this point.
It was to meet the needs of those to whom a course at the average
college and university was as impracticable as it was unsatisfactory,
·that these liberal donations on the part of the General Government
were made, and to them peculiarly should the advantages and benefits
of these schools be accessible.
Oongress, by acts passed in 1862 and 1890 (the text of which is subsequently given in this chapter), has made provision for the establish.meut and support, in cooperation with the States, in every State and
Territory of the Union, of at least one institution, whose leading object
hall be to pr vide instru tion in agriculture and the mechanic arts.
In
e of th St te wo in, ti ution -onc°for white and one for colored
nt. -, r tbu maintain 1, although, as will be more fully explained,
f th · ,
l' fi r c lor l tudents are not reco(l'nized as distinct and
iuu\;1,,.., u\
izati 11.. At pr . ent sixty
ge so endowed are
h f 11 wing i. a li. t of the ·e by States :
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Institutions designated as beneficiaries of Congressional endowment acts.
LIST CORRECTED TO JUNE, 1893. ,
State.

Name of institution.

Race.

Location.

.Alabama ...••.•.... .Alabama Polytechnic Inst.itute ............ ·. White .... .Auburn .
St.ate Normal and Ind nstrial School......... Colored. . . Normal P. O.
Arizona .......... . University of .Arizona-Agricultural Col· . . . . . . . . . . . . Tucson.
lege.
.Arkansas ......... . Inrlustrfal Unh-ersity ....................... White .... Fayet.teville•
Branch Normal College ..................... Colored ... Pine Blaff.
California ........ . UniYersity of California-Agricultural Col· . . . . . . . . . . . . Berkelc;y.
lege.
Colorado .......... . State Agricultural College .... : ........................ . Fort Collins.
Connecticut ...... . Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University ............ . NewJiaven.
Delaware ......... . Delaware College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . White _- .. . Newark.
.Agricultural College. . ...................... Colored .. . Do-.:-er.
Flori<;la .....•...... State .Agricultural College.................. ,vhite ... . Lake City.
State Normal School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colored .. . Tailabassee.
Georgia ........... . State .Agricultural and Mechanical College White ... . .Athens.
of Unh·ersity of Georgia.
Industrfal College of University of Georgia. Colored .. . Savannah.
Idaho .........•.... University of Idaho ................................... . MosCO'.\T.
Illinois ........... . University of Illinois-Agricultural College ............ . Champaign.
Indiana ........... . Purdue University-Agricultural and Me- ........... . Lafayette.
chanical College.
Iowa ............. ! Iowa .Agricultural College ........................... " .. Ames.
Kansas ........... . State .Agricultural Co1lege .............................. . M:mliatt:m.
Kentncky ........ . Agricultural ancl Mechanical College ....... White :-.. . Lexington .
State Normal College ....................... Colored .. . Fnrnldort.
Louisiana ......... . State University-Agricultural College . . . . 1 White ... . Baton Rouge.
Southern University .. ·. ..................... Colored .. . New Or-leans.
Maine ............ . State College of Agriculture and Mechanic .... _. . __. ... . Orono .
.Arts.
.
Maryland ........ . Maryland .Agricultural College . . . . . . . . . . . . . White . . . . College Padr.
Eastern Branch of Maryland .A.gticultural Colored ... Princess .Anne.
College.
Massachusetts ... . .Agricultural College ................................... . .Amherst.
Institute of Technology ........•....................•.. Bo_ston.
Michigan ......... . State .Agricultural College ........................... _.. Lansing.
Minnesota ........ . Coltege of .Agriculture of Uni,ersity of .........•.. Minneapolis.
Minnesota.
·
Mississippi ....... . .Agricultural and Mechanical College . . . . . . . White . . . . .Agricultural College .
.Alcorn .Agriculturaland.Mtichanical College. Colored... ·west Side.
Missouri ......... . College of .Agriculture and Mechanic Arts White . . . . Columbia.
of University of Missouri.
Lincoln Institute . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colored .. . Jefferson City.
Monta11a .......... . University ofMontana ...................... ·... ..... ... . Bozeman.
Nebraska ......... . University of Nebraska-Industrial College ............ . Lincoln.
Nevada ........... . State University-Agricultural College ................ . Reno .
New Hampshire .. . College of .Agriculture and Mechanic .Arts ............. . Hanover.
New J er sey ...... . Rutger's Scientific School. ............................. . Now Btnnswick.
New Mexico ..... . . .Agricultural College ................................... . Las Cruces.
New York . ....... . .Agricultural College of Cornell University. . .......... . Ithaca.
North Carolina ... . Agricnltural College ............. .. . . ....... White ... . Raleigh.
Shaw Unh-ersity.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colored . . . Raleigh.
~orth Dakota .... . .Agricultural College ........................ .. ....... .. . Fargo.
On10 .............. . State University-Agricultural College ................ . Columbus.
Oklahoma ...... .. . .Agricultural and Mechanical College .................. . Stillwater.
Oregon ........... . State Agricultur:J.l College .......................•...... Corvallis.
Stat-e College P. 0
Providence.
South Carolina .... . Clemson College ...........••................ 1Vl1ite ... . Fort Hill.
Claflin University........................... C<>lored .. . Orangeburg.
South Dakota ..... . Agricultural Colle6 e ..... _......... . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . Broo"fi:ings.
Tcnnes11ce ...... .. . .Agricultmal College of University of Ten. White ... . ..Knoxville .
nessee.
Department for Colored Students of Uni. Colored... Knoxville.
,ersity of Tennessee .
Texas ....•........ .A.gncultnral and Mechanical College....... White.... College Station.
Prairie View Normal School ................ Coloretl. .. Hempstead.
Utah ............. . Agricultural College........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . Logan.
Vermont ......... . .Agricultural College of University of Ver............. Burlington.
mont.
Virginia .......... . Agricultural and Mechanical College....... White . . . . Blacksburg.
Ilampton Normal Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colored... Hampton.
Washington ...... . State Agricultural College and School of . . . . . . . . . . . . Pullman.
Science.
West Virginia .... . UniYersity of West Virginia-Agricultural White .. : . Morgantown.
College.
West Virginia Institute .................... Colored ... Farm P.O.
Wii,co:isin . ....... . University of Wisconsin-Agricultural and . . . . . . . . . . •• Madison,
Mechanical College.
Wyoming ......... . University of Wyoming-Agricultural and .•.......... Laramie.
Mechanical College.

I _
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In Montana no college meeting the requirements of the acts of Congress bas as yet been established; in Rhode Island litigation has arisen
as to the beneficiary; in South Carolina there is a controversy respecting the division of tbe fund between the races.
L.A.WS OF TTIE UNITED

STA.TES R"EL.A.'l'ING TO COLLEGES OF .A.GRI·

CULTURE -.A.ND THE MECHANIC ARTS .A.ND TO .A.GRICULTUR.A.L EX·
PERI:M:ENT STATIONS.

,1:,.

In 1862 the first act of Congress providing for the endowment of colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts was approved by the ·President
and became a law. This act is popularly referred to as "The first.Morrill act," in honor of Senator Justin S. Morrill, of Vermont, who assisted
in its preparation and presented the bill in Congress, or simply as the
"Land-grai1t act of 18G2." .A.s the latter name implie.s, it provides for
the donation to the several States of certain public lands of the United
States in place or scrip-30,000 acres for each Senator and Representative i[! Congress to which they were respectively entitled under the
census of 1860-the proceeds from the sale of which, invested in stocks
yielding not less than 5 per cent interest, were to form permanent endowment funds for the support and maintenance of colleges of agrjculture and the ·mechanic arts, under certain conditions set forth in the
act. The act reads as foJlows:
THE LAND GRANT ACT OF '62.-"THE FIRST MORRILL ACT."
AN ACT donating public bnds to the several States and Territories which may provide colleges for
the benefit of agriculture :md the mechanic arts.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repn:sentati1:es of the United States of
Ame,·i.ca, in Congress assembled, Th~ there be granted to the several States, for the
purposes hereinafter mentioned, an amount of public lnnd, to be apportioned to each
State, a quantity equal to 30,000 acres for each Senator and Representative in Congrr>ss to which the States are respectively entitled by the ap11ortiompeut under the
census of 1860: Provided, Thu t no mineral lands shall be selected or purchased under
the provisions of this act.
SEC. 2. A11d be it further enacted, That the land aforesaid, after being surveyed,
shall be apportioned to the several States in sections or subdivisions of sections,
not less than one-quarter of a section; and wherever there are public lands in a.
State, subject to sale at private entry at one dollar ancl twenty-five cents per aero,
the <1uantity to which said State shall be eutitlcd shall be selected from such ramls,
within the limits of such State; and tho Secretary of tho Interior is hereby directed
to is no to each of the States, in whi h there is not the quantity of pnblic lands
su1,jcct to sale at private entry, at ono dollar and twenty-fi,,o cents por a.ere, to
whic·h aid , tu.te may be ntitl d under tho provisions of this act laud scrip to the
an~onnt in acr •s i r the 1eJi ·i ·ncy of its distriuutivo share; saicl ~crip to ue sold by
s:u_cl · lnt · and th• proceed th roof applied to the us · aud purposes pre criL •ll in
tlu ~ct, · ntl for ~10 oth r u or purpo e wlrntso Yer : I'ro!'idcd, That in no case shall
an: t. 0 to wlu<'h 1, 11 <1 crip m:iy thus be is. Ul'd b allow d to locate the same
i ~,in tl_w limi
,-f • ny otl1 •r • t· t , or of any territory of tlle Unite,i , t.'lt s; but
11 tr
1•m
111a thn ],' ·• t · ·•,lH
· 11 UJH1 scnp
· 11po11 any of th, 11napvroprrnt
·
.,~
•
cl Janu.o
of th l 1 1t d , tut
ubi., ct t
,,\1c 1 t 11nvatc
·
entry, at one dollar and twcnt -fi
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cents, or less, an acre: And JJrouidei'l further, That not more -than one million acres
shall be located by such -assignees in any one of the States: And JJrovided further,
That no such location shall be made before one year from tho pa-ssage of this a.ct.
SEC. 3. Ancl be it fnrther enacted, That all the expenses of management, superintendence and taxes from -date of selection ~f saifl lands, previous to their sales, and
all expenses incurred in the management and <l.isburs.ement of moneys which maybo
received thcrefr-om, -shall be 11aicl by the States to which they may be]ong, out of
the Trnasury of said States, so that the entire proceeds of the sale of said lands shall
be applied, without a,n,y diminution. whatever, -to the purposes hereinafter mentioned.
SEC. 4. Ancl ue it further enctotecl, Thata]l moneys d-erive<l.from tho saJo of the lands
aforesaid, by the Stn;tcs to which the lands are ap1)ortione<l., and from -the sales of
land scrip hereinbefore proYidcd for, shaJl be inYestecl in stoeks of tbe United States,
or of the States, or some oth~r .safe stocks, yielding not less than fi.v-e per ccntnm
upon tlte par value of said stocks; and that the moneys so inYested shall constitute
a perpetual fund! the capital of yhich shall remain foreYer undiminished, except so
far as ma,y be provided in secti011 :fifth of this act, and the interest of which shall be
inviolably appropriated, by each · .Stat-e, which m:.i,y take and claim the benefit of
this act, to the endowment, suppoTt, -and maintenan.-ee of, at lea-st, one college, where
the leading ooject shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies,
and including military tactics, to ten,ch such branches of learning as are related to
agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as the Legislatures of the States
may respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and prnctical education
of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life.
SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, That the ;!!rant of l and and land _scrip hereby
authorized shall be made on . the following conditions, to which, as well as to the
provisiont. hereinbefore containe-c1, the previous assent of the several States shall be
signified by legislative acts:
Ffrst, If any portion of the fund invested, as:provided by t1le foregoing sedion, or
any portion of the interest thereon, shall, by any action or contingency, be diminished or lost, it shall be Te})faced by the State to which it belongs, so that the capital of tho fund shall romajn forever uncliminished; and the anuuai i-nterest sba,11 be
regularly appliell without diminution to the purposes mentioned in t:he fourth section of this act, except that a sum, not exceeding ten per centum up-on the amount
receiYe<l. by any State under the provisions of is act, may be expended for the purchase of lands for sites or experimental farms whenever authorized by the respective
Legislatures of said States;
.
Seconcl, No portion of said fund, nor the inteTest thereon, shall be applied, directly
or indirectly, under any pretep.sc whatever, to the purchase, erection, preservation
or·repair, of any building or buiJdings;
Thi-rd, Any State which may take and claim the benefit of the provisions of this
act shall provide, within five years, at least no-t less than one co11ege, as p;escribed
in tho fourth section of this act, or the gmnt to such State shall cease; and said
State shall be bound to pay th-e United States th-0 amount received ~f any lands previously sold, and that the title to purchasers under the State shall 1,e valid;
Fourth, An annual report shall be made regttrding the progress of each college,
recording any impTovements and experiments m::tde, with their costs and results, and
such other matters including State industria.l and economical statistics, as may be
supposed usefuJ; one copy of which shall be transmitted by mail free, by each, to
all the other colleges which m:1y b-e en<lowed under the proYisions of this act, and
also one copy to the Secretai·y of the Interior;
Fifth, "\-Vlien lands shall be selected from those which have been raised to (1ouble
the minimnm price in consequence of railron,d grants, they shaJl ue computed to the
States at the m:L imnm price, and the number of acres proportionally diminished;
Bixth, No State, while in a condition of 1·ehcllion or insurrection against the
government of the United S1ates, shall be cutitlo<l to the benefit of tl.Jis act;
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Seventh, No State shall be entitle<.l to the benefits of this act, unless it shalJ express its acceptance thereof by its Legislature within two years from the date of its
approval by the President.*
SEC. 6. And be it f1trtl1er enacted, That land scrip issued under the -provisions of
this act shall not be subject to location until after the :first day of January, 1863.
-SEC. 7. And be it further enacted, That land officers shall receive the same fees for
locating land scrip issued undor the provisions of this act as is now allowecl for the
locat10n of military bountylancl warrants untler existing laws; Provided, That maximum compensation shall not be thereby increased.
SEC. 8. And be it fnrther enacted, That the Governors of the several States to
which scrip shall be issued under this act shall be required to report annually to
Congress all sales made of such scrip until the whole shall be · disposed of, the
amount received for the same, and what appropriation has been made of the
proceeds. Approved July -2, 1862.

In 1887 the act known as the "Hatch experiment station act," so
called in honor of Representative Wm. H. Hatch, of Missouri, was
approved, and by the Fiftieth and Fifty-first Congresses suppiementary
provisions were added thereto. The following is the text of the act
and of the reguiations for franking bulletins and reports:THE HA TOH EXPERIMENT STATION ACT.
[Fort.y-ninth Congress, Session 2, Chapter 314, Mar:ch 2, 1887.]
.A.N A.CT to establish agricultural _experimcnt stations in connection with the colleges establhilrncl in
the se--veral States under the provisions of an act approvccl July second, eighteen hundred and sixtytwo, and of the acts supplementary thereto.

SECTIO~ 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represcntat-ivcs of the United
States of .America in Congress assemble£l, That in order to aid in a_cqniring ancl diffusing among the people of the United States useful and practical information on
subjects connected with agriculture, and to promote scientific investigation and
ex1)eriment 1·especting the principles and applications of a.gricultural science, there
shall be esfablished, under directiQ.U of the college or colleges, or agricultural department of colleges, in each Sfatc or Territory established, or which may hereafter
be cstalJlishecl in accorda,nce with the provisions of an act approved Jnly second,
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, entitled "A.n act donating public lands to tho
several states and territories which may proville colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts," or any of the supplements of said act, a department to
be kuowu ant1 designated as an "agricultural experiment station:" I'roriclecl, That
iu a11y State or Territory in which two such colleges have been or may be so established, the appropriation hereinafter made to such State or Territory shall be equally
ilividec.l between such colleges, unless th.e legit'llature of such state or territory shall
oth rwise direct.
SJi;c. 2. That it shall be the object and duty of said experiment stations to condu t original researches or ve ify the experiments on the physiology of pJants and
animals; the di cases to which they are severally subject, with the remedies for the
am ; the ch~mical composition of useful.plants at their different stages of gro,vth;
the compara.tl\·e ad':"antagcs of rotative cropping as pur ued under a varying series
of crops; th capac1 ty of new plants or trees for acclimation; the analysis of soils
and ater: the h mical compo iiion of manures, natural or artificial, with experim nt ~ 1'med to t -t their comparative effects on crops of different kinds; tl1e
a<laptr 1~n and ·a:n of gra •s and forage plants; tho composition and digestibility
of tl llfl': r nt kmds of foocl for dom tic animals· tho scientific and economic
im· lv d in tho produ ti n of bntt r an(l cheese· a.ml such other rel, ariug dir ,ctly on the agricn1t1J.ral i~<1n ·try of the 'uit d
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States as may in each case be deemed advisable, having due regard to the varying
conditions and needs of the respective state or territories.
SEC. 3. 'fhat in order'to secure as far as practicable uniformity of -methods ancl
results in the work of said stations it shall be the duty of the United States commissioner of agriculture to furnish forms, as far as practicable, for the tn.bufation of
results of investigation or experiments; to indicate, from time to time, such lines of
inquiry as to him shall seem most importaut; and in general, to furnish such advice
and assistance as will best promote the purposes of this act. It shall be the duty
of each of said stations annually, on or. before the :first day of February, to make to
the governor of the state or territory in which it is located, a full and detailed report of its operations, including a statement of receipts and expendHnres, a co11y of
which report shall be sent to each of said stations, to the said commissioner of agriculture, and to the secretary of the treasury of the United States.
SEC. 4. That bulletins or reports of progress shall be published at said stations
at least once in three months, one copy of which shall be sent to each newspaper in
the States and territories in which they are respectively located, and to such incliv-i duals actually engaged in farruing as may request the same, and as far as the
means of the station will permit. Such bulletins or reports, and the annual reports
of said stations, shall be transmitted in the mails of the United States free of charge
for postage, under such regulations as the postmaster general may from time to time
prescribe.
SEC. 5. That for the purpose of paying the necessary expenses of conducting in- vestigations and experiments, and printing and distributing the results as hereinbcfore prescribed, the sum 0£ $15,000 is hereby appropriated to ea.ch State to be
specially provided for by Co1igress fa the appropriations from year to year, and to
each territory entitled under tho provisions of section eight of this act, out of any
money in the treasuryproceetling from tho s:1les of public lands, to be paid in equal
quarterly payments on tho first day of January, April, July anp. October ineacli year,
to the treasurer or other officer duly a:ppointod by the governing boards of said
colleges to receive the same, the :first payment to be made on the :first day of October, 1887: Providecl, however, That out of the :first annual appropriation so receiyed
, by any station an amonnt not exceeding one-fifth may be expended in the erection,
enlargement or repair of a building or buildings necessary for carrying on the work
of such station; and thereafter au amount not exceeding :five per centum of such
annual appropriation may be so expended..
SEC. 6. That whenever it shall appea,r to the secretary of the treasury from the
annual statement of receipts and expenditures of any of said stations, that a portion
of the preceding annual appropriation remains unexpended, such amount sha-11 be
de~ucted from the next succeeding annual appropriation to such station, in order
that the amount of money appropriated to any station shall not exceed the amount
actually and necessarily required for its maintenance and support.
SEC. 7. That nothing in this act shall be construed to impair or modify the legal
rcfation existing between any of the said colleges and the government of the States
or Territories in which they are respectively located.
·
SEC. 8. That in States having colleges entitled untler this section to the benefits
of this act, and having also a,gricultural experiment stations established by Jaw separate from sttid colleges, such Stn.tes shall be authorfaed to apply such benefits to
experiment stations so established by such States; and in case any Stato shall have
established, untler the provisions of said act of July second, aforesaid, an agricultural department or experimental station in connection with any university, college
or institution not distinctively an agricultural college or school, and such State
shall have established, or shall hereafter establish a separate agricultural college or
school, which shall have connected therewith an experimental farm or station, the
Legislature of snch State may apply in whole or in pa.rt the appropriation by this
act made to such separate agricultural college or school; and no Legislature shall,
by contract exprc s or implied, disable itself from so doing.
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SEC. 9. That the grants of- money authorized by this act are made subject to the
Legislative assent of the several States and te1Titories to the pmpose of said grants:
Proi·idecl, 'fhat payment of such installments of the approprlation herein ma.de as
shall become ·due to any State before the adjournment · of the regular session of its
Legislaiture meeting next after tho passa.ge of this act, shall be made upon the assent of the Governor thereof duly ce_;rt1fied to the secretary of the trnasury.
SEC. 10. Nothing in this act shall be held or construed as binding the United
States to continue any payments from the treasury -to ::my or all the States or institutions mentioned in this act, but Congr-ess may at any time amend, suspend orTepeal any or all of the provisions of this act.
[Fiftieth Congress, Session 2, chapter 373, Mar. 2, 1889.]

In the appropriation for ex.Periment sfations it js Provided, That as far as practicable, all such stations shall deYote a portion of their work to the.examination
and c]assification of the soils of their respe·c tive States and '.ferritorioo, with a view
to securing more extended knowledge and better develop1rnmt of their agricultural
ca-pabi1ities.
IFifty-first Congress, Session 1, Chap. 707, J"uly 14, 1890.]

In the appropriation for Agricultural Experiment Stations it is provided that the
sums ap1H'opl'iated to the_several States shall be paid quarterly, in advance.
FRA.l~KING BULLETINS AND REPORTS.

SEC. 419. Postal laws and regul:1,tions. Regulations for free trnnsmission of bu!letins and reports under the _preceding statute, are pre.scribed as follo,Ys:
1. Any claimant of-the privilege mnst apply for authority to exercise it to the
Postmaster-General, stating the date of the establishment of such station, its proper
name or designation, its official org::l,llization and the names of its officers, the name
of the university, college, school, or institution to which it is attached, if any, the
legislation of the State or Territory providing for its establishruent, and any other
granting it the benefits of the provision made by Congress as aformmid (accompanietl by a r,opy of the act or acts), and whether any other such station in the same
State or Territory is considered, or claims to be, also entitled to the pri dlege; and
also the place of its location and the name of the post-office where the bulletins
and reports will be mailed. The application must be signec.l by the officer in charge
of the station.
2. If such ap1)1ication be allowed after examination by the Department, tbe postmaster at the proper office will be instructed to admit such bulletins and reports to
the mails in compliance with these regulations, ani the officer in chaTge of the
tion will be notified thereof.
3. Only such lmJletins or reports as shall have lJeen issued after the station became
entitled to the benefits of the act can be transmitted free; and such bullotil1s tJr rellOrts may be incloscd in envelupes or wrappers, sealed or unsealed. On tho exterior
of very eiwelope, wrapper or package, must be written or printed tbo name of the
station and place of its location, the de ignation of tho incJoscd bull tin or· report,
ancl Ji wor<l "Fm "ovPr th signature or facsimile thereof of the officer in charge
f the. tuti n, to he affixed by bimsclf, or by some one duly <loputcd by him for tlta.1
1mrp · · Tlicr may al:o be written r printed upon tlrn en-n~lope or wrapp r, a
r ·q I s h th po ·tin ·tcr at th ofiico of delivery will notify tho mailing station
f b <h 11 " of· <ldr · of the ad<lr . :r , or th r reason for inability to clt:livcr the
n<l p o
bulk pa ·k ,r , r pm t to tho po trnnster to op 'D and distribute
h r in, in ccordnnr.c with the aclc1 ·css th r con.
th
'nit cl ·ta · l>r lflJ"tm,,11t ,,f Ag riculture, aucl :rn:1lo1ti l cl t l: c m·tilc free uu<lcr ti c p enalty ·nvclopc of tha.1
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department, may also be adopte·cl and mailed by the sevcr:11 stations, with their own
publications, under the same regnfations; :1nd any bulletins or reports mailable free
by any Agricultural Ex11erirnent Station under these regulations, may he so mailed
by any other station having free mailing authority.
If such station's annual reports be printed by State authority, and consist in part
of matter relating to the Land Grant College to which such station is attached,
then saitl report may be mailed free entire, by the director of the Sta.ti on: Provided,
In his judgment, the whole consists of useful information of an agricultural character.
The bulletins may be mailed to the stations, newspapers, or persons to whom
they are oy the foregoing act :iutliorized to be sent, and. the annual reports to any
address within the United. States.

On August 30, 1890, th~ last provision -made by Congress in aid of
colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts was approved. This· act,
which may be called the Additional Endowment of 1890, or the" Second Morrill act," receiving its name from the same distinguished gentleman, is inteuded as supplementary to the land grant of 1862, and is
as follows:
·
·
·
.ADDITION.AL ENDOWMENT OF 1890
[Fifty-first Congress, Session 1, Chapter 841, .Aug. 30, 1890.J
AN AC1' to apply a portion of tho proceeds of the public lands to the more complete endowment and
support of the colleges for tho b enefit or' agriculture and the mechanic arts established under the
provisions of an act of CongTcss approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two.

Be it enacted by the Senate ancl House of Representatives of the United States of A.11w1ioa
in Congress a8senibled, That there shall be, and hereby is, 'annually appropriated, out
of any money in the Tre~1,sury not otherwise appropriated, arising from the sale of
public lauds, to be paid as hereinafter provided, to each. State and Territory for the
more coinplete endowment and maintenance of colleges for the benefit of agriculture
n,nd the mechanic arts now established, or wbi~h may be hereafter established, in
accordan ce ·with an act of Cougress approved Ju1y second, eighteep. hund.recl and
sixty-two, the sum of fifteen thousand dollars for the y,ear ending June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and ninety, and an annual increase of the amount of such appropriation thereafter for ten years by an additional SUJll of one thousand dollars over
the preceding year, and the annual n.mount to be p:nd thereafter to each -State and
Territory shaJ.l be twenty-five thousand doll~rs to be applied only to instruction in
agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English fanguage and the various branches of
math ematical, physical, natural and economic science, with special reference to their
applications in the industries of life, and to the facilities for such instruction: Prot•icled, That no money shall be paid out under this act to any ~tate or Territory for
the support and maintenance of a college where a distinction of race or color is made
in tho admission of students, but the establishment and mainte.n:1nce of such colleges
separately for white and cQlored students shall be held. to be a compliance with the
provisions of this act if the funds received in such State or Territory be equitably
divided as hcrefoafter set forth: Prov.ided, That in any State in which there has been
one college established in pursuance of the act of July second, eighteen hundred
aml sixty-two, and also in which an etlucational institution of like character has
been established, or may be hereafter established, and is now aided by such State
from its own revenue, for the education of colored. studen ts in agriculture and the
mechan ic arts, however named or styled, or whether or not it has received money
heretofore under the act to which this act is n,n amendment, the Legislature of such
State may propose and report to the Secretary of the Interior a just and equitable
did :ion of the fnnd to be received un<1er this act between one college for wbite
students and. ono institution for colored stnclcnts est.iulishecl as aforesaid, which
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shall be divided into two parts and paid accordingly, and thereupon such institution
for col9red students shall be entitled to the benefits of this act and subject to its
provisions, as much as it would have been if it had been included under the act of
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and the fulfillment of the foregoing provisions
•shall be taken as a compliance with the p~·ovision in reference to sepamte colleges.
for whi~e and colored students.
SEC. 2. That the sums hereby appropriated to the States and Territories for the
further endowment and support of colleges shall be annually paid on or before the
thirty-first day of July of each year, by the Secretary of the Treasury, upon the
warrant of the Secretary of the Interior, out of the treasury of the United States, to the
state or territorial treasurer, or to such officer as shall be designated by the la"'."s
of such State or Territory to receive the same, who shall, upon the on1er of the
truste.es of the college, or the in~titution for colored students, immediately pay over
said sums to the treasurers of the respective colleges or other institutions entitled
to receive the same, and such treasurers shall be required to report to the Secretary
of Agriculture and to the Secretary of the Interior, on or before the first day of
• September of each year, a detailed statement of the amount so received and of its
disbursement. The grants of moneys authorized by this act arc made .subject to the
legislati-e assent of the several States and Territories to the purpose of said gra.nts:
Proviclecl, That payments of such installments of tho appropriation herein made as
shall become due to any State before the adjournment of the regular session of the
legislature meeting next after the passage of this act shall be made upon the assent
of the Governor thereof, duly certified to the Secretary pf the Treasury.
SEC. 3. That if any portion of the moneys received by the clesignate<l. officer of tbe
State or 1'erritory for the furth er antl more complete endowment, support, and maintenance of colleges, or of institutions for colored siudents, as provided in this act,
shall, by_any action, or contingency, be diminishetl or lost, or be misapplied, it shall
be replaced by the State or Territory t.o which it belongs, ancl until so replaced no
subsequent appropriation shall be a,pportioned or paid to such State or Territory i
and no portion of said moneys shall be applie<l, directly or indirectly, nuder any
pretense whatever, to thP, purchase, erection, preservn,tion, or repair of any building
or buildings. An annual r eport by the president of each of said colleges shall be
ma,de to the Secretary of Agriculture, as well as to the Secretary of the Interior,
regarding the condition anu. progress of each college, including statistical information in relation to its receipts and expenditures, its library, tho number of its students
and professors, and also as to any improvements aml experiments made under tho
direction of any experiment station. attached to said colleges, with their c~sts and
results, and such other industrial aml economical statistics as rri.ay be regarded as
useful, one co-py of which shall be transmitted by mail free to all othu colleges
further endowed under this act.
SEC. 4. That on or before the first day of July in each year, after the passage of this
act, tho Secretary of the Interior shall ascertain and certify to the Secretary of the
Treasury as to each State and Territory whether it is entitled to receive its share of
the annual appropriatian for colleges, or of institutions for colored students, under
tb.is act, and the amount which thereupon each is entitled, respectively, to receive.
If the Secretary of the Interior shall withhold a certificate from any State or Territory of its appropriation the facts and reasons therefor shall be reported to the
Presiuent, a.nu the amount involved shall be kept separate in the treasury until the
lo ·_e of th next Congrcs , in orcler that tho State or Territory may, if it shoulu so
de s ire, ap1lCal to on!!l'e. from the determination of the Secretary of tho Interior.
If tho nc ·t Con(Tross shall not llirect such sum to bo paid it shall be coveretl into
lbo t.r _a nr ,n<l the ,'ccr tary of tho Interior i her by charged with the proper
M,mm1 ration of thi l w .
.' L C. 5. Tli t the S crctary of the 11 tnior hall annually report to Congre s tho
<11 hn
m n ~ ·1 i h h·• ·c l > ,n rnacl~ 1n
· a11 tl1 , lates
·
· ·
at'!<l Territories,
and al so
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whether the appropriation of any State or Territory bas been withheld, and if so,
the reasous therefor,
SEC. 6. Congress may at any time amend, suspend, or repeal any or all of the provisions of this act.

The laws of the United States relating to the detail of officers of the
Army and Navy _to.' educational institutions, and the regulations prescribed.by the President and the Secretary of War in pursuance thereof,
are given in a subsequent section of this report.
Before entering into the consideration of the questions involved in
the construction and interpretation of these statutes, the purposes
wliich they were respectively designed-to accomplish, and the manner
in which the States, in accepting their provisions, have complied with
the evident objects of the acts themselves, it will be well to understand
the method of their administration as adopted by the Executive Departments, under the several sections relating to the general supervisory powers retained by the Government over the distribution and
expenditure of the funds thus appropriated.
It will be seen that the first endow1~ent act of 1862 provides for the
issue of land. scrip to those States in which there is -not tlle quantity of
public lands, subject to sale at private entry at one dollar and twentyfive cents per acre, to which said State may be entitled under· the provisions of the act, and that this issue of land scrip is to be made by
the Secretary of the Interior, and again that one copy of ·the annual
report of each land-grant college, as provided for in section 5 of the same
_act, is to be sent to the same official. The Department of the Interior
was thus from the first intrusted with the carrying out of the - provisions of the law. The general supervision over the Agricultural Experi:
ment Stations, established in compliance with the Hatch act of 1887, is
expressly made the duty of the then Commissioner-now Secretaryof Agriculture, a duty which will be -subsequently herein referred to.
The endowment act of 1890 provides, (section 2), that the funds a1)propriated therein shall be paid to the State or Territorial treasurer by the
Secretary of the Treasury upon the warrant of the Secretary of the Interior, and again, (section 3), "an annual report by the president of
each of said colleges shall be made to the Secretary of .Agrfoultme as
well as to the Secretary of the Interior, regarding the condition and
progress of each college, including, etc." In section 1 of the act {t is
further distinctly set forth that "the Secretary of the Interior is hereby
charged with the proper administration of this Ia.w," a duty which includes-vide section 5-the making of an ·annual report to Congress
concerning the disbursements which may have been made in- all the
States and Territories.
After the passage of the last named act of Congress, the duty of ad
ministering the law by obtaining annually the required information
from the colleges, examining their workings, and reporting upon the
same, was delegated by the Secretary of the Interior to the United
States Bureau of Education, which since 1870 has been conducted as
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an office ·of the Interior Department. The letter of the Secretary of the
Interior bearing date September 13, 1890, requested the Commissioner
of Education to prepare a circular letter to be addressed by the Secretary to the governors of t~e States and Territories, for the purpose of
brin_ging to their attention the new act of Congress and securing from
them the information required by the terms of the· act to enablQ him to
put the law in operation~
Tlie Commissioner, therefore, in compliance with the Secretary's
instructions, furnished him in writing a careful discussion and expla. nation of the act of August 30, 1890, and submitted a draft of a letter
to the governors.
The plan adopted by the Commissioner of Education in dealing with
the institutions receiving aid through the Federal endowment acts has
had a. t~ofold purpose in view: First, examination into the affairs of
these colleges; their organization, objects, courses of instruc_tion, and
the rnan~er in which they have severally made use of the funds received
by them from _the General Government., to an extent that will enaule
him to judge intelligently of the manner in which they respectively meet
the requirements of the acts of Congress in their arrangement of work
and their disbursement of the Federal funds; secondly, to secure sueh
data relating to the agricultural and mechanical colleges as is necessary
for the preparation of a report upon their condition to the Secretary of
the Interior.
As the act wa.s approved August 30, 1800, it was apparent that not
only were _the States entitled to the first, but also to the second installmeut, of the fund for use during the fiscal year of 1890-91 In his
e:s:planation to the Secretary of the Interior, above mentioned, the Commissioner made the following statements, as the result of bis consideraiiion of the terms of the act, and made suggestions as to the amount,
then due, to be paid to the States for such instit~tions as should be
designateJ as beue:ficia.ries thereunder:
Upon a careful examination of the act referred to, I :find that, though passed and
ap11roved subsequent to the close of the fiscal year 18!)01 it appropriates to each
State and Territory complying with certain conditions, the sum of $15,000 for that
year (ending ,June 30, 1890). The money appropriated is to be applied to the support in each State and Territory of one college of agriculture and mechanfo arts,
provifled no distiuction of race or color is made in the admission of students thereto;
or to two of such colleges, one of which, either already existing or to be hereafter
esta.1,lisbed, shall bo for tho education of colored students. \Vhere separate ol1 gc · are maintained for 1.1.J.e different races, the legislature may propose and report
to tll • cr tary of the In •rior a just and equita.blc divi&ion of the fund received
1, •t"•·cn tlie two.
T!1i. grant · macl snl,joc·t to the legislative assent of the several Stat s and Territol' '. uut pa
cnt of uch iu ·tallmcnta "as shall be('ome due to any tate before
th adJour!uu
>f tl1 rc•gular i;cs ion of the lc•gi ·1:lturc meeting next after the pasf bi · c , h 11 be 111: cl ur,on the a ' S •nt of the gov rnor th rcof duly certified
ry f ho Tr• ury.
n I trolJ r f tl1 Trea 11 y has cl ci<lcd that the installm nt for the
, u<l
'th t for 1 91, i now du and payable to each tat that is
th
me. ll · has furui. h ·d me a copy of his opinion coutainccl in
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letters dated September 2, 1890, to Hon. J. G. Cannon, Chairman of tho Committ
on Appropriations, U. S. House of Representatives1 and to Pr@sident H. E. AlYord,
of the AgricultnralCoJlege of l\faryland, in the following language:
"* * Unde r this act
the fiscal year 1890, these several institutions will be
entitled to $15,000 for tlrnt ycaT, and $16,000 for the :fiscal year P-nding June 301 1 91.
The aggregate sum of $31,000 I assume can now bo 1rnid on the proper requisition of
the Secretary of the Interior under the a.ct. As stated, I think it creates a p rma.nent annual specific appropriation for the purpose pointed out in the a<:t without
further legislation on the part of Congress.
* *
"The fact that the act of Congress was not })ll.SSCd in time to make the payments
provided for in the :fiscal year 1890, and that an appropriation for 1891 could not be
paid in tlrn July following, does not in any manner interfere with the rights e tablished by Congress under the n,pproprfation. Time, in such cases, is not at all
material. Congress intended to make these appropriations for -the benefit of the e
colleges and they are entitled to have them paid now, although the time in which
they rnigµt have been paid has elapsed. (To l\lr. Gannon.)
'"' * You will see by refei:ence to section 4 of this act that tbe Secretary of the
_Interior is ''charged with the proper a<lministratiou of this iaw" ancl he will
doulJtless furnish yon with information as to what b-e will deem prerequisite to bis
ma.Iring his warrant (requisition) on the Secretary of the Treasury as provhled in
se~tiou 2.
"In answer to your fourth question. I would sny that the a,mount for the fiscal
year 1890 is available now, and will be paid as ~oon as the Secr~tary shall ask for it.
(To President Alvord.)"

for

·;f

Thjs letter, sent by the Secretary of tlle Interior to the governors of
the States and Territories, bore date of September 22, 1,890, and, after
calling attention to the act of Congress, requested the following informatio11:
1. Is there in your State .a college of agriculture and the mechanic arts, established under or receiving the umrnfit of the act of Congress of July 2, 1862?
2. If so, is any distinction of race or color in the admission of students thereto
recognized or made in the State law, or in the regulations and practice of the institution f
3. Or (a) is there such a, college for the education of white stucleuts, and also (b)
a similar college for colored students, or an institution oi like character aided by
the Stafo from its own revenue for the education of colored students in agriculture
and the mechanic arts f Please give name1 location, and president or administrative
officer of each of sueh institutions.
4. Has your legislature ID(lt in regular session since .August 30, 18901 or when will
it £0 m eetf
5. Ifit has not so met do you as autborized uy the act referred to assent in behalf
of your State to "the purpose of said grants," as provided in section second of the
actf
6. Please give the name, .title, and address of the State treasurer or other officer to
whom payments sho11l<l be made under this law.
You will please tran mit with your reply a copy of the charter of such college,
with tbe rules and regulations, duly certified by the secretary of state.

Upon the receipt of satisfactory replies to these inquiries, and the
official a ·sent to tbe terms of tho act, given by the State legislature or
tllc governor, certification was at once made to the Secretary of the
Trca nry for the payment of the amount of the .first installment of the
fuud ($15,000) to tlic State treasurers, to be made over, in the manner
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prescribed in the act of Congress, to such institutions as were respectively designated to receive it.
January rn, 1891, a circular letter was sent by the Commissioner of
Education to the presidents of the colleges which had received the first
installment, in which attention was especially called to the limitations
placed-by the act upon the use of the money received, and accompanied
by a blank form for making a provisional report of the receipt Md expenditure of the :first installment. This. report called for a statement
of the date of receipt of the first installment and the amount thereof
received by the college, the amount expended up to date and for what
purposes, and the specific purposes to which the balance was to be
applied.
On September 20, 1891, a circular letter was sent to the college presidents, accompanied by a form for the statistics to be forwarded with
the president's report, which form had been recommended by the .Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, in
session in Washington during the summer of 1891. This statistic'al report shows the receipts and expenditures of the college for and during
the year; for the college and the experiment station; the condition of
the college library; and the classified record of students and instructors
and of officers of the station. At the same time bfank forms were furnished for the :financial statement of the college freasurer, showing receipt and detailed expenditure of the fund received under the act of
1890.
•
On June 30, 1892, still another circular letter from the OoJ11missioner
of Education called attention to several important clauses of the act of
1890 and laid especial stress upon th at section which relates to the uses
to which the fund could be applied. The statistical reports for this
year include, besides the matter of information furnished in 1891, statistics of farm lands, buildings, and general equipment of the college.
The following is an extract from the Commissioner's letter of June 30,
1892:
The fact that it has already been necessary to require several institutions to replace sums of money erroneously expended from this fund, makes it advisable to call
attention again to the limi tatious placed by the act of Congress of August 30, 1890,
upon the use of the money appropriated 1,y it, which is "to be applied oHly to instruction in agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English language, ancl the 1:arious branches of
mathematical, physical, natural, and economic scie11ce, 1cilh special reference to theil' app1icatfons in the industries of life, aiid to the facilities fo1· such instruction." It is held

that this language authorizes the purchase from this money of apparatus, machinery,
text-hooks, reference books, stock, and ma.tcrial used in instruciion or for purposes
of ill:i trat~ou in connection with any of the branches enumerated, and the payment of
salar_1 ~ of rnstructors in saicl branches only. The erection of buildings is specifically
prolnlnted by the act, aml the A si taut Attornny-Gencral bas decided that the purha ·o of lan~ i not aUowa.l,1 . It shQul l not be expended for repairs, furniture,
asc , h lvrn , or the liko, or (as iu one instance) forruusicalinstrumcnts the salary
of am ic tc. ·her, an outfit of • blewaro and cookinrr uteusils etc. I~ short the
pla, t-the Ian 1 li 1iluinrr , an<l ordinary appliances of a school~must be I>Tovidecl
fr
h r onrc
arn1 hi I arlic:ular funcl mu t be appliccl e:s:cln iYC1y to the ub-
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jects named in the act and tlJ.e facilities especially required for those subjects. In
closing his report the treasurer should certify that his st::i,tement is correct and truo
and that no part of said fund has been applied to any subject not contemplated in
the act of Congress.

The reports of the presidents and treasurers, p:r;epared in the manner
suggetSted by the Commissioner, are subjected to careful scrutiny at the
Bureau. Three copies of each report are required, one being retained
by the Bureau for its own use, the others being sent to the Secretaries
of the Interior and of Agriculture. Certification to the Secretary of
the Treasury for payment is made when all reports are found to be
correctly stated and show no illegal or improper use of the funds.
This detailed account of the manner in which the law is administered
will show that no effort is neglected on the part of the Executive Department to fully and equitably carry out the provisions of the act.
ED 91--38
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Receipts and Disbursements Unde1· the Act of August 30, 1890, to June 30, 1892.

(!:>

~

I

Fiscal year ended June 30, 1891.
Treasurer.

Namo.

lnhnmn 1,olytrr.hnio In!tituto. -............ . · · · · · · · ·
lnbnma sr nir, c~ilore<l}; ormnl School ........ · - · · · ·. ub·l'rsitY <•t Ar11.0na .. :·····.······· ·
\rk:mM,..·lmlu~trinl Umve:-s1ty ...... ........ · · · · · · · ·
..,\rknu~n~ Brnnch Xorrnal College, Col. ... ....... ... . .
Unin·r,..ity of Cnliforui~- ··· · · · · · · · · · ·· · . ............ .
Colora,lo A!!ricnltur:il f.Jollc~e ...... ·: .... ...... .. ... .
~hetllelcl Sl'icntitic School of Connecticut
l)l,Iawnro Ct>llego .•... :···· ·· ······ .......•.. ..... ....
l>\\Jnwaro Colon•cl .A~ncultural College.
:Flol'iua A!!ricultnml College .................. ... ... .
floritla lJolorell Normal School. ..................... .

Iii
H,

I

u~i~:~~:!:r ~r ?1iri;t::::: :: :::: ::::::::: :·:::::: :: :::: :

Purdue u·uh·orsity ofincliana. ..• ............. .... ....
fown Agric1~lturnl Collo_go ........................... .

l'i · Knn"ns .\.gricultnrnl College ........................ .
18 Xcntuckv .:\gricultural and Mechanical College .... .

!,!l
_,1

Receipts.

!Expenditures.I

1

B alance.

E.T. Glenn ....•.... . .......
S. L. Ross . .... . ... , ................................................ - ·
s. M. ]franklin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $31, poo. oo
$8. ooo. 13
$22, 9!l9. 87
.J. L. Cravens...............
10,909.09 .•.•.•.. . .....
10,909.09
.J. L. Cravens...............
4,090.91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,090. 91
,V. C. Bo ute ... ~ ........ ·....
15,000.00
2, 43'i. 20
12,564.80
F . C . ..A.,ery .................
31,000.00
17,29.3. 68
13, 704.32
'.l'imothy Dwight (acting) . ..
31, 000. 00
19, 793. 51
11,206.49
Geo. C. Evans . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 000. 00
10,024.49
4, 975. 51
D. M. Ridgely . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 000. 00
)<J. J . Friay...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 500. 00
15, 500. 00 .......... . .. .
E. J. Friay..................
15, 500. 00
15, 500. 00 .••.......... .
A. L. Hull . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 000. 00 . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
15, 000. 00
John
Bunn ..............
15,000.00
9,323.37
;i, 676. 63
J . .M. :Fowler ............. ,..
31, OlJO. 00
31, 000. 00 ............. .
Herman Hnapp.............
31, 000. 00
12, 705. 97
18, 294. 08
.Joshua Wheeler............
31,000.00
22,767.64
8,232.36
R. S. Bullock................
12,825. 00
8,780. 46
4,044.54
.John ,V. Pn,yne.... .. . . . . . . .
2,175.00
• 366. 66
1,808.34
H. Skolfield ...... ....................... .... ...... .. ................ .
F . L. Richardson ..................................................... .
George H. Hamlin..........
31, 000. 00
11, 801. 58 • 19, 198. 42
J osepb R. O'Yens . . . . . . . . . . .
31, 000. 00
16, 076. 53
14,932.47
George ]f. Mills ........................................ .
George ,Vigglesworth ................. .... . .. . ........ .
Henr.v G . ~eynolds ........ ·1
31,000; 00 i
::11, 000. 00 , . ...... ...... .
0. U. M~rr1man . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31, 000. 00
28, 790. 92
2,209.08

,V.

Kcn_tcick_,. ~oloreg ~orm_al College ............ ... .... .
Lourninna State Um,er,nty .......................... .
:!1 Loni,iirulil Sontlwrn Uni,ersity, colored ............ . .
:.!:.! :Uaine State .Agril'ulturnl and .Mechanical College .... .
:!:l :Unr.) !anti ..A.rg-1cultural College2 • • •••••• • •••••••••••••
:!-1 Massachusotti:i A~ricultural Col111ge ................. .
:!5 llnssachusetts Iustitutu of Technology .............. .
:!6 .\lichig,m A.gricnltural College ...................... .
!!7 Uninriiity of Minnesota .................... . ....... .
28 hlississi11pi Agricultural and Mechanical Coll'$e .... . R. C. Kmg....... .. • . .•••...
!!9 Alcorn Colorcil .Agricultural and Mechanical c..;ollogo '.r. F. Daniels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
of l!i~~issippi.
.
.
30 Um,·or111ty of M1ssoun .... ........................... R. B. Price .... .
:11 Lincoln Uolored Institute of Missouri................ A . Brandenburger ......... .
32 University of Nel>ra!:lka .............. .. ......... ... .. .J. S. Delos ...... .
33 Nevada State University ............................. C. C. Bender .... .
34 .Agricultural and Mechanical College of New Ha.mp. Frederick Smyth
shire.
35 Rutjers' Scientific School of Now .Jersey ...... ....... Fred Frelinghuysen ....... .
36 New .Mexico Agrioultural Colle~e .................... W. L. Rynmsar.
37 AgTicultural Collego of Corneu University, New E. L. Williams .. ........... .
York.
38 North C~olin~ Agricultural Coll~go .......... .... . ..... .. ....................... l
39 Shaw Univ"rs1ty, of North Carolina, colored ..................................... 5
&0 North Dakota Agricultural College .................. S. L. Lyon

15,500.00
15, 49J. 37

9,374.17
3, 446. 54

6, 125.83
12,047.83

Fiscal year ended.June 30, 1892.
Receipts.
$27,103.76
12,812.63
17. 000. 00
24,000.00
9,000.00
33,000.00
17,000.00
17,000.00
23,400.00
6,600.00
8,500.00
8,500.00
33,000.00
33,000.00
17, uoo. 00
17,000.00
17,000.00
28,215.00
2,820.00
23,732.06
2J, 267. 34
17,000.00
17,000.00
32,000, 00
16,000.00
17,000.00
17,000.00
7,621.37
9,378.63

Expenditures.

$21,256.45
$5,847.31
10,432.99
2,379.64
36,251.41
3,748, 46
19,335.89
15,573, 20
6,643.84
6,447.07
13,204.97
32,359.83
43.17
30,661.15
1,587.47
26,619. <T'.!
7,525.69
20,849.82
·941.04
8,658.96
8,500.00 .. ,. ..............
8,500.00 .....................
2, 737.18
45,262.82
4,564.11
34,112.52
.......
..........
17,000.00
4,402.53
30, 8!H. 50
472. 60
24,759.76
54 1. 46
31,718.08
202. 00
!l, 330. 34
4,076.30
19,656.36
14,943.80
9,323.54
5, f-42. 06
30,556. 36
26,466.70
5,456.77
32,000.00 ---- -------- -5,000.00
11,000.00
17,000.00
19,209.00
• 08
13,747.20. ---------- -- -12,773.15
8,653.31

------- ------ -

14,160.80
839. 20
15,000.00
31,000.00
31,000.00

.................
31,000.00
17,545.25

---------·---·
13,454.75

31, ]62.11
1,836.89
33,000.00
, 17,000.00
17,000.00

31,000.00
31,000.00
15,000.00

15,949.09
7,165. 62
8,533.63

15,050.91
23,834.38
6,466.37 ·

17,000.00
17,000.00
3::J, 000. 00

30,280.37
17,929.72
37,993.77 ,

15,000.00
16, oco. 00

15, 000. 00 1· .............
13, 24.8. 47
2, 751. 53

33,000.00
32,000.00

33, 000. 00
27,661.17

········
---- -3,407.99

14,160.80
839. 20
11,592.01

Balance.

14,481.19
856. 64
6,878.81

30,842. 72
1,819.45
37,713.20
17,000.00
17,092.26

................... .

13,362.63
1,770.54
22,904.66
1,472.60

I· .............
7,090.36

t:tj

t:1

q
a

>·

8
0
H

z
t;rj
l:tj

"d

0

~

-~
1-4

00
<:O
0
I

(0
.....

Ohio State University ................................
Oklahoma .Agricultural and Mechanical Colle"'e. .. . . .
Oregon State Agricultural College ........... '."........
44 Pennsylvania. Stnte College ...........................
45 South Dakota .Agricultural College ......•............
46 Unh·ersi ty of Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47 Tex.a~ ~icultnral an~ Mechanical College... .......
48 Pra1ne 1ew Colored :Normal School, Texas . . . . . . . . . .
40 Utnh Agricultural College ............................
50 University of Vermont .......... _._ ...... _...........
51 Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College ..•.....
52 Ha1upton Colorl'<l Normal Institute, Va ..............
53 Wasbin~ton State Agricultural College . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54 University of West Virtnia .........................
65 West Virginia Colored tstitute' .........•............
~6 gniversity of Wisconsin .............................
7
niveraity of Wyoming 3 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
,1
42

43

1

F. W. Prentiss..............
31,000.00
10,055.36
20,944.64
.A.. A . Ewing ...•••.....................................•........ -... .
A. R. Shipley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31,000. 00
31,000. 00 ............. .
John Hamilton . . ... . . . . . . . .
31,000.00
17,689.21
13,310.79
S. W. Lockwood............
31,000.00
12,911.60
18,088.40
James Com1ort . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31, 000. 00
26,021.41
4, 978. 59
L. S. Ross...................
22,000.00
1,927. 75
20,072. 27
L. S. Ross...................
9, 000. 00
865. 49
8, 134. 51
John T. Caine,jr. ..........
31,000.00
17,136.66
13,863.34
E. H. Powell................
31,000.00
16,485.24
14,514. 76
John Gardner ... . .• . . . . . . . .
20,666.66
19,466.16
1,200.50
F. N. Gilman................
10,383.33
10,280.88
52. 45
A. H. Smith ..........••......................•.......................
John L. Harvey............
12,000.00 . . . . . . ••.••••.
12,000.00
Chas. H. Turm)r...... ......
3,000.00 .•.•. .•....•..
3,000.00
E. F. Riley .. ... ............. .. .. _..... _............................. .
Edward Ivinson ... ..• . .. . . .
31,000.00
12,900.86
18,099.14

17,000.00
17,000.00
17,000.00
17,000.00
17,000.00
17,000. 00
12,750.00
4,250.00
17,000.00
17,000.00
11,335.33
G, 666. 67
17,000.00
27,000.00
6,000.00
17,000. 00
17,000.00

UniverRity of Georgia for lrnth colleges for white and colored students.
•
· ·
1 Maryland Agricultural College for its "Eastern Branch" for colored students, located at Salsbury.
Idaho and Montana had not established and opened their colleges till after the close of the fiscal year 1892.
2

37,366.30
17,000.00
17,000.00
27,684.60
29,600.25
22,019.49
27,465.71
7,513.63
18,804.60
30,913, 23
11,333.33
5,513.71
5,651.02
4,440.91
2,115.06
17,000. 00
50,777.05

578. 34

2,026.19
5,398.15
40. 90
5,356.56
4,870.88
16,488.86
601. 5;3
1,200.50
205.4]
11,348.98

....................

6,884.97

4,322.09
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As has already been stated, the receipt of the aid provided for by the
Congressional acts above cited is made dependent upon the partiai
maintenance of agricultural and mechanical colleges by the States
themselves. It would be extremely difficult, if not really impossible, to
estimate the total amount of the State aid given to all of these colleges.
The following table will, however, show the amount appropriated in
each case for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1892, including the income
from State endowmentB, the annual appropriation, and the special State
app:ropriations for buildings and all other purposes:
State aicl to colleges of agl"iculture and the mechanic arts for the year ended June 30, 1892,
State.

Name of institution.

Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alabama Polytechnic Institute . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
St.ate Normal and Industrial School (colored) . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
Arizona ............... Universfty of Ariz?na .Agricultural College.................. ...
Arkansas ....... .......
California ....... ......
Colorado ........... ....
Connecticut ...........
Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.A:.mount of
State aid.
$17,055
~. 000
2o, 179

1~~~~tN~;I::rni11i~-(~~i~~~d). :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::

Unh·ersity of California Agriculturnl•College ......... . ........ - .... _. · ··· · · ·
State Agricultural Colle&e ..................................... - .. · · · · · · · ·· ·
Sheffield Scientfiic Schoo1 of Yale UniYersity .. . .............. -. · --· -· ···· · ·
Ddaware College.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25,000
Agricultural College (colored)................ . . . . . ..............
8,000

~~:I: M~1~il1Sc11~0?0l;,~f

Flol'ida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:r~d)::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Georgia.............. . State .Agricultural and Mechanical College of Unh·ersity of --· -- -· -··· ·
Geor:,ia.
.
~
Industrial College of University of Georgia (colored)............
7,315
: Idaho ................. . University ofTclaho . ............. ......... ... .................. ....... · ·····
· Illinois ...........••... University of Illinois Agricultural College ................... - . · --- -- · · · · · ·
42,500
Indiana ............... . Purdue University Agricultural and Mechanical College..... ...
Iowa ................ ..
Kansas ............... .
32, RlO
Kentucky ............ . .Agricultural and Mechanical College............................
State Normal College (colored) ....... ... .. . . . . . . ................
3,000
Louisiana.............. St-Lte University
· ·· ·· ··
So'uthern Univers.ity· : ::::: ::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : :: : : : ..... 1-0, 000
Maine ................. State College of Agricultme and Mechanic Arts................
24,500
Maryland .............. Maryland Agricultural College..................................
6,000
Massachusetts......... Agricultural College............................................
27,137
Institute of Technology.........................................
4, 000
MMi_cnhniegsaonta··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.._._·_ . . State AgTicnltural College... . ... .. ......... . ...................
29, 442
1
College of Agriculture of University of Minnesota..............
147, 500
Mississippi............ Agricultural ancl Mechanical College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25, 821
Alcorn Agricultural and Meclianical College (colored)..........
13,571
Missouri. .............. College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts of University of .... -- .... · ·
Missouri.
Lincoln Irnititute (colored) ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23, O<l5
Nebraska ............. . University of Nebraska Indrnitrial College ................................. .
Nevada ............... . State Universit.y Agricultural College.... ........ ..............
20,000
NewHampshiro ...... . College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts ......................... - -. · · -· · ·
New Jersey .......... .
New Mexico .......... .
New York ............ . .Agricultural College of Cornell University ............................. . --North Carolina. ....... .
1
No:cthDakota ......... .
Ohio ......•............ State University Agricultural College...........................
60,202
Oklahoma ............ . .Agricultural and Mechanical College ............. . ....................... - -Oregon ............... .

~~:'t! 1.i~\~~W~~!\ i~V1~\~·:::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: ::: ::: ::::: ::: :::::: ::::::

!~zi~ft~~~'tJ~~fe~~~~~~::: ::: ::::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::

~: ~:

ih~1~!~!;:r~!1~1~ ~~~~x:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ii ~
]?~~fh)5!~~t!:::::::::: ~~t1~~;r~::Ig~~t~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::: ::::::::::::.
T ennessee ............ .
niversity of Tennessee Agricultural College ......... . .. . ............ - . - · · ·
Texas ................ . Agri<'ullnraland Mechanical College............................
65,500
tnh ·················· 1;.rgrai;io 1
~tt}oNormal School (colored) ..................... . .... . - -V
t
1 ·u ura
o ego . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
108, 000
Al,!ricultural 'o11Pgo of nh-crsity of Vermont ................. . .......... .
Ji.ltl"iCultnr~l and i 1!anical Collcg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6,250
W
. ..+
• mpton .. ormal n titute (color d) ............................ __ ......... .
1
ai 1111.., . on .. -- - - - ·• - . ~ ta~" .AJ;Ticnl nral 'oll i; and School of Sci nco ....................... ---- ·
V t Ylrniuia · · • - ... - .
Y. of
t_ irgmia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· 40,276

f~~f :::::::::::::::

yie°1

\!11\t ~s.1

,v

~~OD~ i~::::::: :::::: ro;nr
W9~~ fr ~~~ s1~ ~~~1;~\t;;ni--~1i~go :::::::::::::::::: ·-----~~::~~
n ,. r 1ty o .Vyomrn~ Agricultural oll go.................. .
4,435

0
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In the act of 186~ entitled "An act _donating public lands to the
several States and Territories which may provide a college for the
benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts," it will be noticed that the
terms are express and clear in setting forth the duties of the States
in accepting its provision. The fund to be acquired was to be applied
"to the endowment, support and maintenance" of colleges of the character therein specified, but "no portion of said fund, nor the interest
thereon, shall be applied directly or indirectly, under any pretense
~hatever, to the purchase, erection, preservation, or repair of any building or buildings" (sec. 5, second clause). Again, all the expenses connected with the management of such la,n d and of the moneys received
therefrom were to be paid by the several States, in order that the entire proceeds of the sale of the land or scrip might be applied to the
purposes set forth in the act, and any loss of capital or interest which
might be sustained was to be refunded out of the State treasury.
The only exception allowed to these stipulations was that provided for
in section 5, where it is declared that a sum not to exceed on~-tenth of
the amount receiv.:ed might be expended in the purchase of lands for
sites or experimental farms upon the authority of the State legislature.
By thus limiting the manner of expenditure of the fund to the purposes designed by the spirit of the act, two very important and highly
desirable objects were attained. First, the colleges thus endowed were
made distinctively State institutions. The funds were to be applied to
colleges already established, or to such as should subsequently be established by the States themselves. Th1:!s local public interest was at
once enlisted in behalf of these institutions, and State pride aroused in
their successful workings. It is a fact which may properly be emphasized that both the act of 1862 and the act of 1890 are distinctly acts
in aid of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts. · Secondly, the
benefits of an undirninished endowment fund were thus forever secured
to these colleges, and their :financial independence made almost certain.
The provisions of the third clause of section 5, limiting the time
within which any State might claim the benefit of the ,a ct, and the
seventh clause of the same section, requiring legislative assent witl1in
two years from the date of its approval, were amended in 1866. The
sixth clause of section 5 is now no longer operative.
From 1S63, in which year the grants of land could :first be Iocated;to
1880, a total of 9,600,000 acres were taken up, 11 States receiving land, and
27 land scrip. .A.s specially provided, no State was allowed, as a State,
to locate land within the borders of another State, although such location might be made by its assignees, not, however, to exceed the amount
of one miIIion acres.
In the years immediately following the passage of the act, owing to
the disturbed condition of the country, consequent upon the outbreak
of the civil war, the business and :financial panic, and in the Western
States the continual Indian troubles, those States which at once dis-
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posed of their lands often did so at a most ridiculously low figur\3, with
a few notable exceptions. Land was a drug upon the market, and in
' some instances was sold at but a few cents per acre-a serious blow to
the benefits of the grant.
Annual income froni laud-grant act of July 2, 186/J.
State.

School.

A:nonnt of
income.

.A}abama . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . White . .
$20, 280
Colored . . .......... .
.Arizona .................................. -~ ..... .
Arkansas ....................................... .
California .•......................................
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 500
Connecticut................ . . . . . . . . . .
6, 632
Delaw:,re................... White..
4,980
Colored ............ .
9,101
Floridn, ..................... White..
Colored ........... .
Georgia. .. -·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White . .
16, 954
.
Colored ............ .
Idaho ....•................ . ......................
IBinois .......................................... .
Indiana..............................
17,000
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49, 371
Kansas...............................
28,765
Kentucky.................. White . .
9. 900
Colored ...•.........
Louisiar.a ... ....... . ....... White ............. .
Colored ............ .
l{aine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .
6. 455
Maryland ... ·-............. . . . . . . . . . .
6, 142
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . A g'l . . . .
6, 400
Meehan.
5,268
Michigan................... . . . . . . . . . .
26, 154
Minnesota.................. . . . . . . . . . .
20, 500
Mississippi . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . White . .
4, 929
Colored .
5, 679
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White ............. .

State.

School.

Amount of
income.

Missouri.................. Colored ........... ..
Nebraska .............•........... ..............
Nevada .................................... ·· ····
New Hampshire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$1, 800
New .Jersey ...... ....... .. .. . . . . . . . .
6,960
New Mexico ................................... .
New York.................. ... .....
18,000
North Carolina. . . . . . . . . . . . White ............. ·
Colored ............ .

~1~f;~ ~~~~~~ :: :: ::::::::: :::::::::: ···· ··s2;i3ii2

Oklahoma .......... __ .. ... .............. · · · ·· · · ·
Oregon .............. •.. ..................... · · · ·
Pennsyl,ania............ . . .. . . . . . . .
30,000
Rhodeislancl ............. . ..................... .
.South Carolina...... . . . . . . White ........... · · ·
Colored ............ .

i~~~~~~!~:~::::::~:::::
:::::::::: ······:i:i;760
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White . .
14, 280
Colored ............ .

~~~!~iit":::::::::::: :::::: :::::::: :: ···· ·· ·s:jso

Virginia................... White . .
30, GG9
Colored .
10, 5::!9
W ashin~to!l ·.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .- . . . . . · · · · · · ·
5, 400
West Vrrgm1a....... .. . .. White..

;:~;~~~n.:::::::::::::::: :~t~~~:

: : : ~~~~~~

The payments or yearly installments of the fund provided by the
act of Congress of 1890 have already been received; although owing
to irregularity of legislative acceptance in the States, and in some
instances to the very recent establishment of the institutions designated as beneficiaries, all the States have not enjoyed the benefits of
the appropriations for the same length of time. The first and second
installments-$15,000 and $16,000-were available for the year ended
June 30, 1891; the third installment-$17,000-for the year ended June
30, 189~.
.
Unlike the annual appropriation of $15,000 for the use of the experiment stations, the amount of the fund remaining in the ha'nds of ~he
treasurer at the close of the fiscal year does not lapse into the U. S.
Treasury. In June of 1801, and again in June of 18fJ2, in many of the
Stat s a very considerable unexpended balance remained of the amount
rec ·iv d dm-in,. t e fi. cal year. The xplanation of this fact is to be
found'in th ab. nee of prnvi.·ion for ·ertain of the departments provicl
fi r in the a t · of Con gr ss by th colleges them elves, most
f1 qu 11 l • fi,r tho m ·bani ·al d par ment.
Whet sufficient time has
U( 11 ~i
ii r t_h
ta li. lun nt of th n c ary plants, the purcha e
,qmpm n , ill h g ~ncrn.lly compl t d.
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In order .t o comprehend the essential pofnts of differ ence in the
provi sions of the three several acts of Uongress of 18G2, 1887, and 1890,
let us compare the clauses defining the purpos.es of each.
In the original lan·d-gra,nt act of 1862 the proceeds of the sales of
land or scrip are to be invested and the interest thereo11 "appropriated, by each State which may take and claim the benefit of this a ct ,
for the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college,
where the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific of
classical studies, ahcl incluclini military tactics, to teach such branch es
of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such
manner as the legislatures of the States may respectively pr escribe,
in order to promote_the liberal and practical education of the industria l
classes in the 1;,everal pursuits and professions of life."
. The experiment- station act of 1887, in 'its first section, provides:
"That in order to aid in acquiring and diffusing among the p eople of the Uni t ed
States useful and practical information on subj ects connected with agriculture, and
to p~omote scientific investigation and exp eriment resp ecting the principles and
applications of agricultural science, there shall be establish ed, under direction of
the college or colleges, or agricultural department of colleges, in each State and
Territory established, or which .may hereafter be established, in accordance with
the provisions of an act approved July second, eighteen hunured and sixty-two,
entitled, etc., * " * or any of the supplements to said act, a department to be
known a ntl design ated as an a Agricultural Experiment Station," Provided, .etc.

The purpose of the act of 1890 can be gathered from the following
extracts from section 1 :
That there shall be, and hereby is, annually appropriated "' "' * for the more
complete endowment and maintenance of colleges for the benefit of a,g ri;ulture a~d
the mechanic arts now established, or which may be hereafter established, in accordance with an act of Congress, appro-ved July eecond, eighteen hundred an('! sixty-two, the sum ·of fifteen thousand dollars, * * * and the annual amount to be
paid * * * to he applied only to instruction ill agriculture, the mechanic arts,
tho English language, and the various branches of mathematical, physical, natural,
and economic sciences, with special reference to their applications in ·the industries
of life, and to the facilities for such instruction.
·

I t will thus be seen that while the act of 1862 provides for the endowment of ~olleges where -ehe "leading object" shall be the advancement
of agriculture and the mechanic arts, it does not prohibit t.he use of the
endowment fund for other departments of instruction, even of those
·1east allied to the industrial sciences; and yet it can not be questioned that, however broadly the act ma,y be interpreted, the advancement of agriculture and the mechanic arts is really the primary purpose of its provisions. It seeks to promote Iib~ral and practical education, it is to be noted, of the industrial classes. It · is a well known
principle that laws are most properly construed by considering whenever possible the evident intention of their framers along with the exact meaniug conveyed by their words. When this rule is applied to
the case in point the conclusion is unavoidable that the purpose
of t he Federal endowment is to furnish opportunities for the youth
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of the land to acquire a thorough scientific knowledge of agriculture
and a practical working training in the mechanic arts-that these are,
first and last, the main objects. But since experience and history have
shown- that the highest degree of success and the greatest results of
labor in any walk of life can only be attained by those possessed of a
fair and liberal education, Congress has so pTovided that these schools
shall not be strictly and solely of a technical nature, but, by not excluding the other scientific and classical studies from the course, has
secured the advantages of a general education to the industrial classes.
Power is left to the legislatures of the several States to prescribe the
manner in which the several branches of learning are to be-ta,ught.
Thus the plan of organization of the colleges established in compliance
with the provisions of the act of 1862 is clearly a matter resting with
the States, and for which the States themselves are to be held responsible. As a result, the institutions which became the beneficiaries of
the endowment are found to be of widely different characters, ranging
all the way from the college or university, offering six or more distinct
courses of study, to the school of a strictly agricultural and mechanical trend, where only so much of general literary training is offered as
appears absolutely necessary for the work of the technical department.
The- act of 1890 admits of no such broad construction; the departments therein provided for are such as specially relate to the particular
objects of Federal aid. Again, the Experiment Station act, it will be
noticed, provides for the ''acquiring and diffusing" of agricultural knowledge. But this word "diffusing" is not to be taken to mean the offering
of regular courses of collegiate instruction, but rather simply the making
public, by any and all such means as may appear expedient, the results
of the investigations and experiments conducted at the station.
The question is, of course, pertinent: Why, since the manifest intention of Congress in making the original grants of land to the States
for agricultural and mechanical education was to establish technical
schools, were not the terms of the act of 1862 more explicit in limiting the expenditure of the fund to be derived from the sale of the
land to these particular subjects, To this the answer is a two-fold one:
First, because, as has before been stated, it was really proposed to make
the education of the industrial classes as liberal and as complete as
possible; and, secondly, because such technical instruction was essentially a new thing, and one upon which the public would naturally be
in liued to look with some degree of hesitation and doubt, it was deemed
ex].)edient to first pre ·ent it in conjunction with the more generally un1 r ·t od and approved form of college curriculum,
ti. t~ t that th •'leading object" of the e institutions shall be to
a h ·:1 ·h ran ·h
f learning a are r lated to agriculture and the
·h ~11 • rt._· but v n the m t ur ry examination of the colleges
· 1l
will h , tlia in a large ajority of cases these branches
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have not been made the "leading objects," although of late years they
have been more and more demanding greater recognition, as, at least,
coordinate departments of the -several institutions ..
While thus differing in the ends proposed by their provisions and
in the manner in which those ends are ·to be accomplished, it is manifest]yimproper to regard these acts as wholly distinct and disconnected.
They are severally to be construed as the logical and successive steps
of a carefully formulated plan of governmental aid to the cause of the
agricultural and mechanical advancement of the industrial classes.
Each is but a part of what can be seen to be a complete and fairly comprehensive whole. The acts of 1887 and 1890 were framed with reference to the act of 18G2, and are supplemental thereto, as, indeed, they
are stated to be. The act of 1862 provides for what was then comparatively an innovation in college work-scientific agricultural education
and manual training in connection with instruction in the physical sciences. The Hatch Experiment Station act was designed to further
such college work by providing means for the increase of agricultural
knowledge and facilities for rendering the theoretical instruction of tbe
lecture-room at once more logical and more efficient, by giving it a practical turn. Finally, the colleges being established and their departments of agriculture and its allied sciences and of applied mechanics
being fairly organized and started in their work, the act of 1890 was
intended to place thes~ departments, at a single stroke, upon a plane
of complete :financial independence, to extend to them the opportunity
of securing the most efficient instructorn and the most modern and approved equipment for their work, and to make them preeminently what
they were from the :first intended to be, the "leading objects'' in the
institutions of which they are a part.
When sufficient time shall have elapsed to enable all of these schools to
thoroughly organize and equip the labcra.tories, farms, and workshops
with the funds derived from this last magnificent a:ppropriation, we
may expect to see much greater uniforniity in their prescribed courses.
A.s yet such uniformity is certainly lacking. Owing to differences in
local conditions, and to variations in the standard of instruction which
these institutions are respectively obliged to maintain, exact conformity
to a -single type may perhaps be impossible; but from a careful investigati-on of the terms of the acts of Congress it would seem that a general
outline of the work to be accomplished by each and every one of the
endowed colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts may easily be
drawn.
In a purely agricultural and mechanical college, then, it would appear that two distinct courses should be offered;. the one agricultural,
the other mechanical. The first year's work could properly be made
the same for both; preparatory drill in language, mathematics, and the
elements of science. For the agricultural course enough of Latin
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should be taught to render the instruct-ion in English of the greatest possible educational value, and to facilitate the comprehension of sci~ntific
terms. French and German will be found all essential for the more
advanced stmly of agricultural science. .As to the sciences themselves, those most nca,r ly related to the soil and treating of its chemical
and physical properties and changes, would seem to claim first attention: chemistry, studied principally with reference to its bearings upon
agriculture, fertilizers and animal foods, geology, and mineralogy. Biological work-an illimitable field, and one in which it is most easy for '
students to be led beyond the borders of the practical-after the necessary preliminary instruction, should be confined strictly to the application of its many branches to farm life and farm economy; as, for
example, economic entomology, structural and physiological botany,
and so much of zoology and ornithology as relates directly to domestic
animals, farm pests, etc. Comparative· anatomy, bacteriology, and
animal physiology are of value as far as they are related to veterinary
science. The extent of the instruction given under the names of agriculture, horticulture~ and stock raising, of coun;e, must depend upon
the amount of time allowed by the length of the course and upon
the local agricultural conditions. In no case does it seem allowable to
omit instruction in general farm management, business customs, and
farm law, or bookkeeping and farm accounts. No agricultural course
could be called complete in which no attention was given to those
branches of learning which look to the production of a good citizen, as
well as a good farmer. As a consequence, at least an outline course in
general and constitutional history should be offered, together with the
study of the duties of citizenship and the essentials of political economy. The mathematical work of such a course would · naturally be of
the nature expressed by the term "applied," as would also be the instruction in physics and in 1,iechanics.
An ideal mechanical course would seem-while including all the
more liberal branches of the course thus roughly outlined above-to
substitute for the work in agriculture, horticulture, and, to a great
extent, in the natural sciences, laboratory practice in the physical department, higher mathematics, mechanical drawing, and manual labor
in tbe mechanical shops. A four years' course, embracing carpenter
work, forge and furnace work, machine construction and design, and
tbc principles of mechanical engineering, might clearly be made suffici u ly thorough and complete to enable the graduate to at once take
hi. plu ·ea a skilled mechanic, draft man, or engineer.
1
'
c:h b ing th 1>0, . ibilitie · with which the ao-ricultural and mcchani , l ·oll g h, Y 1 : nd w d, it i · hoped iT~ the following pages to
f how an<l t what extent they have performed the
to h m.
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Properly speaking, agricultural education is comparatively a modern
idea. The very liberal endowments of the General Government have
resulted in the establishment of schools offering instruction in scientific
agriculture in every section of the United States, but it must be re·
membered that prior to 1835 they were features of the educational
system wholly unknown in this country. In Europe by the close of
the last ce:ntury sevei~al such institutions had been successfully inau.
gurated, although their· work was still but little understood and their
possibilities wholly unrealized. W.hile the earliest attempt to found
an agricultural school may be said to be that of the .Abbe Rosier, in
France, in 1775, it was not until 1799, when Emanuel von Fellenberg
established the school of Hofwyl upon his estate near ·Berne, that
· agricultural education may·really be considered to have been begun.
In the same year a similar institution was organized at Korenian, in
Bohemia, which was followed, in 1803, by the foundiftg of an industrial
school at Prague, where instruction was not confined to agriculture,
but embraced chemistry, physics, mathematics and drawing, and me·
chanics and technology.
From this time the number of schools where agriculture was made
the first or at least an important department of instruction increased
steadily, if not with great rapidity. ·France, Prussia, ..Austria, Bava;.
ria, Saxony, and Belgium soon saw the advantage to be gained by
thus securing the special training of the farming classes, and institu.
tions differing in grade and in the principles adopted as to methods of
work were instituted in the most favorable farming regions~ In some
of the European states chairs of agriculture were established in the uni·
versities, although this was not until after some advancement had been
made in the study of the natural sciences.
England responded somewhat slowly to the movement for agricultural education, and as late as the middle of the present century there
were but five such schools in the country, while in Ireland over sixty
h?.d been .established, mostly, however, of an inferior grade. Consider·
able interest was taken in the subject by Russia,-where, by 1850, about
sixty.five schools offered agricultural instruction.
In 1851 Prof. Hitchcock estimated that the number of agricultural
schools, including departments of universities, etc., in Europe, was:
In France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In England....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

In Prussia ..........................
In Austria..........................
In Belgium................... . . . . . .
In Bavaria .........................
In Ireland..........................

75 In Scotland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
5 In Russia............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
2 In Saxony. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
· 32 InWtirtemberg ........... -.. : ......
7
33 In other Gorman States............. 16
9
35
Total ........................ 352
63
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Since 1840 the systems of agricultural education adopted by the European nations have been an essential part of their economic organization. Many excellent accounts of their methods and their work have
been published.
The first agricultural school established in the United States was
probably that begun in Seneca County, N. Y., near the town of Ovid,
in 1856. This institution -was founded in part by the State of New
York, in part by private subscription, and was modeled up,m the plan
of the European schools then in existence.
In 1857 the Michigan State Agricultural College was formally opened.
This college owes its existence to the State government, which, in 1855,
made provision for its founding in compliance with the constitution of
the Stl:!,te, adopted in 1850. In 1857 the proceeds of the sales of certain granted salt-lands and an appropriation of $40,000 were given by
- the legislature, a traci of nearly seven hundred acres for a farm purchased, and a suitable building erected. · The .Agricultural College of
l\fichigan is thus the oldest of the " State agricultural colleges."
Following the ~stablishment of the l\fichigan College, several similar institutions were put in operation in the Eastern States and in
the more thickly settled farming regions of the Ohio and Mississippi
valleys. Among those were the Agricultural College of Ohio, at Cleveland, and the Farmers' College, near Cincinnati. In Pennsylvania in
1855 the State Agricultural Society organized the Farmers' High School,
afterwards the Pennsylvania Agricultural College and now the Pennsylvania State College. The Maryland Agricultural College, organized
by private subscription, is, next to the Michigan Agricultural College,
-the oldest of the State colleges.
But while for several years, until the first Federal endowment act
became a law, the States themselves made little effort to encourage the
study of scientific agriculture, we find that agricultural instruction was
made a part of the regular course in not a few of the higher educational
institutions. Chairs of agriculture were maintained at Yale College
and in colleges in more than one of the Southern States. So, too, as
early as 1845 agricult.ure was taught theoretical1y in private schools, as,
for instance, the Cream Hill Agricultural School, at West Cornwall,
Conn.
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Let us now examine the courses of instruction offered by the e 1leges, and especially those which are particularly designated by the
name of agricultural course.
The "sciences allied to agriculture" are, of course, both 1rntural and
physical; in fact, it would be somewhat difficult to exactly define the
extension of this expression, since few of the departments of modern
science have not, or may not have, practical application upon the
farm. A narrower meaning must, however, be given it in speaking of
the work of institutions of learning which seek to prepare the student
for the active duties of'the agriculturist. Here the "sciences allied
to agriculture" may properly be understood to be horticulture, botany,
chemistry, general biology-but more especially zoology and entomology, geology, mineralogy, meteorology, veterinary science, physic.·, and
applied mechanics. In addition to these purely technical branclles, it
is very generally conceded that each student in the agricultural college
should receive enough of instruction in the more liberal studies to
make llis education complete · and fairly rounded; that the modern
. languages are truly requisite for advauced scientific work and for
keeping up with agricultural investigations and agricultural literature,
which each year is increasing in volume and in value; that the study
of engineering, as far, at least, as it is applicable to farm improvements
and farm surveying, is an essential featme of a properly balanced
agricultural course; and, ftnally, that it is the duty of all such colleges
to offer to their students instruction in civil government, the duties
of citizenship, business methods, commercial customs, and political
economy.
The department of agriculture, in most colleges kept distinct and
separate, usually combines practice, to some extent, witll theory. For
this reason it is that some misunderstanding of its purpose exists on
the pa.rt of the public. It is frequently stated that farmers do not care
to send their sons to college to learn how to plow and hoe and perform
the other manual operations of the farm.;-that such instruction .may
be more satisfactorily obtained at home. On the other hand, · it is
urged that "book farming" is not practicable under conditions confronting the student immediately upon leaving college, and that it is
therefore not practical. Between these two extremes of public sentiment it has been the task of the agricultural colleges to steer, and
upon the whole it would seem that they have clone so successfully.
Manual labor in the fteld is not generally, although quite frequently,
required. Where it is made compulsory, it usually consists of the
regular farm. work taken up according to ·w eather and season. But
the practice of inducing students to take practical outdoor work by
offering them. a reasonable compensation for their services has baen
found to be so succes ful that few of the coJleges now neglect manual
farm labor. In purely agricultural colleges such :field work would certainly seem to be a mo t e. ential part of the course. As a rule, the
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greatest objection to it, after all, comes from. those who desire to take
advantage of the scientiftc or other departments of the agricultural
·college without being obliged to give much attention to the work of
the agricultural department. But it must be remembered that tlLese
colleges, properly speaking, were not desjgned for the benefit of such
students.
The course of study in this department frequently begins with the history of agriculture, followed by lectures on the selection and location of
farm lands, and general farm equipment. The study of soils, their
chemical and physical properties, their relations to air and water and
to vegetation, js next taken up, wit.h descriptions and, if possible, illustrations <!f ·the various methods of drainage and irrigation. Soil-improvcment-co-vering the whole field of fertilizers, natural and artificial;
the composition and the use of commercial fertilizers; the preparation
and care of barnyard manure, green manuring, fallowing, and the rotation of crops with reference to the retention and restoration of the
chemical properties of the soil-are properly introduced at this point.
Before entering upon the special study of crops, some know ledge of the
construction and use of the common implements and machines employed
upon the farm is considered necessary, and here the mechanical featme
of the college proves especially valuable.
The line of work undertaken in the study of crop-culture, of course,
varies in different States, attention being particularly given to the
staple crops. After discussing the subjects of tillage and soil-dressing,
some such works as Johnson's How Crops G.row, and How Crops
Feed are made the basis of instruction. Then, if opportunity be
giYen for m_anual labor, students are taught practically the management of the growing crops, their gathering and preparation for use or
for the markets.
Along with this strictly agricultural course, the study of stockraising is purs'Q.ed. Beginning with the use of a text-book upon the
different breeds of domestic animals, their characteristics, habits, and
respective ada,11tability .to climate, etc., stock-breeding and stock-feeding are succe sively treated. In this work the investigations of the
experiment stations, where experiments with the different breeds of
cattle, horses; sheep, hogs, etc., are continuaUy being conducted., can
be very advantageou. ly made use of. In colleges maintaining a chair
of veterinary science, lecture. and recitations are given in this conne ·tion on l)atholoo-y and therapeutic ..
Fr r1uently the d riartmcnt · of horticulture and of botany are eparat but in th majority of ca ·e · they are united, the one preparing
£ r • dv. n ·cl worJ~ in he oth r. liorticulture, a the term is commonly
1 1 1_ ·r
wli 11 appli
t o11ege jn truction, mlmtccs mark t garc m ~ I. n~l ·ap "~ml nin...,. frui ·ultur fioricultnrc, and often even
f. •. •. ~ ·nc· m 1 b tany i mad th hasis for the study of plant
1l ·11 f; ·iliti ·· f r whi ·1 ar , fford.c by thew 11 quipped
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laboratories and the greenhouses now con:iected with n arly an the
horticultural departments.
The application of the science of economic entomology to the prevention of damage to vegetation and live stock by injurious iu ect , the
composition and application of insecticides, etc., is a branch of biological
science which of late years has taken a de ervedly prominent place in
the agricultural courses everyn-here.
Of all the branches related to agriculture none is of more real importauce than that in which all modern agricultural science has its origin,
_namely, chemistry. Agricultural chemistry. for which a preparation in
general chemistry is necessary, embraces, in the courses of the agricultural colleges, the origin and formation of soils, their analysis, and their
adaptation to crop culture; the analysis of manures and fertilizers; the
composition of foods; the analysis of fodder plants; the chemistry of
stock feeding, and the analysis and testing of dairy products.
Dairying and other special branches of agricultural industry are fre.
q11ently taken up in detail in the fourth or senior year of the regular col·
lege course in agTiculture, while the course is generally completed by
lectmes on rural economy and farm Jaw. In States where some one crop ·
or line of agricultural work is especially important to the business interests of the people, courses, or schools of instruction, for advanced study
in that subject have been established, as, for instance, the sugar school,
connected with the University of Nebraska; the dairy school, connected
with the University of Wisconsin; and the course in grape culture and
wine-making, offered by the a,gricultural college of the L[niversity oi
California.
A.s an illustration of a course of study prescribed in a purely agricu1tnral college, and one which is framed to comply in every particular
with the intentions-of the Federal endowment acts, the following schedule of work in the Massachusetts Agricultural College is selected. The
figures denote the number of hours per week devoted to the different
branches.
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Coiwse of study, MassachttFIRST YEA.R.

Terms.

Botany and horti.
culture.

Chemistry.

Botany ·_ atrue. 5
turaL'

Chemistry-prin. 5
ciplcs and met.
alloids.
Metals .......... . 4

Bot:my-analyti. 5
cal.

Mineralogy . . . . . • 4

.Agriculture.

Fall . . . . . . . Climatology . . . . . . . 2
Winter . . . . Farm accounts, Ms· 2
tory of agricul·
ture.
Spring ..... Live stock, tools .. 5

Zoology and veter.
inary science.

SECOND YEA.R.
Fall ...... . Soils-tillage and 5
(lrainage.
Winter ... . Mixed farming, ro. 2
tation of crops.
Spring .... . Manures, grains, 5
and forage crops.

Bot any - e co. 5 Geology . . • . . . . . . 4 .. .. ................. .
noruic.
Laboratory work. 4 ............. . ....... . Anatomy and 5
physiology.
Horticulture . .. •. 8

THIRD YE.A.R.
Fall .... . . . Farm implements, 2 M:trket garden· 6 . ......................... . Zoology-- labora· 8
harvesting and
mg.
tory work.
storing crops.
Winter .... Prep·aration and 2 . ............................ Laboratory work.IO Zoology .... .. .... 8
transportation of
crops, markets.
Spring ..... Special crops, farm 1 Forestry and land· 6 Laboratory work. 5 Entomology ...... 7
roads.
scape gardening.
:FOURTH YE.A.R.
Fall ....... Breeding and c:i.re 4
of live stock.
Lectures, law, etc.

Winter .... Dairy farming. . . • . 3
Spring ..... .A.~ricultural re. 3
view, discussions .
'

Comparativeanat. 3
orny of domestic
animals.
Veterinary science 5
Organic ... •...••. 3 Veterinary science 5

Laboratory work, 8
chemistry of fer.
tilizers.

I

Chemical indUS· 3 Geology ..... .. ... 3
Veterinary science 5
tries.
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setts .Agricultural College.
FIRST ~EAR.
Mathematics.

Languages.

Drawing and composition.

Algebra ............. 5

Latin ...•.•...•.•.... 3

Composition . . . . . . • . . 1

:Algebraanclgeometry 5

Latin .......•.•...... 4

Free-hand 4rawing .. 6

Geometry.... . . . . . . . . 3

Latin . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 5

Composition . . . . . . . . . 1 . • . . • . . • • • • • . . • . . . • • • • 8

Military exercises.

Tactics, half term ... J

SECOND YEAR.
Trigonometry ....... 4

French .............. 5

Composition ......... I

Mensuration ... : ..... 3

French .............. 5

Mechanical drawing. 5 ................•..•.. 3

Tactics, half term .. l

Surveying ........... 7

French ...........•.. 5

Composition .......•. 1 . ,.............•....... 3

THIRD YEAR.
Mechanics-dra!'t, 3
friction, etc.

Rhetoric and con1po- 3 . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . ......... , . . . . . . . . . . . 3
sition.

Physics-sound and 4
heat.

E,nglish lite1:ature ... 5

Composition .......... I ...•.................. 3

I>brsics-light anu
electricity.

English literature ... 4

Composition ......... 1 ........•.••••••.•.•.• 3

3

FOURTH YEAR.

:h.i:eteorology . . . . . . • . . 2

Mental science . .' ..... 4

Composition and de· 1
bate.

:Military science.I to 3

Political economy .... 5

Composition and de- I
bate.
Composition ......... I

Military science.I to 3

Constitutional history 5

ED

91--39

Military science.I to 3
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No other college may be said to offer a more successfully adjusted
course than this, although in several instances particular departments
have been more completely develo_ped. It will be noticed that mathematics are not carried as far in this course as in perhaps the majority
of agricultural colleges, and yet for an practical purposes the instruction in that department would seem to be sufficient. Again, what
might be called a weak spot in the course is the entire omission of
German, a language really almost necessary for original agricultural
research.
While the Massachusetts -Ag1icultural College in many respects
might serve as a model institution of its kind, it is to be remembered
that its opportunities have been exceptional. By the division of the
Federal endowment funds between this college and the Institute of
Technology at Boston, the whole of the portion received could be used
for the specific purposes of its organization. No funds are required to
be expended for, and, what is more important, no time need be given to
any other line of work than that of agricultnre and its kindred sciences.
The course above given is the only course offered by the college.
Somewhat in contrast to the last are _the following:
Maine State College of .Ag1:icnlti~re.-Outline of oours~ of two years in agriculture
JTIBST YE.AR.

First term.

Structural and physiological botany.
General chemistr:y.
Farm accol1nts and rural and business
law.
Plane geometry or agricultural physics.

Second tenn.
Plant analysis and horticulture.
Agricultural chemistry.
Drai_nage and ro ad construction.
Plane trigonometry and surveying, or
entomology.

SECOND YEAR.

First term.

Horticulture.
Agricultural chemistry.
Animal anatomy and physiology.
Political economy.

.

Sec~nd terni.
Stock feeding and dairying.
Stock breeding and veteri nary science.
Civil government.
Geology and meteorology.

Outlin e of course of on e year in agriculture.
First ferin.

Botany and horticulture.
General and agricultural chemistry.
Animal anatomy and physiology.
Farm account and rural and business
ln.w.

Second terni.
Plaut anaiysis and horticulture.
Agricultural chemistry.
Stock feeding and dairying.
Stock breeding and veterinary science.
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cultural colleges; just how many it is difficult to say. As a means to
secure · to such . young men. the benefits of an institution endowed
especially for the- education of the farming classes, short courses in
agriculture, 'and in some cases in horticultme and in veterinary science,
have been devised. The manner of conducting these courses is not the
same everywhere, but it is a mistake to say that the effort is to crowd
a four years' course into two_ years or one year. They are as carefully arranged and as judiciously adjusted as the longer agricultural
courses. The two courses above given are fair examples of a two
years' and a one year'·s course.
The following course is that offered by,tbe Michigan .Agricultural
College, as the result of a gradual growth since the organization of the
college:
Agricultural course, Michigan Agricultural College.
Terms.

First year.

Hours.
Fall . . . . . Algebra . . 2
Ancient
history.. 5
English... 5
Geometry. 3
Rhetoricals .....-. 2
Winter .. Agriculture ....
Algebra ..
Drawing ..
Geometry.
Rhetoricals ......

Second year.

Third year.

Fourth year.

Hours.
Hours.
Anatomy ........... 2 J3ot-any or forestry. . . 10
Laboratorypractice. 1 Chemical physics .... 10
Organic chemistry.. 5 Veterinary science . . 5
:Physics ............ 5 Zoology ............. 5
Moral ;pltilosop:b_y. .. 5 Laboratorypractice.. 3
Blowpipe analysis . . 5 Two essa_ys, s_peeches.
Sliak espeare .. . .. .. . 1
Essays and speeches.
Analytical chemis- •
5
try ............... 10 :g~~e~nff!t:rgi!i{;ti:
tution ............. 5
Horticulture........ 5
Physiology .. . . . . . • • 5 United States his,
tory ............... 5
Laboratory . . . . . • . . . 15
Shakespeare........ 1 Geology-............. 5
Military tactics .. . . 5 Horticulture......... 5
Meteorology . . . . . . . . . 5
E~say~ and speeches.
Veterinary .science .. 5
Systematic botany 2 Agriculture . . . . . . . . 5 English literature... 4
Chemistry........ 5 .Agricultural cbem.
Milton ............... J.
Chemical manipuistry .............. 5 Political economy.... "5
lations .......... 2 Entomology ........ 5 Finance lectures. . . . • 5
Landscape garden,
Laboratory practice. 2 Logic ................ 5
ing ............. 5 Shakespeare . . . . . . . . 1 Veterinarv science .. 5
Physics ........... 5 Essays.
Quantitative analysis 10
Rhetoricals. ...•.• 2
Speeches.

Hours.
Agricul ture-1 e c tures ........... 5
Algebra .......... 2
Botany-lectures . . 5
Geometry ......••• 3
Surveying .. .. .. • • 2
Trigonometry . . • . 3
Essays.
Botany ........... 9
5 American liter a 3
ture ...... ....•• 3
10 Rhetoric .......... 5
2 Rhetoricals . . . . . • • 2
Military tactics... 5
2

Spring... Algebra .. 3
Botany ... 5
Geometry. 2
Rhetoric . . 5

One of the gTeatest difficulties with which the movement in behalf of
agricultural education in the United States has had to contend has
been that of extending the benefits of the schools established and maintained by the Federal grants to the farmers themselves, and to the
sons of farmers, who are unable from lack of time or any other cause
to attend the college for the whole period covered by the course or often
even fop the time of a single session. Various plans have been proposed to meet this difficulty; short courses llave been offered, as
above described, and farmers' institutes and clubs have been organized in pursuance of the university extension plan. But a scheme
has been adopted within the last two years in several of the Western ·
Staie by which such students may receive much really practical instruction at the university or college by means of lecture courses extending over a single month. .A.s an example, the following is the
"short course for farmers offered by the University of Nebraska :
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Sho,·t course for farmers-(Four lectures daUy).
[Delivered at the University of Nebraska. in February, 1802.]

1.
2.
3.
4.

Good government.
State ed.u cation.
Practi.cal education.
Anatomy and physiology of horses
and cattle.
5. The vineyard and small fruit garden.
6. Wind-breaks and hedges.
7. Electricity applied to vegetable
growth (2 lectures).
8. Soundness in animals.
9. Horses' feet.
10. Stable and farm hygiene.
11. Infectious diseases of stock.
12. Breeds of cattle.
13. Cattle foods.
14. Stock-breeding-heredity.
15. Stock-breeding-principles of progress.
16. Sheep and wool interests.
17. Plant structure.
18. Plant growth.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Plant foods.
Flowers and reproduction.
Seeds and germination.
General propagation.
The apple orchard.
Climatology.
Sugar beets (3 lectures).
Sugar production.
Structure, development and transformation of insects.
Li.fe histories and habits of insects:
Remedies.
Insect enemies of garden and forest
vegetation.
Insect enemies of grains and grasses.
Insect enemies of domestic animals.
A few geological hints.
The old-time racers.
A drop of the water we drink.
Inoculation, with practical instruction in all methods.

The last schedule-that of the Kansas Agricultural College-illustrates the manner in which the agricultural and mechanical work may
be combined in a single course.
Cowrse of study, Kansas State .Agricultttral College.
Terms.

First year.

Fa11 ...... Algebra, English
analysis, &eomet·
rical drawmg, in·
dustrial.
Winter .. Algebra, English
composition, liook·
keeping, fr e e ·
hancl drawing, industrial.

Spring ... .Algebra,

Ent'ilish
structure, bo any,
industrial
(car·
pe:atry or sewing).

INSTR

TION

Second year.

Third year.

Geometry, element· Trigonometry a 11 d
ary chemistry, hor.
surveying, agricul·
ticulture, industrial.
tural
chemistry,
~eneral history, in·
ustrial (farm and
garden).
Geometry (completed), Mechanics, constitu.
agriculture or
tional history and
household economy,
civil government,
orianic chemistry
rhetoric, industrial.
an mineralogy,
twelYe lectures on
military science, in.
dnstria1 (cooking).
Anatomy and pl1ysi· Civil engineering or
olo§y, entomology,
hygiene, physics,
ana ytical chcmis·
English literature,
try, twelYe lectures
perspective draw·
on military science,
m~, llrafting, indus·
industrial(farm and
trial.
garden or dairy).

Fourth year.
Agiculture or litera·
ure, physics and
meteorology, PSY·
chology, indus·
trial.
Logic, zoology,
structural botany,
veterinary science
or floricu'iture, industrial.

Geology,
political
economy, an elective in agriculture,
horticulture, mecbanics or related
sciences, ind ustrial.

.A.ND
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only reached anything like complete development within the pr nt
generation. The :first regular manual training school establi hed
in this country was that at St. Louis, connected with the Washington
University. Its founder was Dr. C. M. Woodward, under who e direction it is still continued, and is generally recognized as among the foremost schools of its kind in the United States. Unlike the movement
for the advancement of agricultural education, the manual trainingidea was at once received into popular favor. Its practical utility was
so thoroughly apparent, and the results of its work so immediately
available, that a demand for departments of industrial training or
mechanic arts arose in all parts of the country, and especially in the
cities and manufacturing towns. .This demand was in many places
speedily met by the establishment of such departm~nts by private and
incorporated institutions of learning, by the founding of special manual
training schools by the States and by individuals, and, in recent years,
not a few of the States have introduced work of an industrial nature as
part of the regular course of the public schools.
Thus in many of the colleges endowed by the act of 1862 the mechanic arts received attention from the first. In 1890, nearly aJl the
State beneficiaries were found to have at least rudimentary mechanical departments. What each college has accoll!plished in this line
since that time, with the aid of the last Federal endowment, will appear
in the following sketches of their work.
An idea of the proportion observed in the expenditure of the fund for
mechanical departments and for all other departments allowed by the
act of Congress may be obtained from the following table, which
shows the percentage of the total expenditure for the year ended June
30, 1892, which was applied to the department of mechanic arts:
State.

.A.mount, I c~~t.

State.

/ .A.mount. / c~~t.

--11-----------1--Alabama ..•.•••.•.••••••...•••••.
Arizon a .•...........•.........•..

~ftl!-~1! ::::::::::::::::::::::::

Colorado ....••.•••.•..•........•.
Delaware ....•..••••.•.••.•...•...
:Floridn ...............•.......•...

fit~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i~~~l~.~: :::: :: ::::::: :: :: :::::: ::

Kansas .. ..•....••.........•......

f;~t~~I::::::::::::::::::::::::

Maine .......••.....•••..•.....•..
Maryland ......•.•...•...•...•...
Massachusetts .............•...•.

~~~~ta·:::::::::::::::::::::::

$7,373
. 12,891
15,840
11,802
3,238
29,508
3,369
5,207
12,750
5,221
6,608
7,865
20,918
3,085
6,773
3,319
800
3,300
7,326

~: Nevada
:1::i~~f?.i.
::::::::::::::: :::::: ·
........................ .
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NewHampsbire ...•..••••••••••.
11
New Mexico •.•....•.•••.••.••..
42 New York ...........•••••.•••..
13 North Dakota ......••.•••••••••.
11 I Ohio ..........•..•••••..•.•••••.
37 Pennsylvania ..•... ·•.•••••.•.•..
31
South Dakota .....•••.••••••••••
21
Tennessee .......•.•....•....••..
32 Texas .................••.••.•••.
58 Utah .....•..•...••.•...••••..••.
9
Vermont .....•..•...•.•..••.•••.

ii ~f!l!!~ii~~::::::::::::::::::

J9

Wyoming •••••...••...••••••••..

$7,871
6,273
5,740
4,156
5, 60~
25,292
6,753
7,772
3,833
3,315
8,294
13,533
1,456
14,267
5,372
4,268
6,800
4,049

29
19
33
24
31
66

28
20
14
11
37
38
7

46
32

57
40
13

38 I

This table, it will be noticed; gives the expenditure and ratio by
States, and not by colleges. In one sense such a comparison is somewhat mislea<.ling, as in some in tances, where the most complete mechanical department are maintained, the expenditure for that purpose
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during the year was small. In general, where the rntio has been high- ·
est, it has been due to the purchase of equipment for a department
that was but poorly supplied before., or where no such department had
before existed.
- There are now in almost every State manual training schools, other
than those maintained as departments of the agricultural and mechanical colleges; but with few exceptions theiT facilities for instruction can
hardly be compared with those possessed by the latter institutions.
Where the shops for the meclianic arts have been for some years in
operatiQn it has been found necessary to replace a portion of their
~quipment every few years, so constant is the improvement in all kinds
of mechanical apparatus. As a rei3ult the exi)ense of keeping up such
shops to the highest standard of ri.sefnlness is comparatively great.
The States, by appropriating funds . for the erection of mechanical
buildings1 have done much to render the deyelopment of the departments of mechanic arts possible. Without such aicl the benefits of the
Federal grant would have been seriously limited in this line of work.
There are two wholly different plans of instruction to be found in
different colleges in the United States where shop work is made a part
of the course. The one known as the Russian system is .based upon
the idea that every piece of work undertaken by the student in the
shops should have a distinct educational value; no time is expended in
the production of articles for ilSe or for the market. Every operation
from the first to the last mechanical exercise is to be considered as a
link in the chain of the complete mechanical course. The other method
of instruction is to employ students in the making of articles of value,
to teach them more by continual }Jractice than by detailed instruction,
often to employ them out of doors in performing carpenter's or smith's
work, and, in general, to make them learn by doing. It is noticeable
that the most successful schools are those where neither the one nor the
other plan is strictly adhered to, but where constant practice in the use of
tools is required, while at the same time no student is allowed to undertake work for which he has not been previously prepared. The great advantage which the so-called Russian system has over a course that is
wholly or mainly utilitarian lies simply in the fact that it is a system,
and n. system which makes po sible the deYclopment of manual mechanical training as a science. The difference in final results obtained
is that the one method tends to produce a killed laborer, the other a
master mechanic; but it is well known that without a union of practice
and • y tern little an be done toward producing either.
·ar. fnl t dy of th rganizati n of the mechanical department of
agncultural and m clrnnic 1 ollege di clo e the fact that the
1 o:· . .' m le~ the ~ui me t of th e de artments, the greater the
fi <· 1ht1
£ r m trn hon; and the higher the tandard of work in the
m. t~ · 1 and P y·i al ·i 11 e.' the tr n()' r is the tendency to
·, 'ii II th
u· 1y in lu trh 1 , t of the hop-work and to make
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the manuai labor rnquired· partake more of the nature of laboratory
practice. One sometimes hears it said that it is only the lower grade
institutions which attemp.t to prepare students for the practice of a
trade; but this is manifestly an unjust stricture upon the work of certa,in colleges whose functions must necessarily be of a somewhat peculiar nature, as, for instance, the colored schools and the colleges recently established in the newer States. It must be remembered that,
like everything else, a perfect mechanical course can only be maintained as the result.of a gradual and' long-continued growth. It would
be clearly absurd to prescribe a -highly technical course of mecllanics
when the previous training of the pupils was wholly inadequate.
Another rather surprising fact to be noticed in regard to these departments is the ease and rapidity with which they have generally
been organized and equipped, and the readiness with which the regular college work has adjt1sted itself to the new conditions introduced
.thereby. It might reasonably have been expected that some difficnlty .
would be experienced in their harmonious_ asHimilation with the rest of
the course. But such has not been the case. They seem, in fact, to
meet exactly a long-felt want, to fall naturally, as it were, into symmetrical cooperation with all other departments. Instead of being; as was
anticipated by some, mere abnormal excrescences u1)on the legitimate
curricula-uncongenial attachments to be "carried," because the Jaw
provided for them-they have become the source of very material advantage to the institutions, and where conscientiously and intelligently
developed, there is almost no department that is not benefited by their
work.
In looking at the provisions made by the colleges for the mechanical
departments, we are at once struck by the very liberal policy on the
whole adopted, as regards their apparatus and preparation for successful work. While some colleges, whose limited means oblige them
to make a modest beginning, have been unable to furnish separate
buildings for this purpose, most of them possess very conveniently arranged shops. These are usually three or four in number, a carpenter's
shop, a forge room, a furnace room (or one room for both kinds of work),
and a machine shop. Separate tools are provided for each student in
all bench work, and often many of the most frequently used power
machines, such as lathes and saws. · In the forge room, or, as it 1s
sometimes more properly called, the blacksmith's shop, each student
or set of students is given the use of a fire, an anvil, and the necessary
smith's tools. In the furnace room or foundry, benches, one or more
large furnaces, and frequently a large cupola, are provided. The
most elaborate equipment is that of the machine shop, which includes the
steam plant and electric plant, milling machines, dri1ls, etc. The yearly
advancement in physical science makes this department the most difficult to maintain properly, as the first cost of the plant is not always
the greatest.
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The best idea of the equipments of such shops can be found by taking
a single institution as illustrating their general nature. For this purpose the following statement, taken from the recent announcement of
the engineering department of the Uniye-rsity of Tennessee, is giyen.
It must not be imagined, however, that all of the agricultmal and mechanical colleges are as well supplied with mechanical apparatus as is
this uniyersity. I select it because of its almost complete equipment.
The facilities for founrlry work, alone, are wanting. The shops are in
a separate three-story building.
WOOD-WOlrn.ING SHOPS

(2).

The first of these is a room about forty by thirty-five feet, furnished with benches
having drawers and lockers for tools. Each of these has a Yale lock, with its
special key. The lockers stand on the benches and contain a full set of tools
for the exercises to be performed, each containing four planes, five chisels, hacksaw, square, level, gauge, measuriDg rule, <livitlers, hammer, mallet, oilstone, oil
can, aml brad ~wl. A case in this room contains the additional tools for ge:ueml
use, such as rip ancl cross-cut S[1WS, bits aml bit stocks. A quick working ancl
easily handled vise of iron is att:i.chc<l to tho benches, one for each tool case.
The second room contains t ·welve speed lathes for wood turning, with a full set
of tools for each lathe, kept in convenient reach on a tool rack. The tools are those
requirecl for turning and boring light work.
AU the heavier power machines for wood working are placed in another room on
the ground floor. They form a comrilete set for reducing lumber from its rough state
to :finished pieces of any kind, ready to be used for pattern making, cabinetwork or
carpentry. They include a surface planer, jointer, shaper or friezer, combined rip
and cross-cut circular saw, boring machine, jig saw, roll turner, and mortising machine. AU these tools are new and of the best designs.

Drying kiln.
Connected with the wood shdps is a model drying kiln. A system of steam pipes
is so arranged as to give any desired temperature, this regulation being necessary
to prevent chinking and splitting of boards by too rapid drying when green. The
racks are so arranged as to permit of the removal of any piece of lumber desired
without unpiling. BLACKS:\UTII SIIOP.

This shop has six power blast forges, of the Bu:ffulo Forgo Company's manufacture.
A full set of tools for light and medium work is proYiclcd for each forge, including
hammers, sledges, tongs, chisel::,s, bo]t-headers, :flatters, fullers of several forms and
sizes, squares, caliper s, and all other tools for work which can be hani11ed by two
men . The smoke is drawn away from the forges by a largo exhaust fan. Suitable ·
).>cnchcs and blacksmiths' viflcs are also provided.
l\:[A
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reamer and milling cutter, grinder and emery tool grinder. They CODIJJO tho t ols
for working iron, steel, and other metals, whether soft enough to ue cut uy ot1.Jer
metals, or so hard as to necessitate being ground into form.

rmnm.
Power is furnished by a Swflet straight-line engine and a boiler, the latter located
in au_annex. The engine runs all the machines during the day and at night is bolt d
to the dynamos in the same room, for lighting tho unirnrsity buildings and ground .
The boiler, aside from supplying steam to the engines, heats the building and dr ing
kilns by either direct connection to the heating coils, or with cxh::mstfrom the en°foo.

The room for mechanical drawing is in tbe third story of this building.
Since the courses offered in the mechanical departments vary greatly
in the amount undertaken and the character of the work possible" ith
the equipment possessed, no general outline that could be given would
be applicable to all or to any great number of the colleges. But the
following list of the more usual operations and principles with which
students are familiarized wiil at least convey an idea of the general
scope of such instructions.
In the wood-working shop.-Bench work, carpe11try, pattern making,
wood turning, cabinet making, joining, box making, frame construction,
and, in some cases, the use of wood carvers' tools.
In the nzetal-worlcing slwp.-Bench work, forge · and anvil work, molding and casting, brazing, soldering, sheet-metal. work, welding, centering and driIIing, the making and, tempering of tools, and clipping, filing, and general vise work. Instruction is also given in tbe management of the fire ap.d the ordinary work of tlle blacksmith shop.
_
In the niacliine-shop.-The study of the principles of mechanism and
machine construction, the principles of steam, electric, and hydraulic
machines, machine work with lathes, the use of drilling, planing, testing, and miIIing machines, machine design, and the construction of complete machines from parts made in the wood and metal working shops.
In all of these departments mechanical drawing is made a pa.rt of the
entire course, and students are required to work from their own draw~
ings.
When a full course in mechanical engineering offered, the work of
the shops is frequently of a more technical nature, and is in some degree supplemental to such a course. The study of the mechanics of ma_chinery, of the strength of materials, of valve gear and link motion, of
boilers, machinery of transmission, motors, electrical machinery, thermodynamics, building and building materials, bridge and road construction, sewerage, etc., is aided to no slight degree by a practical
knowledge of tools and machinery. In many colleges distinct courses
in mecllanical engineering and in the mechanic arts are not offered,
the two being united. Some local differences in the courses will be
found, too, re ulting from dissimilar industrial conditions and from
demands for special kind1=1 of kiIIed labor.
Two in titutions-the In titute of Technology, at Boston, and the

is
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Alabama Polytechnic Institute-have distinctly made mechanics, theoretical and applied, the most prominent features of their organizations.
The following is the mechanical engineering course of the University
of Tennessee:
SOPHOMORE YEAR. .
Hours per week.
First Second
term. term.
Trjgonometry, analytical geometry, ancl calculus .................................... .

5

5

~?£r?:~;ttSt\ i:::::i::::::::::::i:::ii::::::::::::::::::::)::::

2

2
3
3

5
3
3
1

3

1

Military tactics ...•....•..................•...................................... . ....
JUNIOR YE.AR.

Determinants, calculus, least squares, mathematics.. ........ .. ... ....................

3

~~~~~!l1~!,1!eiJ:~fcss.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

:

i~A'i:~;tt:))::::::::::::::::::::::::::::)::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ······1·
SENIOR YEAR.
Theoretical mecc.anics ... . ......... •• .......... .... .-. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Primo movers, mechanics ....................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physics...............................................................................

5
2
:

::~t~~ ~i~~1~ti~~; ~~~i{i~ic -~;i:s·: ::: ::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::-:::::: :::: :: :::: ::

3

:

3

Expert work, mechanic arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thesis ................................................ ································ ·· ····· l

6

···· ···

The equipment of the shops for the work in mechanics and mechanic
arts of this course has been described above.
The following excellent course is offered by the University of Wyoming. It may be taken as typical of the work being done in the more
progressive of the Western States:
Course of Study, College of Mechanic Arts, University of Wyoming.

~

r

s
~
...

{

e

l

0

I:!
0

~

,g

::,..
e

en

Fall term.

I Spring term.

l

Algebra.

Winter term. Algebra.
Geometry
(plane).
Fall term.
Geometry
(plauc).
Winler term. Geometry
(solid).
Spring term. Tri:;onomPtry.
Fall term.

Rhetoric.

Physics.

Ilookkeeping.

·r hysics.

Book1.eeping.

Rhetoric (adYa.n eed).
French or Ger- Physics (adman.
vnnccd).
French or a Cf· Descriptive
man.
geometry.
French or Ger- Surrnying.
man.
Differ ntial Frrnch or Ger- Inorganic
c:ilculu .
man.
chemistry.
I11t~ral cal- 1:'rcnch or Ger- Chemistryuln ..
1Uan.
tests nnd
metal!!.
Fr nch or Ger- Mechanics of
man.
materials.
En~liab liter. Thermod Y·
atnre.
n:imics.
Astronomy.
~Iacbine deeign.
llydranlics.
Laboratory
,vork in CD·
gineering.

Free-hand
drawing.
l!'reo-hand
drawing.
Mechanical
drafting.
Mecl.J anical
drafting.
Mechanical
drafting.
Mechanical
drafting.
Mechanical
draflini.
Analytical
geometry.
Kinematic
drawing.
Elements of
mecl1anism.
Machine
drafting.
Thesis work
completed.

Elocution.
Elocution .
Rl1 etorical
work.
Rhetorical
work.
Rhetorical
work.
Rhetorical
work.
Rhetorical
work.
Rhetorical
work.
Rhetorical
work.
Rhetorical
work.
Thesis work.
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In Arizona one of the most important questions with which the farming communities have to deal is that of irrigation. The manner in
which this is made a prominent feature in the engineering course of the
University of Arizona is here shown, beginning with the second term
of the junior grade:
JUNIOR YEAR.

Sp,·ing lerni.

Wi11 te1· term.

Higher algebra..
Chemistry of soils.
Geology.
German.
Drawing.

.Analytical geometry.
Physics.
Irrigation hydraulics.
Hydraulic practice.
German.
SENIOR YEAR,

Fal1 te1·m.

Calculus.
:Meteorology.
Astromony.
Hydraulics.
German.
Rydr::rn1ic practice.

Winter term.

Spr!ng term.

Farm and irrigation l:1ws.
Hydraulics.
Calculus.
Constitutional history.
German.
Engineering, practke:

Canals, reservoirs.
Political economy.
Strength of materials.
German.
Field practice.

'.rhe following course in mechanic arts, offered by the Pennsylvania
State College, illustrates the manner of division of studies and shopwork
and drawing adopted in that college. The department is thoroughly
well equipped for its work:
Pennsylvania State College, coiwse in mechanic arts.

Year.

First..

Sessions.

Studies.

Shopwork and drawing.

Fall . ... United States history .......• -. .•••.
.Arithmetic ......... ................ .
.A.d,anced English analysis ......••.
Winter.

3

4

Uniteil States history ....•..••.•.•.
Spring .. ·.Algebra .................•........•.
English :malysia .................. .
Book keeping ..............•••.•....
Second Fall .... English composition .....•....••.••.

i~i1r::: :: :::::::::: ::::: ::::::::::

~h~~~ic~~.t?::::::::::::::::::::::

Spring .. ~~f;!t?~~.s-~:':~:.~.~:::::::

I

6

4

5
~

5

Carpentry and joinery ........ : .
Model and object drawing ..... .

3

g

"ffe~r:nt~n~~~::.·:::::::::::::::

8
4

5
5

Pattern making ............... .
Geometrical drawing .......... .

4
4

~~!f~~~·-~~~~~:::::: :: ::: ::::::: :: :

Winter. Geometry ...•................•..••.
.Algebra ............•......•..•..•..
Physics ............•.•.•........••.
Spring.. Geometry and alp:ebra .......••...•.
.Applied arithmetic ..............••.
Ci,il government and English ...•..
Third . Fall . . • . .Algebrn and geometry ...........•..
·workshop appliances ...••.....••..
Winter . Geometry ...............•.....•.••.

Carpentry ........•.•••..••.••..
Free-band drawing ......•••....

4

4
5
5
4
7
3
5

Forging ..................... · - .
Orthogra_phic projection and in· ·
tersect1ons ................... .

rr~~~~~~i a;~~--i;g: :.::::::::::

Vise work ..................... .
4 Mecbanical drawing ..•...... : ..
8 Machine tool work .........•...
Detail drawing .•......••••••...
6

!
5
8

Machine tool work .••..••••.•.•.
Machine drawillg .••.•••.••••.•.

5

4
5
4
6

8
8
8
8

10
10
I
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MECHANICAL INSTRUCTION
STUDENTS,

FOR

COLORED

In section 1 of the act of Congress approved August 30, 1890, for the
more complete endowment of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic
arts, it is especially providedThat no money shall be paid out under this act to any State or Territory for the
support and maintenance of a college where a distinction of race or color is made in
the admission of students, but the establishment and maintenance of such colleges
separately for white and _colored students shall be held to be a compliance with the
-provisions of this act, if the funds received in such State or Territory be equitably
divided as hereinafter set forth.
·

And further, that the legislature of any State or Territory establishing ang. maintaining such separate institutions for white and colored
students, respectivelyMay propose and report to the Secretary of the Interior a just and equitable division of the fund to be received under the act, between one college for white students,
and qne institution for colored students established as aforesaid, which shall be
divided into two parts a.n d paiµ accordingly.

A.s a matter of fact, in only sixteen of the States has any division of
the fund ·received been even considered. In most of the Southern
States institutions for the education of persons of the colored race had
already been in operation before the passage of the act; and this was
notably the case in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Virgmrn. In the few instances where no such school was supported or
subsidized by the State, institutions of the character designated in the
act of Congress have recently been established or selected as State
beneficiaries of the Federal endowment. All of these are not, however,
recognized as separnte and distinct institutions, several of them being
organized as branch colleges or departments of the colleges or universities for whites. This is true in .Arkansas, in Georgia, in Maryland, in
North Carolina, in Tennessee, and in Texas. There are thus in the
South, including these branch colleges, sixteen schools receiving both
State and Federal aicl and offering industri~l and agricultural training
to the colored youth. They are:
1. State Normal and Industrial School of .Alabama, at Normal P. 0., Ala.
2. Branch Normal College of Arkansas, at Pine Bluff.
3. Delaware Agricultura,l College, for colored students, at Newark, Del.
4. Florida State Normal School, at Tallahassee.
5. Imlustrial College of University of Georgia, at Savannah.
6. State Normal College of Kentucky, at l!'rankfort.
7. Southern University of Louisiana., at New Orleans.
8. Eat rn Branch of 1aryland Agricultural College, at Princess Anne, Md.
9. Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi, at West Side.
10. Lincoln In titute of iis ouri, at Jefi'erson City.
11. haw niver ·ity f. orth Carolina, at Raleigh.
12.----
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The manner in which the fund received from the Federal Government
has been divided between the races has differed somewhat in the several Stat es. The act provides for legislative acceptance of the terms
thereof before any part of the :first installment could be paid to any
State; bll;t where this was not possible, no legislature being in session,
the governor of the State was allowed to signify the consent of the
State. In several instances·this gave rise to some difference of opinion
as to what constituted "a just and equitable division." It thus soon became apparent that for the satisfactory and successful
working of the law, some definite rule of division should be adopted.
The Secretary of the Interior, therefore, suggested that the ratio of the
school population of the races be fixed upon as a basis of apportionment, and this has been generally agreed to. In some cases this ratio
is determined by the States themselves, in others the ratio as fixed by
the last census has been accepted. Again, in several instances, where
the colored school receiving Federal aid is established as a department
of -the white institution, no regular division has been made at all, it
havin g been decided that tlie maintenance of such a colored depart-.
ment meet s the requfrcments of the law as making no distinction of
race or color.
Much, of course, may be said as to whether, after all, the division
according to school population is the most just and equitable that could
be devised, especially in such States as Louisiana and Mississippi, where
the proportion of colored students in the schools of the State is greater
than that of white students; for it must be remembered that the aid
offered by the Government is for colleges, that is, for purposes of higher
education, and the number of white students receiving collegiate instruction is clearly greater than that of colored students receiving- similar
instruction. In Louisiana, ·for instance, even in the Southern University-the colored beneficiary of the act of Congress of 1890-the
course of study pursued by the greater number of the students is really
that of the common school. It would thus seem that an apportionment
upon the basis of the numbers respectively enrolled in the higher institutions of learning would more nearly comply with the spirit of the act
of Congress ; certainly, however, it must be conceded that the ratio of
school population forms the most stable and the simplest basis for the
division, and since but little objection has been made to it, perhaps no
more satisfactory division and none more politic is possible. Indeed,
it seems not unlikely that one of the ultimate effects of the endowment
of the schools for the education of colored students will be to raise the
percentage which the number of colored students enrolled in higlier
institutions of learning bears to the total colored school population,
until it more nearly equals the ratio which exists between the number
of students enrolled in the white colleges and the total white school
population. When this shall have been accomplished, then such apportionment can truly be said to be most equitable.
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The following table will show the manner in which the last-the
third-yearly installment has been divided. It will be understood that
the act providces foT an annual increase of $1,000 in the amount to be
paid to each State, beginning with 15,000 in 1890, such yearly increase
·to continue until the annual appropriation to each State reach~s $25,000.
~mo:unt of Amo:mt 0 ~
th1rdrns~all- tlmd rns~al.mentre~er:ed mentreceived
by_wh~te m- . by _colo_red
st1tut10ns. mst1tut10ns .

States.

Percentage
received l,y
white instituti-Ons .

Percentage
received by
co1orec1 in.stitutions.

$9,557.76
$7,442.24
. 56+
,43+
.Alabama . •. . . . . . . . . . ...... ...... ... •. . .•••......
.A.rkansu.... .. . . . . .. .. . ... . .. . . . .•.. ........ .. . . .
12,363.64
4,636.36
. 72-j\
, 271T
Delaware .....•............. _.... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
13, 600. 00
3, 400. 00
. 80
. 20
Floriila ..........•............... _.............·..
8,500.00
8,500,00
.50
.50
Georgia ...•........................ . .. _.. . . . . • . .
11, 303. 33¼
5, 666. 66f
. 66!
. 33t
Kentuc'ky.......................................
14, 535. 00
2,465.00
. 85½
Louisiana .................... ·~.................
8,232.66
8,767.34
. 42+
· 57+
Marylancla .................................................... .... .. , . - .. -...••......... · ·· ...... ···
:M:ississip_pi. ........•...• -··-··················-·
7,621.37
9,378.63
.44+
,51+
11.Iissonri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
15, 058. 38
1, 941. 62
. ss+
. 11+

.14,

~:~~~~~~~.~ ::::::::::::::::::·:.::::::::::::::::: ···12:iso:oo .. '. --·4:250.'oo .. ······:15··· ······:2s ...

Virginia.........................................
West Virginia...................................

11, 333. 33¼
14,000.00

5, 666. 66!
3,000.00

. 66J
. 82/,,

. 33t
.17!f

a Fund not divide•!.

It is a fact worthy of notice that of these schools no less than seven
have the distinctive title of '' normal" institutions, and almost all of
them offer some normal training as -part of their course of study. The
explanation, however, is not far to seek. It is simply the outcome of
tbe edncat1.onal conditions prevalent in the South immediately after
the civil war. The idea was quite generally- accepted that in order
to secure the success of the attempts to educate the newly freed race
it was necessary that they should find leadeTS and teacllers among
their own numbcer-an idea that was adopted as the policy of many of
the States, and material assistance was given to the movement by the
establishment and partial support of schools for the training of colored
teachers. Each State soon had its colored normal school, although the
introduction of manual and industrial training has to some extent encroached upon the normal course and diverted the schools from their
original singleness of purpose.
This normal education, indeed, bas had a certain salutary effect upon
the colored public school system of these States, not so much perhaps
from the real efficiency of the so-called "normal training" as from the
fa ·t that the general standard of the students sent out to fill the posi·
tion of teachers in the public schools has constantly tended to become
hi 0 ·b r, and th ir work as a con equence has been more intellig nt.
n f the gr at t dangers of normal education-unle ·s it be b::i, ed
u n ur ly cie tific principle -is its tendency to destroy individuali Y t
. titute a rigid adh ren e to methods for the free xcrci e
f jud 11 nt
natural mmon , ens . It i alm t invariably true,
li' ~· ·.v r h
l r d :t d nt, tran pln.utcd from the normal in tit it · m
n 1
wh t v r ff ct of "tea ·bing by
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rule" he may have acquired, and conducts his school preci ~eJy as he
would have done did no such thing as normal training exist. Not tha,t
his sojourn at the institute has been of no service to him-quite the
. contrary, but the real benetit he has derived from. it is the advantage of
the thorough course of instruction in the various branches of a liberal
education there afforded.
But with the introduction of the agricultural and mechanicalfeatures
and of the provisions for the industrial training of women, these normal schools to-day perform a different and perhaps a more important
function. Thanks to the liberal assistance of the States and of the
General Government, they are at present -very fairly equipped with
facilities for instruction in the useful arts. Especially since they have
become the recipients of a portion of the endowment fund of 1890 have
they made rapid strides toward the thorough :fitting out of their farms
and worksho1)s. Since tuition is ·g enerally free, and students are given
every opportunity to support themselves while attending the schools,
there is now really very little to stand in the way of any young colored
man or woman who desires to secure the benefits of an industrial education.
As a rule the claims and avowed purpose of these institutions are
very modest. Their aim is in most cases simply to turn out practical
men and women. Their graduates arc able to step from the school
into the workshop or the field -as skilled lilechanics or farmers, or, in
the case of women, are able as teachers, housekeepers, domestics, or
needlewomen~ to earn _for themsel-ves a competent and respectable
livelihood.
About twenty-five hundred pupils of both sexes .are now t,eing educated in these schools at the least possible expense, and it may not be too much to predict that their popularity wm increase _to such an extent with the further dBvel-Opment of the industrial departments that
the next :five years will see their attendance almost doubled and their
sphere of usefulness greatly extended.
The t,dals through which such institutions have had to strive to reach
a footing of comparative security have been truly great; there have
been periods in the history of almost everyone when failure seemed
inevitable. The acts of Congress have now made their position-a very
safe one. One of their most serious difficulties has heretofore been
that of secnring continuous attendance on the part of students. . Only
during the months when farm ha11Cls were not needed-a v~ry brief
period of the year in the Southern States-would the rolls reach satisfactory figure, . The same trouble wa · of course experienced with
girls. As a remedy for this serious hindrance to the school work, the ·
e tabli hment of farms and work hops in connection with the institutions themselve , where labor is offered and reasonably 1,aid for, has
worked most admirably. Since 1890 the complaint of irregular attendance is h ard much le frequently.
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But the most widely felt check to progress in the schools for colored
sturlents is the almost total lack of preparation with which the pupils
· enter the course. As_a consequence, a great part of the four or five
years of their attendance is occupied in getting them ready for the real
work of the school. The conditions responsible for this trouble are, it
is true, to some extent improving, but the question is still a burning
one. Until more efficient work is secured in the lower grades of the
colored public schools, the staJ?.dard of the colleges, at least in those
· branches which go to make up a liberal education, must remain unfortunately low.
In several institutions three or four distinct courses of study are
offered, but in most the instruction is nearly uniform, except in the
industrial training of the sexes. The basis of the course is laid in the
study of the English language and literature, mathematics, elementary
natural and physical sciences, and generally the duties of citizenship.
To this foundation three different kinds of practical instruction are
added, namely: .Agricultural science, with labor in the field; the 11rinciples of mechanics, with labor in the shops; and the industrial training of girls in the departments of household economy and the domestic
arts.
And here it seems proper to state, that to institute any comparison
between the work of these schools for the industrial education of the
colored race and the work of tl10se colleges and universities whicl1, as
beneficiaries of the Federal endowment acts, are designed for the training of the white youth of the land would be manifestly unjust to
both classes of institutions for two very logical and sufficient reasons:
First, the students, drawn from widely separated walks of life, reach
the school with preparation wholly unlike, both in kind and in degree;
they must therefore receive entirely different treatment. Secondly,
whatever may be the dreams of those philanthropists interested in the
elevation of the colored race, the fact remains a stubborn one that the
po._itions in the social fabric which they respectively may expect to
fill can never be the ame; hence the instruction offered JJ).ust be
designed for different purposes. In the schools for whites we may almo t say that all practical instrnctioI,1i buttodemonstrate the theory;
in the colored schools, that all theoretical instruction is but to explain
the practice.
The facilities for instruction in those branches which form the ba. is
of ci ntific agriculture have, until the last few years, necessarily been
omewhat meager in the colored schools· nor have the conditions
. mo t of the colored youth find' place in these institutions
n r \Th1ch
a~mit~
f _mu h d taile l la oratory work; and yet tbe instruction
iv n rn agncul ur ha· be n of no 1 real value than that of other
~ rrri · il nr. l U ,g · fi r he 1 ck of tim for teclmi al work is more
h, u. un rhal n ' l by h r at r am m t of practical information
· l ut • l
n t, n f, rm l b r.
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All of the colored agricultural schools have some farm laud; n , uy
of them possess really valuable farms, and upon these the tu I n t
not merely observe the manner in which the farming operati n
conducted, but they are themselves the actual farmer . In mor tl1,
one such college all the labor expended in the cultivation of the il i
performed by students. The same plan is very generally follow <l i
the mechanical shops, where, after receiving instruct10n in the handling of tools and the :first principles of mechanics, the student is
pected to labor productively. The furniture and household uten il
used in the college, the simpler implements of husbandry, and often
the shoes which they themsel':es wear are the products of student
labor. To such an extent is this utilitarian idea sometimes carried'
, that they are able to build and furnish any new buildings required for
the use of the school. Among the trades most commonly taught are
carpentry, brick making and laying, blacksmithing, shoemaking, mattress-making, house-J?ainting, turning, and printing.
It of course follows, that while such .schools may and do turn out
many skilled laborers, they produce but few master m-e chanics. Their
graduates have no difficulty in securing work, as the demand for intelligent skilled labor is a constant quantity. As long, then, as they
send forth young men, who, with a sound general education and the
self-respect which the consciousness of such a possession is sure to engender, have been thoroughly trained in the management of farms,
the use of machinery and the handling of tools, there can be no reasonable objection raised to the manner in which they fulfill the pur~ '
poses of their organization, and no legitimate excuse for any change in
their policy and their methods.
·
MILITARY INSTRUCTION IN COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE .A.ND THE
MECHANIC ARTS.

Perhaps no department of instruction maintained by the institutions
whose work is de.scribed in the present report has been the subject
of more criticism and adverse comment than that which aims to add to
the general and technical education offered by them some knowledge
of military science and some training in the use of arms and the discipline of the field and barracks.
As we have seen from our examination of the several acts of Congress in aid of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts, and from
the preceding review of the growth and development of these colleges,
and the already highly satisfactory results achieved by them, the General Government bas maintained towards such institutions a most generous policy from the :first. Instruction in the liberal arts and practical industrial training have been thus placed within the reach of all
de irons of profiting thereby. A great stride has been made towards
the goal at which all enlightened modern nations have been aimingED 91--40
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the higher education of the industrial classes. In this we have an
exhibition of what the State has done ·for the individual.
In speaking of the heretofore somewhat widespread feeling of aversion to tlie introd1rntion of military training in colleges of agriculture
and the mechanic arts-a ·feeling which, while by no means confined
to the farming element of their patronage, has certainly received its
most.frequent and open expression from that quarter-it is but just to
th€ spirit of-f~ir-minded .American patriotism to say that such opposition llas arisen from ignorance of the ends proposed .by such instruction_nnd ·from a lack of appreciation of the true value to the body-politic
of the military training of the youth of the.land. To convey as clear
an idea as possible of the purpose ·and plan of these departments of
militayy science and t actics and the ·beneficial results to be derived
from ·them by the State and by the students, it will be well to consider
the subject under the following distinct heads:
I. How they have been provided for, and how these provisions have
been met.
II. What is expected of them on tlle pa11 t of the State.
III. The -manner in which they are of benefit to the college of whooe
organization they form a part.
IV. The manner inwhich they benefit individual students.
PROYISIONS FOR DEPART31E:XTS OF MILITARY SCIENCE,

In section 4 of the original land-grant act of Congress of 1862 it
is provided that the interest of the invested proceeds from the sale
of granted land or scrip shall be appropriated "by each State which
may take and claim the benefit of this act, to the endowment, support,
and maintenance of at least one college, where the leading object shall
be,-without excluding other scientific and classical. studies, and inclu<l.ing military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related
to agriculture and the mechanic arts, etc." The act of 1890 being for
the more complete endowment of colleges established in acconlance
with the act of 1862, may fcct-il'ly be considered as containing the same
11rovision.
In order to render practicable the carrying out of the purpose in
thu. including military tactics in the course of study to be offered by
the endowed colleges, an act was pa sed an<l approve<l July- 2·, 1860,
provi ing for the detail of army officer,· to act as instructors in such
on 6 : . This act, a amended by the act approved September 2G,
18 , i:-- a, follow::
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for such detail that arc required to furnish instruction in milit :1Tytactics u n der the
provisions of the act of Congress of July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-t wo,
donating lands for the establishment of colleges where the leading object shall be
t he practical instruction of the industrial classes in agriculture and the mech anio
arts, including military tactics; and after that said defails to be distributed, as
nearly as may be practicable, according to population. The Secr etary of War i
authorized -to issue, at his discretion and under proper regulations to pe p re cribcd
by him, out of ordnance and -ordn::tnce stores belonging to the Government, and
which can be spared for that purpose, such number of the same as may appear to
be required for military instruction and :practice by the students of any college or
uniYersity under the provisions of this section, and the Secretary sball r equire a bond
in each case, in double the value of the proper by, for the care and safe-keeping thereof and for the return of the same wl1en required: Provided, That nothing in this act
shall be so construed as to prevent the detail of officers of the Engineer Corps of the
Navy as professors in scientific schools or colleges as now provided. by act of Cong:r:ess approved. February twcnty-sixtll, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, entitled
".An act to promote a knowledge of steam engineoring and iron ship-building
among iihe students of scientific schools or colleges in the United States;" u.nd the
Secretary of War is hereby authorized to issue ordnance and ordnance stores belonging to the Government, on the terms and conditions hereinbefore provided, to
any college or university at which a retired officer of the Army may be assigned, as
provided by section twelve hundred a:nd sixty of the Revised Statutes.

In January, 1891, the following act :IDienc1atory of the above act was
approved.
Be it enaeteil, by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of .Ame1·ioa
in Congress assembled, That section twelve hundred anu twenty-five of the Revised
Statutes, concerning details of officers of the Army and Navy to educational institutions, b e, and the same is .hereby, amend.eel so as to permit the President to detail,
under the provisions of said act, not to exceed seventy-five officers of the Army of the
United States; and the maximum number of officers of the Army and Navy tQ be detailed at any one time under the provisions of tho act passed September twentysixth, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, amending said section twelve hundred
and twe.nty,.:five of the Revised Statutes, is hereby increased to eighty-five.: Prov-icled,
That no officer shall be detailed to or maintained at any of the educational institutions mentioned in said act where instruction and drill in mHitary tactics is not
gi Yen : Provided further, That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to prevent
tbe detail of officers of the Engineer Corps of the Navy as professors in scientific
schools or colleges as now provided by act of Qongress, approved February twentysix th, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, entitled "An act to promote a knowledge
of steam engineering and iron shiplmilding among the students of scicntiii.c schools
or colleges in the United States."

In the regulations in regard to sucb details of officers of the Army,
made by the President, the time of every such detail is :fixed not to extend over three years. Certain classes of officers are named a,s no't
eligible for selection, and the forms of applications for details from colleges and of applicatfons from officers desiring to be detailed are prescribed. It is also declared thatWhere a State has more than one school endowed by the national land grant, under the act approved July 2, 1862, the school which is reported by the goyernor of
the State as most nearly meeting the requirements of exfating law will be held to
h ave tho first claim to tho officer attached to the State for defail at a la.nd-grant
college.
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In compliance with that portio~ of section 1225 of the Revised Statutes which provides for the first allotment of officers to land-grant colleges and their secondary distribution among the States according to
population, the following apportionment has been adopted, based upon
the census of 1890.
It will be seen from this table that of the seventy-five office.rs to be
detailed under the act as amended in 1891 forty-four are assigned to
duty at colleges established or maintained by the fund derived from
the land-grant act of 1862.
.Apport-ionment of details of Army and Navy officers.
Under second·
To land.grant ary distribution
colleges.
according to
Total Total
population.
.A.rmy. Navy.

States.

1- - - - - , - - - -1-- - ~ - - 1

.A.rmy. Navy. .A.rmy. Navy.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Maine..............................................
1
New Hampshire.................................... . ..... ..
Vermont............................................
1
Massachusetts .................... .. ................
1
Rhode I sland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Connecticut.........................................
1
New York..........................................
1

!:~;:~!e.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::

........ }
1
....... .
....... .
1
....... .
. ..... ,.

i :::::::: J

~~j}1~:~~~i/: : :: ::+:: :•: •:•: :t . . . !.::::,!
North Carolina .......................... ... ......... ........

1

lliiirlI}\)\}/I\\I\}/ . !<t l
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kentucky..........................................
Ohio................................................

1
1

~t!1:~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1
~ l!~~i::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::

i ::·::::: s
i :::::::: }
1

"\Visconsin ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

l

ti!~\}\\\)Il\'.\ji••~Iii1\);i . . . !. ••••••• l
;~F~jttttI\:tI•\I\\l• :::::•i• ::::::'.•
iilir:~~::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::
Idaho...............................................

4

1
3
2

4

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

1
1
4

2
2

li

: 1· ····-~-

6
2

1 .. ..... .

2

j········

4

2

I

1 '····· ...

4

1 ....... .

i1

........................................................ --------

2

1

-------·

Total ......................................... --3-0 i--5i--3-0 - - 5

i- 751-10
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upon the .filing of a bond covering double the value of the pr
r
receive the following facilities for instruction and drill in military t
tics, or as much thereof as may be required:
2 3-inch rifled guns, wrought iron, model 186L .. --·· .........• ·-·· .......• $900. 00
2 carriages and limbers, 3-inch gun.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
630. 00
2 gunner's haversacks.. . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. 70
2 handspikes, trail. ........................................... __ ...... _. .
2. 00
. 4.0
4 lanyards .....•........................................ __ ....... _. . . . . . .
2 priming wires .............................................. _. . . . . . . . . . .
. 20
4 sponges and rammers, 3-inch ............•............. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
4. 00
1. 20
4 sponge covers, 3-inch .............•......... _......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 00
2 tube pouches.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 thumbstalls ............................................ _...... _........
. 80
2 tompions, 3-inch ........................ _............ _...... _....... _..
. 60
. 80
2 vent covers ...................... _.... __ ............... ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 50
1 pendulum hausse, 3-inch ....................................... _.... . . .
. 60
1 pendulum hausse seat ................................ _. _................
1 pendulum bausse pouch .......... ·-··-··· .............. -··· ........ -···
. 75
2 paulins, 12xl5 ft .. _..... __ ............. _.............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
23. 50
150 Springfield "cadet" rifles, cal. 45, with appendages, etc .............. 2,250.00
150 bayonet sea b bards, steel, cadet ........... __ ... _.... _. _. __ .. _ . . . . . . . . .
136. 50
150 waist belts and plates ............................... , ....... _... . . . . . •
75. 00
150 cartridge boxes, cal. 45 ......••........................... _.. . . . • • . • . .
187. 50

Total value of equipment .....................................•..... 4,246.05

Upon requisition, allowances of ammunition for practice :firing will be
made to each institution.
The following are the regulations prescribed by the President for the
government .of the detailed officers:
1.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

The professor of military science and tactics shall reside at or near the institution
to which assigned, and when in the performance of his military duties shall appear
in proper uniform. Officers so detailed shall, in their relations to the institutions,
observe the general usages and regulations therein established affecting the duties
and obligations of other members of the faculty. For the bone.fit of the officer and
the military service, he may perform other duties at the college in addition to those
pertaining to military science and tactics, and may receive such compensation therefor as may be agreed upon.
2.

ORGA.NIZ~TION AND DISCIPLINE.

All rules and orders relating to the organization and government of the military
bLUdents; the appointment, promotion, and change of officers; and all other orders
affecting tho military department, except those relating to routine duty, shall be made
and promulgated by the professor of military science and tactics, after being approved by the president or other administrative officer of the institution.
2. It is the duty of the professor of military science and tactics to enforce proper
military disciJ>line at all times when students are under military instruction, and in
cases of serious breaches of discip1i11e, or misconduct, to report the same to the proper
authorities of the institution, according to its established methods. Upon occasions
of military ceremony, in the execution of drills, guard duty, and when students are
receiving any other practical military instruction, he shall see that they appear in
the uniform pre cribecl by tho institution.
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3.

COURSE -OF IKSTRUCTION.

1. The course of instruct ion shall be both pr:1cticnJ. and theoretical, and shall be
so arranged as to occupy at l east one hour per week fOT theoretical instruction, and
at least two hours per week for practical instruction.
2. The 'practica1 course in infantry shall embrace small-arm target practice, and,
as far as poss1ble, all the movements prescribNl by the drill regulations of the U.S.
Army applicable to a battalion . Instruction in artillery shall embrace, as far as
practical>le, such portions of the United States arill regulations as pertain to the
formation of detacl:iments, manua.1 of tbe piece, mechanica1 maneuvers, aiming clrH1,
saber exercise, and target practice. 1nstruction should also include the duty of sentinels, and, where practical, castrametatlon. Such instruction shall be given by the
professor of military science and tactics personally, or under his immedfate supervision.
3. Theoretical instruction sha11 be by recitations and lectures, personally conducted
and given by the professor of military science and tactics, and shall include, as _far as
practicable, a systematic and l)ro'gressive course in the fol1ow.ing subjects: The drill
regulations of the U!. S. Army, the preparation of the usual repo;rts and returns pertaining to a company, the organization and administration of the U. S. Army, and
the elementary principles governing in the art of wa,r.

4:.

REPORTS,

He shall render a quarterly rnport to the Adjutaut-Geneml of the Army, of tha
whole number of undergraduate students in the institution capable of performing
military duty, the number required by the institution to be enrolled as military
students, the average attenu.ance at drills, the number absent, the number and kind
of.drills, .recitations audlectures, or other instruction hau. during the quarter, and
the number reported for discipline. Copies of all reports and correspondence will
be reta.incd by the _professor of military i;cience and tactics, and transferred by him
to the officer who may succeed him, or forwarded to the Adjutant-General's Office,
should the detail expire. On the graduation of every class he shall obtain from the
president of the college and report to the Adjutant-General of the Army the names
of such students as have shown special aptituue for military service, and furnish a.
copy thereof to the adjutant-general of the State for his information. The names
of the three most distinguishecl students in military science and tactics at each college
shall, when grnduateu, be inserteu on the U.S. Army Register and published in genera.I orders.
5. INSPECTIO~·s.
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has been fully made. In many colleges a neat and inexpensive uniform has been adopted, and its use required in a-11 military exercise .
In almost all, too, an arinory has been :fitted up for the use of the offi"er
detailed, and now, in a great many instances, separate buildings for
the purpose-'-often serving as drill hall and gynmasium-=-ltave been
erected. Drills ai'e hold on the campus of the college, weather permitting, and at bu_t few institutions are the grounds not large enou_g h
to afford at least one good target range. In some of the Sfates1 officers
upon graduation are given commissions in the State militia. .
The course of instruction in military science and tactics usually
embraces, besides the regular infantry drill three or mere times a week,
the study of the presGribed manual of infantry tactics, lectures to the
uppe,r classes on military history, military organization, and sometimes
the construction of ordnance and military Ja,v.
WHAT IS EXPECTED

OF

THE DEPARTl\IENTS OF 1\IILITARY SCIENCE.

In return for the opportunities afforded to young men to acquire at
the least possible expense the benefits of a thorough and practical
industrial education, the Governme.nt asks only that these students be
reqi1ired to receive such instruction in military science and tactics as
will Tender their service useful and efficient in time of invasion or internal disturbance; that they may be prepared, should the necessity
arise, to serve .as qualified subordinate officers; may be able to organize and drill volunteer companies; and may become so far acquainted
with the duties and methods of :field and camp life, that -the many
drawbacks incident to the equipment and gettil)g into the :field of raw
recruits may be to some extent overcome.
In a country such as ours, where the evil of_a great standing army
would be both intolerable_and unnecessary, it is to the citizen-soldiers
that the Government must look in time of need. Unquestionably much
can be expected of the State militia, but in cases where this resource
has been exhausted, or where sectional issues divide the allegiance
of the militiamen and calls for volunteers become necessary, the existence of a body of young men ready to undertake the organization and
preparation of such volunteers for service is an advantage not to be overestimated. The beneficial rMults of the training given by the many
military institutes of the South were clearly demonstrated in the late
civil war.
Taking the idea for granted that all good and loyal citizens are
al ways ready alld eager to lend their servfoe and risk their lives in
behalf of the country when engaged in a just cause, it seBms but litLle
to a ·k in return for the fostering care extended to these educational
in titutions that those who profit by the Government endowments
shou1'1 pr pare themselves to bring to the country's aid not only ,willing but f'killc<l service. The amount of time required from the daily
routine of oll ·ge work i so small, and the incid.cutal advantages to
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the colleg~s and to the individuals so great, that, view it in whatever
light we may, the benefit is still clearly on the side of the student.
n ow THE

DEPARTl\fENTS OF l\IILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS BENEFIT THE COLLEGES
TIIE?IISELVES.

While, as has been before stated, no little objection has in the past
been raised to the maintenance of the military departments of the State
- colleges, the fact nevertheless remains that these ·very departments
have been instrumental in materially increasing their patronage. The
military feature may be said to be a _drawing card, attracting many
young men to the colleges who would not otherwise be induced to enter
_ college life. The popularity of the military departments is everywhere
commented upon, and is conceded to be an increasing rather than a
diminishing quantity. Proof of this may be had by examining the
records of those institutions where military instruction is not requfrcd
by law and where it has been made optional.
Again, the departments of military science and tactics serve to complete and properly round out what ifould otherwise often be a somewhat one-sided organization. They gi-ve a distinctive and generally
healthy tone to the institutions of which they form a part. Where, as
in many colleges, the discipline is to a greater or less degree of a military character, the order and systein thus secured in routine work and
the. habits · of neatness and promptness and unhesitating obedience
inculcated render the harn:onious "·orking of the many separate and
technical departments possible. The question of college discipline has
of late years become a very serious one, and educators would be glad
indeed to welcome any solution of it that would afford a reasonable settlement of the struggle between the opposing principles of central governing power and ill'dividual liberty. For the present it would seem
however, that in institutions below the grade of the university, which
educate students in purely collegiate courses, the most satisfactory system yet devised is that of a, carefully adjusted and wisely administered
plan of military discipline.
Still another benefit arising to the college from the military feature is
the spirit of emulation and healthy competition excited by the bestowal
of the honors of the military organization upon the most deserying
members of the corps. And here it is but proper to say that the succes
or failure of the department, and often indeed of the work of the 1Vllolc
in:ti ution, depend 11cculiarly upon the army officer detailed. Witll
ta t and n rgy and entbu ia ·m l1i.· work may not only be made elfu tainin(J' bu may b highly conduciv to tlie general welfare of the
cl1 1.
n incliff •r n , weak, or indi ere t flicer will inevitably do
n ·h mor 11, rm than good. A v ry 1 ·id.ell stinmlu. to those who
b · rn par~i. ularly i1~t ·rc:t · i th v,ol'k of th military department
h · !H' "~ '_1 n ha~ • h 11, m . f the t11r e mo. t distingnished tn1 · m rmh ary ·c1 ·n · an
ta ·ti · at a h o]l gc hall, when grad-
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uated, be inserted in the U. S. Army Register and published in gen ral
orders." The s.a me r,~sult is in a measure accomplished by the annual
inspections.
HOW THE l\IILITARY INSTRUCTIO.N IS OF ADVANTAGE TO STUDENT .

The beneficial effect of military training upon the students themselves needs hardly be dwelt upon. It affords that most neces ary of
all things to a growing youth-plenty of regular exercise. Its effects
are both physical and moral. The preliminary calisthenics and the
daily drill are of such a nature as to develop every muscle of the body.
The correct carriage and the complete -control over the limbs, soon
acquired, while eminently conducive to grace and ease of motion, at
the same time strengthen the lungs, broaden the chest, and secure a
normal position and action of all the organs. If nothing else, the drill
is clearly healthy.
More than this, the training in the school of the soldier renders the
student self-reliant and manly. By teaching him the lesson of absolute
obedience, it makes )lim capable of commanding others; and by requiring strict attention and absolute accuracy in everything undertaken,
it instills habits of order and promptness, which must ever prove of the
highest advantage to him in every walk of life. Finally, it furnishes a
relief from the daily routine of study and recitation and lectures that
no other form of labor or amusement can exactly supply, combining
enough of physical exertion and mental excitement to constitute a pei<
feet exercise.
The report of the .Adjutant-General of the United States for 1801
places the number of students ,receiving military instruction in fiftyseven colleges at about seventy-four hundred. ,
.AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

Experimental agriculture is, of course, no new thing. Ever since
men began to look to the cultivation of the soil for the gratification of
their wants, much of the labor expended in this direction has been of
an experimental nature. Indeed, one may sa.y that until the present cenlury the practice of experimenta.1 agriculture was even more
widespread than it is to-day, since every agriculturist engaged in
it to a certain extent upon his own land and for his own benefit
Such agricultural knowledge as was matter of common property
consisted in a number of crude rules and superstitiom handed down
by word of mouth through successive generations until they passed
into the realm of the proverbial; and where, as was frequently the
case, they were based upon a lack of understanding or a misunderstanding of the laws of nature, they have been the hardest of all
popular errors to eradicate, since they are the deepest rooted. While
the changes and discoveries and general improvements in almost every
other department of human industry have been constant and raIJid,
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the increas-e and the spread of agricultural knowledge have been slow
indeed, resulting partly from the social condition of those engaged in
tilling the soil, partly from the fact that men's minds have been more
engaged with commerce, with philosophical and religious controversies,
and with the struggle for forms of government and political supremacy,
than with the-peaceful arts of husbandry; but improvements in agricultural methods h_a ve been especially retarded., because the true key that
w~s to unlock the secrets of nature has so long been lacking. Science
was not, and without it advancement was impossible. Modern science
is to agriculture what steam and electridty have become to the commercial and social intercourse of nations. It has simply made great
results 1m1eticable. The first applications of agricultural chemistry by
Liebig in 1840 opened the way. Then_, for the nrst time, agriculturists hegan to hope for a little mor-e light upon questions which their
forefathers were wont to regard as beyond the range of humanthought
to solve or human ingeu-uity to influence; and agriculture was reduced
to a system. But -even before this time causes had begun to operate
which served to turn the attention of European nations towards the
cultivation of the soil. By the close of the eighteenth century, the
true value of the science of political economy had begun to be realized. The physiocratic idea of agriculture as the one source of wealth
had taken considerable root in France, and :A.dam Smith's "Wealth of
Nations" had been publrshed in England. The new science po_inted out
the relations of the manual industries to each other, and to the State,
and demonstrated the dependence of the nation upon the farm and tbe
farmer. As a result, the first agricultural experiment station had been
projected in England by Sir John Bennet Laws, and while no startling improvements in agric.ulture immediately followed this effort, the
wisdom of the plan was seen by continental landowners, and within
ten years several more successful attempts were made, stations being established at Moe.ckern, Saxony, and at several other places in Germany, in France, and in Eugland. The work of thc.se stations was
necessarily of a crude and often of an absurd character; there were, of
course, but few facilities for n,nythiug like accurate, scientific investigation ; and the newness of the :field, the ma.ny difficulties of ignorance and prejudice to be oyeroome, and the almost absolute dearth of
literature upon the whole subject made the task of organization and
of formulating schem · of work a truly formidable one.
Until the several governments, a ting upon the advice of far-seeing
economist , and rncog11iziug the pos i ilities in such systematic rei::carch lent their uppor- and cooperation to the e pioneer of agrinltur. l · i ·11 ·, he fi te of the :x eriment stations bung trembling
th
nl
L th
introd ·tfon of truly scientific method , and
· nnl <1 10n.tratiou of tlie great re. nlts po . ible to be
m 1ltirn, ly v n·, 1
th incr dn1ity and suspicion
· r ' fir. r ,,.a cl , a d · on ·tatj n. :fi r agricul-
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tural investigation and experimentation were g nerally estal.JJi ·ll d
throughout northwestern Europe. In 188~ about one hundred and
fifty such stations were in operation, and sjnce that time their work
has be.en so systematized and arranged that in France and Germany
at least tlie departments ~f agriculture rank among,the most efficiently
admiuistered of all the government institutions.
One feature of the system in vogue upon the continent, co11 cquent
upon the centralization of the direction of _e xperimental work, is the
assigmnent to many of the stations of I)articular lin{'s of investigation,
thus Recuring a maximum of definite results at a minimum of expense;
but it may be said in favor of the American system-if system it may
be calied-that the actual value of the experiments performed, where
the work of no station is restricted in its scope, is often greater by reason of repeated verificatio.ns at other stations. It is not the purpose.of
this article, how-e-ver, to enter into a detailed account of the organization and workings of European stations. Let us briefly review the
history of experimental agriculture in the United States.
If we examine the charters and the curricula of the institutions of
learning established in this country prior to 1860, we shall find in several instances chairs of agriculture provided for. The work of these
chair's was generally somewhat more than mere instruction in the principles of the science-then but little understood by the public-and
it often extended to the conduct of experiments in the lines of ordinary
farm management. ·with the l)assage of the act of Congress of 1862,
for the endowment of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts, ·a
new impetus was given to thes-e investigations. While still not known
by the sp~-cific name of u Experiment Stations," the chairs of agriculture were in reality p-erforming the functions of such institutionscarrying on regular lines of experimentation and publishing the rBsults for the benefit of the farming communities: The first experiment
_station calling itself by tha.t name was established in 1875 by l\Ir.
Onwge Judd, at Middletow:p., Conn., cooperating with the university
at that place. Other States soon followed the example set by Connecticut. In some cases the station was conducted as a department of the
agticnltural college; in others it was an entirely separate institution.
Several of the colleges, established in compliance with the land-grant
act of 1862, adopted this method of bringing their work in scientific
agriculture to the notice of the public. In 188£, about twelve such
stations were in operation. In that year, l\fr. Hatch, in submitting the
report from the Committee on .Agriculture (to accompany H. R. 2933),
offered the following statement as a summary of the beneficial results
already obtajned by the stations then in operation:
"Combining as they do the })recision of sci en ti.fie methods with an intelligen t regarcl for the r 'quiremcuts of practical operations, it is not surpi·ising that they have
come to be loo ed U}}Oll whcreyer established as the most important aid to successful farming a well as ilio foremost agency for the advancement of agricnltural
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science. They have taught the most profitable methods of cultivation and fertilization with different soils and crops and the best ways of doing the thousand opemtions of daily work; have driven out of the markets inferior fertilizers, food stuffs,
and seeds, thereby saving millions of dollars to the farming community; and by
raising the productiveness of agricultural industry have to that extent helped to
solve one of the hardes~ standing pro bl ems of society-how to relieve the pressure of
population upon subsistence."

In 1887 the bill, known as the "Hatch Experiment Station Act," to
establish agricultural experiment stations in connection with the colleges established in the Statrs under the provisions of the .endowment
act of 1862, was passed by the Forty-ninth Congress and became a law.
It provides for the establishment of experiment stations or for the maintenance of stations already established in each State and Territory, and
appropriates the sum of $15,000 annually for their support out of any
money in the Treasury proceeding from the sale of public lands. It requires the sending of a full and detailed annual report of the operations
of each station, with a statement of its receipts and expenditures, to the
governor of the State or Territory in which such station is located, to
the Departments of Agriculture and of the Treasury, and to every other
such station. The bill also provides for the publication by said stations
of at least quarterly bulletins, and for their distribution, all such
reports and bulletins to be transmitted through the mails of the United
States free of charge. In order to secure some uniformity in the work,
certain supervisory powers are vested in the United States Department
of Agriculture, where a division of experiment stations has been organized which issues periodically a record of the work of the stations. The
several State and Territorial legislatures are allowed in their discretion
to apply such funds as are thus appropriated, in whole or in part, to
stations not connected with any college of agriculture, or to stations
connected with institutions not wholly agricultural in their character.
As it is not intended that the amount annually paid to any station shall
exceed the sum necessary for its maintenance, any unexpended balance
of a preceding annual appropriation is to be deducted from the next
succeeding appropriation to that station. The assent of each State to
the grants of money authorized by the act is to be made by the legislature thereof, or where the payment of the appropriation became due
before the adjournment of the regular se.ssion of the legislature meeting
next after tbe passage of the act, such assent might be made by the
governor of the State. It will be seen that the ac·t contains the following general outline of the work to be undertaken by the stations thus
e tab1i ·h d an l upportec.l. They are-To con~uct orirrina~ researches or v rify the CJ,..7?Criments on the physiology of plants
and ammals · the dis. ase to whicli they aro severally subject, with the remeµies for
the nmc i th chemical composition of useful plants at their different sta 0rres of
~o ~·th_; the omparativ advantag .s of rotative cropping as pursued under a varymg . 11 of crop · th npaci y of new plants or trees for acclimation · the analysis
of 01)• •nncl ·a r · th d, 1 nnca
· l eompos1t1on
· · of manure, natural or artificial
'
with
· compara t·1ve e.u.ects
IY'
•
'.
P ·nrunt d i•!lldtot ttlICU'
on crops of ddferent
kmds
;
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the auaptation and value of grasses and forage pfants; the composition and digestibility of the different kinds of food for domestic animals; the scientific and economic
questions involved in the production of butter and cheese, and such other rese~rches
or experiments bearing directly on the agricultural industry of the United States as
may in each case be deemed advisable, having due regard to the varying COflditions
and needs of the respective States or Territories.

By the Fiftieth Congress it was provided that as far as practicable
all such stations should devote a portion of their work to the examination and classic.cation of the soils of their respective States and
Territories. By the Fifty-first Congress it was provided that the
appropriations to the stations should be paid quarterly in advance.
Regulations have been prescribed for the free transmission of reports
and bulletins as provided for under the original a.ct.
The question of the advisability of connecting the experiment stations with institutions of learning has given rise to some difference
of opinion, although it seems now quite generally conceded that such
union is on the whole advantageous. The records show that a large
percentage of those employed upon the staffs of the stations also give instruction in the·collegesof agriculture. That the plan works admirably
in most instances the bulletins of the stations as well as the reports
from the chairs of agriculture and horticulture in the colleges abundantly testify. .It is a mistake to suppose that such cooperation is
merely a measure of economy; in fact, it may be questioned whether it
is the most economical plan after all, since about as much is lost in
the greater amount of time required both in experimental work and in
instruction as is saved in the actual reduction of salary expense. The
real benefit in the connection clearly lies on the side of the college, consisting in the very great assistance to the instructors in agriculture
and horticulture, which may be derived from the use of the experimental farm land and equipment for purposes of practical illustration,
and in the incalculable advantage to the student of the opportunities to
witness and participate in the actual application of the scientific principles underlying modern agricultural methods and practice. Nor is
this all. The experiments conducted at the station are, for the most
part, peculiarly those of State and local interest, the solution of just
such problems and the testin,g of just such methods as he as a farmer
of that particular region will be called upon to employ. .And not only
is the student given theoretical instruction in the approved methods
of farming operations, but he becomes acquainted with farm management, the use of agricultural machinery, and the care of live stock as
well.
The claim bas been made, even by some who, with a life-long experience in farming themselves, have failed to exactly comprehend the true
object of experiment station work, that the station should be located
in the most fertile and highly productive section of the State; and this
argument lJas been repeatedly used in opposing the union of the college
and the tation. But, as a matter of fact, the station is primarily
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interested in dBtermining the possibilities of the average State land, and
even a situation in the poorest -section of the State is really preferable
to on'e in the most fertile for this purpose. Where can better opportunities be found. for testing the values of fertilizers and manures, the
hardiness of field and garden crops, and the returns from drainage and
systematic crop culture than on land even a little below the .average
degree of fertility, It is by the successful management of what are
known as waste lands that the experiment station is enabled to ren.der
the greatest benefit to the State at large. Nor is it to be imagined that
a station .thus located is precluded from carrying on such researches
and experimeuts as relate to the cultivation of better and perhaps
wholly different soils. While the experiment station is supposed to bP
a model farm, it does not by any means follow that it must also be a
show farm; for if a model, then it must be such as fa within the power
of the average fariner to imitate.
As a rule the work of the experiment station is divided among several distinct departments, in order to facilitate business and secure uniformity of method. Under the charge of a director, who is frequently
the agriculturalist or the chemist, the staff usually consists of from
four to seven men, exclusive of laborers. In most stations the facilities
for experimental work are very complete. Almost all are equipped with
libraries consisting of technical works, the reports and bulletins of
other stations in the United States and foreign countries, and books of
general reference. The special departments usually established are
those of agriculture, horticulture and botany, economic entomology,
chemistry, and veterinary science.
A.s the investigations of the chemical department are such as require
very delicate and accurate tests and measurements, the apparatus in
these laboratories is generally of a very high grade and reprcRents a ·
large outlay of funds. To such an extent is this the case that as a
whole the chemical laboratoTies of the agricultural experiment stations
are the most completely and often the most expensively equipped in the
country. This is haruly less true of the otber departments of the station; the policy has everywhere been to procure the very best of tools
and implements for cxperimcnfal purposes.
The inve tigations carried on in the chemical laboratories of all the
stations are e sentially the ·ame; the analysis of soils, fertilizers ::rnd
manure , fodders and feed, milk, butter, etc. By law in many of the
older tatc:, whcr fertilizer manufacture is extensively engaged in,
th State c11cmi ·ti. required to furni h analyses of all brands of feriilizc·~· ma1 uf. · nr <l in the • t, t , and of all uch samples a may be
·en 1 a 1>r
r Ini uuer to tl1 . t tion for the purpo.~e by farmers and
l r · int 1 • t cl.
r 'h 1 l f
1 of tl
·he ni ·n1 , 01 atory to tbe tbcr <lc1mrtmcut 01
tl
1
~v1 in po ant one, a' ·li mica1 ana]y cs arc 11cccst g flf nl
t all .·pcriment",
1 rge p opor-
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tion o~· the bulletins-issued, too, arc the result of chemical investigation.
In .fact it may be said tha.t the chemical laboratory is the central department of the station around which nearly all the others are grouped,
each la.rgely dependent upon it.
Another important and until recently but little explored field is tbat
occupied by the station entomologist. Each section of the country has
its insect .pe-sts injurious to the growiDg crops, the garden, the orchard,
and vineyard., and to live-stock, a.gainst which the farmer has been
obliged to wage continuous and often unsuccessful war. The Ja-bors of
the entomologists have already been productive pf surprising results.
In most instances a beginning is made by collecting and -classifying the
insects of -the State; these are then carefully 6tudied w.ith regard to
their life history, food-s, parasites, etc., and experiments undertaken
looking to their destruction. In this work much is gained by the cooperation of the various stations in comparative entomological re-search.
While differing, of course, in detail, ·the general 1ine of exi1erimentation undertaken by the station agricultnr.alist and horticulturalists
have also 'been practically the -same e-verywliere, embracing variety
tests of farm ;pTOdncts with regar.d to their respeotiv-e adaptability ·to
soils and cHmates; the effect o.f different fertilizers and .manures upon
the yield; .the value of food products for breads-tuffs .and .dome-stic -consumption, antl the methods of preparing them for the mar.ket.
Considerable attention has been paid of late yea.rs -to drainage and
farm irrjgation. In the older -States, where injudicious cropping and
the allowing _of yearly waste have to a certain extent exhausted _.the
chemical properties of the ·soil, the experiment stations ,have been aiming, and with a fair measure of success, at the restoration of -t he 'land
to its former vigor by careful systems of TOtmtion and soil dressing.
The result of the scfon:tiii.c study of .h orticulture has ·done much, particularly in the Atlantic ·States, to dire~t attention to the immense
profits to be realized from :tbe cultivation of orchard and small fmits
a,nd from truck gardening. Not only have growers been aided in sem.rring better aud more certain crops, but thong~h learning the secrets of
packing and storing they have been able to ·obtain better prices, and,
within certain limits, to control tbe markets.
·
While thus in its general featmes the work of the experiment stations is the same in alI the States, the particu1ar line of investigation
given prominence in various sections of the -country is byno means tbe
same.· The immediate needs of the many agricultural regions of the
United States differ widely as the result of natural diffe:rcncet,; of soils
and climatic conditions, tbe varying degrees of cultivation· through
which the lands ha,~e passed, their location in respect to foreign and
dome ·tic markets, and the change affected l>y the constant shiftings of
the gr at lines of commerce.
In the Easten1 State., where the field have been cultivated for suecc ~fre g neration , and wh re now trict economy of the resources of
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the soil is being observed, waste and exhaustion carefully avoided, and
adequate returns in the form of fertilizers-natural and artificial-made
after every crop, the question must inevitably resolve itself into one of
substitution merely. The Eastern farmer, alarmed by the active competition of the West-a competition enhanced by the continually increasing facilities for transportation-has already begun to look about
him for new and more remunerative uses-for his land. \Vhat to grow
in place of grain, and how to grow it! How can truck gardens,
orchards, and vineyards b~ made to payl What are the best methods
in stock-farming and dairying? are some of the questions which the experiment stations of these_ States arc being called upon to solve.
Again, in the South there is much land to be reclaimed and brought
back from the state of total or partial desuetude into which it has
lapsed through neglect or Dhanged social or commercial conditions; and
here different kinds of questions present themselves-questions upon
the speedy and satisfactory answers to ,vhich the social and business
future of the South must largely depend.
On the still scantily settled plains of the great Northwest, where as
yet no necessity for economizing has arisen, or no law of diminishing returns begun to operate, the experiments to be tried and the problems
to be undertaken are on a vaster and a bolder scale. There are arising
and there are being answered those questions connected with the cultivation and the utilization of the soil which are destined to revolutionize agriculture and whose successful solution already excites the
wonder and the admiration of the world.
Perhaps no better idea of the truly great diversity of the natural resources of the United States can be gained than from an examination
of the ranges of topics treated in the bulletins of the experiment stations, a list of which is given at the encl of this report, representing the
work undertaken in compliance with that clause of the Hatch act of
1887 which provides for '' such other researches or experiments bearing directly on the agricultural industry of the United States as may
in each case be deemed advisable, having due regard to the varying
conditions and needs of the respective States or Territories."
Among these many agricultural researches of purely sectional interest may be mentioned the experiments in forestry and timber culture
conducted by the stations in the north Atlantic and the lake Sta,tes;
the investigations now being exten ively carried on in the cultivation
of the , ugar beet and the manufacture of beet sugar in the central and
" t rn tat ' ; the improvements attempted in the cotton, rice, tobacco,
an , ug r- ne fi lds of the South; the changes produced in recent
Y ar in t
1 tho
of t ck-rai ing and of dairying· the study of
· t_· n_ I ri · ', in tru k-farmi g and fruit culture; thc'irrigation and
11t1rn n f th ari r gi n f
w Mexico and Arizona· and the
. n · · · f 11 l~l" · i · f ·i i ·ultur an win -making on the Pacific lope;
111 11 f ·
·h 1 Id th
riment tation have bee the pioneers.
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The plan of organization adopted by all the stations sup1)orted
by the General Government aims at the performance of three distinct
functions: first, the investigation of all such important questions relating to the agricultural interests of the States as are most pressing and
vital to the farming communities, including the collection of such data
of animal and vegetable life, the geological history, the soils and climate of the several sections of the States, as may be obtained for purposes of comparison and further research; second, original experimentation upon agricultural, horticultural, or other scientific lines which have
not already been fully explored; third, the placing themselves in such
relations to the farmers that they c;.m most readily serve them as central points of_information upon all matters connected with farm work
and management. Thus many of the stations accomplish much of their
most valuable work through their correspondence with the farmers,
answering, as far as possible, any and all such questions as come to
them, and offering such suggestions to individuals in regard to the care
and direction of their farms as oc'tasion and opportunity afford.
In many States, particularly in the West, where the great area included within State lines renders it impossible for a single station to
perform the work for all sections, branch stations are established, reporting to a central station, generally the one connected with the agricultural college. From these branch stations abundant material is
furnished for purposes of comparison between soils, products, and
climatic conditions.
How to secure the most satisfactory distribution of the results of the
station work has from the :first been a question of no little difficulty.
The first method U11iversally adopted is the compliance with the requirements of the law providing for the issuing of at least one bulletin
quarterly, and the making of an annual report upon the work to the
governor and the Depa,rtments of .Agriculture and of the Treasury.
These bulletins and reports, and such special bulletins as the station
staff may from time to time desire to issue, are printed at the expense
of the States and sent free of charge to the farmers of {he State, to_
every other experiment station, and, in general, to all who apply for
them. There is thus constantly circulating through the country an
ever increasing body of agricultural literature, the bene:ficial effects of
,vhich are yearly becoming more apparent.
Besides this method of dissemination of agricultural literature, there
are several other ways in which the stations are enabled to keep in
touch with the farming communities. The practice of holding county
and State fairs affords an admirable opportunity for this, and one of
which the stations have not been slow in taking advantage. Their exhibits at such gatherings usually attract no little attention. These
exhibit u ually consist of carefully arranged object lessons in analyses
of farm and lairy products, fertilizers and soils, the results of varfoty
te ·t of cereal aud veg tables, comparative illustrations of the effects
ED
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of the different methods of seeding, etc. These occasions, too, afford
opportunity for the general distribution of agricultural literature.
Another point of communication with the agricultural communities
is the farmer' institutes. In some cases the staff of the experiment
station is only able to be present at these meetings, and to engag_e in
the discussion of such topics as may happen to arise; in others the
meetings are held directly under the auspices of the station, and consist
of lectures and addresses upon its work and tbe needs of the farmers
themselves. Much real good has been accomplished by this means,
and interest has been aroused upon many important local questions,
such as county roads, drainage, the care of orchards, crop rotation,
methods of stock breeding and feeding, dairying, and markets and
prices.
In those States where a department of veterinary science forms part
of the station pi·ganization, the plan of holding periodical clinics, at
which animals are treated free of charge, and practical instruction is
offered in the remedies for the most common diseases of farm stock and
the treatment of injuries resulting from the accidents to which stock
are liable, has been adopted with considerable success. The advantages of such clinics are mutual, instituting a more enlightened and
often a more humane policy on the part of the farmers towards their
stock, and ser~fag as valuable object lessons in veterinary science to
students of the agriGultural colleges.
Not the least important of the effects of the scientific investigations
of the experiment stations and the spread of technical agricultural
knowledge resulting therefrom has been the rapid increase in the
amount of agricultural literature in the United States. Forty years
ago there was practically nothing of any great value published in this
country bearing upon scientific agriculture. The proceedings of tlle
European agricultural societies and a few works by European authors
formed the whole body of literature upon the subject. To-day the
number of agricultural works yearly published in the United States is
more than equal to the demand. American authors on crop-raising,
on drainage and irrigation, on stock-breeding and dairy farming, on
horticulture, arboriculture, and viticulture, on botany and entomology,
are regarded as authorities everywhere. The number of agricultural
periodicals has become simply· enormous, and is yearly increa ing;
while the general interest taken in all subjects relating to agriculture
and its kindred cience is mo t encouraging.
lthough th e condition have to no small extent been brought
ab ut ire -tly or indirectly y the xperiment-station system as at
pr : nt exi · ing, the fir ·t fi'ect of their work was naturally to direct
att ·11tio t the tati n. them. clvc.. Thanks to the more general enligl t um ·ut JJOU • u he rid r int r t tak n in arrri ultur l matter
th -ir >1. n nn m thocl are .ing
>ject l
con taut and often ~
1 t iu .11( 1 iti-i m; thi i preci: ly th mo ·t de ·irable tate
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of affairs t hat could exist, not that there is any real r eason for compla int
as to the character and amount of the work accomplisllcd by them, for
on the contrary, in most instances, they are well able to stand the te t,
but the con sciousness that they are regarded as the leaders in the line
of agricult ural advancement has naturally a stimulating effect upon
their wor k and worke! s.
It was not to be expected that the experiment stations would at once
spring into popular favor. With not a few enemies from the :first,
r eady and eager to detect and point out to the public gaze every slip
and possible error made through inexperience or hasty conclusion, it
has generally been the case that all important work undertaken has
been deliberately cpnducted· and the results cautiously announced.
Directors have been keenly alive to the fact that a tardy conclusion is
far better than an er-roneous or a doubtful one. Repeated verification
is absolutely essential to the accuracy of most agricultural experiments.
So many quantities have to be taken into the account, so much allowance has to be made for unforeseen extraneous influences and varying
climatic conditions, that only after again and -again testing the fact to
be demonstrated can any definite assertion be made regarding it. This
delay, inexplicable to the uninitiated, has always been a point of attack
from t hose who, themselves incompetent to judge, are unwilling that -,
others should suspend judgment.
·while there is to a certain extent a sort of general supervision exercised by the General Government, through the Department of .Agriculture, over the work of tbe experiment stations, and while, too, there
is some cooperation among the stations in the lines of work adopted,
it is nevertheless a fact that they can not reach their highest point of
utility until something more of a system has been devised. As we
have seen, the immmense .area of the country and the great differences
in soils and climates and social conditions serve to make the work of
each experiment station more or less independent, yet this independence can be carried too far, especially in the case of stations where the
conditions are more nearly alike~ There seems to _be no reason why
the same experiments should be performed in a dozen different States
upon points which can not vary, no matter where they arise. -This is
particularly true in the entomological and veterinary departments.
.Apparently much time and expense could be saved if such work were
definitely divided up among the various stations fa such a way that,
where no local interest is involved, the results of the experiments
should become general property and available to farmers everywhere.
In tl1is respect the European· system is vas tly superior to our own.
And yet our own stat10ns are still comparatively in their infancy, and
it would be clearly unfair to expect p erfect organizatfon and cooperation
for ·car to come. Tbat it will come, however, and that the efficiency
and li.·cfulne of the agricultural experiment stations will continue to
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increase, is a belief which the record of their first five years of recognized existence would seem to fully warrant.
For complete lists of the bulletins published by the experiment sta·
tions, attention is called to the publications of the office of experiment
stations of the Agricultural Department at Washington. In the
Official Experiment Station Record (monthly), prmted by the authority
of the Secretary of Agriculture, a full bibliography of the literature
emanating from the stations is maintained, with a summary of each
month's new bulletins. Copies of this record can be obtained by applying to the U niteu States Department of Agriculture.
Expenditure and icorking force of experiment stations.
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.A.NNU.A.L ADDRESS BEFORE THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN .A.GRICULTUR.A.L COLLEGES .A.ND EXPERIMENT STATIONS.
By W~I. LEROY BROUN,
President of the association, at the sixth annual convention, held in Tew Orleans, No,emller 15, 1892.

Gentlernen of the association: In the annual address to be made on this occasion,
in accorrln.nce with the custom and law of this as ociation of agricultural colleges
and experiment stations, I propose to occupy a, portion of your time in discussing the
eclucational features of the institutions here represented, and their adaption to the
wants of tbe people.
Education that looks to culture alone, while attractive and elevating in its nature
and r fining in its influence, does 11ot of itself qualify the recipient for the active
duties of life. It simply builds the piers of the bridge to be crossed. There must
be sup ·radded to this culture, when obtained by the fortunate possessor, that
t chnical education which will span the cha m that separates college life from
actual Ii~ .
lilt n' definition of e lucation as "that which fits a man to perform skilfully,
agnanirnon Jy, and justly all th offic , both public and priYate, of peace and
·ar, i of to g neral charact r to b of value. l! or what ,er might have been
thought po ibl in .1ilton1 day, it is eyond donbt impo. sible now for any one
pe on to h · o <111: lly " 11 dor.at cl in all departments as to be al,1 top rform
ekilfull all t e m of p a
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In former years the older college systems were especially adapted, with their
excess of cl assical culture, to the professions of law, medicine, theology, and pedagogy. But long since thoughtful men recognized the defect of a system of education that prepared the youth of the country only for the so-called learned profe ions.
The fact that of the many millions of our people that were engaged in gainful
occupations about one-half was employed in agriculture, and less than 3 pe1· c 11t
belong to the class of lawyers, physicians, clergymen, and teach ers, showed the
n ecessity of
IlROADEXING OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

to include this larger class, for which but little special provision had b een mado.
And besides this, the changes wrought in the various occupations of life by the advances made in science and its many applications to the industrial arts demanded
·that provision should be made for a wide diffusion among the p eople of a know ledge
of these sciences and their applications.
·
It was in recognition of these facts that the Congress of tho United States m ade
the liberal donation of public lands to establish the American agriculturil colleges .
It is gratifying to consider that wise provision of national legislation, thro ugh
the instrumentality of which there now exists in every State and Territory a college, endowed by the General Government, for the education and elevation of the
people by instruction in the principles and applications of science. Our admiration
for the far-seeing wisdom of its authors, who, in that legislation, "builded b etter
than they knew," increases the more the subject is considered.
By the well-known act of Congress of July 2, 1862, by which the land-grant colleges were founded, Senator Morrill, of Vermont,
BUILT FOR Hil\ISELli' A MONUME~T

more lasting than brass. For thereby his name will be held throughout our entire
country in affection and esteem by the youth of the centuries to come, who sJmll
:fill the halls of these colleges in seeking that education which will fit them to become citizens worthy of tho Republic.
It would, therefore, I beg just here to say, be eminently proper that there shonld
be placed in the library of each of the land-grant colleges a bust of our distinguished
legislative patron, as an evidence of our high appreciation of the great work he bas
accomplished in the cause of education.
The historic period in which the act of Congress became a )aw suggests a somewhat parallel instance in the establishment of a celebrated European university.
The historian tells us that hardly had the sound of the Spanish artillery ceased to
be heard across the plains of Holland, when Leyden decked herself with :flowers in
honor of the founding of the great university which has for centuries cast the light
of science and learning to the remote parts of the earth. While Leyden was founded
as a memorial of peace, our colleges were founded in the hope of peace snd the preservation of the Union.
Just thirty years ago, when all the energies of our country were being consumed
in that terrible internecine struggle, when war, with its consuming blight, was
alone the subject of thought and object of action, then, with
A WISE FORESIGIIT

rarely equaled, with a sublime faith in the future of our country, did Congress set
apart and devote a vast portfon of the public domain to the several States, in trust,
for the collegiate education of the generations to come. This act alone will signalize in history the Congress of 1862. A century must elapse before its beneficial
effects on the education of the people will be duly appreciated .
.A.sit was only possible once in the history of the world for America to have been
discovered, so it was only possible once for the consecration of this large area of
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public domain to the cause of education. And as the historian of the future traces
the development in civilization of our Republic, and investigates the causes which
have contributed thereto, the leg-islntion which establishea. these national colleges
of science..and the arts will be classed as a prominent factor. This affirmation is
based not so much on-what has been done in the field of education by these institutions, as on- the promise of the future, on the broad view and purpose expressed in
the charter as given in the act of foundation, and on the :fitness of the charter of
education, designated as the leading object of the colleges, to the wants of the people
and the demands of the age of science in which we live.
At first many of the States, generally from economic considerations, associated
these colleges with their State universities; others founded independent institutions,
But in recent years the tendency has been to dissociate and establish
SEPARATE. COLLEGES,

from a belief that thereby the object of the educational gmnt could be better accomplished. But whether they existed as co-ordinate parts of State universities or
as independent institutions, one familiar with their history can not fail to have observed that in the early days there existed a widespread prejudice against the character of education proposed to be given. They were in many places regarded as
inferior colleges for an inferior class. And possibly, in some instances, the mistake
made in the organization and schedule of study may have furnished apparent cause
for the existence of such prejudice.
The function of the college was, without doubt, often misunderstood, and the
misapprehension in the popular mind was largely due to the name the colleges
bear. By many they were thought to be colleges established for the sole purpose of
making farmers of their graduates; that they were professional schools established
for the purpose of educating boys to be farmers, similar in that respect to the professional schools for educating young men to be la,wyers and docto;rs; and often the
colleges experienced severe criticism if their graduates should prefer to adopt some
other vocation than that of farming. In the opinion of these critics, a land-grant
college failed of its object just in proportion as its graduates failed to adopt farmmg as a profession, and its success was considered proportionate to the number of
farmers among the alumni.
This contracted view of the object of the land-grant colleges has now largely
yielded to
A MORE GENEROUS APPRECIATION

of the object of the grant, to a better understanding of tho broad and comprehensive plan of the charter as contained in the act of Congress, a,ij well as a more
correct apprccia,tion of the relation of technical to liberal education, and to the acknowledgment of the high privileges and rights of an American boy to select his
own -vocation .
The object of our colleges is, as expressed in the original act, to teach-to teach
"such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts;
and while it also includes military science, it does not exclude classical studies.
Thi is broad, comprehensive, wise, not narrow or contracted. The leading object
is to teach the principles and the applications of science, to teach subjects that relate to the useful arts, and while culture by the study of classics is not excluded, it
is not the leading ohj t. It wcro neecllcss before this as o iation to name the diffi r ut uran h that r lat to agricultare, or tho many departments of exact science
that r lat to th me h. nic arts. All thes con ·tituto the direct ouject of the intru,:ti n to b giv n.
11 THE Fllt T
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f th o in tituti us attention was paicl gcn<'rnlly to ngricnlturo
l>r. ell· , to th exclu ion f tho mechanic arts. This r, ult cl not only
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from economical considerations and from the larger interests involved in agriculture,
but also from the inability at that time to teach the elementary forms of mechanic
arts as successfully as is now clone in the modern method of manual training.
From an experience of eight years in an institution where a well equipped laboratory of mechanic arts constitutes a part of its educational equipment, I can not ex- press with too strong emphasis my appreciation of the beneficial effects of the modern
method of teaching what is known as manual training. All present are familiar
with it~ methods and the educational controversy in regard to its m'erits as a means
of education. Some enthusiastic advo'cates have probably pressed its claims with
too much ardor, and demanded that it should occupy too exalted a position among
the methods and subjects that are generally recognized as means of education. Be
that as it ma.y, its true value is now recognized by educators. It has come to stay,
and deserves r r cognition in the lower classes of a collegiate coµrne, but- only as a
means of discipline.
Its object is not to make mechanics, nor the making of things, but the making of
men. Its methods develop order, -accuracy, perseverance, and self-reliance, an.cl while
imparting manual skill and giving strongth to the body, its exercises tend in a very
marked degree to develop the constructive and executive faculties.
·
Drnwing, which gives the ability to express the concept graphically, is also an
essential element of a scientific education, univers~~ly recognized of value. Hence,
a school of drawing, as an adjunct of the school of mechanic arts, is a necessary
department of a land-grant college. And the
MANUAL TRAINING

received from the series of graduated exercises given in this school, when combined
with the study of science as practically taught in the different laboratories, gives an
education eminently :fitted for the American boy of the nineteenth century.
And, moreover, the wisdom of the charter of these col-leges in requiring that provision should be.made for education in those branches that relate to mechanic artfJ
is made manifest when we co-nsider their relation to the necessities of civilization .
The studies that relate thereto are the studies that relate to active life. The arts
by which raw material is converted into food, clothing, and shelter foi: civilized
man, by which towns and cities are built, by which rivers are spanned and roads
constructed, and by which manufacturing is rendered possible, these, and all that
mark tho progress of the present century, a:re directly or remotely dependent on the
applications of mechanic arts.
The relation that technical education has to modern civilization and the benefits
to be derived therefrom are apparent to all observant minds. Daily observations
show the advantage of skilled and intelligent labor over that which is ignorant and
unskilled, and make evident the important part that educated industry has in modern civilization. These facts clearly demonstrate that for a State to equip her youth
by proper education for this industrial age, to plan wisely for the future, she must
encourage and liberally support technical education.
In view, therefore, of the prominent position mechanic arts now occupy in many
of the land-grant colleges, and of necessity must occupy, it would seem eminently
proper that this association should
PROVIDE .A. DEP.ARTl\IE:XT•

or section devoted to the consideration of subjects rela't ed thereto, where our colleagues in these departments may discuts methods and improvements for the benefit
of all concerned.
Tho relation that technical bears to liberal education is more generally appreciated
now than formerly. In the early history of some-of the colleges we represent it ls probable that too much attention was paid to the mere musc~ar education, not recognizing tho fact that if energy 1s consumed too largely by muscular e~ertion there will be
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little store for mental effort. There is no true education in drudgery, in mere muscular labor, when the brain is not exercised. Colleges were not founded to teach
manual skill, but to teach brain skill; to develop mind and character. And merely
learning how to do without learning the why, is empirical, a rule-of-thumb method,
which no educator can approve.
In education, principle is far beyond practice, and a knowledge of principle is
essential to goo_d practice.
Hence, technical education, to be of value, must be founded on a knowledge of
principles, on a liberal education. · And the broader and more extended the base of
liberal education which const1tutes the. foundation, the more symmetrical will be
·the column of technical education which forms the superstructure.
And by the term liberal education, as here used, we do not necessarily include nor
exclude th~ classics.
A FAIR KNOWLEDGE OF LATIN

for obvious reasons is of great advantage to a boy, and its prosecution is alwass
advised if time and circumstances permit. But a comprehensive knowledg3 of the
principles of science is essential to a liberal education, and especially to that liberal
education which is to constitute the foundation for a successful technical superstructure.
Education in the principles of science must be insisted on if we hope to attain
success in instruction in technics. While this is true1 in every department, it is
preeminently true if agriculture bo the vocation for which the student is to be
qualified.
But the test of exact knowledge of the principles of science is the ability to put
them in practice; hence the necessity of laboratories, of workshops in every departm~nt of science in connection with our colleges. We have, and if not we must
have, in each land-grant college laboratories of chemistry,-physics, mechanic arts,
botany, biology, etc., where students may learn things, not words; where they
may learn to execute; may educate their brains through their hands; may learn
science through their finger tips.
But scientific laboratory work has its most comprehensive field in agriculture n.nd
horticulture and in the dairy; for here successful experimentation exacts tTibute
from almost every other department of science.
Successful instruction in agriculture demands both theory and practice, a knowledge of tho principles of sciences with which agricultme is directly concerned, and
a knowledge of the methods of applying those principles to successful practice.
LABORATORY PRACTICE

in the field and gn.rden an1d dairy is essential, but it shoulcl always be educative in
character, shoultl exercise the brain as well as tho hand. While why we plow is
b est learned at college, how to plow is best learned on a farm.
But the function of the fond-grant colleges is not solely to make farmers of their
students, and where such an opinion prevails the public min<l can not, for the int re ts of education, be too soon disabused of the impression. To attempt such a
rOle must of nece sity result in failure. Nine-tenths of the boys who attenu colleges
in the South, if not in other sections, fiud, when they graduate, that their capital
on which to begin Ii£ is their education alone.
On their brain. and hands they must depend for success. They can not engage in
farming without a f: rm, ancl this, as a rule: the do not po. sess. Hence they mu ·t
b gin as wage- arners, a tea ·hers, engine n1, ch mist , or in whateYer capacity
heir ducation a
enviroum nt r der possihl .
Bu houlcl f- vora.bl circumstance r nd r it po. ·ible for tho yonng graduate to
b gm Ii£· a a. fmm r, it do snot neccs nrily follow that h will ma1·e a succrssful
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farmer. \Vhcn the conditions of land and market are favorable, success in farming
comes of practical expe·r ience, close observation, executive ability, with untiring
energy and good common sense; qualities that no college that exists, or may exist,
can impart. But yet a good science etlucation, such as is given in our land-grant
colleges, is the best possible
PREPARATORY TRAINI.N"G FOn SUCCESS

in this honornble vocation.
We maintain, therefore, that the function of the land-grant colleges is not to
make farmers of its students-and in saying t11is we are simply repeating the wellknown opinion of the legislative founder of these institutions-but to make men;
men with educated brains and skilled hands, ready and willing to work with
both bra.ins and hands in whatever vocation they are best fitted to perform the
duties of life. 1
Tl.tere is another view, wortby of consider~tion, which necessitates a l>road and
liberal curriculum, as required in the act of Congress.
The freedom and possibilities of .American life differ from the fixed relatio]J.s of an
older European civilization, where the son is expected to adopt the vocation of the
father. .American freedom protests against a S)~stem that would educate a class of
boys for one vocation only. The right of an .American boy to carve out his own fortune, and to adopt any vocation that his inclination may lead to and his judgment
appro,·e, should not be abridged by an educational system designed to prejudge his
futnre and train him for one vocation only. He does not measure his possibilities
by his father's attainments. He may be farmer or physician, teacher or lawyer,
merchant or mechanic, preacher or President. Hence our agricultural colleges
should not be modeled after the plan of tl.ie European. They .of necessity ~ust be
broau.er and more liberal in their educational schemes in order to
1 It is perhaps needless to say that these coJleges were-not established or endowed
for the·sole purpose of teaching agriculture. Their object was to give an opportu. ni t,y for those engaged in industrial pursuits to obtain some know ledge of the l)raetical
sciences related to agricultura and the mechanic arts; such as they could not then
obtain at most of our institutions called classical colleges, where the languages,
Greek and Latin, French anu. German, absorb perhaps two-thirds of all the time of
the students while in college.
But it never was intended to force the boys of farmers going into these institutions so to study that they should all come out farmers. It was merely intended to
give them an opportunity to do so, and to do so with advantage if they saw fit.
Obviously not manual but intellectual instruction was the paramount object. It
was not provided that agricultural labor in the field should be practically taught,
any more than that the mechanical trade _of a carpenter or blacksmith should be
taught. Secondly, it was a liberal education that was proposed. Classical studies
were not to be excluded, and, therefore, must be included. The act of 1862 proposed
a system 9f broad education by colleges, not limited to a superfieiaf and dwarfed
training such as might be had at an industrial school, nor a mere manual tra,i ning
such as might be supplied by a foreman of a workshop or by a foreman of an experimental farm. If any would have only a school with equal scraps of labor and of instrnction, or something other than a college, they would not obey the national law.
E. perience in manual la,bor, in the handling of tools and implements, is not to be
disparaged; in the proper time and place it is most essential, and generally something of this may be obtained either before or after the college term, but should not
largely interfere with the precious time required for a definite amount of scientific
and literary culture, which all earnest students are apt to .find far too Iimited.-Senator J. S. Morrill.
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ADAPT THEMSELVES TO AMERICAN CIVILIZATION,

While these views are not new to the members of this a-&sociation, they still must
be, in many sections, emphasized with insistence, in order to give a just impression
oft]rn educational work we are endeavoring to do and are required to do under the
l aw establishing these institutions.
They constitute, on the one hand, the argt1.ment for breadth, for liberal education
against narrowness, which is sometimes charged by adherents of the old classical
culture, who contend that there is no place for an agricultural college in the American system of education; and on the other hand they furnish the argument for liberal
education against the empirical technical instruction that, even yet in many sections, agricultural friends contend should be limitations of the educational sphere
of the land-grant colleges. ·
·
- The growth of these institutions, their influence in causing older colleges to modify their courses of instruction, the high esteem in which they i;i,re helcl by men of
learning and light as educational centers of power, the life and energy they manifest
in every State, furnish the answer to each class of critics, and give assurance of an
influence for good that will widen with the years.
Our association represents not agricultural colleges, but
AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES;

broad institutions adapted to American. civilization, and not imitations of those
which exist elsewhere, and are adapted to an older civilization where class education is recognized. They are the product of our civilization and of the century in
which we live, and represent, not the old, but the new education.
And this so-called n.e_w education makes no protest against the old classical system
which- has for centuries held the gateways of the temple of learning, and trained
and disciplined and refined human thought and expression. It is not revolutionary,
but supplementary, and seeks to build up and develop American. civilization by
making the leading object not linguistic culture, but scientific training.
Our colleges represent the legitimate outgrowth of the progress of science and
the demands of the century. They must grow in harmonious development with the
age in which they exist, and must not cease to grow, for with a:college the cessation
of growth is the beginniug of decay. Their faces are turned toward the future and
not. toward the past; hence their chief concern must be about tha studies of the
present and future.
In the former centuries it was not useful knowledge, but polite learning; not the
laws of nature, but the laws of language, that were deemed worthy of study.
No one knew a century ago that steam would r evolutionize the world UtDd change
tho methods of human industry. No one knew that it would enable.England, with
its Jimitecl area and population, to do the work that represents the equivalent of the
manual labor of all the ab}e-boilied men of the world. But tho fact is it has
CIIANGED THE FACE OF THE CIVILIZED WORLD,

entered every department of human influstry, and largely modified our educational
sy ·terns. It is no longer a question whether science shall be taught or not. The
spirit of the a.-..e demands it and the question now is, in the limited time that can be
devoted to e<l.ucation, how much of the old can be retained.
,ve havo re. on to be thankful that the colleges represented by this association
11, vo their fa ·es turn ·<l t wnrd the future, ancl that there is established in every
t: t · of the nion a ol1 g that x.alts u cful knowledge ancl educates its youth for
t futuro and r t f: r h p· t.
But omo con rd, though o.t pr nt the tcud ·ney is to a more liberal view, that
ncati u in ·i ·nee i inf ·rior i.J.1 cbara.ct r aud in cfo1cipline to the old form of educla ical ·oll ~ • . "\V r thi. the rnopcr placo for con.troy rsy, we
c tion of t
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might assume the aggressiYe and challenge comparison of results of the centuries of
educational work under the classical cmTiculurn, with the achievements of the
scientific schools of recent times. If fruits are the test of merit, the decision would
not be doubtful.
In defense of the discipline that is the result of the study of science, we may
briefly say that the study gives thought and tone to the mind, culr,ivates accuracy.
of perception, discrimination of judgment, closeness of observation, correctness of
reasoning, and imparts a love of truth rather than of victory; and further by its
study of the concrete rather than the abstract, by its constant looking for the relation of cause and effect, the mind is familiarized with the true spirit of inductiYe
philosophy, the philosophy of daily life, and thus in its educational effect is demonstrated the truth of the de:fin1tion that science at last is only "refined commonsense."
Our contention is for all that gives an educated man power in practical life, that
gives self-reliance and trains executive ability, that gives true manhood, that looks
to life in its wicler aspects and not to self for culture's sake, that that educa,tion
given by the scientific and technical schools holds no inferior, but for many vocn.tions a superior rank.
Culture is a luxury in education, but science is a necessity; a necessity for all the
people.
There is one feature of our colleges that in this brief review should not be omitted.
The charter makes imperative instruction in military tactics, and to emph~size the
obligation the General Government has made provision to furnish to each institution a qualified officer to give the requisite instruction. And thGreby we have the
excellent instruction of the United States Military Academy extended to the thousands of young men of the several States who attend the colleges here represented.
THE MILITARY INSTJWCTION

and training received makes the young men citizens of more value to the Stn.te a,nd
the nation. They constitute material for the trained military rese.rve, ready to
support the arm of the civil autho-rity should occasion require, and hence am an
element of power.in our midst, whicl1, increasing with the years, tends to consei·vo
our civilization.
"
That military instruction is required is a mark of the wise legislation that formulated the charter, and :fidelity to the trust requires that its provision should be
faithfully executed. The Commissioner's report for 1889 shows that 54 per ce-nt of
the 10,000 students in the land-grant colleges received instruction in mHita.ry tactics;
a gratifying result, manifesting that the trust is faithfully executed.
EXPERIMENT STATIOKS.

But this association represents not only agricultural colleges, but also experiment
stations connected therewith.
Bxperience confirmed what reflection anticipated, that agriculture, neither as an
art nor as a science, could be largely promoted by teaching college students the elements of the sciences related thereto.
.
The agricultural colleges at first largely failed to win the confidence of tho farmers, those whose interests they were especially designed to promote.
The unsolved problems of agriculture demand for their solution the profouud studv
of the best scientific experts, and are to be solved only by accurate scientific invc;tigation and experimentation.
Tho necessity for means and men to conduct this scientific research and investigation of tho varied subjects related to agriculture was first recognized by college
workers, and public opinion, largely created by their influence, was formulated by
Congress in the act of 1887 esfal>lishing the agricultural experiment stc.tions.
By this act there was wade by tho General Government this munificent endowment for research; and thereby has been estn.blished in every State a corps of sci-
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entific experts, whose duty is not to teach but t,o investigate; to investigate scientifically subjects that relate to agriculture.
No government ever paid a higher tribute to the value of science or made a more
valuable -contribution to the interests of a.gricnlture.
Provision was made both for discovery and dissemination. This important supplement to the agricultural colleges has given to the farmers of every State a corps of
scientific officers to work exclusively for their interest, and has wisely provided that
_the results of the investigations shall be brought home to them in the form of printed
bulletins. The investigations llave already become fruit in the discovery of important truths and in
THE DISSEMINATIO.N OF KNOWLEDGE QF y .A.LUE TO THE FARM.Ens,

and in the coming years benefits of inestimable value must accrue to agriculture.
The officers of the station have a great work before them. One worthy of the best
labors of the best men. They have, to call forth their best energies, not only the
stimulus of devotion to science in the search for discovery, but also the satisfaction of knowing that what may be discovered of value to agriculture will cause
itt; authors to ue esteemed in years to come as benefactors of the human race.
But the growth of these colleges during the quarter of a century of their existence and the progress of science demanded that they should be provided with enlarged and improved scientific equipment, with a large staff of officers, with 1)ettcr
libraries, and improved facilities of instruction.
And the Congress of 1890, with marked unanimity, happily under the leadership
of the distinguished author of the original bill founding these institutions, passed
the act granting an additional endowment, increasing, for specific purposes, the in.come of each college.
By this last anu third Congressional act the colleges have a pledge of confillence
on the part of the General Government, of which every incentive that ennobles
human nature demands that they should prove themselves worthy.
There should be no step backward. vVe must as earnest Christian teachers, as
true students of science, work continuously and earnestly, and execute faithfully
the great trust committed for the present to our keeping. It is a great trust
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE PEOPLE,

all the people, and not for any special class.
The admirable form of government under which we live is illustrated in the relation of these national schools of science to the States and General Government. The
colleges, though endowed by the General Government, are subject only to State control, under the conditions imposed on the trust. These conditions inhibit the use,
for building purposes, of the income from two of the grants and permit a small expenditure from the third.
Henco, in accepting the trust, each State imposed.on itself the obligation to provide
for its college all buildings that are :necessary to a full realization of the objects of
the national grant.
And the r ports show that this ouligation has been complied with in a liberal
manner by large donations from the State legislatures and from other sources, the
value of the gifts to these institutions in land, buildings, and equipment being in
. xcc s of $5,000,000. lly this provi ion the interest of the 'ta.te in the college is
mcrea c<l and the enclowment is preserved undiminished.
I i helcl by the tate in tnH;t, in perpetuity, and can not be ;q_nandered or lost
by mi. manag mcmt. H nee, our ollerr s are permanent institution , resting on a,
foun a ion
A
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of instruction, with nearly 10,000 students; that they enjoyed an annual income of
$1,500,000, with an endowment of $10,000,000; that the value of their grounds and
buildings was -estimated at $6,000,000, with a scientific equipment valued at nearly
~~~

.

.

And. further, as significant of their growth, of fourteen colleges there reported,
in the five years from 1884 to 1889, the number of instructors had increased 30 per
cent and the number of students 50 per cent.
It is true that several of the institutions given in this report are State universities,
but were we able to present the reports of the fifty-three land-grant colleges established in 1892, limiting the statistics strictly to these colleges and the corresponding
departments in the universities, the :figures given would not be diminished, but
largely incrnased.
And besides the colleges, this association also represents fifty-one experi!!1ent stations, with a staff of over 500 officers and assistants, scattered throughout the States
and Territories, working for the promotion of the great interest of agriculture.
The..number of students and officers of instruction and investigation, the value of
the buildings an<;I. equipment, the amount. of the endowment and annual income,
demonstrate the importance of the trust committ~d to the officers and trustees of the
institutions. They have· lon_g passed the exp~rimental stage, and are
R;ECOGNIZED .AS Il\IPORTANT FACTORS

in advancing education and promoting civilization in America.
Our duty is to make the work of these colleges and stations known to the world.
And the opportunity presented in the World's Columbian Exposition at Chi cago
should be improved by presenting in the most efficient manner the methods used and
the work done .
.Faithfulness to our trust, as well as the interest of the institutions we represent,
demand this.
But to make the exhibit worthy of the institutions will require a large additional
expenditure of energy and money. And that our governing boards are authorized
to direct this expenditure appears evident from the educative nature of a represen tative exhibit and the wide diffusion of useful knowledge that would result. therefrom.
Especially does it follow that an appropriation of funds for this purpose is legitimate, since the diffusion of useful knowledge is named in the act of Congress as one
of the objects of the grant. With means available and proper energy, there can be
made, and should be made, such an exhibit at Chicago as will challenge the admiration of visitors, American and foreign; such as will show the beginnings of the great
work to be accomplished by the national schools of science and the agricultural experiment stations for the education and up building of our whole country.
In presenting to you these views I beg you to consider the relation you hold to the
present and future well-being of our country. You are
SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATORS,

working for the improvement and promotion of that industrial art which directly
cop.cerns the well-being of the largest portion of the human family. You are observing, noting, comparing the methods of nature's actions in order to dis cover what
promotes or retards plant or animal life. And whether working with re.tort, microscope, pruning pr dissecting knife, you are working to ameliorate the conditions of
hum:10 life, and by showing how better to subdue the earth, to bring increased prosperity and hap11iness to the homes of the people, you are working not for self but
for the good of humauity.
\Ye are teachers, having under our charge thousands of the youth of to-day, those
upon whom the future destiny of our country will largely depend.
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Let us duly appreciate the magnitude and importance of the great trust committed
to onr care, its weighty responsibilities as well as its immense posRibilities. Let us
faithfnlly and zealously execute its provisions, educating the youth intrusted to us
so well and so thoroughly in the principles and applications of science that they
will show in their lives that love of work, that love of truth that comes from an
imbibition, by scientific study, of scientific method and scientific spirit. Let us,
looking to the future with an earnest love for our whole country, faithfully work to
make the national schools of science here represented the best schools-best in their
adapfation to the demands of American civilization, best in their harmony with the
spirit of the age, and best in the wide diffusion of a patriotic and Christian spfrit
among the youth of our country.

